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THE PASSING OF THE NORTH CANOE
By TAPPAN ADNEY

DRAWINGS BY THE AUTHOR

AT a recent sportsmen's show in New
York city, there was exhibited a

specimen of the Rebecca, or North

canoe, of the old Hudson's Bay trader.

It belonged to a type that is fast disap-

pearing from the face of the earth and

was taken from one of the two routes

where it now plys in the interest of the

fur trade—the chain of lakes and rivers

which connects the Upper Ottawa with

James Bay. It was only a three and a half

fathom canoe, and much smaller than

those masterpieces of canoe building

-which carried their crews of eight men,

a ton of furs or trade goods, besides pas-

sengers and camp equipage. Doubtless

there are many who will recall its high

upturned bow and stern, the painted de-

sign on each end, the gunwales and other

woodwork of bright blue—the livery color

of the company-—the same color that in

tunic marked a Hudson's Bay man any-

where in Canada. When the projected

railway to James Bay is done, the Re-

hecca will be laid aside to rot, being of

no further use; and it may not be out of

place to suggest here that our museums
supply themselves with specimens of this

canoe, now by no means common even on

the " through route " ; else only by pic-

tures and descriptions will coming gener-

ations know that such things existed, just

as now we have nothing but descriptions

—

none too full at that—of the old days when
the company, all powerful, created types

of men and dress which are yet the most

striking and picturesque that Canada can

show.

The passing of the old canoe marks the

close of an old order which existed in half

of a continent for the greater part of two

and a half centuries—a passing which will

ever be looked iipon with regret by lovers

of wild and picturesque life. Railway

lines have pushed, both west and north,

carrying the settler; creating the industry

of civilization; warning, the hunter and

the trapper, who for ages have held the

sole sway in their great domain of wild

lakes and rivers, that the world has better

use for the land.

In a brief while the tourist will be drawn

by the thing of iron and steam, quickly,

comfortably, in as many hours as it now
takes days, to that spot, which must ever

be historic as the site of the first post

Copyrighted, igo2, by the Outing Publishing Company. All rights reserved.
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" Its bow and stern were very high * and at the bow a projection like the ram of a warship."

established in America by that " Company
of Adventurers " who, under direction of

Prince Rupert, and by virtue of royal

charter of Charles II., discovered eventu-

ally such profit in the fur trade as made
them over half a continent more powerful
than the government itself. In 1671, their

first fort was built near the head of James
Bay—Moose Factory by name, and later

Fort York, the main station, on the west
shore of Hudson's Bay proper. The new-
est railway will penetrate to Moose Fac-

tory. Vast portions of country, north

and west, must for generations remain
unclaimed, and its grand lakes and rivers,

unequalled on the face of the earth as

routes for the most adventurous of canoe-

men, will be there ; but the significance of

the railway to Moose Factory will per-

haps be better understood when it is

known that only on what is known as the
" through rovite " from Kippeway on the

Ottawa River, and from Grand Lake Vic-

toria, by the far head of the same river, to

Moose Factory, is the great birch canoe.

The history of the North canoe is inti-

mately connected with that of the Hudson's
Bay Company. Its charter gave the com-

pany the exclusive right to trade only as

far as the heads of the streams entering

Hudson's Bay. Moose Factory was its

first fort, though Fort York soon became
the chief distributing point. The forma-

tion of its powerful rival, the Northwest
Company, which met, fought, and finally

amalgamated with it, under the old name,
gave undisputed sway over a territory ex-

tending from the St. Lawrence on the east

to the mouth of the Columbia River on the

west. A glance at any considerable map
of Canada will show Fort Garry, now the

city of Winnipeg, where the rival com-

panies fought their greatest and last

battle, as a point upon a chain of water-

ways, entending to the southward, via Rat
Portage; thence into Lake of the Woods
(Lacdu Bois,of the old voyageurs) ; thence

through Rainy River and a complex sys-

tems of lakes and rivers, with carries or

portages between, into Lake Superior

;

thence eastward to Sault Ste. Marie, into

Lake Huron, and thence, through Lake
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Nipissing, into the Ottawa River, to Mon-
treal, the headquarters of the Northwest
Company. To northward the chain ran
through Lake Winnipeg and waterways too

irregular to clearly describe, down the

Hayes River to Fort York. To the west-

ward it led into the system of rivers and
lakes terminating in the mighty Mackenzie
River, which bore the daring explorers of

the company to the Arctic Ocean. I hardly

need refer to the route by Peace and Pelly

rivers, whereby the explorer Campbell

pany. In winter its dusky wards hunted
and trapped and generally—though not
always—at the first signs of spring,

brought in marten and beaver on tobog-

gans drawn by wolfdogs to the nearest

post, where they received guns, powder,
tea, and blankets in exchange. Both furs

and goods were measured by the unit of

exchange, a " castor," or beaver, to the

immense advantage of the trader, of

course, whose justification for his profits

was that he gave the Indian what satisfied

suitable for river currents.

reached and named the Lewes River; nor
that route from the Mackenzie to the Por-

cupine and the Yukon, where the brave

employes of the company traded with the

Klondike Indians years before it was
known that the Lewes and the Yukon were
one and the same stream ! How far dis-

tant Port Yukon was may be imagined by
the fact that from the day of the departure

of. the trade goods from London until the

furs received in exchange reached that city

it was just seven years

!

The canoe was everything to the com-

him, at least until the independent traders

along the border began taking fewer doz-

ens of marten for the cheap trade gun.

The real activity of the posts began in

early summer. Furs were packed into

bundles weighing about a hundred pounds,

and when the ice passed out they were
loaded into boats and North canoes to be

carried to one of three depots and shipped

thence to England. In the department
lying west of the Rockies the furs went to

Fort Vancouver; from the St. Lawrence
and Ottawa, to Montreal. From the
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" The smaller kind * * manned by two Indians."

Northern and Southern departments, em-
bracing' the frozen interior regions and
south to the shores of Lake Superior—far

the largest and most important area—

•

they went to York and Moose factories.

The annals and reports of the company
contain but little except quantities and
values of furs, fish, and oil, and negotia-

tions as to rights and privileges. It re-

mained for one man, H. M. Ballantyne, for

three years a clerk in the employ of the

company, to give us what knowledge we
have of the picturesque side of life in the

Fur Country at the height of the com-
pany's glory. Ballantyne saw with the eye

of the artist susceptible to color, move-
ment, and sound. At an early date large

boats began to be employed instead of

canoes for transporting the furs and sup-

plies to and from York Factory. These
were broad, shallow, double-enders, carry-

ing 4,000 pounds, a crew of nine men, three

or four passengers, and provisions for men
and crew. A rude mast and tattered sail

lay on the seats ready to be hoisted to a

favoring wind ; but it was chiefly by the

paddle that they were propelled, although
going up the swiftest streams it often be-

came necessary for half the crew to go
ashore with a tracking line and slowly, inch

by inch, draw the boat against the swift

current. Poles, too, were iTsed when the

current was not too stiff. These York
boats traveled in squads of varying num-
ber, known as brigades.

In the spring the brigade bound for

Fort York sets out from Red River, with
supplies for the Athabasca and Mackenzie
rivers. Passing Norway House they pro-

ceed to Portage La Loche, a carry twelve

miles long over the northern and western
watershed. Here the brigades from the

Athabasca and Mackenzie meet them, de-

liver their furs, take aboard their own out-

fits, and depart. Retracing its steps the

York Brigade returns to Norway House,
and thence proceeds to York, arriving

there on the first of September. Deliver-

ing the furs and taking aboard supplies,

the boats immediately set out on the long
journey back; the swarthy voyageurs, with
long, unkempt black hair streaming over
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their bronzed faces, and girt about with
the scarlet worsted fringed scarf, worn by
Indian, half-breed, and officer alike; set-

tling to the oars with light hearts, home-
ward-bound, singing in unison that wild

strange chant of the boat and canoemen,
heard nowhere else, like nothing else, " A
la claire fontaine! "

Although the work in the middle district

was done by York boats, there were also

canoe brigades, manned by the same light-

hearted crews, sometimes exceeding the

crews of the boats. And whenever a jour-

ney was to be made by a factor, or clerk,

with all dispatch, a single North canoe,

manned perhaps by Iroquois, the best

canoemen in the world, proceeded alone.

The native Cree, too, often traveled in these

great canoes, with his whole family, for

hundreds of miles. Let us look a moment
at one picture Ballantyne has given us of

such an Indian family:

Now floating swiftly down a foaming rapid,

or making a portage where and when rapids
are too dangerons to descend; and while the
elders of the family assist in carrying the
canoe, the youngsters run about plucking ber-

ries; and the shaggy wild curs, one or two of

which are possessed by every Indian family,

search for food or bask in the sun at the foot

of the baby's cradle, which stands bolt upright
against a tree, while the child gazes upon all

these operations with supreme indifference.

With him we almost see the reality, as

we accompany the canoe or boat brigade.

It is night, and the brigade has landed in a

quiet cove. The great fires, one for each

crew, blazing up cheerily, throw a ruddy
glow upon the surrounding foliage and the

wild, uncouth figures of men who sit or

recline about the fire, smoking their pipes

and chatting carelessly and good humor-
edly, as if the arduous journey before

them never enters their minds. Tents
pitched, blankets are spread, and all turn

in. At first break of day the stentorian

voice of the guide crying out, "Level"
"level" "level" rouses the cami?. Five

minutes for the morning toilet, ten min-

utes for packing, and the outfits are pulling

up the stream. At seven, or nine, accord-

ing to circumstances, they land again,

build fires, surmount them with gipsy-like

tripods from which are hung great tin

kettles ; and breakfast is cooked and eaten

—the only hot meal until supper, for

luncheon is eaten cold on board. Then
row, row, once more, for about two hours

;

then the rower may rest five or ten minutes

for his " pipe." Now a fall is reached and
a portage (of which there are thirty-six

between York and Fort Garry) must be
made. The light-hearted voyageurs jump
ashore, some seizing one, may be two,

bundles, run with them over the carry,

while others pull and haul the boat up the

cataract, halloaing and shouting all the

time as if to drown the thunderous roar

of the waters.

How every one who has sailed in the

North recalls " the beauty of passing over

a still lake in the morning sunlight, the

stillness of the waters shown only by the

measured dips of the oars," when '' an un-
bounded happiness steals over the heart of
the traveler as he gazes out upon the dis-

tant horizon, broken here and there by
small broken islets, floating as it were in

air."

Ballantyne's enthusiasm rises as he tells

of the North canoe, on his departure from
Norway House, for Montreal, in the sum-
mer of 1843

:

These light, graceful craft are about thirty-
six feet long, by four to six feet wide, and are
capable of containing eight men and three pas-
sengers. They are made entirely. of birch bark
and gaudily painted on the bow and stern.

In these fairy-like boats, then, we swiftly swept
over Playgreen Lake, the bright vermilion pad-
dles glancing in the sunshine, and the woods
echoing to the lively tune of " A la claire fon-
taine " sung by the two crews in full chorus.

Again he says

:

A solitary North canoe at best can give
one but a faint idea of the sensation felt on
seeing a brigade of them at a post after a
long journey. It is then that they appear in

wild perfection. The voyageurs upon such
occasions are dressed in their best clothes and
gaudy feathers; ribbons and tassels stream
in abundance from their caps and garters.
Painted gaily, and ranged alongside like con-
tending chargers, the light canoes skim swiftly
over the water, bounding under the vigorous
and rapid strokes of the small but numerous
paddles, while the powerful voyageurs strain

every muscle to urge them quickly on. And
while yet in the distance, the beautifully
simple paddling song, so well suited to the sur-

rounding scenery and so different from any
other air, breaks sweetly on the ear ; and one
reflects with a kind of subdued and pleasing
melancholy how far the singers are from their

native land, and how many long and weary
days of danger and toil will pass before they
can rest once more in their Canadian homes.
How strangely, too, upon the nearer approach,
was the feeling changed to one of exhilaration
as the deep and manly voices swell in chorus
over the placid waters, while a competition
arises among them who shall first arrive, and
the canoes dash over the water Avith arrow
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speed to the very edge of the wharf, where
they suddenly, and as if by magic, come to a
pause. This is effected by each man backing
water with his utmost force; after wliich they
roll their paddles on the gunwale simultan-
eously, enveloping themselves in a shower of

spray as they shake the dripping water from
the bright vermilion blades. Truly it is an
animating, inspiring scene, the arrival of a
brigade of light canoes.

The thirty-six or forty-foot canoe of the

North was a " light " one to Mr. Ballan-

tyne ! What would he call those only twelve,

fifteen, thirty feet in length? He traveled

in the smaller kind also, manned by two
Indians, counterparts of those commonly
met with on the Ottawa River to-day; but

they failed to impress him, as did the

forty-footer. No doubt he considered a

craft that two men would carry over a

portage as light. But likely, too, he had
in mind his arrival at Fort William, the

chief distributing' post of the Northwest
Company, on Lake Superior, and there

finding canoes alongside which the North
canoe was indeed small and light.

For traversing that inland sea only

canoes of the largest and staunchest sort

could safely be employed. They were truly

huge affairs, the Candles de maitre, of

which the old company kept a large num-
ber at the Fort W^illiam station. They
were capable of carrying twice the weight
of cargo of the North canoe. Sixteen men
sat at their paddles, and four men were
required to lift and carry one over a port-

age. Such clumsy, unwieldy boats could

only with the utmost difficulty be taken
over the endless portages of the interior,

so the traveler from the East upon reach-

ing Fort William left his Canote de maitre,

and took the " light " North canoe. Even
in Ballantyne's time the Canote de maitre

was almost a thing of the past.

There was another canoe, found on Lake
Superior and the St. Lawrence, that Bal-

lantyne failed to note. Its bow and stern

were very high and bent over like a

hood, and at the bow a i)ointed projec-

tion, like the ram of a warship, that might
at some early time, during savage wars,

have served the same purpose against the

frail side of a birch canoe filled with hos-

tile warriors. It is doubtful if there is

now one of these canoes in existence.

After the final passing of the North
canoe, there will remain the smaller

canoes, which the sportsman and the In-

dian will continue to use. Curious many
of these smaller types are, and interesting

all, as showing how in this place, or in

that, the means at hand has been adapted
perfectly to the end. Here is required a

canoe short and buoyant for choppy seas;

there, one longer and narrower for river

currents. Each tribe has some differing

form or detail of construction, upon which
the white man was unable to improve
except to make larger and heavier.

The Hudson's Bay country boasts of the

largest of birch canoes ; it has also the
smallest. While at one end of their terri-

tory were canoes capable of bearing sixty

men, in the far northern and western por-

tions the Yukon Indian journeyed to and
from the Hudson's Bay post in canoes that

bore only one man at a time, in which it

was not possible for him to stand erect,

and so frail and light in construction that

one could pick them up in one hand like a

basket. Now as then he may be seen,

sitting flat, paddling with quick side

strokes of his single bladed paddle or pol-

ing up stream by means of two small sticks,

one in each hand, while behind, in a some-
what larger craft, follows his squaw with

the pappooses and perhaps a puppy or two.

Such canoes, resembling in form the

Eskimo kyak, are not craft that one would
care to take for a sporting trip or a

cruise without preliminary practise in

some shallow spot

!



JIUJUTSU

JAPANESE SELF-DEFENSE WITHOUT WEAPONS

By T. PHILIP TERRY

WHEIST, after three hundred years of

complete isolation, Japan opened
her doors to the outer world

the foreigners who entered found many
uniquely oriental arts and ideas resulting

from the genius and long introsi^ection of

the people.

When the inritation to come and see and
be seen was extended, however, it was
somewhat Latin in character, for up the

flowing Japanese sleeve a big reservation

lay concealed. This aftermath was soon

apparent to the occidental investigator

following close on the heels of the religious

and connnercial missionaries, but, combat
it as he would, the native intention of

allowing him to probe just so far, and no
farther, was as strong then as it is to-day.

and as it doubtless will be a half century

hence.

That the innermost thoughts of the

Asiatic minds are just as enigmatic to

the westerner now as they were when first

the yellow physiognomy appeared above

the eastern horizon, those who have deal-

ings with them have reason to know. The
more one tries to sound the well of that

mind the less communicative and more
bafiling the possessor becomes.

Few of the curious cults of the Japanese
so interested certain of these investigators

as did jiujutsu, or the old samurai art of

fighting without weapons. But so stren-

uous was the native objection to their

acquirement of this singular ethical sys-

tem that what knowledge they were able to

The W restler on the Right Catches His ( (pponeiit < )ut of Balance, and Will Throw Him by a Twist of the Head and Neck.
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gain of it was trifling- and far from satis-

factory. Like the missionary who remains
for forty years in Asia and in all that time

converts to his religion but two-thirds of

an Asiatic, one must be content to live

long in Japan would he know even fairly

well the Japanese mind. A knowledge of

this is essential before the foreigner can

hope to distinguish the feints and false

leadings which hedge about this jiujutsu

art—for its exponents are ever fearful of

its taking root in foreign lands—and the

greatest assiduity is required of those who

would gain more than a nodding acquain-
tance with it. While a smattering of the
system can be easily acquired, from six to

ten years in the proper atmosphere, and
with a natural aptitude, are necessary for
a complete mastery of it.

Jiujutsu first became known in Japan in

the sixteenth century, and its origin is

traced to a learned physician named Aki-
yama who at that period lived at Nagasaki.
While studying medicine in China this

savant acquired some knowledge of an ath-

letic system known as hakuda, then much

The Old Style of Japanese Wrestling.
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practised by the Chinese. It consisted of

many adroit and effective ways of kicking

and striking an enemy in order to gain a

victory over him. Akiyama learned three

distinct methods of hakuda with their

ramifications, as well as twenty-eight ways
of recovering a man from apparent death.

So signally successful were the latter that

kuatsu, or the art of resuscitation, is now
a part of the jiujutsu curriculum.

When Akiyama returned to Japan he

spent many years elaborating the ideas he

received in China, with the result that in

time he discovered three hundred and three

methods of seizing and throwing an antag-

onist, and otherwise placing him hors; de

comhat. One day, while pursuing his med-

itations at the Jenjin shrine at Tsukushi,

he observed a willow tree whose branches

were covered with snow. Unlike the giant

pine which broke before the storm, he

noticed that the willow yielded to the

weight of the snow on its branches but did

not break beneath it. So in accordance

w^as this with his ideas of what the true

jiujutsu should be that he straightway

established the since famous Yoshin-riu

—

the spirit of the willow-tree school.

In feudal times there were many mili-

tary exercises by which the samurai classes

were trained for their special form of war-
fare, and pre-eminent among these was
jiujutsu, for this subtle science appealed
powerfully to the cunning of these old war-

riors versed in wrestling, fencing, and
sword practise. To-day there are many
important schools of jiujutsu in Japan,
each differing slightly from the other, but
all teaching the root idea propounded by
the great Akiyama. In Tokvo alone there

are forty different schools, descendants of

the various schools of feudal times. In the

other cities of the island empire schools

aboimd and the students of the system are

many.
As befits its quasi-secret nature jiujutsu*

is taught largely in night sessions, and the

principal school at Yokohama is nightly

crowded with students apparently eager

to acquire a knowledge which gives them
an advantage over the secretly-dreaded

genii of the occidental world. While the

majority of the pupils gain considerable

proficiency in the system, but few acquire

*The word means gaining victory by yielding or pliancy.

Pronounced Geejoots.
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a complete mastery of it. Of the deeper

secrets of the higher plane the professors

are guardedly jealous, especially toward
foreigners, though every year or so turns

out a native master of the craft.

In the police departments of Tokyo,

Kobe, and Yokohama all the police are

obliged to study certain degrees of jiujutsu

and kuatsu, but no pupil of either receives

a single lesson before taking a sacred oath

to never reveal the secrets of them. Tra-

dition-—public safety even—exacts that the

higher degrees of jiujutsu shall be taught

only to men of perfect self command and
of unimpeachable moral character. In the

possession of such a person the science is

far more potent than hypnotism, for by a

swift physical touch a victim's brain can be

benumbed, his hips or shoulders dislocated,

an ankle unhinged, or a tendon burst or

twisted. By a single lightning-like stroke

of the operator one can be made instantly

helpless, and this would be a sinister and
fatal power in mischievous hands.

Signally illustrative of the power of

science over brute force are the methods of

jiujutsu. The principle of the ocean aid-

ing the ship through its resistance to the

propeller is embodied in it. For in direct

ratio to the strength and resistance of the

novice lies the necessity for yielding or

suffering the consequences. The uniniti-

ated who would rely upon impetuosity and
great muscular strength as counters to the

science of his trained opponent would be

bested even quicker than would a non-

resisting weakling with his muscles at rest.

A master of jiujutsu does not oppose his

aggressor by sustained counter-effort as

does a boxer. Calm watchfulness and a

shirking of physical contact and effort are

his part of the play. Then, when the

expenditure of the opposing force reaches

the point where its impact would mean

A Hold by Which the Wrestler in the Rear May Compel His Opponent to Yield, or Dislocate His Shoulder.
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injury to the recipient, it is deftly deflected

to recoil upon its author, and in such a

way that in response to a masterful touch

he is made to unhinge his shoulder or his

leg, fracture his arm, or even break his

neck should the occasion require it.

In the Zuihokwan school in the Govern-
ment College grounds at Tokyo one may,
upon the receipt of the proper admission

card, watch the jiujutsu professor and his

pupils going through the eleiuentary physi-

cal exercises. The deeper moral precepts

—and much of the art is moral in its

nature—are taught in the strictest seclu-

sion; a seclusion far more pronounced
than when a Freemason takes the highest

degree.

In the centre of the large gymnasium-
like room is a slightly elevated platform

covered with soft Japanese mats. Hang-
ing against the wall near the entrance to

the hall is a conspicuous table, inscribed

in Chinese characters, the translation of

which offers this significant suggestion

:

" Profound knowledge is the best of pos-

sessions."

As if obeying a paraphrase of Dante's

famous dictum, all who enter leave emo-
tions behind, for complete self-control is a

cardinal principle of this singular cult.

The strict silence maintained by the clean-

limbed young Japs, writhing, twisting, and
falling on the noiseless matting, instantly

strike one, and this is foremost among the

bizarre impressions one carries from the

place. A half-strangulated, jerky grunt is

sometimes forced from a falling body, but

this and the occasional cracking note of a

swiftly moving ankle joint are the only

sounds one hears in this vast hall of

silence. For all the noise they make the

students, policemen, and military specta-

tors impassively, but none the less keenly,

watching the game might be taken for

graven images or miniature examples of

the bronze diabutsu at Kamakura.
On the platform mentioned is a noted

professor of the science, and he watches
with a critical eye the practising students.

At times he selects one froiu among them,

and with the lithe grace of a dancing mas-
ter he explains and illustrates some tech-

nical point, the vocal part of which is too

softly spoken to reach the alien ear, and
the movement too rapid for the eye to reg-

ister. One thing, however, he cannot con-

ceal from the onlookers, and that is the

amazing ease with which he flings the

sturdy young Jap about. He in turn seems
actuated by powerful springs, which a

movement of the master's hand releases.

The learner's face remains impassive, but I

can see his eyes gleam with the satisfaction

he feels at the suppleness of his muscles,
for, though tossed about like a human
cork, with the dexterity of a grimalkin
he invariably alights upon his feet. One
of the first precepts impressed upon the

beginner in jiujutsu is the necessity of

being pliant ; for pliancy saves his bones
from many a bruise and his muscles from
many a twinge. In lectures, discussions,

and practise this is taught him, and he
is never admitted to serious competition
until this essential is graven on his mind.
Should his muscles prove less flexible than
his will, all physical practise ceases until

thorough training brings them to the

required standard.

As if to properly exploit the sleights

which jiujutsu has for every thrust,

wrench, push, and bend, the expert avoids

needless clinching with his adversary. One
young pupil misinterprets this apparent
disinclination to combat, and time and
again rushes in only to find himself i;n

troubled waters. As if bewitched by the

expressionless yellow mask confronting

him, he again and again finds himself in

jeopardy, to now wince visibly under the

deft touch of the master, or to ignomini-

ously yield where perseverance would
mean a twisted ankle, a fractured arm, or

mayhap a dislocated spine.

When a pupil yields promptly to the

superior mind it proves that the basic

truths of jiujutsu are at work within him,

and this is always secretly applauded by
those initiated in the art.

No man on good terms with his neck and
with a knowledge of the Japanese attitude

would ever dream of taking a camera to a

jiujutsu competition. Were he to smuggle
one in he would gain one lasting impres-

sion and lose one camera. The former

would develop into a conviction that he

had had a narrow escape from nursing a

broken neck. As kuatsu does not under-

take to assemble decentralized vertebrae,

and as a jiujutsvi expert can shake hands

with a man and break the shaker's neck in

the act thereof, no one has ever cared to

take photographic liberties with them.

Could photographs be obtained, to the
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casual eye they would differ in no wise

from certain wrestling positions, for the

expert's power lies in the lightning-like

touches; in that terrific legerdemain

which is too subtle and too swift for the

untrained eye to detect.

When jiujutsu leaves the purely physical

and rises to the physico-psychic plane it is,

fair play would brand them as fouls, and
after their first appearance they would be

ruled off as unfair advantages. As an
instance : among the primary physical

exercises a student is shown how to gain

control of an adversary's arm, straighten

it, bend it backward at the elbow joint and

use his own arm as a slowly rising fulcrum

The Wrestler in Front Slips Away to Avoid Being Thrown Over the Other's Hip.

like refined hypnotism, beyond the photog-
rapher's art.

One of the first impressions of an occi-

dental observer of competitive jiujutsu in

its simpler forms is that many of the

catches would never be allowed in a west-

ern ring. Any American audience fond of

beneath. This immediately brings the vic-

tim to the tips of his toes, to excruciating

pain, and to at least a broken arm does he

not promptly yield. Another method is to

cunningly destroy the opponent's equi-

librium and make him fracture his arm or

leg by the force of his falling weight.
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Another is what practical westerners would
stigmatize as plain choking, in its initial

stage. When, however, the antagonist

is choked into unconsciousness kuatsu is

brought into play, and the purple-visaged

subject is promptly and effectively revived.

This is one of the simplest resources of

kuatsu, and it is accomplished by seizing

the patient from behind, placing the base

of the operator's thumbs against the lower

part of the abdomen and vigorously push-

ing upward a number of times. Kuatsu
has other successful methods for such

cases, and it is also resorted to for restor-

ing life to the newly drowned, to those who
have been stunned by blows or falls, or to

the suffocated. For the successful prac-

tise of either kuatsu or jiujutsu a fine

knowledge of anatomy is requisite, and
therein no doubt lies much of their mys-
tery and power.

As an athletic science, with its concomi-

tant mental agility and moral force, jiu-

jutsu stands head and shoulders above

wrestling; as much above it, in fact, as the

colossal wrestler shown in the illustration

rises above an European. Every noted

Japanese wrestler is a student of jiujutsu,

but its grips and catches are not allowed

in a wrestling contest. Nishinoumi, who is

shown in the illustration, and whose cham-
pionship as a wrestler is proclaimed by the

rope about his waist, is an expert jiujutsu

exponent. Though extreme caution is

employed when selecting men for the high-

est degrees of the science, a well-condi-

tioned dwarf, a jinrickisha drawer, or a

sampan coolie physically fit is eligible to a

certain ntunber of degrees. That many
men in the lower walks of life are students

of jiujutsu I know from observation. That
a governmental idea lies behind the grow-

ing popularity of this cult no one who has

investigated the subject is likely to doubt.

In the Japanese army to-day every com-
manding officer is trained in it, and those

of high rank are finished students of jiu-

jutsu. Every native soldier knows of the

almost magic power which a full knowl-

edge of this gives one, and to this, mayhap,
can be traced some of that magnificent

discipline for which the Japanese troops

are justly famous ; a discipline not

excelled in any army, and which is the

admiration of all the foreign troops.

To the Japanese government—which

loves its subjects and is extraordinarily

solicitous of their welfare—jiujutsu is

doubtless of great service in solving some
of the complex military problems which
it already foresees must result from the

tangled condition of Asiatic affairs. The
island soldier is small in stature, and would
ordinarily succumb in hand to hand con-

flict with such physical marvels as the Czar
could march to the field. Who can think

then, that the Mikado's advisers—and
shrewder statesmen do not exist—are un-

aware of the tremendous advantages that

would fall to the lot of an army of devoted,

athletic little men, certain of their power,

over a foe unskilled even in a minor degree

in this uniquely oriental craft? With this

in hand the need of physical force is

almost repressed, and at a single bound the

native soldier rises to a plane even higher

than that occupied by any foreign antag-

onist. It is the boast of the Japanese sol-

dier that his diminutiveness makes him, as

a target, all the more difficult to hit. Be
this as it may, in full possession of such

a lethal power as jiujutsu, thoroughly

devoted to country and willing to die

therefor, backed up by the great fleet of

the nation and supplied with the excellent

equipment now given to the warriors of the

empire, he is destined to make his mark,
and he will prove very much of a porcu-

pine to any tender-nosed bear that comes
sniffing around him.

On more than one occasion belligerent

sailors from foreign men-of-war, on shore

in Yokohama for a " ripping old time,"

have had cause to remember the little

brown policeman who, with a dignity and
force surprisingly in excess of his size, has

led them subdued and wondering back to

their respective ships.

That this potent science is worthy of

profound study and should become known
to the West goes without saying. In direct

ratio, however, to the occidental desire to

acquire it will be the oriental determina-

tion to resist its expatriation. Like hyp-

notism and the allied question of the dual

mind, jiujutsu may yet occupy a high place

in the category of psychic phenomena. In

concerted action this trinity of subtle

forces might unite antipodal thoughts as

well as races and form reconciling links

between some of the far-reaching theories

at present engaging the occidental mind.
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HUNTING THE VIRGINIA DEER
By T. S. VAN DYKE

DRAWINGS BY CARL RUNGIUS

B UT what will I do with all my deer?

I won't sell them; the country is

so wild I cannot even give them

away, and I won't kill any to throw away."

Such thoughts formed the only spot on

the bright rainbow that spanned my path

as, in the fall of 1867, I made my way into

the heart of the great forest that robed

northern Wisconsin. Don't laugh. I had

almost been born in the woods. They were

the first place for which I had always

started when school was out and where all

my Saturdays and vacations were spent. I

was twenty-five, had been hunting con-

stantly since the age of twelve, was dis-

tinguished for keenness of sight and skill

with pistol, rifle, and gun among far older

companions even at the age of seventeen.

I had seen deer run before hounds and
helped cripple some with buckshot for the

dogs to run down. What then more nat-

ural than to suppose I was a natural still-

hunter that needed only opportunity?

Never since have I seen so many signs

of deer, though I have been in many an

almost untrodden wild. There was no
looking for tracks. They were looking at

me from every direction. The first glimpse

of a leaf cut through by sharp hoofs, or

pressed into damp ground, or the fresh

earth pawed tip around some bush, made
me cock the rifle and look eagerly around
while chills gamboled up and down my
spine and hot flashes played around my
ribs. But the grand buck I expected to

see in imposing attitude in one of the

most imposing corridors of the forest

failed to appear. And the more plentiful

tracks grew, the stronger the evidence of

a great number of deer feeding on the oak-

clad ridges where the acorns were falling,

and the fresher every sign appeared, the

more that handsome buck failed to keep
the appointment I felt sure fate must have
made.
Day after day passed with the golden

haze of Indian summer sleeping more
deeply upon the most lovely of virgin for-

ests and the most hopeful of hearts thread-

ing them in vain though the tracks of deer

were more and more plentiful. I was
walking with the utmost care and keeping
the sharpest watch in every direction. Yet
the nearest I could come to seeing a deer

was an occasional set of plunging jumps
some fifteen to eighteen feet apart that

had scattered the fresh earth in all direc-

tions, showing too plainly that the deer

had in some way learned I was in the

woods. Biit with my keen eyes that had al-

ways been so quick to find squirrels hidden
in the tree tops or hares in their forms,

why could I not even see one run? And
in the still air why could I not hear the

hoofs that must have descended seven or

eight feet in clearing some fallen log?

Discouraged? No, delighted, rather.

From the first days I read about hunting
moose I envied the Indian who found the

game and felt contempt for the white ma-
chine that merely did the mechanical part

of pulling the trigger. Huntingwas always

more of a charm than shooting, and game
that knew how to get away was always my
first choice. To be surrounded by scores

of invisible spirits aware of my presence

while I was not keen enough to be aware
of theirs, to feel that I only was at fault,

and that the time would yet come when I

could play in the game without being

laughed at, was to me the loftiest form of

pleasure in the pathless woods. The re-

mark of the settler with whom I was stop-

ping, "There's no use huntin' now; the

woods are too noisy," was only a spur to

my ambition. That I could not touch the

dry leaves lightly enough to prevent a deer

from hearing me and running so far away
that I could not even see him or hear the

thump of his feet, instead of being a rea-

son for stopping, was only the strongest

possible reason for keeping on. And after

seeing much of the best shooting of Amer-
ica I must say that the most charming of

all days were those—eleven successive days
—I hunted from morning till night, never
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out of sight of tracks made that very

morning yet without catching the faintest

glimpse of a deer, until the evening of the

eleventh day, and then it was so far away
that I was at first in doubt about it. There

are fools among the wildest animals, and

the more one hunts deer the more apt one

is to feel a painful suspicion that the

greater part of success comes from stumb-

ling over a fool. Nothing much worse caii

befall the tenderfoot at first, for he is apt

to feel himself a born hunter and learn

little more. But such was not my fortune,

and I became so interested that that hunt

lasted several months and was repeated

every fall until I moved to California.

Most beginners have much the same ex-

perience in still-hunting, and it arises

mainly from the difficulty of comprehend-

ing— in practical form— the extreme

acuteness of the senses of a deer and the

constant watch the animal keeps on man,
even in the wildest woods. When you con-

sider that a deer can hardly distinguish a

man at perfect rest from a stump only a

few yards away the quickness with which

those same eyes can detect your slightest

motion across tree trunks, logs, or stumps,

even three hundred yards away, and even

when a thoiisand limbs are swaying with

the wind, surpasses all comprehension. It

will take you long to landerstand it, long

to realize that when in sight of a deer you

"Almost always the head

is well erect and all senses keen for danger.'

cannot afford to raise any more of your

head over a ridge than is absolutely neces-

sary to see, and that you cannot afford

to do even this except slowly. ISTor is it

safe to keep the rifle on your shoulder

when looking over a ridge, for the slight-

est whirl of it as you take it down may
catch the watchful eye. Many a shot has

been lost by the attempt to get a rest for

the rifle and many another by moving just

a trifle to get a clearer view of game so

hidden in brush that it seems impossible

it can see you. But you never can realize

this power of the deer until you follow the

track of one you have started, as we shall

see farther on. It is the quickness of de-

tecting a motion almost as much as the

acuteness of its ears that enables this slip-

pery game to live within sound of the

backwoodsman's axe long years after the

elk and the moose have made their last

run. Wlien we consider how vast an area

of wilderness is necessary to protect the

larger game and how deer can defy man
for months, and even years, without leav-

ing a circle of three miles in diameter,

bother him in a circle of two miles, and

make him very weary even in a circle of

one, we feel unbounded respect for the

senses that enable them to do it. And
these are mainly sight and hearing, for it

is quite possible to avoid the nose, keen as

it is. To avoid the other two successfully

requires the happiest combination of snow
or wet ground for still walking with the

utmost skill and care on the part of

the hunter, aided by eyes almost as

keen as those of the game.

When you begin to comprehend
the sharpness of the

eyes against which you
have to play you are

still about as far as

ever from understand-

ing the nose of a deer.

The idea that the

game can smell you

y even hundreds of

yards away when you
do not discover any

,^^9 wind blowing, or when it
"^

is moving more slowly

than you are moving, and when
the current that carries your

scent is twisted and whirled about by a

thousand cross currents, is quite astound-

ing to the novice. And still more so is the

'^^
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idea that when the slightest particle that

rides the tainted air reaches that keen
nose it acts like the electric spark that

fires the mine. When a deer is alarmed by

noise or an unusual sight he will often

stop to assure himself that it means dan-

ger. He often relies on his judgment in

such matters as if hating to admit that he

could be scared at nothing. But when the

scent of man reaches his nose there is no

room for the play of reason. He knows
too well what it is; the feet spurn the

ground in a twinkling and rarely stop until

far out of danger. And then the back

track is watched so long that you might
better seek another deer.

It is generally quite useless to explain

this to the beginner. He cannot be made
to realize it except in the severe school of

experience. And here he cannot make a

special test of it as he can of the deer's

eyes by following his track. Nor can he

have such plain evidence almost any day
as he can easily have of the acuteness of

the ears of his game. It will generally

cost him years, with many days of bitter

disappointment, to learn that under no
circumstances can he trifle with the nose

of the deer. But as the years roll on and
you do much hunting on snow or ground
bare enough to enable you to see tracks

easily you will find many a fresh bed with

the long jumps leading away from it tear-

ing up the ground in away that shows high
speed. And the tracks the deer left in the

bed show it rose as if lifted by dynamite.

So you will find the same where the deer

has been feeding at some bush or on the

ridge where the acorns are falling. And
many a time when the tracks begin to

show that the deer has quit feeding and is

straggling slowly about and making ready
to lie down for the day, you will find them
suddenly turned into fifteen foot leaps that

clear the loftiest logs in full career. You
will find so many of these at distances

where it is impossible for the game to

hear you on soft snow, where intervening
ridges make it still more impossible for

the game to see you, that you know it

must have smelt you, though the air

seemed to you quite still. And if you ever

hunt much in open rolling hills, such as

the bluffy region of the Upper Mississippi,

or much of Mexico or California, where
you can see a deer a long way off, you will

often note a pace quite different from that

with which they play before a dog and
vastly different from that with which they
fly from some strange noise. It is because
they know too well what is the matter,
and there is no occasion for stopping to

look back. Of course a cross current may
at times enable you to walk within shot of

a deer ; but you can never rely on anything
of that sort, and your first care should be

to know the direction of the wind, however
light it may be. Where deer are trying to

escape you by hiding they are often quite

indifferent to your scent, and letting them
smell you is sometimes the only way you
can make them move. But in the great

woods of the north the cover is rarely

dense enough to enable the Virginia deer

to play this trick, and it is quite safe to

calculate on his running at top speed long

before you are within sight.

It is almost as hard to realize the acute-

ness of the hearing of a deer, and probably

more deer are lost to the tyro through this

than any other cause. For the great ma-
jority of those that elude even the best

hunters escape unseen and generally un-

heard. Of these the tyro knows almost

nothing, and it is some time before he can

understand how he is left exploring with

eager eyes the thousand lovely places for a

deer to stand in that have no deer in them
It takes long to learn that you cannot af-

ford to crack even the lightest stick, crush

the softest leaf, or let even the softest

snow pack too fast beneath your foot ex-

cept where speed demands it. A certain

amount of ground must be covered. This

will vary so with the character of the

country and the quantity of game that

your pace may have to change many times

during the day. But subject to this you
can hardly move too quietly for even the

tamest deer. And if deer are skulking or

hiding from you where the cover is dense

enough to enable them to do it you must
not be misled by the fact that at such

times they do not mind noise. Wlien deer

hide it is because they know what you are

and know you cannot see them. But many
a one instead of doing this will slip away
and leave you far in the rear if you make
the least bit of unnecessary noise in ap-

proaching. Only by finding many a place

where the deer has scattered the snow or

dirt in long leaps, over a ridge where he

could not see you, and with a strong breeze

blowing from him to you so that he could
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not smell you, can you begin to realize how
keen the ears of the deer are and how well

he knows the crack of the lightest twig

beneath your foot or the scraping of the

lightest brier against your clothes, though
a thousand more may be rustling and
crackling in the swaying of the trees be-

neath a strong breeze. Nay, it seems rather

as if the more branches were creaking and
twigs rattling in a high wind the more
quickly the animal can detect your pecu-

liar noise. So much is this the case that

many a good hunter says a windy day is a

poor one to hunt because the deer are so

nervous with watching and listening. I

have seen many a day that made me think

they were correct. And after you have
learned all this you will still wonder and
wonder and wonder how deer still fly out

of bed, over a ridge where they cannot see

you and against a breeze so strong

they cannot smell you. It will be long

before you learn that it was not

the crackling of any stick or , ^...i

the scraping of anything

on your clothes, but the

slow packing of soft snow
under your moccasined
foot you let so care-

fully into it. This

soiind is carried along

the ground, and
though heard more
easily by deer in bed
is still so quickly
heard by one standing

that you cannot
be too careful.

You may, of

course, have a

very different ex-

perience and have
the luck to run
over several fool ^

deer on your very

first hunt. But if

you match your-

self a few seasons u ;

against the Virginia deer as B
found in the great forests of

the northern part of the United

States, instead of saying that I

have overrated the acuteness of a ^

deer's senses you are much more \

likely to find yourself wondering
whether a deer has not a sixth

sense. You will find so many

times when you have every condition just

right, when a ridge lies between you and
the game, when the wind blows strongly

over it, and when the distance is so great

and the nature of the ground such you
feel certain the game could not have heard
you that the game is suddenly gone with

those long leaps which never fail to tell

the tale. No matter how carefully you
may have worked your foot down into the

snow, eased off every twig that could make
the slightest scratching on your coat or

pants, or kept the strong breeze dead ahead

of you all the time; no matter how long

you may take to go that last quarter mile

that you know will bring you to the game,
before you can get in sight it is gone, and
all you see is the long track of its flight.

It is the most mysterious thing in the

whole range of hunting, constantly upset-

" When deer hide it is because they know

what you are and know you cannot see them."
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ting the calculations of the most practised

hunter. Yet it makes the most charming
excitement the land beyond the pavement
has to offer, and is the main reason why
thousands are crazy over still-hunting.

If it were possible for the beginner to

have a practical knowledge of these mat-

ters before entering the woods he would

still have a long list of errors to go

through. That strange persistency with

which we take hold of a new subject by the

wrong end is never so strong as when we
try to match our own acuteness against

that of the deer. The last thing the tyro

will think of is the extreme importance of

seeing the game before it sees him. Given

two creatures in the woods, each in search

of the other, the great advantage is with

the one that happens to be at rest when the

other moves within range of its eyes. As
it is next to impossible to see deer when
lying down in heavy cover they must be

sought when on foot. The best time for

this is when feeding, for then they are

spending less time in watching for danger

;

although very little reliance can be placed

on this, as at any second they may raise

the head to look around. The tyro hears

that deer feed early in the morning and
late in the evening, but it is still hard to

realize that when deer feed by daylight at

all it is generally in the gray of dawn, all

after that being a mere continuation on
which one cannot always rely. So a few
moments' delay in starting may easily cost

one a good shot.

Reaching the ground a little too late

because you had to have a decent break-

fast you find nothing but signs of deer
' extremely fresh, with beds here and there

showing that the tenants got up late and
were not very much afraid of your camp.
If this ground happens to be hardwood
ridges with acorns falling you are likely

to find signs enough to send a deluge of

chills over your anatomy. But you have
either arrived a few minutes too late or

have in some way let the game know you
are coming. Finding tracks so fresh and
plentiful you little imagine the deer that

made them may be half a mile or a mile
away either looking back to see if you are

following, or lounging about preparatory
to lying down for the day if they have left

the feeding ground before you were near
enough to alarm them. You naturally

tarry on the feeding ground where the

fresh signs are so abundant. This is well

enough, for if the deer have merely wan-
dered off without being alarmed there may
be others there that are a bit longer about
their breakfast. But this is not why you
tarry. It is because you see fresh beds

which make you think the game lives here

all the time. But the chances are that

these are night beds—a very different ar-

ticle from day beds, l^ight beds a deer

will make almost anywhere, for he knows
he is safe from man at night. But rarely

will he lie down by day where you are likely

to find him with ease, and seldom will it

be on the ground where he feeds on some
special thing such as acorns. Sometimes
he may go but a short distance to the

brushy point of some ridge where you can-

not get within shot without making con-

siderable noise. But more often he will

roam a mile or so to some big windfall or

extra heavy thicket, or the brushy head of

some remote gidch, or the young forest of

saplings and briers that is growing up
where pine has been cut off. . The daily life

of a deer is simplicity itself, generally

within a circle not over two miles in diam-
eter and often much less where little dis-

turbed. In the woods they find feed and
water everywhere and spend most of the

time lying down.
Your chances of finding a deer on foot

in such a way that you can see him before

he sees you are thus limited to a short per-

iod of early morning, though this period

becomes longer with the approach of the

rutting season, or " running time " ; while

at all times of the year some deer are on
foot longer than others. The case is not
very much improved in the evening, the

time being then also short in which you
have much chance to see a deer on foot be-

fore he sees you,. Your remaining hope is,

therefore, to " jump a deer "—that is, to

bounce him out of bed and either catch
him running as he skips away or possibly

get a standing shot in case he is overcome
with curiosity to know what the racket is

about and stops long enough to give you a

chance.
" Jumping a deer " is a highly attractive

phrase, quite apt to make a tingling in the

back hair of the tenderfoot who hears it

for the first time. It is also intensely sat-

isfactory to the chap who always has to

shave before wooing nature. You may, in-

deed, get a good shot in this way, and it is
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generally the only way to see the grandest

of all the sights of the woods; deer run-

ning through a windfall. To see the glossy

curves of fur curl over the lofty logs that

lie piled on each other in boundless con-

fusion is well worth a trip to the woods,

while for him who loves the rifle as I do,

more for what cannot be done with it than

for what can, there is no such target else-

where. But for the tyro who is dying to

get that first deer, " jumping a deer " gen-

erally means out of sight and out of hear-

ing both. For the deer that goes off to lie

down after feeding does not go to sleep

but to ruminate and take life easy. Once
in a great while one falls into a doze, but

almost always the head is well erect and all

senses keen for danger. And even if one
is in a doze it may slip away without yoiir

suspecting its existence, for sleep deadens
little of the senses of this wary animal.

The man who " wouldn't shoot such an in-

nocent creature as a deer " should by all

means see one getting out of a heavy wind-

fall, while the man who loves game that

can get away can here find the attraction

of the woods at its climax.

Next to the difficulty of comprehending
the wonderful senses of the deer is that of

understanding how one looks in the woods.

Your ideas are necessarily taken from pic-

tures or from stuffed deer or tame ones in

a park. You are almost certain to be look-

ing for a deer, whereas you might better

be looking for almost anything else. In the

woods you seldom see half of a deer and
generally much less, often only a part of

the shoulder, or only an ear over a log or a

leg under it, a bit of rump projecting from
a bush, or a head and bit of the neck reach-

ing up for leaves. The arcade of maple
lit up by the scarlet of the ginseng and

bush cranberry, the little arbor where the

wild hop is yellowing over the thorn apples

on which half a dozen ruffed grouse are

taking their breakfast, the edge of the pool

where the trout flashes through the water
over which the chelone is still nodding, or

the darksome glade where the golden petals

of the witch hazel are closing the floral

march of the year, would all make lovely

frames for that charming artist's deer with
individual hairs all glistening, the dark
dew claws shining, and even the split in

the hoof flashing artistic light from its

edges. But the glittering tines, the proud
neck of the sculptured war horse, the

shaggy chest and bulging rump with tail

full of shining hairs are not there except

at long intervals, when you may rout an
old fool out of bed and get him twisted as

to the points of the compass. And some-

times in rutting time a grand old buck
may stop in his course within a few yards

of you and make a handsome picture, and
a doe may even do the same sometimes.

But such things are so rare as to be utterly

misleading when put in a picture. A deer

as generally seen in such a way as to give

a fair chance for a shot would be entirely

invisible in a picture the size of this page.

Even if he would stand for a time expos-

ure with the best light you could wish the

finest camera could rarely take him so that

you could find him in five minutes on a

picture a foot square.

Consequently a deer is about the last

thing you need look for. Peculiar spots

and patches of color shifting around the

neutral grays, though ranging almost from
white to black, are what must catch your

eye. And the woods are already so full of

these without any deer that it seems a

hopeless task. But if the artist's deer is

there you will have little trouble in seeing

him, whereas if the real deer of the woods

is there you will need the last bit of eye-

sight you have to see him before he sees

you. ISTot only do you need good eyes but

you need them well trained or the dim blur

in the distant thicket may fail to catch

them before it fades in a way you may
never notice. So the distant horn that

looks more like a broken stick or the few

inches of shank seen below some log will

at first escape you" entirely. You must
scrutinize a thousand things in vain, but

instead of being a bore you will find it a

constant delight.

It is much better when a deer is in mo-

tion, but even then it is a long way from

the deer of the picture and from the deer

running before the hounds. It may be but

an upward wave of white flirting farewell

to your hopes down the dark corridor of

pine, seen biit for a second as it goes over

some log and then gone forever. Or it

may be a rising curve of beamy gray shin-

ing full in the sun for a second and gone

by the time you raise the rifle. The deer

in motion looks more like the deer you ex-

pect to see, whereas if you should see him

at rest and not alarmed he would probably

seem awkward and angular like an old cow
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arid of not half the height you expect a

deer to have. But even when in motion
you rarely see the whole body, and in quite

open woods it is easy for a deer to run
away from you in plain view without your
seeing him, sinless he makes noise enough
to attract your attention.

The consequence is that while you are

wondering where all the deer are, asking

whether they have come down from the

north yet, whether it is running time or

not, and a lot of silly questions, they are

all around you every day, half a dozen or

more near enough for you to shoot at and

as many more that might have been had
you been more careful. But as the days

go on you will learn that a deer can see

out of a thicket much better than a man
can see into it, that it is often better to go

around a ridge than to go over it and that

in general short cuts are dangerous be-

cause you are in a game in which you can

afford to take no chances. And first of all

you want to be alone, for the very charm
of the Virginia deer especially is that he

is game no " gillie " can point out for you.

If your sole object is to say you have killed

a deer and you have only a few days in

which to do it a good hunter might hasten

the time of getting a shot. But it is far

more interesting to hunt alone, get left in

good style, and then lie about it. In real

still-hunting you want a part of the woods
all to yourself. There are times when you
can use a companion after you know the

deer and the ground, but by your side is

the last place you want him.

How expectation pants for the falling

of the snow ! Here it is soft and feathery,

and now you can tell just where the game
has gone and have no trouble in following

it. The mysterious disappearance that has
worried you so much on bare ground, and
especially on the dry and rustling leaves

of Indian summer, will trouble you no
more. By the time it is light enough to

see the sights on your rifle the ground is a

network of tracks and the snow thrown out
in front of them sparkles with freshness.

Surely this big buck cannot be two hun-
dred yards away. You cock your rifle and
start on the trail with assurance playing
havoc with your nerves. Surely you will

see him, for are not the leaves all ofl so

that you can see three times as far as you
could before, and does not the fresh snow
that still clings to the massive trunks and

festoons every natural arbor form a back-

ground against which the dark blue coat

of the deer will stand out bright and clear ?

How your coat will stand out against the

same background you do not inquire, but
on you go up hill and down dale, finding

where the deer has stopped to paw up
acorns or to nibble the twigs of some
shrub, all the time looking for the artist's

deer. Here he has switched the snow off

a log with his tail as he leaped it, yet not

in alarm, for he goes on at a walk. Won-
derful how far he is ahead of you so early

in the day, isn't it ? Wonderful rather how
long a short distance seems when you are

expecting to shoot every second and look-

ing into every bush a few yards away as if

you were hunting rabbits.

About the time you are- positive he is

just over the next log the track suddenly
changes into jumps fifteen feet apart

through bushes from which all the snow
has been shaken and the bright red arils of

the burning bush scattered around with the

shining fruit of the inkberry. And this

was on a flat which has been in your plain

view for some minutes. And you did not

even see him run. And you have been told,

too, that bucks are fools at this time of

year. Some are; but you must figure the

other way.

And now you will follow him, of course,

though you may have been told a hundred
times it is useless unless you can follow on
a dog trot till night, when you may possi-

bly tire him enough to make him careless.

But go on, for never shall you have a bet-

ter chance to know how quickly the eyes of

a deer can detect a motion. It matters lit-

tle whether there is one deer or a dozen,

whether the ground be rolling so that you
can have plenty of ridges over which you
can peep, or smooth so that you can see

farther ahead; whether it is windy or still,

cloudy or bright, the ground covered with

snow or bare. If deer are still-hunted to

any extent the chances are many to one
that you can follow that deer from morn-
ing till night within a circle of three miles

in diameter, and often much less, without

ever seeing him again. But you will find

many a place where he has stopped to look

back and gone again with long jumps.
Had you let him alone and taken the track
several hours later you would have found
that he soon stopped this, fell into a walk,

straggled around a bit to feed, and then
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went off to lie down. But the fact that

every place where he has stopped to look

back he has left in hasty flight shows that

he has seen you before running. lie may,
indeed, have smelt or heard you, but this

was not necessary, for while watching his

back track his eyes were good enough.

And how can he thus see you time after

time, a dozen times or more, and run away
with such lofty bounds without your see-

ing even the flip of his tail? I give it up.

But when you have had a bit of this ex-

perience you will know something about
the eyes of the deer.

And you will try white clothes, will you,

on the snow? All right. I could not take

the word of any one for it and had to try

it for myself. In open country, such as

the bluffs of the Upper Mississippi, where
there were still many deer when I lived

there, this would sometimes work well.

But the woods are full of gray and black,

across which the motion of white clothes

is plain and quite as alarming to the game,
if not more so. And the amount of snow
that may be falling from the trees makes
no more difference than the motion of ten

thousand branches helps you when in com-
mon dress. Where deer are hunted only

with hounds they are often quite different.

All this paper applies to deer that have
learned what the still-hunter is.

A still greater surprise may await you
whenyou conclude to work out the trail of a

deer that has gone to lie down. It is late

in the morning and he will be sleepy per-

haps. You have the woods all to yourself,

without another hunter in the township,

and take the trail of a deer that has not

been alarmed. After a vast amount of

care in picking your way along without
noise, keeping the wind in your face as

much as possible, and straining your eyes

for a sign of fur, you find as usual the

signs of venison that has vanished in hot
haste. Or may be you see a distant whirl

of dark gray on the brushy point of some
ridge, or from a huddle of brier-covered

logs on the face of some slope, out of sight

about the time you have the rifle from your
shoulder. After being left in this way a

few times you begin to wonder if deer do
not watch the back track before being
alarmed as well as after. It is certain that

some do, the Virginia deer especially,

where much hunted by still-hunters. As
far back as 1867, when there were no hunt-

ers compared with to-day, they did this in

those parts of Minnesota and Wisconsin
where I used to hunt, lying down almost
always where they could look back upon
the trail. I never found the blacktail or

the mule deer doing this, though they

would probably learn it if much traced.

This is a difficult play to checkmate,

about the only way being to work along the

trail in half circles on the side, swinging
in often enough to be sure you are on the

course, then backing out so as to be out

of sight. At the same time you must so

select the ground as to keep out of reach

of the deer's nose, must avoid descending

ridges on the open slope toward the trail,

but work around through the sags and
other places where you are not likely to be

seen. At the same time you must use the

high points as vantage ground from which
to see your game. All this is slow, of

course, and often a failure, but when well

worked is so often effective as to make it

about the most exciting part of still-hunt-

ing. When you have done it a few times

you will feel thankful that there is one

kind of game that can keep you at your

wits' end and cannot be called up by a

guide for you to murder or pointed out by
a clodhopper whose hobnailed boots scrape

every rock, while his master's leggings

scrape every bush. In this way I once got

within six feet of a very wary buck, his

horns being just visible over a log that I

could touch with the rifle. I had located

his whereabouts so exactly that I spent

over an hour in making the last two hun-

dred yards. JSTothing but the softest snow
and the greatest care in touching any-

thing, the softest moccasins lowered most
carefully would make it possible; but it

was well worth the trouble. But such a

thing is extremely rare even under the best

conditions and no conclusions can be

drawn from it except that it is advisable

to work in behind a deer wherever possible,

which means that you must keep off the

trail all you can.

More than in any other subject it takes

long to reach a practical realization of the

simplest principles. You may be told, for

instance, that though the deer can manage
his feet well on the darkest night he still

prefers moonlight for feeding, that when
the moon is near the full he utilizes so

much of it that by daylight he is full

of stomach and somewhat weary of leg.
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Therefore, he will go to bed earlier than
usual for the day and in doing so will

often go farther back than at other times.

All this is quite reasonable, yet you will

spend many a weary morning wondering
what has become of the deer that have

made so many fresh signs. Day after day
and year after year you are likely to be

left alone in the woods before you can real-

ize that on much ground it is almost use-

less to hunt after daylight unless you can
follow the game to where it has gone for

its siesta.

All of this means that still-hunting is a

science. Many a deer is killed by violat-

ing all its principles, but for one such fifty

slip away unsuspected. One must not only

study the daily life of the game, but must
make oneself a bundle of good habits. It

is Just as easy to lower the gun from your
shoulder before looking over a ridge as it

is to keep it there to alarm game by its

whirling flash. It becomes second nature
to tread softly, to feel sticks through your
moccasins before you let your foot down
full weight, to go around bushes instead of

smashing through them, and a score of

similar things. Deer may be killed in spite

of carelessness, as they may by a man with

boots on instead of moccasins. But if you
train your feet to wear moccasins so thin

that you can feel every inequality of the

ground you will soon discover that killing

the Virginia deer without them is quite

accidental where he is at all wild from
still-hunting.

This subject is so vast that I can give

but samples of what one must learn to

realize the highest pleasure that can be

drawn from still-hunting. With the wild

Virginia deer it is the farthest from mur-
der of all that is done with rifle or gun, the

finest game of skill man ever plays, finer

even than he plays against his fellow man.
In "The Still-Hunter" I thought I had
treated the subject too fully, but in look-

ing it over twenty years after publication

it seems as if I had not said enough. The
vast range of the subject, the many ways
in which you may be left alone, the intense

care, eyesight, and knowledge of the game
and the woods necessary for much success,

make the hunting of the Virginia deer a

joy to thousands who would not touch a

gun for any other purpose, for beside it

all other hunting is tame and even the pur-

suit of the blacktail and the mule deer

often ridiculous in simplicity.

ON THE GREAT LAKES

By H. T. SUDDUTH

A light that purples in the distance lies

Upon the cool lake's rippling waters green

;

The morning breeze blows fresh ; the white sails lean

To beckoning deeps and distant wooing skies.

As o'er the watery fields our bark swift flies,

A great sea-bird with cool, white wings outspread
That dip low to the waters, and then sped
By veering gales in swifter flight arise.

Through emerald waters swift we speed away.
Lapped in the coolness of the lake's expanse

;

Freshens the breeze, the joyous white caps dance.
And cooler grow the sea-breath and the spray:
Then just as moonrise burns through August night,

Our sea-bird folds its wings and stays its flight.



SCIENTIFIC HORSE RACING

A GAME OF WEIGHTS, DISTANCES, AND HANDICAPS

By W. S. VOSBURGH
Jockey Club OfRcial Handicapper

THE thoroughbred horse and his im-

provement has occupied the atten-

tion of men for the past two
hundred years. Racing as an institution

began with the idea of affording sport for

the owners of horses and at the same time

of perfecting a breed capable of carrying

high weights at the highest speed, and thus

to be useful for cavalry purposes in time

of war. It has, however, grown into a na-

tional amusement of the people of almost

all the enlightened countries of the world.

It can be truly said that the founders of

racing in England built wisely and well.

One of their first edicts was to refuse

registry in the Stud Book to horses which
did not trace to families of Arabs, Barbs,

Turks, or English horses which had ac-

tually become noted through the racing
merit of their descendants. By this means
they kept the blood pure. But they could

not have foreseen that in less than a cen-

tury the result of their efforts would evolve

the thoroughbred race-horse which has be-

come one of the chief glories of England
and the envy of the world.

We constantly hear that our thorough-

breds are deteriorating and that the race-

horse of to-day is inferior to his ancestors.

This statement is made by two classes of

men; one which has grown too old to see

any good in whatever exists, the other a

class who only know the older horses by
tradition and see everything magnified by
the purple distance of time. I might add
a third group—those who are forever la-

menting the " want of class " in our great

races, biit this amounts merely to an affec-

tation of hlase and hardly merits notice, as

it is insincere.

Comparing the horses of to-day with

those of thirty or forty years ago, I should

say the superiority was all in favor of the

former. In old times horses ran seldom

—

often not more than five or six races a

year—often less. The races were over

longer distances, but they were specially

prepared for them, and as handicaps were
few, the best horse had a pretty easy time.

Besides, the number of horses was small.

The returns' of 1880 showed 640 foals. In
1900 as many as 3,827 were reported to the

Jockey Club. A good horse of to-day runs
from fifteen to thirty races in a season,

meeting a large number of competitors,

and is asked to concede weight, and is kept

in training fully nine months of the year.

If time is any criterion, there is no com-
parison between the horses of to-day and
those of former years. Up to 1869 no
horse had run a mile as fast as 1.43, and I

can remember the furore over Herzog's
race that year. The following table gives

the records of 1875 and also those of last

year

:

Distance
J^mile

2>|

Lbs.
97

100
105
90
90
108
104
83
105
114
114
105

1875. 1901.

Time
4734

1.04>|
1.15g
1.41^
1.54

2M%
2.U%
3.05?|
3.32^2

3.56i|

4.28j|

Lbs. Time
100 46y2
100 59
80 ].]2

113 1.373/4

100 1.511/5

106 2.04

103 2.3014
95 2.582/5

105 3.261/,

99 3.42
'

124 3.491/g

88 4.241/2

Many races over a distance are impos-

sible under our present system. It was
possible to give them years ago when
horses and meetings were few, but now
when there is racing six days each week
from April to ISTovember, and horses have

engagements of value, it cannot be done.

Horses require special preparation for

long distances. ISTow horses are prepared

for races in which high speed is the consid-

eration, and to prepare them for long

distances requiring steady racing ability

causes them to lose their speed and to un-

fit them for the regular events.

Ethelbert was never the same horse after

his race for the Brighton Cup of 1900, nor

was The Friar after his race for the same
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event several years ago. The preparation
and_ the race took the fine edge off their

speed. Ask any athlete of the cinder path
and he will tell you that long-distance rac-

ing will dull his speed. Thus, while long

distance events might be run to some ad-

vantage late in the autumn, when the sea-

son is about to close, they are not likely

to be popular during the spring and sum-

mer with owners whose horses have valu-

able engagements ahead of them.

As to long-distance racing being the best

test of a horse, my own opinion is in the

negative. To make it the test of breeding

would, in a few generations, evolve a small,

clear-winded type, with fine' heart and

lungs, but delicate frame. Large horses,

like large men, run fast as far as they go

and can carry more weight ; this is the type

to be developed if we live up to the pro-

fessions of our charters " to improve the

breed of horses " for general purposes.

Ben Holladay was an exception in that be-

sides being able to cover long distance he

could carry great weights.

The type of the long-distance horse is

too light in body, in development of the

quarters and gaskins. The speedy horse,

on the contrary, is one of great power and
beauty, fit to carry the heaviest man to the

hounds, or for cavalry purposes. Under
welterweights they can often beat the long-

distance horse at his own distances; but

under lightweights, say 15 or 20 pounds
under the scale, the latter would generally

prevail. The thoroughbred horse has in

less than a hundred years gained 4 inches

in height and 150 pounds in weight by a

reduction of distances until there is gal-

loping, not cantering. To reverse our test

would be a step backward.
From my own observation the ideal dis-

tance, to try all the powers of a horse for

speed and stamina, is a mile and a quarter.

In such a race there is a strong pace from
the fall of the flag, no cantering in front

or pulling behind and waiting. Nor can a

pure sprinter win at this distance, unless

there should be no pace until the last quar-

ter of a mile, which is seldom the case, and
never in races of great value. It is the
distance of the Suburban, Brooklyn,
Brighton, and Twin City, and, as a rule,

the best horse has won those races. They
test not only the speed of a horse, but also

his ability to carry his speed in a sustained

effort. They test the wind, limb, and

power of constitution which shorter or

longer races do not.

With the exception of Morris Park all

our race-courses are a dead level. In
England the races are run over hills and
dales. Now a straight-shouldered horse is

a defective horse. A straight-shouldered

horse cannot come down a hill as cleverly

as a horse with oblique shoulders, as the

concussion is akin to that experienced by
a man who jumps from a height to the

ground without bending his knees, and
thus breaking the fall. Consequently
straight-shouldered horses cannot win so

many races in England as they do here.

As the winners of the great races are the

horses which are used to reproduce the

breed, the result is that the English
horses have, as a rule, beautifully placed
shoulders. American horses bred from
winners over our flat courses have, as a

rule, nothing like as well laid shoulders as

those imported from England. It is a

curious fact that the most ordinary Eng-
lish selling platers have been imported to

America and in the stud have become sires

of great renown, often ou^tbreeding our

best native sires. I have often thought

that their superior shoulders had much to

do with this.

But even should the above be established

as a fact, I have no idea that it would
result in changing our race-courses. It is

the peculiarity of Americans to eliminate

all the elements of chance from their

sports, to consider only the means of im-

mediate success, without regard to the

future. The English do not allow them-
selves to become so intense as to sacrifice

a future good for an immediate gain, and
thus they are seldom compelled to retrace

their steps, because they have never lost

what we are wildly seeking to regain.

Closely akin to this subject is that of the

direction in which races are run. In

America all races are run to the left. It

is significant that nine horse«s out of ten

which go lame, do so in the left leg or

shoulder. Nor is it strange that they

should do so. The entire strain in races

over circular courses is upon the left or
" inside " leg, although horses which first

show weakness there and are let up learn

to favor that side, and the other leg, receiv-

ing all the pressure, is the first to actually

break down. It would be better if some
race-courses were built for racing the
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reverse way. But the objection would be

made that it would cause horses accus-

tomed to the old way to " run out," or bolt

;

and as we sacrifice everything to the ex-

pediency of the instant, there is no chance

of any change. Straightaway courses are

the ideal for racing, but unfortunately

they are not available except for short

races, as they involve the expense of more
land. Moreover, the bulk of the race-go-

ing public do not fancy them, inasmuch as

they are unable to witness the entire race.

We often hear it stated that our stand-

ard of weights is too low compared with

that of England, France, Germany, and
Australia. Yet, the weights were never
higher in America than at the present.

Comparisons with Europe do not apply.

There they race over turf courses. Here
we race over prepared dirt courses. A
horse cannot carry such weights here as

he can over the hard, elastic courses of

Europe. It is said that our low scale of

weight renders it impossible for jockeys to

continue riding after they have reached
manhood. This is no doubt a fact, as evi-

denced by the departure of Taral, Maher,
and others of our best riders to Europe;
but the remedy lies with the owners of

horses themselves if they desire to effect

this.

We will never have higher weights while

owners of race-horses allow themselves to

be influenced by their trainers. The owner
may race for honor and glory. The
trainer regards it purely from a business

standpoint. He feels that he cannot af-

ford to be beaten—it imperils his situa-

tion. To carry high weight and to con-

cede much weight increases his liability

to defeat. Thus his idea of racing a first-

class horse is to take no chances of his

defeat and the consequent disappointment
of the owner, who is apt to inquire as to

the cause and very often settle upon the

wrong one—that the horse was not " fit."

Or if he accept a high impost and win, the

question in the trainer's mind is, what will

his horse be asked to carry the next time?

Here there arises the question if the

difficulty cannot be met by classified handi-

caps. I have always thought that some
handicaps might be arranged making them
open only to such horses as had not won
a certain sum. That would bar the good
horses and give the poorer class a chance
of winning, while it would leave the open

handicaps almost exclusively to the horses

of the best class, when weights can be so

alloted that there would be no necessity of
" crushing " the best ones with weight in

order to give the poorer ones a chance, as

now is often necessary.

By its adoption the first-class handicaps
would attract all the best horses and pro-

duce better races than at weight-for-age,

and the promise of such would form a

powerful attraction to the public.

In 1891 I submitted a plan to the late

Mr. D. D. Withers which he pronounced
the best system of which he had ever

heard. It was to allot the weights, after

which the race was divided into two classes

and races-; those accepting over 105 pounds
to form race No. 1; those accepting 105

pounds or less to form race No. 2. In
race No. 2 the weights were then raised

15 pounds more than they were originally

handicapped. Mr. Withers adopted it for

the Fourth of July Handicap at Mon-
mouth Park. It realized expectations in

the two seasons it was tried, Raceland and
Tournament winning race No. 1 against

fields of good horses, but Mr. Withers'

death left no one with the courage to

continue the innovation.

As illustrating the inconsistency of hu-

man nature, we hear those who clamor for

high weights in the same breath clamor
for weight-for-age races. They claim the

handicaps " crush " a good horse with

weight until he has no chance. They af-

fect to despise a handicap, and hold that

the most richly endowed events shoidd be

at weight-for-age in order that they be

made the legitimate prey of the best horses

in training. They point to the example of

England with its Eclipse, Century, and
Princess of Wales Stakes.

There are, however, some respects in

which English racing differs from ours,

and one of the chief is that in England
there are more wealthy owners to make
stakes. In America the value of the stakes

depend more upon the added money, and
this added money is supplied by the race-

going public. In England there are a

dozen men who will pay $20,000 for a year-

ling to every one man in America willing

to pay it. In England the gentlemen and
noblemen can afford to ignore the public,

but here it is not so easy. The racing

associations cannot afford to give races

which please only a select few. In Eng-
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land they can give valuable races in which

one horse beats a few others in hollow

fashion, but here the public does not care

for such races. You may say handicaps

are mere vehicles for gambling. That is

hypocritical cant. It is human nature to

speculate on chances, men always have and

always will, and it is almost impossible to

interest considerable numbers of people in

racing without betting.

Whatever may be said of handicaps

there is no doubt that they are the most

popular means of racing. There is more

interest in a Metropolitan, a Brooklyn, or

a Suburban than in any races of the year.

The reason is plain enough. The public

like a race upon which they can bet; and

to have this there must be the element of

uncertainty. Owners of a good horse may
feel some pleasure in seeing him beat one

or two others a block with odds of 1 to 10

against him, but to the great masses this

is poor sport. They want a race in which

there is some promise of a contest.

" What good is a horse after he is three

years old, and has to go into the handi-

capper's hands ? " is a remark one hears in

support of weight-for-age races. In reply

to that I will say there is no country where

horses of the first class have been so

leniently treated in the great handicaps as

they have been here. Indeed, the only

honest criticism is that they have not been

as heavily weighted as they might have

been. Kamapo, Voter, Bowling Brook,

Ethelbert, and Banastar have won the

Metropolitan. In the Brooklyn, The Bard,

Exile, Tenny, Sir Walter, Ornament, Ban-

astar, Kinley Mack, and Conroy have won.

In the Suburban, Troubadour, Elkwood,

Kaceland, Salvator, Ramapo, Lazzarone,

Henry of Navarre, Ben Brush, Imp, and

Kinley Mack have won the laurel. Indeed,

a moderate horse has seldom, a really bad

horse has never, won one of the great trio

of our classic handicaps.

It is best, perhaps, that there should be

at least one race at weight-for-age for

horses three years and upward at each

meeting. They will, as a rule, produce

very tame racing, but they are soothing to

the pride of owners of the best horses.

The ownership of horses is the most ex-

pensive of all sporting luxuries, and it is

but fair that if some owners prefer that

/ style of racing they should be considered.

For two-year-olds, only dire necessity

should be the excuse for handicap races.

The same should be the rule as regards

three-year-olds until the late summer or

autumn.
It may be asked why I favor handicaps

for old horses, and oppose them for young
ones. The answer is simple : the supply of

two, and perhaps three-year-old horses, is

enormous, and they can make interesting

races at standard weights or with minor
penalties and allowances. But, by the

time they have reached the middle of their

three-year-old form, and thereafter, horses

have so classified themselves in their races

that it is rarely possible to bring them
together with anything like the promise

of a contest unless they are apportioned

weights according to their merits.

Thus, after horses have passed their

third year, the very necessities of racing

demand handicaps, and they cannot be

made too valuable, as they are races of the

greatest public interest. A horse of high

quality has had, or should have had, two
seasons of weight-for-age races in which
he has had his chance to gather all the
" good things." Why should he go on to

the detriment of the many owners whose
horses have for two seasons previously

helped make his stakes, and toiled in vain

to beat him? He should go into the stud

and reproduce himself instead of wasting

his vitality. If not, he should take his

chances at rated weights in at least some
races^handicaps if need be.

Scientific racing is a game of weights and
distances, and handicaps exemplify the

science in the highest degree. They seek

not only to give all horses an equal chance,

but to prove how much better one horse is

than another. At weight-for-age, this can

only be a conjecture—^handicaps afford a

chance to prove it. Moreover, they are in

accord with the times, they are up-to-date

races. Conditions of penalties and allow-

ances are difficult to frame far in advance,

and the hard-working secretary has his

labor for nothing when some horse gets

such an advantage as to spoil the race.

But handicaps save the secretary the

trouble of thinking out conditions. They
weight the horses according to their latest

form and promise a contest. True, they

invite unscrupulous men to manipulate

their horses, but that the racing authori-

ties have power and ability to prevent, and
can regard with absolute composure.



At Home on Martha's Vineyard.

CAPTAIN JOSHUA SLOCUM

THE MAN WHO SAILED ALONE AROUND THE WORLD
IN A THIRTY-SEVEN-FOOT BOAT

By CLIFTON JOHNSON

PHOTOGRAPHS BY THE AUTHOR

THE Spray, as I first saw her, lay

gently rocking in a little cove on
the Massachusetts coast near Woods

Hole. No one could fail to recognize her as

an unusual craft at once—such breadth of

beam, such homely simplicity, such sturdy

strength. Yes, that was the very boat,

thirty-seven feet long and fourteen wide,

in which Captain Joshua Slocum had
sailed around the world. There were other

vessels about—catboats, sloops, and yachts,

but beside this one they appeared like

playthings. The Spray could not compete
with them in grace and style, yet she had
an attractive air of domesticity and was
evidently built for a sea home suited to all

seasons and all waters and not simply

adapted to fair summer weather along

shore. It was a pleasure to set foot on
her and note her snug appointments. It

was a pleasure to eat with Captain Slo-

cum a rough and ready lunch that he deftly

prepared in the little galley, and it was a

pleasure when night came to bunk in under
a deck awning and sleep on board. But,

best of all, was a sail the next morning in
" the old Spray,^^ as her owner affection-

ately calls her, from the mainland across

to Martha's Vineyard.

On the island at the village of West
Tisbury is his home. This is not, however,

his native region ; for his birthplace was in

l^ova Scotia. There he began life fifty-

eight years ago on a little clay farm over-

looking the Bay of Fundy. The sea was
two and a half miles distant, but it was in

sight, and when the wind was right the boy
could hear the waves breaking against the

rocky coast. The sea was fascinating to

him from the first, and he liked to watch
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the ships sail up and down the bay. The
Slocums were nearly all sailors, and Old

Ocean was always beckoning to the lad

and claiming him as its own long before

he began to cruise on its waters. But as

a child he was a farm boy, and Nova
Scotia farm life was then only one remove
from pioneering. Cabins of logs were still

occasionally in use, though they were con-

sidered rude and behind the times, and
those who dwelt in them were looked on as
^' low down."
The houses all had big chimneys and de-

pended on open fires for heat and cooking.
" Yes," said the captain in relating this

to me, " and what good things to eat came
from those old fireplaces—oh ! those barley

cakes and those buckwheat flapjacks—oh! "

Captain Slocum's earliest experience as

a navigator was gained on a placid mill

pond about a mile down the hill from his

home. Here, when he was nine or ten

years old, he constructed a raft. It was
customary among the farmers to vise a

knotty spruce log for the bottom rail of

the zigzag fences, and three of these with

hoards nailed across made quite a sub-

stantial craft. Joshua rigged up a mast
and sail and the rustic vessel carried him
many a lagging voyage before the breeze;

but he always had to pole back.

Shortly after he built his raft he began
to go out on the sea fishing for cod and
mackerel in a small schooner with a crew

made up among the neighbors. He con-

tinued at home working as a desultory

fisherman and farm laborer until he was
seventeen, when he " slithered off " and
started life on his own account in a Yar-
mouth tannery. He did not, however, find

the change congenial and was often down
on the wharves nights and Sundays climb-

ing over the vessels. In a few months he
had shipped for Dublin as an ordinary

seaman and the next four years were spent

on the Atlantic. Then he voyaged to Cali-

fornia, tried salmon fishing in Oregon,

went to China and Australia, and suffered

shipwreck on the coast of Borneo. He was
not long in becoming an ofiicer and at the

age of twenty-three was master of a Cali-

fornia coaster. A dozen years later he had
command of the Northern Light, one of

the finest sailing vessels of its time. As a

whole he had been remarkably fortunate

and prosperous, and presently he bought
a ship for himself—the Aquidneck—and

engaged in trade on the coast of Brazil.

But things now began to go wrong and
they culminated in the wreck of the ves-

sel. It was not insured and he lost all he

had gained in his long years of voyaging.

He had come to consider New England his

home, and to return thither with his wife

and two boys who had been his compan-
ions on the ill-fated AquidnecJc he con-

cluded to build and navigate his own
boat. So he constructed the Liherdade, a

craft not much larger than a good sized

rowboat, and in this the family made one

of the most interesting and original voy-

ages ever sailed.

They came safe to port and the cap-

tain started life anew. But misfortune

dogged his heels and nearly every venture

he made, whether on land or sea, turned

out a dismal faikire. He recalled many
times that happy voyage on the Liherdade.

It seemed as if the only way to be care

free was to go on another voyage of that

kind. The idea harmonized with his in-

nate love of adventure, and he soon set to

work building the Spray and at length

started off around the world. The project

had become known and through the kind-

ness of interested well wishers he left

Boston fairly well equipped except in the

matter of money. In cash he possessed

scarcely ten cents. This financial weak-

ness several times threatened to cut short

his voyage in the earlier part of it, but

always some one came to his aid in the

nick of time. Then he discovered that

everywhere he went there was great curi-

osity with regard to the boat and its own-
er's adventures and plans. At a number
of ports he charged a small admission fee.

As a show the Spray was very profitable;

but it was a severe task to handle the

crowds and answer the multitude of ques-

tions. " I never worked so hard in my
life," he says. " I would be dog-tired at

night and drop right down."
To escape this labor he finally, in Tas-

mania, hired a hall and told his story to an
audience, instead of repeating it to indi-

viduals on his boat. The lecture was a

success and he frequently repeated it as

he continued his wanderings. The result

was that he returned from his cruise with

a bag full of sovereigns and a new voca-

tion. He had hardly set foot on his native

soil when he began to get requests to re-

late his adventures for publication. These
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he wrote out one winter living on the

Spray in the Erie Basin at Brooklyn. He
became intensely interested in the work

and could do nothing else, often sticking

to his task in the tiny cabin of the boat

until after midnight.

The story, both in its magazine printing

and in book form, was exceptionally suc-

cessful and won for him a wide reputation.

It is not only unique in itself, but it is

told in a most engaging way. Its evident

loss of the Aquidnech and his subsequent

hard luck that made him a writer, and he

now declares that his troubles were all good
fairies in disguise.

Of late the captain has become a thor-

oughgoing landsman and has cast anchor
on a little Martha's Vineyard farm, where
he lives on the outskirts of a rural village

with several old sea captains for neigh-

bors. His house is one of the most an-

cient on the island—an oak-ribbed ark of

The Crew at Breakfast.

faithfulness to the facts, its lucidity, and
its never failing vim and humor are charm-
ing. The wonder is that a man with such

a limited boyhood education, and who had
been knocking about the sea nearly ever

since, should be able to turn to authorship

and express himself so forcibly and flu-

ently. The only hint of a literary turn of

mind that showed itself in his youth was
a habit he had for a time of copying jokes

and anecdotes that pleased him from the

newspapers into a blank book. It was the

a dwelling with warped floors and tiny

window panes and open fireplaces. Its

aspect is at present rather forlorn and
naked, but the captain knows how to wield

the hammer and the saw, and will soon

make it snug. In a single season he has

become an enthusiastic agriculturist, ie

proud of his flourishing garden and would
like to own and make fruitful all the land
round about. He delights to point out the^

beauties of the sturdy oak woods which
overspread much of the region, the prom-
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ising condition of the abounding huckle-

berry bushes, the possibilities of the wet
hollows for cranberry culture and of the

protected slopes for fruit trees, and he is

sure the island water is the sweetest and
purest in the world. Martha's Vineyard
looks to him like Eden, and it seems likely

' the sea will know him no more.

So much the better for the rest of us if,

as a consequence, we shall see and hear

him oftener. The aroma and salt spray of

Old Ocean are in his conversation and his

writings. He has the power to invigorate

and refresh, and the records of that round-

the-world-voyage on the Spray and of that

other long voyage on the Liherdade rank

among the most enchanting sea narratives

ever written.
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' He jerked his short-handled axe from his bell

and flung it across the table at Paton."



THE BACK TRACK
By MARSTYN POLLOUGH-POGUE

The white moth to the closing vine,

The bee to the opening clover,

And the gypsy blood to the gypsy blood
Ever the wide world over. —Kipling.

THE coroner and the coroner's jury,

sitting down with a table between
them, drank informally out of a

bottle; but the proceedings were most
formal for fifteen minutes. Then with a

wave of his hand the coroner abolished the

jury, and with another gesture, less pom-
pous, he finished the bottle.

The verdict was indefinite and nebulous.

Mystery draped with her dark cloak the

circumstances attending the death of the

half-breed whose body lay on the bed. But
the people of Wauboconk were very indif-

ferent about the life or death of an un-

known half-breed.

If the people of Wauboconk had known
the half-breed's antecedents he would have
become of interest. He had been the Rev-
erend John Paton, Presbyterian mission-

ary on the Shegaugawn Lake 0-jeeb-way

Indian reservation, in the Rainy River
district of the Province of Ontario.

The Reverend John Paton was the son of

John James Paton, Hudson's Bay Com-
pany's factor at Waukimmaug factory, and
l^oumung, his wife, a woman of the 0-jeeb-

ways. This is the story of the result of

his living in too close touch with his

mother's people.

It was when the missionary society of

the Presbyterian Church sent John Paton
up to the Shegaugawn Lake reserve to

evangelize the Indians there that he first

became of interest, as far as this saga is

concerned.

If you wish to find the plac^ where these

things befell, follow the forty-ninth degree
of latitude with your finger tip halfway
across the buff-colored patch alloted to the

Rainy River country, on a large scale map
of Ontario. The forty-ninth degree is

drawn across Shegaugawn Lake and the

0-jeeb-way reservation on its shore. It is

a small reserve.

John Paton was sent up to that reserva-

tion when the wild strawberry plants in

the hrules were in flower, to lift the deep

shadows of paganism from the souls of the

Indians there. Before the scarlet berries

were showing like flecks of blood in the

coarse grass the spell of the dim-cloistered

spruce woods entered John Baton's soul

and gave him a new point of view. The
glamour of the spacious wilderness hung
about him, as the nebulous summer haze

envelopes the far hills like a blue mem-
brane.

He first saw Meem-waum through this

glamour, and that was why she appeared

as beautiful as an Indian princess in a

story book. Really, she was as pretty as an
0-jeeb-way woman can be, with large, deep,

black eyes, heavy fragrant hair, rounded
cinnamon cheeks, and fidl, madder-red lips

about which lurked a most alluring sweet-

ness. Also she was broad shouldered, deep

bosomed, wide hipped, and strong limbed—
a superb, full blooded animal. She was the

daughter of the head chief, and lived with

her father in a hemlock board house which

wore frills in the shape of fret sawn corn-

ices, was painted a cheerful sulphur yel-

low, and was the only board edifice on the

reserve except the Mission House and the

little church. The head chief's name
sounded like a rough oath, and he had the

disposition of the gray wolf. His daugh-

ter had the disposition of the bay-red doe,

and her name sounded like the wish wash-

ing of the little waves upon the long

beaches of Lake Shegaugawn on a June
afternoon.

John Paton was assigned to this mis-

sionary duty at the end of his ninth year

at the Presbyterian University at Kings-

ton. He had taken a high degree in arts

and a degree in theology also, and was
qualified to preach the gospel according to
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the Presbyterians and elucidate the doc-

trines of the Presbyterian Church.

Paton ought to have made a very good
0-jeeb-way reservation missionary. He
was well equipped. By intuition he un-

derstood Indians. He had sucked that

understanding from his mother's breast.

He was as familiar with the soft-toned

speech of his mother's people as he was
with English. He spoke the language bet-

ter even than the missionary whom he re-

placed, the Reverend Robert Radford, who
during nine years of preaching and teach-

ing on the Shegaugawn Lake reserve had

made many converts, though most of the

Indians stuck with much tenacity to pag-

anism. They were anachronisms who be-

longed to an earlier epoch. The wheel of

the world, swinging with the rush of time

through the phases of evolution and de-

velopment which were unrolled from the

reel of futurity, had left them behind.

They listened to the exhortations of the

missionary but were not impressed. They
only said: Kahween o-menodoodah goose-

nahivah ahnishenahhaivg uhnuhmeahwaud.
(Indians are no better for being Chris-

tians.)

The Reverend Robert Radford had left

his post reluctantly, on account of ill

health, a month before Paton came to She-

gaugawn Lake. When Paton arrived, he
found on the writing desk in the little

white washed Mission House beside the lit-

tle kalsomined church, a letter written and
addressed to him by his predecessor, giv-

ing him a great deal of very good advice,

and warning him against several Indians

who insidiously were hostile to the mis-

sion; also against excess of zeal at the

beginning.

At first Paton greatly missed the long-

familiar university atmosphere, the fel-

lowship of his academic friends, and the

society of the clever women he had known

;

and the loneliness hung heavy on his soul.

But as the barbaric color and aspect of

the wild life permeated him, the faces

of his friends, even the sweet, fair face

of the Kingston girl to whom he was en-

gaged, the gray college buildings, the mem-
ory of football and hockey, and of the

pleasant social life of Kingston faded and
faded out of his heart ; then he surrendered

himself to the occult spell of the far boun-

daried wilderness, the magic influence of

the wild atmosphere of the reserve and of

close contact with the silent, sad faced
0-jeeb-ways, his kinspeople. The paper-

skinned birches, the sweet breathed spruces,

the dark huddling hemlocks, the great

girthed pines, the jade green lake, the

whooping laughter of loons, the sweet,

flailing calls of whip-poor-wills, the deep
bellowing of the bull-lunged frogs in the

marsh, the flaring red gold of the sunsets,

the opal and mother-of-pearl of the dawns,
the thick sensuous dark, the dim wash of

the star shine, the alabaster enamel of the
moonlight, the silver warp of the rain, the
lodges of buff and pearl gray birch bark,

the twisting ropes of lavender smoke from
the cooking fires, the color of the fishing

and trapping, the sombre, loose, shambling
Indians, and many other sights and sounds
stirred the deeps of Paton's nature, and
the dark wilderness blood of his mother
came to the top. After that happened, the

woi'k of the mission was neglected.

It was as if John Paton entered upon
another incarnation without the trouble of

dying. He reverted to the mental condi-

tion of his maternal ancestors. Two or

three men maintain that the cause of all

the evil that happened was the love of the

girl Meem-waum. But this is an error, for

the color of the wild life and the beauty
and mystery of the untouched wilderness

had bound the missionary with their spell

before he met the chief's daughter. She
saw John Paton when he preached his first

sermon in the mission church, and his

handsome face and deep voice and quiet

manner kindled the wild fire of love in her
heart; but she did not meet him until two
weeks afterward.

During all the days and nights of those

two weeks the red-brown girl burned with
the fever of love and passion. The hot
dark blood fumed in her veins, the blood
which should have been as chill as snow
water like the blood of all her apathetic

race.

She first met the missionary by chance
on the lake shore, in the tender dusk of a

pleasant evening, when the wind had sunk
to rest and the unstirred air was sweet
with wild perfumes. That evening after

the great red sun had slipped down in a

crimson inflammation, two cheerful loons

sat in the steel gray water a little farther

from the white beach than the best shot-

gun could fling its hot charge, and from
their laminated throats came banshee
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screams and wild, pcaliiiff laughter. These

loons culled John I'aton from his chair, in

the veranda of the Mission House, to the

beach.

In the same hour Meem-waum left her

father's house whore the yellow flare and
radiance of a coal oil lamp filled the little

living room, because her gnawing heart

hunger would not let her sit still. She
went to the birch bark lodge where her best

friend lived happily with her lawfully wed-

ded husband, a French half-breed trapper,

and she told her trouble and cried a little

as she told; but the trouble was that she

loved the missionary more than she could

tell, and what the trapper's wife, a nice

girl, said did not console her in the least.

So she passed oiit of the lodge where the

rose-red fire flicker danced with the goblin

shadow-shapes upon the wall, and walked
on the sandy shore, groping for comfort
in the gloom of the gathering night; but

the chill of the night air did not cool her

hot heart. When she cara^e suddenly to

where the missionary was sitting on a

roiuided boulder of the Paleolithic time
she stood petrified with astonishment for a

moment.
John Paton spoke gently to the girl in

the Indian speech, bidding her sit down on
the boulder beside him, and a hot thrill

jarred through her like an electric shock
as she obeyed. For an hour Paton talked

to her with his deep, resonant voice, ask-

ing many questions; and she answered
shyly. Once the missionary spoke of the

loons, and the girl told him she knew
where the loon's nest lay hidden in tall

grass close to the water's edge on the op-

posite shore of the lake. There were two
eggs in it, she said, and the mother loon

sat keeping them warm. The nest was
made of weeds and grass, and the eggs
were tender green, blotched with nmber.

" I should like very much to see that

nest," said Paton. " Will you come across

the lake with me to-morrow, in my canoe,

and show me where it is ?

"

The girl felt the surge of a great joy.

The hot blood came flushing to her cinna-

mon cheek. " Yes," she answered quickly,

with head bowed down; "I will come."
The afternoon of the next day was the

first of many warm, still, dreamy after-

noons the missionary and the chief's

daughter idled together in the sliding

birch bark canoe upon the sunlight var-

nished width of the lake. John Paton
felt within him the stirrings of love on
that first afternoon before the shadows
stretched toward the east. There was
nothing supersensual about his love, of

course; it was the same primal passion

that made the blood fume in the veins of

the hairy men of the ISTeolithic Age.
Three weeks later, sitting under a birch

which cast a cobalt shadow on the white

sandy beach, John Paton drew the girl

close to him. He said he loved her, and
she nestled closer.

Afterward they walked on the shore and
their heads were close together, and each

spoke softly into the other's ear, though
there was nobody within hearing of a

shout. They laid a plan while the sun,

red as a bloodstone, slid down its plane and
lighted upon the wide hearth of the west

a stupendous bonfire which sent up a great

flare that glazed the onyx floor of the lake

with cherry-red enamel. Then in the fold-

ing twilight they went up to the village.

A few minutes later they stole down to

the beach again, in the soft darkness, with

packs and bundles, which they flung off

their shoulders into the middle section of

a large canoe that belonged to Meem-
waum's father. Then they stepped tend-

erly into the unsteady birch bark and
dipped the leaf-like paddles.

Before the copper moon had lifted very

high above the horizon the canoe had trav-

ersed the length of the lake and was slink-

ing down the crawling hemlock-shadowed
creek that twists like a long scroll many
miles southeastward from the southern end
of Shegaugawn Lake.

For four hours the flickering paddles

swung, and the giant hemlocks with their

long and heavy black-green arms hanging
asleep in the dead still air swept past in

procession on both banks as the canoe put

the writhing miles of the crooked stream
behind it with its rapid, easy glide. Then
the canoe was slewed toward the left bank,

and they landed in a deep grassed, natural

clearing, an interval where the huddling

spruces and hemlocks stood back and left

an open space about an acre in extent. In

the middle of this clearing a vacant log

camp squatted among sumachs, juniper

bushes, and the wild sweetbriar rose.

In this place for a month their life ran

strong and calm, and they tasted happi-

ness. The heart of the chief's daughter
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beat hot with the passionate love which
seldom inflames a woman of her un-emo-

tional race. The ex-missionary loved the

girl as his mother's ancestors, strong men
in whom life ran high, loved the women of

their hearts' desire. John Paton felt no
twinge of conscience. Understand that

his soul was folded in I^irvanic tranquility.

The memory of all that had happened in

his life before the red strain inundated

the white in him had been wiped oif his

mind. The past was a blank page to him.

Everything, even his name, was forgotten,

and the English language was ebbing away
out of the darkening brain cells as the last

drops of water drain from the cells of a

squeezed sponge. He had money, and he

bought flour and bacon and beans and tea

at the Broken Snowshoe gold mine, which

was only fourteen miles away to the south-

ward. He passed at the mine as a half-

breed trapper, and he looked the part, for

the natural buckskin color of his face and
hands had been deepened by the sun, his

shiny, black hair was long, and he wore
only trousers, flannel shirt, and moccasins.

Meem-waum was a good cook, and a neat

and clean housekeeper. So things went
very well, and there was no trouble at all

but only unjarred peace in the little shanty

of spruce logs in the clearing on the

swamp-fed, beer-colored Cheemaung Creek,

right up to the hour when Meem-waum's
father arrived from the reservation to

take his daughter back to his own house,

and incidentally to kill John Paton if he
could.

It was late in the afternoon, when the

smoky-gold sun drew down and touched
the wavy line of the hills, that the chief

suddenly stood in the doorway against the

flaring west, and the shadow of his large

body fell across the rude table at which
John Paton and Meem-waum sat eating
their supper. The ex-missionary jumped
erect and pushed his stool beneath the

table with his knees.
" What do you want ? " he asked, though

he knew well enough.
A flerce frown hardened the chief's um-

ber-colored face and his thin lips drew
back from his teeth in a vicious snarl.

" You dam' sky-pilot," he said in Eng-
lish. " You stole my daughter. I have
come here to kill you, and take her back
to my house." And, his rage fuming within
him, he jerked his short handled axe from

his belt and flung it across the table at

Paton.

The light axe whirled once in the air,

and it was not the cutting edge but the

flat of the blade that smote the ex-mis-

sionary on the forehead. Without a sound
he tossed up his arms, toppled, and fell

backward, and his spirit fled down to the

gates of death.

With a choking cry Meem-waum sprang
up, swung around, snatched a knife from
the table, and drove its blade to the hilt

into the chief's throat. He reeled back-

ward, he gripped the handle of the knife

with one hand; with the other he caught
at a doorpost, his knees bent, the black
blood poured from his mouth ; with a shud-
der he lurched forward, his body thudded
on the floor, and he cast his evil soul with
a howl. In the same moment a full realiza-

tion of what had happened swept through
the girl's brain, and she fell fainting be-

side her father's corpse.

When consciousness came stealing back
to Meem-waum's mind the evening shad-

ows were tenderly folding the little shanty
around, and the whip-poor-wills were call-

ing mournfully from the fringes of the

forest. In the warm gloom of the shanty
the girl stirred, opened her eyes, passed
her hand across her forehead, and with a

start remembered. But as memory came
back and the horror of the tragedy chilled

her spirit, a black cloud gathered inside

her brain, its shadow fell upon her intel-

lect, deepening, deepening, deepening, and
the dusk of aberration was laid like a quiet

hand over her mind. As the ISTirvanic

gloom of insanity darkened the chambers
of her brain the girl rose from the floor,

soothed and calm.

She lit a candle and, stooping low, held

it above John Paton's huge supine body.

The yellow flare shone full on the quiet,

dead face.
" He sleeps," said the girl, softly. She

half turned, and the light fell upon the

body of the chief, and it was a horrid sight

to see. Meem-waum shivered. " We must
go away from here," she whispered, and
putting the candle on the table, she lifted

John Paton's body in her arms, bore it

out of the house and down to the bank of

the creek, laid it in the middle section of

the chief's canoe, returned to the shack
and gathered up her cooking utensils and
blankets, carried them down to the canoe.
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' pushed it off the sand into the water,

stepped into the stern, and dipped the

paddle.

All nig-ht, in the silver-gray starshine,

she paddled with long, slow strokes to

where Cheemaung Creek pours into Free

Trader's Lake, and slipped out over the

gray width of the lake into a bank of

woolly fog that hung over the face of the

water.

Half an hour later, when the eastern sky

flushed pink and pale yellow, Meem-waum
landed on the opposite shore of the lake,

not very far from the western environs of

the village of Wauboconk, which are lum-
ber yards. A vacant log shanty stood on
the beach, and the mad girl tenderly car-

ried John Paton's cold body into this

shack and laid it on the rude bed.
" This will be our new house of loving

hearts," she said, glancing around. Then
she brought her cooking things and blanlc-

ets from the canoe. When she had set

these down she said, " I will waken him
now." Gently she shook the rigid body.
" He sleeps soundly," she whispered and,

bending, she kissed the icy lips. " He ia

tired, very tired. I will go out and pick

some berries, and perhaps he will have
awakened when I return."

Behind the shanty a hrule blotched with

raspberry bushes stretched away to a

vertebrse-like granite ridge. Meem-waum
strode toward the nearest clump of rasp-

berry bushes. These bushes fringed the

rim of a vertical mineshaft one hundred
feet deep, the main shaft of the abandoned
Dream of Avarice gold mine. The girl

was not aware of this shaft, of course, and
its black mouth was hidden by the bushes.

So, crowding through the tall bushes, pick-

ing the dead ripe, madder-red berries, she

stepped suddenly over the edge and
dropped to the bottom.

Later in the day Penny Pichon, a iiler in

one of the Wauboconk sawmills, went fish-

ing, and paddled along the shore, past the

shanty. He observed the birch bark canoe
on the beach and the wide open shanty
door, and he landed to satisfy curiosity. He
found John Paton's body, and returned to

the village at once to spready the news.
The coroner of Wauboconk held an in-

quest the next day, and Father Fallance,

the French priest, buried the body after-

ward.

HOW TO BUILD AND USE A DUCK-FLOAT

By J. B. HARPER

I
ASSUME the reader of this article to

be neither a tyro nor a professional

boat builder, hut a man gifted with a

fair amount of patience and some experi-

ence in the use of tools.

The boat whose design and working
plans I am about to give has proved itself

best suited to its purpose; that of shooting

over decoys in open water.

Get two pieces of oak, white oak pre-

ferred, and trim down as in Fig. 1. These
are the stem and stern pieces, and should

be of equal size. A sharp hatchet is best

adapted to this work, but if you are not

accustomed to its use a mallet and chisel

will answer. Paint the stems, and screw

fast to them the cedar planks (Fig. 2)

after first cutting a board of the proper

length (3 feet 10 inches) about which
to spring them. IsTow get out your bot-

tom lining strips. These should be If

inches by i- inch, and should extend the

whole length of the boat. It is better

to notch them for the ribs as in Fig.

3 before putting them into place. After
this is done, however, great caution must
be exercised in springing them in as

they are greatly weakened by the notches
for the ribs. Copper nails and brass

screws should be used throughout the

boat's construction. They are more ex-

pensive than galvanized iron, but much
easier to work with and more satisfactory

in the end. To clinch the nails press a
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piece of iron against tlie point after it has

struck through and strike the head with a

hammer. No nail should be driven with-

oiit first having a small hole bored for it.

After you have put in your lining strips

start in on the ribs; these may be made of

oak or cypress; if cypress, they should be

at least 11 inches thick; if oak, 1 inch vpill

do. If there is a sawmill near at hand it is

a great saving of time, labor, and material

to have them sawed out there in the rough

after a pattern (Fig. 4). All the ribs from
stem to stern are made after the same pat-

tern, with the midship rib longest and the

others decreasing in length as you go

toward stem and stern. It is important

when setting up the ribs to have the centre,

that is the deepest part of each rib, mid-

way between the sides of the boat so that

her lines may not be " out of true." After

screwing fast all the ribs as in Fig. 5,

plane off a level surface of about 4 inches

at the centre of each. Take an oak plank

the length of the boat and 4 by | inches;

fasten this with screws to the centre of

each rib, stem, and stern piece. Now you
are ready for the planking. For this work
a pair of clamps like that shown in Fig. 6

is invaluable. Only in the case of the
" garboard streaks " or planks next the

keel will it be found necessary to cut into

shape so that they will fit, and cut these

only on the side next to the keel. The
planks should not be more than 4, or at

most 5, inches wide and i inch thick. Care
should be taken to fit each plank close and
have no gaps. It is best to start calking

as soon as the bottom is finished. Cotton
batting is the best material to use, and an
old chisel well blunted may serve as a

calking iron. The deck beams are made
on the same pattern as the ribs and are

fastened into lining strips.

When you come to the cockpit, braces

should be piit under the short deck beams
as in Fig. 7. Before planking the deck
fasten long narrow strips at short inter-

vals across the bottom ribs, the middle one

being widest and not screwed fast like the

others. This makes a good grating, and
the middle strips not being fastened en-

ables you to sponge out sand and water.

The deck planking is clinched on to the

deck beams just as the bottom is to the

ribs, but not quite so much care is needed

as it will be covered with canvas. Before

covering the deck with canvas give it a

good coat of paint. The canvas should be

put on crossways (Fig. 8). Stretch it as

tight as possible, without wrinkles, and
sponge it well with water, letting it dry

thoroughly before painting. If there is

no way of getting at a steam box the cock-

pit will have to be made with straight ends

as it is impossible to spring in the oak

combing without first steaming it into

shape. The combing shoiild not stand less

than 3 inches above the deck with a nar-

row moulding to cover the edge of the

canvas. The combing is made in two
pieces, and these are fastened amidships

on light blocks (Fig. 8). Get out your

false stems which set on to the bow and
stern proper, fastening with long brass

screws as in Fig. 9. A piece of oak 1 inch

thick is fastened to the keel at the stern

in the same manner (Fig. 9). This is

called a " scag " and keeps the boat's head
straight when rowing. Screw a couple of

light beveled strips along the upper edge

of the boat to cover the canvas.

Have the blacksmith make you a pair

of rowlock brackets standing 3^ inches

high (Fig. 10) which may be bolted or

screwed to the deck.

It is important to paint thickly all joints

and portions of planking which cannot

readily be reached after her completion.

The maximum number of decoys which
may be carried comfortably in this boat

in still water is twenty-five. Six feet oars

are most convenient for her size, with

leather tacked around them just inboard

of the rowlock to keep them from slipping

out while picking up decoys and birds.

The boat's measurements are:

Beam (outside measurement) ... 4 ft.

Length over all 12 ft.

Length of cockpit 4 ft. 3 in.

Height of combing 3 in.

Breadth of side planks 4 in.

Perhaps a hint or two concerning the

use of the boat, now that I have told of

her building, will not be amiss.

My friend and I are at the float house

somewhere about half-past four o'clock on

a clear still morning in November. All

weather conditions are favorable, and we
hurry our start as much as possible, in

order to be on the feeding grounds, vnth

our decoys set out, by daylight. I row the

gi;nning float, while he is in a skiff with

the greater portion of the decoys. We
reach the grounds and I throw out my two
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anchors, bow and stern, as

far apart as possible, pulling

each line ta^^t, so that the

boat's head may not swing

with wind or tide and thus

place me in a poor position

to shoot over my decoys. We set out

most of the decoys in front of the boat,

a little to its left, but scattering a few

astern and to the right. The reason for

setting decoys or stool in the manner de-

scribed is this : when shooting in a gun-

ning float where your position is neces-

sarily somewhat cramped, it is difficult to

turn far to right or left, and most men
find it very much easier to shoot at an

object placed slightly on their left than on

their right hand side, so that when birds

come uf) and " fan " over the place where

your stool are thickest, as they generally

do before alighting, you have them just

where you want them. It is always best

to shoot with your back to the wind as

ducks almost invariably swing up with

their heads to the wind before alighting,

irrespective of the way they are flying.

No decoy, should be more than thirty-five

yards away from the boat. Turns at
" tending," should be taken, one picking up
dead birds while the other shoots.

As an old guimer told me one time just

after making an exhibition of myself :
" If

birds are coming toward you, don't raise

on them when they're thirty yards oft"; let

them come as close as they will without

lighting; then raise, and two to one they'll

bunch as they go off. A shot under the

wing is twice as good as one in the breast."

It's very hard to resist the temptation

sometimes to " raise " and let go slam bang

into a bunch of birds as they come down
facing you with their wings set; but ex-

perience teaches that it is best to wait.

Always rig your boat to appear as much
like her surroundings as possible. If you
are shooting in open water paint her a

light lead color and have nothing on her
decks; if in the marsh, cover her decks

with grass; if there is floating ice put ice

on her decks and wear white clothing.

If you have a congenial companion it is

very much pleasanter for two to go out

than one. Moreover it is very much more
convenient, as he can take the decoys in a

larger boat, thus enabling you to set out

any number you wish.

For shooting in shallow water I believe

the generally accepted custom is to use a

separate anchor for each decoy. In deep

water, say three to seven fathoms, this is

not practicable where a good sized bunch
of stool is used; it makes too much work
setting out and picking up. I rig mine
four to each anchor and line and use snap

hooks instead of tieing the decoys per-

manently (Fig. 11). I find this advantag-

eous in the following ways : it permits of

a decoy being stowed in your boat without

tangle of lines; the anchors and decoys

may be put in separate places ; any group-

ing may be made on the same line.



TRAINING SETTERS AND POINTERS
FOR QUAIL SHOOTING

By WILLIAM B. MEARES

PHOTOGRAPHS BY THE AUTHOR

W HEIST selecting a setter or pointer

for quail shooting be sure to se-

cure one whose blood is of the

best field trial strain. A field trial dog
means one that has been placed in a club's

trials whose stakes are open to the world.

where setters and pointers compete, not

where there are separate stakes for each
breed. Among the English setters of the

past few years, Count Gladstone the IV.
is the best sire; his good field qualities are

transmitted to his sons and grandsons in

In the Nursery.



The Setter Drops to Order After the Birds Are Flushed.

a marked degree. Jingo stands at the head

of pointers as a sire, dogs of his blood hav-

ing won repeatedlj^ in the hottest competi-

tion. If you can find a dog handsome in

every particular and at the same time a

;good performer in the field, he is rare and
is a treasure indeed. Color is a matter of

taste; white should always predominate;

the dog being then more readily seen in

•cover and at a distance, valuable time is

not lost in overlooking him while he is on
a point, or when he is ranging wide, hunt-

ing in thickets or high grass. A medimn-
sized dog, like a medium-sized man, is

usually the best stayer. Decidedly the

most satisfactory dog is the one that hunts

with head up, and taking advantage of the

wind goes right up to his birds. A dog
that puts his nose to the ground and trails

ihe foot scent of a covey of birds for fifty

and sometimes three hundred yards, is an
abomination. Of course he must have a

good nose, one that is uniform; a dog
that handles his birds well one day and
flushes them all the next should be
promptly given away. There is no re-

quisite more imperative than ability to

search. It depends upon this whether the

hunter comes home at night fagged out, or

simply tired, to be soon refreshed with a

good meal and a quiet smoke.
If you own a good searcher, you shape

your course and hold it ; the dog conforms
his work to the right and left of this

course ahead of you, according to the lay

of the land and the character of cover.

If he points within your sight you go to

him; if he is out of sight and does not

respond to the whistle as usual, you know
that he is pointing ; following the direction

you last saw him take, you find him on
game. A dog soon learns that an ordinary

blast of the whistle is to tell him where you
are, that a long blast is to bring him in, so

that he may be turned in another direction

with a motion of the hand or a wave of the

hat or handkerchief. The less whistling

and the fewer commands the better will

he work. When the birds are flushed he

cannot mark their flight so well as his

master, and it is then, especially when
working on singles, that he requires coach-
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The Birds Having Flushed Wild, the Setter Stops a Minute, and the Pointer Drops, thus Both Are Steady to Wing:.

ing. Undoubtedly his range should be

wide and his pace fast naturally; a fast

dog can be made slow; a slow dog cannot

be made fast. A dog with a clipping pace
and a wide range will alter both to suit

conditions, in a couple of hours or in a

day's shoot, and still keep up his snap and
merry way of going.

When shooting over one dog he should

be a tender mouthed retriever. If hunt-

ing with two, one must be dropped, or kept
at heel, while the other is sent in to re-

trieve ; sending two dogs in to retrieve the

same bird frequently makes them jealous

;

one grabs the bird out of the mouth of the

other, and the bird is then badly crushed
and torn. In England a slipped or an i:n-

slipped retriever fetches all the dead and

wounded birds. Some of these dogs are

used in America. A dog well trained for

field work drops to shot, or is steady to shot;

this keeps him from breaking or running
in to chase and follow the birds when
flushed. A dog on breaking shot, follows,

finds, and flushes the birds before the hunter

has time to come up and continues to flush

and chase joyously. When a dog breaks

in to retrieve while at work on singles he

rushes wildly among the scattered birds,

looking for the dead one, and flushes a

number before you can shoot. He should

also drop or pause a minute when a bird

or a covey flushes wild or is accidentally

flushed. If he does this he is said to be

stead to wing. This stops him from chas-

ing, keeps him well in hand, and makes
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Pointing a Covey of Quail in High Grass.

him steady and level headed under flush

and fire.

A well broken dog must always promptly

honor the point of another, stopping in-

stantly at a reasonable distance, backing

him on sight without orders. He ought

also to hold his back and remain steady

when the birds are flushed and shot at over

the pointing dog. If he refuses to back,

and goes in ahead of the pointing dog,

stealing his point, he frequently flushes.

Where a dog false-points continually, a

sensible one soon finds this out and pays

no further attention to that one's work.

Kennels for field dogs should not be arti-

ficially heated, nor should the dogs be kept

chained up. A yard made of woven wire

fence, or of palings about six feet high,

with a base board sunk well into the

ground, is the best place to keep them when
at home. When leaving home for a shooting

trip take some good disinfectant along;

use this before putting your dogs in old

kennels where you stop; or keep them in

their crates except when hunting and ex-

ercising them. Their sleeping quarters

must be roomy, well ventilated, and front-

ing the south. The floor of the house
ought to be at least twelve inches above the

ground. Clean, dry straw, on benches
raised two or three feet above the floor, is

good bedding. The dry pine needles, or

pine leaf, and husks, called shucks in the
South, are good. The bedding must be
changed once a week and the kennels dis-

infected. If the dogs have free access to

the yard day and night the sleeping rooms
will generally remain fresh and clean. Do
not permit the sick and well dogs to live

together. It is imperative that fresh

water be provided at all hours.

Feed a light meal in the morning and a

good hearty one at night; let them have
good sized bones to gnaw once a week.
Take one-third fresh, coarse-ground, white
corn meal and two-thirds good wheat shorts

or seconds; make up into pones or cakes

an inch and a half thick, using water or

milk with no soda; bake done and brown.
Two or three times a week make a soup of
good, fresh beef, beef bones broken up, and
vegetables, any kind except potatoes. Pour
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the soup and shredded meat upon the bread

broken fine, and you have a good whole-

some food that the dogs will seldom refuse.

Some of the best American trainers and
kennel men use the soup and meat instead

of milk or water when making up the

bread; this is a good food by itself. One-

half good corn meal and one-half good

clean wheat bran, or ship stuff, baked and

used with the soup, is excellent for strong,

healthy dogs. In spring and summer
plenty of good fresh buttermilk with the

bread, with less meat and more vegetables

in the soup, is best. You get the best re-

sults if the soup is fed milk warm. Cook
your bread and soup fresh every day in

summer and. three times a week in winter.

Two or three dogs can be well taken care

of when fed on home table scraps with no

seasoning.

Puppies after weaning will keep strong

and healthy and will grow fast if fed only

on fresh buttermilk and corn bread, with

soup instead of the bvittermilk twice a

week, till they are five or six months old.

Do not feed them sweet milk. Keep the

puppies where they can get plenty of exer-

cise; do not crowd them. Arrange their

kennels so that they can go in and out of

their sleeping quarters. If fed in the same
vessels some dogs get more than their share

of food, and lose their manners also.

Fasten a number of chains where they eat

at such distances that no one can reach

the other; then feed in individual pans.

Give little medicine and plenty of exer-

cise, and you will then have strong, healthy

dogs. An hour's run every day in the year

in the fields and woods, weather permit-

ing, is essential to good health. Never
take a dog bred, reared, and trained in the

New England states and expect him to

do good work in a regular quail country.

Wlien puppies are weaned it is by far the

best to board them out in couples on good
sized farms, in a quail country if possible,

where the owner does not shoot nor keep
other bird dogs. When the money is paid
to the farmer's wife or daughter you may
rest assured that the puppies will be well

fed and cared for.

In the field let the dog cut out his own
work and take him in hand gradually. At
eight to twelve months old, dependent upon
his development, you will find your young
dog ready for his tutor. He will be bold

and full of life, and his teacher must be a

man of judgment with his temper well in

hand. Do not talk and whistle to your
dog continually; it takes his mind off his

work. "Come here," is to bring him up
to you; when he refuses to come, go after

him, if he is half a mile away; bring him
back to where you were when he refused

to come, repeating the command on your

way back and occasionally blowing on your
whistle the blast used in calling him in.

Keep him by your side a few minutes;
quiet him, send him off a short distance,

and bring him in by using your command.
Repeat this till he comes promptly. If

your dog is hard headed and persistently

disobedient use a B. Waters spike collar

and check cord to enforce your commands.
Otherwise use a lead or an ordinary check

cord, with a clip which can be quickly at-

tached to his regular collar. " Heel up,"

is a command used to bring him up be-

hind you or to your side; when he refuses

to obey go to him, snap your lead in his

collar ring, bring him to heel, saying to him
sharply, " Heel up ! " and tapping him
lightly with your whip. " Get away," is

to send him off to hunt, and he usually

goes. If he does not go let him alone and
walk off as though he were not around.

Wlien he finds you are not paying attention

to him he will generally get away and go

on hunting.

The command " Drop," is to make him
charge. Wlien he refuses to drop to shot

while on a point, fasten your lead on your

check cord to his collar or put your spike

collar on him; when he again points and
you walk in to flush, watch him, shoot

without attempting to kill; tap him with

the whip as you sharply say, " Drop !

"

When away from you he can be dropped by

raising your hand, at the same time giving

the command. After he is perfectly

steady to shot and wing, and has been well

shot over, he will stand erect when you

shoot, or when birds are accidentally

flushed, that he may better mark their

flight. " Come off," or better, " Hi there,"

is to call his attention to wrong doing and

to make him come away. Should he refuse

to obey go after him; take him to the

point of transgression; scold him sharply,

or punish him, repeating the command.
If his disobedience is connected with an

object that he can see, hold it up to him
or put his nose to it as you scold or punish

him. " Ho," is to stop the dog at any
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time you want him to halt; for instance,

when he refuses to stop as he flushes or

chases, when he does not see the pointing

dog and therefore cannot back him, when

he is a dog that does not bacl<; and must

be stopped to prevent flushing. Most dogs

back naturally; when they do not, stop

them with the above command. When
your dog refuses to obey the word " Ho,"

given short and sharp, catch him quickly;

bring him to the point where he would not

obey you; drop him; correct him by speak-

ing; put your check cord on him, or your

spike collar, as the case demands, and let

him drag the rope so that when he is near

or on game he cannot go too fast for you

to get hold of the rope ;
you then have him

in hand.

MTien he breaks shot and chases you

have only to give him a few feet of slack

and he will jerk himself down; a few such

experiences at intervals, and he will stop

when you say '• Ho ! " " Careful," or

" Steady," is to slow him up when he is

careless and overconfident; when he does

not obey stop him with your command,
" Ho !

" " Go on " is to move him up after

he has dropped to wing, shot, or flush. Do
not use these last two commands if the

dog is timid or at all overcautious; walk

up to your bird and shoot, paying no atten-

tion to him. Sometimes he knows the

birds are right at hand and will not move
for fear of flushing; he may see them run-

ning on open ground and be waiting till

they reach cover before moving up. Do
not punish a young dog on game. If he

once associates punishment with the scent

of game he will leave the scent and is

ruined forever. Do not pvmish your dog

for pointing fur, feather, or reptile. Do
not work him with an unbroken one. The
making of a dog is in the killing of birds

over him.

THREE AGES OF FOOTBALL

By CLARENCE DEMING

THE time is almost half a century

ago ; the place an old ISTew England

village perched on the crest of a

hill, itself sentineled by higher hills

around; and the foreground the village

green in winter time, criss-crossed by

sleigh tracks and dented by the boot heels

of the players. An old-fashioned football

game is in full cry, the ball shuttling up and

down the field, now in a ruck of tumbling

lads, now hurtling upward from a free kick,

now tossed in from out of bounds to be

momentarily a new focus of football en-

ergy. On each side are fifteen or twenty

players, ranging from the callow city

twelve-year-old, shifted almost from his

mother's lap to the country boarding

school, up to the young man betrayed as a

" day scholar " from the farm by his rough

homespun and angular cowhides. For

there is democracy of ages as well as con-

ditions in the game, even the schoolmaster,

maybe, leading one side and taking his full

share of the knocks. There are no bleach-

ers, no applauding crowd, no single spec-

tator even, save as some passing rustic on

his oxsled may cast his eye on the game
and sigh vaguely for the days when he, too,

was young; nor is the game itself that re-

finement of scientific force drilled into the

picked young giants of a great university

drawing thousands of shouters and larger

thousands of gate money. But it is an all-

round breezy and " open " sport ;
young

and old are in it with no worse peril on the

snow than a rasped shin, painful but tran-

sient; and the action is lively and inces-

ant from the opening " cant " up to the

last instant that the ball strikes the bound-

ary fence that serves for a goal or the

school bell clangs its sharp veto on the

play.

Such, fifty years ago and through a de-

cade later, was the general type of the old

football game. In detail, as well as gen-

erality, it was simple and homemade. The
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field was no pent up Utica. It might be

—

it generally was—the village green, or the

school playground, or a vacant meadow
of any size or contour. Out of bounds

meant the side fences, whether far or near,

while, in lieu of goal posts, stood the

wooden fences, whether the ball went over

or against. The squad of many-sized play-

ers chose sides, one side " canted " the ball;

each side tried to drive the ball to the op-

posite fence and there the old game was,

in its simplest terms.

But it had its fine points and its touches

of science. Caught on the fly or first

bound the ball gave the player a free kick,

and this developed into a trick called the
" toe catch." In making a toe catch the

player by a deft and quick movement of

the toe tossed the ball in air, took it on a

short fly, and won his kick. If the modern
football man calls that trick " dead easy "

and laughs it to scorn, let him test it alone

and then measure the feat in the npelee of

a game and in front of a dozen charging

players.

Running with the ball was severely in-

terdicted in old football—with accent on
the " foot "—and thus there came in an-

other test of skill. It was " babying," or

as the verb was then, " puggling " the ball

by short, quick foot taps, holding it in

possession and taking it from or past an
opponent—a sort of boxing of the ball with

the feet which ^gave much range for deft

work and was acquired only with long

practise and some natal gifts. The crack
" puggler " was the kingpin of the old foot-

ball squad and, if he joined with his art

the toe catch, he was a double star of first

magnitude in the game. Usually he was
some young football genius of the farm,

with thews hardened by toil, his natural

skill polished by several football winters

and his thick boots a welcome substitute

for pads. The vision of the writer goes

back through many phases of football; the

latter day power of dodging halfback,

forceful plunger, and long punter are not
forgotten; yet not one of them, if mem-
ory does not betray judgment, surpasses

the work on the field of the oldtime pug-
gler at his best, when he came out of the

thick of the game with the ball as much in

possession as though it were in hand and
when, with no such aid as modern " inter-

ference," he boxed it through a line of re-

sisting players.

The ball of those days deserves its ref-

erence. In its first estate it was a case of

calfskin, shaped and seamed by the rural

cobbler and fitted with a gash and eyelets

for lacing. Into this was put a pig's blad-

der that, blown up, tied up, and duly laced

in, made a ball, by queer historical prece-

dent, the analogue of the orthodox foot-

ball of to-day. Its variations of form were
novel and gauged by the dexterity of the

cobbler. Sometimes it was egg-shaped,

sometimes oblate, more often seamed with

angles or corners and a kind of cross be-

tween cube and globe, resulting in strange

antics in its conduct on the field. The
bladders collapsed easily and the great

problem was the renewal of supply—

a

problem easily solved in midwinter, when
pig killings were common, but deepening
as spring drew near, when the whole foot-

ball squad had to turn bladder hunters

—

old-fashioned football, in this phase, ante-

dating a modern corner in pork. When
early spring came the best we could do
sometimes was to stuif the leather with
hay and keep up play with a ball which, if

not resilient, at least didn't burst every
football day.

Later there was another and quite as

impressive pattern of ball. It was im-
ported from the city, made of pure rubber,

of vast diameter, blown up by brass pipe
which turned a screw and, after vexing
trials, locked the air in. This ball was,
also, tender, flabby, addicted to leaks and
a chronic habit of sudden collapse just as

the game grew hot. In an old woodcut of

Yale campus may still be seen a student of

the period in high hat and long coat tak-

ing a free kick at one of these mighty
spheroids, giving the idea of coming pro-

jection of a new planet into space. A lit-

tle later came in the improved ball of

hardened rubber—but a ball still dying too

easily in the heat of the game, the dra-

matic cessation of which had its flash of

humor as a player emerged from the scrim-

mage bearing in his hand the limp corpus

delicti.

A side recreation of those football days

was " drive ball " so called. Two .players

place-kicked from the ground, marking
down where the ball fell, and replacing it

there for a counter kick until one drove

the other to the limit of the field—a mild
sport, but not without its emulation when
the rivals were well matched.
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Old football was a winter as well as au-

tumn game, played by its enthusiasts in

snow, in slush, and even in storm; and
why a game so well adapted to cold weath-

er, so effective in its culture of muscle,

speed, and a wind which made the strip-

ling of those days like a young hound, has

quite passed as a winter sport is one of the

athletic anomalies.
* *
*

It died in the middle sixties, to be suc-

ceeded in the early seventies by a modified

form of the elder sport. At the second

age we see old football sublimated and
adopted for autumn play exclusively, by a

group of Eastern colleges. The ball is still

of rubber, and the basic lines of old foot-

ball are still there. But goal posts have

been set up ; there is a rough code of rules

;

regular matches are played; and there is

a field marked out with side lines to keep

back the spectators.

In that second and transitional stage

of football there were also developed some
nice points of play. The player was not

allowed to run with the ball ; but if he car-

ried it along in a series of short bounds

and catches he was within the rules, and
this form of " babying " the ball by hand,

instead of foot, became somewhat of an
art. With a field fairly free the player

could thus make ground toward the goal

posts before the pressure of opponents

forced him to kick.

Hitting the ball either with open hand
or the flat of the fist was also valid and
grew into a scheme of " placing " the ball

which sometimes reached high artistic

skill. In this branch Princeton excelled,

as, indeed, she did in the whole game dur-

ing that second period of football. One of

the stars of that football firmament, whose
name is now forgotten, was a theological

student whom Princeton put into one of

her matches against Yale. He was not a

far kicker or swift runner, but, as a smiter

of the ball, he was a sort of human cata-

pult and could hit with his fist further

than a strong kicker with his toe. Not to

be forgotten by the Yale players, now gray-

haired, who took part in that match was
the mighty stroke by which, seventy feet

from the Yale goal posts, he struck the

ball through like a hot liner from the bat

in baseball.

The twenty men on each side were as-

sorted into two backs, sixteen rushers, and

two " peanutters," the latter satirizing the

present ofCside play; for their function

was to stay right under the opponent's

goal and be ready to " smother " the backs
and drive the ball through. This eight-

handed and four-footed scrimmage near
the goal when the ball happened to be
kicked down made acute crises in the sport

which, indeed, was picturesque as a whole,

when the rules gave so free scope to both
foot and hand.

This second age of football spanned but
a few years. Yale, Princeton, Columbia,
and Rutgers were its chief exponents and,

in 1874, under rules slightly Anglicized,

there was played a red-lettered match of

Yale with visiting Etonians, won by Yale
through the good luck of getting the toss

and taking the wind in two of the three

games. The sport never reached the dig-

nity of uniforms or the more shady creden-

tial of gate money. But, like its forbear,

the football of the second period was, in

essence, a " kicking " and free sport

charged to the full with variety and spiced

with hearty fun.
* *
*

So we come, at last, to the up-to-date

football, the Rugby exotic first seeded on
college soil by Harvard twenty-seven years

ago, now in stalwart growth, but so lush

with American grafts as to hide the par-

ent British stock; much impugned by foes,

more defended by friends; fought out on
a gridiron where the basting of the player

is censured by one critic as brutality's

climax, heralded by another as the touch-

stone of muscular character; with fiscal

magnitudes that dwarf the budgets of re-

spectable colleges; its heroes of the season

wellnigh Homeric and blazoned bigger

than statesmen in headline and photograv-

ure; drawing gazers whose numbers are

hosts, whose volumes of sound would still

the roars of Pelee and whose vibrant col-

lege tints challenge the sunset; a game of

many rules, signals, combinations, crafts,

and subtleties, evolved through decades of

inventive study and still evolving, the prod-

uct of long training, arduous effort, and
self-sacrifice; a triumph of scientific vigor

incarnated by eleven athletes; and a game
whose roots have struck so deep in popular

appetite and whose annals are already so

long as to pledge its stay.

Accepting the game of to-day as insti-

tutional, let us emphasize its merits even
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when we decry its flaws. As a sound-

spectacle what is more moving than the
" big " American football game ! In its

human vastness the single units are lost

and the great oblong becomes a kind of

mighty organ whose quadrated keyboards

render artistic studies for the ear as do
its fluttering tints for the eye. It is not

merely the college song, timed to a thou-

sand waving flags, but the sharp, isolated

cheer, the shout moving in crescendo from
end to end of the field, merging into the

pervasive roar that greets the first touch-

down; and, most thrilling, perhaps, of all,

the deep gulf of sudden silence at a crisis

of the play. All these and other traits,

appealing to the non-partisan spectator

who knows little or nothing of the tech-

nique of the game, give football a charm
unique among American sports of the

sward. With time, moreover, the game has

begun to acquire a classic flavor, indexed
by the growing stock of traditions of per-

sonal prowess—Lamar's great run, how
the two Poes twice snatched the winning
goal from the teeth of defeat, the centre

plunges of Butterworth in the second half

of the great Springfield game, and how
Cumnock, almost by sheer personal char-

acter, trained Harvard to victory. Let us

pay due tribute, too, to the merits of the

game itself—its high technique which
makes the fluke victory so rare; its spur
to invention; its discipline of temper; and
last and best the quality which thus far

has left the sport untarnished by the cer-

tified professional.

But modern football has certain virtues,

and large ones, yet to learn. Even the old-

fashioned veteran may tell it of a breezy

game of long ago in which every player

was an amateur purist and in which sound-
pageants and the stratagems of the grid-

iron were not marketed at two dollars a

seat. The football of to-day must learn,

too, when an evil like the mass play is in-

terdicted to beat back the tendency to

revert to it in a new form. In the mater-
ialistic drift of the sport let its managers
beware lest the pure athletic standard of

the Greek be lowered to that of the gladi-

atorial Roman. And, finally, nurtured by
the acute rivalries of the sport and the

dictum that to win is everything, there is

the persistent dry rot of disguised profes-

sionalism in college teams. May the pos-

sibly too ideal opinion be ventured here
that the check to that bane, striking to the

very marrow of honest football, must
finally come from within and not from
without—not be left to be detected by the

scrutiny and protests of a rival college but
be self-eradicated by wholesome and home-
made academic courage. In society at

large, as it has waxed easy, rich, and con-

ventional, there has grown up the habit of

criticizing as " cranky," if not dangerous,
the citizen who crusades against a civic

evil, and in college football the intensi-

ties of the sport have fostered the same
spirit of repression. When that spirit

yields to a higher realization of individual

duty, when the alumnus, aware of the taint

at his own alma mater, does not shrink

from baring it, and when the undergrad-
uate who proclaims it boldly is not
" queered " for societies or taunted as

disloyal, we shall find a medicine for pro-

fessionalism more purgative than dis-

qualification codes or faculty committees
on athletic purity—and the virtues of the

three ages of football will be blended.



RELENTLESS PURSUIT OF THE
NEWFOUNDLAND CARIBOU

p. T. McGRATH

DRAWINGS BY CHARLES LIVINGSTON BULL

THE annual midwintor slaughter of

caribou along the southern coast of

Newfoundland was not so great the

past season as in previous years, and alien

sportsmen interested in the island will

learn of this fact with pleasure. The
winter was exceptionally mild, and the

marshes did not harden over, so that the

coast folk were unable to make their way
inland to the forests where the deer find

shelter, and what is more to the point,

had no secure pathway by which they could

transport to the seashore for shipment to

St. Johns such deer as they might kill.

Were it not that the most conclusive

evidence of the fact exists, I should prob-

ably be regarded as a romancer when I

state that the mail steamer plying along
that coast has frequently brought to St.

Johns consignments of five hundred car-

casses of caribou; that venison sells for

two and three cents a pound in the meat
markets of the city; that the charitable

societies buy it to distribute among the

poor; and that in the fishing hamlets the

people salt down the meat for use as a

staple article of diet during the ensuing
spring. Aye, the carcasses have been
shipped to St. Pierre in schooners to be

used by the French fishermen in baiting

their periwinkle traps on the Grand Banks,
and it is not uncommon for caribou meat

to be fed to the dogs. The true hunter

who loves the sport, and to whom such

doings are a desecration, will gasp with

amazement at the details of this indiscrim-

inate deer murder which I am about to

chronicle ; but it must be pleaded in excuse

for the residents that only within the past

few years has the island acquired any fame
as a hunting resort; that, prior thereto,

there was nobody else to shoot the deer,

and the inhabitants of the island might as

well enjoy the meat, even if there was a

waste, as to have the animals multiply

without being of benefit to anybody. The
fishermen, from time immemorial, had pur-

sued the deer when they listed, and it was
nobody's business to interfere as nobody
seemed likely to be injured, and certainly

nobody expressed any decided concern as

to the extent of the battues which were

being carried on.

The caribou of Newfoundland are the

rangifer or woodland caribou (Cervus iar-

andus), as distinct from the Arctic or

moorland caribou, better known as the

reindeer. Both are of the same species,

being sturdy, strongly built animals pre-

senting the same general characteristics,

save that the woodland caribou are larger,

heavier, and stronger, and carry finer ant-

lers. Unlike most deer, both male and
female are thus equipped, the stags carry-
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ing splendid trophies, though the horns of

the doe are much inferior. The caribou

is supposed to be indigenous to Newfound-

land, for the oldest Boethik (aborigines)

relics indicate the existence of the ani-

mals. They are in appearance like an

Aldcrney cow, with short legs and broad

iv.vt which enable them to rapidly and

easily traverse the snow and

wet marshes. They weigh from

five hundred to seven hundred

pounds, stand about four feet

six inches high, and afford ex-

cellent sport to the still-

hunter. They spend the winter

in the comparative shelter of

the thickly wooded sections in-

land from the southern sea-

board, feeding on the black

moss that hangs from the trees.

They are more partial to the

white moss that grows in pro-

fusion in the open marshes, but

this is covered with snow dur-

ing the winter, and Nature en-

ables them to secure a substi-

tute. Their thick coats turn

white on the approach of win-

ter, and they herd in great

companies in the forest glades.

On the return of spring they

migrate toward the north,
where are to be found the rocky

barrens and extensive marshes which con-

tain the lichens that make these their fav-

orite feeding grounds. Here, in May and
June, the females bring forth their young,

and the little families proceed farther

north among the mountains where the

summer is passed. Early in September the

velvet on the horns dries and rubs off, and
they polish the antlers clean on
the stunted larches. The stags

are now in their prime, sleek

and fat, and the rutting season

begins with October, lasting

about three weeks. During
that time the stags fight

fiercely, and do not hesitate

to rush upon the hunters if

these are incautious enough to

get within their sight. Their
great, broad antlers are formid-
able weapons and the clash of

these is heard long distances

when the stags are engaged in

combat. They use their feet

also, their sharp, bony hoofs
being capable of delivering a

cruel wound. Sometimes their

horns become interlocked and
both noble animals perish—by
starvation, by the fangs of the

wolves, or by the swifter mer-
cies of the sportsman's knife.

A pair of interlocked antlers is

eagerly sought by visitors, and
is greatly prized if obtained.

The antlers are larger and finer

than those of the Canadian
caribou, and the venison is also

fatter and more juicy. As
soon as the early autumnal
frosts begin to nip the vegeta-

tion the caribou start to graze

southward again. The period

of their migration depends
mainly on the
severity of the

season; if the

snowfalls begin

early the deer

will hurry south,

but if the
weather keeps
mild they will

linger by the

way, consuming
the white moss
of which they
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are so fond. By the time winter sets in

they are back in their old haunts in the

thickly wooded sovith, and the annual

drama of their

movements has
been enacted.

The hunting

season extends

from July 15 to

February 1, ex-

cepting the first

twenty days of

October, which

are barred for

the mating per-

iod. But, except

for the meat, the

caribou are not

worth shooting

until about Sep-

tember 10.
Prior to that the

herds are too

scattered to give

one a fair choice

of antlers, and
these are in the

velvet, and,
therefore, u s e -

less. When the

stags have
cleaned the vel-

vet off and are

reaching their
prime is the best

period for the

hunter, and from
September 10 to

30 is about the

best time, as the

weather is fairly

pleasant. The
suspense term in

October draws a

clear line, and
from that until

the middle of

November most
of the local
hunters (I use
the word in its

true sense) go

out, though the weather at the last gets too

cold for the alien, unless he is an enthus-

iast or has equipped himself in such a way
as to defy in a large measure the climatic

discomforts incident to a region so far

north and so exposed to the storms of the

Atlantic as ISTewfoundland is.

Presently I shall deal more fully with

the visitors' aspects of the sport, but in

the meantime I may be permitted to de-

scribe how the gross and wanton butchery

of the deer by our own people is caused.

Newfoundland, which has an area of 42,000

square miles, almost the same as the State •«

of New York, has its entire population

settled around its coastline. It being a

fishing country its people must reside

largely within sight of the sea. The vast

interior is, therefore, absolutely unpeo-
pled, and was virtually untraversed until

a few years ago, when a railroad was
pushed through it, cutting it, so to speak,

in two halves. This railway naturally

serves to open up the deer country, be-

cause the caribou have to cross the track

twice a year, when going north in the

spring and when returning in the fall ; and
the hunters operate from the rails in

whichever direction they think best.

Early in November, the summer's cod
fishing being over, the coast folk hie them
to the iTplands for a winter's supply of

venison. Every resident in the colony has
the right to kill three stags and one doe
in a year, and when one recalls the

rhapsodies of the bygone poets and novel-

ists over the " haunch of venison " and the

pleasures of the chase, the prosaic and
matter-of-fact way in which the island

fisherman goes about the work of procur-

ing a stock of deer meat must help to the

conclusion that the romantic side of deer
hunting has greatly deteriorated. From,
early November until Christmas hundreds
of " poor settlers " are traversing the bar-

rens, stalking the caribou and salting down
and barreling away the flesh for the sup-

port of themselves and their families. All

through the great northern bays ample
stocks of this provender are being secured
for the coming five months, when it shares
with the all prevailing codfish the duty of

keeping alive the coast

folk who are shut off

from the outer world
W^*=*- by the unpenetrable

ice barrier which then
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covers the North Atlantic.

Newfoundland is p r o b -

ably the only country in

V~
' the world where venison,

salted or fresh, is a

staple article of diet for

the masses.

The coast folk make
their plans with method and deliberation,

and regard this expedition as a purely

business and economic one. From the har-

bors where they reside they go in their

boats to the rivers and fiords which strike

into the interior. When navigation is no

longer possible they debark and continue

on foot to the deer country. They carry

barrels filled with salt and sometimes go in

large companies. When the rendezvous is

reached they camp. Then they ambush
themselves along a promising " lead," or

deer track, armed with long, six-foot, muz-

zle-loading sealing guns, which they charge

with about " eight fingers " of coarse gun-

powder and " slugs " of lead, fragments of

iron or bits of rusty nails, whichever they

may have. They fire point blank into a

herd of caribou as it passes, and being

usually good shots, contrive to kill almost

anything they aim at, or to wound it so

badly with these dreadful missiles that it

soon collapses. Then they skin and cut up
the meat, for these men know a little of

every trade, and pack it in the barrels with

the salt as a preservative. When enough
slaughter has been achieved the barrels of

meat are slung on carrying sticks which
rest on two men's shoulders and conveyed

back to the boats, those not so laden bring-

ing full stores of fresh venison for im-

mediate use. This crusade is pursued gen-

erally in the remoter northern areas where
the difficulty of obtaining other supplies is

greatest. Other par-

ties of fishermen who
cannot reach the up-

lands by boat go by
train of late years, in

preference to making
long marches. They
pay freight inward for

their barrels of salt

and outward for the

packed venison. The
trains drop them on

the various marshes
and there they operate

just as the others

above described. They camp near the

track side, for their unhandy equipment

cannot be carried far afield, and they shoot

the caribou on the open moors, in full view

of the passing trains. Passengers across

the country at this season can count hun-

dreds of deer as the engine speeds along,

and see the whole drama of this novel hunt

unfolded before them. The fishermen am-

bush the unsuspecting creatures and shoot

them, and then the paunching, skinning,

and cutting up follows in quick order. The

meat is then carried in to the camps where

the salt is turned out into little gleaming

hillocks and the packing takes place, while

great steaks are frizzling before the blaz-

ing fires near each birchen " tilt," or

shelter, and horns and hides, with here and

there a carcass, litter the fore-

ground. The scene is one of ani-

mation and cannot be matched
anywhere nowadays. Besides the

barreled meat every train brings

out many carcasses for transit to

the homes
of the slay-

e r s along

the sea-
board.
Magni fi-

cent heads'

and antlers

fill the freight vans and

later make gun racks in

the fisher's cottages or

are sold for a trifle to

some wandering visitor

next season. Splendid

hides are also
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The Newfoundland Camp of F. C. Selous, the Famous African Hunter.

to be used by the poorer folk to sleep on or

cover their beds.

After the caribou have run the gauntlet

of this slaughter zone they make their way
south without further disturbance, until

they reach the south coast forests. Here
they are safe until after New Year, when
they are subjected to still more murderous
battues, which have not even the excuse

that they are undertaken to provide food

for those who engage therein. This south

coast deer hunt is a regular industry, like

the catching of cod or the canning of lob-

sters. The settlers are fitted out for it by
their merchants just as they are for the

other pursuits named. The outfits consist

of advances of requisites for the hunters'

families, the deer killed being turned over

to the merchant on the close of the hunt to

offset the advances received. The settlers

and their growing boys form large parties

as soon as the winter sets in severely, and,

traveling across the frozen marshes, pene-

trate into the thick woods where the deer

are bestowed at that time. They surround
a herd, shoot down all they can, and then

prepare the quarry for shipment. The
heads and lower limbs are cut off and a

compact, easily handled article is thus se-

cured. When eviscer-

ated the carcass speed-

ily freezes solid and the

product of the hunt is

then loaded on dog
teams and hauled out

to the coast, where the

outfitters ship the meat
to St. Johns, there to

be sold in the open
market for what it will

fetch. In January,

1900, the mail steamer,

which picks up the con-

signments in the vari-

ous harbors as she

makes her fortnightly

trips, brought 411 and
575 carcasses in two
shipments. They are

thrown ashore and
piled up in great heaps

on the wharves, where
the kodaker promptly
snaps them, and as they

are carted to the stores

of the several con-

signees they are un-

ceremoniously dumped off the sleds into

the snow piles which cumber the streets

during the winter season. Here they re-

main until sold, being cut up with saws, so

completely frozen are they, and it is not

uncommon to see a row of carcasses stood

on end in the snow like hitching posts as

an advertisement of the dealer's stock.

Choice cuts of venison can be bought
in St. Johns in midwinter for five cents a

pound and " the run of the board " for two
or three cents, about one-sixth the price

of beef. As the close season approaches,

when it is illegal to have the meat in hand
for sale, the charitable societies purchase

the unsold stock for about a cent a pound
or lessy and distribute it among their

patients. If the weather turns mild much
of the venison rots and has to be destroyed,

and even under the most favorable condi-

tions the margin of profit in the business

is very small. When the cost of outfit,

freight, cartage, auctions, and commission
is taken out of the sales very little re-

mains, and there is good ground for be-

lieving that if the government intervened

and prohibited this butchery altogether,

few, if any, of those who now engage in it

would suffer any loss. It is estimated that
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between the deer killed by the northern

fishermen for meat in November and those

killed by the southern settlers in Febru-

ary for sale, about three thousand are slain

in all, and this slaughter could be reduced

to one thousand by wiser legislation with-

out injurying anybody concerned. So
ruthless was the destruction in Fortune

Bay three years ago that an enterprising

and unscrupulous trader purchased two

hundred carcasses which were unsold at

the close season's entry, shipped them to

St. Pierre in a schooner, and sold them to

the French fishermen to bait their shell

fish baskets on the Grand Banks. But the

outraged majesty of the law vindicated

itself in this instance, the export of veni-

son being forbidden, and he was fined $400.

These facts will serve to indicate to the

alien sportsman what the possibilities of

caribou hunting are in this island. If he
decides to try his fortune he should make
his plans well in advance. The best time

is from September to November. The
island can be reached from New York by
steamer to St. Johns, or by rail to North
Sydney, Cape Breton. The non-resident

hunter must procure a license, belonging

to one of three classes

:

1. Good for four weeks, permitting

holder to kill two stags and one

doe, and costing $40

2. Good for six weeks, permitting
holder to kill three stags and one
doe, and costing $60

3. Good for eight weeks, permitting

holder to kill five stags and two
does, and costing 80

Non-resident guides or helpers must
have a license, which costs 20

These licenses may be had from any
magistrate, justice, or warden in the

island, and the licensee inust make oath

that he will not violate or permit the vio-

lation of the game laws ; that he will en-

deavor to remove such meat as he may not

use, and have it brought into some settle-

ment; that he will not permit his hired

helpers to kill any caribou unless these are

to count as part of his license; and that

at the close of his term he will return his

license with a true endorsement thereon
of the number of caribou killed by him and
his party, and that they have complied with
the provisions of the Deer Act to the best

of his knowledge and belief, if the fact be

so. It is forbidden to hunt caribou with
dogs or with any weapon except firearms,

or to set traps or snares to the same end.

Caribou meat must be buried if it cannot
be used or conveyed to a settlement, but a

licensee is permitted to take away from the

colony the antlers, heads, and skins of the

deer he may shoot under his license, on

In the Caribou Country.
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making oath that they are not being ex-

ported as articles of commerce and pay-

ing a fee of fifty cents. The act is framed

with the idea of affording every facility

to visiting sportsmen, while at the same
time providing such safeguards as will

prevent abuses in the pursuit of this noble

pastime by pot hunters and others.

The visiting sportsman will probably

have some trouble in securing guides un-

less he arranges for them beforehand,

through the good offices of the Ministry of

Marine and Fisheries at St. Johns. Com-
petent guides are not numerous, as until

recent years any large invasion by alien

hunters was unknown. But the demand is

providing a supply of second-class men at

any rate, and as most of the hunters do

their stalking within a few miles of the

railway the most expert assistance is not

necessary. Any reliable man who com-
bines the quality of woodsman and cook
will suit for such conditions, but for hunt-
ing in remoter regions a good guide is

essential. The rate of pay for ordinary

guides is $1.50 to $2.50; for helpers, $1 a

day. If one is venturing into lake regions

a canoe is needed. It can be got for about

$15, or hired for 50 cents a day, all dam-
ages to be made good. The former will be

found the cheaper alternative. A tent

is necessary in any case, and it is best

brought along by the visitor, the lighter the

better. The same applies to a portable

cook stove and equipment. As to the

hunter's ovitfit, it is difficult to advise, as

tastes differ so greatly. Some hunters use

the rubber boots common among the

Gloucester fishermen. Others prefer the

sealskin boots which the ISTewfoundland

fishermen use at the icefields. Others pin

their faith to high goloshes, because of

their warmth. Waterproof footwear of

some kind is essential, and a goodly supply

of heavy woolen socks shoidd not be over-

looked. These can be obtained of excel-

lent quality in the island, if a guide is en-

gaged beforehand, for the village women
knit them excellently. Sleeping bags are

convenient, as they can be utilized for

packing the impedimenta. Rubber mat-
tresses or cushions are desirable and
spreads of the same serve many useful pur-

poses. The guides, where the country per-

mits, will speedily throw together a shack

or wigwam of boughs for themselves,

which not infrequently are more comfort-

able than tents, as they retain the warmth
better. These men are content with rough
food—pork, biscuit, oleo, and molasses

—

which is their usual diet; the sportsmen

from abroad will consult their own prefer-

'ences in this respect. I might descant

at considerable length upon the splendid

sport which alien hunters annually enjoy

in this island, but it may perhaps be pref-

erable that I should cite the testimony

of other witnesses. Admiral Sir William
Kennedy, known as " the Nimrod of the

British Navy," in one of his books un-

burdens himself thus:
" In my opinion Newfoundland is the

finest sporting country it has ever been my
lot to enjoy. I have fished in every river,

crossed the island from East to West, and
hunted in every part of it, and not only

is there deer stalking but very fair grouse

shooting and also salmon and sea trout

fishing. But the sport par excellence is

with the rifle, hunting the caribou or wood-
land reindeer. The animal is a finer beast

than the Norwegian reindeer and carries

more massive antlers. The sport I en-

joyed on these occasions would fill a vol-

ume, but I have not space to relate it

here."

Dr. S. T. Davis, of Lancaster, Pa., who
hunted here a few years ago and published

a book descriptive of his experiences,

states in it that during a twenty days' trip

on the White Hills, inland from Halls Bay,
his party saw over nine hundred deer, by
actual count ; and the marsh which was the

scene of their operations was not of very

large extent. The author of the book
brought down a splendid stag, whose
weight was not less than six hundred
pounds and which yielded him " the larg-

est and most perfect woodland caribou

head in America, basing this opinion on
specimens carefully examined wherever an
opportunity was offered, including those

at the Sportsmen's Exhibition recently

held in Madison Square Garden, New
York." Some of the dimensions of these

magnificent antlers were as follows

:

Length of horns, from hair to tip, 42

inches ; spread, from tip to tip, 32 inches

;

points, 47; circumference of entire rack,

11 feet 9 inches. With this trophy he

might well be a proud man ! His book also

details the circumstances attending the

killing of the other prizes they brought

down. For instance; under one day's
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hunting we find the record tliat two of the

party " in forty-five minutes had l-^illed

four deer and sighted fifty-one."

As a furtlier illustration of the ease with

which the " hunting " is done, I might cite

the experience of a party of six young men
from St. Johns, who took a week's trip to

the uplands last September. They chose

Howley Station, on the Topsails Ridge,

one of the best deer parks in the island,

and located at a miner's shack two miles

from the station, but right on the line of

railway. Caribou were abundant, crossing

in droves of hundreds each day.

They might have killed

their quantvim the first

day out, but refrained

as they were seeking

good antlers. They
would walk along

the track and sit

on the sleepers un-

til the deer came
by and then would
bowl them over.
The leader in-

structed the others

not to shoot, if it

could be avoided,

until the animals

were actually
crossing the rails

as to down them
then obviated the

necessity of carry-

ing the meat a

long distance, for they

borrowed a trolley
from the stationmaster
and by means of it could
transport their day's kill' to camp
each night with the minimum of

toil. Sometimes the deer woiild be-

come alarmed at a passing engine, and show
a reluctance to cross the track. Then the
party would stalk them. On one occasion
W and M were together when
W in drawing on a caribou found that
his cartridge had jammed. M , who
had killed one deer, handed him his gun
and took the other. W continued his

stalk and M was about to begin break-
ing up his prize when a splendid doe made
toward him. Her left hind leg was broken
by an explosive bullet (they all carried ex-

plosive rifles), but she was making good
time with the three legs when she saw him.

In her surprise she fell back on her

haunches and he rushed up with the stock

of the gun raised to brain her. Suddenly
remembering that the stock was weak and
fearing to break it, he changed his grip

and struck her with the butt of the piece

below the horns as she tried to rise. Then
he dropped his gun, drew his knife, and
dodging her forehoofs, which were menac-
ing him as he closed, stabbed her to the

heart twice and she tumbled over lifeless

in the marsh, proving to be a very fine

animal, one of the best killed by the

party during the whole
time they were on the

grounds.

The ne-xt day M
shot a young stag

and, although,
when it was cut up
the heart was
found to have been
blown to minute
particles by the

explosive bullet,
the animal ran
forty yards from
where it was
struck before it

fell. As the party

were returning

home a herd of

caribou was over-

hauled by the

train, then going
about twenty
miles an hour.

The deer, alarmed,

deflected and ran
along parallel with the

train about two hundred
yards distant. One of the

hunters hastily loaded his

rifle and, taking position on the steps of a

car, fired at the best caribou in the group
and brought it down. The conductor
stopped the train, the carcass was got

aboard, and the journey was resumed, the

incident being no surprise to the local pas-

sengers, though aliens would regard it

as rather strange in connection with an
express train.

One of the Standard Oil magnates, who
owns a hunting lodge in one of the remoter

sections, has it located at the base of some
high trees in the upper branches of one

of which he has constructed a shade or
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lookout. In tliis eyrie a guide is con-

stantly stationed to watch for the passing

of caribou, for the place commands one

of the best leads in the region. When the

guide sights a herd he presses an electric

button, which actuates a bell in the lodge

below and summons the owner to the look-

out. There, with his glasses, he surveys

the herd, and if it evidences the possession

of a likely head he descends and proceeds

to stalk it. Otherwise he returns to his

pipe and book in the lodge while the guide

watches for another promising specimen.

Other wealthy Americans have practically

pre-empted territory which hunters not so

generously dowered cannot afford the ex-

pense of reaching, but in spite of this there

is ample opportunity and excellent vantage

ground for all who are likely to visit us

for some years to come.

Most of these are true hunters, who
would scorn to do an unsportsmanlike act,

but some who lack these essentials have

brought discredit on all by their actions

last season and the year before. They
shot more than their quantum of caribou,

cut off the heads, and left the carcasses un-

buried and destroyed several promising

sections, because the pollution of the air

from the rotting bodies drove the live deer

in other directions. An effort was made
to locate the more glaring offenders, but it

failed, as guides are loth to give evidence

against those who employ them, but more

stringent enactments are now contem-
plated to prevent a continuance of this

abuse. Yet this is nothing to the harm
done by the residents of Newfoundland,
who not only kill great numbers, but wound
so many more with their slugs and cruel

missiles.

The most competent observers maintain
that if the present needless and unbridled
butchery of the caribou is not speedily

checked the extermination of the animals
is only a matter of a few years. To hus-

band it as a great game preserve needs
more stringent legislation, a better or-

ganized system of guides and wardens, and
the prohibition of the widespread butchery
which is now carried on.

Meanwhile, the American hunter who
conies among us is assured of a hearty
welcome and satisfying sport. The chief

drawback to the island is its lack of hotels.

St. Johns possesses two or three mediocre
ones, but none meriting the name as it is

understood in the United States. The
Reeds, who operate the railway, are pro-

jecting one on modern lines, but it cer-

tainly will not be built this year though
it may be ready for occupancy in the fall

of 1903. In the interior there is a sports-

man's hotel, termed the " Log Cabin," and
in the different hamlets along the west
coast it is always possible to find clean and
comfortable lodgings and well cooked sim-

ple fare.



Gustav Whitehead and His Airship with Bird-Like Wings.

YACHTING AMONG THE CLOUDS

By LINDSAY DENISON

I]Sr
OISTE of the noisiest corners of blat-

ant Coney Island stands a man with

a megaphone, through which he drones

unceasingly invitations to the populace to

enjoy a trip to the moon on " the gallant

airship Lunar Those of us who went to

the Buffalo exposition have the kindliest

recollection of the good ship Luna. The
coldly scientific lecture preceding the em-
barkation, the glimpse through the window
of the airship sailing down through space

to her earthly anchorage, the unsteady
gangplank upon which the passengers

passed to the gently heaving deck, the

hoarse sailor cries of the crew, the swift

falling from sight of all things earthly

and the enveloping rush of clouds and rain-

storm above as the broad flapping wings
seemed to bear the craft aloft—these were
all powerful and exhilarating stimulants

to the American imagination.

And when that horrible apparition, re-'

assuringiy described by the captain as
" the briscilla bird, with eyes like

ba-a-a-alls of fire," came swooping down
out of the ether and narrowly missed
knocking the entire vessel with all her

company into the hither stars, then, in-

deed, the mind's eye could see the astral

countenance of Phineas T. Barnum radiat-

ing with joy and satisfaction as the shade

of the greatest of fakirs contemplated the

fact that, though his body lies a-moidder-

ing in the grave, his soul is marching on
through the ages.

For the airship Luna is a fool airship.

She represents the fantastic dream of a

certain Mr. Thompson, who has become
very rich within a few years through his

ingenuity in concocting optical and other

delusions on a large scale. The airship

Luna represents his wildest flight toward
the unattainable.

Yet within a mile and a half of the spot

where Mr. Thompson's young man has

stood all this last summer bellowing " Trip

to the Moon ! Trip to the Moon, the

Moon, the Moo-o-on !
" there has been an-

other airship. It was built by a scientist

and a gentleman. It was the result of

years of experiment and the expenditure

of a great many thousands of dollars. It

was a flying machine that had flown. It

was a flying machine in which its inventor

and builder and driver had undertaken to

fly from Brighton Beach, one of JSTew

Y^ork's seaside resorts, up the harbor to the

Statue of Liberty and back. There was
nothing fantastic about it. There were no
briscilla birds with eyes like ba-a-a-alls of

fire attached by strings to the roof of the

barn-like shed in which it floated. It rep-

resented the best that has come of the am-
bitions of men from the time of Icarus to

usurp the highways of the birds.

The question as to whether the attempt
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Santos Dumont Sailing Against the Wind Over Monaco Bay.

Santos Dumont's Airship in Its Shed at Brighton Beach.
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The Motor Used in Santos Dumont's Airship.

of Mr. Santos Dumont to circumnavigate

the Bartholdi statue would have succeeded

or not does not finally affect the develop-

ment of what is sure to become a pastime

of the rich and daring—the sailing of air-

ships. It was all very well to nickname
the gentleman Mr. Sandy Do More. But
he showed his sand before ever he came to

this country and he has done more than

any man before him ever accomplished.

The first locomotive is not, in our view,

an impressively practical or economical

contrivance. The Roliert Fulton had
neither grace nor speed when she first

went snorting up the Hudson. But the

steam yacht of to-day has developed from
it with incredible swiftness.

It is but five years since I sat as umpire

in an automobile which was competing in

the first road con-

test held in the

neighborhood o f

New York. Out of

ten or twelve ma-
chines which en-

t e r e d that race,

representing the
leading manufac-
turers of the time,

only two succeeded

in traveling from
the City Hall in

New York to the

Ardsley Club and
back within twelve

hours. The others

never finished the

course. Ours, I

have reason to re-

member, went no
farther than the

West One Hun-
dred and Twenty-
fifth street Police

Station, because it

had insisted on
chasing an unfor-

t u n a t e bicyclist

from side to side

of Broadway xmtil

it ran him down
and demolished his

machine. To be

sure the automo-
bile has not yet

come to be recog-

nized by the popu-

lace as an infallibly accurate and amen-
able vehicle, but we are already beginning

to see the prejudice against it fade away
as the prejudice against the bicycle faded.

M. Santos Dumont's machine certainly

is not a thing in which our grandmother
would choose to take her daily airings.

There are lots of things our grandmother
wouldn't think of doing which our daugh-

ter will thinlv nothing of doing when she is

a grandmother. And long before that day

the ship of the air will have passed its

days of novelty as a means of recreation.

It is far too early to say definitely what
shape the airship will take when it becomes
a staple product of the factories. M. Du-
mont's machine has been considerably more
successful than any other up to this time.

This does not mean that some other plan
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of construction may not in the slow prog-

ress of invention and improvement out-

strip his.

Certainly the Dumont machine is

clumsy. The great cigar-shaped balloon,

filled with gas acutely sensitive to changes

in the temperature of the air, carrying a

compactly powerful engine far out of

reach of the man who is in the machine,

does not inspii'e the sense of ease and
security in the mind of the spectator which
comes when one looks at the graceful re-

pose of a steam yacht skimming the

waves.

A bird is always graceful and the un-

scientific mind has an irresistible tendency
toward the belief that the airship should

fly as the bird flies—as the airship Luna of

Coney Island does not fly—by a stately

flapping of great wings. Professor Lang-

ley has been working for
^
years on a ma-

chine that should thus rise and soar.

Aided by substantial government appro-

priations he has constructed a winged ma-
chine on an island in the Potomac, eight

miles below Washington. It has been
whispered among his friends that the

model of the ship flies and flies well, and
that the full sized bird machine will be

seen among the clouds within a few days.

It may be that Professor Langley will take

the day when M. Dumont was to have made
his trial at Brighton Beach for the intro-

duction to science and the world of his

invention, and that before these lines are

printed the present practicability of the

winged airship will have been established.

From the sportsman's point of view Pro-
fessor Langley's plan is certainly the more
attractive. It is as much more attractive

By Permission of S. S. McClure Company.

The Balloon of Dumont's Airship, Inflated and Ready to Rise.



The Ezekiel Airship, Built to Fly with Wings, Like a Bird.

than the mere management of a dirigible

balloon as the sailing of a ticklish half

rater is more attractive than the running
of a naphtha launch.

We have among us many young men of

leisure and means and nerve who find a

certain satisfaction in hazarding their

lives at great expense of money. Their

names are familiar to all of us. None of

them have as yet killed themselves. It is

extremely unlikely that any of them will.

They are all fellows of high intelligence,

quick wit, and plenty of open air physical

development. Thus equipped they can go
hurling around a banked up track on a

snorting automobile with as much safety.

Chanute's Double Decked Aeroplane in Action.
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and more, than our

aforesaid grandmother
could feel on a city

trolley car. All the

dangers and complica-

tions which come with

nervousness, u n c e r -

tainty, " the rattles,"

they are free from.

To such as these the

introduction of the
airship as a practi-

cable machine holds

out the pleasantest

possibilities. Let any
of the inventors now
busy with the problem
convince our sports-

men of the very rich

class that new sensa-

tions, and new privil-

eges, and new ways of

exercising the ever

effervescent love of ex-

citement can be had,

at only a reasonable

risk in the basket of a

dirigible balloon or a

machine-bird, and the

mere matter of money
expenditure will be
brushed aside as a

mere detail which
must not be allowed to

impede the consumma-
tion of the ideal. One
of the airship inven-

tors has already made
several trips to New-
port, and to other

places where this sort

of American sports-

man is most to be

found, and has pre-

sumably had prelimi-

nary negotiations with

some of them. Even
should Professor
Langley postpone the

first appearance of his

developed aeroplane

for a year or two, cer-

tainly there will be

compensations to be

found in the use of

machines of the Du-
mont type until the

Wilbur Wright Taking a Fly on His Aeroplane.

Wilbur Wright's Aeroplane.

Wright's Aeroplane Flying as a Kite.
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actual flying machine is available for

service.

Some carping critics are unable to see

any greater diversion in the use of the

dirigible balloon than there is in the use

of the old-fashioned gas bags in which the

aeronauts of the county fair circuits still

disport themselves for the edification of

the people. The aeronaut simply went

into the air and played roulette with fate

and the winds. He had not the slightest

opportunity to direct himself or his ma-
chine, except to lessen to some degree the

danger of some of the multifarious oppor-

tunities for calamity with which he was

a small scale which might have advanced
the possibility of air navigation had it re-

ceived publicity. It was a diversion of his

prep-school days and ended with his ar-

ranging a bit of cork with three crow's

feathers and a bit of lead so that they had
some resemblance to a very skinny bird.

Started against a mild breeze from an
elevation of forty or fifty feet this little

toy went undidating off in the teeth of

the wind and almost invariably kept above
the grass for three or four hundred yards.

No Washington boy ever could keep his

heart free from envy of the floating buz-

zards who patrol the skies above the city;

Chanute's Many-Winged Flying Machine

surrounded. The man who is in a dirigible

balloon has a fighting chance and more.
Pending the general utility of the dirigi-

ble balloon for sporting purposes there is

the floating aeroplane which Professor
Langley and some others have made per-

fectly practicable. The machine is really

an advanced parachute. It will move
against the wind and in a fairly certain

direction. Started from an elevation it

will sail gently to the ground with a pas-

senger clinging in its middle and enjoying
thrills that are not altogether unworthy.
Dr. Edson Gallaudet, the well known Yale
oarsman and now a designer of most
prosaic valves and crank pins and pres-

sure gauges and the like in Cramp's ship-

yards, once put together an aeroplane on

and the youthful inventor watched them
with field glasses until he had at least

found out how they rose against the wind
without flapping their wings. But when
we enlarge the bit of cork and the feather

sails to such a size that a human body in-

stead of a lead pellet may be used for a

balance there opens the feasibility of a

machine which would carry a man a mile

or more with a most exhilarating motion
and with great swiftness.

So in one way or another the sports of

the upper air are bound to come. How
gioriovis a field of sport the air will be

!

No babies to run over, no horses to scare,

no rocks to run aground on, no trespassing

signs, no local ordinances. Well may all

sportsmen cry, " Haste the day !

"



CAMPS AND CRAMPS ON THE
LITTLE SOU'WEST

By WILLIAM J. LONG

DRAWINGS BY J. N. MARCHAND

TEIST years ago, Phil and I took our

hardest camping lesson in the

school of hard knocks—a school

which, by the way, has a reputation for

turning out good graduates.

During previous trips we had heard

much of a big unknown lake lying some-

where about the headwaters of the Little

Sou'west Miramichi. A hard, dangerous
river led up to it ; the lake itself was said

to be haunted, and certainly had a bad
reputation among the Indians—partly be-

cause of the difficulty of getting there, and
partly because of the few people that had
ever visited it, some had been drowned,
and some killed, and some never came back.

He would * * * nose around * * *

till he found a lily root, drag- it up, and stand

chewing it with huge satisfaction."
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Naturally such a lake excited our lively

interest. We inquired about it in the

settlement far down the river. There

everybody discouraged us ; nobody could be

hired to go as extra canoeman. We rode

twenty miles to see an old hunter who had

tramped up to the lake on snowshoes, and

trapped there one early spring. He said

we could never reach it in a canoe; that

such an attempt on our part would be

madness. Then we decided to go.

For Phil the expedition was to be chiefly

scientific. He had been for several years

collecting and classifying specimens for a

work on the Ichthyology of Canada. For

me the trip was one of pleasure—just to

fish, and camp, and study the wood folk,

and incidentally to help my friend during

the summer vacation. Both of us relished

immense the wild free life and the

touch of adventure implied in such a trip.

During the winter we planned cease-

lessly, and wrote long letters full of

schemes and advice. He discovered by

good chance that a gang of lumbermen
were working, that winter, on the lower

reaches of the river, and that by sending

our whole outfi.t by team to their camp
we could save some sixty miles of des-

perately hard upstream work. It would
involve a tramp of thirty miles, in mid-

summer, through an unbroken forest,

over the dimmest of trails ; but we took

the alternative instantly.

That spring, on the last sledding, we
sent in a big Micmac canoe and an
abundance of provisions, with careful

directions to the lumbermen as to stor-

age. Then Phil bethought himself, and
sent in another messenger with directions

to swing the canoe up to the beams of

the log stable. That was a wise after-

thought. Otherwise the porcupines, when
they came out hungry in the spring, would
have eaten half the bark from our canoe,

and rendered it useless.

The Fourth of July found us united at

the last settlement on the Miramichi,
brimful of enthusiasm for the conquest of

- the river. We had found one Indian, less

superstitious or more needy than the rest,

who agreed to go with us for extra wages.

He had been in to the lumber camp during
the winter, and knew the trail, he said.

At the last moment Phil decided to take

a boy also, whom we called Gillie, to help

about camp while we were off on our

scientific investigations. He came from
another river, knew nothing about the

lake, and was crazy to go.

Noel, the Indian, was a most valuable

man, though a great grumbler. Without
him we could never have reached the lake.

He was a perfect canoeman, magnificently

daring on the river, and timid as a rabbit

everywhere else—scared of his own shadow
when night fell and the loons began to

cackle like idiots.

As for Gillie, I am glad to put the re-

sponsibility for his hiring on Phil's

shoulders. He was absolutely useless about
camp, though willing enough, and forever
in trouble. He ate like a young robin,

which eats its own weight every day. All

this, of course, we found out afterward.
From the settlement we drove twenty

miles, as far as the road went, then struck
into the forest afoot on what had been
a tote-road in winter, over six feet of

snow, but which was now scarcely to be
distinguished from the surrounding forest.

We carried our packs, containing cloth-

ing and various articles which we were un-
willing to send in earlier, my gun, rifle,

and fishing rods, and three days' provi-

sions. Two days' easy tramping, we
judged, would bring us to the lumbermen's
camp.
At noon of the second day we came to

the place where two old trails crossed the

one we were following. Phil took out a

paper, upon which a lumberman had
sketched our route, and argued as to the

right way. That confused the Indian, who,
if left to his instincts, might have brought
us through all right. We camped that

night a good fifty miles from where we had
entered the forest, and still no signs of a

camp or recent cuttings.

Next morning, instead of going back
and trying another trail, we started

through the woods by compass. That was
the beginning of sorrows. Nobody but a

timber-cruiser has any business to attempt
walking in a New Brunswick forest in

summer; a worse place can scarcely be im-

agined. The great trees above shut out all

sunlight ; beneath, the foot sinks deep out

of sight in moss; fallen trees lie across

each other in hopeless confusion; under-

brush opposes every step ; there is no open-
ing anywhere. Worst of all, flies, midges,
and mosquitoes swarm over one in myriads

;

and in climbing or forcing a way, one has



' Phil caugrht up * * * a nest of tin plates
and hurled them with a mighty yell."
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no spare hand to brush them away. We
camped that night hopelessly lost.

Bad as the first day's wanderings had
been, the next two were inexpressibly

worse. We ran into a great burned dis-

trict, where the fallen trees were multi-

plied a . thousand-fold ; between them stiff

blackberry and raspberry bushes forced a

way, and a scratchy vine ran riot every-

where. When I think now, sometimes, of

the possible horrors of the wilderness, it

is never of intense cold, or starvation, or

maddening loneliness, but of those two

days in which we staggered on, climbing

through and over and under endless wind-

falls beneath a July sun, sweating under

our packs, torn by briers, eaten by insects,

ready to drop at every step from hunger
and exhaustion.

The fourth and fifth days we lived on

berries and small birds which I shot; on
the fifth night we slept in the green forest

again, huddled close together with belts

drawn tight by a fire. In the morning Phil

shot a red squirrel, and I snared four tiny

trout from a brook. That was all we ate

till evening, when, from a tree on a moun-
tain, iSToel gave a mighty shout and came
scrambling down to tell us that the camp
was just ahead.

Two days rest with plenty to eat made
us fit again; though Gillie had a swollen

hand from grabbing at a big porcupine,

which he mistook for a bear cub. The
canoe and provisions were found in excel-

lent condition; and one day's hard work
carried them all over an intervening moun-
tain and left them by the river bank. That
night we slept with the roar of the heavy
rapids in our ears. It was our lullaby as

long as we were on the river.

Then began our struggle against the

worst river we had ever met in the wilder-

ness. We were three weeks overcoming it,

wading in cold water daily, often for

hours at a stretch, when our muscles were
not equal to the task of driving the canoe
by the poles. In all that time we seldom
slept dry, and never warm; for in the

gorges the nights were cold. Several times
ice formed on the bottom of our upturned
canoe.

One day, I remember, we worked like

beavers, only harder, from daylight to sun-

set to make less than a mile of progress.

Twice that day we upset in bad water,

luckily while provisions were ashore being

portaged round dangerous rapids. I don't

know how many times we were near to

drowning. Once Phil saved us a hundred-

mile tramp by following the upturned

canoe to the very verge of a rapid, in

which nothing could live; once Gillie,.

who could not swim, lost his footing and I

had to swim after him.

So we fought our way up, keyed by con-

tinual excitement, and somehow getting

fun out of an experience which would have
been worse than penal servitude to any-

one that did not like it.

Once, after being rained on for two suc-

cessive days, we camped in a beautiful

spot, a high bluff, overlooking a salmon
pool and splendid stretches of river. Some
of our provisions had begun to mould, so

we decided to stay here a few days to dry

them. Incidentally we wanted to let a

little sunshine soak into our own skins.

At noon of the second day's rest we
were all off searching the elements of a

dinner, Phil with a fly-rod, the Indian witK
a big pail, for berries, and I with a gun.

Our sugar, flour, and hardtack were spread

in the warm sun to drj^ At the last mo-
ment Gillie was sent back to watch them.

Some time about two o'clock we drifted

back. Phil had two little trout, lean and
lathy from hard living in quick water;.

Noel had a handful of wild currants rat-

tling over the bottom of his tin pail; and
I had a young partridge somewhere in a

side pocket. As I came in sight of camp,
I saw Phil plunge out of the underbrush

across the open, shouting and swinging his-

hat. Down by the tent Gillie lay with his-

head under the fly, the rest of his body in.

the warm sun, the whole of him sound
asleep. Just beyond was a huge bear that

wandered out on the bluff to see what civi-

lization could furnish to a jaded woods
appetite.

He had eaten all the sugar, and was
mouthing at the hardtack when Phil ap-

peared. The bear looked up, wondering at

the outcry; he had never seen a human be-

ing before. Phil caught up the first thing

at hand—a " nest " of tin plates, eight or

ten of them—and hurled them with a

mighty yell. They separated, of course,,

and when the bear found his wits the place-

was full of big flashing missiles, some fly-

ing straight at his head, others rolling at

him with a great bang and clatter. He-

seemed to me to just turn a somersault,.



" Phil took out a paper, upon which a lumber-

man had sketched our route, and argued as to

the right way."

then hurtled away toward the woods, whim-
pering like a scared puppy, volleying dirt

and chips behind him in his desperate

hurry.

Just as he got to the woods Noel ap-

peared, dead ahead. There was another

wild yell; the pail flew at the bear's head,

scaring what wits he had left completely

out of him. The Indian went up a tree;

the bear down the bluff, jumping with a

mighty souse twenty feet sheer down into

the river. There he swam across, like a

muskrat, and I could see the underbrush
twitching violently as he flew up the oppo-

site hill for the big timber.

Next day Gillie went fishing at the foot

of the bluff, taking my little trout rod.

Suddenly there was a wild outcry. We
jumped to the bluff and plunged down
headlong, barely in time to fish Gillie out

of the salmon pool, where he was clinging

with precarious hold to a slippery rock.

Just below, the rapids were roaring like

fiends for their victim. It turned out that,

while trailing his fly for little trout, a

thirty-pound salmon had followed it up
and hurled himself out of water at Gillie's

feet, which startled him so that he lost his

foothold and tumbled over backward into

the current.
" He joomped at me; he joomped at me,"

was all he could sputter when we dragged
him half lifeless to the bank.

We reached the lake at last, tired, thin,

and hungry, but happy as schoolboys at

having proved an impossibility possible.

The first thing to greet us was a seagull

—

which surprised us, for till then we had
never known of them going so far inland.

The moment our canoe appeared round the

point at the outlet she came flying down
the lake, accusing us shrilly of having
robbed her nest. We followed her as she

hovered just ahead, so near that I could

have touched her at times with the paddle,

till she led us to her nest on a solitary

rock. The eggs had all been eaten—by a

thieving mink, probably—while she was
away fishing.

We assured her, as best we could, that

we were innocent. She seemed to under-

stand, too, for she stopped her crying and
came close to us fearlessly, complaining
softly of her loss. It was a lonely place.
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one of the loneliest I have ever seen. I

have wondered since if she felt it so, and
came to us for a crumb of sympathy. She

was quite alone on the lake, and came often

near our camp as long as we stayed.

The lake turned out well scientifically;

but what it furnished otherwise kept us

still thin and hungry. Trout were very

scarce, and small game kept itself well

hidden. Frogs were plenty and delicious,

but poor Noel, who could not be induced

to touch frogs, kept pulling his belt

tighter, cutting new eyelets at intervals,

till he grew troubled and came to me for

an old pair of suspenders.
" I don' want puU-um belt no tighter.

'Fraid he crack-um backbone," he an-

nounced seriously.

Our devices for helping out our larder

were at times ingenious; and a fine touch

of excitement was seldom lacking. Down
the outlet, a little way, was a pool in

which were plenty of salmon; but the

water was too warm; they would not rise

to a fiy. Late in the afternoon some of

the big fish would sometimes begin jump-
ing in sport, throwing themselves high out

of water. I used to sit on a rock at the

foot of the pool for hours at a time, my
gun ready, waiting to catch my fish in the

air—as one would cut down a woodcock in

thick cover, in the swift moment when he
rockets above the brush, and says ivheep!

and whirls down again out of sight. It

was good sport and honest, and much more
exciting than fly fishing. One had never
more than a second in which to sight his

fish and shoot; and he was always coming
up in unexpected places. After the re-

port he would disappear, but would pres-

ently come struggling back to the surface,

when the second barrel, into the water close

beside him, would stun him till I could
slip the landing-net under him. I got
four good salmon that way; and never
were fish of mine eaten with such solid

satisfaction.

Another device proved even more suc-

cessful; though we tried it but once, when
necessity proved her inventiveness to be
stronger than the game laws. Phil and I

were catching specimens with a ring-net,

one evening, when a cow caribou with a

good sized calf came out on a point below.

We had no weapon; but the sight of that

calf made us fearfully hungry. It was
ten days since we had tasted fresh meat

—

and that was muskrat. We landed at once,

crept down just inside the brush, and
rushed out on the point, shouting wildly.

As we had calculated, the caribou bolted

one way, the calf another, both into the

water, which was fortunately deep. Be-
fore the calf had fairly found his legs I

swara ahead of him and turned him to

shore, where Phil had him. He made very

good veal, and being hungry we ate it

thankfully.

A few days before we left the lake I

came near wrecking the expedition and
bringing us all into most serious straits

by a bit of carelessness. I had been still-

fishing in deep water. Later in the after-

noon, as I paddled along shore toward
camp, I doubled a point and came upon a

bull moose feeding in the water just ahead.

He would plunge his head deep in the

water, nose around for a moment till he

found a lily root, drag it up, and stand

chewing it with huge satisfaction, while

the muddy water poured down over his

face. Then he would go fishing again

after more roots, which moose, by the way,

like better than anything else.

I had often seen the animals feeding

before, but always at a distance. Llere, at

last, was a chance to get close to one and
to see how he would act.

Waiting till he plunged his head under,

I moved toward him, " fanning " the

canoe along silently without lifting the

paddle from the water. When his head
began to come up, I sat motionless, low in

the canoe, till he finished his lily root and
ducked for more. Then I crept toward
him again.

Three or four times this was repeated

successfully, till I was within twenty yards

and the great brute, still facing away from
me, was utterly unconscious that anybody
was near. Then, as I crept still closer,

his head came up unexpectedly; his keen
ears, which were not binder water that

time, had caught the ripple at the bow of

the canoe. He whirled like a flash, with

a bound and a snort and a mighty splash.

His ears pointed at me, his nostrils

twitched, his jaw fell, the root dropped,

and he stood staring in intense astonish-

ment, from nose to tail just one huge in-

terrogation point. Like the bear, he had
probably never seen a human being nor a

canoe before.

For a long half minute we watched each
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other, motionless as two statues. Then a

breath from the hike began to drift me in

nearer and nearer. Still he made no mo-
tion to run away; instead it seemed to

me that the mane on his neck began to

bristle. I worked my wrist slowly, " fan-

ning " the bow outward. That brought

me still nearer. lie took a slow step in

my direction, his muscles all a-quiver.

Then the red light blazed out in his eyes

and he plunged straight at me—one, two
bounds, and the big velvet antlers were
shaking jizst over me.

There was a rifle in the canoe, but not a

second of time in which to use it. I rolled

over, away from him, upsetting the canoe
between us, and struck out for deep water.

When I turned, at a safe distance, the bull

had plunged one forefoot through the bot-

tom of the canoe, crushing bark and cedar

ribs as if they were eggshells, and was
now trying to pull it out awkwardly. He
seemed to be frightened a bit at the queer

thing which gripped his leg, for he snorted

in excitement and thrashed his antlers.

But he was getting madder every moment.
A great fear swept over me that he

would ruin the canoe and leave us to face

the awful river below in a spruce bark of

our own building. I swam ashore hastily

below him, and began to shout and splash

the water. He made a jump or two in my
direction; whereupon I took to the water
again, the bull following up to his shoul-

ders. It was muddy bottom and he trod

gingerly. When he would come no farther

I swam rapidly to the canoe and tugged

it away into deep water. The bull watched
me meanwhile, astonished at the strange
siglit; but he made no effort to follow till

I landed at a point above, and righted the

canoe, and tipped the water out. Then
he came swinging along shore, gritting his

teeth and choking fiercely; but before he
reached me I had stufFed my shirt into the

hole he had made in the bark and was
again afloat.

Luckily I had formed a habit, years be-

fore, of always having the paddle fast to a

cord when hunting or trying experiments

in a canoe. It is a good habit; one can
drop his paddle at an instant's notice with

no fear of losing it.

Failing provisions drove us from the

lake soon after this. Moose were plenty,

but Phil and I both objected to killing one

of the noble beasts for a few pounds of

flesh. Besides, meat is no diet for a sum-
mer outing. We left the place most re-

luctantly, for we had grown to love its wild

loneliness. The seagull followed us, call-

ing softly—was it to bring us back?—as

we drifted down the lake into the outlet.

The run down the river was quick and
exciting, through numberless rapids, up
which we had toiled at a snail's pace.

Running a river is much more dangerous
than poling up; but we did it safely, with

only an accident or two. Spite of the

hardship, we voted the trip a success; and
before we said good-by we had planned
another trip through the same waters, to

explore the inlet and a couple of unknown
lakes far above.

" I used to sit on a rock,

* * * my gun ready,

waiting: to catch my fish

in the air."



THE WIZARD OF THE WET LANDS

By EDWYN SANDYS

DRAWINGS BY CLARE ANGELL

WHY a wizard? Yankee fashion I

might retort with. Why not?

When a bit of brown bird life only

about eleven inches long can cause a six

foot man to do all sorts of crazy stunts I

should say the wee fellow at least possessed

peculiar powers. That the snipe can make

a lazy, heavy sleeper rise at gray dawn and

go toiling across weary leagues of bog,

morass, and muddy mess for perhaps eight

or ten hours at a stretch is a well known
fact. That he can make a temperate man
drink, a truthful man lie, an accurate man
miss, and a good man curse, he has re-

peatedly proved, while at the same time

with a mere wave of a wing he can cause

a sinking heart to leap with joyous pride

and a weary eye to flash with sudden fire.

These things, and a few others which need

not be dwelt upon, backed by a flight of

the now - you - see-it-now-you-don't— the-

quickness-of-the-wing-deceives-the-eye or-

der, appear to warrant the title herewith

bestowed.

And with all his eccentricities he is a

good little wizard and one of the best loved

of all our lesser game. Once a snipe

shooter always a snipe shooter might be

truly said, for it is questionable if even the

quail has more valiant champions than

stand ready to defend the honor of the

long-billed, bent-winged master of the mud.
The snipe, properly Wilson's snipe, Gal-

linago delicata, but commonly known as

English snipe and wrongfully called half

a dozen other names, is a widely distrib-

uted species. It visits every state at some
season; its northward migration extends

within the Arctic Circle, while it is known
to go southward to northern South Amer-
ica and the West Indies. Comparatively
few of the birds which move northward
from February until May breed south of

the international line. It is quite true

there are breeding grounds at various

points of the ISTorthern States, but the

great breeding range extends from latitude
42° north to some undetermined point

much nearer the Pole than most sports-

men will venture.

Some time in September the first south-

bound birds pass below the Canadian
grounds, and soon most of the suitable

marshy bits of East and West have their

share of long-billed prizes. Then begins

an astonishing attack which extends from
ocean to ocean and generally sweeps south-

ward from Canada to California. Prob-

ably tons of leadj half of which is wasted,

are fired at the artful dodger.

The sexes are alike, the description being

as follows: Top of head, black, with three

buff stripes; neck, buff, lined and spotted

with black; back, black, feathers barred

and margined with rufous and buff, the

latter giving a striped effect ; rump and

upper tail coverts, rufous, barred with

black; wings, sooty black, feathers barred

with rufous and margined with white
;
pri-

maries, blackish, web of first white nearly

its length, edged with white at tip; tail,

usually of sixteen feathers, the three outer

whitish with narrow black bars, the others

black with rufous bar and tipped with pale

buff; chin and upper part of throat, pale

buff, lower throat and breast, buff, spotted

with sooty brown; flanks, white, barred with

black ; abdomen, white ; under tail coverts,

buff, barred with sooty black ; bill, legs, and
feet, greenish. Length, 10^ to 11-| inches;

wing, about 5 inches; tail, 2-1 inches; bill,

2| to 3 inches.

Many sportsmen of the gray-headed bri-

gade still insist that, like the woodcock,
the snipe lives by what they term " suc-

tion." Better informed people, of course,

know that both birds eat worms and an as-

tonishing number of them, and that the

worms are secured mainly by probing
(boring) for them with the peculiarly

sensitive bill, the upper mandible having a

very flexible tip by which the worm is felt,

seized, and drawn from the earth. By this,

however, is not meant that snipe and cock
invariably bore for their food. Both will

take worms crawling upon the surface and
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' As usual * * * there was con-

siderable pounding of grravel."

both frequently feed in thickets and almost

dry ground, where they secure the prey by
turning" over fallen leaves.

When migrating the snipe travels by
night, and while some excellent authorities

have claimed that a moonlit journey is

necessary, or at least preferred, my exper-

ience has taught otherwise. More times

than can now be recalled I have cat-napped

through the black monotony of a steamy
spring night so as to be on precisely the

proper spot when the first flight of geese

came in to feed at gray dawn. And at

intervals throughout such nights I have

heard the wings and voices of myriad snipe

hissing and rasping athwart the black mys-

tery as the first comers of the year sped

to the fat muck of thousands of acres of

wet lands. Moreover, I have toiled till

dusk over fenceless fields of black tenacity

and seen never a bird, nor a boring nor a

chalking, nor anything that is his; have

turned in dead beat at some farm house

about 8 p. M., been literally hauled out,

against the grain but in accordance with

positive instructions, before dawn, and

have later found the birdless ground of the

previous evening to be swarming with

silent, skulking snipe, which if not weary
from a long flight certainly acted like rest-

ing new arrivals.

I have heard snipe moving by moonlight

and that many times, but the night of

nights to bring in north-

ward bound birds is dark
and damp with a puff of

warm breeze from the south

and a dash of warm rain.

Upon such a night I have
seen the snipe pour in so

that wings or voices were
audible nearly every mo-
ment. Must have been

pretty good snipe grounds, do you re-

mark ? They were. When " Frank
Forrester " first tramped over them, he
with a muzzle loader could bag twenty,

thirty, and forty brace in a day, and
not so many years ago the keen men
who worked that ground took each one
hundred shells for one day's sport.

And this did not mean that each bird re-

quired a deal of shooting. On the con-

trary there were men who might average
fully three-fourths of all their birds and
who were able to grass bird after bird

without a mistake upon days when things
worked just right. I have seen a private

match at twenty shots a man result in a

straight score for the winner while the

loser missed but twice.

While the great flight of snipe extends

well to the northward of New England,
occasional nests have been found in Con-
necticut and Pennsylvania. A slight hol-

low in the ground or a tuft of rank grass

holds the three or four eggs, which are

olive-gray washed with dull brown and
spotted and scribbled on the larger end
with deep brown and black. The court-

ship is peculiar, the male and female fre-

quently rising high in air and sweeping
about in swift circles, then diving earth-

ward at full speed, at the same time pro-

ducing a queer rolling sound impossible to

represent on paper. This " drumming," as

it is termed by sportsmen, is also fre-

quently performed by single birds and late

in the season as well as during the period

of courtship. A drumming snipe not sel-

dom ascends until almost invisible, then

seemingly flies straight down at an amaz-

ing rate, whereupon is heard a loud hum-
ming, presumably caused by the rushing

of the air through the primaries. An
empty corkless ink bottle swiftly thrown

will produce a similar sound, and the old

schoolboy trick of " making a nail hum

"

is no bad imitation.

The snipe occasionally takes to some
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large, horizontal limb, more often alights

upon the top rail of a fence, a stump, or

big log, and I once saw one standing on
the top of a stout post which supported

wire. Another bird was seen to pitch on
a small stack which was surrounded by

water and yet another upon the roof of

an old outhouse. There was no mistake

in either case, for I flushed and killed the

bird on the stack and had a close view of

the other before it left the roof.

The names by which the snipe is known
in various localities are rather numerous
and some of them quite curious. Wliile

the correct one is Wilson's snipe, we find

" American snipe," " common snipe,"

" snipe," " meadow snipe," " little wood-
" snipe," " English snipe," " bog snipe,"
" marsh snipe," " Jack snipe," " alewife

bird," " shad spirit," " shad-bird," and
" gutter snipe." It is " a snipe or suite,

a bird lesse than a woodcocke," in Baret's

Alveary, 1580; and in Drayton's Oiol, 1604,

occurs, " the witless woodcock and his

neighbor suite." Other sometime crum-
bled old parties speak of " simpes " and
" simps," and I sincerely trust their shoot-

ing was a lot above the average of their

spelling. The name " Jack snipe," so per-

sistently used by some writers who ought

to know better, is misleading, as it rightly

belongs to a smaller bird which so far as

may be learned from authentic records has

been taken only upon the other side of the

Herring Pond. One excellent authority

refers to it as "a twiddling jack" and
unworthy of the notice of sportsmen.

The flight of the snipe is swift, vigor-

ous, and usually for the first few yards

erratic. The bird gets under way smartly

and as a usual thing goes boring up-wind
in a style rather suggestive of a feathered

corkscrew. A series of electrical zigzags

get him to top speed, whereupon his

progress steadies a bit and he darts away
in something more like a straight line.

As a general rule, a flushed bird springs a

few feet into the air, hangs for the frac-

tion of a second, then begins to twist and
dodge as though the Old Boy was at his

tail. It woiild be very interesting could

we discover the original cause of the dodg-

ing. Possibly some ancient foe, now long

extinct, was best bafiled by that mode of

flight, for there usually is some such ex-

planation for peculiar actions by wild

things. Because the flight happens to be

puzzling to a gunner is no guarantee that

the bird dodges for that purpose—such an
explanation would imply a deal more in-

telligence than the entire tribe of snipe

are possessed of. Snipe, of course, dodged
on the wing long prior to the appearance
of firearms, and it is extremely unlikely

that the erratic flight has anything in the

nature of protective tactics against the

devices of human foes.

The fame of the bird as an object of the

sportsman's pursuit has been fairly earned.

Swift, small, erratic, he presents the most
difiicult mark of all our game of shore and
upland. In my opinion only teal and can-

vasback are harder propositions, and with
them the real difiiculty is apt to be more
of weather conditions and the methods
usually employed rather than the speed of

the fowl, great though it be. The shoot-

ing of the snipe is unlike that of any other

bird. Some men attain truly wonderful
skill at it and as a rule such men are re-

ferred to as " crack snipe shots," instead

of the broader term " crack shots."

To me there is a trifle too much of same-
ness about it. I am no shirker in the field,

yet there is a tinge of monotony about
marsh lands and unending mud and water
which cannot hold me as does the infinite

variety of conditions, the marvelous beauty
of turning foliage, and the clean, vigorous

action of sport on the uplands. In point

of fact I could enjoy six days per week of

grouse, quail, and cock, but it is question-

able if the charm of snipe shooting would
wear equally as well.

And now the actual shooting. The best

gun is a light twelve-gauge—the handiest

all-round gun ever made. It should be a

close, hard shooter because the mark is

swift and small and half the chances at

longish range, the average rise being yards
further than is the rule in quail shooting.

I use number eight shot, because to my
notion the popular number ten is apt to

mean too many pellets in the meat and
consequently too much lead for busy teeth

later on. The quantity of smokeless pow-
der will depend upon the gun—I believe in

using plenty, all the gun can burn prop-

erly, for the large percentage of long shots

demand all possible power. When birds

are few, a free-ranging pointer or setter

is an invaluable helper; where birds are

very plentiful, a reliable spaniel, that will

keep at heel until ordered out, is all the
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dog requii'ed. I am not very fond of run-

ning a fine pointer or setter all day on wet
mud. It is hard for his feet and coat, and
unless he be carefully washed and thor-

oughly dried so soon as the shooting has

ended, he is apt to have a miserable time
of it during a long ride home and be all

stiffened up in the morning. Very fre-

qviently, too, a fine dog, unless broken on
snipe, is apt to try to get' too close to his

birds and so cause flushes. When snipe

are wild, as often happens, a dog must
point at long range. Dogs broken on quail

and in every way reliable on the uplands,

could not be expected to vmderstand this,

and some of them require days to master
the peculiarities of the long-bills.

A great many men employ quail tactics

when after snipe, especially in regard to

beating up-wind. This I do not advise,

because it means a lot of birds boring into

the wind's eye and dodging like blazes

while offering the smallest possible marks.

A cross section of a snipe going straight

away is much smaller than many people

imagine. The vitals of a bird so going

might be covered by a silver dollar, the

head is apt to be covered by the body,

while only the edges of the wings are ex-

posed, which means an extremely narrow
surface.

Because the bird loves to bore up-wind
I walk down-wind, thus securing a quick

chance as he curves into the wind in front,

or else a square crossing shot as he passes

up-wind at either side. In either of these

positions the effect of his dodging is mini-

mized, ..while I still retain the privilege of

making a half turn and using the second

barrel at a straightaway, or almost a

straightaway bird that has got through his

dodging and is trusting solely to his speed.

In all these shots the gun has a better

chance in the straightaway after the turn

as just mentioned, while, of course, the

side shots mean all one side of the bird and
most of the long wings fully exposed. This

gives the gun a rather large target instead

of a very small one and practically does

away with the saving erratic flight.

The reason why some men work up-wind
is because they imagine the straightaway
shot to-be easier. They fail at crossing

shots, not because the shot isdifiicult, but

because they have not learned how to make
it—in other words they never have mas-
tered the highly important points—allow-

ing a fast bird plenty of lead and pulling
trigger without checking tlie steady swing
of the gun. Unless one is holding a tre-

mendous distance ahead, to stop the swing
of the gun means to miss through shoot-

ing behind. Quickly as shot travels there

is a fractional loss .of time between the

beginning of movement by the trigger

finger and the arrival of the pellets at

any point—for convenience, say thirty

or forty yards from the muzzle. During
that interval, brief though it be, a snipe

will travel a certain distance, and that dis-

tance is precisely what the gun should be

ahead of him when the trigger finger starts

to pull.

Those who have not actually experi-

mented with the pattern of guns and the

matter of leading fast birds according to

distance, might with advantage make a

few patterns at twenty, thirty, and forty

yards, using a thirty-inch circle upon large

sheets of paper. The results will show a

spread of pattern as the distance is in-

creased, and let us hope an even and fairly

close distribution of the pellets, for that

means a useful field gun. The twenty-

yard pattern will show the shot so closely

bunched that no snipe within its circle

could escape instant death. At the dis-

tance, then, the one necessary thing is to

get any part of that pattern on him, but

correct shooting wou^ld demand his being

exactly centred. To insure this the gun
would have to be held just ahead of him
and kept swinging at exactly his speed and
not stopped as the trigger was pulled. At
thirty yards it is still more important
that he be centred, because the charge

has loosened considerably while the most
pellets, hence the smallest gaps in the pat-

tern, are in the centre. For the same rea-

son that necessitated holding just ahead

at twenty yards, the lead must now be in-

creased one-half to insure the best result

at the ten yards of increased range. At
forty yards, the pattern has opened suf-

ficiently to allow free passage to an object

the size of a snipe at several points toward
the outer limit, yet there remain enough
closely placed pellets at the centre to do

the work. If a second smaller circle be

now described, which includes all of the

paper which shows no dangerous gap, the

deadly portion of the charge will be deter-

mined. To make sure of a snipe, that

portion must cover him at forty yards, and
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to insure its reaching the

proper spot at the exact

moment, the gun must be
held ahead just twice the

distance which the twen-

*'• '''•
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ty-yard range demanded. In other words,

as the shot leaves the muzzle the latter

should be some inches ahead of the bird

and swinging in true time with the mark.
At greater distances the lead must be in-

creased in proportion, but other possibili-

ties now creep in, because, as the charge

spreads more and more too large gaps may
appear almost anywhere, which means the

extreme reliable range of the gun has been

passed.

A few, possibly successive, extremely

long shots prove nothing beyond the fact

of the gun's being a hard shooter, as at

the same time the patterns might be poor.

I have killed snipe when they seemed be-

yond the range of the gun; but such kills

are merely accidental. ITo wise man would
dare wager upon such shots because he
knows the pellets might not again find the

mark once in ten attempts although given
the proper allowance for the distance.

There are two deadly methods of shoot-

ing straightaway snipe. One is lightning-

fast, the next thing to out-and-out snap
shooting. The other is to wait until the

bird has completed his shifty first flight

and give it to him the moment he steadies.

Both are scientific. I prefer the former,

because, being naturally very quick with

my hands, I can get on a bird before he
has time to begin dodging. Were it not

for this I certainly should

wait. A man to shoot at all

evenly must do one or other,

for any attempt at a com-
promise will leave him
neither quick nor slow and
prone to fire at precisely the

wrong moment, when the

wizard of the wet lands is in

the midst of his little trick

wherein the quickness of the

wing deceives the eye.

And now a glimpse of

snipe shooting in which the

characteristic sameness " of leagues
of wide wet lands and successive

springing, dodging, scalping sprites

was a bit varied. Unto me spake long
Tom and his words were crisp and as

follows

:

" ISTow will you be ready at 3 A. M. and
game to foot it out ?

"

"I will! " said I.

I meant it, and I had need to, for when
long Tom got through with you, other

things also seemed long, notably that awful
final homeward mile. Our campaign neces-

sitated a gray dawn start, because it began
with a six-mile tramp in cold blood along

a railroad track. We might have driven

to one corner of the ground, but to take

a horse also meant that which we both de-

tested—a fixed point to which we would
have to return at evening. And when you
take a horse snipe shooting the birds in-

variably are most abundant farthest from
where you tie the brute, and at nightfall

you are apt to find yourself only fi-^e miles

from home, but eight miles from the horse.

Then, of course, you have to—but reader,

you understand!

We started at dawn and so soon as we
had reached the railroad Tom tersely re-

marked :

" Come, shake those long legs. I've got

you where I want you now !

"

This was pregnant with fell intent, and
I grinned defiance, for we were about

the same age and weight, in fact, six-foot,

two-hundred pounders, and about even all

around. As is usual when a couple of

behemoths get to playing, there was con-

siderable pounding of gravel.

Before us spread miles of ground, of all

degrees of consistency between semi-liquid

and putty-like stiifness. A strip of it, per-

haps two miles long by one-half broad,
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began near our feet and ended near a dim
blue mass which betokened higher ground
and forest, and near those trees was a

broad creek.
" Come on! I've got you noiv! " chatted

Tom, and I thought of Kilkenny cats and
sighed for the things which I knew would
happen and unwittingly for one thing of

which neither of us dreamed. For half a

mile the footing was fairly good, and as

we both wore ordinary walking boots and
leggings, we escaped the harrassing drag

of the customary waders, which are good
enough when one intends to drive home,
but worse than useless for a long tramp on
dry going. Presently we began to get a

bit anxious and to more than half wish

for the canines left securely kenneled at

home. Upon such ground, with birds plen-

tiful, dogs are unnecessary, but where, as

sometimes happens, the snipe are broadly

scattered, the conditions are reversed.

We were some thirty yards apart when
suddenly I heard the well known whip-hip-

hip of bent wings and the " Scaip-sca-ip

!

"

as an artful dodger flushed before Tom.
Old " Take-your-time " was a picture as

he flashed the beautiful twelve into posi-

tion then waited those straining seconds

till the dodging ceased. Then came the

puny " squinge " of smokeless, and some-
body's long bill

was settled in full.

Breaking the gun
as he went and
never taking his

eyes off that one
spot of a thousand
similar spots, Tom
moved forward
thirty yards and
retrieved. The
whole perform-
ance was a per-

f e c t illustration

of the deliberate

method of which
he undeniably was
a master.

"That long
brute's dead-on
to-daj'," was my
inward comment
as I moved ahead.

" Whip -hip

!

Whip-hip — Scaip
sca-ip

!

"

A brace of unpatented corkscrews were
ready to bore holes in the whence, but the
light gun just cleared its throat a couple
of times and both birds hearkened to the

warning and that before the second had
time to make one decent twist.

" I'll mark the last one," said Tom as I

went to the first bird. Right well he knew
how I'd completely lose track of one the

moment I left the firing point, and he fol-

lowed the best method, to stand in his

tracks and keep his eyes on the spot and
direct the search for the second. When
shooting alone, or far from a comrade, and
a double is made, I reload before stirring

a foot. This leaves two empty shells on
the ground to indicate my exact position

and this, with the memory of the turn or

partial turn made for the second, gives a
close line on its whereabouts. Very fre-

quently this saves a bird and valuable time,

for at the worst it will guide to within a
few yards of the game, and every yard
saved in beating foot by foot through
grass is important. Hat or handkerchief
dropped at the firing point also makes a

useful mark when grass is tall. A snipe

breast upward is easily seen, but only about
half of them fall in that position. Back
upward the striped effect blends curiously

with grass and its shadows, and a winged

IS your iiie-ime • ^ -' » ^ ven

I tossed him one leg of the trousers.
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or otherwise wounded bird seems to know
this and act accordingly. Men trained on
the wet lands acquire a marvelous knack
of marking down, and a mighty useful ac-

complishment it is.

Moving on, Tom flushed a brace on bare

mud and served, the last bird falling full

fifty yards from the gun. I marveled, for

it was a long clean kill. Before he reached

these two single chances were offered and
accepted, and a third bird went careering

away, rising higher and higher till it looked

like a wind-driven leaf. As Tom's birds

were down on easy ground I kept my posi-

tion more from habit than with any idea

of being of service. A wave of his hand
directed my attention to the late towering
bird, which, as they frequently will, had
decided to return. Like a plummet it fell

some thirty yards away, and, as an experi-

ment, I held about four feet under it, and
it hit the mud with a resounding spat. It

was a great shot, and Tom's emphatic
" Broke its own neck !

" was merely his way
of expressing keen appreciation.

For an hour after this there was very
pretty shooting. The birds were nicely

distributed, rising singly and well within
range and only a trio finding any truth in

the oft repeated " scaip-scaip ! " Finally a

missed bird pitched in a broad patch of

short stuff which showed a spring-like

greenness, and Tom turned after it

:

" Look out there ! Where are you go-
ing? " I yelled; but it was too late. In an
instant it seemed he was down and flound-

ering and the whoop he uttered might have
been heard for miles. If any of my read-

ers have attempted to run in snipe ground
they will understand my task. Fortunately
the distance was short. To skin out of the
coat, drop gun and hat upon it, and start

for him was the work of very few seconds.

His face was ghastly white and the treach-

erous ooze was up to his belt and he was
slowly sinking. After his first wild scram-

ble he had wisely ceased all effort, but he

was scared clear through. So was I for

that matter, for it was a nasty situation.

He had his gun, but I dared not venture
near enough for that to be of use ; besides I

question if either of our grips would stand
the pull upon such smooth holding.

The belt and the corduroys ! Glory be

!

It was a noble inspiration—ITay! the very
thing I was panting for. Those who have
taken off leggins and trousers while try-

ing to stand upon snipe ground, will un-

derstand why I presently cursed and sat

down vipon cool, moist mud ; but the legs

were long and the material stout. The
seam never would stand the strain, but the

good old belt, made fast to the upper part

of one leg, carried across the seat and
again made fast, would take the direct

strain. In a minute the tackle was ready
and I reached for his gun. Tie hated to

let go of it and I didn't blame him.
" Here's your life-line, and remember

they cost a ten spot." I ventured as I

tossed him one leg of the trousers. The
way his hand clutched on the cloth was a

marvel to see. " Steady now : wiggle your
legs a bit," I grunted as I cautiously put

on the strain. There was one moment of

agonizing doubt; then Thomas began to

come and finally, with a sort of regretful

sucking-sigh, the awful trap let go and he
came slithering out of that.

Mud! I mined into a pocket till I got

pay dirt—otherwise his flask, cleaned it

with grass, and we halved the contents.

Then we looked at each other and laughed

in a semi-hysterical sort of way, for each

knew, and well, too, how serious a thing

had passed.
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After a Hunt the Sealers Turn Homeward, Dragging- Their Kill, Sometimes Many Miles.

HUNTING THE SEAL FROM THE OUTPORTS

By NORMAN DUNCAN

HUNTING the seal from the icy,

storm-swept coast of Newfound-
land is not sport; it is toil, where-

by, in part, the Newfoundlander wins his

scanty measure of bread. The hunt is a

slaughter, dull and bloody—a leap into the

whining, scurrying pack, and the swinging
and thrust of an iron-shod gaff; a merci-

less raining of blows, with a silent waste

of ice, all splashed red, at the end of it.

There is no sport in this, nor is there any
fear of hurt, for the harp seal pleads and
whines like a child, even while the gaff is

falling; but the chase is beset with multi-

tudinous and dreadful dangers, which are

seldom foreshadowed and are past all fend-
ing off—perils so vast and uncompromis-
ing and wilful that escape from their

descent is by the veriest chance. The wind
gathers the ice into floes and jams it

against the coast, an immeasurable, jagged
expanse of it, interspersed with plains

;

then the Newfoundlander takes his gaff

and his grub and his goggles and sets out

from his little harbor, making the start at

midnight that he may come up with the

pack at dawn. But the wind which sweeps
the ice in, inevitably sweeps it out again,

without warning, in an hour or a day or a

week; nor does it pause to consider the

situation of the men who are twenty miles

off shore; it veers and freshens and drives

the whole mass, grinding and heaving, far

out to sea, where it disperses it into its

separate fragments. The lives of the hunt-

ers depend upon the watchfulness of the

attenuated line of lookouts, from the

women on the Head to the first sentinel

within signalling distance; for the wind
may blow fair at sea while it rises to half

a gale, driving dead offshore, at the coast.

So it is not a sport, this seal hunting: it

is a toil compounded with many dangers,

of which a veering wind is but one.

In Newfoundland the winter days are
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short, and all the children get sleepy when
the twilight conies, for here, as elsewhere,

the Sand Man conies with the dusk, and he

scatters his dust over that bleak, white

coast, just as he scatters it everywhere,

following the last light of day round the

world, scattering, scattering, scattering

dust all the while; but there are times

when ol' Bill Bluff, of Round Harbor, goes

to bed before little Billy, his son, who is

but seven years old. This happens when
the wind has driven the ice pack inshore;

when, just before the day is done, the

watchers on Lookout Head sight the seals

—a swarm of specks and dots, shifting over

the ice, half hid by the shadows, far out

to sea.

" Them swiles (seals) is fifteen miles off-

shore, if a fathom," says ol' Bill Bluff to

his wife. " Wake me when 'tis time t' be

off."

Thereupon he goes to bed; and after

supper Billy Bluff's mother sets herself

down in her rocking chair in the kitchen,

where there is a roaring fire of birch bil-

lets; and she knits and knits and knits

away while she tells Billy Bluff the story

of the tailor's twelfth son, who solved the

king's riddle and married the princess.

Soon, Billy Bluff's chatter ceases, and he

begins to yawn and nod, most heavily.
" 'Tis time t' be off t' bed, b'y," says she.

" Noa, mum," says Billy, just as all

children do. " I isn't sleepy."

Nevertheless, she takes up the candle

and leads him away to bed, like all other

good mothers ; and when he has slipped off

his clothes and stands shivering at the

side, she tells him to say his prayers.
" 'Tis cold," says he. " Leave me say un

in bed, the night, mama."
So she tucks him up, and leans over to

listen; and Billy covers his eyes with his

grimy hand, and mutters his little prayers,

concluding with,

" Now I lay me down t' sleep,"

just as English-speaking children do the
world over; but, when the seals are off-

shore, he adds a petition, which none but
the child of an outport Newfoundlander
needs to offer up.

" O Lard God A'mighty," he prays,

"send a swile for daddy, the morrow; an'

send a swile for mama, an' a swile for

Uncle Garge's wife, an' a swile for Aunt
Jinny, an' a swile for her Tommy, an' Jim

an' Mary, an' Joshua, an' a swile for each
o' Uncle 'Zekiel's fanibly, an' a swile for

Uncle Jonathan, an' a swile for Uncle
Josiah an' his wife, an' a swile for Arch
Butt, me cousin, an' each o' his little b'ys,

an'—an'
—

"

" Uncle Simeon," she prompts.
" Iss," says he, " an' Uncle Simeon an'

his wife, an' a swile for Uncle Simeon's
wife's father an' mother, an' a swile for

their foster son, David, an'—an'—an'

—

Do that be all, mama ?
"

" Did you say Uncle Garge's poor
widow ?

"

" Iss, mum—next t' you.
" 'Tis all, then," says she, " 'cept Uncle

Timothy."
" Iss, sure. Lard," says Billy, " I forgot

Uncle Timothy, o' Harbor Deep. Send a
swile for Uncle Timothy, an' a swile for

his wife, an' a swile for their little Tim;
an' send a swile for ol' Jim Sevior for

niakin' a mizzens'l for me boat, an' send
two little swiles for nie."

" O Lard, doan't—" she prompts again.
" O Lard," he goes on, sleepily, " doan't

let the wind blow offshore an' take the ice

out when me father's aboard, an' doan't

let the ice rafter or goa abroad, an' please

bring me daddy safe hoame, for Jesus's

sake. Amen !

"

" Good-night," says she ; but little Billy

Bluff is already asleep, and he makes no
answer.

No, the seal hunting is not a sport; it is

just one part of the bitter, unending fight

for enough to eat.

These are not the fur seal, but the hair

seal, which is valued only for its pelt, or

fat. The pelt is ground and steamed into

oil at St. Johns, the capital city, whence
it is exported to all the wide world. The
seals are of two kinds—hoods (Cystophora

cristata) and harps {Phoca grmnlandica).

The former are great, sullen, fierce beasts,

some of them as large as an ox, and all

with a tough, bladderlike protection over

the nose, which can be inflated at will; the

male will fight to the last breath for the

young, and, in his rage, is a mighty, dogged
adversary, almost invulnerable to the blow
of a gaff. On the contrary, the harp is

comparatively small, gentle, cowardly, and
is gregarious ; upon the least alarm the old

abandon the young to their fate, and scut-

tle away to the family blowhole in a panic

;
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there is none so great that it cannot be

killed with a stout blow on the nose with

a gaff.

Both hoods and harps drift out of the

far north with the ice in the spring to

whelp, returning by the " all-water route "

in April. The former cling to the rugged
outer ice, as the floes drift down the

coast; it is the latter, the timid harps,

which take to the flat pans, in great herds,

and thus come within reach of the New-
foundlander's gaffs and clubs. The watch
on shore is very keen, and is continuotisly

It takes courage to make a seal hunter

—

not the brilliant, theatric daring of a man
who storms a redoubt or recaptures a gun,
but a sodden sort of heart, either so in-

ured to peril as no longer to perceive it,

or so dull and heavy as to be almost incap-

able of such a feeling as fear. When she

was two days out from St. Johns, bound
north to meet the ice, Captain Lackwell,

of the sealing steamer Good Neivs, set

about knocking the year's accumulation of

caution and love of life out of the hearts

of his crew. The Good News was caught

>%,'",
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" Man'U goa for a swile where gold won't drag un."

kept through the short sealing season;

for when the Newfoundlander not only

takes his life in his hand, but submits
himself to the wellnigh indescribable hard-

ships of the ice—thirst and toil and great

distances—he does so in expectation of

large reward. In the work of a day and a

night he may win five dollars for himself;

and, in the end, when day has been added
to day, his earnings may amount, in all, if

he has luck, to eighty dollars, which is

quite as much as a long summer's fishing

may yield him.

fast in a floe of broken ice, into which she

had run in the night—a vast field of frag-

ments, close packed, and all heaving and
grinding to the ground swell of the sea.

The ship's doctor potshotted a big dog
hood, which had risen in the gap between
two pans, one hundred yards off the star-

board quarter.
" Over the side, some o' you, an' fetch

that swile aboard," the captain shouted

from the bridge.

Sealing steamers are manned like pi-

rates; there were a hundred men within
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hearing of the captain's order. But the

ice was a shifting, groaning, writhing
mass, which without warning might be re-

lieved of the pressure which kept it herded,

and go abroad into its parts; so the men
manifested no alacrity, but waited, the one

for the other.
" Call all hands," said the captain to the

mate. " Whip every o'

them up for'ard here! "

The captain raged about the bridge,

fuming and swearing, while the mate went
about this business. By and by the mate
came back and reported all hands on deck.

" Over the side, every one o'

you !
" said the captain. " Lively, now, or

it'll be the warse for you."

The men swarmed over the side. There
was no firm foothold for them. They
danced about, leaping from fragment to

fragment, to keep their heads above water,

searching all the time for pans great

enough to bear their weight, where they

might rest themselves while they waited,

at the captain's pleasure, to come aboard
again. But there were not many such
pans—not enough for all.

" Is they all overboard ? " said the cap-

tain.

" Well, sir," the mate began, " they's a

brace o' Exploits men in—

"

" Turn 'em out, sir ! Turn 'em out !

"

" But, I say, captain," said the ship's

doctor, " those men—

"

" Turn 'em out, I says ! Hear me ?
"

A few minutes later, two wan, trembling

wretches clambered over the side and be-

gan that leaping, frantic search for a

place to stand.
" I'll overhaul her myself," said the cap-

tain.

Down he went into the forecastle, 'tween

decks, in the after cabin, through the en-

gine rooms, into the hold ; and he man-
aged to discover seven skulkers, whom he
sent to the ice on a run.

" Now, sir," he said to the ship's doctor,

when he came to the bridge again, " we'll

go down t' dinner. I sees 'tis ready."

Three hours later, when the dusk was
beginning to fall and the wind gave signs

of dispersing the floe, the men were or-

dered aboard.

It was the making of that crew.

But the offshore seal hunter has no
stout ship to flee to when the ice deals

treacherously with him; under certain con-

ditions of weather and ice, it is true, he
hauls his rodney—a short, squat, light boat
-—after him, as he makes his way out from
the coast; and more often than not, under
such conditions, he finds it a refuge in the
end. With or without his rodney, he ven-
tures, as it were, into the very jaws of the

sea. The ice is under the influence of

wind and tide and current, the configura-

tion of the coast, and the impact of unseen
floes; its movements are not to be fore-

told with any considerable degree of cer-

tainty, nor, often, can they be perceived
until retreat is cut off. The whole pack
may suddenly go abroad—disperse, and
sweep out to sea, where the waves break
over the pans upon which the men have
taken refuge. In Exploits, I met an old

man who, in his early manhood, had passed
eighteen hours on a thirty-foot pan in a

blizzard, and over this pan the waves broke
continuously, some of them charged with
broken ice, rising over his head; the ice in

the waves laid open his forehead and broke
his collar bone before he had been six hours

in the predicament; but so plenteous was
his store of strength and courage that he
survived until the ice was carried back to

the coast, though three men, among whom
was his brother, were swept away. Then,

too, the ice may rafter; which is to say

that the pack, being suddenly subjected to

enormous pressure elsewhere, is crushed

like an eggshell; the pans overlap—they

lift themselves out of the press and fall

back in fragments—they are ground to

slush. In such a mighty upheaval the

^Newfoundlander has as much to do with

his own fate as a fly in a cyclone. He is

simply overwhelmed; men may know what
it means to be there trapped, but their

stories remain forever untold. In addi-

tion to these two transcendent perils there

are the dangers of the night, of the de-

scent of a blinding snowstorm, of ice

blindness, of thin ice in unsuspected

places; and again, of the loosening of the

pack inshore, so that a man must leap over

a mile of detached chunks, no single one

of which will bear his weight for longer

than it takes to leap again.

In a small, barren harbor of ISTotre Dame
Bay, which is on the east coast, they tell

the story of Matilda Barworth and her

half-witted son, born out of wedlock—

a
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fragment of the great, crude tragedy which
the life of the folk on that coast consti-

tutes. She loved him ; and when he follow-

ed the men to the ice, in his queer, quiet

way, she used to wait in the dusk for his

return, keeping company with the other

women, for she had long ago been forgiven.

It chanced, one evening, when the men, re-

turning, were within sight, the ice was
moving slowly from the shore. There was
a rush for the rocks.

" Jim ! Jim, b'y," they say this woman

was heaving under it, and it took the form
of the waves, which would have been break-
ers had it not been there. Every New-
foundlander knows how to cross a stretch

of ice like this. As the wave swept back
and forth, the ice thickened or thinned,

according as the form of the wave in-

creased or diminished the space in which
it had to float. When the wave sank the

men ran out from the solid pan; when it

rose, spreading the " lolly," they fell on
their bellies and extended their arms, thus

Sometimes the Seal Hunters Go Among the Floes in a Short, Stout Boat Called a Rodney.

cried, long before her son was within hear-

ing of her warning. " Haste, b'y ! Run !

"

When the men came near shore, there

was a gap of thirty yards or more, slowlv

widening, between the edge of the ice and
the rocks. This was not a space of water;
as not unusually happens ; it was choked
with a slushy sort of ice, compounded of

finest fragments, and formed by the grind-

ing of the pack upon the rocks. This
" lolly " ice floated to the depth, it may be,

of eight feet, as it often does. The sea

distributing their weight over a greater

surface. Otherwise, they would have sunk
through. One by one, making short runs,

they passed over safely, until there was
only Jim Barworth left.

" Come, b'y I
" his mother cried to him.

" Cross over, b'y. Just try, now. You
c'n do it."

But Jim was not to be moved by his

mother's pleading. He hesitated. Then
he ran back and forth on the edge of the

ice in a panic. Meantime the gap was
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widening; every instant the danger of

crossing was increased. She called to him
again—again and again she tried to

hearten him into making the attempt. But
he was a lad of poor spirit, as she must

have known ; and he would not come. Sud-

denly, she ran out on the " lolly " as though

bent on crossing and leading him back with

her own hands.
" She weren't used t' that sort o' wark,"

said the old skipper, who told me the story.

" She didn't ought t' try it. 'Tis not

The toil involved in coming up with the

pack, slaughtering the seals, " sculping "

the carcass, lashing up the tows and haul-

ing them back to the harbor is so great

that the hardiest Newfoundlander of the

toughest breed will shake his head and say,

" 'tis barb'rous, zur, 'tis barb'rovis." An
intolerable thirst pursues the man ; if there

is no glacier ice in the floe he must be

content to keep his mouth moist by suck-

ing raisins. He is out on the ice from mid-

night to midnight ; he cannot afford to en-

" The hunt is a slaughter * * * with a silent waste of ice all splashed red at the end of it."

woman's wark. But she got away, look,

afore us knowed what she were about.

Well, she got cotched by the wave. Down
she goas—slips right through. An' when
young Jim he sees this, look, he starts out

t' lend her a hand ; for he were a wonderful

sight fond o' her. Maybe he were scared

—maybe—but I doan't know how 'twere

;

but the wave cotched Jim, too, an' so they

was both drownded. 'Tis terrible sad.

'Twere the saddest thing I ever knowed."

Which was doubtless true.

cumber himself with a sufficiency of food
for that length of time. The rays of the

sun may be hot, for it is spring—the ice is

a glistening reflector; he gasps and swelt-

ers. On the contrary, the wind may be

charged with sleet, or it may be a clear,

cutting blast numbing him, opposing him.
If he is successful, he finds himself fifteen

miles offshore, with four hundred pounds
of fat to drag over sticky ice; and the

night is coming on. The labor of a double
tow may be his; this trebles the distance.
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for he must divide his pelt, which is too

heavy for him to haul; he must drag the

one-half two hundred yards, stick his gaff

in it to mark his ownership, and return for

the other, thus proceeding home, if his

strength endures. In such an extraordi-

nary case the man walks thirty miles amid
great dangers, and hauls four hundred
j)ounds of fat thirty miles further, cover-

ing sixty miles in all, laboring through
twenty-four hours without sleep or rest;

in the end he possesses that which is worth,

roughly speaking, twelve dollars. Thus,
for this or nothing, as it may chance, he
toils; and in hot weather he gasps and
sweats, and in cold he may have to go the

length of slitting a living seal, and thrust-

ing his hands and feet in to keep them
from freezing.

Naturally, the ISTewfoundland children

are bred to meet this hardship, since it is

their common lot to experience it. When
they are just past the toddling age they

are encouraged to play at a game of leap-

ing over the floating ice in the harbor—

a

game of follow-my-leader, with death wait-

ing upon a misstep. Moreover, when they

are grown to be ten or twelve years old,

they are frequently taken to the ice, that

they may be made "spry" and." tough";
and the lessons are, sometimes, " bar-

b'rously " cruel.

" Tommy, b'y," said James Lute, one

night, to his son, aged nine, " you c'n goa
t' the ice with me the night, an' you like

t' try it."

And the next day they had luck; they

descended from cover upon a herd of

harps, twelve miles out, and the slaughter

was great, continuing even late into the

afternoon with the sculping yet to do.

James Lute's mark was upon six hundred
pounds of quivering flesh and fat; for the

blows had been struck to stun, not to kill,

lest the bitter wind should freeze the car-

casses beyond all management. When the

night began to fall Tommy Lute was pro-

vided with a sixty-pound tow, and his

father had lashed the rest of the haul into

a double tow for himself; and so, with the

others of the JSTorthern Arm party, they

set out for home—a laborious tramp over

twelve miles of glistening ice, with the

dusk deepening, a cutting wind following.

and the dread of a change to the nor'east

overhanging.

" 'Tis a heavy load, zur," said Tommy
Lute, when they had gone a mile.

No doubt his father smiled—a grim sort

of smile; for he had taken pains to lash

that little tow in the wrong way that

Tommy might be given an object lesson he
would not soon forget. The seals were
lashed by the tail; they were running
against the grain of the hair, and the un-
necessary friction as they rubbed over the

sticky ice made them exceeding heavy.
" I'm fair beat out, zur," said Tommy,

when they had gone another mile. " 'Tis

queer."
" Hut !

" cried his father. " Keep at

it, b'y."

They proceeded further, until Tommy
had no strength left, as he has told me, and
was ready to drop where he stood.

" 'Tis but sixty pound o' pelt !
" his

father exclaimed. " Sure 'tis a light haul

for a b'y o' your size."

On again—two miles of gasping toil for

the child; and at the end of it an utter

collapse.

" Sure, fawther," said he, " I can't goa
a step moare."

" Up, b'y ! Take hold, b'y, an' step out.

'Tis a load young Jack Jeff 'd laugh at."

Again, on—keeping pace with the long

stride of the man.
" Fawther—

"

" Have a spell, b'y, till I gets me other

tow up. Sit down on the swiles an' rest

yourself."

So Tommy sat down; and while he

waited for his father to come up with the

second tow, he perceived the difference in

lashing. Soon he fathomed the difficulty

of his labor. He untied the line from the

tail of his tow and lashed it to the head.

When his father came up he set out briskly

yard for yard with him; and thereafter he

proceeded cheerfully and easily, much to

the man's wonder.
" Now, b'y," said Jim Lute, when they

came to the harbor rocks, " I'll show you
why 'twere your tow was so wonderful

heavy. 'Twere because—

"

" Sure, I knows, fawther," said Tommy.
" I found un out meself—back there.

'Twere not lashed right."

" Did you, now," said Lute, with a glance

at the seals. " Be Gor, you did !

"

It is a joke the folk have on Jim Lute

to this day. Well, it is the way the folk

have in training their children. When
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these little fellows are taken to the ice

they are neither spared labor nor guarded
from danger. They set out with wild

whoops, like dogs elated to be out with

their master; and they drag their loads

home, worn and subdued. They are set

difficult tasks, and they are compelled to

follow through passes where the oldest

hunters pick their way gingerly. The sight

of it would raise the hair of a fond father

of this land. It is all done with a pur-

pose, not cruelly, wantonly; as an old

hunter told me, " 'tis t' make un tough,

zur, an' t' give un narve." Which is a

most significant commentary on the life

of that coast.

The race is " tough " and " narvy."

Under such conditions of life, it is impos-

sible that there should be developed any-

thing but great, seasoned muscles and
stout hearts. The strong survive and per-

petuate their most useful physical quali-

ties ; the puny are soon killed off, and leave

small impress upon the succeeding gener-

ations. These Newfoundlanders of the

northeast outports are a race of men—of

men with capable arms and legs and backs

and lungs, not apologies for them; and
they have a cheerful will for toil, which
distinguishes them even more.

Eleazar Bull comes of a " hard " family

—a family which whistles for more wind,

more wind, even when a gale 's abroad. He
is the possessor of a sealing piece—a fear-

some, muzzle-loading rifle, which is as tall

as himself and as old as his grandfather,

who is ninety. It is related of him that

with this weapon he shot a seal in a lake

of open water some miles out on the ice.

" 'Tis a sin t' kill a swile an' waste un,"

said one of the party.

"Do it be, now?" said Eleazar.

It was below zero and the wind, which
broke from the northeast, was laden with
that hard, fine snow which comes with
great cold. The water was frothing under
the whip of the wind—cold, rough, and
flinging off a choking spume. The seal

floated fifty yards off the edge of the ice

and was' drifting out with the wind.
" I'll get un," said Eleazar.

With that he stripped himself to his

skin; and with his gaff in his hand he

slipped into the water and swam after the

seal. The waves were so high that he had to

search for it ; but, at last, he got the prong

of his gaff in and towed it to the ice. It

was a heavy pull, for the seal was full

grown; and they say it took him half an
hour to land it. Then he pulled on his

clothes (the Bulls, like all self-respecting

Newfoundlanders, hold underclothing in

withering contempt), took up his anti-

quated gun and set out with his party.

This was not by any means such an achieve- ,

ment as enters into family traditions; it

was merely an incident in the everyday
life of Eleazar Bull, and so indistinguish-

able from the common course of events

that Eleazar had great difficulty in recall-

ing it.

" Oh, aye," he said to me. " Iss, sure, I

minds me now. 'Twere the day I fell in

three times, an' come hoame through the

blizzard with me clothes froze stiff. Iss,

I minds me, now. 'Twere middlin' hard
walkin' that day, an' I thinks—somehow

—

I thinks—I had me foot froze."

I might relate stories of death and suf-

fering—such, for instance, as the story of

the twenty men of one small harbor, who
were caught in a breakup, swept to sea in

a bitter offshore gale and never heard of

again, save that a half-burned boat and a

frozen body, drifting ashore, revealed a

disaster to the folk below. But I leave

this to the reader's imagination. The suf-

fering is such as enters into the experience

of all of us—cold, hunger, thirst, despair,

but in their extremity. The scene, too, is

easily conjured up—driving snow, a break-

ing, frothy sea, a group of men shrinking

from the wind and cold, a diminishing pan
of ice drifting out to sea in the dusk, pass-

ing further and further from the wailing

women on the rocks. It seems to me that

every full-grown Newfoundlander of the

outports has at least one story of escape to

tell ; the story of the time, as the folk say,

" when I was nigh cotched." The men
who are " cotched " and are strong may
escape; but the weaklings, never. If the

man has strength and hope sufficient to

keep up the fight until a change in the

wind carries the ice inshore—it may be

miles below his own place—he survives;

otherwise, he most surely dies the death.

In such a situation there is but one thing

to do—wait.- It is piirely a question of

endurance. And this is typical; the life of

the Newfoundlander is just one long feat

of endurance. But, to be sure, he doesn't
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know it; and he laughs like the rest of us,

if he is not too religious.

It is a proverb that " a man'll goa for a

swile where gold won't drag un." It is

true : the seasoned seal hunter has a lust

for the slaughter. There was the skipper

(who shall be nameless) and three others

who went hunting in a punt through the

winding lanes of a pack of loose, rugged
ice. They pushed on and on, lured by the

hope that the quarry was just beyond

—

just beyond. When they had wound their

way fairly into the heart of the pack, the

wind changed and closed all the passages;

and when the wind herded the ice and be-

gan to drive it to sea, it was dark and the

punt and the men were trapped in ten

miles of massive, heaving, groaning chunks
of ice—an impassable expanse. It was
imperative that the punt should be hauled

out of the water, for the ice was closing

in and. would soon grind it to splinters; so,

when they found a pan large enough they

hauled the boat over peaks and fissures-

all shifting, swaying ground—to a place

of safety.
" What you got t' eat, b'ys ? " said the

skipper.
" I've got a biscuit," said one.
" So've I," said another.
" I ain't," said the third.

" Well, I got a biscuit, meself ," said the

skipper.

The work of landing the punt had thrown
the men into a profuse sweat. E'ow, it

blew up cold—a cruel, rising blast, un-

tempered by the sun, for it was deep night.

Their teeth chattered—they shivered. Be-

fore midnight they determined to sacrifice

the punt lest they die. The need which
demanded so much must have been very

great; for the punt was their hope of

escape.
" Well," said the skipper, who was the

last to yield, " 'tis death, whatever, so leave

us have the fire."

But they had no match. One man
ripped a shred from his shirt. Then they

put the cloth at the muzzle of their gun
and pulled the trigger. The cloth did not

catch fire. They tried again, and again,

and yet again. They tried until they gave

up hope; upon which they laid the gun
aside.

" Leave us try wance moare," said the

skipper.

No doubt they would have tried until

they were successful; at any rate, upon
that trial the cloth caught and they set

fire to a little heap of the punt's splinters.

After that they were comparatively warm.
The next morning, another unfortunate,

caught in the same predicament, signalled

to them from two miles away. He seemed
to need help; so they went to him and
brought him back, though it was a perilous

undertaking; but they left his comrade be-

hind, for his comrade had died in the

night. They shared the three biscuits;

then they had nothing to eat at all. Mean-
time the pack was drifting out to sea with

a great noise—a deafening tumult of

grinding pans and crumbling clumperg,

cracking like a thunderclap near at hand
and rumbling in the distance.

On the third day the punt was all con-

sumed. The ice underfoot was pitching

to the sea which rolled beneath. The
wind had gathered snow and, the night

approaching, promised bitterness.

They survived that night. On the fol-

lowing day the wind veered again and the

pack dispersed. ISTo land was in sight.

The pan drifted all night long, pursuing,

apparently, a steady course. The night

was frosty, and, from time to time, waves

ran over the pan. In the morning the

coast was visible—a blue streak in a haze,

far ofP in the path of the wind. In the

late afternoon the skipper spied a sail

drawing near. He signalled distress with

his coat. It proved to be the rescuing

skiff from Exploits, which had never aban-

doned the search for its own. So the

skipper and the four dead bodies were

lifted aboard and taken home.
" 'Twas queer—them days," said the

skipper, when he had told me the story.

" 'Twas like you didn't know where you

was." The old man gave me a dig in the

ribs and continued :
" You'd kep' thinhin^

you was goain' t' be hoame for supper,

look, but then you Jcnoiued you wasn't."

Of such are the lives of Newfound-
landers.



THE STORY OF THE TRAPPER

VI.—THE MOUNTAINEERS

By A. C. LAUT

IT
WAS in the Rocky Mountains that

American trapping attained its cli-

max of heroism and dauntless daring

and knavery that outherods comparison.

The war of 1812 had demoralized the

American fur trade. Indians from both

sides of the international boundary com-
mitted every depredation and evaded pun-

ishment by scampering across the line to

the protection of another flag. Alexander
Mackenzie, of the ISTorthwest Company, had
been the first of the Canadian traders to

cross the Rockies, reaching the Pacific in

1793. . The result was that in less than
fifteen years the fur posts of the North-

west and the Hudson's Bay companies were
dotted like beads on a string down the

course of the mountain rivers to the bound-

ary. Of the American traders, the first

to follow up Lewis and Clark's lead from
the Missouri to the Columbia were Man-
uel Lisa, the Spaniard, and Major Andrew
Henry, the two leading spirits of the Mis-

souri Company. John Jacob Astor sent

his Astorians of the Pacific Company
across the continent in 1811; and a host

of St. Louis firms had prepared to send

free trappers to the mountains when the

war broke out. The end of the war saw
Astoria captured by the ISTor'westers, the

Astorians scattered to all parts of the

world, Lisa, driven down the Missouri to

Council Blufi's, Andrew Henry, a fugitive

from the Blackfeet of the Yellowstone,

and all the free trappers like an idle army
waiting for a captain.

Their captain came.

Mr. Astor's influence secured the pas-

sage of a law barring out British fur trad-

ers from the United States. That threw all

the old Huds®n's Bay and the ISTorthwest

posts south of the boundary into the hands

of Mr. Astor's American Fur Company.
He had already bought out the American
part of the Mackinaw Company's posts,

stretching west from Michilimackinac be-

yond the Mississippi toward the head-

waters of the Missouri. And now to his

forces came a tremendous accession; all

those dissatisfied Nor'westers thrown out
of employment when their company amal-
gamated with the Hudson's Bay. If Mr.
Astor alone had held the American fur

trade, there would have been none of that

rivalry which ended in so much bloodshed.

But St. Louis, lying like a gateway to the

mountain trade, had always been jealous

of those fur traders with headquarters in

New York. Lisa had refused to join Mr.
Astor's Pacific Company; and doubtless

the Spaniard chuckled over his own wis-

dom when that venture failed with a loss

of nearly half a million to its founder.

When Lisa died the St. Louis traders still

held back from the American Fur Com-
pany. Henry and Ashley and the Sub-
lettes and Campbell and Fitzpatrick and
Bridger—subsequently known as the Rocky
Mountain traders—swept up the Missouri

with brigades of one hundred, two hun-
dred, and three hundred men, and were
overrunning the mountains five years be-

fore the American Company's slowly ex-

tending line of forts had reached as far

west as the Yellowstone. A clash was
bound to ensue when these two sets of

rivals met on a hunting field which the

Rocky Mountain men regarded as pre-

empted by themselves.

The clash came from the peculiarities of

the hunting ground.

It was two thousand miles by trappers'

trail from the reach of law. It was too

remote from the fur posts for trappers to

go down annually for supplies. Supplies

were sent up by the fur companies to a

mountain rendezvous, to Pierre's Hole, un-
der the Teton's, or Jackson's Hole, farther

east, or Ogden's Hole, at Salt Lake, shelt-

ered valleys with plenty of water for men
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and horses when hunters and traders and
Indians met at the annual camp. Else-

where, the hunter had only to follow ihe

windings of a river to be carried to his

hunting ground. Here, streams were too

turbulent for canoes, and boats were aban-

doned for horses; and mountain canons

with sides sheer as a wall drove the trap-

per back from the river bed to intermin-

able forests where windfall and underbrush

and rockslide obstructed every foot of

progress. The valley might be shut in by
a blind wall which cooped the hunter up
where was neither game nor food. Out of

this valley, then, he must tind a way for

himself and his horses, noting every peak

so that he might know this region again,

noting especially the peaks with the black

rock walls; for where the rock is black

snow has not clung, and the mountain face

will not change; and where snow cannot

stick, a man cannot climb, and the peak

is a good one for the trapper to shun.

One, two, three seasons have often slipped

away before the mountaineers found good
hunting ground. Ten years is a short

enough time to learn the lie of the land in

even a small section of mountains. It was
twenty years from the time Lewis and
Clark first crossed the mountains before

the traders of St. Louis could be sure that

the trappers sent into the Rockies would
find their way out. Seventy lives were

lost in the first two years of mountain
trapping, some at the hands of the hostile

Blackfeet guarding the entrance to the

mountains at the headwaters of the Mis-

souri, some at the hands of the Snakes on

the Upper Columbia, others between the

Platte and Salt Lake. Time and money
and life it cost to learn the hunting

grounds of the Rockies ; and the mountain-
eers would not see knowledge won at such

a price wrested away by a spying rival.

Then, too, the mountains had bred a new
type of trapper, a new style of trapping.

Only the most daring hunters would
sign contracts for the " Up-Country." The
French trappers, for the most part, kept
to the river valleys and plains; and if one
went to the mountains for a term of years

when he came out he was no longer the

smug, indolent, laughing, chattering voy-

ageur. The great silences of a life hard
as the iron age, had worked a change. To

begin witli, the man had become a horse-

man, a climljer, a scout, a fighter of In-

dians and of elements, lank and thin and
lithe, silent and dogged and relentless. In

other regions, hunters could go out safely

in pairs, or even alone, carrying supplies

enough for the season in a canoe and drift-

ing down stream with a canoe load of pelts

to the fur post. But the mountains were

so distant and inaccessible that great quan-

tities of supplies had to be taken. This

meant long cavalcades of pack horses,

which Blackfeet were ever on the alert to

stampede. Armed guards had to accom-
pany the pack train. Out of a party of a

hundred trappers sent to the mountains
by the Rocky Mountain Company, thirty

were always crack rifle shots for the pro-

tection of the company's property. One
such party properly officered and kept from
crossing the animal's tracks might not

drive game from a valley. Two such bands
of rival traders keen to pilfer each other's

traps would result in ruin to both.

That is the way the clash came in the

early thirties of the last century.

All winter bands of Rocky Mountain
trappers under Litzpatrick and Bridger

and Sublette had been sweeping two hun-

dred strong like foraging bandits from the

headwaters of the Missouri, where was one

mountain pass, to the headwaters of the

Platte, where was a second pass much used

by the mountaineers. Summer came with

the heat that wakens all the mountain
silences to a roar of rampant life. Summer
came with the fresh-loosened rocks clat-

tering down the mountain slopes in a land-

slide, and the avalanches booming over the

precipices in a Niagara of snow, and the

swollen torrents shouting to each other in

a thousand voices till the valleys vibrated

to that grandest of all music—the voice

of many waters. Summer came with the

heat that drives the game up to the cool

heights of the wind-swept peaks, and the

hunters of the game began retracing their

way from valley to valley gathering the

furs cached during the winter hunt.

Then the cavalcade set out for the ren-

dezvous; grizzled men in tattered buck-

skins with long hair and unkempt beards

and bronzed skin, men who rode as if they

were part of the saddle, easy and careless,

but always with eyes alert and one hand
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near the thing in their holsters. Long lines

of pack horses laden with furs climbed
the mountains in a zigzag., trail like a

spiral stair, crawling along the face of

cliffs barely wide enough to give a horse

footing, skirting the sky line between lofty

peaks in order to avoid the detour round
the broadened bases, frequently swimming
raging torrents whose force carried them
half a mile off their trail. They followed

the long slopes, for the long slopes were

most easily climbed; seldom skirting a

watercourse, for mountain torrents take

short cuts over precipices. Packers scat-

tered to right and left at the fording

places to be rounded back by the collie dog

and the shouting drivers and the bellmare

darting after the bolters with her ears laid

flat.

K'ot a sign by the way escaped the moun-
taineer's eye. Here, the tumbling torrent

is clear and sparkling and cold as cham-
pagne. He knows that stream came from
snow. A glacial stream would be milky

blue or milky green from glacial silt; and
while game seeks the cool heights in sum-
mer, the animals prefer the snow line and
avoid the chill of the iced masses in a

glacier. There will be game coming down
from the source of that stream when he
passes back this way in the autumn. Ah

!

What is that little indurated line running
up the side of the cliff, just a displace-

ment of the rock chips here, a hardening of

the earth that winds in and out among the

devil's club and painter's brush and moun-
tain laurel and rock-crop and heather ?

" Something has been going up and down
here to a drinking place," says the moun-
taineer.

Punky yellow logs lie ripped open and
scratched where bruin has been enjoying a

dainty morsel of ants' eggs; but the bear

did not make that track. It is too dainty

and has been used too regularly. Neither

has the bighorn made it ; for the mountain
sheep seldom stay long above tree line,

resting in the high, meadowed Alpine val-

leys with the long grasses and sunny
reaches and larch shade. Presently the

belled leader tinkles her way around an
elbow of rock where a stream trickles

down. This is the drinking place. In the

soft mold is a little cleft footprint like the

ace of hearts, the trail of the mountain
goat feeding far up at the snow line where

the stream rises.

IV.

Every pack horse of the mountains
knows the trick of planting legs like

stanchions and blowing his sides out in a

balloon when the men are tightening

cinches. No matter how tight girths may
be, before every climb and at the foot of

every slope there must be retightening.

And at every stop, the horses come should-

ering up for the packs to be righted, or

try to scrape the things off under some
low-branched tree.

Night falls swiftly in the mountains, the

long peaked shadows etching themselves

across the valleys, shafts of sunlight aslant

through the mountain gaps, gold against

the endless reaches of matted forest, red

as wine across the snowy heights. With
the purpling shadows comes sudden chill,

silencing the roar of mountain torrents to

an all-pervading, ceaseless h—u—s—h

!

Mountaineers take no chances on the

ledges after dark. It is dangerous enough
work to skirt narrow precipices in day-

light; and sunset is often followed by a

thick mist rolling across the heights in

billows of fog. These are the clouds that

one sees across the peaks at nightfall like

banners.

How does it feel benighted among those

clouds ?

A few years ago I was saving a long

detour around the base of a mountain by
riding along the saddle of rock between
two peaks. The sky line rounded the con-

vex edge of a sheer precipice for three

miles. Midway the inner wall rose straight,

the outer edge above blackness, seven thou-

sand feet the mountaineer guiding us said

it was, though I think it was nearer five.

The guide's horse displaced a stone the

size of a pail from the patch. If a man
had slipped in ' the same way, he would
have fallen to the depths; but when one

foot slips, a horse has three others to re-

gain himself; and with a rearend flounder,

the horse got his footing. But down—down
—down went the stone, bouncing and
knocking and echoing as it struck against

the precipice wall—down—down—down
till it was no larger than a spool—then

—

out of sight—and silence ! The mountain-
eer looked back over his shoulder.

" Always throw both your feet over the

saddle to the inner side of the trail in a

place like this," he directed, with a curious

meaning in his words.
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" What do you do when the ck)uds catch

you on this sort of a ledge ?
"

" Get oft'—knock ahead with your rifle

to feel where the edge is—throw bits of

rock through the fog so you can tell where
you are by the sound—

"

"And when no sound comes back?"
" Sit still," he said. Then to add em-

phasis :
" You bet you sit still ! People

can say what they like, but when no sound
comes back, or when the sound's muffled

as if it came from water below, you bet

it gives you chills !

"

So the mountaineers take no chances on
the ledges after dark. The moon riding

among the peaks rises over the pack horses

standing hobbled on the lee side of a roar-

ing campfire that will drive the sandflies and
mosquitoes away, on pelts and saddle trees

piled carefully together, on men sleeping

with no pillow but a pack, no covering but

the sky. If a sharp crash breaks the awful

stillness of a mountain night, the trapper

is unalarmed. He knows it is only some
great rock loosened by the day's thaw roll-

ing down with a landslide. If a shrill

fiendish laugh shrieks through the dark,

he pays no heed. It is only the cougar
prowling cattishly through the underbrush,

perhaps still-hunting the hunter. The
lonely call overhead is not the prairie

hawk, but the eagle lilting and wheeling in

a sort of dreary enjoyment of utter lone-

liness. Long before the sunrise has drawn
the tented shadows across the valley, the

mountaineers are astir, with the pack
horses snatching mouthfuls of bunch grass

as they travel in a way that sets the old

leader's bell tinkling.

The mountaineers usually left their

hunting grounds early in May. They
seldom reached their rendezvous before

July or August. Three months traveling

a thousand miles ! Three hundred miles a

month ! Ten miles a day ! It is not a

record that shows well beside our modern
sixty miles an hour—a thousand miles a

day! And yet it is a better record; for

if our latterday flyers had to build the

road as they went 'along they would make
slower time than the mountaineers of a

century ago.

Rivers too swift to swim were rafted on
pine logs, cut and braced together while

the cavalcade waited. Muskegs, where the

industrious little beaver had flooded a val-

ley by damming up the central stream,

often mired the horses till all hands were
called to haul out the unfortunate; and
where the mire was very treacherous and
the surrounding mountains too steep for

foothold, choppers went to work and cor-

duroyed a trail across, throwing the logs

on branches that kept them afloat and
overlaying with moss to save the horses'

feet. But the greatest cause of delay was
the windfall, pines and spruce of enormous
girth pitched down by landslide and storm

into an impassable cheval-de-frise. Turn
to the right ! A matted tangle of under-

brush higher than the horses' heads bars

the way ! Turn to the left ! A muskeg
where horses sink through quaking moss
to saddle girths ! If the horses could not

be driven around the barrier, the moun-
taineers would try to force a high jump.
The high jump failing except at risk of

broken legs, there was nothing to do but
chop a passage through. And were the

men carving a way through the wilderness

only the bushwhackers who have pioneered

other forest lands? Of the prominent
men leading mountaineers in 1831, Van-
derburgh, of the American Fur Company,
was a son of a Fifth New York regiment
officer in the Revolutionary War and him-

self a graduate of West Point. One of

the Rocky Mountain leaders was a gradu-

ate from a blacksmith shop. Another was
a descendant of the royal blood of France.

All grades of life supplied material for

the mountaineer ; but it was the mountains
that bred the heroism, that created a new
type of trapper, the most purely American
type because produced by purely American
conditions.

Green River was the rendezvous for the

mountaineers in 1831; and to Green River

came trappers of the Columbia, of the

Three Forks, of the Missouri, of the Big-

horn, the Yellowstone, and Platte. From
St. Louis came the traders to exchange

supplies for pelts ; and from every habit-

able valley of the mountains, native tribes

to barter furs, sell horses for transport,

carouse at the merry meeting, and spy on

what the white hunters were doing. For

a month all was the confusion of a gypsy

camp or oriental fair. French-Canadian

voyageurs who had come up to raft the

season's cargo down stream to St. Louis,

jostled shoulders with mountaineers from

the Spanish settlements to the south, and

American trappers from the Columbia to
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the north and free trappers who had
ranged every forest of America from Lab-
rador to Mexico.* Merchants from St.

Louis, like General Ashley, the foremost
leader of Rocky Mountain trappers, de-

scendants from Scottish nobility like Ken-
neth MacKenzie, of Fort Union, miscellan-

eous gentlemen of adventure like Captain
Bonneville or Wyeth, of Boston, or Baron
Stuart—all with retinues of followers like

mediaeval lords—found themselves hob-

nobbing at the rendezvous with mighty In-

dian sachems, Crows or Pend d'Oreilles or

Flat Heads clad in little else than mocca-
sins, a buffalo skin blanket, and a pompous
dignity. Among the underlings was a time

of wild revel, drinking daylight out and
daylight in, decking themselves in tawdry
finery for the one dress occasion of the

year, and gambling sober or drunk till all

the season's earnings, pelts and clothing

and horses and traps, were gone. The part-

ners—as the Rocky Mountain men called

themselves in distinction to the hourgeois

of the French, the factors of the Hudson's
Bay, the partisans of the American Fur
Company—held confabs over crumpled
maps, planning the next season's hunt',

drawing in roughly the fresh information
brought down each year of new regions

and plotting out all sections of the moun-
tains for the different brigades.

This year a new set of faces appeared at

the rendezvous, from thirty to fifty men
with a full quota of saddle horses, pack
mules, and traps. On the traps were let-

ters that afterward became magical in all

the TJp-Country—A. F. C.—American Fur
Company. Leading these men were Van-
derburgh, who had already become a suc-

cessful trader among the Aricaras and had
to his credit one victory over the Black-

feet; and Drips, who had been a member
of the old Missouri Fur Company, and
knew the Upper Platte well. But the

Rocky Mountain men who knew the cost

of life and time and money it had taken

to learn the hunting grounds of the Rock-
ies, doubtless smiled at these tenderfeet

who thought to trap as successfully in the

hills as they had in the plains. Two things

counseled caution. Vanderburgh would
stop at nothing. Drips had married a na-

* This is no exaggeration. Smith's trappers, who were

scattered from Fort Vancouver to Monterey, the Astorians,

Major Andrew Henry's party—had all been such wide-

ranging foresters.

tive woman of the Platte, whose tribe

might know the hunting grounds as well as

the mountaineers. Hunters fraternize in

friendship at holidaying ; but they no more
tell each other secrets than do rival editors

at a banquet. Mountaineers knowing the

field like Bridger, who had been to the

Columbia with Henry as early as 1822 and
had swept over the ranges as far south

as the Platte, or Fitzpatrick,* who had
made the Salt Lake region his stamping
ground, might smile at the newcomers;
but they took good care to give their

rivals the slip when hunters left the ren-

dezvous for the hills. When the mountain-
eers scattered, Fitzpatrick led his brigade

to the region between the Black Hills of

the east and the Big Horn Mountains on
the west. The first snowfall was powder-
ing the hills. Beaver were beginning to

house up for the winter. Big game was
moving down to the valleys. The hunters

had pitched a central camp on the banks
of Powder River, gathered in the supply

of winter meat, and dispersed in pairs to

trap all through the valley.

But forest rangers like Vanderburgh and
Drips were not to be so easily foiled. Every
axe mark on windfall, every campfire, every

footprint in the spongy mold, told which
way the mountaineers had gone. Fitzpat-

rick's hunters wakened one morning to

find traps marked A. F. C. beside their

own in the valley. The trick was too plain

to be misunderstood. The American Fur
Company might not know the hunting
grounds of the Rockies, but they were
deliberately dogging the mountaineers to

their secret retreats.

Armed conflict would only bring ruin in

lawsuits.

Gathering his hunters together, under
cover of snowfall or night, Fitzpatrick

broke camp, slipped stealthily out of the

valley, over the Big Horn range, across the

Big Horn River now almost impassable in

winter, into the pathless foldings of the

Wind River Mountains with their rampart
walls and endless snowfields, westward to

Snake River Valley, three hundred miles

away from the spies. Instead of trapping

from east to west, as he had intended to

do, so that the return to the rendezvous
would lead past the caches, Fitzpatrick

* Fitzpatrick was late in reaching the hunting ground
this year, owing to a disaster with Smith on the way back
from Santa Fe.
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thought to baffle the spies by trapping

now from west to east. Having wintered

on the Snake, he moved gradually up
stream. Crossing southward over a di-

vide, they unexpectedly came on the very

rivals whom they were avoiding, Vander-
burgh and Drips, evidently working north-

ward on the mountaineers' trail. By a

quick reverse they swept baclj north in

time for the summer rendezvous at Pierre's

Hole.

Who had told Vanderburgh and Drips

that the mountaineers were to meet at

Pierre's Hole in 1832 ? Possibly Indians

and free trappers who had been notified to

come down to Pierre's Hole by the Rocky
Mountain men; possibly, too, paid spies in

the employ of the American Pur Company.
Before supplies had come up from St.

Louis for the mountaineers, Vanderburgh
and Drips were at the rendezvous.

Neither of the rivals could flee away to

the mountains till the supplies came.

Could the mountaineers but get away first,

Vanderburgh and Drips could no longer

dog a fresh trail. Fitzpatrick at once set

out with all speed to hasten the coming
convoy. Four hundred miles eastward he

met the supplies, explained the need to

hasten provisions and with one swift horse

under him and another swift one as a

relay, galloped back to the rendezvous.

But the Blackfeet were ever on guard at

the mountain passes like cats at a mouse
hole. Fitzpatrick had ridden into a band
of hostiles before he knew the danger.

Vaiilting to the saddle of the fresh horse,

he fled to the hills, where he lay concealed

for three days. Then he ventured out.

The Indians still guarded the passes.

They must have come upon him at a night

camp when his horse was picketed; for

Fitzpatrick escaped to the defiles of the

mountains wdth nothing but the clothes on
his back and a single ball in his rifle. By
creeping from shelter to shelter of rugged
declivities where the Indian ponies could

not follow, he at last got across the divide,

living wholly on roots and berries. Swim-
ming one of the swollen mountain rivers

he lost his rifle. Hatless—for his hat had
been cut up to bind his bleeding feet and
protect them from the rocks—and starv-

ing, he at last fell in with some Iroquois

hunters also bound for the rendezvous.

The convoy under Sublette had already
arrived at Pierre's Hole.

The famous battle between white men
and hostile Blackfeet at Pierre's Hole does
not concern the story of rivalry between
mountaineers and the American Fur Com-
pany. The Rocky Mountain men now
realized that the magical A. F. C. was a

rival to be feared and not to be lightly

shaken. Some overtures were made by
the mountaineers for an equal division

of the hunting ground between the two
great companies. These, Vanderburgh and
Drips rejected with the scorn of utter con-

fidence. Meanwhile, provisions had not

come for the American Fur Company.
The mountaineers not only captured all

trade with the friendly Indians, but in

spite of the delay from the fight with the

Blackfeet got away to their hunting
grounds two weeks in advance of tlie

American Company.
What the Rocky Mountain men decided

when the American Company rejected the

offer to divide the hunting ground can
only be inferred from what was done.

V.

Vanderburgh and Drips knew that Fitz-

patrick and Bridger had led a picked body
of horsemen north from Pierre's Hole.

If the mountaineers had gone east of

the lofty Tetons, their hunting ground
would be somewhere between the Yellow-

stone and Big Horn. If they had gone
south, one could guess they would round
up somewhere about Salt Lake where the

Hudson's Bay* had been so often " re-

lieved " of their furs by the mountaineers.

If they had gone west, their destination

must be on the Columbia or the Snake. If

they went north, they would trap on the

Three Forks of the Upper Missouri.

Therefore— Vanderburgh and Drips
cached all impedimenta that might hamper
swift marching, smiled to themselves, and
headed their horses for the Three Forks

of the Missouri. There were Blackfeet,

to be sure, in that region; and Blackfeet

hated Vanderburgh with deadly vemon
because he had once defeated them and
slain a great warrior. Also, the Blackfeet

were smarting from the fearful losses of

Pierre's Hole.

But if the Rocky Mountain men could

* By law, the Hudson's Bay Company had no right in this

region after the passing of the act forbidding British traders

in the United States. But, then, no man had a right to

steal half a million of another trader's furs—which was
the record of the Kocky Mountain men.
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go unscathed among the Blackfeet, why,

so could the American Fur Company

!

And Vanderburgh and Drips went.

Rival traders might not commit mur-
der. That led to the la'wsuits that over-

took Nor'westers and Hudson's Bay men
in Canada only fifteen years before.

But the mountaineers knew that the

Blackfeet hated Henry Vanderburgh!
They succeeded in overtaking the moun-

taineers in the valley of the Jefferson,

splendid hunting grounds with game
enough for two lines of traps, which Van-
derburgh and Drips at once set out. No
swift flight by forced marches this time

!

The mountaineers sat still for almost a

week. Then they casually moved down the

Jefferson toward the main Missouri.

The hunting ground was still good.

Weren't the mountaineers leaving a trifle

too soon? Should the Americans follow

or stay? Vanderburgh remained, moving
over into the adjacent valley and spreading

his traps along the Madison. Drips fol-

lowed the mountaineers. Two weeks' chase

over utterly gameless ground probably

suggested to Drips that even an animal
will lead off on a false scent to draw the

enemy away from the true trail. At the

Missouri he turned back up the Jefferson.

Wheeling right about the mountaineers at

once turned back, too, tip the farthest val-

ley, the Gallatin, then on the way to the

first hunting ground westward to the Mad-
ison, where—ill-luck !—they again met
their ubiquitous rival, Vanderburgh ! How
Vanderburgh laughed at these antics, one
may guess

!

Post haste, up the Madison went the

mountaineers.

Should Vanderburgh stay or follow?

Certainly the enemy were bound back for

the good hunting grounds when they
turned to retrace their way up the Madi-
son. Vanderburgh would forestall the

move. He crossed over to the valley where
he had first found them. Sure enough,

there were campfires on the old hunting
grounds, a dead buffalo, from which the

hunters had just fled to avoid Vander-
burgh. If Vanderburgh laughed, his

laugh was short; for there were signs that

the buffalo had been slain by an Indian.

The trappers refused to hunt when there

were Blackfeet about. Vanderburgh re-

fvised to believe there was any danger of

Blackfeet. Calling for volunteers, he rode

forward with six men. First they found
a fire. The marauders must be very near.

Then a dead buffalo was seen, then fresh

tracks, unmistakably the tracks of In-"

dians. But buffalo were pasturing all

around undisturbed. There could not be

many Indians. Determined to quiet the

fears of hie men, Vanderburgh pushed on,

entered a heavily wooded gulch, paused *^

at the steep bank of a dried torrent,

descried nothing and jumped his horse

across the bank, followed by the six volun-

teers. Instantly the valley rang with rifle

shots. A hundred hostiles sprang from
ambush. Vanderburgh's horse went down.
Three others cleared the ditch at a bound
and fled ; but Vanderburgh was on his feet,

aiming his gun and coolly calling out

—

" Don't run ! Don't run ! " Two men
sent their horses back over the ditch to

his call; a third was thrown, to be slain on
the spot, and Vanderburgh's first shot had
killed the nearest Indian, when another

volley from the Blackfeet exacted deadly

vengeance for the warrior Vanderburgh
had slain years before.

Panic-stricken riders carried the news to

the waiting brigade. Refuge was taken in

the woods, where sentinels kept guard all

night. The next morning with scouts to

the fore, the brigade retreated cautiously

toward some of their caches. A second

night was passed behind barriers of logs;

and the third day, a band of friendly In-

dians was encountered, who were sent to

bury the dead.

The Frenchman, they buried. Vander-

burgh had been torn to pieces and his

bones thrown into the river.

So ended the merry game of spying on

the mountaineers.

As for the mountaineers, they fell into

the meshes of their own snares ; for on
the way to Snake River, when parleying

with friendly Blackfeet, the accidental

discharge of Bridger's gun brought a vol-

ley of arrows from the Indians, one

hooked barb lodging in Bridger's shoulder

blade, and he carried it around with him
for three years as a memento of his own
trickery.

Fitzpatrick fared as badly. Instigated

by the American Fur Company, the Crows
attacked him within a year, stealing every-

thing he possessed.
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" It is a grood thing to have a sound body and a better thing to have a sane mind, but it is better still to have that aggre-

gate of virile and decent qualities which we group together under the name of character."—Theodore Roosevelt.

Sir Thomas So Sir Thomas will send another
Llpton 90-footer over for the Americans

Challenges
C!up; as he poetically puts it, he
will send the third leaf needed

to complete the perfect shamrock, Ire-

land's well beloved flower and name symbol

of Lipton's other two challengers. Well,

good luck to him

!

When the day of actual racing arrives,

none will be keener than I for American
victory, but at this distance from the en-

counter I am quite sincere in wishing the

third leaf might prove the victorious one

of the trio, and thus give Sir Thomas the

perfect Shamroch indeed.

American, not to mention British, yacht-

ing would be greatly benefited by the lift-

ing of that famous trophy. The original

cost of the America's Cu.p was about one

hundred guineas; last year alone not less

than half a million dollars was expended
by the challenger and the challenged, and
certainly not less will be spent in 1903

on the next struggle for its possession.

'Tis a pity so much good money should not

be put into boats of permanent value.

The great racing machines built for this

Cup event end their practical usefulness

with that contest. They draw too much
water for coastwise cruising, and are too

expensive for even the wealthy. If only

YO-footers might replace the nineties,

these international races would have the

double result of building a desirable class

of workable single stickers as well as pro-

viding good sport, or if schooners might
be used, an equally satisfactory condition

would result. But these huge, expensive

shells of racing craft are impracticable

for other purposes than that for which
they are expressly constructed. For ex-

ample, laid up until another new Cup
aspirant shall again bring them forth as

trial boats, are Columbia, Constitution,

8hamrocTc, I. and II.—three hundred and
fifty thousand dollars worth of boat and

equipment, and not a dollar of it serving

the sport of yachting in either country.

The New Mr. Watson discloses surpris-
Shamrock ingly un-British qualities, in de-

Handicapped clining to stand sole sponser for

another contender, though it is

to be remembered that last year, when here,

he declared before the race that he had
put into ShamrocTc II. his very last best.

Mr. Fife, on the contrary, has steadfastly

maintained that his experience with Sham-
roch I. and observation of that race, fur-

nished him with pointers enough to build

another challenger fifteen minutes faster.

He now has his opportunity, as Sir Thomas
has put the third Shamroch in his hands.

If the new challenger is really to be

fifteen minutes faster than the first Sham-
roch, Mr. Willie Fife, of Fairlie, must have
a very choice selection of speed lines up
his sleeve, for his decision, if correctly

reported, to make her all steel body, owing
to unsatisfactory experiment with bronze

alloys, is a decided handicap at the outset.

The American boat will undoubtedly be

built of bronze as hitherto, and on that

account tons lighter. The " third leaf " is

said already to be under way and will

therefore be sailing early with plenty of

time for tuning up.

In British waters she will have Mr.
Fife's first Shamroch, and Mr. Watson's

only Shamroch in American waters, to

pace her during the practise period be-

fore the race, which this time is to be in

August.

One and A new boat will, of course, be
Perhaps Two b^^it for defense of the Cup by
e enders

^ JSTew York syndicate ;
perhaps

also one will come from Boston. And a

new boat is needed, for the peerless

Columhia defended the Cup last year

against Shamroch II. by a very narrow

margin; a margin so narrow at times, in-
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deed, as to fill native spectators with deep

concern.

But what of Constituiionf Her check-

ered career of last year, disappointing as

it was, left an impression with many
yachtsmen of her being from five to ten

minutes faster than Columbia. Whether
the cause of her failure to equal expecta-

tions was due to poor handling, or to struc-

tural short comings, remains to be proven.

She will unquestionably be put into com-
mission and, if sailed with equal expertness

as was Columbia last year, I rather incline

to the belief that she will justify the good
opinion some of us have of her.

Herreshoff will build the New York syn-

dicate's boat, and, if Boston schemes
materialize, the New England boat will

come from the plans of W. S. Burgess, son

of the late Edward Burgess, designer of

Puritan, Alayfloiver, Volunteer, and the

man whose splendid boats gave American
yachting its greatest impetus. The son

has turned out some very successful com-
petitors in the under 30-foot racing classes,

and, with Crowninshield, has proved a

strong rival to the Herreshoffs in Boston
waters. The larger the number of rival

designers the better for American yacht-

ing. England suffers now because sole de-

pendence is placed upon two.

Small Boat The closing yachting season
Mainstay of ^^g ^ thoroughly satisfactory
the Season i: xi j. i . >one from the truly sportsman s

point of view, for the mainstay of the

sport was supplied by the small boats and
by the cruisers. The TO-footers furnished

good racing for a time which left Yankee
and Mineola very evenly matched, and both

well ahead of the others of the class.

There was some good racing, too, between
the schooners Elmina and Muriel, with the

former more often successful. The new
60-footers Weetamoe and Neola made an
important contribution, and attained to

the glory of beating the seventies on time

allowance. The English cutters, next to

the sixties, supplied the greatest sport.

But the actual reliance of club regattas

were the smaller classes, which was emi-

nently satisfactory; for the small boat is

the real thing.

One of the most interesting contests of

the season was among the skippers of the

Manhasset Bay Club's one-design members'

class, who changed at the end of each heat

until each had sailed every entry. This

provided a frank revelation of seaman-
ship; and the young Corinthians survived

the test with credit, really good work re-

sulting. Willie Swan proved the cleverest

skipper and eventually won.
It would, I fancy, be rather an eye

opener to the average yachtsman among
the rocking chair fleet, to see the consider-

able number of young Corinthians that
these small classes are developing; for

that reason the regattas of the Seawan-
haka-Corinthian and the Manhasset Bay
yacht clubs, and of the New York Canoe
Club, are the most praiseworthy of the

year.

Apropos of small boats, the German
Kaiser has bought the American designed
and built 24-footer Uncle Sam, which had
such a successful racing career this season
at Keil, winning, among other things, the

Kaiser Gold Cup.

Real Quite the most sporting and no-
Sport table event of the yachting sea-

Yachtinff ^^^' however, has been the ocean

Game racing in which Thistle, Endy-
mion. Sachem, Varuna, and

Ariadne have engaged. The Atlantic

Yacht Club fathered the contest, and its

Commodore, Robert E. Tod, furnished the

prize—the Northeast End Light Vessel
Cup. Both have earned the gratitude of

yachtsmen, who are delighted to see the

real sport end of the yachting game
brought to the fore. Thank you, and your
club. Commodore.
That able and fine looking schooner

Endymion won the first and second races

and in the latter sailed 90 knots—Seagate
to Eire Island and return—at an average
of over 12 miles an hour. The new
Ariadne made a surprisingly good showing
for an auxiliary, being second in the last

race by 27 minutes. The third race is

sailing while we are printing.

An Apology-

Due From the
The Bridgeport Yacht Club
owes an apology to the

Royal St. Lawrence Yacht
Club of Canada, and to the sportsmen of

America.
In the recent contest for the Seawan-

haka-Corinthian International Small Boat
Trophy, the Bridgeport Yacht Club, as

challenger, violated the traditions of this

event and the ethics of the game, (1) by
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sending a professional to Montreal as its

official representative, and (2) by employ-
ing professionals among the crew of its

entry, the challenger Tecumseh. Ameri-
can sportsmen are confessedly chagrined
that a national representative should have
offended so grossly. There was some con-

solation at first in believing the contre-

temps due only to ignorance, but later

developments have removed that crumb of

comfort in showing the offense to have
been deliberate. Unless apology is very

speedily forthcoming from this club of

Bridgeport yachting boors, it will be too

late for acceptance by sportsmen on either

side of the line.

Rowing
Under
Difficulties

Considering the difficulties

with which New York rowing
clubs have to contend, their

showing this year must be regarded as

nothing less than notable. ISTo where else

have oarsmen so many obstacles in the way

of training as on the Hudson and the Har-
lem rivers. The Hudson is nearly always

rough enough to make rowing in a shell

exceedingly precarious for both shell and
occupants, and in addition are the trucu-

lent tugboat captains, who unfailingly pull

the jingle bell on sight of a crew, that the

way of the oarsmen may be made extra-

hazardous by the added wash of the pro-

peller. There ought to be a law allowing

coxswains to carry about a 16-bore for the

express purpose of putting a nice little

charge of pepper and salt under the skin

of these pilots, who do what they can to

spoil the practise and to wreck the boats

of oarsmen.

As if their cup were already not over-

flowing, the clubs on the lower Harlem
Eiver are kept shifting their boathouses

from pillar to post to make way for ex-

panding commerce and small public dock

accommodations. At best, rowing facili-

ties around 'New York are none too good
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and in no way approachable to conditions

at Washington, Philadelphia, Boston, Bal-

timore, or New Orleans. Therefore, the

more credit is due to the New York clubs,

which in the season's eight principle re-

gattas won prizes in no less than thirty-

four open races, the regattas including

the National Championship at Worcester,

Mass., the People's at Philadelphia, and
the Northwestern in Wisconsin.

The most notable performance of any
club crew of 1902 was that of the Daunt-
less eight that won the Junior, and subse-

quently captured also the Senior, and a

mile record of 4.23^. The largest winners

among the local clubs were the Nassau and
the first Bohemian boat clubs, each having

seven victories to its credit.

Mr. Louis F. Scholes, the Canadian
champion sculler, should have profited by
the experience of Mr. Titus and kept out

of a race when stale. He cannot beat

Titus on any day when the two are fit, but

he can row a great deal faster than he did

over the Harlem Speedway Course on
Labor Day when he was beaten by Veseley,

a good but by no means first class sculler.

Look to the

Beam in Thine

Own Eye, Friend

The English Saturday Re-
view seems to have taken

up the mantle of the late

Dixon Kemp in danming all sporting

America. Having vehemently—and un-

successfully—advocated last year the ex-

clusion of foreigners from the Henley re-

gatta, it has ever since lost no opportunity

of reviling American oarsmen. Nor could

it leave unscathed even the vanquished

Titus—an amateur of the purest who
made a game and creditable struggle at

Henley—but takes his defeat as the text

for a sermon on the superiority of English

scullers, which it asserts is due to non-

employment of professional coaches.

Some " constant reader " of the Review
should take the editor aside and enlighten

him. English amateur scullers do employ
professionals to coach them and always

have done so.

Eilllngr Certainly I have no wish to add
Companions ^q i\^q mental anguish of a
uistead of

friend, who, in night hunting,

mistakes his companion for a

deer, and kills him. But comment on two ac-

cidents of this kind, which have happened

recently in New York State, is not tg be

silenced because of the distressing mem-
ories its discussion may bring to the minds
of the surviving. For there are things

which need to be said without equivocation

and without shrinking.

The cases in mind are unusually offensive

because they violated not only the com-
mon civil law, but also the law and spirit

of sportsmanship. There were (1) viola-

tion of the State law which distinctly pro-

hibits " jacking " or " floating " for deer.

(2) Violation of sportsmanly ethics which
outlaws a man who kills deer by the un-

sportsmanlike method of hounding it into

the water or killing it at night through
the process known as " jacking " or " float-

ing." (3) Violation of sportsmanly ethics

through the use of a shotgun and buckshot

on deer. (4) Violation of the first law of

every experienced hunter, to wit, never to

pull trigger until the target is seen and
known.

This is not pleasant writing, for I am
well alive to the distress of the friend who
lives, but plain words are evidently needed
to save others from like fate.

There are few things more despicable,

from a sportsman's point of view, than to

hunt deer or other animals under cover of

the night, except in case of dire need for

meat, or unless they be beasts of prey.

The butcher hunts merely to kill; the

sportsman kills only as it is the crowning
of a well earned victory after a fair hunt.

To kill deer by driving them into water

and potting them like so many wharf rats,

or to kill them by any one of the several

unfair methods—^jacking, floating—em-
ployed in the dark of night, are practises

condemned by all sportsmen, and the clubs

and associations of their making through-

out the civilized world.

Men who go out at night after game
deserve no sympathy, whatever may hap-

pen. The conditions which make the fair

hunt, which indeed alone make a sport of

hunting, are those only that result in the

running down of an animal in a fair and
manly chase ; that provide a test of the

hunter's woodcraft and endurance and his

marksmanship against the speed and the

highly developed sense of hearing and
smelling on the part of the hunted. With
such conditions observed, hunting is a

sportsmanly game, a manly and a noble

game. Under unfair conditions to the

animal, the chase is ignoble..
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To skulk around the corner of your
neighbor's barn, and in the darkness of

night to pot a cow, is about as ennobling

and as fair a game as it is to waylay and
kill deer at night.

Uplifting the The season of 1902 has at-
Racing Game tained distinction on four

counts: (1) Failure of last

year's two-year-olds to make a showing
adequate to their yearling cost. (2) Men-
ace to the wholesomeness of the sport,

through emphasis of the purely gambling
features of the game, as illustrated by

such wealthy combinations as Messrs.

Drake, Gates & Co. (3) Disciplining

jockeys. (4) General uplifting of racing,

especially at Saratoga, through the con-

tinual efforts and splendid influence of

such sportsmen as Messrs. William C.

Whitney, Belmont, Wilson, Keene, Hitch-

cock, and others.

What would befall the American turf

if the patronage of these gentlemen was
withdrawn, I tremble to think. It is only

their guidance and their control of the

racing interests of this State that keeps

racing free from scandal and on the list

of sports. The average newspaper reader

does not realize the debt owing these men;
they are the very life of the sport, and
without them it would degenerate into a

pure gambling game. I cannot, therefore,

dwell too strongly on the great service Mr.
Whitney and his associates have rendered

racing by eliminating dishonesty from the

game and subordinating the spirit of

gambling as much as possible. And there

is need of these gentlemen, when a Futur-

ity, topping a career such as that pursued

by Savable in the East this season, is good
humoredly viewed as a coup, and its pro-

jectors congratulated on their cleverness.

The handling of Savable this year may
be aptly characterized as slick, " devilish

slick," in fact so slick as to create un-

pleasant impressions; such slickness made
Savable's owner, Mr. Drake, persona non
grata on the English turf, and, if pursued,

will serve him similarly on the Eastern
circuit. The betting element is the most
serious menace to the clean conduct of

American horse racing. The game must
be kept clean, and it catmot be kept clean

if the stables are manipulated to influence

the betting.

As for the Futurity itself, none has pro-

vided a greater contest since Proctor
Knott beat the great Salvator on the first

running of the classic event in 1888.

Perhaps there never was run a Futurity

with the result so much in doubt before or

during the running of the event; nor had
before such sight met the beholder as the

field coming down the home stretch like a

troop of .Cavalry, with no less than half a

dozen on practically even terms.

The final struggle, among Lord of the

Vale (117 lbs.), Hurstbourne (121), Sav-

able (119), and Dazzling (116), was des-

perate, and Savable just managed to beat

Lord of the Vale. Where the bunch
straightened out in the last quarter Shaw
took Dazzling straight across the path of

Irish Lad, which, together with the top

weight (130) he vvas asked to carry, seemed
too much of a handicap for this great colt.

The time, 1.14, was rather slow under the

conditions, although 1-5 of a second faster

than the record made by Potomac in 1890

over the full Futurity course of six fur-

longs. Yankee's great time of last year

(1.09 1-5, carrying 119 pounds) was made
over the old Futurity course, which was
170 feet short of the full six furlongs, as

it had been since 1892. The best time

made over the short course, previous to the

record established by Yankee, was 1.10 by
Ogden (115) in 1896, and by Ballyhoo Bey
(112) in 1900.

Hell After daily evidence of the
Paved With great service rendered by the

Intentions
Jockey Club, I have no liking

to criticize the work of the

race stewards of their appointing. Yet
no doubt exists in my mind that the stew-

ards of the season have been too indulgent

to the jockeys. The gentlemen who oc-

cupy the stewards' box bear the responsi-

bility of the day's honest racing. It is a

heavy responsibility, but it should be ap-

proached fearlessly. There can, of course,

be no question as to the integrity of the

gentlemen who have occupied the stewards'

box this season, or of their sincere sym-
pathy with clean sport; yet, it cannot be

denied that there have been " doings " on
the track which deserved ofiicial consid-

eration, and were passed over in silence.

By way of concrete example there was
that ride of Blue Girl by Turner in the

Flying Handicap on the Sheepshead Bay
tracki Aside from the fact that a great
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filly undoubtedly lost a race through
wretched riding, is the unfortunate in-

fluence which such unearned indulgence
has upon jockeys generally. Turner varies

in his performances. At his best, perhaps
none is better, and at his worst, few are

so execrable. I do not say his intentions

with Blue Girl were not of the best; hell,

as we have all heard, is paved with good
intentions. His riding may have been his

best possible on that day, but it certainly

was so miserable as to merit official notice

and punishment.

If the plea of good intention was not so

often entered and accepted in favor of

jockeys and motormen, there would not be

so many charges of fraud, or so many
trolley accidents. Stewards are prone too

much to give a jockey tl:^ benefit of the

doubt; he ought to be held to a strict ac-

counting for every bit of riding that

raises query as to intent. Owners should

be held accountable as well for the in and
out running of their stables.

It Seems Among other excellent inno-
Strictly vations made at Saratoga by

Stewards*
^ ^^- Whitney was one calling

for the respectful attitude of

jockeys toward employers and club racing

officials. Let us hope that the Jockey Club
and racing organizations generally will

support this very much desired readjust-

ment, for the American jockey needs dis-

ciplining, and needs it very badly. He has

reached a point where he is well nigh in-

sufferable. Instead of a respectful and
obedient employe as he should be, and as

he once was, he has become a swaggering,

vain, disrespectful young cub that should

be brought to his senses speedily and ener-

getically. He has conceived the idea that

there is no limit to the liberties he may
take; and unfortunately his idea comes
very near being correct, for stewards ap-

pear really to stand in awe of a prominent
jockey and permit him to do almost any-

thing. Were this not so, several prominent

.I'ockeys at Saratoga and at Sheepshead

Bay would have been set on the ground.

The insolence of the jockey dates from
the beginning of his increase in salary,

which has attained a figure beyond all rea-

sonable value.

These are matters entirely within the

jurisdiction of the stewards of the Jockey

Club and should have much closer and

more intelligent supervision than hitherto.

Not only should respect and obedience be

demanded of the jockey, but his contracts

should be considered void without the in-

dorsement of the Jockey Club; and no
jockey should be permitted to make a con-

tract with a bookmaker or that class of

gamblers who come under the head of

plungers, whose stables are of no conse-

quence, and who seek control of a jockey

obviously and notoriously for gambling
purposes only.

Moderate Priced This has been indeed a sea-
Yearlings the

gQj^^ jj-^ which cheap or mod-
Successfal , j ^ ,

Two-Year-Olds ^^^^® priced yearlings have

of 1902 turned out the more im-

portant factors of the rac-

ing. There has not been a year within my
recollection when so many expensive year-

lings, costing from $2,500 to $5,000 each,

have failed of attaining prominence, if not
cash. The other feature of this somewhat
perplexing season is the decidedly gratify-

ing fact that the horses most prominent
in the classic events were bred by our
leading turf men for their own stables.

For example, Mr. Belmont's fine brace of

two-year-olds, Mizzen and Lord of the

Vale, as well as Fire Eater, are all of his

own breeding. Irish Lad, Mexican, and
Aceful were bred by John E. Madden;
Dazzling by Mr. Keene; Payne by Mr.
Whitney.
We can stand with complacency the fail-

ure of the high priced yearlings to make
good their purchase money, with such evi-

dence of the steady, if slow, building of

the native bred thoroughbred.

Every year has provided instances of

moderate priced yearlings which developed
into notable winners, and of high priced
yearlings of which nothing was heard ever

after, but this year has produced some
startling examples. Chief among these

was Savable, son of the great Salvator,

bred by Mr. J. B. Haggin at Rancho del

Paso Stud in California. This colt was
bought as a yearling at Haggin's sale for

$550 by Patrick Dunne, who raced him
until just prior to the Saratoga meeting,
when he was purchased (for $20,000 it has
been said, though unofficially) by his pres-

ent owner, John A. Drake, also owner of
the Chicago Derby winner, Wyeth. To
Mr. Haggin comes the real glory of the
year; in the Futurity his original nomina-
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tions amounted to almost 25 per cent, of

the entire entry.

The best two-year-olds of the year are

accounted to be Mizzen, Lord of the Vale,

Savable, Aceful, and Irish Lad. Among
these, the best one would be a difficult

choice and none are of the class led last

year by Yankee. Many pick Irish Lad,

some Aceful, and others Savable; my
choice would be the Whitney and Duryea
stable with Aceful slightly preferred.

Altogether, the two-year-olds of 1902 rep-

resent some very costly failures; probably

never has one year contained so many.
Of the fillies, Mr. William C. Whitney's

Girdle, bred by J. B. Haggin, seems to me
to be the best, with Dazzling second.

Among the surprises of the season none
was greater than attended the sale of

Heno for $7,500 at auction.

The three-year-olds are also

to be recorded with disap-

Major
Dalngrerfield

ThrS-Year-Old Pointment, for of the very

brilliant array of last year,

including Nasturium, Yankee, Endurance-
by-Right, Blue Girl, Heno, Arsenal, Pen-
tecost, Goldsmith, and Hatasoo, only Blue
Girl has made any disclosure of speed ap-

proaching what she promised as a two-

year-old in 1901.

But Major Daingerfield has raised the

class to distinction by his courageous per-

formances—the last ;one being the win-

ning of the AnnuaL'Champion race (two
miles and a quarter) at Sheepshead, on a

muddy track in 3.58, or within two-fifths

of a second of David Garrick's record of

two years ago. As a two-year-old Major
Daingerfield made no sensation and beside

the Yankee-Blue Girl class was accounted

of small worth. But he has proved to be

the champion of the year, with the Brook-
lyn Derby, Realization, Tidal Stakes, and
Annual Champion to his credit. In this

three-year-old and in Gold Cure, General
MacLewee has a famous pair of racers.

McKerron However insistently it is claimed
Champion that his rivals were not in con-

Trotter^
dition, sportsmen agree that Mr.

H. K. Devereux's great trotter,

John E. McKerron, is entitled to the ama-
teur championship honors of the season

;

not only by the winning of the Boston Cup
which conveyed the honor, but because of

the decisive character of his victory and

his season's work. McKerron is a great

trotter, the smoothest and steadiest on
the amateur track, as was convincingly

demonstrated at Cleveland on September
5th by defeating both The Monk and Lord
Derby in two heats out of three (time,

2.074 and 2.08). Erom the ease and
strength with which McKerron moved it

looked as though he could have beaten
those figures by several seconds. The time,

indeed, was slower than had been pre-

viously made by any one of the three con-

testants. Lord Derby has a record of

2.06|. Mr. C. K. Billing's great trotter.

The Monk, had previously beaten Lord
Derby at Readvillc, Mass., lowering his

mark to 2.05|-. Following Cleveland Lord
Derby beat The Monk in 2.06. Although
there seems room for question of suprem-
acy as between Lord Derby and The Monk,
despite recent trials the Cleveland race

rather suggests McKerron to be too strong

for either one of the others.

Mr. Thomas W. Lawson's Boralma
(2.07) must also be taken into considera-

tion notwithstanding his defeat by Lord
Derby at Hartford. Boralma apparently
has been campaigned too steadily and was
out of condition at Hartford, being rough-

gaited and stale. A good rest will do this

horse a lot of good, for there is no doubt
of his being in this class.

Two-Minute Among the professionals, Cres-
Trotter ceus and The Abbot are taking

Horizon ^^ more slowly than heretofore

and are rounding into form
gradually. The Abbot has not shown
symptoms of the break down predicted in

1901, and Cresceus has given promise of at

least equalling his last year's form, for

already he has trotted a mile in 2.04:1. It

may not be that Cresceus will be able this

year to lower his own world's record of

2.024 for a mile, but if he fails it is sure

that no other living horse will reach the

coveted mark. It is certainly not within

the reach of The Abbot, nor of any of those

doing so well on the amateur track. If it

is not Cresceus, the long looked for two
minute trotter is still, below the horizon.

Another Star The pacers set out record-
for the making early this year. Dan

Family Patch, that altogether re-

markable son of a remarkable
and famous father (Joe Patchen, 2.01]),
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has been touching so near Star Pointer's

workl record of 1.59:]:, that unless the un-

foreseen happens the season of 1902 will

close with a new champion. Beginning in

the early part of August, Dan Patch on
the famous Columbus track beat the

record of his distinguished father, by pac-

ing a mile in 2.002. It was on this same
track, by the way, that Star Pointer and
Crcsceus established their world's records.

Later in the month, at Providence, R. I.,

Dan Patch beat his own record by pacing a

mile in 1.592 ; in the first week of Septem-
ber at Philadelphia, on a slow track, he
again did a mile in two minutes flat. Such
a series is unusual, and seem preliminary

to a sensational performance.

It is both an interesting and a curious

fact that a great many of the prominent
pacers of the year are by trotting bred

sires. Unaccountably the great pacers ap-

pear to have fallen short as sires. Star

Pointer, for example, has no progeny that

gives indication of sustaining the fame of

the father. It is a puzzling situation and
one which has set horsemen to thinking.

Laying A great deal of discussion has en-

^ sued this year on the question of

laying up heats in trotting races,

and a strong and much to the point letter

from Mr. Lawson was made public on the

subject at the time he withdrew Boralma
for the season after the Lord Derby race.

Support, it is true, has rallied to the sys-

tem of laying up heats, but it comes most
largely from the gambling element which
follows the circuit. Perhaps it includes

some owners of small stables. It is per-

fectly true, as Mr. Lawson asserts, that

combinations are made against the best

entry in a race, through the system of

laying up heats, so that a comparatively
fresh horse is against the victim in every

one of five heats. This is unfair, of

course, and a decidedly dangerous thing to

permit; it may and it frequently does lead

directly to dishonest racing.

The National Trotting Association for-

bids it and the judges of the circuit, for

the most part, are promptly penalizing

those who attempt this method of keeping
a superior animal from winning. Strict

measures are as much needed on the ama-
teur trotting track as on any other, be-

cause of a ring of small gamblers who
follow the circuit persistently.

Mediocre Outside of Saratoga, the usual
Polo oclat has not attended the polo

playing this year. Perhaps the

English experience prematurely uncorked
the season's spirits; perhaps impoverish-

ment of the playing first class, through tem-
porary retirement of some of its members,
is accountable; at least the quality of play

was decidedly mediocre. Even the cham-
pionship tournament at Saratoga, which
was far and away the most brilliant event

of the season, showed an average play im-

pressively inferior to that of the previous

year. Others may have their reasons for

this state of affairs, but to my mind, ex-

planation is to be found in the lack of club

loyalty which has prevailed among players

of the first class for the last half dozen
years and thereby neutralized effort to de-

velop club teams of a high grade.

ISTewspaper reporters frequently refer to

Mr. George Gould as having done well by
American polo in getting together the

Lakewood team; and he has served the

game, but not by collecting a champion
four of non-residents at the expense of

other clubs to which the men naturally be-

longed. With his money and own activity

in the game, Mr. Gould's influence could

become a powerful factor in building up
club teams and club rivalry, and I hope to

see his energy directed to this really bene-

ficial end, rather than to the making of a

single team of stars for personal glorifica-

tion. The greatest service Mr. Gould has

rendered American polo is in putting into

the saddle his two sons, who are among the

most promising of the youngster players.

In one way the season has been emi-

nently successful. It brought out more
second and third class men than last

year, and the form of the third class ap-

pears to me to have bettered to a greater

degree than that of the second. For ex-

ample, the improvement of that group of

comparative beginners around Seabright,

who divide themselves into the Eumson
and Ereebooter teams, of those at the

Country Club of Westchester, of Squadron
A players, and that newest batch of re-

cruits from Philadelphia, was notable and
encouraging. These are mostly third

raters, yet, in accordance with their lights,

they have, in my opinion, made the best

showing of the season. This is very signifi-

cant, and shows that the game is building

from the ground up, as it properly should.
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' The second class, which performed for

the most part at Narragansett and at New-
port, contains some fairly good and prom-
ising players. But the form shown in the

games I witnessed was only occasionally

at its best. At Newport especially a hurly

burly sort of play was indulged in quite

removed from skilful polo and that did

not do some of the men justice. Practi-

cally, the burden of Newport play rested

upon a new and different lot from those

we have been accustomed to see there.

Newport a And this brings to mind the
Sporting: change Newport is undergoing.
Decadent m -^ ^iTen years ago it was the sum-

mer rendezvous of sportsmen; this year

I was amazed on reckoning up the absen-

tees. The emptiness and boredom of the

life fashionable has had its effect; no real

man can stand it for long, and so the class

who were once its life and strength are

gradually dropping away, and Newport is

being handed over to teas and monkey
dinners and bridge whist.

This year the lawn tennis tournament
was brilliant, but there were no pony races,

no automobile racing, no coaching, very

little golf, very little yacht racing, large

fleet of steam yachts, used chiefly as res-

taurants, and a horse show which had the

element of something worth while had Mr.
Frank Ware's judgment prevailed.

In a sporting sense Newport is a de-

cadent.

Mr. Larned It is' rather late to refer to the
"Worthy of lawn tennis championship, and I
His Title n 1 , 1+1,do so only to make the oppor-

tunity of commenting on the splendid de-

fense made by Mr. W. A. Larned, and on
the high class play and the spdrtsmanly

demeanor which characterized the Doherty
brothers throughout the tournament.

The sting of defeat would be little in

losing to such sportsmen as these two Eng-
lishmen proved; and the vanquished Mr.
R. F. Doherty, on publicly offering con-

gratulations to Mr. Larned on the conclu-

sion of their match, received nearly as

much applause as the victor.
' Both the Dohertys showed form greatly

improved over what they had exhibited at

Bay Ridge, while Mr. Larned's display was
the very best he has ever given. Mr.

Larned proved, in fact, a revelation even

to his friends, for in no previous match

had he ever shown the masterful headwork
with which he played at Newport. I have
seen him in periods of greater brilliancy

than any he disclosed at Newport, but I

have never seen him reveal such a sus-

tained effort of combined brilliancy and
judgment. No American ever played so

overwhelming a game as Mr. Larned put
up against the Englishmen, nor has

America ever crowned a champion more
worthy of his title. All honor to Mr.
Larned, who not only overcame the Eng-
lishman, but overcame his own tendency to

erratic performance; and the latter was
the greater achievement.

It is not easy to classify Mr. Whitman.
Before the match he was considered the

most skilful and dependable player this

country has developed, but he proved a

broken reed. That he was not at his best

in his match with Mr. R. F. Doherty was
obvious, but how much of his unfitness was
due to physical disability and how much to

disquietude of mind, is not easy to decide.

Mr. Whitman can play better tennis than
he showed against Mr. Doherty, but

whether he can play enough better to beat

the game Mr. Larned showed against Mr.
Doherty, or the latter played against his

conqueror, must remain undetermined.
Mr. Doherty, who played against them
both, regards Mr. Larned as the stronger;

and his judgment should be final.

One of the most pleasing features of

the tournament was the surprisingly

strong form of Mr. R. P. Huntington, who
ten or twelve years ago was of the first

flight of American players. He beat Mr.
R. D. Little in straight sets, and kept Mr.
Whitman very busy for four sets. Another
excellent showing was made by Mr. L. E.

Ware, who beat Dr. Pim in straight sets,

but was outclassed by Mr. H. L. Doherty.

Ware is one of those players who four or

five years ago gave great promise, which he
has never fulfilled. Praiseworthy showing,

too, was made by Mr. Richard Stevens
against the younger Doherty, and by Mr.
W. J. Clothier against the older English-

man.
Two distinct disappointments of the sea-

son was the poor play of Mr. Dwight
Davis, who defaulted in the championship,
and the apparent stay in the progression

of Mr. Beals Wright, who does not seem
to be so good this year as he was last. The
measure of the Western game was taken
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by Mr. Harold Hackett, who, at Niagara,
defeated Mr. Kreigh Collins, the Western
champion, in straight sets.

The doubles championship, of course,

was won by the Doherty brothers, and only

for the great labors of Ward would have

been won easier. The character of this

match at Newport was the same as that at

Bay Ridge, the Americans' brilliancy being

entirely out paced by the steady all-round

play of the Englishmen.

Improvement
Slight In

National Rine
Association

Marksmanship

The quality of the shooting

in the matches of the Na-

.

tional Rifle Association at

Sea Girt last month was

a decided improvement on

those of last year; but there is no getting

away from the fact that the average marks-

manship remains quite below what it

should be. There is no cause for pride in

the majority of scores, notwithstanding

the fact that the New York team captured

the Hilton $3,000 Rifle Trophy with a

record score of 1,138 out of a possible 1,260

points. This was, perhaps, the best team
work of the week, but really the only fine

shooting was done by Private Horace E.

Bell, a member of the Eirst New Jersey,

who scored twelve consecutive bulls at

1,000 yards, making a total of 136 out of a

possible 150 points.

Generally speaking, the shooting at 200

and 500 yards was fair, rather good than

fair at 200 yards, but at and above 500

yards its quality fell off, and at 1,000 it

was decidedly poor. The revolver shoot

was won by Light Battery A, the winner
getting 540 out of a possible 750. The
winner of the Leach Cup, out of forty-one

competitors, at 800, 900, and 1,000 yards,

could get no better than 59 out of a pos-

sible 75.

For the individual championship, at 200,

300, 500, 600, 800, and 1,000 yards, 189 out

of 210 was the best score among forty-

seven competitors. The most notable de-

ficiencies in the match were the very few
" possibles," or top score, made. Not a

single possible was made at 1,000 yards;

only one at 800; two at 600, and but seven-

teen at 500 yards. The average marks-

manship of the meet was about 80 per

cent., which is by no means a credit to

American marksmanship as reflected by
the National Rifle Association. The fall-

ing off in the last thirty years is marked

and by no means pleasing. The scores of

both the English and Canadians have been
much ahead of this showing; yet ours are

better than they were last year, and that

is some cause for encouragement.

Strained at The latest rules revision by
the Mountain, the Eootball Rules Commit-

a Mouse ^^® reminds me of the storied

king, who marched his men
up the hill and then marched them down
again.

Those who are interested in the detail

of the changes can read them in the Spald-

ing Giiide, just issued; for the rest, suffice

it to say that the Committee progressed

without accident through its usual intel-

lectual practise in etymology, syntax, and
prosody, enlivened by a short signal drill

in punctuation to relieve legislative tra-

vail. These labors resulted in a series of

minor changes, which for the most part

concern themselves with lessening the pen-

alties for various playing misdemeanors.
An entirely new rule was introduced or-

dering teams to change sides of the grid-

iron after each goal. It is not true,

however, as rumored, that the Committee
debated two hours on the advisability of

a rule making it obligatory, under penalty

of game forfeiture, upon the defending

side to keep its half of the field sponged
dry of puddles, and picked clean of burrs

and rude, hard earthern lumps.

There are two very important and ag-

gressive elements of football play, which
friends of the game had hoped would re-

ceive the Committee's serious considera-

tion, viz.: (1) Side line coaching; (2)

number of men allowed back of attacking

line before the ball is snapped. But the

most this Committee found time and in-

clination to do was to indite the following

innocuous declaration

:

The Football Rules Committee feels that
side line coaching is harmful to the best in-

terests of the game, and should be viewed as
thoroughly underhand and unsportsmanlike
conduct.

Which, considering the sole legislative

care of the game to be in the hands of this

Committee, is an altogether amusing and
entirely fruitless composition.

Needless to add that sportsmen are

greatly disappointed in the Committee's
failure to grapple fearlessly with so seri-

ous a menace to the game's health, and
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deal with it unequivocally. The personnel

of the Committee gave us the right to ex-

pect better of it. One good thing it did

at its last tea was to prohibit, under pen-

alty of five yards, the running out onto the

field of water-carrying coachers' messen-

gers.

Excellent The football season appears to
Playing promise well, and from all direc-
Outlook ,- J. £

tions come reports of an average

return of seasoned players and a satisfac-

tory amount of new material. Of the

larger universities, Yale seems to have a

generous proportion of its most important

players back again.

The fallacy of a preliminary season has

been learned by practically all the leading

universities. East and West; particularly

in the Middle West, where hitherto a very

early prelijninary season has been the rule.

Nearly all have abandoned the extra period

as useless and harmful. Pennsylvania,

alone among the large universities, still

clings to the preliminary season, and this

year has even returned to its custom of

four or five years ago by taking the full

month very generally condemned. I ven-

ture to say that Pennsylvania will lose

more than it will profit by those four weeks
of additional training. The other univer-

sities will be content with the one week im-

mediately previous to the college opening.

We are again promised a professional

league this season, and I hope the long de-

layed sche«ne will materialize. A profes-

sional league is a needed institution. It

will supply an outlet for that class of

athletes who desire to put their athletic

ability on a paying basis. It is sincerely

hoped that the project is not the myth it

has hitherto turned out to be.

Public After an unusual season of rain,
Sentiment which caused great anxiety

Slaughter ^n^oi^S ^^e sportsmen as to its

of Game effect on fledging game birds,

very encouraging reports come
from the West and the North on the sea-

son's outlook. This is especially true of

duck, which in the North and Middle West
are reported more plentiful than for sev-

eral seasons. Unquestionably this is due to

the efforts being made to check spring

shooting and nest robbing for eggs by the

Indians and the market hunter. Half a

dozen years ago it looked as though the

end of duck shooting was near, but be-

cause of the endeavors of the game pro-

tective associations throughout the coun-

try and of individuals, a gratifying check
has been administered to the slaughter.

Indeed, public sentiment is turning
against spring duck shooting and general

slaughter; from the present outlook I feel

it will not be long before even so unsym-
pathetic an official as Governor Odell

throws his influence on the side of the

sportsman and game protection rather

than on the side of the market hunter and
game slaughter, as he now does.

The hardihood of the prairie chicken is

surprising, and though it continues to

withdraw westward, yet in the Dakotas,

and even farther West, this famous bird

still supplies good sport.

Through the Middle West—Minnesota,

Michigan, Missouri, Iowa—quail are re-

ported up to the average, while all through
the Middle Northwest, the grouse promises

better than usual.

Snipe are also reported in good condi-

tion.

From Canada comes assurance of excel-

lent shooting. Quite the reverse are the

reports which come from England, where
it is said that the rain and cold have very

seriously affected the supply of birds. Yet
the situation is probably not so bad as now
reported; the grouse season which was
prophesied a failure owing to the more
than usual prevalance of disease on the

Scotch moors, turned out a fairly good one.

But it is true that the season in partridge

and pheasant shooting, which began Sep-

tember 1st, will not be of the best.

I'ftte Salmon fishing was unusually late
Salmon

jj^ opening this season, due to the

the Be^t ^^^y remarkable period of rain

and sustained cold which spread

over the English speaking section of the

world. So late was the opening, in fact,

that anglers who went to their usual Can-

adian rivers were delayed several weeks be-

fore they could do any fishing, while the

muddy and rapidly flowing streams, com-
bined with the height of the water, blinded

the early fish to the anglers' flies. Thus,

those who went to Canada in the early sea-

son had poor fishing, while those who went
late reported very good sport.

The Ristigouche Club members particu-

larly report excellent sport. The same is
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true of those who went late to the Grand
Cascapedia River. The record catch on
the Cascapedia this year was probably

made by Mrs. E. W. Davis, of Providence,

R. I., who killed a salmon weighing 43

pounds; I have heard of none bigger this

year.

Olympian Those who wish well by the
Games Olympian Games, and they num-

Atbletlc ^^^ ^^^ American sportsmen,

Midway earnestly hope that the Commit-
tee now touring Europe in its

interests, will not forget their classical

reading, and seek to make an Athletic

Midway out of these traditional games.

There is significance in the retention of

the original simple programme, signifi-

cance, and sentiment. Both have been re-

spected at the two previous meetings, at

Athens and in Paris, and it will be a dis-

tinctly regrettable innovation if the local

committee at Chicago departs from the

classical and accepted interpretation.

The Olympian Games need no side

shows.

Practical That is a thoroughly practical
AutomobUe ^est which the Automobile Club

is inaugurating on October 9th

with the run to Boston. It is to be first of

all a reliability run and will not err on the

side of the extreme severity which marked
the attempt to reach Chicago, nor on the

side of the laxity of last year's go-as-you-

please trip to Buffalo.

Those who are concerned with automo-
biles are deeply interested in this run, and
the club's wisdom in making it a genuine

working test is applauded. There will be

limitation of speed; average speed in ex-

cess of fifteen miles will not be permitted;

no traveling blacksmith shops, with dupli-

cates of every piece of machinery in the

vehicle, are to be permitted ; every entry is

to be started out as under the conditions

of an ordinary trip—an average owner
with simply the usual tools for the break

downs that are apt to happen.

It has been demonstrated that those one

hundred mile runs are too short to make
any practicable test, and the fact that a

vehicle may go at the rate of thirty miles

an hour on a spurt gives no assurance of

its reliability for a several days' journey;

hence the value of the approaching test.

It is interesting, by the by, to follow the

conquering way of the automobile. Mail
collecting and delivery by automobiles is

more or less familiar to most of us, but
out in Wisconsin there is a milkman who
has turned his automobile into a delivery

cart, and is making money on the experi-

ment.

The most recent record is a mile in l.OYf

on the Brighton Beach running track, by a

steam carriage built by Mr. George Can-
non, a Harvard student. The vehicle is

not beautiful, but went a mile faster than
any steam automobile ever went before.

Stocking: tbe Thanks to the generosity of
Adirondacks ^j. William C. Whitney,' the
witliElk , , , 1 . ' 1

and Moose
experiment of stocking the

Adirondacks with moose and
elk in their wild state has begun. Last
month two bull moose and four cows were
brought from Ontario, where they had been
captured, and liberated in the mountains
near Uncus Pond. This is the first tan-

gible result of the commendable efforts set

on foot two years ago for the purpose of

restocking the Adirondacks with the ani-

mals which once upon a time, in, the long
ago, flourished there in natural state.

Whether or no moose will breed in the

North Woods remains to be seen; but that

does not lessen the credit due those who by
their active interest have at least made
experimentation possible.

The first herd of elk in the general

scheme of restocking the Adirondacks was
also turned loose some few weeks ago.

These were given to the Fish, Forest and
Game Association by Mr. Whitney for this

purpose. More and more of the North
Woods region should be reclaimed by the

State Forestry Commission.

Extendiag: Speaking of forest reserves re-
National minds me that a splendid step

Reserve ^^^ been taken recently toward
increasing their extent and value

by the enlargement of the Big Horn Forest

Reserve in Sheridan County, Wyoming,
and the creation of the Yellowstone Forest

Reserve in Big Horn County, same state.

As these additional reserves adjoin the

Yellowstone National Park, the assurance
of added protection to the game of that

district, and particularly to the elk, which
sorely need it, is very pleasing. It is the

beginning of what we hope may come to be

a system of game refuges.
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The stillness far and near."
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THERE is a slight haze in the air.

It is JSTovember, and the trees have
just lost their autumn glory. By

the road side a group of horsemen is as-

sembled, and from the thickly grown brush

comes now and then the sharp and impa-

tient yelp of a hound. Fifteen couples of

briskly wagging sterns can be seen among
the bushes, and the huntsman's cheery

voice rings out as he encourages his

charges to greater exertions.

Suddenly a sharper and more prolonged

cry comes from one of the pack. There
is a shout from the men; the rest of the

pack join in the chorus; now they are

streaming out of the cover, and the hunt
is on.

You take your horse by the head and
put him at the first fence. You must
needs look out for the crowd here and
especially for the over-zealous beginner,

who is likely to ride you down at this

juncture. In fact of all times this is the

time to ride your own line—to keep clear

of the crowd for your own and others'

sake.

Having chosen your line, the next thing

is to make sure of the control of your
horse. If he is a thoroughbred he will

probably be somewhat " hot," which is

slang for excitable, and a little careful

riding at this time will save you and your
Tnount much disagreement later on.

The sooner you establish good terms be-

tween you, the sooner your pleasure will

begin. There is not much fun in riding

'cross country upon a brute that is nearly

pulling your arms from their sockets, how-
ever safe his fencing may be. On the
other hand, if your horse can't jump such
fences as you encounter, or, what is just

as bad, won't jump, you might as well turn
his head toward the stable at once. Dis-

gust and mortification will be your only
reward if you persist, besides which you
will qualify for what David Gray calls

" The Eence Breakers' League," and the

M. r. H. will look daggers at you.

But assuming that these things are as

they should be, that your hunter's manners
are excellent and that you have him well

in hand, that he not only can jump but
will, and that the hounds are streaming on
two short fields ahead, hot on the scent

of their fox—or even a well-laid drag—
assuming that you are in for what our
English cousins would call " a real good
thing "—you will not think yovi have lived

in vain.

There are some noisy crashes at the first

few fences. It is here that the Fence
Breakers' League does its greatest mis-

chief. But you can often save your own
mount by the judicious use of gaps and
broken rails for greater exertions later on
when the " field " has become more select.

On you go at a swinging gallop over the

springy turf. Steady now for a fairish

jump over three rails with a bad take off.

Over safe ? Good ! Then on again.

Copyrighted, igo2, by the Outing Publishing- Company. All rights reserved.
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New Town Square, a Famous Meeting- Place of the Radnor Hunt.

Now for a down-hill gallop. You will

need a steady hand on the rein and a sharp

eye for bad places in the turf. A misstep

here would roll you both over in a very

nasty manner. You reach the foot of the

slope and commence the ascent again. It

is an easy grade and you can ride with a

loose rein and a freer mind.
Your horse reaches for the bit now and

then, but if his manners are what they

should be, he carries his head most of the

time well bent under, so that you hold him
under full control.

The going is good, for it is an upland
pasture, close cropped and firm. But you
must beware of tufts of grass, which indi-

cate rocks or little hillocks of earth. You
make for a gap in the fence where the cat-

tle were taken in for the last time, and then
off again skirting the farm building and
out to the dirt road, where you have plain

sailing for perhaps a quarter of a mile.

When you started you were three units

—the horse, the saddle, and yourself.

Now if all has gone well you have resolved

into one—a being governed by one will and
one impulse.

You note with delight that if you are

not exactly leading the field, you are at

least holding your own—well enough
up to see clearly the working of the

pack as it turns and twists upon the de-

vious trail of Reynard. Ahead of you and
close to his hounds is the huntsman, and
not far behind him rides the master. Over
to the right of you, some hundred yards

away, gallops the first whip—" the " whip
in most cases. Now and then his thong
rings out with a threatening crack as one
of the hounds essays hunting on his own
account, or perhaps unqualified desertion.

The hounds have taken a sharp turn

'cross country and you must once again

abandon the " 'ard 'igh road." A wheat
field now presents itself and the cry
" Ware wheat," comes from the master.

You must heed this and keep to the side

of the field or you will be liable to a sharp

rating from the master—and deserve it,

too, for this is a form of mischief the

youngest rider can avoid. At the next
fence another warning comes back from
the huntsman and is passed on with evi-

dent alarm from one to another. It is
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" Ware wire !
" Wire fences are the bane

of hunting, and especially terrifying to

the hearts of the stoutest hunting men
are the single strands of wire running
along the top of a rail fence or through a

straggling hedge, because you cannot see

them until you are right upon them, some-

times not then; and they are almost sure

to give you a bad fall.

But you find an honest panel of rail

fence that you can negotiate safely and

to puzzle out the scent. It is only for a

moment, however, and you have scarcely

time for a long breath before they are off

again with joyful yelps.

The field has thinned out by this time
considerably, and there are perhaps a

dozen up with the hounds. These are apt

to be the well-mounted ones, and there is

less jealousy at the easy places and less

jumping for the sake of jumping.
It is now that your skill in picking the

Gathering for the Farmers' Breakfast at the Radnor Hunt.

you will have good galloping now along
the edge of a thick wood, through which
the hounds have gone. When you round
the edge of the thicket you find that the

hounds have turned away from you, and
you must put on a little extra steam or

lose your place.

A good two miles have been covered and
the pace is beginning to be a little too

warm for you. You are not sorry there-

fore when the hounds stop for a moment

best going in order to save your mount
will stand you in good stead. In fact, this

faculty, which is in the nature of a gift, is

the most valuable one a hunting man can
possess.

At the end of the fifth mile your mount
is beginning to tire, for the pace has been
very fast. But the hounds are getting
very close to their fox, close enough to

make it a very serious matter for the little

red rascal who has given you such a good
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burst. They are hunting by view now
—tliey are close upon him, and Reynard
can almost feel their eager jaws. It looks

as if his end was near, but " the thief of

the world " has not yet given up hope. A
hundred yards and he will reach safety.

There is a wisk of his brush in the air, and
the hounds are barking at a hole in the

earth. Reynard has gone to ground.

The haze has floated away over the hill

tops. There is no talk of digging him out.

of course this would be different. But
who grudges the stout fox who has given

you such a good run his life ? lie will give

you as good a one another day.

Sometimes a fox becomes well known to

the hunters of a district, and it is not un-

usual for them to give him a name. When
such a one, who has given so much rare

sport, is killed, it is regarded as little short

of a calamity. Several years ago there

was one in the neighborhood of West

" A misstep here would roll you both over in a verynasty manner."

He has run straight and true as a good fox
should and he deserves his life. So after

a rest a move is made to find another fox.

When, later, you turn your horse's head
homeward there is a sparkle in your eye

and a glow in your cheek born of sheer en-

joyment—and this is fox hunting.

It must be confessed that a " kill " is

rather the exception than otherwise with

the average hunt. If it were possible to

stop the " earths," as they do in England,

Chester, Pennsylvania, known as the

Paper Mill Fox, which gave the local

huntsmen many a good run for several

seasons in succession. When at last this

vixen was killed, her death was sincerely

mourned by the sportsmen.

From the Genesee Valley in the North to

Richmond in the South, are at least a score

of hunts worthy attention, yet each differ-

ing widely from the others in its methods
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Not the Least of the Joys of Fox Hunting is the View of the Autumn Fields.

and traditions, as no two English hunts

differed even in Nimrod's time.

But although the various hunt clubs

may differ widely in the matter of exter-

nals, at heart, their members and adher-

ents will be found to have one common
instinct—the love of sport which is inher-

ent in the Anglo-Saxon, and which pre-

dominates wherever fox hvinting, the most

Anglo-Saxon sport, is pursued.

It does not greatly matter when hounds

are running and your hunter is going well

beneath you, whether you are riding in

Leicestershire, New Jersey, or Pennsyl-

vania. The main questions are: Is the

scent good? Are you holding your own?

Can your horse stay? Given a satisfac-

tory answer to these three questions, and

if you love the sport and can ride, I prom-

ise you an hour of happiness which you

will not soon forget.

The Master of the Hounds, or the M.
F. H., to make use of the common abbre-

viation, is by all odds the most important

personage in a hunt club. He has abso-

lute authority over the hounds, arranges

the " fixtures," employs the hunt servants,

and is commander-in-chief in the field.

The first requisite in a successful hunt is

a good master. If we had more men avail-

able for this position we could have more

fox hunting. How many hvmts have lan-

guished away and failed to provide sport

for the simple reason that the M. F. H.

was not the right sort?

' Where you can ride with a loose rein and a freer mind.'
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When we consider what his qualifica-

tions must be it is no wonder that the

right sort are rare. In the first place he

must be a gentleman—else he could have
no control over his field; and he must be

a sportsman at heart—the distinction of

being M. F. H. is greatly coveted by the

make-believe variety; and he must ride

well. He must have tact, patience, firm-

ness, and many more personal qualities;

usually he must be wealthy as well. The
club's revenues are rarely sufiicient to

fore, how objectionable a man of the wrong
sort could make himself in this capacity.

Fox hunting is not, nor should any one
endeavor to make it, an exclusive sport.

The small farmer over whose land you may
gallop once a year feels that he has quite

as much right in the field as the president

of your hunt club. And so he has.

In most clubs every means is exerted to

prevent the sport from being considered

exclusive. In this respect the hunt clubs

are placed in somewhat of a quandary, how-

" You are not sorry when the hounds stop for a minute to puzzle out the scent.
'

maintain a pack properly, and it is gener-
ally the M. F. H. who must make good the

deficit. In a sense this is as it should be.

At all events the fact that he contributes

more than any one else toward the support
of the hounds gives him a certain author-

ity over them which, in a M. F. H. of the
right type, who does not abuse his preroga-
tive, is an excellent thing.

In fact the traditions of hunting and the

etiquette of the hunting field both tend to

invest the M. F. H. with absolute authority
in the field. It will readily be seen, there-

ever. Their meets are public fixtures and
every one is welcome who is well mounted
and can ride. But many irresponsible

persons who cannot ride, and whose horses

go through the fences rather than over

them, flock to popular meets. The result is

that the damage they do to fences and
crops in the ground is scored against the

club, and must either be paid for in hard

cash or in hard feeling, which is far worse.

Hunting men have tried to interest the

farmers in the sport and in this respect

they have been nowhere more successful
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than in Pennsylvania. The reason is not

far to seek. Fox hunting is by no means

a new sport in the rich agricultural dis-

tricts of Eastern Pennsylvania, but has

been indulged in for generations by the

farmers of the Chester and Schuylkill val-

leys. In fact, the sport in the districts

hunted by the Eadnor, the Rose Tree, the

Lima, and the several Chester county

hunts, is almost as firmly rooted as it is in

the Old Country, and a man who would

shoot a fox there would run the same risk

of social contumely that he woidd in

England.
At almost any meet of the above men-

tioned packs you will see a plentiful

sprinkling of tillers of the soil, many of

them mounted on very good horses indeed.

At the hunt race meetings given by the

Eadnor and Rose Tree clubs a special

feature is made of the races, both on the

flat and 'cross country, for horses owned by

farmers; and the class of horses which

compete in them is remarkable. The con-

ditions always require that they shall have

done " regular farm work " for a stated

period, but it usually calls forth a smile

from the knowing ones to see a horse en-

tered as a farm horse that is well enough
bred to win the Grand ISTational.

In the country hunted by these packs

there is the best of feeling between the

hunting men and the farmers. The Rad-

nor Hunt's Thanksgiving Breakfast, al-

though attended largely by the society

element as well, is held for the especial

benefit of the farmers, and they are all

made welcome in the pretty club house,

where they keenly relish the bountiful

breakfast of game, country sausage, and
ale which is served. After the breakfast

an informal race meeting and jumping
contest is held, which always includes at

least two events for farmers' horses.

The social side of hunting is one of the

principal charms of the sport. The hunt-

ing field itself is a great leveller of class

distinctions, and there is perhaps no form
of entertainment so totally lacking in for-

mality and restraint as the hunt breakfast.

It is quite ciistomary when the list of

appointments is made out for the month
to arrange certain meets to take place at

the homes of some of the club members,
the owners of which become the hosts of

the occasion. As may be imagined the

hunt breakfast is exceedingly informal

:

many of the guests, in pink or in mufti,

as may be, helping themselves at will from

the sideboard, while the host and his serv-

ants look after the comfort of the more
bashful ones.

Fox hunting has never enjoyed the

somewhat doubtful advantage of a boom
in this country. On the contrary its

progress has been steady and continuous.

Where one pack of hounds existed twenty

years ago there are probably five now, and

the number of those who hunt with the

various packs may be said to have in-

creased in the same proportion.

Ever since the palmy days of the Old

Dominion in colonial times, when the

wealthy planters imported the best horses

and hounds from England so that they

could pursue their favorite sport here,

there has been fox hunting in this country.

In the South there are hundreds of pri-

vate packs of hounds in whose veins the

blood of these early importations has been

maintained in its purity. In fact to the

luxurious planters of old Virginia we owe

the American foxhound of to-day, as well

as the foundation stock of the best of the

horses upon which we follow them.

In the kennels of the Rose Tree Hunt of

Pennsylvania the same strain of hounds

has been perpetuated since the club's foun-

dation, more than half a century ago; and

even longer than that, because the Rose

Tree's original members used to hunt to-

gether for many years before the actual

foundation of the club.

Expense is the great bugbear which pre-

vents so many from indulging in fox hunt-

ing, just as it keeps so many likely players

off of the polo field. Fox hunting, it is

true, can be made a very expensive amuse-

ment. A regular hunting stable is a

costly luxury indeed, but there are very

few regular hunting stables in this coun-

try. And it may be remarked, parenthet-

ically, that the owners of such establish-

ments are not always those who get the

most pleasure out of the sport. In fact,

many a hunter that carries his owner well

with the hounds one or two days in the

week, does duty between the shafts of a

carriage on other days.

The heavy man is the one who must pay

the piper when it comes to fox hunting. A
good weight carrying hunter is hard to

find, and one must usually draw a good

sized check to become the owner of one.
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On the contrary, if you ride at a light

weight, you have a dozen chances of secur-

ing- a good liuntcr at a low price where

your stout friend has one, especially if you

are enough of a horseman to manage one

that is a trifle off as to manners, or suffi-

ciently skilful to get a likely " screw

"

sound enoug'h to go.

Perhaps the majority of our best hunters

are bred in Virginia. Go to any of the

local horse shows there and you will see

huge classes containing scores of hunters

or material for hunters. Most of them
are natural jumpers, and they are almost

invariably well bred. The time was—not

so many years ago—when a hunter could

On the Road, Going Home After the Hunt.

A thoroughbred is the ideal hunter for a

lightweight, and these can often be se-

cured at bargain prices when too slow for

the track. But unless you are clever

about keeping horses on their feet and

have a good groom, you had best be chary

of thoroughbreds, for you will find they

need more care than cold blooded horses.

be picked up at such shows for quite a low

price; but the present demand for good

performers, and the tempting prices they

will fetch in the North, has opened the

eyes of the Southern breeders and they

will rarely let a good one go nowadays at

anything like a bargain price.

Good hunters are bringing larger prices
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every year. In the case of the very high
priced ones—those which fetch from fif-

teen hundred to three thousand dollars, or

even more, such values cannot be consid-

ered in any sense representative. New
York's Wall street millionaires have
created fictitious values for all kinds of

horse flesh by paying enormous prices for

the animals they fancy. This is true of

harness horses as well as hunters and polo

ponies. Of course a horse to command
such a large price must be absolutely

sound, must have perfect manners, and
conformation fit to stand the test of Madi-
son Square Garden. But even with all

these qualities he is not worth such an
enormous sum except to a trust magnate
to whom the amount seems insignificant;

his income, perhaps, for a few hours.

The price of a hunter ranges between
two hundred and a thousand dollars, and
for twice the first figure a judge of horses

should secure a good one, unless he is a

heavy weight, in which case three times

that amount would be reasonable.

Conditions differ so with the various

methods pursued, drag or wild fox hunting
—the different countries—the horse you
are riding, and a dozen other contingen-

cies, that anything in the shape of advice

is almost useless. It is well, however, for

the beginner to remember that he is not
expected to catch the fox himself, as John
Leech's Frenchman supposed. It is there-

fore possible, and far better, for him to

go a bit slow at first—to beware of tight

places, and to keep his eyes open in the

meantime. By watching those who are

old hands at the game he will learn much,
and by maintaining a not too conspicuous
position he will perhaps avoid the exposure
of his own inexperience.

For those who are able to choose their

country, the different hunts present varied

forms of sport. For wild fox hunting over

a grass country with plenty of stiff timber
jumping, the prospective sportsman will

choose the Genesee Valley Hounds. Here
the sport commences early in the season

on account of the hunt's northern situa-

tion. For drag hunting in its perfection,

especially if his business affairs keep him
close to the Metropolis, he will turn to

the Meadow Brook or the Rockaway of

Long Island, or if his interests are cen-

tred in Boston, the Myopia of Massa-
chusetts.

In Pennsylvania, a little later in the

season, he may enjoy wild fox hunting
with several packs, from the Radnor and
the Rose Tree, the oldest hunt club in

America, to numerous smaller clubs in the

farming districts, most of which show ex-

cellent, if informal sport.

Then when Jack Frost drives him fur-

ther South he may see excellent sport with

several good packs, such as the Green
Spring Valley in Maryland, the Warren-
ton and the Deep Run of Virginia, and
many others.



BIG GAME OF THE ATLANTIC SURF

By J.
W. MULLER

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ARTHUR HEWITT

PROBABLY no angler ever has seen

the surf along the Atlantic beaches

without longing to cast a line into

that tumbling, virile sea and to try at its

secrets. Yet the number of those who de-

vote themselves to surf fishing sufficiently

to be expert at it, is diminutive when com-

in barely perceptible currents, is pulled

and hauled by undertow and tide and cross

rip. The fish may strike fiercely and
throw himself from the breakers, or he

may take hold so gently that only the finest

of trained " surf sense " perceives that a

fish has been hooked at all.

" The angler * * * needs hip boots or wading stockings."

pared with the thousands who follow other

forms of salt water angling.

Surf fishing is an art in itself. The
caster of the fiy or the bait fisherman of

fresh water has all to learn when he es-

says surf fishing. The cast must be made
with a combined motion of body, arm, and
"wrist. The bait, instead of floating gently

And when the angler stands on a beach

that lies for lonely miles, and gazes at the

limitless sea that rolls in from all the

circling horizon, it will be strange if he is

not overcome by the apparent impossibility

of finding a fish in just that tiny spot in all

that waste where his bait is lying.

Ever the sea tears at the flank of the
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land. It toils by day and by night, dig-

ging holes here, drawing furrows there.

Where a submarine valley lay in one tide,

a ridge raay have arisen in the next. Be-
fore the angler is a good surf fisherman,

his sinker must have become a deep-sea

finger that shall be able to feel as surely

as the human hand itself. He must learn

to grope with it. It naust signal to him
through the reel line as unerringly as the

telegraph.

It is an art worth the learning. Who is

master of it, is set fairly on the track of

the biggest fish that swim in northern
waters, salt or fresh—fish larger by far

than ninety anglers out of a hundred may
be willing to believe.

First in the big game of the surf are the

striped bass, broad-backed, broad-tailed,

lion-hearted Along with them, driving
with strong fins through the very 3,rch of

the breakers, plough the drums, black and
red. Streaming in shadowy schools rush
the bluefish, piratical, tigerish, swift as

they are savage. Where the sand, pounded
by the surf, rises in semi-aqueous clouds,

the tawny gold and white kingfish glide,

game to the soul. ISTow and then the ocean
sparkles and froths with the rushing sque-

teague, shapely as brook trout and tinted

like dawns in dreamy summer skies.

The surf angler has ever before him the

shining hope that he will hook that fish

talked of and longed for wherever salt

water anglers meet—the 100-pounder. He
swims in the surf somewhere.
That is a glorious uncertainty. In the

running sea that brims ever toward him,

the sportsman may feel a tug on his line

and, bracing himself for battle, haul a glit-

tering little half pound bass out of the

green roller as it cascades at his feet.

And he may feel a dainty nibble and, strik-

ing, find himself fast to a 50-pound bull

bass, or a red drum of 60 or more.

These are not dream fish, swimming for-

ever in enchanted seas of fancy and never

brought to land. For some years past

there has been a contest for prizes for the

biggest striped bass taken in the surf on
the ISTew Jersey beach within reach of As-

bury Park, N. J., and the catches that have
been made, as recorded formally before

witnesses, show that any good angler may
entertain reasonable expectations of tak-

ing a monster in the surf, within a few
hours' journey from JSTew York, Philadel-

phia, and Washington, and all the cities

between.

In 1899, the first year of record, the prize

was taken by Theodore Guilds, of l^ewark,

IST. J., son of ex-Judge Guilds, with a truly

Liliputian fish weighing only 18 pounds.
Something was the matter with big fish in

that year or they have grown marvelously
since then, for in 1900 such a minnow as

an 18 pounder really did not count at all.

In that year, George W. Savage, a New
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York merchant and a resident of Mount
Holly, ]Sr. J., won the prize with a beauty

weighing 47 pounds and 9 ounces.

The largest striped bass of 1901 was
taken from the beach by William Bru-
maker, of Trenton, N. J. It weighed 46

pounds and 4 ounces. John Kirk, a New
York lawyer, living in Jersey City, N. J.,

nearly tied the record with a fish of 44

pounds and 8 ounces. The winner of the

prize in that year was William D. Keim, of

Jersey City, with a bass of 36 pounds. The
two heavier bass had not been entered in

the competition.

The first large fish taken in 1902 was
hooked by ISTieatt Rogers, a civil engineer.

It weighed 26 pounds and 8 ounces.

Some of the good fish recorded in last

year's fishing season from May 30 to Oc-

tober 30 are : A. W. Le Furge, 35 pounds

;

George E. Hopper, of the Asbury Park
Daily Press, 34 pounds 8 ounces; Elmer
Hunt, 29 pounds 8 ounces ; Daniel De B.

Keim, 28 pounds; Lloyd E. Marshall, 27

pounds 12 ounces ; August Arndt, 27

pounds; Charles White, 26 pounds; Ed-
ward G. Craig, 25 pounds 12 ounces ; Will-

iam H. Hamilton, 25 pounds 8 ounces;

William Jefferson, 25 pounds; Captain
Sears, 23 pounds ; Charles Jacot, 22 pounds
8 ounces; R. L. Elemming, 22 pounds;

Charles A. Toland, 22 pounds; Thomas
Martin, 20 pounds 8 ounces; and W. H.
Pennypacker, 20 pounds.

All the big fish were hooked in June last

year. The 46-pounder of Mr. Brumaker
took the bait on June 17, Mr. Hopper's
fish was beached on June 18, and Mr. Kirk
got his big one on June 21.

Although June was the best month last

year, September is considered the best

month for big fish along that part of the

New Jersey coast. September, 1901, how-
ever, produced only one good fish, a 17-

pounder caught by J. F. Seger, the fishing

tackle dealer of Asbury Park.

According to a record kept by him, there

were caught in the season of 1901, eighty

bass weighing from 5 pounds to 10 pounds
and 8 ounces; forty-one weighing from
10 pounds and 8 ounces to 15 pounds ; eight

fish that tipped the beam at 16 pounds
each ; four of 17 pounds ; six of 19 pounds

;

six 20-pounders; five 22-pounders; two of

23 pounds ; one of 24 pounds ; four of 25

pounds ; two 26-pounders ; two 27-pouud
fish ; one of 28 pounds ; and one each of 29,

34i, 35, 36, 44L and 46-1 pounds.
When a northeast storm sets the sea

to growling and breaks the long ground
swells into choppy, jumping waves, the big

fish come in. Wherever the surge breaks
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up the bottom, they nose and delve. The
working sea exposes for them the delica-

cies of the season—Hasliing sand eels that

snap themselves about like tempered
springs of polished steel; translucent

spearing with each side marked with a

broad silver band that remains pure and
shining long after the fish has decom-
posed; red, green, and purple sand and
rock crabs, and many varieties of marine
worms. The striped bass and drums root

for these with their noses scraping along

bottom like hogs ; the bluefish and the

squeteague dart to and fro, sometimes
throwing themselves almost on the beach,

to snap up the small fish that are helpless

in the undertow.

To catch any of them, the angler must

fight sea and fish both. Tie needs hip boots

or wading stockings. His tackle must be

able to resist surf and quarry. The re-

quirements for his rod are that it must be

stiff enough to carry from three to five

ounces of sinker without losing its back-

bone. It must be sound enough in mater-
ial and stout enough in metal fittings to

bear the work of casting the heavy lead

constantly and as constantly recovering it

from clinging sands and pulling tides.

A length of not more than seven feet is

the favorite. The butt piece, which con-

tains the reel seat, is independent, but the

rod proper is in one piece. The first line

guide, near the reel, is extremely large and
stands high up from the rod. There are

only two other guides, both smaller. They

" When a northeast storm sets the sea to growling * * * the big fish come in.
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and the tip piece are set with agate to

prevent friction.

Salt water is so destructive of metal

that surf rods must be mounted with mas-

sive German silver fittings. This, and the

necessity for a reel seat large enough to

hold a reel practically as large as the tar-

pon reels, combine to make a surf rod

heavy, the average weight being from
twenty-two to twenty-five ounces. But the

actual weight of the rod proper, independ-

ently of the butt piece and the heavy

guides, is not more than ten ounces. The
favorite woods are greenheart, bethabara,

and split bamboo.
The reel is a big steel pivot multiplier

with large balance handles. Power and

ease of running must be combined in

it. It carries from six hundred to eight

hundred feet (the latter only in excep-

tional cases) of specially made line. The
favorite size along the New Jersey coast

is twenty-one thread. I have not used a

heavier line than twelve thread in years,

and have found that it serves the purpose
admirably. But it must be handled with

far more care in casting and recovering

than most salt water anglers use. They
have been in the habit of using lines that

are too heavy.

The sinker for surf fishing is pyramidal
in shape, with the line fastened not to the

apex of the pyramid, but to a swivel sunk
in the centre of the base. This sinker

holds to the sand when tension is put on
the line. It moves less with the current

than any other form ever used. Three
ounces are enoiigh for almost all condi-

tions of surf fishing. Five ounces shoidd

be used only in rare circumstances.

Surf anglers rarely use more than one
hook. The best that I have seen is one
that is used this year on the New Jersey
coast. It is a 6— blued Shaughnessy,
flatted in the kirb. An angler needs
merely one look at it to fall in love with it.

The hook is attached to the line about
two feet above the sinker, with a three-foot

gut leader of three or even four strands.

I use lighter leaders, but there is no espe-

cial advantage except an ethical one in it.

At times one may hook a fish that is too

shy to take the heavier leader, but, as a

rule, surf-running fish are not shy. Big
striped bass have been taken with bathers

in close proximity. The bass are cunning
and wary, but not shy. Drumfish are not

even wary, though sufficiently cunning.

Their habit of feeding on the bottom and
their habitat in the noisy surf makes them
less suspicious than are the surface-swim-

ming fish of the ocean.

The leader is attached to the line with

a double action swivel so that, however the

hook may twist and turn in the current, it

cannot foid the line.

The best baits are blood and sand worms,
which are obtained by digging in the beach

between high and low water marks. This

bait has supplanted the once popular eel

tail almost entirely. Eel tail is used still

to an extent on the eastern end of Long
Island and in southern bass waters like

Port Deposit, Maryland. But even there

the worms are the favorites, as is shown
by the fact that during the past season one

New York dealer has been shipping eight

thousand worms a week to striped bass

fishing resorts south of Atlantic City.

The striped bass angler is not so fas-

tidious as his fresh water colleague about

adjusting the worms on his hook. He is

more particular to put plenty of it on than

to have it look natural. That big fish are

not unduly critical in the surf was shown
to the writer one evening last August,
when an angler festooned his hook with

four sand worms and cast into the surf

alongside of the Iron Pier on Coney
Island. The aggregation of talent was
seized almost at once by a fish so big that

it " broke " the sportsman within a few
moments.
The right way to bait is to run the hook

through a worm just under the head and
then to pull the bait up until it is above

the shank of the hook and on the leader.

That will prevent it from slipping down.
About midway the hook should pass

through the worm again to keep it from
dangling free. Then another worm should

be hooked so that it will be twined around
the kirb of the hook with a few inches left

free to stream in the current.

Shedder crab and shrimp make good
substitutes for worm. Occasionally men-
haden attract big fish. The anglers of

famous Cuttyhunk used to favor shedder
lobster.

To cast, the angler encircles the upper
part of the butt firmly with his right hand
in such a position that his thumb rests

lightly on the line wound spool. In the

correct use of the thumb lies the secret of
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find himself fast to a 50-pound bull bass.''
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good surf casting. The thumb must gov-

ern the reel absolutely, checking its whir-

ring revolution exactly at the right in-

stant. If the check is applied too soon,

the line may part like smoke or the sinker,

recoiling, plump itself into the sea in

humiliating neighborhood to the sports-

man's feet. If the check is too late, so

that the sinker ceases its flight while the

reel still runs freely, the result may be a

snarl that defies disentanglement. Many
times an over-running reel makes it neces-

sary to cut the knotted and tangled line

out of the spool.

When the right hand is in position, the

left hand grasps the butt just below the

right hand. The rod, with the baited hook

and sinker hanging pendant about five or

six feet from the tip, is brought slowly

sideways and backward. Then it is ready

for the cast, and at this point the fresh

water sportsman must remember that this

casting is entirely different in nature and
purpose from any that he does in fresh

water. He must cast with arms and

shoulder muscles instead of with his wrist

;

he must " sweep " his rod instead of whip-

ping it.

Forcibly, but without the slightest jerki-

ness, the rod is swept forward, sideways, as

swiftly as the sinker will follow. If the

sweep is correct, the sinker will fiy in a

semi-circle. As soon as it is straight

ahead, the least touch on the spool and the

least touch on the rod will give it its true

direction without checking its flight.

Then comes the fine sense that tells the

surf caster when his lead has reached the

limit of its flight. Down goes the thumb
on the reel—the most sensitive and perfect

brake in the world. The reel ceases its

spin and simultaneously with it the sinker

falls into the sea.

At once the surf and the tide and the

undertow, three forces striving often at

cross pui'poses, set to work on sinker and
bait. Jerk! Jerk! Nibble! Nibble! The
inexperienced angler will strike again and
again before he learns that the slow rolling

of sinker and line over the thousand little

irregularities on the bottom simulates the

biting of fish. Even practised anglers are

deceived occasionally.

When the tide is running fast, it often

is necessary to follow the line up or down
the beach as it moves along, until it begins

to drift in shore. Under all circumstances

the bait must be recovered and cast almost
constantly, for the busy ocean will not let

it remain in the right place for any length
of time.

JSTow what will pluck it out of the beaten
sand? A bull bass, the great fifty-pounder

himself, may pick it up and carry it away
as gently as the tide would do it. A two
pound kingfish may seize it with the dash
of a torpedo boat. A driimfish may suck
it in with a miscellaneous cargo of shells,

barnacles, and oysters, and, crunching
them idly with his stone crushers of jaws,

come suddenly on this sharp thing of steel

that he cannot crunch, whereiipon he will

turn and bore his strong way toward the

open sea. With a dash as of a running
horse, a shark may snap it up and go swirl-

ing and plunging and turning over and
over for deep water.

Shovel-nose and hammer-head both hunt
along the surf. Anglers learn to expect
sharks of from four to six feet in length.

G. P. Morosini, Jr., and John Du Til, of

New York, hooked eight in one morning
while standing waist deep in the surf at

Long Beach, Long Island. One of them
bit savagely at his captors and nearly got

Morosini's leg, missing it by a hair, and
tearing a great piece out of his wading
trousers.

Whip rays — stingarees — flap along

through the breakers. We saw a school of

them sporting uncouthly on the Staten

Island shore near the Elm Tree Beacon
one day. They sailed and tumbled, alter-

nately exposing their bat-like fins and their

black whip-tails, more like foul birds than
fish. The hard bethabara butt of my surf

rod is marked deeply with the groove

carved into it by the keen thorn on the tail

of one.

That tail is a weapon more to be dreaded
than the jaws of any northern shark. It is

armed with a barbed spvir near the tip—

a

long, bony thorn that is so full of tiny

counterpoints that' it is impossible to with-

draw it from anything it has pierced with-

out tearing the object to pieces.

Professional fishermen from Venezuela
to Maine fear the stingaree as something
poisonous, believing implicity that the

stroke of its thorn is deadly as snake bite.

There is no specific poison in it, however.

The many fatal effects from wounds are

caused by the thick slime with which the

rays are all coated.
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When a striped bass takes the hook, h't

the angler beware of buck fever; for if the

fish is a big one, the sight of the beautiful,

powerful tail sticking out of the water

when the bass heads across the swells, is

enough to give it. No fish carries a tail

more grand and imposing. No fish knows
better how to use it.

The striped bass is infatuated with fresh

water. Wherever a stream of it meets the

sea, the angler may look for big ones.

Even if the fresh water be only a tiny

spring, the bass will work in and lie with

their noses as close to it as they dare swim.

This it is that makes Loch Arbor, lying

between Asbury Park and Deal Beach, so

good. Deal Lake empties into the sea

there through a cribbage work known as

" the flume," and directly off this flume is

where the biggest fish of recent years have

been taken. Farther South, Belmar is fa-

mous because of the fishing to be had at

the Shark River inlet. Then come places

like Manasquan inlet and Corson's inlet

(Sea Isle City).

Sea Isle City and the waters near it are

prolific in big drumfish. Of the two var-

ieties, the black drum runs the larger as a

rule, but the red drum, more generally

known as channel bass, are by far the more
game. Red driun anglers insist that their

quarry is more tridy game than even the

striped bass. It is a much more elegant
fish tlian the black drum.
The black drum has mighty jaws with

grinding teeth that are set in his mouth
like those of a human being. The fish is

sadly destructive to oyster beds, for it can
crush that hard shellfish as a boy would
peanuts. Black drum run up to a hundred
weight in size. The writer was in a boat
anchored behind Liberty Island one night
when a black drum was hooked and played
until in a rush the line fouled the bottom
of the boat, nearly capsizing it before the

fish broke away. In his struggles he
showed several times almost on the surface

and it is estimated that he weighed at

least 100 pounds. There is an old record

of one taken many years ago in the Nar-
rows in New York Harbor with rod and
reel that weighed 80 pounds.
The record red drum of recent years

was taken by G. P. Morosini, Jr., of River-

dale, N. Y., in 1901. It was hooked from
the beach at Edgemere, Long Island, and
weighed 60 pounds. The fish was hooked
and beached in less than half an hour.

Captain Fennimore Conklin fought a

40-pounder for fifty minutes, as timed by
his companion, John Seger. This was off

Surf City, and the party that day beached
seven fish, none of which weighed less

than 15 pounds.
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By HENRY G. TINSLEY

OF ALL the beasts that roam the field

—in America, at least—none has

had anywhere nearly so much iDrom-

inence in adventurous literature as the

hulking, clumsy grizzly bear of the Rockies

and the Sierras. Lie has been invaluable

to the writers of the old-fashioned dime

novels, and what a wealth of material his

ferocity and prowess have furnished story

tellers. Consider what almost infinite

quantities of Western fiction have de-

pended for thrills and hair raisings on a

gory hand-to-hand struggle between the

hero of the narrative and a fuming, gnash-

ing grizzly bear.

It is less than a century since the grizzly

bear fUrsus horrihilis) was known outside

the undiscovered West. The beast first

became well known in 1816, when London
made a great ado over the arrival of two
enormous grizzly bears (" Mr. and Mrs.

Martin ") sent by the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany as a gift to the English King. For
weeks people flocked to see the new and
savage beasts, confined in extra strong pits

in the London Zoological Gardens. Brit-

ish writers of cheap fiction seized upon the

American grizzly and his Indian and white
hunters, away off in the solitary mountain
fastnesses of the vast West, as rich mater-

ial for building an original style of fic-

tional adventures. Hunters and trappers

for the Astor Fur Company, on the Pacific

Coast, and others for the Hudson's Bay
Company in British Columbia, occasionally

came back to civilization from the wilds of

the continent. Their stories of fearful

tussles with powerful grizzlies and of the

ferocity of the enraged beasts, were fresh

supplies for the makers of the most salable

fiction of the day—even if it was not so

high class. F^or longer than a generation

Luther Jenkins and Brigham Lawrence, of

London, and Captain Mayne Reid, of New
Orleans, kept at top notch the novel read-

ing public's opinion of the prowess of the

American grizzly. A score of other Eng-
lish writers of adventure have profited

largely by their use of the grizzly bear as

a most belligerent character among wild

animals.

A commonly mooted point among
hunters of big game in the West is

whether the early hunters and trappers

after the grizzly bear did not exaggerate

Old Ephraim's ferocious ways, his terrify-

ing aspect, and his extraordinary endur-

ance, or whether the grizzly bear of to-day

is a degenerate scion of a powerful sire.

All hunters after western big game agree

theer is a wide difference in temper, stat-

ure and ferocity between Old Ephraim
as hunted to-day and the grizzled old fel-

low that used to appear in thrilling West-
ern fiction, and of which Kit Carson, Jim
Bridges, and other plainsmen told so thrill-

ingiy in other days. Some philosophic

souls argue that early hunters had reason

for magnifying the terrors of following

after Old Ephraim. He was the biggest,

fiercest, and ugliest beast they had ever

tried conckisions with, and armed only

with their crude weapons it was indeed a

mortal risk to rouse his ire. The first pale-

faced hunters who encountered grizzly

bears were in the Lewis and Clark expedi-

tion up the Missouri River and across the

unexplored region to the Columbia River.

That was in 1804 and '06. In the official

reports of the expedition are several para-

graphs descriptive of the towering mien,

the marvelous muscularity and the intense

fierceness of grizzly bears. Later, when
frontiersmen east of the Mississippi

pushed across the river and over the prair-

ies and plains, finally coming upon the

Rocky Mountain grizzlies, the beasts must
have seemed appalling big and terribly

dangerous by the side of the biggest game
the hunters had ever seen before.

Small wonder it is that the grizzly used

to be considered marvelously invulnerable

and tenacious of life. The bear hunters

of fifty years ago were armed with a long,

single-barreled, small-bored pea rifle, in

which the bullets ran seventy to the pound.
A modern thirty-two calibre rifle carries a

slightly heavier ball than the rifles of the
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early bear hunters. The ohitime muzzle-

loader was so crude and uncertain of fire

that there is nothing with which to com-
pare it in these days of breechloading re-

peaters, scientific ammunition, and fine ad-

justment of missiles to the bore. One may
understand then what courage it must
have taken to confront the biggest and
savagest of American wild beasts, and run
chances of inflicting a painful wound only,

that would instantly transform the smart-

ing grizzly into a concentrated bestial fury
and vengeance. Captain Sutter, famous
because the first gold discovery in Cali-

passed and that man now hunts them with
sure and deadly weapons. There are num-
erous reliable statements of grizzly bears

having attacked men, but nowadays the

grizzly does not seek ovit his human vic-

tims, as there are credible statements that

his forefathers used to do. Neither does

he lie in wait, and, pouncing upon a

hunter, tear him into bloody shreds in

delighted fiendishness, as the old time
stories used to tell. The change in the

grizzly's disposition is likened by veteran

hunters to the change in the character of

the white cousin of the grizzly, the polar

" He has the same broad head and the same broadness across the top as all other bears."

fornia happened on his estate near Sacra-
mento, has written that he has known a

wounded grizzly bear to dash into the very
faces of a party of hunters and to kill

them all before they could escape.

Other veteran hunters insist that the
ferocity and strength and tenacity of life

in Old Ephraim has degenerated by his

contact with mankind. They opine that

several generations of grizzly bears have
had bitter experiences with increasing
numbers of rifle-carrying hunters, until the
beasts have come to know that the days
when they were ruthless, swaggering mon-
archs of hill and dale, forest or plain, have

bear of the Arctics. When the stations

for the Hudson's Bay Company were estab-

lished, the diaries of the men there often

referred to the fright of attacks by polar

bears. Many a navigator in the Arctic

seas has been clawed and chewed to death

by polar bears. But for nearly a century

the polar bear has not been regarded as

so very fierce and nowadays it is looked

upon as a cowardly beast. Association

with armed men has modified the polar

bear's disposition.

The hunter after grizzlies in these times

must climb high up mountain sides, and

have stout legs and more than usual
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breathing capacity. The home of the

grizzly is a cavern or shelter beneath a

ledge far up a mountain. . Civilization has

driven the beast to higher altitudes and
farther from the haunts of man. The
Spanish lore of California abounds in

stories of grizzly bears commonly seen in

the valleys sixty and seventy years ago,

while the diaries of the first American set-

tlers in California and Oregon contain

frequent references to grizzly bears that

have slain or been slain in the pastures or

along a stream in the valleys. As late as

1862, when Leland Stanford was Governor
of California, a bounty of $10 was given

by the State for each grizzly bear scalp,

and several hunters each got more than a

hundred scalps in one year. A party of

five professional Imnters spent a whole

year in hunting for grizzlies only in Ore-

gon in 1848, and they brought to Sutter's

Fort at Sacramento over 700 pelts.

All grizzlies interbreed and this obliter-

ates some characteristic marks of the sev-

eral species. On the southern Pacific

Coast the two gray species—the light and
the mud grays—of grizzlies are closely

allied. The light gray is seldom seen

north of the forty-fifth parallel or as far

east as the continental divide. It is the

most common of all. The silver tip is the

largest, and most hunters agree that it is

quite the most formidable and dangerous
of all the bear race. Its numbers have
been severely decimated during the last

half century, and nowadays it is only

found among the highest and most solitary

parts of the Eockies of British Columbia
and northernmost United States. Once
it roamed over the wilderness of the

Northwest, in bands of ten and twelve.

The original silver tips sprang from griz-

zly and brown bears, and they combine all

the ferocity and prowess of the former
with the agility and stubbornness of the

latter. The Lewis and Clark expedition

gave the world its first knowledge of the
silver tip, and it is somewhat laughable
now to read that the frightened hunters in

the expedition believed they saw silver tip

grizzlies that stood six feet high on all

fours, and weighed even a ton or two each.

In form the grizzly is like all other

members of the bear family. He has the

same wabbly gait, the same little beady
eyes, the same swaying of his head, ac-

companied by bellowing when he rages.

He has the same broad head and the same
broadness across the top as all other bears.

He is double the size of his black cousin,

and his paws, teeth, and claws are much
larger and stronger than in any other

bears. The fur is abundant, coarse, and
long. The species gets its name from the

grizzled hue of the fur. In weight, ma-
ture grizzlies range from 800 to 1,300

pounds. The published statements of the

finding of 1,800 pound bears do not have
credence among veteran hunters. The
famous grizzly bear that Henry (" Griz-

zly ") Adams went about the West exhib-

iting thirty years ago, was an unusually

large specimen, and it weighed 1,500

pounds.

Unwieldy and clumsy as the grizzly ap-

pears, it is at once quick in motion and
of overpowering strength. It has been
known to overtake a fleeing bison, beat

and claw it to death, drag the 1,200-pound

carcass several miles over boulders and
through forest, and then dig a hole for

burying the bloody mass until there was
fit opportunity for devouring it. A griz-

zly bear killed a two-year-old cow on a

ranch in the Sierra Nevadas a few years

ago, and carried it eleven miles up a very

steep mountain side, over crags and fallen

trees, through dense brush and across sev-

eral ragged gulches between 10 o'clock at

night and next dawn.
In the old days of the Spanish occupa-

tion of California, a common amusement
on fete days was a fight between a grizzly

bear and a bull. Oldtime residents, who
witnessed the barbarous contests, say that

the grizzly came off victor. Some bears

have dispatched five and six bulls in an
afternoon. The maddened bear would al-

ways rise upon his hind legs as the at-

tacking, bellowing bull, with head lowered,

came prancing toward the grizzly. The
bear would await the attack, then at a

favorable moment, quick as a flash it

would deal the bull a staggering blow be-

tween the eyes. This blow was sometimes
so powerful that the bull dropped dead

with a crushed skull. Anyhow, the blow

from the bear's paw was always so heavy

that the bull was groggy for a few minutes

and stumbled on its forelegs. Meanwhile
the grizzly would cling to the bull, striking

its razor-like claws dee^ into the bovine

flesh, while it bit and chewed the bull to

death. At some of these Spanish contests
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bears have broken bulls' legs as if they

were pine sticks.

" The best illustration I ever knew of a

grizzly's powerful forearms and quickness

of motion occurred at a bear and bull fight

in San Gabriel, Cal., in the early forties,"

said Seiior Don Aguilar recently. " In

the excitement of the mortal fight between

the beasts, a man accidentally fell over the

railing to the floor of the pen below. In

a second the big hulking bear dove from
the bull straight at the man, striking one

paw at his head. The man was literally

and instantly scalped, and in a second

more the grizzly had torn the man into a

horrible mass.
" I have known young grizzly bears to

carry carcasses of heifers," said Captain

Dan Fuller, of Portland, Ore., " for more
than fifteen miles just as fast as most men
can run. Once I saw an old grizzly carry-

ing a dead pig, weighing about 150 pounds,

in its forepaws and mouth as easily as a

boy would carry a cat. Three summers
ago I was in the Coast Mountains and I

saw a she grizzly bear carrying a yearling

cow home to her cubs. I had a place on a

mountain side where I could see every

movement of the bear in the sparsely tim-

bered valley before me. She carried the

dead cow in her forepaws for about three

miles, across sharp rocks, over logs,

around the rocky moiintain sides, where
even a jackass could not get a foothold, to

a narrow trail up the steep mountain.
She never stopped to rest for a moment,
but went right along. I followed her, and
just about half a mile from her lair I laid

her out."

The diet of this hulking, intractable

despot of the mountains is the most elas-

tic of any creature in natural history. ISTo

other beast has so many and such diverse

varieties of foods as the grizzly. The
omnivorous tastes of black and cinnamon
bears are well known, but the grizzly

relishes many more articles of diet. All

kinds of fruit, grubs, some vegetables, and
all kinds of flesh except human flesh are

palatable to the beast. Old Ephraim will

knock a cow or a horse down at one blow
of his powerful forepaw, and tear the car-

cass to pieces, feeding upon it until he

can scarcely walk. He dotes on acorns,

fish, ants, and crickets. He eats peaches

and apples with the same relish as pork,

and he will run great risl^s with his car-

cass to feed upon a colt. He will go long
miles and endure fatigue to lap wild honey
from a tree. He loves a mess of field

grubs, and he will eat watermelons and
green corn by the bushel. He dotes on
the entrails of deer, digs up and eats raw
potatoes, and will risk his life to snatch a

porker from a pig sty and go hastening
home with it. He has a fondness for

horse and mule meat, and he will climb
trees, rob birds' nests and eat the eggs
there. He can make a meal off a colony
of ants, and he will sit for hours on the

bank of a mountain stream and watch a

chance to snatch a fish from the water.

If the forest or the field do not furnish
his food, he may turn with equal relish

to the orchard, where he can devour plums
and peaches. He will climb a fruit tree,

and strip whole branches of ripe fruit with
his huge paws and claws, and then on his

way home will finish off the meal with a

toad or a lizard. It is one of the anom-
alies of natural history that a great,

ferocious, powerful half-ton beast like the

grizzly, which delights in slaying an ox
and stripping its bones clean, should find

any satisfaction in lapping up insects and
tiny vermin.

Even if there are no tracks visible, a

veteran bear hunter knows well when a

grizzly bear, anyhow several bears, have
recently jjassed that way through a forest.

A thousand and one things make that fact

clear. Here and there are the bruised

and bent limbs of trees where bruins have
hauled down the limbs in search of birds'

nests. There are tree trunks of rough
bark where the bears have scratched their

backs, bushes where the beasts have
stripped away every berry, and oak trees

beneath which every acorn has been care-

fully picked up. If there are any wild

or orchard fruit trees in the locality, they

surely bear the marks of a visit by griz-

zlies, if the beasts have been that way.

Wide acres, where all stones the size of a

man's head have been overturned by bears

in their search for grubs and crickets, tell

the story of bruin's meanderings. But
the principal evidence of grizzly bruin's

passage that way will be seen in the

demolition of any ant hill in the locality.

A grizzly loves to feed on ants. With a

swoop of a forepaw he will tear away the

dome of an ant mound. A network of

galleries, inhabited by myriads of teeming
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ants is laid bare. The beast then pokes

his great nose and month down into the

open hill, and by inward breathing, like a

huge suction puinp, draws the whole ant

population into his open maw. A half-

dozen strong inward breaths and a grizzly-

bear will have drawn into his mouth and
digestive apparatus every vestige of life

in the greatest ant hill.

One would naturally think that an ani-

mal with such an extraordinary range of

appetite and such a hearty one, too, would
be the very easiest kind of lure into a

baited trap. But the grizzly is really the

most difficult game to catch. While black

bears, panthers, cougars, are all compara-
tively easily trapped, the grizzly is the

wariest of all about traps and guns. The
lore of the hunters' camps in the Sierras

abounds in anecdotes of the sagacity of

grizzlies when traps have been laid for

them. The entrails of deer and field mice
are, strange as it may seem, generally the

most tempting trap morsels, but these

have no effect unless careful strategy is

exercised by the trapper. A grizzly's

scent is very keSn. He has been known
to smell a man even half a mile away, and
he scents fresh meat farther than that.

" When we set our bear traps," said a

veteran hunter to the writer, " we are

always careful to leave nothing about the

trap that will inform the beasts that

human beings have been that way. I have
known an old hat or a pair of shoes, care-

lessly left near a bear trap, to frighten

away the animals. Several years ago
when my partner and I were trapping and
hunting bears and foxes in the Siskiyou

Mountains in southern Oregon, we were
after three big grizzlies that we knew went
across an open field every few days. We
rigged up a deadfall trap of timber, and
we baited it with venison. We found next

day that the bears had been there, had
smelled, at a safe distance, at the baited

trap. We next baited very carefully with
honey and pork, and withdrew from the

scene. The bears came that night and
smelled and went away. Then we tried,

one at a time, half a dozen other kinds of

bait that had sometimes been useful in

tempting bruins into our traps. But all

without success. What made it most ex-

asperating was the fact that we knew the

grizzlies remained in that region, and
came at night and at least sniffed at our

baits. We baited still once more, and just

as we were about to leave the scene, I saw
that we had carelessly left an old dis-

carded pair of overalls in some bushes
nearby the trap. We carried the old

overalls away, and the next time we went
to our traps we had a whopping big bear

caught. Those overalls had shown the

beasts that man had had something to do
in placing the food there for them, and no
delicacy could tempt them from their

suspiciousness."

The vitality of a mature grizzly is al-

raost beyond the belief of one who has
had no hunting experience among them.

Nearly every veteran hunter and trapper

in the Western mountains tells his own pet

anecdote of personal knowledge of Old
Ephraim's marvelous vitality. Instances

of the beast having traveled one or two
hundred yards after having been shot

straight through the heart are commonly
related, and there are undoubted instances

of grizzlies, shot even several times

through the heart, and possessing enough
.vitality to still charge savagely at their

attacker. Mason D. Edwards, once a

State Senator in Oregon, has told how a

grizzly bear, into whose heart he had shot

four heavy rifle balls, still kept enough
vitality to climb over fallen logs and dash

through a dense chapparal, only to sink to

the ground as it had tried to deal its

hunter a blow with its forepaw.

Some one has called the black bear the

comedian of the brute creation; the griz-

zly bear is a vindictive, dyspeptic crea-

ture. The Blackfeet Indians know him
as " the great cross devil in fur." He has

none of the fun-loving traits of his smart
cousins. He is the meanest sort of a

parent, and will even slay his own off-

spring, if the mother does not hide her

progeny and stand guard over it until its

infancy is passed. Very few grizzlies

have ever been trained to do tricks like

the common ones of black or cinnamon
bears, and the only grizzlies that were ever

trained for public performances were the

two great beasts that accompanied " Griz-

zly " Adams from town to town in the far

western country many years ago.

While the ferocity of the monarch of

American wild beasts may have popularly

been exaggerated. Old Ephraim is un-

doubtedly the most dangerous and formid-

able animal on this continent with which
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hunters have to reckon. The mountain
camp lore of the West is full of stories

of grizzly bears that have attacked men in

sheer vengeance. There are some reliable

stories among the oldtime hunters in the

Rockies and Sierras of grizzly bears which

have singly and alone charged upon

groups of armed hunters, for some slight

provocation, and have never desisted until

they have clawed and chewed the hunters

into shapeless masses of bleeding flesh.

Kit Carson used to say that the grizzlies

he and his comrades encountered in the

West during the thirties were the most

awful things ever known on four feet,

beside which modern grizzlies are gentle

and refined.

While the grizzly has no share in the

clownish character of his little black

cousin, there are occasions when he ap-

pears grotesquely humorous. One of

these is when he is a fisher. The sight of

the clumsy old fellow sitting solemnly on

the bank of a mountain pool intently look-

ing down into the water for hours at a

time awaiting a chance to splash his big,

forepaw into the water and to catch an
unwary fish in his sharp claws is always

funny. Old Ephraim is no mean adept at

fishing. If another and less thoughtful

grizzly enters the pool, where the fisher

is patiently watching and waiting, and
roils it so that the fisher bruin cannot see

his game, a gamut of growls and, quite

likely, some blows result. Another funny
situation for Old Ephraim to assume is

robber of a honey tree. The grizzly, hav-

ing located a hollow tree trunk in which
his niarvelously accurate smell has told

him from a long way ofi that wild bees

have stored honey, goes straight to the

tree. Several taps with his long claws

upon the bark inform bruin by the hollow

sound, the exact location of the sweet

store. No matter if a swarm of angry
bees issue forth and sting him in many
places at the same time, he does not desist

in clawing and chewing a hole in the

trunk. Then the grizzly thrusts his furry

forepaw through the aperture and into the

honeycomb. The sight of a big shaggy

beast, with an enormous mouth, rudely

thrusting a forepaw into the honeycomb
and then licking the dripping, sticky

liquid mass from his paw, while he sav-

agely fights as best he can with his other

paw a swarm of buzzing, stinging pestif-

erous bees, is one of the things hunters

in the Westernmountain camps laughingly

describe.

The old saying in the West that " A
man's a fool to go arter b'ar alone," was
spoken of grizzly bear hunting. While
Old Ephraim will seek every opportunity

to escape from man, he is very quickly and
unexpectedly transformed into an ani-

mated, crashing, and frightful automatic
tornado. Hunting guides never permit
tenderfeet, who go out to the mountains
to hunt bears, to shoot a grizzly until a

safe avenue of escape from an enraged
beast is determined upon, in case the bul-

lets do not kill. An experienced hunter
knows before he aims what he will do and
where he will go after the shot has been
fired. A wounded bear will charge a bat-

tery of Gatling guns. The moment he
feels pain, he becomes a horror in fur and
claws. Rising on his two hind legs, with

forepaws extended, head swaying from
side to side, big red mouth open, uttering

terrifying bellowings, the brute goes

straight at his attacker. Only a wall of

boulders can hold him back, and his death

alone will check his efforts to get to tear-

ing his enemy to pieces. And all this

solely for vengeance, for a grizzly bear has

never been known to eat human flesh. The
bears that devoured the youths who made
improper remarks concerning the bald

pate of patriarchial Elisha were certainly

not of the grizzly variety.

The most raging, dangerous mood of a

grizzly bear is when one of its paws has

been caught in a steel trap and the beast is

maddened by pain and desperation. There
can be scarcely anything in brutish anger

more awing than this ! The monster bel-

lows and grunts; it gnashes its big teeth

until it does not seem a sound tooth can
be left in the jaws; it claws the earth with

its three free paws, and it pounds the trap

about frantically. If it can get the trap

loose from the mooring chain, it goes

crashing, smashing, bellowing through the

forest with the clumsy trap on the foot.

The agony of the tight grip of the trap on
the caught paw increases every moment,
and the bear bellows and roars the louder.

Woe to the man who falls into a grizzly's

clutches at such a time. One can scarcely

imagine a more sanguinary fate at the

claws of a brute. Once in a while the

grizzly will tear and chew his paw loose
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from the gripping teeth of a steel trap,

leaving the bleeding paw in the trap. Sev-

eral bears vi^ith a pawless leg have been

shot in Southern California.

In August, 1896, James B. Holmes, of

Pasadena, Cal., v^ras chatting with a hunt-

ing guide up among the Coast Range
Mountains, in Kern county, in San Joa-

quin Valley, California. As they talked

they heard a crackling of twigs behind

them. " I believe it's deer," said Mr.
Holmes. The guide said " no." A moment
later the crackling became louder. Both
men then thought surely deer were coming
down the mountain side, and they leaped

to their feet.

" They're deer, sure ; look out," said

Holmes softly.

Both men stepped aside and waited.

Mr. Holmes had a rifle in his hands, and
he and the guide stood watching the

thicket above them, whence the crackling

sound came. As they looked, the gray

nose of a grizzly was protruded through
the foliage, and Mr. Holmes and the guide

stepped backward while they caught their

breaths. Mr. Holmes is a crack shot, but

he had never had experience with grizzlies.

The nose of the bear made a fine mark,
and Mr. Holmes raised his rifle to blaze

away. He was about twenty yards from
the bear. Just as he was going to fire

there was more crackling of brush, and
two other and larger grizzles thrust their

heads through the thicket toward the men.
The guide turned pale,

" For heaven's sake, don't shoot," he
called. Mr. Holmes lowered his rifle.

" Kun for the hill ! Run for your life !

"

yelled the guide.

Mr. Holmes heard him yell " run !
" but

did not catch the instructions to go for

the hill. Near the crest of the hill was a

clump of trees and Mr. Holmes made a

rush for them with the idea that he might
find a hiding place or some place of shel-

ter. The bears gave vent to frightful

bellowings and went bounding over stones

and chapparal after Mr. Holmes. He
afterward said it was the most awful
moment of his life. He stretched every
nerve and exerted every muscle. The bel-

lowings of the three grizzlies close behind
told him there was one chance in a million
for him to escape alive.

The bull grizzly bear was nearest. Just
as Mr. Holmes felt the hot breath of this

beast upon his hands, he resolved to do
something desperate. He wheeled around
quickly. The grizzly towered above him.

He made a last effort to get his gun in

position and fired. At that moment he

was knocked down. The bull bear buried

his teeth in his right leg just below the

hip, tearing open the flesh. The pain

was wellnigh killing. The female came
up and made a vicious snap at his ribs, but

only succeeded in grabbing his coat and
driving her teeth through the cloth and
through a pasteboard match box, igniting

the matches. The female gave an angry
roar, shook her head and snapped at Mr.
Holmes' face, and he gave his head a

feeble jerk. It was just in time. He
heard the teeth snap in his face with a

sound like that of closing a steel trap.

Mr. Holmes swooned. He was uncon-
scious for three or four minutes, and then,

slowly rising, reconnoitred the situation.

He saw the bears with the cub trotting at

their feet disappearing in the brush.

Peeping over the brow of the hill he per-

ceived the guide, pale and trembling.

When he arose the guide sprang to his

feet and rushed toward him, saying:
" Thank God, sir, you're alive. It's the

narrowest squeeze I ever saw. The box of

burning matches scared the bears off."

There is a deal of discussion among
hunters after big game in the mountains
concerning the sort of fathers and hus-

bands grizzly bears make. The consensus

of opinion seems to be that bruin is an
unfaithful, heartless spouse, and a con-

temptible father. He will help Madame
Bruin seek a cave or an opening in the

rocks or mountain side, where their cubs

may be born, and he will carry a dainty

morsel, such as a sheep, a calf, or a part

of a cow's carcass there for his mate's

food. However, a few days after the cubs

are born in the family circle, he will leave

the home, probably never having any
further acquaintance with his spouse and
her offspring. Thereafter, Madame Bruin
niust make her own way and provide for

her cubs. Unlike the black bear, which is

a jolly, fun-loving father that rolls and
frolics with his baby children, the male
grizzly will have nothing to do with the

cubs. Madame Grizzly and her children

are companions for two summers and they

hibernate, rolled together in a ball of fur

for about one hundred days, during the
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coldest days of wintei'o The mother bear

and her young travel far and wide—mov-
ing principally at night. Kit Carson said

that the wide range of a family of healthy

grizzlies in a summer season is almost in-

calculable. He had reason to know of a

mother grizzly and her two cubs that once

left their hibernating cave among the

southern spur of the Eocky Mountains in

New Mexico one spring in the forties,

crossed Colorado and Wyoming, were seen

in the mountains in Montana and were

back in New Mexico again for another

winter before the following October.

Nowadays the settlement of the West
has curtailed the restless roaming habits

of grizzlies.

The beasts are gregarious. Bands of

fifty and more of them were frequently

found in other days, when the animals

were many and hunters were few. Some-
times a band of this size would be together

for a month or two. Localities far re-

moved from the presence of human beings,

where berries grow in plenty, where the

wild honey bee makes honey in an old hol-

low tree trunk, where an occasional excur-

sion may be made to a ranch pig pen, and
where there is a pool of water in a setting

of mud, are ideal summering spots. When
the bears have filled their stomachs with

any of the large variety of foods to their

liking, they will spend hours in rolling in

the soft mud and shallow water. At such

times the cubs are most playful, but

veteran hunters all agree that a veteran
male grizzly was never known to be sport-

ive, and the mother grizzlies seldom romp
and frolic with their young as all female
felines and all other varieties of bears do.

The maternal instinct, however, is as

strong in the she grizzly as in any other

animal. There are numberless instances

of mother bears giving up their lives to

save their cubs from danger. Only re-

cently the writer heard a hunter tell how a

grizzly cub got in one of his steel bear

traps, and how the mother came and
clawed and bit and scratched at the vice-

like jaws of the trap in a vain hope of

freeing her young. When daylight came
and the hunter, rifle in hand, approached,

the mother grizzly, in her rage and her

love for her cub, charged straight at the

hunter and was shot down.

The cuteness—sagacity, some observers

call it—of grizzly bears is shown in hun-
dreds of different ways. The bear lore

that is always retailed about a campfire

of hunters and trappers in the mountains
is filled with stories and observations of

this sense, which seems to belong to griz-

zly bears alone among the great family of

bruins. All hunters have had experiences

in which they have been led many miles

from camp, across mountains, over wide
areas of boulders and through rocky can-

yons by some smart old grizzly that

seemed to have a human mind in teasing

the hunter along and at the same time
adroitly keeping out of range of rifle when
there was an opportunity for the pursuer
to shoot. The bear that knows it is

hunted and sees a chance to escape will do
so every time. It will climb hastily into

spots most inaccessible to a man, and
when it has surveyed the field from behind
a titanic boidder or in a dense chapparal,

where the hunter cannot shoot, it will de-

cide upon a course of escape. If there is

a she bear in the band and her cubs are

along, she will drive the little fellows on
ahead a few feet and defend them in the

rear. When bruin knows there is a chance
for a bullet from a hunter's gun to come
that way he will hasten as fast as possible,

not stopping to rest until some protection

is afforded from bullets by rocks or timber.

Many she bears, in their anxiety to save

their cubs, have been seen to pick them up
in their forepaws and trudge clumsily

along.

The sagacity of grizzly bears is very

often shown by their manner of seeking

food. A ranchman in the foothills of the

San Bernardino Mountains a few years

ago found that a little pig disappeared

about every week from his pens. The print

of bears' paws told what was carrying away
the little porkers, but the pen was sur-

rounded by such strong and high paling

that the ranchman could not imagine how
any beast ever got in there. An all-night

watch showed him that a grizzly bear came
that way, climbed a live oak tree that grew
near, and, walking oiit on a branch that

grew over the pig pen, dropped to the

ground within the paling, snatched a ter-

rified pig, and making for the gate, that

could be opened from the inside only,

hastened to the family den miles away up
in the canyon.



THE WOOD DUCK
And Its

Shooting

Cdw}/n Sixndys

THE great

order A n -

seres the

family
A n at i d oe

contains a

. couple o f

hundred
species

which have been grouped in five sub-fami-

lies, viz.: The swans (Cygninoe) ; the

geese (Anserinoe); the sea ducks (Fuligu-

lince); the river ducks (Anatince); and the

fish eating ducks (Mergince). In the sub-

family Anatince, or river ducks, are found
valuable and beautiful species, yet none
more daintily arrayed than the subject of

this sketch, the wood duck, or summer duck
(Aix sponza).

From Asiatic waters has come a small,

web-footed fop whose garb suggests a

blending of Chinese and Japanese sartorial

art. He is no mean rival of the wood
duck, and the same might truthfully be

said of the rare and lovely Harlequin, yet

if perfect specimens of the males of all

three species lay side by side, in most eyes

the wood duck surely would find the most
favor.

As is the case with so many other

species, the male wood duck sports all the

finery in his family. By this is not meant
that his trim small spouse is a bit of a

•dowdy, for that would be far from the

truth. She is as dainty and tidy a wee
madam as one could desire to see, but she

is wise withal, and the Quakerish simplic-

ity of her dress might well be imitated by
some other ducks—but, er—um ! I digress.

The notable peculiarities of the wood
duck include the rare beauty of the plum-

age of the male; the habit of alighting in

trees ; the nesting in hollow and frequently

lofty trunks, sometimes at a considerable

distance from water, and the not infre-

quent carrying of the young from the nest

to the nearest water. The adult plumage
is as follows

:

Male.—Top of head and sweeping crest,

golden green; sides of head rich with

purple iridescence; bill, short, reddish;

irides, orange red; from bill to end of crest

extends a narrow, pure white line which
passes above the eye, and from behind the

eye to the end of the crest is a second

white line, the two in sharp contrast with
the lustrous surroundings and producing a

striking effect; cheeks and sides of the

upper neck, violet; chin, throat, and collar

around the neck, pure white, curving up in

crescent form nearly to the posterior part

of the eye ; the white collar is bounded be-

low with black; breast, dark violet brown,

marked on the fore part with minute tri-

angular spots of white, increasing in size

until they spread into the white of the

belly; each side of the breast is bounded

by a large crescent of white, and that

again by a broader one of rich black ; sides,

under the wings, thickly and beautifully

marked with fine, undulating parallel lines

of black, on a ground of yellowish drab;
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flanks, ornamented with broad, alternate

semi-circular bands of black and white;

sides of vent, rich light violet; tail coverts,

long, hair-like at the sides, black glossed

with green; back dusky bronze, reflecting

green; scapulars, black; tail, dark glossy

green above; below, dusky; primaries,

dusky, silvery without, tipped with violet

blue; secondaries, greenish blue, tipped

with white; wing coverts, violet blue,

tipped with black; legs and feet yellowish.

Total length, 18-20 inches.

Female.—Head, slightly crested; crown,

dark purple; behind eye, a bar of white;

chin and throat, white; head and neck,

dark drab; breast, dusky brown, marked
with large triangular spots of white ; back,

dark glossy bronze brown, with some gold

and greenish reflections; speculum, green-

ish, like the male; the fine pencilings of

the sides and the hair-like tail coverts are

wanting; the tail also is shorter.

While it is extremely difficult to give

anything like an accurate pen picture of a

fowl which glitters with metallic lustre

that changes from bronze to purple and
golden green with every play of light,

enough has been said to bear out the state-

ment that the wood duck is exceedingly

beautiful. As it may easily be tamed, it is

not at all unlikely that within a few years

it will be an attractive pet upon many
private waters, where certainly it is well

worthy of a place. It is a summer resi-

dent, its range being North America, and
it winters in the Southern States. It

usually comes north early in April and at

once seeks ponds, creeks, and small rivers

bordered with more or less standing tim-

ber which offers in hollow trunks, or large

limbs, the favorite sites for the nests. The
note of this duck is a softly sweet, rather

long-drawn " Peet—peet," the alarm note

a musical " Oe-eek! oe-eeh!"

When a pair of wood ducks find water
and a hollow tree to suit, little time is lost

in preparing the nest. This task and the

covering of the eggs is performed by the

female, for to the best of my knowledge,

"the male does little more than sit around
on handy limbs and look pretty. During
the period of nest building, and while the

duck is laying, he is the beau ideal of a

handsome and loving cavalier, ever atten-

tive and seemingly most anxious as to her

whereabouts should she happen to get out

of his sight. But with the waning of the

honeymoon he seems to feel rather bored

with the whole business, and. gradually

he gets cluhhy—i. e., wanders from his own
fireside and hunts up another drake or two
to help him loaf away the summer. The
busy little duck keeps her own counsel and
" sits tight " on the dozen or more highly

polished ivory-like eggs crowded together

in a bed of soft decayed wood and down
from her breast.

Quite frequently the nest is at the bot-

tom of a hollow several feet deep, and no
doubt the strong, hooked claws of the wood
duck are a special provision for the oft-

repeated climbing out of the hollow. The
newly-hatched young are extraordinarily

active, and so soon as they are dry and
ready for their first peep at the outside

world, either the mother carries them in

her bill to the ground, or they scramble to

the front door and reach the earth as best

they may. I have kept close watch on a

number of nests, and by the aid of an ex-

cellent glass have observed many details of

the interesting ceremonies of Evacuation
Day in Woodduckville. One nest in par-

ticular was in a huge hollow willow which
had a decided cant to nor'ard and which
stood perhaps twenty yards from the

stream and leaned from, not toward the

water, thus reversing the usual habit of

such trees. In this tree were hatched
eleven young and fheir first flitting was as

follows, as notes then taken show:
The drake was conspicuous by his ab-

sence, for he was neither in the tree, in any
nearby .tree, nor on the visible half mile of

stream. An observation late the previous

afternoon had proved the existence of one

newly-hatched duckling, which lay with the

eggs about a foot below the entrance.

Owing to the peculiar cant of the tree, it

was possible to see the eggs and learn what
was going on without any feeling for in-

formation, which is a dangerous experi-

ment with the eggs of most birds.

Bright and early, therefore, the follow-

ing morning I took position against a

stump on my side of the stream. From
this point the hole in the willowrj was
plainly exposed, and with the glass I could

see even the small scratches made by the

duck's claws on the exposed wood below

the doorway of her home. It was nearly

ten o'clock before the sun shone fairly into

the hole, and a few minutes later the duck
came forth and stepped nimbly along the
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"The marsh ponds can be reached by pushing * * *

propelhng the canoe by means of a long punting paddle.
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sloping trunk for perhaps a couple of

yards. She seemed anxiously alert, and
for some time stood erect, twisting her

neck about as though examining every

yard of the surroundings. Presently she

scratched her head with an action so comi-

cally suggestive of a certain class of human
thinkers, that I was forced to smile. Evi-

dently, she was a bit worried, but whatever

may have been the troublesome problem,

she presently solved it to her satisfaction,

for she began to preen her feathers in a

rapid and unusually energetic manner.

Her toilet completed to her liking, she

gave her tail a couple of quick flirts from
side to side, then ran rapidly to the hole.

At the edge of it she paused as though

staring within. It is possible she uttered

some low call to her babies—her appear-

ance suggested it, but I was too far away
to hear. Finally, she thrust her head and
neck into the hole and bent farther in

until only her tail was visible. Clearly she

was reaching down as far as she could. A
moment later she straightened up and
trotted down the trunk. Held by her bill

was a duckling, which she released when
still a couple of yards from the ground.

It remained clinging to the bark exactly

where she placed it. As she turned about,

a second duckling, and then a third came
out of the hole and began the descent. By
a series of sliding scrambles they reached

the spot where she stood and for the time

made no effort to go farther. She re-

mained motionless, seemingly intently

watching the hole. Three more young-
sters soon followed the leaders. Sliding,

creeping, clinging, they covered three-

fourths of the trip—then one missed its

hold and fell to the ground—perhaps ten

feet.

In an instant she was after it, and for

several seconds she hovered pigeon-like

above it. I feared it had been injured, but

presently it trotted after her as she moved
to the foot of the tree. Meanwhile two
more had left the hole, one reaching its

mates on the trunk, the other stopping

halfway and apparently hanging by a foot

as though a claw had got fouled in the

bark. Presumably, it made some outcry

which she could understand, for she ran up
the trunk, released it and carried it to the

foot of the tree, fluttering directly down
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" Interesting- ceremonies of evacuation day.'

instead of walking past the others. No
sooner had she deposited it, than the lot on
the trunk made a concerted move for terra

firma. From their position lay the steep-

est part of the trip, and it was made in

one quick slide.

The mother now showed signs of extreme
anxiety. For some distance about the

tree the sandy soil was practically bare,

and clearly she did not relish the idea of

having her youngsters too long in such a

place, yet there were three in the nest.

One of these settled the question by com-
ing out and making the descent in one
grand leap. It never hesitated, but simply

sprang into the air, and with rudimentary
wings and small paddles stiffly spread, it

shot down to the sand and immediately
ran to the others. The mother then leaped

upon the trunk, ran up to the hole and
went in.

For perhaps five minutes she remained
inside, and when she reappeared she held

a young one, seemingly by the skin of its

back. With this one she fluttered straight

down, and at once released it. This left

one in the nest.

Most interesting performances present

something strong as the closing act and
the last baby duck surely was the star of

the troupe. While his mother was attend-

ing to his small relative, this chap (I'll bet

it was a drake!) came out of the hole.

For perhaps ten seconds he stood in the

entrance as if waiting for all hands to give

their earnest attention, then he started

!

No clawing at the bark, no fearsome cling-

ing, nor any trace of hesitancy—he was
not that sort. Whether or no he lost his

balance, I am not prepared to state—any-

way down the trunk he came, running like

a young grouse and gathering speed every

skip. The pace, however, was a bit too

good to last. FEalfway down he tripped, or

something, and in an instant he was spin-

ning end-over-end. Rumpity-bump-biff-

bang ! Down he came, his last parabolic

flight landing him fairly on top of the

small group of brothers and sisters. He
fell more different ways in one trial than

anything ever I saw, yet the bouncing did

not appear to hurt him in the least. I

suspect he was the one last hatched, for he
seemed very much less strong and nimble

than the others.

Shortly after his spectacular arrival, the

mother led the brood straight across the
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exposed strip at a smart pace. All were
running their best before the cover was
reached, mother and young appearing to

have an equal dread of the bare sand. In
a few seconds they were in the cover next

the water and shortly after in the water

itself. I could not see them enter, but in

a short time the mother sculled slyly along

the edge of a mat of weeds. She swam
deeply, as though striving to make herself

as inconspicuous as possible, and at her

tail were the young all crowded together

like a small woollen mat and occupying no
more room than might have been covered

by an ordinary dinner plate. Under a

tent-like mass of wild grape vines she

" I caug-ht the gleam of his sun-lit garb * * * and

halted and I went down to my canoe, for I

was anxious to see a bit more of them.
Had I not marked their hiding place, the

ducklings never would have been discov-

ered. As it was, there was need for the

sharpest scrutiny to locate them after the

mother had flown. She did not go more
than forty yards before pitching to the

water, and she was in a perfect torment of

anxiety. The young were packed together

under the vine roots, but I managed to

drive them all out. I was curious to learn

if they could dive, and so soon as they had
been forced clear of the cover, all but one
answered the question by promptly going
under. The one fellow—for I knew he was

the " fat boy " who had
flip-flapped down the

tree, strove mightily to

go under too, but he
couldn't. He could put
his head under and up-

end all right, but to

save his life he couldn't

induce his fluffy pos-

terior to follow the

head. The wee paddles

worked bravely kicking

drops of water at a

great rate, but either

the coat was too dry or

the machinery too new,

for the best he could do

was to circle about in

an irresistibly comical

manner. Finally I laid

hold of the fleecy tuft

that served for his tail

and lifted him to my
knee. His beady eyes

had a peculiarly wild

gleam and his tiny

paddles pressed with
astonishing firmness
against my leg. Hap-
pening to touch his

funny little bill with

the tip of a finger, his

mouth at once opened
to its fullest extent.

His expression then
was quite savage and
an instant later, to my
amazement, he actually

made an attempt to

bite.

pulled." " You're a brave wee
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drakee, all right enough," I said to him as

I attempted to lift him preparatory to

turning him loose. The twin paddles, how-
ever, had a curiously firm grip and the

sharp nails clung to the cloth. Then I

remembered he was a tree duck, and bet-

ter understood how his elders could perch,

or run along a limb at will.

" Guess I'll wet you, son, so's you can get

under next trial," I remarked as I shoved
him under. At once the small paddles

were busy, and when a couple of seconds

later the hold was relaxed, he sped deeper

down. For fully a minute there was no
sign of him and my heart sank, for there

was a nasty possibility that his terror

might have driven him too deeply among
the bottom growths. Then I remembered
something. A hasty stroke of the paddle

made the canoe shoot many feet forward,

while a glance backward detected the little

devil tossing in the swirl and kicking his

prettiest to submerge himself. He had
first come up under the canoe and probably

had remained with only his head out for

several seconds. He swam to the bank in

short order, and unless he happened to be

among those that tried to fly through some
of my lead the next autumn, I never saw
him again.

A peculiar capture of a half-grown
drake may be worthy of reference. My
comrade upon the day in question was then

a strapping young man (peace to his

ashes !), and we were fishing for black bass

on the Thames River, a stream beloved of

wood duck. Where we were the water was
perhaps eighty yards broad and twenty
feet deep. The time was early August and
the day excessively sultry. We two were,

perhaps, the greatest water-dogs in the

country.
" I can beat you across, for a dollar !

"

poor Kit suddenly remarked. He knew he
couldn't, but all he really meant was to

have a swim.
In mighty few seconds we were peeled to

the buff, but before we could plunge, he
exclaimed

:

" See the wood ducks !

"

Thirty odd yards away half a dozen flap-

pers were pattering across the stream, and
the way we hit the water was a caution to

behold. We returned to the surface going
at full speed and halfway across—as it

proved just far enough to head off the last

duck. The others no sooner reached the

" Set his wings and hung for one instant with the sun glorify-

ing him."

bank than they sprinted to cover like so

many quail. Because wise men garbed
only in freckles and sunburn never chase
through rough cover, those ducks were
safe, but not so the lone one.

" Give it to him !
" I yelled, and we

foamed in pursuit.

The unfortunate duck didn't know
enough to return to the bank it had left,

or its sole desire was to follow its friends,

for go back it would not. Kit dashed
straight for it, while I edged nearer to the

desired bank. The duck scuttled ahead a

few yards, then dived. Instantly I went
under a few feet, then paused and stared

toward the light. After half a minute's

wait, I rose hunting air, and within a yard
was the duck. A wild grab missed by a

narrow margin, and again I went under
and waited. The duck as it vanished was
headed away from me, but I knew their

tricks. Within thirty seconds, or so, as I

stared toward the light, a long black thing

hove in sight headed so as to pass directly

over my face. I could distinctly see the

head, neck, half-spread flapper wings, and
the kicking feet.

It was not traveling very fast, and—this

meant seriously, mind you !—I thrust my
hand up and grabbed the neck. Before I

got to the surface I learned something

about wood ducks' claws—they can scratch

like blazes; but I had the drake, for such

it later proved to be. Kit's first remark
was, " Bet you got him !

" and when I held

up the duck, his whoop of delight might
have been heard a mile away. The bird

wasn't injured a particle, but it was
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" scared stiff." I got it safely home and
kept it until the first of the winter. It

soon became as tame as a pet chicken. To
nay great sorrow a mink killed it one night

in its pen.

The shooting of the wood duck is a sport

I greatly fancy. There are three methods,

which may be termed " jumping," " pol-

ing," and " flight." About the time of the

first light frosts, the ducks are much in the

vine-hung trees that overhang slow

streams and ponds. The small wild grape

is then the attraction. When not in the

trees, the ducks have a habit of skulking

under the brush of the banks and quiet

coves. They also like to stand upon al-

most submerged snags. When alarmed in

such places, they may at once spring, or

go trotting like grouse to the brush.

The man intent upon jumping wood
duck should have a good canoe and a light,

handy twelve-gauge—a good quail gun is

the very thing. I kneel and have the gun
resting in a crutch, so the heel-plate just

comes between my knees. So placed, one
can get it with the least waste of time, and
it is wiser to waste no time when a wood
duck springs. The paddle should be made
fast by a yard of stout cord; it may then be

dropped and recovered at will. The quick-

est way to get rid of it is to drop it clear.

So equipped, one may steal up mile after

mile of stream, keeping a sharp eye upon
trees and low cover ahead, and hands ever

ready to drop the paddle and seize the gun
whenever the tremulous " Oe-eek-oe-eek!

"

tells the glad tidings.

It is indeed pretty sport, and none too

easy, for only a smart and accurate shot

can hope to excel at it. The surroundings,

too, almost invariably are very pretty, for

the winding water every few minutes re-

veals a new vista of noble trees and droop-

ing vines. Occasionally, a small flock of

ducks humming down stream, dart around
a bend without the slightest warning.
Then is the moment for the swift man who
can let go with one hand and take hold

with the other, and shoot without bother-

ing about getting the gun to his shoulder.

The first flight of wood ducks from the

streams usually extends no farther than to

the nearest rice marshes. There they fre-

quent the lily-choked ponds, especially

those which have a few old rat houses.

The wood duck seems to love the top of an
old rat house, presumably because it is apt

to be the most convenient place for a sun
bath. The marsh ponds can best be reached

by pushing, i. e., propelling the canoe by
means of a long punting paddle which may
be set against submerged roots and other

tolerably firm stuff.

Next to jumping, I prefer flight, as fol-

lows. So soon as the young ducks are able

to fly strongly, they are apt to start about
sunrise and fly far up the stream to some
special feeding ground, or it may be their

night resort in some small pond in field, or

wood, or some particular cove of a stream.

To these they return about sunset, strag-

gling in singly, by pairs and now and then

a whole brood together. A man properly

placed beside the night resort, may enjoy

perhaps half an hour's shooting of the

liveliest description. Again there may be

half a dozen ponds, etc., near together,

while the stream extends for miles above.

Then it is no bad scheme to take post on
the bank of the stream, and, say a mile

above the night resorts. The ducks usu-

ally follow the stream until they are close

to their chosen spot; hence a man in the

right place may have chances at all the

fowl of a group of night resorts. I well

remember one old " hide " of mine. It was
on the very crest of a cliff-like bank of a

narrow river. About a mile below were
two big ponds in the open fields and be-

yond them nearly one hundred acres of wet
woodland. These places were in high

favor, and toward sunset the ducks would
come streaming down from feeding-

grounds higher up.

Then the sport depended upon how the

fowl arrived. If, as sometimes happened,

they came in large groups, or too closely-

following smaller lots, the shots at the first

were apt to alarm others and so spoil the

fun. But frequently they came straggling

along in well separated fives, sixes, and

sevens, with an odd one, or a pair, every

now and then. Then was there exceeding

great joy in the hide, swift action, and the

keenest of watches up stream, for it might
happen that twenty or more shells would be

used before the light failed, and the fellow

who uses that many shells upon wood ducks

and doesn't have fun and incidentally

knock down a fair percentage of fowl,

should be deprived of his yellow jacket.

The last bird I killed will not soon be

forgotten. It was in October, yet the

weather was like midsummer.
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" Too late, man—what ye thinkin'

about?" exclaimed my liost when I had
suggested a joint expedition up river.

" I'll go anyway, this afternoon, just for

a paddle," T replied, and I went.

The stream was deserted, yet the five-

mile trip was wondrous pleasant. At the

turning point I lingered long, merely

lounging in the canoe, for farmers along

the way had all told the same story

—

" Ducks were fairly plentiful, but all had
gone to the marsh."

T suppose old memories had a deal to do

with it, for somehow I fairly longed to see

even one of the dainty beauties that for-

merely traded up and down that water. It

was a perfect Indian summer day, the

water like glass, the sky steel blue and over

all the magic haze which screens the death

of the bleeding leaf. Great walls of

painted foliage were mirrored in the sleep-

ing water and as I lookedup the old stream
from the old point of view, I thought,
" 'Tis indeed wondrous fair—why couldn't

just one of the old wood ducks have held

over for my benefit, if but to complete the

picture."

He must have known—have purposely

delayed rather than have me disappointed.

I saw him first, and as there was no time
for getting to cover, I knelt in the canoe
right in midstream. He saw me, but all he
did was rise a bit and " Oe-eek" for more
steam. When he was almost overhead, for

an instant I caught the gleam of his sun-

lit garb, then, allowing at least ten feet, I

pulled. He got it so fairly that all he did

was set his wings and hang for one instant

with the sun glorifying him, the misty blue

above, and the billows of glowing foliage

upon either hand.

For some minutes I almost wished I had
missed. Then I paddled after him, lifted

him from the water and laid him gently

upon my coat. He was the prettiest drake

ever I killed in the fall, and all I need do

is to raise my eyes to his glass ones and see

them full of the same old question—" How
the devil did you manage to fluke my
undoing ?

"

THE MOOSE CALL

By TAPPAN ADNEY

THE autumn sun sinks low

Behind the wall of sombre fir

And paints with yellow glow
The mirror'd surface of the lake.

With face upturned and ear

Attuned to catch the very breath

Of dying day and year
The Indian hunter stands and sifts

The stillness far and near.

At the gloomy edge

Of the forest dark a muskrat.

Sporting in the sedge,

Chippers to its dusky mate

;

From out the misty hill

A night owl's lonesome cry is heard

—

A cry that sends a chill

Of fear through beast and sleeping

bird—
Then all again is still.

Close to the hunter's side

The trusty paddle's season'd blade.

By rip and torrent tried,

Xow steady holds the frail canoe.

While rests upon his knee
The rudely twisted coil of bark

—

Himself so still the tree

Against the fading Autumn sky
Is not more still than he.

Hark ! the hunter starts

!

A sound borne softly on the air

The mighty stillness parts

And makes the hunter's heart beat fast.

Tender, low, it thrills

The listening hunter's inmost soul;

Yet resonant, it fills

The valley with an echo from
The everlasting hills

!



' The moose had to take one side or the other * * * of

course the side the moose took would be minus Peter."



A FIGHT TO THE DEATH BETWEEN
MAN AND MOOSE

By CHARLES JACOBUS

IT WAS in the forests of Lower Canada,

in front of a glowing campfire, after

a day of fascinating sport with the

salmo fontinalis, or spotted brook trout,

with our tent duly pitched under the

cedars on the shore of Squatook Lake, No.

4, on the line of the lovely, yet sometimes

bold and rapid Madawaska, that the story

was related.

Dr. Stephen Griggs, of Brooklyn, and

myself were taking a canoe trip on these

waters from their source in Mud Lake to

their entrance into the St. John at Ed-

mundston, at the northeastern corner of

the State of Maine; and Peter Theriot, of

Caribou, was our guide. He was scarcely

out of his " teens," a powerful young man
physically, and skilled in woodcraft, which

seemed really first nature to him. He
knew from trapping experience the entire

region of the Tobique, the Green, the

Eestigouche, and other rivers, and had

killed much game, large and small.

Lie was returning one day from his cus-

tomary visit to his line of traps, which

run for twenty miles or more, sometimes,

and are set for mink, or fox, or other

creature according to country and condi-

tions. He carried a medium-sized, single-

barrel, muzzle-loading gun, charged with

buckshot, simply to be on the safe side.

It was in the middle of the afternoon, near

the end of his circuitous route, and the

load of skins on his back attested not only

his skill, but to the further fact that his

physical powers that day had been drawn
upon more than usual. Walking rapidly

over a little rise of ground, he suddenly

came upon an immense bull moose, lying

down in the forest. The range was very

short, and his gun, of course, more effec-

tive on that account, so that the discharge

brought the moose, stunned and wounded,

to the ground, the heavy buckshot rattling

against his antlers. Pete's joy knew no
bounds when this unexpected forest in-

habitant, for which no trap had been set.

seemed likely to be an additional trophy

to the spoils of the day. Instantly draw-

ing his hunting knife, he sprang forward,

unfortunately leaving his gun behind, to

cut the animal's throat, after which the

blood would run freely, and the meat be

in better condition for the morrow when,

with help he would return. Approach-
ing quickly, but with great precaution,

the keen edge had no sooner started on
its artery-opening work, when presto

!

Like a dash of cold water the prick of the

cold steel apparently revived the moose,

which jerked back his head, and in a mo-
ment, as if that immense corporosity had
been filled with powerful springs of steel,

regained his feet. Pete jumped suddenly

backward, and Mr. Man and Mr. Moose
were thus brought by this unique introduc-

tion, face to face. Snort No. 2 followed

as a blast evidently betokening war, and

without waiting for Pete to get ready for

defense, the moose in his anger, doubtless

goaded by pain, rushed to the spot where

the guide had, more quickly than ever be-

fore, gained a perpendicular position.

Reader, did you ever see a full-grown bull

moose? The bulls of Bashan, the war

horses of the Orient, the excited Amazons
of fable, cannot surpass his really terrible

look. But let him be infuriated, his bristly

hair standing up in a frightened way along

that immense spine, his most ungainly

snout below, those mammoth horns above,

those eyeballs of most spiteful fury, and

making mighty lunges straight for you!

How would you " comport yourself," as the

French say?

Pete himself had never taken moose in

this way before. A few hunters have, but

others have told the tale. " Buck fever !

"

Pshaw! What is that compared to moose

fright, at a range so close that the moist,

hot, panting breath from his furnace-lungs

can be felt on your face? This was what

Pete felt as he dexterously leaped one side,

and let the plunge of the moose to which
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his mighty avoirdupois had given immense
momentum, carry him beyond. That was

a most narrow escape, and only the great-

est agility and strength on Pete's part

could have averted disaster and death.

In a twinkling, the straps holding his

bundle of spoils were cut by his hunting

knife, as he started to the nearest tree,

luckily of medium size, with the moose

close behind him, as he had gathered him-

self for the back rush like a flash. Hap-
pily for Pete, the falling bundle of skins,

tumbling down behind him and somewhat

obstriTcting the vision of the moose, led

him to think, if a moose ever thought, that

here was a portion of his enemy's person,

and thus gave Pete the second of time he

needed. - One plunge of the moose's ant-

lers scattered the skins, and showed them
not the hide he was after. Apparently he

was madder for being fooled, and rushed,

without studying the position, toward the

tree, behind which, with hunting knife still

in hand, Pete stood, every muscle tense,

awaiting the fearful charge. Do you see

the position? The Lord deliver us from
such and similar

!

On the moose came, skurrying the little

snow, and making the frozen earth fairly

rumble with his cantering hoofs; but the

moose had to take the one side or the

other, as the tree, fortunately for our

guide, was too large to be broken down,
and not large enough to give the moose
any advantage. Of course, the side that

the moose took would be minus Peter, and
as the moose could not fight backward, but

had to turn around each time to renew the

fray, it gave Pete a breath and a half for

recovery. After some half-dozen terrific

lunges on the part of the moose, leaving

hair from his scraped side on the back of

the tree, Pete thought he had a soft snap
of it, unless he should stumble; but as a

half hour of this unique man-and-beast
contest had left the moose apparently as

fresh as ever, Pete began to reason as to

endurance. He had already done a good
day's work with his traps, and was not,

therefore, physically fresh for this unex-

pected foray. He needed food, too, and
began to think and to reason. The moose
seemed to realize that he was making no
headway, and would stand for some time,

apparently studying the situation ; then he

would start again, but the limited field for

action, and the impossible choice of an-

other, afforded him no chance for the de-

velopment of any particular plans. Up to

this time, Pete had had no chance to look

around. His ejes had to narrowly observe,

and his alert muscles had to quickly follow

the directions that the brain flashed to

them.

He began now to study the situation and
to look around him. A little way off, a

rod, perhaps, there was another tree, and
from its stock near the ground, some vig-

orous shoots of wrist size appeared. A
thought struck him—a tactful thought—

a

possible father of a possible deed, and he
at once proceeded to put it into execution,

for he knew that the setting sun could
bring no darkness that would enable him
to escape. He also well knew the bulldog
tenacity of a moose, for once before, he
had been treed, and kept up in it till, after

a day's sojourn in that peculiar bivouac,

his companions had secured his release.

He banked not at all, therefore, on any
withdrawal of the moose's attention, and
so, watching his chance when the moose
in one of his dashes slipped well by him
in the opposite direction, instead of stop-

ping behind the same tree, he sprinted
well to the other tree. Whether the moose
now reasoned that any change would be for
the better, or, becaiise he was temporarily
outwitted, it cannot be said; but he rushed
forward with an increase in his speed,

which for a short time had not been so

furious. He came up and found the same
old objection to a free fight, viz.: an inter-

vening tree. Pete, to remove every pos-

sible element of danger, holding his hunt-
ing knife in his teeth, now took off his

loose-fitting but warm hunting jacket, and
threw it one side. He was having exercise

enough to keep warm, but he took it off for

fear that one of the prongs of his enemy's
antlers might catch in it, and so be the

means of giving the moose the victory, and
he had once fairly trembled as these

prongs came in close proximity to his

outer garment. The moose made a dash
for the garment, but, like the bundle of

skins, it afforded him no satisfaction.

With his hunting knife, which was stout

and strong and double-edged, Pete pro-

ceeded to trim off the superfluous twigs
and upper growth of that vigorous sprout.

He left it about as long as a broom handle,
and it was a trifle larger. Then he com-
menced to cut it off at the base. All of
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this work had to be done when he was on

that side of the tree, and as the moose
kept him moving most of the time, it was
slow work, but finally, after several vig-

orous thrusts with his staunch and trusty

blade, he succeeded in wrenching clear and
free from its parent stock that strong,

young shoot. His eye gleamed with hope
as he handled it, hefted it, and measured
its capabilities. After such further trim-

ming to smooth its surface as his continual

forest dance would allow—for the moose
got madder yet, apparently, when even a

short respite came—he cut a few small

creases like the thread of a screw around
the smaller end, and shaved one side of it

flat for nearly six inches. He laid the

handle of his hunting knife upon this flat-

tened surface, and looked carefully for any
place where a little removal of wood would
make the handle fit as snug as possible, and
then, after a little more paring, under cir-

cumstances that naturally would take

pieces of fingers with it, a bigger hope
shone in his eye. Neither he nor the moose
had yet uttered a sound.

ISTow Pete took from his breeches pocket,

the always-carried buckskin string, and
laying the handle of his knife upon.the end
of his impromptu spear handle, with its

double edge of steel for the projecting

spear blade, he commenced carefully and
strongly to tie the thong into the notches

previously made for its firm holding. He
took up all loose places, and made that

hunting knife and handle to feel and prac-

tically be like one solid piece. Then, very

coolly taking from his pocket a small piece

of Nova Scotia whetstone about the size

and shape of a package of chewing gum,
he turned the spear point up, as a woods-
man does an axe, and after moistening the

stone with saliva, he plied it in a lively

manner, with apparently as much non-
chalance as a barber does a razor to his

favorite hone. Many times he had been
obliged to change his position, but his

physical strength had up to this time met
every demand upon it. He knew the fight

had but just commenced; but it was his

turn now, and before the moose could take

the least precaution, or realize the changed
state of affairs, he thrust the spear head
around the tree like a flash, and the keen
blade went under the bottom of his jaw,

out of sight, inflicting a smarting wound.
He followed it up with another right on
the snout, as that was most exposed, and
scored again, for, like Hamish, in the fa-

mous story of Sidney Lanier, " No blood,

no count." In all these thrusts he was
compelled to exercise great care lest some
prong of the quickly-moving antlers should

disarm him. As the moose came up
against the tree, Pete put in his best work,

reaching for the vital throat artery, whose
location he so well knew.
What a fool the moose was ! His mad-

ness took away his judgment. If he had
just stood back a little way from the tree,

he would have been out of Pete's reach,

and yet virtually kept his enemy penned;

but his very madness stood in the way of

his own safety. Pete's really skilful thrusts

were beginning to tell, till finally, the great

artery of the neck, to the joy of our guide,

was severed, and a tide of blood, to which
the rest had been as drops, now deluged

the ground. The raoose seemed to realize

that his time had come. He stood with all

fours well out from his body, and let the

life blood flow, as he must. It was the

speediest, yet gentlest dissolutron of great

living forces. Pete stood unmoved. The
shadows of natural darkness and physical

death were settling down together. The
sun had gone down, and Pete knew the

contest was over. While gratitude was
beginning to swell Pete's heart, the great

monarch of the forest suddenly collapsed,

and fell to the earth; and Pete, gathering

up his hunting coat and scattered pelts,

returned to camp, leaving his last conquest

for additional help on the morrow.



THE VOYAGE OF THE AQUIDNECK AND
ITS VARIED ADVENTURES IN SOUTH

AMERICAN WATERS

By CAPTAIN JOSHUA SLOCUM
Author of " Sailing: Alone Around the World."

11^ THIS story of a voyage filled with

adventures common to the life of a

sailor it is only right that I should

square myself and explain how it happened
that on a subsequent voyage I sailed all

alone. It came about in this manner

:

After the events which I am about to re-

late, and when I cast about for a hand to

join my new ship, the person I wished to

have along said, " Joshua, I've had a

v'yage," which indeed was the truth.

Madame was thinking of the cruise when
in a short three years we had experienced
many of the vicissitudes of sea life and
traversed the round of plagues, such as

cholera, smallpox, yellow fever, and the

like ; the whole ending in mutiny and ship-

wreck. And then on the shore abreast the

bar, where our wrecked ship lay, we built

the canoe Liherdade and sailed it home,
making a distance of 5,500 miles in 53

days. Thi^ was great work for a small
craft. Madame made the sails that Liher-

dade wore, and very good sails they were,

too. Excuse these blushes—this round
was our wedding tour and we were eager
to get through with it. But to get to the

story and begin at the beginning.

It was on the 28th of February, 1886,

that in the bark Aquidneck, laden with
case oil, we sailed from ISTew York to Mon-
tevideo, the capital of Uruguay, a fei'tile

land bounding the River Platte on the

east, and called by the natives " Banda
Oriental." The Aquidneck was a trim and
tidy craft of 326 tons' register, hailing
from Baltimore, the port noted for clip-

pers, and being herself high famed above
them all for swift sailing, she had won
admiration on many seas.

Her crew mustered ten all told; twelve
had been the complement, when freights

were good. There were, besides the crew

with regular stations, a little lad, aged
about six years, and his mamma (age im-

material), newly shipped and privileged

above the rest, having " all nights in "

—

that is, not having to stand watch. The
mate, Victor, who is to see many adven-

tures before reaching New York again,

was born and bred on shipboard. He was
in perfect health and as strong as a wind-
lass. When he first saw the light and be-

gan to give orders, he was at San Fran-
cisco on the packet Constitution, the ves-

sel lost in the tempest at Samoa, just be-

fore the great naval disaster at the same
place in the year 1889. Garfield, the little

lad above mentioned, Victor's brother, in

this family ship, was born in Hong Kong
harbor, in the old bark Amethyst, a hona
fide American citizen, though first seeing

the light in a foreign port, the Stars and
Stripes standing sponsor for his nation-

ality. This bark had braved the wind and
waves for fifty-eight years, but had not, up
to that date, so far as I know, experienced

so lively a squall as the one which sprang
up about her old timbers on that 3d of

March, 1886.

Our foremost hands on the Aquidneck,
six in number, were from as many nations,

strangers to each other and to be; but

the cook, a negro, was a native American
—to the manner born; a good enough
cook, to be sure, and one who could, as he
said, " make de alfiredest fish chowder
erfloat, only give him de disingredients."

The auctioneer while selling the Aquid-
neck, dwelled upon the lucky side of her

character while he harangued; throwing
a wink my way, and he bawled, " Sailors

know what a lucky ship means ; " and
forthwith I gave the extra bid that fetched
the bark. But that again is by the way;
let it go with the " lucky ship."
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At New York, on those dark days, the

wind howled from the north, with the
" storm centre somewhere on the Atlan-

tic," so said the wise seamen of the

Weather Bureau. The prognostication

was correct, as we can testify, for out on
the Atlantic our bark carried only a mere
rag of a foresail, somewhat larger than a

table cloth, and with this stormsail she

went flying before the tempest, with a
" bone in her mouth," making great head-

way, even under the small sail. Moun-
tains of seas swept clean over the bark in

their mad race, filling her decks full to the

top of the bulwarks, and shaking her in

every timber.

Our men were lashed, each one to his

station; all spare spars not doubly lashed

were washed away, along with other mov-
ables that were broken or torn from their

fastenings by the wild storm, and at mid-

night came the alarming cry, " All hands

to the pumps." Our ship had sprung a

leak. Then we pumped while the water

increased in the hold till our ship in the

morning rolled loggy and the water on the

sounding line measured a fathom. When
I saw this I turned my back for a moment
to hide the amazement on my face, so that

I could say without betraying fear, " Bul-

lies there is still much water in the hold,

but it is daylight now and we'll master it

yet." There was indeed much water, but

it was not the part of a captain to say
" the ship is going down."
Thoughts crowd rapidly into one's mind,

at times, and this was a supreme moment.
The bark rolled lower and lower and grew
sluggish on the sea. " Steady, there," was
the helmsman's order. " Steady before

it," and " don't broach her." Then I saw
to it that the axe was ready to lay at the

mast if the moment of need should come,
if she should broach to. Also I looked the

boats over, quietly, and saw that a stock

of provisions, which would have been
necessarily small, was ready for them.

For old sailors, what of it? 'Tis the

trade of sailors to face many evils. But
there was one in the cabin who had not
been to sea before and along with her was
the little boy, not much more used to the

sea. I am not callous, and to say now,
" Ready for the boats," was hard, but the

point had come where it was better to be

ready. Still I had a thousand hopes,

while I knew that to save the ship we must

exert our utmost strength. Surely our
worthy bark had not betrayed us, we cried.

I sprang to the port channels and over the

side as she took a heavy roll to starboard

to make a hasty outboard examination. I

could almost walk on her broadside when
she rolled it up. By clinging to the lower
chains I could swing myself out and make
a hasty survey of her wales before she

rolled back to port. It was done quickly,

for I was nimble in those days. The
AquidnecJc groaned with her burden under
the heaping seas, but the pitch on her
newly paid seams was not broken. And
I felt morally sure from this that a butt

had not started. I was frantic almost

with a determination to find the cause of

our peril, and if possible to mend it, and I

felt sure that both would be done, and that

we would not have to take to the boats

just yet. The thing came to me at last

like a flash. " The trouble is at the break
of the poop deck," I exclaimed. I thought
of nothing else for the moment, and of no
other point of doubt, and within myself I

wondered why I had not thought of this

before.

I threw myself into the ship's waist and
my hand groping for the suspected place,

felt a strong suction from the water rush-

ing in a torrent through a broad open
seam into the hold that was filling up
fast.

Into that yawning seam, two fathoms
along, quicker than I am telling it, I drove

a rope that completely stopped the leak. I

was secured by a rope lashing while I

worked. The waves tumbled over the bark
on all sides and swept heavily across her

deck, flinging me hard against the bul-

wark every time she rolled my way, but

the lashing around my body held me from
going overboard.

I am free to say that never before had I

experienced the supreme contentment of

mind that came to me while accomplishing

this thing there under a thundering sea.

It was a difiicult task, but the stake was
life, and I won. The crew, at the pumps
all the while, worked now with renewed
energy and soon found themselves masters

over the storm. The leak had been com-
pletely stopped and our vessel, finally dry,

did not call us to the pumps again on the

whole voyage. But this spell had cost us

a day of excessive toil, anxiety, and ex-

posure, and it was quite enough.
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I have not often indulged in rehearsing

the incident, for, no doubt about it, we
were all uneasy and it has not been my
wish to cultivate unnecessary fear by
dwelling on the circumstances of that one

night. Our cabin passenger listening for

the first time to rushing waves and a storm

at sea, very naturally exaggerated the

situation in her own mind. Not having

heard a human voice above the shrieking

tempest for some hours the fear had come
upon her that she and the little boy were

left there in the storm all alone, and, turn-

ing to the mate, who had just entered the

cabin with a reassuring message in the

morning, she said :
" Victor, are you the

only one left? Are the others all washed
overboard ?

"

We look upon a storm differently

from different experiences; for my own
part I have come to know that the most
appalling danger is not in the sea, but in a

defective construction or in mismanage-
ment oftener than otherwise. The defect

in the Aquidneck was a half deck, which
has always been and always will be, I

think, the cause of a weakness.

The cook's galley came in for its share

of the damage early in the storm, the cook

himself barely escaping serious injury

from a sea that went thundering across

the decks, taking with it doors, windows,
galley stove, pots, kettles, and all, together

with the culinary artist himself, landing

the whole wreck in the lee scuppers, but,

most fortunately, with the professor on
top. A misfortune like this is always

—

felt. And it dampens one's feelings, so to

speak. It means cold food for a time to

come, when you are in utmost need of the

warmest and best.

The day following our misfortunes,

however, was not so bad. In fact, the

tremendous seas boarding the bark latterly

were indications of a good change coming,
for it meant that her speed had slackened

through a lull in the gale, allowing the

seas to reach her too full and heavy.

More sail was at once crowded on, and
still more at every stage of the abatement
of the gale. And so, on she flew, like a

scud, sheeting home sail after sail, till the

5th of March, when all of her white wings

were spread, and she truly " walked the

waters like a thing of life." There was
wind enough now for several days, but not

too much, and our swift sailing craft

laughed at the seas trying to catch her.

She was " swifter than a bird."

Cheerily on we sailed for days and days,

meeting the sun each morning a long span
earlier, making daily four degrees of

longitude. It was the time, on these

bright days, to forearm with dry clothing

against future stormy weather. The crew
accordingly improved the opportunity.

Boxes and bags were brought on deck.

Drying and patching went on wholesale,

by the watch below, while the watch on
deck bestirred themselves putting the ship

in order. " Chips," the carpenter, mended
the galley; the cook's broken shins were
plastered up ; and when all was well again,

a great happiness pulsed through the ship,

because of these small triumphs.

The sailors moved cheerfully about once
more in their patched garments of varied

hues. They reminded one of spotted Cape
pigeons, pecking for a living, the pigeons,

I imagined, having the better life of the

two. A pannikin of hot coffee or tea, by
sailors called " water bewitched," a sea

biscuit and bit of " salt horse," had re-

galed the crew and restored their voices.

Then " Reuben Eanzo " was heard on the

breeze, and the main tack was boarded to

the tune of "Johnny Bowker." Other
wondrous songs through the night watch
could be heard in keeping with the happy
time. Not a rope was swayed or hauled
upon but a song came with it. Then what
they would do and what they wouldn't do

in the next port was talked of, when song
and yarn ran out.

Ten days out, and we were in the north-

east " trades " with porpoises playing

under the bows and dolphin racing along-

side, and flyingfish all about. It was, in-

deed, a happy change, and like being
transported to another world. Our hard-

ships were all forgotten now for " the sea

washes off all the woes of man."
One week more of pleasant sailing, all

going orderly on board, and Cape Verde
Islands came in sight. A grand and glori-

ous sight they were ! All hail, terra

firma ! It is good to look at you once

again! By noon the islands were abeam,
and the fresh trade wind in the evening
bore us out of sight of them before dark.

Most delightful sailing is this large

swinging motion of our bark over the

waves, with the gale abaft the beam, driv-

ing her forward till she fairly leaps from
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billow to billow. A thwarted sea strikes

her handsome bows and is smashed into a

million gems that hang in the sunlight

about her, like a nimbus of glory. The
tread on her deckplank is light these days

and our little world afloat is all right fore

and aft.

Cape Frio (cold cape) was the next

landfall. Upon reaching that point, we
had crossed the Atlantic twice. The
course toward Cape Verde Islands had
been taken to avail ourselves of a leading

wind through the southeast trades, the

course from the islands to Frio being

southwesterly. This latter stretch was
spanned on an easy bow line, with nothing

eventfid to record. Thence our course

was through variable winds to the River

Platte, where a " pampeiro " was experi-

enced that blew " great guns," and
whistled a hornpipe through the rigging.

These pampeiros usually blow with

great fury, but give ample warnings of

their approach; the first sign being a spell

of unsurpassed fine weather, with small,

fleecy clouds, floating so gently in the sky

that one scarcely perceives their move-
ments, yet they do move, like an immense
herd of sheep grazing undisturbed on the

great azure field. All this we witnessed,

and took into account. Then gradually,

and without any cause apparent to the

human eye, the clouds began to huddle to-

gether in large groups; a sign had been

given which the elements recognized.

Next came a flash of fire from behind the

accumulating masses, then a distant rum-
bling noise was heard. It was a note of

warning, and one that no vessel should let

pass unheeded. " Clew up, and furl
!

"

was the order. The storm was sweeping
down upon us. To hand all sail when
these fierce visitors are out on a frolic

over the seas, and entertain them under
bare poles, is the safest plan, unless, in-

deed, the best storm sails are bent ; even
then it is safer to goosewing the tops'ls

before the gale comes on. ISTot till the

.fury of the blast is spent does the ship

require sail, for it is not till then that the

sea begins to rise, necessitating sail to

steady her.

The first onslaught of the storm, level-

ing all before it, and sending waves flying

across in sheets—sailor sheets, so to speak
—lends a wild and fearful aspect; but
there is no dread of a lee shore in the

sailor's heart at these times, for the gale

is off land, as indicated by the name
it bears, '' pampeiro " (winds from the

pampas). In the course of about three

hours the bark righted nimbly from her
hove down position and we again made sail

and pursued our voyage—we had had a

pampeiro I

Montevideo, sister city to Buenos Ayres,

is the fairer of the two to look upon, hav-

ing a loftier situation. From the port

anchorage in the roads where we dis-

charged our cargo the Mountain City ap-

peared most attractive. It was a pleasant

place from any viewpoint, but from the

sea we longed for the change to its glitter-

ing streets. Like Buenos Ayres, Monte-
vedio boasts of many fine mansions,

comely women, liberal schools, and of a

cemetery of great splendor. It is here

that the " beggar a-horseback " becomes a

verity (horses are cheap) ; galloping up to

you the whining beggar will implore you,

saying :
" For the love of Christ, friend,

give me a coin with which to buy bread."

From the " Mont " we sailed for Anto-

nina, in Brazil, for a cargo of mate, which
we discharged at Buenos Ayres. Mate is

a kind of tea, much used in South
America, and which, prepared as a drink,

is wholesome and refreshing. It is par-

taken of by the natives in a highly sociable

manner, through a tube which is thrust

into the steaming beverage in a silver urn,

or calagash, whichever may be most con-

venient. In the popular indulgence of

mate all sip in bliss, from the same tube,

which is passed from mouth to mouth.

No matter how many mouths there may be

in the party, the homhelia (little pump),
as it is called, must reach them all. It

may have to be replenished to make the

drink go around, when the company is

large, but this is done with but little loss

of time.

From Buenos Ayres, we proceeded up
the River Platte, near the confluence of

the Parana and Paraguay, to salve a cargo

of wine from the stranded brig Neovo San
Pascual, from Marseilles.

The current of the great river at that

point runs constantly seaward, becoming
almost a sea of itself, and a dangerous one

to navigate; hence the loss of the San
Pascual, and many others before her.

If, like the " Ancient Mariner," we had,

any of us, cried, " water, water all around,
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nor any drop to drink," we forgot it now,
in this bountiful stream. Wine, too, we
had without stint. The insurance agent

of the wrecked cargo rolled out a cask of

the best, and, like a true Hans Breitmann,
" knocked out her bung."

Besides this, many bottles in the cases

were " unavoidably broken " in handling

and the contents drenched the sailors from
top to toe as they carried them away on

their hands. As a consequence, and as

might be supposed, even the oldest sailors

with thick hides became intoxicated. It

must have soaked in!

The cargo of wine in due course, was
landed at Eosario, with comparatively

small loss, the crew, except in one case,

becoming sober enough to help navigate

even the difficult Parana. But one old

sinner, the case I speak of, an old Labra-

dor fisherman, became a useless, drunken
swab, in spite of all we could do. I say
" we " for most of the crew were on my
side, in favor of a fair deal and " regular

supplies."

The hold was barred and locked, and
every place we could think of, for a time,

was searched; still Dan kept terribly

drunl?:. At last his mattress was turned

out, and from it rolled a dozen or more
bottles of the best liquor. Then there was
a row, but all on the part of Dan, who
swore blue vengeance on the man, if he
could but find him, who had stowed that

grog in his bunk, " trying to get him into

trouble."

The cargo of wine being discharged, I

chartered to load alfalfa, packed in bales,

for Rio. Many deaths had occurred about
this time, with appalling suddenness; and
we soon learned that cholera was staring

us in the face, and that it was fast spread-

ing through the land, filling towns and
cities with sickness and death.

Approaching more frightfully near, it

carried our pilot over the bar; his wife
was a widow the day after he brought our
bark to the loading berth. And the young
man who delivered us the cargo one day
was himself measured and stowed the day
after. His ship had come in

!

Many stout men, and many, many wo-
men and children succumbed to the

scourge within a few days; yet it was our
high privilege to come through the dark
cloud without losing a loved one, while

those thousands were cast down with be-

reavements and grief. At one time it ap-

peared that we were in the centre of the

death cloud which zigzagged its ugly

body, serpent-like, through districts, poi-

soning all that it touched, and leaving

death in its wake. It was indeed cholera

in its most terrible form!
There was no escaping the poison or

keeping it off, except by disinfectants, and
by keeping the system regular, for it soon
spread over all the land and the air was
full of it. Remedies sold so high that

many must have perished without the test

of medicinal aid to cure their disease. A
cry went up against drxiggists overcharg-
ing for their drugs, but nothing more was
done to check their greed. Camphor sold

as high as four dollars a pound, and the

druggist with a few hundred drops of

laudanum and as much chlorodyne could

travel through Europe afterward on the

profits of his sales.

It was at Rosario, and at this time, that

we buried our young friend. Captain
Speck. His friends did not ask whether
or not it was cholera that he died of, but
performed the last act of friendship as be-

came men of heart and feeling. The min-
ister could not come that day, but Captain
Speck's little friend, the bos'n, said,

" The flags were set for the angels to come
and take the captain to heaven !

" More
than that might not be said of any seaman.
And the flags blew out all day.

Our sailing day from Rosario finally

came; and, with a feeling as of casting off

fetters, the lines were let go, and the bark
hauled out into the stream, with a full

cargo on board; but, instead of sailing for

Rio, as per charter, she was ordered by
the Brazilian consul to Ilha Grande
(Great Island), the quarantine station of

Brazil, some sixty-two miles west of Rio,

there to be disinfected and to discharge

her cargo in quarantine.

A new crew was shipped and put aboard,

but while I was getting my papers, about

noon, they stole the ship's boat and scur-

ried off down the river as fast, no doubt,,

as they could go. I have not seen them or

my boat since. They all deserted—every

mother's son of them ! taking, beside the

boat, a month's advance pay from a Mr.
Dutch Harry, a sailor boarding master,

who had stolen my inward crew that he
might, as he boasted afterward, " ship new
hands in their places." In view of the
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fact that this vilest of

crimps was the loser of

the money, I could almost

forgive the " galoots

"

for the theft of my boat.

(The ship is usually re-

sponsible for advance
wages twenty-four hours

after she has sailed, pro-

viding, too, that the sail-

ors proceed to sea in

her.) Seeing, moreover,

that they were of that

stripe, unworthy the

name of sailor, my vessel

was the better without

them, by at least what it

cost to be rid of them,

namely, the price of my
boat.

However, I will take

back what I said abovit

Dutch Harry being the
" vilest crimp." There
came to Rosario one

worse than he, " Pete the

Greek," who cut off the

ears of a rival boarding
master at the Boca, threw
them into the river, then,

making his escape to Ro-
sario, some 180 miles

away, established himself

in the business about this

time in opposition to the

Dutchman, whom he fin-

ally " shanghaied."

A captain who, like

myself, had suffered from
the depredations of this

noted gentry, told me
later, in great glee, that

he saw Harry on a bone-

laden Italian bark outward bound—" even
then nearly out of the river." The last

seen of him by my friend, the captain, was
" among the branches," with a rope around
his neck—they hanged him, maybe—I don't

know what else the rope was for, or who
deserved more to be hanged. The captain
screamed with delight :

" He'll get bone
soup, at least, for a while, instead of Santa
Fe good mutton chops at our expense."
My second crew was furnished by Mr.

Pete, just referred to, and on the 17th of

December we set sail from that country
of revolutions. Things soon dropped into

I could almost walk on her broadside when she rolled it up."

working order, and I found reason to be

pleased with the change of crew. We
glided smoothly along down the river at

last, wishing never to have again the ex-

perience for ourselves or to see Rosario

under the distressing circumstances

through which she had passed.

On the following day, while slipping

along before a light breeze, we espied a

dog out in the current, struggling in the

strong whirlpools, unable to extricate him-

self, for he was greatly exhausted. Com-
ing up with him our maintops'l was laid

to the mast, and as we ranged by the poor
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thing, a sailor, plunging over the side in

a bowline, bent a rope onto doggy; another

sailor hauled him carefully on board, and
the rescue was made. He proved to be a

fine young retriever, and his intelligent

signs of thankfulness for his escape from
drowning were scarcely less eloquent of

gratitude than human language.

This pleasant incident happening on a

Friday suggested, of course, the name we
should give him. His new master, to be

sure, was Bos'n Garfield, who at once said,

" I guess they won't know me when I get

home, with my new suit^and a dog ! The
two romped the decks thereafter, early and
late. It was good to see them romp, while
" Friday " " barkit wi' joy."

Our pets were numerous and also happy
till a stowaway cat, one day, killed poor
little " Pete," our canary. For ten years

or more I had listened to the notes of this

wee bird, in many countries and climes.

Sweetest of sweet singers, it was buried

now in the great Atlantic. A strange cat,

a careless steward, and the tragedy was
told. This was a great loss to us all, and
was mourned over—almost as the loss of a

child.

A book that has been read at sea has a

near claim on our friendship, and is a

thing one is loth to part with, or change,

even for a better book. But the friend of

many voyages is so hard to part with!

A resting place in the solemn sea of same-
ness—in the trackless ocean, marked only

by imaginary lines and circles is as vague
as it is wonderful and how many have
treasures there ! Even the little song bird

buried there lent us a feeling of eternal

ownership in the depths.

Returning to the voyage and journal:

Our pilot proved incompetent, and we nar-

rowly escaped shipwreck in consequence
at Martin Garcia Bar, a bad spot in the
River Platte. A small schooner captain,

a sort of pirate without the courage to at-

tack, observing that we needlessly followed

in his track, and being anything but a

sailor in principle, wantonly meditated
mischief to us. While I was confidently

trusting to my pilot, and he (the pilot)

trusting to the schooner, one that could go
over banks where we would strike, what
did the scamp do but shave close to a dan-

gerous bank, my pilot following faithfully

in his wake. Then, jumping upon the

tafi"rail of his craft, as we came abreast

the shoal, he yelled, like a Comanche, to

my pilot to " Port the helm !
" and what

does my muttonheaded jackass do but
port hard over! The bark, of course,

brought up immediately on the ground, as

the other had planned, seeing which his

whole pirate crew joined in roars of
laughter, but sailed on, doing us no other
harm.
By our utmost exertions the bark was

gotten off, not a moment too soon, how-
ever, for by the time we kedged her into

deep water a pampeiro was upon us. She
rode out the gale safe at anchor, thanks-

to an active crew. Our water tanks and
casks were then refilled, having been
emptied to lighten the bark from her
perilous position.

Next evening the storm went down, and
by mutual consent our mud-pilot took pas-

sage in a passing river craft, with his pay
and our best advice, which was to ship in

a dredging machine, where he would be ap-

preciated.

We reached the lightship without a pilot

and without further accident, passing it

on Christmas Day. Clearing before

night, English Bank and all other dangers
of the land, we set our course for Ilha

Grande, the wind being fair. Then a sigh

of relief was breathed by all on board. If

ever " Old Briny " was welcomed, it was on
that Christmas Day.
We arrived at Ilha Grande, our destina-

tion, on the 7th day of January, 1887, and
came to anchor in nine fathoms of water,

at about noon, within musket range of the

guardship, and within speaking distance

of several vessels riding quarantine, with

more or less communication going on

among them all, through flags. Several

ships, chafing under restraint of quaran-

tine, were " firing signals " at the guard-

ship. One Scandinavian, I remember,

asked if he might be permitted to com-

municate by cable with his owners in

Christiania. The guard gave him, as the

Irishman said, " an evasive answer," so the

cablegram, I suppose, laid over. Another
wanted police assistance ; a third wished to

know if he could get fresh provisions

—

ten milreis' ($5) worth (he was a Ger-

man)—naming a dozen or more articles

that he wished for, " and the balance in

onions !
" Altogether, the young fellows

on the guardship were having, one might
say, a signal practise.
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On the next day, January 8th, the offi-

cers of the port came alongside in a steam
launch, and ordered us to leave, saying the

port had been closed that morning. " But
we have made the voyage," I said. " No
matter," said the guard, " leave at once, or

the guardship will fire into you." This, I

submit, was harsh and arbitrary treat-

ment. A thunderbolt striking from a

clear sky could not have surprised us more
or worked us much greater harm—to be

ruined in business or struck by lightning,

heing equally bad

!

Then pointing somewhat like a gun,

The Ilha Grande decree which brought
great hardships to us was simply a politi-

cal move in retaliation for past offenses

committed by their Argentine neighbors.

The Argentine government had levied dis-

criminating duties on Brazilian products

from time to time. Not only that, but

they had quarantined against Rio fevers

;

this hit our Brazilian friends in a sore

spot, at which a fever of retaliation

sprung up reaching more than febre

morello heat and they decided to teach

their Argentine cousins a wholesome les-

son. Closing ports as they did at the be-

The A guidneck groaned under the heaping: seas, but the pitch on her seams was not broken."

Dom Pedro's man said, '' Yaya homen

"

(hence, begone), " Or you will give us
cholera." So we came back to Rosario,
with that load of hay—and trouble. But
on our arrival there we found things bet-

ter than they were when we sailed. The
cholera had ceased—it was on the wane
when we sailed from Rosario, and there

was hardly a case of the dread disease in

the whole country east of Cordova when
we returned. That was, indeed a comfort,
hut it left our hardship the same, and led,

consequently, to the total loss of the ves-

sel after dragging us through harrowing
trials and losses.

ginning of the season of Argentine's ex-

ports and with the plausible excuse,

namely, fear of a pain in the stomach, so

filled the Argentines with admiration of

their equals in strategy that they, on the

earliest opportunity proclaimed two public

holidays in honor of bright Brazil. So
the matter of difference ended, to the de-

light of all—in firecrackers and cham-
pagne !

To the delight of all except the owner
and crew of the AquidnecJc. For our bark
there was no way but to return to the

place where the cargo came from, and at a

ruinous loss of time and money. We
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called at Montevideo, the first open port,

and wired to the owner of the cargo, but

got no answer. Thence we sailed to

Buenos Ayres, where I telegraphed for in-

structions. The officers of the guardship,

upon receiving my report from Brazil,

were for some reason convulsed with

laughter, while I—I confess it—could not

see the joke. After waiting two days, this

diplomatic reply came from the owner of

the cargo :
" Act as the case may re-

quire." Upon this matter I had several

opinions. One person suggested that the

case required me to pitch the whole cargo

into the sea ! This friend, I may mention,

was from Boston.

I have ever since regretted that I did

not take his advice. There seemed to be

no protection for the vessel, the law that a

ship must be allowed to live was unheeded,

in fact this law was reversed and there

were sharks and beachcombers at every

turn ready to take advantage of one's mis-

fortunes to the bitter end. I decided fin-

ally, to shake the lot of them, and proceed-

ing up the Parana, moored again at the

berth where, a few weeks before, we had
taken in the cargo. Spans and tackle

were rigged, and all was made ready to

discharge. It was now, " Come on, Mc-
Carthy," or " McCarthy, come on !

" I

didn't care which, I had one right on my
side, and I kept that always in view;
namely, the right to discharge the cargo
where I had taken it in, but where to get

money to buy ballast and pay other

charges I could not make out. I medi-
tated deeply on this and on the words of

the auctioneer who said that the Aquid-
necJe was a lucky ship—I have forgotten
the man's name.
My merchant, when I arrived at Rosario,

met me in great concern. " Misfortunes,"
said he, " carramba !

" (zounds). " My own
losses are great." It required very little

reasoning to show that the least expensive
course was the safest one to adopt, and
my merchant offering enough to pay the

vessel's marketing, I found it wisest not to

disturb her cargo, but to lay her up in-

stead with it in the hold and await the

reopening of the Brazilian ports. This I
did.

My merchant, Don Manuel, is said to be
worth millions of pesos. The foundation
of his wealth was laid by peddling char-

coal, carrying it at first, to his credit be it

said, on his back, and he was then a good
fellow. Many a hard bargain has he
waged since, and is now a " Don," living

in a $90,000 house. The Don doesn't ped-
dle charcoal any more.
Thus after much hard bargaining and

many a manana we found our bark moored
at Rosario, and waiting; all of us well in.

body, and myself less agitated in mind.
My old friend, Don Manuel, seemed better

also ; he " may yet purge and live clean,

like a gentleman."

I found upon our return to Rosario that

some of the old hands were missing; laid

low by the scourge, to make room for

others, and some were spared who would
have been less lamented. Among all the

brokers that I knew at Rosario, and I

knew a great many, not one was taken

away. They all escaped, being, it was-

thought, epidemic-proof. There was my
broker, Don Christo Christiano—called by
Don Manuel " El Sweaga " (the Swede)

—

whom nothing could strike with penetra-

tive force, except a commission. He lived

through the thick of it all.

At last April 9, 1887, news came that

the Brazilian ports were open. Cholera

had long since disappeared in Santa Fe
and Buenos Ayres. The Brazilians had
established their own beef-drying fac-

tories, and could now afford to open their

ports to competition. This made a great

stir among the ships. Crews were picked

up here and there, out of the few brothels

that had not been pulled down during
thci cholera, and out of the streets or

from the fields. Some of them came in

also from the bush. Mixed among them
were many just out of prison. On ac-

count of the scourge all of the jails had
been thrown open. Among the six who
shipped with me four were released

murderers and highway robbers. This I

learned after we got to sea.

(To he continued.)



THE MOUNTAIN SHEEP OF AMERICA

By ANDREW J. STONE

IT IS very near to the century mark
since our introduction, but only with-

in a few years that we really began to

know these creatures. We heard of them
as living in the rugged mountains, grow-

ing massive horns and capable of doing

many wonderful things, prominent among
which was that they would, without hesi-

tation, leap from lofty peaks, landing on
their heads among the rocks many feet be-

low without injury.

Audubon wrote of them in 1852; but his

description is no longer of value, other

than as a bit of history, and many ideas

that the naturalist then entertained have
given place to the more perfect knowledge
obtained through extended observation.

They are a part of a group that consti-

tute the genus Ovis of zoologists. They
are ruminants, and belong to the hollow
horned section, i. e., those having persist-

ent horns composed of conical epidermic
sheaths, encasing and supported by proc-

esses of the frontal bone. In all the wild

sheep of America the horns are present in

both sexes, though much smaller in the
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" They were so fat I concluded they must have feared the sun would melt their fat.
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female. They are trigonal in section, hav-

ing always three more or less distinctly

marked surfaces, the upper one being

divided by edges running longitudinally to

the axis of the horn, in some species

sharply prominent, in others rounded off.

They are also marked by numerous trans-

verse ridges, more or less prominent, vary-

ing, with different species, and they pre-

sent a strong more or less spiral curve,

which varies in direction in different spe-

cies. The teeth resemble, generally, those

of the other hotndce. The tipper incisors

and canines are entirely wanting, their

place being taken by a callous pad against

which the lower front teeth bite. These
are eight in number, all much alike and in

•close contact; the outer pair represent the

canines, the rest the incisors.

The mountain sheep of America are the

proudest and handsomest of our wild ani-

mals. They are the most perfect combina-

tion of strength, hardihood, endurance,

agility, beauty, and grace. They are the

most delicate in their tastes, and the most
artistic in temperament. Their home is

the most picturesque, and their food the

daintiest. They are extremely timid in the

presence of their enemies, but courageous
in battling with the many forbidding ele-

ments to which their lives in the high
mountains are exposed.

They range through the greatest depth

of latitude of any family of the ruminants
on the continent, and are instinctively

wild. No wild animals are further re-

moved from domestication; they find the

most congenial home in the pure air of the

wildest mountain countries, and so far, all

efforts to transplant and domesticate them
have been failures.

According to Indian tradition they once

lived in the low lands when the earth was
yet in darkness, but when the earth was
lighted and the rays of the sun burst sud-

denly upon them, they were seriously

frightened and fled to the mountains,

where they have ever since remained.

Indians are not our most reliable source

of knowledge in tracing the early history

of our animal life, but their story is not

entirely improbable, for we have records of

much greater changes having taken place

in the habits of many of our wild animals.

Many names have been given to the first

species of mountain sheep discovered in
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Ovis Canadensis is the Largest of the Mountain Sheep.

The Horns Grow to a Circumference of Twelve Inches.
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America, and it has required careful in-

vestigation to trace the priority between
canadensis and cervina. They were de-

scribed by Desmarest as Ovis cervina in

1804, but it is now generally admitted that

Shaw described them as Ovis canadensis, in

1803, and there is but little doubt that

canadensis will be recognized in scientific

circles as the name they are fully entitled

to bear, and it is now pronounced by many
of our best informed zoologists as of un-

questionable priority.

The type locality of the Ovis canadensis

to their relatives farther north, nor do
their pastures become dry and parched like

those ranged by their relatives in Califor-

nia and Mexico. They graze the little

mountain meadows just in the upper edge
of tree growth, are often found grazing
among the timber patches well down the

mountain sides, and not uncommonly come
down into the valleys to the banks of the

large streams. They are the largest and
have the heaviest bones of any of the

American wild sheep. The horns of the

males are massive, curve close to the head.

' The horns of the Oz'is stonei are delicate in pattern, curvingr gracefully out from the head.

Shaw, is the Eocky Mountains of Alberta,

Canada. The high mountain ranges from
the Colorado Kiver and Arizona north to

the head waters of the Frazer and the

Peace rivers are the limits of their range
from north to south. The Bad Lands of

North Dakota and the Cascade Mountains
in Washington are their most easterly and
westerly ranges.

The territory occupied by the Ovis cana-

densis is most likely the best suited to the

development of these animals of any range
occupied by wild sheep in America. They
do not experience the long winters known

are deeply corrugated on the upper edge,

are very much flattened, and acquire a

greater size than those of any of the other

varieties. Many of them in very old ani-

mals grow to a circumference at the base

of more than 20 inches, and I have meas-
iired them 19^- inches in circumference at

the base and 52-2 inches long around the

curve. The tips are directed forward and
up, and are usually very ranch broken in

the older animals.

The color of almost all animals varies

with the different seasons of the year and
the condition of the pelage, and the vari-
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ous species of the sheep do not give us any
exception to this rule. The general color

of canadensis is a bluish gray, shading to

light brown or tawny color when the coat

is short, but as the coat grows longer, it

grows darker, until in many of the adult

males it reaches a deep wood brown tinged

slightly with a bluish gray or lead color.

There is a dorsal stripe somewhat darker

than the rest of the hairs visually promi-
nent, the face is ashy brown, the body
brown, the under and inner sides of the

legs tawny.

Eighty-one years elapsed before a second
variety of mountain sheep in America was
discovered. Then was the white sheep of

northern ISI^orth America discovered by
Mr. E. W. Nelson, in 1884, and named
dalli in honor of Professor Dall, of Wash-
ington, D. C.

Dr. D. G. Elliott, of the Field Columbian
Museum, Chicago, in a synopsis of the

mammals of North America, gives the type

locality of the Ovis dalli as Port Reliance

on the Upper Yukon. Dawson City is the

type locality of the newly discovered Ovis

fananni, or saddle back sheep, described by
Wm. T. Hornaday, director of the New
York Zoological Society. Old Fort Re-
liance and Dawson City are in the same
locality, and I cannot believe it possible

that both varieties live in the vicinity of

Dawson and Reliance. Whether Mr. Nel-

son secured specimens at this point in the

flesh, or simply secured some dry skins of

Indians that had brought them to Fort Re-
liance from some distant hunting ground
I have no means of knowing, but I am per-

suaded the latter must be correct, as I do.

not believe the white sheep range near
Dawson or anywhere on the Upper Yukon.
The white sheep (Ovis dalli) range all of

the Rocky Mountains from the Liard River
north to the Arctic Coast and west to the

Noatak and Kowak rivers in northwestern
Alaska. Their range extends south from
the head waters of the Colville River,
across the Koyukuk River and across the
Yukon, following the general trend of the
Yukon hills into the mountainous country
around the head waters of the Kuskokwim
River; from there it spreads to the east
and west. Extending east through the
great range of mountains at the head of
the Kuskokwim, through the Sushitna
country, and in the mountains west of the
Tanana River, then south to the Copper

River, west to the Kinik, down into the

Kenai Peninsula country, and further west

around the north of Cook Inlet on the

Upper Nushugak and throughout the

region of Lakes Clark and Uliamna.
The Ovis dalli occupy the most northerly

range of any sheep in the world, and the

most extensive of any in North America.

They are white the year round, but in sum-
mer the ends of the hairs are tipped with

rust, giving the coat an appearance as if

soiled by sleeping or rolling in clay. In

winter the coat gets very heavy and is al-

most perfectly white. They are not so

large as Ovis canadensis and their bones

are not so heavy. Their horns grow to

nearly as great a length as those of cana-

densis, but are never nearly so heavy,

rarely exceeding fifteen inches in circum-

ference at the base. They are more round,

much lighter in color, not so deeply corru-

gated, and extend farther from the head.

The Ovis dalli range entirely above the

timber line, very rarely coming down into

the timber at any season of the year. This

might be attributed to the fact that their

country is much troubled with wolves, and
they can more readily detect the approach
of such enemies in the high open countries.

They range very nearly the same character

of country the whole year through, the

only exception being that the old males

climb into slightly more rugged and
secluded regions in the summer months.

The next to be described were the black

sheep of sub-Arctic America, discovered by

the writer in the Che-on-nee Mountains at

the head waters of the Stickine River,

Northwest British Columbia, in 1896, de-

scribed by Dr. J. A. Allen, curator of ver-

tebrate zoology at the American Museum of

Natural History, New York, in 1897, and
named sionei, in honor of the discoverer.

The Ovis stonei range throughout the

mountains north from the head waters of

the Peace and Frazer rivers as far as the

source of Pelly River. They are the hand-

somest of the American wild sheep and the

darkest, shading from a grayish brown to

almost black. The adult males are ex-

tremely dark in the fall, being almost black

over the shoulders, chest, brisket, and legs,

shading somewhat lighter on the neck, body,

and across the loins ; light to medium gray

in the face and white on the rump, under

the belly, and on the inside of the thighs.

They are marked by a dark dorsal stripe.
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Like the Ovis dalli they range entirely

above the timber line. They and the dalli

are almost identical in size, and their

horns are alike very light in color, but the

style of horn grown by the Ovis sionei is

entirely different from that of any of its

relatives, being delicate in pattern and
curving gracefully out from the head in a

sweeping coil that readily distinguishes

it; in this it more nearly resembles the

Ovis poli of Central Asia than any Ameri-
can sheep. The white rump patch is very

white and is in such great contrast with

the dark color of the sides of the animal as

to render it very striking. The type local-

ity of the Ovis stonei is in the Che-on-nee

Mountains, the very heart of the range.

Closely following the description of the

Ovis stonei in 1897 came that of the Ovis

nelsoni, discovered by Mr. E. W. Nelson,

of the Death Valley expedition in the

northern continuation of the Funeral
Mountains, locally known as the Grape
Vine Mountains, along the boundary line

of Nevada and California, and described

by Dr. C. Hart Merriam, of the Biological

Society of Washington. Ten specimens
were secured, from which their peculiar

characteristics were traced.

The geographic range of the Ovis nel-

soni is not yet known, but it is probably
the semi-barren desert country of New
Mexico and the Southern United States

from Texas to California.

Says Dr. Merriam :
" Compared with

Ovis stonei recently described by Dr. Al-

len, the contrast in color is even more
marked; but the patterns seem to be the

same, and the darkening of the under parts

and legs is also a character of stoneiJ'

Type locality, the Grape Vine Mountains,
or the barren deserts of Southern Califor-

nia. -

Dr. Merriam describes the Ovis nelsoni

as similar to Ovis stonei in pattern of

coloration, but much paler; rump patch
small and completely divided on median
line; tail short and slender; molar teeth

very small; upper parts, except rump
patch, pale dingy brown; under parts and
legs much darker, contrasting sharply with
white areas; inner aspect of thighs and
posterior aspect of fore and hind legs,

white.

Almost four years elapsed after the de-

scription of Ovis nelsoni without additions

to the number of species, when Wm. T.

Hornaday's description of the Ovis fan-

anni was closely followed by Dr. C. Hart
Merriam's description of the Ovis mexi-
canus.

The specimen examined by Mr. Horna-
day was that of an adult male, secured by
Mr. Henry Brown, near Dawson City, N.
W. T., and named in honor of Mr. John
Fanin, curator of the Provincial Museum
of British Columbia. The specimen was
taken in midwinter and described as fol-

lows : Entire head and neck, breast, abdo-
men, inside of forelegs, and rump patch
for four inches above insertion of tail,

snow white. Entire body except as above,

brownish gray, giving the appearance of a

white animal covered by a gray blanket.

This color is produced by a nearly even
mixture of pure white and blackish brown
hairs. The gray color covers the shoulders

from the insertion of the neck downward
to the knee, where it fades out. On the

outside of the thigh the gray color grows
paler as it descends, until at the hock joint,

it fades out entirely. The posterior edge
of the thigh is white. The lower portion

of the inner surface of the thigh partakes

of the gray body color, but is somewhat
paler.

On the front edge of the thigh, and ex-

tending down to the hoof, is a conspicuous
band of dark brown, 1| inches wide, which,

below the hock joint joins rather abruptly

the pure white hair which covers the sides

and rear edge of the leg. A similar brown
band extends down the front of the fore-

leg, from knee to hoof, similarly backed up
posteriorly with white. The tail is similar

in color to the body, but much darker, and
a thin line of dark brown hair connects it

with a gray mass of the body. The horns

are clear, transparent, even amber-like,

similar to the horns of Ovis dalli, when
clean; annulations, nuraerous and well de-

fined; a slight groove under the superior

angle is not so deep as that of Ovis stonei.

In the type specimen the horns do not

spread as in Ovis dalli and stonei.

During extensive travel in the north- I

went completely around the habitat of this

new species and frequently obtained infor-

mation concerning it, but never directly

penetrated its country or collected any
specimens. Its range comprises a very

large portion of the watershed of the

Upper Yukon, covering the extensive

mountain country of the lower Stewart
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River, the Macmillan, the Pelly, the Lewis,
and White rivers, ranging west from the
western slope of the main range of the
Rockies to the mountains east of the Tan-
ana River. They go more into the timber
than either the dalU or stonei.

The last of the series to be described was
Ovis mexicanus, collected by Mr. E. W.
Nelson and Mr. E. A. Goldman in the bar-
ren mountains about Lake Santa Maria,
Chihuahua, Mexico, in 1899, and described
by Dr. Merriam in April, 1901. It is de-

scribed as being large in size, much darker
in color than nelsoni, but lighter than
canadensis; horns massive, dark, not
strongly outcurved; hoofs and molars lar-

ger than in Ovis canadensis ; ears long and
large, nearly double the size of those of
canadensis; tail long and slender; color

pattern similar to that of canadensis.

There is no trace of dorsal stripe on the

mexicanus, and the muzzle is much paler

than the rest of the face. The geographi-
cal range of the mexicanus is not yet
known.
Dr. Merriam having found differences in

the skulls of the sheep of the western
Dakotas and those of Montana, and Al-

berta, has described the sheep of the

western Dakotas as a sub-species of Ovis
canadensis and named them Ovis cana-

densis auduboni in honor of Audubon, who
obtained some specimens from there in

1843.

The females of all the different species

wear horns the character of which are very
much alike. They are quite flat, slightly

annulated, grow upward and backward and
outward to a height rarely exceeding eight
inches.

The distribution of the northern vari-

eties and the range occupied by each is

pretty clearly defined. There is more to

learn, however, concerning the ranges of
the southern varieties, very especially of
those in Mexico, and it will be extremely
interesting to know just how far south
their ranges extend.

The maximum age of wild sheep, I be-

lieve to be about sixteen years.

The general range of the sheep is now
pretty well known, and it is hardly prob-
able that many more species will be added
to the list. The following table gives the

measurements (in millimeters) and the
dates of description of the species at pres-
ent known:

1803. 1884. 1897. 1897. 1901. 1901

« . -^
-

R -^

«-~ ^ 8 a § S"

^-^ • • . ^ . vS

o o o o o o
Total length... 1476 1676 1280 1525 1530

1000)
Height to )- 991 ... 830 865 900

1070)
Tail vertebra 102 89 100 102 130
Hind foot 419 ... 360 ... 425

Length of horn ^^^ \ ^/^
over curve... ^j43|- ^^^ ^^^ _ ^^g^

Circumference 356 1 219
of horn at to y to
base 458) 368 324 ... 405

The following is a list of measurements
from a splendid series of Ovis dalli taken
by me in the Rocky Mountains 66.30 IST. in

the summer of 1898 (measurements in

inches) :

^ ^

"« "^s -^ -^ § S
^ ^ ^ '^ ^ Kq

Length 581^ 53V^ 51 54 38 39
Tail 4 4 3 sy^ 2y. 2y.
Tarsus 16>^ 15% 15^ 15 123| 12i|

Femur to humerus.. 36 34>| 27% 33 12% 23
Across chest 103^ 10 7% 934 6 6
Height at shoulders. 39 ZS% di% 35% 24 24
Depth of body 18 17^2 143| 15>| 10>^ 10

The habits of the sheep are very regular
and very interesting. I have spent days
up in the mountains watching them feed
and rest and travel. In winter all ages

mingle in large bands of various numbers,
according as they are plentiful in any
given locality. They will paw the snow
from the grass where it is only a few
inches deep, but they usually keep to high
tablelands where the winds keep the snow
blown off. The character of their coat is

such as to give them great protection

against cold and storm, and it is rare that

the northern herds seek any more protec-

tion from the elements than what they find

among the cliffs of rock. The canadensis

are more accustomed to being in timber

and often seek the higher belts of timber

during storm, and sometimes come down to

the very bottom of the canyons.

The dalli, the stonei, and the fananni

simply defy the elements throughout the

long Arctic and sub-Arctic winters. Like

most animals they do not feed much dur-

ing severe storms, and will huddle closely,

the little fellows crouching alongside the

older ones for warmth and protection,

while many of the adult males and
stronger animals get restless, and prowl
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about, walk the highest ridges, and nibble

indifferently at the single spears of grass

found peeping through the snow here and
there. When the storm breaks they will at

once set out to some feeding ground of

which they have a most perfect knowledge.
They know their own home, and always
know where to look for food, even when it

would seem that every foot of their coun-

try was buried deep in snow. It not infre-

quently happens, however, that during
storms they remain in some small rocky

cave and the winds drift the snow across

their only avenue of escape so deeply that

they find their way out with difficulty.

The old males are always the first to break
their way out and their superior strength

is often put to a severe test, but the road
made by them is of great advantage to the

weaker and younger animals. During the

winter season the older males always lead

the way from one feeding ground to an-

other.

All through the northern mountains
there are high tablelands of varying ex-

tent, where the winter winds keep the snow
swept away sufficiently for the sheep to

reach the tiny blades of grass, and it is on
these they range mostly and may be found
in bands varying from a very few head to

as many as three hundred.
The dalli is the only species found in

Arctic America, and the long Arctic
nights hold no very great terror for them.

I will never forget with what wonder I

viewed a small bunch of these animals in

midwinter. It was the middle of Decem-
ber and I was traveling east from Her-
schel Island along the Arctic Coast. We
were cutting across a point of land that

extended into the sea and had reached
quite a high elevation at the foot of some
very rugged mountain ridges. The weather
was very cold (the thermometer register-

ing about 40° below, Fahr.), but clear and
quite calm at the foot of the mountains
where we were. It was about noontime,
and, although we could not make lunch or

boil tea for want of fuel, I decided to give

the dogs a short rest after their long, hard
climb. There had been no sun in this lati-

tude for weeks, and storms of the worst

sort had been frequent. The country wa^
barren of trees and shrubbery of every

kind, and the white mountains looked

buried deep in snow. I usually kept mov-
ing moderately while our dogs were rest-

ing, and on this occasion I was pacing a

little knoll viewing with admiration the

wonders of my surroundings. To the

north lay the great white limitless frozen
ocean; to the south rose the towering
white mountains. The scene was a per-

fect, spotless white. One of my Esqui-

maux called me to look. Glancing in the

direction that he was pointing I could

make out the outlines of moving objects

on the very crest of one of the highest and
most rugged mountain ridges. Through
my field glasses I discovered a bunch of

sheep, almost as white as the snow, and
only the fact that they were moving, out-

lined against the sky, enabled us to first

sight them. There were two magnificent

rams with heavy horns, three females, and
two young ones, and they followed one be-

hind the other in this order, frequently

stopping for a moment to glance about,

but were making no effort to feed and were
evidently following this ridge from one

feeding ground to another. The sky was
just sufficiently lighted to give their out-

lines perfectly, and I never gazed at ani-

mals with more admiration than I gave
those two magnificent rams, as they walked
proudly, with heads thrown back, silhou-

etted so perfectly against the cold blue and
purple sky.

They live for months in those high, bar-

ren, snow-covered, and storm-swept moun-
tains, with no protection of any kind, not

even the cheering rays of a winter sun

!

When the sun grows warm in the spring

the old rams leave the general herd and
steal into the highest mountains, gradually

working their way, as the snow leaves the

higher elevations, into the very highest

meadows. These are generally small, biit

numerous, and almost always shut in by
rugged peaks, making them very secluded

and rendering them almost entirely free

from every kind of enemy, even a very

large per cent, of the most ambitious big

game hunters. In these high pastures, sur-

rounded with patches of eternal snow and
ice that are piled so deep in many places

that the short summers cannot destroy

them, they live a quiet, peaceful life, and
exchange their old coats for new ones.

They have their entire new coat by the

middle of July, and it is then they begin to

take on flesh rapidly. By the last of Sep-

tember they are very fat; in fact I have

seen them in August so fat that they
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seemed burdened under the great weight of

flesh.

I was once with two companions, one a

white man and the otlier an Indian, high
up in the Che-on-nee Mountains, N. W. B.

C, hunting Ovis stonei. We reached a

very high point about 11 A. M. from where
several high ridges extended in different

directions. I decided we would take up
positions overlooking these ridges and
watch for game, and accordingly my party

located themselves for the purpose, no two
being over one hundred yards apart. We
had kept our places about an hour, and be-

sides being chilled by the high mountain
winds, though the sun was really shining

warm, I was growing tired of the inactiv-

ity. I never had very much patience in

waiting for animals to come to me (the

great feature of an Indian's hunting), and
I was just thinking of abandoning my posi-

tion when I heard a low whistle, and, look-

ing around, saw the Indian beckoning.

When I reached him he pointed to a patch
of snow almost a mile away, and taking my
glasses I could see two sheep, one stand-

ing and the other lying down on the snow.

It was then in the month of August and
the Indian remarked, " Sun warm ; big ram
heap fat; 'fraid his glease will melt."

The two animals soon left the snow and
worked their way up the ridge to within a

quarter of a mile of us, and again lay down
on a patch of snow, where they remained,
lying down most of the time for more than
three hours. I secured the pair just be-

fore sundown and they were so fat that I

concluded the Indian was right ; they must
have feared the sun would melt their fat.

These animals feed in the early morning
and evening—always descending the moun-
tain sides to a convenient pasture, working
their way to a high ridge for their noon-
day siesta, and again at evening, when
they paw out a shallow basin in a bed of

decomposed shale, a resting place for the

night. If they are left undisturbed they
will keep to the same locality all summer
and may at night always be foimd on one
of two or three ridges best suited to them.
Rarely more than three to five adult rams
are found together in the summer.
The ewes seek the larger plateaus of

slightly lower elevation and, with the dis-

appearing snow the last of April and first

of May, bring forth their young. Some-
times twins, but not often. It is really a

wonder that they rear any, but they do
bring up a goodly per cent, in spite of
wolves, wolverines, eagles, and other ani-

mals. The ewes generally keep together in

considerable numbers and a single band of

them will range back and forth over a few
miles of these mountain plateaus, through-
out the entire summer.

I never found a more interesting study
than in following a bunch of these mothers
with their young during the latter part of

July in the Che-on-nee Mountains. The
ranges suited to them are more restricted

in numbers, and are often more difficult to

locate than those of the rams. I had
hunted the Che-on-nee extensively in '96

without finding a single trace. In '97 I de-

termined to find them, because I wanted to

secure specimens and I wanted to know
in what kind of country they ranged.

With one companion I made the usual

hunt for several days without success. I

then resolved to travel straight away
through the mountains until I found some
trace of them. The days were very long

then and, selecting from my camp outfit

one canvas sheet, one pair of blankets, two
small pots, one for tea and one for oat-

meal, a little oatmeal, bacon, and tea, we
started early one morning for a high level

plateau that I had often seen from the

summit of the mountains.
At four o'clock in the afternoon, we

climbed a high wall and found ourselves on
the edge of this plateau. For a mile or so

I saw no sign of sheep, and the pasture

was not suited to them, all of which was
very discouraging. Then skirting a little

clump of low rounded knolls we suddenly

came in full view of a bunch of ewes and
lambs. Retiring behind the knolls undis-

covered I led the way behind a series of

small elevations with the favor of the wind
until I was within five hundred yards of

the band. They were feeding in a little

swale where the grass, though very short,

was kept green by the constant trickling of

water from the numerous patches of snow
which lay against the sides of the low

rounded hills that rose here and there from
the surface of the plateau. I watched

these animals until nearly dark and then

retired to a deep canyon for the night.

For three days in succession I sought this

bunch of sheep about sunrise every morn-

ing, and followed them all day, keeping

advantage of the wind and dodging them
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by making long detours around hills. With
a pair of powerful glasses I could often

bring them so close as to carefully study

the color of their coats. There were seven

lambs, no two with one mother. There

were nine ewes of different ages, two three-

year-old rams, and three younger animals.

During the three days they did not leave

the one plateau, whose width was aboiit

four miles; and they often fed for half

a day within a radius of a quarter

of a mile, moving back asid forth as

gently as if swayed by the wind. 'No one

animal fed constantly, but as the bunch
moved forward, those in the lead fre-

quently lay down and waited for the others

to feed past them, when they would jump
up and join the rear ranks and go to feed-

ing again. They seemed to lie down and
to get up instantaneously, as though not

a second of thought was given to the act.

Sometimes the animals lying down would
allow the bunch to feed past them some
distance, when they would spring tip as

suddenly as if frightened and run rapidly

until they overtook their mates, then stop

and go to grazing as quickly as if their

lives depended on immediate food. The
lambs would play and frolic about very

much as domestic lambs do, but would
never bleat. Most wild ruminants live the

greater part of their lives in extreme quiet,

and our sheep live in greater silence than
any other hoofed animals with the excep-

tion of the mountain goat. Never, during
the three days' watch, did I hear a single

bleat. Every night this band would sleep

at the top of the little rocky ridges which
crossed the plateau, and every morning
about eleven o'clock they would leave the

grass and climb to the top of one of those

ridges, remaining among the rocks and ly-

ing about on the decomposed rock or shale

until three or four o'clock in the after-

noon. I>[one of them would lie down long
at a time and there were always five or six

of the bunch playing around in a careless,

lazy sort of manner. But there were no
sentinels on watch,* as we so often see pic-

tured.

At the end of the third day I secured
one female as a specimen and aimed to get

her lamb, but it was behind some rocks

and off with the herd too quick for me.
The band was terribly frightened and left

the plateau entirely.

The next morning I set out to follow

them in hopes of securing a lamb. I had
traveled about three miles and was climb-

ing a very rocky hill, when just as I was
nearing the summit I saw a lone animal

some distance ahead coming toward me.

I had been following on the trail of the

bunch and my first impression was that I

might be near them again, but I soon dis-

covered that the animal coming toward me
was a young one, perhaps a lamb, and I hid

among the rocks to await results. It did

not see me and kept coming in my direc-

tion, walking slowly for a hundred yards or

so at a time and then stopping to look

around for a moment. When it came quite

near I could hear it bleat occasionally, but

very low. It was hunting its mother on the

back track of the band. It was the only

bleat I ever heard come from a wild sheep,

with the exception of once or twice in the

case of a wounded animal. My heart sank
within me at the thought of shooting it,

but it seemed the most merciful thing to

do, and besides I must have a specimen.

It is rare that a wounded sheep utters

any cry. They always face death bravely

and silently. The young females always

remain with the ewes all the siunmer

through, and the yearling males remain
with them most of the time, but the two
and three-year-old rams are the trail

makers. I have often followed the trail of

the wild sheep through the mountains with

the greatest interest, wondering at the

many hoofs it must have taken to wear the

furrows I found in the solid rock. The
young rams are the travelers, and they are

largely responsible for the well-worn trails.

They never know what to do with them-
selves. They feel that it is not just digni-

fied to remain with the ewes and young-
sters, and the old rams high up in the

mountains disdain their company. So in

this restless, unsettled position they travel

back and forth between the two, often fol-

lowing the same route scores of times each

summer. They never acquire the flesh that

the old rams do, for which this restless

travel is responsible. In the fourth year

the males begin to assume the dignified

manners of the adults and, although not

fully grown until in the sixth year, theyc

commence to try their strength for su-

premacy. It is not, however, until they

are fully grown that they really do battle

royal. No animals fight more viciously

than a pair of full-grown rams by butting

;
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they back up, and run at each other with

all their power, coming- together with aw-

ful force. It is in the head that they can
stand the heaviest blow, and when one of

the combatants allows his antagonist to

strike him in the body, he generally suffers

seriously. The only sound ever made in

battle is that of the pounding together of

heads and horns; the vanquished always

accepts his defeat in silence. The victor

rarely displays any mercy and will often

follow his victim for hours in an effort to

inflict further wounds. The southern ani-

mals are the greatest fighters and the ends

of the horns of the Ovis canadensis are

nearly always battered off because, being

so close to the side of the head, the ends of

the horns often receive the full force of

the blow from the base or heavy part of the

antagonist's horn. The male adult cana-

densis almost always has the appearance of

having a Roman nose. This is largely due

to bruises on the front of the nose received

in battle, which cause the skin to grow
very thick. I have killed specimens where
this skin was fully five-eighths of an inch

thick and almost grown fast to the nasal

bones. And in many instances the hair

was completely worn off. . The males of

the northern varieties fight, but not so

viciously, and in a large number secured by
me in different localities I rarely found
either the horns or the noses of the ani-

mals seriously battered. The old story

that the rams jump from cliffs alighting

on their heads among the rocks many feet

below without injury, is a myth. They
practise no such thing. They leap down
rugged places, but they always aim to land
on their feet. Wherever the rams go the

ewes and yoting will go, and the latter have
no heavy horns.

In scaling dizzy heights the Ovis dalli

has no superior. I once located three

young rams while hunting the Ovis dalli

in the K^orthern Rockies, that were rest-

ing on a ledge seemingly not more than a

foot in width on the face of an almost

perpendicular cliff fully five hundred feet

below the top. I watched them some time
by lying down and peering over the top of

the wall. I directed my Indians to throw
stones at them, knowing that when they

were disturbed they would find some route

to the top of the cliff. Pretty soon I could
hear them traveling the face of the cliff

and I could tell by the sounds which way

they were going. I ran as fast as I could
in the same direction and saw two of the

animals show up on the brink of the high
wall about four hundred yards ahead. I

fired a hurried shot, just as they saw me
and were turning to run, but failed to hit

either of them, and they were soon safely

out of reach.

I kept going and was within one hun-
dred and fifty yards of where they had
stood when the third animal showed up.

I fired, missing him the first shot, but
bringing him down with the second. In
his death struggles he went over the face

of the cliff and rolled down to a little

bench about three hundred feet below.

With me were three splendid young In-

dians and one of them had with him a long
rope, but with the aid of this and by trying

every possible means of descent we could

not get down that cliff any place, even
where the animals came up, and were com-
pelled to leave our specimen untouched,
although we were badly in need of food
and that ram represented the only food
in sight.

In the possession of Mr. Madison Grant,
secretary of the New York Zoological So-
ciety, is the head of a four-year-old ram
which I secured in the Rockies, about 66°

North latitude, whose performances are

worthy of record as showing the footing

and endurance of these animals. The In-

dians I had with me on this trip were as

wretched hunters as Indians can possibly

be. One of them reported in camp one
evening that he had crippled a ram but
failed to secure him. This fellow had pre-

viously used up nearly two hundred rounds
of ammunition without securing a single

animal, and I did not believe that he had
really crippled one. I am very much
averse to leaving cripples in the moun-
tains, however, and I decided to take all

my help the following morning and look

for this one. We rounded the crest of a

high plateau in the country the Indian

claimed to have hunted, and on reaching

a certain point, he told me to wait, say-

ing that he was going into the canyon
below to look for the fellow. My other

two Indians wandered off in another direc-

tion hunting, and I remained alone to

await results. Two or three hours had
elapsed when I heard a hallooing, and look-

ing down the canyon in the direction from
which the sounds came, saw the Indian
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working his way up the bottom and could

make out the ram hobbling along among the

rocks some distance ahead of him. I could

not at first understand what the Indian

was trying to do, but soon concluded that

he had determined on driving the specimen
to the top of the plateau where I was,

rather than to help carry it up, believing I

would be on the lookout and finish it when
it reached the top. I felt pity for the poor

cripple and could I have reached it in time

I shoidd have tried to save it the climb,

but as it was I could only wait. I had no
thought of failing to put an end to its life

when it came up at the head of the can-

yon, and had taken a seat on a rock about

one hundred yards from where I expected

it. As it stood on top, I saw that its left

thigh was criished, the leg hanging entirely

helpless, and the whole thigh and rump
were red with blood, presenting a ghastly

sight. It stood still for a moment on three

legs, and, turning its head in my direction,

looked straight at me without moving. I

raised my rifle and fired at its shoulder. It

dropped to the ground and rolled com-
pletely over. I was so satisfied that I had
killed it that I dropped my rifle and
started forward. I had scarcely risen to

my feet when the ram was up and off, go-

ing at a remarkable speed, his left hind leg

swinging in the air like a pendulum. I

was so astonished that I never thought of

my rifle until he was out of my reach, and
then I went after him, rifle in hand as fast

as I could go, but he disappeared over a

canyon wall before I could get a shot. The
Indians soon joined me in the chase, but
the first we saw of him he was perched on
top of a high spiral rock that rose abruptly
from the face of the canyon wall about
two hundred yards below us. I could not
shoot him there, for if I did he would have
tumbled off and gone to pieces on the rocks

below. I sent the Indians down to drive

him from the top of the rock, expecting

they would kill him when he landed on the

slide below. I stood watching the fellow,

wondering what he would do next and feel-

ing half sick at the thought of his s^^ffer-

ing. When he saw the Indians coming he
went down the side of that rock almost as

if he had wings, and was soon far ahead of

them down the canyon.

The Indians then separated and com-
menced a long chase up and down that

canyon after the ram, keeping it up imtil

two of them gave out and came back to

where I was. I could see every move, and
I began to think that the ram must possess

several lives. The third Indian kept on,

but was a long way behind the ram, which
had turned back toward our position. It

came up the canyon until just about even
with us, when it turned directly toward us

iip a little side canyon. Climbing to a

position of not more than two hundred
yards below it found its way up a very

abrupt cliff wall and disappeared. Adjust-

ing my glasses I discovered that it had en-

tered a large cavern in the face of the cliff,

and I could very clearly make out the out-

lines of its white body in the shadows of

the cavern, and could see that it was lying

down. At length the Indian climbed to

where he could see the ram, but he could

not get it, and I knew that if he shot it

where it was, he could not get it. He com-
menced pelting the wounded ram with

stones and it jumped up, came to the

mouth of the cavern and after a moment's
hesitation, turned directly around the face

of the cliff, that to all appearances was
almost perfectly straight up and down
without any visible foothold. It proceeded

for about thirty feet around the face of

the cliff, and then, as if to show us just

what a ram could do, it turned completely

around and walked back to its starting

point and leaped to the rocks fully fifteen

feet below, falling as it landed. Another
chase took place, the Indian bringing it

down with a shot a half hour later. It

was so fearfully mangled and its white

coat so saturated with blood that I could

save only the head, which was a very pretty

one. The only ball I had fired at it had
struck it in the left side, just behind the

shoulder and ranged upward and back-

ward not far from the heart, passing out

at the right flank. It had sustained most
painful injuries the day before, had bled

profusely from the wound I gave it, both

externally and internally, and yet it not

only clung to life, but performed in a way
almost beyond the belief of those who wit-

nessed it.

Wild sheep depend for greatest protec-

tion on their climbing capabilities. They
travel where no man can follow and often

in climbing use their knees instead of their

forehoofs. Their first instinct at the ap-

proach of an enemy is to start for the

mountain top, aiming if possible to get
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above and keep above the enemy. The
greatest exception I ever found to this

rule was among the white sheep of the

Northern Rockies, which have run straight

away from me down the mountain, cross-

ing deep canyons below in preference to

skirting the mountain I was on. The stor-

ies told of rams always standing on watch
while the rest of the herd is at rest are

purely visionary. Many artists have ac-

cepted this idea and many hunters believe

in it, and honestly enot;gh, too. But I

have frequently seen bunches of every
class of these animals perfectly uncon-
cerned, without a single member of the

herd making any pretense at standing
guard. The movements of sheep are rather

remarkable; they will trot, gallop, and
lope, but the trot is very little indulged in,

and the gallop is a gait they always take

very leisurely. When they are alarmed or

travel rapidly they lope and often jump
stiff legged for long distances at a time
over every sort of country.

Although surefooted they often get falls,

sometimes quite serious ones. On several

occasions I have killed a female whose
lower jaw had been broken, evidently from
a fall on the rocks. They are fond of salt.

especially in the spring, and often visit

licks or places where salty or brackish

water oozes from the earth, where they will

lick and gnaw at the ground.

Wolves, wolverines, and eagles are their

most common enemies, and the lambs suf-

fer extensively from these. Wolves are

capable of taking down grown animals, but

in su^mmer hunger seldom induces them to

make the struggle, and in winter they

prefer lower altitudes. There are many
stories told of the lordly ram doing battle

with wolves, which are on a par with the

story of their leaping from dizzy heights.

The old rams are cunning and in this lies

their greatest safety. They are perfectly

at home on rocky ledges, where the wolf is

not, and if they can gain such a position

they will, with one charge, hurl the wolf to

the rocks below. But by this method of

battle only can sheep defend themselves

against wolf or wolverine. It is not un-

common for a band to start a snowslide

and the whole lot to go down with it to

their death, but the loss from such causes

is inconsiderable.

The prospector and the white hunter

who live in the mountains, and the In-

dians, who now all carry firearms, are re-
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sponsible for the destruction of these beau-

tiful animals. The Indians used to snare

them and kill them with bows and arrows

by hiding behind rocks near their trails.

On what is known as Black Mountain,

just inside the Arctic Coast and to the

west of the Mackenzie delta there yet

stands a stone fence constructed by the

Tooyogmioots, a tribe of Eskimo now ex-

tinct, for the purpose of snaring the sheep.

They left openings in the fence at regular

distances and at these openings set their

snares.

Almost all the northern Indians and the

Eskimo to the west of the Mackenzie, in

Northwest Territory and Alaska, use the

skins of the sheep extensively for clothing,

and the horns of the animals are split and
steamed and bent into shape for spoons,

some of them very artistically.

If American ruminants lived in flats, the

buffalo would be on the first floor; the

moose, elk, and deer on the first and sec-

ond floors; the caribou on the second and
third floors; the sheep on the third and
fourth floors ; and the goat on the top. In
this way one may locate their relative

positions as to altitude.

Sheep hunting is an adventuroiis sport,

full of excitement and hard climbing.

While it does not demand the skill and
woodcraft of still-hunting, it is one of the

grandest sports indulged in by American
big game hunters, and is experienced by
fewer of them than any other sort of big

game hunting.

I have been caught in cold rains, hail

storms and in sleet and wet snows, high
up in the mountains when it seemed my
life would be chilled out of me in spite of

my best efforts to keep my blood warm. I

have been caught on the face of rugged

T««**K.
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Field Work in Taxidermy.
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mountains where I could scarcely hold on,

when wind storms would come sweeping

down and take such hold of me as to al-

most break my hold on the rocks. During
weeks in the Rockies between 66° and 67°

North I have lived almost without shelter,

experiencing every sort of storm. I have

traveled all day in the cold rain and with

only a single pair of blankets slept in the

rain all night. One might live a rather

luxurious camp life while hunting the

Ovis canadensis, but if one would get to

knoio such animals, he must actually live

weather was perfect, so we never put up
shelter during the entire trip, but slept in

the open. Near where we slept was a little

mountain lake, clear as crystal, through
which flowed a stream of water, just from
the snow and almost as cold as ice. Around
us rose the rugged canyon walls and at the

foot of one of these was a great stretch of

snow many feet deep. We kept our fresh

meat biiried in the snow, which proved a

most convenient ice box. Every day we
would climb these high ridges and travel

them for miles hunting sheep and viewing

The Sheep Is Very Tenacious of Life, This One, Several Times Shot, Led the Hunters Many Miles Over All but Impossible Cliffs.

in their country, prepared to follow them
at all times of the year and under all kinds

of conditions. I have spent moriths high
in the mountains, and studying and hunt-

ing these animals without tasting food

from civilized lands, sharing the life of

my savage help and facing the elements

without sickness or a cold.

Once, on the other hand, I camped in the

Che-on-nee mountains just in the mouth
of a canyon and at the foot of high ridges

where the sheep were accustomed to range.

Our only fuel was a few small scrub bal-

sam and alders, but it was August and the

one of the grandest panoramas of moun-
tain scenery in the world. I left our camp
one day with two men, a small piece of

canvas, one pair of blankets, and a frying

pan. We had but little care as to where
night should overtake us, and just be-

fore sunset I killed two magnificent rams.

We cooked our fresh steaks on a fire

of dead willows and the three of us slept

warm and comfortable on top of the piece

of canvas with the one pair of blankets

over us.

This is the cheerful side of sheep hunt-

ing.



THE BEGINNINGS OF POPULAR INTEREST
IN NATURAL HISTORY

By W. S. DUNBAR

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS FROM OLD ENGRAVINGS IN THE COLLECTION OF THE AUTHOR

WHEN the published work of Dar-

win and Wallace, nearly half a

century ago, first gave to the

lower animals their real place in the econ-

omy of nature there arose a loud cry of

incredulity, as though the pride of genus

homo had been injured. That era of

scepticism was soon succeeded by a still

longer period of

scoffing, and it

in turn gave way
to an attitude of

outward indiffer-

ence. But at last

the apparent un-

concern has dis-

appeared, and
within the past

five years there

has developed an
astonishing pub-

lic demand for

accurate knowl-

edge regarding

the lower forms
of animal life.

Civilized man-
kind has finally

realized the

unity of nature,

and appreciates

the worth and
meaning of those

lessons that can
only be learned

by a study of the

beasts, birds, rep-

tiles, and fishes

of the earth. Modern interest in natural

history has reached a development never

before equaled, which is perhaps destined

to increase until the brain of man has

solved those few stupendous riddles by
which he is still surrounded.

To-day, nothing but the most painstak-

ing and literal truth will satisfy the popu-

These Feet Were Given to the Jacana by a Generous Artist in 1821

lar desire for information concerning all

lower forms in the scale of animate ex-

istence. To supply this craving men are

sent down into the sea with photographic
apparatus, in order that pictures of the

fishes in their natural element may be ob-

tained for study and publication. Other
men spend hours in tree tops, strapped to

the branches,
that they may
photograph birds

when nest-mak-

ing and while en-

gaged in the va-

r i o u s tasks of

their daily life.

Still other inves-

tigators remain
hidden in jungles

and mountain
crevasses for

days, amid extra-

ordinary h a r d-

ships, to secure

pictures showing
how wild ani-

mals really act

when i n their

native haunts.

Books on all

phases o f ani-

mate nature,
from spiders to

seagulls and
mushrooms to

mastodons are
written by ex-

perts, published

in attractive form and read by hundreds
of thousands. For the greatest historical

novel ever issued is the earth itself, with

geologic epochs for chapters, man's devel-

opment for a plot, and a sequel whose still

hidden mystery has been debated since his-

tory began.

Yet notwithstanding the present re-
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markable interest in the living things of

the world, many mistaken beliefs regard-

ing them still persist. The errors that

have been handed down for a century or

more until they have crystalized into

popular conviction cannot be corrected in

a day, or a year. Many of the animate

types of most interest and importance to

mankind are so small that they cannot be

studied except by scientists, under special

conditions and with costly apparatus. Ac-

curate information concerning this class

of creatures can only be spread abroad by
lectures, pictures, and scientific articles

written in the language of everyday life.

Still other members of the animal kingdom
cannot exist except in the restricted and
almost inaccessible areas where they are

naturally found, or else are so rare that

specimens are seldom to be obtained.

These, together with their purpose in the

scheme of nature, are being made known
by printed descriptions and especially by
the invaluable aid of photography. And
finally, the earth is being ransacked for

those larger animals which can endure
confinement, in order that living individ-

uals may be placed on view to satisfy the

interest that has arisen concerning them
and their place in the scale of animate
things. By these practical methods are

the old errors being combated, and facts

supplied to the millions now demanding
them.

Although this universal modern ac-

knowledgment of the importance of nat-

ural history study, and this craving for

accurate information concerning the rela-

tion of the lower animals to man and each
other has only become noteworthy in the
past few years, the beginnings of the move-
ment can be traced much farther back into

the past, and to one particiilar event. And
in the process of following to its origin

this significant phenomenon of modern
education can be discovered the reason for
much of the error that sprang up, and still

remains, in the attitude of man toward the
truths now taught by natural history.

At first thought it might be considered
that the work of Charles Darwin, some
forty-three years ago, marked the real be-

ginning of modern interest in natural his-

tory. It is indeed true that his book on
the origin of species, by stimulating

thought and provoking a violent discussion

regarding all animal life, did give a tre-

mendous impulse thereafter to the public

interest in lower orders of life upon the

earth. But the writing of that work was
in itself a significant proof of an already

existing interest in the subject, rather than
the cause of it. Darwin's mind, much in

advance of the other scientific intellects of

that time, brought together and analyzed

all the then known facts of natural history,

added still others, of his own discovery,

and his theory was the logical consequence.

If it be true, then, that Darwin's book
cannot be justly called the starting point

of modern popular interest in natural his-

tory, to what still earlier event can the

origin of the movement be ascribed? The
answer to that question must be sought,

of course, in the printed records of man's
activity, and in books that have rauch to

say about animals. Going gradually back
through the seventy-five or eighty years

which preceded the publication of Dar-
win's volume on species in 1859, we find a

large number of books, printed especially

in England, Holland, and Germany, that

discussed natural history and that were
copiously illustrated with pictures of many
animals and scenes in strange countries.

This outburst, as it may be called, of such
publications, was especially prominent in

the decade between 1781 and 1790 inclu-

sive, and was almost equally noteworthy
during the ten years between 1791 and
1800. The question then arises. Was
there any important and highly interesting

event, or events, just previous to 1781,

which would arouse general public atten-

tion and inspire the publication of such

books, with such illustrations relating to

natural history.

There was. The circumstance in ques-

tion was the series of celebrated voyages
of Captain Cook around the world, be^un
in 1768 and completed in 1780. On these

voyages he and the vessels he commanded
visited Australia, Brazil, Tasmania, ISTew

Zealand, the Sandwich Islands, Tahiti,

ISTew Caledonia, many other islands of the

Pacific, the Arctic regions, western
America, Alaska, New Guinea, China and
other parts of Asia, and the Cape of Good
Hope. The members of his expeditions, in

addition to their explorations and scien-

tific work, hunted and observed polar bears

and walrus, serpents, apes, monkeys, pecu-
liar birds, opossums, sea otters, strange
turtles and fishes, kangaroos, and scores of



Catton's Noted Engraving- of the Mandril,
In Which the Beast Is Made to Look Like
an Indignant Ward Politician.
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other animals either wholly or practically

unknown to the people of England and the

rest of Europe. The travelers made draw-
ings of all these remarkable creatures they

saw or killed, or heard described, and on
the return of the final expedition in 1780

numerous and elaborate narratives of the

voyages, accompanied by illustrations

made from the natural history and geo-

graphical sketches obtained during the

trips, were printed and widely circulated

in England and on the Continent.

Previous to the journeys of Captain

Cook there had been printed, to be sure,

various books that dealt with travel and
natural history and that had pictures in

them, some fairly accurate and some ab-

surd. The story of Captain Cook's voy-

ages, however, was of a different sort. It

did not deal in generalities or guesses or

dull scientific records, but with the adven-

tures and triumphs of particular men, and
the dramatic death of a celebrated ex-

plorer. It struck the personal note, that

surest method of attracting and holding

public attention. In describing a meeting
with some animal the i^opular editions of

the narrative not only gave the beast's pic-

ture, but told how it acted when attacked,

how it fought and how it died. And all

this, in a certain sense, was incidental to

the main narrative. In other words, the

story taught its natural history in a vividly

descriptive manner without appearing to

do so, which is the highest art in teaching,

and the way to produce the most abiding
impression.

Besides all this there were three other

important qualities in the popular editions

of Captain Cook's voyages, considered as

natural history textbooks, that gave them
supremacy over earlier works. Their pic-

tures, as a rule, were larger or better; they
showed numerous interesting animals,

scenes, and men hitherto undescribed, and
they served to place side by side, in unpre-
meditated but thought-compelling con-

trast, the startling similar animal forms of

widely separated lands.

Nor was this the only effect of the Eng-
lish navigator's voyages. The importance
of his discoveries and the general interest

aroused by them immediately inspired

England, Prussia, and France, and num-
berless private travelers to equip still other

expeditions and send them over the seas, so

that the period between 1780 and 1800 be-

came celebrated for the amount of new in-

formation which it contributed to man's
knowledge of natural history. Among the

important voyages of this period were
those of Sonnerat to the East Indies in

1774-81, Le Vaillant's travels in Africa in

1783-85, Dixon's voyage around the world
in 1785-88, Portlock's similar trip during
the same years, Meares' journey to the Pa-
cific in 1788-89, Marchand's voyage around
the world in 1790-92, Barrow's visit to

Cochin China in 1792-93, Vancouver's cir-

cumnavigation of the earth between 1790-

95, Browne's travels in Africa, Egypt, and
Syria from 1792-98, Broughton's trip to

the JSTorth Pacific during 1795-98, Harne-
mann's travels in Africa in 1797-98, and
Grant's visit to Australia in 1800. And
each of these and many other journeys was
followed by widely circulated books de-

scribing them, which in turn spread broad-

cast a constantly increasing knowledge of

the animal life of the planet. In this ad-

ditional manner did the work of Captain
Cook profoundly affect the thought of a

single generation, by suddenly bringing
down upon it a deluge of new and interest-

ing facts relating to the earth and all its

strange inhabitants. Such an enormous
addition to the world's information con-

cerning a single department of knowledge
could have but one effect. It stimulated

mankind's interest in natural history to an
extent greater than ever before observed

within ' a like period. For the public

thought inspired by the exploratory epoch
begun by Columbus concerned itself only

with the possibility of acquiring wealth,

and previous to that time, in the Middle
Ages, a study of the secrets of nature was
considered almost criminal.

The consequence of these publications

was immediate and lasting. The intelli-

gence of the civilized world received

through them a new energy. It gained a

glimpse of things yet unconsidered, and
the extraordinary popular interest in the

men and animals of strange countries

which was awakened by the story of Cap-
tain Cook's voyage, as published just

after 1780, may fairly be named as the

starting point of the movement that now
seems destined to end only when the last

mystery of life upon this planet is

revealed.

Before beginning a consideration of the

important intervals between Captain
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Cook's travels and the publication of Dar-

win's work it will be desirable to briefly

outline, and show by example, the public

ignorance of and comparative indifference

to natural history which existed before the

years covered by the English navigator's

achievements. Previous to that epoch
making period the two peoples best in-

formed upon the subject were the Dutch
and the English, which fact was due to

their habit of sailing the distant seas. Yet
so unsatisfactory is description by word of

those who were not learned, had a more or

less hazy idea of the lion, the camel, and
the elephant. All else, in the public mind
at least, was grotesque error and nonchal-
ant ignorance.

Coming now to the era that began with
the new interest in natural history aroused
by Cook's voyages, it is easy to recognize a

sincere effort to portray the truth. An ac-

companying cut from an English account
of Cook's travels and other voyages
printed by Alexander Hogg, of London, in

A Drawing of 1788, Which Makes the Graceful Musk Deer Look Like a Cripple.

mouth that returned travelers of these

countries could convey no adequate under-

standing of the strange creatures they had
seen, and such few animals as were
brought back by them were of no especial

value in educating the masses of their fel-

low men. ]S[or was there a clear concep-
tion in any man's mind, at that time, of

the amazing unity and ingenuity which
nature displays in the animal kingdom. In
addition to a limited knowledge of the or-

dinary creatures about them, the untrav-

eled people of Europe and America, and

1785, shows a sea otter of the American
coast, an opossum of Tasmania, and a

polar bear. True, the drawings are very

crude, and both the artist and the en-

graver entirely failed to catch the play of

muscle and that aspect of life which alone

can give virility to animal pictures, but an
earnest effort to be honest, to set forth the

truth, is apparent. The man who drew
those three creatures saw with his own
eyes, and did his best to show what he had
seen for the benefit of others. That trait

of honesty in the portrayal of animals,
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that striving after greater accuracy, was
the chief distinguishing: feature of the

period between 1780 and 1800. It then ap-

peared persistently for the first time, and
was in fact the basis on which has since

been built all modern popular study of

natural history.

Within a short time after the appear-

ance of Captain Cook's completed travels

there were printed, chiefly in London, a

large number of books dealing with nat-

iiral history, in response to the newly
aroused demand for more knowledge of the

Three of Catton's drawings, the hippopota-
mus and the mandril (August 15, 1787),

and the musk deer (March 1, 1788), are

here reproduced. Catton's engravings

were splendidly printed and plainly show
the effort to achieve exactness, but they

entirely failed to catch the restlessness,

the energy of life, the grace, or the pon-
derousness of the creatures they were in-

tended to represent. The drawings are

recognizable without the names, but that is

all. Among those here reproduced the

sedate hippopotamus looks as if he might

The Hippopotamus is Here Given Slender Waist, Long Legs, and a Generally Agile Appearance.

animal kingdom. The reason that London
was the birthplace of most of these early

works was because that city, with its wide-
sailing commerce, received more foreign

animals through its returning merchant-
men than any other port. Consequently
the London artists and publishers of the

period had access to more living natural
history material than those of other cen-

tres. Among the most pretentious of

these works was a series of thirty-six large

pictures of animals that were drawn from
life, engraved and published by Charles
Catton, of London, in 1787 and 1788.

be a sprinter of no mean ability, while the

really agile musk deer appears as though
he could hobble only with extreme diffi-

culty. The mandril, then known to Cat-

ton simply as " the baboon," would to-

day be described as a humorous caricature.

Yet these and the rest of Catton's engrav-

ings constituted the most pretentious ef-

fort yet made to depict strange beasts, and
in spite of their faults they bear the evi-

dence of an earnest endeavor to educate

the people. That they did not do so to a

greater degree was possibly due to the fact

that neither their author nor any man then
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comprehended nature's laws as revealed in

the animal kingdom, or viewed natural

history in its marvelous unity. By many
people at that period animals were still

considered to be automata that worked by

a kind of machinery, like clocks, and the

rapidly growing interest in them still re-

mained largely based on human inquisi-

tiveness and regard for the strange and

curious.

Nevertheless, progress was apparent,

and it was about this time—1800—that

books and illustrations dealing with ani-

mals gave sure indication that two funda-

mental principles of natural history had
been dimly grasped by the popular intelli-

gence. The books in question began to

systematically picture animals in groups

based upon similarity of form and struc-

ture, and tried to show individual animals

as they appeared when engaged in actions

typical to them.

This new picture-grouping of similar

creatures found in widely separated locali-

ties foreshadowed the more recent admis-

sion of their evolutionary relationship,

while the illustrations showing various

creatures performing especial acts pecu-

liar to themselves alone, was the first glim-

mer of our present knowledge that en-

vironment and the struggle for existence

result in giving particular forms and
powers to particular types of animal life.

These were important steps in advance.

The fishes and other sea animals, whose
daily life is now shown to us by submarine
photography and in aquariums wherein
they are surrounded by all the comforts of

home, presented an especially hard prob-

lem for portrayal during the days when
modern interest in natural history was
beginning. Systematic study of the

ocean's depths had not commenced, nor did

apparatus exist for the capture and pres-

ervation of strange sea creatures. The
scarcer marine forms were therefore illus-

trated and described from hearsay or frag-

ments, while the outlines of common fish

were generally obtained by drawings from
dead specimens, which resulted in pictures

that made them look like fish whittled out
of wood.

Popular interest in the lower animals
kept steadily growing, and by 1818 the
" Encyclopedia Londinensis " was engaged
in publishing an elaborate series of plates

of birds and beasts which appeared regu-

larly until 1827 or thereafter. With this

series of plates the early mixture of accu-

racy and grotesque mistake in portraying

animals reached its culminating point, and
came to an end.

The next picture published in 1821, is

that of a well-known African bird called

the jacana. The artist's sketch is a proof

of the carelessness and lack of proportion

in drawing which was then so frequent in

such work. A jacana really has long toes,

to keep it from sinking into the marshes
it frequents, but an accurate picture would
reveal the toes to be about as long as the

beak, instead of longer than the whole

body, as here depicted.

One plate in the " London Encyclo-

pedia " of the same period showed two ex-

cellently drawn species of the African and
Indian pangolin, and called them lizards.

They were not lizards at all, but that is

only a minor error. In connection with the

two other " lizards " is shown a mylodon's

skeleton which it erroneously declares to

be the skeleton of an American mastodon,

and names the mastodon with the other
" lizards " as a similar species. That is to

say, a popular work on natural history

published only some seventy-five years ago,

considered the mastodon to be a lizard and
so informed the reading public. If proof

of the fact did not exist, such an asser-

tion at the present day would probably be

considered as too absurd for contradiction.

By 1827 the period th^t began with Cap-
tain Cook's voyages was rapidly drawing
to a close, and one of the chief causes that

brought it to an end was the wide circula-

tion of the excellent and admirably illus-

trated works on natural history written by
Cuvier and other careful scientific investi-

gators of the time. Among the most pre-

tentious of these publications was the

work entitled " The Animal Kingdom Ar-

ranged in Conformity with its Organiza-

tion," in sixteen volumes, and dated Lon-
don, 1827-35. By that time the people of

Europe and America had gained a vastly

better knowledge of the appearance and
habits of the important animals of the

world, and progress thenceforward was
rapid. Having thus at last obtained this

basic information, public interest in nat-

ural history turned to a consideration of

the causes which had produced the lower

forms of animal life, and to a discussion of

their place and purpose in the scheme of
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nature. Out of this popular debate Dar-
win's work was the natural and logical out-

come.

In one sense Darwin's book on the origin

of species, in spite of the controversy it

started, was a setback to popuhar interest

in natural history, for the theory it ad-

vanced was startlingly revolutionary. It

clashed with some of the most deepset be-

liefs then held by a majority of civilized

man, and its temporary result, except to

scientists, was thus to create an aversion

to the subject in many minds. But gradu-

ally mankind has come to appreciate the

value to itself of the information that is

obtainable in no other way than by a care-

ful study of the lower animals. The care-

.less days of the mastodonic lizard are gone,

and instead has come a realization that

every feather, every bone, every muscle,

and every action of every living creature

has a meaning and a reason. More men
hunt to-day with cameras than with rifles.

Strange animals are studied instead of

slaughtered, and skilled doctors and sur-

geons minister to the ailments of rare

zoological specimens, that they may still

abide with us and teach us. So great, in

fact, has become the public interest in

natural history that when Sir Harry John-
son recently returned from Central Africa
to England, the immensely valuable in-

formation he had obtained concerning the

geography and the commercial resources

and possibilities of the region he had ex-

plored were almost wholly ignored by the

public of two hemispheres. Interest in

those things of world-wide importance was
quite eclipsed, in the popular estimation,

by his discovery of a hitherto unknown
beast.

Captain Cook met a melancholy end in

the dinner kettle of some natives of

Plawaii, but the movement toward a care-

ful study of organic life which he unwit-

tingly began has become the chief feature

of man's present educational activity, and
it will continue so long as the steam which
arose from that cannibal repast floats in

the clouds of the earth.

TROLLEYING TO BALTIMORE

By WILLIAM J. LAMPTON

POSSIBLY trolleying is an acquired

taste. But what if it is? So is

everything else in this world except
milk. If we acquired no new tastes, in

what a state of mental, moral, and phys-
ical stagnation would the world find itself.

Even Adam and Eve would not have
touched the apple, and there would not be
a ready-made clothing emporium or a bon-
net shop on earth to-day. There wouldn't
be anything over all this fair land except

cows and a vast dairy trust, and life would
scarcely be worth a doctor's visit.

Twenty-five years ago the trolley, as we
now know it, was practically unknown, the
street car, drawn by the horse and his

humble half-brother the mule, being the
link between the old time of the stage
coach and the new time of the railway
train. To-day there are trolley lines ex-

tending out and around from every popu-

lous centre until a trolley map looks like

a page from an exhaustive volume on cob-

webs. The travel on trolleys has phenom-
enally increased over that on the old

style horse cars, slow and not sure, but

until very recently long distance trolley-

ing was not possible. ]^or is it completely

so yet, but with some assistance in stop-

gapping by steam trains, boats,^stages, and

walking, quite extensive trips may be

made. Of these, that to Boston has been

accomplished on several occasions, as well

as that to Philadelphia, but no adventur-

ous trolley pioneer had essayed to keep his

face turned to the south after reaching

Philadelphia and had gone on to Balti-

more. Possiblv Philadelphia seemed to be

the Ultima Thule. In any event the trol-

leyer from New York hurried back to that
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town after he had got as far away as the

city by the Schuylkill.

Fired by the spirit of Columbus and
other bold blazers of new paths to glory,

the writer of this chronicle looked south-

ward to the limit and longed to trolley

thither. But trolleying is one of the joys

that is doubled by division, so he sought

some one equally bold and willing who
would go with him into the far country.

As has been hinted, trolleying is an ac-

quired taste, and very, very many have not

his own breeding, but he was not haughty,
and he took to the trolley as do those for

whom the trolley is especially designed.

Our preparations for the voyage were
completed in fifteen minutes—an um-
brella, a small handbag containing the

necessary toilet articles, a " nightie," an
extra collar and shirt, a " trolley guide,"

and there you are. What more is needed
for three or four days? Not even a flask,

for trolleying is sufficient exhilaration in

itself. But one must take a camera of

" It is a pleasant land to the south of Philadelphia.

yet acquired it. ISTo one among his
friends eoidd be found to face the possi-
bilities; everybody was busy, or everybody
was broke, and the trip seemed to be on
the way to the warehouse of unaccom-
plished things, when that help in every
time of trouble, the newspaper, was
thought of and a little published cry from
Macedonia brought just the man needed
for the emergency. He came from New
Jersey, and was proud of it. PTe had
driven over his state in a four-in-hand of

some sort, for there are many things to see

and not to be forgotten.

Thus lightly equipped we departed from
Jersey City at 8.15 on Monday morning,
taking a long breath when the car started,

as the man does who is about to make a

daring leap into the unknown, for we had
a long stretch before us and no experience

in the continuous performance business.

The early morning trolley presents two
extremes, the one coming into town being

overpopulated, and the one going out be-
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ing quite uninhahitod. We thanked our

stars that we were able to go out while

everybody else was coming in, and taking

our choice of seats we got into the front

row and occupied just as much space as

we could. Not because we needed it at all,

but because it is such a rare luxury not to

be crowded in a car that we wanted to

wallow in it and enjoy it without stint.

The morning was hot off the trolley, but on
board we had a full supply of cooling

breeze, and when once beyond the town we
dashed along across the low meadows,

to one comfortably filled, our real trolley-

ing began, and for fifteen miles we dashed
along through a charming country of

thrifty farms and wooded hills and dales,

with cozy little suburban towns along the

line like scattered beads that glittered on

a string. While we were not looking at

the scenery we were taking shy glances at

a pretty Newark girl, all in white, who sat

in front of us, and whose pink skin and
pretty figure were a delightful refutation

of the rumors that there are mosquitoes

and malaria in the city of her residence.

"Dashed along through a charming country of * * * wooded hills and dales.

shimmering in the sun, as comfortable as

a pair of cucumbers in an icebox. But it

was not for long. The car that goes empty
out of Jersey City goes full into New-
ark, and ours was no exception. Changing
cars on the busiest corner in Newark, we
discovered most of the town was going
over to Elizabeth, and we were compelled
to give an imitation of a New Yorker
catching a car during the rush hour.

From Elizabeth, which we reached in
thirty minutes and where we changed ears

We hadn't looked at our trolley guide.

We had more confidence in the on-the-spot

knowledge of the conductor.
" Can we get to Trenton by trolley ? " I

asked of the husky skipper of 244.

" Cert," he responded pertly.

" How cert ? " I inquired. " There was

no trolley through a year ago."
" Well," said he. looking hurt at my mild

reflection upon his superior knowledge,
" if I didn't know what I was talking

about I wouldn't tell you."
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That was a clincher.
" How far is it from Newark to Eliza-

beth ? " I asked, partly to hedge, and partly

for a note in my travel book.
" I don't know," he replied, "and I

wouldn't like to tell you on a guess."

This was cheerful, for we did want to go

all the way by trolley, and we had had our

doubts about the Trenton gap, until we re-

ceived this information.

At Plainfield, quite cool and refreshed

by our spin, we changed cars for Dunellen,

and presently I told the conductor what

it ought to be, though I had suspicions
concerning the Junction trolley, and we
bowled along in great content seeing the

beautiful country and enjoying all the

goods the gods gave us. At Dunellen, a

city of one shop, we changed for Bound
Brook and there changed again for New
Brunswick. We came shortly to the

Raritan and down that turbid stream we
ran through fine avenues of trees, by
pleasant homes and good roads, crossing

the river finally and stopping in the centre

of the city. We had an hour to wait for

" Empty out of Jersey City * * * full into Newark.'

the other one had said about the trolley to

Trenton.

"Rats," said he promptly. "That
chump doesn't know chowder from Choc-
taw. You go from Dunellen to Bound
Brook, and then to New Brunswick, and
there you have to take a Pennsylvania
train to Princeton Junction where you
take the trolley again and trolley all the

rest of the way to Philadelphia."
" Does the trolley come down to the

Junction now ? " I asked to be sure.
" Oh, yes, they've got it through all

right," he said with confidence.

This sounded more like what we thought

the train, and we disposed of it by dining

at one of those old houses where George
Washington did something or other dur-

ing the period he was making his immor-
tal and unapproachable record. It was a

good dinner and we had ample accommo-
dations for it.

" Isn't seventy-five cents somewhat up-

pish for a country hotel dinner," I in-

quired of the rotund and rollicking land-

lord.

" Not with G. Washington trimmings,"

he replied with patriotic fervor, and we
did not ask for a reduction.

Believing in the infallibility of the con-
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ductor who had proved to us the fallibility

of his confrere, we took tickets only to

Princeton Junction and when we reached

the spot we sought the promised trolley,

but our search was vain. There wasn't

any trolley, and sighing over another shat-

tered idol we took the Pennsylvania again

for Princeton town.

Incidentally, I may remark here with no
spirit of faultfinding, that after one has

ridden forty odd miles by trolley, the vel-

vet cushioned seats of a first-class, modern
railway passenger car are worthy of the

loftiest esteem. It was only three miles

to Princeton, but I do not think we would

have objected if it had been a little

farther.

We left promptly on time with a fair

load of passengers and saved five cents be-

tween us by taking six tickets for a quar-

ter instead of paying three fares apiece at

five cents each. Just out of Princeton we
went by the battlefield where our fore-

fathers fought, bled, and died that we
might have a country great enough for

trolley lines everywhere to accommodate
the growing crop of posterity who would
be just as willing to fight as their ances-

tors were.

We caught a glimpse of Jersey's golden-

domed capitol as we came into Trenton,

but it was of more importance to catch a

trolley car, and we hastened on to the

centre of the town where we made quick

connections, ably assisted by a polite

policeman willing to please without graft.

At Stanton street we changed again to the

best looking trolley car we had seen on the

trip. It was nearly as large as an ordi-

nary railway coach and nearly as comfort-
able.

We wanted to stop at Bordentown to see

the ancient landmarks of that prehistoric

village, to study its old hoiises, and to

visit the onetime home of that Bonaparte
who came to live in New Jersey as the

next best place to a parvenu throne, but

we were trying to make Philadelphia be-

fore breakfast, and we could not stay to

wander among the mossgrown glories all

about us. At Florence we had a view of

the Delaware River that was a dream of

delight, but we gave it only passing at-

tention and went on to Burlington, an-

other old town, and one that has been

waiting on the banks of the delicious

Delaware since 1637 for the boom which is

yet to come. Patience, thy name is Bur-
lington. But it was not our name, for

when we left the trolley to leave the state

by ferry and continue our journey from
Bristol on the -Pennsylvania shore, we
found that the lame and lazy ferryboat

made hourly trips and we had come fifteen

minutes too late to take it in that hour.

Three-quarters of an hour to wait and
Philadelphia twenty miles away. It was a

powerful temptation to take a steamboat
just then departing down the river, but

we made Satan get behind-us and waited
for the ferry to take us to the trolley. It

was to be a trolley trip, and one can only

trolley on a trolley and he is off his trolley

otherwise.

A mile of travel on the ferry is as ex-

pensive as ten miles on the trolley, and
thei'e should be a floating trolley from
Burlington to Bristol and return, in the

interest of. transportation. A kindly gen-

tleman piloted us from the ferry landing

at Bristol to the end of the trolley track,

and there we learned that the next car

would leave about an hour hence. It was
now after seven o'clock and we gave up
the effort at record breaking, and pro-

ceeded to break our fast for fifty cents.

It was a comfortable and comforting kind

of supper we had, with peaches and cream
to taper off on, and we left Bristol feeling

pretty good.

At Croyden we left the trolley, and took

a stage ride of five minutes to fill the gap
to Bridgewater, which will be completed
soon. Here we began to feel the influence

of the big city not far off, and parties go-

ing back to town from their day's outings

came tumbling aboard the car at intervals

as we proceeded toward Torresdale.

At 10 p. M. we stood within the shadows

of the City Hall, and we knew from the

profound stillness filling the place that

we were in Philadelphia. We had come
over from New York in thirteen hours and
forty-five minutes. Deducting delays we
had made the run, a distance of 117 miles,

as given by conductors, in ten hours. This

gives an average of a little upward of

eleven and one-half miles an hour, but

there were stretches along the rural lines

where we had made more than double that

speed. We had not done so badly aftev

all, and we went to bed just tired enough
to make a downy couch of anything that

had sheets on it.
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Philadelphia is a reposeful spot where
Morpheus moves mellifluously, and we
slept with an energy that would have

seemed inappropriate during the duties of

the day. But we were up at six and on
the way again at seven in the car for

Darby, where once the famous ram of song

and story lived and loved and became
lamb stew at last. If we were tired from
the previous day's experience, we did not

realize it, and we resumed operations at

the old stand—or rather old sit—with all

the freshness of youth and anticipation.

It is a pleasant land to the south of

Philadelphia through which the trolley

runs, and when we had got into the large

and roomy car for Wilntington and caught

the fresh air from the dewy fields, and
looked out upon the broad expanse of

Pennsylvania and ISTew Jersey farms with

the wide, still river rolling between, we
were glad in our hearts and felt that it

was indeed good to go trolleying.

There were tollgates along the road by

which we rattled, but they were not meant
for us. Horses and wagons and bicycles

and automobiles and carriages and carts

paid their tribute to the tyrant of the

turnpike., but the trolley clattered by with

never so much as a nod to the minion at

the gate. Sidings were numerous on this

line, and at frequent intervals we met
other vessels on the narrow sea of trolley-

ing, and passengers and crew passed greet-

ings back and forth. At one point we
sighted a " special " loaded to the guards

with happy children on some kind of an

outing. Some of them were singing,
" Way down upon the Suanee River," but

most of them had their heads out of the

windows shouting at everything in sight.

The trolley was a thing of joy to them, and
everybody seemed thoroughly happy except

the growniips who were looking after the

kids. The conductor looked wrinkled and
careworn, and the motorman was a fair

personification of Jim Bkidsoe holding

the nose of the burning steamboat to the

bank.

We went into Wilmington after a two
hours' run, and then came a nervous quar-

ter of an hour. Delaware City, the Land's
End of the trolley, was our next point, and
it was sixteen miles away. There we were
to change from trolley to canal, the new
for the old. The boat was to leave at

eleven o'clock ; the trolley left Wilmington

at 10.20, and the proposition before us was
to make sixteen miles in forty minutes.
There was no other boat until next day
and a miss was something worse than a

niiie under the circumstances. The tele-

phone failed to connect, and sending a

message by telegraph to hold the boat, we
took the 10.20 car and started on the last

land lap.

But we were composed, even calm, for

we had the week before us, and if we did

miss the boat we would not suffer. Wil-

mington is a pleasant city, and there were
trolley lines to various old Delaware towns
filled with history and hospitality where
we knew we would be made welcome to

anything we called for. At the same time

we wanted to catch that boat. Not be-

cause we needed it, but because having

set out to catch it we were willing to fore-

go all other pleasures in the accomplish-

ment of our purpose. That is the Ameri-
can spirit and he is un-American who
starts for any point in this country, de-

termined to travel leisurely, if he isn't

pretty soon fairly breaking his neck to get

the journey completed.

The country to the south of Wilmington
has fine old farm houses nestling among
the trees and looking to the road down
long avenues of shade, and darkies enough
lolling around to give the true Southern

color to the scene that makes it soothing

and restful. We slipped through New-
castle, which was William Penn's first

location for Philadelphia, and which in

later years became whipping-post head-

quarters for Delaware's petty offenders,

and not far beyond we came into view of

the broad waters of the Delaware. Hei-e

and there a sail shone in the sun, but just

opposite to us was a steamer leaving its

trail of black smoke to smut the land-

scape. The conductor told us it was the

boat we were to catch, if we could, and we
forthwith forgot scenery and history and

everything else except the relative speed

of steamboats and trolley cars. The boat

was on a straight course to Delaware City,

which we could see far away on the other

horn of a crescent, while the trolley had

the curve to follow. JSTow our race began.

At times we would lose sight of the river

to come out at a point which seemed to

give us the lead. Then we laughed and

dashed down into a valley to come ont at

another point with the boat leading and
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we did not laugh. Yonder was a siding

and no coming car in sight. Would we
have to wait for it and lose the boat?

Breathless we asked the conductor, and he

shook his head. We bribed the motorman
with a large, juicy cigar. " We'll catch

her, hands down," said that sporty in-

dividual, and he turned on power to the

full. Into the town now, around the cor-

ner, up the shady water front, and as the

trolley stopped with a bang a hundred
yards from the canal lock, the boat poked
her prow around the piling and whistled

for an opening. It was a close call, a very

close call, and we drew a long breath of

relief as we stepped from the car and hur-

ried across to the boat. Then we went
aboard and waited in that lock for more
than an hour for the water to get in shape

so we could get out and proceed on our

journey. Such is life when we think we
can get along so much faster by the ever-

lasting hurry of it.

We were now one hundred and sixty odd
miles from 'New York, and as I looked

back over the trip, I recalled having seen

something like four hundred and sixty-

seven women get off of trolley cars in four

states and every one of them stepped off

wrong foot foremost. I had not seen one
take a tumble, and I am offering this state-

ment here, not with the hope that women
can ever be influenced to get off cars as

they should, but as a testimonial to the

trolley men for their noble and usually suc-

cessful efforts in the preservation of wom-
ankind to a world which would be a dismal
failure if it were womanless.

Trolleying has its delights, no doubt,

but it lacks the reposeful luxury, the

Cleopatra-on-the-]Srile langour of the cur-

rentless canal, and in justice to all con-

cerned, I must admit that when we finally

got out of the lock and began to glide

along the placid bosom of the still waters
we found it delightful. Only four miles
an hour we moved, but it was fast enough,

and there was a supreme satisfaction in

knowing that we could get off and walk

if we wanted to, or if there were a wreck

we could get ashore without taking to the

lifeboats. At times we came into wider

stretches and on either side the land rolled

back to the hills in. undulating plains rich

in all that makes the farmer the most
independent man on earth, and the most
dissatisfied. Again we swept slowly

through arching avenues of trees that al-

most touched above the boat and made the

voyager think he had reached the tropic

rivers of Florida. At the locks the boats

are the events of the day, and we were

greeted by summer girls from the city,

and by the slouch-hatted natives spotted

all over with blackberry stains, for the

blackberry now takes the place of the

peach, which was once the pride of Dela-

ware and found its finest fruition in this

section. Near Buck's Bridge we came into

the State of Maryland, and were for a

verity " down South." At Chesapeake
City we looked down upon a new water

beyond us into which we were lowered, and
we had left the canal for the Elk River,

which presently brought us out into the

wide waters of the Chesapeake. Thence
on, past ship and sail and shore, and when
the night had come we watched the distant

lights that told us where the land was firm.

Turning into the Patapsco by the glare

from the great steel works at the mouth
of the river we passed Fort McHenry.
Moving slowly, as if in another canal, we
drew nearer to the Monumental City, and
at last made fast to the Ericsson dock,

where our trolley trip from New York
ended in a burst of welcome and a shower
of kisses that those waiting on the dock
for their friends on board had ready for

delivery.

But there was none for us, and smack-

less and unshaken of hand we slipped

through the crowd and sought the welcome
of an inn.



TOMMY'S MASTER-STROKE

By RALPH HENRY BARBOUR

TOMMY was feeling sore. Dickie

had beaten him badly that after-

noon and Tommy didn't like being

beaten at golf, especially by Dickie. Tom-
my—Tommy Winslow, you know—is quite

a dab at golf; he won from Travis once

at Garden City; the Duke says Travis

wasn't feeling well that day, but Tommy
denies it. Dickie isn't much at the game;
I downed him once myself, and I'm consid-

ered about as rotten as they make 'em.

That's what made Tommy rather hot; that

and the way Dickie rubbed it in. Tommy's
the best-natured chap in the world, but

Dickie Boswell was certainly beastly exas-

perating that night.

We were sitting around in the Duke's

room drinking mint juleps. We were all

in our pajamas, for it was an awfully

warm night; when it is hot at Island Lake,

it's—worse than that ! We'd all four of

us been up there three days, staying at the

Medford Arms, the big, long hotel on the

hill back of the links; you know the joint

I mean, the one with the big veranda all

around it and red chimneys sticking up
here and there through the roof. The boy
had just brought up fresh drinks, and we
were smoking the last of my Egyptians.

" You see. Tommy, it was that long drive

to the tenth hole that queered you, my
boy." Dickie took a straw out of his glass

and swept it through the air.

" Here, quit sprinkling me with juice !

"

growled the Duke. He isn't really a duke,

you know. That's just a nickname; his

real name's Hastings.
" I made the tenth in two and you took

four," continued Dickie. " If it hadn't

been for that you might have done better.

Tommy. It was my master-stroke that

beat you."
" Master-stroke be blowed," sputtered

Tommy. ^' It was a bally fluke, that's

what it was !

"

" That's envy speaking," replied Dickie,

wagging his head sadly, " that's not you.

Tommy."
" Bally fluke, I said !

" reiterated Tom-

my, sitting up suddenly and spilling his

julep on the pillow. " Why, you were the

worst surprised man in the country when
you found you'd hit the ball! It was the

flrst clean swipe you'd made; you'd been

topping and slicing all the afternoon!

Master-stroke— !
" Tommy gulped—" mas-

ter-stroke thunder !

"

" Then how did I happen to beat you ?
"

asked Dickie sweetly.
" Fool luck !

" cried Tommy. " You had
fool luck all the way; no one can win
against luck ! But I'll play you to-morrow
for any money you like and give you a

handicap ; that's what I'll do !

"

" Out it out, you two," groaned the

Duke, nibbling his orange peel and looking

disgusted. " ISTeither of you really knows
a golf ball from a hen's egg."

"I'll take you," Dickie cried, "but I

don't want your old handicap. I'll play

you for fifty a side going out and fifty

more coming back ! And what's the good
of waiting until to-morrow? I'll play you
right now, Tommy !

"

" Ah, that's a sporting proposition for

you," said the Duke, looking interested.
" Annie, see if Bill the moon's up."

I slid off the bed and went to the

window.
" No, darker than Egypt

;
you couldn't

see a ball ten feet away."
" Hard luck," said the Duke, going back

to his julep. " I suppose, though, we
might get lanterns," he added grinning.

" Poppycock ! " said Dickie. He was
silent a minute, but the light of battle still

shone in his eyes.
" Just wait until to-morrow," threatened

Tommy, " and I'll give you a chance to

make all the master-strokes you want !

"

" I'll tell you what I'll do with you, little

Tommy," cried Dickie explosively, " I'll

play you from here to the office for fifty

dollars a side, loser to pay for damages !

"

Tommy stared; then he put his glass on
the floor and dropped his cigarette into it.

" Done !
" he said. The Duke applauded

loudly.
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"But isn't it a bit late?" I ventured.
" Late nothing," said Dickie, " it's only

half-past eleven. Wliat if it is late ?
"

" The halls are dark, aren't they ?
"

" Well, we'll light 'em up then."

"I\^ow, hold on," said the Duke, "let's

understand this proposition. I'll act as

referee. You're to play from here to the

office; the one holing out in the least num-
ber of strokes wins the match and takes

the money ; is that it ?
"

" Yes," chimed Tommy and Dickie.
" All right. And if you lose a ball you

may drop another, eh? And the loser's to

put up for breakage. Where are you going

to hole out ?
"

We all thought intensely; at least, I did.

Finally I said

:

" The ink-well on the office desk !

"

" Good eye !
" said the Duke. " Only

we'll have to put it on the floor. Anise-

seed, you be caddy."

My name is Annismead; but nobody ever

calls me that; it's generally Annie, some-
times Anise-seed; that's the trouble with

having a name that sounds like something
else. I got the clubs and the Duke armed
himself with a rule book.

" This match is going to be played
right," he said.

Dickie put a bath gown on and so did I;

but Tommy and the Duke said it was too

warm. So Tommy got into a red golf

jacket with green sleeves, and the Duke
went in his pajamas. We went out into

the hall and Tommy teed. Our rooms
were on the third floor. The corridors

were about twelve feet broad, but there

were more than twenty trunks between us
and the first corner, and that made it diffi-

cult. Tommy got away with a long, low
drive that put the ball pretty near the full

length of the hall and beyond the turn.

Dickie followed and went high, rolling

behind a big trunk.
" You'll need a lofter to get out of

there," chuckled the Duke. But Dickie
swore a little and got back onto the carpet

in three. The carpet, by the way, was
green, and the Duke said that helped out

the illusion. On the next stroke Dickie
banged the ball against the door of Num-
ber 68 and it flew behind another trunk.

"Well, aren't you coming?" jeered

Tommy, who was sticking his head out

around the corner.

Dickie swore some more and pushed his

ball out into the open, the Duke pretend-

ing not to see. Then he banged away at it

again and got a good lie just where the

hallway turned toward the stairs. Tommy
had to make a short approach here, and
the score was 2 to 6. From the corner to

the stairway was about twenty yards and
Dickie called for a wooden putter. He
had fine luck and landed right at the head
of the stairs. Tommy got his ball about
half way, when it rolled up onto a door
sill. It took him three to get it away
again. Of course, he banged the door a

good deal, and pretty soon it opened and a

man's head popped out.
" What in thunder's the row ? " he asked

calmly.

But Tommy was swinging for his next

stroke and so we merely told him to shut

up. He came out into the hall then and
looked on. Tommy's ball rolled against

the banisters.
" A good lie. Tommy, my boy," said the

Duke. I took up the two bags and started

after.

" Say, what's up ? " asked the man we
had disturbed. I told him ; match for fifty

a side to the office ink-well.

"Good stuff," said he; and went in and
put on a bath robe. When he returned he

brought cigarettes and we all lighted up,

all except Tommy; he said he never

smoked while playing; it was bad for the

wind. We were making a good deal of a

rumpus, I fancy, about this time ; anyhow,
doors began to open and people put their

heads out and asked silly questions. One
old lady wanted to know if it was fire. We
told her no, it was golf, and she seemed
quite satisfied and went back to bed. But
a chap down the hall yelled up to ask if we
thought that was a links, and the Duke
said:

" Sure, Bill ; don't you see the green ?
"

He pointed to the carpet and we all

laughed; and the man swore a lot and
threatened to have us put out of the house.

We could hear the bell ringing down in the

lower hall and pretty soon a bellboy came
crawling up stairs. The Duke caught him
half way up.

" Nothing doing. Bill," he said. " Go
back to sleep and tell me about it in the

morning when I have money with me."

The boy said " Yes, sir," and went back.

A young chap whose room was at the

head of the stairway looked on for awhile
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and then crawled into a box coat and

joined us. It was Dickie's play and he

dropped his ball neatly down onto the first

landing. Tommy followed and did better

yet, for his ball went to that landing and
then rolled half way down to the next..

But Dickie was after him and reached the

next floor below in one. The score was 8

all. The chap in the bath robe and the

one in the box coat made a wager of ten

dollars a side, the bath robe taking Tommy
and the box coat Dickie.

Tommy had a lot of trouble finishing the

flight and reaching the second floor; when
he got a good lie close to the banisters at

the head of the next flight the score was
8 to 11 in favor of Dickie, and Tommy was
swearing like a trooper.

" I'll raise the stakes another fifty," said

Dickie, grinning.
" Take you," said Tommy, like a little

man.
" Can't be done," the Duke said. " But

you can make a side bet." So they did;

and the ink-well meant a hundred to the

one who made it in the best score. The
excitement was getting intense. Doors
were opening and closing all over the shop

and bells were ringing and folks were .ask-

ing what in something was up. We told

them the truth, but, generally, they didn't

believe it and had to come and see for

themselves. So pretty soon we had about

a dozen spectators, all making suggestions

and laying wagers. Dickie was a prime
favorite now and the best odds were ten

dollars to six; I took some of that myself,

getting the Tommy end without trouble.

You see, I knew that Tommy was better

at putting than Dickie and knew besides

that he was feeling sore about the " mas-
ter-stroke " and was resolved to win out.

About that time the man in the bath robe

began backing Tommy for all he could

get. He laid about fifty dollars and then
took Tommy aside and whispered to him.
ISTo one noticed it except me, I fancy, for

the rest of the bunch was watching Dickie.

The bellboy crawled .upstairs again and
said he was going to rooms 28, 36, 42, 61,

and a lot more. We sent him back for ice

water; told him the occupants of the

rooms were thirsty, and promised him a

dollar if he'd take twenty minutes to get

it. He was a sensible kid and did it.

Dickie slammed his ball hard with the

idea of hitting the wall at the turn and

rolling. But it didn't work and he got no
farther than the first landing. Downstairs
some one was thumping the office gong to

beat the symi)hony orchestra and a stout,

baldheaded man on the floor above was
dancing up and down and talking a blue

streak. We told him to go back to bed and
be good, but he wouldn't; wanted to know
how in smoke he could sleep with a lot of

damphools raising Ned around the place.

The Duke told him that he didn't know
what the answer was and offered to lay him
two to one iu fivers that there wasn't any.

The baldheaded chap was a sport all

through and took the Duke for twenty.

That calmed him down and he sat at the

top of the stairs and tried to think what
the answer was.

The score was 9 to 11 now, and Tommy's
play. His gutty was right alongside the

railing. He took an iron putter and gave
the ball a little tap that sent it between the

spindles and down the well ; we heard it hit

the floor below and bounce around. Every-

body stared; everybody except the bath

robe chap; he grinned: so did every one

else after a moment; everybody except

Dickie.
" You can drop another ball there, you

know," he said to Tommy. Tommy shook

his head.
" No, thanks," he replied sweetly.
" But you have to !

"

" Not a bit of it, Dickie ; it's your play."

"What—what ?" Dickie stuttered.

"It's all right," answered Tommy;
" that's my master-stroke."

" But you can't do that ! " shouted

Dickie. "I'll leave it to the Duke! He
can't do that, can he, Duke? "

The Duke opened his rule book and stood

under the light, pretending to search the

pages. Everybody was laughing except

Dickie, and Tommy, and the Duke. Dickie

was frothing at the mouth; Tommy was
merely grinning pleasantly; the Duke was
frowning while he turned the leaves.

Finally he said

:

" There appears to be no rule bearing on

the point in dispute. It is very thought-

less of the committee, but it can't be

helped. As there is nothing forbidding the

play, I presume it to be allowable, and so

decide."

We all howled, and Dickie ranted and
went on terribly. But we shut him up and
the play went on. Dickie was mad clean
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through, and as a result he slammed
around for five minutes. Of course, he
followed Tommy's example and dropped
his ball down the well, but he had a lot of

trouble getting it throiigh between the

spindles, and when he did the score was
in Tommy's favor, 12 to 13. The Dickie

chaps tried to hedge, but there was noth-

ing much doing. We all trooped down the

last flight and met a sleepy-looking man in

his shirt sleeves who said he was the night

clerk and what was the trouble?

We explained the matter to him at some
length, as he was a very dense sort of

chap; and even when he got it through his

head he tried to make objections ; said we
were disturbing the whole house and a lot

of poppycock like that. But the Duke
called him " dear Bill," and smoothed him
down, and we went on. The two balls were
lying side by side between the stairs and
the elevator. No one knew which was
which, but, as the Duke pointed out, it

didn't matter. From there to the desk

was about sixty feet. We got the ink-well

down and placed it half way between the

desk and the other side of the lobby and
built up around it with the register and a

lot of cards, blotters, and note paper. The
night clerk turned in and helped and
proved to be a very accommodating sort.

When we had finished we had a very decent

hole.

Tommy got to work with a putter and
rolled his ball to within ten feet. Dickie
managed a better lie, a foot or so nearer,

and where he had a nice ascent to the ink-

well by way of the blotting papers. Then
we all made a big circle around the two
and watched. The night clerk wanted to

pour the ink out of the well first; said it

might get on the floor. But we reminded
him of the blotting papers and refused to

have the green disturbed.

The score was 13 to 14 in favor of

Tommy. Every one smoked hard. The
annunciator began to buzz again, so the

night clerk went over and did something
to it. Dickie was vilely nervous and on
the first put went two feet wide, and swore.

" Better make it in two and be sure of

holing," some one suggested. But Dickie

thought he couldn't spare two and tried

again from a distance of about four feet.

The ball started up the ascent all right but

was stopped by the edge of the register,

about six inches from the ink-well.

" Sixteen," said the Duke,,

Dickie straddled the book and blotters

and things and shortened his grip. " Re-
markable stance, eh ? " murmured the chap
in the box coat. Then the ball rolled and
the ink spurted out.

" Seventeen," said the Duke ; and every
one clapped loudly.

Dickie fished the gutty out of the ink-

well with a toothpick and stood aside,

watching Tommy anxiously. Tommy had
four to tie and three to win; and it looked

like hard work to most of us; but they

didn't all know Tommy's putting. Tommy
went to work very carefully, picking a

piece of lint out of the path and finding

the line by means of a dark spot in one
of the oak boards. Then he tapped the

ball gently and it rolled straight for the

hole. Every one held his breath. When
the ball reached the foot of the little hill

it was going so slowly that it didn't seem
as though it could get half way toward the

top. But it did; it went over the strewn
cards and made the writing paper, going
slower and slower, seeming always on the

point of stopping but not doing it.

Straight for the ink-well it rolled and right

on the very edge came to a pause. Tommy
went toward it to drop it in when, presto,

over it went of itself!

Then every one clapped and shouted and
shook hands with Tommy. Dickie was
feeling pretty well cut up, but there's

nothing mean about him, so xip he marched
with the rest of them. Tommy shook
hands and clapped him on the shoulder.

" It was that master-stroke of mine beat

you, Dickie," he said grinning.
" The match goes to Mr. Winslow," an-

nounced the Duke, " the score, 14 to 17."

Then we all cheered some more, and the

chap in the bath gown went over and
talked to the night clerk. At first the

latter shook his head; but in the end he

led the way down the corridor.
" Gentlemen," said the bath robe chap,

" we are going to have liquid refreshments

in honor of the victor in the most unique
golf match of history. After you, gentle-

men !

"

So we all trooped into the bar and
turned on the lights and sat around in

pajamas and dressing gowns and blankets

and drank Tommy's health. And just

when the bath robe chap, who had won
about ninety dollars, had finished a speech
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of congratulation the door was quietly

opened and in walked the old codger with

a bald head.

"Hello, Bill," said the Duke, "you're

just in time."
" Thank you, with all the pleasure in the

world," said the other. "And I'll thank

you, too, for that twenty, sir."

" Which twenty is that ? " asked the

Duke, who had forgotten the wager.
" Why, sir, you bet me twenty to ten that

there was no answer to the question."
" What question. Bill ?

"

" The question, sir, as nearly as I recall

it was this : ' How in blazes can I sleep

while a lot of damned idiots are raising

Ned in the corridors ?
'
"

" Ah, to be sure," replied the Duke. " I

recollect. And there is an answer ?
"

" Yes, sir, and I have found it."

" And what is it ?
"

" The answer, sir," replied the old chap
soberly, " is. Take a narcotic !

"

" The money is yours, Bill," answered
the Duke, laughing. " Now have a drink."

The old chap joined us, and the night

clerk opened some more bottles. When
the glasses were refilled the Duke got up.

" Gentlemen, to the Master-Stroke !

"

We drank standing.

MAKING A FOOTBALL TEAM

By WILLIAM H. LEWIS ^<

SIE SAMUEL PEPYS records some-

where in his diaries, that on looking

out of his window one frosty morn-

ing, he found the street covered with foot-

balls. Now that the season of autumn
sport has arrived, one will not be surprised

to repeat Sir Samuel's experience in pass-

ing any athletic field, college campus, or

school grounds. This is the season when
football is in the air, and in approaching

the habitat of the sport, one will see the

air literally filled with whirling spheroids

sent hither and thither by the trusty boots

of some score or more of lusty yoiuig ath-

letes. Here and there may be seen groups
of well-muzzled, padded, greaved, and
bleated warriors going through all sorts of

gyrations and evolutions with an inflated

hall. Presently, two groups line up oppo-

site each other; there is shoving, pushing,

rushing of the ball; now a hasty pursuit

of the flying pigskin; then some more rush-

ing and pushing—a truly strenuous sort

of game. To the uninitiated, this exhibi-

tion probably seems more like a jumble or

scramble of legs, arms, ball, and bad tem-
per, with more madness than method. Yet,

*Mr. Lewis was one of the best centre rushes the Ameri-

can game has developed, and has been one of Harvard's

most brainy coaches.— [Editor.]

if he should inquire what it all meant from
some lover of the sport, he would probably

be told tliat this is the A eleven prac-

tising for its annual match with B eleven,

and that the captain, coaches, and trainer

are trying to develop and perfect its game.
While the methods employed by the differ-

ent teams will vary according to the school

of football each is attempting to play, yet

one will observe much that is common to

them all.

The making of a football team is not so

simple a matter of sport as might appear
at first; its organization and development
is not unlike the making of a miniature

army. The recruiting officer is at the

gymnasium, where every candidate must
pass a severe physical examination before

he is allowed to take part in the sport. He
is then sent to the field and put in the

hands of the drill sergeant to be made or

broken. If he is one of the eleven best

men among three thousand, he is then at-

tached to his regiment, the eleven. The
organization, equipment, management, and
direction of this little army, which fights

for the glory of school, college, or univer-

sity, is under many bureaiis conducted

upon strictly business principles.

The making of a university team is an all-
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round-the-year affair. No sooner than the

final match of one season is finished, the

campaign for the next is begun, that is to

say, the making of this season's team does

not begin with the coming out of the squad

in September, but really with the election

of captain at the close of the last season.

With the confirmation of the election of

captain by the athletic committee, or other

supervising faculty body, the captain

selects his manager, or the manager in

most cases is elected by the student or-

ganization. The captain and manager
having been determined upon, the real

work begins. The manager begins at

once by the direction of the captain, with

the advice and consent of the athletic com-

mittee, to arrange the schedule of games
for the coming season. This is generally

accomplished after a long period of spar-

ring and jockeying with the representa-

tives of the several teams which it is pro-

posed to meet during the season. A mat-

ter which early engages the attention of

the manager, is making his contract for

supplies, which is of no small moment, as

a university team will use hundreds of dol-

lars' worth of clothing in a single season.

Before the opening of the next season, he

must arrange for a great many things,

from a -training table to the management
of the great matches of the year. In his

onerous duties, the manager is assisted by

many assistants appointed by himself.

Another duty which falls to the captain

and manager is the selection of the trainer

and surgeon, who in turn select a comi^e-

tent corps of rubbers and masseurs.

The captain's troubles begin at once.

After consulting pretty generally the older
" grads " and onetime star players, he

selects his head coach, a sort of field mar-
shal, who plans and directs the whole cam-
paign. The head coach after mature de-

liberation, selects his staff of coaches; the

staff is made up of the most available of

the old players. A coach is selected for

each position; one who is responsible for

the development of the best individual to

play the several positions on the team, as

guard, centre, fullback, and so forth. To
one coach is delegated the offense ; to an-

other the defense, and to still another the

kicking. When in the latter part of the

season the great host of coaches appear on
the field, they are easily handled by the

staff. The old tackles work with the regu-

lar tackle coaches, and the old halfbacks

with the regular coach for the back field.

During the winter and spring and early

autumn, there will be several conferences
of coaches and the plans and policy of the

head coach announced—the modification

of the system and changes of play, if any,

for the next season are carefully worked
out in detail in accordance with the no-
tions of the chief.

Meantime, between seasons, the captain
and managers are eagerly and persever-
ingiy searching the fitting schools for pos-

sible new material of the incoming class.

A thorough canvass is also made of the
university to discover what, if any, mater-
ial has been overlooked.

As soon as the frost is out of the ground,
the latter part of March, the men not en-

gaged in other branches of athletics, are
called out for a brief period of what is

known as spring practise, which seldom
amounts to much, and consists principally

in grounding the men in the fundamentals
of the game. A little lining up is some-
times indulged in to relieve the monotony,
but the hot weather soon puts an end to

further work.

When the opening day of the season
proper arrives, everything is in working
order. The managerial staff' has been or-

ganized, with numerous assistants, whose
duties vary from providing shoe strings to

trolley cars. The trainer has his assist-

ants on hand to look after the physical

condition of the men. This official directs

cooks, rubbers, and pretty much everybody
and everything else, including the coaches.

The head coach has planned his campaign
in advance, largely to be altered by the

exigencies of the season. He, too, has his

staff of assistants well organized. The
opening day, say the fifteenth of Septem-
ber, sometimes sees as many as a hundred
men down at the field to be still further

augmented when the university itself

opens its doors. A brief talk by the

trainer and the captain as to what is re-

quired by the men in the way of training,

and possibly a few minutes of setting-up

exercises with dumb-bells, and the squad
trots out on the gridiron. They are im-

mediately divided, generally into tw©
squads. The candidates for the line take

one part of the field, those for the backs

another. Next follow a few sprint starts

to test the quickness and speed of the men.
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Then the ball is passed around, while they

get their wind; after this, there is a period

of tumbling, or rather falling, on the ball.

This being finished, the backs are set to

kicking and catching punts, the line men
to blocking and breaking through. A short

run ends the work for the day. A shower

bath, the weight of every man is taken,

then a ruhdown, and each man is ready to

repair to the provisional training table for

his dinner.

During the afternoon, the sub-managers
have made a list of all men present, and

Juich squad is turned over to a competent
coach to be instructed in the details of the

several positions, the theory and practise

of each position being shown to the candi-

date.

At the end of the first week, or the be-

ginning of the second, after the usual pre-

liminary or warming up exercises of pass-

ing, catching, kicking, and falling on the

ball, and a round or two of tackling the

dummy, which the men are now hard
enough to brace, the squad is divided into

four more provisional elevens with their

A Tandem Run Around the End.

their football pedigrees for the enlighten-

ment of captain and coaches to aid them
in trying out the material at hand. The
next morning at eleven, the men report

again for practise, which during the pre-

liminary season before the university

opens, is held twice a day. For the first

few days, the practise is very much the

same with a new stunt thrown in to vary
the monotony and to add to the players'

knowledge of the game. About the third

day the squad is further subdivided into

tackles, guards, ends, centres, and backs.

substitutes, the first being the provisional

'varsity, made up of the old players and

most promising substitutes of the preced-

ing season. These elevens and their sub-

stitutes are given a code of signals, and a

simple set of plays with three men back.

Signals are gone through for a while, then

the first eleven will line up against the

second for such a period of play as the

trainer thinks proper, generally five min-

utes. The players are coached individu-

ally during the play, the tackle coaches

lookins: out for the tackles, and the giaard
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coaches for the j2:uards. The men are

closely watched during the play for the pur-

pose of ascertaining the merits and de-

merits of each. The first period of play

having elapsed, the third and fourth elev-

ens play under the same auspices. ISText

follows the second period of play for the

four teams and their substitutes. At the

close of practise, the coaches retire to

their sanctum to discuss the individual

players. Here the weeding-out process

begins. The " dubs " are dropped from the

squad at the end of each practise ; a few
new " finds " are brought out and given a

trial, the same as the original candidates,

and are themselves in turn dropped or sent

to the first squad. The weeding-out pro-

cess is generally a severe one, and lasts

about three weeks. The rule of science,

the survival of the fittest, characterizes

this period. This may be called the first

stage in the development of the eleven.

The problem is to find by selection and
elimination the eleven best men of the uni-

versity. The importance of this process
will appear from the fact that the team
will be no stronger than the individuals

who compose it ; it will be no stronger than
the weakest or poorest man on it.

Football, sometimes called a game of

war, differs from war in this respect, that
it is not possible to win over an enemy
by superiority of numbers, for each team
can have only eleven men. The strength
of the eleven depends upon the superiority

of the individuals, and the superior skill

in fighting these eleven best men against
the best eleven of some other college or

university.

The third week of practise is generally

the first week after the university opens;

at the end of that week, generally, the per-

manent training table is established; the

squad is cut down to the provisional 'var-

sity and substitutes, the scrub and substi-

tutes; and then the real, hard coaching

begins. The hours of practise are length-

ened daily under the direction of the

trainer, and the work becomes harder and
more severe. The individual coaches have
full sway for the next two weeks, very lit-

tle attention being given to team play, ex-

cept for the most rudimentary kind; but

the whole object is to, develop the individ-



" The ball is given the scrub to try all sorts of plays against the 'varsity."

ual to the highest degree of skill and effi-

ciency in playing his particular position.

The teaching of the fundamentals and in-

dividual play really continues to the end

of the season; but the last week in October

generally sees the team begin to take

form. The individual coaching' becomes
secondary and subsidiary to team play, and
most that is done for the individual is cor-

recting his faults and polishing up the

rough edges of his play. The plays, or

form of attack, to be used in the final

matches are now for the first time given
to the team under the supervision and di-

rection of the team coach, who is generally

the head coach. A new and final code of

signals is given to the team for fear that

the old ones may have become known to the

enemy.
Next follows a period of long, hard

practise, consisting of signal drill and line-

ups to test the new formations, as well as

to correct and perfect them. Every man
is shown his place in the attack, just when
and where he should get into the play.

The team coach is busy watching each man,
the formation action, its effect upon the

scrub, to ascertain why it does or does not

A Long Throw to the Back for a Around the End Play.
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gain ground, and woe be unto the individ-

ual who lags and is not in the right place

at the right moment. To make eleven men
move as one perfect machine requires as

much skill on the part of the coach as

ability on the part of the men. The i)lan

of attack must not only be a rational one,

but its timing must be accurate, its line of

force direct, or its deceptiveness uniform.

The number of plays used by a 'varsity

speed into the plays, to make each man
put his weight, strength, skill, and quick-

ness into the execution of every manoeuvre.

This process is called "putting ginger" into

the men, or putting spirit into the team, a

most difficult thing in some cases, but very

easy with men of the right temperament
and disposition. Power and speed put into

the execution of the plays means every-

thing to the attack, without which the most

ii
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Bucking the Centre.

team is generally small, their character

simple an'd direct, as too many trick plays

have a bad effect upon the team, too much
reliance for success being placed in them.

It is a cardinal principle of the offense

that the enemy must be licked; it can sel-

dom be tricked into defeat. When the

plays are well mastered by constant, tire-

less drill and practise, and are brought off

in unison by the eleven, the coach next

turns his attention to getting power and

brilliantly conceived play is absolutely

worthless. An old player once expressed

the idea pretty graphically when he said,

" What the team needs, sir, is less forma-
tion and more damnation."

While the team is learning the offense,

a certain period of play is given to the de-

fense, under the instruction of the coach
for this department of the game. The
general defense is as carefully and per-

fectly planned as the offense in a univer-
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sity team. The ball is given to the scrub to

try all sorts of plays against the 'varsity

—

mass plays, trick plays, and any old plays

at all. The team is taught how to meet
each and every kind of an attack as indi-

viduals, and also as a team. Just before

the big matches, the scrub team is taught

the plays of opponents as far as such plays

may be known. These plays are put

against the 'varsity, and if the general de-

fense does not stop them successfully, a

special defense must be devised to meet the

case.

The kicking game is also looked after in

the most careful and systematic manner;
the players selected to do the kicking have

a great deal of coaching put on them in

the technical details of punting, and are

also given the practise of kicking behind

the line, both in the games and in every

day's practise.

During the period of the development of

team play, a great deal of care is bestowed

upon the training of the individual. Each
man is subject to the close scrutiny of the

trainer morning, noon, and night. His
weight is noted after each practise; his

meals inspected; his gait, manner, eye, and
everything which indicate the condition of

the physical man rigorously scanned; every

bruise, sprain, or injury is looked after by
the surgeon. The trainer must see that

each man is fit; that he does not become
overtrained by too much work. This neces-

sitates working some men more and others

less. The clothes of the player are looked

after, jerseys padded and shoes cleated;

the field of play must also be seen to that

there are no holes or slippery and treacher-

ous places which may put a valuable man
out of the game before the final match.

Supplementing and aiding the work
upon the field during the season, a num-
ber of meetings of the squad are held in

the evening, shortly after dinner. These

meetings are a sort of " school of instruc-

tion " for the soldier, so to say. The
theory of fundamentals, position playing,

attack, and defense is taught by the coach
with blackboard illustrations. Occasion-
ally signals are walked through at these

meetings, as nothing so perfects the team
play as constant, tireless drill.

The individual and the eleven, having
been tested, tried, and developed to the

highest degree of skill possible, both in the

preliminary matches and the everyday

practise, both are ready for the final strug-

gle. The week before the match is given

over to a review of fundamentals and to

polishing off the rough edges of team and
individual play. The offense is modified to

meet the style of defense of opponents.

The defense is adapted to opponents'

offense. One or two skyrocket plays may
be added to the offense. The team is left

to practise by itself most of the time to

gain confidence in its game, the coaches

having done all that can be done by them.

The week of the match is devoted to plan-

ning the great game—the plays to be used
at given points of the field for required

distances—when and where to spring a

trick or try a kick. The work is generally

light, and every care is taken to avoid in-

jury and to bring the team from the field,

each and every man in the best possible

mental and physical condition.

The day arrives; everything is at the

highest tension—both public interest and
university enthusiasm—the players them-
selves are keen and eager for the contest;

a few final words from the coaches, and
this little band of eleven men, carefully

nursed and trained for the hour go forth to

battle for the supremacy of alma mater
upon the football field. In the brief after-

noon of an autumn day the season's work
may all go for nothing or be crowned with

laurel according as the Fates decree.



HANDLING THE RIFLE ON GAME

By T. S. VAN DYKE

HAD the sun fallen at my feet I could

hardly have been raore astonished

than I was at the result of my first

shot at a deer with a rifle. With infinite

care and patience I had worked out a trail

so silently that I was within forty yards of

a three-year-old buck before he rose out of

his bed to see if there was not something
peculiar in the air. He stood broadside,

and I never felt cooler in my life than
when I pulled the trigger. The snow
showed no sign of blood, hair, or anything
but long, springy jumps for over a mile.

This is the first difficulty met by a great

many. The game is so close and seems so

large that one iises the rifle too much like

a shotgun. You see the sights, and' see

them against the object, but not with that

exact fineness good rifle shooting demands.
And this cannot be neglected at any dis-

tance, except on moving game when often

there is no time for exactness. You are

misled by the fact that your hand seems
perfectly steady, and by a mingling of sur-

prise and exhilaration at finding you have
not the buck ague ; and the combined effect

is to make you neglect a little of that ex-

treme care which is just as essential in the

field as it is in the finest target work.

The most remarkable instance of game
being too close happened after I had shot

hundreds of deer and fully half of them
running. I had shot a deer across a broad
valley, and knowing the probability of its

being only crippled called a companion to

go with me. We advanced with rifles

ready to the edge of a little gully some two
feet deep and three wide into which it had
fallen. It rose almost upright with a

single jump and sank back like a wet rag
at the report of both rifles.

" That was a sweetener," remarked my
friend, who was a good shot with both rifle

and shotgun.
" Yes, but I wouldn't brag about it. It

wasn't over ten feet," said I.

" It isn't over six feet," he replied, look-

ing at the deer, which lay with eyes so

bright that it had to be shot again in the

head. It had been shot at first from across

the valley too low in the shoulder and had
fallen with_ hind feet under so that it could

spring upright. It had then fallen so it

could not use the hind legs. Except the

first shot and the last one in the head there

was not another scratch on it. ISTor was
there a sign of smoke or powder burn or a

furrow anywhere in the hair. Too close;

that was all. How two persons with their

eyes open could make such a miss even if

they had never seen a gun I cannot divine.

It seems absurd to say that you should

shoot at a deer at only forty yards with
the same care you would take at a two-
inch bullseye. Yet if you have time you
had better do it. Preserving may have
made deer so tame in many places that

shooting, as well as still-hunting, is much
more easy than I describe it; but you will

find it safe to apply the same principles

even when they are tamer. For though
you may make a few lucky shots at first,,

sure disappointment is lying in wait far-

ther on, and only by great care can you
avoid too many attacks of it. Any one of

average nerve and sight can soon learn to

hit the size of a deer at a hundred yards

with certainty. But doing so in the

woods is quite different, while to do it so

that the hunt ends instead of just begin-

ning puzzles even the best expert.

The next shot I had was at a deer stand-

ing down a long vista of huge tree trunks.

It looked so small it seemed half a. mile

away though it was not over a hundred and
fifty yards. As I raised the rifle I thought

of the other shot, and that made my hand
shake in a twinkling. When I looked

through the sights of the rifle I could

hardly see the game, and that set both

arms shaking. When I did get my eye on

it, it looked so very small that my knees

began to quake, and the sights wobbled all

over so that the game would have been safe

enough at one-tenth of the distance. I

finally pulled the trigger with a convulsive

jerk, but was not green enough to look for

blood or hair.
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This is a form of buck ague from which
I have never fully recovered, though I have
fired thousands of shots at deer and ante-

lope. Nor do I care ever to see the time

when I can raise the rifle on such game
with the coolness of the butcher. Any one

who loves the field for its own sake and
not for meat, heads, or hides, is liable at

any time to have enough of nervousness to

make him miss a fine shot. The remedy is

not to acquire the callousness of the hide

hunter by continuous murder, but to get

more confidence by having the best of rifles

in the best of condition, and having your
finger and eye well trained by considerable

practise.
" Always shoot arm's end and never

take a rest," was the advice I had in my
first hunting days from one of the best of

shots. I have followed it ever since and
found it sound. ISTothing damages confi-

dence in off-hand shooting so much as the

habit of taking a rest. There are so many
times when you must shoot off-hand be-

cause you cannot move without endanger-

ing your shot, that it is much safer to cul-

tivate the habit by doing so always. You
can learn to shoot thus just as well as with

such rests as you are likely most of the

time to get. In fact I have never yet been
able to discover how any one shoots well

with the rifle resting on one knee or

against a tree except in a high wind.

At the end of my second season I felt a

painful suspicion that all the deer I had
so far hit were hit mainly by accident, and
the third season confirmed it. If I had
not been too hasty in changing the old

double muzzle loader, with which I began,

for a new breech loader I would have done
far better. Even then I would have done
better had I not been rash enough to try it

too much at the target and find that from
about eighty to one hundred and fifty

yards the long heavy bullet fell off much
faster than the round ball, or the short

cone-shaped " slug " of the muzzle loader.

This kept me holding too high to avoid
undershooting, and then holding too low
again to avoid that mistake. Then the new
rifle shot so much better at two and three

hundred yards, and over, that the tempta-
tion to raise those beautiful shifting sights

of the first Maynard was almost irresistible

when anything looked small in the deep
woods.

By the third season I had studied so

carefully the slippery ways of the Vir-

ginia, or whitetailed, deer that I had com-
paratively little difficulty in getting a shot,

but the nature of the grovind made most
of them running shots. Ilere I was more
dumbfounded than ever. I actually missed

about twenty good shots in succession be-

fore finding out what was the matter, and
then missed nearly as many more in getting

the right principle into operation. This

made the subject still more interesting,

and I have ever since loved the rifle quite

as much for what cannot be done with it as

for what can. In this I am counting out

shots that were rank accidents, such as

hitting deer in the head or neck at the top

of the curve over a windfall. In such case

it will do well to look wise before a tender-

foot, but any one of a little experience

knows that such a shot can be made only

by firing three or four feet above where
the head is at the time you pull the trig-

ger, and the head is some distance above

the body. What I actually did in many
such cases was to aim at the body and pull

the trigger at it when it was low. But
through haste and carelessness I shot sev-

eral feet too high, and had the ball gone
where I had intended it would have hit

only the vacant spot the deer left as he

rose over the log.

Such of course are always very hard
shots, but I found it quite as easy to

miss simple ones. I had for years been an
expert with the gun and a good shot with

the rifle at the target and small game..

That very fall I had made with the shot-

gun a run of nineteen quails straight, in

the thickest of Minnesota scrub oak, and
with the rifle had shot sixteen squirrels

hand running, all in the head. Why would
not the combination of these two kinds of

skill suffice to make sure of a deer bound-

ing gracefully away at sixty or seventy

yards ?

First, because the temptation to use the

rifle like a shotgun is too great when the

mark is large and close. Though the

sights are seen they are not seen distinctly

enough because the game is made the prin-

cipal object of attention. Overshooting is

then almost a matter of course even
though the line of sights on the rifle may be

parallel with the line of fire. But the line

of fire is generally set above the line of

sight, making it still worse. When in ad-

dition to this you have a down hill shot
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overshooting is still more certain, and still

more so if the sun is at your back, playing

into the back sight and lighting up the

base of the front sight more than the

point. Unless you have plenty of time to

see clearly you are then almost certain to

take too much " bead " on the front sight.

When shooting toward the sun, or in dim
lights you are troubled the same way and

in trying to remedy it by holding lower

or taking a finer view of the front sight

you are apt to fall into undershooting,

especially where you have a low velocity

rifle, as all the breech-loaders were.

Much of this trouble comes from the

fact that an aim that with buckshot in a

shotgun would sufiice to kill nineteen deer

out of twenty at fifty yards—provided the

gun would do that—will be quite as effec-

tive to miss nineteen out of the twenty if

a single ball be substituted for the shot.

This will be quite incomprehensible to

some expert trapshots , who know that

their success depends so largely on cover-

ing the object with the centre of the

charge—a thing quite necessary, especially

in long shots. But if such a one will put

an auxiliary rifle barrel in his pet gun
and try about a hundred shots at pigeons

at only fifteen or even ten yards he will

discover something. Pie will learn why the

great " Chamiiion Wing Shot with the

Rifle " never gives an exliibition on live

birds, or at balls tossed across the line of

fire, or at varying distances such as you
always have in shooting at game. And the

champion is right, for he is there for gate

money, and shooting that would be really

marvelous with the rifle would still show
so many misses that it would rarely evoke

a shekel. In the seventies I tried thor-

oughly all the trick shooting, hip-shooting,

shooting with both eyes open, and shooting

by sense of direction. I was right in the

midst of plenty of game and shooting at

it every day. There is no profit in any of

it, but vanity rather and vexation of spirit.

It is a valuable aid in quick shooting. But
it makes you careless on the sights and,

unless balanced by carefid work, injures

that perfect holding and extreme fineness

of vision on the sights on which, in the

long run, success with the rifle mainly de-

pends. I still do it because it is fun to set

the ground afire around a deer that you
probably can't get anyhow. But from the

day I got a repeater and learned how to

keep a string of empty shells whizzing
over my head, my shooting has become
steadily worse. I can't begin to shoot so

well as when I used a single shot rifle, and
am satisfied that if I had never used any-
thing but the old muzzle loader I should
have killed more game than I have and be
a far better shot. There is nothing like

feeling that you must make the first shot

count. It is common in practise to shoot

over or under the centre and say:
" That's a good line shot."

In practising for duelling there was some
sense in this. But for game shooting the

line runs the wrong way. The horizontal

line is the " liner " you want, and it is

exactly what will puzzle you the most.
Knock the hind sight off your rifle and you
will find you can hit a telegraph pole just

about as well as before. But place that

pole horizontal and with the best open back
sight you can put on you will find it quite

a trick to hit it at one hundred yards.

And if the distance is changed a little at

each shot you will find the difficulty in-

crease at an astonishing ratio. This is the
" line shot " you want for game, and on
this all your practise should be concen-
trated. And for this there is nothing like

natural marks at unknown distances.

Much of your trouble in getting on the

horizontal line comes from the shifting of

the centre of light on open sights. To
test this go out in the sun, hold the rifle at

arm's length, run your eye along the sights

and then turn slowly around in a circle.

You will see the centre of light shift from
one side of the scoop in a buckhorn sight,

play for a second on each corner of the

split, and then climb the other side. So it

will run from top to bottom of a metal

front sight and over each side. Wliere you
have time enough to see accurately you
can generally correct this, and in shooting

at a target you pick your light or get used

to it so that you do not notice it. But in

shooting at game, especially if in motion
or in a bad light, it is at any time liable

to deceive you, and especially when the

sun is on your back, by making you shoot

too high. The avoidance of this is a great

advantage of the Lyman peep and front

sight. But open sights are quicker, espe-

cially if the back sight is set well up the

barrel. The same principles will improve
the open sights in the matter of light.

The principle of the large Lyman peep
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sight is that your eye will take the centre

of a very large hole just as well as of a

small one if you can only let your eye

alone and not be worrying about how to

find that centre. You will find the same
result by taking the notch entirely out of

the rear open sight and leaving only a flat

bar a third of an inch long or thereabouts.

That is the only sight I have used for over

thirty years, and I can shoot much nearer

the sun with it and several minutes earlier

in the morning and later at night. Rust
this with iodine or blood and blacken with

ink
; put on an ivory front sight high

enough to show you quickly when you have
taken too much of it, and flat enough on
top to keep the point from deceiving you
when in haste ; and then turn around in the

sun with it. Then set four targets at the

four points of the compass and swing

around and fire twelve shots at them in

twelve or fifteen seconds with the two sets

of sights. You will probably find you have

gained considerably on the horizontal with-

out losing any on the vertical line. The
flat-topped back sights on the market show
the recognition of this defect in the

notched sights, but I never could discover

that the platinum line or the triangle of

ivory was any aid, while in down hill shoot-

ing with the sun behind it is a positive

nuisance. Just let your eye alone and it

will take the centre if the back sight is not

too broad. When in California Mr. Ly-

man admitted this to me, and had a pistol

sighted that way for fine shooting, but said

the deer» public wanted something to show
the centre and would have to have it. He
was right. I wish only to call attention to

the principle of keeping the centre of light

as nearly uniform as possible on both

sights, and am not particular how it is

done. Old eyes can shoot much better

without a notch, for it is the play of light

on the corners that bothers them. A curve

of a quarter of a circle with no notch or

split will be better for one inclined to

worry over that centre. But I iiave had a

score of fine shots try my rifle at the tar-

get and shoot just as well at the first trial

as with their own. For snow, a metal
sight generally has to be used instead of

ivory for running shots, but the white

front sight is better for all else.

The combination of skill with the shot-

gun and the rifle on game at rest is wholly

insufficient for success at running deer, be-

cause the motion of the game is much
greater than your experience with the

shotgun will lead you to believe. I had
been raised on woodcock, quail, and ruffed

grouse in heavy brush where it was rarely

necessary to shoot farther ahead of a bird

than a few inches. And most shots were
directly at them even when crossing, there

being so little time to think of anything
else. When I first went West I did shock-

ing work on ducks, and it was something
like two seasons before I could hold far

enough ahead of them. I found exactly

the same trouble in still greater degree in

changing to the rifle on runiling deer.

Time after time I got just behind on the

most beautiful shots or just scratched a

ham or broke a hind leg because I could

not resist the temptation to throw the rifle

a little ahead, as I did on ducks with the

gun, whereas it generally should be a good
deal ahead. The high power nitro pow-
ders have diminished this distance some,

but the principle remains the same.

Keeping the gun moving is right

enough, but it will not suffice. A block

pulled across your path with a string at

ten paces will surprise you if you try to

hit it with the sights held on or with any
such aim as would sufl&ce with the shotgun.

And this is the difficulty with all rifle

shooting at moving game. Nine times out

of ten the motion of the game is such that

the aim must be taken at the place where
the game will be when the ball arrives.

And this is generally vacancy. Stand fifty

yards from a wall ; have a friend stand at

the wall with a pencil and you tell him
where to make a mark two feet from an-

other spot. The most skilful carpenter or

surveyor will probably decline the contract.

In the case of moving game you are not

only trying to determine what amount of

leading is necessary, but also to decide

whether you have measured it off correctly

with the sights. Here are two guesses

where one is bad enough. And they are

interdependent instead of independent,

while there is very little time to correct

either with a second glance.

In the case of deer the forward motion

is much greater than you imagine even in

a graceful canter, while the up and down
motion, especially in the mule deer and the

blacktail, is generally enough to cause a

miss if no allowance is made for it. One
would suppose the ability to empty a 73-
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model Winchester in twelve seconds and

put twelve or thirteen out of the fifteen

shots through a three-inch oyster can at

fifteen paces would surely hit a deer inside

of one hundred yards. Yet I have several

times succeeded in emptying the whole

magazine at a deer leaping through brush

and over rocks within one hundred yards

without touching a hair, though I could at

the same time hit the oyster can every

shot while shooting two or three times

faster than at the deer. I have seen the

same thing done quite as smoothly by a

friend who could duplicate every one of

Carver's fancy shots and make quite as

clean a run on a long string. The differ-

ence is that the glass balls, quarters, and

dimes are always in about the same direc-

tion, light, distance, and height, so that it

amounts to quick shooting, at an object

practically at rest, at a distance where it

requires the very minimum of skill to hit

an object the same size if actually at rest.

But at every shot all the conditions are

changed when the target is alive, and the

fact that it is large like a deer does not

offset this difficulty.

In 1876 I made a solid wheel two feet in

diameter, arranged in a frame on a hill-

side so that I could start it with a string.

I practised some two years on this and
found that if I stood at the same distance

every time it did not take long to hit it at

one hundred yards four times out of five.

But when I changed the distance every

shot it was quite a trick to hit it half the

time. And when I put little ridges along

its path to make it bounce it became ab-

solutely necessary to allow for the boimce.

With the modern high velocity rifle this

would have been much easier to hit, but

the principle is there just the same, and
makes longer shots just as hard. All this

time, and for the next eight years I lived

in the midst of game, with rabbits, hares,

coyotes, wildcats, ground squirrels, hawks,
owls, crows, and quails always in sight.

My health compelled me to spend half or

more of my time out-of-doors, so that I

carried a rifle of some kind almost every

day the same as a cane, and fired thousands
of shots every year. The ground was dry
nine months in the year, so that a missing
ball could be seen to strike, and it is doubt-

ful if any one ever had a better chance to

know what a rifle will do. And outside of

those ten years I have shot a rifle more

than most men who use it. At the same
time I have been out with many fine shots

and hunters of great local reputation.

They all agree when pinned down to it

that there is always more luck than skill

in shooting at moving game at any con-

siderable distance, and that there is noth-

ing about which such trash has been talked

and written as about rifle shooting. Won-
derful shots are made of course and won-
derful strings of them, but if you count

the empty shells there is nothing that any
one but an expert would think remarkable.

Though I have shot hundreds of quails

with a twenty-two rifle I cannot remember
half a dozen shots that I made by holding
directly on, though at that time a rise at

fifteen feet was as common as the rise of

a sparrow now is at fifty yards. The same
with hares and cotton-tails, no matter how
close. What I consider my best shot was a

jackrabbit inspired by a greyhound, cross-

ing over two hundred yards ahead and
gaining on the dog at every jump. I

raised the peep sight for forty yards,

aimed nearly thirty feet ahead and hit him
square in the middle. Of course the cal-

culations for such a shot could only be

approximate, yet a great deal of skill was
just as essential as a certain amount of

luck. A great many shots are like the fol-

lowing, which was a little the worst
" scratch " I ever made. A friend with a

new Winchester express wanted me to go
out and try it. In a few minutes' walk
from the house I jumped a deer at a long
distance, and without knowing where the

sights were set or what the pull of the trig-

ger was or anything, I killed it at the first

shot. By the lines of the Montserrate
ranch it was just a little over eighty rods

on very rough ground. I shot at it only to

see where the ball would strike on the dry

ground, making no allowance for its fall.

As the ball must have fallen some twenty
feet in that distance and the deer have run
some thirty feet up hill it is certain that

if I had aimed at it, as I supposed I was
doing, the ball could not have gone near it.

After missing several running deer and
making several wild " scratches " in my
third season I finally resolved not to shoot

at the next one, but to hold the rifle on it

until out of sight so as to see what was
the matter. To my surprise I saw the

sights in a very different way from what I

had before, and as the deer ran nearly
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broadside at about ninety yards I swung
the rifle ahead some six feet, still keeping-

my eye on the sights. They looked bright

and clear and the deer equally so, so much
so that I yielded to the temptation to pull

the trigger. The game plunged headlong
to earth struck fairly in the shoulder. I

improved on that by throwing the rifle

ahead at first, and from that time I have
found no exception to the following as the

correct principles, though, of course, you
will be often surprised with a bad miss
where you least expect it.

First, make the sights and not the game
the principal object of attention. Run
your eye along them and keep it there and
see the game only as a side affair. In no
other way can you secure that fine, perfect

view of the sights that is so essential.

Second, raise the rifle, not on the game,
but at that point ahead of it where you
want to shoot. You can, of course, raise

it on the game and shift it ahead, but it is

better to cultivate the habit of raising it

to the right point at first. This does not

interfere in the least with keeping it in

motion.

Third, hold it low. The danger of over-

shooting is doubled or tripled when game
is in motion. It is pretty safe to go to the

other extreme.

Fourth, where possible watch the up
and down motion of the deer, carrying the

sights ahead and still keeping your princi-

pal gaze on them, and fire when the game
is in the air. If you try to catch the ani-

mal as it strikes ground instead of when at

the top of its bound you are less liable to

overshoot. It is also somewhat easier to

guess where the game will touch ground
than where the top of its curve will be.

It will not twist when in air, but only after

striking ground. It is often impossible to

allow for this motion, but it is not as hard
to cultivate the habit as one would sup-

pose.

Repeated watching of a pet fawn jump-
ing a four-rail fence—about four and a

half feet high—when playing with the

dogs showed but a trifle rise above that of

the bound when on clear open ground on
either side. To throw himself above brush
five feet high requires no apparent effort

on the part of the mule deer and blacktail.

And though the Virginia deer does not
generally bound so high, it does at times
and even when running quite low has

enough rise to cause a miss very often if

it is not allowed for.

Fifth, hold about twice as far ahead as

would seem necessary with a shotgun.

Though the rifle ball is swifter than shot

the distance deceives you and on account
of its size the speed of the game often

seems much less than it is. Better to err

at first by shooting too far ahead.

Sixth, make no allowance for the drop
of the ball, but shoot at all distances just

the same as at fifty yards. On open plain

you may raise the line of fire after seeing

a ball or two fall short. But you can rarely

afford to do it on rough ground, and in

the woods it is better never to try it. The
danger of overshooting is already too

great.

Seventh, on down hill shots, toward the

sun, and shots across a sharp-bottomed
valley as well as shots in very dim light

hold lower than usual.

In the fall of 1868 I pointed my new
Maynard at a couple of ducks at the foot

of Lake Pepin. They were just visible

and I only wanted to see where the water
would splash. One of them never rose.

That shot cost me many a head of game
since then. I made a study of shooting at

long range at natural marks and then pac-

ing the distance, and kept this iip long

after coming to California. Where game
was plenty one could not help making some
remarkable shots, and they are remarkably
fascinating when made. But I found that

for every deer or antelope or goose I got in

this way I lost four or five by being

seduced into opening fire when I could

have easily got nearer if I had had a short

range rifle. Judging of distance, in the

face of game especially, is bad enough
where you have plenty of time. But you
have not always time and when you have

you will rarely take it.

All ways of doing this, raising the back

sight, taking a coarser view—" more bead "

—on the front sight, or holding over, are

all bad. The two latter are the worst be-

cause they involve a double guess where

one is bad enough, a guess on the amount
of front sight or holding over necessary

and another guess on whether you are get-

ting it right or not. You cannot learn to

guess distance closely enough on ground

that is ever changing. You will improve

just fast enough to lure you on, but it will

never pay you. The remedy is not to leave
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all raised sights off your rifle as some do,

but to keep your hands off them until

certain from seeing shots strike low that

you need them. A raised sight, marked
for the tested distance, is then the best.

But for the woods it is pretty safe never

to raise sights at all, and with the modern
high velocity rifles it is hardly necessary.

Sight the rifle to a two-inch mark at forty

yards and hold the same on everything at

all distances, is a rule that will bring you
more game in the woods and even in open

ground if rough or brushy, than all the

practise you are likely to get in judging

distance and allowing for it.

Flinching, or balking, on the trigger so

that the hammer does not fall even when
you have a good sight is a form of ner-

vousness resulting mainly from being out

of practise. It does not come wholly from
fear of recoil, but quite as much from ex-

pectation. Using a rifle with light loads

does not always cure it, but may cause you
to lose considerable game. The only sure

remedy is plenty of practise at the target.

There is nothing in the idea that a rifle

must contain so many pounds of iron of

such a length in order to be held steady for

off-hand work. And not much in the idea

that a set trigger is the only thing for fine

work. For the very finest work both are

desirable, but good enough shooting can be

done with the light rifle and two-pound
trigger pull.

The old dispute between big bores and
small bores is meaningless now, because
the most killing guns are the high velocity

nitro guns which are all small bore com-
pared with the black powder guns. The
best all-round rifle is now the thirty-calibre

nitro, not because it will do all that is

claimed for it, but because it makes so

much flatter a line to everything within

reasonable distance than any black powder
gun can do. The ball goes too much to

pieces on some shots, and all that I have
tried throw ten per cent, of balls wild, five

slightly wild and five badly so. But the

swiftness of the ball overbalances the other

defects. An all-round rifle is almost im-

possible and some sacrifice must be made.
Sacrifice for flat trajectory is not always a

sacrifice of accuracy, but often one in

favor of it. Between seventy-five and two
hundred yards, the place where most shots

on open ground fall, no black powder gun
small enough to be carried with comfort
can make up in accuracy what it loses in

curve of trajectory as compared with the

thirty-calibre nitro rifle. I refer to the

high velocity shell and not the smokeless

cartridges of the same strength as black

powder. The soft-nosed bullet driven with

the high power nitro is the most killing-

form in which a ball of equal diameter can
be made for all-round work. Those of cop-

per or steel do not make a large enough
hole for most shots on the softer parts of

the body.

I have enjoyed to the full the best shot-

gun shooting on all the leading game birds

of our country, but must say that for sus-

tained interest that grows ever stronger

with age the rifle on running game sur-

passes the gun on the best of game. The
gun becomes too easy in comparison. I

love to hunt birds and see them fly, and
think of the times I used to have just as

much as ever, especially with a good dog,

but care very little whether I have a gun
or not. But I love the rifle even more
than ever, although I can carry it all day
without feeling bad if I don't shoot any-

thing. The days of successful shots are

not the only ones that glimmer brightly in

the background of memory. If shooting-

were the everlasting drop, drop, drop, like

so many cabbage heads struck with a club,

as has been so often represented, I would
have found the sledgehammer at the

slaughterhouse about as interesting as the

rifle. But bright as anything in the past

looms up many a glossy rump that faded

in the heavy brush, or over some big log,

or around some charming rock, just as the

dull click of the firing pin showed the

magazine was empty, and if I ever inflict

another book upon the lovers of the field

the chances are many that its title will be

The Game That Got Away.
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I.

SOMEBODY said once that if a game
is worth playing at all, it is worth

playing with all your mind, body, and
soul. It is good advice. You may not

take the matter very seriously, because it

is play; but the successful man plays just

as hard as he works,

thereby not only

getting all the more
rest by the greater

change, but doing

both his work and
play well. With the

game under consid-

er a t i o n, however,

the trouble has been
that in all the furor

most people have
failed to realize that

it is a sport with im-

mense possibilities

and that great skill

is a s necessary o n
the little green wood
court as on the big

green grass one. We
sit down and eat a

big dinner, and then

in our decollete

gowns and our din-

ner coats go at it

hammer and tongs,

suddenly becoming
very warm and quite

as suddenly taking

cold. You would
not think of play-

ing lawn tennis in

a white satin gown,
or in a dress suit and a stiff shirt. And
yet simply because the game is indoors and
on a little table you come to believe that

there is no heating exercise in it. As a

matter of fact the nervous strain of ping-

pong, seriously played, is quite as great

as that of lawn tennis; and it is the

Grip of Racket, Backhand View

la. Grip of Racket, Forehand View

nervous strain that causes much of the

heating.

In the first place, then, think it over,

and if you will not take my advice, fol-

low your own good reasoning and never

play immediately after eating, nor unless

you are dressed for

it as you would dress

for the outdoor ten-

nis. To the average
ping-ponger that
sounds foolish, and
the answer is, no
doubt, that the game
never would be

played, if it were
not played in this

after-dinner fashion.

Very well. Go on.

Get overheated—
which is always bad
in such costumes

—

just after you have

eaten—which is the

worst possible time

for physical exercise

—and then spend a

day or two in bed,

and a week with all

the trials of a cold,

if nothing worse.
The facts are that

there is a right and
a wrong way to play

ping-pong and only

foolish people per-

sist in playing it the

wrong way.

In reality the

game is one of beautiful skill and quick-

ness, a game of head and eye, as well as

of splendid nerve. To all intents and pur-

poses it is lawn tennis on a table, meas-
uring nine by five feet, made of well-planed

boards or of some composition painted

green. Across the table in the middle of
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2. Forehand Service.

its lengtli is stretched a little net like the

lawn tennis net, but rising not over six

inches above the table. There are no
courts, however. The service is made any-

where into the opponent's territory. The
scoring is precisely as in tennis, yet one
cannot have the privilege of a favilt in the

service. In other words, the first stroke

goes. If it is a fault, it is fifteen for the

opponent. Furthermore, owing to the na-

ure of the game, it is contrary to rule to

serve a ball with an overhand stroke; that

is, when the face of the racket rises above
an imaginary line drawn parallel to the

floor from the wrist. There is no volley-

ing allowed, and each ball must be taken

on the first bound, never on the fly. Other-

wise, roughly speaking, ping-pong is lawn
tennis on a nine-by-five foot court.

Another of its advantages is that many
a woman, if she will only dress in flan-

nels instead of in satins, can put up a

game that will tax many a man to do his

best. For a woman has a wonderfully

delicate wrist, and as many a member of

the fair sex can manage a pair of horses

better than a man, so can she use the little

ping-pong bat often with infinitely greater

skill, because she does not have the mus-
cular strength to hit the ball too hard and
she does have the delicacy of touch which

is one of the most important features of

the game.
With this unasked-for advice, it be-

hooves me to go somewhat into the details

of the game.
II.

In my book on the game I strongly rec-

ommended vellum rackets and still do so

for beginners. Players who commence
with vellum gain great control of the ball

and a very large variety of strokes. When
a player has reached a fairly high degree

of proficiency with vellum he should use

a wooden racket covered with India rub-

ber with little spikes on it, something
similar to the pads one sees everywhere

to enable money to be picked up easily,

although of course the rubber spikes are

much smaller.

The best wood is ash about one-fourth

inch thick. This makes a good racket,

extremely strong and one that is as good
for defense as attack. It is also com-
paratively light, which in my opinion is

a great advantage.

There are several different kinds of balls

on the market, although the majority of

them are, I believe, made by one firm.

The balls should be of medium weight;

the very heavy ones lately put on the

market are no good for hard-hitting

3. Backhand Service from Righthand Ball.
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game, whilst the very light and cheap

ones are equally unsatisfactory. Jaques

Match Ping-Pong and the llelex are the

two best makes sold.

The way in which the racket should be

held is most important. It will not be

found possible to do all the strokes de-

scribed later on unless some modification

of the grip shown in illustrations 1 and
la be adopted. It will be seen that the

handle of the racket is very short so that

when the first finger and thumb are on the

face of the racket, as shown, the end of the

handle just projects beyond the hand. The
racket is really held by the thumb and
finger on the face, the other finger merely

acting as guides and levers. The great

advantage of this grip is that slight alter-

ations can be made for special strokes.

The service naturally calls for treat-

ment first. It is most important that a

player should become proficient in serv-

ing, as although it is impossible to win
by means of the service alone it is quite

possible to lose a match from weak or in-

accurate serving.

Not only must a player be able to serve

fast and slow balls but he must be able to

^i
's-ĉ

S. Screw-back Service. The Ball is Struck by the Top Face
of the Racket, Not by the Face Shown in the Photogrraph.

4. Backhand Flick Service. The Batt is Struck by the Face
of the Racket.

impart top spin and cause a break to

either side.

Every one is recommended to acquire all

the different strokes described below. The
illustrations, which are from photographs,

will teach a player far more than the

letterpress.

Standing- some three or four feet be-

hind the end of the table and leaning

slightly forward (see illustration 2) throw
the ball up a little way so that it can be

hit from about a foot or a foot and a half

in front of the body. The racket must
swing from as far behind as possible so

that it is traveling very rapidly when it

hits the ball. The face should be parallel

with the net, and the moment the ball is

touched the racket must be drawn sharply

upwards. The grip of the india rubber

spikes on the ball imparts a tremendous
top spin so that the ball shoots with great

speed on touching the table. As the ef-

fect of this stroke is first to lift the ball

in the air and then to cause it to fall rap-

idly, the ball must be struck so that with-

out any upward pull it would hit the net

about three inches from the top. A very

slight movement of the wrist will place

this service to either side of the court.

Another very effective and tremen-

dously fast service is a backhand service
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6. Prepared to Receive the Service. Watch Your ( )pponent's

Every Movement, and the Ball as Closely as Possible.

from the right-hand side (see illustra-

tion 3.) The racket is held at the end of

the handle as shown there and is gripped

very loosely so that it swings easily back-

ward and forward. The arm is held some-

what away from the body and the ball is

hit with wonderful speed by the action of

both wrist and arm. Without constant

practise it is difficult to serve with accu-

racy and without breaking the rule about

the waist line.

A most difficult service but one of the

prettiest I know is that called in England
a backhand " flick " service. It is purely

a wrist action; the ball travels very slowly

over the net, but such top spin is imparted

that it is most difficult for an opponent to

take it with any effect, the ball traveling

so fast after hitting the table.

Stand as near to the table as possible

without transgressing the rule and, lean-

ing well forward, let the racket hang down
as shown in illustration 4; drop the ball

an inch or two and hit it by swinging the

racket upwards by a turning of the wrist

only, without moving the arm forward.

The grip of the surface of the racket will

cause the ball to rise over the net spin-

ning rapidly.

Another service for occasional use is

the screw back. The racket is held so that

its surface is parallel with the floor or

even slightly away from the table, and
the ball is hit underneath, causing it to

revolve in exactly the opposite way to the

topspin service just described. Illustra-

tion 5 shows the way in which this is man-
aged. The great objection to this service,

however, is the height to which the ball

has to be hit to make it travel over the

net with sufficient bottom spin.

All these services can be made to break
to either side by drawing the racket

slightly across the ball to one side or an-

other at the same time that top or bottom
spin is imparted. The above are merely a

few of the chief services. Players will

soon discover variations of them that will

suit their individual peculiarities. Vari-

ety is the secret of success at ping-pong
as at all games. Therefore learn to half-

volley as well as to drive from the back,

to play backhanded as well as fore-

handed, to screw back as well as to impart
top spin, to make the balls break to right

or left. No one of the above is better

than the others, but in the combination of

the whole lies strength.

Each individual stroke gains added
power from the contrasts that may be

made by a skilful player. If every ball

shoots any one can take them, but if the

7. Underhand Forehand Drive
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first stroke shoots

while the next
breaks back, it re-

quires skill to take

either.

To receive a ser-

vice from the aver-

a g e server stand
some little way be-

hind the table,
slightly crouching,

the racket being in

position for a

backhand stroke
(see illustration 6),

and immediately in

front of the body.

It will be found
possible to take al-

most any service from this position. One
of the reasons for holding the racket in

front of the body is that balls coming
straight at one are the most difficult of

any to return; therefore it is as well to be

ready for them.

Should, however, a player have a par-

ticularly dangerous service to any special

part, it is as well to have the racket guard-

ing that portion of your court and trust

that his other services will not be too fast

for you to move your racket across should

Q. Underhand Backhand Drive.

8. Round Arm Forehand Drive. The Ball is Struck on Top With the Face of the Racket.

your opponent change his service at the

last moment.
IV.

There are a very large number of ways
of making killing returns. The first stroke

is an underhand forehand drive (see illus-

tration 7). Observe carefully the position

of the body. The left side is quite close

to the table while the right is as far away
as possible. That is to say the body is

almost at right angles to the table, leav-

ing the arm plenty of room to swing
easily. The ball is not hit in the best

strokes with the full face of the racket

but with it somewhat sideways, the rub-

ber spikes clinging to the ball causing it

to revolve rapidly. As a very sharp up-
ward swing is possible, great top spin as

well as side spin can be imparted. Should
the full face be used, owing to the body's

not being turned far enough round, the

ball must be taken as low as possible in

order to get the same top spin.

The natural direction of this drive, when
the racket is held sideways, is from right

to left, or a ball can, after great practise,

be driven straight down the table. Should
a drive to the right be wanted the full

face of the racket must be used. This

stroke can be used as either a half volley

or back stroke. Great accuracy and judg-

ment are necessary should the half volley

be used. So many things have to be al-

lowed for when half volleying, the spin

of the ball being the most important. The
difference between a ball that is cut back
and one with top spin on it is apparent
to any one ; and it is not always possible to
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10. Round Arm Backhand Drive.

judge whether it is spinning or not from
an opponent's stroke, as the spin on it de-

pends on whether or not you yourself had
imparted any in your previous stroke.

I have had hard drives half volleyed by
a player with a perfectly steady racket,

screw back over the net from the top spin

I had imparted in my previous stroke.

The round-arm forehand drive is made
with the ball a long way from the body,

the arm being straight out and the body
square with the table. The stroke is not
a whip up but the top spin is imparted
by the ball's being hit on the top with the

racket facing the table at an angle of

about 45°, or even^ less. Illustration 8

shows the position of the body. It is pos-

sible by the action of the wrist alone to

place the ball to any part of the court,

the swing of the arm and body being the

same wherever the ball is placed. This

makes it a most effective stroke and one
that can only be taken by a very expert

player who watches the racket and ball

rather than the body of an opponent.

The backhand strokes are very similar

to the forehand except that the racket has

to swing across the body and that the

amount of top spin which can be imparted

by the action of the arm is very much less

than in the case of the forehand strokes.

Illustrations 9 and 10 show the under-

hand and round-arm backward drives sim-
ilar to the forehand strokes described
previously.

The backhand stroke by which the ball

is flicked over the net by a twist of the
wrist, with very little arm action, is the-

most difficult of all. It is practically the

backhand wrist service brought into the-

game. In my opinion it is easier to re-

turn a fairly slow ball by this means than
it is to do the service. Therefore, should
any one fail to serve in this way he need
not despair of learning to make the stroke

in what may be called " the middle game."
I shall first describe the stroke when the

ball falls on the left-hand side.

The grip of the racket previously de-

scribed has to be altered slightly when an
opportunity for using this stroke occurs.-

The forefinger comes round the handle,,

while the thumb, instead of being on the-

side of the face, is pressed on the face

directly under the handle and as far down
as possible (see illustration 11). The arm
is stretched out in front of the body, which
is slightly turned away from the table and
bent forward so as to allow arm and racket

to be moved to either side of the table.

The racket leans over toward the table at

an angle of about 45 degrees, and the ball is-

lifted over the net by an upward circular

II. Commencement of Flick; the Ball is Struck by the Face,

of the Racket Shown.
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motion. The racket does not move out of

its plane, but swings round with the wrist

as a pivot. Illustration 12 shows the com-

mencement of the stroke ; number 13 shows

the position of the wrist and racket di-

rectly the ball is touched, while number
16 is the position after the ball has been

whipped over the net. The effect on the

ball is most curious. It rises considerably

above the table at the commencement of

its flight, the upward pull of the racket

causing this. But before it has traveled

far the top spin, which is imparted par

excellence by this stroke, makes itself felt,

and its downward course is rapid. On
hitting the table the speed of the ball is

increased by the top spin's causing the

ball to shoot forward. The ball can be

struck in this manner from any part of

the court and by a very slight wrist move-

ment it can be placed to either side or

straight down the table. Balls falling

directly opposite the left shoulder and

near the end of the table are the easiest

to return in this manner. If the ball falls

on the right-hand side I mostly prefer to

use one of the forehand drives mentioned

previously. It is possible to flick either

half volleys or high bouncing balls, in fact

one rarely now kills a ball on the back

hand without flicking it in this manner.

End of Flick Stroke. The Ball Has Been Whipped
Over the Net.

12. The Flick Stroke, Half Way Through.

The word flick has been used as most ap-

propriately describing this stroke. The
players who have managed to learn it

properly could be numbered on one hand.

A Mr. Good was the first to discover it

and he introduced the stroke to my notice

some four months back. I was then play-

ing with vellum, and did not realize the

full power of it until about a month ago,,

when I finally discarded the vellum racket

in favor of the india-rubber covered one.

The "flick" for balls falling on the

right-hand side is a very diflicult one. If

a player has a good forehand drive there

is not much use in learning it except that

the more strokes one has at command the

greater his strength. Look at illustration

16. The racket is in position for the stroke.

Observe that the grip is exactly the same

as for the flick just described but that the

racket instead of revolving from left to

right, as before, travels from right to left.

The great difiiculty to contend with is.

that this is practically a forehand stroke

in which the ball is struck with the back-

hand face of the bat. One's natural ten-

dency is to turn the wrist so that the or-

dinary surface for forehand play faces the

ball.

The next point is the position to be gen-

erally taken up after the service has been
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successfully delivered. Before learning to

play with rubber bats I used to stand mid-
way between the side lines, as I found it

easier to kill balls a medium distance from
the body than either close to or far away.

Since taking to the rubber, however, I

stand somewhat to the left hand side of

the table for the following reasons : All

balls falling on the backhand are just in

the right position for flicking; balls

straight down the table can be killed by
the underhand drive, while balls well on
the right can be driven hard by the round-

arm drive,

V.

Always, so far as it is possible, antici-

pate your opponent's intentions. In fact

do more than that. It is frequently good
policy to make a feint to a particular spot

to induce an adversary to play to the oppo-

site part of the court, which you are really

guarding.

At the commencement of a game take

things quietly; stonewall if you like, until

well set. Then start hitting, gradually

working up to the full power of your
drives. Whatever happens don't slacken

after you have once commenced to hit. If

you do you will be beaten absolutely.

Nothing is harder than to play one's

proper game when things are going badly,

and nothing distinguishes the really great

player so much as his ability to play his

proper game in adverse circumstances.

Don't think from this that I advise you
to hit every ball. Nothing of the kind.

What I say is, whether winning or losing,

play the same style of game. Balls that

should be hit hard, hit hard. Don't simply

pat them back because you are behind and
are afraid to lose a point.

When an opponent gets back for a hard
drive if you have time try to send him a

short screw-back. Nothing is more effect-

ive or more difficult than this. The aver-

age player attempts to play it too short

and the ball does not cross the net.

Try to find out your opponent's weakest
spot. A ball straight at the body is the

weak point of most players, particularly

half -volleyers.

Feints are also most effective. Pretend
to hit the ball to one side and by a rapid
turn of the wrist send it to the other.

Body, arm, and eyes must all combine in

deceiving your opponent as to the true di-

rection of the ball. If done effectively he
will frequently make a movement to take

the ball on one side while it is passing

him on the other.

In conclusion let me impress on every

one the necessity for constant practise.

The game cannot be learned in a week or

two, as some players think. When in its

infancy rallies of hundreds of strokes

were kept up; now the rallies are rarely

longer than five strokes by either player,

that is to say, among the best players.

There are not more than about ten players

at present who can be called really first

class. They all play with rubber rackets

and there is no comparison between their

play and that of the rest of the ping-

pongers.

Judge of a player's ability not by the

number of times he can return the ball

over the net but by the few times he lets

his opponent return it.
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It is illegal in most states to " jack " deer or hound them to their slaughter in water ; but the

sportsman needs no law to restrain him from such unfair methods of killing game animals.

at the

Colleges

Beef There is little satisfaction in corn-
Trust nienting on the football elevens

the second week in October, for at

that early time the men have
scarcely been shaken together and no more
than the merest suggestion of a team's

potential strength may be had. In fact

more often than not the very early season

indications are misleading, because the

prominence of a fairly good and some-
what experienced player among a group
of comparative green ones tends to false

deductions, just as comparison of scores

results in an untrustworthy basis upon
which to figure the outcome between any
given two teams later. Every year the

scores made by the big elevens against the

small ones are laboriously cast up by do-

ting alumni in vain hope of getting a line

on the likely outcome of the final big

matches, and every year the comparison is

found to be unreliable; yet the process

proceeds merrily as before. Really noth-

ing is to be learned from these prelimi-

nary games with the smaller teams except

perhaps an inkling as to the quality of

individual material which has been ac-

quired and the coaching policy which is

apt to obtain. There is no real football

until the first of November and no games
from which much is to be learned before

the last week or ten days of October—all

that goes before is purely practise on the

part of the larger elevens, which are con-

cerned with the working out of candidates,

the trying of combinations and the general
sifting of material.

If the early play has shown anything at

this writing (October 12) it shows that

the " beef " theory is to prevail again this

year as it has now for two seasons. At
all the leading colleges effort is making to

get very heavy men in the line ; the coach-

es are pleased if it have also a measure
of skill, but avoirdupois it must have. And
so we see a 240-pound green man being

tried for centre rush at both Harvard and
at Princeton, while the chances of a prora-

ising tackle are dimmed because he weighs
" only " 180 pounds ! In other words a

tremendous premium is being placed upon
mere weight, and the result must in a

sense subordinate the skill of the game to

simple brute strength. Such has been the

tendency for several years and it is hav-

ing an unfortunate effect upon the game,
for undeniably the quality of play individ-

ually and collectively has deteriorated in

the last few years, as it necessarily must
where attainment of weight at any cost

is the ruling passion. Each year has wit-

nessed the development of one star team,

with the others considerably inferior. The
average of big men makes neither for

speed nor high skill. Big men like Gor-

don Brown and Truxton Hare only come
to us about once in a football generation;

would that gentlemen of their quality,

physical and mental, were more frequently

to be seen in the rush line ! While the

general average of the big teams has stood

still if not gone back during very recent

years because of this strife for beef, the

smaller Eastern college teams and the

Western University elevens, where weight

has not been made the before-all-things-

to-be-desired quantity, have shown some
improvement in style of game, though I

must confess that after having traveled

the East and West last season to note the

general quality of play, I was not a little

disappointed at the apparent standstill in

the intellectual force of the game.

The explanation for this condition is

simple; it is the struggle for brute force

incidental to the kind of mass and weight

plays which the Football Rules Commit-
tee has not seen fit to legislate against.

Intelligent football men who have out-

lived their college prejudices, like Frank
Butterworth, one of the ablest and brain-

iest players Yale ever graduated, are out-
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spoken in their disapproval of the present

style of play and of the ridiculous tinker-

ing with the playing rules which about

sums up the annual effort of the Commit-
tee. All thinking football men know full

well that the present style of play is

neither the best nor the one likely to keep
the game on a substantial basis of popu-
larity—not with the spectators but with

undergraduates and the large class that

make opinion which counts. Among ac-

tive football men themselves there is a

wish to work back to the more open style

of game, but they are forced to meet the

heavy formations which the rules now per-

mit, and which can be met in no possible

way except with beef against beef. There
must, however, come an end to this kind
of game very soon or an end to the game
itself. Enthusiastic college men who are

immediately in the whirl of the season do

not think such an alternative possible, but

it is.

Up to Although not as heavy as seems
Frmcetou iq i^g desired, material appears to

be abundant at all the football colleges. Of
the so-called big teams, perhaps, Princeton

is the least well supplied with substitutes

of a promising kind; and this is not to say

that Princeton is not sufficiently supplied.

Judged by the work the team has done so

early, it would seem to be unusually well

off. Its game against Annapolis was quite

the best exhibition of the early season, for

the Cadets are a hard-playing lot and the

rain and sloppy field would have been ex-

cuse enough for slovenly work. Evidently
the strenuous life the coaches had been
leading the candidates was to some good
purpose. There has been a trying out of

all possible material at Princeton this year

such as has not been seen before, and there

is no doubt that it will operate to the ad-

vantage of the team's work. It is strictly

up to Princeton this year to redeem its

athletic reputation; not that I mean it

must win or be disgraced, though of course
winning would be a very sweet ending to

its efforts, but it must show us a better

quality of football than it did last year,

and a better spirit and unity of effort

than it revealed last spring in baseball.

With such a nine as Princeton had, the

loss of the series with any college team of

the 1902 diamond was inexcusable. There

is first-class material both in the line and

back of it, and two ends that will outclass

any in sight at New Haven this year.

Yale's Yale without doubt has the
Bright strongest eleven of the lot as I

write, and if all goes well should
develop a team of great power and effect-

iveness under the style of play now in
vogue. Its devotion to the beef theory is

absolute, and it looks as if the coaches at

New Haven will sacrifice pretty near all

else save weight in the line. Luckily for

Yale there are several uncommonly heavy
men available who are also unusually skill-

ful players, and so the team starts with
not only the strongest centre of any of the

other teams, but with a very strong centre

indeed. Yale, in fact, opens the 1902 sea-

son with a very powerful nucleus upon
which to build its eleven, and it has far

and away the best prospects of all the

larger Eastern elevens. Certainly it is all

right as to beef; it remains to be seen
what it is to develop in the matter of

scientific play.

Pennsylvania Harvard and Pennsylvania
Starts on a appear to be about of a class

g^gjg
so far as the kind of game
they have been showing in

the first two weeks of play goes, though the

former has the greater amount of material

of a good quality. Indeed, Harvard has

this year, as always, more raw material

than any other of the universities; Penn-
sylvania's early exhibitions were poor and
must have been very disappointing to

those of its friends who have persisted in

demanding a long preliminary period as

needful to the team's normal development.

This year, in the face of a general under-

standing among the large universities that

preliminary practise periods are undesir-

able and have been abandoned, Pennsylva-

nia gathered its football candidates one

month before the opening of college, and
boarded and fed and trained them, thus

taking advantage of their rivals, who were

not willing to resort to this professional

manner of preparing in vacation time for

games to be played during the college

term. Pennsylvania paid rather a stiff

price for that bit of extra practise, and it'

must, I say, be very disappointing for all

loyal Pennsylvanians to see its team mak-
ing the poorest showing of the large teams.

It is difficult to say what the prospects of
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this team are; it is embarking on a new
coaching phan this year and taking up the

fundamentals which it has hitherto neg-

lected more than was wise. I feel sure

its showing will be better than that of last

year when inharmony reigned, but how
much better no one can say until the last

week of October finds it preparing for its

big game.
There is a lot of material but it had not

made any especial impression in the early

play. The spirit is excellent, and the

coaches to be congratulated therefore.

Harvard Harvard almost always makes a
Enowslts poor showing in the first weeks

of the season, partly because

there is usually so much material that it

takes time to get around it all, partly be-

cause of tradition, I fancy. Tradition even

in poor work is held sacred at Cambridge.
This year the men appeared to be un-

usually slow in rounding out, and the

S'ames of the first two weeks of October

were poor, bad indeed. But it will not do

for Yale to take too much heart by this

showing; it is not to be forgotten that last

year Harvard made very little better show-

ing at the corresponding period; there

was, for example, obvious glee in the

tones in which Yale men with whom I

talked, discussed Harvard's showing
against West Point last season. And who
among us will forget the playing of that

same Harvard eleven in its final game of

the season? Harvard has learned the les-

son of the " coming " team, and its very

early season's work need not be taken too

seriously.

Harvard does not start the season with

such a made-to-order centre as Yale has,

and there is no doubt that Yale's chances

must be considered, at this distance from
the final match, as the better, but Harvard
is not lacking in strong material—and the

final game is over a month away.
Harvard seems comparatively weak in

the tackles, as Yale does at the ends; and
Harvard's weakness is the more serious.

Columbia Columbia has a stiff proposition
Needs

^j^jg year, as indeed all athletic

Rather 'teams from this university have

Than always, for its location in the
Men centre of a great city does not ap-

pear to bring it as good material as the

other colleges gather, and that which it

does get together is most difiicult to mold.

The old spirit which once made Columbia
a leader among universities appears to

have largely departed, and it makes the

difficulties of team captains almost insur-

mountable. Columbia men will not relish

reading this statement, but it cannot be

refuted, more's the pity.

The next few years will be very import-

ant ones in Columbia's athletic history,

for I feel that they will settle its position

before the university athletic world; either

it will take its place with the first class or

drop into the ranks of the smaller colleges.

And Columbia men must not be deceived

into thinking that their position is to be

decided by the grade of game they play

this year, or the kind of teams they de-

feat. It is a question of spirit just now
more than of winning games; if the right,

the old-time spirit, is aroused, the winning
teams will be forthcoming in good season.

There appears to be a fair lot of candi-

dates, and at least Columbia has one of the

very strongest halfbacks in Captain
Weekes and a really promising back field

generally.

Cornell has played no teams strong

enough to bring out the quality of the

1902 candidates, but the outlook at Ithaca

ought to be very good; yet Cornell's fu-

ture is always hard to discuss, for so often

its teams have given much promise in the

early and middle season only to fizzle out

at the end. I fancy they rely too much
on running up big scores against the

smaller teams, thinking them impressive

and mistaking weakness in the opponent
for strength in themselves.

Splendid In the West there has been little

Outlook to indicate that the order of last

West year will be changed to any ma-
terial extent, except that I confi-

dently look for Iowa to make a showing
more nearly approaching that of two years

ago. Last year it was an entirely green

team and at great disadvantage. Minne-

sota is setting out with determination, I

note, to regain its lost laurels, which is

commendable; I hope that the methods
pursued to carry out this purpose will be

as praiseworthy. It would be a fatal mis-

take for this college to return to the meth-
ods which a few years ago caused the

finger of scorn to be pointed at it by all

self-respecting colleges in the West. With
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Mr. Williams at the helm I must feel con-

fidence in the purity of their methods un-

til convincing evidence is before me. This

is apropos of some very unpleasant ru-

mors vs^hich have come to me out of the

West.
Generally speaking the situation in the

West, ethically, is highly satisfactory. Im-

provement can be made in some directions,

of course, and will be made I am sure, but

the general tone is good, and the general

sentiment distinctly against anything

creeping into athletics of an unwholesome

nature. This is particularly true at Mich-

igan, Chicago, and Wisconsin, which lat-

ter having gone through the fire has come
out cleansed in body, and in spirit, too, I

hope and believe. I single out these only

because of their influence in that section

and the therefore more than significant ef-

fect their example has upon the West. As
a matter of fact some smaller colleges,

like Illinois and one or two others, cleaned

up their sport without any other prod than

their own sense of decency.

In ethics the West stands on even terms

with the East—in football skill the differ-

ence among the leaders is slight.

Checking So much prominence has been
Heavy given the speculative element of
Race Track
Betting

horse racing this season, that

sportsmen will be glad to know
the State Racing Commission and the

Jockey Club are co-operating to curtail

heavy betting. In no previous year has

the " heavy plunger " occupied so much
space in daily turf news; the horses, the

racing, even the sport itself has sunk into

reportorial insignificence before the

plunger " making a killing."

He has been an unpleasant and an un-

welcome figure on all high-class tracks; in

his most offensive form he is the stable

owner who sends broadcast exaggerated

statements of his winnings.

Yet while it is true the gambling spirit

ran riot this season, it was not so virulent

as the newspapers would have us believe.

The plunger is too picturesque a figure to

escape the space-writing reporter without

yielding heavy toll.

ISTow the most regretable result attend-

ing such advertising of the gambling
spirit, is to deepen already existing pre-

judices against horse racing and to give

incorrect ideas of the sport to those who

draw their knowledge from the daily press.

So long as human nature is huraan nature,

the outcome of contest—whatever the me-
dium—will be the subject of betting; and
there is no good reason it should not be,

if the wagering is kept within limits.

Horse racing is, primarily, for the im-

provement of the breed, not by way of sup-

plying a means for gambling ; and it will

strengthen the position of the sport if that

fact be publicly and frequently emphasized.

Suppression of heavy betting is quite

within the combined power of the Com-
mission and the Jockey Club, for not a

single bookmaker can do business on a

track without license from the club giving

the meeting. The betting incidental to

racing must not be permitted to over-

shadow the legitimate sport.

And while it is taking up this question,

the Jockey Club will do well by the game
to also rule that betting commissioners in

the grand stand be uniformed, numbered,

and recorded. Too frequent swindling now
follows upon the happy-go-lucky arrange-

ment under which any may play the role

of commissioner.

Distance The enthusiasm aroused by the an-
Racing nual Champion Stakes, which Ma-
"' ^^ jor Daingerfield won, proved the

popular interest in these longer races, des-

pite the claims to the contrary that the rac-

ing associations are constantly offering as

reason for not having more of the kind on

the card. The sprints, of which the daily

programme is almost entirely composed,

for the most part are for the betting ele-

ment that wants a verdict as quickly as

possible. Those who are attracted to the

track because they love horses and enjoy

racing do not care for this shoot-the-

chutes kind of racing, where an oncoming

cloud of dust is all to be seen of the

horses until just at the finish.

If the clubs would give the two-year-olds

more of a rest and thus help to add worthy

members to the three-year-old classes,

there would be some material on which to

build distance performers. It is becom-

ing rare to find a first-class three-year-old

that was a crack as a two-year-old. The
dearth of three and four year olds indeed

is convincing argument against the over

working of the younger class. We will do

well to take lessons from the English,

where the richest stakes are not, as with
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us, for the two-year-olds. We kill our

three and four year old prospects by the

terrific campaign to which the two-year-

olds are subjected.

Two notable instances of horses not

campaigned in their two-year-old form to

subsequent uselessness are Gold Heels and
Major Daingerfield, recently sold by their

owner; a sale which by the way prompts
the thought that not before in my recollec-

tion has a stable of two horses been cred-

ited with an equal number of important
winnings in a single season.

GOLD HEELS (four-year old).

Suburban $8,000
Advance Stakes 3,900
Brighton Handicap 8,245
Brighton Cup 6,450

MAJOR DAINGERFIELD (three-ycar-old).

Brooklyn Derby 8,000
Tidal Stakes 15,000
Eealization 13,135

Annual Champion 20,000

Total winnings of two horses $82,730

And Gold Heels sold for $6,500! less

than has been paid for many a yearling

which ate its head off the following year.

Steeplechasing Steeplechasing deserves the
Worthy of cordial and enthusiastic sup-
^'^°

port of all sportsmen both in

the field and in print; and it is likewise

true that the gentlemen who have worked
hard and long to place the sport in a

strong, honest, and popular position merit

sincere praise for what they have accom-
plished rather than to be criticised for

what may yet remain to be done. No one is

more alive than I to the justice in those

two statements; yet criticism, in a sense,

is the standard regulator of us all, what-

ever the field of endeavor ; and none should

resent its friendly office. Steeplechasing

in America has been for many years going
through alternate periods of decadence
and reform; and until the National

Steeplechase and Hunt Association took

active interest, there was always lacking
attention to the character and the uni-

formity of the jumps, and the length of the

courses; two of the most important ques-

tions of the game, as may very well be
imagined. Since the Association came to

life, and especially in the last year, there

has been marked improvement not only in

the character of the courses but in the

quality of the horses and the nature of the

contests themselves. By which I mean
that the dishonest element around the

track and in the saddle has fallen into the

minority instead of holding the majority

as it did not so very long ago.

None the less the Association has made
this year some grave errors of judgment
which are not to be passed over; and the

most lamentable was lending its name to

chases without giving them personal su-

pervision. Take for example the steeple-

chases at the recent Gravesend meeting;
they were not only farcical but disgrace-

ful ; and as they were held under the Asso-

ciation auspices, the Association naturally

came in for criticism; as was quite right

it should, for where this organization can-

not order the character of jumps right,

cannot, in a word, enforce respect of its

rules, it should not permit use of its name.
In England, tracks and individuals are

brought up standing if violation of rules

attends racing; and it must be the same
here if the Association is to occupy a place

of strength and dignity. Power to enforce

rules is the only virtue that will find sup-

port among the rank and file of the race
track.

The first thing for the Association to do
is to encourage, and build, if need be,

proper courses, and the second, to insist

that jumps are uniform and right. At
present there are only three suitable courses

in the East—at Brookline Country Club,

Saratoga, and Morris Park. That of the

Coney Island Jockey Club is better than at

the other tracks, but by no means what it

should be, although the high character of

the club's personnel has prevented the dis-

graceful scenes to which we were treated
at Gravesend.

Amateurs The very best thing to have hap-

s^ddf
pened steeplechasing recently is

the appearance in the saddle of

such clever amateur jockeys as Messrs. H.
S. Page, F. Ambrose Clark, Harry W.
Smith and Hollowaj'-, for their riding gives

assurance of honest racing and encourages
other amateurs, of whom we have a great

many more than one uninformed would
suppose. The most important steeple-

chase of the year is the Champion at Mor-
ris Park, which last month proved the best

run of a considerable list, and was won
very handily by Mr. Page, who rode his

half-bred gelding Self Protection a mast-
erful race over a very slippery and diffi-

cult course. In offering my congratula-
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tions to the Association for what it has

already accomplished, I take also the op-

portunity of asking earnest attention to

the several sins of omission to which I

have called its attention.

Perhaps one of the most urgent needs of

this estimable Association is that more of

its members take an active interest in its

work. At the present moment too many of

the members are little better than figure-

heads, some of them ornamental, to be

sure; but then the Association has orna-

ment to spare among its useful members.

Mr. Page's win of the Champion, by the

way, is the second time this classic steeple-

chase event has been won by a gentleman

jockey; the first to attain that distinction

being Mr. Harry W. Smith who, in 1900,

rode The Cad over the three-and-a-half-

mile course to victory.

views and, perhaps, authority to arrange

definitely for an international meeting.

Certainly the outlook for such a happy re-

sult is encouraging.

Gaessing

on the

Choosing the champion two-

year-old seems to be some-

Tw™Year-01d ^^^* °^ ^ guessing game this

year. First was Mizzen, who

in the early season seemed to have the field

to himself, until he met and was beaten

by Irish Lad. Then came Savable, spec-

tacular winner of the great Futurity, by

a nose from Lord of the Vale; and then

Aceful, with a succession of brilliant per-

formances which appeared to place him at

the top of the lot. And now Grey Friar's

defeat of Aceful for the Matron Stakes at

Morris Park heralds him as the latest and

in some respects most prominent candi-

date for the honor, because the fact that

Grey Friar gave away five pounds, makes

his victory impressive. Yet Aceful is too

worthy a colt to retire without another

struggle and we shall hear from these two

again, no doubt, especially as supremacy

has a direct bearing on the American rep-

resentative at the 1903 English Derby.

Harmonizing There really seems to be a

English and chance of an English-Ameri-
American can Committee to discuss and,

*
if possible, to harmonize the

polo playing rules of the two countries.

Mr. William A. Hazard, who takes such

deep and unselfish interest in the game
and daily does more to show it than any

other, has accomplished much missionary

work during his summer residence on the

other side. He will, no doubt, return to

America with a full expression of English

Handicap I am somewhat surprised at read-
System jjjg jjj lY^Q newspapers now and
^

again furtive criticism of the

American handicap system, from men who
ought to know better. It is easy enough

to understand, and to make excuse for the

objections to handicaps, which come from
the players who have obtained the very

top notch; but it is not easy to under-

stand objections coming from men not in-

fluenced by less selfish motives.

There is no question whatever that the

handicap system has been the means of

building up the American game. It has

encouraged the second-class men and by

putting them on possible playing terms

with the men of the first class, raised the

average of second-class play and of the

general American standard as could not

have been done by any other process. And
I note these critics always bring England's

methods to their rescue.

However the English may feel on the

subject, matters not, so far as America is

concerned. The truth is that this system

has been the making of our game.

Polo The season practically closed with
Honors ^\^q tournament at Van Cortlandt
For 1902 p^^j, under the auspices of

Squadron A, which has shown praise-

worthy progress in the game this season.

As I have already written, the most com-

mendable showing of the year stands to the

credit of the second and third class teams.

Lakewood has won the championship

through the great work of the two Water-

burys, but the teams of this season which,

in my judgment, deserve most credit are

Bryn Mawr and Eockaway—for their

work showed more of team intelligence

and was sportsmanly and consistent.

Of the individual players who distin-

guished themselves above their fellows,

taking the season from first to last, were

Lawrence and J. M.Waterbury, Jr., Charles

Wheeler, P. F. and E. J. Collier, H. P.

Whitney, Eene La Montague, F. S. Con-

over, E. L. Agassiz, Allan Forbes, W. H.

Goodwin, Howard Brokaw, Eugene Eey-

nal, Eeginald Brooks, Everett Colby and

Eichard Stevens.
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American A small but somewhat clamor-
Golf Balls oyg portion of golfing England

Encland
seems to be in a great state of

mind over American golf balls.

The tight little isle appears very sensitive

now-a-days over anything resembling an
American " invasion." Softly, dear cous-

ins, the game has not gone to the demni-
tion bow-bows, because American manu-
facturers are putting a ball on the market
which many players prefer; nor are pres-

ent courses in danger of ruin because
some remodeling may be necessary. What
if longer holes are needed? that need not
turn the golfing world upside down; in

fact it will do the game good. Golf is not
to be harmed or hindered in its progress

by improvements in clubs or in balls, or

in lengthening the links.

Was there, I wonder, such agitation

when the gutta-percha ball replaced the

time-honored one of stuffed feathers, or,

when ancient clubs of curious form were
forsaken in favor of modern ones? Why
then this perturbation ? The more the im-

plements of the game are improved, the

more scientific will become the play.

As for the discussion concerning the

standard ball, there is no need of estab-

lishing a standard ; certainly not yet.

Public If instead of wasting energy
Flajgroiuids

jjj^ worriment over golf balls,

BeSfactions
agitation were stirred on the

subject of more public links,

it would be nervous force well expended.

The question of increasing the number of

public golfing courses seems to me to be one
which is very near to the permanent pros-

perity of the game, and to the wholesome
recreation of the people. At present it

costs a great deal more to play golf in this

country than it does in England, which
not only stays its popularity but rather

stamps it as a class game.
Baseball is the most popular game in

America, because there is not a town any-

where in the country where boys may not,

if they like, play openly on a common
field. Almost the same may be said of

cricket in England, and is becoming true

also of golf in both England and Scotland.

Where public links have been opened in

America they have increased not only in-

terest in golf, but spread the spirit of

wholesome outdoor play in the community.
The National Association would serve

humanity if it could use its influence to

open public links in the majority of the.

large cities in America; and I know of no
surer way of putting golf on a perma-
nently prosperous basis.

The happy result of athletics or games
or recreations, which take people out of

doors, is amazing. I have been making
some absorbingly interesting studies

among factories and other industrial es-

tablishments where large numbers of men
and women are employed, and I find that

the best workers, best looking, best

dressed, best behaved—are those that play

games, ride bicycles—do anything which
keeps them out of doors, and in fresh air.

I find the same results among working
boys' clubs and night schools. Among the

schools attended by the childr-en of the

comparatively well off, is the same story.

Therefore, let us have public play-

grounds wherever they may be.

MissHecker Really the women are doing
a Real better than the men in golf,
Cbampion it i, • j uand i was much impressed by

the excellently high average of play at the

seventh annual championship, decided at

the Brookline Country Club, where Miss
Genevieve Hecker successfully defended

her title. The truth is, the tournaments all

through this year have been emphasizing

the fact that women not only are improv-

ing at a faster rate, but seem to hold their

form longer. At Brookline, the good form
of that class of women who four or five

years ago were the leaders corroborated

this statement. It was indeed rather no-

table how favorably they compared with

the younger products of last year or so.

Apart from the champion, those whose
progress was sufficiently notable to elicit

special comment were Mrs. C. E. Fox, Mrs.

W. M. Gorham and the Misses Louisa A.

Wells, Margaret Curtis, and Euth Under-

hill. There were ninety starters and eigh-

ty-two returned cards in the qualifying

round. Miss Wells and Miss Curtis tied

for low score at 89, which is the lowest

ever made in the qualifying round for the

woman's championship and eight strokes

better than the prior records of the Brook-

line course; the amateur record of the

course being 81. The highest score of the

qualifying thirty-two was 103, six strokes

better than last year.

The superiority of Miss Hecker's play
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LESS THAN four years

ago there was but one

way to play the piano

—

i.e., to

pick out and strike each note

with the human fingers, a la-

borious, yet prescribed action.

To-day the same notes are

struck by pneumatic fingers,

no less sensitive than human
fingers, and much more obe-

dient to the will. Moreover,

this is done to the satisfaction

of the entire musical profes-

sion, including the great

pianists.

This change wrought by the

Pianola—the relinquishing of

time-honored traditions and

the professional acceptance of

the Pianola principles— may
well impress one as extraordi-

nary. It is extraordinary.

The Pianola has revolution-

ized musical thought and insti-

tuted a new standard around

which musical development

must proceed.

There is another view-

point and perhaps a more
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important one: the reception

accorded the Pianola by the

public.

How many and whatfriends
has it 77iade among those whom
it is supposed to aid?

This is, after all, the crucial

test.

A glance at the partial list of

patrons will convey an idea of

the remarkable reception ac-

corded the Pianola and its

prototype, the Aeolian, and

the character of their friends.

In America, where these

instruments were first intro-

duced, the list is headed by

the President, His Excellency

Theodore Roosevelt, and is

representative of the highest

culture and artistic taste. It

includes an extraordinary per-

centage of those prominent

in every walk of life— social,

professional, commercial, and

political.

In Europe, the Pianola or

Aeolian Is found In nearly

every court.

Copyright, igoa, by The Aeolian Company
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AEOLIAN

PURCHASED

FOR HIS

MAJESTY

ALPHONSO

XIII., KINO

OF SPAIN

Among The Aeoli;

Company's patrons are Her
late Majesty Victoria,

Queen of England; His

Imperial Majesty William

n., German Emperor; His

Holiness, Pope Leo XHL;
His Majesty Carlos I.,

King of Portugal; His Maj-
esty Alphonso XHL, King
of Spain; Her Majesty
Maria Feodorowna, Dow-
ager Empress of Russia; His

Majesty Abdul Hamid H.,

Sultan of Turkey.

Not only the rulers man-
ifest interest in these instru-i

ments, but in England and

Russia, for instance, nearly

every member of the Royal

family and a very large per-

centage of the nobility have

purchased one, and some are

owners of both. Emperor
William purchased an Aeo-
lian Orchestrelle for H. I.

M. yacht Hohenzollern after

seeing one on the Ameri-
can yacht Varuna, which he

visited off the coast of Nor-
way.

A recent query from the

Sultan of Turkey to our

representative in Paris, and

the subsequent visit of the

latter to Constantinople, re-

vealed the fact that there

were already three Aeolians

and a Pianola in the Royal

HerRoyalHigh-
ness Princess

Victoria of
Wales

Her Royal High-
ness the Duchess

of Fife

His Grace the Duke
of Manchester

His Grace the Duke
of Westminster

Her Grace the
Duchess of Buck-

ingham

Her Grace the

Duchess of Marl-
borough

His Grace the Duke
of Sutherland

Marq. of Camden

Marq. of Headford

Marq. d'Hautpool

Marq. of Anglesey

Earl of Harewood

Earl of Egerton

Earl of Crawford

Earl of Howe
Earl of Dysart

Countess of Orford

Countess of Leitrim

Vis'tess Knutsford

Baroness Ceder-
strom (Madame
Adelina Patti)

Baron Rudbeck

Baron de Forest

Dowager Lady
Hillingdon

Lord Athulmney

Sir Thomas Liptoi

ano

was desired.

first Pianola was

sented to the Sultan by the

Khedive of Egypt, an

enthusiastic patron. The
Cross of Osmanie and

the Medal of Fine Arts

were given to our repre-

sentative, and the royal

appointment of Purveyors

to the Court given to The
Aeolian Company.
The Pianola has also be-

come well known among the

rulers of Asia.

During the past summer
word has been received from

our representative in Japan,

in his tour around the world,

that the Khan of Baluchis-

tan, the Ameer of Bokhara,

and the King of Siam, have

Pianolas in their palaces and

that the instruments are found

in many of the consulates of

Asia. The Shah of Persia

has also recently become the

owner of a Pianola.

Lord Curzon, Governor-

General of India, is the owner

of both an Aeolian and a

Pianola, and many of the

Indian princes and rajahs have

become purchasers of one of

these instruments.

In Australia and New
Zealand agencies have been

ROYAL

PALACE OP

IS MAJESTY

THE SULTAN

OF TURKEY,

OWNER OF

FIVE

AEOLIANS

AND TWO
PIANOI.AJ
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established for a year,

and thousands of Pianolas

have already been distributed,

former Governor-General of^

Australasia, Earl of Hope-
toun, being among the pa-

trons.

It is illustrative of the

interest taken in the instru-

ments by these prominent pa-

trons that the Shah of Persia

ordered on May sixth,

through the Persian Minister

at Washington, three Persian

selections to be especially

cut for his Pianola, and Em-
peror William has one of his

own compositions arranged

for the Aeolian Orchestrelle

on board the HohenzoUern.

Among musical critics the

Pianola has equally enthusias-

tic friends, and it is significant

that almost every great

pianist is the owner of a

Pianola, among them being

Paderewski, Rosenthal,

Sauer, and Hofmann.
In last month's issue of

this magazine the unani-

mous commendation of

these great musicians
was commented upon,

but it may interest

some to learn that

Rosenthal and Pugno,

when they
heard

the

AMERICA
J. Pierpont Morgan

William Rockefeller

Andrew Carnegie

W. K. Vanderbilt

Cornelius Vanderbilt

George J. Gould

August Belmont

Andrew J. Drexel

John R. Drexel

Charles M. Schwab

James Stillman

Philip D. Armour

J. Kennedy Tod
F. H. Peabody

Edwin Gould

W. B. Thomas
Charles Lanier

Henry Clews

E. D. Morgan

E.C, Swift

Dr. W.Seward Webb
William P. Eno

John W. Gates

Samuel Cramp

F. G. Bourne

F. A. Constable

P. Lorillard

Archibald McNeil

Horace Disston

John McKesson

Eugene Higgins

Russell Colgate

A. A. Anderson

Mrs. W. E. Strong

Dr. Chas. McBurney

George H. Penniman

Heinrich Conried

Mrs. Fred. L. Ames

Eugene V. Thayer

W. W. Frazier

Pianola for the first time

in an adjoining room, mis-

took the playing for the

'performance of a brilliant

pianist and desired to be

told the name of the great

virtuoso.

Equally interesting is the

fact that another of the

above pianists played inNew
York last winter in concert

a very difficult number
which he had learned from

playing it with the Pianola.

He had never seen the score.

Still another pianist selects

the compositions for his

repertory by first playing

them with the Pianola.

To ruler and artisan,

musician and layman, the

Pianola signifies the "open
sesame," the "royal road"

to the beautiful world of

music.

It has brought into the

lives of thousands upon

thousands of human beings

a pleasure hitherto unknown,
but welcome beyond words.

Givingvoice to the piano,

making it respond to the

touch of even the little child,

the Pianola has transformed

that instrument into a veri-

table storehouse of delight,

open to all the world alike.

To the amateur pianist,

racticing laboriously

THRONE-ROOM
IN THE VATICAN,

SHOWINQ AEOLIAn
VIEW OF THE ROYAL PALACE OF HIS MAJESTY CARLOS I.,

OWNER OF AN AEOLIAN ORCHESTRELLE
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through the intricacies of

technique and composition

the Pianola means a brilliant

leap to perfect execution.

To the unskilled music-lover,

tantalized by occasional exhibi-

tions of the art he loves so well,

it means delightful hours spent

in rapt study of the masterpieces

of that art, colored by his own
personality, produced by him-

self.

To the skilled musician,

an unlimited expansion of

repertory.

The home, where in the

past the piano stood a mute
monument to its own tre-

mendous difficulty, is now
alive with music, furnishing

to the busy hostess a means
of entertainment always wel-

come, never tiresome.

To the young people, ac-

companiment to song from
college-song book, opera-

libretto,or ragged Dixie-land.

To the gray-haired, tuneful

hymns, old familiar strains

from half- forgotten days, hal-

lowed by a thousand recollec-

tions and sweet as life itself.

In palace or cottage, yacht-

RUSSIA

Michael Alexandro-
witch. Heir-apparent

His Imperial High-
ness Grand Duke
Alexander Michailo-

witch

HiL Imperial High-
nessGrandDukeBoris

Wladimirowitch

Her Imperial High-
ness Princess Eugenie
Maximilianowna of

Oldenburg

Her Imperial High-
ness Grand Duchesse
Olga Alexandrowna

Her Imperial High-
ness Grand Duchesse
Anastasia Nicolajew
no of Leuchtenberg

His Highness Prince
Alexander, Petro-

witch of Oldenburg

His Highness Emir of

Buchara

Baron Frederichs,
Minister of Imperial

Court

Prince Tenisheff,

Eminent Patron o
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cabin, summer and

winter home, from Occi-

dent to farthest East, the

Pianola is established, counted

greater midst man's pleasure-

giving resources than any

other he could own.

Built as an adjunct to or

amplifier ofanother instrument,

the Pianola has become to the

public all over the world al-

most as well known, at least

by name, as the piano itself.

Though perfectly artistic

andwhollyindividual in each

player's hands, the Pianola

can be played by any one,

even those utterly ignorant

of the art of music, and is

thus practically available to

everyman,woman, and child

in the whole wide world.

iS,

The Pianob can be seen and played at

our new exposition rooms. Fifth Avenue
and Thirty-fourth Street, New York, and
at the warerooms of any of our agents
throughout the country, and a personal
opinion formed by both the novice and the
skilled musician upon the benefit to be
derived from its assistance.

A handsomelyillustrated and descriptive
brochure (catalog B ) will be sent to those
desiring information by mail,and all ques-
tions answered through our correspond-
ence department.
The price of the Pianola is $250.
May be purchased by monthly payments

if desired.

THE AEOLIAN CO.
FifthAve.andThirty-fourthSt.jNewYork
11

Principal Agents of The Aeolian Co.

Albany, Cluett & Sons
Baltimore, Knabe & Co.
Boston, Steinert & Sons Co.
Buffalo, H. Tracy Balcom
Cincinnati, The Aeolian Co.
Chicago, Lyon & Healy
Ciev'd, B. Dreher's Sons Co.

Dallas,Will A.Watkin M.Co.
Denver, Denver Music Co.
Detroit, Grinnell Bros.
Kas.C". .Jenkins' Sons M.Co.
Los Angeles , So. Cal . M. Co.
Milwaukee, Rohlfins & Sons
Minneapolis, Met. M.Co.

Newark, Lauter Co.
New Orl's, Ph.Werlein,Ltd.
Omaha, SchmoUer&Mueller
Phila, C. J. Heppe & Son
Pittsburg, C. G. Mellor Co.
Portland, Ore., M. B. Wells
Richm'd,W. D. Moses & Co.

Montreal, Pratte, Nordheimer & Glendon
Toronto, Mason & Risch Piano Co., Ltd.

London, The Orchestrelle Co.
Berlin, The Choralion Co.

Rochester. H. Tracy Balcom
Salt Lake City, Daynes M. Co.
San Fran., Kohler & Chase
St. Paul, W. J. Dyer & Bro.
St. Louis, BoUman Bros. Co.
Toledo,Whitney & Currier Co.
Wash 'ton, Wm, Knabe & Co.

Paris, F. Toledo et Cie.
Sydney, N. S. W., H. M. Birge & Co.
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was both obvious and convincing. There
were several equally as good with driver

and brassy, but with the iron none could

live with her. On the api^roach is where
golf is won and in this she was unexcelled.

Miss Griscom and Miss Curtis both

made good impressions abroad this sum-
mer, Miss Griscom attaining the distinc-

tion of beating Miss Adair, the ex-cham-
pion, while Miss Curtis surprised the spec-

tators by her long driving. There is some
talk of Miss Hecker going abroad next
season. Should she and Miss Curtis and
Miss Griscom enter the English Woman's
Championship in the spring, certain havoc
would be played with, the fair ones among
golfing Britons.

Massachusetts which for so long voted
against State tournaments, has at last

yielded to the manifest value of these

events and become a follower where it

might at one time have been a leader.

Such is vanity!

Mr. L. ]Sr. James, who won the amateur
championship at Chicago by defeating

Mr. Walter Travis, has not since been
playing the part with distinction. He
failed to qualify in the Princeton tourna-
ment the other day, and it seems to be up
to him to do something before snow flies,

to settle doubts as to the real quality of

his game.

The It is a great pleasure to note
Unappreciated that casting instead of troll-
Maskalonge £ 11mg for maskalonge, is grow-
ing in favor among the sportsmen, for

trolling is the least of sport and drags the

fish to ignominious death. I have a deal

of respect for the maskalonge; he is a

strong fighter and game to the last ; indeed
I am not so sure the bass is any the better

fighter or furnishes more sport.

I read often in the newspapers of men
getting maskalonge weighing fifteen and
even more pounds, but so far as my ex-

perience and that of my friends go, the
fifteen pounder is a rare bird, so to say.

The average is a number of pounds less.

And there is not much better sport, in an
angling way, than being fast to a five-

pound maskalonge; he is more powerful
and quicker than the bass, and will keep
you busy to save him. Indeed, I know a

number of sportsmen who prefer casting

for these smaller ones to any other forra

of angling.

netting: The salmon season started
Salmon in rather weakly, but ended
Canadian j. i t> j. j? /-1

Waters
strongly. Keports from Ca-
nadian waters, from New-

foundland and Labrador, state that salmon
were very plentiful and the sport excel-

lent. At the same time every one I have
heard talk and every letter I have read
on the subject complains of the harm be-

ing done through netting in the remote
streams which wardens have difficulty in

reaching. In the larger streams, the net-

ters seem to have been pretty well scared

out, and the situation, generally speaking,

is very much improved, but there is still

need for active work on interior waters.

It is interesting to note that the trend

of Newfoundland legislation in recent

years is to discourage the netting and
barreling of salmon and to persuade the

fisher folk that it is more to their interest

to keep the fishing good enough to an-

nually attract sportsmen; in other words
to show them that they can make more
money by acting as guides then by them-
selves netting salmon.

The biggest catch of the season was a

forty-seven pounder.

Speaking of netting—if the Govern-
ment does not pretty soon come to the

rescue of some of the Long Island waters,

it will be too late to prevent the exter-

mination of much fish life. For example,

the Great South Bay, which formerly was
a breeding place and home of all kinds of

the food fishes of the North Atlantic

Coast, is literally filled with nets, andweak
fish, small sea bass, porgies and flounders

are now about all that remain of the great

variety that were once to be caught there.

A Dose of If " accidental " shooting of
His Own hunters continues at the present

^ *^"^®
rate, the modern Nimrod must

go afield in armor, which will be exceed-

ingly irksome, or resort to wearing revolv-

ing head-pieces of flaming scarlet, which

will make him as visible to his quarry as

to the hysterical tyro against whom he

seeks protection.

My plan would be neither one of these,

but a longish imprisonment instead for

those excitable and inexperienced gentle-

men who shoot their companions because

unable to distinguish between a human
being wearing a brown coat and a deer.

There is nothing like a little drastic
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medicine to bring these dangerously care-

less people to their senses; apropos of

which I recall an amusing experience of

some years ago that effectually cured at

least one of them. He was really a good
fellow, but one of those exasperating men
who goes through life repeatedly throwing

himself upon the good nature of his friends.

The kind of man on whose lips hangs the

ever ready " I meant no harm " ; while

deep down in your heart rests the convic-

tion that sand-bagging, at the very least,

is his just desert.

Well, this was that kind of a fellow; he

was always doing some fool thing to an-

noy a man, if nothing worse, or lame a

horse; finally he killed our camp dog by
careless handling of an ore bucket. Now
a dog in a mining camp, if he is a gentle-

man, is quite its most important attach-

ment, and so the man found himself in

deep disgrace, though a few of us did not

entirely cast him out, believing him good

at bottom, as indeed he really was.

There came a period in winter when the

camp larder was exhausted, and we di-

vided into parties to hunt for the deer

which were only fairly plentiful there-

abouts; and it fell to my lot and that of

one other to take the dog slayer with us

—

for the gun of every man in camp was
wanted on that day. We divided, and I,

who knew the lie of the land better than

the others, told off the sections I wished

hunted and appointed the head of a cer-

tain draw as the final rendezvous.

To cut the story short, I had hunted my
section and found nothing, and in work-
ing my way toward the point of rendez-

vous overtook the " one other " of our trio.

Thus we moved along together, with eye

and ear alert for the signs we needed so

sorely, skirting a thinnish growth of

quaking aspens, keeping just under cover,

with the possible chance of coming on to

a blacktail in the little park we were then
approaching, when, bang I—and my part-

ner, who was trailing me, uttered a word
it would not do for me to here write, and
clapped his hand to the back muscle of his

upper arm, which had been nipped just

enough to make a temper-disturbing

scratch of a wound.
In the direction whence the report came

we turned our heads instantly, and who
should we see but our careless companion.

He was standing about seventy-five yards

on our right and a little to the rear,

against an old shaft house whose tin-cov-

ered side glistened brilliantly in the sun;
at his feet was his dunnage, including the

fry pan and the simple outfit we had
elected him, as the least likely hunter, to

carry. He was craning his neck our way
evidently for another glimpse of his
" deer " and appeared on the point of

again shooting.

With seemingly simultaneous thought,
and, no doubt the recollections of the past

and the opportunity of the present prompt-
ing us, we two threw up our rifles without
a word, and opened fire, not at him, of

course, but around him, though I am hon-

est enough to say that I doubt if either of

us was much awed by the possible thought
of a chance shot hitting him. You see,

this was in ISTew Mexico some years ago,

and the irritation of hunger was upon us;

and the man had killed the camp dog.

The rapid firing, the bullets spatting

against the tinned side of the cabin and
the fry pan, assailed him with hurricane

fury. It was all over in a few seconds, or

speaking technically, with eight shots, and
our careless friend had collapsed on the

ground with his back against the shaft

house, about the most scared man I have
ever seen, save one; and he did not live

to say just how scared he was.

Thereafter the careless friend paid

roundly for all the meat he ate, for he was
never known to go hunting again; nor did

he ever kill another dog in those diggings,

or in any other of which I ever heard.

Tour
Hare

First I have been lately reading a great
Catcli (jg^i of advice from some wise men,

concerning the use of reindeer for

Arctic exploration. And the re-

port comes from Christiana that Mr.
Borchgrevinck will employ them in his ex-

pedition to the South Pole next year.

It seems to me that for the majority of

northern explorers it will be a case of first

catching the hare.

The caribou or reindeer of the great

North do not, for the calling, come to feed

out of the hand of the northern wanderer.

Undoubtedly the reindeer would prove of

inestimable service in sledge traveling in

the Barren Grounds and along the Arctic

Coast or on any of the Arctic islands, for

here reindeer can feed on the lichens and
moss to be found under the snow; and this
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Hard

Coffee's

Weight

On
Old Age.

L.

When prominent people realize the injurious effects of coffee and the change

in health that Postum can bring, they are glad to lend their testimony for the

benefit of others.

Mr. C. C. Wright, superintendent of public schools in North Carolina, says :

—

"My mother, since her early childhood, was an inveterate coffee drinker

and had been troubled with her heart for a number of years, and complained of

that ' weak all over ' feeling and sick stomach,

" Some time ago, I was making an official visit to a distant part of the country,

and took dinner with one of the merchants of the place. I noticed a somewhat
peculiar flavor of the coffee, and asked him concerning it. He replied that it

was Postum Food Coffee. I was so pleased with it that, after the meal was over,

I bought a package to carry home with me, and had wife prepare some for the

next meal ; the whole family were so well pleased with it that we discontinued

coffee and used Postum entirely.

" I had really been at times very anxious concerning my mother's condition,

but we noticed that after using Postum for a short time, she felt so much better

than she did prior to its use, and had little trouble with her heart and no sick

stomach ; that the headaches were not so frequent, and her general condition

much improved. This continued until she was as well and hearty as the rest of us.

" I know Postum has benefited myself and the other members of the family,

but not in so marked a degree as in the case of my mother, as she was a victim

of long standing."

I

i
J
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would solve the problem of dog feed which
now every adventurer into that Lone Land
has to face. But over the great fields of

frozen ice whence the courageous Peary-

has just returned, caribou would be no
better off than the dog in point of food

and worse off, in my judgment, in the mat-
ter of travel. Considered as part of the

equipment of a Pole-seeking expedition,

reindeer would be less desirable than dogs

;

they would require more room, more food

and more care. In fact, so far as I can
see, for traveling beyond the land caribou

would be as impractical as were some of

the things with which Baldwin encumbered
himself on his recent northern junket.

The wise gentlemen would better con-

fine their reindeer experiments to the mis-

sionary posts in Siberia and Lapland.

Not
Wanted

Technical Whether or not there are friend-
Amateurs ]y relations between the Ama-

teur Athletic Union of the

United States and the IrishAth-

letic Association of Ireland, the suspen-

sion by the latter of Messrs. Kraenzlein

and Baxter, on the charge of having re-

ceived appearance money in Ireland last

year, must receive the attention of the

home body. It will not be right for the

A. A. U. to disqualify these accused ath-

letes on the action of the Irish Associa-

tion, but the charge must be investigated

and if found true disqualification must
certainly follow. To permit these men to

retain their amateur status (if guilty)

simply because the two athletic bodies are

not afiiliated would be intolerable.

There has been too much scandal about

these tours of England; no wonder Eng-
lishmen view our athletes with suspicion.

And now comes another proposition that

a professional athlete organize a mixed
party of professionals and amateurs and
take them on a trip through the English
meetings.

Making It is a pity something more prac-
a Toy of tical is not done in the way of

collie breeding in this country.

At present the specimen that wins ribbons

at the bench show is about as near the real

Old World type whence it came as is the

burro to the mule. Those of you who read

this paragraph and are skeptical, get a

photograph of the collie on his native

heath and compare it this autiman, when

the bench shows open, with those you see

exhibited.

The American collie has been bred away
from his original lines ; his head has
lengthened and narrowed in the brain re-

gion, while his coat has become silky and
tender. The Old World type at its best is

a good headed, rough coated model, intelli-

gent and companionable. The American
collie has lost much of his intelligence and
does not appear to have gained in the

matter of temper. And the same is true

of the English bench show type—fast los-

ing resemblance to the original one.

Just what use bench show types are or

are likely to become, I have often won-
dered; the dog has lost his usefulness and
appears not to have developed any traits

to replace these lost, of either an endear-

ing or serviceable nature. How little he
is like his prototype, only those know who
have watched the collie in his own land
pen a bunch of sheep or take them with
the aid of his master out of the pen into

another some distance away.

Caribou, and
Wapiti

New Species The discovery of new species

°-^f^^' ^^t^'' continues, due largely to the

intelligent hunting of Ameri-
can sportsmen. Dr. C. Hart

Merriam, of the Biological Society, at

Washington, has announced two new bears

from the Alaska Peninsula ; one, the TJrsus

dalli gyas, the other the U. Jcidderi, the

latter first killed by Mr. James H. Kidder,

of Boston, who, with Mr. Robert P. Blake,

spent much time in that region last year.

Mr. Kidder has had more hunting experi-

ence in this section than probably any
other sportsman of the day, and brought
out the first series of skins and skulls to

have been gathered of the Alaskan brown
bears; the type specimen at the IsTational

Museum at Washington being his gift.

These specimens have convinced Dr.
Merriam of there being two distinct

species of brown bears inhabiting the same
area of the Alaska Peninsula. The U. d.

gyas was collected so long ago as 1897, by
Willie Pavlof, and in general appearance
and character it is similar to the U. dalli,

only much larger, being indeed about the

size of the big bear of Kadiak Island, the

U. middendorfji. Mr. Kidder's bear is

smaller than any of the others.

Another new bear, brought out by Mr.
Andrew J. Stone, which he secured at
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Portage Bay, opposite Port Muller, is an-
nounced by Dr. J. A. Allen, of the Ameri-
can Museum of ISTatural History, who has
named it U. merriami, after Dr. Hart
Merriam. To the layman, the TJ. merriami
and the U. d. gyas appear very similar, yet

600 or 700 miles separate the sections from
which the type specimen of each was
obtained.

Dr. Merriam also announces a new bob-

cat (Lynx) from the Rocky Mountains,
which he names the Lynx uinia. The bob-

cat known to hunters of Arizona, New
Mexico, and Colorado, is the L. haileyi.

This new and more or less iinfamiliar

species is larger, and was found in the

Uinta Mountains, of Wyoming, whence its

name. Aside from its greater size than the

commoner lynx, it has two black bands in

front of the black tip of its tail, instead of

one blackish band, usual to the L. haileyi.

Perhaps it will be a surprise to the aver-

age sportsman to hear of wapiti in Arizona,

yet so long ago as the year 1881, while
hunting in New Mexico and Colorado, I

heard of a band on the Black River, though
I never met a man who had actually seen
them. Now Mr. E. W. Nelson announces,
through the American Museum of Natural
History, the discovery of this elk as a new
species, and christens it the Cervus mer-
riami. He says there is a small herd near
the head of the Black River, in the White
Mountains of Arizona, and that their main
range, which is from 8,000 to 10,000 feet

above the sea level, covers about thirty to

fifty miles. This is the country forming
the divide between the headwaters of the
Little Colorado and the Black River and
the high Prieto Plateau, between the Up-
per Black River and the Blue River. As
may be imagined, the elk are on the verge
of extinction, and although the game laws
of Arizona prohibit their shooting at all

times, yet that does not prevent their kill-

ing by settlers in need of meat. The isola-

tion of their range is at least a partial

safeguard against illegal shooting, but ef-

fort should be made by all means to more
securely protect them.

Two new caribou are announced by Dr.

J. A. Allen, both brought out by Mr. An-
drew J. Stone, whose recent expedition in

the Cassiar Mountains, of British Colum-
bia and the Alaska Peninsula, resulted so

successfully. The specimen from the Cas-

siar Mountains has been named by Dr.

Allen the Rangifer oshorni, in honor of

Prof. Henry F. Osborne, the distinguished
Princeton biologist, and is the topotype of
the R. montanus, described by Mr. Ernest
Thompson Seton (Seton-Thompson) in

1899. This new species is said to be the

largest of all known caribou, with long and
heavy antlers having a low and extensive

sweep. In color it is also the darkest of

caribou.

The other new species comes from the
Alaska Peninsula, and Dr. Allen has
called it the granti, in honor of Mr.
Madison Grant, the secretary of the New
York Zoological Society, and an indefatig-

able worker in its interests. Dr. Allen
claims it to be a representative of the Bar-
ren Ground group, which includes the R.
arcticus, of the Arctic coast, and the R.
firropnZoncZicMS, from Greenland, and that it is

not closely related to the R. stonei, its near-

est neighbor of the Kenai Peninsula, from
which it differs both in size and coloration.

According to Mr. Stone, the R. granti

inhabits the barren land of the Alaska
Peninsula and ranges well up in the moun-
tains in the summer time, descending to

the low levels in winter, generally feeding

on the flatlands near the coast and in the

foothills.

Mr. Stone, who is credited with the dark
sheep, Ovis stonei, has now brought out

another new species from the Kenai Penin-

sula, which Dr. Allen names the Ovis dalli

henaiensis. This is a white sheep like the

0. dalli, and differs from it so little in ex-

ternal measurements as to be indistinguish-

able by the layman.

A Day I ran across an implied compliment
^**®^ to America the other day, in the

Fair
British Remount Committee's re-

port concerning its late African
war experience, which was rather interest-

ing not to say pleasing, in the light of the

frequent slurring references to our horses,

that may be read almost weekly in some of

the English sporting papers.

The British Remount Committee ex-

presses the regret in its paper to Parlia-

ment " that the offers of assistance in the

purchase of horses by the British military

attache in Washington had not been ac-

cepted." The committee also reports that

the prices paid for the remounts pur-

chased from Hungary proved altogether

too high.
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SARATOGA AND ITS PEOPLE

By JESSE LYNCH WILLIAMS

DRAWINGS BY FREDERIC DORR STEELE

ACERTAIN
young man
from one of

the cottages, dur-

ing the past season

at Saratoga, was
accustomed to

spend the morning
—what there was
of it—w i t h the
crowd which filled

the piazzas a n d
spilled over into

the shaded court-

yard of the United

> * ,•'''" States Hotel
' 't Seated here,

with the music of Victor Herbert's orches-

tra in his ears, a cigar in his hand, and a

long glass at his elbow, he would make cer-

tain marks on a list of entries for the after-

noon's races, while holding an animated

conversation with some eminently observ-

able women acquaintances, watching mean-
time through a glass door the blackboard

of a broker, whose branch was conveniently

situated near his chair. He is a familiar

figure at the new Saratoga and seemed
rather typical of it.

This young man's grandfather—the one

who founded the family fortune—was also

at one time a familiar figure on Saratoga

hotel piazzas. But that was years ago,

when not many more people had private

cottages than to-day have private stables,

when the scheme of decoration in these old

hotels was deemed beautiful, and Saratoga

itself was considered the most fashionable

summer place in the country. But the

grandfather was content to light a cigar and
stroll over to Congress Spring in the morn-
ing, to take a drive in what was left of the

afternoon subseqtient to a two o'clock din-

ner, and then after a homely supper of beef-

steak and griddle cakes, to settle comfort-

ably down on the small of his back, with

the heels of his old-fashioned boots on the

piazza railing, and talk business with others

of his kind until bedtime, which was several

hours earlier than his dashing young grand-

son drops in to see what is doing at the

Saratoga " Club."

To be sure, there are still a goodly number
who come to Saratoga for its waters and its

air and stay all summer, including many
clergymen, who play the races and visit the

gambling houses as infrequently now as

they ever did. This simple, old fashioned

Saratoga, as sober as it is salubrious, con-

tinues its annual dignified existence, though

it may escape notice from the point of view

of the hotel lobbies and the racing grand

stand. But the predominant note of the

place is struck by the many who flock to

the " rehabilitated Saratoga " from aU parts

of the country, to get in a brief season as

much glad, mad fun as they can seize with

the spare dollars and days which our un-

precedented prosperity has brought to so

many difi:erent kinds of our countrymen.

Copyrighted, igo2, by the Outing Publishing Company. All rights reserved.
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It seems aljsurd to

call Saratoga a fashion-

able place. Some of

our wealthy sporting

families, who happen
also to have yachts and
Newport and Lenox

or Tuxedo places as

well as stables, have

taken a leading hand in making the facil-

ities excellent and adequate for great sport

and great crowds. Their personaUties have

doubtless attracted a portion of the large

crowds.

But there is nothing fashionable or pon-

derous in the way the people take their

pleasiu-e at Saratoga. Of "among those

present," especially during the polo season,

there might be made a moderately long list

of names which would appeal to the most

critical American Yellowplush: but

he would be disillusionized at the

spontaneity of the possessors of the

names. That is what they are there

for, to get away from the routine

stupidity of self-conscious Newport,

which not a few of them can stand

for only so long at a time : just as

Billy Bankclerk is there to get away
from the stupidity of his routine existence—
and both mingle freely in the paddock and
swap tips in the I'ing, to the horror of Yel-

lowplush who has come to worship. One
touch of sport makes the world kin.

It was to be expected that the establish-

ment of a place of this kind would be hailed

as the creation of an "American Ascot "

—

by these who get an added zest by such

mental devices—just as the moralists have

anathematized it as "the Monte Carlo of

America." It is, to be sure, the one place

in the country where fine horses and fine

people may be seen without much tout-

ing to interfere with either ; and it is the one

example of really regulated gambling in the

United States. But it is not very much like

Ascot or Monte Carlo, though enough like

both, possibly, to call to mind the rollicking

old days of a previous and very different

century at Bath—if you have a mind to

liken it to something foreign.

To me it seems quite interesting as a

great American sporting rendezvous, " the

greatest all round" resort of this sort we
have yet evolved—^though, to be sure, Ave

are still rather young at concentrated

frivolity.

In the next chair to mine, on the train to

Saratoga, sat a tall, broad-shouldered man
of forty-five in a painfully new suit of

clothes. Some one had given him a hint to

crease his trousers but with proper inde-

pendence he wore top boots under them.
He had a high turn-down collar, but a white
lawn evening tie around it. He had acquired
his clothes in the East, I suppose, but his

fine bronze complexion came unmistakably
from the Far West. I knew before he re-

marked in my hearing that he had brought
twenty carloads of Western ironies East and
did not intend to go home until he " got it

aU nicely spent." He said his attention had
been called to Sai'atoga because some of his

horses had gone up there to be broken into

polo ponies—only he said they needed no
breaking—and because he heard there was

a lot doing at Saratoga.

After dinner that evening I saw
him gazing at the world, the flesh,

and the devil at a large Saratoga
hotel. He did not have to go outside

of the lobby to see it.

The crowded lobby was not so

pleasant as the cool courtyard, be-

yond the open doors, where an or-

chestra and fountains were playing, with

garish colored lights playing upon both.

But as the brightly lighted lobbies are the

only places where people can congregate in

these old fashioned hotels in order " to see

and be seen "—the acknowledged motive in

all modern hotel construction—what else

could they do? The
Westerner was try-

ing not to look
dazed by what he

saw, but some of the

crowd who h a p -

pened to observe

the strange figure,

smiled the pitying

smile with which
the hal^itue gener-

ally regards the in-

genue. But they
were the mor(

be pitied; itw

all new to him
and he was
enjoying

it as one

can en-
joy any
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spectacle but once. Here,

passing in and out or stand-

ing about in groups,

were men and women
fi'om all pai'ts of the

world and some of

half-world. Absurd-
looking men, who seemed
quite impressive to him no

doubt ; smiling, sparkling women, with more
diamonds per bare neck than ever before in

the history of Saratoga. , Some of them must
have been very beautiful to him—or to any
one : tall, cool young women, and short,

dumpy girls approaching middle age but

laughing sti-enuously to hide it. But the

prevailing type was the former, tall and
lithe, with broad shoulders and fine, free

carriage, for we are rearing a splendid race,

despite our advances in frivolity.

There were New York bankers and New
York bookmakers, Chicago wheat specula-

tors, Denver silver men, Georgia cotton

growers—more Southerners than ever be-

fore, not only those who have been coming

to Saratoga for years, but products of the

New South; "we, too, have prospered," their

warm "haw-haw!" at a sudden joke seemed

to proclaim.

Lighting a cigar by the news-stand was a

well-known professional gambler—of New
York, I was about to say, but he is equally

well known in all of the world cities ; a

citizen of the world ; and he looked the part.

On the way to the elevator boldly marched
a guilty runaway couple. There was a

column about them in the paper that morn-
ing. They had declared to the reporter

who had discovered them that they did not

care ; but somehow they did not linger with

the crowd this evening, and at least one of

them looked as though she thought all the

hotel—all the world—was saying, " There

they go !
" Probably they left Saratoga in

the morning, thoiigh to tell the truth very

few people paid much attention to them

;

there were so many more interesting things

to talk about. Just now most of the men
were talking odds. So were most of the

women.
Out in the center of the room stood a

Frenchman, all alone, not talking to any-

body. He had a Van Dyke beard of the

long, blunt-pointed sort, and was looking at

the crowd with critical amusement. May-
be he is writing a book about America by
this time, and comparing Saratoga to

Ostend. Behind him stood a priest looking

pained. They might have compared notes.

And near them both, leaning against a
pillar, was a boy of sixteen, breathing ciga-

rettes and gazing with fascinated eyes at a

young man about ten years his senior, a
well-built, handsome one, of the clean-cut

cruel-mouth type conspicuous at athletic

clubs. He was talking with calm assurance

and Broadway wit to two pretty women, and
supplying the boy with an ideal to strain

after. Not very lofty as an ideal, perhaps,

but interesting as a metropolitan product;

not over-refined, but yet with a certain

manly fineness; no pose about him, honest

in business, brave in a fight, free from all

doubts and despondencies, calmly assured

that all of us would like to follow his pace if

we could, fearing neither man nor the devil.

One of the pretty women was a clever

actress. The old lady she bowed to, passing

by, did not know that, or" she would have
cut her. Btit the old lady had been coming
to this same hotel for forty years, had had the

same suite of rooms every summer, did not

loiow that the crowd had changed, nor that

she herself had.

The black - mustached, dark- eyed man^
reading a letter by the room-clerk's desk,
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was not a Hebrew bookmaker, as one niiglit

suppose, but a more or less noble Austrian

noble. He went to Newport first, tlie

veranda gossips said, tliinking the entre

would be easy, but tliey did not take to Mm

;

the Russian Grand Duke was there about

the same time. So he wandei'ed over here,

and no one was taking to him here. Such
a country! The waiters sneered at his

meagre tips—they, too, mistook him for a

bookmaker; bookmakers usually give fifty

cents at each meal—and the bookmakers
themselves patronize him for his broken
English, for his puny two-dollar bets, for

his feminine fuss at losing them, which is

the unforgivable sin. It is too bad the

atliletic club young man, with the straight

mouth, could not take him in hand, and
teach him a few rudimentary sporting

principles.

A group of Cubans, vivacious and volu-

ble, as always, were on their way to the hotel

parlor in the hopes that it would be warmer
there—it ought to be, with its thick uphol-

stered furniture and hot decorations. There

is a constant colony of Cubans at Saratoga.

Some of them are daring plungers, it was
said, and none of them seemed to bother

much about reciprocity. If they did, pre-

sumably they would not be here.

There were plenty of the more ordinary

hotel types as well; fat ladies, brides and
grooms ; middle-aged mothers whose chil-

dren were grown and whose minds were now
unoccupied : and, scui-rying out of sight, was
one of those scared-looking families seen in

hotels the world over. They never grow
accustomed to being away from home ; they

glance at you suspiciously if the head waiter

seats you at their table, where they always

order half the bill of fare and nibble at a

quarter of it: if you should say good-

morning to them at breakfast they would
warn each other against you as an adven-

turer. There were even children here, their

shrill voices breaking through the music as

they played tag in the writing-room and
bumped against the elbows of the writers.

But it's as good a place for writing letters,

siu'ely, as rearing children.

Entering the outer door came a party

from the cottage colony. They were wear-

ing the usxial arrogance of cottage crowds

for hotel lioipoUoi. but, as sometimes happens

elsewhere, they were coming to the hotel for

their fun. This time they were even going



Between Working Hours at the Stables.

to join in the semi-weekly hotel dance. The
girls thought it would be a great lark for

themselves and a treat to the hotel crowd,

like princesses pouring tea at the villagers'

charity fete. They lingered there in the

lobby a few minutes to look and to laugh at

In the Sales Ring.
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the newlj^ rich. Laiig'h at them,

if you must—their hotel doors

are open to you—but kindly take

pains not to let them see you,

for you might spoil their fun (see

what a good time that family

group is having; you can hear

their voices across the room);

surely you would hate to do that!

for they have not been so fortu-

nate as always to have had what
money can buy, as your family

has had since time out of mind,

has it not? Besides they

here not only to spend money
but to acquire ideas. They heard

that Saratoga was a very fashion-

able place, and thafs what they

wanted. But since dis-

covering that the ener-

getic little woman who
talked so glil^ly in a

pseudo-English accent

aboiit names often
mentioned in To ton

Topics (such as yours, perhaps?) was only

a society reporter, they have become
rather sceptical. So if they saw you laugh-

ing at them they might make the worse

mistake of thinking that even you were not

the real thing.

Here was a famous little jockey. If the

sixteen-year-old cigarette smoker nearby
had only known who it was he might have
lifted his gaze from the athletic club ideal

for a space. He does not look so pictu^ esque

in a stupid dinner coat, as in his fluttering,

bright-colored silks, with head hunched
down and knees crooked up, making a two-

year-old find herself: but not a few of the
passing crowd pay the little man his ex-

pected toll of glances. He is as human as the

rest and that is what he is there for. He
has the characteristic jockey nose, long and
thin, and the close-set ears which old Father
Daly,the maker of jockeys,says all pluckymen
possess. But he merely looks like a rather

fresh little boy, a naughty tobacco-chewing
son of the newly-rich family just mentioned.
He did not know that. He thought we were

all saying, "There he is!"—a good many of

us were—and puffs his disproportionately

large cigar and struts about like nothing in

the world but a jockey who has worked as

hard and faithfully for his success as any
of the other successful men in Saratoga : and
possibly he enjoys it more than any of them.

During those first discouraging

years of the study for his high
calling he was not allowed even
to mount a horse. He was kicked

about by the jockeys for whom
he fagged. Sometimes he cried

for his mother, on his straw bed

over the horses, like a homesick
schoolboy. Then came the proud
daywhen he overheai'd the others

whispering enviously, "He's going

to take 'em out tliis morning !

"

and then the still prouder day
when he rode his first race and
won it, too, with the apprentice's

allowance of five pounds. That
meant to him even more than

these glittering days of foreign

travel, of riding for English earls,

and of fame which has become in-

ternational.

Not far away stood another

successful young man. He used

to be a clerk under Carnegie out

at Homestead, and now, viva-

cious veranda gossips say, thotigh not yet

thirty, he is enjoying along with his cigar

—

how many thousands a year, was it ? Four
or five dozen, at least, as a Something-or-

otlier in the Steel Trust. His timid-looking

girl-wife seemed to be trying to enjoy it all,

but perhaps was handicapped by a heritage

of Pennsylvania Scotch Covenanter tradi-

tion. They weren't troubling him, however,

and he wished she would learn to wear her

diamonds and her hair like that stunning

girl over by the news-stand. What did he

make his success for anyway if not for her ?

The undoubtedly stunning girl, with the

all-lace gown which fitted so satisfyingly,

and the wondrous hair which would have
sparkled even without the diamonds, was a

well-known jDlunger's mistress. It was no
wonder the Steel Trust couple did not guess

it, she seemed so young and clear-eyed and
guileless. The steel man's wife was sophis-

ticated enough to admire the gown, at least.

It obviously came from Paris, perhaps last

spring on their way from Monte Carlo.

Perhaps she won the money for it there

herself; they usually goi there for part of

the winter for rest and relaxation after the

long, hard strain of the racing season.

Just as in September, after the season at

Saratoga and the last race at Sheepshead
Bay, they all round iip in New York, the

well known layers and bookmakers, and
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compare notes and take another mucli-

needed rest before departing on their travels

once more. For theirs is a bnsy life, let me
tell you. They work pretty hard for what
they get, and sometimes, remember, they do

not get it.

Her alisent jilunger was about liis lousiness

at tliis moment, vei-y likely, though this was
the after-dinner hour which most hard-

working men devote to relaxation and
amusement. He was in the bar-room, de-

bating earnestly with liis partner about

their plans for the Champlain stakes to-

morrow. A couple of his betting commis-
sioners, and an agent who brings him not

mere tips but real inside information, were
at the table with them. They were speak-

ing in low tones, so the bookies at the next

table might not hear about a dark, unknown
]iundred-to-one shot. The girl with the

glorious hair, talking rather listlessly to a

really distinguished looking fat man with

little bags under his eyes, did not beheve

that her plunger had gone to talk business;

for why didn't his friends come in here, like

So-and-so over there with So-and-so? But,

you see, some of his assistants haven't even-

ing clothes, and perhaps they feel the same
hesitancy about coming in here that they

liave in going to Canfleld's " Club," which is

as much for the "aristocracy" as other

gambling houses are for their class. But
she didn't know that. She, too, suspected a

dark unknown, perhaps, and that accounted
for her looking so tender and wistful. Let
ns hope she forgot all about it the next day
at the races while betting excitedly with the

tip she was supposed to be drawing out of

the big fat man with the httle bags under
Ms eyes. Poor, pretty httle thing! it is a
pity to waste your time in imaginary
troubles, for your time is brief, and this is

your heydey. Enjoy it while you may.

ir.

The races begin at a Httle after two o'clock

and the last one is finished in time to di"ive

to the lake, or to the polo

match on the other side of

the village before dinner. But
much of the crowd arrives

long before the attendants

liave finished sprinkling the

course and many of them
stay, I don't know just why,
until after the track is loos-

ened up once more by the

bucolic procession of harrows drawn by
horses which look as though they knew
they were out of place on a race course and
felt ashamed to pass the grand stand. The
restaurant is kept open from seven o'clock

to seven—not the club restaurant, liut the

democratic resort down stairs under the

grand stand, where may l)e found more of a

variety of humanity, from plungers, cele-

brating a great killing with their plunger-

esses, to dignified judges of national repu-

tation.

Not a few of the people in Saratoga stay

abed imtil time to make a hurried breakfast

out of luncheon—perhaps from a desire to

be true to the tradition of the old Saratoga,

when the races were run in the morning;

then rush off to the track through the yelUng

crowd of yellow uniformed tipsters, news-

boys with sporting editors' tips, and clamor-

ous hackmen who also are generally pos-

sessed of a few more or less valuable tips.

Besides those seen in the hotel lobbies

there are all sorts of people at the Saratoga

~x::>y>
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races, though comparatively

few of the kind so obtrusive

at race courses witliin trolley

reach of Manhattan Island or

any large city. The scum of

the town does not float so far

away from its pool rooms.

And in that hes the chief rea-

son for the existence of the

Saratoga Association, as the

readers of this magazine must
know.

This difference in the looks

and the manners of the crowd
impressed me very much the

first day I went through the

pleasing wooded approach to

the tracks and grand stands,

which seem to be as complete

as they are comely in every

detail, from the enclosure for

automobiles with a shade can-

opy for the chauffeurs, to the

hedge of hydi'angeas between the track and
the grand stand lawn. In an inconspicuous

seat in the back of the grand stand there sat,

quite alone, a beautiful lady in black. She

was in mourning, evidently, and yet therewas
an unobtrusive originality about her costume

that made her all the more interesting. She

had delicate cameo features, and the high-

bred air of one who is so sure of her position

in the world that she never gives it a

thought. She looked very sad, a widow I

decided, who had come there trying unsuc-

cessfully to forget her grief amid the gayety

of the world. I could not help feeling rather

sorry about it. The next day I saw her

again. She seemed still more sad and tender.

Evidently she had been crying, all alone

there in the back row of the grand stand.

And she seemed to be waiting expectantly

for some one to come. I decided that she

was not a widow, that she had buried a

child and was waiting for her husband to

return. Perhaps he added to her grief by
trying too hard to drown his own. But I

was mistaken. She was looking for a young
man, who presently appeared near where I

stood, and she hurried back to him and said

in tones of desperation :
" What are you

offering on Advance Guard ? Very good; let

me put up my other necklace ! I'm going to

get it all back!" The young man with roll

of bills and lead pencil consented, and she

forgot her tears and unobtrusively jumped
up and down on her toes with her elbows

pressed tight to her side and
her forearms crooked at a rigid

right angle in front, as Ad-
vance Guard won out in the

last few yards. I did not learn

why she was in mourning.

There were other types of

female betters there calculated

to interest the uninitiated.
There were peaked old maids,

with frizzy fronts and j^ince nez^

who looked like school-teach-

ers; perhaps they were; and
betted two dollar bills nerv-

ovisly. There was at least one

fat, jolly-looking old grand-

mother, with gold-rimmed
spectacles, who reverberated

eorpulently as she laughed in

her comfortable excitement at

winning. There were young,

slender, innocent-looking girls

in soft, fluffy gowns; with or

without visible escorts, who betted as if do-

ing something delightfally devilish, waving
their handkerchiefs and screaming shrilly, as

at a football game. In one box I saw a whole

family betting together on the Champlain

stakes, both parents and the three very

handsome children, two of whom were little

girls in short skirts. They played a horse

which for about forty-nine-fiftieths of the

way led the bunch. The children besought

him in their high treble to " hurry please,

hurry please," but though a noble horse he

could not do it. with ten extra pounds on his

back, and so the good-looking children lost

their first bet, and their plainly-prosperous

parents laughed at them.

Strolling quietly, but observantly, up and
down the promenade at the top of the grand

stand were other women betters, gorgeously

dressed, not so innocent-looking, quite famous

personages in some cases, it was said, who
would quietly bet and bet until they lost

their last cent, but said not a word to any

one, even to those they knew. Very different

was the middle-aged woman with the broad,

plain face and shapeless figure, who looked

like an honest farmer's wife, the mother of a

large family, and who clutched at the betting

commissioners' coat tails as they passed, and

clamored and haggled in a strident voice

over the odds, and grumbled and groaned

over her losses, drawing attention to herself

and to the ugliness of yielding to an unbe-

coming temptation. For I assiuned that this
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was the intoxication of a first experience.

But again I was a victim of crass ig-norance :

a professional follower of the races honored
me by taking a seat next to my own, and
this is what he volunteered: '' See that ugly

old one, over there? Say! she's a peach;

thinks I'm a good thing; bobs up all over

the country, and works me for tips every

time. Began by telling me I was the living

image of her dead son. That was out on the

Pacific Slope last winter. 'Course I couldn't

refuse her, after that. Been staying by me
ever since, ha, ha ! but I notice there's never

anything in it for little Willie's living image

:

nothing doing! Some day I'll fool her— I'll

hand her out a dead one. Look out; here

she comes * « * ."

Of course these are noisy and conspicuous

exceptions— exceptions often are— but, al-

though the people at Saratoga for the most
part are different people from those at

Sheepshead Bay, what they are there for is

what all crowds go to all race-courses for,

SN^
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namely, to get fun and excitement out of

horse races, which cannot be exciting fun for

those who do not own the horses unless

they buy an interest in one or two of them
for the time being, as it were, from those

who are good enough to bet with whomso-
ever wants' to bet with them. State legis-

latures can make it inconvenient for the

bookmakers, can take away their stands

and blackboards and make them sit on
uncomfortable stools, but as long as there

are hoi-ses there will be races, and where
there are races—this is axiomatic—there

will be betting on them. But the betting is

less obtrusive at Sai-atoga than any other

race track in the country; and it is only just

to repeat that the menwho have rehabilitated

the Saratoga track have given the country a

model.

III.

Beyond the race tracks, glittering in the

sunny distance, as seen from the cool-shaded

grand stands, stretch the long, low roofs of

the thoroughbred's dormitories ; a great

cluster of them, with stalls for over a thousand

horses. To these quadrangies, as quiet and
serene as a rural barnyard, though a great

deal cleaner, the excited cheers from the

great hulking grand stand come, over the

white-painted guide posts and hurdles of the

steeplechase, only as a dull, distant roar.

The beautiful beasts, stickmg their heads

out of their stalls to nibble at a bit of hay,

switch their tails as unexeitedly as though
they did not know what a race was—but
they do.

One well-known sportsman has shown his

true love of his friends, his horses, by build-

ing in the midst of their well-appointed

summer homes a home—not for his trainer,

but for himself, like a small shooting lodge,

except that it has a reviewing stand on the

top, making it seem more like certain light-

houses. Hither he may climb in the cool of

the morning in his bath-robe, if he so de-

sires, and watch his two-year-olds speeded

for a while, and then pop back into a warm
bed again, to dream of their winning the

Futurity. There is a sequestered tennis

coui't in front of this gray-shingled cottage,

with flower beds before the door, and the

rows of stables stand at a comfortable dis-

tance on the other three sides. The whole

is fenced in by an excellent, private half-

mile track, like a castle's moat, whose draw-

bridge in this case is an electric-lighted

tunnel running under the track to the outer
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world. Speiidinu: much of his lime (Uiriiii^

the seasoia here in peaceful seclusion with

his horses—who also need a chang-e of air in

summer like most neurasthenic or^'auisms

—

far removed from the froth and frivolity of

the Saratoga those in the grand stand know,

studying his thoroughbreds each as a sepa-

rate temperament, as a new combination in

heredity, personally ol)-

serving their develop-

ment from the time they

are clumsy, leggy foals

lined up impatiently at

the bars which separate

them from food or open
pastui'e—so as to rear them "barrier-wise "

—

this, it seems to me, is a vastly different thing

from buying a stable ready-made, as a mere
fad, and letting a trainer have all the fun of

the personal acquaintance with a string of

horses which youryoung tyro scarcely recog-

nizes in the paddock unless his colors are up.

But among those who are endowed with

wealth, as with those who have none at all,

there is only about one real sportsman to a

number of sports. At any rate the latter

sufficiently outnumber the former to make
the general public believe that the owners

of horses, like the general public, get very

little fun out of racing them without the

accompanyment of a bet. This is very un-

just to the ten righteous souls who are cer-

tainly doing their part to redeem the cause

of racing in America.

I have no doubt they deserve all the credit

they are receiving for the mighty work of re-

formation they have attempted. There was a

time when one could not walk along the main
street of the town without being invited

more or less insistent^ to enter the gambling
joints which crowded each other along the

thoroughfare. Now there are but six gam-
bling houses in the place — never mind
whether the motive was a moral one or

merely self-interest—two houses for the

aristocrats, as Canfield calls his patrons—

•

and not without reason, to be sure—two for

the middle class, professional gamblers,

bookmakers, and those who if they feel

more comfortable at the faro table by so

doing will take off their coats to it ; and two
for the negro rubbers and other riff-raff who
are quite as fond of play as the aristocrats,

and proportionately much worse plungers.

None of these is allowed on Broadway, and

no citizen of Sai-atoga or minor of elsewhere

is allowed to enter any of them.

With these admirably controlled equip-

ments, the Saratoga Association for ''im-

proving the breed of horses"—I quote from
the official programme—and the Saratoga

Club for improving the breed of gamblers;

with admirable climate, and admirable

waters, there is no reason why Saratoga

should not become the "greatest all-round

sporting rendezvous" for all America.

Here is where our ancestors fought and
bled to establish the young nation. So now
that the nation has waxed fat, this makes a

more or less appropriate place to play in,

and thus show appreciation for all that

was done in our behalf in the past. The
crowd does not look as though it harked

back to the past much more than does the

huge hotel already mentioned concern itself

with the thought that it is on the sight of

the little old tavern kept by Israel Putnam's

father. The modern crowd at Saratoga is

not there for antiquarian purposes, but to

live very vividly in the present, and then go

home to work again.



WHERE WILD FOWL BREED
By A. HENRY HIGGINSON

DRAWINGS BY LOUIS AGASSIZ FUERTES

THAT portion of North Dakota in

which these observations were made
is for the most part roUing prairie.

Crops of flax and wheat are raised annually

on the higher land, while the low portions

produce great crops of meadow hay, an
important item to the Dakota farmer, who
uses from forty to sixty horses in the tilling

of his land. This prairie abounds in sloughs

and small lakes. Little creeks extend in from
these lakes, and the reeds swarm with ducks.

The last of March one could see an
occasional chain of whistling swans on their

way to the breeding gi'ounds in the Far North,
and a little later the geese began to come.

The first night I was in camp I saw them
making for the lake about dusk, from the

meadows where they had been all day. The
next day I saw through my glass hundreds

stretching in great white lines across the

wet meadows, feeding on the new grass, and
moving like soldiers steadily up-wind. Five

kinds of geese pass through North Dakota,

most of them going farther north to breed,

though some Canada geese raise their young
in the State.

On May 13 all went north but the Canada
geese, which, being indigenous to Dakota, I

shall take up alone. About half-past five

they began to come from the southern hori-

zon in steadily increasing numbers until the

air seemed to be full of them, and the noise

of their wings and their quacking, as they

passed over our heads on their way north,

was fairly tiring. In the morning all had
vanished, and not another one did we see,

except the Canadas. A pan* of these birds

had a nest not far from my camp ; but we
were unable to find it. As I write, however,

I have before me a set of eggs taken this

spring not far from where we were. They
were in a floating nest of reeds, placed in a

thick clump of the same material which
grew in the middle of a small slough. The
nest contamed seven dirty-white eggs.

The first duck we found bi'eeding was the

mallard. On May 1 we found a set of

thii'teen eggs in a nest which was well con-

cealed among some flax stubble. The nest

was at least two luindred yards from any
water. The set of thirteen was a very large

one, the usual number being ten or eleven,

and all those nests which we found later con-

tained a smaller number. In aU we found
four sets of mallard eggs, some fresh as late

as May 20, containing thu-teen, nine, ten, and
eleven eggs. The nests in three cases were
over two hundred yards from water, and in

the fourth case, although very near water,

the nest was in thick "buckbrush" high
enough to preclude any danger from floods.

One nest I found in an upland meadow,
when the duck had laid only one egg. The
bird had merely hollowed out a place in the

ground and lined it with grasses. In this

she placed her first five eggs, covering the

nest completely with dead grass after having
laid one egg early each morning, and not

returning to it until the following morning,

when she was about to lay her next egg.

So completely were the eggs concealed dur-

ing her absence that the nest looked merely

like a pile of dead grass. With the laying

of the sixth egg the mother bird seemed to

take more pride in her nest and began to

add the usual hning of down to the thin

grass hning. She would also spend more
time near the nest, not setting, but staying

nearby with the male bird to guard the

premises. With the laying of the eleventh

egg the set was complete and the bird began
to set. She hatched out ten little downy
ducklings on June 5, one of the eleven eggs

proving unfertile.

Of blue-winged teal we saw a great many,
they being one of the most abundant of all

the varieties near the lake. They came
together, males and females, arriving about

April 20, and on May 14 I found my first

nest. It was in the taU grass in a field near

Dry Lake, one of the smaller bodies of

water near us. The set of ten, even at that

date, was complete, as the eggs were partly

incubated. The nest itself was a more
carefully constructed affair than that of the

mallard and contained a great quanity of

down. It was well concealed in the long

grass, and I think if we had not flushed the



' Broad bills, or shoveler ducks. The male is most
gaudily colored; the female is more modest, and
looks like a female mallard, except for her broad bill.
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bird from her nest we should scarcely have

found it. The eggs were very much the

size and color of game bantams. We found

full sets of fresh eggs as late as June 1.

Looking at my notes in regard to blue-

winged teal 1 find the following

:

" The nest of the teal found May 17 was

merely an excavation lined with dead

grasses, without a vestige of down. The

one found May 19, containing four eggs,

was a little better lined and contained a

• little down. This nest we left till it con-

tained nine eggs, and by that time it was as

well supplied with down as the nest contain-

ing the set of twelve. The bird laying in

the first nest was very shy, and was only on

it early in the morning. The bird on the

second nest got very much more courageous

as time wore on and the number of eggs

increased ; while the bird on the nest con-

taining twelve eggs was very tame. When
flushed from her nest she flew off quacking

loudly, and feigning a broken wing with

great skill. She was taken with the nest

for purposes of identification, and we found

her breast to be quite bare where she had

plucked off the down for the nest."

These notes seem to argue that, the blue-

winged teal and the mallard both take great

pains to cover up their nests carefully when
they leave them, and not to make the

structure loo complete until they have laid

a fair proportion of their set.

One of the commonest of the smaller

game birds was the killdeer plover. Every-

where that water was to be found in con-

junction with fairly high land, the killdeer

were to be seen, and their plaintive crj of

"killdee," could be heard at all times.

Although so common, their nests are very

difficult to find, owing to the wonderful

protection afforded by nature in the coloring

of the eggs. One pan* nested on a piece of

high pasture which bordered on a little

creek, or " coolie," as they are called in

Dakota, which ran in from the lake. I

knew quite well that the birds had a nest in

the field, as I had seen them in the same
spot so often, yet it took me some time to

find the nest, although it was in plain sight.

The field was sprinkled over with fair-sized

stones, near one of which the birds had
made a slight depression, and in this, de-

posited on the bare dirt, without the

slightest pretense at a nest, were four

pyriform eggs, colored so much like stones

that one could hardly see them at a distance

of five feet. At a little distance they looked
more like four pebbles than anything else.

On June 1 we saw two young killdeer run-

ning along in the sand near the edge of the

lake. At this time the parents were most
solicitous for their safety, and tried in every

way to get us away from their young. The
little birds were pretty well protected, for

they were so nearly the color of their sur-

roundings that it was almost impossible to

see them when they " froze " near a stone.

Up to May 18 we saw nothing of the

larger varieties of plover. On that date I

was driving along the road, when I hap-

pened to notice a great many shore-birds

feeding in a field near by. I got out and
went nearer, when I saw that there were
about thirty golden plover feeding with

perhaps twice as many buff-breasted sand-

pipers. They were quite tame, and we had
little trouble getting what specimens we
needed. Two days later we came back to

the same place, but did not see a single

bird. From May 19 to 24, however, we saw
a good many feeding for the most part in

the newly ploughed fields, often in company
with the buff-breasted sandpipers. Most of

these birds stayed only three or four days,

and a single bird which we took on May 21

was one of the last stragglers.'

The black-bellies came about the same
time, but stayed much later. On May 21

we were driving along near a " coolie

"

which ran in from Lac aux Morts, when we
saw what we took to be a bunch of golden

plover feeding near the water. My assist-

ant went after them while I sat in the

wagon and held the horse. The plover saw
him and flushed before he got in range,

flying directly over my wagon. I managed
to drop one, and when I went to pick it up
I found that it was an old black-belly, with

a breast as black as jet and a very white

back. On May 25 we went down to Lake
Irwin, about ten miles from our camp, after

any shore-birds that might chance to be

there. Lake Irwin has hard, sandy shores,

an ideal place for black-bellies, and we
found them in abundance. We got a great

series of these birds, showing the variation

in plumage, which is very great. A few

old males seemed to like to stay alone, but

most of them were in flocks of one hundred

or more. It is interesting to note that on
this date. May 25, all the golden plover had
left. We saw no black-bellies after May 30.

The golden plover seemed for the most part
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' The red heads came ep.rly and swam about
looking- for nesting places. Canvas backs
sought the same grounds, but were few in number.'
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to prefer to stay in the upland fields, while

the black-bellies were nearly always along

the water. In the East we hardly ever see

these birds in the gorgeous breeding plum-

age in which we took them. Usually long

before they come past the shooting boxes

on theii* way south, in the fall, they have

lost much of their gaudy plumage. In

North Dakota the game laws make no pro-

vision for the scientists, who are the last

men to take bird life needlessly, yet their

game laws expressely state that " snipe and

plover," which include all the waders, may
be taken at any time of year. In a few

years, when the great marbled godwit and
avocet are gone, the men who made the laws

wlU hava the satisfaction of knowing that

through their neglectful legislation some of

our most beautiful game bii'ds are extinct.

The pintail duck was the commonest of

all the ducks which had their homes around

Lac aux Morts. About May 10 we began
to see the male bu-ds swimming about alone,

and then we knew that somewhere up in

the grass was a female sitting quietly on

her nest, intent only on hatching her young.

On May 14 I flushed a bird off her nest,

which was in some thick buckbrush thirty

yards from the edge of a "coohe." The
nest contained nine eggs, greenish-buff in

color, quite different fi'om the eggs of the

teal, which were white. The eggs were a

little smaller than the mallard eggs, and
rather more elongated. The nest was built

in much the same fashion, a space being

hollowed in the ground, and then lined with

grasses and down. The pintails began to

bring out theu" young about June 12.

One of the ducks that bred later was the

gadwall. On June 3 we blundered upon a

nest in a low, marshy meadow. It was com-
posed of a few pieces of diied grass, with a

very httle down. The bird was rather

tame, letting us approach within a few feet.

The nest contained eleven fresh eggs.

Another late breeder was the lesser

scaup, which was very common near us.

They Avere among the fii'st ducks to arrive

in the spring; the males being at first

greatly in the majority, the females seeming

to come a little later. On June 2-1 Mr.
Mummery found a set of eleven eggs in a wet,

marshy meadow, very near the water's edge.

It was concealed among the tall green gi-ass,

and was itself composed of a like material.

Not one trace could be seen of either dry
grass or down, although the set must have

been complete, as incubation was weU under

way. The eggs, like those of most ducks,

were a dirty greenish-brown, the general

effect being that of the eggs of a domestic

duck. When freshly laid the eggs of most
of the ducks are quite white, but they soon

become stained to the dirty color we usually

find them. One of the ducks that does not

nest on the ground is the American golden-

eye. We found a nest on May 29 in the

hollow limb of an elm tree near Devil's

Lake. There were nine eggs, deposited on
some rotten dust at the bottom of the

cavity, eighteen inches below the opening.

The old birds were very wild and kept weU
away from the nest while we were near it.

These are the only beautiful duck's eggs I

know of, being a lovely, pale peacock blue,

one of the most exquisite shades of blue

imaginable. They are rather larger than

the other duck's eggs. These birds carry

their young down to the water shortly after

they are hatched and long before they are

able to fiy. Their nests were not far from
ground, as the stunted trees make this quite

impossible ; but I have seen the nests of the

goldeneye ninety feet above the ground.

The broad-bills or shoveler ducks were
another kind of which we saw many. The
male is one of the most gaudily colored of

our ducks. The female is more modest in

her dress and looks greatly like a female

mallard, except for her broad bdl. The
shovelers came late, about May 5, but

wasted very little time ^nd began to pair

off at once. On May 13 I found a nest in

some thick buckbrush, near the edge of a

"coolie." It then contained seven eggs, a

number which eventually became ten, when
the set was complete. The shovelers seemed
to prefer the " coolies" and small pondholes.

Among the reeds near the shore of the

lake the little ruddies were always bobbing
up, diving again the instant they caught
sight of us, only to reappear twenty or

thirty yards farther off. The females are

modest little bu-ds, but the males in their

dress of russet, with bright blue bills and a

white patch on their heads, are quite showy.

Although very abundant, their shjTiess made
it difficult to get a shot at them. They
were always on the water, and I do not re-

member ever having seen a ruddy duck on
the wing. On July 1, while paddling

around, in and out among the reeds, I came
suddenly on a female sitting on her bunch
of rushes. The nest, almost identical with
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that of an American eared grebe, was in a

clump of reeds which grew a httle thicker

than the rest. It contained ten eggs, white,

with an odd, granulated texture to their

shells. The old birds were quite tame, and
we had little difficulty in distinguishing

them, although I shot the female bird to

make absolutely certain. This was the only

nest of the ruddy duck that 1 found.

Toward the middle of July little ruddies

were seen.

Red heads were abundant, not common.
They came fairly early, arriving in flocks

about April 25. It was not till May 27,

however, that I saw any definite signs of

mating. On that date, while paddling near

the edge of the lake, I saw four pairs, all

swimming about apparently in search of

locations for nests. One pair was shot, and
when we came to examine the female bird

it was found that eggs were beginning to

develop in her ovary. On June 7 we found

a nest containing nine eggs, among reeds in

water about two feet deep. The nest

looked very much like that of the grebes.

Mr. Mummery informs me that he has

taken nests under similar conditions. An-
other one was found in shoaler water, built

up from the bottom, and containing nine

eggs.

The canvasbacks we found nesting in

very similar conditions. In a pondhole
half a mile from the lake, near one edge,

where the reeds grew thickest, we found a

nest, a structure built of wet and dry reeds.

In a hollow on top of the heap were the

eggs, eight of them, lying in a good many
feathers and down. The bird, unlike the

other water-nesting ducks, had lined her

nest with almost as much care as a mallard

duck could have done. This was on July 1,

and the eggs were then slightly incubated.

Young ducks made their appearance about
July 20. The canvasbacks were the rarest

of all the ducks near us.

Two sandpipers, generally found together

and so similar as to be almost indistinguish-

able without a close examination of the

skin, were Bonaparte's sandpiper (better

known, perhaps, as the white rumped) and
Baird's sandpiper. About May 14 these

arrived in great flocks, and we found them
feeding in company with their near rela-

tives, the pectoral and least sandpipers, round
all the pondholes and sloughs, and often

drove by them feeding along the edge of

the road. They flew and stayed for the

most part in great flocks of from fifty to

three hundred, and were tame, often letting

us approach within ten feet.

The pectoral sandpiper (better known to

gunners as the " grassbird") was one of the

commonest of the waders. They flew for

the most part by themselves in little

bunches of eight to twenty. They seemed

to frequent the prairie pondholes more than

the margin of the lakes, and I saw very few

of them near the larger bodies of water.

These four, the least, pectoral, Baird's, and
Bonaparte's, all belong to the family of

pectoral sandpipers, and the family resem-

blance is very strong.

The resident sandpipers numbered three,

Bartram's, the solitary, and the spotted.

All were fairly plentiful. The Bartramian,

known to hotel keepers, market men, and
gunners as the upland plover, were in great

abundance. They were to be found in the

ploughed fields and on the high land in

pairs from May 8 on through the summer,

which they spent here. Their plaintive

whistle could often be heard a good way
off, and then one could see the birds flying

in the most graceful manner, and alighting

with a long, low whistle. As they alight

they hold their wings high above their

heads for some time, finally closing them
gently and quietly. This method of

alighting is a very characteristic action of

this sandpiper, being quite unlike the action

of any other bird, except the buff-breasted

sandpiper, to which it is a near relation,

and the great marbled godwit. The Bar-

tramian sandpiper lays its eggs on the

ground in a slight depression, sometimes

lined with dry grasses, but more often not.

The eggs, usually four in number, are a

pale pinkish di-ab, spotted and blotched,

with brown.

In 1895 Mr. Mummery saw a great many
of the American avocet, one of the largest

and showiest of our shore-birds. We saw

very few, and as they were at Sweetwater

Lake we had little time to watch them. I

am quite sure they bred there, although we
did not find the nest, but they remained

there all summer, and in July young avocet

were very much in evidence and the old

birds made a great deal of fuss over them.

Every time we came near a pool in which

the young birds were feeding, the old ones

would suddenly acquire an amount of

courage which was perfectly amazing.

They would fly at us, uttering loud cries and
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trying in every way to draw our attention

away from their young. We often liad to

beat them off, so persistent were they in

their efforts to protect their offspring.

Although we saw so little of the avocet,

we saw a good deal of that larger shore-

bird, the great marbled godwit. We noted

the first arrival on May 10, a single bird

flying low over the wet meadows. Three

days later we saw a pair flying high up, far

.out of gunshot. On May 17 I shot an old

male godwit in a little pool in the prairie.

He was wading along majestically, making
a really very funny sight. He was up to

his breast in water, walking the way a man
does when he has long rubber boots on and
cannot move his feet easily. He was so

intent on getting his supper, and his long

bill was in the water so much of the time,

that he allowed me to drive up within

twenty feet, where I sat watching him for

some time. At last he decided that he

ought to leave, and then as he rose I shot

him. Five days later I shot a pair which
were feeding in the grass near my camp.
Mr. Mummery found a nest late in the

season. It was merely a depression in the

ground, with a few diied grasses, and con-

tained four eggs.

The most interesting bird with which we
had to deal was the Wilson's phalarope.

The phalarope are not common birds by
any means, and rather less is known about
them than any of the shore-birds. There

are in all three kinds of phalarope inhabit-

ing this country; the red, which I have
occasionally shot in Massachusetts ; the

northern, which I have seen in the northern

part of California and Montana, and
Wilson's, scientifically called P. tricolor on
account of the gaudy red, white, and blue

coloration of the female bird. We saw
three birds on May 5, but no more till May
16, when we took three which were in a

little bunch of winter yellowlegs. The
female, the larger and much the brighter

colored of the two, seemed to be doing all

the lovemaking, and we more than once
saw two females chasing one male all over

the marsh and fighting over him, just as

one sees males of most birds doing. One
pair in particular we noted, and on May 25

we succeeded in flushing the male bird off

its nest. I was very curious to investigate

the question as to how much work the

female does in hatching the eggs, and so

we left the nest undisturbed for a day or so.

Each time I visited the nest the male bird

went off with every symptom of distress,

crying piteously, while the female flew

around in wide circles overhead, till she

was finally joiiied by her mate. Having
observed the habits of these Vnrds, and
having proved to my complete satisfaction

that the male does all the incubation, we
finally shot the birds and took the nest.

The nest was on the ground among the

tall, rank, green grass of a low meadow.
In the middle of a little clump, which grew
somewhat thicker than the rest, was a slight

depression, and in this, on a lining com-
posed of dry grasses, were four eggs. This

is a full set. They were quite fresh, and
this, coupled with the fact that none of the

females we had collected had any eggs in

them of any development, led me to think

that the set was an early one. The eggs
were pyriform in shape, about the size of

the eggs of the killdeer plover, and of a
dark rufous drab in ground color, with

blotches and spots of very dark brown dis-

tributed fairly evenly over the entire surface.

The nest itself was very well concealed by
the grasses which came up all around it.

The willet was in abundance near us, and
several pair of them nested along the banks
of the " coolie " and near Lake Irwin. We
saw the first ones on May 9, when I managed
to shoot a couple which were feeding along

the " coolie " Avhich ran in from Lac aux
Morts. These two were a male and a female,

the latter containing eggs which were pretty

well developed. They made a great deal of

noise every time we approached them, and
their shrill cry of " pee-will-willet " could be

heard half a mile away. The nests which

we found were always on fairly high land,

and were larger and more pretentious affairs

than the nest of any shore-birds we saw.

They were composed of dry grasses and

leaves, a slight depression being made first

in the ground, and then the space lined with

the material. The birds were very much
disturbed at our approach and got very

courageous in their fear for their young.

We saw the willet constantly throughout

the summer, and it was not until late that

they began to go south again.

Both yellowlegs, the greater, or " winters,"

as the market men call them, and the lesser,

or "summers," were in evidence: though

neither variety were plentiful. The "win-

ters" came first, about May 5, and passed

through rather quickly, few remaining after
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May 18. We saw them for the most part in

the distance for they were quite shy, flying

often high up in flocks of ten or moi-e, and
uttering their familiar whistle. We did

manage to shoot a few, but most of these

birds were merely in the act of passing over

on their way north to breed. The " sum-

mers," on the other hand, were quite tame

and stayed near us longer. I flrst saw them

on May 9, when seven came into a little

slough nearby to feed. After that we saw

them in small flocks by themselves, or occa-

sionally with grass birds or phalarope.

The sanderlings and the three kinds of

small plover, the ring, piping, and belted

piping, were all residents of Devil's Lake,

but it was only there and once at Lake
Irwin that we saw any. They were very

wild. The piping plover, however, were

breeding at Devil's Lake. For a nest a

slight depression had been made by the bird

in the ground and this had been paved in

the most careful manner with small pebbles.

No piece of work by an expert mosaic

maker could have been more beautifully or

carefully done. On this carefully paved

lining were deposited four eggs, like those

of all the shore-birds, pyriform in shape,

and very large for the size of the bird.

Sora rails were plentiful from May 14 on,

and we could hear them calling to each

other down in the marsh below our camp,

morning, noon, or night. Although they

were very plentiful it was very seldom that

we could catch more than a glimpse of them
as they scuttled about in the reeds or tall

rank grass at the edge of the lake. They

were next to impossible to flush and the

only way we succeeded in getting any was

by keeping qiiite still in our canoe near the

edge of the marsh and waiting. Usually in

a few minutes two rails would begin calling

to each other, and then by watching very

carefully we could sometimes get shots at

them as they scuttled past among the reeds.

We finally found a nest, on May 28, among
the tall, rank grass growing near the water's

edge. The nest itself was a heap of rotten

rushes and grass, not a very neat bit of con-

struction, with a deep depression which
contained nine drab-colored eggs, spotted

with dark brown. The parent birds were
wild, and it was only after patient watching

that we succeeded in getting one to identify

the nest. The little rails were out of the egg
about June 15, but only once did we catch

sight of them, and then only for an instant.

It would hardly be fair to pass over the

little buff-breasted sandpiper, a shore-bird

of which we see almost nothing in the East.

Belonging to the same family as the upland

plover, they resemble them closely in many
ways. They were just beginning to pair off

as they left for their breeding grounds in

the North, and it wasa pretty sight to see the

males making love to the females. When a

flock alighted in a fleld they would at once

begin to separate in pairs. Each male would
seek out his lady and they would at once

separate from the flock. The females would
stand quite still, while the males with their

wings outstretched and held high in the air,

as in the act of alighting, would circle around
uttering little cries.



A GLANCE AT THE GROUSE
By EDWYN SANDYS

DRAWINGS BY MARTIN JUSTICE.

THE fame of the game red bird oversea

is too well known to require any com-
ment here. Besides, in the matter

of grouse, we have troubles not a few of our

own. That the British bird is a grand
fellow goes without saying, but the question

if he be the head of his race from the

sportsman's point of view, is quite another

matter.

Enthusiastic mortals, who have been so

fortunate as to enjoy fine sport upon care-

fully preserved moors, never weary of prais-

ipg the British bird, and in justice to them,

there is a deal of truth in their claims.

Driving grouse finds no parallel among

our sports. This is owing to the broad

difference of conditions which govern sport

here and in Great Britain. But let not the

free American scoff at his British brother.

John Bull, with all his peculiarities, is a

mighty good fellow and a true sportsman

withal, and, considering his opportunities,

he quite frequently is a rattling good shot.

If he does prefer an exceedingly heavy bag,

sometimes secured in what some might

term an exceedingly heavy way— that's his

affair, not mine. I don't much fancy his

grouse driving. I like to tramp far, to

cover country, to see other things besides

grouse, to enjoy the infinite variety of field-

' Another form of grouse-shooting- is still-hunting-, or trailing- the birds on the snow

.
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shooting; but let not my readers for one
moment imagine that I would sneer at

the drive. Driven grouse, as a rule, go
like the wind ; they will carry a deal of shot,

and only a master hand can score heavily.

Ahead of good dogs, the red grouse

affords sport which, on favorable days,

who know the prairies at mid-autumn, and
later, know our plains grouse at their best.

The early season, as a rule, means swelter-

ing days and fat, logy birds, which may
flush from your very foot. This is the time

when most' sportsmen see our grouse in

action, and I feel free to state that at this

._^__J

To slowly pace the length of this corridor

could hardly be surpassed. Our nearest

approach to it is chicken-shooting on the

plains. Both our sharp-tail and pinnated

grouse are easier marks than the red fellow,

and it is only to"v^ard the end of the season

that our sport rises to the level of the other.

And I say this in all fairness. Only those

time the birds are too easy to afford genuine

pleasure to a keen sportsman.

BiTt later in the season— ah ! then it was
different. There was grouse-shooting that

loas grouse-shooting, and the man who
scored clean on half his birds was entitled

to respect, even among good shots. Then
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come sweet, windless, Indian-summery days,

when big, strong birds lie well. No more
the lying- to your boot, the unsteady, flus-

tering flush, the meadow-lai-k-like fliglit.

Grown shrewd and sti'ong tlu'ough much
pursuit, big, hard-feathered fowl flush with

a leap and a roar at half your gun's range,

while fast, wide-ranging dogs beat the

ground so far ahead that only a shaip look-

out could promptly detect the long, impres-

sive roading and the final confident pa^^se.

Two white spots on a distant slope told the

story which the ponies, too, could read. A
sharper gait, a sudden halt; a hasty dis-

while the good dogfs wormed through the low cover."

and go steaming away as though Auld
Hornie were at their fat sterns. Then only
your quick man and your good gun can
stop them, and when fairly cut down they
hit the dry grass with a thump.
Many a time and oft have I ridden for

miles behind a team of knowing ponies,

mounting— perhaps, instead, a quick double

from the rig, and, if you had held right,

were near enough, and so on, you had the

satisfaction of dropping one big bird ; may-
be two.

And the survivors ? Away at electric speed

over the grassy sea, perchance for a mile
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before they pitch to the shelter of some

bhiff. Then sport indeed, as you beat them

up, singly if you be fortunate, in a bunch if

Fate be unkind. And, in any event, you

need not be afraid of shooting too straight,

or too hard, for these fellows are badly

scared the second flush, and a scared old

chicken is a mighty long way from a

fricassee.

But there is another grouse.— gleam now

the eyes and stir the pulse of sportsmen!

— a brave, shy beauty, to whom pen of

mine cannot do justice. This bird, the

ruffed grouse, is by many considered the

king of our feathered game. Nor is the

grouse unworthy of the honor. While, to

my notion, all things considered, the quail

is our best game, I should feel like ranking

the grouse an honorable second.

He is indeed a noble fellow. Beautiful

in life, crafty and strong in eluding pursuit,

and very palatable upon the board, he is

all that a choice game bird should be. His

sole fault is that there is hardly enough of

him in any one place. His pursuit, except

in a few favored localities, is a bit too uncer-

tain to satisfy the average sportsman— too

long between diinks, as it were. Yet I have

seen ruffed grouse shooting which, in spots,

was as full of action as quail-shooting. But

such memorable occasions are rare. Per-

haps a dozen times, dui'ing a shooting career

of about a quarter of a century, it has been

my blessed fortune to blunder into a red-

hot ruffed grouse corner. I say " blimder "

advisedly, for no man has a license to say

when and where he will find such sport.

In the "popple" region of Michigan, in

the beautiful glades of Wisconsin, in the flat

forest lands of Western Ontario, in the

northern wilds of that province, and in

some covers of the Red River Valley, I have

occasionally found grouse in numbers and
in cover which rendered possible some really

lively shooting. Among the picturesque

Pennsylvania hills, too, if memory serves

me aright, there were certain hasty things

like ruffed grouse which slanted away down
deep ravines in defiance of shot.

The grouse of the Pennsylvania hillsides

is a problem to be tackled by that man who
can with one arm perform two motions at

the same instant. I am ambidextrous, but

I did riot greatly injure the Pennsylvania

brand of grouse. I would scale a gi'and

hillside, up and up, amid trees from which

the foxgrape hung like living rigging. Now

and then would sound a booming whur-r

and a glorious something would leap from

the hillside and fairly dive for the brush so

far below. Most of the time I shot at this

something— shot behind it, above it, to one

side of it, but, I suspect, never below it.

Six, seven, eight times, this something roared

and leaped and dived. The ninth time I

happened to catch it fidl amidships. There

was a gust of shattered feathers, and the

something went awhirling down clear to the

trout stream away below. I climbed down
after it and eventually bagged a bouncing

big grouse. After laboriously climbing all

the way back again, I learned that there

were no more birds on that particular hill-

side, so the bag consisted of one.

That sort of grouse-shooting is exactly

the thing for those.who love the exercise of

the sport, and who dislike slaughter. I will

cheerfully guarantee them all the exercise

they can stagger home with, and this with

no cruelty whatever and the minimum of

slaughter. Out upon the slaughter of grouse

under such conditions ! It would be most

reprehensible, and the man who could

slaughter one-third of his birds ought to be

made president

!

But ruffed grouse shooting is not always

like this. I can see a marvelous Wisconsin

ravine, a winding corridor, hung with rich

tapestry of painted leaves supported by
close-standing colmxms, amid which the

snowy birch gleams like marble. 'Tis an

ancient roadway, and for two miles it runs

between the misty hills. Beside it whispers

a foamy rill with smiling pools, where elfin

trout tilt at the larvae clinging to floating

leaves. Along the roadway proper the

footing is smooth enough, but the path is

narrowed by crowding briers, among which

the ripe haws glow like points of flame.

To slowly pace the length of this corridor

while the good dog wormed through the

low cover was an experience long to be re-

membered. Ruffed grouse love such places,

and birds driven to the heights and not fol-

lowed would, if flushed in the morning,

surely work back by late afternoon. So I had

two beats per day.

That sport was as good as any I have

seen. About ten o'clock— there was no

advantage in going earlier— I would begin

operations. There were two large broods,

and each appeared to have its own section

of the cover. Owing to the nature of the

ground most birds flushed slightly up the
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sides, then da:cted into the corridor and
hummed around the first curve, to pitch at

uncertain points beyond. The first day the

broods rose almost like quail. I got a

double shot at the first, and a double and
two singles at the second ; but on the next

visit, a few days later, the birds were strung

all along the corridor, and only twice did

two rise together.

Now, this was indeed a notable day. The
dog knew the ground and worked as

steadily as a clock, merely trotting from
point to point. And there I was fit and
keen, moving along what looked like a

gigantic picture-gallery, while the dog drew

from side to side as the scent led. A pause,

and a grand bird would roar up amid a whorl

of leaves, twist in his flight to buzz straight

away a trifle higher than my head. Most

of those that escaped owed their salvation

to the fact that they happened to flush very

near a bend in the corridor, around which

they whisked too soon for accurate work.

One trip through settled the business until

late afternoon. At the farther end I lay at

ease, and smoked and talked with the dog

until creeping shadows told that it was

time for the return trip. Then again the
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measured advance, the beautiful dog work,

the roaring flush, the clean kill, or miss, as

the case happened to be. I did not fail too

many times. The conditions were too favor-

able and the whole thing entirely too enjoy-

able to allow of any serious bungling.

This assuredly was grouse-shooting as

one seldom enjoys it, yet had I been a bit

wiser more of it would have been my
reward. After having practically cleaned out

this spot, I sought far and wide for others

like it, and to a certain extent was suc-

cessful. Sometime later I found myself

near the corridor, and decided to beat

through it on the chance of picking up a

straggler. The leaves were nearly all dowji

and the cover was a mere trifle.

Somewhat to. my astonishment, the dog
at once made game and presently a thunder-

wing fellow rose at about thirty yards. I

dropped him, and as he hit the brush,

another and another bu-d rose and darted

—not along the corridor, as heretofore, but

straight up the bank and into the dense

woods. As I advanced birds kept rising at

long range, all but the few I succeeded in

stopping going like mad for the woods. In

the two miles I must have flushed nearly

thirty, of which I got a half dozen, not one
of which fell within thirty-five yards.

My neglecting the corridor for so long

had been a seriotis error. It was a choice

spot, and I should have remembered that

what is good for one lot of bu'ds will doubt-

less prove as attractive to others after the

original tenants have been destroyed. While
I was seeking other groimds the leaves fell

and so changed the conditions that birds

would no longer lie reasonably close.

There were other places— in Michigan.

One was what the natives term the " popple "

country— it offering what sportsmen of the

eastern states would caU easy brush-shoot-

ing. There were plenty of birds, too—
fifteen to a gun being a good but by no
means extraordinary bag. But my fairest

Michigan memory is of another spot— a
couple of hundred acres of easily rising

ground— just enough slope to fiu'nish life

to a couple of sweet-voiced brooklets. AU
of this slope was snarled with briers and
ringed by unbroken forest. To beat the

open uphill, and stop the grand fellows as

they stormed out of the brush and streaked

away up the long slope, was a joy which
would make a man forget his home, his

wife, his ox, and his ass— in fine, every-

thing that was his except dog and gun and
the privilege of being on that ground

!

Nor did that mine peter out. It was
good for two days a week, because it was
an ideal ruffed grouse ground, and the

solemn woods all about held unnumbered
birds in nearly absolute safety. The keenest

of men and the truest of guns could do
little in the heavy standing timber. Yoirr

grouse, in such a range, has a nasty habit of

whisking behind the first convenient trunk
and then keeping that trunk between him-
self and the gun until he has whizzed past

the danger zone.

I tried the woods a few times, only to

win vexation of spirit and almost deadly

doses of disappointment. There is no fun

in filling tree-trunks full of shot, and the

birds almost invariably treed a couple of

hundred yards away. To follow these, to

crane one's neck till it hurt, to finally detect

a bird sitting bolt upright upon some lofty

limb and to deliberately pot the said bird

on its perch, was at best a stupid perform-

ance. Away with it ! Such work might be

all right for a small rifle, but not for the

gun. I will frankly admit having shot doz-

ens of treed groxise, nor would I now hesi-

tate to cut the head off a big fellow treed in

cover which forbade a fair flying chance.

In heavy woods, too, I will shoot a running

bird without compunction— I have missed

lots of them—but to deliberately start into

a cover in which a ^yv[ig shot would be the

exception would hardly be interesting.

And there is another form of grouse

shooting for which I confess a weakness.

This is still-hunting, or trailing the birds on

the snow. I'm afraid that sportsmen who
scoff at this hardly understand the game.

There is much more in it than meets the

ordinary eye. You, of com"se, use no dog.

When a new snow falls, the woods are like

so much clean paper, and the furry and
feathered folk are so many unintentional

scribblers. To the man who knows, the

scribbling is easy and most interesting read-

ing. Here a woodmouse dotted along,

dragging his tapered tail; yonder a hare

passed at speed, scared by the red rascal

that made these dog-like tracks. Small

triangles show where squirrels have traveled

from nest to storehouse, and larger triangles

betray where the cottontails held confer-

ence till a soundless-winged owl broke up
the meeting. Nor did it adjourn sine die— for

one fat unfortunate died where you see that
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big mark. Alongside a log, in at a knot-

hole, through the hollow and out at the end,

run queer small piints in pairs. A snaky,

white weasel left that sign, and if you care-

fully followed it, 'twould lead to the scene of

a tragedy. By the stream are lai'ger repro-

ductions of these prints, where the mink has

trailed the night long on murderous quest.

And here, amid the tan-leaved dwarf

beeches, is something. Oho ! The very sight

of it makes you grasp the gmi tighter, and
you begin to peer ahead and to breathe a

bit faster. Those trim prints running yonder
in true line were made by a grouse. He
may be twenty yards away, or anywhere,

and you follow with beating heart and tense

muscles. 'Twill be a rush and a roar and a

glimpse of brown, and you know it.

What's this— the end of the track? Yes,

and see yonder—Reynard was careless that

time. The dainty ti-ail ends with a few
marks much farther apart and with streaks

between. He ran to the takeoff.

Here is another grouse track leading to

the clump of briers. Careful, now—it's fresh

as— Look! Did you not see that brown
thing dart from the stump to that tuft of

dried fern and brush? Steady, now! he

must be right there before you and he'll go
straight away to

"Whur-r-r!"— almost behind you.

"Why, how the dev "— ? Bing!— Bang!
Good boy! The first load's in that maple

fifteen yards from your nose, but the quick

second did the business. As to how the—
ahem! he got almost behind you when you
had seen him directly m front— that's a way
he has. He saw you as he ran and before

he started to run, so he played a card which

usually wins. Go get him, he's a beauty

and stone dead.

What are you breathing so fast for and
why do your eyes flash? 'Twas a thriller,

and you know it, and you're prouder of that

bird than you'd be of three killed over a

dog.

A Pair of Mongrels.



^HE fantastic old syca-

more, standing alone

on the hill, thrust out

its one gaunt limb across the

face of the moon. It was late

April, and the buds not yet

swollen to bursting. On the

middle of the hmb, blackly

silhouetted agaiast the golden disk, crouched
a raccoon, who sniffed the spring air and
scanned the moon-washed spaces. From the

marshy spots at the foot of the hiU, over to-

ward the fuU-fed softly rushing brook, came
the high piping, of the frogs, a voice of

poignant, indeterminate desh'e.

Having reconnoitered the night to her

satisfaction, the raccoon returned to a deep
hole in the sycamore, and hastily touched
with her pointed nose each in turn of her

five blind, furry little ones. Very little

they were, half cub, half kitten in appear-

ance, with their long noses, long tails, and
bear-like feet. They huddled luxuriously

together ia the warm, dry darkness of the

den, and gave little squeals iu response to

their mother's touch. In her absence they

had been voiceless, almost moveless, lest

voice or motion should betray them to an

enemy.

Having satisfied herself as to the comfort

of the furry children, the old raccoon nimbly

descended the tree, ran lightly down the

hill, and made for the nearest pool where

the frogs were piping. She was a sturdy

figure, yet lithe and gi'aceful, about the bulk

of the largest cat, and with a tail almost the

length of her body. Her legs, however,

were much shorter and more powerful than

those of a cat ; and when, for a moment of

wary observation, she stood still, her feet

came down flatly, like those of a bear,

though in running she went on her toes,

light as the seed of the milk-weed. Her
head was much like a bear's in shape, with

the nose very long and pointed ; and a bar

of black across the middle of her face gave

a startling intensity to her dark, keen, half-

malicious eyes. Her fur, very long and
thick, was of a cloudy brown; and the

black rings on her grey tail stood out
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sharply in the moonhght. Both in expres-

sion and in movement, she showed that

strange mixtui-e of gaiety, ferocity, mis-

chievousness, and confident sagacity which

make the raccoon unUke in character to all

the other wild kindreds.

Though she was on important affairs

intent, and carrymg the cares of the family,

she was not too absorbed to feel the glad

impulse of the spring ; and for sheer exu-

berance of life she would go bounding over

a stick or a stone as if it were a tree or a

boulder. Though life was a serious matter,

she was prepared to get out of it all the fun.

there was to be had.

But when she neared the noisy pools she

went stealthily enough. Nevertheless, for

all her caution, the pipings ceased in that

section of the pool when she was within

two or three feet of the water-side ; and in

the little space of sudden silence she knew
that every small piper was staring at her

with fixed, protruding eyes. But she went

on, straight out to the end of a half-sub-

merged log, and there crouched flat, move-

less as the log itself. She knew that if she

only kept still long enough she would come
to be 'regarded by the pool-dwellers as

nothing more than a portion of the log.

Meanwhile the high chorus from the adjoin-

ing pools swelled ever louder and shriller,

as the small musicians voiced the joy of

spring.

For perhaps ten minutes the space about

the waiting raccoon on the log appeared

Hfeless. Then one little black spot, that

had seemed like a lump of mud against a
dead grass-stalk, moved ; then another, and
another, and another—all over the pool.

Pale throats began to throb rhythmically

;

and the pipings once more pulsed forth,

buoyant and strong. The frogs had utterly

forgotten the intruder,

bulging eyes were no
fixed on the log.

less, as it chanced,

there was not

a single
piper within

reach of the

watcher's paw.
The rac-

coon's eyes

gleamed with
intenser fire,

but she never

stirred. She

knew that the price of a meal, to most of the

wood-folk, was patience as untiring as a

stone. Only her full, dark eyes, set in their

bar of black, moved watchfully, searching the

pallid spaces all about the log.

A moment more and her patience was re-

warded. A big frog from the neighbor pool,

unaware that there had been any intrusion

here, came swimming up on some errand of

private urgency and made directly for the

log. The next instant, before he had any
inkling of the imminence of doom, the

raccoon's fore-paw shot out like a flash. It

was a wide-spread, flexible paw, like a little,

black, lean hand, strong and delicate, the

fingers tipped with formidable claws. It

caught the swimming frog under the belly,

swept him from the water, and threw him
far up onto the shore. With a pounce, the

raccoon was upon him ; and a snap of her

strong teeth ended his struggles.

The raccoon was very hungiy, but, unlike

others of the hunting tribes, she did not fall

instantly to her meal. The mauled victim

was covered with bits of dried stubble and
leaf and earth, which clung to its sticky

skin, and were most distasteful to her fas-

tidious appetite. Picking it up in her jaws,

she carried it back to the pool. There,

holding it in her claws, she proceeded to

wash- it thoroughly, sousing it up and down
till there was not a vestige of soilure to be
found upon it. When quite satisfied that

no washing could make it cleaner, she fell

to and made her meal with relish.

But what was one frog to a raccoon with

a family, a mother whose breasts must
supply five hungry little mouths ? She ran

over to the brook, and followed down its

bank to a spot where it widened out and a

strong eddy made up against the hither

slope of gravel,

lows, she heard

and she knew

shore, washing a
Here, in the shal

a feeble flopping,

He backed away precipitately along the branch.

abled fish was
making its last

fight with fate.

It was a large

chub which had
evidently been
hookedby some
heedless trout-

fisher further

up stream, torn

from the hook
in anger be-

cause it was not
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a trout, and thrown back into the water to

survive or die, as the water-fates should

will. It turned on one side, revealing its

white belly and torn gills ; then, feeling it-

self washed ashore by the eddy, it gave one
more feeble flop in the effort to regain the

safe deeps. At this moment the raccoon,

pouncing with a light splash into the shal-

lows, seized it, and with a nip through the

backbone, ended its misery.

Having eaten the fish, and daintily cleaned

her fur, the raccoon ascended the bank, with

the purpose of returning to her lair in the

old sycamore. She stopped abruptly, how-
ever, as a new sound, very different from
that of the frog chorus, fell upon her heed-

ful ear. It was an excited, yelping whine

;

and presently she caught sight of a long-

legged, plumy-tailed dog, rushing wildly

hither and thither, nose to earth, quartering

the ground for fresh trails.

The raccoon knew the dog, from a dis-

tance, for the young, unbroken, brown Irish

setter which had lately come to the neighbor

farm. His qualities and capabilities, how-
ever, were as yet unknown to her. Though
she knew herself more than a match for the

average dog, and particularly for the small

black and white mongrel which, up to a

month ago, had been the only dog on the

farm, she did not know just how dangerous

the Irish setter might be. Therefore, though
the light of battle flamed into her eyes, she

considered her responsibilities, and looked

around for a tree.

There was no tree near, so she turned,

crouched close to the ground, and attempted

to steal off unperceived. But as she turned

the dog caught sight of her. At the same
instant he also caught her scent. It was a

new scent to him, a most interesting scent;

and he rushed upon her with streaming tail

and a peal of joyously savage yelpings. The
raccoon backed up against a gTanite rock

and stood at bay, her long white teeth bared,

her eyes fierce, fearless, and watchful.

The Irish setter was a wild, undisciplined

pup, hare-brained and headlong after the

manner of his breed. Of raccoons and their

capabilities he had had no experience. This

small, crouching animal under the rock in

the moonlight seemed to promise an easy

victory. He sprang upon her, open-mouthed,

and snapped confidently at her neck.

All his big jaws got were a few hairs;

for on the instant the raccoon had dodged.

Her keen claws raked the side of his face,

and her fine, punishing fangs tore a gash in

his neck, dangerously near his throat. With
a yelp of pain and terror, he tore himself

free of those deadly teeth and bounded out

of reach. And the raccoon, silently trium-

phant, backed up again into her posture of

defense against the rock.

But the Irish setter, in that haK-minute,

had learned a great deal about raccoons.

He now refused to come within four or five

feet of his smaU antagonist. He leaped up
and down, snapping and barking, but had
no more stomach for the actual encounter.

His noisy threatenings, however, which did

violence to the silvery magic of the night,

soon brought an answer; and the black-and-

white mongrel, barking in great excitement,

rushed up to take a hand in the affray.

At the sight of the quietly desperate rac-

coon he stopped short. But his hesitation

was from discretion, not from cowardice.

He knew that the raccoon could master him.

He took some sort of swift counsel, there-

fore, with the blustering setter; and then,

having apparently received assurance of sup-

port, sprang boldly on the enemy.

There was a sharp tussle, a confusion of

snapping, snarling, clawing, growlitig, and
squealing; while the Ii'ish setter, having re-

considered his promise to take a hand, con-

tented himself with barking brave encour-

agement from a safe distance. At last the

black-and-white mongrel, finding that he was
getting badly worsted and receiving no sup-

port, tried to draw away; and the raccoon,

fearing to be- dragged from her post of van-

tage against the rock, at once let him go.

Both combatants were breathless and bleed-

ing, and they eyed each other with the

watchfulness born of respect.

The little mongrel now seemed to hold a

second and more elaborate conference with

the Irish setter. Possibly he conveyed his

opinion of the latter's character, for the

proud-plumed tail drooped disconsolately,

and the loud-mouthed threatenings ceased.

Just what new courage the sagacious mongrel

might have succeeded in infusing into the

volatile heart of his ally, just what plan of

concerted action might have been evolved,

to the ruin of the heroic little fighter under

the rock, will never be known; for at this

moment a second and larger raccoon came
running swiftly and silently up the bank.

It was the mother 'coon's mate, who had
heard the noise of combat where he was
foraging by himself far down the brook. At
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sight of this most timely reinforcement, the

beleagured I'accoon made a sortie. Recog-

nizing the weak point in the assailing forces,

she darted straight i;pon the hesitating set-

ter, and snapped at his leg.

This was quite too much for his jarred

nerves, and with a howl, as if he already

felt those white teeth crunching to the bone,

the setter turned and fled.

The black-and-white
mongrel, highly disgusted,

but realizing the hopeless-

ness of the siti;ation,

turned and fled after him
in silence. Then the tri-

umphant raccoons touched
noses in brief congratula-

tion, and preselitly moved
off to their hunting as if

nothing had happened.

The wild kindred, as a

rule, maintain a poise
which the most extrava-

gant adventures this side

of death cannot deeply

disturb.
II.

Up to this time, through

the hungry weeks of late

winter and the first thaws,

the raccoons in the old

sycamore had resisted the

temptation of the farmer's

hen-roosts. They knew
that the wilderness hunt-

ing, though the most diffi-

cult, was safe, while any
serious depredations at

the farm would be sure to

bring retaliation from that most crafty

and dangerous creature, man. Now,
however, after the fight with the dogs,

a mixture of audacity with the desire

for revenge got the better of them; and

that same night, very late, when the

moon was casting long, sharp shadows

from the veryrim of the horizon, they hurried

through the belt of forest which separated

their sycamore from the cleared fields, and
stole into the rear of the barnyard.

The farm was an outpost, so to speak, of

the settlements, on the debatable ground be-

tween the forces of the forest and the forces

of civilization, and therefore miich exposed
to attack. As the raccoons crept along behind
the woodshed, they smelt traces of a sickly-

pungent odor, and knew that other marauders

had been on the ground not very long before.

This made them bolder in their enterprise,

for they knew that such depredations as they

might commit would be laid to the account

of the skunks and therefore not likely draw

down vengeance upon the den in the syca-

more. They killed a setting hen upon her

nest, feasted luxuriously upon her eggs and

as much of herself as they could hold, and

went away highly elated. For three suc-

cessive nights they repeated their raid

upon the fowl-house, each night

smelling the pungent, chok-

ing scent more strongly,

but never catching a

glimpse of the rival ma-
rauder. But on the fourth

night, as they crossed

thehiUocky stump-lot

behind the barns, the

scent became overpower-

ing, and they found the

body of the skunk where
fate had overtaken him,

lying beside the path.

They stopped, considered,

and turned back to their

wildwood foraging; and
through all that spring

they went no more to the

farmyard, lest they should

call down a similar doom
upon themselves.

As spring ripened and
turned to summer over the

land, food grew abundant
in the neighborhood of

the sycamore, and there was
no temptation to trespass on

man's preserves. There were
grouse nests to rifle, there were

squhrels, hare, woodmice, chip-

munks to exercise all the craft and
skill of the raccoons. Also there

were the occasional unwary trout, chub,

or suckers to be scooped up upon the bor-

ders of the brook. And once, more in hate

than in hunger, the old mother raccoon had

the fierce joy of eradicating a nest of weasels

which she found in a pile of rocks. She had

a savage antipathy to the weasel tribe,

whose blood-lust menaces all the lesser wood-

folk whose teeth delight to kill after hunger

is sated, for the mere relish of a taste of

quivering brain or a spurt of warm blood.

The raccoon carried more scars from the vic-

tory over the weasels than she had to remind
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lier of the scuffle with the dogs. But she had
the nerve that takes punishment without

complaint, and the sears troubled her Uttle.

When the five young raccoons came down
from the sycamore and began to depend

upon their own foraging it soon became nec-

essary to extend the range as game grew
shyer and more scarce. Even chub and

suckers learn something in course of time;

and as for woodmice and chipmunks, under

such mcentive as an active family of rac-

coons can give them, they attain to a truly

heartless cunning in the art of making their

enemies go hungry. Hanging together with

an intense clannishness, the raccoon family

would make expeditions of such length as to

keep often for two or three days at a time

away from the home in the sycamore.

At last, one night in late summer, when
the stars seemed to hang low among the

warm and thick-leaved trees, and warm
scents steamed up wherever the dew was dis-

turbed by furry feet, the raccoons wandered
over to the edge of the cornfield. It chanced

that the corn was just plumping to tender

and juicy fullness. The old raccoons showed
the youngsters what richness of sweetness

lay hidden within the green wrappings of

the ears; and forthwith the whole clan fell

to feasting recklessly.

In regard to the ducks and chickens of

th6 farm, the raccoons were shrewd enough
to know that any extensive depredations

upon them would call down the swift ven-

geance of the farmer folk; but they could

not realize that they were in mischief when
they helped themselves to these juicy grow-

ing things. The corn, though manifestly in

some way involved with the works of man,
seemed nevertheless to them a portion of

nature's liberality. They ran riot, therefore,

through the tall, well-ordered ranks of green,

without malice or misgiving; and in their

gaiety they were extravagant. They would
snatch a mouthful out of one sweet ear, then

out of another, spoiling ten for one that they

consumed.

Night after night they came to the corn-

field, and waxed fat on their plunder, till at

last, when they had done the damage of a

herd of oxen, one silvery night they were
discovered. The young farmer, with his hired

boyand thehare-brained Ii'ish setter, chanced

to come by thi'ovigh the woods, and to no-

tice that the corn was moving, although there

was no wind. The raccoons were promptly

hunted out; and one of the young ones, be-

fore they could gain the shadowy refuge of

the trees, was killed with sticks,—the setter

contributing much noise, but keeping at a
very safe distance. When the affray was
over, and the young farmer, going through
the field, found out what damage had been
done, he was eloquent with picturesque back-
woods blasphemies, and vowed the extermi-'

nation of the whole 'coon clan. With the aid

of the setter, who now for the first time was
able to prove the worth of his breeding, he
tracked the escaping marauders through the

woods, and at last, after a long hunt, located

their lair in the old sycamore tree on the

hill. At this his wrath gave way to the

hunter's elation. His eyes sparkled.
" Tomorrow night," said he to the hired

boy, "we'll have a reg'lar old*fashioned 'coon

hunt!"

Then, whistling off the setter, who was
barking, jumping, and whining ecstatically at

the foot of the sycamore tree, he turned and
strode off through the moon-shadows of the

forest, with the dog and the hired boy at

his heels. The diminished raccoon family,

with beating hearts and trembling nerves,

snuggled down together into the depths of

the sycamore, and dreamed not of the doom
preparing for them.

III.

On the following night, soon after moon-
rise, they came. Stealthily, though there

was little need of stealth, they crept, Indian

file, around the branchy edges of the fields,

through the wet, sweet-smeUing thickets.

The hunter's fever was upon them, fierce

and furtive. They came to the cornfield

—

to find that the raccoons had paid their visit,

made their meal, and got away at the first

faint signal of the approach of danger.

With an outburst of excited yelpings the

dogs took up the hot trail, and the hunters

made straight through the woods for the

sycamore tree.

It was a party of five. With the young
farmer, the hired boy, the hare-brained Irish

setter, and the wise little black-and-white

mongrel, came also the yoimg schoolmaster

of the settlement, who boarded at the farm.

A year out of college, and more engrossed

in the study of the wild creatures than ever

he had been in his books, he had joined the

hunt less from sympathy than from curios-

ity. He had outgrown his boyhood's zeal

for killuig things, and he had a distinct par-

tiality for raccoons; but he had never taken
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part in a coon

hunt, and it was
his way to go thor-

oughly into what-

ever he undertook.

He carried a httle

.22 Winchester re-

peater which he

had brought with

him from college,

and had employed,
hitherto, on nothing
more sentient than empty bottles

or old tomato-cans.

Now it chanced that not all the raccoon

family had made their escape to the deep

hole in the sycamore tree. The old male, who
was rather solitary and moody in his habits

at this season, had followed the flight of the

clan for only a shoi-t distance ; and suddenly,

to their doubtful joy and complete surprise,

the two dogs, who were far ahead of the

hunters, overtook him. After a moment's

wise hesitation the black-and-white mongrel

joined battle, while the setter contributed

a great deal of noisy encouragement. By
the time the hiuiters came up the mon-
grel had drawn off, bleeding and badly

worsted ; and the angiy raccoon, backed

up against a tree, glared at the newcomers
with fierce eyes and wide-open mouth as if

minded to rush upon them.

The odds, however, were much too great

for even so dauntless a soul as his ; and
when the enemy were within some ten or

twelve paceshe turned with a shrill-squeal-

ing growl and ran up the tree. In the first

fork he crouched, almost hidden, and
peered down with one watchful eye.

The young farmer was armed with an
old muzzle-loading single-barreled duck-

gun. He raised it to his shoulder and
took aim at the one bright eye

gleaming from behind the

branch. Then he lowered it

and turned to his boarder
with a mixture of politeness

and rustic mockery.
"Your first shot!"

said he. I'll shoot

the critter
after you've

tried that

<e^i

p e a-
shooter on
him!"

" He's licked the dogs

in fair fight," said the
schoolmaster. "Let's let

him off !

"

The farmer swore in

unaffected amazement.
"Why that's the

that does more damage than

all the rest put together!"

he exclaimed. " You'll see me fix

him. But you take first shot. Mister Chase.

I want to see the pea-shooter work !

"

The young schoolmaster saw his pres-

tige threatened—and with no profit what-

ever to the doomed raccoon. Prestige is

nowhere held at higher premium than in

, the backwoods. It is the magic wand of

power. The young man fired, a quick

but careful shot ; and on the snappy, in-

significant report the raccoon fell dead

'from the tree.

" You kin shoot some !
" remarked the

farmer, picking up the victim and
noting
the bul-

let-hole in

^ its forehead.

And the hired

boy spread his
mouth in a huge,

broken -toothed
grin of admiration.

" They found the body of

the skunk."
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The old sycamore stood out lonely in the

flood of the moonlight. Not a raccoon was
in sight ; but the round, black doorway to

their den was visible against the gray bark,

beside the crotch of the one great limb. The
frantic yelpings of the dogs around the foot

of the tree were proof enough that the

family were at home. The hunters, after

the ancient custom of men that hunt 'coons,

had brought an axe with them ; but the hired

boy, who carried it, looked mth dismay at

the huge gii'th of the sycamore.

"Won't git that chopped down in a week!

"

said he, with pardonable deprecation of his

powers,

''Go fetch another axe!" commanded the

farmer, seating liimself on a stump and get-

ting out his pipe.

" It would be a pity to cut down that tree,

the biggest sycamore in the country, just to

get at a 'coon's nest! " said the young school-

master, willing to spare both the tree and
its inhabitants.

The farmer let his match go out while he

eyed the great trunk.

"Never mind the axe," said he, calling

back the hired boy. "Fetch me the new
bindin' rope out of the spare manger ; an' a

bunch of rags, an' some salmon twine. An'
stir yerself !

"

Reheved of his anxiety as to the chopping,

the boy sped willingly on his errand. And
the young schoolmaster realized, with a little

twinge of regret, that the raccoon family was
doomed.

When the boy came back the farmer took

the bunch of rags, smeared them liberally

with wet gunpowder, and tied them into a

loose, fluffy ball on the end of a length of

salmon twine. Then, having thrown the rope

over the limb of the sycamore, he held both

ends and sent the hired boy up into the tree,

where he sat astride, grionuig and expect-

ant, and peered into the weU-worn hole.

" Now," said the farmer, tossing the baU
of rags up to him. " hght this 'ere spittin'

devil, an' lower it into the hole, an' we'U see

what's what !

"

As he spoke, he turned, and gave the

schoolmaster a slow wink which quickened

the latter's expectations. The next moment
the boy had set a match to the rags, and

they were ablaze with wild sputterings and
jets of red flame. Eagerly but carefully he

lowered the fiery ball into the hole, paying

out the string till it was evident that the

tree was hoUow almost down to the butt.

Suddenly there was a wild commotion of

squeals, grunts, and scratchings in the depths
of the invaded hole. The sounds rose swiftly

up the inside of the trunk. Then there was
an eruption at the mouth of the hole. A con-

fusion of furry forms shot forth, with such
violence that the startled boy almost lost his

balance. As it was, he backed away precip-

itately along the branch, amid derisive en-

couragement from his friends below.

Having eluded, for the moment, the flaming

invader of their home, the raccoons paused
on the hmb to survey the situation.

" Fling 'em down to us !" jeered the farmer,

hugely amused at the boy's dismay.

The latter grinned nervously, and started

forward as if to obey. But at this moment
the raccoons made their decision. The dogs
and men below looked more formidable than

the hesitating boy astride of their branch.

In a resolute line, their fierce old mother
leading, they made for him.

The boy backed away with awkward alac-

rity, but still keeping his hold on the salmon
twine. Consequently by the time he had
nearly reached the end of the hmb, the stiU

sputtering fire-ball emerged from the hole in

the crotch. At the sound of it behind them,

the young raccoons turned in terror, and
straightway dropped from the tree ; but the

old mother, undaunted, darted savagely upon
her foe. The boy gave a cry of fear. The
next instant there was a spiteful crack from
the schoolmaster's little rifle. The old rac-

coon stopped, shrank, and rolled lifeless from
the limb.

Meanwhile, the youngsters were in a melee

with the two dogs. Though little more than

three-fourths grown, they had courage ; and
so brave a front did they oppose to their en-

emies that for a few moments the dogs were

cautious in attack. Then the black-and-white

mongrel sprang in ; and the big setter, real-

izing that these were no such antagonists as

their parents had been, followed, and was as-

tonished to learn that he could stand a bite

from those sharp teeth and resist the impulse

to howl and run away. In less time than it

takes to describe, one of the raccoons was

shaken to death in the setter's great jaws,

and then the other three scattered in flight.

One was overtaken in two seconds by the

black-and-white mongrel, and bitten thi-ough

the back. The second ran past the farmer,

and was killed by a quick blow with his

gun barrel. The third, full of courage and
resource, flew straight at the setter's throat.
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" There were grouse nests to rifle."

and so alarmed liim that he jumped away.

Then, seeing no tree within reach, and prob-

ably realizing that therewas no escape by any
ordinary course, he fled straight to the farmer.

The farmer, however, mistook this action

for the ferocity of despair. He struck out

with his gun barrel, missed his aim, swore

apprehensively, and caught the little animal

a kick which landed it within a CQuple of

yards of the spot where stood the young
schoolmaster watching the scene with min-

gled interest and pity. His sympathies now
went out warmly to this brave and sole sur-

vivor of the little people of the sycamore.

His quick intuitions had understood the ap-

peal which had been so cruelly repulsed.

For a second the young raccoon stood still

where he had fallen, and his keen, dark eyes

flashed a glance on each of his enemies in

turn. Both dogs were now rushing upon him.

The ever-imminent doom of the wild kin-

dred was about to lay hold of him. He half

turned, as if to die fighting; then changed
his mind, darted to the feet of the young
schoolmaster, ran up his trouser leg, and
confidently took refuge under his coat.

" Shake him off ! Shake him off ! A 'coon's

bite is pizen!" shouted the farmer in great

excitement.

"Not much!" said the young schoolmas-

ter with decision, gathering his coat snugly

around his panting guest. '' This 'coon hunt's

over. This little chap's coming home to live

with me !

"

The farmer stared, and then laughed good-

naturedly.

" Jest as you say," said he. " Recken ye've

'arned the right to have a say in the matter.

But ye'U find 'coons is mighty mischievous,

'round a house. Fetch the karkisses, Jake.

Reckon we've done pretty well for one

night's huntin', an' there ain't goin' to be

no more 'coons messin' in the corn this

summer!"
In a few minutes the procession was again

plodding, Indian file, through the still, dew-
fragrant, midnight woods. The little raccoon,

its heart now beating quietly, nestled in se-

cure contentment under the young school-

master's arm, untroubled even by the solemn

and deep-toned menace of a horned-owl's

cry from the spiky top of a dead hemlock
near at hand. From the lake behind the hill

came the long laughter of a loon, the wildest

and saddest of all the wilderness voices.

And a lonely silence settled down about the

old sycamore on the hill, solitary under the

white, high-sailing moon.



THE THEORY OF CEPHAS DOUGLASS

By J. O. WHITTEMORE

ClOULDN'T account for it nohow

—

not for some time—what made them
traout act so. I figgered it all out

myself, b'gosh ; 'twas feedin' 'em on ol' Jack-

anapes, the balkiest, ugliest, most treacher-

ous and all-round consarned horse that ever

threw gravel in Hancock caounty, yessir."

Cephas Douglass, laborer, attache of the

United States Fish Commission's station and

hatchery at Craige's Pond, Maine, was the

man who made the above remark, and it is

Cephas who has a remarkable theory of the

transmigration of souls, or at least traits, of

horses to fish.

The officials in charge of this station,

where thousands of trout and salmon are

bred and reared, are authorized to pm'chase

old horses, offered alive, at the uniform price

of one dollar a head. These are humanely

killed and the flesh used for fish food. It has

become quite the custom for the residents of

the vicinity to send to the station such beasts

as have outlived their usefulness, knowing
that they will be killed without torture, and

will not fall into hands where abuse would

follow. And sometimes beasts still in faii'ly

good condition have various defects which

render the paying price at the station a

fairly satisfactory equivalent.

It is the duty of the Mr. Douglass referred

to above to prepare the food for the fish and

attend to the feeding of the colonies in the

many small artificial ponds of the station.

And he allows modestly that he knows a large

proportion of what there is to be known in

this particular line.

" Naow them fish in Pond Seven were al-

ways as calm and quiet as could be until I

finished up feedin' 'em Deacon Brown's old

bay Stephen and commenced on Jackanapes.

Then they begun to cut up.

"That was easy enough. Most any one

else wouldn't have seen through the mystery,

but I did. I knew it was ol' Jackanapes as

got into 'em. They acted jest like that hoss

for aU the world, with their racin' an' cuttin'

up an' ugly capers. But I fixed 'em. I changed

their feed.

" 'Bout that time Ezry White sent us his

old grey mare. She was thirty- foui- years old,

an' got so she couldn't see nor eat nor do

nothin'. Ezra set an awful store by that ol'

mare and wanted her killed humanely. We
made her into fish meat and I fed her out to

them traout in Pond Seven. An' they calmed

down in two days—got so logy after a while

that I had to mix in a little of ol' Jacka-

napes with the ol' mare to brighten 'em up
a bit.

"But I s'pose one o' the greatest times

about these premises was the time we had
with those young square-tails in Pond Three.

You see Ponds Three, Four, and Five are right

in line, with only three or four feet between

'em in places. One day Bill Jordan, who
'tends them ponds, come to me and says:

' Bill,' says he, 'jest come over an' see what's

takin' place in my ponds.'

"An' I went overj an', sir, it was a sol-

emn sight. Every once in a while a traout

would dart the whole length of the first pond
and whoopter-larrup, he'd go on the clean

jump over into the next pond, an' across

that into Five, an' then he'd turn tail an' come
back ag'in. An' they kept it up, one after

another, like a passel of boys playin' leap-

frog. They flew over that three feet as easy

as could be.

" Says I, 'Bill,' says I, 'What are ye feedin'

them traout with ?

'

" 'Hoss meat,' says he.

'• 'What hoss. Bill?' says I.

" ' That broken-legged, flea-bitten gray we
killed t'other day,' says he.

'"That settles it,' says I. Why that flea-

bitten gray was an ol' steeple-chaser that

had run on the fair gi-ounds right in Noo
York. He broke his leg, an' they sent him
down into the country to see if he couldn't

be fixed up to be good for somethin' or other,

but it was no go. The ol' hoss was game,

though, an' had plenty of fire—an' that's

what the traout got. I told Bill to mix their

feed with the ol' hoss we got off a tin-peddler

and some of the ol' grey mare, an' that 'd

Alx 'em up all right."



THE VOYAGE OF THE AQUIDNECK AND
ITS VARIED ADVENTURES IN SOUTH

AMERICAN WATERS

By CAPTAIN JOSHUA SLOCUM
Author of "Sailing Alone Around the World"

DRAWINGS BY M. J. BURNS

II.

WE unmoored and dropped down the

river a few miles the first day ; with

this crew, the hardest set of men
that ever put foot on a ship of mine, and
with a swarthy Greek pilot that would be

taken for a pirate in any part of the world.

The second mate, who shipped also at Rosa-

rio, was not less ill-visaged, and had, in ad-

dition to his naturally ugly features, a deep

scar across his face, suggestive of a heavy

sabre stroke ; a mark which he had probably

merited. I could not make myself easy

upon the first acquaintance with my new and
decidedly ill-featured crew. So, early the

first evening, I brought the bark to anchor,

and made all snug before dark for prudent

reasons. Next morning the Greek, instead

of getting the bark underway, as I expected

him to do, demanded more pay for his ser-

vices, and thinking, may-be, that I could

not do without him, said that unless I chose

to pay his demand, which was considerably

in excess of his regular dues, I might put

him ashore. 1 took the fellow at his first

bounce, and landed him with little palaver.

It was said, so I learned after, that " Old
S " would drop into the wake of some
ship, and save his pilotage; in fact, they
didn't know what else he could do, as the

pilots were then all engaged for other

vessels.

The pilot money was taken care of all

right, and so was the AquiclnecJc! By day-
light of the following morning she was
underway and under full sail at the head of

a fleet of piloted vessels; being the swiftest

sailer, she easily kept the lead, and was one
of the vessels that did not ''rompe el banco,''''

as was predicted by all the pilots, while they

hunched their shoulders above their ears,

exclaiming, "No practico^ no possebla

!

" This

was my second trip down the Parana, and I

had been on other rivers as wonderful as

this one, and had, moreover, read Mark
Twain's "Life on the Mississippi," which
gives no end of information on river cur-

rents, wind-reefs, sand-reefs, alligator-water,

and all that is useful to know about rivers,

and so I was confident of my ability; all

that had been required was the stirring-up

I got from the impertinent pilot, or bucca-

neer, whichever he was— one thing certain,

he was no sailor!

A strong, fair wind, together with the cur-

rent, in our favor, carried us flying down the

channel, while we kept the lead with the

Stars and Stripes where the duffers could

see them, as they followed us instead of our

following them. We came, all clear, with

the good wishes of the officers and the

crews. But the pilots, drawing their shoul-

ders up, and repeating the refrain, 'No
praetico, no possebla

!

" cursed us bitterly.

They were in a vile mood, I was told, curs-

ing more than usual; and that is saying a

great deal. The average " Dago " pilot on

that river was the most foul-mouthed thing

afloat.

Down the river and past the lightship we
came once more ; this time no backing sails

to let a pilot off. From the lightship we
spread all sail to a favorable breeze, and

reached Ilha Grande eight days afterward,

beating the fleet two days. Our young
bos'n kept strict account of this. He was

on deck when we made the land; a dark

and foggy night it was, and nothing could

be seen but the dimmest outline of a head-

land through the haze. I thought I knew
the place, and the bos'n said he could smell

land, fog, or coal-tar. This was reassuring.

A school of merry porpoises that gamboled
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Tander the bows while we stood confi-

dently in for the land, diving and crossing

the bark's course in every direction, guarded
her from danger. I knew that so long as

deep-sea porpoises kept with us we had
nothing to fear of the ground. When the

look-out cried, ''Porpoises gone," we turned

the bark's head off shore, backed the main-

tops'l, and sent out the '"pigeon" (lead). A
few grains of sand and one soft white shell

were brought up out of fourteen fathoms of

water. We had but to heed these warnings

and guides, and our course was clear, dense

as the fog was.

From this point the lead was kept con-

stantly going as we sailed along in the

intense darkness, till the headland of our

port was visible through the haze of a

gray morning. What our boy Garfield had

smelled, I may mention, was coal-tar which

had been capsized on deck in the night.

By daylight in the morning, April 29th,

we found the inner entrance to Ilha Grande,

and sailed into the harbor for the second

time with this cargo of hay. It was still

foggy, and all day heavy gusts of wind

came down through the gulches in the

mountains, laden with fog and i-ain.

Two days later the weather cleared up,

and our friends began to come in. They
found us there, all right, anchored close

under the highest mountain.

Eight days of sullen gloom and rain at

this place; then with brimstone smoke and
fire turned on us, we were counted healthy

enough to be admitted to pratique in Rio,

where we arrived on May 11th, putting one

more day between ourselves and our

friendly competitors, who finally arrived all

safe except the British bark Dublin. She

was destroyed by fire between the two
ports. The crew was rescued by Captain

Lunt in the bark Botvditch, and brought safe

into Rio next day.

At the fort entrance to the harbor of Rio

we were again challenged and brought to,

all standing, on the bar; the tide, running

like a mill race at the time, brought the bark

aback on her cables with force, nearly cut-

ting her down.

The Aquidneck.^ it would seem, had out-

sailed the telegram which shovdd have
preceded her; it was, nevertheless, my im-

perative duty to obey the orders of the port

authorities which, however, should have

been tempered with reason. It was easy

for them in the fort to say, " Come to, or

we'll sink you," but we in the bark came
near being sunk by obeying the order.

Formerly, when a vessel was challenged

at this fort, one, two, or three shots, if nec-

essary to bring her to, were fired, at a cost

to the ship, if she were not American, of

fifteen shillings for the first shot, thirty for

the second, and sixty for the third ; but, for

American ships, the sixty-shilling shot was
fired first— Americans would always have
the best!

After all the difficulties were cleared

away, and the tardy telegram received, and
being again identified by the officers, we
weighed anchor for the last time on the

voyage, and went into our destined port,

the spacious and charming harbor of Rio.

The bark's cargo was at last delivered,

and no one made ill over it. A change of

rats was also made; at Rio those we
brought in went ashore, and others came
aboard from the Dom Pedro docks. Fleas

skipped about in the hay, as happy as larks,

and nearly as big; and all the other live

stock that we brought from Rosario—
goodness knows of what kind and kith

—

arrived well and sound from over the water,

notwithstanding the fumigations and fuss

made at quarantine.

Had cholei'a microbes been with us,

indeed, I can hardly think that the Brazil-

ians would have turned us away as they

did, from the doors of an hospital, for they

are neither a cruel nor a cowardly people.

After being so long in gloomy circum-

stances we were bound to make the most of

l>leasant Rio ! Therefore, on the first fine

day after being docked, we sailed out in

quest of city adventure, and brought up
first in Ouvidor— the Broadway of Rio,

where my wife bought a tall hat, which I

saw nights looming up like a dreadful stack

of hay, the innocent cause of much trouble,

and I declared, by all the great islands— in

my dreams— that go back with it I would
not, but would pitch it, first, into the sea.

1 got nervous on the question of quaran-

tines. I visited the famous Botanical Gar-

dens with my family, and I trembled with

fear lest we should be fximigated at some
station on the way. However, our time at

Rio was spent pleasantly enough, after all,

and on the first day of June we set sail

once more for Paranagua and Antonina, of

pleasant recollections; laden in part with a

cargo of fiour, kerosene, pitch, tar, rosin,

and wine; three pianos, I remember, and
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one steam engine and boiler, all as ballast;

"freight free," so the bills of lading read,

with a further clause, however, that the

ship should " not be responsible for leakage,

breakage or rust." This clause was well

for the ship, as another one of those wild

pampeiros overtook her on this voyage,

throwing her violently on her beam-ends,

and shaking the motley cargo into a con-

fused and mixed-up mess. It was a part of

the AquidnecFs luck to have it so. The
bark remaining tight, however, no very

serious damage was done, and she righted

regretted that his goods were not insnred.

But when they were landed, not much the

worse for their tossing about, old Strichine,

the owner (Strychnine, the boys called him,

because his singing was worse than "rough
on rats"), declared that the ship was a

good one, and that the captain was a good
pilot; and, as neither freight nor insurance

had been paid, he and his wife would feast

us all on music.

The pianos, as I had fully expected, were
out of tune— suffering, I should say, from
sea-sickness! So much so that I shall

The Aquidneck Under Full Sail.

herself after a while, but without her lofty

topgallant-masts, which went with a crash

at the first blast of the tempest. Another
stroke of the clipper's luck!

This incident made a profound impression

on our bos'n. He happened to be on deck
when the masts carried away, but managed
to scamper off without getting hurt. When-
ever a vessel hove in sight after that, having
a broken spar or a torn sail, it was "a pam-
peiroed ship."

The storm, though short, was excessively

severe, and swept over Paranagua and
Antonina with unusual violence. The owner
of the pianos, I was told, prayed for us, and

always believe this opportunity was seized

upon by the artist to avenge the damage to

his instruments, which, indeed, I could not

avert, in the storm that we passed through.

The good Strichine and his charming wife

pretended astonishment at the number of

opera airs I could name. And they tried

to persuade me to sing II Trovatore^ but

concluding that damage enough had already

been done, I refrained, that is, I refracted

my song.

Antonina will remember a tragedy that

occurred in her port one night in 1887

(July 23d, to be exact), and I shall not foi^get

it soon. I have already hinted at the char-
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acter of the Aquidneck''s crew. She had

shipped a cut-throat stranger foremast

hand at Rio in place of the second mate

with the sabre cut, who was arrested at

llha Grande and put on board of the Bra-

zilian warship Aqiiidahan for some villainous

act. The stranger had scars all over his

head. He installed himself at once as ship's

bully. "I'm no soft horn," said he to me
one morning about the third day out; and

he boasted that he had licked both the first

and second mate of the last ship, and had

smashed the captain's face. Our acquaint-

ance began on a different footing.

The bark was anchored alone in the

harbor of Antonina, hidden from the town
in the darkness of a night that might well

have covered the blackest of tragedies.

Four of the hands in our pirate crew

thought the opportunity had come to cap-

ture the Adquidneck., and this, in their own
cowardly manner, they undertook to do, led

by the scoundrelly bully who had made
unusual efforts to create a row when I came
on board early in the evening. However, as

he had evidently been drinking, I passed it

off as best I could for the natm-al conse-

quence of rum, and ordered him forward.

Instead of doing as he was bid, when I

turned to hand my wife to the cabin he
followed me threateningly to the break of

the poop. What struck me most, at the

time, was the conduct of his chum, who was
sober, but in an unusually gleeful mood. It

was knock-off time when I came along to

where he was seizing off the topgallant

backstay, the last of the work of refitting

the late pampeiro damage; and the mate
being elsewhere engaged, I gave the usual

order to quit work. "Knock off," I said to

the man, "and put away yom* tools. The
bark's rigging looks well," I added, " and if

to-morrow tm-ns [out fine, all will be fin-

ished." Whereupon the fellow laughed
impertinently in my face, repeating my
words, "All will be finished," under his

breath, adding, " and before to-morrow !"

This was the first insult offered by the

"bloodthirsty Tommy," who had committed
murder only a short time before; but I had
been watched by the fellow, with a cat-like

eye at every turn.

The full significance of his words came
to me only next morning, when I saw
him lying on the deck with a murderous
knife in his hand ! I was not particularly

expecting a cowardly, night attack; never-

theless I kept my gun loaded. I went to

sleep this night as usual, forgetting the

unpleasant episode as soon as my head
touched the pillow; but my wife, with finer

instincts, kept awake. It was well for us

all that she did so. Near midnight she

quietly awakened me. " We must get up
and look out for ourselves!" she said.

"Something is going wrong on deck; the

boat tackle has been let go with a great

deal of noise; and— oh! don't go that way
on deck, for I heard some one on the cabin

steps, and heard whispering in the forward
entry."

" You must have been dreaming," I said.

" No, indeed !
" said she ; " I have not

been asleep ; don't go on deck by the for-

ward companionway ; they are waiting

there ; I am sure, for I heard the creaking

of the loose step in the entry."

If my wife has not been dreaming,

thought I, there can be no doubt of a plot.

Nothing justifies a visit on the poop

deck after working hours, except a call to

relieve sickness, or for some other emer-
gency, and then secrecy or stealth is non-
permissible.

It may be here explained to persons not
familiar with ships that the sailors' quar-

ters are in the forward part of the ship,

where the sailors are supposed to be found
after working hours, in port, never coming
abaft the mainmast ; hence the term " before

the mast."

My first impulse was to step on deck in

my usual way, but the earnest entreaties of

my wife awoke me to a danger to be inves-

tigated with caution. Arming myself, there-

fore, with a stout repeating carbine, with
eight ball cartridges in the magazine, I

stepped on deck abaft instead of forward,
where evidently I had been expected. I

stood rubbing my eyes for a moment to

accustom them to the intense darkness,

when a coarse voice roared down the for-

ward companion-way

:

" Why don't ye come on deck like a man,
and order yer men forid ? "

Then I knew 1 had to face a mutiny.
" Go forward there !

" I ordered.
" Yer there, are ye ?" said the spokesman,

as with an oath he bounded toward me,
cursing as he came.

Again I ordered him forward, saying, " I

am armed, and if you come this way I will

shoot !
" But I forbore to do so instantly,

thinking to club him to the deck instead,
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for my carbine was a heavy one. I dealt

him a blow as he came near, sufficient, 1

thought, to fell an ox; but it had, appa-

rently, no effect. Instantly he was inside my
guard, and, grasping me by the throat, he

tried to force me over the taffrail, and
cried, exultingly, as he felt me give way
under his bi'iite strength, " Now, you damn
fool, shoot !

" at the same time drawing his

knife to strike.

I could not speak, nor even breathe

;

but my carbine spoke for me, and the

ruffian fell with the knife in his hand which
had been raised against me ! Resolution

there, on the deck, was ended his misad-
venture ! Like the other, he fell with a

deadly knife in his hand. I was now all

right. The dread of cold steel had left me
when I freed myself from the first would-be
assassin, and I only wondered how many
more would try to take my life. But recol-

lecting there were only two mutineers left,

and that I had still six shots in the maga-
zine and one already in the chamber, I stood

ready, with the hammer raised and my finger

on the trigger, confident that I would not

be put down.
The moment of expectant waiting was an

'The rest of the crew came on like hungry wolves at the smell of blood."

had proved more than a match for brute

force, for 1 knew that not only my own life

but also the lives of others depended on me
at this moment. Nothing daunted, the rest

of the crew came on, like hungry wolves

at the smell of blood. Again I cried, " Go
forward !

" But thinking, may be, that my
rifle was a single shooter, or that I could

not load it quickly, the order was disre-

garded.
" What if I don't go forward ? " threat-

ened "Bloody Tommy," adding, as he

sprang toward me, " I've got this for you !
"

But he fell as he raised his hand. And

age to me, and the stillness that followed the

tragedy was as the stillness of the sepulchre

itself.

In the weird darkness, with visions only

of knives, I stepped to the companionway to

reassure my wife. As I opened the cabin

door, a sabre flashed before me, and I found

myself staring at the point of it. As I spoke

the sabre fell, and down by it, on her knees,

thankful to heaven, fell my wife, who had

stood ready to kill the first pirate that should

enter the cabin.

Returning to the deck I found the ruffian

leader of the attack recovered sufficiently to
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speak. A volley of oaths followed. He called

me all the fools he could think of, and finally

swore that I was so much of a damn fool I

couldn't shoot straight.

At the hospital a day or so later he refused

to pay a small tradesman for a pair of new
drawers he wore that night. " I'll not pay

for them ! " he shouted, holding the drawers

up to show where the bullet passing through

his body had made the exit, " I'll not pay for

'em. Let the old man pay; he spoiled 'em,

damn him ! He shot a hole in 'em."

As he la,y on the deck he cm'sed his luck

again and again tliat "he was unable to get on

his feet and do me up.

I had my carbine still in hand.

There was no further need of extreme

measures, however, for order was already

restored, two of the assailants having

skulked away in the dark.

How it was that I regained my anvantage,

after once losing it, I hardly know ; desper-

ation had taken the place of fear, and I had

felt more than a match for all that could

come against me. I had no other than

serene feelings, however, and had no wish

to pursue the two pirates that fled.

Immediately after the second shot, when
I found myself master of the situation, the

remaining two came aft, at my bidding,

this time, and in an orderly manner.

It is idle to say what I would or would
not have given to have had the calamity

averted— to have had a crew of sailors,

instead of a gang of cut-throats.

The other two of my foremast hands—
one a very respectable Hollander, the other

a little Japanese sailor, a bright young
chap— had been robbed and beaten by the

four ruffians, and then threatened so that

they deserted to the forest instead of

bringing a complaint of the matter to me,

for fear, as the Jap expressed it afterwards,

when there was no longer any danger

—

for fear the "la-la-long mans (thieves)

would makee killo mi !
"

It was significant, the court thought, that

while my son had not had time to dress,

the mutineers all had on their boots except

the one who fell last, and he was in his

socks. It was he who had waited for me
on the cabin steps. Circumstantial evidence

came up in abundance to make the case

perfectly clear to the authorities.

There are few who will care to hear more
about a subject so abhorrent, and I care less

to write about it. I wovild not have said

this much. I would have stowed these

experiences away in the locker deep under
the story of many storms at sea not so hard
to tell, but for the enterprise of a rising

department clerk, who, seeing some small

emolument in a newspaper article, was, I

believe, prompted to augment the consular

dispatches, thus obliging me to fight the

battle over. However, no indignities were
offered me by the authorities through the

strict investigation that followed the tragedy.

The trial being for justice and not for my
money, the case was soon finished and with-

out any anxiety to any friends.

I can only hope that I may never again

encounter a crew of jailbii'ds.

The work of loading the bark was finished

soon after the calamity, and a Spanish sail-

ing-master was engaged to take her to Mon-
tevideo ; my son Victor going as flag captain.

I piloted the Aquidneck out of the harbor,

and left her clear of the buoy, looking as

neat and trim as sailor could wish. All the

damage done by the late pampeiro had
been repaired, new topgallant masts fitted,

and all made ataunto. I saw my handsome
bark well clear of the dangers of the harbor

limits, then in sorrow I left her and pad-

dled back to the town, for I was on parole

to appear, as I have said, for trial! That
was the word— let it stand

!

C To he continued. )



JACK MASON, OF PENJEMOY, AND OTHER
OLD-TIME SPORTSMEN

By ALEXANDER HUNTER

I

"Oh, honey ! dese times is not like

dem times."

N MY boy-

hood, and
it seems

now to date
back from the

flood, I resided

on a big plan-

tation on the

Potomac River.

Ah ! that was
the time for a

sportsman t o

live, especially

if he happened
to be a boy in

his teens, a n
only son, a n
heir to the

broad acres and more darkeys than he could

count. What man amongst us, no matter if

fortune has smiled upon him, and peace and
plenty spread their pinions over his house-

hold, does not look back regretfully on the

days of his boyhood and recall lovingly the

old mill, his cedar fishing pole, and above all

the first gun he learned to shoot. As Uncle
Ned used to remark :

" Oh, honey ! Dese
times is not like dem times." What a glori-

ous life the Virginians on the Potomac led

!

Every planter had his pack of fox hounds,

and stretched out on the porch in summer
or dozing before the fire in the sitting-room

were, as a matter of course, one or two
setters or pointers ? There were no kennels
for these aristocratic dogs in those days

;

where the master went they followed as

faithful as shadows, like the gentlemanly
dogs they are.

My ! but the Potomac (the River of Swans
in the Indian vernacular) swarmed with
wild fowl in those days ! There was only one
steamer, the Oceola^ from Washington to Nor-
folk, that vexed the broad channel. From
November until April the river was filled

with such vast numbers of waterfowl as to

our modern eyes would seem incredible.

Many a time at breakfast the windows would
shake and rattle from the concussion of

countless thousands of wild fowl flying to

the feeding grounds, while the flapping of a

million wings sounded like rolling thunder.

Off at the distance they looked like huge
black clouds. There were no masked gun-

ners, pothunters, or game hogs on the

Potomac. Washington and Baltimore were
small places; New York and Philadelphia

had an ample supply at their own doors,

and there were but few small farmers then

on the river. As a rule great estates bordered

the noble Potomac and the planters used the

wild fowl as they did their domestic ones,

and killed enough to eat and no more. Any
gentleman who would have deliberately sat

down all day and shot hundreds of ducks

for the sake of killing, would have been os-

tracized. There was simply no need of

going into the butcher business ; the negroes

never cared for the game ; they preferred an
old hare to a canvasback, a 'possum to a

Canada goose, and a catfish to a diamond-
back terrapin.

Every morning during the season Uncle

Wash, the butler and general utility man,
would come sidling up to my mother:
" How many ducks does yo' want for dinner

to-day. Miss Mary "?

"

"Well, Washington, there's the Masons
coming to dine, and I rather expect Mr.

Fauntleroy. I think you had better get a

dozen."
" All right, mum, I'se gwine to git 'em

right away." And the old fellow backed

out, casting a longing look at the decanter

on the sideboard, and went down after the

ducks, and this is the way he managed. In

the ante-bellum days no slave was allowed to

own a firearm, nor did I ever know them to

covet the possession of a weapon, as they

caught all the game they wanted with snares

and deadfalls, not counting 'coon dog and
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axe. But old Uncle Wash, who was a play-

mate of my grandfather, and had tyrannized

over my father and uncles in the old days,

did just what he pleased on that plantation

;

he would take orders from the head of the

house, and transmit them, and that was all.

Not a hand's lick of work had he done for

the past ten years. Well, Uncle Wash would

take my father's "Joe Manton" from the

rack, carefully load it, and, calling his son,

young Washington, who was our carriage

driver, they woiild go to the beach about

six hundred yards distant; the shoals of

ducks woiild paddle out into deep water as

the two men approached, one behind the

other. Reaching a big tree close to the

shore, yomig Wash would lie close while the -

older man would retrace his steps toward

the house, and the flock seeing, as they

thought, that the coast was clear, would
swim to the beach, and then the gunner
woiild let drive and generally be sure of a

half dozen. If he failed to get the right

number he put out in a skiff, and in a few
minutes he killed up to the notch with one

or two over for good measure.

The tameness of these water fowl that

had never been disturbed in the night time,

and rarely shot at in the day, was "remark-

able. I have lain on the shore on a sunny
winter day, motionless and stirless, for half

an hour at a time, just to see the huge ricks

of water fowl attracted by cui'iosity, swim
to within ten feet of me. My only weapon
at that time was a bow and arrow, and I

sometimes shot one through the head, and
was as proud of my feat as William Tell

when he plugged Gessler through the corslet,

or Friar Tuck when he sent a clothyard

shaft throiigh the armor of the Templar.

Come to think of it, there was one mar-
ket gunner on the Potomac; his name was
Jerry—known as "Ole Man Jerry," who
had a darkey to help him navigate a small

sloop, which one memorable winter was
anchored at the mouth of a little creek on
our shore. I soon became arcades ambo
with the old fellow by getting Sandy, our

gardener, to let him have a couple of cab-

bages every day, and many hoiu's I spent in

the little cubby-hole called a cabin, listen-

ing to the old fellow's stories. He said he
never shot any ducks but the canvas back,

and got twenty-five cents a pair if he hap-

pened to strike the market right. He said •

he only made enough to tide him over win-

ter; that carrying fish in spring, and lum-

ber in the summer, to Baltimore, was how
he made his money.

His father, he remarked, owned the sloop

before him, which I could well believe, as
it was calked, pitched, and patched, until

it seemed as if only half of the original

boat remained.

Jerry had an heirloom that he was very
proud of; it ,was a veritable bell-mouth
blunderbuss that belonged to his father,

and was the first one I ever saw. The barrel

was aboxit three feet long and seemed to be
made of brass. The stock was very large

and cumbersome, thickly inlaid with
mother of pearl, but the bore was the thing,

being fully two and a half inches in diam-
eter. Of course it had a flintlock. I

asked Jerry what was the load. He said

there was no fixed charge, one handful of

powder to two of shot.

Then I wanted to know why he didn't

use it on the ducks. He said it kicked too

hard, but that his father had made the

greatest shot on record.

I asked him to tell me about it and he lit

his pipe, leaned back in his chair, and this

is the tale he told

:

" My old dad came from Holland when
he was a boy, and when he was getting

along in years he saved enough to buy this

here slooj), and did the fruit, fowl, and fish

business.

" Now it happened that he anchored his

boat at Occequan Bay, Near Aquia Creek,

in Virginia, intending to get a cai-go of

country truck to carry to Baltimore, and
he was in a hurry to be up and away before

Christmas, which was about two weeks off.

The winter don't usually set in until after

New Year, but the bay froze, and my dad
found his craft hard and fast, and there

she stuck, the ice getting thicker and
thicker, and in a few days all of his meat
gave out. Now there was an old maid
named Miss Grubb, that lived a mile or so

back from the shore, and she made a busi-

ness of raising fowls. I .have heard my
old man say she was tall and thin, with a

hook nose, and the keenest hand for a bar-

gain he ever struck in his born days.

"He went to her to buy some chickens,

and she, knowing he was frozen fast, and

couldn't get away, just raised the price

nearly double, which made my dad so pow-

erful mad that he swore that he would

starve first. But the next day he was too

hungry to be particular, seeing as he hadn't
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eaten anything but corn pone, so he goes

back and buys a dozen chickens, and as

he sees the great rick of fowls in the barn-

yard, he said he would like to shoot in

them, and Miss Grubb, after considering

a minute, says: 'Cap'n, you can shoot one

shot in them fowls and have all you can

kill for one dollar.'

" ' ril do it,' said my dad, handing out

the dollar.

"Then Miss Grubb said: ' It ain't a bar-

gain unless I

load your gun.'

"My dad he

studied over it,

and then he
said: 'All right,

take the money,

and ril go and
get my gun.'

"
' Now you

jest mind, I've

got to load it,'

said the old
maid, and my
dad he j ti s

t

nodded and
went back to

his sloop, dove

down in this

here cabin, and
takes down this

same old blun-

derbuss. He
put in a thun-

dering big load,

sawed four
fingers off the

small e n d o f

the ramrod,
picked the flint,

primed c ar e-

fuUy, and call-

ing his nigger

Jim, they
walked across the ice to Miss Grubb's, who
was waiting for' them. She led the way
to the fowl yard, which was some three

or four acres, enclosed with a high picket

fence. My dad asked her for a dozen ears

of corn, and, starting from the woodside,

he dropped a thick trail of shelled corn,

for over a hundred yards. He then

handed the old maid his weapon, and she

certainly understood what she was about,

for the first thing she did was to drop the

ramrod down the barrel to see if it was

loaded. As the end of tlio ranu'od was
even with the nnizzle, she concluded it was
not. She next filled her thimVjle with pow-
der and dropped it in the barrel, and fol-

lowed it by two thimblefuls of shot, and
when my dad told her there was not enough
powder to send the shot out of the gun, she

said he ought to have thought of that before.

A contract was a contract. She was to load

the gun and he was to have all he killed.

" There was a big chopping block in the

woodpile that
had a deep gash

in its centre,

and dad fitted

his gun com-
fortable like in

the hollow, and,

laying fla t

down on his

stomach, told
the old maid he

was ready.

" She goes to

the gate and
swings it wide

open and out

came the fowls

by hundreds
and hundreds,

and when they

struck the
grain they just

piled over each

other. Dad says

he gave one

look around
before hepuUed
the trigger, and
there was Miss

Grubb stand-
ing by, with her

horn spectacles

shoved up on
her forehead

and smiling a kind of superior-like smile, as if

he was taking a heap of trouble for nothing.

Jim, the nigger, had got behind the tree and

stuck his fingers in his ears, for he knew
what was coming. Dad says he was almost

ready to give the thing up, for he was as

mad as a hornet when he loaded the gun,

and didn't know what it would do ; but he

grit his teeth, sighted down the long lane

of feathers, and pulled loose. Old Jim told

me that the noise sounded like a cannon

that had gone off, and that the echoes came

" He thought the blunderbuss had

busted and blown his head off."
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rolling back from the other side of Occe-

quan Bay, and that there was so much smoke
he couldn't see at first; and then my dad

rose up and looked around, and dad said

that he thought the blunderbuss had busted,

and blown his head off, and he was sort of

dazed at first; then he felt his shoulder

and head and found the gun had kicked

tremendous."
" And Miss Grubb, what about her ? " I

asked.

"My old dad says she stood there with

both of her arms raised, hollering and cry-

ing, ' I'm ruined, I'm ruined,' and that nig-

ger Jim, he was a hollering too, but cutting

the double shutfie and singing out, 'Oh,

Miss Grubb, we's gwine to have all we
km.'

"

" But how many did you kill V I anx-

iously inquired.

" Well, the old man was a mighty truth-

ful man, a mighty esact man; he never

would lie except under great provocation,

and he said he killed four geese, three tur-

keys, seven ducks, one peafowl, nine chick-

ens, thirteen guinea hens, and Miss Grubb's

tame pig that came running up at the

last minute to get his share of the corn."

Our house was a very popular one with

young and old. and seemed always crowded.

I don't remember ever eating a meal when
only the inmates of the family were present,

but it was during the Annual Meet that the

mansion was crammed from cellar to

garret; all the sportsmen for miles around
would bring their packs of dogs, and they

were superb hounds, the pick of over a

hundred years of careful crossing, breed-

ing, and selection. The pedigree of each
dog was as carefully collected and filed

as if they were race horses. The kennels

were equal to the stables in those days,

and the generous rivalry between the

owners of the various packs served to make
the subject all important and a never-

ending theme of discussion.

The greatest joy of my life was to sit

unnoticed in my chair after supper and
listen to the veteran sportsmen narrate the

traditions and stories of field and stream.

They all agreed that the finest sportsman
that the lowlands of Virginia ever pro-

duced was Jack Mason, of Penjemoy. He
had fired his last shot many years before,

and a handsome monument commemorated
his goodness, but was silent on his sporting

virtues. The Greeks did things differently.

At Penjemoy, under a marble shaft, sleeps

the surest shot, the boldest rider, the finest

after-dinner speaker, the boldest sports-

man that the Old Dominion ever produced,

and above his clay, cut in imperishable

granite, was the cold-blooded announcement
that he was an estimable citizen, and had
hopes of rising again

!

I have heard the white-haired octogena-

rians who knew Mason in his later age

speak of him as the beau ideal of a gentle-

man sportsman, even in his seventieth

year. He always entertained like a prince.

His estate of Penjemoy comprised some
thousand acres, and, like the "fine ould

Irish gentleman," he spent every cent he

made in keeping open house.

It was Jack Mason who killed fifty-four

quail in fifty shots, two of them being

doubles. It was Jack Mason who won the

silver pitcher at Richmond in the toughest

steeplechase of the century, though at the

beginning his horse fell and broke three of

his ribs. It was Jack Mason who carried

off the plate at Ashland against all the

cracks of the Old Dominion; and it was
Jack Mason who had never failed to be first

at the finish in every fox chase he ever

attended. His mastery of the shotgun was
phenomenal and, it is said, he was as cer-

tain of killing a canvasback careening on
the pinions of a storm, going like a flash of

lightning, a hundred miles an hour, as an
ordinary shot would be of hitting a sta-

tionary duck in a mill pond. The highest

compliment any sportsman could receive

was to say he was almost as good a shot as

Jack Mason.

From all accounts Jack Mason in his

youth was the wildest rattling young blade

in the country; one of his sporting esca-

pades is a household tradition down in Old
Quantico to this day.

There was a large plantation in the sec-

tion, owned and worked by a Scotchman,

an elderly man who employed no overseer,

but filled the place himself. He was the

typical, stern, bigoted Scotch Covenanter,

as drawn by the immortal pen of the Wizard
of the North. He was a fanatic in all

things and was utterly out of place among
the pleasure-loving Virginia gentry. It

was the irrepressible antipathy of the

Cavalier and Puritan—the rising of the

bristles of the boar at the approach of the

stag hounds. He herded by himself and
they left him severely alone. The canny
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The Harmless-Looking Bali-Room Sportsman Proves a Surprise.

Scot was himself no sportsman, nor would
he allow any of the neighbors to fire a

gun on his place, and, in consequence, his

plantation became a reservoir for game,

and the fields fairly swarmed with quaU.

Now it happened there was a large ball

near by, with Jack Mason in attendance, of

course, and during the night the young
planters discussed the chances of autumn
shooting, and deplored the failure of all

their efforts to be allowed to hunt on the

Scotchman's preserves. Jack Mason offered

to bet his favorite horse against any of

equal value that he would shoot over that

preserve on the morrow, and with the full

and free consent of the owner. He was
asked if he knew him personally, or had
unknown means of winning his favor.

He answered in the negative, and added
he had never even met the Scot in his life.

The wager was closed there and then.

The next morning, as the old Covenanter

was walking up and down the porch enjoy-

ing his after-breakfast pipe, a strange appa-
rition advanced up the gravel walk and
took off his three-cornered hat and made
him a sweeping bow. The Scot winked his

eyes and looked again. He saw a slender,

effeminate-looking fellow, some twenty-five

years of age, who seemed literally to have
stepped from the ballroom. His ruffled

shirt front was adorned with a diamond,

mother of pearl buttons gleamed on his sky-

blue coat, and his satin small clothes glis-

tened in the sunshine; a pair of silk stock-

ings were gartered by a love-knot bow of

blue ribbon, and his dancing pumps were
decorated by a jeweled buckle. He carried

a gun in one hand, and two pointer dogs
trooped at his heels.

" Well, what do you want I " asked the

planter.

In a mincing voice the intruder asked
his gracious permission to shoot a few
birds, saying he had been dancing all night

at Warwick Hall and needed a little morning
exercise.

The Scot gazed at him with the same
feeling, perhaps, that his stalwart moun-
tain-bred ancestor had at the perfumed
dainty fops of Charles the Second's court.

He was about to utter a curt and positive

refusal, when his grim Scotch humor got

the better of him. He came near hilari-

ous laughter as he saw that delicately-

clothed creature standing so clean, jaunty

and nice, and then pictured him returning

from the hunt, his costly attire in rags, his

tender limbs scratched, his morning glory

all gone. So he smiled in his beard and
asked him if he intended to hunt just as he

was dressed. He was answered in the

affirmative. So he gave his assent that

his unknown guest for that one day might
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shoot all he pleased, and then he

started off for the low grounds

to attend to the corn shucking.

A short time after his negro

manager came running up to

him and said

:

" Tore God ! marster, there

won't be a bird left on dis here

place. De man's a debbil, and

the dogs is the debbil, and the

gun is a debbil."

Dropping his work, the owner

hurried to the scene, and he

opened his eyes very wide in-

deed at what he saw. In the

front of the house was a stubble

field of several hundred acres

that had been harvested in wheat the same

year. It was as level as a table, and an ideal

feeding place for the quail. For many years

they had whistled, mated, and fed around

the place all undisturbed until they became
almost as tame as barnyard fowls. The
owner saw the dogs stand motionless, saw
the dandy sportsman pick his way gently

where they were, saw a few birds rise, and
two puffs of smoke followed by a nearly

simultaneous report. Two birds dropped,

then the dogs retrieved, and the game was

handed to a nondescript negro

lad whom the sportsman had
picked up somewhere, who had
tied the birds to a string and
wrapped them around his body
until he was half hidden from
view.

The gunwasloaded and capped

inside of a minute. The perform-

ancewas repeated; themannever
hurried, the dogs, beautifully

trained, never bungled, the gun
never missed, and the dandy
had, in sporting parlance, never
** turned a hair." The stockings

were a little colored by the chick-

weed, but he was ready to lead

the minuet that moment.
The Scotchman at first was furiously

angry, but as he saw the matchless work of

the trinity of destructive agents—man, gun,

dog—so perfectly blended into one, and

beheld in the affected coxcomb the same

metal which under Rupert had again and
again broken the steel-fronted squares of

Cromwell's Ironsides, he advanced and

asked his name, and when it was given, he

answered, " I might have known it."

And that's how Jack Mason won his bet.



F YOU are a

reader of the

book of outdoor

Revelations,
you will find

more, perhaps,

to interest you
i n springtime

;

and of this sea-

son it is hard to

say which chapter is the more attractive,

whether it is the first awakenings that come
sometimes in March, sometimes in February,

or still earlier; the bolder buddings and
blossomings of April, or the odoriferous hum
and blush and greenth of May leading up
by leaps and bounds to the full tide of sum-
mer in later June. If I were to state my
preference, it would be for the first day
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when warmth really predominates; when the

south wind is soft and moist and the silvery

piping notes of the chickadee seem to be
calling to all the sleepers that the chill winds

have numbed into silence, that it is time to

be awake again, I have known such days

even in January, but oftener they do not

come until much later. It is apt to be muddy
and disagreeable under foot ; unless you are

thoroughly screened from the north there

will be breaths that tell of recent visits to

unseen snowbanks, and if you have left your

heavy clothing behind, and stay out till late

afternoon, you will have good cause for re-

pentance. The instructed know this and the

knowledge makes the temporary warmth all

the more grateful.

After spring in attractiveness, and a

great many will put it first, is the mellow



Indian summer. Summer itself

is apt to be too hot and disa-

greeable during the greater part

of its existence. The flowers of

this season are gener-

ally coarse, and beautiful only in the

mass, lacking the delicacy of texture and

color of their earlier blooming sisters. The
birds, with the exception of a few of the

less-gifted finches, are silent, and the sleepy

drone of insects is broken by only the shrill
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scrapings of the cicada, which revels in the

heat and di-yness of July and August. By
inidsuninier one must wander far and into

very remote and well-shaded regions to find

much of coolness or freedom from dust and
discomfort.

Indian summer adds to warmth that is not

excessive, a wine-like character in the air

and a richness and glow everywhere not

equaled at any other time of the year ; and
a known fruition. The year has done its

best, or worst ; has come out of the domain
of prophecy and taken its jDlace in the more
sober realm of history. The youth of spring-

time and the manhood of summer are past,

and the frosted temples speak of ripeness

and power. And after this the bleak

winds.

I have heard these oftenest while driving

and not always from choice. I like to go
out at times and battle with the whirling snow
and the buffeting winds. It is elemental,

and I thereby demonstrate my kinship with

the earth. But such are not bleak winds.

These must be sought upon the open prairies.

The winds that toss the bare branches of the

trees beside your window, behind which you
sit snug and comfortable and spy out the

location of the oriole's nest which you sought

in vain while the tree retained its summer
clothing, may be cold and blustery, but it is

not bleak. That term conveys to my mind
only one impression. I can think of such a

wind only as sweeping across open country

and starting shrill little shrieks from the

dead grasses and weeds and briars that

would obstruct its passage.

Let it be late November or December,
with night coming on and perhaps a few
snowflakes in the air, with no human habita-

tion in sight and your destination many
miles away ; then set the wind a-whistling,

it need not be colder than will thoroughly

chill you in a long ride, and you will be able

to catch my meaning. Or it may be later,

when the ground is covered with snow and
the cold almost unbearable, only there must
always be something dead to send forth that

whistling shriek as the wind skurries by.

If your ear has caught the tune thoroughly

out on the plains of Nebraska or Dakota or

Wyoming, or still farther north, and you
ever hear a fair imitation, even no more
than the summer wind whistling through
the wire screens over your open window, it

will be enough to give you a sympathetic
chill.

One of the most familiar plants at this

time of the year is the goldenrod. During
the late summer and autumn there are few
places not lighted up by some one of its

numerous species, said to be eighty-five in

number within the limits of the United
States. It is a characteristic of this plant

to have the same general form and appear-

ance when dead as when living. Practically

the only difference is in the color, which
changes from a fuzzy golden yellow to an
equally or more fuzzy dull gray. The shape
of the panicle, or whatever form the bloom
may take, remains unchanged. The leaves

still cling to the stem, becoming fewer and
more ragged. The plant stands stiffly erect

and has its full share in the chilly chorus

that follows in the wake of the wind.

Last December I took what would be con-

sidered by many a long drive out of a small

town in eastern Nebraska. On the return

journey, coming up through a cut to the top

of an exposed hill, thoroughly chilled by the

damp and unusually disagreeable wind that

was blowing, I saw two of these plants out-

lined against the dull sky on the edge of the

embankment. So thoroughly did they em-
body the discomforts of the drive and the

season, that I got out, much to the disgiist of

the driver, and carried them home with me,

afterward posing them for a picture in the

same relative position in which I found
them.

In quite a different place is found the cat-

tail. Nature has decreed that this shall be
a water plant ; and, as its root is unable to

travel overland, it was necessary that some
other method for its distribution be devised.

Otherwise it would have been confined to

the place of its creation, if such aii expression

be longer permissible. Beat one of the-

spikes of this plant in mid-winter and take

a lesson in transportation. Not the down of

the thistle or dandelion floats more read-

ily or clings so closely to your clothing.

The stiff leaves lend themselves particu-

larly well to the' production of the winter

music. Start the wind across the frozen

surface of the marsh and it is easy to im-

agine it filled with fairies, each equipped

with a tiny violin.

Somewhat similar to the goldenrod in

habit, so far as location is concerned, is the

silkweed. It is somewhat more partial to low

meadows, less inclined to seek and climb dry

hillsides, but is still a plant of the dry land

exclusively. Writers have exhausted their-



vocabularies regarding the wonders of this

plant. Its colors, its odors, its sticky

juices, the wonderful traps by which
its flowers compel the insects which
would take its sweets to carry its

pollen to other flowers and thus fer-

tilize them, all these are described

minutely and at length. And yet the same
author, who gives pages to the flower, dis-

misses the pod as a plaything for children

and the seed with a line.

I have no quarrel with the theory of acci-

dental creation. That a plant or an animal

happened to develop a variation; that this

variation happened to be beneficial and was
perpetuated so as to finally form a species,

may be altogether true. Having left behind

us the theory of special creation, we have
nothing better. The fault I find with it is,

that no two writers seem able to agree as

to the how and the why ; that is if we accept

the chorus of admiring followers of the few
leaders, who find wonderful adaptations in

anything or nothing, and even if the leaders

could agree, their explanations explain
nothing unless we find the reason for the

variations, of which Darwin says, and most
others prove, we are profoundly ignorant.

I can see why it might have been beneficial

to a chestnut burr or its contents to develop

rudimentary "jagger",

but just how the rudi-

ment of a hair

^c^;,.'..™. that could

not possibly support it

for the fraction of a second, could

have helped the seed of the silkworm in the

great struggle, surpasses me.

However it got to its present condition,

the seed pod of the silkweed, with its

contents, is certainly a wonderful creation.

Each seed is attached to the most wonderful
parachute imaginable. Before the seeds

are ripe these are arranged regulai'ly and
compactly in the pod, attached by their tips

to a sort of midrib, and when they are good
and ready, and not before, the pod opens,

the parachutes detach themselves one at a

time or in pairs or threes or little bunches,

a breeze comes and away
they go to multiply

\

and replenish the
\

earth. Not
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'- every one

of the par-

achutes has a seed attached to it and they

sometimes combine their forces the better

to carry the seed, which is rather heavy.

If you hold one with the seed attached

and let it drop in still air, it will not

float far, but in falling- it will most
likely attach itself to some weed, to

be caught and whirled away by the

first breeze that comes along. Tech-

nically it is the coma, that part which
does most toward making the cotton

plant valuable, that thus assists in the distri-

bution of this plant, which has its share, al-

though a smaller one, in the chorus

of the dead as the winds go by.

It has always been a

matter of surprise

to me why
birds re-
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in a cold climate through the winter. It

seems so obviously natural for them to do

otherwise that one cannot help a feeling of

wonder whenever he sees one of them brav-

ing the bitter cold and thinks of the thrushes

and catbirds and most of the robins and

other old favorites thousands of miles away
where it is warm and comfortable. Yet

every one knows that many of them seem to

prefer cold.

One bleak morning in January, several

years ago, it became necessary for me to

take quite a long walk out into the suburbs.

The wind was blowing steadily and strongly

and was like a wall of ice. While crossing

the point of a bare hill, I heard an unmis-

takeably new bird note. This was in the

time of my earlier enthusiasm and was a

challenge that I could not let pass. But

where should I look for the bird? The
ground was covered with snow, there was
not a bush or tree in sight; nothing but a

few scanty, shivering weeds in which it was
not possible for anything to hide, and there

was no bird in sight. But there was one

within hearing
;
plainly through the howling

wind came at almost regular intervals,

" Chick—chick, chick—chick, chickle, ickle,

ickle," the first two syllables with a percep-

tible interval, the next two close together,

and the last part an unmusical chatter not

entirely unlike the kingbirds. It took me
five minutes to locate the bird, and when I

did finally see it, I could hardly believe my
own eyes. There was a small bird, perhaps

the size of a robin, partly flying, partly sail-

ing in circles, perhaps a hundred and fifty

feet in the air in the teeth of that icy wind,

and singing, although it was a very poor

effort, as though it was actually enjoying it.

After awhile it dropped to the ground by
a series of slanting sails and commenced
walking about pecking in the snow and few
exposed and frozen clods. I identified it at

once as the horned lark and have since

learned that it belonged to the Western
variety. I have seen thousands of the birds

since, including one young one. which
hopped, by the way, while the old ones
walk, and the barer and colder the hill, the

better they seem to like it, but I have never,

to my recollection, seen or heard one
soaring and singmg in such a bitter cold

wind. On the close-cropped pastures of

the Winnebago Indian Reservation I have

seen great loose flocks of these larks mixed
with a considerable number of longspurs,

but the variety of the latter, or species

rather, I am unable to state. The habits

and flight of these birds seem very similar,

and unless one gets a good look it is hard
to tell just which bird it is that is being,

apparently, blown about by the wind.

Burroughs makes the horned lark fiy like

a meadow lark. It is one of the perpetual

wonders, perhaps one of the great pleasures,

that trained observers see these things so

differently. I venture that few will see any
similarity in the flight.

No other bird, I think, deliberately

chooses such bare, cold and exposed places

as the horned or shore lark. To what
plant this doubtful compliment should be
paid I am unable to say. The bird life of

anyone district is limited; the same maybe
said of the animals. Even a busy man, if

he care to do so, may learn to recognize

most of them, at least, by sight or sound.

But plant life the otherwise busy man must
let alone. One cannot go a-botanizing

on a broncho—and stay much on the

broncho—neither can he study botany suc-

cessfully from a car window or a carriage,

and the plants of a region are as the sands

of the sea. On the bare, bleak hills over

which the roads go where I oftenest see the

horned lark, it seems to me the Russian
thistle is one of the commonest, if not the

commonest, weed. It would seem perfectly

appropriate that such should be the case,

and if the extent to which it is encroaching

on the fields to the roadside is a fair

criterion, it would seem that its menace to

agriculture is no imaginary one.

But the plant that suggests to me more
forcibly than any other the idea of bleakness

is the briar, the taU blackberry bush. Not
as it grows in great patches in rich soil,

crowding out everything else and hiding

fences and bushes, but the straggling,

straight, stiff briar of thin, solid, high banks

by the roadside. Maybe it is only because

it is here that the wind strikes hardest, but

it seems to me that the very spirit of the

winter wind cries aloud in the wiry shriek

of the tall blackberry bush at its passing.



Valdes Is u Typical Village of the Far Nortliwest.

FINDING A VOLCANO AND WIPING A
16,000 FEET MOUNTAIN FROM

THE MAP OF ALASKA

By ROBERT DUNN

AMATEUR exploring, as Jack and I do

it, is hard to justify. In June, 1898,

while in college, we heard that the

last herd of bison roamed the Arctic Basin

of North America: that it was a country

fidl of gold; that a thousand Argonauts

were dying off and going mad up there on
the way from the Hudson's Bay slope to the

Yukon. We left college. By November
we had covered 1500 miles of the Mackenzie

River Valley. We hadn't found any gold

or bison—had shot only seven bears and a

lynx—but we had crossed the Rocky Moun-
tains up underneath the Arctic Circle by a

trail which men said all who had taken had
died upon, and we had seen brave men sink

with their raw-backed cayeuses through
the terrible muskeg swamp of the North.

That sort of thing changes a man queerly.

After we reached civilization we wanted to

go right back north again. We didn't care

for gold or game now. We simply wanted
to travel in the North, beyond all horizons,

among unexplored mountains. Our friends

couldn't understand it — and we didn't

altogether, either.

But we had to suffer civilization for two
years. In 1900, we were free again, and
got out our maps of the North. Right where
Alaska starts out to reach Siberia we saw
that the mountains which follow the Pacific

from Oregon north ended abruptly. Here
two new chains began. First, the St. Elias-

Chugatch range, which borders the Pacific

from Muir Glacier to Cook's Inlet. Second,

the Alaskan range, which also starts and

ends at about the same two points, but is

bowed further to the north, reaching two

hundred miles inland. Between these two

systems, near their eastern ends, five sepa-

rate peaks were mapped, forming a sort of

circle ; and in turn were themselves almost

completely surromided on the west by the

Copper River. The mountains were: Mt.

Tillman 16,600 feet, Mt. Drum 13,700 feet,

Mt. Sanford 13,500 feet, Mt. Blackburu

12,500 feet, and Mt. Wrangell 17,500

feet. We read that they had been dis-
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Snyder's Peak, as It Looked from the Crater of Mt. Drum.

covered in 1819, but that up to 1884 every

one who had tried to reach them had
failed, because the Copper River natives

were hostile. One party had been mas-
sacred. In 1885, however, Lieut, (now
Capt.) H. T. Allen, Second Cavalry, passed

safely up Copper River along their eastern

base. In 1891, Lieut. Schwatka and Dr.

Hayes passed along the southern edge of

the group. In 1898, the Copper River Valley
was full of tenderfeet trying to reach the

Klondike. A few of them got to the base

of the mountains, but they told nothing

new. All maps of the country were Allen's.

But what stirred us in all we read of the

region was this: Mt. Wrangell, the highest

peak of the group, was constantly referred

to as a volcano, and Allen had drawn a fan-

tastic picture of it— a cornucopia of snow
with a stream of smoke coming out of the

top. But he wouldn't say flat that Wrangell

was active; no one seemed sure about it;

no one would commit himself. Yet we
found records of terrible eruptions in the

region, of smoke and fire seen " far inland "

I by Russian archimandrites, which black-

ened the whole Alaskan Peninsula. Lots

of geogi'aphical problems seemed to hang
on Wrangell's being an active cone. George

Dawson reported a thick layer of white vol-

canic ash covering thousands of square

miles in the Upper Yukon Valley. It fell

in the last few centuries, he said— and
could it have come from Wrangell?
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A question mark had been hung over

Wrangell— "Volcano?" That seemed to

us enough to stn- any one. Could we rub it

out? It led us to make a rash resolution,

—to smoke a pipe upon the snows of

Wrangell, to make sure if it would smoke

with us or not, though we had never seen a

glacier, nor been on a snow mountain.

Simply, the whole region inspired us; it

was our country, God's country, no matter

what the scurvied gold-seekers said. We
dreamed of it as an enchanted land,

after sliding for eight days on tide-rips

among snowy islands, past Mt. Crillion's

three miles of snow pitched up from mid-

Pacific, stuck on the mud-fiats of an ice-

hung fjord, where the cabins of Valdes

stood in a strip of woods between glacier

and sea.

Valdes hes west of the mouth of Copper

River, and is the only point of entry into

interior Alaska across the Coast, or Chugatch

Mountains. Here we found the War Depart-

ment trail to the Yukon, 500 miles away.

"We rested from our packing on the gravel-covered ice."

where earthquakes and tidal waves wrecked
Siwashes' villages ; where glaciers sixty miles

broad miraged cities of the other hemi-

sphere—men said—and islands—as Bogo-
slof did— popped tip from the sea, smoked
awhile, and dived down again.

In June Jack and I took the train for

Seattle and there bought flour, beans, sow-

belly, sugar, tea, nine unbroken cayeuses,

—and nothing else. We sailed for Port

Valdes, the northermost settlement on the

Pacific Coast of Alaska, on July 1st, and

had been marked out as far as Copper

Centre, a deserted prospectors' camp 110

miles to the northeast, in the interior,

on Copper Eiver, and southwest of

Wrangell but had only been completed over

the coast pass, thirty miles from Valdes.

Trail-building isn't easy in a sub-Arctic land,

where grub is worth its weight in gold

(which no one had found about there yet)

and the land is mostly a frozen swamp,

which thaws down to Hades when you
strip it.
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Day nfter day we ran a circms on Valdes

beach, breaking broiu'lios a-iul venieiiil)ei'iiig'

how to throw the (lianioiid pjick hitch. Regu-

larly as we cinched up the live pack-horses

with two hundred po;inds apiece in the

panniers, they careered oif across the mud-
flats, backs humped, heels together, and
sacks of flour, sugar, beans, soai-ing through

the air, while the townsfolk—whom the

Angel Gabriel couldn't have made try a

mount— shouted advice from the corral.

" Tlien-'s tlie thing lo do, l)oys, I tell yer,"

went (m Bill— "climb Wrangell. There
ain't no one but's only been to the bottom
of him. She nmst be twenty miles from
where snow begins to the top."

And they told how Siwashes had gone to

its base never to return ; how in September,

'99, from Copper Centre fiery lava was seen

at nights brimming over distant snows

;

how the forest shook like a quilt for two
Sundays, and men cast themselves to the

A Prospector's Pack Train Outfitting for a Journey to the Klondike

The townsfolk toldweird tales ofWrangell.

One morning. Bill Rhodes, head government
packer, drawled, Montana fashion:

" Some yere outfit of dudes came in last

year, sayin' they was going to climb

Wrangell. I'd as soon walk alone to the

North Pole. That mountain's as big on top

as Coyote County, and as flat."

Jack wanted to know what became of

the dudes, but I wouldn't let him ask,

because any one who doesn't come north for

gold is a " dude "
; and it's a stigma, and—

we were novel enough, as it was, for Valdes.

ground and were seasick ; and the two-story
" hotel " at Valdes was wrecked.

We asked no more questions, but the

next day we set out for Copper Centre. We
started inland on the half-built government

trail. By night we had gone twenty miles up
Lowe River— its bed a strip of Arizona in

the exotic forest— and then through Key-

stone Canyon by a five-foot trail cut in the

cliff's face a thousand feet above the stream.

In the canyon were two waterfalls, each

700 feet high; Jack was thrown and his

horse stamped over him, as he clung to the
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precipice. Another day amoui;' ptarmigan

and ice and bine niorainal tarns took ns

over the misty pass into the great valley of

Copper River.

Traveling now a hundred miles to Copper

River itself, where it bounds the Wrangell

group on the east, we endured what only

they who have suffered in this cursed

countiy can conceive ; the musquito plague,

sleepless nights, endless swamps where the

horses mire, rain (we had no tent), getting

lost, hunting strayed horses, and fording

glacial streams, where you drop if once the

water reaches over your waist. We were

always wet and cold and tired and profane.

That is life in Alaska. Now we came to a

trail-cutter's camp; now we met two griz-

zled partners, bowed under pack-backs,

still searching for an eldorado. A handful

of argonauts, who had not died or quit the

country, still "stayed" with it, roaming

across the great distances, swallowed up in

the wilderness. We crossed fifteen-mile

muskegs, and were twenty hours without

eating; and the horses stampeded on the

back trail, and rolled off their packs, and
Jack's saddle - horse — Rosinante — foun-

dered in the forest and was left to die. At
last, from the inland foot-hills of the Coast

Range we first saw the great peaks of the

Wrangell Alps. That never-to-be-forgotten

dawn we were hunting hoi-ses— life was a

horse-hunt—over moss-covered ice in a dead

spruce forest. Eastward, suddenly, across

Copper River, between the horizon of its

boundless purple valley, and the sky of a

midnight dawn, the sun flashed bar after

bar of light across glistening snows.

When our eyes were used to it we saw
four great mountains. There mxist be
some mistake, we thought. Five mountains,

Allen's map said, lay east of Copper River.

We got out the map, on which the five

peaks were ranged in a rough circle.

According to it, Mt. Tillman might hide Mt.

Wrangell from here. The third mountain
from the North was surely the highest of

all— an enormous plateau of snow, like

forty miles of the polar regions, close under
the sky. It might be Tillman, according
to Allen. But the immense area it cov-

ered, and its flat top — " big as Coyote
County"— tallied with the packer's descrip-

tion of Wrangell. We could see no sign of

steam, smoke, or ash. We were puzzled.

The two northernmost peaks, according to

Allen's map, were clearly Mts. Drum and

Sanford. Tlu'y were extraordinary; the

whole soutlu'i'ii face of each was a sheer,

lace-white, amphitheatrical precipice.

The next day we readied Copper Centre's

line of gaping caliins, and its yard of

wooden gravestones among aspens on a
silty river- flat. Most of the prospectors

who had wintered here in 1898, had died of

scurvy. And here we lost all our horses,

for in Alaska feed's too scarce to picket

them. Four days later, when we found a

few, they were bronchos again; and their

withers, galled by the villainous " saw-

buck" pack-saddle, were fly-blown and
maggoty. We tied up their legs, threw

them, cut out the rotting flesh; and life

changed from treading down swamps on the

horse-hunt, to bandaging and poulticing the

kicking brutes with liniments found in a
drug-outfit left by the dead argonauts.

On August first the clouds lifted, and we
got a second glimpse of the great peaks.

And only two—besides Blackburn, far to the

south— were visible now. According to

Allen's map, Mt. Sanford from here should

be masked by Mt. Drum. It was, clearly.

Next to the south Tillman might still hide

Wrangell from here, according to Allen's

map ; but the remaining mountain was the

same enormous, flat plateau of snow we
had seen before. It had a queer peak, like

a tusk, on its smooth northern quarter. Qne
evening, as we were looking at it, we
thought we saw dark globes of vapor rise

at minute intervals—and vanish; but we
were too far away to be sure it was steam.

That night two prospectors wandered
into camp, and said this peak we had seen

steaming was Wrangell. " There's no Mt.

Tillman," they said. "Mt. Tillman is a

myth." A mountain 16,600 feet high, and
a myth! Impossible! Why, just like the

two Lop-Nor Lakes in the Tarim desert in

the heart of Asia, we thought. Were
Tillman and Wrangell the same ?

We steered for the great mountain, what-

ever it was. We scooped the horses off a

gravel bar into the foam of Copper River,and

stoned them across. Then we crossed the

burned plains of Drum, miring the beasts

to their noses, unpacking and dragging

them out by their fore-legs. At last we
came to a river heading into the big glacier

that filled the amphitheatre on the south face

of Mt. Drum, followed it up to tree line, and
camped.

" Let's climb Drum," said Jack, that



The Summit of Mt. Wrangell, Alaska's Live Volcano.

night. "Maybe we can see if there is a

Mt. Tilhnan or not from the top." The left-

hand wall of the peak seemed to give a

continuous ridge to the sunnnit, but it was
badly corniced and looked perpendicular m
places. We started on foot, leaving the

horses at camp, and packed four days' grab

and oui" cameras eight miles up the gravel-

covered ice. As it wound into the moun-
tain, the glacier was splashed with scarlet

and purple, and held bluish ponds in cone-

shaped basins; and it sent one crmkledarm
to a basin of steely ice upon a sheer peak,

sharp as the Matterhorn ; another to a tower

of violet snow blocks. At last it all hung
upon the lace-white walls. We packed over

a cross-ridge, and made camp deep in the

bowels of the mountain.

Down there, in what we called the dead
crater of Mt. Dln^m— for that the eroded

pit may once have been— I made these

unpleasant notes on a photograph film

wrapper:

August Stli — Packed firewood up to camp
2 on Drum. To-night, at the bottom of a fis-

sure in this lava mountain. We have dug out
boulders for a place to sleep in. We must
shout to be heard above the roar of the torrent.

Jack seems depressed. He says we can never
get up the arete. The gloom is ghastly.

August 9th— Not a wink all night. Oh how
we ache ! It is dark, windy, with an icy drizzle.

Jack still depressed. Sometimes I think he is

out of his head. He sits around, shivers, hides

his face. I'm depressed, too. We avoid each
other.

(Later) —After a lot of talk Jack has left me.
I don't know what he said. He went suddenly.

He climbed over the wall of the pit with the

sleeping bag.

So, all alone, I wandered up into cloud and
snow among the scarlet pinnacles, over

another ridge into the farthest corner of the

crater, by a heap of rose-colored ice, and
the paths of a last night's avalanche. Then
I, too, climbed out of the pit and down for

miles again into the world. I found Jack
by the horses. He had come to, and was
starting back to find me.

The next day the gray horse grew another

tumor, which delayed us till August 12th,
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when we kept on east across the southern

slopes of Mt. Drum, toward the big moun-
tain seen from the Coast Ran^'e and Copper

Centre. We dragged the hoi-ses up through

strangUng brush out of the valley, and
camped between two gnarled spruces by a

pond. Northeast the great peak appeared

over our treeless slopes. We saw no steam.

That night the glacial stream far below

caught the sunset and turned to veins of

blood. Drum's red lava, sugai'ed with snow,

shone like chased gold. Out over Copper
River Valley Tazlina Lake gleamed in a

stream of fire, and beyond the coast range

rose dim and greenish, guarding the sea

beneath a sky of brass. We were beyond
all trails, beyond where men had been.

How we made sure that Mt. Tillman

positively does not exist where it is mapped
my diary for this day tells

:

August 12th — To-night is absolutely clear.

We have studied Allen's map and taken compass
directions. Did Tillman exist where he has

mapped it, we should now be between it and
Drum, actually upon Tillman's northern slopes.

Drum is due north, and due south of us, where
Tillman should be, the country is absolutely

tiat for fifty miles, to the Coast Range. There
can be no doubt of this. One thing is cer-

tain, we have wiped a 16,6UU-foot mountain
from the position where it has been accepted to

lie for fifteen years. Jack says we have done a

geographical stunt.

The entry for August 14 tells how we
found Allen did not reduplicate Wi'angell,

as we then supposed, to make his Tillman.

August 14— At five o'clock it cleared.

Straight up the valley, towered the Mt. Sanford
of Allen's map, its whole southern face a sheer

precipice. It lay almost due north. Dnmi is

now northwest of us, the big mountain north-

east. We have found that no mountain lies

wliere Tillman is mapped. Now, the outline

sketch of Mt. Tillman is identical with the sky-line

of the mountain tve can see up this valley, which
lies exactly where the map has placed Mt. Sanford.

So Allen reduplicated, not the great moun-
tain northeast of us — which, therefore, is

Wrangell— but the peak we see due north up
this valley. Tillman and Wrangell, then, are

not the same, but Tillman and Sanford are*

On August 15th we floundered through the

river quicksands for eight miles or more, and
strung our tarpaulins for camp on the Drum
side of the valley, in a clump of cottonwoods
*Careful study proves this correct. Full explanation

of the reason for the triple disagreement of Allen's out-

lines, maps, and existing conditioiis I have worked out,

and it is too complicated to detail. It is clear that what
Allen called Santford on his map, he first named Tillman.

' We scooped the horses off a gravel bar into Copper River, and stoned them across."
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at tree-line. Then, tired as we were, we kept

on a-foot up the stream which we could see

came from a glacier, falling in a mighty

serac from the great mountain. We climbed

its ice fall, 2,000 feet high, and crept along

an undercut ledge in the pulpit-like cliff

high over it. A sudden storm broke over

us, and we shivered alone in the gloom

high over the northern world as slides roared

in the distance, and the glacier-ice groaned,

and we caught the smell of brimstone.

From this day's diary :

Jack is cooking a pie of red berries that

gi'ow on a kind of strawberry vine. We have

eaten two toadstools and are waiting for results.

Jack says the gray horse's swelling is coming to

a head, and that the sorrel is spavined. It's a

big job three times a day poulticing horse

sores with hot rags, then washing with corro-

sive, then smearing on vaseline, then baeon-

grease.

August 16th—Fifth day of rain. My birthday.

This morning the gray beast's abscess broke.

Later it cleared, and again we climbed the

serac. This time the blizzard broke in snow.

We lay beside the hoofs and skeleton of a

mountain lamb. Soon came the ptarmigan—

•

flocks of them— driven from the heights,

shrieking what sounds like '' Fire ! Fire !

"

How white and gi'aceful they were, how gently

they fell, like forms of snow

!

August 17th — Sixth day of rain. Among the

moraines we found bear prints ten inches long.

Weird tales are told of Alaskan bears— of the

fierce St. Elias beast, of Kadiak bears as big as

horses, of terrible blue-nosed glacier bears.

Plainly he thinks he owns this valley. We
stalked him— and he still owns the valley.

Our Hudson's Bay knife is put to queer uses.

It cuts bacon, tobacco, and my toe-nails ; lets

pus from the gray's abscess, halves pie-crusts,

digs bannock-holes, chops wood, and turns

pancakes. We ate two pies to-day — blue-

berry and currant. Jack says this high living

will give us gout.

Augnst 18th — Seventh day of rain. Will it

never clear? Are we never to see the huge
sloping summit of Wrangell again ?

The tusk-like spur over the glacier which we
saw from Copper Centre we've named Zanetti's

peak—after the Count.* Jack says it's appropri-

ate to name part of a volcano after a Spaniard
— though the Coiuit's a Cuban.

Augnst 20th — Clear ! Our day at last. To-day
it is, ''See those high Wrangell snow-fields

smoke —- or quit."

The srm scarce stood above Zanetti Peak,

colorless, as we started up the old ice-fall.

From the top we could look in along the level

Some one we knew at college, not really a count.

glacier, and then eastward up the illimitable

snow-fields of Wrangell,folded,foreshortened

on the high sky line. Then an orange ring cir-

cled the sun. Storm ! But we steered out into

the middle of the glacier, keeping straight on,

zig-zagging among crevasses, creeping

across ice-bridges where the roar of streams

issued faintly from the depths. It was hot,

like an April day on a New England pond,

and cone-shaped heaps of morainal sand
wasted over the wet ice.

At ten o'clock we could see the " smoke "

of blizzards. That settled our day. Whea
men see that on Valdes Glacier, they creep

under their sleds for days— or forever.

Climb Wrangell ? " It's twenty miles if it's

an inch over those snowfields. Let's not be
d— d fools, Bobbie," said Jack. Jack was
right. What knew we of snow-climbing?

We had no tinned grub, no alcohol. And
then I thought of Israel C. Russell, and his

fruitless years on St. Elias. Wrangell is all

Greenland beside St. Elias.

We said we'd see how high we could get

to-day. We started north aci'oss the snowy
plateau of overlapped lava' ridges. By noon
we had reached the base of a steep-faced

dome. We shinned straight up the lava

needles, grasped their tops, let ourselves

down blindly on the other side. We weren't

roped. How we did it, I don't know, but

there's no such thing as danger when the

fret for great heights is in the blood. Dig-

ging foot-holes in the lava, hugging the

needles, swinging by our arms from ledge

to ledge, we scaled at last up a rock chim-

ney, to a lofty place where it was bare

and flat.

We lit our pipes. The wind was bellow-

ing through the pinnacles. It was begin-

ning to rain. We smoked on— alone. Alas!

Hidden were the endless snows piled up
beyond Zanetti. How could we tell if

Wrangell smoked, since its summit was
invisible ?

And then the storm veiled all,andwe groped

down to the talus, its ponds and sandy

creeks ; and in the dark all but pitched over

its edge with the stream we followed,

reached the valley of strange boulders,

passed the river boiling from its glacier,

crept under our tarpaulia. We hadn't seen

Wrangell steam; we'd failed.

All the next morning, as we chopped

spongy Cottonwood, blew out our lungs over

the fire, and flipped water from the blankets,

a dull roar, which we thought the river



' An Indian passed down stream in a stick canoe.'
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swelled by the rain, was gx'OAving louder,

louder. I said, " I guess a moraine-choked

pond on the glacier has broken through,"

and just then Jack stepped out from under

the soaked tarpaulin.

"Look at that, Bobbie, look at that!" I

heard him shouting. Outside, he was point-

ing across the stream. A landslide was

roaring down a guUey from the very top of

the Rainbow Hills. It was a stupendous

sight. We looked at it silently, and then

said both at once, " I thought an avalanche

was sudden." This thing wriggled like a

huge snake down a sheer three thousand

feet of rock. The roar seemed forever to

increase. Dust— or smoke— trailed from

this thing, and enormous boulders skipped

solemnly from side to side of its path like

pebbles. Water mingled with it, and when
it reached the terrace, it was a black stream,

viscous and heavy.

Jack bet it wouldn't cross the half mile

of flat to the river. But in a moment we
saw boulders shooting out over the terrace,

and aspen groves fall as if laid with a

scythe. A cancerous fan ate out to the

bank, and gravely slopped over like lumpy
paint, cutting deep channels down to the

river. This lasted twenty minutes, when
behold! down the talus on the Drum side,

our side of the valley, and right behind

camp, burst another avalanche.

The diary for this day says

:

August 21st— The roar of slides is incessant,

increasing, and now it is dark. Cataracts have

been twisting straight down from thp talus

right overhead. It's a fearful sight. When I

went out for water a minute ago, I foimd oiu*

stream had dried in its bed. That means one

thing— a slide is coming down oui- ravine. We
keep our eyes fixed on the cottonwoods, and if

we see them wavering, are ready to move to the

morainal hills. We're sleepy, and if we drop

off— well—
August 22d— '' Hello," said Jack this morning

from his blanket bag, '
' We're here, eh % " And

oiu* stream had come back, too.

By the time the beanpot was boiling

to-day, and the currant pie crust was brown,

a queer blue was reflected by the glacier in

the sky over Wrangell, and the Ravine of

Needles suddenly lit up with golden light.

We started to climb back over the spurs

of Drum. As we went up, up, up, Zanetti

Peak and the great snow fields seemed to

grow higher, higher, higher. At last they

topped Mt. Tillman. We went far back
over the lava talus. Yes, certainly, there
towered Wrangell, across our valley— the

same big mountain we'd seen from Copper
Centre. There couldn't be any doubt of d,

no doubt but that from the valley and its

own slopes we'd seen Wrangell much fore-

shortened. Then, all of a sudden, as we
were getting out our cameras, from the left

of a little nubble in the middle of the great

snow slope rose a little black wall of vapor.

Stecmi—there could be no doubt of that, either.

There wasn't a cloud in the sky, and we
were so near, so very near. It seemed like

a tiny thunder-cloud. It rose, and in a sec-

ond, vanished; and then^ rose another,

and another, and another. They came at

about minute intervals. We watched them,

fascinated. We laughed, we tiugged our-

selves. We lit our pipes to old Wrangell.

We'd won.

We left the valley next day as we had
entered it, and got back to Copper Centre.

I started alone on September 27th for

Forty Mile on the Yukon, a flve-hundred-

niile journey, on which I didn't see a white

man for fifteen days, and my one horse

petered out, when I had to guess the way
every time the snow-covered trail forked,

and live on Siwash charity—moose tallow

and cranberries— and swim rivers in zero

weather, with all I owned in the world

packed on a white wolf-dog I bought for

seven dollars and a razor — it was then

that I saw what looked mightily like an

eruption of Mt. WrangelL On October 3,

when I was north of the Wrangell group,

following up Slahna River from the Copper

to Mentasta Pass in the Alaskan range, a

black column rose from the summit of

Wrangell, pierced a layer of cloud, and

bulged into a huge mushroom-shaped thing

over all. The next morning the whole

mormtain was black.

When we left the States in 1900 we had

no way of being sure Wrangell was active.

But the matter had then been settled. Mr.

Oscar Rohn, Lieut. W. C. Babcock, 8th United

States Cavalry, and others in Copper River

Valley, in 1899, saw Wrangell steaming

from a distance, were convinced it was
active, and reported it so to the Govern-

ment. In June, 1900, these reports had not

been published. The same men in 1899

noted the absence of the so-called Mt.

Tillman.



BRONCHO-BUSTING; AN AMERICAN
SPORT

By ARTHUR CHAPMAN

THERE is no
doubt as to

its nativity.

Unlike otlier spoi'ts

of the saddle, which
have insistent re-

minders of foreign

birth, either in their

argot or their un-

written laws of cos-

tuming, broncho-
busting is pecul-

iarly American. It

has been the rarest

sport of the western

ranch ever since the

first "tenderfoot"

was thrown from
the first "outlaw,"

and pluckily re-

turned to the task

of subduing the

animal. In the
Bast, quite natur-

ally, it has no foot-

hold, outside of the

spasmodic exhibi-
tions given by
"Wild West"
shows, but in many
western cities the

broncho and his

"buster" are com-
ing to be regarded
in much the same
light that Madrid or

the City of Mexico
regards the torea-

dor and the bull.

Twelve thousand people turned out in

Denver a short time ago to see twenty or

thirty cowboys risk life and limb riding out-

law ponies for a silver belt and a few cash

prizes. An even larger crowd gathered at

Cheyenne, Wyo., to see a similar exhibition.

In several other cities west of the " Big
Muddy," this sport of range and corral is in

" Here the horse and man are on equal terms

not less high favor.

The riders who
participate in these

"busting" contests

are known to every

rancher and cow-

puncher in the
whole broad coun-

try, from Gila Bend
to Jackson's Hole.
Their peculiarities

of riding are
studied, just as the

peculiarities of pu-

gilists are studied

by ring enthusiasts.

Nor are the outlaw

ponies less well

known to the fol-

lowers of the sport.

If it is announced
that "Bill" So-and-

so, the champion
buster of Arizona,

is to ride Harry
Tracy, the wildcat

horse that killed a

peon at Waco last

year, the man at the

gate will have to

get extra baskets to

hold the admission

money. Grand
stand and bleachers

will be filled with

excited cattlemen

from every state in

the West. There
will be wagers on

the horse and wagers on the rider, and no

matter which way the contest goes there will

be cheers^cheers if the cowboy sticks to

his saddle and plies the merciless quii-t and

the less merciless spurs until the pony is

tamed to submission, and cheers if the horse

hurls his rider into the dust of the arena.

Although it is only within the last few
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years that broncho-busting' has come to be

regarded as a sport iuthe Far West, there is

good reason for its sudden leap to popular-

ity. There is always something inspiring in

the battle of man and horse. It is a subject

that has been the basis of many a piece of

fiction, long and short, and that has made
many a good descriptive article. The buck-

ing horse of the West is looked upon with

awe and with something of superstition by
every one save the cowboy. The "puncher"
simply regards the worst of the lot as a crit-

ter to be tamed sooner or later. And when
the horse can be conquered before the dis-

tended eyes of a throng of men and women,
and to the music of encouraging cheers, it is

not strange that the bi-oncho-busters wel-

come the chance to do their riding in the

glare of publicity.

The rules of broncho-busting contests are

simple enough. The winner must be the man
who rides the worst horse and rides him
best. He must literally stick to his saddle, as

out of a western crowd of ten thousand there

will probably be eight thousand v/ho know
"what is what" in rough riding and who
have had experience in backing unruly horse-
flesh. The judges who preside over the con-

tests are old cattlemen, and at home in the

stormiest saddle.

The scoring of points begins from the time

the cowboy picks up his saddle and blanket

and prepares to throw them over the back of

his mount. The bucking horse, which has

been roped and brought by an attendant

from an adjoining corral, is a meek enough
animal in appearance, as he stands trem-

blingly before the man who is to ride him.

Yet, if the cowboy makes a too-sudden move
in throwing blanket or saddle over the back
of the broncho, there is a wild jump and
struggle, and an adverse point has been
scored. Sometimes the wildest outlaws will

not permit the approach of a man with sad-

dle in hand, and in such case the points are

2iot scored until the animal has been thrown,
blindfolded, and literally saddled by main
force. Sometimes the horse that makes such
a desperate fight against saddling is the

meekest of the show when the rider

swings onto his back ; the animal has been so

choked and wearied that there is little fight

left in him, and, after a few half-hearted
bucks, he breaks into the scared lope that
tells he is "all in," to the disgust of the crowd.

After the cowboy has his moiint saddled
and the hackamore adjusted, his real troubles

begin. The ways of a Ijucking horse are more
devious than the ways of anything else in

flesh. No two animals buck exactly alike.

Each, however, has a desci'iptive title, as has

everything in the West. When a horse rears

wildly and vaults upward, pawing frantically

with his fore-feet, he is known as a " sun-

fisher." Sometimes he is known as a "cloud-

hunter," but usually the rearing horse is the

fisher of suns, and a more thoroughly de-

scriptive title could not be found. If the

forelegs of the "sunfisher" curl under him
as he rises, he gives his rider little uneasi-

ness. But when the forelegs shoot straight

upward, above the nose, then is the time

to fear, as Mr. Kipling has told us of the tot-

tering Adam-zad. When the hoofs point at

the sun, the wise rider flings his feet out of

the stirrups and makes his leap for life, as

the horse is certain to fall over backward—
the most awkward, not to say dangerous,

thing that can happen. To have a maddened
horse fall on one is a serious matter in itself,

and when the animal complicates matters by
wriggling all over the fallen rider, striking

fiendishly with all four hoofs at those who
rush to the man's assistance, the lot of the

under cowpuncher is not an enviable one.

A peculiarly exasperating variety of buck-

ing horse is the "weaver." This horse, like

the "sunfisher," tells his name to the prac-

tised at the first buck. His feet never strike

the ground in a straight line. He has a pecul-

iar, weaving motion which is very discon-

certing to a man who has not the firmest of

seats in the saddle. Many a cowpuncher,

confident of winning honors and cash at a

busting contest, has been as quickly un-

horsed as if struck to earth by the lance of

Ivanhoe—and all because his right foot was
in the stirrup a fraction of a second too late

when he attempted to back a "weaver."

A "pioneer" bucker, according to the al-

ways eloquent language of cowpuncherdom,

is an animal that bucks in circles and figure-

eights. He is called a pioneer, forsooth, be-

cause he is always seeking new territory.

Then there is the bucker that humps his

back and comes down with all four legs stiff

as ramrods. The result is a grinding shock

that would drive any ordinary man's spine

well into the top of his hat; but the watchful

cowboy, sitting limply in the saddle, usually

gives no sign.

The "pumphandle" bucker always elicits

a groan from the crowd and sarcastic com-

ments from the cowpunchers behind the



"The pumphandle bucker bucks with a regular motion, first the fore-feet off the ground and then the hind feet.'

scenes. This variety of horse bucks with

comparative gentleness and with a regular

motion, first the fore-feet off the ground and
then the hind-feet. As the cowboys express

it, a baby couldn't fall off such a horse ; and
the most disgusted man of the day is he

who has drawn su^ch an animal to ride.

Notoriously unsympathetic are the cow-

punchers who are waiting until their num-
bers are called by the master of ceremonies,

or who have had their fling in the saddle.

Groiiped together at one end of the arena,

they watch every point of the strenuous

game, and watch with lynx eyes. If a man
is tricky enough to attempt to catch his spurs

in his cinch there is a roar of protest and he

is told to unhook. If he ever commits the

unpardonable offence of grasping the horn

of the saddle, which has many appropriate

terms of description, he is fairly hooted off

the field. There can be no disgrace worse

than "hanging to leather" or "pulling the

horn off the saddle," and the cowboy who has

grasped at the friendly support to save him-

self from an impending fall smarts keenly

under the criticism of his brother punchers

as he slouches back to the corral with his

saddle flung dejectedly over his shoulder.

Again, if a man fails to stick close to his

saddle, no matter what the character of the

beast he is riding, there is audible criticism.

Some of the champion riders of ranch and
range will back the worst outlaw without

saddle or bridle, and will stick so closely to

the animal's back that horse and man seem

one. There is no " daylight" to be seen when
such men ride.

A few plunges will usually demonstrate

the stuff a rider is made of, and as the grunt-

ing, protesting horse bucks about the arena,

using all his wiles to imseat the daring piece

of humanity in the saddle, there is no one

readier to cheer than the saddlemen who
have their parts to play in the game. It is not
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in the cowboy luiture to be nieuii in criti-

cism—there must be justice which is "rubbed

in" by rough banter, but there must also be

a qu.ick acknowledgement of merit the mo-

ment merit is shown.

To recount the marvels performed at these

bucking contests would be to tax the imagi-

nation of the lay reader. It is nothing for a

horse to turn a complete somersault, head-

foremost, and to come up with the rider m
the saddle. Cowboys grow so used to having

horses fall on them that they seemingly pay

little attention unless they are caught under

the saddle and badly hiu-t. They insist upon
resaddling and riding the animal again, in

case of a bad fall ; and many a winning ride

has been made under such circumstances,

the rider perhaps suffering agonies from a

bruised or broken limb.

Probably the State of Wyoming produces

the most daring riders in the world. There

seems to be something in the rarefied atmos-

phere oi' lluit country of low, wind-swept hills

that primes boih horse and rider for a des-

perate struggle. It is certain that Wyoming
})roduces the most vicious "outlaw" horses,

and it is equally certain that the State pro-

duces the men to ride them. At present

Wyoming holds three rough-riding cham-

pionships. Thad Sowder, of Cheyenne, rode

agamst all cf)mers at the Denver Festival of

Mountain and Plain in 1901. He defeated

men from Texas, Arizona, New Mexico, Col-

orado, Idaho, and Montana, and did it with

ease. Sowder, as a result, secured a "star"

engagement as the leading rough rider of

Col. W. F. Cody's Wild West attraction.

Sowder's riding is characterized by peculiar

ease. He has all the tricks in the cowpuncher's

repertory, such as fanning himself with his

hat or lightmg a cigarette while his horse is

bucking.

Harry Brennan, of Cheyenne, is another

Wyoming rider who holds a championship.

is a bnincho whose feet never strike the grnuncl on a straiL^ln li

has caused the downfall of many a good cowpuncher."

eaviuy; motion
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Brennan won first prize at the Denver Horse

Show in September, 1902. He is a young fel-

low, slender of build and the very acme of

recklessness in the saddle. He is nothing if

not spectacular, and hardly ever condescends

to put his feet in the stirrups when backing

abueker. Elton Perry, winner of the Chey-

enne Frontier Day riding events, is the third

member of this champion trio. An effort is

being made to get the champions all together

and decide whose style is superior.

"Kid" Vaughan, of Routt County, Colo-

rado, is a rider whose saddle tricks are famed

in western cattle states. Another dashing

rider is Curtis Jackson, of Schley, Colorado,

who nearly nosed Harry Brennan out of his

championship honors. Jackson thrilled a
large audience at Denver by dropping his

hackamore, while on the back of a particu-

larly vicious horse, and calmly removing his

coat and then his vest.

Nearly every ranch of any consequence,

however, has its champion who is regarded
as a world-beater. And when such modern
knights of the saddle are pitted against one
another it is a difficult matter to tell where
the honors of the lists should go.

The bucking broncho contests bid fair to

entirely supplant the cattle roping contests

in the Far West. Roping contests are cruel

When a horse vaults upward, pawing- frantically with his fore-feet, he is known as a sunfisher



The Rider Must Stick Close to His Saddle, or the Roasting He Receives Would Make that of

a Baseball Umpire Seem Tame.

to the worst degree. There is enough pain

inflicted when the cattle are roped on the

range or in the branding corral ; bnt when
the cowboys are working for a record there

is not the least mercy shown an animal.

Cattle have their legs and horns broken, and

are otherwise maimed in order that some
contestant may clip a second or two off the

world's record. Western hiimane societies

have stopped these exhibitions and the public

finds there is a better sport in the wild-horse

riding. Here the horse and man are on equal

terms. It is nip and tuck, and the mediocre

riders are quickly humbled in the arena.

The outlaw, which is useless for all practical

purposes, gets an exhilaratmg romp and is

ready for another the next time a saddle is

thrown over his back, while the cowboy gets

plenty of glory, and the crowd revels in a

form of excitement it could never derive

from any other kind of sport.

Manifestly it wiJl not be many generations

before there isno chance for buckingbroncho

contests. There will be no more bronchos to

bust and no more busters available, even if

the riffht kind of horseflesh could be secured.
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By CLARENCE A. LYMAN

DRAWINGS BY J. N. MARCHAND

THE very faintest glow of violet light

came from the east Avhen we took

the trail leading up toward the

mesa. The murderer had pressed his horse

hard from the moment he sprang upon its

back after firing the fatal shot, and the

deep dints of the unshod hoofs showed

plainly in the road. We were on foot, each

with a pocketful of jerked

venison, a rifle and cart

ridges and a can- *

teen. Thosewho ^>^

follow on a '

long, faint trail

must be close ^
to the ground.

There must
be no more
hoofs to con-

f u s e the
tracks of the

pursued.

The Mexi-

can had ridden

up the little gulch

above the ranch house,

had left the wire fence

gate down, and had gone
out across the sage-brush

flat where the tie-chpp-

pers had beaten out

a trail, and then

struck boldly up
the mouutain i-^

side. He must
have ui'ged his

horse with desperate

cruelty, for the trail

showed where it had
shpped and floun-

dered and struggled

on and on up the hill, stumbling over the

half-buried pinon logs, which never rot,

sliding back with slabs of sandstone, but

never pausing or going around for any sud-

den steep pitch or obstacle. " He'll have

been afoot in five mile," said Jake, grimly,

speaking for the first time since we started.

We had been on poise for hours, for the

'The horse was standing' in

the punky moss, its legs

braced far out, its nose al-

most against the ground."

murder was done before midnight. We had
waited for the dawn in the same one room
of the log cabin where lay the stiffening,

gory body, and where a woman sobbed

—

softly so that her children might not wake
to learn too soon of the horror which had
left them fatherless. He had been my next

friend. He was Jake's brother. It was in

my quarrel that he had incurred the

enmity of the sneaking Mexican who
followed him to his own doorway and
shot him down as he called to his wife

and to his friends as he dismounted.

The crack of the rifle stopped the

cheery hail, and the clatter of fly-

ing hoofs up the road mingled

with the sound of his

last feeble gasps.

Others might go
through the
farce of noti-

fying the cor-

oner and the

sheriff, butwe
knew thatwas
only a farce.

Doing their
work in the

dark, banded
together
against the
hated Ameri-
canos, defying

the law, and per-

juring themselves

to help each other,

the Mexicans could be
reached by no courts.

Our laws, judgment,

and execution, lay in

our rifles. If it had
been deer we were following, and the mere
hunting instinct urging us on, the pace up
the mouutain would have left us exhausted

at the end of the first mile. We breathed in

sinkmg, heaving gasps, and I winced at each

inspiration as a swollen spleen cried out to the

rest of the body to stop and let it recover it-

self. Our lips were open and cracking, and
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our teeth were gummed. In tlie hacl': of my
neck I felt the steady thub-thub-thu)) of an

overtaxed heart, and my swollen finger-tips

felt an echo of the same heavy pulsing. We
pushed on through the soft shales under the

belt of pinons and junipers, and we knew
that even though he was mounted, he had

traveled more slowly than we, for he had
often to go around the low-branching trees,

while we stooped and scrambled beneath.

Above the timber the hill stretched up in

a long even slope, covered with oak brush.

Its stiff branches, set thick with wiry twigs,

grasped at our clothing like so many hands.

The horse had made hard work of it here,

and the tracks showed where the Mexican

had dismounted for the first time, and tried

to lead the animal. Like all their bronchos,

it pulled back on the bridle, and he had
climbed on again. Then we came to where
the animal had slipped on a root and fallen

down hill, floundering in the brush and
grass a good ten minutes before it got its

feet again.

We half expected that the Mexican would
make a stand at the top of the slope, and we
neared the summit wide apart, so that if he

tried a shot at one, the other would get him
from the side. The oak gave way to scrubby,

rasping service-berry brush, and that to slid-

ing plates of sandstone at the very brow,

and then we were on the great plateau. Be-

fore us stretched a rolling country, with

waving bunch-grass in the open parks and
small patches of aspens. The weariest horse

will take good heart to find a level country

after a killing climb, and the tracks showed
that it had even loped through the first park.

The North Star must have been his guide in

the darkness, for the Mexican kept straight

north,over rockpiles, throughtimber patches,
and in the open parks. The sun was high

now, and the perspiration was pouring from
us. The ranch was ten miles behind, and
still the trail went on, straight north, up and
down hill. We could see it far ahead of us.

for there were many thistles, and the pow-
dery white under-surfaces of their leaves

showed wherever the horse had brushed
them over.

1 was long past weariness. My body had
become an automaton, dimly, dumbly doing
the bidding of my will. Each plodding foot-

fall was an effort of itself. I felt the weight
of every separate item of my equipment, the

drag of my suspenders and my coat upon my
shoulders, the pressure of the handkerchief

loosely knotted about my neck, even the
weight of the shoes upon my feet. The rifle

was a heavy one. I had won many prizes

with its twelve-pound barrel; but it had
begun to rest upon my shoulder as a crush-

ing weight. The canteen, from which every
few moments I took a sip of tepid water,

dragged at my helt as though it were being-

pulled along the ground. Side by side we
rolled along, mile after mile. We descended
into deep gulches, and fought our way from
foothold to foothold up the hills, and the

tracks were still old ahead of us. But they

showed that the horse had been struggling

along almost at the end of its powers. The
Mexican evidently planned to use every par-

ticle of the beast's energy and take the trail

afoot as fresh as possible.

Ahead of us rose the green barrier which
almost topped the roof-like peak of the pla-

teau— the thick belt of spruce timber which
had been growing and dying for centuries,

and which rose to timber-line, leaving a long

bare i"idge deflning the northern horizon

above it. Our trail entered one of the long

open parks which ran into the belt. We trav-*

eled between solid walls of green timber,

growing closer and closer together, until they

began to meet in little barriers of small

trees, as though the forest had reached hands

across. Every few yards a fallen forest mon-
arch stretched across the glade, and the

Mexican had had to stop and tear off branches

to get his broncho across. It was wasted

work, for, but a few yards beyond, the suc-

cession of glades ended, and there we found

the horse. It was standing in the punky
moss, its legs braced far out, the nose almost

against the ground, its sides encrusted with

perspiration and deeply gashed with the

cruel Mexican spurs. The saddle was still on

its back, and the deep heaves of the chest,

which were the only signs of consciousness,

stretched the horsehair strands of the cinches

until the latigoes creaked. We passed the

animal, in its suffering, and then Jake

wheeled suddenly, returned and took off the

saddle. The horse never moved or seemed

to know that we were there.

The Mexican had rwa. right on into the

timber, going lightly on his toes. I think that

when I realized that he was fresh, buoyant,

elastic, running, I almost gave up.

I remember this part of our journey as

though it had been an insistent, laborious

dream. Where the Mexican had leaped lightly

over a fallen log, we climbed slowly, drag-
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ging our legs one after the other across the

sphntered logs so that our clothes were torn

to rags. We balanced high m air, grasping

at the slender branches and crossing high

barricades on the slender logs that had fallen

athwart them— too weary to be even dizzy.

When our feet were on the ground they

often sank to the ankles in the long brown
streaks across the black of the rotten spruce

needles, which marked where trees had fallen

decades before, and hadrotted into softmold.

We rustled through the mounds of dry leaf-

lets from cones which the squirrels had torn

apart to get the seeds. The chinquapin squir-

rels chased about us fearlessly, chattering in

the tree-tops, and cutting off cones, which
sometimes fell ahead of us, with a cracking

which would send us to the cover of tree

trunks. On every side the tall spruces raised

their branchless stems forty feet above the

ground, to blend above in the gi-een thicket

which almost shut out the blue. At the foot

of almost every tree lay the trunk of the older

one which it had supplanted, and which had
fallen, sometimes to the ground, bendingover
a seoreof the saplings into splintering curves,

sometimes until it lodged against another

in a long, bending incline. Every gust of

breeze filled the forest with the groans and
complainings of these lodged trees as their

swaying sawed them back and forth. Every
few rods was a combination of trees that had
fallen and trees that had lodged and trees

that had bent over, in a barricade behind
which half a dozen men might have defied

artillery.

The gradual upward slopebecame sharper,

and through it ledges of stone obtruded, join-

ing with the tangle of trees to make the pas-

sage all but impossible for two men so ut-

terly wearied as we. I think we must have
lost heart had we not come upon traces that

the Mexican had more than once stopped to

rest, leaving his cigarette butts to show that

each siesta had been of at least half an hour.

We could catch glimpses of the sky through
the trees ahead, though what seemed an
hour's desperate climbing would bring the

open country little nearer in appearance.

We were above ten thousand feet high, and
I remember the stinging smell of blood from
the engorged veins, which filled my nostrils.

We coughed rather than breathed, and
worked upward on the hill, which had be-

come a steep ascent, like despairing mari-

ners climbing from an angry sea. A cow elk

and her calf, which had come into the forest

and laid down since the Mexican passed, rose

with great clatter of breaking boughs and
stamped away, and we both sprang up the

hill where we could see the sudden flight.

Then we had to stop and rest for a few min-
utes, drank the last of the tinny, warm water,

and lay panting until the strangling, shud-
dering breaths had lessened, and the surging
blood in our temples ceased to blind us ; and
then we took up the march again. The trail,

in the deep shade, seemed very fresh. The
elastic mosses showed the full impression

of his moccasins, and where he had broken
limbs from rotten logs, the tufts of molder-

ing filaments were yet moist. As we neared
timber line, glades opened in which blue

grouse rose from feeding on bright red ber

ries which grew close to the ground. The
sudden whirring on their creaking wings
jarred our nerves almost as much as would
rifle rei^orts. The tall trees were replaced

by twisted, knotted trunks, and these dwin-

dled to scraggly stumps, with here and there

a needled branch. At last we reached the

rock-strewn slope, with its small patches of

broom-like grass, which extended upward
from the line where the trees refused to fight

further against the storms of summer and
the icy blasts of winter.

The trail, in this imyielding soil and herb-

iage, was all but indistinguishable. Most
of the time I could not see it at all, but to

Jake, who had spent his life following such

traces, it read as though burned with live

coals. It led right on over the ridge. At the

summit he had stopped to nestle under a

large rock and smoke again, while he looked

over the widespread valley before him to

pick his route. The country north of the di-

vide has timber only in strips and patches,

and we stopped to look over the wide ex-

panse, in the hope of seeing a moving speck

in one of the great parks. A buzzai'd, wheel-

ing in great circles, high in the air, saw us

there and soared above us. The trail, when
we came to follow it again, led more to the

west, down a swelling shoulder of the long

slope, and out into a great, open grassy park

which held a stagnant lake in the centre of

its wide bowl.

We had traveled perhaps a mile from the

foot of the ridge, Jake plunging doggedly

along, thirty yards ahead, when he suddenly

stopped and made an impatient gesture for

me to stand still.

There was no trail.

The faint tracks ended as suddenly as
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' Faintly appearing, barely moving, was a tiny speck.



' By instinct—I swear there was no volition in it— I pulled the trigger."

though the Mexican had taken wings. We
had walked always at one side of the trail,

and where I stood I could see beside me the

faint traces of the moccasined foot plainly

with the sharp print of Jake's hobnails. Jake

went back and forth, then circled in wider

and wider ares. He left the trail altogether

and worked on a line directly across the

park, looking for tracks crossing. And while

he looked there came one of the sharp, dry

gusts of wind that the mountaineers caU

storm-breeders. It tore the dust and pebbles

from the roots of the grass, and almost threw

us from otu' feet. We could see it careening

across the park for a mile to the east, sweep-

ing the dust and dry bits of grass before it,

and then when we looked at our feet the last

trace of tracks had been wiped out.

Without speaking, we trudged wearily

across to the lake. We filled our canteens

from the muddy margin, and lay down in the

scrubby willows to sip the earthy water and
to chew at bits of jerked meat. The rough

salt burned in our throats, but we chewed it
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down, bit by bit. Wo lay tlioro without mo-
tion, lialf sheltered from the sun, and the

buzzard sAvung" lower and lower until his

black shadow cirehnl sharp on the ground
al)out us. Jake sat up, and the great bird

towered in the air again. I turned over and
tried to sleep, but my eyes burned in their

sockets like balls of fire. I turned my face

to the blue, and against it hung the sooty

silhouette of the buzzard, with its craning,

naked head ; its Avide-extended, angular

wings, the long, separated wing feathers

making the pinions look as though frayed at

the ends ; its taloned claws drawn up into its

feathers, but i-eady for their work of destruc-

tion at a moment's notice. Wherever a, man
goes, a buzzard's eye is likely to follow him,

for man is the animal that kills and leaves

carrion behind; and so the bird hung per-

sistently in our zenith.

I could not help shuddering at the thought

that this same bird might have hovered in

the same way over other men who had per-

ished of hunger and cold and exposure in

this inclement wilderness.

I turned over and tried to sleep, but only

to become involved in dreams— of endless

effort in the dark, with deathly weakness
pullmg at my heels and nameless terrors

dimly seen through the gloom ahead.

It was in a waking moment that I heard

the report of the rifle— fa r away— so far

that it was hardly a sound, just the faintest

infolding of the air. I looked weakly at Jake.

I hoped, in my utter weariness, that he had
not heard the sound; but he was on his feet

before I could shape the thought. He almost

dragged me from the ground. "That's him,"

he said, "right over there," and he pointed

to the northwest.

We swayed like drunken men aswe walked
away from the lake. Our limbs almost re-

fused our commands, and the creaking ankle

joints shrieked their protests. But this wore
off again, and then we went faster, ou.r hearts

light. We laughed and joked together about
the surprise that the Mexican had brought
upon himself, and giggled like schoolboys at

clumsy, bloody jests. We reached the top of

the long slope to look into just about such
another valley, with another lake. It was the
" Flat Tops " country, where the oldest hunt-
ers get lost Avith the similarity of one park
to another, and I longed to be out of it. We
stopped to scan every foot of the landscape
for our prey, but I saw him not.

Jake kept on staring.

"Can you see the speck?" he asked.

He pointed his finger, but I looked to the

yellow valley in vain. Tluni he pointed his

rifle, and I looked along the sights into the

blue sky above the horizon. Faintly appear-
ing, barely moAang, always in the same po-

sition, was a tiny speck.

It was so distant that for a time we had to

choose a tree or rock on the horizon where
we had last seen the speck in the air, and set

our course by that. We crossed park after

park, and there began to open out ahead of

us that labyrinth of canons and steep ridges

in which the Blue River takes its rise. It was
a place in which a thousand Mexicans might
hide ; but we pinned our faith upon that one

black seeker after carrion, who hung above

one spot. Over our own heads our attendant

had never left us. We kept one eye on him,

because should the Mexican kill and leaA^e a

deer partly eaten, then the bird above him
would fall at once, and we must depend upon
marking the flight of the second to the point

Avhere we might pick up the trail.

Biit we did not have to wait for that. At
tlie head of one of the many valleys we came
npon the familiar tracks. I suppose that

back at the foot of the ridge he had back-

stepped his tracks for a hundred yards or so,

and then made a long back circuit, stepping

on rocks and tufts of grass, and leaving no

trace—and then made a long circle again

until he got beyond Avhat he thought Avould

be the limit of our patience to search. I sup-

pose that was the way he did it—we never

asked him. But herewas the track again, bold

and careless. He had slipped and slid along

down the slope, scraping the gravel, snap-

ping the twigs, titterly confident that he Avas

free of p^^rsuit. I make no doubt he had

watched us double and twist on the trail,

while he puffed cigarettes under some tree,

and now he was making for the Mexican set-

tlements down on the Blue, where he was sure

of shelter and even of being hailed as a hero.

His tracks led right down the gulch. In a

hundred yards sheer walls of gray stone ap-

peared on either side. It was a strange trap

for any but an utterly confident man to get

into. The buzzard hung in the air half a

mile beyond. We could see him swing in the

late afternoon breezes, the sun sending a

broAvnish glint from his back and wings as

he swung about. We worked along through

the spruces against the walls. A deer, that

he must have passed lying down, came am-
bling languidly along the stream, stopjiing to
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nip at the marsh marigolds; and we lay

huddled behind a log, hardly breathing for

fear we should alarm it, and send it galloping

in panic down the gorge as a warning mes-

senger.

The httle rill which was yet to make a river

jingled in our ears as we crawled along. We
were both thirsty, and the sound was tor-

ment. Then at last the green timber closed

in, and the forest wall reached from rocky

crag to rocky precipice. The pungent smoke
of a spruce fire floated back through the

trees. We crawled from log to log, and from

tree to tree. Ahead was an open glade, and
from it a thread of blue smoke was rising.

Looking up, I saw two buzzards, sailing on
opposite edges of the same circle, over our

heads.

He was seated by his fire, roasting the

grouse we had heard him shoot. The sunset

shadow had chmbed well up the canon wall,

and where he sat it was so dark that through

the sights of a rifle it was impossible to dis-

tinguish anything. We both tried to get

sight, but gave it up and began to work our

way westward, where from vmder the wall

we might bring him against the light. Warily

we crawled along, behind the rocks and
bushes, only one moving at a time, while the

other kept the Mexican covered as well as

possible.

It was a flfty-yard shot, almost exactly on
a level. We lay side by side behind a log,

resting our rifles upon it. 1 saw Jake's cheek

cuddle the butt of his rifle as he aimed. I

looked at the Mexican, imconcerned, and the

impulse to shout to him to look out was so

strong that I fairly had to strangle it in my
throat. The wait became too long for my
nerves, and I looked for a moment at the

blank canon wall, and then to Jake. He had
di'opped the rifle from his shoulder and was
looking anxiously at me. I could see his hand
shaking, and his voice was a tremorous whis-

per. "I-I-Ic-can't,"hesaid. "You shoot him."

In the torturing climb I had a hundred
times pictured to myself that mahgnant face

blotted out by a white spot at the end of

a gleaming rifle barrel, but the picture, as I

saw it now within the blurred framing of the

rear peep sight, was not the same. It was a
man, a human being, at the other end. I

aimed, andknew the aimwas faulty. I wanted
to shut my eyes and pull the trigger. And
then I turned despairingly to Jake ; but he

was lying with his face in the grass and
weeds, shaken by sobs at his inability to carry

out his revenge when it lay within his grasp.

I suppose that one of the birds threw a

shadow as he wheeled above that fell under
the Mexican's eyes, for he suddenly turned

his eyes upward. He waved his hat at them,

and shouted in his bastard Spanish:
" There is no carrion here," he said. " Over

there, there on the gringo rancho; there is

carrion for you! " and he pointed toward the

South.

As he stood there, shou.ting, my rifle had
been at shoulder, and as he stood, pointing

and laughing, his outlines fell just into the

shape of the target, " enemy standing, 1,000

yards," that we had used in practice on the

sandy range at San Antonio before the regi-

ment went to Cuba. My recollection went
back, back to the vying of the men at targets.

The bead stopped at the 10 jioint, the roimd

head above the sloping shoulders, and then,

by instinct— I swear there was no vohtion

in it— I pressed the trigger.

I dared not look where I had shot, but

turned and fled back through the spruces. I

listened for the sound of an answering shot

and the singing of a bullet. It would have

been a relief to hear it; but only a crashing

echo rolled back and forthfrom rocky wall to

rocky wall. Jake paused for a minute, looked,

and looked again, and came after me.

"I'll do as much for yovi some day," he

said, as he caught up with me.

We said not another word, but panted in

haste up out of the canon. We passed the

cragged upper entrance to the canon, and
paused on the grassy park at the first dip of

the gulch, and then my stomach collapsed.

My ears were still ringing with the shot. I

thought I heard wailing and shrieking in the

air behind me. My rifle rolled out of my limp

hands, and the landscape reeled. I grasped

a handful of grass and brush as I sank to the

ground.

Jake half lifted me in his arms, his cracked

lips mumbhng questions and words of sym-
pathy. Slowly the big, conical spruces stopped

their whirling dance, and every feature of

the landscape suddenly leaped into painful

detail. The last yellow rays of the sun showed
us two great black birds, sinking on wide pin-

ions below the tops of the spruces in the

canon, where a little thread of blue smoke
was rising. There was a wliistle of feathers

in the air overhead, and, going like an arrow
on a long straight downward swoop, another

buzzard swept toward the place where his

eyes had seen his brothers di'op.



TENTING

By HIRAM M. STANLEY

AN ancient Talmudic legend relates that

Adam, on his expulsion from Para-

dise, encountered a cutting north

wind against which his scant girdle of fig

leaves proved poor protection. As he wist-

fully cast his eyes over the desolate plain of

Shinar he perceived at a great distance

a dead thorn bush. Running thither he

crouched behind it, and while still shiver-

ing he saw a wild ass come by. And Adam
cried to the beast to lie down alongside and
keep him warm. But the ass spake out ("for

asses sometimes spake in those days as since,"

saith the commentator), and derided him for

not having a warm coat of fur. Whereupon
Adam waxed wroth, and slew the ass with a

piece of the thorn tree, and with teeth and
nails stripping off the ass's coat, wrapped it

around himself. But toward noon, the sun
growing hot and a scorching wind arising,

Adam conceived the happy thought of hang-
ing the skin over the bush and reposing in

the shade thereof. It was done ; the tent was
invented, and civilization began.

Such is the httle known but interesting

legend of the origin of the tent, but it is the

future of tenting, what tenting will be and
ought to be, that I wish to emphasize. The
civilized man of the future will live in tents

for fully half the year in northern climates.

The whole winter can be pleasantly spent

in a tent by enclosing the tent in other larger

tents with air spaces between, which may be

heated by an oil stove in extreme weather.

All tents should roll up on all sides, on spring

rollers. Tents for ladies should be double,

with air spaces, and should communicate by
covered ways with the dining tent, bath tent,

and drawing-room tent. Place a barrel on a

stump near the bath tent, and connect with

hose. It will be the ambition of the men to

keep the barrel full. The drawing-room tent

should have a sod chimney built in at one

end with a large fireplace. It should be fur-

nished as prettily as ladies can devise, and
should be well stocked with musical instru-

ments, books, and card tables. It should be

large enough, when cleared, for a ballroom.

Nothing could be jollier on a cold, rainy

evening than a party before the open fire of

a good-sized tent.

A complete outfit of this kind of vari-

colored duck is less costly than the summer
cottage, and far more convenient and com-
fortable. I venture to say that ladies who
scoff at camping will be converted in such

surroundings ; yes, even those ladieswhonow
pass my humble seven-by-seven with a sniff

of contempt, but upon whom I look only

with compassion.

The kinds and conditions of tents are le-

gion. The wigwam of birch bark is a tent.

So is the savage's shelter of raw skins. I

have a friend whe spends weeks in the

woods with no other shelter than that af-

forded by a waterproof sheet, supported on

poles; and another whose seven-by-nine

tent, made of fine silk, weighs no more than

his rifle. Both carry their domiciles and
migrate the whole summer long.

I love my tent. Many a month have I

dwelt beneath its curtaining space, and heard

and felt the pleasant swell of canvas. The
tent is not, like the house, a dead, moveless

thing, made of deceased trees and burnt

mud: but it is a living being, in constant

touch with the elements. Yet never has it,

too responsive, taken to itself wings and
flown away, leaving me roofless and home-

less. My tent is old and weather-beaten, and

meanly furnished. But what care I ? Flowers

and grasses are always in reach of my hand,

and at my ever-open tent door rises the

straight ascending bole of a mighty tree.

The song sparrow discourses me melody

from the twig that overhangs my dwelling!

The brown thrush sings my vespers and mat-

tins, and the waves of the great lake voice

Nature's hymn. The squirrels play about my
tent, and in the midst of the night I am
cheered by the call of my robin neighbor, who
chirps out, "One o'clock, and all's well!"

In my humble tent I live nature-enveloped;

so do I know myself at one with the living

universe, and feel to the full that elemental

joy which never palls.



HUNTING THE BIG GAME OF WESTERN
ALASKA^

AFTER BEAR ON KADIAK ISLAND

By JAMES H. KIDDER

See Map on Pagre 322.

EAELY in April, 1900, I made my first

journey to Alaska for the purpose of

searching out for myself the best big-

game-shooting grounds which were to be

found in that territory. Few people who
have not traveled in this country have any
idea of its vastness. Away from the beaten

paths, much of its 700,000 square miles is

practically unknown except to the wander-
ing prospector and the Indian hunter.

Therefore, since I could obtain but little

definite information as to just where to go
for the best shooting, I determined to make
the primary object of my journey to locate

the big game districts of Southern and
Western Alaska.

My first two months were spent in the

country adjacent to Fort Wrangell. Here
one may expect to find black bear, brown
bear, goats, and, on almost all of the islands

along the coast, great numbers of the small

Sitka deer; while grizzlies may be met a

short distance back from the coast, and the

Ovis stonei^ or black sheep, on the hills about
Glenora and Telegraph Creek. Both of

these places are on the Stikine River, some
one hundred and fifty miles from its mouth,
and so in Canadian territory.

It must be borne in mind that the rivers

are the only highways, for the country is

very rough and broken, and on account of

the almost continuous rainfall (until one has
passed beyond the coast range of mountains)
the underbrush of Southern Alaska is very
dense, offering every obstacle to the progress

of the sportsman. All the streams are swift

and by no means easy to ascend.

The Hudson's Bay Company has trading

posts at Glenora and Telegraph Creek, and
during the early summer sends a light draft

stern-wheel steamer up the Stikine with a

* This is the first of a series of five papers on Alaskan
hunting by Mr. Kidder, who has made the first and most
extended study of the big bears of this region.— [Editor.

new stock of goods and provisions. It

would be well if one intended to make the

journey after the Stone sheep to time one's

arrival at Fort Wrangell, so as to take ad-

vantage of this steamer, thus doing away
with the hard river work, f

The game of Alaska which appealed to

me especially were the various bears. Large
brown bears (varying in species according

to the locality) may be found in almost all

districts of Alaska. Besides there are the

grizzly, and the glacial, or blue bear. It is

claimed that one of this species has never

fallen to a white man's rifle. It is found on
the glaciers from the Lynn Canal to the

northern range of the St. Elias Alps, and, as

its name imjDlies, is of a bluish color. I

should judge from the skins I have seen

that in size it is rather smaller than the

black bear. What it lives upon in its range

of eternal ice and snow is entirely a subject

of surmise.

Of all the varieties of brown bears, the

one which has probably attracted the most
attention is the large bear of the Kadiak
Islands, Ursiis middendorffs (wrongly called a

gi'izzly). Before starting upon my journey

I had communicated with Dr. Merriam,

Chief of the Biological Survey at Washing-
ton, and had learned from him all that he

could tell me of this great bear. Mr. Harri-

man, while on his expedition to the Alaskan ,

Coast iu 1899, had by great luck shot a speci-

men, and in the second volume of "Big
Game Shooting," in "The Badminton Li-

brary," Mr. Clive Phillipps-Wolley writes of

the largest "grizzly" of which he has any
trustworthy information as being shot on
Kadiak Island by a Mr. J. C. Tolman.
These were the only authentic records I

could find of bears of this species which had
fallen to the rifle of an amateur sportsman.

tin 1900 this steamer left the last of May, and I believe

there was another one the last of July.
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After spondinc: two moiitlis in southern

Alaska, 1 dctei'miuotl to visit the Ktidiak

IsUmds ill pursuit of tliis bear. I readied

my destination the latter part of June, and

three days later had started on my shooting-

expedition with native hunters. Unfortu-

nately I had come too late in the season.

The grass had shot up until it was shoulder

high, making it most difficult to see at any

distance the game I was after.

The result of this, my first hunt, was that

I actually saw but three bear and got but

one shot, which, I am ashamed to record,

was a miss. Tracks there were in plenty

along the salmon streams, and some of these

were so large I concluded that, as a sporting

trophy, a good example of the Kadiak bear

should eqiml, if not surpass, in value any
other kind of big game to be found on the

North American continent. In this opinion

I received further confirmation later, when I

saw the size of the skins brought in by the

natives to the two trading companies.

As I sailed away from Kadiak that fall

morning I determined that my hunt was not

really over, but only interrupted by the long

northern winter, and that the next spring-

would find me once more in pursuit of this

great bear.

It was not only with the hope of shooting

a Kadiak bear that I decided to make this

second expedition, but I had become greatly

interested in the big brute, and. although no

natm-alist myself, it was now to be my aim

to bring back to the scientists at Washing-

ton as much definite material about him as

possible. Therefore the objects of my sec-

ond trip were

:

Firstly, to obtain a specimen of bear from
the Island of Kadiak ; secondly, to obtain

specimens of the bears found on the Alaska

Peninsula ; and, lastly, to obtain, if possible,

a specimen of bear from one of the other

islands of the Kadiak group. With such

material I hoped that it could at least be

decided definitely if all the bears of the

Kadiak Islands are of one species ; if all the

bears on the Alaska Peninsula are of one

species; and, also, if the Kadiak bear is

found on the mainland, for there are un-

questionably many points of similarity

between the bears of the Kadiak Islands

and those of the Alaska Peninsula. It was
also my plan, if I was successful in all these

objects, to spend the fall on the Kenai Pen-
insula in pursuit of the white sheep and the

moose.

Generally I have made it a point to go
alon(! on all big game shooting trips, but I

was fortunate in having as a companion on
this journey an old college friend, Robert
P. lilake.

My experience of the year before was of

value in getting our outfit together. At
almost all points in Alaska most of the

necessary i^rovisions can be bought, but I

should rather advise one to take all but the

commonest necessities with him, for fre-

quently the stocks at the various trading

companies run low. For this reason we
took with us from Seattle sufficient pro-

visions to last us six months, and from time

to time, as necessity demanded, added to

our stores. As the rain falls almost daily

in much of the coast country, we made it a

point to supply ourselves liberally with rub-

ber boots and rain-proof clothing.

On the 6th of March, 1901, we sailed from
Seattle on one of the monthly steamers, and
arrived at Kadiak eleven days later. I shall

not attempt to describe this beautiful island,

but shall merely say that Kadiak is justly

termed the " garden spot of Alaska." * It

has numerous deep bays which cut into the

land many miles. These bays have also in

tui-n arms which branch out in all directions,

and the country adjacent to these latter is

the natives' favorite hunting ground for

bear. In skin canoes (bidarkas) the Aleuts,

paddling along the shore, keep a sharp look-

out on the near-by hillsides, where the bears

feed upon the young and tender grass.

It was our plan to choose the most likely

one of these big bays as our shooting grounds,

and according to local custom hunt from a

bidarka.

It may be well to explain here that the

different localities of Alaska are distinctly

marked by the difference in the canoes

which the natives use. In the southern part,

where large trees are readily obtained, you

find large dugouts capable of holding from

five to twenty persons. At Yakutat, where

the timber is much smaller, the canoes have

decreased proportionately in size, although

still dugouts ; but from Yakutat westward

the timber line becomes lower and lower,

until the western half of the island of Ka-

diak is reached, where the trees disappear

altogether, and the dugout gives place to

the skin canoe or " bidarka." I have never

seen them east of Prince William Sound,

* The only other islands of any size in this group are

Afognak and Shuyak.
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but from this point on to the west they are

in universal use among the Aleuts, a most
interesting race of people and a most wonder-
ful boat.

The natives of Kadiak are locally called

" Aleuts," but the true Aleuts are not found

east of the Aleutian Islands. The cross be-

tween the Aleut and white (principally Rus-

sian) is known as the "Kreole."

The natives whom I met on the Kadiak

Islands seemed to show traces of Japanese

descent, for they resembled these people

both in size and features. I found them of

a docile disposition, remarkable hunters and
weather prophets, and most expert in han-

dling their wonderful canoes, with which I

always associate them.

The bidarka is made with a light frame

of some strong, elastic wood; is covered with

seal or sea lion skin ; not a nail is used in

making the frame, but all the various parts

are tied firmly together with sinew or stout

twine. This allows a slight give, for the

bidarka is expected to give to every wave,

and in this lies its strength. There may be

one, two, or three round hatches, according

to the size of the boat. In these the occu-

pants kneel, and, sitting on their heels, ply

their sharp-pointed paddles : all paddling

at the same time on the same side, and then

all changing in unison to the other side at

the will of the bowman, who sets a rapid

stroke. In rough water camelinkas (large

shirts made principally of stretched and dried

bear gut) are worn, and these are securely

fastened around the hatches. In this way
the Aleuts and the interior of the bidarka

remain perfectly dry, no matter how much
the sea breaks and passes over the skin deck.

I had used the bidarka the year before,

having made a trip with my hunters almost

around the Island of Afognak, and believed

it to be an ideal boat to hunt from. It is

very speedy, easily paddled, floats low in

the water, will hold much camp gear, and
when well handled is most seaworthy. So
it was my purpose this year to again use
one in skirting the shores of the deep bays,

and in looking for bears, which show them-
selves in the early spring upon the mountain
sides or roam the beach in search of kelp.

The Kadiak bear finds no trouble in get-

ting all the food he wants during the berry

season and during the run of the various

kinds of salmon, which lasts from June until

October. At this period he fattens up, and
upon this fat he lives through his long win-

ter sleep. When he wakes in the spring he
is very weak and hardly able to move, so

his first aim is to recover the use of his legs.

This he does by taking short walks when
the weather is pleasant, returning to his den
every night. This light exercise lasts for a
week or so, when he sets out to seek upon
the beach kelp, which acts as a purge. He
now lives upon roots, principally of the

salmon-berry bush, and later nibbles the

young grass. These carry him along until

the salmon arrive, when he becomes exclu-

sively a fish-eater until the berries are ripe.

I have been told by the natives that just

before he goes into his den he eats berries

only, and his stomach is now so filled with

fat that he really eats but little.

The time when the bears go into winter

quarters depends upon the severity of the

season. Generally speaking, it is in early

November, shortly after the cold weather

has set in. Most bears sleep uninterrupt-

edly until spring, but occasionally they are

found wandering about in midwinter. My
natives seettied to think that only those

bears which have found uncomfortable

quarters are restless, and that they leave

their dens at this time of year only for the

purpose of finding better ones. They gen-

erally choose for their dens caves high up
upon the mountain sides among the rocks,

and in remote places where they are not

likely to be discovered. The same winter

quarters are used year after year.

The male, or bull bear, is the first to come
out in the spring. As soon as he recovers

the use of his muscles he leaves his den for

good, and wanders aimlessly about until he

comes upon the track of some female. He
now persistently follows her, and it is at

this time that the rutting season of the Ka-
diak bear begins, the period lasting gener-

ally from the middle of April until July.

In Eagle Harbor (on Kadiak Island) a

native, three years ago, during the month of

January, saw a female bear which he killed

near her den. He then went into the cave

and found two very small cubs whose eyes

were not yet open. This would lead to the

belief that this species of bear brmgs forth

its young about the beginning of the new
year. At birth the cubs are very small, and
there are from one to four in a litter—two,

however, is the usual number. The mother,

although in a state of semi-torper, suckles

these cubs in the den, and they remain with

her all that year, hole up with her the fol-
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lowing winter, <an<l coniinuo to follow Iwv

until the second fall, when they shift for

themselves.

For many years these bears have been so

persistently hnnted by the natives, who are

constantly patrolling the shores in their skin

canoes, that their knowledge of man and
their senses of smell and hearing are devel-

oped to an extreme degree. They have,

however, like most bears, but indifferent

sight. They range in color from a light

tawny lion to a very dark brown ; in fact,

I have seen some bears that were almost

black. Many people have asked me about

their size, and how they compare in this re-

spect Avith other bears. The Kadiak bear is

naturally extremely large. His head is very

massive, and he stands high at the shoul-

ders. This latter characteristic is emphasized

by a thick tuft of hair, which stands erect

on the dorsel ridge just over the shoulders.

The largest bear of this kind which I shot

measured eight feet in a straight line from
his nose to the end of the vertebrae, and
stood fifty-one and a half inches in a straight

line at the shoulders, not including between

six and seven inches of hair.

Most people have an exaggerated idea of

the number of bears on the Kadiak Islands.

Personally I believe that they are too few
ever to make this kind of sport popular. In

fact, it was only by the hardest kind of care-

ful and constant work that I was finally suc-

cessful in bagging my first bear on Kadiak.

When the salmon come it is not so difficult

to get a shot, but this lying in wait at night

by a salmon stream cannot compare with

seeking out one's game on the hills in the

spring and stalking it in a sportsmanlike

manner. '^

It was more than a week after our land-

ing at Kadiak that the weather permitted

me to go to Afognak (the next island), where
my old hunters lived, to make our final

preparations. One winter storm after an-

other came in quick succession, but we did

not mind the delay, for we had come early

and did not expect the bears would leave

their dens before April.

I decided to take with me on my hunt the

same two natives whom I had had the year

before. My head man's name was Fedor
Deerinhoffi. He was about forty years of

age, and had been a noted sea otter and bear

hunter. In size he was rather larger than
the average of his race and absolutely fear-

less. Many stories are told of his hand-to-

h;uid encounters wiih these big bears. I

think the best one is of a time when he

crawled into a den on his hands and knees,

and in the dark and at close quarters shot

three. He was unable to see, and the bear's

heavy breathing was his only guide in ta-

king aim.

Nikolai Tycoon, my other native, was
younger and shorter in stature, and also

had a great reputation as a hunter (which

later I found was fully justified), and further-

more was considered the best bidarka man
of Afognak. He was a nice little fellow,

always good natured, always keen, always

willing, and the only native whom I have

ever met with a true sense of gratitude. *

The year before I had made all arrange-

ments to hire for this season a small schooner,

which was to take us to our various shooting

grounds. I was now much disappointed to

find that the owner of this schooner had de-

cided not to charter her. We were, there-

fore, obliged to engage a very indifferent

sloop, but she was fortunately an excellent

sea boat. Her owner, Charles Payjaman, a
Russian, went with us as my friend's hunter.

He was a fisherman and a trapper by pro-

fession, and had the reputation of knowing

these dangerous island waters well. His

knowledge of Russian we expected to be of

great use to us in dealing with the natives

;

Alaska was under Russian control for so

many years that that language is the natural

local tongue.

It was not until the first of Ajjril that Ave

got oui- entire outfit together, and it was not

until four days later that the weather per-

mitted us to hoist our sail and start for the

shooting grounds, of which it was of the

utmost importance that we should make a

good choice. All the natives seemed to

agree that Kiliuda Bay, some seventy-five

miles below the toAvn of Kadiak, was the

most likely place to find bear, so we now
headed our boat in that direction. It was a

most beautiful day for a start, with the first

faint traces of spring in the air. As we
skirted the shore that afternoon I sighted,

through the glasses on some low hills in the

distance, bear tracks in the snow. My Aleuts

seemed to think that the bears were prob-

ably near, having come down to the shore in

search of kelp. It promised a pretty fair

chance for a shot, but there Avas exceedingly

*I do not believe that any one making a hunting expe-

dition to the Kadiak Islands could get a better hunter

than Nikolai Pyeoon.
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bad water about, and no harbor for the sloop

to he, so Payjaman and my natives advised

me not to make the attempt. As one should

take no chances with Alaskan waters, I felt

this was wise, and we reluctantly passed on.

The next forenoon we pxit into a large bay
known as Eagle Harbor, to pick up a local

hunter who was to accompany us to Kiliuda

Bay, for both my Aleuts and the Eussian

were unacquainted with this locality. Ignati

Chowischi)ack, the native whose services we
secured, was quite a character, a man of

much importance among the Aleuts of this

district, and one who had a thorough knowl-

edge of the country which we had chosen as

om- hunting grounds.

We expected to remain at Eagle Harbor
only part of the day, but unfortunately at

this point we were stormbound for a week.

Several times we attempted to leave, but

each time had to j)ut back, fearing that the

heavy seas we encountered outside would
crush in the bidarka which was carried

lashed to the sloop's deck. Therefore, it

was not until early on the morning of

April 12, just as the sun was topping the

mountains, that we finally arrived at Kili-

uda Bay.

Our hunting grounds now stretched before

us as far as the eye could see. We had by
this time passed the tree area, and it was
only here and there in isolated spots that

stunted cottonwoods bordered the salmon
streams, and scattered patches of alders

dotted the mountain sides. In many places

the land rolled gradually back from the

shore until the mountain bases were reached,

while in other parts giant cliffs rose directly

from the water's edge, but generally one
could, with the glasses, command a grand
view of this great, irregular bay, with its

long arms cutting uito the island in all direc-

tions.

We made our permanent camp in a large

barabara. The barabara is so often seen in

Western Alaska that it deserves a brief de-

scription. It is a small, rude, dome-shaped
hut, with a frame generally made of drift-

wood, and thatched with sods and the rank
grass of the country. It has no windows,
but a large hole in the roof permits the hght
to enter and serves also as an outlet for the

smoke from the fire, which is built on a

rough hearth in the middle of the barabara.

These crude huts, their doors never locked,

offer shelter to any one, and are frequently

found in the most remote places. The one

which we now occupied was quite large, with

ample space to stow away our various belong-

ings, and we made ourselves most comfort-

able, while our Aleiits occupied the small

"banya," or Russian bathhouse, which is

also generally found by the side of the bara-

bara. This was to be our base of supphes

from which my friend and I were to hunt in

different directions.

The morning after reaching our shooting

groiuids I started with one of my natives and
the local hunter in the bidarka to get the lay

of the land. Both Blake and I thought it

wise to divide up the country, for the reasons

that we could thus cover a much greater ter-

ritory, and that our modes of hunting differed

materially. Although at the time I believed

from what I had heard that Payjaman was
an excellent man, I preferred to hunt in a

more careful manner, as is the native cus-

tom, in which I had had some experience the

year before. I firmly believe that had Pay-
jaman hunted as carefully as my Aleuts did,

my friend would have been more successful.

We spent our first day in skirting the

shores of the entire bay, paddling up to its

very head. Ignati pointed out to Fedor all

the most likely places, and explained the

local eccentricities of the vai'ious winds— a

knowledge of these being of the first import-

ance in bear hunting. I was much pleased

with the looks of the country, but at the

same time was greatly disappointed to find

that in the inner bays there was no trace of

spring, and that the snow lay deep even on
the shores down to the high-water mark.

Not a bear's track was to be seen, and it was
evident that we were on the grounds ahead

of time.

We stopped for te'a and lunch about noon

at the head of the bay. Near by a long and
narrow arm of water extended inland some
three miles, and it was the country lying ad-

jacent to this and to the head of the bay that

I decided to choose as my hunting grounds.

We had a hard time to reach camp that

night, for a severe Alaskan storm suddenly

burst upon us, and a fierce wind soon swept

down from the hiUs, kicking up a heavy sea

which contmviaUy swept over the bidarka's

deck, and without camelinkas on we surely

shoidd have swamped. It gi-ew bitterly cold,

and a blinding snow-storm made it impos-

sible to see any distance ahead, but Ignati

knew these waters well, and we reached the

main camp, safe, but half frozen, just at

dark.



On the Lookout for Bear.

Next day the storm still continued, and it

was impossible to venture out. My friend

and I passed the time playing piquet and
listening to our natives, who talked earnestly

together, going over many of their strange

and thrilling hunting experiences. We under-

stood but little Russian and Aleut, yet their

expressive gestures made it quite possible to

catch the drift of what was being said. It

seemed that Ignati had a brother killed a few

years ago while bear hunting in the small

bay which lies between Eagle Harbor and
Kiliuda Bay. The man came upon a bear,

which he shot and badly wounded. Accom-
panied by a friend, he followed up the blood

trail which led into a thick patch of alders.

Suddenly he came upon a large, unwounded
male bear, which charged him unprovoked
and at such close quarters that he was unable

to defend himself. Before his companion,

who was but a short distance away, could

reach him he was killed. The bear fright-

fully mangled the body, holding it down
with his feet and using his teeth to tear it

apart.

Ignati at once started out to avenge his

brother, and killed in quick succession six

bears, allowing their bodies to remain as a
warning to the other bears, not even remov-
ing their skins.

During the past few years three men, while

hunting, have been kiUed by bears in the same
vicinity as Ignati's brother, two instantly and
one living but a short time. I think it is due
to these accidents that the natives in this

region have a superstitious dread of a " long-

tailed bear" which, they declare, roams the

hills between Eagle Harbor and Kiliuda Bay.

The storm, which began on the 13th, con-

tinued imtil the 17th, and this was but one
of a series. Winter seemed to come back in

all its fury, and I believe that whatever bears

had left their winter dens went back to them
for another sleep. It was not until the

middle of May that the snow began to dis-

appear and spring with its green grass came.

All this time I was camped with my natives

at the head of the bay, some fifteen miles

from our base of supplies. On the 23d of

April we first sighted tracks, but it was not

until May 15th that I was finally successful

in bagging my first bear.

The tracks in the snow indicated that the

bears began again to come out of their win-

ter dens the last week in April ; and should

one wish to make a spring hunt on the

Kadiak Islands the first of May would, I

should judge, be a good time to arrive upon
the shooting grounds.

When the wind was favorable our mode
of hunting was to leave camp before day-

light, and paddle in our bidarka up to the
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head of one of these long bays, and leavmg

our canoe here, trudge over the snow to some
commandmg elevation, where we constantly

used the glasses upon the surrounding hill-

sides, hoping to see bear. We generally re-

turned to camp a httle before noon, but in

the afternoon went back again to the look-

out, where we remained until it was too dark

to see.

When the wind was blowing into these

valleys we did not hunt, for we feared that

whatever bears might be around would get

our scent and qiiickly leave. New bears

might come, but none which had once scented

mountain ridge with rocky sides stretching

aU across our front ; whUe to the left rose

another towering mountain ridge with steep

and broken sides. All the surrounding hills,

and much of the low country, were covered

with deep snow. The mountains on three

sides completely hemmed in the valley, and
their snowy slopes gaves us an excellent

chance to distinguish all tracks. Such were
the grounds which I had been watching

for over a month, whenever the wind was
favorable.

The sun was just topping the long hill to

oiu" right as we reached our elevated watch-

Our Permanent Camp Near the Harbor's Mouth on the Alaska Peninsula.

US would remain. For days at a time we
were stormboimd, and unable to hunt, or

even leave our httle tent, where frequently

we were obhged to remain under blankets

both day and night to keep warm.
On May 15th, by 4 o'clock, I had finished

a hurried breakfast, and with my two Aleuts

had left in the bidarka for our daily watch-

ing place. This was a large mound lying in

the centre of a valley some three miles from

where we were camped. On the right of the

mound rose a gently sloping hUl, with its

sides sparsely covered with alders, and at

right angles and before it extended a rugged

ing place. The glasses were at once in use,,

and soon an exclamation from one of my
natives told me that new tracks had beeu
seen. There they were—^two long, unbroken
lines, leading down from the mountain on
our right, across the valley, and up and out

of sight over the ridge to our left. It

seemed as if two bears had simply wandered
across our front, and crossed over the range

of mountains into the bay beyond.

As soon as my hunters saw these tracks-

they turned to me, and with every confi-

dence said, "I guess catch." Now it must
be remembered that these tracks led com-
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pletely over the mountains to our left, and it

was the most beautiful bit of hunting on the

part of my natives to know that these bears

would turn and swing back into the valley

ahead. To follow the tracks, which were

well up in the heart of our shooting grounds,

would drive out all the bears that might be

lurking there, and this my hunters knew
perfectly well, yet they never hesitated for

one moment, but started ahead with every

confidence.

We threaded our way thi-ough a mass of

thick alders to the head of the valley, and
then climbing a steep mountain, took

ground, and he was unquestionably a bull

of great size. Shortly after I had the sat-

isfaction of seeing a second bear, which the

first was evidently following. This was
without doubt a female, by no means so

large as the first, and much lighter in color.

The smaller bear was apparently hungry,

and it was interesting to watch her dig

through the snow in search of food. Soon
she headed down the mountain side, paying

absolutely no attention to the big male,

which slowly followed some distance in the

rear. Shortly she reached a rocky cliff,

which it seemed impossible that such a

" The bidarka is made with a light frame of strong, elastic wood, covered with seal or sea-lion skin."

our stand on a rocky ridge, which com-
manded a wide view ahead and to our left

in the direction in which the tracks led. We
had only been in our new position half an
hour when Nikolai, my head hunter, gripped

my arm and pointed high up on the

mountain in the direction in which we had
been watching. There I made out a small

black speck which to the naked eye ap-

peared but a bit of dark rock protruding

through the snow. Taking the glasses, Imade
out a large bear slowly floundering ahead
and evidently coming downward. His coat

seemed very dark against the white back-

clumsy animal could descend, and I almost

despaired of her making the attempt, but

without a pause she wound in and out,

seemingly traversing the steepest and most

diflicult places in the easiest manner, and
headed for the valley below. When the

bull reached this cliff we lost sight of him

;

nor could we locate him again with even

the most careful use of the glasses. He had
evidently chosen this secure retreat to lie

up in for the rest of the day. If I could

have killed the female without alarming

him, and then waited on her trail, I should

undoubtedly have got another shot as he
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followed her after his rest. It was 8

o'clock when we first located the bears,

and for nearly three hoiu-s I had a chance

to watch one or both of them through
powerful glasses. The sun had come up
clear and strong, melting the crust upon
the snow, so that as soon as the female bear

reached the steep mountain side her down-
ward path was not an easy one. At each
step she would sink up to her belly, and at

times would slip and fall, turning somer-
sault after somersault; now and again she

would be buried so deep in the snow that it

seemed impossible for her to go either

ahead or backward. Then she would roll

over on her back, and, loosening her hold on
the steep hillside, would come tumbling and
slipping down, turning over and over, side-

ways and endways, until she caught herself

by spreading out all four legs.

In this way she came with each step and
turn nearer and nearer. Finally she reached

an open patch on the hillside, where she

began to feed, digging up the roots of the

salmon-berry bushes at the edge of the

snow. If now I lost sight of her for a short

time it was very difficiTlt to pick her up
again, even with the glasses, so did the light

tawny yellows and browns of her coat blend

in with the dead grass of the place on which

she was feeding.

The wind had been blowing in our favor

all the morning, and for once continued

true and steady. But how closely we watched
the clouds to see that no change in its direc-

tion threatened us

!

We waited until the bear had left the

snow and was quietly feeding before we
made a move, and then we slowly worked

ahead and downward, taking up a new
position on a small ridge, which was well to

leeward, but still on the opposite side of

the valley from the bear. She seemed in

an excellent position for a stalk, and had I

been alone I should have tried it. But the

Aleut mode of hunting-is to study the direc-

tion in which your game is working, and
take up a position which it will approach.

Taking up our stand, we waited, watch-

ing with much interest the great, ungainly

creature as she kept nibbling the young
grass and digging up roots. At times she

would seem to be heading in our direction,

and then again would turn and slowly feed

away. Suddenly something seemed to alai'm

her, for she made a dash of some fifty yards
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down the valley, and then, seemmg to re-

cover her composure, began to feed again,

all the while working nearer and nearer.

The bear was now well down in the bottom
of the valley, which was at this point cov-

ered with alders and intersected by a small

stream. There were open patches in the

underbrush, and it was my intention to

shoot when she passed through one of

these, for the ground was covered with

over a foot of snow, which would offer a

very tempting background.
While all this was passing quickly through

my mind, she suddenly made another bolt

down the valley, and went directly opposite

our position, tui-ned at right angles, crossed

the brook, and came straight through the

alders into the open not eighty yards away
from us. As she made her appearance, I

coxild not help being greatly impressed by
the massive head and high shoulders, on
which stood the pronounced tuft of hair. I

had most carefully seen to my sights long

before, for I knew how much would prob-

ably depend on my first shot. It surely

seemed as if fortune was with me that day,

as at last I had a fail" chance at the game I

had come so far to seek. Aiming with the

greatest care for the lungs and heart, I

slowly pressed the trigger. The bear gave

a deep, angry growl, and bit for the wound,
which told me my bullet was well placed.*

But she kept her feet, and made a dash for

the thicket. I was well above, and so com-
manded a fairly clear view as she crashed

thi-ough the leafless alders. Twice more I

fired, and each time with the most careful

aim. At the last shot she dropped with an
angry moan. My hunters shook my hand,

and their faces told me how glad they were

at my final success after so many long weeks

of persistent work.f

I at once started down to look at the bear,

When a bullet strikes a Kadiak bear, he will always
bite for the wound, and utter a deep and angry growl

;

whereas of the eleven bears which my friend and I shot

on the Alaska Peninsula, although they, too, bite for the

wound, not one uttered a sound.

when out upon the mountain opposite the

bull was seen. He had heard the shots,

and was now once more but a moving black

speck on the snow, but it will always be a
mystery to me how he could have heard the

three reports of my small-bore rifle so far

away and against a strong wind. My
natives suggested that the shots must have

echoed, and in this I think they were right

;

but even then it shows how abnormally the

sense of hearing has been developed in these

bears.

1 was sorry to find that the small-bore

rifle did not give as great a shock as I had
expected, for my first two bullets had gone
through the bear's lungs and heart without

knocking her off her feet.

The bear was a female, as we had sup-

posed, but judging from what my natives

said, only of medium size. She measured
six feet four inches in a straight line between
the nose and the end of the vertebrae, and
forty-four and five-eighths inches at the

shoulders. The fur was in prime condition,

and of an average length of four and a half

inches, but over the shoulder the mane was
two inches longer. Unfortunately, as in

many of the spring skins, there was a large

patch over the rump, apparently much
rubbed. The general belief is that these

worn patches are made by the bears sliding

down hill on their haunches on the snow;

but my natives have a theory that this is

caused by the bear's pelt freezing to their

dens and being torn off when they wake
from their winter's sleep.

Although this female was not large for a

Kadiak bear,* I was much pleased with my
final success, and our camp that night was

quite a merry one.

Shortly after killing this bear Blake and.

I returned to the trading post at Wood
Island (near the town of Kadiak) to prepare

for a himt on the Alaska Peninsula.

t Including the time spent last year and this year, this

bear represented 87 days of actual hunting.

* As was proved by one I shot later in the season.



THE STORY OF THE TRAPPER

VIL—JOHN COLTER, THE FREE TRAPPER

By A. C. LAUT

I.

EAELY one morning- two white men
slipped out of their sequestered cabin

built in hiding of the hills at the head-

waters of the Missouri. Under covert of

brushwood lay a long, odd-shaped canoe,

sharp enough at the prow to cleave the nar-

rowest waters between rocks, so sharp that

French voyageurs gave this queer craft the

name— '^canot a bee cV esturgeon^'''' that is, a

canoe like the nose of a sturgeon. This Amer-
ican adaptation of the Frenchman's craft

was not a birch bark. That would be too

frail to essay the rock-ribbed canons of the

mountain streams. It was usually a common
dug-oiit, hollowed from a cottonwood, or

other light timber, with such an angular nar-

row prow it could take the sheerest dip

and mount the steepest wave-crest where a

rounder boat would fill and swamp. Drag-
ging this from cover, the two white men
pushed out on the Jefferson Fork, dipping

now on this side, now on that, using the

reversible double-bladed paddles which only

an amphibious boatman can manage. The
two men shot out in mid-stream, where the

mists would hide them from each shore— a

moment later the white fog had enfolded

them, and there was no trace of human pres-

ence but the trail of dimphng ripples in the

wake of the canoe.

No talking, no whisthng, not a sound to

TDetray them! And there were good rea-

sons why these men did not wish their pres-

ence known. One was Potts, the other, John
Colter ; both had been with the Lewis and
Clark exploring party of 1804-5, when a

Blackfoot brave had been slain for horse-

thieving by the first white men to cross the

upper Missouri. Besides, the year before

-coming to the Jefferson, Colter had been
with the Missouri company's fur brigade

under Manuel Lisa, and had gone to the

Crows as an emissary from the fur company.
"While with the Crows a battle had taken

place against the Blackfeet in which they

suffered heavy loss owing to Colter's prowess.

That made the Blackfeet sworn enemies to

Colter.

Turning off the Jefferson, the trappers

headed their canoe up a side stream, prob-

ably one of those marshy reaches where bea-

vers have formed a swamp by damming up
the current of a sluggish stream. Such quiet

waters are favorite resorts for beaver and
mink and marten and pekan. Setting their

traps only after nightfall, the two men could

not possibly have put out more than forty

or fifty. Thirty traps are a heavy day's work
for one man. Six prizes out of thirty are

considered a wonderful run of luck ; but the

empty traps must be examined as carefully

as the successful ones. Many that have been
mauled, scented by a beaver scout, and
left, must be replaced. Others must have
fresh bait; others again must be carried to

better grounds where there are more game
signs.

Either this was a very lucky morning and
the men were detained taking fresh pelts,

or it was a very unlucky one and they had
decided to trap farther up stream; for when
the mists began to rise the hunters were still

in their canoe. Leavuig the beaver meadow,
they continued paddling up stream away
from the Jefferson. A more hidden water-

course they could hardly have found. The
swampy beaver-runs narrowed; the shores

rose higher and higher into rampart walls;

and the dark-shadowed waters came leap-

ing down in the lumpy, uneven runnels of a

small canon. You can always tell whether

the waters of a canon are compressed or

not, whether they come from broad, swampy
meadows or clear snow streams smaller than

the canon. The marsh waters roll down
swift and black and turbid, raging against

the crowding walls: the snow streams leap

clear and foaming as champagne, and are in

too great a hurry to stop and quarrel with

the rocks. It is altogether likely that these



" The Blackfeet searched the island for Colter,

running from log to log of the drift."
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men. recognized swampy water and were as-

cending the canon in search of a fresh bea-

ver-inarsh, or they would not have continued

paddling six miles above the Jefferson with

daylight growing plainer at every mile.

The men paused. What was that noise ?

" Like buffalo," said Potts.

"Might be Blackfeet," answered Colter.

No ; what would Blackfeet be doing, rid-

ing at a pace to make that thunder so close

to a canon? It was only a buffalo herd

stampeding on the anniial southern run.

Again Colter urged that the noise might be

from Indians. It would be safer for them to

retreat at once. At which Potts wanted to

know if Colter were afraid.

Afraid? Colter afraid? Colter who had

remained behind Lewis and Clark's men to

trap alone in the wilds for nearly two years,

who had left Manuel Lisa's brigade to go

alone among the thieving Crows, whose lead-

ership had helped the Crows to defeat the

Blackfeet ?

Anyway, it would now be as dangerous to

go back as forward. They plainly couldn't

land here. Let them go ahead where the

walls seemed to slope down to the shore.

Two or three strokes sent the canoe round

an elbow of rock into the narrow course

of a creek. Instantly, out sprang five

or six hundred Blackfeet warriors with

weapons leveled, guarding both sides of the

stream.

An Indian scout had discovered the trail

of the white men and sent the whole band
scoiu'ing ahead to intercept them at this nar-

row pass. The chief stepped forward and
with signals that were a command beckoned
the himters ashore.

As is nearly always the ease, the rash man
was the one to lose his head—the cautious

man the one to keep his presence of mind.

Potts was for an attempt at flight, when every

bow on both sides of the river would have
let go a shot. Colter was for accepting the

situation, trusting to his own wit for subse-

quent escape.

Colter, who was acting as steersman, sent

the canoe ashore. Bottom had not grated

before a savage snatched Pott's rifle from
his hands. Springing ashore, Colter forcibly

wrested the weapon back and coolly handed
it to Potts.

But Potts had lost all his rash courage of

a moment before, and with one push sent

the canoe into mid-stream. Colter shouted

at him to come back—come back ! Indians

have more effective arguments. A bow-
string twanged ; and Potts screamed out

—

" Colter ! I am wounded !

"

Again Colter urged him to land. The
wound tui'ned Pott's momentary fright to a
paroxysm of rage. Aiming his rifle, he shot

his Indian assailant dead. If it was torture

that he feared, that act assured him at least

a quick death ; for, in Colter's language, man
and boat were instantaneously "made a rid-

dle of."

No man admires courage more than the

Indian ; and the Blackfeet recognized in their

captive one who had been ready to defend

his comrade against them all, and who had
led the Crows to victory against their own
band a few years before.

The prisoner surrendered his weapons. He
was stripped naked, but neither showed sign

of fear nor made a move to escape. Evi-

dently the Blackfeet could have rare sport

with this game white man. His life in the

Indian countiy had taught him a few words
of the Blackfoot language. He heard them
conferring as to how he should be tortured

to atone for all the Blackfeet had suffered

at white men's hands. One warrior suggested

that the hunter be set iip as a target and
shot at—then see whether he would be so

brave

!

But the chief shook his head. That was
not game enough sport for Blackfeet braves.

That would be letting a man die passively.

And how this man could fight if he had a

chance ! How he could resist torture if he

had any chance of escaping the torture

!

But Colter stood impassive and listened.

Doubtless he regretted having left the well-

defended brigades of the fur companies to

hunt thus alone in the wilderness. But the

fascination of the wild life is as a gambler's

vice—the more a man has, the more he

wants. Had not Colter crossed the Rockies

with Lewis and Clark and spent two years

in the mountain fastnesses? Yet when he

reached the Mandans, on the way home, he

could not bear to go on to civilization but

asked permission to return to the wilderness,

where he spent two more years. Had he

not set out for St. Louis a second time, met
Lisa coming up the Missouri with a brigade

of hunters, and for the third time turned his

fac€ to the wilderness ? Had he not wandered
mth the Crows, fought the Blackfeet, gone

down to St. Louis, and been impelled by that

strange impulse of adventure which was to

the hunter what the instinct of migration is
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to bird and fish and buifalo and all wild

things—to go yet again to the wilderness?

II.

The free trappers formed a class by them-

selves.

Other trappers either hunted on a salary

of $200, $300, $400, a year or on shares like

fishermen of the Grand Banks, outfitted by
" planters," or, like Western prospectoi-s, out-

fitted by companies , that supply provisions,

boats, and horses, expecting in return the

major share of profits. The free trappers

fitted themselves out, owed allegiance to no

man, hunted where and how they chose, and

refused to carry their furs to any fort but

the one that paid the highest prices. For

the mangeurs de lard—as they called the fur

company raftsmen—they had a supreme eon-

tempt. For the methods of the fur companies,

putting rivals to sleep with laudanum or bul-

let, and ever stirring the savages up to war-

fare, the free trappers had infinite loathing.

The crime of corrupting natives can never

be laid to the free trapper. He carried

neither poison, nor what was worse than

poison to the Indian—whiskj^—among na-

tive tribes. The free trapper lived on good

terms with the Indian because his safety de-

pended on the Indian. Eenegades like Bird,

the deserter from the Hudson's Bay Com-

pany, or Rose, who abandoned the Astorians,

or Beckwourth of apocryphal fame, might

cast off civilization and become Indian chiefs

:

but after all, these men were not guilty of

half so heinous crimes as the great fur com-

panies of boasted respectability. Wyeth of

Boston, and Captain Bonneville of the Army,

whose underlings caused such murderous

slaughter among the Root Diggers, were not

free trappers in the true sense of the term.

"Wyeth was an enthusiast who caught the

fever of the wilds ; and Captain Bonneville,

a gay adventurer, whose men shot down more
Indians in one trip than all the free trappers

of America shot in a century. McLellan and

Crooks and John Day—before they joined

the Astorians—and Boone and Carson and

Colter, are names that stand for the true

type of free trapper.

One crime the free trappersmaybe charged
with—a reckless waste of precious furs. The
great companies always encouraged the

Indians not to hunt more game than they

needed for the season's support. And no

Indian hunter, uncorrupted by white men,

would molest game while the mothers were

with their young. Famine had taught them

the punishment that follows reckless hunt-

ing. But the free trappers were here to-day

and away to-morrow, Uke a Chinaman, to

take all they could get regardless of results

;

and the results were the rapid extinction of

fur-bearing game.

Always there were more free trappers in

the United States than in Canada. Before

the union of Hudson's Bay and Nor'-Wester

in Canada, all classes of trappers were ab- ^

sorbed by one of the two great companies.

After the union, when the monopoly enjoyed

by the Hudson's Bay did not permit it lit-

erally to drive a free trapper out, it could

always "freeze" him out by withholding

supplies in its great white northern wilder-

nesses, or by refusing to give him transport.

When the monopoly passed away in 1871,

free trappers pressed north from the Mis-

souri, where their methods had exterminated

game, and carried on the same ruthless war-

fare on the Saskatchewan. North of the Sas-

katchewan, where very remoteness barred

strangers out, the Hudson's Bay Company
still held undisputed sway ; and Lord Strath-

cpna, the governor of the company, was able

to say, only two years ago—"the fur trade

is quite as large as ever it was."

Among free hunters Canada has only one

commanding figure—John Johnston of the

Soo, who settled at La Pointe on Lake Su-

perior in 1792, formed league with Wabogish,

"the White Fisher," and became the most

famous trader of the lakes. His life, too, was

almost as eventful as Colter's. A member
of the Irish nobility, some secret which he

never chose to reveal drove him to the wdlds.

Wabogish, the "White Fisher," had a daugh-

ter who refused the wooings of all her tribe's

warriors. In vain Johnston sued for her hand.

Old Wabogish bade the white man go sell

his Irish estates and prove his devotion by

btiying as vast estates in America. Johnston

took the old chief at his word and married

the haughty princess of the lake. When the

war of 1812 set all the tribes by the ears,

Johnston and his wife had as thrilling ad-

ventures as ever Colter knew among the

Blackfeet.

Many a free trapper—and partner of the

fur companies, as well—secured his own
safety by marrying the daughter of a chief,

as Johnston had. These were not the Hghtly-

come lightly-go affairs of the vagrant adven-

turer. If the husband had not cast ofi: civil-

ization like a garment, the wife had to put
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it on like a garment ; and not an ill-fitting

garment, either, when one considers that the

convents of the quiet nuns dotted the wilder-

ness like oases in a desert almost contem-

poraneous with the fur trade. If the trapper

had not sunk to the level of the savages,

the little daughter of the chief was educated

by the nuns for her new position. I recall

several cases where the child was sent across

the Atlantic to an English governess, so that

the equality would be literal and not a senti-

mental fiction. And yet on no subject has

the Western fur trader received more per-

sistent and unjust misjudgment. The hero-

ism that culminated in the tmion of Poca-

hontas with a noted Virginian won applause

;

and almost similar circumstances dictated

the union of fur traders with the daughters

of Indian chiefs, but because the fur trader

has not posed as a sentimentalist, he has

become more or less of a target for the index

finger of the Pharisee (*)

North of the boundary, the free trapper

had small chance against the Hudson's Bay
Company, As long as the slow-going Mack-
inaw Company, itself chiefly recruited from
free trappers, ruled at the jmaction of the

lakes, the free trappers held the hunting
grounds of the Mississippi ; but after the

Mackinaw was absorbed by the aggressive

American Fur Company, the free hunters

were pushed westward. On the lower Mis-

souri, competition raged from 1810, so that

circumstances drove the free trapper west-

ward to the mountains—where he is hunting
in the twentieth century as his prototype

hunted two hundred years ago.

In Canada—of course after 1870—he en-
tered the mountains chiefly by three passes:

(1) Yellow Head Pass southward of the Atha-
basca ; (2) the narrow gap where the Bow
emerges to the plains—that is, the river

where the Indians found the best wood for

the making of bows : (3) north of the boun-

C*) Would not such critics think twice hefore passing
judgment if they recalled that General Parker was a
full-blood Indian ; that if Johnson had not married
Wabogish's daughter and if Johnson's daughter had not
preferred to marry Schoolcraft instead of going to her
relatives of the Irish nobility, Longfellow would have
writted no Hiawatha ? Would they not hestitate before
slurring men like Premier Norquay of Manitoba and the
famous Mac Kenzies, those princes of fur trade from St.

Louis to the Arctic, and David Thompson, the great ex-
plorer ? Do they forget that Lord Strathcona, one of the
foremost peers of Britain, is related to the proudest race
of plain-rangers that ever scoured the West from the
Bois-Brules? The writer knows the West from only
fifteen years of life and travel there

;
yet with that im-

perfect knowledge cannot recall a single fur post without
some tradition of an unfamed Pocahontas,

dary, through that narrow defile overtowered

by the lonely flat-crowned peak called Crow's

Nest Mountain—^that is, where the fugitive

crows took refuge from the pursuing Black-

feet.

In the United States the free hunters also

approached the mountains by three main
routes—(1) up the Platte; (2) westward from

the Missouri across the plains; (3) by the

Three Porks of the Missouri. For instance,

it was coming down the Platte that poor

Scott's canoe was overturned, hispowder lost,

and his rifles rendered useless. Game had
retreated to the mountains with spring's ad-

vance. Berries were not ripe by the time

trappers were descending with their winter's

hunt. Scott and his famishing men could

not find edible roots. Each day Scott weak-
ened. There was no food. Finally Scott had
strength to go no farther. His men had
found tracks of some other hunting party

far to the fore. They thought that in any
case he could not live. What ought they

to do ? Hang back and starve with him, or

hasten forward, while they had strength, to

the party whose tracks they had espied? On
pretense of seeking roots, they deserted the

helpless man. Perhaps they did not come
up with the advance party till they were sure

that Scott must have died ; for they did not

go back to his aid. The next spring, when
these same hunters went up the Platte, they

found the skeleton of poor Scott sixty miles

from the place where they had left him.

The terror that spurred the emaciated man
to drag himself all this weary distance can
barely be conceived ; but such were the fear-

ful odds taken by every free trapper who
went up the Platte, across the parched plains,

or to the headwaters of the Missouri.

Going out alone, or with only one partner,

the free himter encumbered himself with
few provisions. Two dollars' worth of tobacco
would buy a thousand pounds of "jerked"
buffalo meat, and a few gaudy trinkets for

a squaw all the pemmican white men could
use.

Goi'ig by the river routes, four days out
from St. Louis brought the trapper into re-

gions of danger. Indian scouts hung on the
watch among the sedge of the river bank.
One thin line of upeurling smoke, or a piece
of string, babiche (leather cord called by the
Indians assapcqnsh), fluttering from a shrul),

or little sticks casually dropped on the river

l)ank pointing one way—all were signs that

told of marauding Ijands. Some )«rch tree
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was notelied with an Indiun cypher—a liunter

had passed that way and claimed tlie bark

for his next year's canoe. Or the mark might

be on a eottonwood—some man wanted
this tree for a dug-out. Pei-liaps a stake

stood with a mark at the entrance to a bea-

ver-marsh—some hunter had found this

gi'ound first and warned all other trappers

off by the code of wilderness honor. Notched
tree-trunks told of some runner gone across

country, blazing a trail by which he could

return. Had a piece of fungus been torn

from a hemlock log? There were Indians

near and a squaw had taken the thing to

whiten leather. If a sudden puf£ of black

smoke spread ont in a cone above some dis-

tant tree, it was an ominous sign to the trap-

per. The Indians had set fire to the inside

of a pnnky trunk, and the shooting flames

were a rallying call.

In the most perilous regions, the trapper

traveled only after nightfall with mnifled

paddles, that is—mnffled where the handle

might strike the gunwale. Camp fires warned
him. which side of the river to avoid; and
often a trapper slipping past under the

shadow of one bank saw hobgoblin figures

dancing round the fiames of the other bank
—Indians celebrating their scalp dance. In

these places the white hunter ate cold meals
to avoid lighting a fire ; or, if he lighted a
fire, after cooking his meal he withdrew
and slept at a distance from the light that

might betray him.

Incidents that meant nothing to other men
were full of significance to the lone voy-

ageur through hostile lands. Always the

spring floods drifted down numbers of dead
buffalo ; and the carrion birds sat on the

trees of the shore with their wings spread

out to dry in the sun. The sudden flacker

of a rising flock betrayed something prowl-
ing in ambush on the bank; so did the splash

of a snake from overhanging branches into

the water.

The fur company brigades always had es-

cort of armed guard and provision packers.

The free trappers went alone or in pairs,

picketing horses to the saddle overlaid with
a buffalo robe for a pillow, cooking meals
on chip flres, using a slow-burning worm-
wood bark for matches, and trusting their

horses or dog to give the alarm if the bands
of coyotes hovering through the night dusk
approached too near. On the high rolling

plains, hostiles could be descried at a dis-

tance, coming over the horizon head and top

first, like the peak of a sail, or emerging
from the "coolies"—dried sloughs—like

wolves from the earth. Enemies could be
seen soon enough ; but where could the trap-

per hide on bare prairie '? He didn't attempt

to hide. He simply set fire to the prairie

and took refuge on the lee side. That de-

vice failing, he was at his enemies' mercy.

On the plains, the greatest danger was
from lack of water. At one season, the trap-

per might know where to find good camping
streams. The next year, when he came to

those streams, they were dry.

''After leaving the buffalo meadows, a dread-

ful scarcity of water ensued, " wrote Charles

Mackenzie of the famous Mackenzie clan, jour-

neying north from, the Missouri. ''We had to

alter our course and steer to a distant lake.

When we got there, we found the lake dry. How-
ever, we dug a pit, which produced a kind of

stinking liquid which we all drank. It was salt

and bitter, caused an inflammation of the mouth,
left a disagreeable roughness of the throat, and
seemed to increase oin? thirst. * * * We
passed the night under great uneasiness. Next
day we continued our journey, hut not a drop of

water was to he found * * * and our dis-

tress became insupportable. * * * j^n at

once our horses became so unruly that we could

not manage them. We observed that they

showed an inclination towards a hill which was
close by. It struck me that they might have
scented water. * » * I ascended to the top,

where to my great joy, I discovered a small pool.

* * * My horse plunged in before I could

prevent him * * * and all horses drank to

excess."

III.

Such were the very real adventures of the

trapper's life, a life whose fascinations lured

John Colter from civilization to the wilds

again and again till he came back once too

often and fou.nd himself stripped, helpless,

captive, in the hands of the Blackfeet.

It would be poor sport torturing a pris-

oner who showed no more fear than this im-

passive white man cooUy hstening and wait-

ing for them to compass his death. So the

chief dismissed the suggestion to shoot at

him as a target. Suddenly, the Blackfoot

leader turned to Colter. "Could the white

man run fast ? " he asked. In a flash, Colter

guessed what was to be his fate. He, the

hunter, was to be hunted. No, he cunningly

signaled, he was only a poor runner.

Bidding his warriors stand still, the chief

roughly led Colter out three hundred yards.

Then he set his captive free, and the exultant

shriek of the running warriors told what
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maimer of sport this was to be. It was a

race for life.

The white man shot ovit with all the power
of muscles hard as iron-wood and tense as a

bent bow. Fear winged the man running'

for his life to out-race the winged arrows

coming from the shouting warriors three

hundred yards behind. Before him stretched

a plain six miles wide, the distance he had
so thoughtlessly paddled between the ram-

part walls of the canon but a few hours ago.

At the Jefferson was a thick forest growth

where a fugitive might escape. Somewhere
along the Jeffersonwas his own hidden cabin.

Across this plain sped Colter, pursixed by
a band of six hundred shrieking demons.

Not one breath did he waste looking back

over his shoulder till he was more than haK
way across the plain, and could teU from the

fading uproar that he was outdistancing his

hunters. Perhaps itwas the last look of de-

spair ; but it spurred the jaded racer to re-

doubled efforts. All the Indians had been

left to the rear but one who was only a him-

dre*d yards behind.

There was, then, a racing chance of escape

!

Colter let out in a burst of renewed speed

that brought blood gushing over his face,

while the cactus spines cut his naked feet

like knives. The river was in sight. A mile

more, he would be in the wood ! But the

Indian behmd was gaining at every step.

Anotherbackward look ! The savage was not

thirty yards away ! He had poised his spear

to launch it in Colter's back, when the white

man turned, fagged and beaten, thi*ew up his

arms, and stopped!

This is an Indian ruse to arrest the pur-

suit of a wild beast. By force of habit, it

stopped the Indian, too, and disconcerted him
so that instead of launching his spear, he

fell fiat on his face, breaking the shaft hi

his hand. With a leap. Colter had snatched

xrp the broken point and pinned the savage

through the body to the earth.

That interrupted the foremost of the other

warriors, to rescue their brave, and gave Col-

ter time to reach the river.

In he plunged, fainting and dizzy, swim-
ming for an island in mid-current, where
driftwood had formed a sheltered raft. Un-
der this he dived, coming up with his head
among branches of trees.

AU that day the Blackfeet searched the

island for Colter, running from log to log of

the drift; but the close-grown brushwood
hid the white man. At night he swam down
stream like any other hunted animal that

wants to throw pursiiers off the trail, went
ashore, and struck across country, seven days'

journey, for the Missouri Company's fort on
the Bighorn River.

Naked and unarmed, he succeeded in

reaching the distant fur post, having sub-

sisted on roots and berries.

IV.

Chittenden says that poor Colter's adven-

ture only won for him in St. Louis the rep

utation of a colossal liar. But traditions of

his escape were current among all hunters

and Indian tribes on the Missouri, so that

when Bradbury, the English scientist, went
west with the Astorians in 1811, he sifted

the matter, accepted it as truth, andpreserved

the episode for history in a small-type foot

note to his book, published in London in 1817.

Two other adventures are on record sim-

ilar to Colter's; one of Oskononton's escape

by diving under a raft, told in Ross' " Fur
Hunters;" the other of a poor Indian flee-

ing up the Ottawa from pm-suing Iroquois

of the Five Nations and diving under the

broken bottom of an old beaver dam, told

in the original " Jesuit Relations."

And yet, when the Astorians went up the

Missouri a few years later, Coulter could

scarcely resist the impulse to go a fourth

time to the wilds. But fascinations stronger

than the wooings of the wilds had come to

his life—he had taken to himseK a bride.
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It is illegal in most states to " jack " deer or hound them to their slaughter in water ; but the

sportsman needs no law to restrain him from such unfair methods of killing game animals.

Killing: Game Because some of our Southern
Out of Season states allow men with guns to
on va e

violate the law and escape with-

out penalty, there is evidently

honest confusion as to what extent mem-
bers of club preserves are amenable to state

game laws.

I have recently been asked by correspond-

ents from widely separated quarters whether
game on club or individual preserves may
be shot out of season, and if so, to what
extent.

Individual owners and members of clubs

are just as liable to the state laws as any in-

dividual in the state. No individual owner
has a right to shoot quail or other game bird

on his private property during the closed

season for that bird; and no club member
has a right to shoot any kind of game on the

club property during the closed season.

If they do, they are hable to arrest and
prosecution.

It is strange there should be confusion on
this point, but there is, and no doubt there

will be until the court has delivered its les-

son far and near. Members of game pre-

serves may no more violate the state laws,

because they are on their own property, than
an individual may break other laws of the

state because he is in his own back yard.

Nor is this at all unique to America; both
in England and in France private and club
members are obliged to observe the game
laws with respect to the closed and open sea-

sons, like the lowhest of the people.

Foreigrn Unless American riflemen are pre-

^\. pared to accept the tail end on the
Shooting

Activity ^^^t ^^ '^^ world's marksmen, it be-

hooves the National Rifle Associa-
tion, and all interested, to bestir themselves,
else we fall heir to that unenviable position.

Never has there been such rifle shooting ac-
tivity in England and Europe as to-day.

Only recently a tournament was held at

Vienna in which no less than twenty-seven

teams competed, representing as many asso-

ciations of mid-Europe. While the marks-
manship was nothing extraordinary, it was
at least as good in some respects, if not bet-

ter in others, than revealed by the Ameri-
cans in the contest for the Palma Trophy at

Ottawa last September,

At Vienna the question of sending teams to

Bisley to compete for the Palma Trophy
next year was discussed, and decided upon
favorably ; so that we are likely to see in

1903 a truly international struggle for this

trophy, which we lost in 1901.

There is perhaps more rifle-shooting ac-

tivity in England than elsewhere on the other

side, and the movement runs through all

classes; for example, the Workingmen's
Rifle Club proposes a tournamentnext spring,

and the National Rifle Association of Great
Britain, with its twenty thousand members,
has entered upon a vigorous practice cam-
paign. It is safe to say that unless a great

deal more is done in America than is doing
at present, some time will elapse before the

Palma Trophy finds its way back to the

country whence it was taken.

It is not pleasing to remember that only a

few years ago the riflemen of the United
States were champions of the world. Pres-

tige may be lost rapidly, once the down-hill

gait is begun.

The average American is a natural shot

;

his quick eye and nervous temperament
combine to give him a certain advantage

over other nationalities, so that with little

practice our teams have been able to hold

their own at short-range shooting; but at

long-range shooting, the last two or three

years, and especially the competition for

the Palma Trophy this year, proved British

riflemen much superior in that department.

Yet, it must be said, in all fairness to the

Americans, that their showing in the Pahna
Trophy shoot was really creditable, con-

sidering rifle shooting in America to have

been resurrected only a couple years, and
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that tMs particular team used a rifle which
had been issued to it but a short time be-

fore the match. If we are to regain our

one-time premier position in marksman-
ship, there needs to be more general activity.

At present practically all the initiative is

taken by one or two Eastern states, and, of

course, it is impossible to develop the best

markmanship on so restricted a basis. We
must all get together and stay together.

The Automobile The Department of State,

in Great Britain through its Bureau of For-
and in Europe

g^gj^ Commerce, has recently

issued the result of an investigation concern-

ing the manufacture, sale and use of the

automobile in Europe. Primarily the infor-

mation was gathered for its industrial value,

but there is an infinite amount of data in

the report of great interest to those who use

the machine for pleasure.

Naturally, of course, greatest interest at-

taches to the outlook in France, Germany
and England, for La those countries the ma-
chine has attained greater popularity than

elsewhere across the Atlantic. The investi-

gation shows that France continues to lead

in the manufactui-e of the automobile and in

its general use. This popularity is due partly

to the excellent roads, partly to the good
hotel accommodations that may be had in

smaller towns, and partly to the encourage-

ment extended the industry through permit-

ting races on certain prepared highways. In

Paris alone, it is said, about thirty thousand

motor cars are in daily use.

In Germany is a very decided forward
movement in the manufacture, which has in-

creased materially in the last two years,

yet Germany is not to be considered seri-

ously as a rival of France in this respect,

though it does look as if England would be

distanced. "With prices and import duties,

there is not much chance for the Ameri-
can buUt machines in either of these two
countries.

England manufacturers seem not to sat-

isfy the demand, which is largely supplied

by France and America, and the automobile

is attaining more and more of a hold.

Two years ago there were only two hun-

dred automobiles in Austria, since which

time, however, the sport has attained to

comparative popularity. In Belgiiim, Switz-

erland, Holland and Denmark the auto-

mobile is used to a smaU and increasing

extent. In Spain, curiously enough, they

have progressed to public motor omnibuses
in some districts for conveying passengers
between towns where there is no railroad

communication. In addition Spain has three

or four manufacturers of her own. Italy

gets all its machines from France. In the

extreme North, in Sweden, for example, little

advance has been made in the automobile.

Quite the most remarkable recital of this

Government report is the fact that there is

practically no automobUing in Canada. It

is hard to beheve that not in Montreal, To-
ronto or Victoria are there any machines.

Apropos of the Continental development
of the automobile, nearly all the stores and
ammunition required for the recent German
armymanoeuvreswere transported on power-
ful motor trucks, capable of drawing one
or more loaded trail wagons in addition to

their own loads.

Automobile The recent reliability run under
Manufacture the auspices of the Automobile

si^SenT ^^^^ ^^ America, from New
in America York to Boston and return, was

the most important test to which
the horseless carriage has been put since the

industry took shape in America. Contests

such as these are rightfully regarded, both

in this country and abroad, as literally in-

dispensable to a practical demonstration of

the machine's capabilities; and as they are

the most thorough test the public can ask of

the manufacturer, the runs should be en-

couraged in every possible way. Certainly

the manufacturers are doing all within their

power to prove the trustworthiness of their

product.

With these facts in mind, the recent run

between New York and Boston must be put

down as remarkable. No accident resulted

in injury to any individual; of seventy-five

machines which started, representing thirty

different manufactiu-ers, all but seven fin-

ished in good condition. This alone indi-

cates that the experimental stage of auto-

mobile manufacture in America has been

passed.

The gasolene machine predominated, there

being sixty-two to nineteen steam cars, and

one electric. In weight they ranged from

800 to 3,500 pounds, the latter being an

electric, and the heaviest of the other ma-
chines 2,760 pounds; but machines weigh-

ing between 1,000 and 2,000 pounds pre-

dominated. Of those weighing less than

1,000, only foui-teen were entered
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The feature of the run was the showing

made by the light American vehicle of from

four to eight horse-power, andweighing from
800 to 1,000 pounds, which type was well

represented among those finishing with per-

fect scores. The very heavy car suffered by
comparison, and two of the seven foreign

cars broke down. Taking it first and last,

the run was a distinct triumph for American
manufacturers ; and it is interesting to note

that in the test last month in Great Britain,

where manufacturers of Germanyand France
were represented, one of the two machines

which finished with "absolutely perfect

record," was also of American make.

Comparing this with last year's run to

Rochester, which was much shorter, the de-

velopment of the American product is nota-

ble, even allowing for the wretched condition

of the roads in 1901. Last year, out of

eighty starters, but forty-one completed the

journey.

As was expected, the weak spot of the

automobile, revealed by the tests here and
abroad, is the tire ; and naturally the heavi-

est machines suffer the most.

Among other things, the reliability test

run from New York to Boston proved that

in the hands of an intelligent operator the

automobile is a reasonably safe vehicle.

Racing:

Season

Thoroughly Take it by and large, it was an
Satisfactory interesting and, except for the

failure of last year's two-year-

olds to develop consistently in

their three-year-old form, a highly satisfac-

tory season. There were startling in-and-out

performances, but, on the whole, the horses

raced to form.

Apart from the amount of money won, the

sporting honors of the season must be given

to Gold Heels, Major Daingerfield, and Ad-
vance Guard, appropriately called the Iron

Horse; and perhaps the two most notable

performances of the year were the winning

of the Champion Stakes by Major Dainger-

field, and of the two-and-a-quarter mile race

for the Woodland Vase, by Advance Guard,

who incidently beat the American Derby
winner.

Both from the sporting and the business

point of view, the season was a most suc-

cessful one; from the spectator's point of

view, no season has been so attractive ; from
the sportsman's point of view, it was the

most gi-atifying season in the history of the

turfin this country. The continued and force-

ful uplifting efforts of horsemen such as

Messrs William C. Whitney, James R. Keene,
and August Belmont, and the addition to the

racing game trom time to time of men of the

class of Messrs. H. P. Whitney and Herman
Duryea has exerted a tremendous influence

for the betterment of American horse racing.

And this, in conjunction with the persistent

effort of the Jockey Club to keep the sport

clean, has made of 1902 a record year.

Corrupt jockeys have been handled in the

severest manner, as they deserve to be, and
with a disregard for individual prominence
which proves that the Jockey Club is deter-

mined to punish offenders—be they who
they may.
At the present time the State Racing As-

sociation and the Jockey Club, and Messrs.

Whitney, Keene, Belmont, Knapp, Hitch-

cock, and Miller are co-operating to subor-

dinate the gambling element of the racing

game.

In a word, the American turf is fast attain-

ing to a position where it may be compared
favorably with the English turf. There is, of

course, much yet to be done, but sportsmen
may have every confidence that these gen-

tlemen will accomplish the purpose with

which they set forth.

A Dearth There ought to be more amateur
of Amateur race meets like those given last
Race Meets

jj^^^th by the Meadowbrook and
the Westchester Hunt clubs. We need them.

It is somewhat curious that while racing in-

terest has increased, strictly amateur events,

like the pony races and the steeplechases,

have made no corresponding progress, especi-

ally in the East. The one-time annual meets
of the hunt clubs have, except in one or two
directions, lost their significance, and aban-

doned most of their dates as well. In the

Genesee Valley and over Rose Tree (Penn.)

way the annual meet, at which all the neigh-

boring farmers and the gentry attend, still

obtains, but elsewhere it is only an occa-

sional event. 'Tis a pity, for there is no surer

method of maintaining good sport.

Something of this kind needs to be in-

augurated to increase the number of our
gentlemen riders, for in no other way will

steeplechasing gain the position it holds in

England; in no other way, so far as I can
see, will it so soon reach the position of suc-

cess and security to which the National Hunt
and Steeplechase Association are destined

to lift it, if given deserved co-operation.
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Uo Two-year-old The Champagne Stakes, in

Ciampion the latter part of the Morris
for 1902 -p^j.^ j^j^gg j^ggt^ p^^; forth

another candidate— Eugenia Burch— for

two-year-old honors, and, as nothing devel-

oped subsequently to settle the moot ques-

tion, the racing season of 1902 closed without

fixing the season's championship. Thus it

rests among Messrs. Whitney and Duryea's

Acefull and Irish Lad, August Belmont's

Mizzen, R. F. Hitchcock's Grey Friar, John

A. Drake's Savable, and Mrs. L. Curtis's

Eugenia Bui'ch. And none of these is in the

class with the great two-year-olds of last

year—Yankee, Blue Girl, Nasturtium, En-

diu-ance- by Right and Heno.

Apropos of this puzzling question, it will

be somewhat interesting to have the of&cial

judgment of Handicapper Vosburgh, as indi-

cated by the weights he assigned candidates

for the White Plains handicap.

Name. JLis.

Savable 126
Acefull 125
Eugenia Burch 123
Onatas 120
Grey Friar 120
Eiver Pirate 118
Dick Welles 118
Lord of the Vale 117

JVame. Lhs.
Whitechapel 117
Dalesman 116
Hurstbourne 115
Big Ben 115
Sir Launeelot 115
Palmist 115
Standard Bearer 115
Girdle 115

Trotting After John A. McKerron's record
Honors for of 2.05^, made at Memphis, there
McKerron ^^ ^^ ^^ denymg Mr. H. K. Dev-

ereaus's gi-eat stallion all the amateur

trotting honors of 1902; for, though Lord

Derby and The Monk are great trotters—The

Monk, with a record of 2.05f—yet the sea-

son's racing has stamped John A. McKer-
ron the most dependable, smoothest, and

strongest of the thi-ee. Indeed, the season's

work suggests that John A. McKeiTon is

the fastest trotter of the year, outside of the

world's champion Cresceus.

The Abbot probably wiU never again

equal the figures at present to his credit, so

next year the struggle will be among John

A. McKerron, Lord Derby, and The Monk;
perhaps, also, Boralma if he arrives.

Cresceus made several attempts to beat

his own world's one-mile record of 2.02J,

but the best he did was 2.04 flat. Great

and courageous horse as he is, it would

seem, from this season's performances, that

he reached his top speed last year.

And so the 1902 season closes with the

two-minute trotter farther off than he has

been for a couple of years, for it looked last

year that in the coming of this great horse,

the long looked for had an-ived.

One of the greatest trotting performances

of the year was the two-mile— a world's

record— of 4.28^, by Onward Silver.

"Women The second show of the Ladies' Ken-
Score a nel Association last month was wor-
Success tliy to be considered among the shows

of the country ; and a very good show it was
indeed. There was evidence, naturally so, of

newness in the management of these affairs,

and some mistakes in appointments , yet, on

the whole, so much was commendable that

criticism is out of place. There were over

1,600 entries and 366 classes—a good enough

showing for any kennel association, to be

sure—and the really meritorious feature of

the exhibit was the broad interest it revealed,

with entries coming from several widely sep-

arated places— as, for example, from San
Francisco, Milwaukee, and Pittsburg.

And the quality was good, better than one

would expect under the circumstances. Sev-

eral of our best kennels were represented,

and some familiar names carried off a ma-

jority of the honors. Mr. Frank Gould swept

the deckwith his St. Bernards, and Mr. Harry

Peters, of course, did likewise with his fine

exhibit of beagles ; Mr. FoxhaU Keene did the

same in the Airedale classes, Mr. Frank Dole

in the bull terriers, Mr. T. D. M. Cardeza

with his Great Danes, Mrs. James L. Ker-

nochan with her Irish terriers ; Miss Moeran

with her toy spaniels, Mrs. Evans with her

field spaniels. Notable individual wins w.ere

Miss Bird with her Russian wolf hound,

Mrs. Mayhew with her now famous home-

bred wire-haired fox terrier, Hands Up, and

Mr. Howard Gould with his Old English

sheep dog Robin Adair, though Mrs. Wil-

liam C. Eustis was very successful, too, in

this class with Bilton Bob. In sporting dogs,

in which, very appropriately, the showing

was not strong in numbers, although there

were individuals of high quality, the Brook-

dale Kennelswon the pointer, and the Bloom-

field Kennels the setter honors.

Altogether the Association deserves much

credit for a thoroughly good show. Next

year I hope to see more improvement, and

some lessons learned from this and last year's

experience.

Mr. Belmont's The importation of last sea-

Home-bred son likely to be of the most
Fox Terriers benefit to our breeders was, I

am inclined to think, Don Cesario, Mr. Bel-

mont's smooth fox terrier. This is a finely
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bred dog of the best strains in England,

and already a sire of prominence. Individ-

ually lie shows quality of the highest or-

der, which he transmits, whUe, if he has

faults, seemingly he keeps them to himself.

Mr. Belmont's return to the exhibitor's

ring gives sincere pleasure, and it is not un-

likely that his purchase of Don Cesario was

prompted by the renewed interest he felt

through the success of two youngsters of his

own breeding, of which Blemton Lady is a

terrier any one may well be proud.

Wanted The women's show emphasized the

a diversity of official judgment on
Standard type, with somewhat convulsing re-

sults. Diversity of opinion appears to be a

very prominent feature of American dog

shows, especially of the minor shows. There

is nearly always confliction over high-class

toy spaniels, French bull dogs, and Welsh
terriers. Some judges give the ribbon to the

very high-domed spaniel— others turn their

faces on this type ; some judges prefer the

bull-dogtype of French bull— others the type

more after the Boston terrier or bull terrier.

Here is wide divergence, surely. Some de-

clare the Welsh terrier, a small Airedale—
others favor more the fox terrier type.

Perhaps some day there may be unity on
these as well as other questions which are

continually agitating dog fanciers and per-

plexing their friends. There appear to be
more discussions and morefrequent'disagree-

ments among dog fanciers on one subject

or another than among any class on earth.

Sometimes I think it must be one of the at-

tractive features for the majority, because so

many questions, which might be settled with

a real effort, drag on eternally, a bone of

contention.

Donors of Cups The Ladies' Kennel Associa-
Sbould tion and other kennel associa-
Remain Out of

^^^j^g ^^^^^ ^^q something for the
Competition ,

'^

more general encouragement
of dog breeders if wiser expenditure be
made of the very liberal donations now given

every show. At present it appears to be the

custom for the donors of cups and other

prizes to compete for them ; and oftentimes

it amounts to practically offering a prize for

one's own kennel. No such thought, of course,

impels the offer, but it seems to me it would
be more sporting and more for the general

welfare of breeding if those who offer prizes

remain out of the competition.

Western Harvard's success in the Inter-

Golf collegiate golf champiouship, both
Triumpiis team and individual, was really a
distinct triumph for the West, as the Egans.

— H. C. and W. E.— were the only men on.

the Harvard team to beat out their Yale op-

ponents, the team which stood between Har-
vard and the championship—and both these;

young men are from the Middle West. IL
Chandler Egan,whowon the individual event^

is also the U. S. Gr. A. western champion,,

and an altogether promising golfer, the only

one in sight, indeed, with any likelihood of'

worthily succeeding Mr. Travis, should he
beat him within the coming golf year.

By this win Harvard completely turned

the golfing tables on Yale, whose men last

year won, as Harvard has this, both indi-

vidual and team honors. Princeton did not
equal expectations; she never has, for, with

one or two of the strongest natural golfers

in the country, there has been yet no ade-

quate development.

Inter-city The inter-city matches of this sec
Results son tend to show that the Metro-
politan golfers are losing gi idually their

former great advantage in i laying skill

;

which means that Philadelphiaus, and others

with whom the New York players come in

contact, are bettering their game rapidly; a
most satisfactory condition. Philad-^lphia,.

where improvement has been marked and
interest sustained, this last season produced
one player— J. I. Lineaweaver— to beat Mr.
Percy Pyne, 2nd, a player of an unfulfilled

promise, and another— R. E. Griscom— to

defeat Mr. E. C. Watson. Jr.

The same is true of the women. Phila-

delphia has been coming closer to New York
right along, and now the Boston team has
beaten both Philadelphia and New York

;

and beaten them handsomely by playing

very much better golf.

Play Frequently I hear long arguments
the Game as to whether it is sportsmanly or

sportswomanly to exact strict adherence to

the rules of the game; and not long ago a

lot of newspaper adulation was showered

upon a player who really gave away the

game, through not holding the opponent to

the letter of the rule.

Now this is all stuff and affectation and
bad sport; besides which it tends to breed

an unhappy spirit on the links. Rules are

made to govern the play of a game; they
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are made for all the players and
to be respected all the time ; they

may not be slighted on your m-
dulgence or respected on my in-

sistence, as the case may be.

There is no such thing- as "hair

splitting" in the application of

the plain rules. They cannot be

split ; they are to be used in their

entirety.

Strict adherence to the very

letter of the rule, and more re-

spect of the playing etiquette,

will relieve golf of some annoy-

ing elements.

Powerful Cup defense syndi-
America's cates grow in strength

„ '^, ^ and national repre-
Syndicate ... „ , % .

sentation. Columbia
was built by a syndicate of

three; Constitution''s syndicate

contained five, and the New
York Yacht Club syndicate, just

annoiinced to build the defender

for next year's racing, contains

ten names: Messrs. C. Oliver

Iselin, of New York; ex-Judge
Elbert H. Gary, of Chicago;
Clement A. Griscom, of Phila-

delphia: Joseph J. Hill, of St.

Paul; William B. Leeds, of Pitts-

burgh; William Rockefeller, of

New York; Cornelius Vander-
bilt, of New York; Henry Wal-
ters, of Baltimore ; P. A. B. Wid-
ener, of Philadelphia, and Nor-
man D. Ream, of Chicago.

Mr. Iselin, who will sail the

boat, has been long associated

with cup defense. He raced Vigi-

lant against Valkyrie II. in 1893

;

Defender against Valkyrie III. in

1895, and Columbia against the

first Shamrock.

Judge Gary is the Chairman of

the Executive Committee of the United States

Steel Corporation; Mr. Griscom is the Presi-

dent of the International Mercantile Marine
Company, and owner of the schooner Alert;

Mr. Hill is President of the Great Northern
Railway Company, and owner of the steam
yacht Wacotita; Mr. Leeds is President of

the Rock Island Railway Company, and
owner of the steam yacht Noma ; Mr. Rocke-
feller is Vice-President of the Standard Oil

Company. Mr. Vanderbilt is the only mem-

H. Chandler Egan, Inter-colleg-iate and Western Golf Champion.

ber of the syndicate, beside Mr. Iselin, who
hitherto has taken active interest in yacht
racing. He owns the seventy-footer Bainboio
and the steam yacht Cherokee. Mr. Walters
is President of the Atlantic Coast Line Com-
pany, and owns the steam yacht Narada and
was one of the syndicate that built Constitu-

tion last season. Mr. Widener is the Phila-
delphia traction magnate, and owns the
steam yacht Josejihine. Mr. Ream is a mem-
ber of the Chicago Board of Trade, and a
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director of the United States Steel Corpora-

tion. Messrs. Rockefeller, Gary and Ream
are not yacht owners, and the latter two are

new members of the New York Yacht Club.

With a syndicate of this strength, the

forthcoming Cup defender, upon which the

Herreshoifs are now at work, will not be

lacking in any detail which money and skill

can secure.

Ex-Commodore J. Pierpont Morgan's peer-

less Columhia^ which has twice successfully

defended the Cup, will be put into commis-

sion under the management of Mr. E. D.

Morgan, who handled her so masterfully in

her last race. Constitution, built by ex-Vice-

Commodore Augaist Belmont, Frederick G.

Bourne, James Stillman, Col. Oliver H. Payne
and Henry Walters, will also be put into

commission under the management of Mr.

Belmont, than whom, in my opinion at least,

there is no cleverer Corinthian sailing these

or any other waters.

Thus, the yachting outfit arranged for the

defense of the Cup against Shamrock III. is

the most powerful thatwas ever got together;

and reflects the times.

Possible The new defender wiU be looked
Lines of for with even more than the usual
the new

interest, for, as between Columbia

and Constitution^ the difference is

small and chiefly one of beam. No doubt, the

new model will seek to develop along the

lines of Columbia, looking to the attainment

of an easy rather than a powerful model.

Constitution has nine or ten inches more
breadth than Columbia, with the same num-
ber of feet on the water line (90 ft.), the

same over-all-length (132 ft.), and the same
draught, (19.10). Extra beam gave Constitu-

tion the abihty to carry more canvas, but it

may be that this and her high sides lost her

the honor of defendingthe Cup against Sham-
rock II. It is improbable that the new boat
will carry so much sail as Constitution. Per-

sonally, I have always believed Constitution

a much better boat than she showed in

the trial races: and I fully expect her, in

the hands of Mr. Belmont, to justify my
confidence.

Shamrock III. On the other side work is pro-
an Easy gressing rapidly on the new
Rather than challenger Shamrock III. and I
a Powerful ^ .

i. ^ +i
•

Model suspect the two boats this year

will come nearer one model than

on any previous occasion. Unquestionably,

the British designers, Watson and Fife, have
not suffered defeat so often without finally

discovei'ing wherein their models have been
handicapped, and the endeavor this year will

be to give Shamrock III. a cleaner and easier

form, rather than a powerful one, as seems
to have been the chief thought in previous

models. The American boat has always had
the advantage of cleaner lines and easier

form, the challengers, without exception, be-

ing clumsy in comparison.

Hamlet The official 1902 ranking of the
Without United States National Lawn Ten-
the Dane

^^g Association will be received with
some surprise by those who carefully fol-

lowed the game this season.

SINGLES.
Rank. Players. Handicap.

1 W. A. Larned \ r\-^„o c^fia
2 M.D. Whitman f

Owe3.6ofl5.

3 B.C.Wright Owes 2-6 of 15.

4 Holcomb Ward
)

5 W. J, Clothier., V Scratch.
6 L, E. Ware

j

7 R. D. Little
|

8 H. H. Hacliett I r,„„„;„„ o e ^^ ic
9 Clarence Hobart (

deceive 2-6 of 15.

10 Kreigh Collins j

Ignoring the English visitors is startling

novelty, which is not satisfactorily explained

to our English cousins or to native lovers

of the game, by a statement that it was
" thought unwise " to consider them in the

ranking. It cannot be maintained that the

Englishmen did not play here enough to

establish a rating.

Surely, Mr. R. F. Doherty left no doubt

as to his ranking and the class to which he

belongs. Nor is there any doubt as to the

rating of his brother, H. L., who, in the judg-

ment of those competent to decide, is deemed
even better than the elder Doherty.

A fair ranking for the singles, in my opin-

ion, would be Larned at the top: Doherty

brothers and Whitman bracketed, and Pim
in the class with Little and Hobart. As for

the doubles, the Doherty brothers stand at

the top and should be in a class by themselves
with the Wrenns, Ward and Davis, Collins

and Waidner, following.

Exploring Another exploration party which
Melville the scientific and popular world
Bay Coast -^rin follow with absorbing inter-

est, is the Danish expedition setting forth to

survey the west coast of Melville Bay.

Practically every party that has gone
searching for the North Pole has crossed

Melville Bay, yet curiously enough, never
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has a map been made of this coast. The
explanation is simple; ships never have

been able to get near to the long shore line

of the bay, which, for ten months out of the

twelve, is blocked with ice passing into the

slow drift of the current which takes it into

Baffin Bay. So completely blocked is this

bay at times that on occasions explorers

have been a month forcing a passage.

If the Danes complete their map of Mel-

ville Bay coast, there will remain only a

stretch on the east coast unmapped: and

when that is answered for, at least the coast

contour wiU be known of this Greenland,

the largest island in the world.

Record Game The Ancient and Royal Order of

Butcliery Associated Butchers at Berlin

has recently published Emperor William's

record of live stock killed duiing the past

thirty years as 47,443 head. Of these 3,389

were deer, elk or chamois: 2,823 were wild

boar; 19,508 were hares or rabbits, and 18,-

891 were pheasants. This is at the rate of

1,581 head a season, which for the Old World
is rather rapid execution for an amateui- and
entitled to the mark of approval given by
the Ancient and Royal Order: but it is still

quite below the abattoir record of the great

Chicago packing houses.

" Beef Theory
in Football

on Point of

Explosion

The football season is but

half over as I write, with its

most significant half to come
— the half which does not

stand revealed until the final games. Thus
far the season is entirely without new de-

velopment in play—nor, with the exception

of West Point, Princeton, Brown, and Penn-
sylvania, has any eleven ni the East surpassed

its showing for the corresponding period of

last year. Unless it be Yale, no team other

than these is likely to improve upon its 1901

form. Harvard, Pennsylvania, and West
Point are at this time of writing coming
teams— tlie last two with a prospect of

stronger elevens than last year.

Yale arrived rather earlier than was good
for its prospects, then went back a bit, but

was coming rapidly again at the Princeton

game— though whether fast enough to reach

Harvard is an interesting qiiestion. Cer-

tainly Harvard has shown no such speed

and unity as Yale disclosed in beating

Princeton. On the other hand, however.

Harvard has great reserve power, both in

playing force and in physical condition,

which has not been drawn upon. And, if I

read the signs aright, it wiU aU be needed,

particularly in the center, where Harvard is

comparatively weak. It will all be over be-

fore this appears in print, so I shall reserve

discussion until I review the season next
month. It is a highly interesting situation,

however, and it seems to me Yale must
finally have a team that is either a wonder,
or one with its ginger evaporated, for seldom
in my recollection have eleven men been
put through a more rigorous preparation.

Princeton made a brave defense against

Yale, but was overwhelmed, by a line which
could not be held in check at any point.

Had Yale's team arrived, the score must
have been doubled. Princeton's showing
was an improvement on last year despite

a disappointing back field, and ends which,

thought to be superior, proved not more
than equal to their opponents.

West Point is represented by an unusually

strong team this year, and it looks at this

distance as if the Army would administer

its severest defeat upon the Navy eleven.

Brown has shown one of the strongest

teams in its history. Pennsylvania, after

extremely ragged work at the beginning,

braced up and made a highly creditable

showing against Harvard, especially, con-

sidering it was outweighed by about fifteen

potuids to the man. I never saw better spirit

than Pennsylvania has shown this year
among both players and undergraduates.

Certain defeat was inevitable at Cambridge,
and they knew it, yet five hundred Pennsyl-

vania students made the somewhat expen-

sive journey to cheer their team, and re-

mained to cheer their conquerors as well.

That's what I call sportsmanship. Good
work, Penn.

!

And the Indians also have done good
work, even though Penn. was not on earth

when beaten.

One of the surprises has been little Bucknell.

Cornell has shown periods of good and
mediocre football; they have the material

to make a better showing than has been
done so far. Really the score of the Prince-

ton game was not a fair expression of the

difference between the two elevens.

Columbia set herself too difficult a task

this year on top of reorganization and always
limited material. The schedule grew hard
too soon, and the team knocked to pieces

beyond repair. Columbia, however, should

not be discoui'aged, but pull togeer forth
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Miss Genevieve Hecker, Who, for Two Years, Has
Won the Woman's Golf Championship of America.
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1903 with an easy schedule for the first part,

and its one or two important games nearer

the end.

In the West Michigan is again supreme,

with a heavy, fast team, that has been trained

masterfully. At this writing it is the most

powerful eleven in the country, in my judg-

ment, though it remains for me to see the

final development of Harvard and Yale.

Minnesota rates a close second to Michigan,

with Wisconsin, Chicago, and Illinois follow-

ing on very even terms. Iowa has been quite

distanced by these Middle Western teams.

FartherWest Nebraska appears the strong-

est, while on the Pacific Coast University of

California leads Stanford. The quality of

play all through the West and South, and
among the smaller Eastern teams, shows im-

provement. Among the big Eastern teams
the limit of the present kind of play is nearly

reached; the beef theory is about on the

point of explosion. Sooner or later the style

of play now encouraged by the present Rules

Committee will be superseded by one tend-

ing to a more open game, and one with less

human battering ram and more intellectual

possibilities. If football does not come pretty

soon to have more fun in it for the player,

it w^iU to a certainty lose its popularity.



AMERICAN AND ENGLISH WOMEN AS GOLFERS
By FRANCES C. GRISCOM

Former Woman's Golf Champion of America

AMERICANS differ widely in tlieir ideas as

to the standard of golf on the other side.

Some think we are as good, if not better, than

our cousins, while others look upon them as

unbeatable. Two years ago it did look as

though we should never catch iip, but golf has

made such a wonderful stride amongst the

women of this country that we are rapidly

overtaking them. Our average golfer is quite

equal to theirs, but they have about ten play-

ers who are four or five strokes ahead of our

best. If we undertook to challenge them this

year, I fear we should be sadly beaten. • But

in another year or two it may be a diff'erent

story.

It is most interesting to note their point of

view toward the games, compared with ours.

They play golf for the love of the game itself,

and begin as children. They never think of

taking caddies, except for an important match.

They play nearly every day of their lives, if

they are really golfers, and (what is to be

greatly admired) they do not need a silver

cup at the other end to make them interested.

There are more prizes offered in one American

city during a year than one will find in all

England. It is the case with all sports; golf

is not an exception. I wonder, if we eliminated

prizes in this country, how many people would

play golf, tennis, and ping-pong?

In Great Britain, outside of the open cham-

pionship, they have the Irish championship,

club championships in some places, and each

club has a monthly competition for a medal

or brooch. This must be won three times be-

fore it becomes the property of any one. How
does this .compare with us? There is hardly a

day during the golfing season that, on picking

up a newspaper, one does not read, "A tourna-

ment was held on the links to-day for a

cup ofl'ered by Mr. A." We are certainly "en-

fants gates."

There is no fair way of comparing our wo-

men and theirs. To begin with, their turf is,

oh! so much better than ours. That makes it

easier to do low scores. Butj on the other

hand, their courses are laid out with the idea

of punishing every poor shot, so that it al-

most evens things up. We have four or five

courses that are equal to theirs, excepting for

tJie turf; but a great many of our earlier ones
are very badly laid out. If asked how we com-
pared with them I should say their average
woman is six strokes better than ours in medal

play, but that the American would win three

times out of five in match play. This may
sound extraordinary, but I account for it by the

fact that the Americans are mucli better up-hill

players. They have more nerve than their

cousins, and have the faculty of playing bet-

ter than tliey know how, when it is necessary.

That would be our only hope if we ever met
in an international match. As to their style

and form, their best women are in a class by
themselves in this respect. It is a pleasure to

see what perfection a woman can attain. They
all have their own style, and a person wishing

to learn could choose ten models, each perfect

in her way. It is curious to see the diff'erence

in form of the Scotch players and the English

and Irish. The Scotch women almost invari-

ably play a short three-quarter swing, like Miss

Hoyt's. They get their power in their follow

through, and with their wrists and forearms.

On the other hand, the English and Irish women
use long, full swings, as we do over here. This

is better, to my way of thinking, for it does

not require so much strength. They all iise

their iron clubs with much better effect than
we do, and I attribute this to the fact that

they have more strength in their wrists. They
play all games, and always have since they

were children, so are physically better than

we are. Of course, this is generally speaking.

I know a great many exceptions. Many
American women who took to golf had never

played any game before, and then wondered
that they did not improve more rapidly. Those

who had played other games are now in the

front rank. The best player I saw abroad was
Miss Rhona Adair. She has been open

champion once, and has always reached the

semi-finals excepting when put out by the win-

ner. She has been three times Irish champion.

She, like Miss Hecker, plays in jferfect form,

and is good in every shot. If she has a weak-
ness, it is in her approaching. If she is play-

ing steadily, she plays even this shot well; but
if she breaks at all, it shows first in her ap-

proaches. Her drives average 170 yards (using

a gutta ball), and I have seen her in. a match
with Ben Sayers outdrive him three times.

Her brassies (her best shot) almost equal her

drives, and she can pvt. She uses a tremendous
swing, getting the most perfect follow through
I have ever seen. Her swing is somewhat like

Miss Hecker's, but impresses one as being more
powerful. I was not fortunate enough to see
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all women players abroad, so where I am un-

able to judge I shall quote Miss Adair. She

was kind enough to give me her opinion as to

their relative strength, and, as she is in a much

better position to judge, I feel very grateful to

her. She selects as a team of ten to meet us

the following names:

Miss Sybil Whigham, Miss E. Neville, Miss

JNI. Hezelet, Miss Adair, Miss E. C. Orr, Miss

M. Graham, Miss M. Whigham, and three to be

chosen from the following names : Miss Lottie

Dodd, Miss B. Thompson, Miss S. Walker-Leigh,

Miss M. E. Stuart, Miss Orr, Miss M. Campbell.

In speaking of the first. Miss Sybil Whigham,

Miss Adair says: " Sybil Whigham (I think, and

so dp most people) stands alone, and if (but

this is a very big if, indeed) she had a head

no one could beat her. But having neither

nerve nor head, she is beilten in every

championship. She will win it some day. I

do not say that her method is quite orthodox,

but she is one of those born golfers to whom
method is a mere detail. Her bad putting, ap-

parently, is a case of carelessness and nerves."

]Miss Adair omits saying that Miss Whigham
is the longest Avoman driver living. She has

driven over 230 yards. Few men can claim

that ho^or. In speaking of Miss Neville, Miss

Adair says; "She comes next as one of the

best. She .drives a tremendously long ball

with her arms, being one of the least graceful

of our best players: strong point, approach

putting; weak point, a tendency to break down

at the critical moment.

"Miss Hezelet, our present champion, is the

one about whom I know the most," Miss Adair

adds. "What iirst strikes one about her game

is its intense ladylikeness. Although she

drives a long ball, she entirely lacks that pecul-

iar snap so characteristic of Miss Wliigham.

Her strength is her accuracy and straightness

near the green; and her short approaches are

wonderful. I can not find, her weak spot, for

she has none."

Miss Adair I have already spoken about, and

I think it is only modesty that brings her so

far down on the team.

Miss Edith Orr, ex-champion, i^, the best ex-

ample of a half-swing I have ever seen. She

plays very much like Miss Hoyt. Although it

is not a pretty style, it is most effective. She

plays her mid-iron and full mashie shots better

than any woman I know. This is her forte.

Her drives are good, but not wonderful.

The other English players are all good, but

not quite so brilliant as the ones described. It

is a much more difficult task to choose our

team. In the first place it would depend upon
whether we played match or medal play. We
have four women in America that I would put

in a class by themselves, and after that I

could name sixteen or seventeen who really

deserve a place. It would be a very hard

matter, and would depend upon how they were

playing at the time. If I had to choose a team
to-morrow for match play, I should select the

following names:

Miss Hecker, Miss Anthony, Mrs. Manice,

Miss Margaret Curtis, Mrs. Fox, Miss Bishop,

Miss Wells, and Mrs. Eogers.

For the last two places I could name at least

six who have shown a right to the position. I

think to let them play off would be the only

fair way. Take names like Miss Lucy Herron,

Miss Oliver, Miss Underbill, Miss Mollie

Adams, Mrs. Gorham, Miss Porter, Miss Wet-
more, Miss Lockwood, Miss Curtis, Miss Terry,

Miss Sands, and Pauline Mackey, and you have

a second team nearly as good. I am sure that

a team of the left-overs would hold their own
with the first team. That is why it is so hard.t

I did not mention Miss Hoyt because I believe

she has given up golf. What a mistake! For,

while she played, she was never outclassed.

A thing greatly to our advantage, if we ever

meet, will be the courses. If we went abroad

to play on their links, the lies would seem so

Avonderful to our women that the moral effect

would strengthen their game and give them
courage. On the other hand, if they came over

here, I think they would find great difficulty

in playing the fair green. It would be apt to

make them press and feel a lack of confidence,

a thing fatal in golf. All things considered, I

think if by next year a match can be arranged

we will not disgrace our country.



YACHT DESIGNING AND RACING IN 1902

By W. P. STEPHENS

IT IS one of the unfortunate conditions of

American yachting, from which no imme-

diate relief is in view, that the America's Cup,

the great international trophy of the world,

has in course of years become so diverted from

its first high purpose as to be not merely of no

benefit, but a positive detriment, to the yacht-

ing system of the country. So generally is this

fact recognized in practice, even by those who
might be inclined to dispute it when set forth

in a few plain words, that they, in common
with all other yachtsmen, speak familiarly of a

season in which a cup match is sailed as an off

year in yachting, from which little is to be ex-

pected in the 'way of new yachts or sustained

racing interest. The fact is freely accepted

that the great single-stickers which contest the

possession of the cup have nothing whatever in

common with the great national pleasure fleet

of racers and cruisers, large and small j and

that the interests of the two classes are dia-

metrically oppbsite. When a new challenge is

in hand and another defender on the stocks, it

is assumed, as a matter of course, that there

will be little class racing. The season of 1902

followed one of these off years, and, by all

theory and precedent, the racing of this year

should have drawn new strength from the tem-

porary cessation which preceded it. Such,

however, has not been the case; hardly any ad-

ditions have been made to the larger classes,

and the entry of old boats has been very lim-

ited. The whole force and vitality of yachting

has centered on the smaller classes, a good

thing in itself, but at the same time attended

by certain drawbacks.

Several yachts not built for racing demand
attention. The first of these is the big

schooner Meteor III., designed by Gary Smith,

and Barbey, for the Emperor of Germany, a

grand cruiser of 120 feet waterline. Though
designed primarily as an improvement of the

well known Tampa, solely for cruising and
without regard to rules or classes, like all the

Emperor's yachts, she has been raced at times

in handicap classes and against a mixed fleet of

many types and sizes. Such attempts as have

been made to judge her on the basis of her per-

formances in these races are manifestly unfair,

and a critical examination of her work will

show her to be a success.

Another cruising yacht, only second in size to

Meteor, is Shenandoah, designed by T. E. Fer-

ris for Mr. Gibson Fahnestock, of New York,

a roomy and powerful craft for long sea voy-

ages. Shenandoah spent the past summer on

the Atlantic Coast, partly in company vdth

another new cruiser, the topsail schooner

Thistle, Commodore R. E. Tod, Atlantic Yacht
Club, also a new craft. While it is an accepted

fact that the day of the big schooner yacht

has passed forever, and that a steam yacht of

upward of 2,000 tons is the proper craft for

cruising, it is gratifying to find that a few good

sailormen are found to build such yachts as

Shenandoah, Thistle, and the new Chanticleer,

launched last spring, at the Seabury yard, for

Mr. Weld of Boston. •

The backbone of yachting is the racing craft

of such size as to be entirely iiidependent of

the shore, and yet not too unwieldy or of too

great draft for the average racing course; cut-

ters and sloops of from 50 to 80 feet waterline,

and schooners from 70 to 90 feet. This is the

class which keeps alive inter-club sport, which

offers the best racing to those who have both

money and time for match sailing, and which,

above all others, is the most deserving of the

encouragement of the clubs and associations.

Wliile such large yachts as the old Puritan and

Yolunteer once belonged to this class, the Cup

defender of today, by her draft, cost, and con-

struction, is fitted only for the special events

of a Cup year and not for regular class racing.

Certain general conditions have served to pro-

tect the schooner, in a measure, from the over-

development which has spoiled the cutter, and

vmtil a very recent period the all-round racing

schooner, such as Iroquois or Lasca, has en-

joyed a deserved popularity. Today, however,

the schooner racing has but two regular devo-

tees, the twin 70-footers Elmina and Muriel,

both built in 1901. The two have been raced

very steadily through the season, with the oc-

casional society of the older Amorita and Quis-

setta. No racing schooners were built this

year, and the old boats have abandoned all rac-

ing save during the New York Yacht Club

cruise; and the outlook for the building up of

either of the three classes, 90-foot, 80-foot, or

70-foot, is very poor. Three or four additions

to the last class, with different designers repre-

sented, would establish it firmly; and it is a

class which deserves every encouragement.

The attempt of two years ago to. revive the

old 70-foot water-line class has proved a failure

through the method adopted, of a one-design

class of racing machines Avith the membership

restricted to a certain few. The structural

weakness of the four boats made them useless
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in their first season; last year no attempt was

made to race them, but all were rebuilt. This

year three have been in commission. Mineola,

under the skillful handling of Capt. Charles

Barr, won all the early races, but during the

latter part of the season she was defeated by

both Rainbow and Yankee. The latter boat

changed hands in the spring, Mr. J. Roger

Maxwell purchasing her of Messrs. Whitney

and Duryea, and giving to the latter his 51-

footer Eumma in exchange. In Mr. Maxwell's

hands, and sailed largely by his two sons,

Yankee has made an excellent reputation. The

fourth boat, Mr. W. K. Vanderbilt's Yirginia,

has been laid up while her owner was racing

motor cars in France. As the class now stands

there is little hope of its continuance; the re-

building of the boats, adding weight enough

to make them allover measurement, and at the

same time leaving them none too strong, makes
it almost impossible that any new ones will be

built.

While little has been heard this year of the

imported cutters Queen Mob, Isolde, Eelin, Hes-

ter, Senta, and Caress, they have all done a lot

of general cruising and at the same time have

had some good racing among themselves. In

size and type, and particularly in strength of

constriiction, this class has much to recommend
it as a model for a permanent class under some

modern formula, to Avhich any yachtsman

could build with a certainty of regular racing

every year and a fair field of competitors.

The attempt to establish a new class at the

60-foot mark must be set down as a failure,

the two boats built this year being of the same
design and, as it happens, measuring out of the

class. This pair, Heola and Weetamoe, beauti-

fully modeled fin-keel craft, are of the lightest

racing construction, with light steel frames and
a thin bronze skin. What with the necessary

alterations of ballast and the constant failure

of spars, gear, and rigging, they have made a

most unsatisfactory showing, in spite of the

earnest efforts of their owners to race them in

all open events. Representing in model and
construction the extreme type of racing ma-
chine, it is hardly likely that they will find a

place under any new formula which may be

adopted in the near future, and there is no in-

ducement to any one to aid in perpetuating the

class.

The present 51-foot class, the modern repre-

sentative of the once famous 50-foot waterline

class with Oriva, Yixen, Clara, and Athlon, and

also of the later 46-foot class of Gloriana and

Wasp, has fared much worse than it deserves

this year. Long experience, including the once

magnificent 20-ton class in Great Britain, has

proved the merits of this size of yacht for

those who wish to follow the sport in port-to-

port races at a moderate expense. Not only

have there been no new additions to the class

this year, but the existing boats have made
few attempts at racing. Mr. Herman Duryea
has been at the line on most occasions with his

newly acquired Eumma; but until the New
York Cruise and the final races at Newport,

in which Altair took part, he has frequently

been without a classmate. Freak designing

and tricks on the measurement have done

much in this class, as in others, to restrict the

number of yachts and the extent of the racing;

but under a good rule and with intelligent as-

sistance from the clubs a very strong class

might be built up.

The racing of large yachts has disappeared

east of Newport, the energies of eastern yachts-

men being centered on cruising or on the rac-

ing of yachts of under 30 feet. The two popu-

lar classes of the year have been the so-called

"restricted" classes of the Y. R. A. of Massa-

chusetts, the 21-foot and the 25-foot. Though
restricted in various details of dimensions and

construction, both classes have degenerated into

racing machines that offer no real accommo-

dation for cruising and are none too strong for

a single season of racing.

The Association has found it necessary to

take up the question of a new rule, and also

that of the inherent weakness of the fin-keel

scows with excessive overhangs.

The up-to-date " restricted " 21-footer has in-

deed very little to commend her or to justify

her* continued existence ; but at the same time

she stands as a fine, Avholesome type beside the

unrestricted things of the same waterline

length which have raced for the Quincy Cup
this year. This cup was established in 1898,

under conditions which even at that time

could produce nothing but the worst possible

type of machine; but if those who planned the

trophy could have looked ahead for only four

years it is probable that even they would have

hesitated before calling into existence such

worthless burlesques of yachts. Three boats

were built this year, the challenger FlasJiUglit

and the two defending craft, Eades and Out-

look. The only limitations were that the

measured waterline at anchor should not ex-

ceed 21 feet, and the weight of the crew should

not exced 850 lbs. Eades, designed by Crown-

inshield, was 55 feet over all—making the

overhangs 160 per cent, of the waterline—17
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feet breadtlt, with a sort of doiiblo Inill. Iler

sail ai'oa Avas nearly 2,000 square ioot, and in

order to stand the strain the hull was trussed

by posts extending over two feet above the

deck, wire cables being stretched over the tops

of the posts. Only a little less extreme was
the Burgess boat Outlook, 52 feet 7 inches over

all, and 16 feet breadth on deck, with a flat floor

and flaring sides, the deck plan being a rectan-

gle with square ends. The frame of the hull

was first built in the form of several trusses of

light steel angles, the main trvisses extending

above the decks. The planking was of but i

inch spruce, covered with canvas. The deck,

of the same thickness but protected with can-

vas only along the sides, where it was im-

mersed in sailing, was so weak that in spite of

careful walking the crew broke through in a

number of places. The sail area was 1,800

square feet in mainsail and jib. The challen-

ger, designed by Mr. Arthur Keith, an ama-
teur, was rather less extreme both in dimen-

sions and construction, being but 47 feet over

all and 15 feet breadth, with only 1,415 square

feet of sail. In the trial races Outlook, in spite

of her outrageous proportions, performed very

well, while Hades was not successful; in the

cup races Outlook won three times in succes-

sion. While these unwieldy rafts really proved

manageable to an extent that would hardly be

expected under sail, even in a breeze and rough
water, their uselessness is generally conceded.

It is unlikely that either of the three will ever

be raced again, and it is to be hoped that before

another season some change will be made in

the conditions of the cup so that its influence

may be exerted in the promotion of better

rather than poorer yachts each year.

The large fleet of the Long Island Soimd
clubs under the rules of the Y. R. A. has been,

since the first of the season, under the new
Hyslop measurement rule, already fully ex-

plained in Outing. At the same time nothing

whatever has been done to put the rule to a

practical test by building new yachts under it.

The sponsor of the rule has w^orked early and
late through the season to secure the accurate

measurements of the entire fleet—and these

have been used in all the many races—^but the

rule still lacks the one crucial test' of building

and racing at least one class. The one new
boat designed to it. Mimosa of the 30-foot

class, by Crowninshield, though of the fin-keel

type, is of rather better form than the older

boats of the class, and has proved quite suc-

cessful. Should the rule stand for another

year, and it is at least worthy of a fair trial,

tlui Association would do well to take up some
one class and off"er good prizes; sufficient to

induce the building of at least half a dozen

boats by difl'erent designers. The racing of

such a fleet for a season would prove whether
the rule tended to produce a freak or an hon-

est, all-round fast cruiser.

The eighth annual match for the Seawanha-
ka Cup resulted, as six previous ones have, in

the success of the Canadian yachtsmen. This

year the defense was marked by two novelties,

Mr. Duggan was absent from Lake St. Louis,

his place at the stick being taken by one of his

old crew, Mr. Routh; though he took an ac-

tive part in planning the defending boat, Tri-

dent. This craft was fitted with two light

bilge-boards in place of one heavy center-

board, the leeward board being almost vertical

when the boat was at her best sailing angle.

The experiment proved very successful, and is

likely to lead to a material change in shoal

draft boats on Lake St. Louis; the extreme
draft with board down is but 4 feet instead of

6 feet, and the center of the cockpit is entire-

ly unincumbered, giving more room for han-

dling sails in racing or for a pleasure party in

such everyday sailing as these boats are used

for. While differing little in model and dimen-

sions from the Duggan boats of 1900 and 1901,

all closely related to the original 15-footer

Glencairn I., which first won the cup in 1896,

Trident is the fairest and most pleasing of this

numerous fleet.

The challenging boat, Tecumseli, was a typi-

cal western scow, designed and built by Jones

& Laborde, local builders, of Oshkosh, Wis.

With a foot less breadth than the Duggan
boats, she had a flat bottom, a round bilge with

strong tvimble-home to the sides, and very lit-

tle freeboard. While this type, of easy form

but very limited power, has proved successful

on the inland lakes of Wisconsin and Minneso-

ta, it is w^orthless on the St. Lawrence River.

Since last year the Royal St. Lawrence Yaclit

Club has adopted a pure sail-area rule for all

its yachts, the Seawanhaka Cup being raced

for by the 500 square-feet class while other

classes are the 400, 300, and 200 feet. It must
be said that not only the boats specially de-

signed for the cup match each year,' but the

cruising craft in the various classes, are about

as able, as safe, and as useful as any known
craft of equivalent light draft. At the present

time the cup class is well safeguarded by re-

strictions on thickness of planking, etc., so

that the boats are strong enough for many
years of ordinary usage.
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The evil efl'ects oi the application of the one-

design principle to the larger classes has al-

ready been commented on. This plan has some

strong features, both bad and good. In a

small club, especially if cut off by location

from racing with other clubs, the one-design

class as recently shown in Outing, gives

a fleet of evenly matched racing boats at a

minimum of cost for design and construction.

When it comes to a one-design class of 70 or

even 50 feet waterline, it means that one

favored designer may profit, to the exclusion

of all others; also the cessatioil of all improve-

ment and the limiting of the class of three or

four boats. Instead of producing a fleet of six

to twelve boats, as in a small size, the experi-

ence of the 46-foot schooners and the 70-foot

cutters shows that only three or four boats

result. Thus two of the great advantages of

the plan are lost when it is applied to the

larger size of yachts. At the present time the

special 70-foot class has no strength or vitality

of its own, and yet it bars the way to what is

one of the great needs of yachting—an open

class, under a rule which will produce a

strong, tight, and useful racing yacht.

The ideal one-design class, ^he best ever

floated anywhere, is the Newport 30-foot fleet.

This class marked the limit of size to which

the one-design idea is applicable.

The one-design classes have been seen all

along the coast and on inland waters in greater

numbers than ever before, and in many cases

with excellent results, promoting racing in

places where it was formerly impossible owing
to the fleet's including all rigs and sizes of

'boat, and materially raising the standard of

racing seamanship. The Long Island Sound
clubs have been liberal patrons of the one-de-

sign yacht, and with good results; but not

without danger of overdoing a good thing. In

such localities as the west end of the Sound,

where yachtsmen are many and there is a club

every two or three miles, the establishment of

two or three one-design classes by each club

simply means confusion at the inter-club races

and a needless waste of prize money among
many classes, each numbering but thrfee or

four yachts in any one regatta. The situation

on the Sound Avould be very much better today

in all the small classes if the Association had
been able to establish three open classes of

about 15, 18, and 21 foot waterline, under a

good modern rule and such special restrictions

as would exclude the scow and the freak.

These classes would be open to all designers,

amateur and professional, and they would fill

the needs of the owners even better than the

one-design. Where twenty yachts of about 15

feet were present at a race, they would race

together as one class, with first, second, third,

and even fourth prize, instead of being split

up into five or six different classes.

Though a challenge was tendered and ac-

cepted for the Canada Cup, there has been no

race this year, as the lake yachtsmen had de-

cided on no new rule to take the place of the

unsuccessful girth rule. It was not until too

late for building that the decision was made
to abandon a variable formula, and to establish

certain classes in which dimensions and dis-

placement were fixed by absolute limits. Thus
far no yachts have been designed under the

rule, but some will be built to it this winter,

in the 40-foot class, for the Canada Cup match,

and others in the smaller classes. The rule is

more of an evasion than an attempt at a solu-

tion of the problem of yacht measurement.

In Chicago several racing machines have

been bviilt to race for the Lipton Cup, under

the rule of the Boston 21-foot class, but the

class is unsuited for Lake Michigan.

On the inland lakes of the West the develop-

ment has been entirely in the line of the ex-

treme racing machine, the scow type prevail-

ing over the more normal form with pointed

bow, such as the Duggan boats. The western

designers, both amateur and professional, have

shown great skill in the perfection of the scow

type, both in form and construction, and the

racing of these boats has become very popu-

lar. As the local conditions bar all yachts

of more than a few inches draft, and as rac-

ing is the only form of the sport which is pos-

sible, the scow serves a good purpose, so long

as it is excluded from great lake waters.

As the whole future of yacht racing is de-

pendent on the question of yacht measurement,

it is highly desirable at this time that some

definite stand should be taken by the leading

clubs for the thorough testing of one modern

rule. It seems little likely, however, at the

time of writing, that this will be done. With
a cup match on for 1903, general yachting is

likely to suffer as usual; but there are still a

number of men who are willing to build and

race if the conditions are favorable. A move-

ment now to establish one new class of 36-foot,

43-foot, or 51-foot, pledging a certain number

of men to build during the winter, the class,

of course, to be open to all designers, would

provide good sport for the season, and at the

same time would prove whether the new rule

is suitable for continued use.



LAWN TENNIS LESSONS OF THE YEAR

By J. PARMLY PARET

A MERICAN superiority at lawn tennis has
^ ^ been a dream of the enthusiasts for some

years, but substantial proof of even our

equality at the game has been lacking until

this season. It was far from convincing for

our best players to beat the English second-

raters seht over two years ago. But the re-

cent international matches have furnished all

that the most skeptical could ask to prove that

the American standard of the game has now
fully reached the level of the English. That

we have won the international championship

again, however, does not prove American

supremacy, for the advantage of home condi-

tions should be fully equal to the apparent

superiority shown at Bay Ridge.

In striking contrast to the ever-unpopular

Gore and his confreres, who were beaten here

two years ago for the Davis Cup, the visitors

of this season went home to England with only

the pleasantest impressions in their hearts, and

only words of praise on their lips. In honest

acknowledgement of their defeat. Captain Col-

lins, president of the English Lawn Tennis

Association, declared as soon as he reached

home: "I wish it to be clearly understood

that our men lost the international match be-

cause the other men were playing better than

we were in the singles. In fact, as far as I

can see, there are two Americans as good at

least as our best player in singles, and I think

the Americans will acknowledge that we have

a stronger double than they can produce."

Nor will Mr. Collins be disappointed, for

there has been an almost universal tendency

on this side to admit that the Doherty

brothers were better than our best pair in

doubles, and here lies the greatest surprise of

the season. It has long been, the pride of

Americans that their players were stronger

in doubles than the Englishmen, and previous

records all tended to strengthen this theory.

But the disillusionment came this year, and

the doubles proved to be our weak point, while

our greatest strength appeared where it was
least expected, in the singles.

Captain Collins seemed to place considerable

emphasis on the belief that America's strength

at the game lay largely in the skill of Earned
and Whitman;, but H L. Doherty, in conver-

sation with the writer at Newport, expressed

the opinion thut we have more good players

than has England. There has been for some
time a general complaint abroad at the lack

of championship material there, and the

younger Doherty confirmed this when he said:

"Why, you seem to have more good players

over here than we have. Besideg Earned and

Whitman, there are Wright, Ware, Ward,

Clothier, Stevens, and several others; and I

could not name so many at home of equal

strength."

Accepting Captain Collins' estimate, how-

ever, and confining our comparisons to the

representative players, as seen in the inter-

national matches this season, it is necessary

to throw out Dr. Pim entirely from calcula-

tion, for he failed so dismally that it would

not be fair to consider him representative of

first-class form in Great Britain. This leaves

only E. F. Doherty to compare with our

leaders, and although the older of the famous

brothers does not now hold the English

championship, abroad he is generally conceded

to be stronger than his brother, the present

champion, and it is evidently he whom Collins

refers to as Britain's "best player in singles."

For the highest standards on the opposite

sides of the Atlantic^ then, we must consider

only R. F. Doherty with Lamed and Whitman.

H. L. Doherty did not meet either of the first-

class Americans, for he did not play in the

international matches, and at Newport he de-

faulted to his brother when the t\^o came to-

gether in the semi-final round. The younger

Doherty's easy victories over Ware and Hobart

demonstrated his class, if any doubt could

have existed; but, on the other hand, his

matches against Hackett at Longwood and

Stevens at Newport did not help to convince

American critics that he would have done any

better against Earned and Whitman than his

brother, if as well.

There has been a good deal of criticism of

Captain Collins' action in putting Dr. Pim on

the international team for the singles instead

of H. L. Doherty, and since the matches there

have been frequent speculations abroad .as to

the possible result if he had played. Many
Britons seem to believe that this would have

turned the result in favor of the challengers,

since only one more victory was needed to win

for them the Davis Cup. But it is difficult to

see how H. L. Doherty could have beaten either

Earned or Whitman at Bay Ridge, for few

realize how badly the challengers were defeated

in the singles. If it had not been for the rain

which interrupted the first day's play,

when Whitman and Earned had each won two

sets to love against the Englishmen, there is
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every probability that the visitors would not

have won a set in this event. When play

stopped, the American representatives both'

seemed certain to win their first matches in

straight sets, and each won his second match

the next day without the loss of a set. I am
convinced that only a lucky accident saved the

challengers from a very much worse defeat,

and I doubt if H. L. Doherty, playing in Dr.

Pim's place, could have altered the result.

The curious part of Pim's failure was that

he beat both of the Dohertys in practice the

last two days before the internationals, and

the challengers counted him quite as strong

as either of the others. Against the English

style with which he was so familiar. Pirn

showed rare form, but when opposed by the

strenuous attack of the Americans, which

kept him running to get within reach of the

ball, his play weakened materially. Pim's

actual strokes were very fine when the ball

was convenient for him to hit, but he seemed

very slow in getting about the court.

Comparing R. F. Doherty, as the only one

of the visitors who justified his reputation,

with our two leading representatives, we find

that at Bay Ridge he won from Earned and in

five sets, and lost to Whitman in straight sets,

while at Newport, he beat Wliitman in four

sets and lost to Larned in a similar number.

The younger Doherty declared that to him it

seemed as if his brother was " a bit off at Bay
Ridge, and Whitman a bit off at Newport."

R. F. himself thought that his hard three sets

against Larned in the morning of the second

day of the internationals killed his chances

for beating Whitman in the afternoon, while

at Newport he thought that his hard

final against Whitman killed his chances the

next day against Larned—all of which would
rather go to show that he is not a good
repeater for tournament play.

But Doherty's play unquestionably improved
during the few weeks of his stay on this side

of the ocean, and he has been credited with

declaring that he learned some new things

about the game over here. Certain it is, that

he was very much stronger at Newport than

at Bay Ridge, although he did not consider

himself in any way out of form in the inter-

nationals and thought he had been over here

long enough then to get accustomed to Ameri-

can climate and conditions. Against W^hitman,

in the all-comers' finals at Newport, Doherty

was a different man, however, while Whitman
seemed a ghastly shadow of his former self.

One had improved and the other gone back.

But look at it from any point you, please,

the international victory at Bay Ridge was due

to methods of play rather than to any supe-

riority of individual players. R. F. Doherty is

considered abroad to be the greatest genius

of the age at lawn tennis, and it is doubtful

if any of the American players holds any in-

dividual advantage over him. But our repre-

sentatives used different methods of play, and
their success was due to these rather than to

anything else. In the doubles a new flaw was
detected in the American style, but in the

singles the attack of the home players was
always stronger than that of the challengers.

In itself this is proof of better methods, since

the execution of strokes is more perfected with

the English than with us.

I To my mind, the defeat of the British

players, this year, was due more than anything

else to the extreme length of their ground-

strokes, and the success of the Americans to

their fast net volleying and sharp angles used

for attack. Primarily, length is a distinct ad-

vantage, and at any stage of the game it is

the most consistent defence; but among
players of such skill as these length limits the

'force of the attack. When opposed to the

Englishmen, the American players could always

depend on receiving the ball within a few feet

of the base-line, and this brought it almost
' invariably within reach. It is much less diffi-

cult to anticipate the next stroke if its length

is known in advance, for the range available

for placing is then reduced to just the width

of the court. To confine the attack in this

way limits the amount of running necessary for

the opponent to meet the ball to approximately

the twenty-seven feet of the base-line's width.

But the American attack draws a player in

short and then passes him deep, or drives him

back to the full distance of the base-line and

then passes short across the court. In our

play the short cross-court is the vital stroke,

whether it scores a kill at once or opens the

way for the coup de grace on the next return.

This kind of attack, even when it does not win

outright, forces the opponent to get over much
more ground. To the full width of the court

that he must cover is added the forward and

backward running required of him, and this is

harder work than the other. The shorter

drives also open new possibilities in angles,

and it was at this most vital point at which

the home players outplayed their British chal-

lengers. Whitman's attack was always cross-

courting in the effort to draw his opponent out

of position, to embarrass him so that he should
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have a clear opening for a winning stroke,

while Larned aimed for clean aces by cross-

court strokes; both went up to the net to

volley more often after short crosses than

long, straight drives.

To watch the visitors at practice together

demonstrated to the student of the game how
their attack was limited. All three—Pim per-

haps the most of all—showed such fine length

in all their drives that against each other the

ball shot back and forth, from end to end, with

wonderful precision and skill. It was beauti-

ful tennis to watch, but it was not the win^

ning style, for little running was required of

the opponent to keep within reach of the ball.

Opposed by American methods, however, the

visitors found that they could not simply

"sway back and forth on the base-line," as

some one described their movements, and a

more strenuous game was involved which con-

stantly drew them out of position.

To keep the opponent pinned at the base-

line makes it extremely difficult for him to

run in for a volley, but at the same time it

is almost impossible to get the ball out of his

reach with this kind of play. Speed alone will

never win from a man of the top class, and one

must take the bit in his teeth and risk some-

thing to gain success. Americans are never con-

tent to wait for the other man to lose; they

risk the hazard and Avin or lose themselves.

In the doubles, it was quite another question.

The Americans were beaten here, even when
they seemed to be playing the faster and bet-

ter game. Once at the net, Davis and Ward
showed a better attack than the English

champions; but their weakness lay in the ab-

sence of attack from the back of the court.

They reached the net only in their own ser-

vice games, and in the others could not turn

the flanks of their opponents.

After they had won the American champion-

ship in doubles, the Dohertys declared that

they thought the weakness of the American

double game lay in lobbing the return of the

service. The Englishmen believe in driving the

service, and they lob only for defence when in

difficulties. The American champions, how-
ever, lobbed a large proportion of all the ser-

vices delivered to them, and this is held by the

Englishmen to be a confession of weakness in

horizontal strokes. If Davis and Ward could

learn to drive their returns of the service as

well as the Dohertys, they would unquestion-

ably be a stronger pair, for their own services

are better, their net attack is faster, and their

lobbing defence is fully as good.

Tlie im])ortanee of the first return was well

illustrated by the success of Collins and Waid-

ner in the final match (East vs. West) at New-
port. Here these two players, a team dis-

tinctly inferior to Davis and Ward, made a

very much better showing against the

Dohertys, forcing them to the full five sets and

leading them at two sets to one. Throughout

this final match, the most effective and most

profitable play was Collins' return of the ser-

vice, and particularly against the weak de-

livery of the younger Doherty, Collins re-

peatedly scored clean aces by his first returns.

It was noticeable, also, when the Wrenn
brothers met the Dohertys at Longwood, that

the Americans succeeded better when they

were driving the service than when they relied

on lobbing their first returns.

In the two matches last season between the

American and English champions seven sets

of ninety-eight games were played. Of these

only fifteen games were lost by the side having

the service, and practically eighty-five per

cent, were won by the servers. Incidentally,

Ward's service proved to be the most vulner-

able, for six of the fifteen games that the

servers lost were while he was "at the bat;"

four games were lost by Davis, three by H. L.

Doherty, and two by his older brother, whose
long service proved to be the most effective.

Sooner or later some remedy must be found

for this advantage that the servers hold over

their opponents, and an alteration in the rules

is badly needed now. The quality of the play

in doubles suffers from this weapon of attack

that is placed in the hands of the servers under

present conditions. It is different in singles,

because a player there has twenty-seven feet

of net to cover when he runs in after serving

to volley the first return. That he is able to

do so successfully, and that the striker-out has

not better than even chances to pass him,

shows that a single player at the net is able to

cover about this space with fully even chances

for success.

On the face of it, therefore, the court for

doubles is not wide enough, for in this kind

of play, each man has only eighteen feet of net

to cover. It is so difficult to pass two volleyers

in thirty-six feet that the chances against the

strikers-out under present conditions are more
than five to one, as shown by tlie small per-

centage of games won against the service in

high-class doubles. The logical change that is

needed, then, is to widen the court for doubles,

and fortunately this can be done without inter-

fering in any way with the groundwork of
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present skill. To alter the height of the net

or the length of the court would upset much
of what expert players have learned for the

length and height of their strokes, but in

widening the "alleys" of the court none of the

vital measurements of the trained eye of the

expert would be upset.

This suggestion has recently been brought

up for consideration abroad, and it will prob-

ably receive some attention this winter, along

with several other changes that are under con-

sideration abroad. There is a definite plan on

foot to harmonize the playing rules of Eng-

land and America so that ail differences will

be adjusted. The Englishmen are dissatisfied

with their own rule regarding "foot-faults"

and will probably adopt ours, which, with the

changes accepted here last winter, will har-

monize nearly every point of difference, the

only vital point left being the rest rvile, which

exists only on this side.

As to the much-abused American conditions

that Gore heaped so much contempt upon, the

Dohertys and Collins both gave us a clean bill

of health. The British captain insisted that

the courts he had seen in America—Longwood,
Bay Ridge, Southampton, and Newport were
fully as good or better than those of any four

consecutive tournaments in England, and the

balls he found to be practically the same.

After a minute examination and test of the

two kinds of balls, made before the inter-

national matches, Collins declared that they

were exactly the same in size and weight, but

one bounded a little higher than the other,

and the other bounded a little longer.

The conclusion is inevitable that American

methods are still ahead of English in the

closer net position for volleying, and the

sharper angles used in attacking both off the

ground and on the volley. To offset this, the

English make their strokes better than do we.

It would be impossible to find a more per-

fect model for pure technique in stroke play

than H. L. Doherty, for instance. With him,

there is no unnecessary swing and no sharp

impact when the ball^is struck, the power is

applied at exactly the right instant, and the

body-swing and follow-through are nearly per-

fect. I have never seen a player who got so

much speed with so little apparent effort as

the younger .Doherty, and his racket follows

the ball so long that he directs it with ex-

ceptional accuracy. When Doherty met Ho-

bart at Newport, we saw a fine exposition of

the opposite methods of stroke play that em-

phasized the advantage the English style holds

over that so common in America. After a long,

preliminary swing, Hobart strikes the ball with

a sharp impact, his racket having gained its

maximum speed before it reaches the ball, and

it is drawn up sharply so soon after contact

that there is little or no follow-through.

Doherty's racket, on the other hand, never gains

its greatest speed or power until after reaching

the ball, and then the racket follows it longer,

adding to its speed and guiding it with the

body swing as the stroke is completed. The

other methods of play used by the two men
were ' much the same in this Newport match,

yet the English stroke was so far superior to

the American that the result was all in the

foreigner's favor in straight sets.

Above everything else, the two lessons that

this season's international matches should have

taught our players are to drive the first return

of the service in doubles, and to apply the

power later in making the ground-strokes of

ordinary play. Each year we learn a little

more of the English technique in stroke play

and every series of international matches im-

proves our American standards of play. On
the other hand, the tactics in use here are dis-

tinctly superior to those of the Britishers, and

the Dohertys acknowledged this in more ways
than one during the season. They still cling

to one or two theories which we believe over

here to be obsolete; but a few more years of

international tennis must harmonize even

these minor points of difference and establish

a common standard of skill the world over.

The Dohertys maintain that it is sound play

in doubles for the partner of the striker-out

to stand at the service-line, but almost every

time they tried it over here this season it

proved disastrous. At first they held that the

twist services of Davis and Ward made it un-

safe; but in the Newport finals Collins re-

peatedly volleyed through them.

The feeling between English and American

players was never better, and each year seems

to bring London nearer to New York. Next

season we are promised fresh international

matches—at Wimbledon, for the Davis Cup,

and at Newport. The Dohertys are inclined to

try again, and it would not be surprising if

these two were sent alone for both singles and

doubles, with some change in the international

programme to allow a day's rest before the

doubles. The Dohertys proved themselves to

be fine sportsmen and fine players. They were

progressive enough to appreciate new ideas,

and they taught as much as they learned. No
English sportsmen were ever more welcome.



THE AMERICAN SPRINTER IN GREAT BRITAIN

By ARTHUR F. DUFFEY
Holder of the World's Record of g 3-5 Seconds for the 100-yard Dash

AN AMERICAN atlilete finds a surprising

difference between racing at home and

abroad. From the moment he leaves the

shores of his native land he is immediately

impressed by the many obstacles and condi-

tions he has to combat in order to retain his

running condition.

The voyage across the Atlantic is a very

severe handicap, as his environment is any-

thing but conducive to training; and, in spite

of the many precautions, v^^hen he lands on the

other side he is astonished to see what super-

fluous weight he has put on and what a pecul-

iar effect the ocean voyage has had on him.

Racing through the British Isles, as I have

for the last three seasons, I found that only

upon extraordinary occasions I was able to

maintain the same form I displayed in my own
country. Other Americans had found that

upon landing they could not run at all; strange

to relate, I noticed that my first races were

always the fastest, and that gradually my form

fell off until, by the end of the season, I would

wonder how it was ever possible to accomplish

the phenomenal time I was credited with.

Probably no other influence affects the

American athlete abroad as -does the climate.

In England the atmosphere is more humid
than ours, and has a very depressing effect.

I trained for a good many of my races in

the rain, and it was impossible for me to round

into form; but as soon as a warm day appeared

the change in the weather asserted itself at

once. My fastest races generally were in the

southern part of Wales and Ireland where I

enjoyed the climate immensely; but in the

north of England and Scotland I found it im-

possible to run fast, as the Scottish mists had

a terrible effect on me.

The tracks abroad, with few exceptions, are

not so fast as ours, but I must admit that

some few are away ahead of the American

paths. In my many races last year only twice

did I compete on cinders—at London and at

Glasgow—and strange to state, these were my
poorest exhibitions of speed. Their cinder

paths appear to be composed of heavy, loose

cinders, and it is difficult to propel one's self.

The turf abroad, after one becomes used to

it, is very satisfactory, and the records that

I hold in England were made upon this kind

of track. At first I found it very difficult to

retain my stride, but after a few races I found

it just suited my form of action.

Athletics attract much more attention in

England than in America. The people arc

more enthusiastic, and it is not unusual to see

fifteen or twenty thousand people attending

the games. There are sports three and five

times a week, so that an ambitious runner can

fill his trophy room with any number of suit-

able prizes An American champion has

many sports committees attend him, and he is

shown the hospitality of the cities.

It is no extraordinary thing to be invited to

a dinner in your honor, or to stay a few days

with the Lord Mayor of the city. All of these

affairs are a great handicap to his training.

The prizes abroad are, as a general rule, very

valuable, much more so than in America. They

are not wholly confined to silverware, such as

cups and the like; but it is nothing extraordi-

nary to see an athlete departing from the races

with a sewing machine or hat-rack, and in

some cases I have seen orders for beds. The

lucky competitor, as a rule, can have any arti-

cle he desires, and as many British athletes

are married, they generally take the most ser-

viceable article. My prizes last year consisted

mostly of diamonds, watches, silver tea ser-

vices, and cutlery, worth nearly £200.

It has always been surprising to me why
Great Britain could never develop a first-class

sprinter. Their sprint runners seem to lack all

the requisites of good racers, and their system

of training is very much opposed to the Ameri-

can theories. My manner of starting seemed

to puzzle my English competitors. They could

not imderstand how I got started so quickly;

but to-day, in England, the average runner has

adopted my start. Their best men seem to be

improving as a result. I have been repeatedly

asked concerning the merits of the American

and English sprinters, and I must say that the

Yankee is far ahead, though if he should go to

England, in most cases, he would not win. The

men whom I raced against last summer were

inferior to my competitors at the Intercol-

legiate Championships, but it was astounding

to see how close they ran me. It was simply

because my form was not the same. I had

become slower; these men succeeded in some

cases in almost defeating me. The most prom-

ising sprint-runner abroad is Denis Murray, of

Ireland. This man improved greatly under my
style of preparation, and should he come to

America and adopt our mode of training I be-

lieve he would be a champion.



THE GAME FIELD

- By EDWYN SANDYS

SOME DECEMBEK BIKDS.

f~T^ MY notion, some of the best days
-*- of the entire season come in this

month. The weather now and th.en seems

to hark back a bit, and there comes a day
Avhich seems like a hold-over from early

autumn—so mild, sunny, and windless as to

suggest the true Indian summer. Such a day
is a godsend to the man who can shoot, and

who prefers a goodly share of wholesome, hard

work with his sport. Properly dressed and

booted, he can, if need be, cover his twenty

miles without turning a hair. The dog, too,

should now be as lean and hard as a spring,

and at his very best. The right man and the

right dog can keep going from nine o'clock

till the gray tents of evening are pitched along

the edges of copse and woodland. A full day
means a short, busy one, for the light fails

early these late afternoons.

Upon the average eastern grounds the game
list will include ruffed grouse, Bob-White, and
hare, with, possibly, a belated cock here and
there, and aU will be at their very best. I

don't greatly fancy hares, either white, or the

so-called rabbit. Either, unless one is out for

it, is a nuisance to lug about, and I don't

fancy shooting fur over a setter or pointer

worthy of the name. Most dogs, even down-
right good ones, are a bit too ready to fool

with fur without any encouragement from
their owners; hence, while I omti to the

occasional shooting of fur to dogs whose
proper business is with feathers, I don't advise

it. The proper time for fun with fur comes
later, and the dogs for that sort of thing are

hounds—the smaller breeds preferred.

If I were going out tomorrow I shouldn't

trouble over an extremely early start, so long

as the ground could be reached within two
hours after sunrise. Many men are keen for

a gray-dawTi start, but there is such a thing

as overdoing the early-bird business. The
Bob-White is apt to take his time, and as often

as not is only about nicely started at his

breakfast by eight o'clock. Your too-early

man may beat good ground and fail to find a

bevy because the birds have not yet moved
from the sleeping place. Of course, if a dog

happened to pass to leeward of the "roost,"

he would catch direct and strong scent, and

at once locate the birds. But a roost is a

small spot which the dog might pass to wind-

ward, and so fail to locate a nice lot of birds.

I presume that many expert upland shooters

have reached good ground too early, carefully

beaten it to no purpose, and returned two or

more hours later and at once found birds.

In such a case the fault was not the dog's;

the birds may have been closely huddled some-

where in that very field, or, more probably, in

some unsuspected nook within two, four, or six

hundred yards of the feeding ground, toward
which they fared some time after the beat had
ended. The great advantage of reaching the

ground well after the beginning of the feeding

time lies in the fact that the dog then has a
much better chance. The reason is a simple

one. Food is not now so abundant as it was
a month ago, and the birds range farther and
faster in quest of it. "VMiere, at the beginning

of the season, a big bevy might find ample food

within the limits of an eighth of an acre, there

now is comparative barrenness. This means
that the birds will scatter considerably and
trot many yards in all directions to secure

whatever the food may be, which in turn

means much widely distributed foot-scent, in-

stead of the short, compact trail of the earlier

days. Naturally, the broader and more-far-

reaching the trail, the greater the chance of

the dogs striking some portion of it, and so

Avorking .to the direct body-scent. Birds, late

in the season, frequently travel much farther

than some sportsmen allow. This may be

proved by a bit of cautious trailing over the

first snow. I have known birds to regularly

roost in heavy cover, from which they traveled

every morning about half a mile to the feeding

ground, a big corn-field. Until half-past eight,

or nine o'clock, they could be found in the

cover, or abovit a fence leading thither; after

nine o'clock, and till late afternoon, they

\vx)uld be in the corn. An excellent plan, at

this season, is to work along the edge of thick

cover, and then, should there be no trail lead-

ing out, to work the cover in preference to the

open. Of course, a very weedy field, especially

of standing corn, ranks as cover, and bully

cover it freqiiently is.

The ruffed grouse hangs about old roads and

trails through heavy timber, the brushy banks

of woodland streams, and thickets of close-

standing, tall saplings, especially those which

so often fringe the borders of large woods.

Later on, during genuine winter, the grouse is

more apt to favor heavily forested, swampy
lands and beech ridges surrounded by taller

growth. From such strongholds the birds may
fly far to brushy outposts, particularly these
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composed of stretches of tall saplings, with a

snarl of briers, willow, and other short growths

below, and with clover close by. No experi-

enced hand will neglect even a small patch of

such cover, though it stands in the broad open,

for the grouse may fly from the woods to very

small thickets these days. And also' (the

finger bore hard upon the pen
!

) there may be

a late cock. If he has had his southern ticket

extended, as sometimes happens, he surely will

be in one of those, perhaps impromising look-

ing, thickets. Unless a really sharp nip inter-

feres, cock linger long in such cover, where

they turn over fallen leaves and find their

wormy fare. I always approach those places

as though I had just seen a grouse, or a cock,

pitch therein. I check the dog until I have got

to where I can command the most of it; then

I softly cluck him on. Then some straining

seconds—perhaps minutes. Should a leaf fall,

or a chipmunk rustle, the gun leaps up .before

you can Marconi it to keep quiet
;
yet the thrill

is w^orth the trouble. The cover may prove

blank; but one big, outlying grouse is worth

a deal of trouble, for when he springs it is for

a humming rush to the nearest woods, whither

he will whiz like a feathered cannon ball. Such

a chance is one of those things which the

sportsman treasures, for a clean kill means a

perfect bit of work. In nine cases out of ten,

the rise is a bit long and the speed amazing,

and these things imply a kill at forty-odd

yards—a feat seldom accomplished by any but

an expert.

Sometimes it's a cock. Not the bird. which

fluttered bat-like through the cover of the

earlier season, but a swift, determined flier that

springs with a wiry whistle and, if missed,

maybe goes clear away. A fat female, weighing

plump seven ounces, is a prize worth half a

dozen of the slow, earlier birds. Perhaps tw^o

or three times one may flush in the same
thicket, and when fate is kind, repeat once

or twice during the day. This, to the right

man, might mean four brace of cock, which
your true sportsman w^ould not trade for a

coat-full of quail nor, bird for bird, for ruffed

grouse. To my mind, the cock of the late sea-

son is the most beautiful and best of our up-

land game.

SAVING THE WOODCOCK.
A NUMBER of sportsmen are at present

quietly working to secure better protec-

tion for woodcock, and their efforts have my
heartiest sympathy. It is a fact that the cock
is growing scarcer each season, which, with the
certain annual increase in the number of guns,

implies something like extinction of the species

within comparatively few years. The aboli-

tion of summer shooting, 'wherever allowed,

and the entire protection of the species for a

term of years, are among the proposed reme-

dies. I favor the close season for a term of

years as the wiser course. Wherever this

method has been fairly tried with any species

of upland game, it has proved its worth. I do '

not pretend to claim that, say, a three-year

close season Avould restore the sport we older

fellows enjoyed in the long ago, but 1 do be-

lieve it would greatly improve matters. At
least it would avert the threatened annihila-

tion of one of the finest, if not the finest, of

our game birds, and surely that is a matter

well worthy of the serious attention of every

man claiming to be a sportsman. Compared
with gallinaceous game, the cock is not a pro-

ductive species. A good season might mean
half-a-dozen mature birds to one small cover,

while to utterly destroy that family group

might be, to a good shot, the task of half-an

hour. An experienced man, after flushing

parent birds and young, seldom fails to secure

the lot. The habits of the cock render this an

unusually easy task, for, except very late in

the season, the flushed cock seldom attempts

to get clear away after the first miss. He
hates to forsake his pet corner, hence, as a

rule, at least a couple of misses are necessary

before he will attempt a long flight. When
thoroughly alarmed, he is apt to dart aw^ay in

earnest and travel a considerable distance

before pitching; but meanwhile he has offered

the gun two chances—one more than enough

for an average shot.

We know that the extensive drainage and

clearing of erstwhile neglected, low-lying tracts

has played the deuce with miles of old-tnne

cock-ground. This unavoidable change of con-

ditions is responsible for no small share of the

present scarcity of birds; unseasonable and

over-shooting for the rest. While we cannot,

like the Dutch, let in the waters and redrown

the lowlands, we can let up on the killing, and

thus do something worthy of sane men to pre-

vent that crime of crimes—the obliteration of

an interesting species from a too-rapidly

shrinking list. Let us have the close period of

years, or any protective measure that will pro-

tect, rather than the total- loss of a species

which it is yet within our power to save.

Joint action by sportsmen of Canada and the

states east of the Mississippi will settle the

matter.

The proper protection of all game, while of
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national importance, is not a question of

national legislation. It can only be accom-

plished through concerted action by individual

states, backed by true sportsmanship on the

part of the citizens. That the genuine sport-

ing spirit is stronger now than ever it was,

and that the American has developed beyond

the stage of irrational slaughter, I firmly

believe. The deadliest foe to our game to-day

is not the American proper, but the half-

Americanized acquisition from "furrin parts,"

possibly a few of his American-born sons; let

us pray not his grandson! The man who just

missed, or just failed to miss, the sweep of a

prison door for tampering with game laws

t'other side of the salt-bath is mighty apt to

work mischief in what he mistakes for irre-

sponsible freedom here. He has the poaching

instinct, and frequently is wise in the poacher's

craft. His chief idea of freedom is to do as he

pleases, especially in the harrying of wild life

for the benefit of his stomach, or pocket, or

both. He beholds a wealth of wild things long

denied him, and, like a child in a jam closet, he

sails in, for the time defiant or forgetful of

possibilities. Like the child, he wastes and

spoils in riotous mischievousness, and, also

like the child, he frequently feels the hand of

the law upon his buttocks.

BIG BAGS VERSUS GOOD SPORT.

A MONG a number of letters received from
-^^*' readers just returned from their regular

shooting holiday, I regret to find a trifle too

much about " big bags." To such good friends

—I knoAv they are full of enthusiasm and mean
well—I would say don't send me such stories,

true or not. While I shall love to hear that

every human on the face of the globe had a

good time, I positively dislike to hear of sport

which carries the faintest trace of slaughter.

You, oh reader, never learned such tricks

from reading these pages—an' if I thought you
had, I should feel almost criminally guilty. I

never in my life shot to the possible limit, nor

do I say this in the sjiirit of I am mightier

than thou. Years ago I did make what would
now be considered heavy bags, but then I and
others only took what, in view of the then

visible supply, seemed fair and right. Then,

there were hosts of birds, and far too many of

us killed unreasonably. Then, the heathen, in

his blindness, could not foresee the coming

scarcity. It seemed our fair land would for-

ever swarm with game—that the royal sport

could never possibly fail. In time we acquired

wisdom and let up, partly for sport's sake and

partly for your benefit. If we erred through

lack of knowledge, we did our best to remedy

our unintentional evil. Do you do likevdse?

Hold your hands a bit, and all will yet be well,

or at least you will have no cause for later

self-reproach. Cut down the bag one-half,

when your real self tells you that course chimes

best with true sportmanship. I would cheer-

fully chuck the old twelve into Long Island

Sound, on general sound pri'nciples, rather than

fire the shot which would end any branch of

sport for the laddies now coming on. Honest

sportsmanship would demand it, and I feel

that a thousand-odd men, known and unknown
to me, would blithely do the same thing for

the good of the cause. The typical American

sportsman is the biggest-hearted, most free-

handed mortal one is likely to meet on a long

trail, only now and then he doesn't stop to

think. Put on your thinking-caps, you fellows

that read these pages. Game cannot with-

stand the present onslaught; one remedy is

moderation in killing.

MORE STALKING AND LESS KILLING.

TTTHEjST I read an account of a big game
» ^ hunt in which some sportsman describes

the killing of a number of moose, elk, caribou,

sheep, or goat, I wonder why more than one

animal had to be sacrificed. Why should a

sportsman crave more than one fine specimen

of any of the species named? What's the

sense of killing more than one moose, or elk?

Would it not be more sportsmanlike to stalk

animal after animal, if need be, and refrain

from shooting until the finest head had been

selected? The man after these animals seldom

carries away more than the trophies. What
he desires, and usually all he takes, of a moose,

elk or caribou are the head and feet; of a

sheep, the head; of a goat, the head and hide.

Occasionally, some choice cut of a carcass is

taken; but, as a rule, all or most of the meat
is left to rot, or to feed such wild creatures

as may chance to find it. This means that

tons of meat are wasted each season. The

real charm of creeping, stalking, or still-hunt-

ing—it's all the same thing—lies in the out-

witting of the beast until the gun has won a

commanding position, rather than in the slay-

ing. The man who can creep close to big game
is apt to know that when the rifle is leveled

the fun is all over. That instant the odds,

which originally were against the man, turn

against the animal. To me, the excitement

ends right there, unless the s^ot happen to be

an extremely difficult one. This is why the

shooting of a swimming quarry disgusts so

many keen men.
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By WILLIAM C. HARRIS

FLY-CASTING TOURNAMENTS.

THE cast with a fly-rod of one hundred

and forty feet by Mr. H. C. Golcher,

at a tournament lield by the San Fran-

cisco Fly-Casting Club, on October 11th, nat-

urally suggests a consideration of the value

of casting tournaments as mediums of instruc-

tion to the young angler. Certainly no con-

testant at these meetings in the distance class

fails to show bad form from an angling stand-

point. The acrobatic throwing of the body

forward and backward, and the muscular

phrensy of the arm in the forward cast^ are

not only distressing to look upon, but disas-

trous to the advancement of the tyro in a

knowledge of the art of fly-casting.

The flies are not cast or thrown, but are

" shot " out, as if from a catapult. The con-

testant uses a rod of much " yielding resist-

ance," backbone and spring, re-enforced by

braAvn and muscle, and overruns his reel, coil-

ing at his feet twenty-five or more feet of line,

somewhat in the style of the English Notting-

ham method.

In the preliminary casts a maximum of

about seventy-five feet is reached, an average

distance at which the line can be lifted, and

the feathers thrown with the back cast free

in the air. As the casting continues greater

distances are gradually made, the length of

each cast being increased by the looped line

passing upward and outward through the

guides on the rod. Then, presto! The contes-

tant draws his muscles almost into knots, ex-

tends his right arm to the utmost reach,

throws his body convulsively, as it were, into

an undulating arch as he lifts the seventy-five

or, perhaps, eighty feet of heavy line from the

water in the backward cast; then, bracing

muscle and sinew, he makes a powerful forward

cast, which, -^'ith the weight of the heavy line

in the air, impels the reserve at his feet up-

ward and outward, and the line shoots out one

hundred to one hundred and forty feet, as

the case may be.

It is to be hoped that the anglers of the

country will discard such contests from the

tournaments and confine themselves to casts

which approach, in a measure, actual stream

fishing.

Better still, the angling clubs of the country

should inaugurate contests on streams which

in many instances are adjacent to their club

houses. Let us take one as a specimen water

and dwell upon the methods of fishing it at

the suggested club tournament.

It is a beautiful stretch of water, about one-

fourth of a mile long, with overhanging banks

and rifts and rocks, with pools and eddies and

clustering foliage and sheltered root holes, all

of which constitute the physical conditions

for the display, not of the muscular output of

the angler, but of his best skill acquired from

experience, and refined to a nicety through his

love of angling.

From the banks, here and there, many hun-

dreds of expectant and knowledge seeking

tyros can overlook the tournament. What
these methods are can be told briefly: A con-

testant steps up to tlie judges and announces

that he is ready. He is reqviired to put

the joints of his rod together and to adjust

his reel, run the line through the guides, at-

tach the leader to it, and, finally, to select his

cast of flies and place them on the leader. His

manner of doing these things is duly noted and

graded by each judge. The stream is before

him—a rapid, with a large rock to the right,

below which the waters subside in a long, deep

pool. A note is made by the judges of the

contestant's methods of approaching the

stream, of his style of casting, mode of fishing

the rapid; the variation in his manner of fish-

ing the rapid, and the quiet pool; what use, if

any, he makes of a passing cloud shadow, also

of eddies, whether formed by rocks or pebbles;

if he estimates the effect of the glare of the

svin, and how he reduces its influence to a

minimum. All these and other mannerisms of

the contestant are noted by the judges, as they

all pass do\vn stream.

A short distance below there is a reach of

Water two hundred yards long, on one side of

which is a heavy growth of alders, and on the

other a number of large trees, their foliage ex-

tending nearly across the stream. Here the

contestant is watched closely. He must fish it

without instructions from friend or judge, and

woe betide his score if he fails to realize the

danger to his back cast, and the delicate work
before him along the edges of the water.

He works down about thirty yards, and the

conditions are reversed. The alders and the

large trees have changed sides on the stream,

and the methods of the contestant must change

with them. Previously it was casting; to the

left ; now it is casting to the right—underhand

oblique, horizontal, overhead, or with the spey
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or roll cast—and so on indefinitely, as the

various phases of the stream unfold to the de-

light of the experienced angler and the confu-

sion of the tyro.

Again, the method of bait casting at tourna-

ments has entirely changed. The original

oblique cast with the full sweep of the arm, in

use on western waters by expert anglers, has

been discarded, and the contestants at tourna-

ments invariably use the overhead cast, which

is admitted by an authority on this subject

to be " in actual fishing often awkward and un-

necessary." The line used in bait contests is

braided so fine as to be entirely unfit for ac-

tual fishing, and so we find that tournament

methods have set aside one of the most valu-

able educational factors of club meetings.

I have been expecting for years, with a cheer-

ful greeting well in hand, that some of our

local clubs, particularly the South Side Club,

of Long Island, would take the lead in getting

up a stream tournament as suggested above.

The South Side folks have a stream close to the

club house, where these contests could be held

under natural conditions. The anglers of

Passaic, Paterson, Plainfield, or Bound Brook,

in New Jersey, can find, close by, waters

adapted for this purpose. In fact, all through

the Middle and Far West, streams abound,

suitable in every respect for these contests.

COMMON SENSE IN ANGLING.

A N ANGLER who has read the short para-
^ ^ graph in the November issue of Outing,

wherein it was stated that Seth Greene once

declared that common sense was a greater fac-

tor in successful fishing than luck, wants the

subject treated more fully. Space demands
that he must be content with a few illustra-

tive incidents. One of them was as follows:

An old and experienced angler was in the

habit of visiting several times each week of the

fishing season the Great Kills on Raritan Bay,

for the purpose of catching the weakfish which

Avere numerous in that water. He had noted

that the tide was very gentle on the fishing

grounds; hence, he used a ten-ounce black bass

fly-rod, a light line, a nine-foot single net

leader, a single hook, and no sinker. Upon the

hook he placed a medium sized bait of shedder

crab, and paid out on the tideway fifty or

more feet of line. The weight of the line

caused it to sink to about midwater, where,

under the action of the slow-moving tide, the

bait swayed to and fro, as if alive. His outings

were invariably fruitful ones. One day he was

bantered by the keeper of the fishing hostelry

at the Great Kills who was a wool-dyed, non-

progressive believer in the old-fashioned weak-
fish tackle, which might be described within

limits as a bean pole, a clothes line, a gang of

detached hooks and a lager beer keg float.

The banter was taken, and they soon reached

the fishing grounds, where the Weakfish were
rampant. Both soon had' their lines out, and
host missed hooking about three fish out of

five that took the bait. Our fly-rod fisher

hooked and boated every fish that plucked the

crab lure. Fitzgerald was astonished, and
wanted to know why such a thing could be,

for he was considered the best weakfish catcher

in those parts. The reply was a common sense

clincher, and covered the field exhaustively.

"Don't you see, old man, that your method
of fishing is full of lost motions. First your

sense of sight is brought into action as you
watch your fioat; when that bobs, indicating

a bite, your will acts and then your muscles

go to work to take in the slack line before you
can strike the hook into the fish. Three lost

motions. Now, my line is always taut, and its

tension on the tip of the springy rod, as sen-

sitive as a pulse, indicates the slightest pluck

of the fish, and instantaneously hooks it.

" There are no motions lost in my method. I

am not compelled to use my eyes, my will, nor

my muscles until after the fish -is hooked. My
rod does all this. See! "

This same flj^-rod fisherman went to the

Great Kills, Staten Island, one day, and found

the usual fishing grounds dotted with boats,

whose occupants with one accord exclaimed,
" No luck !

" He anchored and fished for ten

minutes without a bite, and then told his boat-

man to row slowly along the inner edge of the

channel and over the flats, about a mile from

the shore. After trolling straight away for

about fifteen minutes he caught a fine weak-

fish. He told his boatman to make a wide cir-

cuit over the same ground, and "upon reaching

it he boated another fish, which was even a

finer specimen. The same tactics were en-

ployed for a third time, with the same result.

The anchor was quietly lowered and a large

score made of unusually fine fish—tide run-

ners, with the golden yellow fins, in number
equalling the combined catches of the thirteen

boats which were found on the usual fishing

grounds.

My correspondent will, doubtless, catch on to

the moral of these two incidents.
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' They found him lying: naked in the sandy

trail, beneath a bunch of ^easewood."
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E'
ET us take the first day

of a spring journey.

The time is Febru-

ary, or the earliest days of

March. The temperature

may be anywhere from—
30° F. to— 50° F.

The hours of dayhght

now in each twenty-four

are scarcely enough for

an effective march.
Every one has been up
since long before the

earliest light, attend-

ing to the little

things which, in

spite of long ex-

perience and
weeks of prep-

aration, always come
up at the last moment. When all is ready

but lashing the sledges and hitching in

the dogs, we sit down to an ample, hot

breakfast, the last well-cooked meal which
we shall have for weeks or even months.

The Eskimo women have been cooking gen-

erous supplies of walrus meat for their lords

and masters, to which my cook has added
biscuits, and strong coffee rich with milk

and sugar ad libitum. Our own breakfast

comprises a rare steak of venison or musk-
ox, with coffee and biscuit. Rising from the

* Photographs copyrighted by the Peary Arctic Club.

table, I ask my Eskimos if everything is

"tima" (ready), and "Aud-la-me-nai" (I

am ready to start), from me, sets everything

in motion.

Kneeling upon the load to compact it

with his weight, every man lashes the load

firmly upon his sledge with a long rawhide

line, straining with all his might, like a

cowboy cinching a saddle onto a refractory

broncho. Then, with whip in hand, he goes

to his team of dogs, fastened somewhere
about the place, untangles the traces, and,

with the bunch of them grasped close to

the toggles in his left hand, he brings the

dogs up to the sledge, passes the bridle line

through each toggle, and makes it fast ^witli

the Eskimo hitch; all the time restraining

the fierce eagerness of the dogs with his

whip. Sometimes this is easy, the simple

falling of the whip lash in the snow near a

restless dog being sufficient to quiet him.

Again, it may be necessary for the driver

to ply the whip with all his strength

and skill, until the howling, fighting ani-

mals are separated and cowed. As he

gets his team fastened in, each driver pulls

away from the crowd a few hundred yards

on the line of the march; but it always hap-

pens that several sledges will be ready at

the same time, and then, what with the desire

of each driver to be first, the eagerness

of the dogs to be off, and the strenuous

efforts of the more quarrelsome ones in. each

CopjTighted, igo2, by the Outing Publishing- Company. All rigrhts reserved.
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team to get at and test conclusions with the

dogs in other teams, there is always a gen-

eral fight that results in a long delay, and

frequently in the crippling of one or two

dogs which have to be left behind. Once

the dogs are attached to the sledge, it be-

hooves the driver not to turn his back upon
them for a moment, or to go beyond instant

reach of the sledge upstanders. Every dog

is eager for a run ; and if one of them makes

a forward spring the others jump as one dog,

and away they go.

As there is always a descent from the

headquarters camp to the ice-foot, and an-

other from the ice-foot to the sea ice, usually

with eight dogs to a sledge, and a gross load

of about five hundred pounds to each. Then
the serious work begins. In this particular

instance we are getting away from Payer
Harbor, and have to bear away toward the

southern end of Brevoort Island, following

for a short distance our winter trail to Rosse

Bay ; then we swing up toward the northern

end of the island through some hummocky
ice. A rough trail has been blazed a few

days before, so we waste no time in recon-

noitering. The careful ones among us remove
our outer coats, for we know that handling

the heavy sledges through ice like this will,

in spite of the low temperature, be very warm

i>w'^"

:-«» :-#
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A Camp Near a Pressure Ridg-e on the Polar Pack.

along a narrow, tortuous path, previously cut

through the ice blocks with pickaxe and axe,

the first one or two hundred yards of the

start is as lively work as any man can desire

;

and it takes all one's wit and energy to pre-

vent a general smash-up. Of coui'se, nothing

can be done towards stopping the sledge,

if once the eager dogs have started it down
the slope; it is then only possible to guide

it, and at the same time endeavor to keep

one's own footing.

There is a broken harness or two to repair,

andsome badly tangled traces have to be fixed.

After a time the cavalcade of eighteen sledges

is straightened out in line upon the sea ice.

work. Nine-tenths of the time the driver's

place is at the upstanders, where he is called

upon to exert his full strength, now in

swerving the sledge quickly from one side

to the other to dodge a piece of ice, or to

tm'n a sharp corner, now holding back to

prevent it from plunging too violently off

the edge of an old floe or down the slope of

a rubble ridge ; and now with shoulders

against the upstanders, and the muscles of

back, arms, and legs in full play, pushing

the sledge up some steep incline. Frequently

the nose of a sledge catches under a block

of ice, and then the driver must lift it bodily

to one side the obstruction. Again, it may



The Windward in Winter Quarters at Cape D'Urville.

be necessary, on a sloping piece of ice or

the side of a hard drift, for him to travel

alongside with one shoulder against the load

and feet far out, to keep the sledge from

slipping sideways. Then, in some pocket of

deep snow between the ice masses, the sledge

may bury itself completely, when it becomes

necessary to tramp down the snow aroimd

it, and lift, first one end and then the other,

to a firmer bearing. Sometimes a spade is

necessary, sometimes an axe, and sometimes

both. In one respect, however, the work this

day is not so difficult as later on, for the

dogs are fresh and eager. It is wrenching

'^^
^ .^M^^

A Pressure Ridge.



On the Sea Ice.

work, however, for this very reason, as one's

whole strength must be exerted instantly to

accomplish required results, and frequently a

sudden, unexpected movement of the sledge,

as it plunges forward, tears the upstanders

violently from the driver's grasp, and pitches

him onto his knees or back.

Beyond this heavy barrier comes more de-

cent going, where the driver may walk
along at a comfortable speed, and give the

sledge such guidance as it needs without

undue exertion. But this does not last very

long, and again we push and pull and strug-

gle through ragged ice. At the end of two
hours or so it becomes necessary to thor-

oughly set up and tighten the lashings of

the loads, which have now been shaken into

their smallest compass. Every hour or two
the frightfully tangled traces have to be

loosened and untangled. It will be strange,

Getting- Ready for the First Sledge Dash Northward.
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too, if two or three of the sledg'es do not have

to stop for repairs of some kind. By the end

ot four or five hours the party has begun to

sti-ag'gle. Two or three of the best drivers

and more active men are sure to be well in

advance, while behind them comes the main
body of sledges, and again, some distance

behind, the rear guard, comprising the least

active ones and those with poor teams, with

perhaps one or two added that have been
delayed by making repairs. So we keep on
for eight, ten, or twelve hours, until the

light begins to wane, and I pass the word

building its own igloo. In this way each

man knows just what to do, and there is al-

ways a friendly rivalry to see which division

shall have its igloo first completed. While
the igloos are V^eing built, I usually get the

cooker off my sledge, where it is always car-

ried, also the can of oil and the kitchen box,

as we call it (which contains, in compart-

ments, tea, sugar, milk, and two or three

days' rations of pemmican or meat), take out

my sleeping kamiks, notebooks, or anything

else that I may want in the igloo, coil my whip
and hang it on the upstanders, untangle my

Landing: Supplies from tlia Windivard.

that we will stop at the next bank of snow
suitable for building igloos. This is usually

not far distant, and each sledge, as it comes
up, is driven to one side, beyond the bank,

and halted. The driver first makes sure his

dogs will not run away, by fastening them
to a block of ice, into which he drills a hole

for the purpose; then he takes his large snow
knife from the sledge, and immediately
starts cutting snow blocks for the construc-

tion of the igloo, which I have constructed
to hold four, five, or six, the party being di-

vided into squads of this size, each squad

dogs' traces and examine their harnesses ; then

beat the snow and condensed breath thor-

oughly and carefully from all my clothing.

As soon as my igloo is completed, I pass

these things in to the man who has been
working inside, and follow them myself.

One of the outside men has brought up by
this time a lump of sweet ice, Avhicli he hands
in to me, and I begin the preparation of our

evening meal, while the men in their turn

untangle their dogs' traces, get from their

sledges such things as they may need, see

that their sledges are not within reach of the



Bringing Home the Greely Records.

fastened dogs, beat the snow from their

clothing, and enter the igloos; the last man
bringing with him a large block of snow

which, after he has entered, is tightly fitted

with deft movements of the snow knife, into

the entrance, closing it tightly. By the time

every one is in the igloo and the entrance

closed, the tea is made, and we have oui- sup-

per of tea, biscuits, pemmican or meat. This

being the first night out from headquarters,

the dogs are not fed. In fact, on some of

the journeys, they are fed but once in two

days, right along, though, as a rule, I think it

better to feed them daily. The water melter

is then replenished with ice; the Eskimos put

a small native lamp in commission on one

Discovering the Benedict Glacier
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side of the igloo to give us

light: footgear is changed, or

at least fresh grass or dry in-

ner soles placed in our kamiks.

One or two more energetic ones

may, perhaps, get out their

sewing kit and mend a hole in

mitten or boot, though usually

these things wait till morning.

Then hoods are pulled up,

draw-strings tightened, and we
stow ourselves, like sardines, on

the bed platform, heads to the

front and feet to the back of

the igloo. My huskiesbegin to

snore almost as soon as they

touch the platform, and I, in

spite of burning shoulders,

tired arms, and lame back, im-

mediately and quickly follow

their example.

Let us take another day,

401

The Eskimo Carrier.

Overland Packing in Summer.

some two which swept incessantly along the coast.

or three It was light now, throughout the entire

weeks af- twenty-four hours, and the length of march

ter leaving depended upon the endurance of the dogs,

h e adquar- unless we were interrupted by storms. Every

ters. one was dead tired and sleepy the night

The day before, and sonie had even fallen asleep be-

before had fore the tea was finished. When I awoke,

been along after hours of dreamless sleep, it was to find

and hard that the wind had formed a small hole in a

one. Our joint between the snow blocks nearmy head

igloo was (I always slept against the wall of the igloo,

erected in on the right hand side as one entered, and

a small somehow this always seemed to be the wind-

niche, be- ward side, no matter where the igloo was

hind a big built), and my head was pillowed in a pile of

block of flour-hke snow. My right shoulder and right

ice on the side of my hood were covered with several

ice -foot, inches of snow, and the fur roll about my
giving a face was drifted full of it. There was a

partial crick in my neck, my back felt as if it was

protection broken in two, and my feet, as the result of

from the several serious blows the day before, were

piercing throbbing most uncomfortably. Yet the

north wind stupor of sleep was so strong upon me that,



The End of a Successful Musk-Ox Hunt.

simply by letting go of myself, I could in a

moment have been again oblivious to it all.

It was a strong temptation to close my eyes

just for another nap, but long habit came to

my aid. the temptation was resisted, and

slowly straightening my stiff joints, I rose on

my elbow, beat the snow, as well as I could

from about my face and off my head and
•shoulders, stuffed a spare mitten into the

aperture, and then with mittened hand

scraped the drifted snow down into the

standing room of the igloo. Then 1 reached

out to turn the flame of the stove up to its

full head, in order to bring the water for tea

to a boil. But, alas ! the fine drift blowing into

the igloo had put out the tiny flame, evi-

dently early in the night, and the boiler was
full of ice, and the wick covered thick with a

Climbing: an Ice Ridge.
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fine dust of snow. Here was a pleasant job

for cold and sleepy fingers, handling the

metal of the stove and boiler, and getting

the wick in shape to burn. At last it was
accomplished, and then with hands and arms

drawn inside my fur coat and head bowed
forward, I sat on the edge of the bed plat-

form, struggling to keep awake while the

tea was making, and envied my companions

who, not having the blissful privilege of act-

ing as cook, were able to sleep on. After

of our igloo, had shown me that the weather
was bleak and lowering, with the bitter wind
still searching every inch of the icefoot, and
a stinging drift flying at every projecting

point, and through every narrow canon.

But the gear was quickly stowed on the

sledges, the lashing lines set up, and the

dogs hitched in.

The very start from the igloos was up the

steep face of a drift of compacted snow,

and then along a tortuous V-shaped canon.

Crussing an Ice Bridge on the Benedict Glacier.

what seemed an endless time the tea was
done, and a vigorous "muck-a-ti" (get up)

elicited an answering grunt from every one.

With a rueful glance at the layer of snow
covering their clothing, the party slowly

swung round into the standing-room and
dusted themselves off. Two steaming dip-

pers of tea per man put a pleasanter aspect
on affairs, even though it did not render
them entirely agreeable. A look through the
peephole, which we always had in the front

the steep, rocky talus of the cliffs forming

one side, and the blocks of ice pressed up
on the ice-foot the other. The bottom of

the canon was so narrow that the sledges

went through with one runner grating and
grinding on the rocks.

I always dislike to strike a piece of going

like this at the very beginning of the march.

Men and dogs are stiff and lame, and cannot

work to the same advantage as after being

limbered up by an hour's travel. At the
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other end of the canon was a steep descent.

Here we hung on to the upstanders for all

we were worth, guiding the sledges as best

we could, yelling to the dogs to keep them
moving out of the way of the sledge, and
praying heaven to take us to the bottom
without a serious smashup. Once we were
down to the general level of the ice-foot,

we wound along between the big blocks;

forced in some places to run the sledges en-

tirely off the ice-foot onto the rocky talus, in

order to get round an unusually large block,

sometimes able, with a little hewing, to make
a path just wide enough for a sledge along

the outer edge of the ice-foot, where, if the

tide is low, there is a straight drop of some
ten or twelve feet to the ragged surface

of the floe ice. This, of course, is no
menace to dogs or drivers, as either can

save themselves from a serious fall; but

these places always worry me because, if a

heavily loaded sledge goes over, it means, in

nine cases out of ten, that it is smashed
beyond the possibility of repair.

Before long we struck a barrier which
presented no chance to get round. Recogniz-

ing this fact, the driver of the first sledge, to

reach it, climbed to the top to see where was
the best place for a road, and as each suc-

cessive sledge arrived the driver stopped

his dogs, which immediately lay down, threw

down his whip, pulled a pickaxe or axe

from under a turn of .the sledge lashing,

where it is always kept handy, and hurried

forward to the barrier.

Sometimes it will take only half an hour,

and again it will take an hour and a half for

the whole party to carve a road over which
the sledges can be taken. Then, with one

man ahead of the dogs to encourage them,

two more at the sledge nose, each one pull-

ing on a trace with tiie dogs, and the driver

of the sledge pushing his utmost at the up-

standers, each sledge is worked to the toj)

of the barrier. Then, if the opposite slope

be practicable, each driver steers his sledge

down by himself; if not, a spare line, always

carried for that purpose, is made fast at one

end to the rear crossbar of the sledge, and
the men at the top, slowly paying out the

line, ease the sledge gradually down the

descent.

After some five hours of this kind of work
the ice-foot became so bad that, with Ahn-
goodloo, I climbed the bluffs to a height of

two or three hundred feet, and with the aid

of glasses examined the ice-foot as far as we
could see. The result of this examination

showed us that we must get off the ice-foot,

and, the pack ice being particularly rough

here, our only practicable route was close

along under its face. Here at the sliding
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joint, between the face of the ice-foot and
the pack ice, which rises and falls at every

tide, a little water is forced up at each rising

tide, and, freezing, forms a very narrow,

tortuous ribbon of glare ice, frequently in-

terrupted, and sometimes lacking entirely

for several hundred feet. To reach this from
the ice-foot the dogs were detached from the

sledges, the sledges lowered by lines, then

the dogs pushed or pulled until they were
made to jump, when they were again at-

tached to the sledge, which moved on to

make room for another to be lowered, and
so on, until all were down. Slowly we worked
our way along this path; dogs and drivers

slipping and falling repeatedly, and the

sledges slewing sideways in a way that

strained them to the utmost, which in any
other type of sledge would result in speedy

destruction. Some of the interruptions to

the continuity of this ribbon of ice could

be smoothed out with the pickaxes; at other

places it was necessary to make a detour

out into the ragged pack. Seven hours of

this kind of work brought us to Cape Lieber,

and I sent two of my men up over the ice-

foot parapet to find a suitable snowdrift for

the construction of igloos. In a little while

I heard a shout, and saw my two scouts

waving from the top of an ice-foot pinnacle

a few hundred years ahead. They disap-

peared, and we moved on with the sledges

until we reached the place where they had
been.

Dogs were unhitched and fastened, as

usual, and then each of the Eskimos climbed

over the ice-foot with his snow knife and dis-

appeared behind the parapet, where the other

two were already cutting snow blocks. I

fastened my dogs, got out their ration of

pemmican, cut it up, and fed them, standing

by with whip in hand to see that there was
no bullying, and that each dog got his share.

Then I unpacked the cooker, oil can, and
kitchen box, passing them up the ice-foot as

high as 1 could reach. I did not wait for the

completion of the igloo to commence my
preparations for supper, but with a few

strokes of the spade excavated a niche in

the snowbank, put the cooker in out of the

wind, filled the lamp with oil and the boiler

with ice, placed a few snow blocks around
it for still better shelter, and lighted up. By
the time the igloo was completed I had
enough water melted for our tea, and supper

was entirely ready by the time my men had
fed the dogs; and they lost no time in freeing

their clothing of snow, and joining me in the

igloo.

And so it goes, day after day, till men and
dogs are worn to a wire edge, and it seems

as if the world were one great dreary ball

of hard work and discomfort. 'Tis a dog's

life, but a man's work.

Supper on the Floe.



" The young pelicans * reminded me of boys as they gathered here and there in groups, chattering in gutteral tones."

THE CITY OF THE PELICANS
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TWO of US left New York just before

midnight on the 8th of last April,

bound for Florida. Hardly a sign of

real spring had yet appeared, and one of a

long series of cold, easterly rain-storms was
raging. The next afternoon, in Virginia and
North Carolina, we gazed upon blossoming

peach trees and bursting buds. One night

more, and, in early morning, at Savannah,

nature was in the full glory of summer's leaf

and flower. By middle afternoon, half way
down the east coast of Florida, on the bank of

breezy Indian River, the journey ended.

Easterly storms were forgotten, as for three

weeks— one day excepted— the sun shone

brightly, with a daily warmth of 80 to 85 de-

grees, tempered by the fresh breeze that

arose regularly about nine o'clock in the

morning.

On the morning of the 16th we were start-

ing in a small sail-boat for Pelican Island,

twelve miles farther down the Indian River

—

scudding along, rejoicing in the balmy air and

the beautiful tropical surroundings. Shiny,

silvery mullets were leaping high out of the

water in all directions, falling back with re-

sounding splash, at times almost into the

boat; flocks of bluebills rose from before us

every few minutes; eagles and fish hawks
were wheeling about, ready to descend upon
unwary fish. By ten o'clock we began to see

lines of great pelicans, with slow, measured

wing beats, flying down stream past us, and
before eleven the guide pointed out Pelican

Island.

No tremendous cliffs were there, as at Bird

Rock. Indeed, it was hard to distinguish

this small, low island from the adjacent

shore, half a mile away, with its jungle of

palms and mangroves, until we had come
quite close. Then we could see many beating

wings, and, with our field-glasses, a great

crowd of birds, the brown pelicans upon
their nests. With eager anticipation, wemade
ready our battery of cameras for the blood-

less fray, castinganxious glances at the heavy,
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cumuhxs clouds, that threatened to spoil the

light at the critical moment. And now we
were close enough to take in clearly the

whole situation. Here was the low, flat islet

of only about three acres, somewhat triangu-

lar in form. A few small palmettos, low man-
grove bushes, and stumps were standing, but

most of the area was an open expanse, over-

grown with tall weeds and grass, except for

two considerable sandy tracts at the east and
southwest corners. Each of these barren

places was fairly covered with an army of

great birds, about the size of geese, of a

grayish color above and dark brown beneath,

with long brown and white neck, and enor-

mous bill with pendant pouch, that was held

pointed downward in most ridiculously

solemn, pompous fashion. A few birds were

located at the northwest end, and there were
also small, overflow colonies on at least two
other islands a short distance eastward. These

brown pelicans are a southern species, en-

tirely different from the white pelican, the

only other kind found in North America,

that occurs mostly in the interior and on the

Gulf, and breeds on islands in lakes from
Minnesota northward.

From time immemorial this little island has
been the principal, if not the only, breeding-

ground of all the brown pelicans of the east

coast of Florida. Though there are hundreds
of other islands, apparently just as good,

this one alone attracts the pelicans. Das-

tardly plume-hunters have, at times, all but
annihilated them ; egg-collectors have robbed
them of every egg in sight

5
yet they remain

faithful to the home-land of their ancestors.

Creatures of habit, they are, like chickens,

that persist in roosting in the orchard, de-

spite the advent of winter, cold and storms.

Our boat was now closely approaching the

eastern end of the island, and we camerists

held ready our instruments, expecting at

every moment to see the birds rise in a cloud

and leave the vicinity, as do the white peli-

cans in the North. To make sure of present

opportunity, we took snapshots of the birds

as they yet sat upon their nests. Then we

" Nests on the bushes or trees were built of sticks, lined with grass."



" Even when we sprang on shore the birds on the farther side remained on tlieir nests in utter unconcern."

prepared in earnest for the grand flight. The
boat was run ashore abreast of the colony,

but without alarming them. Then we stood

up and shouted, but only the nearer birds

flew. There they sat upon their nests, hnti-

dreds and hundi-eds of them, many within

about fifty feet, solemnly gazing at us. It

was not until we sprang upon the shore that

there was any general flight, and even then

the birds upon the farther side of the group

remained upon their nests in utter tmcon-

cern. We also noticed with delight, as we
went back to the boat for more plates, that

the flying birds, after a short cu-cuit over the

water, returned at once to their nests. The
fear that it would be impossible to secure

pictures at close range was groundless.

Equipped with all needed photographic im-
plements, we now started out for a tour of

inspection. Hundreds of nests were before

us, a few of them built on the spreading

limbs or tops of the mangroves ; but the great

majority were on the sand, usually about a

yard apart. Those on the bushes or trees

were built of sticks, lined with grass, and
were quite bulky, while those on the ground

were small and rude, composed only of gi*ass

and soft materials. The contents of the nests

were greatly varied. Though the nesting

season of the pelicans begins in January,

many of the nests still had their comple-

ments of great, dirty-white eggs. These may
have been second or third layings, owing to

previous depredations, though to what extent

individual pelicans may be irregular in their

time for laying, I cannot say. In other nests

there were young, in various stages, from the

naked, newly hatched, and rather repulsive

looking thhigs, to the more sightly, yet not

altogether liandsome, downy stage. Still

other nests were empty, but that their mis-

sion had not been fruitless was evident from
the numbers of weU-gi'0"vvTi young that were

running about in all directions. Many of

them were ah but able to fly, though their

bodies were more or less downy and ragged.

In color they were very different from their

parents, being of a lighter gi'ay, and mainly

white on the under parts.

These young pelicans afforded us no little

amusement. Though they e\'idently inherit-

ed somewhat of the true pelican gravity, their

childishness could not be concealed.. For one

thing they were, like most children, eminently

social. They reminded me of gangs of boys

upon the street corners, as they gathered

here and there in gi'oups, chattering away
in peculiar guttural tones, that often rose to

loud, harsh screams when individuals got into

a fight, which was all too often. They could

not have learned these disagreeable manners
from their parents, who are peaceable and



"The flying birds, after a short circuit, returned to their nests."

silent. For want of better reason, we shall

have to lay it to innate natural depravity,

that only the grace of further education and
experience overcomes. Then the gang would
scamper away, perhaps bent upon some gay

prank. Those on the mangroves could not

run from us, but gave, as we approached, a

rousing reception, making terrific lunges at

lis with loud snaps of the bill, with screams

that would repel any enemy.

The pelicans secure food for their young
by plunging headlong into the sea and catch-

ing fish m their seine-like jjouch. Though all

youngsters are supposed to be in a chronic

state of hunger, these children require to be

fed only twice a day— morning and after-

noon, we are told. Strangely enough, though

the river seems to he full of fish, the pelican

parents do not fish anywhere near the island,

though the young may do so later. In fiocks

they fly across the narrow strip of " hum-
mock," or jungle, that separates the river

—

which is properly a salt-water lagoon—from
the ocean, where they may be seen off the

beach sailing about and plunging after their

prey. It was not the regular feeding time

while we were on the island, and we saw the

curious feeding process but a few times. The
youngster thrust head and neck away down
into the parent's gullet, with greedy violence,

and gobbled away at the partly digested fish.

In the case of the older children, roaming
about in bands, it may be a question whether

the parents can identify their own, or whether

communism is not, for the time, the order of

pelican society.

Presently we made a visit to the other large

group of pelicans at the southwest corner of

the island, about a hundred and fifty yards

from the first. Here we found a similar state

of affairs. Each of the many occupied nests

was brooded over by a devoted parent—
whether the male or female, I could not tell.

The citizens all dress well, and look remark-

ably neat and clean. But let not the visitor

hope to vie with the pelicans in neatness of

apparel or cleanliness, upon that island. The

passing birds are continually dropping a

watery excrement as they fly, which, though

it does not seem to stick upon the oily plum-

age of the pelicans, certainly does not allow

the garments of human visitors to remain un-

spotted. The ground, too, is very dirty, in-

fested by swarms of insects, and in a short

time our clothing and cameras were well

besmeared.

Naturally, we were interested to make an

estimate of the population of Pelican Island.

As nearly as we could count, there were 450

nests at the east end, 512 at the southwest,

and 14 at the northwest, making 976 m all.

This means 1,952 adult birds on the island.
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' Many nests still held their complement of great, dirty-white egg's.

' Naked, newly-hatched, repulsive-looking- things.

The not altogether handsome, downy stage."

The most common
number of eggs in a

nest was three, but
quite frequently

there were only two.

In only one nest did

we find four, and in

one other five. If we
assume that each
pair raises two
young, the colony

would double its

numbers every sea-

son, if not disturbed.

Though we did not

land on the adja-

cent islands, where
the other pelicans

were nesting", w e

sailed close by, and
estimated, from ap-

pearanc e s , that
there were over 200

nests. Supposing,

then, that there were
1,200 nests in all, the

total adult popula-

tion of the colony

can be placed at

2,400.

Mr. F. M. Chap-
man has recorded

that on a visit to

this island, in 1898,

he counted 84 5

nests, and noticed

a very few on an-

other nearby island.

Assuming that there

were then 900 nests

in all, the colony has

apparently in-
creased about one-

third in four years.

This desirable result

may be due to the

better enforcement

of strict laws in

Florida against the

destruction of
plume-bearing
birds, the efforts of

the American Orni-

thologists' Union in

appointing a warden

to guard the colony,

and a bettering of



' She would settle down, * * * seeming to say :

I'm all ready now
; pull your string.'

"
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public sentiment in Florida, owing to a
realization of the g-reat value of wild life

in attracting tourists. Our own party is

a case in point. To see this pelican colony,

lieron i-ookeries, and other bird resorts,

three of us— one more having followed—
had come from New England, distrib-

uting several hxmdred dollars among rail-

roads, boarding-house keepers, outfitters,

traders, stablemen, and guides. And thou-
sands of others do likewise. The people of

bought another four-by-five camera, and
adapted it so that I can use the lens (an as-

tigmat) of the five by seven interchangeably

on both. This gives a somewhat larger image
of a bird at a given distance than with the

smaller lens. As it is seldom possible to se-

cure a larger image of a wild bird or animal

that can readily find room on a four by five

plate, I prefer to use the small camera and
large lens for most of my work, since the

weight of a large camera, with a sufficient

" Well grown young were different from their parents, being of a lighter gray."

Florida, or other states, are short-sighted in-

deed, if they allow vandals and plume-hunt-

ers to massacre these interesting and valu-

able wild creatures.

A little account of our photographic work
on Pelican Island may be of interest. I

brought with me two long-focus cameras, five

by seven and four by five, the former mostly

for view work, the smaller one for birds

and nests at close range, and for long, hard

tramps. Since returning from Florida I have

number of holders and plates for a day's

work— especially in wading marshes and
penetrating swamps in a hot sun—is almost

prohibitive.

To this equipment I have added a high

power telephoto lens, which I find very use-

ful, especially in bird colonies, or places where
large and shy birds congregate. It gives

sharp definition, even at full aperature, espe-

cially on a small plate, and thus allows of

quite short exposure— half a second, or less

—
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in bright sunlight. The one essential is that

it be kept absolutely without jar or movement
during exposure ; and I usually find it best to

prop up the front with a stick, or with a light

rod carried for the purpose. With a focal

plane shutter on a long-focus camera of the

reflex type for flight pictures, the same lens

interchangeable, the battery is complete for

every emergency in practical bird photogra-

phy. Yet one good instrument alone is very

satisfactory, and if I were to select one in-

strument for general work in nature photo-

graphy, I would have a long-focus four-by-

flve camera, of any reliable, well-known

make
;
preferably with a larger lens than the

ordinary, and a high-power telephoto at-

tachment.

Now about the actual photographic work
on the island. First I took a number of gen-

eral views, snapshots with the camera in

hand, of the pelicans on their nests and in

flight. Then, with the camera on the tripod,

I photographed nests at close range, with

eggs and young, using a ball and socket

clamp, which makes it possible to point the

camera in any direction. When these routine

matters had been disposed of, I had the rest

of the precious time for that fascinating, but

often nerve-wearing, branch of the subject,

— bird portraiture. In general the method is

to place the camera, preferably not on the

tripod, concealed as well as circumstances

will permit, near a nest or place to which the

bird is likely to retm'n ; attach a spool of

black hnen thread or rubber tube to the shut-

ter of the camera— I much prefer the former

— retire to a more or less distant hiding-

place, as the case may require, and, await-

ing the return of the subject, pull or squeeze

at the oiDportune moment. I always use the

lens at full aperature, one-fiftieth of a second

in bright sunshiue with the quickest of plates,

or the briefest timed interval, if the light is

dull. If the day be dark, the case is almost

hopeless, for birds are very active, and are

nearly certain to move when they hear the

click of the shutter— for there is no shutter

which I have been able to find that is really

silent.

Over at the farther end of the southwest

settlement the area of nests extended almost

to a tract of tall weeds. Here I found it con-

venient to plant the camera on the shortened

tripod, allowing the weeds to arch over it,

where it commanded a view of a number of

nests at moderate distance. When I with-

drew a few yards, the birds at once returned.

and I pulled the thread. Then, after two or

three such exposures, I placed the camera on

its case upon the ground, and focused upon
a near-by nest, covering the camera with the

rubber cloth and then with dry grass. The
birds did not seem afraid of it—though in simi-

lar cases they usually are— and retm'nedvery

soon, giving me all the exposures I wished.

Over in the eastern colony a pelican that

had her nest at the foot of a stub returned

readily to her eggs, though I had placed the

larger camera on the sand, without conceal-

ment, but little over a yard away. She would

waddle past the camera and onto her nest,

settle down, and draw in her chin in the usual

dignified attitude, seeming to say, "I'm all

ready now ;
pull your string !

" I also set the

camera on the tripod in the open, near some

nests on a mangrove, and pulled the thread

when some of the old birds alighted on the

empty nests, near the large youngsters. An-
other successful method was to drive a com-

pany of these well-grown young down to the

shore, where they would stop and allow me
to creep up within ten feet before taking to

the water.

We stayed on the island until half after

four, but were careful not to remain in any

one spot near nests, thus keeping the birds

away. Newly-hatched young will soon die in

the sun, if not brooded ; and visitors to bird

colonies will do well to remember this, or

they niaj^ do great damage.

During the day the wind, which had start-

ed up from the north, had steadily increased,

and all the afternoon had been blowing a

gale down the river. We waited in vain for

it to veer to the suotheast, as such a wind

on the Indian Eiver usually does by night,

and at length we had to start on our long

hard beat to windward. Om' craft was a

wretched sea-boat. Every wave broke fairly

over her, and after the first few moments
we were all soaked to the skin. By dark we
had hardly made four miles, and were almost

perishing with cold—yes, even in Florida

!

We debated leaving the boat, to walk across

the strip of jungle and up the ocean beach,

the character of the river shore making
walking there impossible. But the fear of

stepping on rattlesnakes in the dark deterred

us, andwe pounded wearily along. The night

was dark, indeed, when the wind canted a

few points to the eastward, and at a late

hour, weary, shivering, hungi-y, we reached

Oak Lodge again, not sorry, however, that

we had visited wonderful Pelican Island.



THE PONIES OF THE NEW FOREST

By E. T. SHEAF

PHOTOGRAPHS BY THE AUTHOR

SEVERAL tiling's are pretty well known
abont the New Forest: one. that it is

an old and historic place ; another, that

for centuries sportsmen have there enjoyed

an unlimited field : and another, that modern
tourists never tire of its varied scenery.

It is given to few, however, to know what
an old and interesting history and what a

stretch of undulating, heather-clad moorland,
as far as the eye can see, only relieved by
clumps of trees, green patches of grass, and
small pools of water.

Then, covering thousands of acres, comes
the densely wooded part, with its under-

gi'owth of bracken and bramble. Through
these flow ever-winding streams, with mighty
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" With distended nostrils and blazing eyes they bravely bid for freedom."

present-day drama are attached to the ponies

the visitor finds sporting' over the moorlands

or grazing in groups under shady trees. The
New Forest does not exactly agree with one's

general idea of wood and forest, and the

stranger who expects to find it consisting en-

tirely of trees is surprised—but agreeably

so. Almost without knowing, one is within

the domains of the Forest. Here is a wide

oaks and ancient beeches within their basins.

Then, acres of bog land and gi-assy plains

come into view, followed again by the wild,

open countiy of rolling hillocks.

This is the natural home of the New Forest

pony. Here he is born and roves in his free-

dom. Here he advances from suckling to

yearling, and from yearling onward, know-
ing nought of stables and halters until the
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arrival of an evil day— of which more
anon. Some there be that actually have
lived their natural life and have never known
the tightening' of a rein, or the "touching"
of a whip; whilst others, after roaming the

wilds of the moors for two years, have gone

to the highest bidder and di'eamed of free-

dom in a dmgy stable.

But how comes there to be a race of half-

wild ponies in this corner of England ? There

is a pretty story of their origin. Away back
during the times of Qixeen Elizabeth and the

Spanish Armada it commences. It seems

grants, parted company with the others, and,

drifting into the North Channel, was wrecked
off the peninsula of Galloway. Most of the

ponies managed to swim ashore, and soon

adapted themselves to their new surround-

ing's. This gave rise to the famous breed of

Galloways. The physical character of the

peninsula gradually worked its influence upon
the habits of the ponies. They seemed to

imbibe the hardiness of the place, and be-

came a race noted for speed, stoutness,

and sure-footedness. At this point of their

history the old Galloways averaged fourteen
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On the Way to the Fair.

that Phillip of Spain was so sure of the suc-

cess of his invasion that one of the ships

had a goodly number of Spanish ponies

on board, for some purpose or the other.

During the fight and the following gale this

vessel and a few others found their way
throughthe North Sea; and not being able to

return, for fear of the foe and the fury of

the storm, kept on a northerly course. Round-
ing the Scottish coast, they entered the At-

lantic and steered southward, intending to

return home.
This particular ship, with the pony emi-

liands. Eventually descendants of the breed

found their way to other parts of Great

Britain, with the result that there was a
gradual falling off of the qualities of their

ancestors. In England we find representa-

tives of the Galloways in the Welsh ponies,

the New Foresters, and in a smaller race on
Exmoor.
Though the New Forester is not iip to the

standard of his Scotch ancestors, he never-

theless is a very hardy and useful pony. In
fact, he is so useful that there is scarcely a
family in the British Isles, or at any rate in
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England, that has not benefited by his ex-

istence.

Youatt, in his work on " The Horse," says

of the Foresters that they are " large-headed,

short-necked, and ragged-hipped, but hardy,

safe, and useful ; with much of their ancient

spirit and speed, and all their old paces."

The wilds of the Forest give them plenty of

scope for keeping up their reputation, and

during the months of May, June, and July,

and the first week in August, they are seen

at their best. It is no uncommon sight to

see a group of from twenty to thirty mares,

foals, and yearlings quietly gi-azing on the

moors at such time of the year. Providing

they can be approached near enough, then-

various colors and movements, the timidity

and friskiness of the foals make a pleasing

pictiu-e. There are some of a beautiful chest-

nut coat in the company of the black;

whilst others of a bay are intermingled with

the dark iron-grays, and gracefully between

them all trot the playful fawn-coated foals.

The latter are the most timid and the first

to detect the presence of an intruder. With
ears cocked forward, they behold one suspi-

ciously, and then make for their respective

parents.

The first week in August is an exciting

one for the pony owners, but a very dis-

tressing one for the ponies. It is then that the

great hunt begins for the Pony Fair. Men
mounted on active New Foresters chase the

young bloods up and down the moors, and in

and out the woods, finally getting them

hemmed in some corner. Then a kind of

lasso is thrown over their heads, and their

freedom is at an end. The captm-e is fraught

with danger and reqtiires great skill. Ra-

pidity and aeciu'acy of movement at the given

moment saves the hunter many mUes of far-

ther chase. There is more in collecting the

Foresters than most people would imagine.

" The catching of these ponies," says You-

att, " is as great a trial of skill as the hunt-

ing of the wild horse on the Pampas of South

America, and a gi-eater one of patience."

After they have been sticcessfully captured

they require very careful handling. Their

wild and untamed spirits do not at once ac-

commodate themselves to halter, stick, and

harsh words; but, with distended nostrils

and blazing eyes, they often bravely bid for

freedoin.

Some owners halter them into groups, oth-

ers in pairs or singly. They are then driven

along the roads in the direction of Lynd-
hurst, where the annual fair takes place on
August 9th. This is well worth visitmg.

All sorts of buyers are present; but chiefly

colliery managers and gypsies. The former
generally purchase a number, ranging from
ten to forty: these are destined for the coal

mines in the North. The latter pick out a
few to take up and down the country for sale.

An average pony fetches from £5 to £6,
while, in some cases, the figure reaches £8.

A manager, the year before last, was able to

secure a dozen hardy Foresters for £45;
but this is not usual.

The future career of a large percentage of

these sturdy ponies is pathetic. Driven to

the nearest station, they are enclosed in

horse boxes and whirled away to a strange

and unmviting country. Here they are let

down into a darkness from which they will

never emerge, and harnessed to trolleys,

which they will daily drag to the end of

their lives. No wonder the transference

from bright sunshine and open moors to dim
darkness and narrow passages militates

against their sight; for, in a short time, they

are blind!

The gypsy mode of bargaining is exceed-

ingly entertaining. How the would-be pur-

chaser scorns the price that is asked ! How
he magnifies the blemishes of the pony he
wishes to secure, and offers an absurdly low
figm*e to the seller! Then, by a series of

reluctant compromises, the "difference is

split ;
" and a glass of beer closes the bargain.

Then comes a frisky, unmanageable king

of the forest ; as smart and neat a yearling as

one would wish to see. He is made to run
and jump, before the eyes of a private buyer,

and the owner calls him the " Pride of the

Fair," He captivates the admiration of all

around, and it is not long before he is borne

away to become the smart accompaniment
of a smart chaise.

In a few hours the majority of them have
foiTnd new owners, and the day closes upon
an important period in pony life, for better

or for worse—but mostly worse.
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THE GERMAN KAISER, PRINCE HENRY,
PRINCE REGENT OF BAVARIA

Emperor William Starting Out on a Hunt. The Carriage is Specially Constructed and Carries His Majesty's Guns.
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Our Recent Guest, Prince Henry of Prussia, Playing Polo in the Match Between Army and Navy Officers and Civilians at

Phoenix Park, Dublin, Last Season.





Duke Adolph Friedrich of Mecklenburg Winning- the Annual Officers' Cross-country Race of the German Army.

Prince Alfons and Prince Ludwig Ferdinand of Bavaria and Families on Their Mail Coach at Nymphenburg. This Coach
and Four is One of the Best Known in South Germany, and Has Won Many Ribbons Throghout the Empire.





MAN-TRAILING WITH HUMAN
BLOODHOUNDS

By GEORGE H. HUTCHINS

DRAWINGS BY J. N. MARCHAND

^ S A ti'ailer the Colorado Apache has no

r\ equal. He possesses the acute instiuet

of the hound combined with an ac-

curate sense of vision. A turned leaf, a fleck

of gravel cast aside, the displacement of a

pebble from its bed— all are clear, readable

pages.

It was not altogether an idle boast that the

drunken old Tonto chief made, when
he said that he could follow the

trail of a white man by
his breath, even if he

never put his foot to

the ground.

They ask few if

any particulars

of the man they

are to follow. \

They will, as

they progress

on his track,

gather up for

themselves
one by one

little items

as to his

personali-

ty, which
are near-

ly always

verified
in the end. It

is. of course, an
easy matter for an
Indian to say whether a

man or animal is walking or run-

ning : but when it comes to deciding his

weight— whether he is tired or fresh, young
or old—it requires something akin to inspi-

ration.

When following a trail over the iron-

capped rocks and stony arroyas of Arizona,

his face is a picture of intense concentration

;

not a syllable escapes him; his pace varies

from no visible cause. At times he almost

runs. Then, with a rapid glance behind, he

glides along slowly and with eyes glued to

the ground, possibly for hours. There are no

patches of soft soil that take an impression of

the foot, and indicate the direction pursued

by the fleetingman : there is no brush or under-

growth, where a broken or twisted twig indi-

cates the line of flight. Here and there may
be a few stretches of sand;

but dry sand leaves
after the footstep

only an indenta-

tion, closing
after the press-

ure, so that, to

the inexperi-

enced eye, it

might have

been a

horse or a

mule that
made it,

and not a

man. No
country could

exist where
following a

trail pre-

sents great-

er difficulties

than do the

sunburned hills

and rocky
canons of west-

ern Arizona.

The Castle
Dome peak do-

minates the range of low hills which forms

the divide between the muddy Colorado on
the west and the sparkling Gila on the east.

The peak lies midway between the two rivers,

being distant about twenty miles from each.

It is simply a htige rock, rising sheer on all

sides six hundred feet above the surround-

ing hills. Its summit is practically inacces-

'Left him dying- in the

shadow of an ovei hang-

ing rock."



' When the trail reached the summit
* * * Flojo pointed out a place

where he said there was heap talk."

sible. It can be seen from the car windows
of the Southern Pacific trains, eighty to

one hundred miles away, on the Colorado

Desert. At its foot lie the mines of the

Castle Dome Mining Company.

This big mining camp supported a large

general store, and its long mule trains daily

brought from the Colorado the thirty to fifty

barrels of water, needed for the company's

three or four hundred miners, and then re-

turned to the river loaded with lead and silver

ores, making the trip in two days. This camp
also was the supply point from which pros-

pectors who roamed the hills in all direc-

tions procured their water supply, water

being sold at about five dollars a barrel.
" From one river to the other there was ab-

solutely not a drop of water to be had from

spring or well or water-course. The bottoms

of shafts down six hundred feet and over
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were as dry as tlie surface, and the surface

held no hope of moisture.

Some years ago three prospectors located

their camp within about four miles of the

general store of the Castle Dome Company.
Their little shelter tent was pitched at the

head of a draw running into a deep canon
— a draw that looked precisely like dozens

of other draws in their immediate neighbor-

hood. The great dome was, or should have

been, their unfailing landmark.

The little party consisted of an American,

a little, undersized fellow, nervous and wiry;

a German, stalwart and heavily built, weigh-

ing considerably over two hundred pounds,

and a Frenchman, a man of ordinary size

and weight, much larger, however, than the

little American.

Theyhad occupied their camp for over three

months, in which time they had sunk num-
berless prospecting holes on the surrounding

hills and in the deep canons, meeting, gener-

ally, with poor success. It was their custom

to drive their burro over to the mining com-

pany's store every second morning and load

it with two kegs of water, each keg hold-

ing five gallons. This custom they had main-

tained so regularly that, one morning, when
it occurred to the "water boss" that they

had not put in an appearance for a week
and over, he knew that something must be

wrong. He was satisfied that they had not

left the country, for to do that they would
have been obliged to pass the Castle Dome
Camp ; and further, they had left their money
and most of their valuable effects, as well, in

the headquarter camp.

The " water boss," Nick Gunter by name,

an old-timer in that country, knew as well

as an Indian the possibility of men wander-

ing off from camp, losing their bearings, and
being heard of no more. He knew it because

he had seen it ; not once, but many times.

Without loss of time, therefore, Gunter

proceeded to the camp of the prospectors

and found it abandoned. They had evidently

left after cooking breakfast, for the camp
utensils about the ashes of the fire still con-

tained portions of the meal, and the coffee-

pot was but half emptied. There was no ap-

pearance of haste or disorder. Things aroimd

the camp simply looked as if the men had
postponed cleaning up after their breakfast

until they returned for their noon meal.

One sinister circumstance struck Gunter

almost at first glance :

Their -water kegs tcerefull! These men had

therefore left their camp fully a week
before.

From the spot where they had located

could be seen the yellow Colorado to the

west, pushing its way through the low and
broken hills and ragged looking mesas that

formed its banks; and to the east was the

Gila, glitteringin the sun,andfringed for miles

with low willows, with here and there a dark
green cottonwood rising above them.

It did not take Gunter long to decide that

the men were lost, and that when they had
realized the fact they had made for either

one or the other of the large rivers within

plain sight. Having lost their own camp,
they had probably wandered so far, he
thought, that either river looked as near at

hand as did the great Castle Dome, at the

base of which his own camp was located.

When a man realizes that he is lost, he re-

members all the dismal tales he has heard of

men losing themselves and perishing from
that most gruesome of all deaths— thirst.

He loses, in his fear, all self-control. He
wears himself out scrambling up and down
the steep hillsides, and doubles on his coru'se,

and retraces again and again his painful

steps, until, frantic with fear, he falls ex-

haustedand helpless, with his clothes stripped

from his blistering body, and, muttering of

babbling brooks and crystal springs, he dies.

The barren plains of southern Arizona are

dotted here and there with little heaps of

stones that cover the shriveled bodies of the

unfortunates, and the verdict in each case

would be simply, Lost ! The sort of trail that

a frenzied man would leave behind him un-

der these circmnstances would be difficult

to follow, even in the snow.

Although his knowledge of the country

taught him that there was but the very dim-

mest chance in the world of his finding the

men alive after such a lapse of time, Gunter
knew that if the men were found at all, dead
or alive, it would be an Indian that found
them. So he hurried back to his camp, in-

tent on finding an Indian and placing him
on the trail of the three lost men without

further loss of time. He found one on his ar-

rival in the person of '' Old Flojo."

The name Flojo is pronomiced Floho,

and signifies lazy. Flojo had not inherited

his name. He had earned it. All Indians are

lazy, except now and then under the stress

of some unusual circumstance. Flojo, how-
ever, was lazy under all circumstances, usual

or unusual. He would make a rapid move
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now and then, when he was about to tread on

a side-winder; but even then, he would be

too indolent to kill the snake. Aside from
his laziness, which had come to be a prov-

erb on the river, Flojo was remarkable for

two things, one of which was a capacity for

whiskey when he could get it, and the other

the marvelous accuracy with which he could

follow the trail of man or beast, when he

could be induced to undertake it.

He was one of the chief medicine men of

the remnant of a tribe known as the Castle

Dome Apaches. This tribe, an offshoot of

the Yumas, had been formidable in the old

days. But having ambushed and murdered

twelve teamsters in one night, they had been
set upon by the white settlers and so thor-

oughly cleaned out that in old Flojo's time

the tribe, counting men, women, and chil-

dren, did not number one himdred, all told.

This poor remnant now and then worked a

httle around the mines, cleaning ore on the

dumjjs, or digging mesquite roots for fire-

wood, leading generally a harmless, useless

life.

Now although Flojo was the last man in

camp to apply to in any matter that required

exertion, still, when he did consent to fasten

his mind on a trail, he followed it to the

end, and the longer it was the more interest

he displayed and the more intent he became.

Gunter lost no time in forming a little party

and hastening to the camp of the lost miners.

It did not take Flojo long to take in the

situation. He did it almost at a glance, and
he saw at once that he had taken in hand
a more important matter than trailing a lost

mule or a wounded deer. From the anxious

faces of those about him he felt that human
life was at stake, and he put himself on his

mettle.

After a httle time lost in selecting the

freshest trail leading from the camp, the In-

dian started off on a swinging stride down
the gulch, at the head of which the camp
was located, and followed it until he reached

the main canon, which led off in an easterly

direction toward the Gila. He guided his

party straight to a new prospect hole on the

hillside some two miles from the camp. The
hole was only a foot or two in depth, and had

laid open a vein of low grade ore, several

pieces of which lay around as if they had
been examined and cast aside. From this

new hole Flojo took up the the trail of the

men, againleading straight back toward their

camp. He passed the mouth of the small

gulch down which they had come when mak-
ing for the big canon. The trail took him to

the head of it,'and there he pointed out to

his companions a spot where the men had
stood, apparently for some time, evidently

at a loss which way their camp lay.

The trail then carried him farther west,

across the head of several other gulches,

some of which it descended, only to ascend
again to the ridge. Then it led off again to

the east, toward the camp, circled over the

rocks and boulders, and actually, at one
time, came within fifty yards of the tent,

which lay just over a knoll. They could have
thrown a stone into it. Then the trail led

back again to a little bed of sand which had
accumulated under the shadow of. a huge
mass of overhanging slate. Here it was plain

these unfortunates had lain down and passed
the night.

Consider the horrors of that night! The
terror with which they must have contem-
plated the coming day! They had had no
water since early dawn, and that in a country

where the mercury stood at 124° at midday
in the shade, and 112° at midnight; where
a man sipped water from his canteen or his

barrel continuously during his waking hours.

When the Indian and his companions
reached this forlorn bed it was quite dark.

The Indian stated, in his sententious Apache
fashion, that it was away in the night when
these men had given up their search for their

camp on that first day. Gunter then led his

party back to the Castle Dome Mines, some
five miles distant, to pass the night.

The next morning, as soon as it was light,

they were on the ground again. The Indian

trailer by this time was intensely interested

in his task, and his beady eyes glistened

with excitement. It was the excitement of

the chase with him, with men for a quarry.

Without a word he took up the trail. It

led directly into the main canon, and thence

to the summit of a commanding peak which
overlooked the entire great divide between
the Gila and the Colorado watersheds. When
the trail reached the summit it again stopped,

and Flojo pointed out to the party a place

where he said there was " heap talk."

From this point—the point, probably, of

their last consultation—the trail plunged
down into a canon that led directly east to

the Gila River. They made no short cuts.

They were going straight for water.

Their path led through scenes of unutter-

able desolation, such scenes as Dore would
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have delighted in wheu ho was illustrating

his Inferno. Through long wastes of drift-

ing sand at the bottom of dark canons, where

only the pale and crooked Palo Verde tree

could thrive and offer itself as an evidence

that nature was not utterly dead; through

this waste the trail of these poor men led on

and on toward the river.

Suddenly, around a sharp bend in the

canon, the tracks led through some soft sand

for a few yards. Flojo stopped short and,

pointing towards it, exclaimed:

"Big man heap tired." Within another

one hundred yards or so he stopped again

as if the silent trail had sent him another

message.
" Little man help big man now," he said.

As he said it, he pointed to some long,

narrow depressions in the sand, as if a rope

had been drawn over it, or a man, dragging

his feet after him as he walked, had passed

that way.

Flojo was silent after this. He walked and
acted as if he was expecting to see something

shortly, and that something of a character

that promised to call into play all his stoi-

cism and self-control.

A little farther on the party came again to

some sand that lay in the bottom of a gulch,

just aro\ind the corner of a point of rocks.

Here Flojo paused again, and in a rather

hushed voice said

:

" Big man heap tired now. Two little men
help him."

It was not long after that the Indian said

:

"Pretty soon find big man."

Sure enough they did, just a few yards off.

His friends had pulled him away from the

glare of the sun—^left him dying in the shadow
ef an overhanging rock, and, no doubt, tried

to impress upon him that they would soon

return with water. His glassy eyes had fol-

lowed them down the canon and remained
fixed there.

It was not long after this that Flojo again

halted and said

:

" Other big man tired now, and little man
help him, too."

So it proved. Wherever the party struck

a little patch of sand, it could be seen that

some one had apparently dragged another's

lagging feet over its telltale surface.

A few yards farther on were delirious

wanderings to the left and to the right ; now
halting, with the heels set firmly down, as of

one who refuses to make another effort ; now

a rush and a scattering of the sand, as though
plowed up by one who was hastening fran-

tically from dreadful peril. The firmer tread

of the little man could not control the eccen-

tric movements of his heavier companion,
for his footprints, the Indian said, were
tossed from side to side ; and here and there

was the evidence of a struggle, as of a sane

man exerting all his strength to restrain a
maniac. So it proved, too, for shortly the

Indian again said:

"Pretty soon find him."

They found him in much the same position

as they had found his comrade, pulled up
under the bank, and a slight shelter built in

front of his face to keep off the rays of the

scorching sun.

Then the trail of the little American hur-

ried off again towards the Gila, now quite

near at hand. It was an irregular trail. It

wandered, now and then. The canon down
which it led was not wide enough for the

vacillating footsteps. It struck out, now and
then, up the hillsides, and came tearing down,
scattering the gravel. Then it plunged heav-

ily on again, and stopped, as if the man was
taking new bearings.

" Little man heap tired," said Flojo ;
" heap

'loco'" (crazy).

Soon the canon widened out into a sandy
flat which skirted the river, distant not above
three hundred yards. The trail was in soft

sand, now, and the footprints were plain

enough for any one to see.

It was here that the party began to find

clothing, which the man had stripped off in

his delirium. Here a shoe and farther on a

shirt, then another shoe and his pants. The
tracks moved in and out among the low

brush, like the bewildered footsteps of a

blind man.
Blind he no doubt was, by this time, and

raging mad with thirst. Sometimes he had
staggered to within a few yards of the water,

and then turned back again toward the hills.

Again the Indian muttered, as he scruti-

nized more closely a spot where the sand

had been disturbed as if by a struggle

:

"Find him now quick; he heap sick."

And they did find him—the plucky, nervy-

little man, that had sacrificed his strength to

save his friends. Theyfound him lying naked
in the sandy trail beneath a bunch of grease-

wood, almost within reach of the bright

waters as they glistened in the sunlight and
rolled southward toward the sea.



THE editor wrote a flippant and im-

pertinent note to the Man Who
Knew Things. It was perhaps one

of the most grotesquely absurd notes ever

written, because its comment was

:

"What is there, or what can there be,

heroic about a Wolverine ? It is true that

you, in. addition to being a dreamer of

dreams, were born where the wolf still

howled, though doubtingly; where the fox

barked close to the clearing, where the wild

turkey gobbler led his flock into the buck-

wheat field rough-hewed into the forest,

where the wild pigeons swept up the beech-

nuts with their northward drift in spring,

and where the ruffed grouse cock drummed
with indescribable resonance up and down
some dead log at about the same time of the

year ; where your senses were boyishly com-

mingled with the hverwort in the nostrils

and mossy undergrowth to the touch of feet,

and flying things to the eye, and sound of

wings above to the ready ear— it is true, all

of this—but how absurd you are to say that

the wolverine was heroic. You are, as I have

said, but a dreamer of dreams."

That is what the Editor wrote. Very well;

editors are but foolish things—though neces-

sary, in their way— and it may be acknowl-

edged that sometimes they know more than

we will admit. But the wolverine is heroic;

this in the teeth of any editor who ever

lived.

Draw a line from Chicago, the gi-eat cen-

tral city of the United States, far enough

due east, and you'U hit a lot of water; then

hit Spain a little to the north of Madrid.

This is giving geography to the populace,

for most people think that a line thus drawn

that does

cular line

accurate-

last wol-

killed in the

in Michigan,

are hosts of

rare in

the

are

would hit England or

some other of those

northern countries; but

not matter, for this parti

is drawn merely to define

ly the place of death of the

verine—that is, the last

lower tiers of counties

the Wolverine State. There

wolverines living yet; they

northern Michigan, Wisconsin, and
northern fringe of states, but numerous
throughout most of British America and our

own Alaska. In Canada the wolverine is

named the carcajou; he is known to some
old hunters from the East as "skunk bear"

and the northwestern trappers call him the

"Indian devil."

From time to time there appears in the

newspapers something about those supposed

to be the most blue-blooded of all the peers

of Britain; occasionally one reads in ad-

miring society journals insignificant facts

concerning a French family of the old re-

gime which holds its blood so inestimable

that it consorts but little with the modern
Gaul, and lives exclusively, with slight dys-

pepsia and much economy. There are old

gi-andees of Spain; there are the Hapsburgs
and the HohenzoUerns; there are various

people in ancient China, including the Em-
press Dowager, who talk of pedigree, and
there are others; yet all these, as compared
with the wolverine, among the world's aris-

tocracy, are but the upstarts of yesterday, or

day-before-yesterday, at best. Five thou-

sand years backward, wiped away as with a

brush, would leave blank the record of all

the blooded ones who are potent in the
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world to-day. Another sweep l)aekward of

five thousand years wouhl k^ave no gene-

alogy of any h)t of famihes of whom we

have ever heard.

Bvit the wolverme ! Ah! There you get a

gentleman ! Tens and twenties of thousands

of years ago, when the nianmioth still

stalked about the site of London,

when mastodons were wallowing

in Chicago's swales, when the cave

tiger was giving a certain strenu-

ousness to life in the vicinity of Berlin,

the wolverine, from the site of Pekin to

that of Stockholm, from the site of Bos-

ton to that of Seattle, from Yokohama across

the Asiatic continent, was the same that he

is to-day. Talk about blood ! No one has

it but the wolverine ! Strangely enough,

the creature has not changed

with the changes of the

world. His bones, brought

down in peat and stone^

and from caves
laden with the
river-drift, show
him contempo-

raneous with the

lost monsters,
but non-disap

p earing
and un-
changing.

Any one
of the
wolver-
ines liv-

ing in the

world to-

day may
point con-

fidently to

his ancestors I ^^ of a hun-

dred thousand V- / years ago, /

and, without anV j^ excess of vanity, just

double the long Y '^^^^- "^^^^ ^^ *^® ^^^"

verine scientifically ; and he is worthy of his

tremendous ancestry.

When white men first trod the forests of

the lake-surrounded state named Michigan,

they found there a creature which both in-

terested them and created something of

dread. Not ''little wolf," as the ignorant

think, is the significance of wolverine, but

something of greater dignity—an embodi-

ment of the terrible spirit of the wild fire

of the pre-historic forests. Wonderful in

its strength and courage, a tree-climber on

occasion, not immense of size, "but with

limbs and claws great, oTit of all proportion

to its size, with a nmzzle almost hog-like,

but with gr-eat white fangs ; the beast had

still an element of the grotesque in its make-

up, with its sweeping, bushy tail and the

broad bands of yellow-white upon its back

and shoulders. Woe to the smaller beast or

the deer upon which it

dropped from some great

low-hanging branch, or

before whom it sud-

denly appeared in the

dense windfalls.

Of all the continent

the Michigan Penin-

sula was the chosen
habitat of the wol-

verine, and he strug-

gledlong before back-

woodsmen drove him
from his heritage. So

enduring was
he, so desper-

ately courage-

ous, that his

name became a

synonym for

pluck and prow-

ess, and proudly

the people of

Michigan accept

tlie nickname
which has been

given to them.

II.

"Old Bull's

dead!"

The boy
rushed in
breathlessly up-

on the group in

the house, which

hewed into the

wood road
somewhere,
which were lit-

quite so preten-

had entered,
family whose

object was to cut out of the wood behind

what must assuredly make one of the good

farms of the future.

"What! " exclaimed the father of the fam-

ily, which consisted of a man and a woman,

a boy of ten, and a little baby.

occupied the space

forest beside the
stretching off into

and alongside of

tie log-houses not
tious as the one he

each containing a
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" Where the fox barked on the edge of the clearing."

"Yes, Mr. Marshall," almost shrieked the

boy, excited, but half crying, "wolverine

killed 'im."

"Wolverine! It can't be! There are none
left. Where did it happen ?

"

"Dunno! Wolverine dropped on him,

somehow. Dropped on a deer before. Dave
shot at the deer, an' hit 'im an' wounded 'im

bad; chased 'im a mile or so up by Smith
Creek. Bull was close up to the deer. Dave
had heard Bull yell awful. Dave ran up an'

found old Bull dead, with his throat all ripped

;

an' the deer dead, with his throat all ripped

an' part of his neck, an' I don't know about

the rest, an' they're bringing' the skin down
to show you."

With vast curiosity the family Avaited for

the advent of Dave, and Chauncey, his

brother. The two boys in the room frater-

nized, for they were schoolmates in summer
in the little district school the region already

boasted, and, as the two sat together on the

big woodpile beside the fireplace, the visitor

repeated graphically all he had heard his

brothers say of the encounter. It was a

matter of importance, for "Old Bull" was
one of the best hunting dogs of the vicinity,

and his loss was a calamity. Soon the two
men, Dave and Chauncey, entered. They
stamped the snow from their boots upon
the broad hearth in front of the fireplace,

and then Dave threw down upon the wood-
pile, whence the boys had risen, the fresh

pelt of an animal of some size. As he did

so, the family dog, lying on the other side

of the fireplace, sprang to his feet with every

hair bristling, and backed to the farther

corner of the room, growling savagely. This

dog, a fighting one, had never seen a wol-

verine; but his ancestors had, and he rec-

ognized at once the scent of a dangerous

enemy.

The skin was spread out evenly on the

woodpile, its strange markings noted, and
then Dave was asked to tell how he killed

its wearer.

"I was out hunting with Chauncey up
toward Smith Creek, in back of Bullock's,

and we struck a fresh deer track. We put

Old BuU onto it, and he made it lively. We
got on the runway and Chauncey missed.

The deer came within tolerable shooting

distance ; I let 'er go, an' I seen his tail drop.

Course, then, I knew I'd hit him somewhere,

an' I struck right after him. He'd left blood

on the snow, every jump. Well, I'd run about

forty rods along the rise on the north side

of the creek, just humping myself until

where, you know, old Gibbs started a clear-

ing once an' then backed out. It was in

plain sight across the flats, an' I seen the

deer going across it, but wobbling at every

jump. I took a long shot at it an' missed,

fur the deer kep' right on. It had got just

to the edge of the woods again, an' was kind
o' staggering under a big, low beech which
stood out from the woods a little, when I

seen, as plain as I see you now, something

big and dark drop right down onto it. Then
I saw a big kicking and thrashing 'round,

an' I thought I heern the deer blaat. 1

started on a run for the clearing, and just

then Old Bull came by me yelpin'. The
blood on the track was exciting the old

fellow. I lost sight of him, an' about four

minutes later I heard the darudest yelpin'

an' growlin' an' snarlin' you can think of

coming from the' clearing. I struck a better

gait, an' come out of the woods not more'n

five rods from where I seen the deer go

down. What d'ye suppose I seen now?
There lay Old Bull dead, with his throat

tore open, too, an' there, raised up with its

front feet on the deer, an' looking straight at

me an' snarlin', was the darndest blame thing

I ever seen, i just dropped down on one

knee in the snow an' got a bead on the

thing's head, an' plugged him. He rolled

over pretty dead. Chauncey come up then,

an' we looked at what we'd got. We didn't
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know. We skinned him and brought the

pelt an' the doer home, an' showed the pelt

to old man Appleman, an' he allowed it was

a wolverine. We brought the skin down

here to-night to see if he guessed right."

in.

"He guessed right, boys; thei-e isn't any

doubt of that," said Marshall. "I've killed

more'n one in my time, and there isn't any

other beast like them. I haven't seen one in

this region, though, for over fifteen years,

and thought they were all gone. This fellow

must have strayed down from a good deal

fm-ther north. He's a big one."

Then the old gentleman became reminis-

cent: "When we came here in 1837— nine-

teen years ago— there wasn't another house

within five miles of us, and better hunting

there never was anywhere. Deer were so

plenty that when we wanted fresh meat we
just went out and got it without any trouble.

There were plenty of bears and timber

wolves, and the woods were full of wild

turkeys and partridges. The bears would

get away, sometimes, with our hogs, which

fed on mast, and the wolves destroyed our

sheep twice, after we'd got the farm cleared;

but of all the beasts we didn't like acquaint-

ance with the wolverine took the cake. 1

did a good deal of trapping in those days,

and how much I made each winter depended

on the wolverine, for the beast is as sharp

as he is plucky., I had a string of deadfalls

for three or four miles up and down each

side of Eattle Run, and if a wolverine once

discovered my route,

I had to give up trap-

ping for the

time. One
winter, one
of them
would follow
me regularly
after my traps

were set, and
take the bait
without getting

held. If his

foot did get
caught, he'd
just pull it out

and keep on.

A wolverine is,

in a way, as

strong as a

bear. Look
what sort of a

leg that skin

there on the

woodpile must

.^' 'Vv$?l^'

CWffLE* LiwiHei'fan ai«.»..

' Something- squat and thick come waddling- into the open, * * *

placed both fore paws on the meat, and raised its head with a

growl."
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have covered. We coiald not even hang np
a deer in the woods safely when we had
shot one. We could keep it from the wolves,

but the wolverine climbs like a bear. He's

sharp—sharp as lightning. If you make a

cache in the woods, no matter how carefully

you bury it, he'll find out and get it, and, in

the early days, he used even to invade our

big log barn, the first one built in this re-

gion. One got in through a stable window
once, killed and ate part of a lamb, and then

killed a calf and three or four turkeys, ap-

parently out of sheer cussedness.

"After this invasion of the barn I got

mad. I made up my mind that the killing

was the work of the same wolverine which

had been robbing my traps ; and I made up
my mind, too, that he'd better die, if not

for his own good, at least for mine, though

I knew it might not be easy to get him. I

resolved to try it, though. I took a quar-

ter of the dead calf and dragged it through

the woods all along my Ime of traps. I left

it at a place where I could have a clear

shot at it in the moonlight from a stand

about twenty rods off in the woods to lee-

ward. There I made a blind of young
hemlocks, bundled myself up with blank-

ets, and settled down for the night. I'd

made a sort of bed of hemlock

boughs, was warm and comfort-

able, and, somehow, fell sound

asleep at about two o'clock. I was
awakened by the howl of a wolf,

and saw that daylight was just

breaking and that the bait had not

been disturbed. That was not to last

long, though. It was hardly a mo-

ment later, when two of the biggest timber
wolves I ever saw came nosing along the

trail, found the veal, and began upon it rav-

enously. I was just going to shoot, when I

saw something squat and thick come wad;
dling into the opening from another direc-

tion. It lifted its head when it saw the

wolves, but did not stop for an instant. It

just shambled straight ahead to the quarter

of meat, placed both fore paws upon it, and
raised its head with a growl to the two
wolves, who had shrunk away a little,

though each was bigger than the new
comer. Its face was faiily devilish. Well,

what do you think ? Those two big wolves

dare not attack the thing. They knew its

quality and slunk away, snarling, into the

woods.

"The wolverine stood with its broadside

to me, tearing away at the meat, but I hated

to shoot. Such pluck as that was almost

too good to destroy. But business was
business, and I killed him. But I like a
wolverine. I know of a hiuadred stories

of him like that which I have told you.

I like him, and I'U give you five dollars

for that skin on the woodpile, if you'll tan
it for me with the hair on.

I'll enjoy seeing it on the

floor. I like a wolverine !

"

And this incident—a true

one-— illustrates the quality

of one of America's carniv-

ora. The wolverine, carca-

jou, skunk, bear, Indian
devil, and name-giver to the

patriotic Michigander; is he
not heroic?



TOY SPANIELS

By LILLIAN C. MOERAN

WHEN the first English toy spaniels

appeared is hard to decide, but
that they are of ancient lineage is

beyond a doubt. The Royal favor of James
IL, Mary Queen of Scots, and Charles II.

early secured for these little creatures a

popularity which has never since died out,

and to-day they are one of the most fashion-

able and highly praised varieties of toy dogs.

The toy spaniels have undergone many
changes since the reign of King James,

when they were usually a much larger dog,

long in muzzle, standing higher, and, in type,

somewhat resembling a cocker. But there

were small ones, too, for the favorite lap dog
' of the beautiful Queen of Scots was a tiny

black-and-white spaniel. We have all heard

how the little dog was found huddled away
in her royal mistress' gown shortly after she

was beheaded.

The toy spaniels in the time of Charles II.

were found in a variety of color. Some au-

thorities have said that they were liver and
white, and again we read of their being black

and white. I am inclined to think the latter

statement correct. That they were not black

and tan like our modern dogs, is quite

certain.

Ruby Champion and King Charles Champion.
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Three Baby Prince Charlies.

At the present time the legitunate, color

is rich glossy black, with bright mahogany
tan markings over the eyes, cheeks, muzzles,

and on the underside of tail and ears and
legs and feet. Even a few white hau's are

objectionable. I am sorry to say that a num-
ber of the specimens seen to-day lack this

rusty brown. This comes from too much in-

breeding. The ruby spaniel is used as the

most suitable cross in such cases to correct

this color fault, and it will be found that the

progeny of a King Charles and a ruby spaniel

will be all that could be wished for as far as

color goes.

The dainty and soft-coated Blenheim was
held in high favor by the Dukes of Marl-

borough, and get their name from the beau-

tifid estate, Blenheim, in Oxfordshire. The
first Blenheims were the favorites and com-
panions of John, Duke of Marlborough, and
were stout, cobby dogs, with long lean heads,

hesivj ears, strong shoulders, and good loins

and thighs. They would guard their master's

tent by night, and always accompanied him
during a campaign. They were good in the

field, and could work ahedge row, or retrieve

a rabbit. It is said they woiild work the

banks of a stream for snipe, marking their

game like a pointer and backing each other

without the slightest jealousy. Then they

retrieved with the tenderest of mouths.

Descendants of these dogs, modified to a

certain extent, may still be found at Blen-

heimand in the vicinity of Woodstock. They

differ so vastly in

type from our show
Blenheims of to-day

that a separate
standard has just

been adopted for

them, and they are

now recognized as

Marlborough, or

old-type spaniels.

This is the standard

evolved by the Toy
Spaniel Club : head

long, pointed nose,

no stop indication;

flat skull, not at all

inclined to be domed
in shape; ears long,

and set up high on
the head, lozenge
shaped spot in cen-

tre of skull; large

eyes, rather light

in color ; coat long and silky ; color deep

rich tan, well broken over a rich, pearly

white; weight, twelve to sixteen pounds.

Nothing is said about the tail, which, I pre-

sume, is to be uncut.

Our modern Blenheims differ greatly from
these ; inbreeding probably accounts for the

abnormally short faces and high-domed
skulls, which are now so greatly admired.

The muzzle of a show Blenheim to-day must

be square, deep, and broad; the eyes large

and lustrous, and set very wide apart ; the

" stop ", or hollow between the eyes, very

deep ; body short, compact, and rather cobby;

legs straight and stout; the tail is usually

cut to about four inches, and should be gaily

carried. The coat must be very long, dense,

and soft, and as straight as possible ; a curly

coat is objectionable. The legs, chest, and
tail must be profusely feathered. In color, a

pearly white ground with deep red mark-
ings is most admired, and even red ai'ound

the eyes and a white muzzle slightly ticked

with red ; a broad blaze should run up the

forehead, widening towards the top of the

head, in the centre of which should be a

small thumb mark or " spot." This spot is far

from common, and many of our best speci-

mens are without it ; nevertheless, it is now
so highly prized that, in the new scale of

points for the Blenheim standard, five points

out of one hundred are allowed for this

beauty spot. The most desirable size is from
eight to twelve pounds. The diminutive
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specimens hve apt to be pinched in muzzle,

and seldom have good straight backs or

sound legs. I suppose that if a very small

one could be found, he would win under most

judges over a larger dog of equally good
points. Most of our best specimens weigh

from ten to twelve pounds.

It is the same with toy spaniels as with all

other breeds ; when one tries to breed minia-

ture specimens the loss of type is startling.

Take, for instance, the pocket beagle and the

toy black-and-tan terrier. In almost every

case they will be found lacking in head

properties and way off elsewhere. It is

scarcely ever that one sees a really first-class

toy specimen of any breed, and for that rea-

son they are greatly prized by people who
know how difficult they are to get. Still, for

all that, I do not fancy the small ones. They
are more delicate, more liable to contract

disease, and far more care than the larger

dogs. As pets the tiny ones command high

prices, $300 being not at all an unusual price

for one of these little creatures.

The abnormally short faces and big round
skulls are produced from continual inbreed-

ing, but unless a cross to one of the other

varieties is occasionally resorted to (every

third or fourth generation, usually), loss of

constitution and vitality are bound to occur,

and the dogs become crippled and bad be-

hind. Aside
from this,
blending of the

various strains

is also most
necessary to

keep the colors

bright and dis-

tinct. For this

purpose most
scientific
breeders cross

the Blenheim
with the Prince

Charles span-

iel, and the
ruby with the

King Charles.

It is seldom
wise nowadays
to cross a solid

colored dog
with one of the

parti or tri-col-

ored varieties,

the danger be-

ing that a large percentage of the progeny

will be too heavily marked ; but there are, of

course, cases when even this interbreeding

becomes necessary.

Some of the best toy spaniels on our show
bench to-day are the progeny of a direct

cross. Take for example the Blenheim
dog, Ashton Perfection (formerly Mackenzie
Billie), who has carried everything before

him in England. He was sired by the

famous Prince Charles Spaniel Ch. Darnall

Wild. Ch. Sterling, one of the best-known
Blenheims on our show bench to-day, had
for his sire the Prince Charlie Ch. Victor

Wild, who is also the grand sire of Ashton

Perfection, previously mentioned. Clevedon

Wallie (Prince Charles Spaniel) was sired

by the champion Blenheim, Lord Tennyson

;

and the Blenheim Ch. Darnall Danington is

by the tri-color Ch. Victor Wild. The Ruby
Spaniel Lily Langtry had for her dam the

King Charlie, Lady Hoodlum, and Yetran

Duke (King Charles) was sired by Campanini

(Ruby). These dogs are all prize winners,

and are quite at the top of their breed.

To my mind the Prince Charlie is the most

attractive variety of all the toy spaniel family.

When in good coat, evenlymarked, and nicely
broken in color, they are most charming
little fellows, full of life and as active as a

terrier when kept in proper condition. Sev-

Champion Rollo, Blenheim ; Winner of 325 First and Special Prizes.
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eral of my Prince Charlies can follow me
across country for five or six miles, keeping

up nicely with, my pony. Exercise is as

necessary for toy spaniels as for the larger

breed of dogs, only on account of their size

they cannot stand the violent exertion which

large dogs delight in, fz"om one to one-and-a

half miles a day being sufScient for most of

them. I know of several wheezy, fat King
Charlies, objectionable looking to an ex-

treme, who could not do one and a half

miles if their lives were to depend upon it.

Such dogs are usually the pets of old ladies,

who overfeed them terribly, and, by way of

an outing, lead them carefully up and down
the block once or twice a day, or take them
for an airing behiud a pair of stately horses.

It is a curious fact that most of our best

Prince Charlies, and, in fact, the finest ones

of the other varieties as well, are bred in the

east end of London. Several of the oldest

breeders are great friends of mine, and I

never fail to go and have a long chat with

them when I am in England. They seem to

know where every promising pup is to be

found, and watch the developments of any
tip-toppers with the keenest interest. I have

been put on the track of many good dogs by
these poor working people, and have known
them to refuse as much as fifty pounds for

an extra good puppy. It is to these people

we are undoubtedly indebted for having kept

the breed alive, and for the best specimens

on our show bench to-day.

The best Prince Charles Spaniels we have

are Ch. Darnall Kitty, winner of three hun-

dred first and special prizes, and never de-

feated on the English or American show
bench ; Lord Vivian, a big winner, and quite

one of the finest specimens living j Ashton

Defender, Clevedon Wallie, Lady Vixen,

King's Messenger, Baby Duke, Ashton May
Flower, and Lord Too Woo. Some few years

ago there was scarcely any of this variety

exhibited in America, but I am delighted to

say that now well-filled classes wiU be found

at all of our leading shows.

Another variety of these English toy span-

iels are the ruby spaniels, alluded to by
Dalziel and others not so very long ago as

the ''red dog." In color they resemble their

larger cousins, the Sussex spaniel, but are

somewhat richer in tone. Grood specimens

of this variety are few and far between, and
I do not think they are so popular as the

other ones. A ruby is one of the most diffi-

cult to breed true to type and color, the ten-

dency being for them to be leggy and some-

what roach-backed ; I have seldom seen one

with a high-domed skull and long, low set

ears. Our best ones have their ears placed

much higher up than the other varieties.

We find that they do not come into full coat

under three to fom- years of age, and scarcely

ever have the long, soft hair of a King Char-

lie, thoiigh the standard for the two varieties

is the same, with the exception of color.

Ruby and King Charles spaniels are usu-

ally bred together, with the result that you
get puppies of the two varieties, very fine in

color; but it is, of course, quite allowable to

breed ruby to ruby, so long as it is not con-

tinued for more than two or three genera-

tions, loss of color being bound to occur if

the darker strain is not occasionally intro-

duced. Most of our best ones are the pro-

geny of a King Charles and ruby, as is the

case with the broken colored varieties already
alluded to.

Among the best-known American winners
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are Ashton Aristocrat, Lily Langtry, Cam-
panini, Duke, Goldeu Phiz, Carnation, and
Red Rose.

To prove how tremendously inbred the

English toy spaniels have been from time

immemorial, I may say that it is not an un-

common occurrence to find puppies of the

four varieties in one litter. Within the past

twelve months I have had an example of

this in my own kennels, a ruby mother pre-

senting me with six fine puppies, two Blen-

heims, two rubys, one King Charles, and
one Prince Charles. The sire was my well-

known Prince Charles, Ashton Defender;

and, strange to say, only one puppy took

after him; two took after the mother, while

the others were throw-backs to some remote

ancestor of the King Charles and Blenheim
varieties.

A very important matter is the feeding

and exercising of these little fellows. Most
people overfeed- toy dogs, and the result is

a fat, unhealthy looking specimen, with a

foul breath and rough, staring coat. Some
food is supposed to be better than others in

the growing of coats. My experience has

been that there is nothing so good for toy

dogs as a judicious mixture of finely cut up
boiled meat—beef or lamb necks are the

cheapest and answer the purpose admirably
;

soaked bread, from which the yeast has been
squeezed out: boiled vegetables, such as

potatoes, carrots, spinach, beans, etc., and,

occasionally, rice, barley, and oatmeal. To
this should be added the soup in which the

meat has been boiled, the mixture when
finished being sufficiently firm to take out in

a spoon without spilling. Warm, sloppy food

should only be given to bitches about to

whelp, or when they are with very young
puppies, as it is exceedinglj^ bad for the teeth

and may have a most undesirable effect in

other ways. Boiled liver should be used
occasionally in place of the beef and lamb
neck; this in many cases saves the use of

medicine. Fresh well-boiled fish (cod's

head preferred), from which all bones have
been removed, will make a palatable change.

Dog biscuits are used in many kennels, and
exclusively at the dog shows, for convenience

sake, but I cannot recommend the use of

them in a kennel of toy dogs. While the

larger breeds seem to thrive and do well on
biscuits, I have found that the little chaps

will keep in better condition if fed as I have
described. Once a day is sufficient for the

average toy dog; but for this there is no cut-

aiul-dried rule, an active dog of a nervous

temperament needing more food than the

ordinary specimen.

I have found that the "pet dog and puppy
biscuits" are excellent food occasionally by
way of a change, for all dogs tire of the

same food day in and day out. These biscuits

are small and thin, almost like wafers, and
can be fed dry, or broken up and mixed with

broth. Stock dogs should be principally fed

on meat— beefsteak twice a day, and occa-,

sionally a beaten egg in milk will be found

most satisfactory. When dogs are off their

feed I know of one thing which will usually

"fetch" them. It is not widely known and
is rather an expensive food, but will tempt

the most fastidiou.s canines ; that is malted

milk tablets. They are small and sweet,

almost like sugar, and after a dog has once

tasted them, he will become wildly excited

whenever the jar appears. I always keep a

small bottle of them in my own room to give

my special pets when they have been un-

usually good. One tiny tot knows where this

bottle is kept; and I often find him sitting

up in front of it, begging for a tablet, when
I come into the room. Ten tablets are equiv-

alent to a meal of ordinary food. They are

also of the greatest convenience at dog shows,

where it is often difficult to get proper food.

A small bottle is sufficient for a toy dog
during the entire show, and when a dog has

a long express journey before it, I know of

nothing better than these tablets. The malt-

ed milk can also be had in powder form,

which is excellent food for puppies, and is

useful as a "pick me up," or appetizer, for

animals who are delicate feeders. Liquid

peptonoids I have also found most useful

for this purpose.

Every dog should have plenty of exercise,

toy spaniels requiring at least an hour's

walking exercise every day. It is well, if

possible, to take them across the fields where

they can pick up some grass, and frolic about

to their heart's content. A ball is often used

on these expeditions, and the spaniels taught

to retrieve.

If owners knew how much more generally

healthy and slick their dogs would look if

properly exercised, I think they would pay
more attention to such details. The owner
of some petted toy will wash it regularly

once or twice a week in order to keep its

coat soft, little thinking that careful feeding

and regular exercise would do far more for

the little fellow's coat and general appearance,



OLLIE B
ByLa^Verrve A-Ba^rber

DRAWINGS BY ARTHUR E. BECHER

MOLLIE B. came witli a wandering
band of Gipsies, and would have
departed likewise , had it not been

for the fact that Deacon Jones was erecting

a new barn.

Not one in the town of Sheldon, after see-

ing her for the first time, thought there was
anything aristocratic about her, unless, per-

haps, such an attribute was suggested in the

name ; certainly she did not look aristocratic,

nor, in fact, hardly presentable.

To begin with, MoUie B. was poor, ex-

tremely poor, so poor that certain small

boys— and, if the truth be known, one or

two leading members of the whittling fra-

ternity— had, in a moment of premeditated

sarcasm, turned their eyes upward and imi-

tated the discordant call of a flock of crows

when the cavalcade was entering town.

Furthermore, Mollie B. was not allowed the

distinction of drawing one of the covered

wagons, although a large, angry sore on her

off shoulder indicated the rough consequence
of a recent ill-fitting collar. But her princi-

pal claim to distinction lay in the varigated

color of her exterior, natiu-e having dealt

peculiarly with her in a pigmentary way.

Excepting the head, which was very black,

and one ear, which was very white, Mollie B.

was a stained, mud-bedrabbled gray.

Deacon Jones was congratulating himself

on the fact that the barn had been shingled

in time to afford protection to the morrow's

crop of new hay. Being near-sighted, he did

not see the neighbors who had unceremoni-

ously driven into an adjacent grove, until

the rumble of the wagons and the clamor

of the drivers attracted his attention.

A reflective look rested on the Deacon's

placid face, as he gazed at the far-reaching

meadow, where huge billows of timothy and
cloyer were being reared on high by a half

dozen busy workers. He glanced at the un-

desirable neighbors, looked again at the

workmen adjusting the heavy doors of the

barn, and, heaving a deep sigh, started for

the hardware store to buy a padlock.

The average individixal has a hobby. The
Deacon had his: it was opposition to horse

o^acing. He was strongly opposed to making
sordid use of horseflesh, as he termed it.

He had even been reported as threatening

to resign the presidency of the county fair

association, if racing was to be made a lead-

ing feature of the annual show. It was a

well-known fact that the Deacon never per-

mitted himself to remain on the premises

during a horse race, and, invariably, he

would leave the grounds while the races

were being held as an evidence of his dis-

approval of such practices.

Had it not been for a careless carpenter,

the facts herein set forth would not have

been written, and Mollie B.'s latter life, in

keeping with her former history, would have

remained a blank. The scaffold surrounding

the Deacon's barn had been removed, and
pieces, carelessly lying about, were left on
the ground over night. Whether Mollie B.

was actuated by a long slumbering desire to

make friends with a barn once more, or

whether, through continued association with

her present environment, she had become
converted into a night prowler, will never

be known; but the fact remains that on the

following morning Deacon Jones discovered
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a long- nail projecting from a board which
seemed afloat on a crimson pool.

Dui'ing the forenoon the Deacon was
summoned by the chief of the adjacent en-

campment, who asked for suggestions how
to check a persistent bleeding from a horse's

foot; and thus it was that Deacon Jones be-

came interested in the welfare of Mollie B.

After a careful examination, the kind-hearted

Deacon discovered that a small artery had
been severed, and he immediately summoned
a veterinary, who ligatedthe offending vessel.

The following day found the nomadic
tribe preparing to vacate their quarters, and
as the surgeon had advised perfect quiet for

the injured foot, the Deacon went over to

see about it. The Gipsies departed on sched-

ule time, but Mollie B. remained. She peered

by snapping at him, when he suggested the

initial of her last name probably stood for

bones, and quietly made up her mind to re-

pay the Deacon for his kind interest in her
behalf, and, incidentally, show this wag the

crudity of his rustic wit.

Deacon Jones was subjected to so much
ralliery concerning the "thoroughbred," as

the whittling fraternity chose to term Mollie

B., that he determined nothing should re-

main undone to develop any latent trace of

the equine species that might lie hidden

under the dirt and grime. Thus, she was
washed, curried, brushed, and groomed until,

eventually, the texture of her dappled coat

resumed a normal condition ; and individual

hairs, that originally belonged in proximity

but had not approached each other for years,

again were lying happily side by side.

It has been said that Mollie B. was poor

;

'The Deacon did not hesitate in driving' by the

whittlers' quarters at the blacksmith shop."

from the encircling straps of a halter held

in the Deacon's hand, and dutifully limped

toward the new barn; and here, so far as

Sheldon was concerned, her aristocratic

career began.

To all questions of wondering inquiry

the Deacon made it known that he had pur-

chased the animal; but the financial transac-

tion preceding the change of ownership re-

mained a profound secret to all in the vil-

lage, excepting the Deacon and Mollie B.

As Deacon Jones was sensitive about the

matter, he did not care to enlighten the

curious ones, while as for Mollie B., she

knew it was a fair price, judging from her

present condition; so she whinnied, "Wait!"
but no one understood.

She resented the sally of the village wit

but if this

was true in her un-

groomed state, what shall

be said of her appearance after

laborious grooming had removed the

dirt and tangle, thus permitting the hills and
hollows to appear in all the heightened effect

of light and shade ?

As Deacon Jones remarked, and he sadly

shook his head as he looked at her, there

was nothing to say. Only the village wit

drawled that if lankness was an uidication

of racing condition, the Deacon's thorough-

bred had the field beaten to a finish on form;

and everybody laughed except Deacon Jones.

Under the stimulating effect of rich pas-

turage and an abundance of oats, in eight

weeks' time one unfamiliar with her history

would have ridiculed the idea that Mollie B.

ever could have been in the deplorable con-

dition from which she had so recently been
emancipated.

True enough, the Deacon always insisted

that a net be added to the equipment when
he drove her, although it was getting a little

late for flies. He even gave orders to use

the net having the smallest mesh; for the

Deacon was sensitive, and the whittling fra-

ternity knew this. How well the net fulfilled
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its intended use may be judged from the

fact that, one day, the Deacon did not hesi-

tate in boldly driving by the whittlers'

quarters at the blacksmith shop.

For once the ancient and honorable so-

ciety of whittlers were nonplused. They

stared in imbelieving astonishment until this

unexpected appearance passed from view far

dowai the dusty pike. But when the pair re-

turned, the village wit had so far recovered

his equanimity as to inquire if the thorough-

bred was in training for the coming free-

for-all, at the county fair? Deacon Jones

was in good humor, and this reference to

the usual tender subject did not disconcert

him, so he simply shook his head.

"Well," said the facetious wag, "better

enter ! The stake is oats, an' a hundred bush-

els don't grow in every field— you may
need 'em before spring." The Deacon cast

a confident glance at the fly net and drove

on unscathed.

Strange to say, the Deacon grew fond of

Mollie B., and he drove her on all occasions

when he had need of a horse. However,

his good wife objected, when, upon the fol-

lowing Sunday, instead of the black, stately

carriage horse that had hauled them to

church for years almost unnumbered, Mollie

B. was attached to the surrey.

Although it was Sabbath day, the Deacon
lost his temper, when told that a horse with

a varigated head like that would be more
fittingly attached to a band wagon. He ob-

tained some rehef, however, in glaring at

the good lady's hat, and ironically suggested

that the impropriety of being adorned with

a conspicuous coloring about the head was
not entirely confined to the horse.

On the following Monday large posters,

resplendent in red letters, accompanied with

polychromed lithographs portraying enor-

mous, golden pumpldns and monster ears

of yellow corn, were posted conspicuously

in and around Sheldon, announcing the fact

that the Agricultural Fair would inaugurate

its annual exhibition during the first week
of the ensuing October.

A county fair is a yearly event of great

local importance. Every one was on the qui

rive with excitement. Small boys counted
the days, and looked with pride upon the

contemplated prize-winning squash that lay

basking beneath the September sun in nu-

merous adjacent gardens. Young ladies

worked diligently on pieces of elaborate

fancy work, and, with every stitch embedded

in the artistic pattern, mentally pictured the

contrasting effect of an accompanying blue

ribbon that always bore the golden lettered

phi'ase: First prize. Housewives prepared
table delicacies in endless and tempting va-

riety, that could not but afford the lucky
judges unbounded delight and an inevitable

attack of dyspepsia. The men folks threw
down reckless portions of fodder to the

sleek cattle, or added extra rations to the

food that meant more flesh and much satis-

faction to the already gigantic hogs.

All things come to those who wait, so

when Tuesday, the second day of October,

dawned the Deacon made hurried prepara-

tion for an early departure; in the capacity

of President of the Association he must be

on hand at a seasonable hour, to see that

the many details of the official programme
might not be delayed.

Deacon Jones was not a worldly man, and
yet he could not resist driving the equipage

upon the deserted track, and showing to the

onlookers that, although he did not believe

in horse-racing, he could at least appreciate

a good horse. But the Deacon's felicity ter-

minated suddenly, for, in noisy tones, he

heard a familiar voice bawling: "Warmin'
up for the free-for-all. Deacon ? " This shot

went home, and, suddenly remembering who
and where he was, Deacon Jones hastily

drove to the stalls.

When the ensuing Thursday afternoon

arrived— the date of the leading racing

events, prominent among which was the

free-for-all contest— the fair grotmds were
literally packed with a jostling, good-na-

tured, light-hearted crowd, prepared to en-

joy all that was to be seen or heard.

It was with difficulty Deacon Jones edged
his way through the surging throng in a

tardy effort to reach the stable where Mollie

B. was confined, important transactions of

the Agi'icultural Society having delayed

him. Energetically he hastened to carry

out the annual custom of temporarily ab-

senting himself while the races were taking

place. Alas, for the inconsistency of horse-

fiesh! While the Deacon was driving to-

ward the exit a sudden rush of the crowd
opened a pathway leading straight toward

the speedway, just as the contestants in the

great free-for-all went dashing by, after an
unsuccessful attempt at scoring. Mollie B.

pricked up her ears, and, with one quick,

comprehensive glance, suddenly bolted onto
the track, where, in a spirited manner, she



' Saw a bald-headed, red-faced man dash under the wire—a winner."

dashed along: in the rear, amid a cloud of

dust that arose simultaneously with the ex-

clamations of the astonished onlookers. Be-

fore Deacon Jones realized what had oc-

curred, Molhe B., with long swinging strides,

was dashing past the Judges' stand, and the

premonitory signal fell like a knell on the

Deacon's tingling ears.

The deafening roar from the delighted in-

mates of the stand soon was but a seeming

echo in the rapidly receding background.

But it had the effect to stimulate Mollie B.

to greater effort and, if such a condition

was possible, to cause the Deacon's face to

assume a redder hue; while his coat-tails

waved a more energetic challenge to the

streaming curtain of the buggy top, as if

they meant to show that hilarious flapper

it was not their intention to take second

honors in the signal service.

And now Mollie B. began to show the

effect of nutritious food and careful groom-

ing, while, incidentally, she proved the

truthfulness of the old adage, "All is not

gold that glitters," for soon the four-wheeled

and mud-bespattered buggy was hub to hub
with the glittering spokes of the trailing

sulky.

Soon the disconcerted Deacon saw the

neighboring horse drift hopelessly to the

rear, as if swept backward with the blind-

ing clouds of dust. On and on dashed

Mollie B., faster and yet faster; she was
fairly flying now. The high board fence at

the outer border of the track, like an ex-

press train, went rushing by, an unbroken
shadow; while the plunging horses, one by
one, slowly but none the less surely, were
dropping behind. As MolHe B. swept ai'ound

the turn into the home stretch, there re-

mained but one flying obstacle in the im-

mediate foreground.

The fly net had become loosened, and the

long fringe that formed its border merrily

fluttered against the Deacon's livid face,

where it kept company with his whiskers, in

a friendly rivalry to see which could reach

farthest to leeward. The Deacon's hat was
gone. His spectacles balanced tipsily on the

extreme point of his nose and, whenever

his gasping mouth opened, threatened to

become engulfed therein, in company with,

the svirging clouds of dust.

As the harrowing thought occurred to the

Deacon of the unhappy consequence should

Mollie B. actually win the race, he prayed

earnestly that something awful might hap-

pen. His prayer was answered. The rival

horse suddenly broke, and before it had
been brought into its stride again the ex-

cited multitude that filled the stand and
overflowed in every available place on each

side of the track beheld the spectacle of a

hatless, bald-headed, red-faced man stand-

ing erect in a quivering buggy, drawn by a

foam-flecked, angular horse, with a black

head and one white ear, rapidly dash under

the wire— a winner by an easy length.

Deacon Jones did not fully realize what
had happened, but Mollie B. did. She knew
from previous experience, perhaps, that it

was all over but the shouting and the stop-

ping. As she couldn't shout, and consider-

ing her indebtedness to the Deacon had
been liquidated, she stopped. Deacon Jones

did not. He flew through the air like an
aeronaut attempting a daring parachute

descent; only, of course, the Deacon had no
parachute.

So far as Deacon Jones was concerned,
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the events immediately following his down-
fall were a confused memory of sympathetic

inquiries, a long ride in a jolting wagon, upon
a hastily improvised bed of hay, with a

subsequent endless array of bandages. Ac-
companying these was the reassuring voice

of the family physician, who was compelled

to assure the good wife, over and over again,

that no bones were broken, but that the pa-

tient had been subjected to a severe shak-

ing, and many painful bruises, requiring

absolute rest for some days to come.

Throughout the long night the dutiful

spouse watched by his bedside listening, in

alarm, to delirious exclamations of: "Whoa!
whoa! stop 'er! stop 'er!"

Some days later, when Deacon Jones was

able to be propped in an easy chair near
the window, he was startled by seeing an
acquaintance drive through the carriage

gate with a heavily loaded wagon. Espying
the Deacon's bandaged face at the window,
the teamster shouted in stentorian tones:

"Where shall I go with the oats?" This

was too much.
The Deacon jumped from the chair, ac-

tually stood erect on the sprained ankle, and,

growing very red in the face, shouted

:

u(JotO "

"Hiram! Hiram!" admonished the good
wife.

"Gro to the barn with them!" replied the

Deacon; which, under the circumstances, is

exactly what he should have said.

THE LIFE INFORMAL IN CALIFORNIA

By JULIET WILBOR TOMPKINS

DIPHTHERIA broke out among the

orphans, and the orphans numbered
one hundred and sixty-five. Nurses

and doctors and the fresh summer winds of

San Francisco sweeping up the hills did

what they could to check the trouble and
rid the air of danger; and no one died.

But the cases moimted up to thirty, and
something had to be done. There are no
hostleries open to a troup of children with

diphtheria well started among them, but a

Good Samaritan offered to lend a section of

his farm—sunny fields, woodland, and a

brook. There was not a stitch of roof, but

here the climate of California worked in

with the directors ; for the rainless summer
makes a roof more a matter of choice than

of necessity. And so wagonloads of clean

straw were spread on the ground, and a

bale of blankets completed the dormitory

;

the laundry was a deep spot in the brook

and the kitchen a sheltered corner for the

camp stove ; and the nurses and doctors and
the one hundred and sixty-five little orphans

spent long weeks under the hospitable sky,

vmtil they could be carted back to San Fran-

cisco without a bad throat among them.

There are not many regions that offer change

and health on such easy terms.

To the stranger this lack of rain in Cali-

fornia is often a dreariness ; he deplores the

brown grass, burnt to a crisp, the dust, the

lack of fresh green undergrowth, the gaunt

barrenness of the hills. But a summer or

two will teach him the charm of this with-

holding, the aromatic odors that are steeped

out of herb and weed by the dry, brilliant

sun, the refreshment that comes with the cool

nights, cool the instant the sun disappeai's.

And he will discover the wild freedom of

life without an umbrella. And then he will

be fired to celebrate this immunity by get-

ting out from under a roof as fast as he can.

Outdoor living increases every year in



' Built on the erect stem of a redwood, much
as a spool might be thrust on a pencil."



An Outdoor Kitchen Under the Redwood Sprouts.

California. Camping without rain is to the

enthusiast what the early primer, " Reading
Without Tears," was to our childhood.

There is even a higher sort of fashionable

-

ness about it : nature is being recognized

and visited by the best people. Rough pine

cabins are springing up on the sides of the

mountains, two roomed, with wide provision

for the wood fires that the chilly evenings

make so alluiing. An open porch serves

for the dining-room, a shelter of pine boards

and a pipe overhead make the bath, and a

bedroom is a sleeping-bag carried into a

thicket of scrub oak and hazel, or spread lux-

uriously on fragrant pine needles. Some-
times the fog comes dragging up like a gray

blanket, and there is an odd thrill about
crawling out into it in the early morning
and running through the woods—wet twigs

against bare ankles—to the bath-house and
the fresh shower that makes everything

possible.

Here and there the cabin is replaced by
burlap curtains hung between the trunks of

encircling redwoods, and the camp fire takes

the place of the rough brick hearth. Oh,

the redwoods!—to a Californian they are

more than trees: they are like primeval

ancestors, majestic in their savagery, to

M'hom he comes back with quickened breath

but a wide sense of awed peace. The spell

of great cathedrals lies in their incense and
their solemn pillars, and there is no man-
made angle or device to limit their uplifting

power. Often they grow in stately circles

—testimony that, ages past, some monster

redwood died there, leaving a surrounding

line of young shoots to carry on the race.

One of these, near Mill Valley, and so little

more than an hour from San Francisco,

served for a year as a church, the Congre-

gationalists meeting there every Sunday
morning. A pulpit was put up— of fancy

rustic work, alas, somewhat flippant and
out of keeping with the majesty of the

walls ; but nothing could mar the impres-

siveness of the service in that odorous

silence, with the murmur of wind far above,

like distant water.

Mill Valley itself was once a city of tents,

hundreds of them, to which families moved
for the summer with their babies and their

sewing machines and even their diamond
earrings, and carried on their sedate town
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life under canvas covers, the men returning

daily from the city. Here they liave been
pushed away by more substantial homes,

but the tent cities are springing up every-

where, often clustered about a summer
hotel, where the dwellers may take their

meals. The more pretentious tent houses

are of burlap tacked on the inside of

wooden frames, which are painted black,

and so give an effect of little plaster houses

barred off with wood. Occasionally these

are built to project over a stream, which

serves as scavanger ; but as a rule running

water in the parched summer is too precious

a thing to be lightly treated.

Water— salt water— is a drug in the

market in the colony of houseboats that

fills an angle of San Francisco Bay, shel-

tered by the island of Belvedere. Here a

bath is a matter of stepping off the porch, a

stroll is taken in a boat, and the splash of

oars announces butcher and baker. Many
of them are owned by groups of young
fellows who must be all day in the city,

but in this way manage to make vacations

of their early mornings and evenings.

Whole families occupying othei-s give the

needed element of girl. A decrepit ocean
steamer, the Trojnc Bird, serves as one
summer cottage, while another is made of

four horse-cars, of the variety know as bob-

tail, set on a float. It is a life of good
health and good fellowship, and winter has

to announce itself with some sharpness to

drive the colony ashore.

The extinct horse-car reappearing in the

form of a fixed dwelling is a favorite resoi't

of the Californian, who has not read for

nothing the various home magazines with

their inspiring hints on how to make a sum-
mer cottage out of a pair of rubber boots.

On the edge of San Francisco itself, where
the sand dunes curve to meet the ocean,

stands a little colony of these summer
homes, irreverently known as Carville. A
few of the citizens voted for Ozonia, but

the more sophisticated howled it down, and
so it is still Carville you must look for when
you explore the sands some half a mile

below the Cliff House.

The colony is said to have been founded
by Mr. Robert Fitzgerald, a well-known

" Another houseboat is made of four horse cars, set on a float.
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figure in Sau Francisco, who regarded bis

car as a sort of shooting box, where he

might retii'e to rest, smoke, and gaze on
nninterrnpted ocean. Others followed, and
elaboration set in. Sometimes several cars

are built in together with vestibule connec-

tions ; or one will be raised on posts and a sec-

ond story slipped in underneath, with a bath

tub and running water and other luxuries

foreign to horse-cars. The residents have
taken their homes humorously, leaving on
them their old destinations— Mission Street,

Oakland Ferry, or— ghost of our child-

hood's paradise — Woodward's Gardens.

The red light burns at night through its

little round pane, and the bell overhead
announces meals or callers.

Every element of a car's anatomy has

been turned to practical use. The wooden
window shutters make neat little fences,

the slatted floors become garden walks, the

seats are used for outdoor benches. The
platforms are enclosed for closets or bay
windows; in a car kitchen the shelf that

held the lamp makes an excellent spice cub-

board. One resident, a school teacher, has

"In the wooden box over his stand John stows himself when the day is over."
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planted eight little cars in a bunch, placing

two side by side and knocking out the par-

titions for her parlor, and letting kitchen,

bedroom and bathroom branch out in pleas-

ant Swiss chalet fashion, thus making a

formal, all-the-year home on the seashore,

with the city just across the dunes.

The vagaries of sand give a certain ex-

citement to life. A high, scooping wind in

the night, and in the morning you may
have to be dug out on one side of your
habitation, while an unexpected gulf yawns
on the other. For this reason the cars have

to be anchored down with heavy timbers

driven deep beyond the line of probable

shifting, and delivery is more often accom-
plished by sled than by wagon. The life

has its limitations, but for health and cheap-

ness, the use of a city combined with the

delight of a westering ocean, Carville stands

unique among seaside colonies.

It is told of Eugene Field that when, on a

visit to London, he was asked where he

came from in America, he replied, "Well,

when they captured me I was living in a

tree"; to the serioiis amazement of a

British audience. It would not have seemed
so astounding to a native of the Far West,

for Californians may frequently be caught

living in trees. The hollow trunk of a

giant redwood has served more than one

reckise for shelter, while country homes
sometimes put a frivolous imitation of the

Swiss Family Robinson abode in some wide
oak to serve as a guest room for delighted

refugees from town. There was one made
of painted burlap to which the guest

mounted by a proper little flight of steps

following the huge trunk and was con-

fronted by two beds, a mirror, a washstand,

and all the usual comforts of home.
The prettiest human birds-nest of all was

in Marin County, built on the erect stem of

a redwood much as a spool might be thrust

on a pencil. Its walls and roof were of

redwood thatch, the necessary woodwork of

saplings with their bark left on, so that the

sense of fitness was not shocked. The
house was at least thirty feet from the base

of the tree, but the steep side-hiU on which
it stood made a drawbridge to solid earth

practicable as well as enchanting. This

was let down in the morning when the

inmates went ashore to cook their break-

fast, and remained hospitably stretched

across the chasm all day; but at night it

was drawn up, and those in the redwood

bunks within could feel the soft stir and
quiver of the tree through the still nights,

knowing that they were as out of reach as

though in a balloon. When the wind blew
the cradle would rock—but always with

the steadfast dignity of a redwood. There

could be no fear with that staunch trunk

passing up through the center of the little

cabin.

On the outer side of the house was a bal-

cony, looking through tree tops down a
wonderful valley and on to blue hills beyond.

If there was other habitation, it was merci-

fully hidden: one found only a wilderness

of trees, silence, and odor. For one long

summer it was the home of a bridal couple,

a runaway couple at that, very young and
innocent and courageous, with an offended

father in the backgroiind— everything the

romantic heart cotdd wish. Perhaps they

had cares and worried about the father; it

may even be that she longed for a proper

cooking stove in place of a green bank, and
sighed at the lack of neighbors; perhaps it

is true that romance is always "all on the

other ship." But to the casual observer, it

was the perfect idyl, all the shimmering
dreams of youth come true.

Outdoor living in California is sometimes

a movable feast. There is an artist who,

with his wife, has spent several years in a

wagon. They drove wherever fancy led

them, stopping when the prospect tempted,

and having with them in compact form all

the essentials of life as well as a few of its

luxTU'ies— gipsies with a civihzed apprecia-

tion of their picturesque freedom. And then

there is a retu'ed physician of San Jose who
has spent many months building in his own
back yard what might be called a seaworthy

house. That he was ten miles from tide-

water did not weaken his purpose, though it

did puzzle his fellow men, of whom some
two thousand stopped to stare and question

whUe the workwas in progress. The structure

is schooner rigged, is also supphed with an
engine, and has comfortable accommoda-
tions for eight or nine persons, who will not

so much " go on board " as " move in," and
wiU spend as many months as they choose

afloat, going on with their daily life en

route or at anchor, as they are tempted.

Perhaps the oddest example of the life

informal is that of a Chinaman, in the heart

of San Francisco, who sleeps over his shop.

That sounds commonplace enough; but the

shop happens to be in the form of a tiny
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open-air stand on the sidewalk, a poor little

collection of fruits and candies suited to

American and Chinese palates. Passing

below, you would scai'cely notice the wooden
box that overhangs it or the ladder leading

to its door. Nevertheless it is here that

John stows himself when the day is over,

taking his life in an upper berth with the

patient philosophy of the true heathen, and
even managing to accomplish a measure of

neatness in his cramped quarters. His un-

protected stand is only a humble copy of

hundreds of open-air shops in San Francisco,

notably the butcher shops and the unen-
closed booths of the tobacconists, always a

wonder to the tourist from severer climates.

visions for two, for a six weeks' trip. The
cost of the burro is ten dollars ; add to that

four dollars for the pack saddle and five or

six for the provisions— flour, bacon, meal,

baking powder, salt, and dried fruit only, as

gun and rod are supposed to supply the

rest—and you have an outing of great pos-

sibilities at very small cost. The utensils

needed will be more than balanced by the

sale of burro and saddle at the end of the

trip, and may be put away for next year.

This increased desire to get close to what

was once called nattire's heart has no doubt

an element of fad about it, and as such wdl

die out. Those who take up informal

living as they would ping-pong will iuevi-

' A little colony of these summer homes irreverently known as Carville."

Of course it is not everywhere in Cali-

fornia that the weather may be implicitly

trusted. John Muu*, after writing with his

fine enthusiasm of the " most hospitable cli-

mate in the world," camped near the Yo-
semite last summer and was rained on per-

sistently every day for ten days— to the

wicked delight of those looking on. Not that

the rain could daunt John Muir ; he sat out

in it daily, been eyed and gray bearded, and
found it glorious—true woodsman, whatever
fate might turn up.

This boasted hospitality makes a simple

outfit possible, if a camping trip is planned.

A burro may be packed with outfit and pro-

tably throw it down again. But to many
the discovery of outdoor life will be

like the opening of a door into a great,

green, beautiful world which they had sup-

posed too remote for them to reach. The
wUds are never far away in America ; in Cali-

fornia, with the mountains towermg about

its largest city, they are amazingly close.

Surely no other country in the world can

equal us in the thrilling romance of great

contrasts ! And with the wilds so near, and
our love of them stirred and emboldened by
the universal movement, we have the means
to hardihood and serenity put in our hands
— the two great American needs.



HOW TO TAKE BIG GAME FISH

By CHARLES F. HOLDER

DRAWINGS BY CHARLES F. W. MIELATZ

THERE is one stage in the playing of

lai'ge game fishes when the surest

angler, while putting on a bold front,

feels himself giving way before a relentless

foe, supposed to be a victim to his skill. As
I recall the really large fishes which I have

taken with rod and reel, harpoon, or cast-

line, I aiQ inclined to confess the truth that

I was often the one actually caught, and that

the game was but adding to the under-the-

sea gaiety of the nations by playing me.

The tarpon, tuna, black grouper, black sea

bass, amber jack, Bahamian barracuda, and
others are the big game of the sea, and when
taken in a thoroughly sportsmanlike man-
ner they afford the excitement of the tiger

or lion himt, and often as much danger.

Hmiting big game, or catching big fish, is

strenuous sport, and not everj^ sjDortsman is

fond of it. I fancy a man must be born to it.

Those who have a penchant for hard riding

after the hounds, who feel inspired by a wild

race across country, where the chances of

neck-breaking are in one's favor, who feel

actual enjoyment in the knowledge that a

tiger may leap upon them at any moment,
or that a rogue elephant is ready to charge,

and those who find it interesting to play a

fish that is likely to sink the boat or crash

through it, all these belong to a class which
typifies the ideal of sportsmanship, where
the human animal divests himself of nearly

aU the advantages which nature has given

him and enters the lists with the chances on
the side of the lower animal. The nearer the

sportsman comes to this, certainly, the nearer

he approaches the highest plane of sport,

whose motto the world over is " fair play.''

It is a matter of congratulation that regard

for the rights of the lower animals is increas-

ing all over the coimtry, and that attempts

are being made to raise the standard of sport.

While hunting for big game as a sport is

of extreme antiquity, honored by the prec-

edents established by famous hunters of

all time, the capture of great game fishes is

a more or less modern pastime. Twenty or

thirty years ago a tarpon or a tiuia reel was
unknown, and the sportsman who said that

a two or three hundred pound fish could be

caught with what is technically known as a

fifteen or twenty-one thread line, would have

been classed with Ananias, the patron saint

of all piscatorial romancers. I recall being

warned by a boatman at Santa Catalina, dur-

mg the past decade, that it would be danger-

ous to hook a tuna, as men had been jerked

overboard by these fishes and drowned. I

was told the same story by my boatman sev-

eral years previous in the vicinity of Boon
Island Light, on the Maine coast. My Indian

boatman on the Florida reef considered me
mad, I doubt not, when I remarked that I

could take a big devil-fish or a sawfish with

the grains from a small boat. 1 recollect

when some journal came out with a letter in

which the writer offered to defray the ex-

penses of any angler who would go to Flor-

ida and successfully take a tarpon with a rod

and reel. The impossible came to pass; hun-

dreds of tarpon are caught every season with

a mere thread. The giant horse-mackerel, or

tuna, has been conquered. An acquaintance

fought a gigantic sail, or swordfish, in the

Indian Ocean with rod and line until the fish

leaped through the sail. The giant ray is

taken every season, and has long been classed

among game fish in the Carolinas.

The big game fishes of the world are com-
paratively few in numbers. Some of them
are as follows : The tarpon, record rod catch,

223 pounds, by Dr. Howe, of Mexico, at-

tains a weight of SOOpoimds; black sea bass,

California, 700 pounds; record catch by Dr.

Kendall, 419 pounds: leaping tuna, 1,000

pounds; record catch by Col. C. P.More-
house, 251 pounds; the jewfish of Florida

or Texas, 800 pounds; the Bahamian bar-

racuda, 150 pounds, or more ; black grouper,

600 pounds; the white sea bass, California,

Gulf region, 200 pounds, and others not so

well known. Then there are anumber of fishes

of large size to which the term game would

not be applied by some, yet, were it not for
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prejudice, would be ranked among the hard

fighters of the sea. Such is the remarkable

leaping shark, caught among the tarpon at

Aransas Pass, and which is so perfect a

mimic of its acrobatic neighbor that I

watched its leaps for some time, completely

deceived. Several of the sharks, as the ham-
mer-head, are lusty and gamy foes to the

angler who desires the acme of strenuous

sport. Sharks may be taken with either rod

or hand line, and what sport is to be had by
a single man, matched against a large shark,

from the beach or boat, depends upon the

man. Many years ago, when residing m what
might be caUed a shark country, I indulged

in th-ese contests frequently, and was more
than once outmatched and outfought. I en-

joyed the struggle, though often forced to

surrender, breaking or cutting the hne rather

than be towed into dangerous water by a

foeman so large that I never even saw its

outline against the blue waters.

Some of the rays are hard fighters, and
the most exciting game for the harpoon,

which I have described in a previous num-
ber of Outing, is the huge ray, Manta, an
altogether uncanny and mysterious monster,

with a habit of rimning off with small ves-

sels. With these I woiild class the sawfish, a

vigorous contestant, in whose wake on the

Florida reef I have found variety and action

sufficient to 'satisfy the a^^erage craving for

exciting sport. These fishes attain a length

of fifteen or sixteen feet, and such a one^

which weighed 600 pounds, was taken by
Mr. Edwin Vom Hofe with a tarpon rod,

reel, and No. 15 line, after a most vigorous

contest. Such are some types of what may
be termed the big game of the sea, all of

which it has been my good fortune to take.

Almost every angler or grainsman has his

peculiar method of fishing, and the following

lines may be taken merely as illustrations of

how one angler accomphshed the killing:

Nearly all anglers who follow big game at

sea have an elaborate equipment, which can

be housed in a small valise made for the pur-

pose; such an outfit can be ordered from

any of the large dealers, and w^ould consist

of a reel sufficiently large to hold six hun-

dred feet of a No. 21 line. What is known
as a tarpon or tuna reel is now made, cost-

ing from twenty-five to seventy-five dollars,

and is as perfectly made as a watch. This

reel multiplies several times, and is provided

with a patent internal drag to prevent over-

running, and is rigged with a leather thumb

piece strapped to the lower crossbar. In ad-

dition to this, some tarpon and tuna anglers

strap a piece of rubber iipon the rod above
the reel, and with a thumb stall, provided
by tackle dealers, press upon the line here.

There are also several attachable brakes or

drags. I have found the thxmib and upper
brake siiffieient for ordinary work, though I

have often wished for something else when
my line was melting away before a Texan
tarpon or a Santa Catalina tuna, which ap-

parently nothing could stop.

It should be said with emphasis that a
cheap reel for this fishing is impossible— a
waste of time, patience, and money. An ultra

complete outfit, ready for all emergencies,

will contain two reels. There will be room
in the bag for several lines. I believe a
21 thread is large enough to catch any fish

that can be handled, and anglers like Mr.
Jolxn C. Heckscher, Mr. Vom Hofe, Judge A.

W. Houston, or Colonel Moorehouse could

easily demonstrate the possibility of taking
the largest tarpon or tuna upon a No. 15 or

18 line; it is merely a question of time. If

sharks are plentiful, and it is necessary to

take the game in at once, a No, 21 hne, or

even a 24, is perhaps admissible. I have
never used a line larger than the first men-
tioned, and have taken tunas and other large

fishes with a 15 thread. The line must be of

the best quality, and will cost from three

and a half to four dollars for six hundred
feet. This line, in which lies the secret of

taking big game, is a marvel of strength. It

is of Irish linen, carefully made, and one
which I have in mind, called No. 15, is tested

to pull a dead weight of thirty pounds, while

the No. 24 is tested to forty-eight pounds.

Such lines cost four dollars for six hmidred
feet, or about forty-five dollars per dozen.

Before using, the hne should be thoroughly

stretched. The bag should contain a brass

drier, upon which the line can be wound after

using, and it is well to reverse it daily, if in

constant use, and examine for broken strands,

as by these tokens the angler shall discover

why the biggest fish always escapes. When
a large fish does obtain its hberty it is either

from defective tackle or poor manipulation.

In the selection of hooks every angler has

his fancy. The length and structure of the

leader, snood, or snell is considered an im-

portant feature by anglers. It should be of

tinned piano wire, six feet long, with at least

three large swivels, and the fishing recepta-

cle shoidd contain a supply of tinned piano
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wire for this purpose; or better, a large sup-

ply of ready-made hooks and leaders, a box
of large swivels, a few sinkers, a cork float,

a pair of cutting pincers, round and flat, a

sheet of emery paper, a knife, small patent

oiler for the reel, flat file, extra guides, spool

of silk, a measuring tape, a little kit of tools

packed in the handle, a drinking cup, some
simple remedies for cuts and bruises, and the

outfit is fairly complete. The angler should

have two rods, or a rod with two tips— what
is known as a tarpon or tuna rod— either

noib wood, greenheart, split bamboo, iron-

wood, or lancewood. Personally, I have used

greenheart more than anything else, and I

believe noib wood is a species of greenheart,

highly commended. The rod should weigh
about twenty-six ounces, and be six feet nine
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inches in length, and in two pieces, one long

tip and a short butt. Such a rod, with a butt

of hard rubber, tip of noib wood, silver

mounted, with double silver and agate line

guides, etc., will cost about twenty-two dol-

lars. It is packed in a soft cloth case, and
with other rods, perhaps packed in a leather

trunk case, a luxmy and convenience. It is

also a good plan, if goiag to Florida, Aransas

Pass, or Cataliua, to box rods and check

them. It is one of the pleasui-es of angling

to possess a box or kit as is described, more
or less complete ; yet it is not always neces-

sary. If the angler is going to Santa Cata-

lina he wiU find each boatman equipped with

the best of rods, reels, and lines; if the an-

gler breaks a fine rod or expensive line, he is

expected to pay for it. At Aransas Pass, at the

Tarpon Inn, rods, reels— in fact, the entire

equipment— can be pui'chased : but the boat-

men do not provide it. In Florida, if the

angler is going to the tarpon grounds down
the coast, or to Tampieo in winter, he should

invariably take his own tackle and not de-

pend on finding it,

With such an equipment, varying accord-

ing to tastes, the angler is ready for action,

and to find big game fish goes to one of the

thi'ee more or less well-defined regions. Flor-

ida, beginning with Indian River, including

Key West and the outer reef up to Cedar

Keys, may be considered one. Here the saw-

fish, giant ray, jewfish, barracuda, and black

grouper are found. The season begins, ex-

cept for tarpon, in December, and March
marks the arrival of the first tarpon. At In-

dian River the later the arrival the better

the fishing, and as far south as the keys be-

tween Cape Florida and Key West, the angler

wiU fijid sport earher and at all times. Of
course the summer season is the best for

sport. I tried it for several years, but the in-

tense heat and the mosquitoes more than off-

set the additional catches. If midsummer
tarpon fishing in comfort is desu'ed, I would
advise Aransas Pass. Here, at the little town
of Tarpon, or at the Tarpon Club, delightful

conditions are found in midsummer—an
omnipresent breeze, day and night, no ma-
laria and no mosquitoes : conditions hard to

be believed, but true. Here are the jewfish,

the jack of a size to test the strength of the

angler, king fish, hammer-head, the leaping

shark, and tarpon, in such numbers that it

is a rare occurrence for an angler on any day
to draw a blank. Aransas Pass is reached

by boat or cars from New York— by the for-

mer to Galveston, and by the latter to San
Antonio, from where the Aransas Pass rail-

road is taken to Rockport. A daily mad boat

now runs from here fifteen mdes down and
seven out to Tarpon, or to the fine $35,000

clubhouse of the Tarpon Club on St. Joseph's

Island. A third locality for big game fish is

the Southern California islands, reached via

Los Angeles.

We may assume that the game is tarpon

and the objective is Captiva, or some pass on
the west coast of Florida. The boat, an or-

dinary yawl, has a chair seat rigged astern,

on the outer edge of which, between the an-

gler's legs, is a leather socket fastened to the

seat to receive the butt of the rod—a solace

for many a weary angler. A small nndlet,

or a slice of mullet, is used for bait, and the

boatman rows or anchors according to the

conditions. Many anglers use a leather or

wired line snood or leader, so that sharks,

which are often annoying, can readily take

the hook and not weary the fisherman.

All being ready, the angler sees that his

reel is lashed to the rod, overreels, pays out

forty or fifty feet of line, and wets his leather

di'ag-brake, so that the first rush will not

biu'n off the line. This is not so important

as in tuna fishing. Not a tuna was taken,

though scores were hooked, until some one

thought of it; prior to this it was supposed

that the lines were defective, but the trouble

was that the intense friction bm-ned the slen-

der line, or a thread, and the liae broke.

Whenever the complaint is made of very

frequent breaks in standard liues, anglers

will do well to see that their fish do not make
long rushes with a dry line.

The angler makes himself comfortable,

and keei)s his rod always raised slightly, at

an angle over the quarter, never pointing di-

rectly astern. The right hand grasps the

butt, the thumb resting lightly upon the pad,

while the left hand grips the cork grip above

the reel. A strike comes; perhaps it is a nib-

ble, perhaps a long, firm straui, as the tarpon

is boimd by no fixed laws or precedent. At
this point some successfid anglers strike at

once; others give line, having in mind the

extraordinary mouth of the tarpon. Unless

the strike is very heavy, followed by an in-

stantaneous rush, I give the fish some line,

overreeliug two or three feet, on the suppo-

sition that the fish requires a few seconds to

jDroperly seize the bait; but manifestly the

angler must adapt himself to circumstances.

Ai^summg that we have given several feet of
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line, it immediately comes taut. You quickly

bend the tip of the rod a foot, perhaps two
or three, toward the fish, and then sway back
with an energetic movement— not a jerk— at

the same time pressing hard upon the brake

with the thumb : this is called giving the fish

the butt— a process adopted at many stages

in the play to stop a fish, or force it to change

its direction, or to leap. Usually such a

movement hooks the tarpoji, and is almost

invariably followed by the convulsive leap

of the splendid fish into the air, where it ap-

pears to hang for a moment— a truly aston-

ishing sight that has bewildered more than

one angler and filled him with all the symp-
toms of buck fever. The fish has jumped in
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wild fear, like a bucking' mustang, and when
in mid-air endeavors, by a convulsive side

movement and opening of the mouth, to iiing

out the hook— a trick often successful. At
this stage of the game, the angler, if he has

himself well in hand, will drop his rod point,

keeping the line fairly taut and out of the

water, but not at such a tension that a vio-

lent swing of the massive head can take it

unawares and break it.

Into the water, perhaps upon its back, the

monster drops, and the thumb is now pressed

upon the leather brake while the fish makes
its first rush— usually the most vehement
and terrific— tearing off one hundred and
fifty or more feet of line with incredible
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speed. Here many fishes are lost, especially

tunas; the angler presses too hard upon the

brake, and the line breaks. The pressure

should be governed and tempered by intui-

tion, and in this regulating the brake, while

the fish is making a terrific rush and the

reel is screaming, lies much of the skill. It

depends upon the angler how soon the rush

will stop; but the moment the least sign of

slowing up comes the thumb should be

pressed vigorously, the fish stopped. Now the

right hand springs for the first time to the

handle of the reel, the butt is placed in the

leather socket, and the subsequent opera-

tions depend upon circumstances. The fish

has been stopped— that is, is not taking any

line from the reel, but it is forging around

in a semi-circle, or is moving steadily ahead,

towing the boat. If it is a shark country,

there is no time to waste in observing the

play of the fish or taking time ; on the con-

trary, if sharks are not plentiful, the angler

may proceed with a certain amount of delib-

eration; but it is an axiom with nearly all

anglers that if the fish is large it must be

fought constantly, and not allowed to obtain

its " second wind " ; if this is not done a large

fish will continue the contest interminably.

A tuna has been known to tow a boat four-

teen hours and wear out two men, ultimately

escaping. I played such a tuna four hours

and was towed nearly ten miles, despite the

fact that I fought the fish constantly; but I

was nearly outclassed. The fish weighed 183

pounds. A hammer-head shark which I played

two hours required five boats to tow it to

the snore.

We have stopped the fish ; the right hand

is now on the handle, and dropping the tip

of the rod, the reel is turned, rapidly eating

up the line; then, when the tip reaches the

water, the thumb slips back to the brake and

the angler slowly lifts the fish. Then the tip

is rapidly dropped, and the right hand slides

over the handle again, which is whirled

around, gaining at least six or seven feet, or

the length of line equivalent to a fourth the

arc of a circle, or from the perpendicular

top of the rod to the surface of the water.

This is known as "pumping," from the up-

and-down motion of the rod, and is difficult

to accomplish at first, as the fish is liable to

rush at any moment, and the novice fails to

shift from brake to reel handle, or vice versa,

quickly enough; but after some practice the

motion is readily acquired, and the fish

brought in with astonishing celerity; in fact,

to hold the rod stiff and attempt to reel in a

fish out of hand by merely turnmg the crank

—as one would a trout or bass, as the unin-

itiated angler invariably does— is almost a

physical impossibility, especially in the case

of a large fish; audi have seen a fisherman,

ignorant of the art of pumping, work for an

horn-, perhaps, over a twenty-pound yellow-

tail. The man held the rod stiff and turned

the reel, when the fish made a rush, the flying

handle playing havoc with his fingers. By
pumping, a large fish can be brought in with

rapidity and ease; but sooner or later the

fish leaps again, when the hand must be

on the brake ready for the rush, which

may be repeated time and again with infinite

variations. The tarpon, or any large fish,

should be kept as near the boat as possible,

and much depends upon the boatman. At
the first cry of the reel— the tell-tale, which

keeps the boatman posted— he stops rowing,

and when the fish is hooked, backs water,

thus enabling the angler to gain on the fish,

and, all through the vicissitudes of the fish-

erman and the various phases of the contest,

it is his duty to keep the fish on the star-

board quarter, though some anglers prefer

it directly astern.

Leaping and rusliing, the tarpon, under'

these manipulations, comes slowly in, and is

finally pumped alongside. It is well to_be

ready now for an especially vicious rush;

but it is generally a short one, and the angler

ultimately succeeds in reeling the fish up

untU the end of the five-foot leader is near

the tip. The tip of the rod is now slowly

and steadily passed forward, the thumb be-

ing on the leather brake, and the boatman,

gaff in hand, watches his opportunity. A
poor gaffer, or an excitable one, will ruin the

sport; but assuming that the man mider-

stands his duty, he will wait until the fish is

amidships, or the angler gives the word,

when he will slip the gaff

—

a long pole with

a sharp, powerful, steel hook at the end

—

beneath the fish, and, with an upward jerk,

impale it in the throat or nearer the mouth

if possible. Boatmen are -^usually provided

with a clumsy barbed gaff of indifferent

point, with which they have difficulty in

gaffing. The gaff should be slender, but

strong ; the point long and extremely sharp,

so that a moderate jerk will impale any fish,

and it should be fastened to the boat by a

rope twenty or thirty feet in length. I have

frequently had the gaff jerked from my hands

by a large black sea bass; to have held on
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would have been to join the fish in its native

element.

As the boatman gaffs, the angler overruns

his line with the right hand, raises the tip of

his rod, and, with thumb on the brake, awaits

developments. The well-drilled gaffer will

not attempt to gaff until the fish is e^^aetly

where it should be. The man who becomes

rattled, hooks at the fish wildly, or strikes at

it with the gaff overhand, or gaffs it in any

other way than described, is the man for the

angler to avoid, as he will either cut the line

or in some way jeopardize success. The
best of gaffers may miss the fish, especially

in a seaway, and the angler must always be

ready for a fierce rush; the line must be

clear; the boatman or gaffer must, as a rule,

not touch it (in the Tuna Club tournaments

this would disqualify an angler for a record)

;

and if the rush does come the angler checks

it as soon as possible and pumps the fish to

gaff again. Assuming that the gaffer has se-

cm-ed it, he lifts its head as high as possible

and holds it while it goes through the inevi-

table flurry, which has on various occasions

drenched me. Then when opjiortunity offers

he steps upon the gunwale, if the boat is

of proper beam. The fish's head is slowly

raised and the boat tipped to the extent of

safetjr, when the big fish slides easily into

the boat to again assert itself. Every boat-

man should carry a canvas sail or semi-bag

six or eight feet square, which can be hauled

over the struggling fish, aiding materially in

quieting it. Many anglers shoot tarpon at

the gaff, or in other fish endeavor to disable

them by throat-cutting, but one is governed
by circumstances. Assuming that the fish

has been successfully taken aboard, felicita-

tions are timely. If the boatman has done
well, he should be complimented, and the

angler will not be proof against the state-

ment of the latter that, " he'll be dogged if

he ever saw a tarpon so well handled be-

fore "
; and as " Mat," " Billy," or " Jim "

wipes his lips, he really believes it.

Such, with variations, may be said, at

least in my experience, to be a typical catch,

although it is the unexpected which always
happens in fishing, and the resources of the

angler are frequently exhausted. Thus a

well-known tarpon fisherman had a fish leap

into the air and, as it came down, crash

through the bottom of the boat. At present

few anglers gaff their fish; they are un-

hooked at the boat, or towed ashore. In the

former instance the angler plays the fish un-

til it is fairly " tamed ; " then the gaffer

grasps the line, which is doubled or trebled

for a foot or more above the leader for this

purpose, and holds the fish while he inserts

a short, unbarbed gaff under the lower jaw

;

by this a clever man can hold the fish firmly

and detach the hook, releasing the fish after

taking an estimate of its length or weight.

If the fish is large, or the sea is too high,

the fish is beached—a most laborious opera-

tion, if the beach is some distance away, as

the angler must hold the fish, keep it headed
to the boat, having the line reeled so far in

that the first swivel is against the agate tip.

The reel is held by the thumb brake and left-

hand thumb stall, and the oarsman rows as

rapidly as possible to the beach. If the fish

is large it may break away several times

during this operation, to be pumped in

again: and as it approaches the shallow

water it will invariably make a last effort.

Reaching the beach, the boatman leaps over,

takes the line by the trebled portion, and
drags it in, the angler slacking out as it goes

by, overrunning his reel, always ready for a

rush, as, if the boatman is forced to di'op

the fish, he must be ready to take it without

giving the fish any slack line, Avhich often

would be fatal. Assuming that the fish has

been beached, it is measured, length and
gu'th and weight determined by the old fish-

ing formula—the square of the girth in inches

multiplied by the length in inches, divided

by eight hmidred will give the approximate

weight.

In tuna fishing almost the same tackle is

used; a 21 thread line is amply large. The
smaller the line the greater the test of skill.

The tuna boats at Santa Catalina are the most
perfectly equipped fishing boats to be found

anywhere, being built and designed for the

purpose, and are eighteen or twenty-foot

launches, rigged for two anglers. The fish-

ing is in blue water, six or eight hundred

feet in depth. The fish swim in pairs, as a

rule, or in a school, and when the strike

comes it is a swift surge ; the fish comes

for the boat along the surface at full speed,

and does not stop; hence the angler is not

required to set the hook, the fish almost in-

variably hooking itself. Sharks are rarely a

factor here, hence the angler can take his

time. Some have the boatman pull against

the fish; others, who would make a short

fight, have the boat backed after the game,

reeling when they can. An instantaneous

plunge, or rush down, may be expected— in
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some fishes so irresis1il)l(' that the entire

hue is unreeled; and here most of the tmias

are lost. By leji'itimate thumb pressure an
average fish should be stopped before it takes

two hundred feet of line, and then the an-

gler will find that it is nearly thi'ee hundi-ed

feet du-ectly down, yet towing the launch

slowly but sui^ely out to sea. Pumping—but

now vertical— is resoi^ted to, and repeated

rushes may be expected; some away, some
at the boat, when the line must be reeled in

with all the rapidity possible, and the hand
transferred quickly to the brake as the fish

turns and charges. With a light rod I have

brought a ninety-five pound fish to gaff in

forty minutes ; other anglers, with short, stiff

rods, bring their fish to gaff in from ten to

thirty minutes; but particularly gamy fishes

often fight for hom's, dying suddenly of

heart failure. Tunas are always gaffed, and
in the manner described in tarpon fishing;

the difference between the fishes is that the

tuna, jumps only when feeding. Its rushes

are more vigorous— down instead of out ; be-

ing caught in deep water, its fighting powers

are at least twenty-five per cent, greater than

those of the tarpon.

The tuna and tarpon are types of fishes

which bite or strike on or near the surface,

though the tarpon is often taken on the bot-

tom. In the black sea bass of California and
the black grouper of Florida, both of which

attain a weight of three or four hundred
pounds, we have examples of bottom fishes,

though I have taken them both in thirty feet,

or less, of water. The same tackle as described

is used here, a short rod being advisable, ow-
ing to the fact that a three-hundred-and-fifty-

pound fish is a terrific weight in itself to

lift. The black sea bass is a nibbler, and
will often fool around the bait, which is

five or six pounds, or more, of albacore meat,

or a seven-pound live white-fish. When the

strike comes the line is allowed to run over

eight or ten feet; then, as it comes taut, the

hook is driven in with a strong, swaying

back rather than a jerk. The response is

immediate, and, with a hand or cast line, I

have almost been jerked overboard by
a three-hundred-and-forty-seven-pound fish.

The rush is shorter than with the previously

described fishes, and the black gTOuper, es-

pecially, is a wild and often untamable steed,

towing the boat hither and yon, while a black

sea bass has been known to resist an angler

for three hours.

The great barracuda, which attains a length

of six or seven feet, affords features and in-

cidents which may be said to be between
the extremes described. I have taken it on
the surface and in mid-water, and found

it a splendid game fish. The same tackle

can be used as in the case of other large

fishes.



COASTING

A NEGLECTED WINTER GLORY—SOME SLED LORE

By JAMES L. STEELE

DRAWINGS BY HARRY S. WATSON

" Mounting

IT
IS in the crispy

winter time that

young- Ameri-

can fancy turns to

coasting, biit disap-

pointment may await

the city youth who
sets his heart too

strongly on this de-

su'e; for in these days

of httle snow and ex-

peditious "white
wing" street clean-

ers, he has but few
opportunities to wear
the rust off his sled

runners.

Still, I presume the

boys "up country"

have as much coast-

ing as we older chaps

had when we were boys, and the old hills may
still echo with as good a brand of hilarious

shouting as in the " good old times."

Coasting, undoubtedly, dates back to the

fii'st hard winter that mankind experienced,

and as this was some years prior to the es-

tablishing of the weather bureau, and out

of recollection of the oldest inhabitant, we
will have to guess at the date.

The sport of coasting is at its best in Rus-

sia, Norway, and Sweden, where immense
shdes are built in many of the towns and
cities. These slides are similar to the to-

boggan chutes that flourished for a time in

this coiintry, and are still found in Canada,

where the sport originated. Coasting ap-

pears to have been unusually popular in the

'70's, when for several successive winters

the smaU boy's heart was gladdened by heavy

downfalls of snow.

It was dui'ing these years that several cities

set aside several hilly avenues for coasting-

purposes, and under the protection of the

police, the coasting enthusiast had his fill.

* * by running with the sled, slamming it

down, and landing on it."

A famous public coast of those days

was that on Boston Common—from the

top of State House
Hill down across this

historic park for
nearly a mile. Wood-
en bridges were built

over the slide where

it crossed the paths,

and the police en-

sured fair treatment

to all.

The word sled is

used to designate the

vehicle on which
Young America
coasts, in all sections

of the country, except

in Southern New
York, New Jersey,
and in parts of Con-

necticut, where it is called a " sleigh, " and
with them coasting is often called "sleigh-

riding." Oh, thou New England lad
;
piet-

ui*e to yourself the face of your best girl,

when, after inviting her to a sleighride, you
appear at her door sled rope in hand!

From history we learn that the boys in the

time of George III. coasted on sleds made of

a small board, with beef bones as runners;

but these dropped out of sight when an in-

ventive genius built one out of a barrel stave,

for his ' invention was extensively copied.

The barrel staves were called " jumpers

"

and " skippers," and were made of a single

barrel stave of moderate width, to which was
nailed a twelve-inch seat post about amid-

ships. A piece of barrel head constituted

the seat. To navigate this craft required no

little skill, the revolutions and convolutions

performed by the rider while "gittin' the

hang of the derned old thing " being akin to

the antics of a tenderfoot on a bucking bron-

cho. A more stable and docile jumper was
made by fastening two or three staves side
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by side, but these were not considered as fast

travelers as the single staves.

The jumper was at its best, or one might

say at its worst, when gliding down a hill

covered with thick snow-crust ; a slight jolt

often imparting a rapid, rotary motion to the

juniper in its down-hill rush that would put

the navigator clean out of his reckoning,

and bring him ker-whack into an apple tree,

while the jumper whirled merrily on to the

huckleberry bushes. In the entire list of

coasting contrivances nothing can equal the

jumper for dare-devil, exhilarating sport.

The tirst rational and safe coasting vehicle

was the home-made sled, or sleigh, as it was
called in New York and vicinity. This pro-

duction was like the modern " clipper " sled,

except that it was shorter or " stubbier," and

a little higher. Some were shod with fiat,

iron runners, sometimes made of iron barrel

hoops, while others went unshod. The next

advance in sled building gave us the " clip-

per" or "pointer," a low sled with round
" spring runners," which is practically the

same to-day as it was forty years ago.

The spring runner was a novelty in the

'50's, and a sled with spring runners was

supposed to have about the same advantage

in speed over a flat-runner sled as a pneu-

matic-tired bicycle has over the old, solid

rubber variety. The " spring " came from

the fact that the runner stood out, or "bellied

out," about a quar-

ter of an inch from

the woodunder the
body of the sled.

These runners
were round, but
the idea seemed to

prevail that they

shouldbe flattened

a little to obtain

the best results,

and it was no mi-

common sight to

see a boy tugging

another on his sled

over bare ground
in order to wear
down the runners.

At about the

time the clipper

sled made it debut

in coasting circles,

the girls' sled or

"high sled," was
introduced. Pre-

vious to this time a sled was a sled, with no
distinctions as to gender, and the home-made
sled being higher than the clipper was well-

adapted to the requirements of the girl coast-

ers, who had skirts to stow away ; but this

new girls' sled, being made of a long, wide
seat on a skeleton frame, had the advantage
of being much lighter than the old solid

" home-mader." The girls' sled of the pres-

ent day is a frail imitation of the original

—

the early sleds being well built, with cushioned

seat and dashboard. I have one in my pos-

session that was bought in 185G, and it is still

in excellent condition.

Two sleds in tandem style and joined to-

gether by a plank is a contrivance well-

known to all coasters. In New England it

is known as a " double-rminer," " traverse,"

and " ripper," while in New York and New
Jersey it is a "bob-sled," the other states

being accustomed to using any and all terms

without any partisan feeling in the matter.

The double-runner was usually constructed

at home in the confines of the cellar or wood-
shed. The plank was from eight to ten feet

long by twelve to fom-teen inches wide. At
one end was fastened a frame that fitted over

the seat of the rear sled and held it firmly,

while a "kingbolt" secured the other end
of the board to a frame that fitted over the

seat of the forward sled—leaving this sled

free to turn as the front axle of a wagon.

"Two sleds in tandem style, joined tog'ether by a plank, made a ' double runner.'
"
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Tlie favorite metliod of guidinG: a double-

runner was for the "steerer" to lie flat on
his stomach, with his hands extended to the

pomts of the steering sled, as in coasting on
a single sled ; but a safer way was to sit up-

right, with feet on a strip of wood that had
been screwed across the points of the steer-

ing sled—a push of the right foot guiding

the runner to the left and one of the left foot

to the right. I can recall many double-run-

ners that were very pretentious affairs, with

headlights, brakes, gongs, and cushioned

seats, and with names that ranged in suggest-

iveness from " The Cuddle-Up " to " The
Mount Aubm-n Express." I might add that

Mount Auburn is a cemetery near Boston.

What was known as a " pair of bobs," or a

"double sled," was made by placing two
sleds tandem, and running the rope of the

rear sled under the body of the front one,

and over the points, holding both secure.

The gentle reader who has borne with me
thus far must admit that no word has been
written that could offend the most fastidious,

but now as I progress in my theme and de-

scribe the methods of coasting, it behooves

me to use terms, expressions, phrases, and
modes of speech that may cause the unin-

itiated to believe that the tj-pesetter has been

making some terrible bhmders. But the

typo is all right 5 and these more expressive

than elegant terms are dear to the heart—ex-

pressions that have been used by coasters for

generations. The respectability as well as

the antiquity of one popular term seems to

have been established in Mi's. John King
Van Rensselaer's entertaining book on early

New York life, " The Goede Vroew of Mana-
ha-ta," wherein she speaks of the boys coast-

ing " bely-guthers." The modes of coasting

and the terms applied thereto of a generation

ago still sui'vive, and are used by the coast-

ers of to-day. Then, as now, there were four

popular styles of mounting the sled. First,

sitting on the left hip, with the left leg em-led

imder the body, and the right leg extended,

with the foot acting as a rudder, a gentle

and skilful tap now and then on the snow
steering the sled in the dii'ection desired.

The arms were extended to the points of the

sled, and if the toe rudder failed to bring the

sled on the " ghbe," or to the position wanted,

a vigorous jerk with the arms would gener-

ally bring the craft around right. This style

was known as "side-saddle" and "side-

ways" in New England and in the West,

while in New York and in the Middle States

it was " knee-gut," " knee-gutter," and some-

times " yorker." Style two may be described

as throwing the body prone upon the' sled,

with arms extended to the points. While this

method was popular in all sections, hardly

any two localities could agree on the names
applied to it. Thus, in New England the terms

used were "belly-bumper "and "belly-bunt,"

with an occasional " belly-gut ;" Connecticut

added " belly-flopper," and little old Nan-
tucket tried to individualize itself by calling

it " belly-flouneer." Eastern New York and
vicinity allowed " belly-gut," but " belly-

gutters " and " belly-whopper " were the

favorites, and what little coasting was done

in Washington, D. C, in this style was " belly-

buster." Western NewYork advocated " bel-

ly-whack;" Ohio and Indiana were divided

on " belly-bumper " and " belly-buster"; and
"belly-smack " was heard in Pennsylvania,

with " belly-guts " and " belly-Avhopper."

Mounting for side-saddle and belly-bumps

was accomplished in two ways—by running

with the rope in the right hand until good
headway had been obtained, and then jump-

mg upon the sled, or by grasping the sled in

the hands, running rapidly with it, slam-

ming it down on the snow, and landing on
it in the style selected. Oftentimes an inex-

perienced coaster would elect one way and
land another, as for instance, in the belly-

bump mount a novice would sometimes find

himself crosswise instead of lengthwise on

the seat; and if the pace was too rapid and

path too narrow for a successful shift of

freight he would soon find himself liors de

combat^ with the sled soon " playing horse "

with him. The expert always landed grace-

fully, even if a bit fiercely, ducked his head

and sped like the wind to the bottom of the

hill; then, with mysterious bendings and
pumpings of the body, and vigorous kickings

into the ether, he strove to beat the marks

set by the other boys.

A third style of coasting was that of sit-

tmg down on the sled, with feet extended for-

ward. This was called just plain "sittin'

down," although the term "straddle-bug"

was iised in some localities. This method
requu-ed the services of a friend to impart

the necessary propulsion for a start down
the hill—the boys steering with their heels

and the girls trusting to Providence.

Style four was called " squatty-bumbo,"

or "tailor-fashion," and tailor fashion de-

scribes it exactly. A boy seated himself in

this manner when using " picks." Picks were



Cleopatra's Barge, Built in 1845, Was in Great Demand by Hub Society, and the Finest of Its Kind.

sticks about a foot long—generally cut from length of the nail. The exposed half of the

an old broom handle—and at one end was nail was then filed down to a sharp point,

driven a six-penny nail to about half the To use the picks the boy seated himself

The Mayflower Was Another Famous Boat Sleigh of the Forties.
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In New England this Style of Coasting was the

Bumper."

squatty-bumbo, aud
with a pick in each

hand pushed himself

ahead with vigorous

thrusts of the picks into

the snow. This method
of coasting was used on
level stretches of hard

snow or on the ice.

Another style, at-

tempted only by the

reckless, and with dis-

couraging results, was
to stand bolt upright on
the sled, and, while

hauling taut on the
rope, negotiate a course

down the hill. If the

sled seat was cushioned, some degree of suc-

cess might be attained, but if it was a bare,

wood seat and the performer had a little

hard snow on his heels, the act simply con-

sisted of a few vigorous contortions and an
inglorious collapse.

It was customary with the merry coaster,

as he sped down hill, to shout some word of

warning to those ahead. " Clear the track !

"

was a clear and lucid expression that ob-

tained in Boston and vicinity; but this was
too good English for many New York City

lads who coasted in the days when coasting

was common below the City Hall, and they

shouted, " Pawnee !" " Pawnee gutter " was
another New York term, and both were also

used in New Jersey. " Clear the luller !" was
popular at one time in New England—prob-

ably a corruption of " clear the gutter " ; and

"pawnee," it is

evolved from "

ye."

said,

upon

' Belly

A favorite means of

enjoyment in suburbs

of New York City is

that of going "sleigh-

ing" on a bob, or

double-runner, with a

steady old horse as mo-
tive power. The sight

of a dozen or more hi-

larious boys and girls

huddled together on
that bob, and the jog-

ging old horse, would
set a New England lad

into paroxysms of

laughter, and make him wish he could in-

troduce the party to a New England "boat

sleigh" with all its etceteras.

Speaking of sleighing parties , reminds me
of the magnificent barge sleighs that were

buUt away back in the '40s and '50s—rival-

ing the circus chariot in point of elegance

and grandeur. A sleigh ride in one of these

barges meant, as a rule, an evening's run to

some famous country tavern, where, after

mulled wine or hot lemonade had taken the

chill off the meriy riders and a light supper

had been " discussed," a good old country

dance would set the rafters creaking.

The youth of to-day, in viewing these pic-

tures, will naturally comment upon the num-
ber of "plug hats" worn by the gentleman

revelers. A high hat worn on a sleigh ride

in these days would be " soaked " by a snow-

' In this day of expeditious ' white wingr ' street

cleaners he has but little opportunity."
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ball on sight; incredible as it may seem, the

only hat of the gentleman of half a cen-

tury ago was the high hat, also known as

silk, plug, stovepipe, beaver, and pot hat.

There were caps, but derbies or soft felt

hats wei"e not in vogue.

All the "old timers "can recall "the coast"

of their school days. With some it was on

"meetin' house hill"; others went down "the

holler" and across the pond; in some locali-

ties it was down by the planing mill and
" over the mash " (marsh) ; and many city lads

hied to any old hill, and coasted until the cry

of "cheese it, the cop !" drove them to some
other old hill.

But no matter where the coast was, it was

alive with the same merry thi'ong of hilari-

ous boys and girls—red cheeked and bright

eyed—the boys with mittens, ear-laps, and
red-topped boots that made the snow creak

most delightfully when trod upon ; and the

girls well mittened and with heads tied up in

" clouds"—all armored against the cold, and
eager for the fray.

Still, among the actors in this merry-mak-
ing scene could be found the villain who would
try tomake the innocent kid touch his tongue

to a sled runner "just to see how sweet it

tasted " ; but, as a rule, we fortunately had
the " good sprite " in the cast, a beclouded

lass, who would point her bemittened finger

at the villain and cry " For shame !

"



HUNTING THE BIG GAME OF ALASKA

BEAR STALKING ON THE ALASKA PENINSULA

By JAMES H. KIDDER

' II.

THE 3'ear before I had chanced to meet
an old pilot who had the reputation

of knowing every nook and corner

of the Alaskan coast. He told me several

times of the great numbers of bears that he
had often seen in a certain bay on the

Alaska Peninsula, and advised me most
strongly to visit this place.

There were numerous delays in getting

started, but finally, on May 31, we set sail

in a good-sized schooner we had chartered

from the North American Commercial Com-
pany, and in two days were landed at our

new shooting grounds. Rarely, if ever, does

it fall to the lot of amateurs in modern days

to meet with better sport than we had for

the next month.

The schooner landed us with our natives,

two bidarkas (native canoes), and all our pro-

visions near the mouth of the harbor. Here
we made our base of supplies, and the next

morning, in our two canoes, started Avith our
hunters to explore this wonderful bay. At
high tide it extends inland some fifteen

miles, but at low water is one vast bog of

glacial deposit. Rugged moixntains rise on
all sides, and at the base of these mountains
there are long meadows which extend out

to the high water mark. In these meadows,
during the month of June, the bears come
to feed upon the young salt grass.

There was a long swell breaking on the

beach as we left our base of supplies, but
we passed safely through the line of break-

ers to the smooth waters beyond, and now
headed for the upper bay. The two bidarkas

kept side by side, and Blake and I chatted

together, but all the while kept the glasses

constantly fixed upon the hillsides. We had
hardly gone a mile before a small black

bear was sighted; but the wind was im-

favorable, and he got our scent before we
could land. This looked decidedly encourag-

ing, and we continued on in the best of

spirits. About midday we went on shore,

lunched, and then basked in the sun until

the afternoon, when we again got into the

bidarkas and paddled farther up the bay, to

a place where a wide meadow extends out

from the base of the mou.ntains. Here Ni-

kolai, my head hunter, went on shore with

the glasses, and, raising himself cautiously

above the bank, took a long look at the coun-

try beyond. It was at once quite evident

that he had seen something, and we all

joined him, keeping well hidden from view.

There, oat uj^on the marsh, could be seen

two large bears feeding upon the young
salt grass. They seemed in an almost un-

approachable position, so we lay and watched

them, hoping that they would move into a

more advantageous place. After an hour or

so they fed back toward the trees and soon

passed out of sight.

We matched to see which part of the

meadow each should watch, and it fell to

my lot to go farther up the marsh. I had

been only a short time in this place when a

new bear came into sight. We now made a

most beautiful stalk right across the open

to within one hundred years. All this while

a new dog, which I had bought at Kadiak

and called Stereke, had crawled with us flat

on his stomach, trembling all over with ex-

citement as he watched the bear. I had
plenty of time to take aim, and was in no

way excited, but missed clean at one hun-

dred yards. At the report of my rifle Stereke

bit himself clear from Nikolai, who was
holding him, and at once made for the bear,

which he tackled in a most encouraging

manner, nipping his heels, a^d then quickly

getting out of the way as the bear charged.

But I found that one dog was not enough to

hold these bears, and this one got away.

Next day we loafed in the sun until even-

ing, while our natives kept constant watch

of the great meadow where we had seen the

bears the day before. We had just turned

in (although ten o'clock, it was still day-
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light), when one of the natives came run-

ning up to say that a bear was in sight ; so

Blake with three natives and Stereke made

the stalk. I had a beautiful chance to watch

it from the liigh rocks beside our camp.

The men were able to approach to within

some fifty yards, and Blake, with his first

shot, hit, and with his tliird, killed the

bear before it could get into the brush,

Stereke, when loosed, tackled the bear sav-

agely.

Unfortunately no measurements were

taken, but the bear appeared to be some-

what smaller than the female I killed at

side by sidc^, and pushed up to the extrc^iue

head of tlu; l^ay. where we came upon an

old deserted Indian camj) of the year be-

fore. Numerous stretchers told of their

success with bear; but the remains of an

old fire in the very heart of our shooting

grounds warned us that in this section the

bears might have been disturbed; for the

Alaskan bear is very wary, and is quick to

take alarm at any unusual scent. We came

back to our camp on the beach by ten

o'clock, and had our first substantial meal

of the day; for we had now adopted the

Aleutian habit of taking simply a cup of

Drjfing- a Bear Skin in the Field.

Kiliuda Bay, and weighed, I should judge,

some four hundred and fifty pounds. It ap-

peared higher in the legs and less massive

than the Kadiak bear, and had a shorter

mane, but was of much the same tawny
lion color on the back, although darker on
the legs and belly.

On Friday morning, June 7, we made a
three o'clock start from where we had
passed the' night on the beach. The sun was
not over the mountains for another hour,
and there was that great charm which comes
in the early dawn of a summer's day. Blake
in his bidarka and I in mine paddled along,

tea and a piece of bread, in order to make
the earliest of starts each morning.

After our midday breakfast we usually

took a nap until afternoon : but this day I

was not sleepy, and so read for a while; then

I loaded my rifle (which I always kept within

arm's reach) and was just settling my rugs

to turn in, when Stereke gave a sharp bark,

and Blake shouted " Bear ! " Seizing my rifle

I looked up, and, walking toward us on the

beach, just one hundred and ten yards away,

was a good-sized bull bear. My dog at once

made for him, while Blake jumped for his

rifle. The bear was just turning when I
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fired. He bit for the wound, but uttered

no sound, and was just disappearing- in the

brush when I fired a hasty second. Blake

and I now rushed into the thick alders after

the dog, which was savagely attacking the

bear. His barking told us where the bear

was, and I arrived just in time to see him
make a determined charge at the dog, which

avoided him and renewed the attack,

I now forced my way through the alders,

and got in two close shots which rolled him
over. It appeared that my first shot had
broken his shoulder, as well as cut the lower

portion of the heart; but this bear had gone

some fifty yards, and was still on his feet

when I came up and finished him off. He
was a fair-sized bull, six feet two inches, in

a straight line along the vertebra, and stood

exactly three feet at the shoulders. He had
evidently been fighting, for one ear was
badly torn, and his skin was much scarred

with old and recent wounds. After remov-

ing the pelt the carcass was thrown into the

bay, so that there might be no stench, which

my natives declared would be enough to

the rump and nose ; and again others were
saddle-backed; still others stood with their

front feet directly under them, making a

regular curve at the shoulders ; while others

had the front legs wide apart and seemed
to form a triangle, the apex of which was
at their shoulders.

Their range of color seemed to be from
very dark, silver tipped, to a very light dirty

yellow, but with dark legs and belly.

This evening, just as we were having our

tea, another bear made his appearance. The
first, which we had been watching, evidently

heard him coming through the woods, and
as the second came out into the open the

former vanished. The new one was a dirty

yellowish white, with a very dark belly and

legs, which gave him a most comical ap-

pearance.

The wind still continued unfavorable, and

my friend and I passed an extremely inter-

esting evening with the glasses, for this

watching game, especially bear, gives me
almost as much pleasure as making the ac-

tual stalk.

spoil any future shooting in this locality.

This same afternoon we moved our camp to

a new marsh.

The next morning we sighted a bear,

which fed into the woods before we had
time to come up with him. Shortly after

five o'clock the brute made a second appear-

ance ; but as the wind had changed and now
blew in the wrong direction, a stalk could

not be made without their scent being car-

ried into the woods where many bears were

apt to be. We made it a great point on this

hunt never to make a stalk unless the wind
was right, for we were extremely anxious

not to spoil the place by diffusing our scent

and di'iving away whatever bears might

be lurking near. Therefore, often we could

watch bears at only a few hundred yards.

It was most interesting to see how care-

ful these big animals were, and how, from
time to time, they would feel the wind with

their noses, and again stop feeding and
listen. No two bears seemed to be built on

quite the same lines. Some were high at

the shoulders, and then sloped down towards

~ ~^trf-^ -'J

We had just finished supper when we saw
another bear in a better position, and 1 pro-

ceeded to make the stalk, going part of the

way in the bidarka, for the great meadow
was intersected by a stream from which
small lagoons made off in all directions.

The wind was very bafliing, and although

we successfully reached a clump of brush in

the middle of the marsh, the bear for some-

time continued to graze in an unapproach-

able spot. We had almost given up hopes

of getting a shot, when he turned and fed

slowly some fifty yards in a new direction,

which was up-wind. This was our chance.

Quickly regaining the bidarka, we paddled

as noiselessly and rapidly as possible up the

main stream of the marsh to a lagoon.

There was great charm in stalking game
in this manner, although we were, in a

sense, but passengers in my natives' hands.

But it was fascinating to watch their keen-

ness and skill as they guided the frail craft

around the sharp turns, the noiseless use of

the paddles, the light in their eyes as they

constantly stood up in the canoe to keep a
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hidden gaze upon Uio game ahead, watch-

iug its every movement, as well as the local

eddies and currents in the light evening

breeze. All was so in keeping with the

sombre leaden clouds overhead and the

grizzled sides of the ungainly brute, blend-

ing in with the background of weather-

bea/ten tree trunks and the dull gray rocks.

And so, silently and swiftly (stopping many
times when the bear's head was up), we ap-

proached nearer and nearer, until my head-

man whispered, "Boudit" (enough), and I

knew that I was to have a fair shot. Stealth-

ily raising my head above the bank, I saw
the bear feeding, only seventy-five yards

away. Creeping cautiously out of the boat

I lay flat upon my stomach, rifle cocked

and ready, waiting for a good shot. Soon it

came. The bear heard some sound in the

forest and raised his head. Now was my
chance, and the next second, he dropped

without a sound; he struggled to rise, but

I could see he was anchored with a broken

shoulder. My men were unable to restrain

themselves any longer, and, as I shot for the

second time, their rifles cracked just after

mine. We carried the entire carcass to the

bidarka, and even the cartridge shells were
taken away to avoid tainting the place with

an unusual scent.

Three days afterwards we were back again

at our camp behind the rocks. We had
wanted rain for some time to wash out all

scent. Then again, bears are supposed to

move about more freely in such weather.

Therefore, we were rather pleased when the

wind changed, bringing a northeast storm

which continued all the next day. The lofty

mountains were rapidly losing the snow on
their summits, and the night's rain had
wrought marvels in their appearance, seem-

ing to bring out every shade of green on
their wooded slopes. One of our natives

was kept constantly on the lookout, and a

dozen times a day both Blake and I would
leave our books and climb to the watching

place for a view across the great meadow.
By this time we knew the bear trails and
the most tempting feeding grounds and the

surest approaches to the game when it had
once come into the open. Therefore, when
I was told this evening that a bear had been
sighted I felt pretty sure of getting a shot.

The wind was coming in great gusts across

our front, and the corner where the bear

was feeding offered a dangerous place for

eddies and back-currents against the moun-

tain side. In order to avoid these we kept

just inside the woods. Nikolai, going first,

showed the greatest skill in knowing just

how close to the wind we could go. We
quickly reached the place where we expected

to sight the bear, but he was hidden in the

bed of the river, and it was some minutes

before we could make out the top of his

head moving above the gi-ass. Then, noise-

lessly, we crawled up as the bear again fed

slowly into view. He was now about one

hundred and twenty-five yards away, and
offered an excellent shot as he paused and

raised his head to scent the breeze; but Ni-

kolai whispered, "no," and we worked nearer,

crawling forward when the bear's head was
down, and lying flat and close when his head

was up.

It is curious to note that often when game is

being stalked it becomes suspicious, although

it cannot smell, hear, or see the stalker

—

instinct, perhaps; call it what you will.

And now this bear turned and began mov-
ing slowly towards cover. For some time he

was hidden from view ; and then, just before

he would Anally vanish from sight, he paused

a moment, offering a quartering shot. The
lower half of his body was concealed by the

grass, but it was my last chance, and I took

it, aiming for the lungs, and rather high, in

order to get a clear shot. I saw, as he bit

for the wound, that the bullet was well placed,

and as he turned and lumbered across our

front I fired two more deliberate shots, one

going through the foreleg and one breaking

a back leg.

Nikolai also fired, giving the bear a slight

skin wound, and hitting the back leg just

above where one of my bullets had pre-

viously struck. As the bear entered the

brush we both ran up, my hunter going to

the left while I went a little below to head

the bear off. We soon came upon him, and
Nikolai, getting the first sight, gave him an-

other bullet through the lungs with my
heavy rifle, and in a few moments he rolled

over dead.

It was my thought always to keep a

wounded bear from getting into the brush,

as the blood spoor would have ruined future

shooting.

I think it important to point out that when
my bullet struck this bear he bit for the

wound. As he did so he was turned from

his original direction, which would have car-

ried him out of sight among the trees, and

galloped across our front, thereby giving
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me an opportunity to iive two more kLloIs.

It frequently happened that bears were

turned from their oriy-inal directions to tlie

sides upon which they received the first

bullet, and we always took this into con-

sideration wherr making an approach.

My Aleuts were not permitted to shoot

unless we were following up a wounded
bear in the thick bi-ush ; but I found it most

difficult to keep them to this rule. The large

hole of the bullet from my fifty calibre

which Nikolai carried made it easy to dis-

tinguish his hits, and if a bear had received

the moi'tal wound from his rifle I should

not have kept the skin.

The pelt of this bear which we had just

killed was in excellent condition, and although

he was not fat he w^as of fair size, measuring

six feet three and one-eighth inches along

the vertebra.

Gi'eat care was used, as usual, to pick up

the empty cartridge shells, and we pulled up
the bloody bits of grass, throwing them into

a brook, into which we also put the bear's

carcass.

On the morning of the 19th my friend

and his hunter went up the shore to inves-

tigate a small marsh lying a mile or so

from camp. Here they saw that the grass

had been recently nibbled, and that there

were fresh signs about. They retm-ned to

this spot again that evening and sighted a

bear. The bear fed quickly up to within

sixty-five yards, when Blake rolled him over.

This bear was not a large one and was of

the usual tawny color.

The next morning a bear was seen by my
natives in the big meadow by our camp, but

it did not remain long enough for a stalk.

At 9:30 it again came out into the open, and
Nikolai and I made a quick approach ; but

the bear, although he was not alarmed, did

not wait long enough for us to get within

range. We had skirted the marsh, keeping

just inside of the thicket, and now when
the bear disappeared, we settled ourselves

for a long wait should he again come into

the open. We were well hidden from view,

and the wind blew slanting in our faces and
across our front. I had just begun to think

that we should not get a shot until the bear

came out for his evening feed, when Nikolai

caught my arm and pointed ahead. There,

slowly leaving the dense edge of the woods,

was a new bear ; not so large as the first, but

we could see at a glance that she had a

beautiful coat of a dark, silver tip color.

Removing our boots and stockings and
circling around, we came out about seventy-

five yards from \<'liere we had last seen the

bear, but she had moved a short distance

ahead, and offered us a grand chance for a

close approach. Keeping behind a small

point which made out into the open, we were
able to crawl up to within fifty yards, and
then, waiting until the bear's head was up,

I gave her a quartering shot behind the

shoulders. She half fell, and bit for the

wound, and as she slowly started for the

woods I gave her another shot which rolled

her over. This bear proved to be a female,

the first we had shot upon the mainland,

probably the mate of the bear we had origin-

ally attempted to stalk. The skin, although

small, was the most beautiful I have ever

killed.

Upon examining the internal effects of

my shots I was disappointed to find that my
first bullet, on coming in contact with one
of the ribs, had torn away from the metal

jacket, and had expanded to such an extent

that it lost greatly in penetration. 1 had of

late been forced to the conclusion that the

small-bore rifie I was using on such heavy
game lacked the stopping force I had credited

it with, and that the bullets w^ere not of suffi-

cient weight.

On June 23d we turned our bidarka's

bows to the upper bay, at the head of

which we ascended a small river that wound
through a vast meadow until the stream

met the moiintains. Here we unloaded

our simple camp gear, and, while the

men prepared breakfast, Blake and I as-

cended an elevation which commanded an
uninterrupted view of the grassy plain. No
bears were in sight, so we had time and un-

disturbed opportunity to enjoy the beauty
of the scene. We lay for some time bask-

ing in the sun, talking of books and people,

and of many subjects of common interest.

NoAV and then one would take the glasses

and scan the outskirts of the vast meadow
which stretched before us. All at once Blake

gave a low exclamation and pointed to the

west. I followed the direction of his gaze,

and saw four bears slowly leaving the woods.

They were at some distance, and we did not

think we had time to reach them before they

would probably return to the underbrush
for their midday sleep, so for the present we
let them go.

*

After breakfast, as they were still in the

same place, we attempted the stalk, going
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most of the way in our bidarkas, winding

in and out through the meadow in the smaD
lagoons which intersected it in all direc-

tions. Every little while the men would as-

cend the banks with the glasses, thus keep-

ing a watchful eye upon the bears' move-

ments. Taking a time when they had fed

into the underbrush, we made a quick circle

to leeward over the open, then, reaching the

edge of the thicket, we approached cautiously

to a selected watching place. We reached

this spot shortly after one o'clock. The
bears had entered the woods, so we settled

ourselves for a long wait. It was Blake's

turn to shoot, Avhich meant that he was to

have an undisturbed first shot at the largest

bear, and after he had fii'ed I could take

what was left.

Just before three o'clock three bears again

made their appearance. Two were yearlings,

which would, in the fall, leave their mother

and shift for themselves, and one much
larger, which lay just at the edge of the

underbrush. Had these yearlings not been

with the mother she would not have come

out so early in the afternoon ; and as it was,

she kept to the shelter of the alders, while

the two smaller ones fed out some distance

from the woods.

We now removed our boots, and, with

Stereke well in hand (for he smelt the bears

and was tugging hard on his collar), noise-

lessly skirted the woods, keeping some tall

grass between the bears and onrselves. In

this way we approached to within one hun-

dred yards. Twice one of the smaller ani-

mals rose on his hind legs and looked in our

direction; but the wind was favorable, and

we were well concealed, so they did not take

alarm.

My friend decided to shoot the mother,

while I was to reserve my fire until after his

shot. I expected that at the report of his

rifle the bear I had chosen woiild pause a

moment in surprise, and thus offer a good

standing shot. As my friend's rifle cracked

the bear I had selected made a sudden dash

for the woods, and I had to take him on the

run. At my first shot he turned a complete

somersault, and then, quickly springing up,

again made a dash for cover. I fired a sec-

ond time, and rolled him over for once and
aU. Stereke was instantly slipped and made
at once for my bear. By the time we had
run up he was shaking and biting his hind

quarters in a most approved style. We at

once put him after the larger bear which

Blake had wounded, and his bark in the

thick alders told us he had located her. We
all rushed and found that the bear, although

down, was still alive. Blake gave her a final

shot through the lungs.

The third bear got away, but I believe it

was woimded by Nikolai. The one that

Blake had killed was the largest female we
got on the Peninsula, measuring six feet six

and one-half inches along the vertebra.

It is interesting to note that the two year-

lings differed greatly in color. One was a
grizzled brown, like the mother, while the

other was very much lighter, of a light dirty

yellowish color.

We had watched these bears for some
hours in the morning, and I feel positive

that the mother had no cubs of this spring

with her, yet on examination milk was found
in her breasts. My natives told me that fre-

quently yearling cubs continue to suckle,

and surely we had positive proof of this with

the large female bear.

The mosquitoes had by this time become
almost unbearable, and it was late before

they permitted us to get to sleep. It began
to rain, but I was so tired that I slept on,

although my pillow and blankets were soon

well soaked. As the rain continued we finally

put up our small tent ; but everything had be-

come thoroughly wet, and we passed a most
uncomfortable day.

In the afternoon a black bear appeared

not far from our camping place. My friend

went after this with his hunter, who made a

most wonderful stalk. The bear was in an
almost unapproachable position, and the two
men appeared to be going directly down
wind; but Ivan insisted that there was a

slight eddy in the breeze, and in this he

must have been correct, for he brought

Blake up to within sixty yards, when my
friend killed the bear with a bullet through

the brain.

I think it is interesting to note that our

shooting grounds were the extreme western

range of the black bear. A few years ago

they were not found in this locality, but it is

quite evident that they are each year work-

ing farther and farther to the westward.

The next day the heavy rain still con-

tinued. The meadow was now one vast bog,

and the small lagoons were swollen into

deep and rapid streams. Everything was

wet, and we passed a most uncomfortable

day. Our two hunters were camped about

fifty yards off, under a big rock, and I think
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must have had a pretty hard lime of it, but

all the while they kept a sharp lookout

!

About one o'clock the men reported that

a large bear had been seen some distance

off, but that it had remained in sight only a

short time. We expected this bear would
again make its appearance in the afternoon,

and in this surmise we were correct, for he

came out into the open three hours later,

when Nikolai and I with Stereke made the

stalk. We circled well to leeward, fording

the many rapid streams with great difficulty.

The rain had melted the snow on the hills,

and we frequ^ently had to wade almost up
to our shoulders in this icy water.

In crossing one of the lagoons Stereke

was carried under some fallen trees, and for

a while I very much feared that my dog
would be drowned. The same thing almost

happened to myself, for the swift current

twice carried me off' my feet.

The bear had fed well into the open, and
it was impossible, even with the most careful

stalking, to get nearer than a, small patch of

tall grass, about one hundred and seventy-

five yards away. I put up my rifle to shoot,

but foimd that the front sight was most un-

steady, for I was wet to the skin and shak-

ing all over w^ith cold. Half expecting to

miss, I pressed the trigger, and was not

greatly surprised to see my bullet splash in

the marsh just over the bear's head. He saw
the bullet strike on the other side, and now
came in our direction, but Stereke, breaking

loose from Nikolai, turned him. He now
raced across our front at about one hundred
and tw^enty-five yards, with the dog in close

pursuit. This gave me an excellent chance,

and I fired three more shots. At my last I

saw the bear bite for his shoulder, showing
that my bullet was well placed. He con-

tinued to dash ahead, when Nikolai fired,

also hitting him in the shoulder, with the

heavy rifle. He dropped, but gamely tried

to rise and face Stereke, who savagely at-

tacked his quarters. Nikolai now fired again,

his bullet going in at the chest, raking him
the entire length, and lodging under the

skin at the hind knee joint. Unfortunately,

this bear fell in so much water that it was
impossible to take any other accurate meas-

urement than the one along his back. This

was the largest bear we shot on the main-

land, and the one measurement that I was
able to take was six feet ten inches along

the vertebra.

On examining the internal effect of his

wounds, I found that my bullet had struck

the shoulder blade and penetrated one lung,

but had gone to pieces upon coming in con-

tact with the bone. Although it would have
eventually proved a mortal wound, the shock

at the time was not sufficient to knock the

bear off his feet.

The next morning the storm broke, and
we started back to our camp behind the

rocks, for the skins we had recently shot

needed to be cleaned and dried. We reached

camp that afternoon, where I found my old

hunter, Fedor, who was now better and had
come to join us. He had arrived the night

before, and reported that he had seen three

bears on the marsh. He said he had watched

them all the evening, and that the next

morning two more had made their appear-

ance. He could no longer witlistand this

temptation, and just before we had arrived

had shot a small black bear with an excellent

skin.

Two days after a bear was reported in

the meadow, and as it was my friend's turn

to shoot he started with his hunter to make
the stalk. It was raining at the time, and I

was almost tempted to lie among my blan-

kets ; but nay insatiable love of sport was too

strong, and, armed with powerful glasses, I

joined the men on the rocks to watch the

hunters.

The bear had fed well out into the meadow
not far from a small clump of trees. In or-

der to reach this clump of trees Blake and
Ivan were obliged to wade quite a deep

stream, and had removed their clothes. Un-
fortunately my friend carelessly left his coat,

in the pocket of which were all the extra

cartridges for his and Ivan's rifles.

I saw them disappear among the trees and
then turned my glasses on the bear. At the

first shot he sprang back in surprise, while

Blake's bullet went high. The bear now
located the shot and began a quick retreat

to the woods, when one of my friend's bullets,

struck him, rolling him over. He instantly

regained his feet and continued making for

cover, walking slowly and looking back over

his shoulder all the while. Blake now fired

another shot, and again the bear was ap-

parently badly hit. He moved at such a

slow pace that I thought he had surely re-

ceived a mortal womid.

Entirely against orders, Ivan now shot

three times in quick succession, hitting the

bear with one shot in the hind leg, his other

two shots being misses. Blake now rushed
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after the bear, with his hunter following'

some fifty yards behind, and approached to

within ten steps, when he fired his last cart-

ridge, evidently hitting the bear hard, which

fell upon its head, but once more regaining

its feet, continued toward the woods. At this

point Ivan fired his last cartridge, but

missed. The bear continued for several

steps, while the two hunters stood with

empty rifles watching. Suddenly, quick as

a flash, it swung round upon its hind legs

and gave one spring after Blake, who, not

understanding his Aleut's shouts not to run,

started across the marsh with the bear in

close pursuit. At every step the bear was
gaining, and Ivan, appreciating that unless

the bear's attention was detracted my friend

would soon be pulled down, began waving
his arms, and shouting at the top of his

voice in order to attract the bear's attention

from Blake. The latter saw that his hunter

was standing firm, and, taking in the situa-

tion, suddenly stopped. The bear charged

to within a few feet of the two hunters;

but, when he saw their determined stand,

stopped and, swinging his head from side to

side, watched them for some seconds, ap-

parently undecided whether to charge home
or leave them. Then he turned and, looking

back over his shoulder, made slowly for the

woods.

This bear, while charging, had his head
stretched forward, ears flat, and teeth

clinched, with his lips drawn well back, and
his eyes glaring. I am strongly convinced

it was only Ivan's great presence of mind
which prevented a most serious accident.

- It is a strange fact that a well-placed

bullet will knock the fight out of such game

;

but if they are once thoroughly aroused it

takes much more lead to kill them. When
they had got more cartridges, my friend

with two natives proceeded to follow this

bear up; but although they tracked him
some miles he was never recovered.

The Aleuts, when they follow up awounded
bear in thick cover, strip to the skin, for

they claim in this way they are able to

move with greater freedom, and at the

same time there are no clothes to catch

in the brush and make noise. They go
slowly and are most cautious, for frequently,

when a bear is wounded, if he thinks that

he is being pursued, he will swing around
on his own trail and spring out from the

side upon the hunters.

The next day I started with my two na-

tives to visit a meadow well up the bay.

We had gone but a mile from camp, when
I caught an indistinct outline of a bear feed-

ing on the gi"ass at the edge of the timber,

about one hundred and twenty-five yards

away, and I quickly fired, missing.

At the report the bear jumped sideways

unable to locate the sound, and my next

buUet struck just above his tail and ranged
forward into the lungs. Fedor now fired

(missing), while I ran up with Nikolai, firing

another shot as I ran, which knocked the

bear over. Stereke savagely attacked the

bear, biting and shaking him, and, seeing

that he was breathing his last, I re-

frained from firing again, as the skin was
excellent.

This bear had had an encounter with a

porcupine. One of his paws was filled with

quills, and in skinning him we found that

some quills had worked well up the leg and
lodged by the ankle joint, making a most
loathsome wound.

This bear was almost as large as the one
I had last shot at the head of the bay, and
his pelt made a grand trophy. I was much
disgusted with myself that afternoon for

missing my first shot. It is not enough
simply to get your bear, but one should

always endeavor to kill with the first shot;

otherwise much game will be lost, for the

first is almost always the easiest shot ; hence
one should kill at that chance.

I had been fortunate in kilhng seven large

brown bears, while Blake had killed three

browns and one black, and our natives had
killed one brown and one black bear, mak-
ing a total of thirteen, between the 7th and
the 28th of June.

The skulls of these brown bears I sent to

Dr. Merriam, Chief of the Biological Sur-

vey, at Washington, and they proved to be

most interesting from a scientific point of

view, for from them the classification of the

bears of the Alaska Peninsula has been en-

tirely changed; and it seems that we were
fortunate enough to bring out a new species

as well as a new sub-species.

The teeth of these two kinds of bears

showed a marked and uniform difference,

proving conclusively that there is no inter-

breeding between the species *

* I was told by Dr. Merriam that the idea which is so

commonly believed, that different species of bears inter-

breed (like dogs) is entirely wrong.



AWAGER ON THE
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BYARTHURE • M^FARLANE

WE had never been to Williamson's

Brook, and although Matt protested

that it was only some eleven miles,

new ways have ever been long ways, and we
were ready enough to rest when we had
reached the Stone Road. And that Stone
Road crossing offered us a place of much, if

melancholy, interest to rest at. For there,

eight years before, when both the new rail-

road and canal were still under construction,

two dynamite carters met at the four cor-

ners, refused to turn out for each other

—

and left behind then considerably more of

moral lesson than of souvenir.

It was the memory of such painful epi-

sodes as these which commonly moved our

old Algoman fishing guide and keeper of
" The Forks " to the recounting of other

events of like sadness and edification. He
was now reminded of the case of those two
ill-fated sporting gentlemen, "Slimmy"
Sparks and his brother-in-law, "Willie"

Hotchkiss.
" You see," he explained, " from the very

start-off I didn't take to them. I won't tell

ye who was so plum crazy as to steer them
up here—they came on passes—and I

won't hurt a good city by tellin' where they

came from. But anyways they came early,

and early they showed what size of flshin'

sports they were

!

" Before I'd much more'n got them into

the democrat at the Junction, they were
askin' me about rates. I told them, of course,

that outside of the fixed price for board, I

charged by the room, half for the single

ones what it was for the double. And you
boys know that the single rooms I've got are

pretty shameful shelf-and-cupboard accom-
modation even for one ; but I had to make
the partitionin' so, if I wasn't to turn some
mighty nice people away. Well, these two
said they guessed they'd just take a single

room between them. And that ratted me.
But there was nothin' I could do only double

my boat and ' personal guide' prices to them,

and as they couldn't hnoio I'd done it, there

was mighty little satisfaction in tluit.

" But soon enough I was wishin' I'd made
it a hundred dollars an hour. I reckon the

pair saw that they ticketed theirselves for a
couple of 98-cent hand-me-downs, and they
immediately started in to save their faces

by givin' me to imderstand what a brace of

bold, bad men they were. When they weren't

spoilin' good fishin' with a run of the cheap-

est kind of drummer's yarns, they were re-

mindin' each other of how much money
they'd lost on that sellin'-plater, or this par-

ticular jack-pot, or how drunk they'd been
at some other time. Or else it was how, that

day at Brighton Beach, they'd just made
every bookie lay right down

!

" And then the time they'd had with the

money afterwards ! Sparks d' nudge Hotch-
kiss, and then they couldn't sit up in the

boat at rememberin' of it.

"But that wasn't a patch on the time

they'd had after they'd made the killin' in

' N. P.' And Hotchldss 'd give it back to

Sparks in the ribs, and say :
' Oh, you're a

nice boy, " Slimmy," you are !'

"And 'Slimmy' 'd say: 'Oh, I don't

know, my Willie-out-of-Simday-school, I'm

not the only grease-spot on the collar !
' and

then they'd both roU around some more.

"Now, like most people, I don't know but

what I might be made to confess to a sneakin'

fondness for a real bad man. But you can

always tell a real bad man by the fact that

he don't talk about it none ; and it's gener-

ally the case, too, that he don't even show it.

" But I tell ye they got a heap of pleasure

out of all that reminissin' they done in my
behoof ; for it ain't every day, now, that you
get a good, green old moss-back who's just
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a-gapm' open-
mouthed to swallow

all you can chuck into him. However, by the

end of the second day, when they'd probably

figgered it out that by then I'd likely showed
them all the best fishin' places, they told me
they wouldn't need me any longer. Durin'

the next few days I could only enjoy their

society from a distance. And, before the

week that followed, the only case where I had
to do with them was on Sunday.

"For, of course, they had to get playin'

poker right under the wife's nose in the side

porch. Well, she being raised Methodist,

and old-style Methodist, too, that madded
her in a minute worse than two weeks of

rain with the clothes undried. And I had a

time, I tell ye, to keep her from streakin'

straight out to them with the broom, upset-

tin' their table, and sweepin' their whole out-

fit of chips and cards off mto the knot-grass.

But by reminding her that they were stran-

gers within our gates, I got her to let me do

a little reasonin' with them first. Well, gen-

tlemen, when I saw the size of their stakes, I

tell ye I knowed that the Lord couldn't—
inside His dignity— let Himself be caught

watchin' a game like that at all, and they

were safe as far as He was concerned. How-
ever, that wasn't speakin' for the wife, and
I thought it wise to get them to go out to the

straw barn. And even then, when Hotch-

kiss lost a dollar and a half in one jack-pot,

the shoutin' and fierce talk and excitement

came right in to us.

" They fished ahead pretty steadily. But
the3"'d brought some cheap whiskey along

with them, and that puffed them up into

even more thunderin' big sports than ever.

There soon wasn't anything around The
Forks that they weren't darin' each other to

put up their money on. Every night they'd

have more hot disputin' over the size and

weight of their two ketches than woidd start

the shotgun work over a hue fence up here.

And they were always goin' to make a most
mighty big bet on who'd show up the strong-

est next day. But they never seemed to

quite get that far !

'- Well, by Wednesday, they'd just got raw
enough on each other for it to send Hotch-
kiss up the river and Sparks down. And, as

it chanced, that night Hotchkiss came in with

a pretty good string— for Ms speed, any-

way ; and Sparks, on his part, had only one
or two less. But Sparks must have really lit

on a good place that day, for he plainly

wanted to get Hotchkiss to bet his money in

earnest now. And to everything Hotchkiss

said about how he'd coaxed 'em on, and
fetched 'em out, and had throwed back all

but the biggest. Sparks just kept repeatin'

:

' Put up or shut up ! Put up or sh^^t up !'

Which is about the most exasperatin' and
the most generally dam'-fool sentence in

the English language. And Hotchkiss, what
with havin' it rammed into his gullet every

time he opened his mouth, was gettin' stead-

ily madder and madder, till, all of a sud-

den he comes out: 'All right, then

—

all

right ! I tcill put up !

'

" ' But whafll you put up ?
' sneers Sparks,

' post - stamps or nickels '? He, he ! That's

about his size,^ he says to me.
" 'No,' bellers Hotchkiss, ' it won t be for

post-stamps or nickels, either ! It'll be for

twenty-five dollars ; that's what it'll be for !

Noiv are you so brash ? Now are you so hot

for me to put up or shut up ?

'

" And certainly that did seem to take all

' They had to get playin' poker, on the side porch."
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the heat out of Sparks. For awhile it was
too much for him even to talk about, and

when he did get words he was half indig-

nant and half incredulous. 'Huh!' he says,

' I suppose there 'd turn out to be a ketch,

somehow, in the way you've worded it ?
'

"
' No there wouldn't turn out to be no

ketch in the way I've worded it, neither !

'

" ' Then I bet your game would be to fol-

low me wherever 1 went, and chance winnin'

out by just fishin' in beside me, or else you'd

use both your rods or somethin'.'

" ' No, I wouldn't fish beside you, neither.

I'd fish down the river where I was to-day.

Nor I wouldn't use two rods. Ah-h, nowf
he shouts to me

—

^now, who's the dead game
sport ? Look at him tryin' to crawl out leery

there, now that I've made it somethin' worth

while ! Ah-h, put up or shut up, Slimmy

!

Put up or shut up !

'

"
' Slimmy ' stood there biting at his nails,

and no doubt wishin' to heaven that I hadn't

been there to hear the dare.

' Gee,' he says, plaintive-like, '(?ee, ^
but you must want to risk a lot

of money at once!

'

" ' Put up or shut up !
' repeats

Hotchkiss again.

" ' Very ireZZ,' says Sparks;

and it was the most desper-

ate, tear-stained voice you'd

hear in a ten years.

' Very ^veTl^ I ivill put
up, then. But mind
you, Willie, you'll

be sorry yet that

you put it up to

me !

'

"Well, they both

came down to
breakfast, mighty
well sobered. ^,

And of the

two I believe

Hotchkiss felt

the sicker
over it, now,
him havin'
givin' the
challenge. I

asked them if

was still on, and they said

of course it was. But they

kept looking at each other

like two fellers that had
let theirselves in for a duel

in their liquor the night

' Made him understand that Mr. Hotchkiss

wanted us to ketch bass for him at twenty-

five cents apiece." •

before, and had only then awakened to it.

They'd locked horns, and one of them was
bound to lose an antler l)efore they got away
again, and both felt mortally certain it was
goin' to be /ri»i, and both blamed the other

for it. But there was no gettin' out of it.

And off they struck. Sparks up-stream like

a martyr with a bilin' bad temper, and Hotch-
kiss down, tryin' to carry it through ja'nty

and free-and-easy.

" Sparks wasn't well out of sight in the

bush before Hotchkiss came slidin' back up
the hill again, running low like a fox under

a fence. I knowed m two shakes what he

was after

!

"
' Say,' he says, stretchin' the sickliest

kind of gun-shy grin, ' Say, don't you want
to help me get a good one on Slimmy' ?

" I said I didn't rightly know what he
meant by that.

" ' Why,' he says, ' can't you see that low-

down sharp has found some place where he
can just scoop them out,

^ and he thinks he's got

,^' ^ my money up against a

•^j^^_^ sure thing. Now what
.=s:»'S^ "vve want to do is to

fool him, see *?
' and

he tries to make his

grin a little more nat-

ui'al ;
' What we want

to do is just get

together and fool

him bad !

'

"I stopped and
thought awhile,

and I tell ye,

now. at the first I

shied at it. 'You want
me to help ye, eh ?

' I

says.

" ' Sure ! and we'll

;- go hunkers ; I'll give

you ten per cent, on

the rake-off !

'

" ' Oh, no,' I says, ' Oh,

no ! We won't work it

that way at all! If you
want me to help you,' I

says, after thinking about it

some time longer, ' why, all

well and good. I heard your

bet, and* there was nothin' in

it against your hirin' guidin'

assistance. And I suppose

if you don't hire me, you'll go

and hire somebody else that
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knows a mighty sight less about

the river. But if I take a con-

tract like this, I take it by the

number of bass I ketch for ye.

And I'd want somebody else,

say grandad (the wife's father,

you know), to help me on the

job.'

" ' We-ell,' he says, 'of

course I want to do the

right thing by you, Mr.

McCutcheon, and I guess

that's a pretty fair propo-

sition. I thought,
though, I'd just hire you
for the day. But—what
would you want a bass ?

'

'"I'dwant twenty-five
cents a bass,' I says,

' takin' 'em as they come.

And even then, I'll most
likely be breakin' the

Ontario game laws for

ye into the bargain. For
you're pretty certain to need more than the

legal dozen.'
''

' Oh, sure !
' he says, ' I'll have to have a

lot more'n a dozen. Slimmy caught eleven

yesterday. But, Holy Gripes, now, you know,
twenty-five cents is a mighty stiff price. I'd

be willin' to stand it at two for a quarter,

but twenty-five cents!— oh. Lord, now, you
know—

'

" 'All right^'' I says, reachin' my hoe down
from the veranda, ' If you don't want me,

I've got my potaties to look after.'

"
' Oh, let her go, then !

' He caved in

right away. ' But,

mind you, I've got to

have a sure thing on

it!'

" Grandad was out

in the field at the po-

taties already. He's

always been a famous

old boy for flshin', you
know, and he's like-

wise got a county

reputation for bein'

fond of the silver.

Well, he's a lot too

deaf to get long ex-

planations into ; but

after unendin' shout-

in' I made him under-
T ^1 , -n,r TT i 1 "The size of the holler he

Stand that Mr. Hotch- ^^^^ ^p ^^^ something no-

kiss wanted us to body could alooked for."

" Et his lunch with one hand while he gripped

his rod with the other."

anything better.

ketch bass for him that day at

twenty-five cents apiece. And
when he got hold of that^ he
just dropped his hoe and started

back over them potatie drills

on the hobblin' jump. Nor he
didn't open his lips to answer
me anythingmore. He wasn't

wastin' time that way. He lit

out for where his rodand line

lay in the tool-house, and then

started turning up
wormsby the barn,

his spade just a-

shakin'.

" We'd been
makin' hea d -

cheese the night

before, and there

was a good half-

bushel of left-over meat
scraps around. And I

knowed that for ground-

batin' I couldn't want
By nine o'clock the wife

had it ready, and lunch put up, and with

Grandad snarlin' that 'we was takin' it

dretful easy,' we started off.

'' I've told ye that when this here Hotch-

kiss and Sparks had had me for a couple of

days, they probably figgered that by that

time I'd showed them all the good places on
the Wistass. Well, I hadn't now, not by one

or two, anyways, or mebbe even by three or

four. And as Grandad and me lined off with

Hotchkiss down the river, it was for one of

them places I'd prevyously overlooked that I

was leading the pro-

cession.

" You know that

island with the big

elms on it down below
the Chute? Well, you
could wade over to it

that spring, for all the

current. And from it,

by goin' in waist deep,

you could work your

way from stone to

stone clear out to the

middle of the river.

And right there there

was a big, flat rock,

hardly ankle deep,

that commanded a

bass hole that can't be beat be-

tween here and Moose Factory.
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" Because T didn't choose that ho slioidd

learn the way out to that particuhir hole, I

give Hotchkiss to understand that he'd have

to fish from shore. And he agreed to it,

ready enough. Indeed, the only thing that

seemed to be worryin' him was the fear that

we weren't goin' to get him his ' sure thing.'

And he was even more nervous, lest Sparks

should come down the river and surprise us.

And after a while he dropped his rod alto-

gether, and climbed up on that wooded hill

there to keep a watch out.

" Well, Grandad and I went at it system-

atic. I didn't hurry to get down to rod work,

myself ; but I did start in to sow the

pool good and thick with them head-

cheese scraps. And after that I was
willin', if Grandad wasn't, to wait

till half the bass below the Chute

had got their noses to-

wards us. And when at

last I did begin to give

them the steel to cut

their teeth on, they were

there in millions. They
had the line a-rippin' off

1/on, and a sawin' back
hither, before you could

balance yourself after

making your cast. Gran-

dad had got his seventh,

and, although I'd only

been fishin' about ten

minutes, I'd got my
fourth, when I heard

a callin'. It was
Hotchkiss beckonin'

out on the edge of the

hill, and though noth-

in' seemed to of
alarmed him, I went
in to see what he

wanted.

"'Well,' he says, pretty anxious, 'how's

she goin' ? Do you think you're goin' to get

them "?

'

'• I told him we had eleven so far.

"And that seemed just to dazzle him. It

filled his face plum full of sunshine. ' Eleven !

Holy Gripes ! So I've caught eleven in the

first hour, have I ? Well, Slimmy, I see your

finish ! Eleven in the first hour ! Oh, say

!

'

And he curls up like a kid full of green ap-

ples :
' Oh, Slimmy, I'm sorry for you ! You're

all right, but you've got your money on the

wrong horse this time ! I can see you passin'

it out already, five long, green, crinkly V's !

'

" He cackles out :
' I've

ketched another thirty-

four for ye !
'
"

" Uncle,' he says, ' see that tree over there ?

It's cool and soft and quiet and shady under
it, ain't it f Well, I'm just going to lay right

down there, and keep an eye on uj^-river and
fish till I've caught enough, see '? A nd I've

just got the right sort of bait with me for it,

too !
' (He pulls out a pocket flask, already

about a third empty.) 'Say,' he says, 'this

is it

!

' And he takes another swig. ' This is

the particular bait to fetch them in with

!

Well, now,' he says, ' I'll leave the rest to

you !

'

"• Well, another hour went by, and
we'd run it up to twenty-nine, with

no call from Hotchkiss. By noon we
had forty-two, and no Hotchkiss

showin'. By one we'd added seven-

teen more, and still nobody to call us

in ! By that time I didn't

need to be told what was
the matter. ' Now,' I

says to myself, ' I'll just

warrant that while we're

dom' his work for him
in the bri'lin' sun out

here, I'll just warrant

that that pin-head of

misery is layin' up there

in the shade alongside

his flask sleepin' like a

mud puppy, and not even

doin' his part by keepin'

a safe watcJiout !
'

" And there, what with

the opportunity to teach

him some sportin' honor,

and to thi'ow in a red-hot tem-

perance sermon, as well. Gran-
dad and me had our chance

that afternoon to give a double lesson

like no two men ever had before.

" Sport it wasn't, but duty it was ! And that

day saw the smashin' of all fishing records

on the Wistass for speed and number ! And
Grandad— well, now, I'm compelled to say

the old lad acted mighty near about it. He
not only kept the strictest kind of ti-ack of

what he caught himself ; but when his pole

smashed, he got me to fix it for him, and in

the mean time hiked 'em out with mine, and
counted them to his credit, too ! Nor the old

scamp wouldn't stop to carry his own fish

in shore neither. And he et his lunch with
one hand while he gripped to his rod with
the other.

" But we both got them in plenty, and so

it went on for hour after hour, until by

7L-
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four o'clock they begun to come in thinner.

Then I decided to go in shore and total up.

We had ninety-six altogether. And although

rapids bass don't i*un big, when I'd got them
into an oat-bag and over my shoulder, I tell

you they made a load like a dozen of gi-in'-

stone. But I worked my way up the hill with

it, and into the bush to Hotchkiss.

"Apparently he'd only that minute wak-
ened, and he was just lookin', pretty batty, at

his watch. ' I been takin' a little snooze,' he

says. And then liis eyes begun to get focussed

onto the bag. ' What's that f ' he asks, grin-

nin' silly-like.

" ' Your bass,' I says.

" ' You—you got a lot, ain't you ? " he says,

beginnin' to go green.

" ' Oh, a fair to middlin' ketch,' I says—
' Ninety-six altogether.'

"Now, just from the style of lad he was,

I'd knowed pretty well that he'd make a

kick. But, my Lord, the si^e of the holler he

sent up was somethin' wobody could a looked

for! 'He wouldn't take them; no sir, he

wouldn't, and there was no law in this God-

forsaken country that could make him!'

And, dad fetch him, he ended up by as much
as callin' me a swindler! Yes, sir, he did,

right there after I'd sweat knee-deep out in

the sun of midstream all that live-long day

for him ! And I shouldered the bag and

came the next thing to leaving him where he

stood.

" But he stopped me and offered to take

five dollars' worth, then a third of them,

then half the bag-full. But, ' No, sir ! ' I said,

'You'U take all, or you'll take none; and
mighty lucky you are to get another chance

at them at all !
' And after he figgered it out

four or five times on a piece of birch bark,

cussin' more heart-rendin' every time, he de-

cided that there was nothin' for it, and take

them bass he'd have to. So I collected, and
we lugged them up the bush-road to the

house.

" Well, just as such things happen, there

in the lane stood the wife with a letter for

me that Alf. Jolmson had just left in for me
on his way back from town. It had been

lyin' in the post office for three days, and had

been sent to let me know that that New
York crowd was comin' on a week earlier

that year ; and they expected to hit the Junc-

tion the afternoon of Thursday the twen-

tieth ! Well, that was the afternoon of Thurs-

day the twentieth ! And as I calculated it

out, as I was flingin' the harness onto the

team, theymust 'a' been sitting on their traps

on the station platform lookin' for my dem-
ocrat, for a good hour then !

"Andwhen I come pelting in, sure enough,

there they sat. And what with apologizin'

for keepin' them waitin' and the solid satis-

faction of renewin' old friendship, on the

drive back to The Forks I'd pretty well for-

got all about Hotchkiss and Sparks and that

mighty fishin' wager of theirs.

" It seemed that Hotchkiss, figgerin' that

he had a few bass too many to be convincin',

had put about half the bagful away in the

ice-house. But when Sparks had come home
with seventeen, and had got sight of only

that other half of Hotchkiss' showin', he'd

stopped in his tracks and sent up his howl
right there. And all through supper their

yappin' came in to us like from two yellow

dogs with a fence between them. For awhile

I kept silent and pretended not to hear it.

And then at last, for the life of me, I couldn't

hold in any longer, and I let that crowd into

the whole story.

" And it did seem to fill them about as full

of natural delight as anything they'd ever

heard. That old jelly-bag. Judge Morris, had
just to be laid out on the sofa in the end.

But when he got the use of himself again,

the gray-headed old sinner sat up, begun to

pull his solemnity around him like puttin'

on his gown^— I tell you it's made me mighty
dubious of the judgin' business ever since—•'

and says to young Morris: 'William, my
son, let us have no more of this ill-timed

jocundity. For, if my ears do not deceive

me, this matter is still in contention. And it

is plainly a case where the bench must do its

duty. Gentlemen,' he says, ' we wiU adjourn

for an outside session.'

" Yes, sir, he led the whole party out there

and introduced himself with as much side

and gravity, as if he'd come all the way to

The Fork just to hold assizes on that one

particular ease in disputation. And, as it

happened, it was the easier for him to intro-

duce himself, because he recognized Sparks

as the gentleman who for years had been

sellin' him collars when he was on circuit

duty in his town ; and Hotchkiss, he was ' on
hats ' in the same store. Indeed, too, though

they both seemed fairly willin' to leave their

case with him, this meetin' with the Judge
up there like that for awhile made them
pretty awed and siibdued.

"But the Judge, he didn't stand on any-

ceremony. He just let himself down onto.
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One of them old hives, settled his glasses,

cleared his throat witli a noise that would have
straightened out a French horn, and called

for the case for the plaintiff. And when
Sparks was jogged into understandin' that

that meant hiin^ he started in with a sort of

whimper to tell what a natural skin his

brother-in-law was, anyway ; how he'd once

done him out of a watch, and another time

give' him away in a private matter which
should have been kept between friends, and
had lied to him any amount of times before.

' And he's lyin' now,' he says, ' when he tries

to make out he caught them forty-seven bass

himself. ' You're lyin', Willie,' he says,

' You're lyin' , and you know mighty well

you are !

'

,

"And Hotchkiss, well, he came back at

him with all his dignity, now, I teU you.

'No, I'm not, now, Slimmy,' he says.

' And what do you want to go callin' me a

liar like this for, too, before the Judge and
all these gents, when you Icnow you can't

prove it ?
' And then he begun again, cir-

cumstantial, to tell just what holes he'd

caught them bass in, and how many in each

place, and how much bait he'd had to feed

out—when he heard some one fumble at

the peg of the gate and come hobbliu' up
the lane through the dusk.

" It was Grandad, with his face a-beamin'

like a full moon. ' Well, Mr, Hotchkiss, heh.

heh !

' he cackles out :
' I've ketched another

thirty-four for ye !

'

" I don't know exactly how they settled it

between them finally ; but— did I get the

money for that last, additional, thirty-four ?

Well, I sh'd say I did! Good Lord, if I

hadn't I might as well 'a' moved out and left

the house to Grandad for the rest of that

year ! Hotchkiss had to borrow half the coin

from Sparks. But seeiu' that he made him
guarantee him half the fish for security, and
seein', too, that Hotchkiss gave Sparks to

understand that if he didn't pay up that bet

money, when they got home, there was an-

other private matter between friends that

wasn't goin' to be kept quiet any longer,

I'd no doubt that in the end they'd come to

an amicable conclusion all right, if only they

were given time enougli. As it was, I did

what I could to reconcile them, by ice-packin'

their fish free gratis, and sittin' betweenthem
on their way out to the Junction."

The old fellow gazed long and earnestly

again at that hollow in the other bank of the

Stone Road, and slowly got his corn-cob lit

up once more. " Well, boys, there you have
it. You see what comes of playin' a game
that's underhand and dishonorable. And if

only, whenever a man tried to act shady,

there was always some one who could give

him his discourager, this'd be a mighty sight

honester world !

"

%S^ &-7\ t:£^<"\e^
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FOLLOWING WILD FOWL
IN A SHANTYBOAT

By EMIL HENDRICK

TO put it mathematically, the shanty-

boat is to the houseboat as the shanty

is to the house. One can buy a shan-

tyboat at any price, from ten dollars to one

hundred, and houseboats cost from a hun-

dred up. A houseboat may have any sort of

motive power from oars to electricity, but

the shantyboat has to get along as best it can

with the aid of the current and long, back-

breaking sweeps. Every city on the Missis-

sippi has its Shantyboat Town, and thither,

when winter sets in, turns the most hetero-

genous lot of migrants that one can well

imagine. There are professional hunters and
fishermen, trappers, bee hunters, sportsmen,

river pirates, and itinerant missionaries.

After you have bought your shantyboat

you put into it a passable cook-stove, such

cooking utensils as you can't get along with-

out, an axe, some bedding, and provisions.

Then you bring in your arms and accouter-

ments. These may be varied indefinitely;

but above all things, you want a good all-

round dog, that will retrieve ducks, chase

rabbits, and do a passable turn at quail. Then
you want a double-barreled shotgun, num-
ber twelve, or perhaps number ten. Now get

a short-handled miner's shovel, and you have
the essentials.

My first trip was the least satisfactory of

six I have made, all from St. Louis to New
Orleans, for we made the mistake of trying

to hunt too many different kinds of game.

I had been advised against that sort of thing,

and told to stick to one kind of hunting. I

have, by the way, given the same advice to

a dozen or more shantyboat novices since,

but not one of them took it the first time,

and not one failed to do so the second. It is

not much wonder, either, for the game along

the river fairly swarms, and whichever way
one looks he sees something that would make
wonderfully satisfactory sport if one had it

by itself, and whomsoever he meets has some
tempting sort of game to hunt. The result is

that the novice is pretty apt to recall his first

quail-shooting days, when the birds got up in

such numbers that he could not decide which

to shoot at till they were all out of range.

On that first trip we began with ducks and
geese. Then we went back from the river to

the highlands, on a four days' squirrel hunt-

ing expedition. It rained, and we got only

one day's shooting. We missed a great flight
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of geese, and found we would have to drop

down the river three or four days to reach

their new feeding grounds. We were just

coming up with the stragglers, when we met
a professional bee hunter. He was a gray-

bearded old veteran, with a Rip Van Winkle
air, who had lived on a shantyboat for forty

years. We went with him, and spent three

days hunting bee trees, and another day

laid up, when both my eyes were swollen

shut. Then we set out after our geese again.

We worked five days at the sweeps, and got

a good day of goose shooting, when we were
tempted on a 'coon hunting expedition. We
meant to be gone one night only; but we met
a planter who had bear dogs and a hospitable

soul. He took us into the cane-brake after

bear, and nearly killed us by the pace he set

through the jungle. He got a bear, but we
got only a fawn, which one of nay compan-
ions shot in the water, before the planter's

hounds. It hurt our consciences for the

whole trip.

Now we gave a steamer ten dollars for a

tow, and two days later came up with the

geese again. But there was another shanty-

boat just ahead, that worked out all the best

bars. We tried to find a cut-off by which to

get ahead. Finally an old negro fisherman

came along, and we hired him for a dollar to

show us through. When we were half way,

we ran aground, and worked a day to get off.

By good luck we got out ahead of the other

boat, ran half a night without any lantern,

barely missing a steamer, which seemed
determined to run us down, and pulled out

far enough ahead to take our turn at the

geese. We had only one day of goose shoot-

ing, and then a cold snap came out of the

North, with snow and hail. The geese stopped

their leisurely feeding, and made straight for

the gulf. Now we knew we would see no
more of them till the spring flight com-
menced, when, of course, no self-respecting

man will shoot.

We were now well toward the south of

Arkansas, and decided on a turkey hunt. But
we found pig tracks so numerous that we
were tempted to wander from the turkeys.

We did run across a drove of about a dozen

pigs—savage, long-legged degenerates from

one-time domestic animals. They went for

our dog—a setter, trained for all-round

work— and we had a minute or so of lively

" He lets the greese get within forty yards and then jumps up.
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shooting, in which we killed more hogs than

we knew what to do with, and lost our dog.

To cap the climax, we returned to our boat

and found that some sneaking river pirates

had stolen everything, from axe to cook stove.

Since then, my party has always decided

before starting just what sort of hunting we
should do, and have stuck to the decision.

The result has been a really successful outing

every time. Each year we have met at the

St. Louis Shantyboat Town, some time in

October. It is by all odds best to go with the

same party year after year, just as it is best

to camp out with the same set of fellows, for

you come to understand one another, and
there is not apt to be any friction. We have
gradually come to know the other shanty-

boat men. The old bee hunter and half a

dozen other bee hunters are usiially starting

from Shantyboat Town about the time we
leave. And there are always two or three

boats of trappers and 'coon hunters, succes-

sors of the old wilderness hunters who once

filled the Mississippi Valley. Then there are

the itinerant fishermen, shantyboat traders,

the David Harums of the river, and negro

thieves.

There are four in our party. Four are

enough, but fewer would hardly do for

shantyboating. After packing up, we cast

lots to determine who shall cook on the first,

second, third, and fourth days. The same
order of cook days holds after that for the

entire trip. One day in four, each of the party

must stay in the boat, keep off thieves, cut

wood, and cook. He must also look out

for provision supply. Of course there are

ducks and geese and fish, and in addition to

these he will barter with the negi'oes at plan-

tations for sweet potatoes, salt pork, and a

hundred other things which go to delight

the shantyboater, surfeited of mallard and
goose. Then we cast lots again to see who
shall keep the log-book.

This log-book is a very important feature,

for when one goes down the river year after

year the information gathered is not only

extremely valuable in telling at what points

the flight of fowl is to be expected at a given

time, but makes extremely interesting read-

ing for those whose deeds it records.

From St. Louis to Chester, Illinois, about

three days' run, one finds only indifferent

shooting of stray ducks and geese. Then
better sport commences. But the best is

reached when the shantyboat passes Cairo,

at the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi

Elvers. Two factors now enter into the shoot-

ing to make it better. From Cairo to the

Gulf of Mexico was once a long, narrow bay
of salt water, an arm of the sea. This was
away back before the days of the mastodon ;

but, as time went on, and the mastodon came
and went, the bay filled up more or less. I

say more or less, advisedly, for while there is

land on both sides of the river, filling in the

old depression, it is broken by lakes of very

considerable size, and cut in all directions

with bayous. In this swamp land the ducks

and geese tarry to feed, and from this point

to the gulf their flight is slow and easy, un-

less cold weather hurries them along. The
other fact which improves the shooting hei'e

is, that the wild fowl follow streams, and,

just as the Mississippi is bigger after it re-

ceives the Ohio's waters, so is the flight of

Mississippi wild fowl greater, because it is

here joined by that from the Ohio.

Now that we are in the real shooting re-

gion, we tie up at the first convenient sand-

bar and get ready for a day with the geese

or ducks. Since these feed in the swamps
and then return to the river, we take a skiff

and explore the bars and little sandy islands

to find where the geese tracked last. Each
man carries his gun, a set of decoys, and a

short-handled miner's shovel. When he finds

a suitable place he digs a pit, carefully

smoothes down the sand thrown from it, and
puts out his decoys. Then he makes a seat

in one side of the pit, and sits down to await

the morning flight. He sees a flock just over

the trees, a mile or two away, and when it is

near enough he begins to call, while the

geese take up the call, and make more noise

than a brass band. Now the flock is heading

right for the decoys, coming at the rate of

forty miles an hour. The hunter stoops in

his pit, ready to shoot. If the geese are com-

ing with the wind, he lets them get within

forty yards, and then jumps up. Their mo-
mentum brings them ten yards closer, and if

the man does his duty he will stop one with

each barrel. Then he puts out the two dead

geese with his decoys, propping up their

heads on sharpened sticks, and waits for the

next flock. The morning flight lasts from

nine until eleven, and the sport is fast and

furious. On a good bar as many as twenty

flocks will decoy in that time. While the

ducks will not come to the goose decoys, they

cross over within range, and the day's bag
always contains from one to a dozen of them,

also.
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At noon the hunters go to dinner, and if

they want more shooting, go out to the pits

again and await the evening flight, wiiich

begins about four o'clock and lasts until

sunset.

A good bar is good for three or four days'

shooting; when the geese no longer decoy,

the hunters untie their boat and float down
twenty or thirty miles to the next good feeding

gT'ound. Maybe they will find good shoot-

ing here, and again, after waiting all day in

ing, and the same distance at Tiptonville

Tenn. The dense forest is still standing.

The limbs and bark have rotted and dropped
ofl: years ago, leaving the bleached trunks

standing like marble columns, in water sixty

feet deep, so close together that it is difficult

to move a skiff among them. 8ome have rot-

ted off at the water level, and others are hol-

low, making good blinds. The flight of wild

fowl on Reelfoot Lake is beyond the compre-

hension of the average sportsman. There are

In the Sunken Lands.

the pits, they may discover that the flight

has moved on.

The river shooting is varied with trips to

the sunken lands, which begin near Hickman,
Ky., and extend south several hundred
miles on both sides of the Mississippi. This

territory was covered with a dense forest of

large trees before the land was submerged
by the earthquake of 1811. On the Tennes-

see side, Reelfoot Lake, eighty miles long,

was formed. Reelfoot Lake is only three

miles from the river at Upper Slough Land-

ducks, geese, cormorants, called water tur-

keys; cranes, water hens, and snipe. They
all keep up a chatter which makes the sunken
forest ring. From the tops of the trees eagles,

hawks, and owls contribute piercing screeches
to the continuous din.

The water turkeys, although not fit to eat,

are most interesting to watch. As many as

five hundred of them will form a crescent,

and then, flapping their wings on the water

with a thunderous noise, close in on a school

of small shad, of which they are fond, as
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they drive it into shallow water before gob-

bling the fish.

There are other lakes in which the bottom

is hard enough to permit wading. In Cush-

ing's Lake, two miles below Point Pleasant,

Mo., and only two miles from the river,

you can wade for miles and hunt ducks, just

as you would quail in a stubble-field. As
you walk along you are suddenly startled

by a pair of teal jumping from behind a log

not ten yards away, and when you shoot,

ducks will rise from everywhere till the air

is literally full of them, singly, and in pairs,

small flocks and large flocks, circling in every

direction; and you are sure to get two or

three good chances. It is a hard matter to

keep your bearings when hunting in such a

swamp. To get lost on land is bad enough,

but to be lost in a swamp, with the water

just going over your hip boots, makes the

cold perspiration run down your back.

When cold weather at last sends the water-

fowl gulfward, it is time to taper off a shan-

tyboating trip with a little miscellaneous

shooting. There are deer and bear in plenty

within a few miles of the river, nearly any-

where in the delta country. And if the cold

bi'ings with it a tracking snow one is prac-

tically certain of turkeys. Then, too, it is

not such bad sport to go after wild hogs by
way of a novelty.

Some of the delta planters have regular

hog hunts every fall, when they kiU enough

for a whole year's pork. Sometimes the

shantyboating sportsmen will join one of

these, and follow the hounds on foot through

the cane-brakes. Hounds bring the hogs to

bay. A savage old boar will, as likely as

not, charge dogs and men, and avoiding his

tusks is not at all a simple performance,

when one is wedged in amongst the thick

undergrowth.

The hogs are found in country which has

long been famous for black bear, so hog-

hunters often bring in bear skins. Such
bear-hunting is as far as possible removed
from the strenuous chase of the grizzly, but

it makes good sport, nevertheless. The bear

are followed by hounds— of which every

planter keeps a pack—and curs; the curs

are always an important element in a pack
of bear dogs. They will attack, dodge away,

attack again, and thus keep the animal at

bay. A thoroughbred dog would disdain to

dodge and would be killed. It is the old

case of a live coward or a dead hero. The
only excitement of the bear hunt comes from
the fact that in the brush and brake you
can shoot only when at close quarters, and
a wounded black bear at bay is not to be
despised.

But the experienced shantyboating party

will time its journey so as to be near a quit-

ting place when the wild fowl leave the river.

This is generally one of the larger cities,

Vicksburg, Baton Rouge, or New Orleans.
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THE VOYAGE OF THE AQUIDNECK
AND ITS VARIED ADVENTURES IN

SOUTH AMERICAN WATERS

By CAPTAIN JOSHUA S L O C U

M

Author of "Sailing Alone Around the World"

DRAWINGS BY M. J. BURNS

III.

AS SOON as the trouble was over and
all settled, I posted on for Montevideo

by steamer; and when I got there

the bark had arrived only

a few days before. I

found her already

stripped to a

gantline, how-
ever, prepara-

tory to a long /'
*

stay in port.

I had given
Victor strict or-

ders to interfere

in no way with

the Spaniard,

but to let him
have full
charge in
everything.
I could have
trusted the lad ^

with full com-
mand; but
there was a

strange crew of

foreigners
which might,

as often hap-

pens, require

m a t u r e r

judgment to

manage than to

sail the vessel.

As it proved, how-
ever, even the cook

was a better man than

the one I had shiftped for

sailing-master.

Victor met me with a long face,

and the sailors wore a quizzical look as I

came over the vessel's side. One of them
in particular, whom I shall always remem-

ber gave me a good-

humored greet-

ing, along with

a shake of the

head that told

volumes: next
day he was
aloft, crossing

yards, cheer-

fully enough. I

found my Bra-

zilian crew ex-

cellent sailors,

and things on
board the
A quidneck be-

gan immedi-
ately to assume

a brighter ap-

pearance, aloft

and alow.

Cargo was
soon dis-
charged, other

cargo taken

in, and the
bark made
ready for sea.

My crew, I

say, was a

good one;
but, poor fel-

lows, they
were doomed
to trials

—

the worst
within hu-

. . , , man experi-
' Then a scared native in a boat rowed

by—wild animals came aboard. '

'

ence, many
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of them giving' up to grim death before the

voyage was ended. One bit of bad luck too

often follows another. This rule brought us

in contact with a small official at Montevideo,

knowing, perhaps, hardly enough even for

consul. This official, managing to get word
to my crew that a change of master dis-

solved their contract, induced them to come
on shore and claim pay for the whole voyage
and passage home on a steamer besides, the

same as though the bark had been sold.

This stupid interference was the direct

cause of the sufferings and deaths among
the crew which followed.

I was able to show the consul and his

clerk that sailors are always engaged for the

ship, and never for the master, and that a

change of master did not in any way affect

their contract. However, I paid the crew off,

and then left it to their option to reship or not,

for they were all right ; they had been misled

and badly advised, that was all. I knew
they wanted to. get home, and it was there

that the bark was going direct. It was no
cause for a revolution, but our consul, a

young man from Carolina—North or South,

I have forgotten which—was eager to dis-

tinguish himself in the service. "• Tar-heels "

didn't remain long at this post. He found

he could do better gathering pitch and rosin,

and he went back soon after this briUiant

piece of diplomacy to his former occupation.

All hands signed the articles again, except

one, a long-haired Andalusian, whom I

would not have longer at any price. The
wages remained the same as before, and all

returned to their duty cheerfully and con-

tented— but, pending the consul's decision

(which, by the way, I decided for him), they

had slept in an infeqted house, where they

contracted small-pox of the worst type.

We were now homeward bound. All the

"runaway rum" that could be held out by
the most subtle crimps of Montevideo could

not induce these sober Brazilian sailors to

desert their ship.

"Crimps" are land-sharks who get the

sailors drunk when they can, and then rob

them of their advance money. The sailors

are all paid in advance: sometimes they re-

ceive in this way most of their wages for

the voyage, which they make after the

money is spent or wasted or stolen.

We all know what working for a dead

horse means— sailors know too well its

significance.

As sailing day di-ew near, a haK-day lib-

erty to each watch was asked for by the

men, who wanted to make purchases for

their friends and relatives at Paranagua.
Permission to go on shore was readily

granted, and I was rewarded by seeing

every one return to his ship at the proper
time, and every one sober. On the follow-

ing day every man was at his post, and all

sang "Cheerily ho!" and were happy as we
got under way; all except one, who com-
plained of slight chills and fever, but said

that he had been subject to this, and that

with a dose of quinine he would be all right

again.

It appeared a small matter. Two days
later, though, his chills turned to something
which I knew less about. The next day
three men went down with rigor in the

spine, and at the base of the brain. I knew
by this that small-pox was among us

!

I bore up at once for Maldonado. We
arrived there before a gathering storm that

blew wet and cold from the east. Our signals

of distress, asking for immediate medical

aid were set, and flew many, many hours

before any one came to us; then a scared

native in a boat rowed by—wild animals,

they appeared to be—came aboard, and
said: "Yes, your men have got small-pox."

"Vachega," he called it. "Vechega!" he

bellowed to his mates alongside, and, turn-

ing to me, he said: "You must leave the

port at once." Then jumping into his boat

he hurried away, along with his scared com-
panions.

The signals that we used were made by
universal code symbols. For example, two
flags hoisted, representing "P" "D," signified

" want immediate medical assistance." And
so on, by hoists of two, three, or four flags,

representing the consonants, our wants and
wishes could be made known.
Our commercial code of signals is so in-

vented and arranged that, no matter what
tongues may meet, by these signs com-
munication may be carried on with great

facility. The whole system is so beautifully

simple that a child of ordinary intelligence

can understand it.

To leave a port in our condition was hard

lines; but my perishing crew could get no

succor at Maldonado, so we could do nothing

but leave. We were short-handed, but des-

peration lending a hand, the anchor was
weighed and sufficient sail set on the bark

to clear the inhospitable port. The wind
blowing fair out of the harbor carried us
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away from the port toward Flores Island,

for which we now headed in dire distress.

A gale, long to be i-emembered, sprang tip

suddenly, stripping off our sails like autumn
leaves before the bark was three leagues

from the place. We hadn't strength to clew

up ; so her sails were blown away, and she

went flying before the tempest under bare

poles. A snow-white sea bird came for shel-

ter from the storm, and poised on the deck

to rest. The incident filled my sailors with

awe; to them it was a portentious omen,

and in distress they dragged themselves to-

gether and, prostrate before the bird, prayed

the Holy Virgin to ask God to keep them
from harm. The rain beat on us in torrents,

as the bark tossed and reeled ahead, and day

turned black as night. The gale was from
east southeast, and our course lay west

northwest, or nearly before it. I stood at

the wheel with my shore clothes on, I re-

member, for I hadn't yet had time to change

them for waterproofs; this of itself was a

small matter", but it reminds me now that I

was busy with other concerns. While I

myself took in hand the steering of the bark

in the storm I gave directions to Victor and
the carpenter how to mix disinfectants for

themselves, and medicines for the sick men,

the medicine chest being fairly well sup-

plied.

Flores, when seen, was but a few ships'

lengths away. Flashes of lightning revealed

the low cliffs, amazingly near, and, as the

bark swept by with great speed, the roar of

the breakers on the shore, heard above the

din of the storm, told us of a danger there.

Then our bark, answering her port helm,

came to under the lee of the island like a

true, obedient thing.

We let go both anchors and paid all the

chain out on both, to the bitter end, for we
were once more in a hurricane. The bark

walked away with her anchors for all that

we could do, till, hooking a marine cable,

one was carried away; but the other brought

her head to the wind, and held her there

trembling in the storm.

Anxious fear lest the second cable should

break was on our minds through the night;

but a greater danger was within the ship

that filled us all with alarm.

Two barks not far from us that night,

with pilots on board, were lost in trying to

come through where the Aquidneck, with

but three hands on deck, came in. Their

crews, with great difficulty, were res.cued

and then carried to Montevideo. When all

had been done that we three could do, a

light was put in the rigging, but flickered in

the gale and went out. Then, wet and lame
and weary, we fell down in our drenched

clothes to listen to the groans of our dying
fehipmates.

When daylight came, our signals went up
telling the sad condition of the crew, and
begging for medical assistance. Toward
night the gale went down; but, as no boat

came off, a gloom darker than midnight

settled over the crew of the pest-ridden

bark, and in dismay they again prayed to

be spared to meet the loved ones awaiting

them at home.
Our repeated signals, next day, brought

the reply, "Stand in." Carrambal Why,
we could hardly stand at all; much less

could we get the bark underway, and beat

in against wind and current. No one knew
this better than they on the island, for my
signals had told the whole story.

Late in the day, however, a barge came
out to us, ill-manned and ill-managed by as

scared a set of duffers as ever capsized a

boat, or trembled at a shadow ! The coxswain

had more to say than the doctor, and the

Yahoo in the bow said more than both ; and
they all took a stiff pull from a bottle

of cachazza.* The doctor having had the

start, I should say, of at least one or two pulls

before leaving the shore, appeared braver

than the rest of the crew.

The doctor having taken, I say, an extra

horn or two, with Dutch courage came on
board, and brought with him a pound of

sulphur, a pint of carbolic acid, and some
barley—enough to feed a robin a few times

—for all of which we were thankful indeed,

our disinfectants being by this time nearly

exhausted; then, glancing at the prostrate

men, he hurried away, as the other had done
at Maldonado. I asked what I should do
with the dead through the night— bury
them where we lay"? "Oh, no, no!" cried

the Yahoo in the bow ; but the doctor pointed

significantly to the water alongside ! I knew
what he meant!

That night we buried Jose, the sailor

whose honest smile had welcomed me to my
bark at Montevideo. I had stones brought

on deck, before dark, ostensibly to ballast

the boat. I knew they would soon be wanted

!

About midnight the cook called me in sore

* This cachazza is said to be death to microbes, or even
to larger worms ; it will kill anything except a Yahoo^
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distress, saying that Jose was dying without

confession.

And so Jose was buried that night in the

great River Platte ! I hstened to the solemn

splash that told of one life ended, and its

work done; but gloomy and sad and mel-

ancholy as the case was, I had to smile when
the cook, not having secured the ballast

well, threw it over after his friend, exclaim-

ing, " Good-bye, Jose, good-bye !
" I added,

" Grood-bye, good shipmate, good-bye ! Rest

you well !

"

Next day, the only signal from the shore

in answer to my repeated call for help was
the same as the day before, " Stand in."

By this time my men were demoralized

and panic-stricken, and the poor fellows

begged me, if the doctor would not come and
cure them, to get a priest to confess them all.

I saw a padre pacing the beach, and set

flags asking him to come on board. No notice

was taken of the signal, and we were now
left entirely to oui'selves.

After burying one more of the crew, we
decided to remain no longer at this terrible

place. An English telegraph tender passing,

outward-bound, caught up our signals, and
kindly reported to her consul at Maldonado,

who wired it to Montevideo.

The gale having gone down, and the wind,

now moderate, blowing away from the shore

— as may it always blow when friend of mine
nears that coast— we determined to weigh
anchor without further loss of time, feelmg

assured that, by the telegraph reports, some
one would be on the lookout for us, and
that the Aquidneck would be towed into port,

if the worst should happen— if the rest of

her crew went down. Tln-ee of us weighed
one anchor, with its ninety fathoms of chain;

the chain of the other had parted on the

windlass in the gale. The bark's prow was
again turned to Montevideo, the place we
had so recently sailed from, full of hope and
pleasant anticipation ; and here were we
now, dejected, and filled with misery, some
of our number already gone on that voyage
which somehow seems so far away.

Arriving at Montevideo, we found better

treatment. They did take my remaining sick

men out of the vessel, after two days' delay,

my agent procuring a tug that towed them
in the ship's boat three hundred fathoms

astern. They were taken back to Flores

Island, where, days and days before, they

had been refused admittance ! An order ac-

companied them now from the governor of

Montevideo. And so it was that they were
at last taken in. Two of the cases were, by
this time, in the favorable change. But the

poor old cook, who stood faithfully by me,

and would not desert his old shipmates, fol-

lowing them to the Island, to care for them
to the last, took the dreadful disease. He
died, and was buried, not far from where he

himself had buried his friend Jose, a short

time before. The bark was in sight from the

hospital window when his phantom ship car-

ried him over the bar! His widow, at Para-

nagua, on learning the fate of her husband,

died of grief.

The work of disinfecting the vessel at

Montevideo, after the removal of the sick,

was a source of speculation most elaborately

carried on. Demijohns of carbolic acid i^ut

on board by the dozen, at $3 per demijohn,

all diluted ready for use, came from shore in

a lighter; and a guardo was put on board to

use it up, which he did religiously, over his

own precioiis self, m my after-cabin, as far

from the end of the ship where the danger

was as he could get. Some one else disin-

fected el proa, not he ! Abundant as the stuff

was, I had to look sharp for enough to wash
out forward, while aft it was knee-deep at

$3 a jar. The harpy that alighted on deck

at Maldonado, and did nothing at all except

to run away in feai-, sent in his bill for $100
— I paid him $80.

It was a hard task to gather up the trink-

ets and other purchases which the crew had
made, thoughtful of their wives and children

at home. All had to be burned, or washed
with carbolic acid, which just as completely

spoiled them. A hat for a little boy here, a

pair of boots for his mamma there, and many
things for the family, all had to be destroyed.

After all this trouble was over and a new
crew shipped, the Aquidneck''s prow was again

turned seaward. Passing out by Flores, we
sailed by a coast guard searching for a sup-

posed sunken bark, which had appeared be-

tween squalls in the late gale, with signals

of distress set, I was satisfied, from the ac-

count, that it was our bark they had seen in

the gale, and the supposed flags our tattered

sails streaming out in the storm. But I did

not discourage the search, as it could do no

harm. I thought that they might flnd some-

thing else worth knowing about, for it was a

bright, fine day.

Breathing once more the fresh air of tho

sea, we set sail for Paranagua, passing light

after light on the coast, to leave them flick-
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evmg on the horizon and out of sight. One
day, however, coming to an island, one tliat

was inhabited only by birds, the bark stood

•still and motionless; a spell hung over her,

her sails hung limp to the mast; it was im-

possible to go on. I recognized the place as

one that 1 knew well ; I had stood with a friend

on this vessel's deck looking at the same
island, some years before. It was the last land

my friend ever saw. I would fain have
sailed around it now, but a puff of wind com-
ing at last sent the bark on her course some
leagues beyond. At sunset this wind went
down, and with the current she drifted back
so that by the next day we were farther off on
the other side. However, fair wind coming
again, she passed up inside, njaking the cir-

cuit of the island at last, and then, but not

so easily, the enchanting sentiment was dis-

missed, and we sailed on.

More or less favorable winds thenceforth

filled the sails of our bark, till at last she ar-

rived at Antonina, where my wife and Gar-

field had remained during the voyage twelve

miles up the bay from Paranagua. Soon after

our arrival all the children of the town came
out to welcome us home with improvised

music, such as children of any country town
could make, the bos'n heading the band with

a brand new ninety cent organ, the most
envied fellow of the whole crowd. Sorrows

of the past took flight now, or were locked

in the closet home,

A truly hard voyage for us all was that to

Montevideo! The survivors reached home
after a while, with featiu-es marked and dis-

figured so much that some of them I did not

know when we met.

Gretting over all this sad business as best

we could, we entered on the next venture,

which was to purchase and load a cargo of

the famous Brazilian wood. The Aquidneck

shifted accordingly to an arm of the bay,

where she moored under the lee of a virgin

forest, twenty minutes' canoe ride from the

village of Guarakesava, where she soon be-

gan to load.

The timber of this country, generally very

heavy, is nevertheless hauled by hand to the

water, where, lashed to canoes, it is floated

to the ship.

These canoes, formed sometimes from

mammoth trees, skilfully shaped, are at once

the carriages and carioles of the family to

the city, or of the rice to the mill. Roads are

hardly known where the canoe is available;

men, women, and children are consequently-

skilled in the art of canoeing, almost to per-

fection, There are no carriages; even a sad-

dle-horse about the water-front is a rare

animal.

The family canoe of this country has the

capacity, often, of several tons, is hand-

somely decorated with carvings, and is

painted in gaudy colors. The cost of a craft

of this sort is from $250 down, from the grand

turnout to the one-man craft, which may be

purchased for five milreis ($'2.50).

From the greatest to the smallest they are

handled with almost an affectionate care,

and are made to last many years.

One thing else, which even the poorest

Brazilian thinks much of, is his affectionate

wife, who, literally and figuratively, is often

in the same boat with her husband, pulling

against the stream, or with it, ''Qitien sabe!''^

Family ties are not less among the poor

than among the rich in Brazil ; the sweet

flower of friendship thrives equally ainong

them all. The system of land and sea breezes

prevails on the coast from Cape Frio to St.

Catherine Islands with great regularity most

of the year: the sail is, therefore, used to

good advantage by the almost amphibious

inhabitants along the coast, who love the

water, and take to it like ducks and natural-

born sailors. Their canoes dart nimbly over

the smooth surface of the bays and rivers,

and, curling the water with a fine, shapely

prow, present a picture of unrivaled skill

and grace. When the wind is light, or when
it is calm, they propel them with a long pole,

if within the depth of a pole. If in deeper

water, they use the paddle. The occupants,

standing, force them along with great speed.

The larger canoes, when the wind does not

serve, are pulled by banks of oars, which are

fastened to stout pegs in the gunwale with

gromets that fit loosely over the oars so as to

allow them free play in the oarsman's hand.

I find the following entry in my diary near

the close of transactions at Guarakasava

:

December 20tU. I find that while taking in some

long poles to-day the negro taUjonan persisted

in counting twice the same pole. When the first

end entered the port it was " uno" (onej ; when
the last end disappeared into the ship he would

sing out, "does" (two). Was this a perversion

of principles, or was it a want of intelligence ? I

had no serious difficulty over the matter, but left

Guarakasava with that hurt feeling which comes

of being over-persuaded that one and one make
four.

We spent Christmas of 1887 at Guarak-

asava. The bark was loaded. Proceeding
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across the bay soon after, she was caught

foul by wind and current near a dangerous

sand bar, and the anchor was let go to club

her. In the treacherous sands it wouldn't

hold. She dragged ashore, where the strong

swell raked her fore and aft. For three days

the waves dashed over her groaning hull,

till at last her backwas broken. After twenty-

five years of good service the A quidneck here

ended her days!

I myself was at the end where my best

skill and energy could not avail. My ship

was stranded and broken! I was stranded

myself ! What was to be done ? What could

be done ? We had indeed the appearance of

shipwrecked people on a foreign shore.

But what we did turned our misfortunes

in the end to a joy. When the sea calmed
down, I sold the wreck, which floated off at

the end of the storm. And after paying the

crew their wages out of the proceeds, a small

sum was left for myself and family.

It was then that I began to look about for

the future, and means of escape from exile.

The crew (foreign) found shipping for Mon-
tevideo, where they had joined the Aquidneck

in lieu of the stricken Brazilian sailors. This

would have been the wrong direction, how-
ever, for my family and self; to go farther

from home would have been the least of our

thoughts; and there were no vessels for

the North coming our way.

When all had been saved from the wreck
that was worth saving, we found ourselves

still in possession of some goods soon to be-

come of great value to us, especially the

compass and charts. Though much damaged,
these still suggested a practical usefulness:

and the chronometer being found intact, my
course was no longer undecided. My wife

and sons agreed with me to make a voyage
home in a canoe, one that we would build

there and then.

And so I turned to the work of construct-

ing a craft which would be best adapted to

all weathers and all circumstances.

{To he continued.)

ANYBODY'S GAME
SQUASH, AND HOW TO PLAY IT

By EUSTACE MILES
World's Amateur Racquet and Court Tennis Champion

" 1~A0 MISS one or two now and then,"

I W gasps out the beginner, as he runs

from side to side, returning ball

after ball, fair and high, onto the front wall

of the little wooden squash court, while the

professional quietly stands near the middle

of the court, and, like a central terminus,

sends out his trains in several directions, just

wherever he wiU. The amateur, who is tak-

ing his first lesson, has to visit now this local

station and now that, in order to see that

these trains are sent back safely. For the

life of him he cannot keep thera from re-

turning to the terminus. Truly, as all roads

lead to Rome, so all balls return of them-

selves, with an irresistible attraction, to the

skilled player. And yet that amateur is en-

joying himself, not merely because he does

manage to return most of the balls some-

how, but also because, after his sedentary day

of brain work, he is at last moving, hitting,

and—Lord Avebury never even mentions

this among " The Pleasures of Life"— sim-

ply dripping.

It is half after six when many club men,

tired after business, are reading papers, play-

ing cards, talking, smoking, drinking. These

are poor recreations for cramped limbs and

organs ; but it is too dark for outdoor games,

and neither walking nor gymnastics soimd

attractive. And yet there is need of exercise

for other parts besides the fingers and the

brain. What nature no longer compels, arti-

ficial interest will incite us to do. We must

be made to move. And the interest will be

competition.
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The game of squash, fortunately, does not

require very correct eyesight, and so it can

be played by electric light. It does not re-

quire much time ; it is short, sharp, excit-

ing. There is no waiting in it. In racquets

there may be lots of Avaiting, if a man serves

too well.

America is better off than England. In

England there is, I believe, only one squash

court for evening play, the court at Lord's

Cricket Ground. The English game also is

different, and does not appeal so sensibly to

the beginner. It is played with a small

racquet, and a small ball that will only just

not go into the human eye. Elsewhere I have

described it as "baby racquets," though it

is less expensive than an average baby. Half

an hour of it— I mean of squash—-is quite

enough at one time. That leaves one out of

breath, perspiring, hungry, thirsty, and con-

tented. It has trained most English racquet

players and many cricketers.

Squash differs, and always will differ, from
the greater games such as football, in that it

is not taken au grand serieitx. In America
especially, where the large (lawn tennis) ball

is easier to keep going, and where the rallies

are Iqnger—perhaps too long—the game
can never rank with racquets, court tennis,

or lawn tennis. But for the beginners the

very ease of it, the very length of the rallies,

is an encouragement to stick to it. As at

golf, so here, even the first game is enjoy-

able ; it is a game with lots to do. The
duffer does not know what a duffer he is.

Let us leave the club-room and come and
see a game from the gallery, let us say, of

the Merion Club courts, any time from
five to ten p. m. The small court below

us is lighted up for the evening ; the black-

ened balls show well against the light wood
(though elsewhere white balls are used, and
the walls are of reddened wood). The game
we are going to watch is a single ; ladies and
boys can play the game, but the stronger

player should always give a handicap, or else

play left-handed. A good change is fives— I

mean hand-fives, if one only has ten minutes

or so to spa-re. It is as severe as boxing.

The rules are simplicity itself. Facing us

is the front wall, with a higher and a lower

line across it. The court itself has four

walls. The ball is hit against the front wall

;

whether it hits the side wall or back wall or

not makes no difference to the scoring of

points. The ball must be hit above the higher
line when one serves; then, for the rest of the

rally, above the lower line, and before it has

bounced twice, as in lawn tennis. A ball

sent too high, or into the gallery (where we
are sitting), counts against the striker. If the

server wins a rally, then he scores a point ; if

the server loses a rally, then his opponent

becomes server; and if the opponent as server

wins a rally, then he scores a point. The game
is for fifteen points. Such is an outline of

the easiest set of rules.

Notice now the contrast between these two
players, whom we will call B (for the better

player) andW (for the worse). W is playing

a safety game ; all he cares about is to get

the ball up above the lower line on the front

wall, somehow. B, who is givingW a handi-

cap of five points, risks a lot in order to hit

the ball only just above that line and out of

Ws reach, as a lawn tennis player will

"pass" his opponent across the court or

down the side lines. But he finds it very

hard to " kill " the ball. There comes an
easy ball, " a rotten stroke," deserving to be
killed, as it would easily and surely be at

racquets. But even the bestplayer can seldom

kill it. That is a weakness in the American
game.

We have come just in time to see the end

of the game. The score is 10-12, B being 10.

The rallies are long, because the back walls

and side walls, as it were, throw the ball

back into the court after it has passed the

player ; in lawn tennis such balls would be

missed for good; but here one has a second

chance. It is these various angles that give

so great a charm to squash, as to billiards.

They, together with the shortness of the

court, bring the ball back very quickly

—

even more quickly, it seems, than when there

is a sharp rally at the net in a lawn tennis

double.

B has now determined to force the game.

He sees that W is slow on his feet. So he

does not wait for the bounce of the ball, but

hits it full, volleying or half-volleying. He
catches W "stugged" on his heels, unable to

move out of the way of the ball. He wins a

point. The score is thus 11-12. Again he

forces the pace, driving W now up to the

front-wall and now back again, till in sheer

weakness the latter drops a stroke below

the line. Score, 12— all. Again he gets W
on the move, hitting first to the right side,

then to the left, then around all the walls,

till W is nearly giddy; he has no time to

play "safety." Score 13-12. Now B steadies

down to win, and plays "correctly" once
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more. Notice this ball coming full onto the

back wall just below us. See how B shapes

for it. He faces, not towards the front wall,

but towards us. He keeps his eye on the

ball. His feet move with little steps. He has

got into a good position for making a back-

hand stroke ; he is now facing the side wall

to our left. W is forced into the right-hand

corner, just below us. B has the whole of

the left side of the court to liimself. Neatly

he lifts his racket, swings with his whole

body from the hips, almost like a golfer,

carries throu^gh his stroke, and the ball goes

just above the lower line, close to the left

side wall, where W cannot possibly reach it.

That accurate placing was possible because

B had started early and got his feet into the

right " stance " before the ball came. This

is part of the A B C of play ; it is this khad of

thing, this together with the proper use of

the body and the proj^er timing of the ball,

that distinguishes B from W. Without this,

squash would not be a game of skill.

The score is now 14 (or " gameball") -12;

B leads. He serves, then in a moment is

alert, ready to shift his weight in any direc-

tion. It is in this instantaneous weight-

shifting that no player has ever siirpassed

George Standing. W, on the other hand (or,

to be more accurate, on both heels) stops

stiU like a golfer after his stroke. B returns

the ball sharply, and W is caught off his

poise. The ball is at him before he is ready.

He is beaten; the game is over ; he leaves B
in the coui-t to have a little ^ knock-up " by
himself before the next pair are ready. For
one can have a knock-up by oneself ; and
excellent exercise and practice it is, not

merely for squash, but also for court tennis

and for racquets. Then off goes B also, to

have his bath and his well-earned dinner.

He has won his game, not because he was
naturally a better player, but because he

showed accuracy and patience, yet alertness

and judgment, together with endurance.

Such are the qualities which squash can call

out.

But even without them the game is worth
playing. It is far below the best games, yet

far above them in this, that two very uneven
players can meet and have good long ral-

lies, even if the stronger player should win
every single point! The expense of play is

trifling, and, indeed, if any old ball and
racket and room be used, there is scarcely

any expense at alL Every private house

and every hotel should have its courts. The

first hotels that eater thus for the athletic

public will soon make their fortune. Here
is a chance for another American trust in

England ! I would support any trust, En-
glish or American, that had this end in view.

And there is money in it— plenty of honest

money. The trust might even lay claim to

being philanthropic, since it would benefit

the health and physique of the people.

But the player wants to know how he

may improve his play. Here are a few
hints which the writer found useful when he

was learning the game.
First of all, though it sounds fanciful, you

must get the positions and movements of the

feet right. In the alert position you face for-

ward. If the ball comes to your right (fore-

hand), then immediately step back -on the

right foot, bringing it behind the left. This

brings you to the sideways facing position

so essential to a good swing in squash as in

golf. If the ball comes to your left (back-

hand), then immediately step forward with

the right foot, bringing it iu front of the

left. These are the two positions which give

the best strokes: so form one of them at

once, and move about the court in one of

them, directly you see to which side the ball

is coming. Having made the stroke, return

at once to the alert forward-facing position

on the balls of the feet. The steps are worth
practicing frequently outside the court.

They are the very foundations of good play.

I must have repeated them hundreds of

thousands of times in various bedrooms.

Next make sure of the full swing; this

also can be learned in a bedroom with the

handle of a broken racket. The right wrist

should come up and back, and so should the

right shoulder ; the weight is at first on the

right (back) foot. Now, swing down with a

sweep (not so full as in the golf drive), and
carry the racket through, letting the weight

pass onto the left (forward) foot. This is the

forehand swing. The backhand is similar.

The body is now facing the left side wall.

The right wrist goes up and back with the

left shoulder, then comes forward, while the

weight passes onto the right (forward) foot.

Get the feet right in good time and the

swing strong. Then pay attention to these

rules—keep your eye on your opponent till

he has made his strike; then keep your eye

on the ball, with all a golfer's concentration.

Meanwhile, be alert on your toes, or, as Bob
Moore says, while he is giving a lesson,

"keep moving, sir, ^/ you please-"



EMERGENCIES OF THE ROAD

HOW THE AUTOMOBILIST SHOULD MEET THEM

By J. DUNBAR WRIGHT

DRAWINGS BY HARRY S. WATSON.

NO AUTOMOBILIST has any right to

go at a rate which could possibly

be called fast until, by experience.

he has learned the emergencies one meets

in fast driving, and has such perfect con-

trol of himself that, automatically, he does

exactly the right thing in the right place.

Let him go slow until he has the emer-

gencies of the road classified, and has for

each a remedy. Then, if he is one of the

men who can acquire an extreme alertness.

both mental and physical; if he can keep

his head cool and his nerve good, he may
safely trust himself to try higher speed.

I never saw a better example of the sort

of alertness and self-control 1 mean than

when riding one day in the outskirts of

Paris, with Fournier. I sat in the driver's

seat, and we were running along at high

speed, not knowing we were in the city

limits. Quick as a flash, Fournier said,

" There's a policeman," and before I knew

Do Not Cut a Corner Until You Can See Your Way Clear.
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what had happened he had jumped over me,

in spite of the fact that the machine was
running thirty miles an hour, had shoved

me into his place, taken my own, turned

around, and was running away.

To acquire such self-control the driver

should have his mind concentrated into a

thought something like this: "What will I

do if a lot of chickens or a crowd of chil-

dren or a herd of cows appears before me,

or if I meet some one rounding a corner, or

if my machine starts to skid ? " and to each

of these he should have an answer so thor-

oughly impressed iipon his consciousness

that he will act upon it instantly.

The classification of the more common
emergencies comes to every one through

experience. To the outsider or the beginner

many of them will look like very laughable

and unimportant things. For instance, to

warn the new automobilist against pigeons

and chickens is very apt to excite his ris-

ability; but they are really dangerous ob-

structions, nevertheless. This does not lie in

the fact that either one is big enough to

wreck an automobile. A machine of even

light weight, striking a pigeon in the road,

would not feel it ; but chickens and pigeons

both have a way of waiting until the ma-
chine gets close at hand, and then flying

straight up. If the automobile is going

faster than they expect, just as likely as not,

the driver's face will collide with the rising

bird. This may temporarily blind him, or,

much more likely, rattle him, so that his

machine swerves to one side, and something

disagreeable might happen.

For chickens and dogs it is best to slow

down, if possible. One reason for this is the

ethical one that you have no right whatever

to destroy other people's property. Chickens

and dogs mean a great deal to farmers who
own them, and they have fully as good a

right upon the road as you have going at a

high rate of speed. Until you have learned

to respect property and the feehngs of other

persons, you have no business running an
automobile at all. If you can't slow down,
and the chicken rises and comes for your
face, duek your head a little, and throw up
one arm, somewhat as a boxer does in guard-

ing a lead, at the same time watching the

road as he watches his opponent. I have

struck pigeons in this manner. Chickens

are apt to fly lower.

Never attempt to dodge a dog. You are

as apt to kill it when dodging as any other

way, and you run chances of running into a

tree or ditch, and possibly turning yom- ma-

chine over. If you can slow down, do so.

If you can't, let the dog get out of the way
or go over him, unless he is a large one;

then the danger increases according to the

size of the dog. I remember talking to

Charron, after the finish of the race from

Paris to Lyons—a distance of 355 miles.

He said he ran over a big dog, which threw

his car off the road, into the ditch, between

two trees; but he was going so fast that he

could not stop his machine before it was out

on the road again. Then, finding he had
escaped without very serious damage, he

continued for fifty miles,when he was obliged

to stop, clean out what was left of the dog,

and repair the pump. Notwithstanding this,

he finished at an average speed of sixty-one

kilometers an hour. Always, in going over

animals of that size, have a firm grip on the

wheel, and avoid any possibility of getting

out of the centre of the road.

Never dodge cows. They are stupid, and
will move about in ways least expected. In

case of cows, slow down always. In fact, it is

impossible to dodge them. You had better

stop short and see what they are going to do

about it. I had this impressed upon my mind
this year, while competing in the tourist's

section of the Paris-Vienna race. It was in

the Austrian Tyrol, and happened to a big

Panhard car driven by a Frenchman. He
was a mile ahead of me, and was, at the time

of the accident, going down a rather steep

but not dangerous gi-ade. All of a sudden,

as he was turning a corner, some cows loomed

up in the road. As nearly as I could find

out, he did not stop, but attempted to do a

little dodging, which resulted in turning too

much to the right, and not putting on the

brakes soon enough ; as a consequence, the

car broke directly through the fence and

went down the mountain. The front axle

stuck in the gi-ound with such force, that

the enclosed tonneau left the frame with its

occupants, and shot some ten feet beyond
the place the car was wrecked. The most re-

markable part of it is, no one was killed.

Next to emergencies gi-owing out of ob-

structions of this character, come those which

arise in turning corners and climbing or

descending hills. The worst corners that

one has to turn are on angling roads, espe-

cially mountain roads, where the turns are

numerous and short, with a hill on one side

and a precipice on the other. There is a
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great fascination in running' fast at turns,

and if they are of the right sort, there is not

much danger; but it takes practice to go

around a corner properly, and I have driven

with men who are all right on straiglit-a-

ways, but at corners they gave me wonderful

heart action. Of course, it is dangerous to

go around a corner fast

until you can see your
way clear; but it is

done every day, and

wonderful it is there
are not many more ac-

cidents from collisions.

A good principle to al-

ways bear in mind is,

never cut the corner off

unless you can see the

road clear, for when
you do cut the corner,

you are on the wrong
side of the road, accord-

ing to the law, but not

according to the man-
ner of correct driving.

For instance, if you are

on the right-hand side

and come to a turn,

keep to the right until

you see the road clear,

and then cut to the left.

Doing this, you can

keep your speedup and
strain your car much
less than taking the full

curve to the right. If =

you cut the corner before you can see

a clear way, and somebody is doing

the same thing from the other direc-

tion,you will not have time to arrange

any little matters before the funeral.

Of course, always blow your horn

loud and often.

Many old-timers never do this, but

it's a good habit, and may obviate a

serious accident. I very narrowly es-

caped an accident this last summer
at Aix les Bains. It was on the road

which runs along the lake and has

many very quick and dangerous turns. I

was to the right, which was the land side,

and was going about twenty miles an hour,

possibly a little slower at the turns, at no
time cutting corners; I was blowing my
horn. The lady that sat by my side asked

me what I did that for, saying that her

husband never took such precaution. Just

at this moment her husband's big motor
came tearing around the corner. Fortunately

the driver heard my horn, and I could see his

machine swerve, although I did not know
for a moment whether or not he was going

to get far enough over to let me go by.

There was nothing for me to do but to keep
to the right and trust

to luck. We passed

each other by about an
inch, and I think in fu-

ture he will blow his

horn.

In passing a machine
upon the road at high

speed, there is also dan-

ger. This comes from
the fact that the fore-

most machine is likely

to make a cloud of dust

so you can not see the

car, and do not know
how far it is off, except

from the way the dust

rises.
When you
notice it is

"^
close to the

\\ ground
and you
feel it beat-

ing against

your face,

you know
it is time
to get

ready to pass. Always
slow down if you can, but

if you can't, as in a race,

blow your horn, turn as

far as possible to the left,

and trust to your luck;

but don't lose your nei"ve,

if you are temporarily

blinded in a dust cloud.

After you pass the car,

be sure you are well

ahead before going to the

centre of the road again

:

in other words, get to the centre gradually.

I have seen men turn to the right quickly

after passing a car, evidently forgetting the

speed of the car which they are going by.

If the back wheel of your machine should

strike the front one of the ear you are pass-

ing, it would certainly complicate matters.

Another great element of danger, here, is

If the chicken comes straight at

your face, throw up your arm, at

the same time watching the road."
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that you may meet another machine coming

into the cloud from the opposite direction.

This is one particular reason why you should

keep your horn going continually.

Talking about the sounding of horns, don't

do it in cities. It is very well on the country

road, at turns, when passmg another ma-
chine, and in a great many other cases; but

in the city it is too confusing. If a woman,
crossing the street, suddenly hears an auto-

mobile horn, it frightens her, and she is

likely to act very much like a cow or sheep.

First she stops and then jumps; and she is

just as likely to jump into the path of the

machine as not. The only way to meet emer-

gencies in the city is not to allow them to

arise. In other words, go slow; always go
slow on city streets. I have driven in Paris

with Renault, Fournier, Charron, and many
others, and cannot recall a single instance

when they have blown a horn. Wlien I see

automobilists going through cities blowing a

horn, I know they are beginners.

Perhaps the most trying emergencies are

on mountain roads. A man whose nerve is

good on the level, is still likely to lose his

head completely if the automobile gets away
from him and goes coasting down hUl. I

doubt if there is a more awful sensation in

the world than to feel that your machine has

gotten away from you on a hill. It is like the

old nightmare, in which one falls and falls

and falls from the top of the building. It

may happen in either going up hill or down.
Defective brakes are perhaps the most usual

cause in going down. Therefore, before you
start to descend try your brakes and see if

they are all right. AH machines should have
two brakes, one on the machinery and one
band brake on the back axle. All the French
machines have two, and no one should be
allowed by law to build one here or abroad
with only one brake. First, try the foot brake,

then the other; if the hill is long, keep
changing them, so that they will not heat

up. Never feel that your car is getting away
from you, and if by any chance it should,

never be going so fast that you could not
run into a bank or tree without killing your-
self. Of com-se it happens very seldom that
your brakes fail to work, but it's always best
to have something up your sleeve in case
they faU. As a last resort, you can throw in

your reverse gear. This stops yom* car surely,

but also smashes the machinery. That can
be fixed; a broken skull not so easily.

Going up very steep grades is dangerous,

and one should always be prepared, in ease

the car should stop and commence to back,

as the brakes never hold so well going back-

wards as forwards. On all foreign machines
they have a pick, which is under the car and,

when dropped, acts as a safeguard in case

the brakes do not work. This pick you never
use except on grades which you cannot take

at anything but your first speed. On such

grades it is best to let it drop ; should you
find your car stopping, apply the brakes and
let it back slowly: then trust to the pick.

This year I had an experience in going

over the Alberg Mountain, in Austria, some
5,000 feet high, in many places with an
eighteen per cent, grade. On this mountain
I had my pick down all the way, and had
occasion to use it three times when I rested

the motor. Resting a motor is always a wise

tiling to do, even if it does not stop from
its own free will. It thus has a chance to

cool off, and always seems to appreciate a
httle rest of this kind, by going better after-

ward. If you are going up a long hill, of

course the motor becomes very much heated,

and if you can change the water once or

twice it is always well to do so. In going up
very steep mountains, always keep your eye
on the bank, because it may come handy to

back into, if you should suddenly stop and
find your brake and pick out of commission.

Always listen carefully to the sound of your
machinery. You will come to know just

when it is running rightly, and to recognize

any sound which would indicate that some-
thing is wrong. When tliis happens, dismount
and examine everything thoroughly.

To sum up, the whole question of meet-

ing emergencies lies in having an alert mind,

concentrated entirely upon the work in hand,

ready for the dangers that may be encoun-

tered; a cool-headed nerve which makes a

man do the right thing at the right time,

even though a wreck seems inevitable. A
man who can acquire this state of mind will

meet emergencies as they arise, while one

who can not concentrate, and can not keep

cool in extreme danger, has no business run-

ning a machine, and will never be able to

meet emergencies, no matter what instruc-

tion is given him.



THE SPORTSMAN S VIEW-POINT
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Football Nineteen hundred and two closed
Popularity another football season of de-
Threatened

^^^^^ pursuit of the battering

ram principle; no development of note

marked the year's play; no new skill was re-

vealed in formations—nor expertness in their

execution beyond that of the previous sea-

son. The game was the same as that of 1901

—the premium on brute force placed still

higher.

Those of us who have outlived our preju-

dices, and are sincere friends of college sport,

feel the present situation in football to be a

serious one, not because of its '" brutal play,"

but solely because the hammer-and-tongs

style of game now in vogue is taking the fun

out of it for the players; and eventually that

means football will lose its popularity.

Football is a vigorous game, and as such

is to be commended, but the battering ram
principle of play has been carried too far in

recent years j it has gone to the point where
premium is placed on mere brute strength

;

where the cliief desideratum is weight, and
where advancing the ball is by a crude pro-

cess of hammering the tackle, or some other

man in the opposing line, into helplessness.

The Rules Committee is not in sympathy
with these objections ; and its Chairman pub-
licly upholds the killing style of game per-

mitted by existing rules; but it is hardly

to be expected that men responsible for the

present conditions will admit of anything to

criticise except in the opinions of those who
view the situation from a perspective appar-

ently impossible to the Rules Committee in

general and to its Chairmen in particular.

Something must be done to lighten the

hammering to which men in the line from
tackle to tackle are subjected. I would not

do away entirely with the battering ram prin-

ciple, but I should make it less crushing and
more nearly within the capabilities of human
bone and muscle to withstand; for the limit

of human endurance has been just about
reached. We must put a premium on skill

and speed, as against mere brute strength

and weight, and there are several ways of

doing it ; most of them already discussed and
familiar to football men. It is to be hoped
the Rules Committee will view the situation

frankly, for it has come to the point where
the need of the game is imperative; of more
importance, indeed, than even the Commit-
tee itself.

Be Each, Even more seriously disturbing
Pray God, to the normal relation of foot-

^ ball and of sport general to uni-

versity life is the attitude of col-

leges one to the other, when questions arise

concerning the eligibility of a player. A
band of card-sharpers could not view the

acts of one another more suspiciously than

do some college athletic authorities. Is

the question of an athlete's hona fides raised

through the newspapers by an unknown
and, as likely as not, partisan and half-

informed correspondent, forthwith a news-
paper war of recrimination is let loose,

into which faculty, alumni and undergrad-

uates fling themselves hot haste, slanging

and ruffianly. No thought is taken of the

individual whose name is made the target

for all manner of insinuations of wrong-
doing, if not of open accusation.

And then the threats of protest! the bit-

terness of reproach with which the callow

youth inveigh against the offending college

and all its members ! Talk about hysteria

!

Why, the French are Teutonic compared
with our faculties and alumni during a foot-

ball season!

But where is the gentleman in all this

heart-breaking exhibition of boorishness?

Does football arouse the dormant mucker
who ordinarily lurks undisclosed within us ?

Do we withhold full reparation of the ac-

quaintance whom, under misapprehension,

we have offended—or do we open our door

the second time to the one who has cheated

at our card table"? Then, why not the same
spirit—the law of the spirit, not of the letter

—in our sport? Harvard owed Yale a pub-

lic statement that it had no thought of pro-

testing Glass.
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Play the game—the same spirit on the

gridiron as in your house; the same for

your opponents in the rush line as for your
guest at dinner, or over the billiard table.

I saw a Yale man throttle—literally throttle

—Kernan, so that he dropped the ball; the

two hands reached up in plain view of every

one—and all saw them but the umpire—and
choked and choked; "such a man would
cheat at your card-table, if he thought he
could do so without detection. The dirty

players in football are the thugs of society,

and the disgrace of the university that tol-

erates their presence on the team.

If you find a player or a team or a col-

lege has cheated you, don't set tip an in-

fantile wail through the press, or bury your

hands in vituperative mud-slinging—drop

them. If you cannot depend on the word
of a university and the honor of its athletic

representatives, do as you would in private

life—have nothing further to do with them.

Play like a gentleman, or do not play

at all.

Give Him There was more uncalled for

Another rough play in two of the big
Chance Eastern games—Harvard-Yale

—

Yale-Princeton— than has been seen for

some time. Not before in a number of

years have I seen so much foul play as I saw
at Princeton and New Haven; and Yale the

offender. The pity of it that so good a team
should individually stoop to work so con-

temptible! And this was due directly to in-

competent umpiring.

No umpire is infallible, and Mr. Dashiel

has been one of the most conscientious and
thorough the game has developed ; last year

there was evidence of a lessening of his

quality, and this season he fell from the

pedestal, and became the common or garden
umpire, who sees only half he should see,

because he directs his eyes to the wrong
place at the right time.

There is a disposition in certain influential

directions not to employ Mr. Dashiel again,

but that would, in my opinion, be unfair to

Mr. Dashiel. He has been too good an um-
pire to be not given another opportunity;

and unless I am greatly mistaken, his qual-

ity for satisfactorily filling the office is un-

diminished.

Perhaps the polemic life required of the

Chairman of the Rules Committee, outside

the council chamber, has proved disquiet-

ing; but the annual meeting of the com-

mittee, with its restful etymological exercises,

approaches.

Ranking One of the curious results of recent
of the football years is the distance in

f TOO?
Pl^yi^g' ^kill between the leading

team of the year and the "also

ran" di\'ision. In 1900 Mr. Gorden Brown's
famous Yale team occupied a class by itself.

Last year the same was true of Harvard's

team, and this year Yale leads, and " there is

no second "—to borrow the traditional le-

gend that announced America's defeat of the

English fleet when she captured the cup

which has since become world renowned.

BANKING OF 1902 TEAMS.
1. Yale,
2. Harvard,
3. West Point,
4. Michigan,
5. Princeton,
6. Dartmouth,
7. Brown,
8. Pennsylvania,
9. Cornell,

10. Amherst,

11. Carlisle,

12. Annapolis,
13. Lehigh,
14. Lafayette,
15. Minnesota,
16. Syracuse,
17. Columbia,
18. Chicago,
19. Wisconsin,
20. Illinois,

21. Nebraska,
22. Virginia,
23. Clemson,
24. NorthCarolina,
25. Georgetown,
26. Sewanee,
27. Vanderbilt,
28. Tennessee.

Yale outclassed Harvard by as much this

year as Harvard did Yale last year, although I

do not think this year's Yale team so power-

ful as Harvard of 1901 or Yale of 1900 ; that,

however, is purely speculative, for it is, of

course, impossible to draw dependable deduc-
tions in such matters.

There was no question of Yale's superior-

ity over Harvard this year, nor was it ac-

counted for by greater physical strength, as,

in point of fact, the difference was very

slight. Both teams had weakened their first

line of defense to strengthen their attack,

and each was stronger on the offensive than

on the defensive. Harvard's defense was
much the weaker : surprisingly weak, consid-

ering the material upon which there was to

build. But the most significant difference,

between the two teams, and it was apparent

from the very kick-off, was the superior in-

telligence with which Yale planned and ex-

ecuted its plays. Intelligence was on view in

every play Yale made, and, except in the

actual engine of offense, Yale excelled over-

whelmingly. Yale was a team and Harvard
eleven players ; there were eleven men in

every Yale play, and practically every man
did his duty thoroughly. Yale excelled in

helping the runner, in protecting the catcher

of punts, in speed, and in the greater variety

of attack.

The Harvard attack was really as strong

as that of Yale ; indeed to me it seemed
stronger, i. e., it was more furious, but so
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unvaried as to become easier of diagnosis.

Both teams used the tackle tandem, and for

periods Harvard's attack appeared to have

the harder drive, and the impact witli the

Yale line to be more crushing than the

Yale attack. It was splendid intelligence

and team work which enabled Yale to liter-

ally overwhelm an eleven not really much
its inferior. Harvard's back field before the

game was thought to be the superior, but it

proved decidedly inferior to that of Yale.

Altogether Harvard's showing was disap-

pointing ; its game comparatively mediocre,

West Point, this year, put forth the best

team in its history. There is no question of

its being entitled to third place in the year's

ranking, and I am not so sure it 'should not

have second. The team that defeated An-
napolis at Philadelphia, would have made
issue with the Harvard eleven which lost to

Yale at New Haven, so close as to be ex-

tremely doubtful. West Point's team ap-

proximated to the intelligence and the speed

and the variety of attack shown by Yale. It

was fortunate in having a number of its old

players, and was developed along the wise

lines that have obtained recently at the large

universities of training the team with only

its final game in view—taking aU others

throughout the season in its stride, win or

lose.

As Yale had overwhelmed Harvard, so

West Point overwhelmed Annapolis, and but
for the errors of Daly, AnnapoUs would
scarcely have scored at all. Yet although

overwhelmed, Annapolis deserves as much
credit as any other team of the season ; out-

weighed and outplayed at almost every

point, the Naval cadets made one of the

pluckiest battles I have ever seen on the

gridiron; and they were supported by their

friends in the grand stand most loyally. It

was really one of the most inspiring exhibi-

tion of the season.

Eastern Next to West Point, the team of

3Jid the season is unquestionably Michi-

^^U^ g'a-n- Western men, and especially

Michigan men, honestly believe

their team would give Yale a close argu-

ment. Apropos of which, I quote from a

letter to the Michigan Inlander^ by some
Michigan man who made a trip East in mid-
season. "However, it is my belief, based
upon games that I saw, that Michigan could

have defeated either Yale or Harvard this

year, by at least two touchdowns, and that

against Pennsylvania, West Point or Anna-
polis, the score would be considerably larger.

None of the teams I have mentioned has

team work that compares with that of Michi-

gan, and as for speed, it would be a revela-

tion to have them see the Michigan team
play."

I quote this merely by way of showing
the prevailing opinion among Western col-

lege men as to the comparative strength of

Eastern and Western football teams. With
no idea of questioning the sincerity of this

writer, yet I must say that his conclusion is

quite unwarranted.

The cause for this underestimation of

Eastern teams by Western men is due first

to commendable loyalty to the home pro-

duet, and to the fact that Western men in-

variably base their conclusions on the East-

ern play they see in mid-season, a period

when none of the big teams of the East is

within 50 per cent, of its final form.

There is no question of the great advance

Western football has made, and none is

quicker than I to accord credit and praise

;

nor is there any question of the high quality

of material,withwhich the West is abundantly

provided. Indeed, a large percentage of the

best men we have on the Eastern teams are

Western men. I am not so sure that a re-

view of the last ten years of football would
not result in finding that, of the most pro-

minent players, a majority hailed from the

West. Coming to the last season, by way of

example, five of Yale's team are Western
men. Shevlin, the star end rusher, is from
Minneapolis : Kinney, one of the best tackles

of the day, is from Cleveland; Rockwell,

the little general of a quarter-back, is from

Portland, Ore.; Bowman, one of the most

useful full-backs of the year, is from Union-

town, Pa., and Rafferty, the other end

rusher, is from Pittsburgh, Pa. It has long

been my opinion, indeed, that one of the

reasons for Yale's athletic successes, is to

be attributed to the infusion of Western

blood in her teams.

The Michigan eleven of 1902, although

not, I think, quite so good as that of 1901,

is yet one of the best in the country. It has

weight and speed, and was well grounded in

the fmidamentals of the game. Censidering

it to be the work of a single coach, its finish

and power were remarkable. In these days

of football no man on earth can bring an

eleven up to the standard necessasy to win

a Yale or a Harvard game, where, it must be
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acknowledged, the highest football skill is

annually revealed. At Harvard and at Yale,

there is a coach for every man in the line,

and back of it, all iinder the direction of

one head coach. At Michigan, Mr. Yost was
the sole coaching sponsor for the eleven.

That he brought his team to a point worthy

of rank among the leaders of the country

reflects great credit on the members of the

team, and must be considered as a very no-

table performance on the part of the coach.

Each year I goWest to see the concluding

big games of the Western season ; so there-

fore I have the opportunity, at least, of

knowing both sides as well as another.

Where Comparing Michigan of this year
the West with Yale or Harvard, the West-
is Weaker

gj.j^ team is inferior in interfer-

ence for the runner, protection on catching

punts, second line of defense, and in the

general finesse of the game. Perhaps the

Western weakness, which either of the East-

ern teams under consideration would find

soonest, and to the disaster of the Western,

is the almost entire absence of a second line

of defense. An attack such as that exhibited

by Y'^ale and Harvard would rip through

the Michigan single line of defense almost

invariably.

In respect to a second line defense,

curiously enough, Michigan and Princeton

were quite alike, and both deficient. Michi-

gan stands in relation to the other Western
teams, as does Y^ale in the East, for it is

above comparison with its rivals.

In the matter of individual Western play-

ers, although there is abundant material, as

I have shown, yet players of the West never

get the indi\ddual coaching given members
of Eastern teams, and therefore the number
of Western individuals who show promi-
nently are few in a season ; and when they

do shine, it is because of exceptional bril-

liancy.

There are many good men in the West
this year as every year, but only one is good
enough to secure a place on the All-America
and substitute team.

Princeton's Princeton's team this year was
Plucky an improvement on the one de-
Defense veloped in 1901, and the only

team of the year with a defense stronger

than attack. At the same time, Princeton's

showing was not so good as was expected of

it : partially due to its misfortunes in losing

two promising players, and partially to

the devotion of the coaches to a defensive

game. More was looked for from its back
field, which held some excellent individual

material
;
yet in the Yale game it proved

disappointingly ineffective. The line gave a

fine exhibition of pluck and defensive play,

,
but, offensively, Princeton was the weakest
of the leading college teams.

Preliminary Pennsylvania's splendid finish

Training: showed a spirit that makes for
Seasons of

^^^^^ football, and I shall look
Ho Practical „ .,, „

Benefit
^^^* ^^"^ more improvement rrom
this university next year in its

style "of play. Its season began with a

series of defeats which must have tried the

hopefulness of Pennsylvanians ; therefore,

the loyalty of the undergraduates and"

alumni and the spirit of the players are the

more commendable. It is to be noted, also,

that the season must have proved a distinct

disappointment to those warm advocates of

preliminary training seasons. Pennsylvania

went back to the old plan long discontinued

and discountenanced by the leading univer-

sities of a long preliminary season before

the opening of college. It gathered its foot-

ball candidates, and fed and boarded them
while they prepared for the approaching

season. The men had about four weeks more
ti'aining than any other Eastern university.

This practice, of coarse, is supposed to put

the men earlier in good condition for the

regular season; but it failed to do so in

Pennsylvania's case, for the early part of

its football season was disastrous.

Cornell played its habitual season of very

good football, inteiTupted by periods of

mediocrity. The team this year was really

due to defeat both Princeton and Pennsyl-

vania. They do not appear to make the

most of their opportunities at Ithaca.

Good Play But the feature of the season was
of Small the strong development and the
Colleges good play of the smaller college

Season teams, especially those in New
England ; Dartmouth, Brown and

Amherst being the most prominent, and all

represented by very good teams.

The general play in the South, too, showed

improvement on that of other years ; Vir-

ginia, Clemson, North Carolina, Vanderbilt

and Sewanee being especially prominent.

Virginia caught the Carlisle Indians on

the down grade and gave them a beating.
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Among' the still smaller teams, St. John
this year, as last, deserves mention for its

plneky and clean play. Lehigh beat La-

fayette for the fii'st time since 1898.

Another team deserving favorable com-
ment, is Syracuse, which jiut forth a light

team, but one with speed and a well-grounded

knowledge of the game. It made an excel-

lent showing, as did the small college team,

Bucknell, which, after a season of excellent

work spoiled it by playing a team of pro-

fessionals and thereby loosing its ranking.

FINAL SCORES NOV. 16 TO NOV. 30.

See December Outing for All Previous Scores.

Yale 23 Pennsylvania.. 12 N. Carolina 5

Virginia 6 Columbia 6 Missouri 5

Lehigh 6 West Point. ... 22 N. Carolina... . 12

Dartmouth 12 Carlisle 17 Wisconsin
Illinois 17 Harvard Cornell 11

Illinois 80 Carlisle 5 Syracuse 6

Nebraska 12 Lafayette Annapolis 8

Michigan 23 Brown 6 Georgetown...
Georgetown... 12 Northwestern. Sewanee 11

Kansas 18 Iowa Clemson 11

Virginia 12 Northwestern. — Vanderbilt 5

Chicago 11 Minnesota, ... 6 Tennessee

Unfair Columbia's season was a try-

Discrimination ing one, indeed, for the men
at Columbia ^^ ^j^^ ^^^j^ ^^^ for loyal

alumni. Columbia's task of building up a

team is always a dif&cult one; but there ap-

pears this year to have been an unfair dis-

crimination against athletes by the Faculty

Committee, which increased the difficulty im-

measurably.

For example, whereas the average Colum-
bia student is called upon to pass a satis-

factory examination in but 60 per cent, of

the work in which he was registered the

preceding year or half year, the Faculty

Committee demands that those taking part

in sport pass at least 80 per cent, of their

work. It is right and proper that the athlete

should be held rigidly to the class-room

standard demanded of students generally,

but I can see neither reason nor fairness in

exacting more of him than of other students

;

and it is most certain that unreasoning dis-

crimination will hurt the general athletic

spirit of the university.

Columbia has a loyal group of alumni
whose attitude on questions of ethics in

sport is known and unassailable. It seems
desirable that the opinion and guidance of

these gentlemen should be enlisted and
heeded. Columbia in worthy mind cleaned

from her athl3tics some of the unwholesome-
ness of a few years ago, and deserves great

credit for doing so; but it is a mistake now
for faculty committees to go to an unusual

and unnecessary extreme in prescribing re-

strictions so severe that it is only with utmost

difficulty representative men are persuaded

to take part in the sport of the university.

With the proper encouragement and fair

restrictions, there is no reason why Colum-
bia should not take the rank next year to

which she is entitled.

All-America It is to be remembered that this

Football team is chosen with a view to its

T^*™ all-round strength and effective-

ness, and that its selection is the

result of a season's observation East and
West. Nor do I put upon this national team
any man whose eligibility I regard as doubt-

ful, or whose play during the season has

been persistently unsportsmanly.

ALL AMERICA ELEVEN FOR 1902.

Graydon (Harvard), full-back.

Chadwick, captain (Yale), and Barry (Brown), half-backs.

Rockwell (Yale), quarter.

Bowditch (Harvard) and Shevlin (Yale), ends.

Bunker (West Point) and Kinney (Yale), tackles.

Glass (Yale) and Warner (Cornell), guards.

Boyers (West Point), centre.

SUBSTITUTES.

Bowman (Yale), full-back.

Metcalf (Yale) and Weekes (Columbia), half-backs.

Weeks (Michigan), quarter.

Brown (Lafayette) and Davis (Princeton), ends.

Farnsworth (West Point) and Torrey (Pennsylvania),

tackles.

DeWitt (Princeton) and Belknap (Annapolis), guards.

Holt (Yale), centre.

The back field was full of good, but not

exceptional material^ and some of high-class

quality did not fulfill expectations; thus

Kernan, a back of perhaps greater natural

ability than any of those under discussion,

was a distinct disappointment and failed to

equal his 1901 form—for which a bad knee

may probably be held accountable.

So, too, Weekes, also because of physical

disability, fell short of his possibilities. Nor
was Graydon up to his 1901 form, although

proving the most serviceable of all the sea-

son's full-backs, among whom Bowman
(Yale), Torney (West Point), and Bennett

(Pennsylvania), Coffin (Cornell), and Smith

(Columbia) earned especial mention. The

little Stillman showed was good. DeWitt, who
did the punting for Princeton, proved a

marvel in covering distance, and his accurate

drop kicking gave Princeton's only score. He
has the quality for attaining great skill and

distinction in the kicking department, but

this year his punting was too long to be of

utmost service to his team. At the same
time it is perfectly true that he was Prince-

ton's mainstay, and that withoul. him the
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team would fall several places on the sea-

son's ranking.

Among half-backs, other than those se-

lected, Heston (Michigan) and Washburn
(Amherst) deserve mention, and of quarter-

backs, Brewster (Cornell), Dale (Pennsyl-

vania), and Witham (Dartmouth) attracted

attention. There were several good tackles,

among the unchosen, strongest of them being
Webb (Brown) and Graves (West Point) ; and
of ends, Sweeley (Michigan), and Metzgar
(Pennsylvania). Acceptable guards were
many, but exceptionally good ones few;

Glass was in a class of his own. Centers were
of the good serviceable variety.

The season came to an end in

California with a game which
Clearing

Pacific

a"*^ ,. fully satisfied the longings of the
Atmospliere "^

. . -, ^ .x. . ^

grand stand tor the spectacular.

The University of California won against

Stanford with two field goals and a goal

from touchdown, which last was made by
half-back Sherman in a remarkable run of

100-yards— almost from goal post to goal

post. In line-bucking the teams were fairly

matched.

The 14.000 spectators saw an exhibition

of hard, clean football, but most probably

all who had been reading the newspapers

anticipated a more or less gory slugging

match, in consequence of the bitterness of

feeling engendered by Stanford's protest of

W. W. Smith, Berkeley's strongest man
back of the hne. Smith had received $450

for coaching the University of Oregon in the

fall of '91. He claimed that the sum was
entirely used for expenses, and his claim

was allowed by the Pacific Athletic Asso-

ciation, which issued to Smith a certificate

of amateui'ism. Stanford refused to acknow-
ledge the jurisdiction of the P. A. A. in de-

termining amateur standing, and produced

a statement from the Faculty Athletic Com-
mittee of the University of Oregon to the

effect that Smith had received compensa-

tion as coach and was "professional" As
the faculty committees of the two universities

disagreed in the matter, the case, according

to the Intercollegiate agreement, was re-

ferred to an arbitration committee of the

University Club of San Francisco.

Accordingly, an arbitration committee

representing Annapolis, Brown, Cornell,

Hamilton, Harvard, Lehigh, University of

London, Michigan, Princeton, Rochester,

Toronto, Vermont and Yale tried the case

and foimd unanimously that, according to

the intercollegiate agreement, the Uni-

versity of California Faculty Committee
had erred in submitting cases of pro-

tested amateurism to the Pacific Athletic

Association, and that under the pro^^.sions

of the agreement Smith was not an ama-
teur.

The unanimous decision of such a rep-

resentative committee must have a salu-

tary effect in clarifying the confused idea of

legitimate athletic expenses existing on the

Pacific Coast. And of stUl greater import-

ance is the decision that the university

faculties and not the P. A. A., are to decide

what constitutes an amateur in intercollegi-

ate contests.

The Pacific Athletic Association has on
its roU of membership several clubs whose
gymnasium equipment is hmited almost en-

tirely to punching-bags, skipping-ropes and
six-ounce gloves, and whose paying mem-
bers consist chiefly of the clubs' " backers,"

Among these organizations are the Hayes
Valley Athletic Club, which promoted the

championship fight between those eminent

amateurs Messrs. Fitzsimmons and Jeffries,

and the San Francisco Athletic Club, which
has been seeking "to foster and improve

amateivr athletics" by bringing Messrs.

Gardner and Jackson together in a 20-foot

ring before a highly remunerative gather-

ing. That a great institution like the Uni-

ersity of California should have permitted

its standard of amateurism to be set by an
organization which counts these " slugger

clubs " among its members, is little to the

credit of the athletic authorities of the uni»

versity, and the gentlemen of the University

Club are to be congratulated for finally de-

termining that the big California universi-

ties must each settle the status of its own
athletes in accordance with the terms of

their intercollegiate agreement.

The Rehance Athletic Club of Oakland

put a somewhat inferior team in the field,

which was repeatedly defeated by both uni-

versities, and the plucky little Nevada Uni-

versity again invaded California, but lost to

both games with no show of winning.

Meanwhile the big Olympic Club of San

Francisco is going through the throes of re-

form. ' Honest ' John Elliott is in the sad-

dle—more especially the Registration Com-
mittee' s chair—and is barring the club en-

trance to all shady amateurs and semi-pro-

fessionals. Moreover the club has thrown
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down tho gauntlet to tlio P. A. A. officials,

and is making a good fight for the elimina-

tion of the prize-fighting clubs and the abo-

lition of " merchandise " prizes in amateur

contests. It will be interesting to see if the

better elements of the club will back Mr.

Elliott until he has reformed the P. A. A.

into a condition of decency.

" Doping " Among the additions to the rac-

Race Horses, iug rules which have been re-

s ™t^*^ cently receiving attention from

Russia ^^^^ Jockey Club, the most wel-

come is that one dealing with

the practice of " doping " horses. Although
doping cannot be said to prevail generally,

yet every season develops a number of

well-established cases, and last year was
more fruitful, perhaps, than any previous

one.
*

It seems to me, in cases of this kind, the

Jockey Club should constitute itself the

sole judge and jury, taking unto itself the

power to act in suspicious cases, without the

necessity of legal proof.

In all matters of sport, I am convinced

that it is the spirit, more than the letter, of

the law which should guide those in author-

ity. If the faculty of a university or the

committee of a club is convinced that a

given individual is an offender, or if the

stewards at a race meet believe a horse has

been doped, they should act on their con-

victions, it seems to me, and not wait for

the proof that would be exacted in a court

of law. Almost never can proof be obtained

of the doping of a horse, for those who resort

to such meretricious methods, are very care-

ful to well cover up their tracks.

Among other welcome reports that the

closing year brings is the possibility of

racingbeing re-estabHshed in Pennsylvania,

and the news of a handsome and elabor-

ately equipped new track to be built at

Queens, on Long Island, by the Westchester

Racing Association, and called Belmont
Park. A better name could not have been
chosen, for none has stood so long and so

staunchly for high class racing.

There is no reason why there should not

be racing in Pennsylvania, if it is carried

on under correspondingly trustworthy aus-

pices as obtain in New York ; and with men
like Messrs. A. J. Cassatt, B. F. Clyde, P. A. B.

and Joseph E. Widener, and S. S. Brown,

there is an ample nucleus for a racing as-

sociation of the best class.

Cash Sloan, the jockey, recently returned

to Paris from a season's riding at St. Peters-

burg, and it is interesting to hear what ho

says about the style of riding and the start-

ing gate in the capital city of all the Russias.

Nearly allthe Russian jockeyshave adopted
the American seat, and apprentices are get-

ting into it gradually. The starting gate

is used on aU the principal courses for two
and three-year-olds, but not introduced in

races where aged horses have not had the

earlier training to familiarize themselves

with it.

Building: In seeking to raise money and
a National secure influence to construct a

e way
national highway, the American

Automobile Association is undertaking

a work which merits the support of every

sportsman in the country. That all may
join in the effort, it is proposed by the as-

sociation to reduce its dues to $1.00, and
to open its ranks to all those qualified to

join, and to forthwith institute a campaign
for the purpose of supporting the bill which
will be introduced in Congress this session

for the establishment of a trans-continental

highway, starting at Boston and reaching

Chicago by the Lake Cities, and San Fran-

cisco by the old overland route through Utah.

Here is an object that does not restrict

or confine its value to automobolists. It ap-

peals to practically every man, for those

who do not own a horse, a bicycle or an
automobile, are at least concerned with the

industrial advantages that such an under-

taking would bring.

There is no movement making in the

United States of more value, or one more
needed, than that for road improvement.

Modifying Although there is no definite

Polo assurance of a meeting between
Playing ^^^ English and American polo

players for agreement upon com-

mon playing rules, still something looking

to that end has been accomplished by Mr.

Hazzard. Recently he gave a dinner in Lon-

don, attended by the representative English

polo players, and the possibility of bringing

into harmony the American and English

rules, was discussed. Although a number
expressed themselves strongly for a modi-

fication of the English rules the English con-

census was that, beyond starting agitation,

nothing could be done.

It was agreed, however, that in the forth-
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coming season a number of games shall be
played at Hurlingham under American
rules, and a numberplayedin America under
English rules. At the conclusion of the

season, the Enghsh and Americans are again

to meet and re-open the discussion on modi-

fication of the rules.

Under the circumstances, nothing more
definite could be done; and Mr. Hazzard is

to be congratulated upon having accom-

plished even so much.
Speaking generally, the English rules are

more desirable than the American rules,

with the single exception of their off-side.

This invariably results in discussions in

match play, and is distinctly objectionable,

not only to Americans who have played

under it, but also to a very large number of

Englishmen.

The off-side rule, indeed, is the only one of

the entire English lot to which the Americans

object; but to this they do object seriouslv.

"Soulless" It is a good sign of the senti-

Corporation ment growing for bird protec-
to the Rescue

{jq^, when we see what some
are pleased to call the " soulless " corpora-

tion interesting itself in the cause.

Recently, the Southern Pacific Railroad

Company has gone to the pains of employ-

ing Prof. Attwater to make a study of

the subject, and to prepare an argument
that shall appeal to the pocket of the farmer.

There is a feeling among casual people that

the efforts which sportsmen are making for

the protection of birds, and of game gener-

ally, are based entirely upon sentiment.

Farmers, almost to a man, have been among
those who viewed the game protective move-
ment, as one farthered by and for the parti-

cular benefit of " them city sportsmen."

I do not deny that the sympathy of the

sportsmen is primarily enlisted, because he

seeks to perpetuate wild bird and animal life

for sentimental reasons; but underlying

that feeling is knowledge of the necessity

to a full measure of agricultural prosperity

of protective measures. Sportsmen have
long realized the great value of birds as insect

destroyers, and their inestimable worth as

such to farmers. The farmer is only just

beginning to realize this ; and the Southern

Pacific Company has earned the thanks of

intelligent men by its wide distribution of a

very interesting address made by Prof.

Attwater on the practical value of birds to

agriculture.

Bird So many of Outing's readers
in the Bust are among those that enjoy the
Worth. Two

£^^2^ pleasures of country life,
in the Hand .^, ^ ^^ j,

either permanently or tor con-

siderable portions of the year, that I wish

to emphasize some of the things which
Prof. Attwater's investigation have proved.

The value of the bird to the farmer is as

a destroyer of the insects which ravage his

crops. Experience has suggested and ex-

periment demonstrated that, in sections

where bird life decreases, depredations to

crops of fruit, grain, and general garden
truck increase, despite spraying and innu-

merable chemical devices to arrest the march
of the destroying insect.

Now, insects and worms constitute practi-

cally the whole food of birds. Swallows and
swifts course the upper aii- ; fly-catchers lie

in wait in the foliage; warblers explore the

leaves and blossoms, and the vireos care-

fully search the more secluded nooks, which
perhaps the warblers overlook. The trunks

and limbs of the trees are the feeding

grounds of the woodpecker, nutthatch and
the creeper. No inch of the tree bark is left

unexamined by these industrious birds for

insects' eggs and larv£e or ants, or the boring

worms which may be heard within the bark.

On the ground the insect hunt is continued

by the thrushes, sparrows and other birds

;

and at the close of day, the night hawks and
whip-poor-wills, according to Mr. Frank
Chapman, take vip the chase, catching moths
and other nocturnal insects which have

escaped day-flying birds. Cranes, herons and
bitterns feed on craw-fish, which do great

damage to the planters in the South, by
making holes in the embankments of their

rice fields.

Thus, we see, that the hunting is wide and
thorough. How successful it is, may be ap-

preciated from the results of Prof. Att-

water's investigations. For example, the

stomach of a single quail was found to con-

tain 101 potato bugs; that of another quail,

500 cinch bugs ; a cuckoo shot at six o'clock

in the morning, contained 43 caterpillars

;

another shot at the same time, 217 web
worms ; a robin, 175 caterpiHers. The
stomachs of four chickadees, contained 1,028

eggs of canker worms; four other chickadees

contained 600 eggs and 105 mature insects.

Prof. Attwater says that a single chickadee

will eat 5,000 eggs of the canker worm in a

single day, and that barn swallows will de-

stroy from 5,000 to 10,000 flies and other
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insects every week. Tlie crop of one clove

killed contained 7 ,500weed seeds. The young
of a pair of jays, observed by Dr. Brewer,

were fed half a million caterpillers in a sea-

son. A young robin, kept in captivity, re-

quired 60 earth worms a day. A mother
wren made 110 visits to her little ones in

four hours and thirty-seven minutes, and fed

them 111 insects and spiders,

A pair of chipping sparrows, observed, fed

insects to their young 200 times a day.

Dr. Fisher relates that from the nest of a

pair of barn owls, he collected 675 pellets,

of which he made a careful study, with the

result of identifying the remains of 1,787

small mammals, of which 1,119 were common
meadow mice, a most destructive enemy to

young fruit trees and to the farmer's crops

in general.

Few people have an adequate idea of the

amount of food required by birds. It figures

into a tremendous number of insects, as

Prof. Attwater's figures show. He says that,

allowing twenty-five insects a day as an
average diet for one bird, and estimating

only one bird to every acre in Texas, where
his investigations were made, the calculation

would give 170,000,000 birds in Texas alone.

This would require, 4,250,000,000 insects for

every day's ration. It has been estimated

that it takes 120,000 insects to fill a bushel

measure, therefore it would take 35,500

bushels of insects to feed the birds in Texas

alone for a single day, and Prof. Attwater

says that this estimate is very low.

a Sentiment for

Bird Protection

Instil in the With these facts confront-
Homes and Scbools ing him, no man possessed

of his common sense will

deny the value to agricul-

tural America of protecting the birds.

I have said that, in sections where the

birds have been destroyed, the loss to agri-

culture has increased. It is estimated on
absolutely reliable authority, that a loss of

$400,000,000 is sustained annually by culti-

vators of the soil in North America through

insect ravages. Therefore, the question be-

comes, not is it desirable to protect the

birds, but how effectually may they be pro-,

tected.

In this, as in all other similar efforts, the

most difficult obstacle in the way is lack of

popular sympathy. And this is withheld, I

feel sure, more through ignorance than

through viciousness ; that is why these edu-

cational campaigns, such as the one started

by the Southern Pacific Company, through
Prof. Attwater, are of such value, for they

point out to the average man and woman
just what bird protection signifies, not from
a sentimental, but from the common-sense
view of protecting material interests.

The place to begin education on this subject,

is in the homes and the schools. If parents

will take the trouble to explain to their boys

just how valuable these little birds are to

the prosperity of the country, there will be

a tremendous and important cessation of

the killing that now goes on in the purheus

of every country town and village.

The small boy with his new gun is among
the most persistent destroyers of small birds

;

and, of course, the boy has no conception of

what he is doing. A course of home and
school instruction on bird protection is

fundamental, and means a development of

sentiment which will require no legal re-

straint to prevent killing our birds of song

and birds of plumage.

The most implacable enemy of bird pro-

tection, is the milliner's agent. Women
throughout the land grow maudlin over all

kinds of charities, and funds for the benefit

of the foreign unenlightened and unclothed

;

they weepfuUy discuss tabbie's demise, un-

honored and unsung, through too persistent

back fence exploration; but they continue

to encourage the most pernicious trade on

earth, by wearing on their hats the remains

of our birds of song and of plumage which

the milliner's agents have slaughtered.

Mr. William T. Hornaday, who is an
authority on the subject and a devoted

laborer in its cause, says, " that milliners'

hunters have practically exterminated birds

known as plume birds, in this country, and

have stripped our Atlantic Coast, the whole

of Florida and the Gulf Coasts, of egrets,

terns, and hundreds of thousands of other

birds acceptable to milliners for hat trim-

mings. The himters are now at work along

the coasts of Mexico, Central America,

Lower California, and even at the head of the

waters of the Orinoco and Amazon Rivers."

The Audubon Society and sportsmen have

done and are doing great work in making
laws to check the progress of the milliners'

butcher; yet, while great good has resulted,

the root of the evil never can be reached

until women themselves respond to the de-

cent sentiment spreading over the country,

and decline to buy headgear which is orna-

mented with bird plumage.
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A standard Sportsmen will be glad to hear
Measurement that the Boone and Crockett
for Big Game qi^^ ^^^s appomted a commit-

tee, composed of Archibald Rogers, James
H. Kidder and the writer, for the purpose of

agreeing upon a uniform standard of nieas-

urement for all large game of America. At
the present moment there is nothing of the

kind in this country, and the idea of the

Boone and Crockett Club is to provide

America with a standard of measurement

that shall be its own and of national sig-

nificance. As this club is the leading big

game club of all the world, it is eminently-

fitting that it should undertake this work.

In deciding upon a standard and a prop-

er method of measurement, it is the aim of

the committee to get the advice and help of

all sportsmen who have had experience with

the several different kinds of large game.

The committee will be thankful for any
helpful suggestions sent to me.

Having determined upon a uniform stand-

ard of measurement, the committee will

then undertake to gather data as to record

heads. This data will be eventually pub-

lished by the Boone and Crockett Club in

book form, and annually revised, so that we
shall have, as they have in England, an

authenticated work on standard measure-

ment and a record of troi^hies.

Federal

Duty-

Game Not agi'eat deal of practical good
Protection has resulted for the protection of

game in Wyoming, particularly

of wapiti (elk) by the extension of

Forest Reserve supervision; and my opin-

ion is strong that little or nothing will ever

be accomphshed until the President is given

full authority by Congress to extend these

Forest Reserves as he finds necessary to the

needs of the time and place j to make of

them also game refugees, and to take juris-

diction over the game thereon entirely out

of the hands of the state. That would be a

radical step, but one which must sooner or

later be taken if the wild animal life of this

country is to be preserved.

As the situation now is, the Federal Gov-
ernment simply assists the state authorities

in the enforcement of the state law; and
when the state authorities happen to be as

indifferent to the protection of their game
as are the authorities in Wyoming—the

game may go hang.

.. There is making an effort to bring such a

bUl before Congress this winter, -wdth the

Boone and Crockett Club's backing to its full

and very considerable strength; should a

bill of this kind become law, the greatest

stroke for the protection of American game
will have been made. Nothing so desirable

could hapj)en as to have the destiny of our

game and forests placed in the hands of

President Roosevelt ?

And is not game protection a Federal

rather than a state matter in the case of a

rapidly disappearing species like elk ? Are
the people of the United States to suffer the

extinction of one of the noblest of its wild

fauna—because the citizens of a state in

which the remaining herds seek refuge, pre-

fer the four doUars which the elk's ivories

bring at sale, to the animal's preservation?

Speaking broadly, is not game protection

a Federal duty, and is not a national game
warden, like the national forester, a much
needed office ?

I am glad to see that the forthcoming leg-

islature of Maine intends agitating the ques-

tion of a gun license for the purpose of rais-

ing enough money to adequately protect the

fauna of the State during the closed season

;

the present appropriation being entirely ex-

pended on the fisheries. This is a righteous

cause. I am in favor of a gun license in

every state where game is hunted ; but let

it not be a license imposed only upon non-

residents. Greatest damage is committed
everywhere not by the non-resident, but by
the resident and his small boy with a new
gun just at the tail end of the closed season.

It is bad enough that this should be so, but

at least let Pa pay for his share of the fun.

Cross-Country Despite almost invariably bad
Running: going and cheerless weather,

7^ 1,J^^ - cross-country running interest
Its Rightful . . • X XT 11

pjgpg IS mcreasmg at the colleges.

It is rather a stifiish course

that the Intercollegiate Association pro-

vides for the annual championship at Morris

Park; and it is, therefore, decidedly pleas-

ing to note, year by year, the added interest

and improved average quality of the per-

formers since the inaugural meeting in

1899.

The honors of individual championship

this year were won by A, C. Bowen, '. of

Pennsylvania, who covered the course of

seven miles, with its forty-four jumps, in 35

minutes, after a very close race with ex-

champion D. W, Franchot, of Yale, whom
he beat by the small margin of one second.
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Although this time does not equal the

pooi'est since 1899. it was an exceptionally

goodperformauce, considering the weatherly

conditions and the heavy going; for the

turf was soggy, and a drizzle of rain added
to the unhappiness of -the runners. The
jumps of the course are of a varied char-

acter, but mostly from a bush stride-breaker,

to the double-decker and Liverpool, with its

formidable ditch.

Team honors were landed by Cornell,

whose seven representatives outpointed

Yale, the winner of last year's honors. The
remaining teams finished in order: Yale,

Pennsylvania, Harvard, Princeton and Col-

umbia, Of thirty-eight starters, thirty-six

finished ; it was Harvard's first entry in the

event. I attach the names and time of the

first two teams

:

A. C. Bowen. Penn . .

.

IX W. Franchot Yale.
R. E. Williams, IPrin'n
W. B.Schutt, Cornell.
K. W. Woodward, Cor
T. Newman, Cornell.

.

W. P. Waldron, Yale.
W. A. Coldwell, Har.

.

C. (). White, Cornell.

.

C. 8. Jacobus, Yale. .

.

K. W. Bumstead, Yale
H. C. Plummer, Cor.

.

Time.
M. S.

.35 00

.35 01

.35 02

.35 03

.35 10

.35 11

.35 16

.35 28

.35 51

.35 52

.35 53

.36 21

J. H. Hall, Harvard. .

.

I. A. Orton, Penn
C. B. Allcott, Yale
C. P. Major, Penn
W. G. Clerk, Harvard.
J. K. Foster, Cornell..
A. A. Kutherford, Pr'n
A. S. McDonald, Col...
A. King, Harvard
E. E. Eutchman, Penn.
J. Stanley, Cornell
E. a Van Tassel, Yale.

Time.
M. S.

36 37
36 55
37 00
37 05
37 08
37 14
37 23
37 26
37 27

37 29
37 41
37 54

I am greatly pleased to see interest grow-
ing in cross-country running. It is the very
department in which American athletes are

distinctly inferior to the English, and aside

from the quality of the sport itself, it is a

most desirable up-buUder of our distance

performers. By all means let it be en-

couraged. The record of winners now
stands.

INDIVIDUAL.
Sec.

10
17
20

00

1899. John Cregan, Princeton 34
1900. Alex. Grant Pennsylvania 34
1901. D. W. Franchot, Yale 34

Course changed, jumps being made IJ^ feet higher.

1902. A. C. Bowen, Pennsylvania 35

TEAM.
1899. Cornell. 1901. Yale.
1900. Cornell. 1902. Cornell.

If now, we could only do something to

increase interest in that other grand game,
lacrosse, there would be reason enough for

satisfaction.

Give the The sentiment against spring duck-
Birds a shooting is increasing in the land
c ance in amazingly, and every autumn of

Season ^^ ^^^^ three has shown practical

results in the greater numbers of

wild fowl which are to be seen. In the

present season reports from over all the

country attest to increased numbers and to

better sport. In some quarters, where the

ducks had all but disappeared, they have
begun to come again. The practical result

of giving the birds a rest during their breed-

ing season is seen on every hand. Give
ducks an unmolested breeding season, and
their natural increase will repair the losses

of the autumn shooting,

I have been watching, by the way, the pro-

cess of baiting and of preservation which
obtains on some of the club-ducking marshes
in the Middle West; I cannot feel that the

ducks will gain by the methods until a

closer surveillance is maintained over the

club punters.

It was an excellent game bird season all

around, was that of the year just closed;

and while in a great many of the states,

especially some of those of the lower Middle
"West, the plentiful supply of quail, for in-

stance, was due more to the hardy nature of

the bird than to respect of game laws, still

the birds were fairly plentiful very gen-

erally in the land, and there is no doubt
that the game laws and the careful thought
being given the subject had, and continues

to have, a very great deal to do with the in-

creased supply. The sentiment of game
protection is growing wider and deeper,

and the result is in evidence everywhere
one may go, either in America or in Canada.
The Southern States are still far behind in

the observation of game laAvs.

National

Trottlttg

Association

The National Trotting Associa-

tion held its annual meeting in

-* *!.„ T.„ New York last month, and re-
at tne Bar '

viewed many scandalous cases

brought to its attention. There appeared

more sincerity in its action than has been

observed in recent years, and reinsmen are

watching the Board's course with mucn con-

cern and hopefulness.

There is no recreation of more widespread

popularity among Americans than driving;

a speedway has become necessary to every

city in the land. Yet trotting horse owners

are discouraged and dismayed by repeated

scandals on the trotting track, and by the

indifference of the National Trotting Asso-

ciation, which has hitherto shown but the

feeblest attempt to enforce the rules, and
permitted corruption to thrive unmolested.

Thus the National Association is on trial

for its very life; because trotting men have

determined, in the event of no indication of

reform by the present association, to organ-
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ize one that will be of&cered by sportsmen
and conducted on wholesome Imes.

Com. Peary It is a popular impression that
Speaks His hardships attends Arctic travel

nd on
^^ ^j^g winter only, and one day,

Arctic Travel ^^^ }^^S ago, I asked the

opinion of Commander Robert

Peary, who has recently returned from a
four-year search for the North Pole, and who
knows more about Arctic travel, winter and
summer, than any man on earth— or under
it, for matter of that.

What Mr. Peary said is worth remember-
ing, and here it is at length

:

'
' Summer travel in the Arctic regionmeans

equally hard work, though in another direc-

tion, principallypacking supphes and sledges

up and across the rockymountain slopes : and
equal discomfort, though from other causes,

the principal being that in summer travel

one is always wet. A very irritating feature

in those high northern lands is the constant

necessity for making long detours. For in-

stance, one comes to the shore of a bay or

fjord where the ice is either too broken or too

rotten for crossing by any of the numerous
expedients which we have at our command.
This means that we must follow up the shore

of the fjord around its head, and back along

the opposite side.

To do this entails scrambling along the

debris of the winter's ice-foot, packing every-

thingup the slopes and around occasional

vertical cliffs which come to the water's

edge, fording numerous rushing streams

of icy water, some of which may come
waist or chest deep, and when at the head
of the fjord, scrambhng across the torn and
crevasse-riven surface of a glacier. Some-
times it is practicable to cross such a bay
by ferrying upon a cake of ice from the

shore out to a central field of ice, stiU fairly

intact, though thickly sprinkled with lakes

and canals of water, then across this, and
again a second ferry to the opposite shore.

Before starting on one of these ferry trips

an inflated sealskin float (sometimes two) is

lashed to the sledge, to keep it afloat when
it goes into the water, as it is certain to do
more than once before the transit is accom-
plished. It also makes a very effective life

buoy for members of the party, most of

whom, as a rule, get a complete ducking be-

fore the opposite shore is reached.
" There are, however, occasional transient

hours of comfort when, after one of these

long, amphibious struggles across a fjord, or

a toilsome march over the land from one
fjord to another, with a heavy load upon
one's back, and the sharp stones bruising the

feet through the softened, water-soaked boot-
soles, camp is made in some sheltered sunny
ravine, or at the foot of southward-facing

mountains, where the wind is temporarily

asleep. Here the packs are thrown down

;

wet clothes are stripped off and spread upon
the warm rocks to dry; a handful of willow

twigs are placed in a quickly-constructed

fireplace, where, saturated with oil, they boil

the kettle, and cook the duck or hare or

slices of seal, killed during the day. Then,

stretched fuU length in the brilliant sunshine

upon the warm sand or gravel, we sleep in

absolute comfort and relaxation, until the

awakening wind, or a spurt of snow or rain

wakes us shivering, and drives us to seek

the shelter of some neighboring rock. So it

is, winter and summer, spring and autumn.

Momentary oases of comfort, in months'

wide deserts of hard labor and irritating

discomfort."

A Happy J^ -^^s a happy thought that
®"^ prompted the Amsterdam Book

Company to bring forth new and popular

editions of the famous Lewis and Clark Ex-

pedition and of Sir Alexander Mackenzie's

Voyages to the Arctic ; for these are books

that ought to be within the reach of every

one that cares for tales of courageous adven-

ture. The new reprints are very tasteful, of

a handy size, and excellently printed on good

paper.



CLOSE FORMATIONS AND LOW TACKLING LESS-

ENING INDIVIDUAL FOOTBALL BRILLIANCY

By HARRY BEECHER*

TXrHILE the football season of 1902, with
vv its stremioiis life, is past and gone.

and the tired warriors have tucked away their

togs until next fall, tlie lessons taught by the

big games will be toothsome topics of dis-

cussion all winter. Every year on the gridiron

brings out new features of play or training,

which either will bear repetition or must be

cast aside as useless. Hence it is that the

coaches and generals of strategy review care-

fully the incidents of the year, hoping for new
inspirations and guarding against dangerous

tendencies.

I cannot recall a season in the past that has

emphasized with such prominence the vital

importance of a rush line as the one jvist

played. It flashed out in such brilliance that it

seems one need look only there for success or

failure. You may have a back field of mod-

ern mercury, but give them poor forwards

and they sink to the ordinary abilities of

school boys. Princeton faced Yale with a

trio of backs that were as fast as any in the

country, good individual runners who knew
every trick of their trade, and yet the major-

ity of spectators left the field with little re-

spect for their skill. They were simply over-

powdered by an avalanche of Yale forwards,

who checked their efforts before they became

dangerous. Nassau's line was twisted, bent,

and finally broken before Yale's savage

charge. So, too, when the Crimson team jour-

neyed to New Haven. In Kernan, Marshall,

Graydon, and Putnam, Harvard had a combi-

nation of backs that possessed every quality

of clever individual playing; but they, too,

failed to produce results. They gained, to be

sure, more than Princeton, but that was be-

cause their line was better.

It is such an old story, this rush-line busi-

ness, and yet how often forgotten! Why I

have seen coaches waste days drilling a team

in complicated trick plays—useless, dangerous

theories, that crumble in a big game like a

cracker in a dog's mouth. The time should

have been used in injecting beef juice into

the rush line. Yale slighted this old adage

last year, and received a good drubbing in

consequence. Princeton, wrapped up in her

* Mr. Beecher is an ex-Yale captain and one of tlie most
famous quarter-backs the American game has developed.

—Editor.

kicking game, let it go until too late this fall,

and fell a victim of her error. Harvard put

on too many fancy frills, taught her line use-

less knowledge, and died an easy death on the

Yale field.

It is a pleasing fact that the football public

is becoming educated to the fact that the bril-

liant and thrilling runs of the backs are made
possible by these seemingly unimportant yeo-

men of the line. They do not catch the eye

as often, but their head work and physical

perfection permit the " doing of great deeds."

Yale started the season with a bunch of

long-legged, angular men, giants in height and

weight, and all having some knowledge of the

game. It was a hard aggregation, however,

to sew together, and needed persistent,

patient coaching to weave into a strong fabric.

They were taken along slowly, and given a

plain diet of straight football until the last

two weeks of the training season. Their early

work showed great power, as the scores prove;

but there was always the danger of teaching

them too much before they had digested the

main principles. Head Coach Swan avoided

this pitfall, and patiently bided his time.

When he did put on the polish, the team
rounded to into one of the most powerful

machines New Haven has ever turned ovit. It

compared favorably with Gordon Brown's

team of 1900; and where this is allowed, you

come pretty near having the best team

America has produced.

Y^ale was very fortunate in finding just the

man in Rockwell, a freshman, by the way, who
could keep these big fellows on their toes all

the time. I have not seen a quarter-back since

Vance McCormick's time who could get the

jvmip to his plays that this youngster did.

As for speed I have never seen a team run so

swiftly. He sent his plays off like the dis-

charges of a rapid-fire gun, and yet through

all the hurly-burly kept a cool head.

Capt. Chadwick's team was peculiar in the

evenness of its makeup. There seemed to be no

weak spots that had to be bolstered up, and

after watching them play, one got the opinion

that there were no " stars." Individuality

was completely subdued or blended into com-

binations of effective work, and the varied

attack, using line men as much as backs, gave
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no one man more than his sliare of the play-

ing. In defense, Yale used her old tactics, and

formed three lines through which the attack

must break before being clear. It was effect-

ive, for the line had been taught to charge

as fiercely on the defense as in the attack. It

verified the old maxim aggression is the most

effective defense.

• Harvard, as usual, had plenty of good mate-

rial to start with, but the coaches failed to

whip it into the polished machine of her rival.

I think too much time was spent in perfecting

her attack at the expense of the defense. Her
team was carefully trained, however, and

taken along slowly step by step. She showed

spasms of playing now and then during the

season that indicated championship form, and

yet her final tussle with Yale was disappoint-

ing in the extreme. The weakening of her

centre by the withdrawal of King, no doubt,

accounted for much of the inferiority. Mar-

shall at quarter had great trouble in getting

the ball, and had to spend so much time in

making sure of it that all the plays were

slowed up. There was no snap or dash, and

the listless play gave Yale an opportunity to

block the advance. Even with the ginger lack-

ing, Harvard's attack ploughed through Yale

for forty-five yards at a clip, and was only

stopped by heroic efTorts on the eight-yard

line. There is nothing more discouraging to

a team than to be waiting on its toes for the

play, only to be disapppinted by slowness at

the centre; and, I belicAe, with quicker play,

the Harvard attack would have won over tlie

goal line.

The defense that had been planned at Cam-

bridge was the vital weakness that lost all

chances of success. Yale tandems ripped

through it as if it was a paper hoop, and the

whistle of time must have been a welcome

sound to Harvard's battered bulwarks. The

whole trouble was a failure to charge on the

part of the Harvard forwards, with the result

that the play came to the halves at full speed,

and wore them out. It is impossible to stop

the modern combination plays by standing

still. They must be met by active breaking

through.

The Princeton management^ was faced with

the proposition of bringing along a green team

and molding it within two months' time into

championship material. How well the task

was done, could be seen from the Yale game.

There are no fancy trimmings to Princeton's

football ; and she uses simple, straight work to

move the ball.

With a green line, fast backs, and a good

kicker, it was early evident what line of play

the Tigers would use. The coaches drilled the

line for a stone-wall defense, and relied in the

speed back of the line and De Witt's kicking

to win out. The attacks of the enemy must
be repelled by the defense, and then, by driving

them back with De Witt's punts, she could

reach striking distance and let loose her

swinging, dodging runs for a touchdown. The

coaches had done their duty well as far as the

line went, and they held Yale stubbornly ; but

the second line of defense, composed of the

half-backs, was very weak. They became over-

anxious, and went into the line instead of

standing back and meeting the play. The re-

sult was that Avhen Yale's attack pierced

Princeton's forAvards, there was practically

nothing in its way.

For distance, I have not seen a punter for

years who could compare with De Witt. His

power is simply marvelous, and his skill in

drop-kicking is only a little short of his punt-

ing. When you come to think that he had to

stand the pounding in the line in addition to

these other responsibilities, his playing marks

him a wonder. He outpunted Bowman an

even ten yards, and yet, strange as it may
soimd, I would call the latter a more useful

kicker for a team. De Witt actually punted

too far, and the ends, Henry and Davis, Avere

not able to get to the . ball. This gave too

much chance to run back the punts, always

a dangerous operation. Yale really gained on

an interchange of kicks, because Metcalf ran

tlie ball back, while Pearson was nailed in his

tracks by Yale's ends. This simply illustrates

the fact that a punter must kick to the speed

limit of his ends, and no farther. De Witt's

wonderful punting did no damage, for tliis

reason.

The season was marked by the absence of

any new plaj's that pointed to a departure

from the combination plays now in vogue.

Harvard and Yale used practically the same

method of attack—the tackle tandem. Yale

had perfected hers to a higher standard of

execution, and swung the catapult just out-

side of tackle, giving the play quite a twist, and

allowing more chance for open running. Har-

vard aimed hers straight ahead, and favored

a closer formation, with the result that the

men were tripped and piled up in a mass with

great regularity. There was no opportunity

to change the direction of this engine, and it

frequently ran into a stone wall so thick that

it was folly ever to have aimed it there. Yale
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had the great variety of good plays, and by

tlirowiiig them at Harvard's weak points over-

powered lier and still kept her own men fresh.

Yale used, with good results, a trick play

composed of fake interference, shot at the

enemies' wing, while the ball went to a half

who plunged directly tlirough on the other

side. The interference, naturally, fooled her

opponents, who hastened to the supposed point

of attack; and before they could recover the

man with tlie ball was through the line. It

worked splendidly against Harvard, and it

was on that play that Metcalf cleared over

sixty-five yards for a touchdown. Harvard's

tricks were too intricate, and required too

miich changing of the ball from one man to

another, to be effective,. One that she tried,

where Putnam plunged into the line, then

turned and passed back to Kernan for an

end run, nearly resulted in a score, and was so

infeasible as to be funny. A double pass re-

quires the utmost accuracy, and is dangerous

at all times.

Princeton went back to old-fashioned foot-

ball this year, threw aside the ponderous for-

mations, and used simple plunges and end runs

behind heavy interference. The weakness of

her line rendered her efforts futile; but there

are many football enthusiasts who will wisb

her better luck next time. If old Nassau's

policy did not do anything else, it developed

a kicker who can be favorably compared with

Bull and Brooke, of former years. It proves

beyond peradventure that it would pay to

give more attention to this department, which

has suffered from neglect. So much time has

to be given to formations that the toe, which

can wield such power, is forgotten, or, at most,

given but desultory practice. Whether it will

pay the Tigers to stick to the comparatively

open style of play adopted this season seems

to me doubtful imder the present rules. In

war—and football is a miniature reproduction

of that—you must fight the enemy with its

own weapons, they say. If, under existing con-

ditions, it is permitted to attack the rush line

with freight cars and battering rams, I guess

the safest policy is to do likewise.

It is peculiar that in the big games of this

year not an end run of any dimension was
made. Certainly, with such fast and wiggling

runners as Kernan, MeClave, and Chadwick,

the means have not been lacking. It might be

that the knack of bringing out this style of

interference has been lost, like the formula for

ancient pottery, but I hope not for the sake

of the game. The real failure of such spec-

tacular plays to materialize is due to the rules

tliat permit of such low tackling. There is no

runner in the country to-day who can circle a

good end unless the latter is completely put

out of business by the interference. By lower-

ing the tackling the colons have increased the

reach of the tackier, and a runner must cover

at least five yards more ground to escape his

clutches. End runs are too good plays to be

lost, and should be brovight back into the

game by hook or crook.

Whether Harvard or Princeton had the bet-

ter team will, no doubt, prove an interesting

topic for discussion; for next to playing foot-

ball, the telling of it is a prime favorite. Both

teams played Yale, and that forms the only

basis for comparison. True, the Crimson team

was defeated by a much larger score than old

Nassau, and further, failed to score, which is

quite an essential point in football. The ques-

tion then arises; Was the Y'ale team a stronger

and better eleven when it faced Harvard

than at Princeton? Personally, I believe it

was. I think the struggle with the Tigers

smoothed out many wrinkles, and gave a

baptism of battle to the green men which

stood them in good stead in the later contest.

I feel, in fact, that Yale had improved by

the Harvard game. Granting that, there re-

mains but the knack of matching together the

different styles of play of the two teams, and

the problem is solved.

Harvard could gain good ground against

Yale, and used the vicious tandem attack with

good effect. From that it is only fair to

assume that the Crimson could make good

headway against Princeton. The latter could

not even dent Yale's defense; and I believe

her simple plays without formations, and with

a logy line in front of them, would be easily

side-tracked by the Harvard line. De Witt

outpunted Bowman, and yet Yale did not loose

in the interchange. With a kicker of Kernan's

ability, I am confident the same result would

obtain. Princeton's only chance to defeat

Harvard would be in De Witt's drop kicks,

and while these are very dangerous, as well as

annoying, yet they seldom win games alone.

It generally needs a touchdown in addition, to

gain victory. I believe that Harvard could

have defeated Princeton this year.

Every year the physical condition of the big

teams is improving, and I lay it to the fact

that each man is studied individually as to his

needs. That is right, for every man is differ-

ent, and a nervous temperament must be

treated one way, and a phlegmatic one an-
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other. The old formula of " rare beef and

toast," as an athletic diet, has been relegated

to the past, where it should stay, and a bill of

fare of more choice and just as much nourish-

ment substituted. You cannot give the same

food to athletes, day by day, and expect them

to enjoy their tasks. It is hard enough for a

football player to imdergo the daily practice

without gaining a dislike for the pastime. It

is rough work, and means denying oneself lots

of pleasures. When you come to cramping

the food, you soon have the men in such a

state of mental unrest that it effects their

abilities at the sport.

The changes in the rules for 1902 made no

innovations in the game, and were of such

minor import, anyway, that no contest was

seriovisly affected by their application. The

only rule that really needed a good trial—the

changing of sides after each score—will have

to wait until next year for its vindication.

Old Boreas kept quietly in his cave all the

fall, and there was not a game that I saw
where there was enough wind to do any dam-

age. There can be no question, however, but

that this rule is right. Take an instance

where a punter, who could cover the distance

De Witt can, had a heavy wind in his favor;

that side would hold an immense advantage,

gained simply by the flip of a coin. Coaching

from the side lines was vigorously enforced

only once, at Princeton, where trainer Mur-

phy, of Yale, lost a penalty to his team
through the prompt ruling of Umpire Dashiel.

The giving of the distance made, or the

usual penalty, to the team with the ball when
their opponents were offside worked with fair-

ness, and was generally commended. With
these minor exceptions, they were the same old

rules. Personally, I would much prefer to see

them changed so as to do away as much as

possible with close formations, and open the

game out. These heavy plays may be certain

of gain, win games, and all that ; but they are

dull things to watch, and almost kill alto-

gether individual brilliancy. I don't pretend

to be a football lawyer, but I am an enthu-

siast, and as such make a plea to the solons

who rule football destiny to make such

changes as will permit a clear insight into

each play. As football is played to-day, to the

average spectator it is a mere jumble and

mess, and only experts can depict its real

beauties,

MIDDLE WESTERN FOOTBALL

By F. H. YOST
Coach of Michigan's Champion Eleven

'"pHE football season in the Middle West
*- was not only marked by the gi'eatest

general interest ever shown in the game in

that section of the country, but the champion-

ship was settled in the most conclusive man-

ner. Michigan and Wisconsin, both of whom
claimed first honors in the season of 1901,

were able this year to settle their disputes

by something more definite than comparative

scores; in consequence there are no post-sea-

son claimants to the championship.

An important factor in creating interest in

football has been the system of interscholastic

teams in vogue in Michigan, Ohio, and other

states. These contests have been of great

value in educating the masses of the people

in the fine points of the game, and prepara-

tory and high schools are availing themselves

of the aid of experienced coaches, whose aim

is to impart to the young players the very

latest and most effective methods. As a re-

sult, the high schools and smaller colleges

have become good feeders to the universities,

and the standard is raised accordingly.

The union of the nine leading universities

into the " Big Nine " conference has also had a

very noticeable influence on the standard of

athletics. This organization has exerted a

very powerful and wholesome effect, not

merely upon its members, but also upon out-

side colleges and universities; football inter-

ests have been materially helped and advanced
by means of the rules and regulations which
it enforces.
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All of the large western teams have a very

competent coaching force made up of former

stars of Yale, Harvard, Princeton, and Penn-

sylvania. With a wealth of football material

in the shape of big, strong, healthy men, many
of them versed in the fine points of the game,

the western coaches have a fine foundation

upon which to build. The snap and fire which

is inbred in the character of the average west-

erner, has much to do with the team's success.

As to the comparative strength, Michigan,

no doubt, is easily the leader. Although it

had the most diflficult schedule of any team in

the West, it went through the entire season

successfully, and gained the western cham-

pionship by defeating Minnesota on Thanks-

giving Day. Some idea of the task Michigan

had to contend with, may be gained from a

comparison of its schedule with those of Har-

vard and Yale. Michigan had to keep all

her players in first-class condition from the

latter part of October until Thanksgiving, for

the three hard games against Chicago, Wis-

consin, and Minnesota ; while Yale trained her

players for the Princeton and Harvard games,

and Harvard for the Pennsylvania and Yale

games. Michigan has become noted for the

versatility of her plays, as compared with

those of the other western imiversities. The
Illinois team relied iipon the old Princeton

style of play, varied occasionally by the

tackle-back; Chicago upon her whole-back

formation; Minnesota upon a back field shift

with the tackle-back, and a double tandem;

and Wisconsin upon the Princeton style of

play. Michigan was noted for team wo'rk of

the highest order, while its fast play and

varied style of attack made it a difficult ag-

gregation to oppose. Line plays have been

the feature of one game, place kicking of an-

other, and end runs of still another. Captain

Weeks is largely responsible for the excep-

tionally fine work of the team. As a leader

of forces and a strategist I believe he has no

equal on the gridiron to-day. His general-

ship throughout the whole season was superb

;

he has the ability to get the most work out

of every man and use it at the right time and

place. He is a most remarkable player in

every way, and there never has been a time in

two seasons when his resourceful mind was

imable to pull his team out of a tight place.

The criticism of the western teams would

show that Minnesota has played a strong and

consistent game. Its team is composed of

strong and aggressive players who fought to

the very end. They were defeated in an early

game by Nebraska, six to nothing, but im-

proved rapidly up to the last game. On No-

vember 8th they defeated Illinois at Minne-

apolis, seventeen to five, and on November

15th defeated Wisconsin eleven to nothing;

and they lost the Thanksgiving game to Mich-

igan twenty-three to six.

Wisconsin is noted for the first-class teams

which it always turns out; this year has

shown no exception to the past. They have

been rather unfortunate in the way of acci-

dents to their star players. Captain Juneau

was injured in the Michigan game November

1st, and was unable to play.

Chicago produced a team that, throughout

the whole season, did not cease to improve and

perfect its work, from the beginning of the

schedule to Thanksgiving Day, when it played

its best game against Wisconsin, winning by

eleven to nothing. The team lost but one

game, to Michigan, November, 15th, twenty-

one to nothing.

Illinois played exceptionally good ball at

times, and not so Avell at others. Chicago's

score against it was six to nothing.

Nebraska this year showed great strength,

defeating Minnesota and winning the cham-

pionship of the Missouri Valley. Its team

defeated Kansas sixteen to nothing and Miss-

ouri twelve to nothing.

Michigan's strength this year can best be

shown by the total score for the season, which

was 644 points to its opponents' twelve, or an

average of over a point for every minute of

play. Michigan's record for the two seasons

of 1901 and 1902 is 1,194 points, as against

twelve for her opponents, in twenty-two

games.

As to the future of football in the Middle

West, I believe that the standard of excellence

will increase each year, and that no one team

or several teams will stand in a class by them-

selves, as the large universities are getting

their equal share of experienced high school

and collegiate players^ who have had the

benefit of good coaching; the tendency will

be one of equality. The increased interest

everywhere manifested in the game will result

in a higher standard for the sport generally.

The East will need to look to her laurels, for

no longer do the leading western teams con-

sider themselves inferior in any way, to the

best eleven the East can produce.



ACCURACY OF THE AMERICAN REVOLVER

By W. E. CARLIN

'TpHE following notes on the aecm-aey of the

-^ American revolver are taken from a

series of experiments made by Mr. Hubert

Eenolds and myself. Wishing to ascertain the

approximate possibilities of the arm and am-

inimition, we fitted regulation revolvers with

detachable butts and telescope sights. The

shooting was done with the utmost care, from

rest, and I think the results obtained are of

considerable interest. Believing that the per-

sonal error of the

marksman is reduced

to a minimum, the

groups obtained repre-

sent fairly what may
be expected from the

arm and the different

charges. The groups

selected represent a

high average, and it

will be seen that any

of the revolvers, using

full charges, are capa-

ble of making better

shooting than is pos-

sible at 50 yards on

the standard American

targets. We found
that, of all the charges

tried, the 32-17-98
[Smith & Wesson re-

vohdng rifle cartridge,

used in 32-44 revolver, with cylinder chambered

for this shell] gave the most regular shooting and

the closest gi'oups at all distances, from 50 to

200 yards. Indeed, the forty conseciitive shots

at 50 yards, here reproduced, are remarkable, to

say the least.

The series fired, some 10,000 shots in all, show

that the 32-calibre, with all the bullets, round,

83 and 98 gi-ains,

and conical, shot

more regularly

than the 38 or

44-ealibres. To
account for this

fact, several rea-

sons suggest
themselves ; but

it is my pm-pose

to give results,

not to theorize.

The accui'acy

of tlie 44-calibre

32-4-46 at 50 Yards. round bullet has

never satisfied me, at ranges beyond 25 yards,

and we were unable to make any really fair

targets at 30 and 50 yards with this charge.

One or more wild shots always spoiled the group.

The 110-grain conical is much better, and so are

the short conical bullets.

I do not believe that, for light charges, smoke-

less powder has any advantage over black ; but
it is pleasanter to shoot. Notes on its nse,

given by Mr. Himmelwright, are printed with

this paper. The excel-

lent results now ob-

tained with it in re-

volvers are due to

recent improvements in

the powder and to a

better knowledge of its

manipulation. P r o p -

erly loaded, smokeless

powder, in both full

and reduced charges,

gives satisfactory ac-

curacy and practically

eliminates the fouling

of the barrel. Under
severe practical con-

ditions, as, for example,

when a large nimiber

of shots are fired rap-

idly and without clean-

ing, smokeless powder

has repeatedly demon-

strated its superiority over black powder.

Smokeless powder differs from black both in

composition and in the phenomena which attend

combustion, thus creating special conditions

which affect the resiilts to an extraordinary de-

gi-ee. In order to obtain uniform results, it is

essential that the bullets fit the barrel so as to

completely fill the grooves, the shells be of

unifonn size the

powder charge

b e accurately

measured, and

all the details

in the opera-

tion of loading

each shell be

as nearly iden-

tical as it is

possible to

make them.

Nearly all the

regulation bul-

lets for revol- 38-20-146 at 50 Yards.
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ver cartridges offered on tlio market are designed

to be used witli black powder, and many with

concave bases depend upon the powder to iip-

set the bases so as to fill the grooves of the

barrel. In reduced charges, which

are not sufficiently powerful to upset

the ba,se, it is frequently necessary to

have the bullet moulds reamed out so

as to cast the bullet large enough

to fill the grooves and thus prevent

''gas cutting." It iy also desirable to

make the bullets a little harder for

smokeless powders, the proportions

ranging from 1 to 20 to 1 to 12 of tin

and lead respectively.

The principal difficulty in using

smokeless powder is in measuring the

charge accurately. None of the black

l>owder devices are reliable. The
method of dipping up the desired quan-

tity of powder with an ordinary charge-

cup usually causes voids in the cup, which are

only discovered when one gets a low shot. More
uniformity in measuring by this method can be

obtained by tapping the charge cup lightly with

lo-iio (conical
bullet) at 20

Yards.

38-6-70 at 20 Yards.

a lead pencil and striking off the surplus from

the top. With a little practice and care tlie

powder can be measured in this way so as to

vary less than one-fifth of a grain. The only

exact method is to weigh each charge

in a balance. The " dense " powders,

such as the Laflin & Rand, require an
air space between the powder and the

bullet. Creased shells, which only

admit the bullet a certain distance in

the mouth of the shell, should be used

for these powders. None of the smoke-

less powders should be compressed in

the shell. Many of the ''bulk" powders

occupy about the same space in the

shell as black powder, and the bullets

may be seated so as to just touch the

powder and give good results.

On account of the wide latitude in the

weight and form of the bullets that can

be obtained for the 44 Russian shell,

that calibre is more extensively used than any

other for target, gallery, and experimental shoot-

ing. The following table gives some charges

that can be depended on to give good results :

Reliable Full and Reduced Charges for the 41;-calibre Russian Model Shell.

Bullets.

Primer. Powders (actual weight in grains). Enlarged to .431 cal. Suitable up

1 part tin to 20 of lead. to distances of

U. M. C.

No. 714.
d% grs. Laflin & Rand "Bullscye" (air space). 2.56 grs. Regulation. 100 yards.

8 grs. Hazard "Blue Ribbon." 25ti " " 50 "

33^ grs. Laflin & Rand " Bullseye ' (air space). 205 grs. "Anderton." 100 "

6>^ grs. Hazard " Blue Ribbon." 205 " 50 "

23^ grs. Laflin & Rand " Bullseye" (air space).
160 grs. I J-.

,

175 " (

'-'^^^^
50 "

6 grs. Hazard ''Blue Ribbon." 160 grs.
)_ J. .

175 " f
^"^®*'- 50 "

234 Srs. Laflin & Rand " Bullseye " (air space). 122 grs. Round. 20 "

Following are the tabulated results of our experiments :

The Size of the Group is Measured by the Rectangle Cutting the Shots Farthest Apart.

32-44 Gallery Cartridge (32-4-46) U. M. C. Make. Groups Contain 10 Shots Each and Were Shot Consecutively.

20 Yards

No. Group.. .

.

Group In

1

%oXi%o
2

i^AoXi

3

%oxyio
4

yioX6/jo

5

yioxyio

6 7

1X8/10 6/l0Xl%0

8

Vioxyio

9

8/ioxyio

10

. ixyio

30 Yards.

No. Group,. .

.

Group In

1

lVl0X9/l0

2 3

i%oX%o i%oXi%o
4 5

l5/l0Xiyi0 %oXl5/lC

6

%oXi
7 8 9

i3/ieX2yio i3/ioXi*/i(, ^ioXi

10

.

8/10X12/10

50 Yards.

No. Group...

Group In

1

1%0X2%0
2

2%oX2%0
3

2?'4oX2%0

4

iXs
5

2%oXiyio
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32-44 U. M. C. Target Cartridge 32-11-83 Groups of 10 Shots Each.

30 Yards.

No. Group...

Group In

1

8/ioXiyio

2 3

yioX2%o iXi%o
4

lXl5/lO

5

%oXi
6

%oxyio
7

%oXi
8

lyioXe/io

9

'i%oXi

10

iSAoXiVio

50 Yards.

Group
In....

1 2 1 3 4

33/ioX3yiO iyi0Xl6/l0]2%0Xl2/i0 2%oX%0
5

syioXiS/io

6

2%oX3%0
7

lyioXiVio

8

i%oX2''do

9

i%oXi%o
10

2%oX3yio

100 Yards.

No. Group.. .

.

Group In.. ..

1

3%oX4%0
2

4ri0X7*i0

3

iVioXeyio

4

TyioXsyio

5

5%0X6yi0

32-i7-q8 at 50 Yards. 32-17-Q8 at 50 Yards. 32-17-98 at 50 Yards. 32-17-Q8 at 50 Yards.

32-17-98 Smith & Wesson Revolving Rifle Cartridge, U. M. C. Make. Groups of 10 Shots.

50 Yards.

No. Group....

Group In

1

iyioX2yio

2

i^'ioXiyio

3

6/10X1

4

yioXiyio

5

iyiox%o

100 Yards.

No, Group....

Group In

1

2yioX5%0

2

2yioX5yio

3

2%oX6y]0

4

4yio-x 5

5

3^10X4^10

38-44 Gallery Cartridge, (38-6-70).

20 Yards.

No. Group...

.

1

Group In yioXyio

2 3

iXiiAo kioxyio

4

%oX%o %oxyio "/loX]

7

ixyio

8 9 10

%oXiyiok/] 0X8/10 VioXiVio

30 Yards,

No. Group.

Group In. .. LVioXiyio s/ioXiyio i%oXiyio lyioXiyio i%oXi%o %0X6/l0 yioXiyio 5/ioXiyio yioX2yio

10

rioXiyio

38-44 Target Cartridge. (38 20- 146.)

30 Yards.

No. Group
Group In .

1

i%oXiyio

2

lyioXiyio

3

iyioX2

4

iyioXi6/io

5

yioxyio

50 Yards.

Gr'p

In...

1

iyioX3¥io

2

2%oX2^0
3

iyioX3%o

4

lyioXsyio

5

iyioX2%o

6 7

syioXsyio lyiox 3%0

8

2yioX3yio

9

iyioX2yio

10

2%oX2%0

Using the Same Bullet and Reducing the Powder to 15 <j rains.

50 Yards.

No. Group...

Group In 2%oXl%o 2^ioX2%0
3

2?'ioX3 i^ioXi'^io i6/ioX2yio
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Regular Load C;58-20-146.)

100 Yards.

No. Group., .

.

Group In

1

syioXio'Jio.

2

syioXe^o

3

iyioXii9/io

4 5

200 Yards.

Ko. Group....

Group In

1

10%oX22?io

2

14''/loXl4yiO

3

14X24

4

9*/ioX20

5

14Xl6%0

44 Russian Model, U. M. C. Gallery. (44-7-120.);

20 Yards.

No, Group..

Group In. .

,

%oxyio

2

HoXi^Ao le/ioXiVio

4

2/10X1 i%oXyio

44-23-256 at 50 Yards. 44-8-120 at 20 Yards- 44-23-256 at 50 Yards.

U. M. C. Gallery. (44-7-110.)

20 Yards.

44-7-110 at 30 Yards.

No. Group.. .

,

Group In.. . ., %0X6/lO

2

%oX%o
3

8/10X1

4

%oX%o
5

*/ioX%o

U. M. C. Gallery. (44-7-120.)

30 Yards.

No. Group...

,

Group In i%oXiyio i?loXi%o

3

2Xl%0
4

.zXitIo

5

iX%(

U. M. C. Gallery. (44-7-100.)

No. Group...

.

Group In .i/ioX%o i¥ioXiyio %oXi8/io

4

%oXiyio

5

iVioXi

Own Loading—12 Grains American Pistol Cartridge Powder, 160 Grain Bullet—Ideal Hollow Base.

30 Yards Casts.

No. Group...

Group In. . .

.

1

iX%o yioXi3/io

3

%oxrio
4

%oX%o i%oXii/io

U. M. C. Factory Full Charge. (44-23-256.)

50 Yards.

No. Group
Group In .

1

L6/l0Xyi0

2 3 4 5

2%0X2%0 3Vl0Xl%0 2%0X22/lO 2%0X2%0
6 7

i%oXi%oiyioXi
9 10

l^loXl l%oXl6/io 2%0Xl%0

44 Full Charge.

200 Yards.

No. Group..

Group In. .

.

1

3%oX6 7X68/10 4%0X5¥l0 sMoXe^o 4%oX6%0

100 Yards.

No. Group .

Group In. .

.

47%oXl8 ll%oXl2%0
3

;Xi6%(

4

8X15 6%oXl2%0



THE GIG HORSE TYPE OF THE NATIONAL SHOW

GOOD HORSES WITH POOR MANNERS—BIGGER PRIZES WANTED

By F. M. WARE

\ NOTHER National Horse Show has passed
^ ^ along into history; financially, to a

hugely successful issue; socially, bringing re-

sults equally satisfactory; but in many re-

spects the outcome was, for horsemen, another

of the disappointments with which past occa-

sions have made us familiar. We do not pro-

gress as we should in the matter of type-for-

purpose; our divisions are, many of them, an-

tiquated in wording, and too broad and indefi-

nite in scope. Our methods have in few in-

stances changed from those in vogue eighteen

years ago, when this grand old show was inau-

gurated. The organization is not, in short, as

" national " as it might well be, and its appel-

lation is in a way a misnomer—for in enter-

prise, in originality, and in liberality, several

of the western organizations are completely

outstepping it. We all want to see this exhi-

bition the first in rank in the land, but its

cash offerings to the people who make it pos-

sible—the exhibitors—are by no means com-

mensurate with its receipts, which this year

were simply enormous (as indeed they always

have been). Thirty thousand is a trifling

amount of prize money when one considers

that, from entry fees, stabling charges, etc.,

the people who make entries contribute $6,000,

at least; and that, of the remainder, no in-

considerable amount is oflfered by individuals

or clubs, so that, probably, the receipts, which

approximate $150,000, are obtained at a cash

outlay of only about $20,000. True, a division

of profits in lieu of rent, must be made with

the Garden management, but, even then, the

surplus is enormous, and totally dispropor-

tionate to the risk or outlay incurred. Ex-

hibitors, however, have only themselves to

blame for this state of aff'airs, and if they are

satisfied with the husks no one will extend to

them a more liberal helping. There is not a

show in America that gives in prizes the

money it should, and can well afford to do;

nor is there any sport in which the possible

returns to the active participants are so ab-

surdly disproportionate to the outlay. We
constantly hear the argument that emolument

should cut no figure in truly sporting events,

and that the horse fancier who yearns for

more liberal receipts is a counterfeit and a

mug-hunter. Allowing that this is true, what

shall we say of the directorates which com-

placently pocket huge dividends, Avhose mem-
bers, one and all, pose as sportsmen of the

truest type? How many horse shows would

be held in 1903 if there was no certainty (or

strong possibility) of pecuniary gain? And
how many shows urbanely and persistently

face a deficit, however small? Is the man who
travels and exhibits a $30,000 coach-and-four

for $100 prizes (of which he pays $5 entry)

dead game—or rather foolish?

We have never had such single horse classes

in any show, or in any country, as we had at

the Garden in 1902. Perhaps there were no

sensational newcomers, but the average of ex-

hibits was never so high; there were never

so few poor animals shown, nor- as well-

shaped, well-mannered a collection. The

American trotting-bred horse was more
strongly in evidence than ever, and as one

watched him, and considered his manifold ac-

complishments, his excellencies at all tasks,

one could but wonder what he could possibly

gain from a mixture with other breeds and

foreign blood; and marvel that, even as we
accept the hackney, the French and English

coach horses, etc., as excellent of their kind,

we do not award the same meed of approval

to our native horse. On the contrary, we will

persist in arguing that we should turn back

one hundred years by commingling alien blood

with his, forgetting that, to-day, the Ameri-

can trotting-bred heavy-harness horse is in his

Avay as much a type as any outlander; that

his average of personal excellence is as high

or higher, his versatility greater, his confor-

mation distinctly his own and generally har-

monious, and his action obtained not through

centuries of effort to increase it, but in spite

of years of persistent and intelligent effort to

prevent its extravagant development! If we
outstep, outstyle, and* outspeed, after a few

weeks' handling, any other horse on earth,

what shall our native horse not accomplish

when educated from foalhood's days, as all

these foreigners are trained, to go high, and

to adopt the " heavy leather " style and car-

riage ?

Action was as much a sine qua non this year

as always, and, to be considered, every con-

testant had to go very high, always at one

end, generally at both. That this sort of ac-

tion is suitable, for instance, for a runabout
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horse no one believes (until he gets into a

sJ)ow ring), nor will he keep sueh an animal

for this use. This aetion, the docked tail, and

an American buggy or runabout, form an

awkward combination—for the high-stepper

hurls mud, filth, and pebbles at you in show-

ers which his stubby caudal appendage fails

to fend off, as it does when it is left un-

trimmed. Horses are constantly seen winning

ribbons in these classes whose drivers are

nearly blinded with the dirt thrown up—dirt

which covers the cushion and wagon floor as

well. No runabout is a park vehicle, but

essentiallj^ a utility trap, and as such is to be

drawn by a " train-catching " utility horse

;

but we hold that, if an animal is good, he

must be first class and unbeatable at any-

thing which his height limitations allow him

to essay. Thus Lord Brilliant used to be a

runabout horse, but has now graduated to the

gig class, and is no longer such; but, oddly

enough, his mate Lord Golden (and a close

mate, too) is not a gig horse at all, but a

typical runabout horse!

Pace was forced to an extraordinary extent,

and not only was this the case, but, in many
classes, horses were kept going until they

were ready to lie down—not only the few

manifest contenders, but a lot of others which

had no earthly chance. This was very hard

on exhibitors, as well as tmnecessary. The

Garden stables afford no place to cool out any

horse, while those stabling outside must face

very raw, cold winds, sufficient to cause fatal

congestion at once. Even victoria and

brougham horses had to step away to the

limit of their prowess, and the stately and

rather deliberate animal (which constitutes

true type at least for single victorias) had

no chance of consideration. Of what value is

a rate of speed that cannot be iised in park

or on road at all, and that would insure in-

stant discharge to any coachman w^ho main-

tained it for a quarter mile? Rate of speed

is easily calculated, as any ring is so many
laps to the mile, and so many seconds to the

lap. Surely no such vehicles are to be pro-

pelled at a rate of fifteen miles the hour, or

even ten; nor is a horse who can only show

action at such speed fit in any way for the

job.

A vast amount of nagging, jerking, and

whipping was allowed to work itself high into

the ribbons in some classes, and the arena

occasionally looked like a trotting race track.

Are these park-horse manners, or amateur

accomplishments ?

The usual amount of furious argument

arose over the decision for the Waldorf-As-

toria Cup, and it is odd that we waste so

much space, and exhaust so many opinions on

the giy horse when he is the only variety of

heavy harness horse that we practically never

use; and, therefore, his fitness or his type

make not the least actual dift'erence to any-

body! How many gigs—bar those of the

dealers and the semi-demi-amateurs—will you

see in any park in a month, or a year, for

that matter?

The gig is, in every country but this, a

utility vehicle, and ought to be horsed as

such by an animal able and ready to pull two

probably heavy men and other impedimenta

over light roads or heavy, up hill and down,

for four miles or forty; and to do it quickly

and easily. If Lord Brilliant, the three-time

winner of the cup, is that sort of horse, then

the majority of eyes are strangely at fault;

if a miniatvu-e gig, in which both his owner

and his regular professional driver appear

hugely disproportionate, and which is far

too small for his stable mate Lord Golden IL,

only two inches taller, be a gig of size and

dimensions up to standard or regulation or

average, then all estimates are wrong; if he

is a gig horse at 14.3;t, then his runner-up,

Flower of Lynnewood, is by no means such.

If that pony height and pony vehicle meet

the requirements, then Glorious Bonnie, only

two inches lower, or Doncaster Model, of

about twelve hands, with their little car-

riages, are also gig horses. Arguments are

made that there is no standard or regula-

tion height for gigs, but if one will inquire

for a full-sized one he will be shown a cer-

tain height and length by any salesman, and

there is a size of wheel and certain proportion

of vehicle from which these pony gigs depart.

A miniature victoria is not a victoria of full

or regular size; a pony break is not a stand-

ard break. It is a fair exchange in all such

classes to let the contesting animals change

gigs, and notice how they harmonize, not with

their specially constructed carriage, but with

any and every one of the same sort. A col-

lection of the Waldorf-Astoria Cup winners

affords a curious spectacle. Von Harbinger

(1897), Lady Ursula (1898), glorious Red
Cloud (1899), and Lord Brilliant, no two alike

in weight, make, shape, conformation, or finish.

Surely Flower of Lynnewood was nowhere it

she was not considered good enough for first,

and there were several reasons against plac-

ing her there; but how could she finish second
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Avith so many good little ones of Brilliant's

sort—nowhere ?

Pairs were, as a whole, not up to the stand-

ard in that they varied much in manners, ac-

tion, shape, color, and most of the essentials

necessary for a strictly high-class combina-

tion of this sort. Show ring matched horses

should be alike in color, at least, and even

varying shades of the same are hardly allow-

able in the choicest society. Tandems were

good—one or two superlatively so—but again

manners were sadly deficient, and the outfits

pursued their w^andering courses in decidedly

erratic style. Very little tandem driving is

done nowadays, and it is a most unsatisfac-

tory method of arranging two horses; bvit

there is surely no reason for driving to gigs

or skeleton contraptions that are nothing in

particular. There must be tandem carts still

extant, and it is a pity that The Tandem Club

—if it still exists—does not present a trophy

to be competed for annually by its members
in full regalia.

Four-in-hands were sjilendid, although again

unmannerly; in fact, in all the varied combi-

nations of horses the individuals betrayed

but slight acquaintance with each other, or

with their duties, as a rule. One or two park

fours were the finest yet shown, and the road

coaches were capital.

Roadsters (single) Avere quite good, but

only that; while in the pair classes they were

very fine. The high-wheeled road wagon has

now definitely departed from the arena; and

wagons of any make are accepted as correct

—

which is actually as it should be.

Breeding classes hardly merit mention in

any division, as they were very sparsely filled,

and by no means typical of excellence. They
should be abolished if such results obtain;

they are a farce as they stand.

Ponies were good in all sizes and for all pur-

poses. A special saddle class for cobs was
given, filled well; a similar one might be in-

cluded in the harness division.

Chargers were such in name only, save the

first, which was rather a fair, peacocky type.

The ribbon-wearers differed widely, and not

one could have been bought for charger price.

Cavalry horses were absurd. A $5,000 thor-

oughbred won, such as no army buyer would

look at, nor could buy if he would; and not

one cavalryman in one thousand could ride.

Surely price limitations should be placed

upon these classes, and any entry subject to

claim at, respectively, the " going " prices of

chargers and cavalry remounts. To say that

a $5,000 horse is typical of a $122 " warrior "

is, to put it mildly, misleading.

The fur flew after the saddle horse judge

got through, and really it does seem extraor-

dinary that we are not considered to know
what w^e want and how we want it without

importing some one to tell us. People speak

of Mr. Gooch as favoring a " new type," but

he does nothing of the sort. He likes a thor-

oughbred horse, such as we have used from

time immemorial in this country—those of us

who could find him or manner him or ride

him; but for the very excellent reasons that

we could, as a rule, accomplish none of these

undertakings, we turned him down years ago,

as they have in every oth.er country on

earth, as an exceptional horse, for exceptional

purposes, and exceptional riders. To argue

that such a horse is the " English type " is

the merest rot; nowhere will you see more

coarse, ill-made, and low-bred brutes at sad-

dle work than in the British Isles, and the

fact that certain good horsemen there iise

them is no argument whatever. Americans

do not want a riding horse anyway; they

want a ride-and-drive horse, useful at both

undertakings, and reasonably typical for both

pvu-poses; and as they know what they want,

so they know why they want it, nor Avill any

demonstrations to the contrary affect them.

Mr. Gooch is a splendid horseman, and most

conscientious; but he does not like our types,

nor do we like his—and it is many millions

to one that he would not succeed in convinc-

ing us that Ave are wrong, if he demonstrated

his preferences for a million years. It is a very

serious matter, however, for breeders, dealers,

and all concerned, and makes much talk and

ill-feeling.

Gaited saddle horses should certainly be

provided for at this show, and that liberally.

Such classes as one saw in the West this year

were a revelation and a marvel, and when we
in the East decry the noble specimen-s of horse

we simply do not know what we are talking

about; nor should the fact that the prizes

offered some years ago produced a lot of

screws and a farcical competition prevent this

thoroughly American type of horse from ob-

taining due recognition. We have never in

all our eastern shows seen such a animal as

Montgomery Chief, the western champion.

Hunters were poor. True, they jumped

pretty well, and were up to all that the ordi-

nary drag hunt demands of them; but they

w^ere poor, nevertheless, especially when one

sets aside the " jumpers " and " professional

"
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nags; many of the familiar old faces were

missing. Those nondescript classes " suitable

for making hunters " contained not a few

animals well on in years, and should surely

be limited by an age qualification.

As usual the championships were not inter-

esting. Lord Brilliant, belonging to Dr.

Wentz, won the small division from his two

stable mates, Mr. J. H. Moore's Burlingham

taking the larger. In pairs Lord Brilliant and

Lord Golden won the ribbon for small pairs,

while the larger went to Burlingham and Vice-

roy. Dr. W. Seward Webb's El Queso carried

away the trophy for large saddle horses, while

Mr. J. S. Gayley's Mastello annexed that for

hacks of lesser size. The champion heavy-

weight hunter was Mr. Clarence Moore's

Kohinoorj the middle-weight winner, Mr. F.

Ambrose Clark's Guidon, and of the light-

weight, Mr. Courtland H. Smith's Up-to-Date.

There trophies were all easily won from very

moderate competition—or none at all, and are

never attractive, nor do they constitute any
important feature.

THE GAME FIELD

£y EDWYN SANDYS

THE GAME SITUATION.

'TpAKEN all in all, a glance backward at the
- upland shooting of the season just

ended is not discouraging. It is safe to say

that never have there been more determined

efforts to enforce game laws, while the results

have been far from failure. That there has

been a lot of " kicking " in many quarters, is

positively cheering, because a kick is apt to

mean that a trifle of wholesome correction lias

been applied where it was sorely needed. I

love to hear 'em kick, for then I know that

men paid, or pledged, to do their often un-

pleasant duty actually are doing the same,

and, possibly, doing it well and thoroughly.

The kicking has no terrors—'tis the smug, un-

ruffled silence that is pregnant with undesir-

able possibilities. In the now, alas! rather

remote days, when the good little mother was

busy, and I was on the warpath nigh unto

cupboards and sideboards, she used to make
me keep whistling or singing. So long as my
discord was maintained, she knew there was
" nuttin' doin'." But, if there happened a

period of silence for more than one ininute,

a swift investigation followed.

Nor is the outlook too gloomy. So far as

I have been able to figure, the season has been

quite up to the average. For a while, during

the breeding season, the weather of many sec-

tions was distinctly unfavorable ; but the peril

passed before any great harm was done. Now,

at the end of the northern shooting, there

seems to be ample stock of birds for the next

breeding season. An average winter, and a

reasonable amount of care on the part of

those sportsmen who do not forget the birds

when the gun is laid aside, should insure a

proper breeding stock for 1903.

The best winter work for a gun club is the

care of the game in its district. In my opin-

ion, even the smallest of clubs would do w^ell

to appoint a game committee of a few of its

keenest and most thoroughgoing members, to

serve as rangers of the district shot over by
the club. Their duties should be to keep tab

on what is doing in their territory, to pro-

cure and disti'ibute food when necessary, and
every now and then, after bad weather, to

scout over the ground and learn from personal

observation how matters are progressing.

The right sort of men will keep in touch with
the farmers and learn much from them.

For years I lived in a county town, in the

center of a famous quail belt. As is usual

there were a lot of gunners and a few sports-

men of broader views. These considered the

winter care of the quail as part of their

sportsmanship, and each looked after a certain

district, the one he usually shot over, and
naturally was best acquainted with. My
own range was about six miles long by two
miles broad, and at the end of the shooting

I had an excellent idea of where all bevies

and remnants of bevies were located. Until

about February there was no need for worry.

Nfitural food usually was abundant until that

time, and the food scarcity and the most try-
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ing weather were to be expected later. Be-

tween interviewing farmers every market day,

and going over the ground once toward the

end of January, I kept posted thus far. After

that, hard weather meant personal hustling,

long tramping, and the placing of food. Yet

it really was a simple task, for I cannot re-

call that I lugged food (and then only from

the nearest barn—a half-mile or so) more

than six times during the worst winter of the

lot. But that trifling amount of labor and

intelligent personal effort, meant a saved

breeding-stock and plenty of birds for the

next season.

For his prowl of investigation, the ranger

should carry a gun and a few heavily-loaded

shells for the benefit of a big owl, hawk,

prowling cat, or other possible " vermin."

And should he chance upon a lone man track,

he will do well to follow it xmtil he has

learned the true reason for its maker's wan-

derings. There may be snares or other un-

holy devices; in any event, the trail is easily

read, for the rankest poacher of 'em all can-

not fool a trained man on new snow. Shovild

snares be found, note every peculiarity of ths

boot marks. There may be—there usually is

—

an arrangement of nails on a worn part which

may be identified. Destroy the usefulness of

the traps, and then back-track your man, if

possible, to his home and just deserts. These

game rangers, too, will do well not to discuss

their plans too freely. A fox doesn't tongue

on a trail; yet, as a rule, he gets mighty close

to his quarry. Remember, while you can

" keep 'em guessin'," you can keep them

afraid; and in many cases, especially in small

communities, for obvious reasons, prevention

is preferable to demonetization, or possible

incarceration—it bites, less and heals quicker.

Incidentally, the time to prepare for the win-

ter care of quail is right now.

IN THE IDLE TIME.

I have found it an excellent rule to devote

a day now and then to the overhauling of the

sporting outfit. If you haven't a day to

spare, a couple of evenings will serve. To the

proper brand of sportsman, the care of the

outfit is a labor of love rather than a task.

Nor is the time wasted—frequently it means

the saving of money and trouble later on.

Most men will be a trifle astonished if they

go critically over every bit of their sporting

gear. The gun case may have a wad of lint

in one corner and a few grains of sharp sand

in another, both of which may work into the

wrong places before spring. There may be a

tiny rust-spot somewhere which had best be

abolished, a hitherto unsuspected weakness in

boots, or waders, a button, or pocket-corner

getting shaky about coat or vest. If so, at-

tend to 'em at once; if you don't, they'll at-

tend to you later. A man should keep his

outfit in strictly first-class condition, and

ready for the field at a moment's notice. Ex-

amine, and if doubtful, test every inch of

tackle from reel to flies. Anything which

cannot be absolutely trusted is worse than

useless. Either repair it as strong as new, or

chuck it away. Hanging on to frayed,

weakened stuff is poor business. It surely

will play false at the worst possible time.

The biggest fish has a peculiar habit of laying

hold of the rottenest tackle. Every time the

gun is recalled for cross-examination, too, one

may have a bit of room practice. This is no

bad thing. One may pin up a card, or select

some small object in the room, and practice

quickly covering it and swinging on it from

right and left, and at the same time recall

visions of this, that, and the other bird of

the past season. Some might laugh at such

work, yet it is not valueless. A fencer, lack-

ing with a foil, as can the boxer by fooling

with the punching-bag. Each keeps certain

muscles in shape for certain action, and the

man who makes a habit of tossing up and

swinging the gvm, as suggested, will find him-

self in very fair form should an unexpected

trap match arise. In fact, owing to press of

work, I once shaped for a match by this

method, and the arms were all right when the

test came.

SPRING PROTECTION FOR DUCKS.

The value of spring protection has long been

apparent to thinking sportsmen. Practical

proof of it was this year found upon many
custom waters. Statements from close ob-

servers show a pleasing increase in the num-

ber of certain water-fowl, notably wood-dvicks,

in localities where a marked scarcity has been

the rule. The protection of duck in spring is

square-toed common sense. The man anxious

to double his flock of sheep would not attempt

to encourage the increase by slitting the

weasands of his ewes before they had a chance

to drop their lambs ; nor would the initial step

of the man keen for potatoes be the destruc-

tion of all the tubers in sight. The sparing

a duck in the spring is something like putting

money into a savings bank—you can get it

later, and more along with it.



HOW AND WHERE TO FISH IN FLORIDA

By WILLIAM C. HARRIS

IT IS generally believed that fishing in Flor-

ida waters during the winter months is

very expensive. True it is that under the ordi-

nary conditions wliieli prevail in that State,

an angling tour entails a heavy expenditure,

but the angler of moderate means can spend

the winter months at a very moderate ex-

pense and at some of the very best fishing

grounds of the world.

The establishment of luxurious hotels along

the east coast has conveyed the impression

to northern anglers that even a month's stay

in Florida cannot be made except at an outlay

of from three to five hundred dollars. The

fact remains that there are many private

boarding houses and family hotels at which

excellent board can be obtained for from six

to ten dollars a week, and if the visitor pur-

chases a suitable rowboat, which can be done

for fifteen or twenty dollars, the expense can

be reduced to less than the cost of fishing in

summer near any large city of the North.

One of the largest items of expense in Flor-

ida fishing is the hire of boats and guides.

These charges range from five to twenty-five

dollars per day; the minimum being for a

small cat-boat of fourteen to eighteen feet;

the maximum for a sloop or launch of forty

to sixty feet. In the latter case, the price is

seldom reduced if the vessel is chartered for

a month or more, as often happens. The

chartering party furnishes a stock of pro-

visions for all on board, and the owners simply

pay the wages of the cook and crew.

Again, the cost of the proper fishing tackle

for such outings is generally greatly overesti-

mated. For ordinary fishing for groupers,

channel bass, mangrove snappers, and bonefish

ranging from five to thirty pounds, I have

found no better or more serviceable rod than

the simple Japanese cane, 9 to 10 feet long,

bought in the local shops at from seventy-five

cents to one dollar each, and rigged, after pur-

chase, with tlie proper number of guides; the

reel being strongly tied on the rod with tarred

twine. Two or three spools of braided line,

number 12 to 18, of five hundred feet each;

three dozen Harrison's Sproat hooks, 2-0 to

10-0; a good multiplying reel, costing from ten

to fifteen dollars, and a stout landing net or

w^rought-iron gaff, all at an aggregate cost of

not more than twenty-five dollars, will fill the

bill for a two months' outing in Florida. Add

to this amount fifty dollars for two months'

board and fifty-five dollars for passage money
by steamer and railroad, and the aggregate

will be one hundred and thirty dollars; or, if

the stay is extended through the months of

January, February, March, and April (the lat-

ter is the best month for fisihing), the actual

expense for four months will be only slightly

more than ten dollars per week.

If the fisherman delays his return north to

the latter part of April or the early days of

May, I unhesitatingly suggest a prolonged

stay at Ponce Park, about one hundred and

twenty miles south of Jacksonville. All of

Florida's true game fish come in with the tide

through Mosquito Inlet into the Hillsborogh

River, and the red drum and spotted sea trout,

or channel bass, swarm in the surf.

You can never tell when " a draw " occurs

what sized fish is at your lure. The largest,

such as the tarpon, and the gamest, like the

bonefish, are the most gentle biters of any

species. In fact, the term " draw " is used in-

stead of " bite " or "pluck," because these fish

take the bait up very gently and move off

quietly, and your earliest knowledge of their

size or game qualities comes only when the

steel is imbedded in their flesh and the fight

begins with desperate plunges.

The baits used at Ponce Park are mostly

crabs and mullet. Farther south, in Biscayne

Bay and the waters nearer Key West, craw-

fish bait is the favorite, and the flesh of the

conch is very generally used about Miami. All

these lures are found in great abundance in

shallow waters along the coast. Fiddlers, the

best lure for sheepshead, can be gathered in

swarms on the sandy shores of the keys, par-

ticularly when adjacent reaches of swamp

grass are found. Small stone crabs, hermit,

or soldier crabs, and sand crabs can be gath-

ered in numbers at low tide on the flats:

these are very alluring to the " silver shut-

tle " or bonefish. Shrimps and prawns are

much used in waters north of Ponce Park;

south of that point they are very scarce. Live

bait and cut bait of any description is, as a

rule, very effective, and a strip of kingfish on

a large hook is sometimes used with success

in trolling. In fact, almost anything sweet

and clean looking, not excepting strips of

white and red cloth, serves to attract the

ravenous fishes of the semi-tropics.

Going south and passing New Smyrna, cele-

brated for the immense quantities of sheeps-
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head caught from the bridge over the Hills-

boro River, the next fishing point is the Indian

River. Along this are many excellent fishing

grounds 5 the best is Indian River Inlet.

Fort Pierce, a few miles below St. Lucie, is

the largest depot for shipping fish in Florida.

Opposite it, in the wide waters of the so-called

river, thousands of Spanish mackerel are

caught, in the latter days of April, by trolliilg

with a small metal squid.

From Fort Pierce, two hundred and forty-

two miles south of Jacksonville, to Miami,

near which is the northern end of the cele-

brated Biscayne Bay, we pass many most ex-

cellent fishing grounds, the best of which is

Gilbert's Bar, near Sewell's Point, twenty-five

miles south of Indian River Inlet. Here the

choice food and game fishes of Florida can be

taken on hook and line; they include bluefish,

kingfish, channel bass, groupers, pompano,

snappers, Spanish mackerel, and many others.

Bluefish are boated either by still fishing in

the main channel from Sewell's Point down to

the bar, or by trolling with a small mackerel

squid or a red and white rag over the same

water. Snappers and groupers are usually

fished for by casting the bait near or under

the mangrove trees that thickly line the

banks. Pompano can be taken in the inside

channels on light tackle, say a number 3 or 4

hook and number 9 line, attached to a steel

violin string or ductile wire eighteen inches

long. The bait should be sand fleas, fiddlers,

sea, or hermit crabs. Fish bait will not do,

and it has been said the fish here will not seize

a troll of any kind, but they are taken fre-

quently in shallow water, on a bright-red fly.

Lake Worth is a salt water lagoon, or arm

of the sea, into Avhich the migratory fishes

come earlier and usually leave earlier than

they do in the Indian River. This is doubt-

less due to the Gulf Stream, which is nearer

the shore than in Indian River, making the

water slightly warmer. Such changes are

always alluring to migratory fishes, particu-

larly those moving southward. Nearly all

species are found in Lake Worth at some sea-

son; the amber jacks, barracuda, cavalle,

grouper grunts, pompano. sheepshead, snappers,

and others can be foimd at all times. They

are caught in the inside waters and on the

" patches " or reefs a short distance off the

beach. Casting in the surf, at times, is very

successful, and barracuda, pompano, sea trout,

ca,valle, and ladyfish are frequently caught by
this method.

From Miami, the southern terminus of the

railroad, three hundred and thirty-six miles

south of Jacksonville, to Key West one hun-

dred and forty-three miles further south, the

waters swarm with grand food and rod fish.

The United States Fish Commission records

show 576 species as resident or migratory fish

in the waters of Florida, and a very large

number and the choicest are found along the

reach from Miami to Key West, and adjacent

to the latter point. Here many of the tropical

species, such as the angel and parrot fishes, are

found, and those from the West Indian

Islands, the Carribean Sea, the north shores of

the isthmus, and from northern South America

are frequent visitors, many remaining the year

round because of the proximity of the warmer

waters of the Gulf Stream, the inner edge of

which closely infringes upon, the eastern line

of the great Florida reefs.

Just outside of Miami, and to the southward

a few miles., is the favorite trolling ground

for kingfish, and the sport with a fifty pound

mackerel at the fore, is fast and furious. As
many as one hundred and thirty-five of these

hefty fighters have been " hauled in " by three

hand lines in part of a day's fishing. The

groupers also run large, up to sixty pounds,

and jewfish and sharks are always at hand,

the latter often seizing and swallowing or

mutilating fish taken on your hook.

Bears Cut, four miles southeast of Miami,

is the first objective point for the great bone-

fish, so long confused with the acrobatic lady-

fish almost ubiquitous on both the east and

west coasts of Florida. The first may be

classed as an infrequent fish in those waters,

and hard to find when you want him, but

when found is, for his size, the fiercest fighter

of the seas. Find a shallow bar with stunted

grass growth upon it, wholly bare at low

water; and then, just as the tide lips its outer

edges, row quietly up; here and there you will

see a broad tail flipping in the air. Cast your

crustacean bait a few feet in front of the caii-

dal fin, and ten chances in eleven it will be

seized; then it is a matter of brawn between

you and this "silver shuttle;" for, despite your

muscle, he will strip from one hundred to

three hundred feet of line from the reel. Just

such places are found all the way from a few

miles below Miami to Bahia Honda.





Drawn l>y Philip K. Goodwin.

'Clutching- a huge, furry form, hitting, plunging with his knife, struggling,

and screaming."—Illustrating " Ba'tiste the Bear Hunter," Page 628.
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THE CHILDREN OF THE BUSH

By LEONIDAS HUBBARD, Jr.
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TO THE resident of Lower Canada the

whole world is divided into two parts,

the "settlements" and the "bush."

You go through the settlements on the train

until the railway ends. Then you drive until

you come to the last house. Here the road

ends, and all beyond is the bush. When you
stand for the first time on its edge and look

away toward the North Star, you suddenly

realize that the bush runs all the way to

the pole. If it is night and winter, and a

wind like fine shot is coming down from
Ungava, it seems to you that a wolfish pres-

ence hangs over the bush ready to seize any
one who ventures beyond the last house, and
you understand why the Indians see an evil

spirit in the land, and give good furs to the

ivindago for that spirit's appeasing.

When winter comes the white wastes are

peopled by nomad families, who have left

the reserves and missions to tramp over the

rocks and snow fields and frozen lakes, pitch-

ing and folding their tents more silently

than the Arabs, in pursuit of furs—furs which
come to the markets for you and me to buy,

if we can afford them. I wanted to know
something of these men of the bush, to know
the motive that inspires their lives, and to

see what the forest holds of joy or sorrow

for its people. So, one day I rode through

the Laurentides to the railroad's end, and
from there went northward to the reserve of

the Montagnais. There I met La Jeimesse,

which was very fortunate for me, since La
Jeunesse was everywhere described as a

"good Indian." The man at the store told

me this first. To prove it, he opened his

books and read off the list of skins La
Jeunesse had already turned in. Since the

value of these more than half covered his in-

debtedness for supplies and outfit, furnished

last fall on credit, there could be no doubt.

A bad Indian would get all possible credit,

and then, slipping out in the spring, sell to

some stray fur buyer, leaving the store in the

lurch. This is the trader's view of a good
Indian. To the priest, the title applies to

him who has forsaken the ivindago and does

not go after mass to consult the prophet of

the evil one as to the prospects of a good
hunt. To the interpreter, who assured me
that La Jeunesse was " good Hinjun," it

meant " he not git drunk an' raise hell."

He had another name, for when I asked

why men called him La Jeunesse, he an-

swered :

"Myfadder same name."

He had just come in from his trapping

grounds, many miles westward on lakes and
streams that the white man had never

named. The interpreter said he was the very

man to take me to the bush, but when we
mentioned the matter. La Jeunesse shook

his head. If he stopped to guide white man
he would lose fur. The winter was nearly

over now, and he still owed fifty dollars at
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the store. He must get back to the traps.

Maybe Kitloogin would go.

We found Kitloogin in front of his httle

log house. He was big and dark, with the

broad face of the typical Montagnais. While
the interpreter talked he kept raising his axe

and striking it into a green birch log, with

the air of a man who wants to end an inter-

view. Finally the interpreter led the way
into the house, and pointed to the worn form
of a woman on the bed.

" Dat his wife. Grot consumption. She not

dead in the morning, he go."

But when morning came Kitloogin could

not go. He must stay and dig a grave.

Then La Jeunesse and I entered into

council. I said I did not want a guide at all.

1 wanted to go to the bush with a trapper.

I wanted to Hve like an Indian. I would
come out of the bush alone. I hinted at out-

fit and provisions to be discarded when I

should return to the settlement, and then I

waited, wondering whether or not I had
touched a responsive chord. The bronze face

never moved, nor did the eyes betray a single

feeling. But the head nodded, and La
Jeimesse said:

" Yes. Ver' good."

Right there La Jeunesse gained an ad-

mirer. He was the first man I had met in

the North who did not tell of bogies that

lurk in the bush, who did not discover that

my snowshoes were frail things, my blanket

too thin, or my clothing inadequate. His

soul was large enough to grasp the white

man's desire to see the bush in winter, and
to assume that the white man understood

the difficulties.

Two days of stormy driving over drifted

roads, and we stood at the last house on the

way toward Hudson Bay. It was a log

house of one room. From its door came a

brawny pioneer of the most kindly French
type, to grasp our hands with a heartiness

that left no doubt as to our welcome. He
threw open the door, and Madame, as large

and jolly as her lord, slapped La Jeunesse

on the shoulder in an effort to break down
the Indian tacitiirnity. Madame mixed
brandy toddy to drive the chill from her

guests, seemingly forgetful that who gives

brandy to the Indian commits a serious

offense against the law. Then we sat down
to a supper of pork, rabbit pie, and hot tea.

When bed time cameMadame took the broom
of spruce brush and swept the floor very

clean. Monsieur brought in an armful of

boughs and threw them down, to be a bed
for his guests. Here La Jeunesse and I spread

blankets, and, warmed by the glow of the

big square stove, lay down for the night.

With the morning came Guilliam, another

Moose Decides to Rest.
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"The trail, a narrow opening * * * jygt wide enough to permit the passage of a toboggan or a man with a pack."

Montagnais, employed by La Jeunesse to

help in the bush. With him was Nigger,

the black Eskimo dog of La Jeunesse. I

hired a dog of our host, also an Eskimo, with

a black fur coat as heavy as a bear's. His

name was Moose, and I hope no one ever

had to drive a lazier animal. Moose was
hitched to a little sleigh with steel runners,

and Nigger to a toboggan. La Jeunesse and

Guilliam also stepped into toboggan harness,

and so loaded, we left the clearingand entered

the trail, a narrow opening which ran away
through the forest, just wide enough to per-

mit the passage between the trees of a

toboggan or a man with a pack. It wound
along streams whose waters were hidden far

beneath a white covering ; it mounted hills

and descended into valleys ; it plunged into
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Repairing Broken Snowshoe Webs is as Important as Patching

Damaged Canoes in Summer.

thickets where silvery birch struggled with

thick-limbed spruce for sunlight : it emerged
among the fantastic shadows of the more
open forest where, save for the occasional

hammering of the woodpecker or screaming

of the moose bird, there was the silence of

the infinite North. Now we were in the bush.

We would have to go to the pole and away
down on the other side of the earth before

we would find another road in the direction

whither we turned our faces.

At noon that day I began to see a differ-

ence between Indian and good Indian. It

involved the difference between dog and
good dog. Early in the day Moose had be-

gun to lag on the hillsides. Then he had
lain down again and again, while I shouted,

" Marche done, Moose," and cut whips that

promptly broke on the dog's bear-like coat.

Then I had carried'

a thirty pound sack

of pork and caribou

meat, and later bent

under a sixty poimd
sack of flour. When
La Jeunesse and the

good Nigger were far

out of sight in the

forest Moose had quit

for good, while Guill-

iam, just arrived on
the scene, sat down
astride his toboggan
with an air that said

the white man must
work out his own
salvation. So I had
taken a light rope

from the sleigh and
was pulling tandem
with Moose, when, at

noon, we came up
withLa Jeunesse. He
stood by the side of

the trail, piling little

sticks on a fire that

leaped and crackled

about a pail of tea.

When we were ready

to start again, he

stepped to the sleigh,

picked up a sack of

meat and placed it on
his toboggan, with

the remark:
" Moose no good.

You git tire', ver' tire.

"

During five hours of work on the trail that

afternoon, I appreciated at least one of the

advantages of having a good Indian for

one's host in the forest.

Our trail crossed five lakes—five white

openings in the birch and balsam. Then we
stood by a sixth, and at a point where a

narrow beaver meadow came down to the

edge La Jeunesse and Gruilliam threw off

their harness. The sun was behind the tree

tops, and the clear northern twilight was
stealing over the forest. A crescent moon
hung white and loose in the evening sky.

But the bright cheeriness of the day was
gone. The breath of the evil spirit was com-
ing out of the woods to pierce coats and
sweaters, and cause panic where the little

rivers of perspiration had burst forth during

the last hours on the trail. This is the woods-
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man's cheerless hour, the hour when the

spirit of the North is snarUng at his heels,

and his own efforts have not yet raised a

barrier against that spirit's strength.

Moose and Nigger had dug round holes in

the snow, and were cuddled away safe from
the reach of the wind. Guilliam was cut-

ting wood. La Jeunesse was carpeting the

snow with balsam boughs. This finished, he

took off one snowshoe, and, using it as a

shovel, dug into the drift. He stooped and
threw out an armful of boughs. After that

he pulled up a roll of blankets, a tent, and a

light, folding stove of sheet iron. This was
his cache, one day's march from the last

house.

It is easy to pitch a tent in the snow, the

stakes drive so readily. This was a small

cotton tent, but it had a wide margin at the

bottom. When this had been fastened down
with poles, and a bank of snow had been
thrown around it, the Uttle stove grew red,

and the cheerless hour had departed. La
Jeunesse tookan axe and chipped off enough
frozen caribou meat to fill the frying-pan.

He put the bread by the stove to thaw. He
steeped the tea and poured it into cups.

Then he took from its sheath his new bowie
knife, handed
it to his guest,

and therewith

the feast
began.

The Indian

has been ac-

cused of undue
fondness for

feasting, and
what wonder

!

Who of us aU
can go to the

woods to work
at the paddle

in summer or

in the tobog-

gan straps in

winter, with-

out a mighty
desire toward

the morning
and evening
meat and tea?

Then, too, life

in the bush is a

struggle for

things to eat,

and what one

struggles for inevitably assumes undue pro-

portions, whether it be the millions of the

millionaire or the bread and meat of the

wretch whose battle is ever with starvation.

After supper La Jeunesse made oatmeal

mush for the dogs, and clubbed them when
they fought. Then he squatted by the stove

and said ;
" Ver' tir'. 'Tink I not make

bread till morning." This was comforting,

for I knew I was not the only one who felt

he could sleep on through eternity and not

have enough of sleeping. When I awoke
Moose—Moose, the forgiving—lay with his

head on my shoulder.

Next morning La Jeunesse heated water

in the frying-pan and washed his hands.

Then, sitting cross-legged on his blanket, he

mixed flour, water, and baking-powder and
kneaded it into round cakes of dough, which
he baked in the frying-pan. While so en-

gaged, he said

:

" 'Tinkwe stay here to-day. Odder Hinjun
come, mebbe."

"What other Indian f
"

'' Hinjun named George. He marry my
sister."

" Dere," and he pointed to a blackened

stick, one end of which rose above the snow,

Guilliam Cools the Stove.
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slanting soutliward. Some one had lased it

to hang a tea pail over the noonday fire.

" Hinjun put stick dat way. Show he gone
dat way. Been gone 'bout week. Time come
back lookin' trap odder way."

We were on the traj^ping grounds, now, of

the bi-other-in-law, George. I asked how far

those grounds might run. La Jeunesse

pointed south, saying:
" Four day dat way," and, pointing north,

" tree day dat way."

The grounds of La Jeunesse run from

its associations. When we start to look at

his traps, the first of which is perhaps a mile

from the tent, he points to a hillside, and
says

:

" Dere kill big moose two year 'go." And
later, where a stream empties into another

little lake, he pointed to a spruce tree, and
said:

" Dere my father shoot carcajou."

It is not a wonderful instinct, so much as

long acquaintance, that makes the Indian so

thoroughly at home on his trapping grounds.

Our First Camp Stood Where Forest and Beaver Meadow Meet.

here westward about seventy-five miles, to

the head waters of the St. Maurice River.

Three days' journey to the southwest, and
the grounds of his uncle begin on the lakes

where the Crooked River takes its head. The
rights to territory have descended from
father to son since the days of far-off an-

cestors who dressed their heads in feathers

and streaked their faces with war paint. La
Jeunesse has tramped these grounds of his

every winter since he was big enough to cut

wood for his father's camp fire. Every stream,

every hollow, and every clump of timber has

On the land of another he is not so infallible.

La Jeunesse respects the trapping rights of

other Indians, and they respect his, with an
instinct of fair play closely akin to some-

thing that makes you and me keep off the

property of other men. It becomes plain to

me, now, how Iroquois, pushing northward
to trespass upon Algonquin trapping grounds,

brought on battles in which blood flowed

and scalps changed owners. And sometimes
1 wonder how you and I would feel if, while

our fellows respected our holdings, men of

another color should invade them to make
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" A brawny pioneer of the most kindly French type."

houses where our camps had been ; to turn

deer haunts into factory sights, and beaver-

filled streams uito soiu'ces of water power.

La Jeunesse and Guilliam spent the day
diggmg up steel traps to set above the snow,

uncovering snares and dead- falls, to see if

they contained fur, and setting new ones for

mink, martin, fox, and lynx. There was not

a single catch, which fact caused La Jeu-

nesse to shake his head and say

:

" Snow make ver' bad luck. Cover traps

jus' when set."

And the irony of the trapper's fate was
evident when tracks on the snow and scat-

tered rabbit's fur showed that a lynx had
eaten his dinner almost du-ectly over a snare,

now covered three feet below the di'ift. I

remember how, as a twelve-year-old, I used
to lie awake when it rained on the October
nights, after I had set half a dozen musk-
rat traps in the creek. For the rain would
raise the stream, and rats would swim over
the traps to eat the bate at leisui'e. Now, I

knew how it must seem to these trappers of

the northern bush, whose living depends on
their catch, to stay in a tent day after day
while snow covers their traps. As is the pro-

tracted rain in harvest to the farmer with a

mortgaged farm, so is the long-drawn-out
snow-storm to the trapper in debt at the

store for supplies. When spring comes, more

than one Indian will return to the settle-

ments poorer than he left. He will skulk into

the Company store and stand silent till the

agent asks about his catch. Then he will

look down at the floor and whine out his

hard-luck tale of storms and sickness and
the carcajou.

When we reached camp another tent stood

by our own. The sister of La Jeunesse was
a strong, silent squaw, with a face that never

told tales. The boy was a quiet little fellow,

whose eyes sometimes laughed without any
help from his facial muscles. George, the

man, was a hollow-cheeked wretch, cough-

ing the cough of the consumptive. He waved
his arms and talked in excited tones. Then
all entered our tent, and La Jeunesse made
tea and handed out chunks of bread.

" Dey have bad luck," he said when the

others were eating.

" Cash broke. Flour an' tea all stole."

" Carcajou °? " I asked.

"No, tink hit odder Hinjun."
" I thought Indians never broke cash.''''

" Hinjuns steal two bags flour from my
cash once. No bread fur two week."

George must leave his ti'aps, and, cough-

ing at well-nigh every step, make his way
to the settlements and to the store and beg a

little more credit. The credit extended will

be charity, for his luck has been bad all

winter, and he is sure to leave the woods in

debt. And the agent at the store knows
from the cough that he will not pay next

winter. Next winter if he continues to keep
the fast days and shun the ivindago, and
deal fairly with the company, he will be trap-

ping on grounds where the cache is never

broken, and where the beaver never fail.

His widow will inherit his trapping grounds

and will be sought in marriage by impecuni-

ous young men.

Half the Montagnais, I am told, have con-

sumption. Locally, it is attributed to ex-

posure in the bush. But it is more than that.

It is the old, old story, of the savage in con-

tact with civilization. Chief of the curses of

the Montagnais is the dreaded "white

whiskey," alcohol and water. They get the

liquor, in spite of laws to the contrary, and
when an Indian has drunk haK a pint or

thereabouts, he kicks down the stove and

goes out to sleep in the snow.

We speak of the passing of the caribou

and beaver. But it is the Indian that is

passing. The Indian population in all this

region, between Hudson Bay and the Atlan-
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tic, is decreasing'. Mr. Low, who explored it

in the interests of the Canadian Geolofi'lcal

Survey, found streams in the interior from

which the hxst family had disappeared, dying

in a winter, to leave their lodges standing,

habitations for their wolfish dogs. There

the beaver had been restored to their prime-

val numbers. So, too, with the disappear-

ance of the old-time Indian trappers of New
Brunswick, the caribou increased, until now-
adays men go from north of the St. Law-
rence southward to hunt. As family after

family disappears from its old grounds, the

beaver will restore its houses and dams, and
the caribou will return from its banishment.

To-night no brightness is visible in this

life. There is only the struggle with the

wilds for food to eat and clothing to wear.

But morning comes, and the sky is bright.

When we have moved camp some half dozen

miles, and thrown off the ropes to take up
the trapper's work, a shade of care has gone

from the faces of the red men. When we
leave the trail to look at traps set the day
before, there is a new elasticity in their

steps. This tramping through the zero crisp-

ness is a joy in itself ; but when we near a

tnip, it gives way to the keen expectation of

the ti'apper. After all, looking at one's traps

is not so very different from looking at the

tape on the ticker. It is all a matter of see-

ing whether we are richer, or not so rich.

At one trap, a dead-fall set in a bunch of

spruce at the side of a little stream, the pole

has fallen, and a mink is caught. It is only

one mink, worth perhaps two dollars, yet it

is so much toward success. Then we come
to rabbit snares set to help out our larder.

Two big white rabbits hang stiff and stark

from the bent saplings. Several times we
have seen grouse. They sit in the trees, ap-

parently not in the least afraid. We camp
early, and Gruilliam, taking his light, muzzle
loading smooth-bore, brings in a pair to

stew with a rabbit for our evening meal.

Next day we did not move camp, but

worked at the traps. Two more mink were
dug up from buried dead-falls. La Jeunesse

said

:

'' Set longer before snow. 'Tink better

luck now," while Guilliam grinned a grin of

unmistakable pleasure at the catch. I do
not wonder, now, that the Indian goes to the

bush. True, he makes only a living, but how

La Jeunesse Makes Bread.
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much more does the laborer of the outside

world make ? And how much better this

freedom in the endless woods than the

dreary grind within factory walls ! And how
much better the matching of cunning with

the forest things, than shoveling coal or

digging sewers, while surely the tent is no
bad dwelling, contrasted with the ill-smell-

ing tenement

!

The exposure of the trapper's life is not

so great when all goes well. When we lie

down around the little stove at night blank-

ets are almost a superfluity, and I can think

of scarcely anything that would add to our

and, in extremity, boil the skins themselves,

Or again, he may find himself many days

from the settlement when the spring thaws
commence. If he remains, the streams will

swell until they cannot be crossed, and to a

man without a canoe this may mean starva-

tion. La Jemiesse found himself in this pre-

dicament once. When I asked how he got

out, he said:

"Walk free day an' free night widout
sleep.''

But while these possibilities haunt those

who live in the forest, they are perhaps no
worse than the possibilities of wrecks and

" La Jeunesse also slipped into toboggan harness.'

comfort. I thought this must be an unusu-
ally favorable glimpse at the life, but when I

asked La Jeunesse if he never slept away
from his tent, he said

:

"No. Too col'. Git seek."

It is when the unexpected happens that

bad times come. The unexpected happens
sooner or later to every one who goes long

to the bush. Maybe a cache is robbed. Now
the trapper will hunt around old camp fires

for bones that he may crack them to get the

marrow ; or he will kill and eat blue jays,

or cook an ill-smelling mink from his dead
fall. He will scrape the fat from his furs,

explosions, while surely the ravages of the

carcajou can not be more troublesome than

those of civilization's wolf.

In avoiding exposure. La Jeunesse is more
careful than even the average white man
who goes to the woods for sport. One day
at noon, when we were about to move camp,

I told him I was going back to the settle-

ment.
" Too far go to-day," he said.

" Sleep in shanty," said I, for some way
one gets to stripping his speech of cloying

adjectives when he talks with these children

of the bush.
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" Git ver' col'. You stay till mornin'. We
not move camp. Den you git to house 'fore

night."

This was very unlike the average Indian,

but very like La Jeunesse. Guilliam would
let the white man take care of himself. But

La Jeunesse was always helpful. Once I

was eating snow on the march

:

"Don' eat snow. Make you seek," said

La Jeunesse.

When I spread my blanket the first night

in the woods, he said

:
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"Wait min-ute," and spread one of his

own between mine and the boughs. Before

we entered the bush I gave him a bowie
knife. "Whenever we sat down to eat, he
drew this from his belt and offered it to me,

to be knife and fork and spoon, for the meal.

Perhaps it is such little things that make
the difference between Indian and good
Indian. Or perhaps these are not Indian

at all. Maybe they are an inheritance of

French politeness from some far-off coureur

du hois.

In the morning I threw away all but the

bare necessaries, packed these upon the

sleigh, and put Moose into his harness. By
hard going he and I could reach a house

that day. When we were starting. La Jeu-

nesse slipped on his round snowshoes.
" T'ink I go part way," he said. " Mebbe

git los'."

I said I could follow the old trail, and that

even if that failed, I could strike east by
compass and in three days reach the Cha-

mouehouan River.

" No," said La Jeunesse. " Chamouchouan
too far. Go sout'. Find River Aux Dore.

Go down dat, find Frenchman house 'bout

one day."

I hope good things will come to La Jeu-

nesse. But when I reached the settlements

I learned that a white man went through

his trapping grounds not long ago, survey-

ing for a railroad. In the cities I heard

men promising each other that within five

years a railroad will furnish an outlet for

the minerals and pulp wood between Lake
St. John and Hudson Bay. I wonder what
La Jeunesse will do then ? If he goes south

or north or west, he will be on the ground
of other Indians.

La Jeunesse has a farm on the reserve,

and a house—a three-roomed house— with a

red roof. He is very proud of his house, and
I thought perhaps he might sometime quit

the bush and turn farmer. But once I had
asked him that, and he had said no. I had
asked him why he liked the bush better than,

the settlement, but he merely said

:

"Don' know. Jus' likum better." The
mind of La Jeunesse is not analytical.

"But when you are married," I ventured
;.

" Will you come to the bush then ? "

" Yes. Wife come too."

His sisters are all in the bush. His mother
went every winter tiU rheumatism seized her.

That was fifteen years ago. Since then she

has not walked.

Once I had asked him where his father

and brothers trapped.
" Dey dead," he answered. " All die las'

spring."

At the mission they told me that the father

and two sons came out of the bush a year

ago, all coughing, with a newly contracted

disease. The tubercular bacillus works rap-

idly in the Indian's lungs, and within two
months all three were dead.

Perhaps, when the railroad is completed,

La Jeunesse will not need his hunting

grounds.
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" A little steep, rocky island, upthrustingr itself boldly."

THE PASSING OF THE BLACK WHELPS

By CHARLES G. D. ROBERTS

ILLUSTRATED BV CHARLES LIVINGSTON BULL

ALOPSIDED, waning moon, not long

risen, looked over the ragged crest

of the ridge, and sent long shadows
down the sparsely wooded slope. Though
there was no wind, and every tree was as

motionless as if carved of ice, these long,

intricate shadows seemed to stir and writhe,

as if instinct with a kind of sinister, sup-

pressed activity. This confusion of light

and dark was increased by the patches of

snow that still clung in the dips and on the

gentler slopes. The air was cold, yet with a

bitter softness in it, the breath of the thaw.

The sound of running water was every-

where—the light clamor of rivulets, and
the rush of the swollen brooks; while from
the bottom of the valley came the deep,

pervading voice of the river at freshet,

laboring between high banks with its burden
of siidden flood.

Over the crest of the ridge, inky black

for an instant against the distorted moon,
came a leaping deer. He vanished in a patch

of young firs. He shot out again into the

moonlight. Down the slope he came in

mighty bounds, so light of foot and so

elastic that he seemed to float through the

air ; thoxigh from his heaving sides and wild

eyes it was evident that he was fleeing in

desperation from some appalling terror.

Straight down the sloj^e he came, to the

very brink of the high bluff overlooking

the river. There he wheeled, and continued

his flight up the valley, his violent shadow
every now and then, as he crossed the

spaces of moonlight, projecting grotesquely

far out upon the swirling flood.

Up along the river bluff he fled for per-

haps a mile. Then he stopped suddenly and
listened, his sensitive ears and dilating nos-

trils held high to catch the faintest waft of

air. Not a sound came to him, except the

calling of the waters; not a scent, save the

raw freshness of melting snow and the bal-

samic tang of buds just beginning to thrill

to the first of the rising sap. He bounded
on again for perhaps a hundred yards, then

with a tremendous leap spi-ang to one side,

a full thirty feet, landing belly deep in a

thicket of scrub juniper. Another leap, as if

he were propelled by steel springs, carried

Mm yet another thirty feet aside. Then he

turned, ran back a couple of hundred yards

parallel to his old trail, and lay down in a

dense covert of spruces to catch breath and
ease his pounding heart. He was a very

young buck, not yet seasoned in the craft

of the wilderness, and his terror shook him.

But he knew enough to take his snatched

rest at the very edge of his covert, where
his eyes could watch the back trail. For a

quarter of an hour, however, nothing ap-

peared along that staring trail. Then he
got up nervously and resumed his flight,

still ascending the valley, but now slanting

away from the river, and gradually chmbing
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back toward the? crest of the ridge. He had
ill mind a wide reach of swales and flooded

meadows, still miles away, wherein he might

hope to elude the doom that followed him.

Not long after the buck had vanished

there arose a strange sound upon the still,

wet air. It came in a rising and falling

cadence from far behind the ridge, under

the low, lopsided moon. It was a high,

confused sound, not unmusical, but terrify-

ing—a cry of many voices. It drifted up
into the silvery night, wavered and dimin-

ished, swelled again, and then died away,

leaving a sense of fear upon the quiet that

followed. The soft clamor of the waters,

when one noticed them again, seemed to

have taken a new note from the menace of

that cadenced cry.

Presently over the top of the ridge, at the

gap wherein had first ap-

peared the form of the

leaping buck, a low, dark

shape came, moving sinu-

ously and with deadly

swiftness. It did not

bound into the air and
float, as the buck had
seemed to do, but slid

smoothly, like a small,

dense patch of cloud-

shadow— a direct, inevi-

table movement, wasting

no force and fairly eating

up the trail of the fleeing

deer.

As it came down the

slope, disappearing in the

hemlock groves and
emerging upon the bright,

snowy hollows, the dread

shape resolved itself into

a pack of seven wolves.

They ran so close, so even-

ly, with fanged muzzles

a little low, and a-mple,

cloudy tails a little high,

that one might have almost
covered the whole deadly

pack with a table cloth.

Their tongues were hang-

ing out, and their eyes

shot green fire ; they were
fiercely hungry, for game
was scarce and cunning
that winter on their much
ravaged range, and this

chase was already a long
' He was in mid-air, falling to the ice cakes

of the swollen river."

one. When the trail of the buck wheeled at

the river-brink, the leader of the pack gave
one short howl as he turned, barely escaping

the abyss. It seemed to him that the buck
must have been nearly winded, or he would
not, even for an ins'^ant, have contemplated

taking to such mad water. With the re-

newed vigor of encouragement, he swept

his pack along up the edge of the bluff.

On the pack leader's right flank ran a

sturdy wolf of a darker color than his fel-

lows—nearly black, indeed, on the top of

his head, over his shoulders, and along his

stiff-haired backbone. Not quite so tall or

so long-flanked as the leader, he had that

greater breadth of skull between the eyes

which betokens the stronger intelligence,

the more individuahzed resourcefulness.

He had a look in his deep-set, fierce eye

which seemed to prophesy

that unless the xmforeseen

should happen he would
ere long seize the leader-

ship to himself.

But— the unforeseen

did happen, at that mo-
ment. The trail, just there,

led across a little dip

wherein the snow still lin-

gered. Thinly covered by
the snow lay a young pine

tree, lightning shivered

and long dead. Thrust up
from the triuik was a slim,

sharp pointed stub, keen

and hard and preserved

by its resin. Upon this

hidden dagger-point, as he

ran, the dark wolf planted

his right fore -foot

—

planted it fair and with a

mighty push. Between the

spreading toes, between

the fine bones and sinews

and the cringing nerves of

the foot, and out by the

first joint of the leg it

thrust its rending way.

At the suddenness of

the anguish the dark wolf

yelped, falling forward

upon his muzzle as he did

so, and dropping from his

place as the pack sped on.

But as he wrenched his

foot free and took one

stumbling stride forward
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the pack stopped, and turned. Their long

white fangs snapped, and the fire in their

eyes toolc a different hue.

Very well the dark wolf knew the mean-
ing of the halt, the turn, the change in his

fellows' eyes. He knew the stern law of the

pack—the instant and inevitable doom of its

hurt member. The average gray wolf knows
how to accept the inevitable. Fate itself

—

the law of the pack—he does not presume

to defy. He will fight—to justify his blood,

and, perhaps, to drug his despair and die in

the heat of the struggle. But he does not

dream of trying to escape.

And in this fashion, fighting in silence,

this dark wolf would have died at the brink

of the river-bluff, and been eaten by his

fellows ere they continued their chase of

the leaping biick—in this fashion would he

have died, but for that extra breadth of

skull between the eyes, that heightened in-

dividualism and resourcefulness. Had there

been any chance to escape by fighting, fight-

ing would have been the choice of his fierce

and hardy spirit. But what was he against

six? •'

Defying the fiery angmsh in his foot, he

made a desperate leap which took him to

the extreme overhanging edge of the bluff".

Already the jaws of the executioners were
gnashing at his heels. A second more and
they would have been at his throat. But
before that second passed he was in mid-

air, his legs spread wide like those of a

squirrel, falling to the ice-cakes of the

swollen river. From the brink above, the

grim eyes of the baffled pack flamed down
upon him for an instant, and then with-

drew. What was a drowned wolf, when
there was a winded buck not far ahead ?

But the black-shouldered wolf was not

drowned. The flood was thick, indeed, with

crunching ice-cakes and wallowing logs and
slowly-turning islets of uprooted trees and
the debris of the winter forest. But fortune

so favored the wolf that he fell in a space

of clear water, instead of being dashed to a

pulp on ice-cake or tree-trunk. He disap-

peared, came to the surface gasping, struck

out hardily through the grim and daunting

turmoil, and succeeded in gaining one of

those islets of toughly interlaced debris

which turned slowly in the flood. Upon this

precarious refuge, crouched shivering upon
the largest tree root and licking persistently

at his wounded paw, he was carried swiftly

down stream through the roar of waters.

When the lopsided moon, now hung high

over a low, desolate shore of blanched ram-

pikes, was fading to a papery whiteness

against a sky of dawn the roar of the river

grew louder, and the islet, no longer slowly

revolving, plunged forward, through a suc-

cession of wallowing waves, over a wild

half mile of ledges, and joined itself to

a wider and mightier stream; the wolf,

drenched, shivering, and appalled by the

tumult, clung to his refuge by tooth and
claw; and the islet, being well compacted,

held together through the wrenching plunges,

and carried its burden safely forth upon the

quiet current.

For a day and a night and a day the

starving wolf voyaged down the flood, till

his gaunt sides clung together, and a fierce

ache gnawed at his vitals. But with the

fasting and the ceaseless soothing of his

tongue his wound rapidly healed; and when,
after sunset of his second evening on the

river, the islet grounded in an eddy under

the bank, he sprang ashore with speed little

impaired. Only a limp and an ache remained

to remind him of the hurt which had so

nearly cost him his life and had exiled him
to untried hunting grounds.

His feet once more on fh-m ground, the

wolf halted warily. The aii* that came
down the bank carried a strange and warn-

ing scent. Noiselessly he crept up the steep,

went through a few yards of shrubbery like

a ghost, and peered forth upon a rough back-

settlement road. To one side he saw a cabin,

with a barn beside it, and two long-horned

steers (he had seen steers at a lumber camp
in his own wild land), thrusting their muzzles

over the pasture fence. Down the road to-

ward the cabin came a man in gray home-
spun and cowhide larrigans, with an axe over

his shoulder. It was the man-smell which

had made him so cautious.

With savage but curious eyes he watched

the man, with no thought of attacking alone

so redoubtable a foe. Presently the latter

began to whistle, and at the incomprehensible

sound the wolf shrank back, fear mingled

with his curiosity. But when the man was
well past, there came a new scent upon the

air, a scent quite unknown to him; and then

a small black and white cur trotted into

view, nosing along the roadside in quest of

ehipmtinks. The jaws of the starving wolf

dripped water at the sight. He gathered

himself for a rush. He saw that the man
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had disappeared. The dot? ran across the

road, nosing' a new ehipnmnk trail, and
halted, in sudden apiirehension, not five feet

from the hidden wolf. There was a rustle, a

leap, a sharp yelp; and the wolf was back
into cover with his pi'ey-

Emboldened by the success of

this, his fii'st hunting in the

unknown laud, the w o 1 f

'

slept for a few liom-s in his

bushy retreat, and then, when
the misshapen moon was up, went
prowling cautiously around the out-

skirts of the scattered little settle-

ment. Everywhere the man smell

kept him on his guard. Once he

was careless enough to get between
the wind aud a farmyard, where-

upon a watchful cur started a bark-

ing, which was taken up and kept

up for an hour by all the dogs of

the village. At this the wolf, with

snarling, contemptuous jaws apart,

withdrew to a knoll, sat quietly

erect upon his haunches, and waited

for the din to subside. He noted

carefully the fact that one or two
men were aroused by the alarm,

aud came out to see what
was the matter. When
all was quiet again he

sought the house of the

nearest yelper, took him
by surprise,

and killed

him in sheer rage, leaving his torn body be-
side the very doorstep, inst(!ad of dragging it

away for a later meal. This was a mistake

fM

in hunting
craft. Had he

been more fa-

miliar with
themanfolk,^

his wide-
skuUed intelli-

gence wou.ld have taught

him better than to leave a

clue behind him in this

careless fashion.

From the farm-yard he

wandered back toward the

hills, and c am e upon a

lonely sheep pasture. Hei-e

he found killing so easy that

he slew in wantonness; and
then, about daybreak,

gorged and triumphant,

withdrew to a rocky hill-

side, where he found a lair

to his taste.

Later in the day, how-
=ever, he realized his

mistake. He had
called down upon
himself the wrath of

the man folk. A din

'« '%y-
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of dogs aroused him, and, mounting a rock,

lie saw a motley crowd of curs upon his trail,

with half a dozen men following far behind
them. He bared his fangs disdainfully, then

turned and sought the forest at a long gallop,

which, for all his limp and his twinge, soon

carried him beyond ear-shot of his pursuers.

For hours he pressed on, ever eastward,

with a little trend to the south, crossing

many a trail of deer, caribou, and moose,

passing here and there a beaver village, and
realizing that he had come to wonderful
hunting grounds. But when he came to the

outskirts of another settlement, he halted.

His jaws ran water at the thought of find-

ing another sheep-pasture, and he decided

to range for a while in this neighborhood.

He was quick to realize the disadvantage of

man's proximity, but he would dare it for a

little be-

fore retir-

ing into

*the un-
tainted wilderness.

He had learned his

lesson quickly, how-
ever. That night he

refrained from stir-

ring up the dogs of

the settlement ; and
he killed but one

sheep, in a secluded

corner of the pas-

ture.

Now, by sin-

gular chance,

it happened
that at this

«v<is>-'

" A rush, a leap, a short yelp, and the wolf was back into cover '

his prey."

particular settlement there was already a

sheep-killer harrying the thick-wooled

flocks. A wandering peddler, smitten with

a fever while visiting the settlement, had
died, and left to pay for his board and
burial only his pack and his dog. The dog,

so fiercely devoted to him as to have made
the funeral difficult, was a long-legged, long-

haired, long-jawed bitch, apparently a cross

between a collie and a Scotch deerhound.

So unusual a beast, making all the other

dogs of the settlement look contemptible,

was in demand j but she was deaf, for a

time, to all overtures. For a week she

pined for the dead peddler; and then, with

an air of scornful tolerance, consented to

take up her abode with the village shop-

keeper. Her choice was made not for any
distinction in the man, but for a certain asso-

ciation, apparently, with the smell of the con-

tents of her late master's pack. For months
she sulked and was admired, making friends

with neither man, woman, nor child, and
keeping all the village curs at a respectful

distance.

A few days, however, before the arrival

of the journeying wolf, a new interest had
entered into the life of the long-jawed

bitch. Her eyes resumed their old bright

alertness, and she grew perceptibly less un-

gracious to the loafers gathered around the

stove in the back store. She had entered

upon a career which would have ended

right speedily with a bullet in her reckless

brain, but for an utterly unlooked-for freak

of fate. She had discovered that, if every

night she could hixnt, run down, and kill

our sheep, life might again become worth liv-

ing, and the coarse-clodded grave in the

little lonely cemetery might be forgotten.

It was not the killing, but the chase, that

she craved. The killing was, of course,

merely the ecstatic culmination. So she

went about the sport with artistic cunning.

To disguise her trail she came upon the

flocks from the side of the forest, as any

wild beast would. Then she would segregate

her victim with a skill born of her collie an-

cestry, set it running, madden it to the top-

most delirium of fear and flight, and

almost let it escape before darting at

its throat and ending the game with

the gush of warm blood Ijetween her

jaws.

Such had been her adventures for

three nights; and already the settle-

ment was concerned, and already
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{ylancGS of lialf-foniKHl suspicion li;ul boon

cast upon the loufi'-legKi^Hl l)it('.h so inno-

cently asleep by the stove, when the wan-

dering wolf arrived upon the outskirts of

the settlement. The newcomer was quick

to note and examine the tracks of a pecu-

liarly large dog— a foeman, perhaps, to

prove not unworthy of his fangs. And he

conducted his reconnoitering with more care.

Then he came iipou the carcass of a sheep,

torn and partly eaten. It was almost like a

wolf's work—though less cleanly done—and
the smell of the cold trail was unmistakably

dog. The black-backed wolf was puzzled.

He had a vague notion that dogs were the

protectors, not the hunters, of all the four-

legged kindred belonging to men. The
problem seeming to him an important one,

he crouched in an ambush near the carcass

to consider it for a time, before setting out

upon his own sheep-hunting.

As he crouched, watching, he saw the

killer approach. He saw a tall, lean bitch

come up, tear carelessly at the dead sheep

for a moment or two, in a manner of owner-

ship, and turn to leave. She was as long in

leg and flank as himself, and possessed of

the like punishing jaws; but she was not so

massive in the shoulder. The wolf felt that

he could master her in combat; but he felt

no disposition for the fight. The dog smell

that came to his nostrils did not excite the

usual hot aversion. On the contrary, it made
him desire to know more of the sheep-kill-

ing stranger.

But acquaintance is not made lightly

among the wild kindred, who are quick to

resent a presumption. The wolf slipped

noiselessly back into his covert, emerged
upon the further side of the thicket, and at

a distance of some twenty paces stood forth

in the glimmering light. To attract the tall

bitch's attention he made a soft, whining

sound.

At the unexpected noise behind her the

bitch wheeled like lightning. At sight of

the big wolf the hair rose along her back,

her fangs bared themselves dangerously, and
she growled a deep note of challenge. For
some seconds the wolf thought she would
fly at him; but he stood motionless, tail

drooping humbly, tongue hanging a little

way from his lips, a soft light in his eyes.

Then he sat back upon his haunches, let his

tongue hang out still farther, and drooped
his head a little to one side—the picture of

conciliation and deference.

^^^<v.^ ^lPI>

' Here the wanderers found a

dry cave."

The 1 o n g-

jawed bitch
had never be-

fore seen a wolf,

but she recog-

nized him at

once as a nat-

ural enemy.
There was
something in his attitude of unoffending con-

fidence, however, which made her hesitate to

attack, although he was plainly a trespasser.

As she eyed him, she felt her anger melting

away. How like he was to certain big,

strong dogs which she had seen once or

twice in her wanderings with the peddler!

and how unlike to the diminutive, yelping

curs of the settlement! Her bristling haii's

smoothed themselves, the skin of her jaws

relaxed and set itself about her teeth in a

totally different expression; her growling

ceased, and she gave an amicable whine.

Difiidently the two approached each other,

and in a few minutes a perfect understand-

ing was established.

That night they hunted sheep together.

In the joy of comradeship and emulation,

prudence was scattered to the winds, and

they held a riot of slaughter. When day

broke a dozen or more sheep lay dead about

the pastures. And the wolf, knowing that

men and dogs would soon be noisy on their

trail, led his new found mate far back into

the wilderness.
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L fou-nd the

III.

The tall

bitch, hat-

ing the set-

1 1 e m en t

and all the

folk there-

i n , was
glad to be

quit of it.

And she
hunting of

deer far more thrilling

tame pursuit of sheep.

with cixrious ease the in-

sympathies

kind, she
ways of the

save for a

n e s s that

ceeded

'

' A pack which

number of wolves in all Can-

ada could have matched."

than the ^
Slipping 'H
h e r i t e d

of her
fell into the
wild kindred,

brusque open

she never sue

laying off.

For weeks
the strangely

mated pair di'ifted south-

ward through the bright

New Brunswick spring, to

come to a halt at last in a

region to their liking be-

tween the St. John and the

Chiputneticook chain of

lakes. It was a land of

deer and rabbits and
ducks, with settlements

small and widely scat-

tered; a land where never a wolf-snout had
been seen for half a hundred years. And
here, on a thick-wooded hill slope, the wan-
derers found a dry cave and made it their

den.

In due course the long-jawed bitch bore

a litter of six sturdy whelps, which throve

amazingly. As they gi-ew up they showed
almost all wolf, harking back to the type

—

save that in color they were nearly black,

with a touch of tan in the gray of their

under parts. "When they came to maturity,

and were accredited hunters all, they were

in general larger and more savage than

either of their parents, differing more
widely, one from another, than would the

like number of full-blooded wolves. The
eight, when they hunted together, made a

pack which, for strength, ferocity, and craft,

no like number of full-blooded wolves in all

Canada could have matched.

The long-jawed bitch, whose higlily de-

veloped brain guided, for the most part, the

destinies of the pack, for a time kept them
far from the settlement and away from con-

tact with men ; and the existence of wolves
in the Chiputneticook country was not

dreamed of among the backwoods settle-

ments. In this policy she was backed by the

sagacity and strength of her mate, under
whose wide-arched skull was a clear per-

ception of the truth that man is the one

master animal. But the hybrid whelps, by
some perversion of inherited instinct, hated

man savagely, and had the di-ead of him
more than either of their parents. More than

once was the authority of the leaders sharply

strained to prevent a disastrous attack upon
some unsuspecting pair of lumbermen with

their ox-team and their axes.

The second winter of the wolves in the

Chiputneticook country proved a very hard
one—game scarce and hunting difficult ; and
toward the end of February the pack drew
in toward the settlements, in the hope of

more abundant foraging. Fate promptly
favored the move. Some sheep, and a

heifer or two, were easily killed, with no
calamitous result; and the authority of

the leaders was somewhat disci-edited.

Three of the yomig wolves even went so

far as to besiege a solitary cabin, where
a woman and three trembling children

awaited the return of the man. For two
hideous moonlit hours they prowled and
howled about the door, sniffing at the

sill, and grinning in through the low

window; and when the sound of bells came
near they withdrew sullenly, half-minded to

attack the man and horse.

A few nights after this, when the pack
was following together the discouraging

trail of a long-winded and wily buck, they

crossed the trail of a man on snowshoes.

This trail was fresher, and to the young
wolves it seemed to promise easier hunting.

The leaders were overruled, and the new
trail was taken up with heat.

The trail was that of a gaunt, tan-faced

backwoodsman, on hisway to a lumber camp
a few miles down the other side of the lake.

He was packing a supply of light needfuls,

of which the lumbermen had unexpectedly

run short, and he was pressing forward in

liaste to avoid a second night on the trail.

The pack was carried high on his powerful

shoulders, in a manner to interfere as little

as possible with his long, snowshoeing stride.

In one hand he carried his axe. From under

no like
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the briiu of liis coouskiu cup his pierciiifjf

gray eyes kept watch with a quiet alert-

ness—expecting no danger, indeed, and fear-

ing none, but trained to cool readiness for

every vicissitude of the wild.

He was traveling through a stretch of

heavy timber, where the moonlight came
down in such scant streaks that he had
trouble in picking a clear path, when his

ear was caught by an unwonted sound far

behind him. He paused to listen, no un-

wonted sound being matter of indifference

to them who range the wood. It came again,

long-drawn and high and cadenced. The
big woodsman looked surprised. "I'd 'a'

took my oath," said he to himself, "ther'

wa'n't a wolf in New Brunswick! But I

knowed the deer 'd bring 'em back afore

long!" Then, unconcernedly, he resumed
his tramp, such experience as he had with

wolves in the Far West having convinced

him that they would not want to meddle
with a man.

In a few minutes, however, the instinct of

the woods awoke in him suddenly, and told

him that it was not some buck, but himself,

whom the hunting pack were trailuag. Then
the sound came again, perceptibly nearer,

though still far off. The woodsman gave a

gi-unt of impatience, angry to think that

any four-foot creature of the forest should

presume to hunt him! But the barest pru-

dence told him that he should make haste

for the open. Under protest, as it were, he

broke into a long trot, and swerved to the

right that he might sooner reach the lake.

As he ran, the novel experience of feeling

himself pursued got on his nerves, and filled

him with rage. Were there not plenty of

deer in the woods? he thought indignantly.

He would teach the vermin a lesson. Sev-

eral times he was on the point of stopping

and waiting, to have it out with them as

soon as possible. But wisdom prevailed, and
he pushed on to the open. On the lake, the

moonlit snow was packed hard and the run-

ning good. About a mile from shore a little

steep, rocky island, upthrusting itself l^oldly,

suggested to the woodsman that if his pur-

suers were really going to have the audacity

to attack him, it might be well to have his

back to a rock, that he might not be sur-

rovmded. He headed for the island, there-

fore, though with protest in his heart. And
just as he got to it the wolves emerged from
cover, and darted out upon the shining

level.

" Looks like they really meant it
!

" growled

the big woodsman, loosing his pack strap

and setting his jaws for a fight.

When the pack came near he was aston-

ished first at the stature and dark color of

its members, and reahzed with a sudden

fury that the outcome was not so assured as

he had taken for granted it would be. Per-

haps he would never see camp, after all!

Then he was further astonished to note that

one of the pack-leaders looked like a dog.

He shouted, in a voice of angry command;
and the onrushing pack hesitated, checked

themselves, spread apart. From that domi-

nating voice it was evident that this was a

"At sig-ht of the big wolf the hair

rose along her back, * * * and she

growled a deep note of challenge."
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creataxre of power—not to be attacked care-

lessly, but to be surroTincled.

That voice of command had thrilled the

heart of the long-jawed bitch. Something
in it reminded her of the dead peddler, who
had been a masterful man. She would have

none of this hunting. But she looked at

each of her savage whelps, and knew that

any attempt to lead them off would be worse

than vain. A strange hatred began to stir

within her, and her fangs bared toward
them as if they, not the man against the

rock, were the enemy. She looked again at

the man, and saw the pack at his feet! In-

stantly her heart went out to him. She was
no longer a wolf, but a dog; and there was
her master—not her old master, but such a

one as he had been. At his side, and fight-

ing his foes, was her place. Like a flash

she darted awayfrom her companion, stopped

a few feet in front of the ready woodsman,
turned about, and faced the pack with a

savage growl. Her hair was stiffly erect

from neck to tail; her long white teeth were
bared to the roots; her eyes were narrowed
to slits of green flame ; she half crouched,

ready to spring in mad fury, and tear the

throat of any beast which should try to hui-t

the man.
As for the woodsman, he knew dogs, and

was not greatly surprised at his strange

ally. At her sudden approach he had swung
his axe in readiness, but his cool eye had

read her signals aright. "Gdod dog!" he
said, with cheerful confidence. "We'll lick

the varmin !

"

But the yotmg wolves went wild with rage

at this defection and defiance, and rushed

in at once. They sprang first upon the

bitch, though one, rushing past, leaped

venomously at the woodsman's throat, got

the axe in his skull, and dropped without a

sound. Meanwhile the old wolf, which had
been holding back in uncertainty, had made
his decision. When he saw his mate at-

tacked his doubts vanished, and a red haze

for an instant went over his eyes. These

whelps that attacked her—he suddenly saw
them not as wolves at all, but as dogs, and
hated them with a deadly hate. Silently he

fell upon the nearest, and tore him savagelj^

He was too late, however, to save his mis-

tress. The long-jawed bitch, for all her

strength and her valiant spirit, was over-

whelmed by her powerful offspring. One
she had killed, and for one she had crunched

a leg-joint to splinters; but now she lay

mangled and still under the struggle. The
brute whose leg-joint she had smashed
dragged out from the melee; and her faith-

ful mate, the wide-skulled old wanderer
wolf, found himself in the death-grapple

with three raging adversaries, each fairly

his match for weight and strength. True
wolf, he fought in silence; but in liis an-

tagonists the mixed breed came out, and
they fought with yelps and snarls.

At this juncture, fortunately for the old

wolf, the woodsman's understanding eye had
penetrated the whole situation. He saw that

the black-haired beasts were the common
enemy; and he fell upon the three with his

axe. His snowshoes he had kicked off when
making ready for the struggle. In his

mighty grasp, the light axe whirled and
smote with the cunning of a rapier; and in

a few seconds the old wolf, bleeding but still

"Crouched shiveringr upon the largest tree root, and licking: persistently at his wounded paw."
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vigorous, fouiul hunself coiifroiitiiii;' llio man
across a heap of niaug'led bla(;k bodies.

Tlie man, lowering his axe, looked at the

bleeding wolf with mingled doubt and ap-

probation. The wolf glared back for an in-

stant—fear, hate, and grief in the green

gleam of his eyes—then tiirned and fled, his

pace accelerated by the cheerfvd yell which
the man sent after him.

"He'd got the sand, su.re!" muttered the

woodsman to himself, wiping his axe. " Glad
I did'nt hev to knock him on the head, too !

"

Then, turning about, he saw the disabled

whelp trying to sneak off, and with unerring

aim threw his axe. The black mongrel sank
with a kick, and lay still. The woodsman

got out liis pipe, slowly stuffed it with Ijlack-

jack, and smoked contemplatively, while he
stood and i)ondered the slain, lie tm'ned

over the bodies, and patted the fur of the

long-jawed bitch which had so splendidly

turned back to her traditions in the time of

need. As he thought, the main elements of

the story unfolded themselves to him. Con-
siderately, he carried the limp body, and
securely buried it under a heap of stones on
the island. The rest he cached carelessly, in-

tending to return and skin them on the

morrow.
" Them black pelts '11 be worth somethin',

I reckon!" he said to himself wdth satisfac-

tion as he took up his pack.

THE NEW YORK HORSE SHOW
By CHARLES BELMONT DAVIS

ILLUSTRATED BY EDWARD PENFIELD

NEW YORK is unlike every other

American city, because the regular

course of its life is neither changed

nor interrupted by seasons or events. Its

year is just three hundred and sixty-flve days

long, and its day twenty-four hours. As
some sleep there are others who awake and
take up the never ending pursuit of business

and pleasure. A Broadway car is as crowded
at fom" o'clock in the morning as it was at

four o'clock on the afternoon before, and
there are almost as many theatres open in

July as there were in December.
It is a somewhat curious fact, then, that

the one occasion which seems to come the

more nearly to punctuating this intermina-

ble sentence should be a sporting event. It

cannot be said that the Horse Show inter-

feres in the slightest degree with the restless

life of the Metropolis. However, if there is

one event—always excepting a Wall Street

panic—that seems to add to the turbulent life

of the Great Market Place, it is this self-same
exhibition of horse-flesh. The Horse Show
has at least one great advantage over the

Wall Street panic. It comes at a stated time,

and the public is thoroughly in its confi-

dence. It is primarily due to the facts that

the Horse Show is a success, that it comes at

the same period every year, and that it is a

thoroughly established and recognized insti-

tution that it has attained such real impor-

tance.

In the first place this show has nothing in

common with those most pleasant and social

affairs held in the open air in the small cities

and at suburban retreats. I mean the kind

of show where there are a great many classes

for horses owned by misses of under fifteen

years of age; where one young lady, with her
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best young man at her side, drives against

her young lady friend who lives across the

road ; where the disagreeable old man of the

neighborhood, who really owns a good horse

and generally uses it to a sulky, wins all the

roadster classes : the kind of show where the

personal element is most conspicuous and the

silver prizes are given out after each event

in neat, wine-colored flannel bags.

After all, these are the real shows, where
the popularity of the driver counts ninety

and the horse and appointments ten per cent.

But as I said before, these shows have noth-

ing in common with the New York show,

which is not a New York show but the na-

tional show, and means a great many differ-

ent things to a great many different men and
women, all over this nation. To the profes-

sional horse-dealer down on his stock farm in

Kentucky or out in California or up in Can-

ada this show means his livelihood. During
that week he will reap the reward that is

coming tohim according to how he has spent

his talents for the twelve months past. The
colors of the ribbons he takes back to the

stables will mean just how much worth while

it was forhim to have risen every morning
with the sun and gone to bed at early even-

ing ; that is, when he didn't have to sit up all

night with a sick horse. It means just how
much it was worth while, for twelve months,

not to live about horses, but with them. To
the millionaire horse-owner from Chicago or

Boston or New York to win a blue ribbon at

the National Show means the expenditure of

fabulous sums of money—money which no
love of horse-flesh or the exhilaration of

driving could possibly account for. He gets

his pleasures in the reflected glory of the

horse his agent bought for him, and on the

last night, when the judges give him the blue

ribbon and pin the red cockade over the ea;r

of the horse which belongs to the man who
beat him out in a wheat deal.

To the ambitious mother of the West, it

means an excellent opportunity to bring her

daughters east again and give the New York
men an opportunity to return some of the

dinners she gave them at Narragansett or

Bar Harbor or the Greenbriar White. To
the dressmakers from Jersey City to Milwau-

kee, who cannot afford to take a trip to

Paris, it means a fine chance to study the

newest and best things in dresses and hats,

and at the least possible expense. There are

also an incalculable number of people who
come from the South and West to New York

during the Horse Show week just because it

is Horse Show week; not that they care for

horses or ever go near the exhibition itself,

but as long as they have to go to New York
once a year they choose this particular mo-
ment. They know that the city will be at

its best; the summer building is over; the

weather is pretty sure to be cool and crisp

;

and every hotel and restaui'ant and theatre

will be crowded to its capacitj^, and it seems

to be a fact that the average American al-

ways prefers to elbow his way through life

to walking on the wrong side and, hence, less

crowded side of the street. During Horse

Show week young men and young women
who eke out a small living in theirown towns,

and at home regard a troUey ride as a lux-

ury, may be seen dashing over the asphalt

streets in automobiles and rubber-tired

hansoms, as if never yet had they allowed

the streets to touch the soles of their ready-

made shoes. The young women visit the

fashionable shops along Fifth Avenue, and
themen sit about the large cafes, and, in con-

fidential mood, admit that at home they

work.

To the average business man of New York
the Horse Show means very little. He prob-

ably goes to the Garden once during the

week, just as he goes once during the year to

the opera or the races or the circus. He notes

with a mild interest that the floristsand haber-

dashers who live on his route have decorated

their windows with yellow chrysanthemums
or orange and black neckties, the colors of the

Horse Show Association, but unless his wife

or daughters nag him continually to take

them into the same atmosphere with the peo-

ple of the heau monde, Horse Show week is

to him pretty much like the other fifty-one

weeks of the year. There is, however, one

class of people in New York—numerically a

very small class—who must of necessity, ow-
ing to their mode and habit of life, take the

Horse Show week rather seriously. They are

of the very rich class, and are wellknown at

large through the constant chronicling of

their doings in the daily pressand those jour-

nals avowedly devoted to society. They are,

in short, the class which gave Mr. Watterson

so much uneasiness the past summer;
they are the human vertebrae of the Horse

Show. Their interest is two-fold. In the first

place, they own good horses, and they take

a natural pride in showing them and in win-

ning blue ribbons with them. In the second

place, they buy boxes at the Horse Show for
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the week just as they buy boxes for the sea-

son at the opera, because boxes, as phices of

amusement, are g'ood sahiiiswhei'eiu to amuse
one's friends; a]i(l to amuse one's friends is

one of the duties of this particuhir set. Horse
Show week lias come to be acknowledged as

the opening of the season for social events

in New York. Its approach is the signal for

the breaking up of the life at Newport and
Lenox, and a resumption of the winter rout-

ine in the city. In proof of this it is only

necessary to walk up Fifth Avenue the week
before the Horse Show and the week after,

and the number of private houses which
have taken down their boardings during

the interim and the great increase in the

number of private carriages to be seen is

most significant.

It has become a time -honored custom that

"the lunches and dinners and suppers, which
are given by the fashionable world as a sort

of tlui brilliancy of the scene at eight o'clock

at either, let us say, the Waldorf-Astoria or

Slun-ry's or the Holland House during Horse
Show week.

To glance into one of their dining-rooms

is like looking into a conservatory filled with

a confused mass of palms and flowers, and
the soft tints of wonderful silks and beauti-

ful faces and jewels that flash splendidly in

the shaded lights of the half-hidden lamps.

The best architects and the best decorators

in America have built the best backgrounds
they know how for just such scenes. The
florist, the jeweler, the dressmaker, and, be-

hind them, the untold wealth of Americaand
the love of display of the American have
contributed to these public scenes of the-

atric beauty, absolutely unknown elsewhere

in this country.

How important a part these restaurants

play in Horse Show week may be judged by

of accompaniment to the Horse Show, shall

take place in one of the several modish res-

taurants of the avenue. And so during

Horse Show week the set to which I have re-

ferred becomes a sort of continuous enter-

tainment, and life a free-for-all exhibit,

from one o'clock, when they begin their

lunch, until twelve hours later, when they

may be seen, probably in the same restau-

rant, putting on their wraps for the drive

home after supper.

After lunch their routine is the Horse

Show, and then, at six, they rush home to

change their clothes just in time to drive

hurriedly to a restaurant for dinner. And,

after dinner, again the Horse Show, and
then back to the restaurant for supper.

This programme lasts just six successive

days, and, all in all, it cannot be said to be

an idle or much of a hearthstone existence.

It is impossible to give any adequate idea

the fact that it is necessary to engage a table

weeks ahead, and that the profits of the

restaurant alone of one hotel last year were
over one hundred thousand dollars for the

week.

The National Horse Show Association has

for the last dozen years held its annual

exhibition in the Madison Square Garden,

which is just as large as a city block. To be

sure, there are a theatre and a few halls for

music recitals tucked away somewhere un-

der its great roof, but in the general scheme
of bigness of the Garden itself a few thea-

tres or halls more or less do not count. The
great building inside is a shelLpainted yel-

low and hung with thousands of yards of

orange and black bunting. The dome is

not dotted but crossed and recrossed with

hundreds of arches of electric lights, so that,

at Jiight, through the hot, oily vapors which

have risen from the crowds and the tan-bark,
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the roof looks like a solid blaze of orange
light. The best hour of the best day of the

week is ten o'clock on Thursday night. The
scene at that time might be described as a

series of concentric cu-cles; only the circles

are oblong instead of round, as they should

be. In the centre circle there is a horse, and
he has a.blue cockade pinned over his right

ear. He stands in the centre of a tan-bark

ring about the size of a football field, and he

is very proud of his position. There are

ten thousand people surrounding him, and
he knows it, as well as the fact that he is the

raison d'etre of all that Horse Show week
stands for. He has nothing whatever to do

with the kind of horse that works for his

oats. No swell that ever walked Piccadilly

was better groomed or more petted. He
may be of no more practical use than a cup

defender, but as far as conformation goes,

and hock and knee action for ring purposes

is concerned, he is the best of his breed in

America, and the blue ribbon over his right

ear proves it, although he probably knew it

all the time.

At the left of the horse there is a small

platform, where a gentleman sits at a table

and gives out the ribbons as he is directed.

Here also stand the judges, when they are

not out on the tan-bark giving the horses a

closer scrutiny. The tan-bark ring is sur-

rounded by a high rail fence, and about this

there is a board walk, not quite so wide but

just as hard as the one at Atlantic City.

Edging on this board walk there are a series

of boxes raised about five feet fi*om the floor

and running the entire length of both sides

of the Garden. At one end of the building

there is the curtained entrance for the visitor,

and at the other end great wooden doors,

which are forever being rolled back for the

entrance and exit of the competing horses

and carriages. Behind the boxes there are

about twenty rows of seats running back to

the walls of the building. Above these there

is a balcony thrown out, and the row of seats

of this rise to the very roof, so that when
all these seats are filled, as they are most
nights of the Horse Show, there is a solid

bank of humanity rising from the ring side

to the roof. It is also the best-dressed crowd
of people, for its size, in the world. On a

good night there are over ten thousand peo-

. pie in the Garden, and nine-tenths of them
are dressed exactly (that is, if we except the

deeoUete dresses of the women) as if they

were at the Metropolitan Opera House.

There may be occasions in this and other

countries where a great mass of people are

as well dressed as is this Horse Show audi

ence, but not to the number of ten thousand

This is because this particular show has a

distinct social fiavor apart from the exhibi

tion of the horses, a state of things to which
no other exhibition in this country or abroad
has ever attained. Ever since the associa-

tion has been holding its show at the Gar-

den and, so-called, Smai't Society put its

stamp of approval upon it, and claimed it as

one of its meeting-places, many writers from
many lands have discussed the rivalry of

"the horse and fair woman." Personally I

could never see where any rivalry existed.

The Horse Show as a horse show, and the

Madison Square Garden during Horse Show
week as a place of social diversion, are two
distinct propositions. In a few lonely cases

they are not separated. These are the iso-

lated instances of rich horse ownerswho take

a box for the week, wherein they can enter-

tain their friends, and at the same time be

sure of a good vantage point from which
they can see their horses perform. It is true

that as each event is ended and the ribbons are

given out there is a polite ripple of applause

which runs along the length of the build-

ing, but it is the same kind of applause that

a comic opera audience grants a comedian
at the end of each verse of a topical song

—

not so much for what has gone before as in

the hope of something funny to follow.

In the first place, the great crowd that fills

the broad promenade at night time, pushing

and sru'ging and bringing itself to a sudden

halt by its own immensity and utter lack of"

control of its own movement, could not see

the horses in the ring even if it wished to.

Their point of vision extends from the red

velvet railing of the boxes to the end of

rows of seats back of them, and as this has

been the case for many years it is to be pre-

sumed that the people in the boxes and those

sitting back of them are what the crowd on
the promenade has come to see. Through
luck, or, what is more probable, good man-
agement, these boxes and the best seats back
of them have been taken each year by the

men and women best known in the social

and financial worlds of New York and a

few of the other great cities of America.

These men and their families occupy these

places, and the numbers of the boxes in

which they sit are given in the catalogue,

just as are the numbers of the horses which
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are to appear in the ring. There is no other

occasion in New York where, for one dollar,

the readers of the morning papers and so-

ciety journals can so closely see the men
and women they have been reading about.

It is true the same wealthy class occupy the

boxes at the opera ; but there intimate rela-

tions must be established through an opera

glass, while at the Horse Show they are

within easy reach of the naked eyes. How
these social and financial celebrities regard

this very close inspection is a matter of no

moment. They are a very necessary element

in our social fabric, and their presence at

the Horse Show is one of their most praise-

worthy efforts. They have made this exhi-

bition what it is ; and by their presence have

raised the standard of the horse to a very

high degree in this country; indirectly they

stimulate the fall

trade all over the

city, and bring

hundreds of
thousands of dol-

lars to New York
which might
have been spent

in other locali-

ties. It is, after

all, natural that

the visitors
should want to

see these New
York notables of

national repute.

The business
man from the
West is glad to

have a personal

view of the rail-

road president
or the copper
king or the oil magnate—men who have
heretofore been to him but names. The
wife, who is something of a social leader

in her own small town, is pleased to have a
good look at her New York sister whose ten-

thousand-dollar entertainments she has read
of with much interest, and it certainly is a

pleasure for the daughter of the family to

see just what there is about the girl who is

engaged to the young- man whose name is

sjoionymous with millions. Unfortunately,

these people never sit in the boxes they are

suppose to, and to which the programmes
assign them, and when they do there are so

many of them that the box number is gen-

erally totally obscured from view. Still the

visitor knows where they ought to be and
that they are all there somewhere, and that

is enough for him.

An instance of the average New Yorker
who makes up the crowd at the Garden, is

the business man who arrives at his Harlem
home just in time to dress for a hasty din-

ner. Then he waits half an hour in the hall-

way for his wife, who not unlikely has a

new and special dress for the occasion.

When they finally get started they take the

elevated or a surface cable car for the Gar-

den. If the train stops between stations

or the cable car jolts to an unusual degree,

or the power gives out, the

man holds Mr. Gould or Mr.

Whitney personally responsi-

ble, and don't

mind saying so

to his fellow
passengers.
Once at the en-

trance of the
Garden he buys
two bad seats

in the balcony

from a speculator

for three dollars
apiece, and insists

on checking his

overcoat on the

way in. With a few remarks
about " grafters " he passes

through the heavy curtains,

and suddenly finds himself

carried along in the human
tide surging around the

board walk. While still

looking for an usher he sud-

denly grabs his wife and

drags her with much diffi-

culty through the slowly moving crush to

the edge of the promenade, where he gently

briTshes against the sleeve of a distin-

guished looking gentleman in a Mgh hat

and evening dress. Then he turns to his

wife and says: "Did you see that guy that

bumped into me just then ? That's Jack

Astor." And he has had his money's

worth. Every good Englishman loves a lord,

and every good American has a real regard

for an Astor or a Vanderbilt. We can talk

of democi-acy and again democracy, and we
can shout our American independence from

the roof tops: but there are more gewgaws

worn in a secret brotherhood's parade and
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more titles handed out in one evening in the

lodge room of an American fraternal order

than King Edward gave away the year of

his coronation. The visitor to the Garden
may not approve of the way Mr. Whitney
runs the surface railways he is supposed to

control, but Mr. Whitney, the multi-million-

aire, the King of Saratoga, the owner of the

Derby winner, is to him just about the real

thing.

In the question of manners it is just pos-

sible that the occupants of the red j)lush

boxes have a shade the best of the crowd be-

low them on the board walk. It not infre-

quently happens that so great is the curiosity

of the crowd to see a particular celebrity,

as it was in the case of an American girl

who married a duke, or more recently, in

that of a girl who was engaged to an ex-

tremely rich young man, that the cu'culation

of the board walk ceases, and the jam about
certain boxes often becomes so great that the

police have to be caUed in to get the crowd
in motion. After all it requires a consider-

able amount of breeding and a good deal of

bringing up for one of this thin red line of

social heroes, especially if it happens to be
a young girl, to appear unconcerned and
unconscious when she is faced by this solid

wall of the hungry eyed curious.

If it is only possible to pay one visit to the

Horse Show, then the best time would be an
evening session late in the week. Should the

visit occm* on Monday, the chances are that

the visitor will become a regular and enthu-

siastic patron. When one's shins have once

become accustomed to the non elasticity of

the board walk, the Horse Show becomes a
most insidious habit. Of course the night

show is the best, because the crowd and
confusion are at their height, and the band
is blowing its loudest, and the dresses of the

women are more briUiant, and only such dia-

monds as have been set in my lady's tiara

have been left at home. But, as a matter of

fact, the elements which make the success

of the Horse Show can more readily be seen

and analyzed at the morning or afternoon

sessions than at night. The morning period

from nine until one o'clock is devoted to the

horse, pure and simple. The band does

not play ; there is just enough light for

the judges to do their judging properly, and
only such classes are shown as are of interest

to the dealer and the lover of the horse from
the technical standpoint. The boxes and
seats are practically deserted, and there is

but a scant fringe of men standing about

the edge of the ring. There is one class, how-
ever, who are just as interested in the morn-
hig show as they are in the afternoon or at

night. These are the trainers and managers
of the big stables, and their smooth-faced

grooms in whipcord, to all of whom the

Horse Show is the one event of the year.

They can tell you the name of any horse,

even though it be at the far end of the ring

with its blanket on. They know its pedigree

and just how many blue ribbons it has in

its stall down in the basement, and they

wait for the decision of the judges as if the

latter were not going to give out colored

ribbons, but hand down the verdict in a mur-
der trial. In the old days the grooms of the

different stables were banded into clacques,

and cheered and howled for their own repre-

sentatives as they performed in the ring. It

was imagined that this popular outburst

might influence the judges favorably in their

decisions, but it was discovered in time that

the judges were made of stei'ner stuff ; and
so the clacques were done away with, and
the enthusiasm which follows nowadays
from these grooms grouped about the great

gates to the ring is probably weU meant
and from the heart.

The afternoon session is a very bright and
social affair. The Garden itself seems to

warm up to the occasion, and is less damp,
and smells less of the stable. There is music

and plenty of light ; the promenade is com-
fortably filled, and the empty rows of seats

of the morning are dotted with visitors

who have th'ed of the board walk. The
boxes, too, are well filled with the daughters

of the women who are to reign supreme in

the same seats after dinner. These young
ladies have a great many visits from young
men in frock coats who either come into the

box or lean on the railing outside, and talk

principally about the hunter classes. There

are also boxes filled to overflowing with very

young, little girls who do not care for young
men visitors, and only hke the music and the

Shetland ponies. The management is very

wise, too, in providing classes for the after-

noon in which the popular four-in-hand and
the jumper enters very largely. There are

competitions in driving and exhibitions in

skill in handling polo ponies, and on one

afternoon the cadets from West Point are

brought into the ring, ostensibly to see how
cavalry horses are judged, but really to give

the students a good oiiting, and to show the
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people what a fine army is in store for them.

It is in the afternoon, too, that the jeunesse

dor^e of New York choose to appear in the

ring, either taking the hunters over the

jumps or sitting in high carts behind the

roadsters. Tliese young men, in the most cor-

rect of riding or driving make-ups, are a

really most interesting exhibit, but they have

one very bad fault. To the great confusion

of the out-of-town visitor, they will not drive

behind their own horses. The young man
who owns a fine hackney and whose father

is a sugar king will get a friend whose father

owns railroads to drive his particular nag,

and in the next class it is vice-versa. Why
they should do this I do not know, unless it

is on the same principle as the doctor who
calls in another physician to attend his own
wife.

Although the celebrity of the Horse Show
week does not usually attend the afternoon

side of the Horse Show is a separate and
distinct proposition from the Horse Show
taken as the national annual exhibition of

the horse and all that pertains thereto in

America. This is a very serious affair, and
its results are not only shown all over the

country, but are even felt in the London
Horse Show, where, as an instance, the

clean-limbed American trotting horse is

gradually replacing the English-bred hack-

ney in the road classes. The social side of

our Horse Show is, after all, but a fad, and
society may any day transfer its affections

to the Dog Show or the Automobile Show
or the Sportsman's Exhibition. But even

should it do so the National Horse Show still

has its mission, and its benefits will be real

and far-reaching as long as the horse exists

as a medium of transportation. A
restaurant is just as good and no
better than the knowledge of its

sessions, there is usually some one turns up
who wishes to use the Horse Show as an ad-

vertising medium, and generally causes the

sensation desired. It may be only a mat-
inee hero, who is playing a seventeenth cen-

tury cavalier at night, and shows his versa-

tility by appearing on the promenade in the

horsiest of horsy driving coats, although he
never uses anything but hired hansoms.

Once it was an old man of over seventy who
drove his long-tailed family mare Nellie

all the way from Virginia and exhibited her

in the polo pony class against the imported

thoroughbreds of the Goulds and Vander-
bilts, and again it was a young woman from
the old Koster & Bial music hall who wanted
to appear in the ring in a Lady Godiva out-

fit. These are a few of the very many little

humors of the show which, if anything, help

along rather than retard its success.

As I said before, the social and spectacular

patrons, and the same thing might be said

of the" horse dealer and the carriage and
harness makers. When the association first

held its exhibitions in Madison Square Gar-

den, the classes for horses shown before

four-wheeled vehicles developed some of the

strangest conveyances yet seen by man.
Some of the carriages might have been used

in a circus parade, so strange and many were
their contours, and there were enough nickel

chains on the harness to sink a galley ship.

After all, this was but natural, as every pros-

pective buyer had his or her own idea of

how they wanted the new brougham to look

and how many tons of chain they thought

they ought to carry, and the dealers but fol-

lowed their ideas. To be sure, this was not

a question of horses, and only of appoint-

ments, but appointments counted very

largely in these classes, and the judges gave

the blue ribbon to the modest exhibitor who
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used pole-straps, instead of to the nouveau

riche with the clanking chains.

It is easy to set one's self up as a critic,

but it is diflScult to make the public accept

you as such. If the decision of the National

Horse Show were not accepted as final, if

the horses to whom it gave the blue ribbons

were not acknowledged to be the standard,

then the exhibitions were of no real value.

The men back of the concern were all of a

class whose motives could not be questioned.

They were all men of wealth, and could afford

to give their knowledge and time and even

money, if need be, to make their association

the first of i its kind in America, as its local-

ity demanded it should be. When they felt

unqualified to judge any particular class

they imported men from England whose de-

cision could not be questioned. The finan-

cial and social success of the enterprise was
almost immediate from the time it gave its

exhibitions in the Garden, for the directors

had looked after the comfort and amusement
of the patrons with the same care with which
they had catered to the dealers. Owing to

the spectacular side of the show, there arose

a large class of men who bought horses with

the express purpose of exhibiting them at

the New York show. These, men sent their

agents broadcast over the country, and the

breeders and dealers learned to drop their

prejudices, and turned to breeding the par-

ticular kind of horses which took blue rib-

bons at New York, for these were the horses

that brought excessive prices.

The relative claims of the vari-

ous kinds of horses for specific

purposes now bred in this coun-

try are no longer figured out on
the stock farms around Lexing-

ton or in California or Canada,
but are decided in the show ring

at Madison Square Garden. The
judges there decide everything,

from the size of a buckle on the

harness of a phaeton to the cor-

rect lines of the perfect racing

thoroughbred, and the effect of

FT that judgment is shown in every
' I set of harness and every horse

of class in America to-day. The
/ horse owners and the prospec-

I tive horse owners know now that

the judges chosen to represent

the association in the ring are the men best

suited to render a decision in the varioiis

classes, and it is the common sense, backed,

by practical knowledge of these judges,

that has made their decisions the American
standard.

In proof of this I am tempted to tell a story

of how one judge explained his decision. A
few years since John Madden was the town
sport in a Pennsylvania village. Since then

he has proved on his breeding farm in the

Blue Grass region and on the Metropolitan

race-tracks that he knows more about the

race horse than any man in the country.

Two years since the Horse Show directors

paid him the unusual compliment of ap-

pointing him sole judge of the thoroughbred

class. Madden, who is of a modest disposi-

tion, ran into the ring, glanced at the string

of racers as they trotted past him, pointed

out those he thought entitled to the ribbons,

and ran out of the ring again before the

crowd had time to look up the class in their

programmes. A few minutes later a j^oung

man who owns a racing stable of his own
met Madden and asked him how he had
reached his decision so quickly. " WeU," said

the trainer, ''it's like this. If you had been

the judge and they had trotted in twenty

girls, couldn't you have picked out the three

best lookers with the best figures and have

done it pretty quick."

And that is probably a pretty good way to

judge horses, too.
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THE TAKING OF THE TARPON
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THE man who has caught trout, black

bass, or salmon, and has added to

this the delight of shore fishing for

tautog, bluefish, or striped bass, has many
pleasant and exciting contests to remember;

but if he should once get fast to a tarpon

all his other fishing experiences—desperate

as some of them may have seemed—will be

eclipsed in a moment. The keen pleasure he

took in recounting them will be gone. He
will only remember that it was the tarpon

which gave him the "battle royal."

To the trout fisherman wading down
the brook, or drifting down the river with

dainty tackle and beau^tiful flies ; to the man
who skirts the lily pads on quiet lake or

broadening river with hellgrammite or

phantom minnow: to him who haunts the

rapid, and lures the royal salmon to attack

some gaudy combination of color; to him
who hies him to the shore to tempt the

succulent tautog with crab, or chums for the

voracious bluefish, or casts his bait into

the swirl of dashing breakers to entice the

stx'iped bass—to each of these his first en-

counter with the Silver King will seem as

though he had hooked one of those saucy

little towboats which busy themselves tow-

ing leviathans about New York harbor.

Those true fishermen who have killed only

small fish, especially those who have con-

fined their labors to fresh water, will regard

tarpon tackle as altogether too heavy for

any kind of fishing. They will look at it,

handle it, and then tell you that they believe

in giving the fish a fair chance for his life

—

that they do not care for just the killing.

It would be interesting to have the opinion

of that gentle angler, Izaak Walton, on the

subject of tarpon fishing. But it would be

more interesting to sit by and enjoy the

tussle, to see the look of astonishment that

would spread over his benign countenance

when he beheld a piscatorial beauty two

yards long break water at the end of his

tackle. It would surely interrupt his train

of contemplation. For he who hies him after

tarpon has no use for shady nooks, wherein

to sit him down with favorite author and
enjoy himself till fortune smiles on him in

an attack upon his lure. The tarpon fisher-

man must be up and doing.

Time and tide wait for no man, but the

tarpon fisherman waits anxiously for the

tide. The beginning of the flood is the best

time, although the change to the ebb has

also afforded good fishing. But the fact is

that mullet, the staple article of food for

the tarpon, are frequently possessed with a

desire to come to inner waters in face of the

ebb. This puts an end to fishing for the

time being. For, when the mullet do ap-

pear, the tarpon are at once seized with a

desire to kill all in sight. It is an interest-

ing and even exciting spectacle to see a

tarpon make preparations for a meal. It is

not the kind of sport the fisherman is after,

to be sure, but when the tarpon get started

on a course of slaughter, it is not a bit of

use to fish—better sit by and watch the

performance. Tarpon do not make a first

attack upon their food with their mouths.

They have no teeth, except a roughening on
the edges of the lips sharp enough to cut

the best line instantly, if it comes in con-

tact with them. They secure their food by
striking with their tails, and then turning

about to pick u.p the fish stunned by the

blow. When a school of tarpon comes up
with a school of mullet, the big fish are so

eager to get at their prey that the second

rank will often leap clear over the advance

line into the thick of the company of mullet,

laying about them right and left with their

tails, and lashing the water into foam flecked

with the blood of the small fry. The mullet,

on his side, has been equipped with means
of escape, for he is able to make jumps that

are remarkable for fish weighing, as he does,

from two to three pounds. They spit through
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the air for fully twenty feet. A curious thing

about this great jump is that the mullet

make a series of three leaps before stopping.

The moment the mullet perceive the second

line of tarpon coming over the first they

jump, with an indescribable result.

The most remarkable exhibition of this

that it ever was my fortune to witness took

place in Biscayne Bay, near Miami. The
school of mullet was fully an acre in extent.

They went into the air in a mass, followed

closely by the tarpon. It was a wonderful

sight, and meant a frightful mortality to

the mullet, for the tarpon must have killed

thousands of them.

Some tarpon enthusiasts fish three tides a

day. I have known them to go out as late

as ten o'clock at night, if it happened to be

moonlight and the tide came right. And
curiously enough the fish did strike, though

very few were killed. The exhibition given

by the fish in the phosphorescent water made
the experience well worth while.

There is one feature in tarpon fishing that

the fisherman has reason to be grateful for.

He does not have to sit about and wonder if

thei'e are any fish in the water. If weather

and tidal conditions are right for fishing,

there are always plenty of signs in evidence.

The tarpoil, like the porpoise, comes to the

surface to blow. As the time for the change

in the tide approaches, they may be seen in

schools and pairs, showing their silvery sides

on the crest of a wave for a moment, and
then gracefully disappearing.

Some fishermen—the veterans, sometimes,

but the new men always—are possessed with

a wild desire to try to hook one when they

see this preliminary performance. They may
be seen frantically urging their boatman,
first this way and then that, in the hope of

cutting off a school in time to drag their

bait before them, or to cast it among them.

It is usually a vain effort, however, as the

fish seldom begin to feed until the tide act-

ually does turn. As a result of this unseemly

haste, it is not unusual to see an impatient

fisherman hooked to a jewflsh (Warsaw), a

follower of the tarpon, just at the time when
the fish begin to feed and the propitious

moment has arrived. I have seen the agony
on his face while he tugged away at his

jewfish, when the water all about was alive

with tarpon, and a bait could not touch its

surface before a fish would be there to take

it. In fact, I have had experience myself,

and know the feeling. Now it would seem

that a jewfish, weighing from one hundred
to three hundred pounds, might furnish

fairly good sport in itself. But it is not

tarpon, and there is nothing more to say.

Another thing you will -observe about the

true fisherman is that there are conditions

under which his tackle counts for nothing.

There are others under which he would
rather do anything than give it up.

The tarpon fisherman, hooked to a jewfish

at a critical time, no matter what his feel-

ings may be in regard to the desire for

tarpon, is bound to land that jewfish, and
he does. It never once enters his mind
that he could cut loose, re-rig, and go after

the tarpon. On the other hand, a great

deal of tarpon tackle, especially that for

stiU-fishing, is so arranged that if a shark

takes the bait he will cut loose the moment
he closes his jaws. This will not worry
the fisherman in the least. He simply puts

on another snell, thanks his stars that he

does not have to fight the shark, and goes

on with his fishing.

But let me get back to the turn of the

tide, and consider that the fisherman is not

impatient ; that he has made up his mind to

do as his guide tells him, which is, to re-

serve his ammunition until the proper time.

The guide wiU row him out to the fishing

grounds, where he will see the tarpon rolling

about on the undulating surface as though
they had not a care in the world. They will

come up and blow within arm's length.

This was to me perfectly exasperating be-

fore I learned the habits of the fish.

But see ! there goes one swiftly, giving the

surface of the water a sharp slap as he

disappears. The tide has turned. Now, if

you observe, you will see the fish are mov-
ing more quickly in all directions. Here
and there one comes clear out of the water.

They are feeding, and now is the time to

try your luck. You look at your bait, a

silvery leather fish, to see that it is properly

fixed to the hook, and cast it, say, forty

feet or so astern of the boat, and in a moment
you have an embarrassment of riches. Two
or three, aye even half a dozen, tarpon rush

at your bait. You are so fascinated by their

action that you forget to strike until too

late. None will be hooked, but your bait

does not come back to you; you try again.

This time a fish gets the bait. You feel his

tremendous blow, and set every muscle to

hook him. Probably you do. But your
leather fish, hooked through the eyes, has
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left these useful members on the hook, and

shunted his body up the line. In a moment
there is another strike, but as your unpro-

tected line comes in contact with the tar-

pon's sharp, rough lips it parts, and away
go hook and snell and fish. The programme
of the tarpon fisherman is many strikes, a

few hooked, and fewer killed. This is his

sport, and he keeps straight on with it. No
sooner does your bait strike the water again

than you feel a sharp rap. On the instant,

you cannot quite make up your mind whether

to strike or not. But the next moment a

fish breaks water and goes down immediately

over your bait. He has seen it, and it looked

so much alive to him that he hit it with his

tail, and then simply turned around to pick

it up. You are prepared for what is com-

ing, so you brace yoiarself for the shock.

You feel you have hooked the fish. He
goes straight to the bottom, and though you

are putting aU. the pressure you have on

your thumb-brake, you cannot stop him.

He goes fully seventy-five yards before he

shows himself, and when you do get sight

of him you see his back as he shoots out

of the water in a tremendous leap, which

takes nearly ten yards more of your line.

He is going straight away from you, as you

sit there pressing every ounce you have in

you on the brake, in the hope of stopping

him. He is a hundred and fifty yards away
before you see him again. You try your

best to hold him. The spool on your reel

is much reduced by the outgo of line. Every

bone and muscle in your arms and hands is

aching from the pressure. Your guide in

the mean time is backing water toward the

fish with all his might. It is no use, how-

ever; you cannot do it. He comes out of the

water again, as the last of your line goes

off the reel with a shriek. At the same

time, you feel a violent pull on the rod. As
the new strain comes in an entirely different

way. the rod is almost out of your hands

before you adjust yourself to it. But you

do hold it. There is a sharp report like a

rifle shot a short distance away. You look

in a dazed way after the fish. You see

him jump wildly into the air a couple of

times, turning over and over as he falls

back into the water, and all is ended.

You feel as though you had had hours

of struggle ; the muscles in your arms and

hands fairly ache ; but it has really taken

little more than a minute to accomplish all

this. It does not profit you to wonder how

it came about. It is the kind of thing that

happens to the most skilful veterans, and
they can explain it no better that can the

novice. They will tell you that when the

fish, breaking water, is headed away from
you, especially when headed toward the

open sea, you might as well make up your

mind that he will get your line. The fish

may be counted as a dead fish, for the fric-

tion on the line will cause him to keep up
the struggle until his last spai'k of life goes

out.

You simply put on another line or take

another rod, and try it again. You trail

your bait for some time without any sign of

fish, and you are about making up your

mind to the fact that fishing is over for that

tide, when you suddenly feel the now familiar

shock again. In an instant the fish is out

of the water, and you see your bait go sail-

ing through the air for a distance of twenty

feet. You were caught napping, and you

have missed your tarpon. This encourages

you to try again. You still see fish break-

ing water here and there, but it is invariably

at the other side of the pass. You chase

first one school, then another, all in vain;

till, finally, in compassion for your guide

who has been rowing for hours, you decide

to stop. But he objects, for he is a keen

sportsman and does not want to go in with-

out a fish. So you stick to it a while longer

;

but, at last, after missing another fish, and

having a long interval of no signs, you con-

clude that fishing really is over for that tide,

and the guide reluctantly heads the boat for

shore.

Thinking of the number of times you

have been taken off your guard, you deter-

mine to be vigilant as long as your bait is

overboard, and you trail it across the pass

for the last time. You keep a close watch

as you are nearingthe shore, and just as you

are about to reel in finally, you feel a gentle

pull on your line. Being ready, you strike.

In fact, you would strike at anything just

now. In another moment a mass of irides-

cent silver shoots into the air and falls back

with a crash. Away goes the tarpon. He
is hooked, and the battle is on. He does

not run the line out fast, but moves around

the boat with wonderful speed, and comes

out of the water only a short distance away,

shaking his head fiercely, and with a defiant

expression in his almost human eyes. He
dashes first in one direction, then in another,

so rapidly that the guide is utterly unable to
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keep the stern of the boat pointed toward

him. At one time he is oif at rii^ht an^'les,

and again he is right ahead of the boat, so

that the line is running out over the bow.

He keeps you turning and twisting in a way
that is most tiring. The fish has been out

of the water three or four times, giving a

gymnastic performance of the first order,

when down he goes to hunt for deep water.

He gets there, too, in spite of all you can

do to hold him. Now that he is down, he

sulks. You pull and haul and lift with might

and mam, straining your tackle almost to

the breaking point, but to no purpose. He
will not budge. You have gradually worked

the boat, so that it is just over the spot

where the tarpon lies—a very bad place for

it to be in. As you cannot move him you

begin to think that the fish is off, and that

your line has caught on something on the

bottom. You finally conclude this is a fact.

So you slack up to move the boat in another

direction with a view to unhooking. This

slacking of the line causes the fish to move.

You put the strain on again at once, and he

seems to give a little. Your tired muscles

and aching fingers take on a new lease of

life, and you go at him. You give him an-

other lift. He comes up a little more. You
are surely bringing him to the surface. You
are putting in all the power you have. To

encourage you and to be prepared for the

unexpected—though he does not believe the

battle to be half over—the guide makes

ready with the gaff. After many pulls and

much lifting, till your muscles are numb
from the strain, you bring the big fish to the

surface. The guide cautiously reaches out

with the gafO. You are feeling highly elated,

as you swing him slowly within reach, and

are all ready to relax with a sigh of relief,

when, in a flash, the fish, which has no in-

tention of giving up, is away. In an un-

guarded moment you are the recipient of a

crack on the fingers from the reel handle

that makes you dizzy, and before you recover

sufiiciently even to think of putting pres-

sure on the brake, the fish has not only

gained a hundred yards of line, but has had

a breathing spell. Well, you pull yourself to-

gether, grit your teeth, and go at him again.

Your guide is now backing toward the

fish as rapidly as possible, to get in what

line may be had that way before the fish

moves again. Working the reel under this

reduced pressure linil)6n-s you up a bit, and

you l)egin to take notice again. But a hard

fight is still before you. The tarpon recovers

rapidly, and is now as fresh as ever. You
reel in ixntil you get a fairly good strain on

him, doing it as gently as you possibly can,

so as not to alarm him ; and then you think

it about time to stir him up a bit. So you

give him a ''yank."

He comes out of the water headed straight

for the boat—and at the second jump it

looks very much as though he were coming

aboard. He strikes the water almost under

the rod, however, and goes under the boat,

out at the other end, and away. In the

mean time, you have fully fifty yards of line

to take in before you can get a strain on

him again. This is no easy task, as your

fingers tire more quickly now, and for the

next half hour you will accomplish nothing

beyond exasperating yourself. But then you

begin to feel better. You are getting your

second wind. Your fingers may be bleeding

and your muscles tired, but you don't mind
them. You stir up the fish as often as pos-

sible. You get in your line whenever you

can, although he runs out lots of it at times.

But you do not work as hard in getting it

back. In fact, you are acquiring a great

deal of knowledge about the sport of tarpon

fishing.

At last he begins to weaken. His runs

are shorter, his leaps do not lift him from

the water—a final etfort only brings his

head above the surface. With the look of

defiance still in his eye, he gives up the

battle, and there is nothing more to do but

to reel him wdthin reach of the gaff. The

guide puts a line through his gills, and you

tow him to shore, where he is hauled out

before you. What a thing of beauty he is,

with his living silver sides, the deep green

and gold of his back, and the wonderful

iridescence of the underbody.

He measm-es six feet and ten inches in

length, and the scales register one hundred

and fifty pounds—just your own weight. As

you look at the splendid fellow, a vague feel-

ing of regret comes over yoti at the thought

that such a thing of beauty should be dead.

You would gladly give him back his life,

for he has given your eye a feast of beauty

in magnificent action, and he has called upon

all your skill and endm-ance in The Battle

Royal.
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TEAVELING in China by Chinese

methods is generally looked upon
with disfavor by foreigners, both

outside of the Empire and in it ; although the

two most notable exceptions to this general

prejudice, Marco Polo and Abbe Hue, have

proved to be the most illuminating travel-

erswho have ever penetrated far into Cathay.

By residents of treaty ports, the adoption

by a foreigner of Chinese passports, Chinese

clothes, and Chinese food, is regarded both

as an undignified concession to an inferior

civilization, and as a dangerous experiment

which jeopardizes the health of a European
or American.

"Why, if I were to live as the Chinese do,

my American life insui-ance policy would be
forfeited," a missionary once explained to

me as clinching proof that my ideas on the

delights of native travel methods were ab-

surd. Forcible as was his argument, I am
not yet convinced, and I incline to the belief

that the directors of the life insurance com-
pany in question had never penetrated far

into the Middle Kingdom.
"When, in Pekin, I discovered that it was

necessary for me to go to Sian, seven hun-

dred and fifty miles distant, native methods

of travel were the only means available, and
I had no recourse but to adopt them. His

Highness, Prince Ching,made myname legal

for Chinese purposes. Under the alias of

Na Ko Su, I traveled over twelve hundred

miles under a system of protection, and by
methods of transportation, that have been

in vogue ever since there was such a thing

as China, which is almost the same as saying

ever since man has been in the world.

The first thing that impresses a man from
the West when he plunges into the vast

" Interior," is the responsibility which the

government assumes in undertaking to guard

the traveler and everything that belongs to

him. The mandarin of the town at the ter-

minus of the jolting little railroad presents

the first u-enshao. This is a document that

finds no counterpart in modern civilization.

On a piece of thin paper is written a de-

scription of the traveler, his Chinese name,
and an enumeration of his servants and the

number of carts or donkeys necessary for the

transportation of his baggage. The ivenshao

fm'ther sets forth the fact that the traveler

is on " a mission of peace." This is a techni-

cal term, which signifies more than at first

appears. It implies that the bearer is neither

an officer in a foreign army nor a representa-

tive of a foreign government, and that he

has no ulterior motive in visiting China.

The ivenshao is addressed to the mandarin of

a shen or district some two hundred miles

distant, who in turn must issue a duphcate

to another mandarin equally distant. On
arriving at a town in the evening, the first

duty of a traveler is to send his ivenshao to

the mandarin, who signs it and affixes his

official seal. From that moment the last

signed mandarin on the ivenshao is person-

ally responsible for everything that the

traveler has with him on his travels. If he

is robbed, the mandarin must make good
his loss ; if he is insulted or annoyed, the

offender must be punished.

The ivenshao also makes it incumbent upon

a mandarin to provide such carts or mules

as the traveler may need from day to day,

and a servant of the mandarin is assigned to

collect the money for their hire. In a coun-

try like China, where there is nothing that

coiTesponds to a public stable, all convey-

ances and beasts of burden must be hired

in the town market place— a task that would

not be easy to a foreigner ; but the difficulty

is obviated by the responsibility which the

wenshao fixes upon a mandarin. The bearer

of a ivenshao is given immunity from the

horrible discomforts of inns, and is entitled

to live at the hung kwans, or official hotels.

These are buildings set apart in every town

for the accommodation of traveling officials.

They are under the supervision of the man-

darins, and are presided over by their ser-
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vauts. Besides these ordinaiy privileges, my
lixnshao entitled me to a guard of soldiers,

who rode in relays with me, in companies of

six or eight, for distances of about one hun-

dred miles. Each company was commanded
by a petty officer called a shijanff, whose rank
was about equivalent to a sergeant with us.

Besides a Chinese interpreter, I brought
with me from Pekin a cook, who possessed
some knowledge of foreign methods in pre-

paring food. In the beginning of my jour-

ney, I carried a fine assortment of canned
vegetables and corned beef. But a menu in

which they were the only constituents be-

Froin " Through Shensi," by Francis H. Nichols, Copyright, 1902, by Charles Scribner's Sons.

Chinese Cavalryman.

An indispensable person in every travel-

er's menage is the iiiafu. He is something of

a hostler and something of a guide. It is his

duty to feed the animals, and to tighten the

saddle girths. He rides in advance of the

rest of the party and points out the way.

came in time very monotonous, and on the

fifth daj" out I discarded them for the Chi-

nese food, which I was always able to obtain

along the way.

Chinese cuisine has many points in its

favor. Its most objectionable feature is the
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bluutness of the names on the bill of fare.

"Birds' nest stew," for example, does not

sound very inviting, but its realization in a

bowl of steaming jelly is not at all bad
after a day's ride against the cold wind. It

is certainly preferable to the contents of a

tin can produced in Chicago two years pre-

viously.

Although rice is obtainable everywhere

in China, it is not in the northwestern prov-

inces the staple article of diet. In that part
' of the country mian, a kind of macaroni, is

a more common food. It is cooked in oil, and
is eaten by twisting around the chop sticks.

The nearest approach to bread is a sort of

steamed dumpling called mamaw. The polite

way of eating mamaw is to peel off the outer

skin with your fingers, and then to toast the

doughy interior over the oven fire. Chinese

sages have always maintained that it is

wicked to kill the good ox that draws the

plough, so beef is almost an unknown quan-

tity ; but mutton is plentiful, and then there

is that charming little brown roast pig,

whose pi'aises Elia never sang too loudly.

Many times, as my chop sticks have filched

fragments from the sides of a baby pig, I

have regretted that Charles Lamb never

had the privileges of a Chinese Irnng Tcwan.

To live for any length of time among the

Chinese, is to realize as never before the

all-powerful influence of environment. Al-

most unconsciously the stranger from afar

finds his fingers adapting themselves to

chop sticks. A fork seems strangely out of

place in a dish of bamboo sprouts. Within

a month after leaving Pekin, I ate with no
other implements than the two sticks of

ebony or ivory which daily convey food to

the mouths of one-fifth of the human race.

China is a land without mattresses or

counterpanes. A bed, or 'kong, is merely a

broad wall of brick built across the side of

the room. On first acquaintance, it seems

absolutely impossible for an Anglo-Saxon,

but a man in the interior of China must
either sleep on a Tiong or not sleep at all. I

determined that if the bricks would not

yield to me, I must yield to them, and, as a

means of yielding gTacefuUy, I studied the

sleeping methods of my Chinese companions.

I found that their practice was to climb in-

side of quilted sacks, called jwokas, which
they tied and folded around themselves, until

a row of men on a Jcong looked not unlike

sealed envelopes. Whenever they rolled or

turned over in then- sleep, their jMokas rolled

with them ; in whatever position they hap-

pened to lie on the brick pile, they could not

escape the ameliorating effect of their pooJcas.

Obviously I, too, must have b, pooka. From a

dealer in leather, in a town through which
we passed, I bought two goat skins. I had
them sewn together with the hair side in.

I devised a system of strings by which I

could tie myself in my appliance, and in this

way I succeeded in sleeping in China.

Across the level country the ordinary con-

veyances are carts— springless, heavy, and
uncomfortable ; but in the hill country any-

thing on wheels is out of the question. Only
two means of traveling are available. One is

the back of a horse, and the other is a

mountain chair. The latter is a box just

large enough to enclose a man in a sitting

posture. The chair is suspended between
two long poles, that are sometimes carried

on the shoulders of human bearers, and are

sometimes strapped to the back of mules.

Neither mules nor men make any attempt at

walking in unison. The chair lurches and
sways painfully in winding through moun-
tain trails, and its cramped occupant is

thrown constantly from one side to the

other. Although chairs could be obtained

everywhere on my journey, I never used
them, but instead rode Chinese ponies.

The horses of northern China, like their

owners, belong to a very old and original

race. They are hterally the "wild horses of

Tartary." They have certain traits and char-

acteristics which are not in accord with

horse nature in other parts of the world. In

other words, they are essentially Chinese.

So far as appearances go, they are probably

the homeliest on earth. A horse of the north-

west isnot small enough to be a graceful pony,

and not large enough to fulfill the require-

ments of a horse. His neck is so abnormally

short and thick, that any approach to a

graceful curve is for him impossible. Stand-

ing or moving, he has a tendency to hang
his head hke a dog on a keen scent. Almost
from the time that he is ridden at all, his

front knees are sprung, and this infirmity

increases with advancing years. It is really

very exceptional to find a Chinese pony
whose front legs are perfectly sound ; and
this universality of sprung knees can be

ascribed to the hard life the pony leads, and
to the fact that he is shod, if shod at all,

only on his hind hoofs.

Chinese ponies are capable of but two
gaits ; one is a hard jouncing trot, and the
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other is a single foot. Some horse experts

of Europe insist that the American single

foot is a hybrid, artificial gait, not natural

to any horse, and necessitates more exertion

than the " older '' gaits. I was, therefore,

surprised to find that among the ponies of

the interior— which really are never taught

anything— about one in every ten had a

natural predilection for a single foot, and
was able to keep up that gait without greater

apparent fatigue than horses that trotted.

Just as soon as a pony becomes strong

fatigued, he satisfies himself by trying to

bite oft' the ears of the man who feeds him.

But by and by a compromise is eff:ected be-

tween the pony and his rider. The pony's

privileges of kicking, biting, and running

away are to be respected, and are not to be

interfered with ; in return, the pony agrees

to carry his rider anywhere in China, to

maintain an even gait for seven days in the

week, and to ask no other favors than a

meal of chopped cornstalks three times a

day, and an occasional roll in the dusty road.

A Carter, and His Freight.

enough to carry a burden somebody jumps
on his back and begins to ride him. With-
out any breaking, as we would understand

the word, the pony seems to know what is

expected of him, and to object. He objects

to a bit, to a bridle, and to his rider. He
never withdraws his objections, and the rest

of his life is one of continuous protest. At
the morning start, when he is fresh and
vigorous, his protest is strenuous, and con-

sists of kicking and bucking when you try

to get on his back ; at sunset, when he is

Because ponies have always succeeded in

forcing a partial recognition of their rights,

they are treated with great respect by their

riders. They are never stroked or petted, but

they are far more often reasoned with than

coerced. I have frequently seen a Chmaman
sitting at the side of the road, holding his

balking pony by the bridle rein, while he

talked to it as a father might to a rebellious

child. Whenever, during a day's ride, a

pony has been unusually disagreeable, the

mafu would look into his eyes as he was led
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to his manger, and with a very sad expres-

sion, expostulate in an undertone. The mafus

always insisted that then- ponies understood
j

and far be it from me to say with certainty

that such was not the case.

The Buddhist idea of the incarnation plays

a part in the treatment accorded to ponies.

In a vague way the Chinaman believes that

all animals have souls, and that they are to

some extent capable of human emotions.

Among several horses brought to the door

of our kung Jcican one morning, was a black

for the pony if you ride him. The shijang

is asking if you will please be kind to take

another pony, sir." Perhaps it was my
Christian duty to have explained that m.en

are the only animals whom their Creator

endowed with souls, and that all the rest

were designed only to do man's bidding;

but I confess that I did nothmg of the kind.

I told the shijang that I was deeply grateful

to him for informing me of the colt's prej-

udices, and that I should be pained to wound
the feelings of any horse by insisting on

A Detachment of Cavalry, on the Plain of Sian.

colt, which I selected as my mount for the

day. As soon as he realized my intention,

he glared at me fiercely for a moment and
then rose on his hind legs. I succeeded in

getting on his back, but he laid his ears for-

ward and twitched vigorously in what I took

to be an effort to shake me off. In a timid,

half ashamed way, the shijang explained

something to my interpreter, which came to

me as :
" He say, the pony have Chinese

heart, so that he like not the foreign man.
He is shaking, for he is sad that you must
ride him. It would not be good for you or

riding him when another was available. I

accomplished that day's stage on the back

of a pony whose sensibilities were less keen.

In the part of China through which I

traveled ponies are never turned out to

pasture, for the simple reason that there is

no grazing ground. The only land not under

cultivation are the mountain sides, where the

vegetation is confined to an undergrowth of

bushes and weeds. Curry combs are un-

known, and during his entire life a pony is

never groomed. When, covered with dust

and lather, he reaches his night's resting
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place, the mafn sweeps him off with a l)rooin.

He is walked up and down for half an hour

to prevent his cooling too suddenly. His

saddle is removed, and he is allowed to roll

for a few minutes. After that he munches

his evening cornstalks, and then lies down

and goes to sleep in front of his manger.

The most marked idiosyncrasy of Chinese

ponies is their absolute refusal to go abreast

of others of their kind. A pony, even ex-

ceptionally docile and kindly, will balk and

kick if his master attempts to ride alongside

cause they are never trained as are horses of

the West— that they are not entirely de-

pendent upon their riders for guidance.

They know how to take the initiative in

emergencies, and they do not seem to be

liable to the panics and fears of horse life.

As an aid in climbing the steep trails of the

Tsingling Mountains, every rider dismounts

and clutches the tail of his pony. An Eng-

lish or American thoroughbred would prob-

ably resent such an indignity, and might

balk or refuse to continue the ascent ; but a

Oiii Miliuiry Escort, in a Mountain Pass.

of any other member of his party. Residents

of foreign concessions sometimes train native

ponies to draw victorias and broughams,

but they are always compelled to harness

tandem. A pair, even with a pole between,

is almost impossible. Guided by an instinct

that is an inheritance of ages of narrow

roads, ponies move across- China only in

single file.

The wonderful endurance of the horses of

China is equaled only by their intelligence.

Their sagacity is more like that of a dog

than of an ordinary horse. It may be be-

Chinese pony only drops his head, and, with

the reins flapping idly on his neck, drags

his master up the mountain side. In crossing

rivers the ponies are ridden into the water

until their fetlocks are covered; they are

then given free rein, and allowed to find the

shallow. They never attempt to back or

shirk, but stumble around for a time on the

slippery bottom near the shore ; then one

pony deliberately begins to walk through the

current, and the rest come straggling behind.

In the mountainous country of Shensi the

road on one side often descends precipi-
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tously to a ravine, and, on the other, is shut

in by a steep hillside. Encountering a mule

or camel caravan in such places is always

fraught with an element of danger, because

the road is only just wide enough to permit

of two animals passing each other, and care

is necessary to prevent a tumble into the

ravine below. At the first tinkle of the bell

of an approaching caravan all the ponies

in line prick up their ears, and by common
instinct sidle close to the bank, keeping the

inside of the road. On the back of your

pony, in this position, you are perfectly safe

;

if any one is to fall over the edge, it will be

a passing mule and not you.

The Chinese way of sitting on a horse is

forming the frame curve toward the front

into a high arched pommel. Over his saddle

a Chinaman thi'ows his pooka, which, during
the day, does duty as a saddle bag. The
foot-irons or stirrups are from three to five

inches wide, and afford as much rest to the

foot as do the box stirrups of the American
plains. Chinese never ride "home," as an
Englishman would say. They never thrust

their feet through their stirrups, but throw
their entire weight on their toes. Stirrup

straps are buckled about two holes shorter

than with us, although the Chinese do not

ride with their knees on a line with the pom-
mel, as is the practice with some other

Orientals. Contrary to British standards, the

From " Through liiiMen She ii," l>y Francis H. Nichnls. Cdpyrij^rlit , ]go2, by Charles Scribner's Sons.

At tile JJoor of the Ktiiig Kvvan.

much more in accordance with American
than with European standards in riding.

The American seat, high pommels, and sad-

dles open in the centre have always been

regarded by horsemen of older countries as

heretical innovations. One is safe in assum-

ing that any method or fashion that obtains

to-day in northwest China has been in vogue

for several thousand years, so that the En-

glishman's rise from his padded saddle to a

trot may yet prove to be the newer method.

The fundamental principle of a saddle in

China is identical with the one constructed

in the United States. Chinese saddles are

made of wood, with a slit about two inches

wide in the centre. The two side pieces

Chinese do not consider it necessary to rise

dm'ing a ti'ot. They grip the withers with

their knees, and sit immovable.

In the country, where a horse often affords

the only practicable means of going from

one place to another, all the population

must of necessity spend a considerable por-

tion of their lives in the saddle. Every man
in northwestern China is perfectly at home
on a horse. The position in riding is bolt

upright, without a trace of that slight tend-

ency to incline forward so noticeable in the

European method. Chinese do not ride with

the reckless dash and abandon of cowboys

and Cossacks : but they have the perfect

confidence that comes only from a life-long
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experience of the back of a horse. Three of

tlie soldiers with whom I rode for several

stages were addicted to the opium habit,

and, in consequence, were subject to attacks

of drowsiness. When overcome with the de-

sire for sleep, they would tie their reins

around the pommels, fold their arms across

their breasts, and sleep soundly for an hour

or so, wliile their ponies kept up the steady

jogging gait behind the mafu.

Chmese roads are probably the worst, as

they are certainly the oldest in the world.

In fact, it is hardly an exaggeration to say

that in China there are no roads at all, in

our sense of the word. In some provinces

the roads are merely edges of fields set aside

for travel. Such roads are owned by the

farmers, who are in possession of the fields

which they adjoin. A farmer jealously

guards any further encroachment on his

land, and neither he nor any one else takes

the slightest interest in the road or makes
the slightest effort to improve it. Even in

places where the roads are public property

and are imder the supervision of the pro-

vincial government, they are little better

than mud bogs in winter, and piles of dust

in summer.
The cause of the frightful condition of the

roads of the empire is due neither to neg-

lect nor inability to improve them. I have
ridden over roads that hadbeen repaired for

the progress of the Emperor, in a manner
that would have done credit to any nation

on earth. The Chinese are capable of build-

ing excellent roads when they want them,

but, as a rule, they prefer to have them re-

main in a wretched condition, for the same
reason that they do not want railroads or

other improved methods of transportation,

whose direct advantages they appreciate

quite as much as do their western critics.

For every improvement introduced on a

highway, a certain number of men and their

families must be thrown out of work and
left without means of earning a livelihood.

If a man is a mule driver, it is safe to

assume that his father and grandfather were
mule drivers before him. So long as he can
find employment for the mule which he
drives over a wretched road, he and his

family will never be in want ; but if the road
be improved, his mule might be supplanted

by a cart, and he would be out of employ-
ment. No other kind of work would be
available for him, and consequently there

would be no recourse for him and those de-

pendent upon him but to starve or to become
Boxers. The entire social order in China is

so fixed and permanent that there are never

new avenues of opportunity or employment

;

better roads would mean the upsetting of

the economic conditions of an entire com-
munity, and the adveiit of the railroad would

be a calamity for a whole province.

When a foreigner is provided with the

same kind of a passport as is carried by a

government official, he is bound to make the

acquaintance of a number of mandarins on
his travels. Most of the mandarins who
attached their names and seals to my ivenshao

called on me, and, in accordance with

Chinese etiquette, I always returned their

calls. I grew quite accustomed to seeing a

mandarin's umbrella, followed by his pro-

cession of chair bearers, come winding
through the courtyard of the Jcung kwan
where I happened to be spending the night.

Mandarin visits are perhaps the most
delightful part of travel in China. Once
settled on the divan in the place of honor,

at the left of the tea cups, a mandarin lights

his water pipe, and begins to chat in a jolly,

informal way on various subjects, from the

doings of the Empress Dowager to the

weather. It may sound like an extreme

statement, but I have never talked with a

mandarin whose manner, at least, was not

perfectly " thoroughbred," and which did

not evince a knowledge of Anglo-Saxon
standards of savoir faire. Their tact and
desire not to offend the feelings of the

stranger from afar were evident in every-

thing they did and said. They had none of

the gush or effusiveness of Orientals. From
my own experience, I can recommend con-

versations with mandarins as an antidote

for sweeping prejudices against the Chinese.

It is half-past four in the morning in

the kung kican ; a half hour before day-

break. Rolled up in his sheep skins, the
" stranger from afar " is sleeping as can only

a tired Yankee who yesterday covered thirty

miles of wretched road on the back of a

rebelhous pony. The stranger turned in at

eight o'clock last evening, and he is still

sleeping so soundly that his boy has to

shake him in order to awaken him. The boy
brings a cup of hot tea for his master to

drink as he pulls on his Chinese clothes.

Shaving is accomplished by the aid of a rush

light candle and a little folding mirror which

came from the West, and which is a con-

stant source of wonder to kung kwan ser-
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vants. After inadequate ablutions—for water

is scarce and precious and brackish in the

northwest— the stranger walks into the

main, room of the kung Tcioan to breakfast.

The Chinese fully realize that a very hearty

meal is poor preparation for a day's ride,

and the breakfast consists only of eggs, rice,

and tea. It is gulped down hurriedly, for

there is no time to lose if the stranger is to

accomplish the distance which the mandarin
has scheduled for to-day's stage. The stone

walls and floor of the kung kivan are damp
and chilly. The traveler wi-aps his long

goat skin coat about him and walks out into

the courtyard. It is daylight now ; the mist of

the morning accentuates the natural gray-

ness of walls and road and flag stones. The
yellow tiled roof of a temple is visible above
the neighboring house tops. Over it is just

beginning to appear the red rim of the sun.

A few minutes later it is far overhead, look-

ing down on its oldest family, while the

glazed roof tiles glint and shimmer. The
head servant hands the mandarin's card and
expresses his master's hope that the stranger

enjoyed his visit to the district. The inter-

preter assures the servant that everything

was charming, andthrowshim several strings

of cash in settlement of the bill for the

night's board and lodging.

The soldiers of the escort advance and
drop on one knee on the flagstones. The
stranger retui'ns their salute by clasping his

hands before his face. The ponies are being

led into the yard, and the mafu is adjusting

saddles. A donkey, resisting his day's burd-

en, is trying to back into the dining-room of

the kung kican.

"Ask the sJiijang how many li we must
ride to-day ?

"

" One hundred, sir."

" Long or short li f
"

" Long li, my master."

This means that by sunset the stranger

must have penetrated thirty -five miles

farther into China.

" Any rivers ?
"

" Yes, sir ; two. One have got ferry, and
the other maybe not ; perhaps the pony will

walk through him, and perhaps it will be
swimmmg."

" Is everything packed and in the sad-

dles ?"

" Yes, my master ; but the milk— it is

gone. It have finish. The can— it is at an
end."

No more condensed milk. It will be many
weeks before the stranger's tea will be dis-

solved in anything other than its own
steepings.

Every one is in the saddle. The mafu
works to the head of the line, and the stranger

follows next behind. A soldier has lost his

stirrup, and his pony, availing himself of

the opportunity, is trying to throw him. The
stranger glances over his shoulder at the

cluster of purple and red tunics, gay tur-

bans, and immobile brown faces behind him.

He shouts ''iZi.'" the Chinese equivalent of

forward, and they ride through the stone

portal of the courtyard. A few hundred
yards ahead is the city wall. They emerge
through its ponderous gate into a narrow
beaten pathway, which stretches away be-

tween the fields as far as the eye can reach.

This is the road which the stranger is fol-

lowing ; a road which winds often, but

seldom diverges; a highway that is indefi-

nite and dusty, that is worn by countless

generations ; an unending road of China.

^^

^B
^'s^^^^



"DE 'POSSUM AN' DE 'SIMMON TREE"

By E. W. KEMBLE

ILLUSTRATED BY THE AUTHOR

Y
'AAS sah, dat am de tree what you

see obex- yondah."

We had halted in our tramp,

Uncle Eph and I, and the old negro, at my
request, was pointing out a persimmon tree.

"So you aint nebber done see a 'sim-

m o n tree.
Lawdy mas-
sy, I specs you
gwine ter say

dat you haint

nebber see a

'possum?"

Uncle Eph
had the repu-

tation of
knowingmore
about the
habits of the

wo od f oik
than any
other man,
white or
black, in the

vicinity, and
with his
knowledge he

had the ne-

gro's love of

humor which
made his lec-

tures, as he
called them,

well worth lis-

tening to.

'•So you
aint nebber
seed a 'sim-

montree; den,

of course, ef

you haint seed

a 'simnion ; it done stand ter reason dat you
doan' know much erbout de plant. Dat am de
one tree of all dat am near and dear to de

heart of de culled race. De water-millon am
creep on de ground ; de sweet tater am done
cover hisself up in de ground; de corn am
raise his proud head jis a little off de

When de frost cum

ground, but de 'simmon am fro hisself high

in the air, an' rejoice in de proud fac' dat he

am a tree.

"Dey am trees what make mo' of a show
an' wear mo' gorgeous clothes, an' dey am
trees what is p'r'aps mo' use ter mankind;

but de culled

folks am done
satisfied dat
de good Lawd
am planted in

dere midst de

'simmon tree.

When de frost

cum de 'sim-

mon am ripe.

When de'sim-

mon am ripe,

we get de 'sim-

mon beer, wif

de 'simmon
beer we get de

'possum, a n

'

'possum a n

'

'simmon beer

—jus scuse
me, chile,
while I wipe

my moufj it

done begin ter

dribble.

"Way back
yondah, when
de 'simmon
tree fust
growed, he
done sur-
round heself

wif all d e

odder trees,

an' as de yeahs

roll on dey change dere shape an' size, jes like

dem fashionable white folks what cyaint wear

er dress two winters, kase dey is mo' full in

de sleeve dan dey was de yeah befo' ; but de

'simmon tree, like de ole culled mammy, jes

wear de same ole shoulder cape an' head

cloth dat her mammy done wear befo' her.

den we hab de 'possum.
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" De 'possum he done lub to trabel."

" De heat and de cold nebber make him
worry, 'kase he nebber git too far norf er

too far souf ; jes stay roun' in the Ian' what
he lub best.

"Now erlong come Mister 'Possum, he

look up de tree an' he see dat ripe fruit er

hangin' on dar en er sayin', 'Cum up an'

taste me'; en he pull hisself up, en take er

bite; den he smack hes lips an' say, 'Oh
my !

' jes dat way. Den he take anudder
bite, an' he smack hes lips again en say,

'My ! but dat am fine.' Den he begin ter fill

hisself, an' he eat and eat, imtil he dat full

dat he loose his balance an' fall plum down
ter de groun', an' dar he lay, he so filled up
ter de brim dat he cyaint move. Bime-by
he hear footsteps, en dey cummin' nearer and
nearer. He know who it is^—ole Mister

Culled Man—but he too plum full ter move.
Culled Man tiptoe up an' say, 'Ho, ho! what
a nice fat 'possum ; nebber see such a fat

'possum befo',' an' when he lif ' de 'possum off

de groun' de 'possum bref am so sweet of

'simmon dat Mister Culled Man say ter him,

'What yer done eat ter make yer so fat an'

lazy, and yer bref so sweet ?
' An' ole Mister

'Possum so full he jes kin squeak, 'Ef yer

promise ter let me go, I done tole yer.'

Den he promise, an' Mister Culled Man done
fill his bag wif 'simmons an' took dem home,
while ole Mister 'Possum am hurry back to

de woods an' spread de ncM's. An' dat's how
de 'possum and de culled man got ter know
de 'simmon tree.

"Now Mister 'Possum, when he eat de

'simmon, he just kib it so much dat he aint

gwine ter loose a single smitch; so he eat

de seed an' all. Den, when he hab his feast,

he gad erbout de country. Fer yer know
Mister 'Possum done lub ter trabel. Here
an' dar, de seed am dropped, an' up spring

de 'simmon tree. While all de animal crea-

tion an' most ob de tree hab changed durin'

de long years agone by, de 'simmon and de

'possum hab stay jes as dey wuz. Den science

folks say dat de horse yeahs an' yeahs ago
was mighty small and hab five toes whar
now he done got er hoof, so dat yer see

mos' ebery animal is change' likewise 'cept

de 'possum.
" Now ole Mammy 'Possum, when she

reckon dat she like ter raise er fambly, she

'low dat de bes' way am ter hab a whole

mess er chilluns at de once, an' not hab er

big one heah en er little one dar, 'kase fam-

blies hke datam always havin' disruptionsand
triberlations. Den dey is a hard lot fer to

take cyar ob, but where you hab dem all de

same age and size, why dey all eats de same
food, dey play de same game, an' dey goes

to bed at de same time. Den Mammy
'Possum fond of chilluns, jes like de culled

folks is, an' she cyaint hab too many er

flllin' up her cabin door. In de holler ob a

ole tree she done make er nest of dry leaves,

an' when dese little hunks of pink is born

—fo' dey aint no bigger den er mouse—she

jes put them away in dat little soft pocket,

what she have under her fur coat, an' dey

aint nebber cum outen dar till dey is able

ter run around.
Eben den dey aint

go out ob her sight;

no, indeedy, she jes

twist dat ole rat tail

ob hers ober her
back, giv' er grunt,

an' in er jiffy all

dem lil' ones is on
her back, er holdin'

on ter her tail wif

dere tails, an' she is

er movm fer de next

stoppin' place.

"Dar wuz er time,

way back — — >

yondah, ^'^'^'Hi^^^
when mos'

all de animals ob de

wood done lib on
fruit an' sich. Den
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life;

His

bitein', an' a clawin', an'

soon dey get ter like de

taste ob meat; not sowif

ole 'possum—lie jes stay

still an' lead er peaceful

don't want ter fight nohow
little hands aint made ter fight,

and his little sharp teef just made
ter eat de 'simmon; dat all. So
now what he gwine ter do when,
all ob er sudden, he come spang
up ergainst some big mo'ster what
am trabel de woods, an' am
hungry, an' jes lickin' his chops

fer er nice fat piece ob meat

—

reckon he's gwine ter run? No,

indeedy! His legs aint made ter

run wif, an' he know it, an' den he
putty slow at climin' de tree; he

know dat, too. So what you reckon
he do. Why, sah, he jes drap down
jes whar he am, an' make out dat

' he dead, an' he fool ebery one but Mister

Culled Man. You kin beat him, and you
kin pull him, an' you kin twist him : but he

aint nebber move a hair; he look jes as

dead as a door nail, an' deader ^ but jes you
took yer eye off er him fer a minnit, den
see eft yer kin find him. Hum! he done
vaparate jes like de earf swaller him up.

"Ole Mister 'Possum aint much on society

—doan' care fo' meetin's

an' social gatherings. He
jes like ter stay by his-

self in de woods, curl

''' hisself up in de tree durin'

de daytime, an' soon as de ole moon
done riz, lie stretch hisself and
done 'low it time ter git up an' fill

up dat holler what he feel in his

stomach. Straight he make fer de

'simmon tree, an' here an' dar he

pick up a bug er a worm; en ef

dey is a chicken coop in de neigh-

borhood, why, bless yer soul! he

done lib so long whar de black

man is dathe done got in ter deblack

man's ways an'— well ! dar is shuah

ter be one pullet missin' by mo'nin'.

" Dat de 'possum done exist jes

as he is now, an' de 'simmon tree

aint changed in yeahs an' yeahs am
gospel troof. All odder animal am

change, we know dat, an' ef 'twarn't fer

de 'possum we might not hab de 'simmon

tree, an' ef we aint hab de 'simmon tree we
aint hab a fat 'possum ; an' wifout de 'sim-

mon an' de 'possum, de culled man done hab
a big hunk er joy took out er his life. So

you done find, dey is all growed up toged-

der—de 'possum dependin' on de 'simmon

tree, an' de culled rnan dependin' on bofe."

" Cyaint fool de culled man
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IT
IS the lonesomest station in the coun-

try, according to both officers and men, is

Fort Benson. There isn't a city within

200 miles, and the only settlements that can

be reached inside of a day's march are a

couple of hamlets occupied principally by
traders in chemical whisky or painted dem-
oiselles from over the hne, whose smiles

have caused as many deaths as the whisky.

It would be iinwise to say how many times

in the month Captain Weyer cursed the luck

that had assigned him to a place like this,

which he found especially trying after the

gaieties of Fort Greene, with its winter

society from town, its music and stir, its

dances, and visitings of pretty women. Not
that Captain Weyer had the least right to

think about the girls, nor did he, in any dis-

loyal way, for his wife held her own in Fort

Benson in respect of looks and manner,

and the captain loved her dearly. Likewise

he loved his boy Fred, now going on twelve,

and aheady destined for West Point, in his

father's mind and in his own.

Captain Weyer commanded C troop of the

Twenty-first Cavalry. The garrison consisted

of this and two other companies, under com-
mand of Major Brann, who was accounted a

pretty strict disciplinarian—people did not

always say martinet.

In a place like this men are thrown upon
each other in a way that you can't under-

stand in the East. Think of having nobody
to fight or play cards with if you wander
a single mile from the flagpole ! For the

fort is in the desert—the vast, gaudy, dusty,

windy, unwet desert; sand and sage brush;

brush and sand; with the background of

lavender mountains pocked with more
brush, tipped with white for a few days in

winter, and sloping to the valleys and plains

in ancient beaches that dip down into seas

of hot ah, whose only denizens are taran-

txdas, scorpions, centipedes, and horned
toads, unless you have the luck to stir up a

rattler. To be sure, a few cows do stray

into the district, from the ranches farther

north, and die with reasonable promptness;

and the coyotes, seeing or scenting the car-

rion, batten on it, and sit about it in groups,

after the festival, singing all night as if

then- hearts would bui'st. The earth is hot,

the sky is hot, and if you do come to a

break in the desert the best you find is mes-

quite, and cactus which takes the shapes of

bushes, candlesticks, turbans, melons, and

gray heads.

Back at the foot of the mountain, where

it gets the good of then- cottonwoods and
sycamores for fuel, and also the good of a

creek that comes roaring out of Tecaripa

canon for four and twenty hours after a

rain, stands the fort. It has comforts that

make it seem an oasis. The sideboards of

the officers are generously supplied, and the

enlisted men have their little restam-ant

where there was beer, until Congress,

lashed by the Women's Christian Temper-

ance Union and the saloon owners—the

oddest concert of powers that ever was
brought about—destroyed the canteen and
sent the men to the "hog ranches" when
they wanted comfort.

Private Gibbons was a chunky fellow,

who had been getting dangerously near to his

forties for the last five years, and already

talked of what he would do when he reached

the Home in Washington, as he must pres-

ently, though he was hoping before it

came to rethement that he might get his

chevrons.

And he would have had his chevrons long

before if only he covdd have taken less in-

terest in whisky. He had been recom-

mended on two several occasions for ad-

vancement to corporal; but each tinie,

when he was about to get his warrant, he

turned up missing, and had six days in

guard house instead. There was no soldier

m the troop more willing or more useful,

and now that he was serving his third enlist-

ment, he had all the distinction and privi-

leges of a non-com., without any of the

duties or anxieties. He felt the dignity of

his position. As he went throiigh the quar-

ters and noticed anything out of place he
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would remark :
" Mosely, is that the place

for them shoes—in the middle of the floor ?

The major '11 be in to inspect in ten min-
utes." Or it would be :

" Finnigan, you
have a right to put a little soapoline and
elbow grease on that belt plate "

; or, '' the

fellow that made that bed '11 get five dollars

and ten days for it, and serve him bully

right if he got a bobtail."

The rookies objected to these orders at

first, but when some of them had been rated

by their officers, or even fined, for not mend-
ing their ways, they knew that Gibbons was
a good man to

pattern upon,

except at pay
time, for then

he fell from
grace, with a

splash, and was
not a pattern

for anybody.

He never so

far drowned his

consciousness
that he lost his

caution. He was
generally back
at the post be-

fore tattoo, and
would waver
along the
wagon road be-

h i n d the
stables, -notma-
kin g himself

conspicuous by
mar chin g
straight to
quarters ; a n d
wouldbring up,
presently, a t

Yet Lee's.

Yet Lee was
" Does my trousers look drunk !

"

the laundryman at the fort, and he con-

ducted a little restaurant where the fellows

could have ham and eggs and spuds and
tea when they tired of bull beef and
son-of-a-gun and coffee, and had a quarter

of a dollar. He knew when it was pay day,

and always had a lamp in the window of his

adobe shack on that evening. And sure

enough, at a little before tattoo, there would
be a fumbling knock at the door, and the

Chinaman, smiling expectantly, would open
it and find Gibbons sitting on the step in a

tired attitude, but with a determined coun-

tenance, and there would be some such talk

as this

:

" Hullo, Miste' Gibbin !

"

" H'lo, Yet."

" 'Nother blanigan, Miste' Gibbin ?
"

" 'Nother branigan, ye pagan—ye pig-

tailed, screw-eyed, ape-nosed son 'v 'n army
mule—you 'n yer bass-drum face, 'n yer

opium teeth—you wit' yer— "

"Allee hght, Miste' Gibbin. Want
money ?

"

" Don't I always want money ?
"

" Come back when blanigan gone. Can
have two dol'—thlee dol'. Pay fi' dol' next

time pay day."
" Talk of Shylocks, now. Listen to your-

self, will yer ?

Wonder you
haven't been
shot by or

—

orders."

"He, he! Offi-

cer, he come
get money too,

bime-by. Not
can lun post
'thoutYetLee."

" See here,
Yet. I want
some coffee

—

strong coffee

—

and gi' me a

cup o' that ice

water to put on
me face and
neck. A-a-ah

!

That's goo-hoo-

ood."
" Gimme ten

cent, Miste'
Gibbin."

"Do you
take me for
Bay

~^ Ĉ TI'J^tf'"^

r u m
Rothschild, or for th' United States Treas-

ury? Turn out a little more of that coffee."

" Not got ten cent, Miste' Gibbin ? "

" How would I have ten cents, when I

was just down to the hog ranch? "

" Not got fi' cent, Miste' Gibbin ?
"

"You're a grasping mon-o-po— Ye're a

trust. A trust that never trusts. Ye're a-^
hullo ! how did I come to have that left ?

There's ten cents, or my name's Dennis.

Now, will I get a beer with it, or will—

"

" Thankee, Miste' Gibbin."
" Give me that back, ye heathen."
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" Time for tattoo, Miste' Gibbiu."
" I'll come back to-morrow and push in

yer face. Gi' me 'nother taste o' that coffee.

Does my trousers look drunk "? Brush the

mud off that knee."

But as one is always bruising a sore

finger and biting on a hollow tooth, even so

does one exhibit his iniquities, no matter

how he seeks to hide them. Gibbons was
reasonably sure to run against Captain

Weyer when he had the least wish to meet
him. The captain would halt, and Gibbons

—

though without orders— would stand fast, at

attention.

" Drunk again. Gibbons ? " the captain

would remark.
" I don't think so, sir," Gibbons would

reply, saluting.

"But you were last night, you rascal.

Your eyes are bloodshot. You were lying

out in the sage brush, to sleep it off."

" Indeed no, sir. I was in quarters."

" Then what are those leaves and chips on

yoiTr coat ? And—phew ! See that you don't

go within five rods of the magazine with

that breath."

"Yes, sir."

"Gibbons, what's the matter with you?
Haven't you any self-respect?"

" I have, sir."

"Then why do you act like this ?"

" I suspect it's want of the right kind of

society, sir. Soldiers is all right, in their

way, but they're a husky lot, and they use

tough language to one another, and one

wants something more refined like."

" And you get refined society up the creek

there, at Mudville, don't you ?
"

" Well, may be, sir, it's the need of seeing

different faces. When I look around the

barrack and see Grogan and Thompson and
Lockwood and Evans and the rest, I want
to punch their heads, just as I guess they

want to punch mine, sir."

" That's the whisky in you. You're not so

badly off. Here's a billiard room for you,

and a bowling alley and cards and a good
library; and you men can get up a show
whenever you like and we'll always send

the band and help you out ; and you're not

hard worked. I've had my eye on you for

promotion for a long time. Gibbons."
" Thank you, sir."

" But I can't do anything for you while

you behave like this, can I ?
"

" I suppose not, sir."

" What kind of an example would you be

for thenew men, now, if you were a sergeant

—

dusty, du'ty, groggy, with your hair every

which way, and your coat unbuttoned, and
the laces coming out of your leggings ? Come,

Gibbons, brace up, for heaven's sake. You're

a good soldier, except about pay time, and
you don't drink allyour money, either. You've

saved two or three hundred, haven't you ?
"

" Three hundred and eighteen, sir."

" Well, if you can do that you can do bet-

ter. I want you to get a pair of chevrons.

Now, I'm not going to punish you this time,

but—here comes the officer of the day.

Look out for yourself. Are you on fatigue

this morning ?
"

"No, sir."

" Then go to quarters and sleep it off.

Elope now, lively."

" Much obliged, sir."

Rumors floated over, now and again, of

discontent among the Indians, and for two

or three days there would be firing drill and
target practice—less for the need of preparing

the men than of convincing the Apaches,

likely to be scouting among the hills, that

the Twenty-first Cavalry was ready for

trouble. These rumors seldom disturbed the

order of things at the fort, and it was that

very confidence which had in some cases

proved the undoing of the forces.

Little Fred, as they called him— for he

was not large, albeit a wiry youngster— could

handle a Flaubert rifle, and was expecting

promotion to a Krag carbine as soon as he

was quite up to carrying it. He had potted

small game and had decided to bring in a

bear some morning. And now, his mother

being absent in the East, visiting her family,

matters were very much as he would have

them. Corporal Jurgens, with Private Red-

field, of C troop, had a hunting pass, and
Fred announced that he'd be blessed if they

should leave without him. So his father

gave consent, with the understanding that

the boy was to keep with the men, but to

fire his rifle, as a signal, if they were acci-

dentally separated. They were not to take

horses this time, for they were going west-

ward, up into timber, and off the trails.

They expected to do some deer stalking.

Fred was good for ten miles a day afoot, and

perhaps twice that, even among the hills, so

there was only a pack mule to bring in the

game and carry the outfit—a dog tent, blan-

kets, provender, cooking pans, and car-

tridges ; and with the caution not to go more
than twenty miles from the post, and to be
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in by nightfall on the third day, the three set

off ill good spirits, Fred refusing to ride

the mule. Captain Weyer, standing in tlie

door at headquarters, twirled his mustache

thoughfully, but his face lighted with a

smile as he saw how manfully the young-

ster trudged beside the corporal, up the road

toward Mudville.

This was onMonday morning. On "Wednes-

day the quartermaster of the post walked
briskly into the office of Major Brann.

in striking distance, and the party would be
in l)ef<)i'e night.

" Well, it looks a little like it," the quar-

termaster answered. " Still, you can't tell.

Maybe there's been another hold-up at

Grindstone, and the station men are dead."
" Orderly !

" commanded the major. A
bronzed young trooper stepped in at the

door. " Your horse is out here, saddled,

isn't he ?
"

"Yes, sir," replied the soldier.

" Ride down the trail for, say, six or

eight miles, and see what's the mat-

ter with the telegraph wire. Hit a

gait and be back here, lively. Take
your revolver and carbine. Here—iise

these glasses when you come out on

Agate Point, and see if anything's the

matter down at Grindstone."

"Yes, sir," and the trooper van-

ished.

"Wouldn't it be as well for me

"There's
somet h i n g
wrong with

our wire,"

he said.
" I've tried

four separ-

a t e times,

for ten min-

utes each
tirae, to get

Grindst one
siding. I

want to
know why
we don't get

that last is-

sue of belts."

" Perhaps
they're
asleep at the

other end."

"No, there

are two of

them at the station this week, and one of

them would be up and around. The wire's

down. That's my belief."

" No high winds lately ?"

" No. No high winds."
" Indians, do you think ? "

Captain Weyer gave a start. He
fear the Apaches. He had made
respected by them in more than one en-

counter. But Fred ! If—^but, pshaw ! The
Indians were not such fools as to come witli-

Edging- slowly around the bush as the Indian ascended.'

did not

himself

to make that trip, major?" asked Captain

Weyer.
" Oh, I hardly think so, captain. I doubt

if there's anything in it. If there is, you can

put in the time better by looking over your

men. But first, I want to straighten out

these requisitions for your troop.

The two officers had spent less than an

hour in the untangling of a snarl of red tape

when the major's orderly galloped up from
the east, winded, dusty, his horse in a lather.
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" Well, what did you see ?
'' asked Captain

Weyer, rising as he caught a little o£ the

man's excitement, and without waiting for

his superior to ask the question.

The major glanced sharply at his officer,

but said nothing.

"It's cut," exclaimed the orderly, "about

five miles below. Cut wdth a chisel !

"

"Hm! And did you go on to Agate
Point ?

"

"No, sir. I thought it was best to come
straight in and tell about the wire."

" Eight."
" But from the ridge I didn't see any

smoke in the direction of Grindstone."
" This looks like trouble. That's some of

Hogus Billy's work," exclaimed the major,

nervously drumming on his table. Then he

sprang up. " We'll have those inspections

now. If the Apaches are off the reservation

they must be piit back."

Captain Weyer blenched slightly.

" Are your men all here ? " asked the

major.

"Two of them are on hunting leave—
and my boy is with them.''

" Not little Fred ?
"

"Yes."
" Oh, well, there may be nothing in this

after all. The hunters are most likely 'way

out of sight in the mountains. Then, even if

these devils have taken the war path, ifs

too soon for any trouble to have come to a

head. Do you want to look for the boy,

Captain f If so—why—of course, we need

you—but—

"

Captain Weyer was about to leave the

room. He saluted, and answered in a steady

voice, "My duty is here, majoi-."

" Thank you, captain. You can, of course,

send out a couple of scouts to look for your

party, or warn them, if you like."

" I doubt if it would be of any use. They
should be in to-night."

" I hope aU's for the best. Orderly, have

them sound the assembly."

While this stir had been-going on at head-

quarters, Private Gibbons had seen an odd
thing up in the woods. He had been in charge

of some of the prisoners working at the con-

duit, on the day before, and had lost a silver

match box from his shirt pocket. This

trinket he prized, for it was rumored among
the men that it had been given to him by
one of the fair— and not one of the fair at

Mudville, either. He had gone up to the

canal bed to look for it. He was alone, for

the fatigue party was not to go up that day
till afternoon. Whether he found the box or

not is not recorded— and in the end it will be

seen that it does not greatly matter; but

while he was searching he smoked, and in

order to prolong the smoke he rambled far-

ther along the cutting than there was really

need to do. It was a brute, a villain of a pipe,

he had, in all noses but his own.

As he shuffled along the dry canal, he

raised his head to blow a cloud from his

mouth, when he caught a glimpse of a figure

at the edge of the road below, looking up
and down the valley with needless caution.

Gibbons paused, naturally and carelessly,

for a moment, then he took the pipe from
his mouth, crouched a little, so as to

show merely the top of his head above the

cutting, and gazed curiously, intently, for

the figure was that of an Indian, with feath-

ers in his hair. Gibbons knew from his way
of looking about that the Indian had not

seen him. The parapet of earth thrown out

of the ditch almost concealed the soldier,

anyway, Avhile the Indian was for a mo-
ment in the open.

At a third of a mile Gibbons could not

identify the man. It was not Black Wolf,

from Grindstone, and it was not Dave Bent-

leg, from Mudville—that disgraceful settle-

ment three miles up the valley. It was a

stranger, and on some manner of scouting

enterprise. He had a gun, and Gibbons had
none. So, as the Indian turned his back for

an instant to look up the road, the trooper

leaped out of the trench and knelt in a

thicket of greasewood, where a mesquite

shadowed his face from the sun. He pressed

his thumb into his pipe, put out its fire, and
dropped the awful implement into his

pocket. The Indian, at first assuming care-

lessness, stepped lightly into the wooded
tract and began to climb the mountain. He
bent more than was necessary, and stopped

often to look and listen. He was especially

cautious as he approached the canal, and
advanced by slow degrees so as to look into

it. Finding it was empty, he crossed it.

Gibbons edging softly around the brush as

the Indian ascended, so as to keep in shelter.

Eh, what was that? Bugles! The assem-

bly ! At eleven o'clock ! What did it mean ?

The Indian stood fast behind a fallen rock

and looked off at the fort, half a mile and

more away. Gibbons was a prey to conflict-

ing emotions. Should he obey the summons,

run down, and take his place in the ranks,
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thereby showing to the Indian that he had
been watched—and maybe get a bullet

through his head—or should he wait and see

what this performance meant? "Boots and
Saddles " rang from the trumpets. Gibbons'

heart gave a throe of anxietj and remorse;

but he could not leave his place. The men
began to swarm out of the barracks and fall

in. There was a bustle of officers up and
down the line. After a time D troop wheeled

out and started toward Grindstone. The
other companies were seemingly dismissed,

yet they lingered about the parade ground
as if expecting further orders. Presently the

Indian turned and went along the mountain

side at a stooping trot, for perhaps three

hundred yards. There, after glancing cau-

tiously in all directions, he faced to the

north, toward the gap where the old trail

from Fort Jasper joins the road which leads

west out of Fort Benson, and looked long and
intently, as if trying to make out something

at a distance. Then with a start, as though

he had seen what he had looked for and

was going to meet it, he ran nimbly down
the slope and disappeared.

" Now, what the devil was that cuss up to "?

"

cogitated Gibbons. '• Did he see me, and
was this a play to throw me off, or has he

his people in hiding up the gap ? " He gave

iip the search for his match box. So soon as

he felt it safe to leave his hiding place he

struck out for the fort, with good long strides,

not descending to the road, but going diag-

onally down the mountain, and ere many
minutes was Avith his troop. Captain Weyer
looked at him sternly. " Gibbons," said he,

"you're in condition, I hope."

" I am. sir.''

" What made you late ?
"

"I ought to speak to the major, sir." ,

" He has no time now."
" Beg pardon, sir, but 1 think there's In-

dians up the canon,"
" What have you seen ?

"

" A scou.t—looks to be an Apache—has

just been overlooking the post from that

point, up yonder. Then he looked np the

gap as if he was trying to make out some-

thing a good way out on the Fort Jasper

road—his own people, likely."

"You saw him"?

"

" From the brush, at the canal."

" Good !

"

"Am I excused from missing the call,

sir ?
"

" Yes, jow rascal. Come with me." And

('aptaiii Weyer hurried Gibl)ons to the major.
Troop D had already set off to reconnoitre.

Troops A and B were under arms at the

fort. Two gatlings were" to be masked in

the bi'ush at the western edge of the ground,

where they were to command the canon.

Captain Weyer was told to take his troop

dismounted into the pass, reconnoitre from
some high point, and then "develop" the

enemy, if there was one to be developed.
" I'll take my men along the canal cut-

ting," he explained to Major Brann.
"From there we can watch the road and
command the gap, if we discover anything

;

and we'U also be out of the range of o\ir

gatlings, if the gunners should turn loose

and get excited. Then the earth that has

been thrown out makes an excellent breast-

work."
" Take your men to quarters, captain

:

give them bread and coffee, and be under
way in ten minutes."

And in ten minutes Troop C was fagging

up the hill, following the route by which
Gibbons had descended, each fellow with his

magazine chock-a-block, his belt full of car-

tridges, and four men following with boxes

of ammunition. More would be sent from the

fort if the major heard firing. Old fighters

never tackle Indians without plenty of

powder. Wigwaggers were stationed at

headquarters and near the lower end of the

canal, where they could not be immediately

seen by any war party coming down the val-

ley, and the order was to give no bugle calls

or make any other sound that might be

heard at a distance. The men of C troop

climbed steadily, springily, as becomes lads

of rough and tough stock and army train-

ing, and as they reached the cutting they

jumped in, lightly.

" Sit down in the trench," commanded
Captain Weyer, " and keep quiet. No smok-

ing, and no skylarking." Skylarking, with

a band of murderers possibly within a mile

of them

!

The captain and his first lieutenant were

walking up the canal bed, looking eagerly

along the road and through the gap which

opened into it. Gibbons was with them,

explaining where he had seen the scout, how
he was armed, dressed, and painted; then he

paused and sniffed sharply. " The wind's

Avest, isn't it, sir f " he asked.

" Yes," answered the captain.

" I think there's a fire in Mudville, sir.

Some of the shacks. It isn't a grass fire, nor
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yet a fire in the trees. It's wood that

has paint on it— and other things than

wood."

"He's right, Bradley," observed the cap-

tain to his lieutenant, after a long breath,

with his face to the west.

" Right he is," exclaimed Bradley. '' Look

!

You can see a bit of smoke there to the left

of the cottonwoods."
" What does it mean ? No word about

those feUows leaving the reservation. They
can't be such consummate fools as to attack

the post !

"

" It wouldn't be likely of any other peo-

ple—but Indians ; and yet, if they were

six or eight hundred strong they could make
it unpleasant, for a moment. One troop has

pulled out, you know, and we couldn't get

back for some minutes, if we had to.'"

" I wish to Grod Fred hadn't gone with

that hunting party !

" the captain exclaimed,

pacing nervously to and fro.

" Hush, sii'," whispered Gibbons. " I think

I hear something."

The captain, with a strong downward wave
of the hand toward his troop, imposed silence.

Every man either sat or knelt a little lower,

and the younger feUows gripped their car-

bines as if expecting them to get away.
" I think it's only the wind," ventured the

heutenant, after a pause. "Let me go up
the ditch to the bend. There's a glimpse of

the upper road from there." He bent his

head and walked almost on tiptoe for a hun-

dred yards. Then he started, and crouching

lower yet, so as to be concealed by the em-

bankment, retui'ned at a run. " The Apaches

!

Hundi'eds ofthem—coming—hell bent, down
the road."

" Not thi-ough the gap ?
"

" No, from Mudville. They expect to sur-

prise the fort."

" Let Jennings look out for the signahng.

Steady, now, men," ordered Captain Weyer.

as he strode back to his command. " The
Indians are coming. Don't show yourselves

tiU I give the word. Then rise and fire at

wiU. Fire low, remember. Aim carefully.

Back to your place, Gribbons."

" Hark ! I can hear the horses now."

Thus the lieutenant.

Captain Weyer leaned against the httle

breastwork and watched, anxiously. A light

wrinkle could be seen on his forehead. It

was not there usually. At the moment a

careless whistle was heard in the road be-

low— the whistle of a boy.

" Good God ! It's Fred !
" cried the cap-

tain. " Where is he '?

"

From under the shade of a willow clump
little Fred appeared, with his Flaubert on
his shoulder and two rabbits hanging from
it. He was whistling a negro melody that

was justthen popular at the barracks, andwas
trudging manfully, though wearily, toward
the fort. The dust of the Apache horde was
rising among the trees but a little way be-

hind.

" Fred ! " His father said this in a loud

whisper, and placed his foot in a position for

leaping out of the ditch. The road was a

hundred and fifty feet below, and the boy
did not hear.

" The men will need you, captain," remon-
strated the lieutenant. " Let me go."

Captain Weyer turned upon his troop a

look of dumb appeal and agony. The men
were rising to peep into the road. Gibbons,

who had guessed the situation, sprang to his

feet and looked over the parapet.
" Down with you," ordered a sergeant

near him.
" 'Sh ! It's the captain's boy."

The advancing cloud of dust was near.

Fred heard the rumor of oncoming hoofs,

and stopped in the middle of the road to

look. His attitude was quite unconcerned,

for he probably thought that one of the

troops was out for practice.

"Captain!" It was Gibbons' voice, in an
eager whisper. The officer bent forward

and put his hand before his face.

"I'll have him." At the word Gibbons
fiung down his gun, leaped the bank, and
ran down the slope, springing like a deer.

" HeUo, Gibbons !

" cried little Fred, as he

heard and saw the trooper descending ujDon

him. " Jurgens and Redfield sent me home,

confound 'em. They think they've got the

track of a bear, so—

"

" Hush ! Get on my back. Quick ! The
Apaches !

"

Without a word the boy fiung his rifle

into the brush, caught Gibbons about the

neck, and jumped up, pick-a-back fashion,

and the soldier started to scale the slope. It

is easier to go down a hundred and fifty feet

than it is to scramble up again, especially

when there is a weight to carry. Gibbons

stumbled and slipped, recovered, dodged to

right and left, making for cover of the mes-

quite ; but when he was half way there was a

mighty pounding of hoofs below, and the

Apaches came into sight.
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There was no doubt
about it. They were on
the war pathj a fierce

looking

c o m -

P any,
indeed

Picking up Fred,

he scrambled on.

in their
bravery of

p a i n t

,

feathers,

b e ads,
scarlet
cloth, and
metaltrap-

pings. Gib-

bons step-

ped on a

loose rock

bounded down the hill

with a crash. A dozen

of the Indians stopped

so suddenly as almost

to throw their ponies

back on theix haunches,

A loud murmur went through the company.
Several rifles were lifted. Gibbons rolled

over. "Get off," he said to the boy; "let

me carry you." And picking up Fred, as one

would catch up a baby, he scrambled on.

Fred saw his father's head above the para-

pet and waved his hand.

"Look out for Gibbons and Fred,"

shouted the captain. " Fire !
"

Before this order had all been spoken
there were a dozen reports below. Like an
echo came from the breastwork a peal of

cavalry rifles, followed fast by jarring, scat-

tering shots. The Indians were taken by
surprise and thrown into confusion ; half a

dozen of them dropped; some seized a

broken arm or leg with a cry more of anger

than of pain ; many galloped for cover, and in

half a minute all had dismoiinted and were
shooting across the backs of their ponies,

Thin, acrid clouds drifted up the air— clouds

filled with crackling fire where the breast-

work dimly lined itself. From above and
below came shouts, commands, encourage-
ments; yells of triumph and yells of hate.

The fight was on.

Gibbons, in no danger from the parapet, was
in full sight from the road. He ran, he
walked, fell, found himself, took a step or

two, rested, and went on, always keeping
Fred before him. Captain Weyer, at the

left of his men, sprang over the breastwork,

rushed down to his

boy, caught him in

his arms, stumbled

up, and almost
threw him into the

shelter ofthe ditch;

ran down again,

and, seizing Gib-

bons by the arm,

hurried him up
the last twenty or

thirty feet of the

ascent. The bul-

lets sang o V e r -

head, and spat and
thumped in their

ugly way, throw-

ing up chips of

rock and handfuls

of sand ; the little

trees shed their

leaves with a snap.

Acorporalreached

,over the bank and
helped to lift Gib-

bons into the ditch. " Here comes B troop,"

cried a soldier eagerly, pausing in his fire

to look down at the fort.

" Hurrah !
" came from the men. There

were answering shouts of defiance from the

savages.

Captain Weyer looked toward his boy,

and the load on his heart arose. " I lost my
rifle," complained Fred. "Can't I have a

carbine this time '?
"

Gibbons did not help himself. He was

placed on the ground with a jacket for a

pillow.

" Is B troop coming, Danny ? " he asked,

hoarsely.

"It is. We have 'em licked," replied a

brawny fellow who had been swearing over

the sticking of a cartridge in his magazine.

Gibbons closed his eyes and smiled faintly.
'

" I'd like to celebrate it with a drink," he

as one would catch up a baby,
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murmured. There was a grateful odor of

whisky under his nose. He opened his eyes

again. Captain Weyer was on his knee be-

side him, and was offering his flask.

"It isn't customary, sii'." he i^rotested.

" Drink, Gibbons," commanded his officer.

And Gibbons obeyed orders.

" That's powerful good, captain."

" Can I do anything for you— old man ?
"

'' Would you mind, sir, taking my hand ?

Thank you, sir. I've not been a very good
soldier, but I've been sober for the last two
pay days,'sii'."

" I know it. Gibbons. You are a good sol-

dier—the best. I shall have you mentioned
in orders."

'^ And do you think there's a chance for a

couple of— a couple— stripes"?"

" You have my word for it. It'll be thi-ee

stripes at the first vacancy."
" Was that taps, sir ?

"

" Taps ? No. Can I do anytliing for you ?

Tell me anything I can do. Gibbons. What
is it f Don't you hear ?

"

Gibbons did not hear. Gibbons had been

promoted.

A FOOTBALL PLAYER

By EDWARD CRACROFT LEFROY

If I could paint you, friend, as you stand there,

Guard of the goal, defensive, open-eyed,

Watching the tortured bladder slide and glide

Under the twinkling feet: arms bare, head bare^

The breeze a-tremble through crowtufts of hair

;

Red-brown in the face, and ruddier, having spied

A wily foeman breaking from the side.

Aware of him, of all else unaware;

If I could limn you, as you leap and fling

Your Aveight against his passage like a wall;

Clutch him and collar him, and rudely cling

For one brief moment till he falls—you fall;

My sketch would have what art can never give

—

Sinew and breath and body; it would live.



THE VOYAGE OF THE AQUIDNECK
AND ITS VARIED ADVENTURES IN

SOUTH AMERICAN WATERS

By CAPTAIN JOSHUA SLOCUM
Author of "Sailing Alone Around the World"

DRAWINGS BY M. J. BURNS

IV.

SEAWORTHINESS should be the most
prominent feature of our small ship,

and next to this good quality she must
sail well; at least before free winds. We
counted on favorable winds; and so they

were experienced the greater part of the

voyage that soon followed.

Exposures and disappointments by this

time had told on health and nerves, while

long quarantines, expensive fumigations, and

ruinous doctor's visits, had swept my dollars

into other hands. However, with still a
" shot in the locker," and with some feelings

of our own in the matter of how to get home,

we set to work with tools saved from the

wreck— a meagre kit— and soon found our-

selves in command of another ship.

For the building of the new ship we had

an axe, an adze, and two saws, one one-half

inch augur, one six-eighths and one three-

eighths augur bit; two large sail needles,

which we converted into nailing bits

;

one roper, that answered for a punch; and

most precious of all, a file that we found

in an old sail-bag washed up on the beach.

A square was readily made. Two splints of

bamboo wood, by careful contrivance, served

as compasses. Charcoal, pounded as fine as

flour, and mixed in water, took the place of

chalk for the line.

Where a hole larger than the six-eighths

bit was required, a piece of small jack-stay

iron was heated, and with this I burned out

the six-eighths hole to any size required. So

we had, after all, quite a kit. Clamps, such

as boat-builders use, we had not, but made
substitutes from the crooked guava tree and
from massaranduba wood.

Where timber from the wrecked cargo

would not answer our purpose, trees from
the neighboring forest were felled to make

up the deficiency. Some of these woods that

we sought for special purposes had queer

names, such as arregebah, guanandee, bate-

tenandinglastampai. This latter we did

not use the saw upon at all, it being very

hard, but hewed it with an axe, bearing in

mind that we had only one file ; whereas, for

the edged tools, we had but to go down to

a brook hard by to find stones in abun-
dance on which to sharpen them.

The many hindrances encountered in the

building of the boat will not be recounted

here. Among the least was the jungle fever,

from which I personally suffered. But all

that and other obstacles vanished at last,

or became less, before a new energy which
grew with the boat, and the building of the

craft went rapidly forward. There was no
short day system ; but we rested on the Sab-

bath, or surveyed what had been done
through the week, and calculated how to

take things during the coming week.

The unskilled labor, such as sawing the

cedar planks, of which the greater part was
made, I let out to the natives, who saw in a

rough fashion, always leaving much planing

and straightening to be done, in order to

adjust the timber to a suitable shape. The
planks for the bottom were of ironwood
one and one-quarter by ten inches. For the

sides and top red cedar was used, each

plank, with the exception of two, reaching

the whole length of the boat. This arrange-

ment of exceedingly heavy wood in the bot-

tom, and the hght on top, contributed much
to the stability of the craft; the ironwood
was as heavy as stone, while the cedar, being

light and elastic, lent buoyancy and supple-

ness.

The fastenings we gathered up in various

places, some from the bulwarks of the
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wreck, some from the hinges of the doors

and skylights; some were made from the

ship's metal sheathing, which the natives

meltedand cast into nails ; and some pure cop-
per nails were procured from the natives,

ten kilos of which I paid for in copper coins,

at the rate of two kUos of coins for one kilo

of nails. The same kind of coins, called

dumps, cut in diamond-shaped pieces, with

holes punched through them, entered into

the fastenings as burrs, for the nails. A
number of small eyebolts from the spanker-

boom of the wreck came to good account

for lashing bolts in the deck of the new ves-

sel. The nails, when too long, we cut to the

required length, taking care that the cut-off

ends should not be wasted, but remelted,

along with the metal sheathing, into other

nails.

Some carriage-bolts, with nuts, which I

found in the country, came in very handy;
these I adjusted, when too long, by slipping

oh blocks of wood of the required thickness

to take up the surpkis length, putting the

block, of course, on the inside, and counter-

sinking the nut flush with the planks on the

outside. Then screwing from the inside out-

ward, the planks, put together "lap-streak "

fashion, were drawn tight, and held as in a

vise.

These screw-bolts, seventy in number, as

well as copper nails, cost us dearly; but

wooden pegs, with which also she was fast-

ened, cost only the labor of making. The
lashings that we used here and there

about the frame of the cabin cost also

next to nothing, being made from the

fibrous bark of a tree which could be
had in abundance by stripping it off. So,

taking it by and large, out" materials were
not expensive, the principal item being the

timber, which cost about three cents a super-

ficial foot, sawed or hewed, flosewood, iron-

wood, and cedar or goldwood were all about

the same price, and very little in advance of

common wood; so, of course, we selected

the best.

These various materials, put together as

best we could shape and join them, made a

craft sufficiently strong and seaworthy to

withstand all the buffetings of the sea, upon
which, in due course, she was launched.

My builders Ijalked at nothing, and on the

13th day of May, the day on which the

slaves of Brazil were set free, our craft was
launched and named Liberdade (Liberty).

Her dimensions were thirty-five feet in

length over all, seven and one -half feet

breadth of beam, and three feet depth of

hold. Who shall say that she was not large

enough ?

Her model I got from my recollections of

Cape Ann dories, and from a photograph
of a very elegant Japanese sampan, which
I had before me on the spot; so, as might
be expected, when finished, she resembled
both types of vessel in some degree. Her rig

was the Chinese sampan style, which is, I

consider, the most convenient in the whole
world.

This was the boat—canoe I prefer to call

it— in which we purposed to sail for North
America and home. Each one had been busy
during the construction, and past misfor-

tunes had all been forgotten. Madam had
made the sails—and very good saUs they

were, too ! Victor, the carpenter, rope-

maker, and general roustabout, had per-

formed his part. Our little man, too, had
found employment in holding a hammer to

clinch the nails, and in giving much advice

on the coming voyage. All were busy, I

say, and no one had a thought of what we
were about to encoiinter from the port offi-

cials further iip the coast ; it was held by
them that a passport could not be granted to

so small a craft to go on so long a voyage
as the contemplated one to North America.

Then fever returned, and I was forced to

go to bed, remaining there three days.

Finally, it came to me that in part of a medi-

cine chest, which had been saved from the

wreck, was stored some arsenicum, I think

it is called. Of this I took several doses

(small ones at first, you may be sure), and the

good effect of the deadly poison on the

malaria in my system was.soon felt trickling

thi'ough my veins. Increasing the doses

somewhat, I could perceive the beneficial

effects hour by hour, and in a few days t

had quite recovered.

About this time— as the astrologers say

—

a messenger came down from the Alfandega

(Custom House^, asking me to repair thither

on the following day. This filled me with

alarm. True, the messenger had delivered

his message in the politest manner ; but that

signified nothing, since Brazihans are always

polite. This thing, small as it seems now,

came near sending me back to the fever

again.

What had I done ?

I went up next day, after having nightmare

badly all night, prepared to say that I wouldn't
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do it again ! But the kind administrator, I

found, had no fault to charge me with ; he

had a good word, instead. The httle Liber-

dade^ he observed, had attracted the notice

of his people and his own curiosity, as being

"a handsome and well built craft." This

and many other flattering expressions were

vented, at which I aifected surprise, but se-

cretly said, " I think you are right, sir, and
you have good taste, too, if you are a cus-

toms officer."

The drift of this flattery, to make a long

story short, was to have me build a boat for

the Alfandega, or, his government not allow-

ing money to build new, he naively asked

—

pointing to one which certainly wouldrequire

new keel, planks, ribs, stem and stern-post

—

if I coidd not repair one !

To this proposition I begged time to con-

sider. Flattering as the officer's words were,

and backed by the offer of liberal pay, so

long as the boat could be " repau-ed," I still

had no mind to remain in the country and
risk getting the fever again. But there was
the old hitch to be gotten over, namely, the

passport, on which, apparently, depended

our sailing.

However, to expedite matters, a fishing

license was hit upon, and I wondered why I

had not thought of that before, having been,

once upon a time, a fisherman myself. Head-
ing thence on a new diplomatic course, I

began to fit ostensibly for a fishing voyage.

To this end a fishing net was made, which
would be a good thing to have, anyway.

Then hooks and lines were rigged and a cable

made. This cable, or rope, was formed from
vines that gi-ew very long on the sandbanks

just above tide-water, several of which,

twisted together, made a very serviceable

rope : being light and elastic, it was es-

pecially adapted for a boat anchor rope,

or storm drag. Ninety fathoms of this rope

was made for us by the natives for the sum
of ten milreis ($5.00).

The anchor came of itself, almost. I had
made a wooden one from heavy timber, but

a stalwart ranchman coming along one day,

brought a boat anchor with him, which, he

said, had been used by his slaves as a pot-

hook. "Butnow that they are free and away,"
said he, " I have no further vise for the

crooked thing." A sewing machine, which
had served to stitch the sails, was coveted by
him, and was of no further use to us. In ex-

change for the machine the prized anchor

was readily secui-ed, the owner of it leaving

us some boot into the bargain. The wooden
anchor was stowed away for a spare bower.

These arrangements completed, our craft

took on the appearance of a fishing smack,
and I felt somewhat in my old element, with
no fear of the lack of ways and means, when
we should arrive on our own coast, where I

knew of fishmg banks, and where at least

clams could be found, perhaps oysters,

too. Anyhow we were again afloat. A docu-
ment which, translated, read : ''A hcense to

catch fish inside and outside the bar," was
readily granted by the port authorities.

"• How far outside the bar may this carry

us f " I asked.

" Quien sabe ! " said the officer.

" Adieu, senor,'''' added the polite official,

" we will meet in heaven !
"

This meant, you can go since you insist

upon it ; but I must not officially know of

it ; and you will probably go to. the bottom.

Having at last the- necessary document in

oui" possession, we took in stores for the

voyage, as follows : sea biscuits, 120 pounds

;

flour, 25 pounds : sugar, 30 pounds ; coffee,

9 pounds. This, roasted black and pounded
fine as wheaten fiour, was equal to double

the amount as usually prepared in North
America. It afforded us many a delicious

cup. Of tea we had 3 pounds
;

pork, 20

pounds ; di'ied beef, 100 pounds : baccalao

secca (di'ied codfish), 20 pounds ; 2 bottles of

honey, 200 oi'anges, 6 bunches of bananas,

120 gaUons of water. A small basket of

yams, and a dozen sticks of sugar-cane

served by way of vegetables. Herva mate

we procured in abundance, and I got me a

new bombelia, the old one having been lost in

the wreck of the Aquidneck.

Our medicine chest contained Brazil nuts,

pepper and cinnamon ; no other medicines

or condiments were required on the voyage,

except table salt, which we also had.

One musket and a carbine, which had

already stood us in good stead, together

with ammunition and three cutlasses, were

stowed away for use in ease of necessity.

I stowed the light goods in the end of the

canoe, the heavier amidships and along the

bottom, in this way economizing space and

lending stability to the craft. Over the top

of the midship stores a floor was made. A
tarpaulin roof was built, supported by a

frame of bamboo three feet above the deck

and twelve feet long, affording us sitting

room of four feet from floor to roof. During

fine weather this cabin was thrown open,
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and we liucl all tla' room there was between

our ship and heaven.

Precautionary measures were taken in

everything, so far as our small resources and

skill could reach. The sprmgy, buoyant

bamboo was used wherever a stick of any
kind was required. The frame and braces

for the cabin, yards for the sails, and guards

on her top sides, were all made of light

bamboo. Each joint in the bamboo was an
au'-chamber of several pounds buoyant ca-

pacity, and there were a thousand joints.

The most important of our stores, particu-

larly the flour, bread and coffee, were her-

metically sealed ; had our craft turned over

at sea no great harm could have come of it

for all was so arranged that she would not

only right herself, but should bring her

stores right side up, in good
order, and it would
have been then

but this is a needless exposure, and the penalty

is sometimes a life. I am aware that a shark

is a coward, but to say that he will not seize

upon a person in motion would be a mistake.

It is true I never saw a shark swallow a
man, and this argument is sometimes used
against the contention that they do swallow

men. It is true, also, that I never witnessed

a cannibal feast nor a murder, but I believe

that such things have taken place. But,

leaving the subject, I gladly return to the

voyage of the Liberdade.

The efficiency of our canoe soon mani-

fested itself ; for on the 24th of June, after

having sailed about the bay some days to

temper our feelings to the new craft and

•^^'

" The end of a line was extended to

Liberdade, and she was towed by

the stout steamer toward Rio."

only a matter of bailing her out, and of set-

ting her again on her course. As it turned

out, however, no such adventure awaited us.

While the possibility of many strange

occurrences was felt by all of us, the danger
w'hich loomed up most in the bos'n mind was
the sharks. A tine specimen was captured

on the voyage, showing five rows of pearly

teeth, and every tooth as sharp as a lance.

It is said that some of these monsters have
nine rows of teeth. That they are always
hungry is admitted by persons of great ex-

perience. I have seen sailors bathing often

in the face of a terrible danger from sharks

;

why they do so is past my comprehension.
Their business is to face danger, to be sure ;

shake things into place, we crossed the bar

and stood out to sea, while six vessels lay

inside, "bar-bound"—that is to say, it

was too rough for them to venture cut.

These seamen stood on the point as we put

to sea and crossed themselves, shouting that

the bar was " cnido.''' But the Liberdade held

to her course, the crew never regretting it.

The wind from the sou'west was the

moderating side of a pampeiro which had
raged for several days, and left a heavy

swell that broke and thundered on the bar

with deafening roar as our ship came out

abreast. But, nothing loath, she bounded
through the inner line of breakers like a

tish. It was triumph number one for Lib-
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erdade^ and tlie feeling of hope in her now
beat high.

Large waves broke furiously al)out the

canoe as she forged ahead, often standing

her literally on end ; but not one swept dan-

gerously over her that day as she traversed

the difficult channel.

The pilots of the ships in the harbor had
not misjudged the bar ; a ship of deep draft

could not have passed, for even in the channel

itself the sea broke heavily ; but for the fair-

way buoy we could have discerned no chan-

nel at all, for all was broken water about

the extensive shoal. The outer buoy we saw
over a feather-white sea while the Liberdade

headed for it under shortened sail. Stem-
ming the sea and current, she passed buoy
after buoy close aboard, till finally the last

tossingbuoy came abreast, when a wave thi"ew
both canoe and buoy aloft and toyed them
on its crest. The Liberdade surged forward

down the sloping sea and on. A clanking

chain, that would moor a thousand tons, held

the buoy twirling back in place, and we saw
it next moment buried dismally under a great

wave astern. The Liberdade had cleared the

storm of breakers in triumph. Then squaring

away before the wind, she spread her willing

sails and flew over the sea like a bird. The
problem of our home-coming was solved. It

required confidence and some courage to

face the first stoi'm in the small bark, after

years in large ships : but it would have re-

quired more courage to turn back after

thoughts of home had taken hold of our
minds.

Then, too, the boating trick came back
afresh to me, the love of the thing itself

gaining ground as the little ship stood out.

And my crew, with one voice, said: "Sail

oh !

" the heavy South Atlantic swell roll-

ing in upon the coast as the Liberdade reeled

along, at the ten fathom line toppled over

into roaring combers, and warned us from a

nearer approach to land.

It was evident that our safest course was
a long way from the shore, out where the

mountainous seas, though grand, were yet

regular. There they raced under our little

craft as she drove forward. In twenty-four

hours from Paranaguabar we entered Santos
Heads, tearing her sails into slu-eds and
sending her into Santos under bare poles.

It was altogether a great experience for our
worthy and noble ship Liberdade.

Chancing upon an old friend, the mail
steamship Finance, Captain Baker, about to

sail from Santos for Rio, the end of a friendly

line was extended to the Liberdade, and she

was towed by the stout steamer toward Rio,

the next day, as fast as she could wish to go.

My wife and youngest sailor took passage on
the steamer, while Victor remained in the

canoe with me, and stood by with an axe

to cut the towline in case she should sheer.

"Look out!" said Baker, as the steamer

began to move ahead ;
" look out that I don't

snake that canoe out from under you."
" Go on with your mails. Baker," was all I

could say, " don't blow up your ship with

my wife and son on board, and I will look

out for the packet on the other end of the

rope."

Baker opened her up to tliirteen knots,

but the Liberdade held on ! The hne that

towed her was one and one-third inches in

diameter, and ninety fathoms long. This, at

times, when the steamer surged over seas,

leaving the canoe on the opposite side of

a wave astern, would become as taut as a

harp-string, and again would slacken and
sink limp in a bight under the forefoot,

but only for a moment ; the steamer's next

plunge ahead would snap it taut again, pull-

ing us along with a heavy, trembling jerk.

Under the circumstances straight steering

was imperative, for a sheer to port or star-

board would have finished the career of the

Liberdade, by sending her rmder the sea.

For that reason the trick of twenty-four

hours fell to me— the older and more ex-

perienced helmsman. But I was all right,

and not over-fatigued, until Baker cast oil

upon the " troubled water." I soon got tired

of that.

Victor was under the canvas covering,

with the axe still in his hand, ready to cut

the line—which was so arranged that he could

easily reach it from within—and cut instantly,

if by mischance the canoe should break her

course. I was afraid that the lad would be-

come sleepy, and, putting his head " under

his wing " for a nap, M'ould forget his post,

but my frequent cry :
" Stand by there, Vic-

tor!" found him always on hand, though

complaining some of the dizzy motion.

Heavy sprays dashed over me at the helm,

seeming to wash away the sulphru- and brim-

stone smoke of many a quarantine. Most

truly the wettmg brought great enjoyment

to my mind.

Confused waves rose high above the gun-

wale of the canoe ; but she rode over them
all in safety.
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The captain of the steamer ordered oil

cast over from time to time, reUeving us of

much spray and sloppy motion, but adding
to my discomfort, for much of the oil blew
over me and in my face from the crest of

the waves ; this grew worse and more dis-

tasteftil as the ship neared Rio, and a shorter

and sharper sea came up from a strong land

wind ahead. Said the captain then to one
of his mates, an old whaler by the way

—

whalers from, some unaccountable reason

have never too much regard for a poor mer-
chantman— "Mr. Smith, hoist out more of

that oil." "Aye, aye, sir." said the old
" blubber hunter," in high glee ; and in less

than five minutes from the time the order

was given I was smothered in grease, and
the canoe was oiled from keel to truck.

" She's all right now! " bellowed Smith.

"That's all right," roared Baker; but I

thought it was all wrong. The wind was in

our teeth, and before we crossed Rio bar I had
swallowed enough oil to cure any amount of

consumption.

Baker, I have since heard, said he wouldn't

have cared much if he had drowned Slocum.

The great danger, so it appeared to me, was
in the risk of being poisoned by bad whale
oil. I was bound not to cut the line that

towed us so well, and I knew Baker wouldn't

let it go, for it was his rope.

The voyage of the Liberdade, so far, was
thrilling and satisfactory to us all. It proved
beyond a doubt that we had in this little

craft a most extraordinary sea boat, for the

tow was a thorough test of her sea wor-

thiness.

At Rio I found that my fishing license

could be exchanged for a pass of greater

import. This document had to be procured

through the office of the Minister of Marine.

Commander Marquis, of the Brazilian

navy, recommended me to His Excellency

the Minister of Marine, " out of regard," he

said, " for American seamen," and when the

document came it was '•^passe especial^''' and
had on it a seal as big as a soup plate. A
port naval officer then presented me to the

good administeradore, who also gave me a

passe especicd^ with the seal of the Alfandega.

I had to procure only a bill of health now,

when I should have papers enough for a

man o' war. Rio being considered a healthy

place, this document was readily granted,

making our equipment complete.

I met at Rio, just before sailing, the quiet,

elderly gentleman. Captain Roberts, whose
face had been smashed by the bully who
shipped to smash things on the Aquidneck.

Roberts gave me two very nice hams, along

with many good wishes.

I had met also our minister, whose office,

with other duties, was to keep a weather eye

lifting in the interests of that orphan, the

American ship. Said he :
" Captain, if your

Liberdade be as good as her papers (docu-

ments given by the Brazilian officials), you
may get home all right." By our Brazilian

friends the voyage was looked upon as a

success already achieved.
"• The utmost confidence," said the Journal

Opis., of Rio, " is placed in the cool-headed,

audacious American mariner, and we expect

in a short time to hear proclaimed in all the

joui'uals of the Old and New Worlds the safe

arrival of this wonderful little craft at her

destination, ourselves taking part in the

glory."

(To he continued.)



PISTOLS WITH PEDIGREES

By JOHN PAUL BOCOCK

T.HE oldest pistol with a pedigree, un-

doubtedly, is the one described by
Disraeli in the "Curiosities of Lit-

ei"ature."'

'

' There is a laughable picture iu a village in

Holland in which Abraham appears ready to

sacrifice his son Isaac with a blunderbuss ; but

his pious intention is entirely frustrated by an
angel urining in the pan."

The splendidly finished wheel-lock, used

was just such another inlaid wheel-lock

Such also was the piece with which Montes-

quieu, Captain of the Guards of the Duke
of Anjou, gave the coup de grace to the

Prince de Conde on the field of Jarnac in

1568. But the pistol is too honest for

assassins ; it raises its own hue and cry. it

is also uncertain in unskilful hands, even at

murderously close quarters. Clive, who revo-

lutionized the empire of the Moguls, found

From Captain M. J. Longr's Collection of Man-killers. Numbering- from the Top : First, a Harper's Ferry-

Horse Pistol. Second, a Perrussion-lock Pistol, Hammer Under Barrel.

Third, a " Pepper Box." Fourth, a Lowmoor Sing-le-shot.

by Charles IX. when he sniped Huguenots
from his palace window, is reproduced in

this article as a type of the semi-precious

weapons of the sixteenth century, whose
cost was too great to warrant their use by
common soldiers. The pistol with which the

Duke of Guise— best known as "the Butcher

of Vassy"—was shot from ambush in 1563

as he rode up into the woods, with a song

of Horace on his hps, after fording the Loire,

it so when, in a suicidal moment, he snapped
the pistol twice at his own head. Maxim
Gorky, the young Eussian on whose shoul-

ders some people are to-day looking to see

Tolstoi's mantle fall, shot a bullet into his

body in 1888—with a pot-metal revolver, no
doubt—and escaped serious injury. There

were many excuses for flint locks. Even the

two percussion pistols which the would-be

assassin of President Jackson attempted to



The Colt's 41-Calibre Pistol with which General Fry, of Kentucky, Shot General Zollicoffer.

use in 1835 missed fire, one after the other.

Although eye-witnesses described these per-

cussion pistols as curiosities, the flint-lock

having- been by no means superseded at

that time, Samuel Colt was already devising

the chambered revolver, which, within a

few years, drove the single-barreled per-

cussion-cap weapons of the Lowmoor and
other types almost out of use. But not

altogether, for Captain M. T. Long, of Dan-
ville, Ky., from whose collection of pistols

a group is here reproduced, has a Lowmoor
among his man-killers.

Captain Long was an intimate friend of

the late General Speed S. Fry, who shot the

Confederate General Zollicoffer in the eye,

kilhng him, at the battle of Mill Springs.

The 41-calibre army Colt's with which this

was done is now in Captain Long's collec-

tion. The 44-calibre Colt's carried by Gen-
eral Zollicoffer on that day is in the private

collection of Mr. I. H. Johnston of Pittsbursr.

Marvelous accuracy was attained with the

Colt's percussion revolvers of the type' used

by many Federal officers. Frank James,

with a 38-calibre Colt's Navy, shot a Federal

officer from his horse, across the Kentucky
River, in the course of an engagement in

1865. The stream is said to have been a

full half-mile Mdde, and James was on horse-

back. Gray Eagle Tail, one of the leaders

of the Ghost Dance War of 1890, carried a

38-calibre Colt's Navy, which came to him
from his uncle, Spotted Crow. While the

Indians never learned that accuracy and
rapidity of revolver fire, nor the fanning of

the gun, which many of the so-called bad
men of the West understood. Spotted Crow
mastered the use of this pistol—which came
to the writer's collection direct from Gray
Eagle Tail—and boasted that with it he had
picked off more than one of Custer's braves

in the massacre of the Little Big Horn.

A 45-calibre Colt's cartridge revolver was

An Officer's Pistol, Found on the Battle-field of Waterloo.
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used on a historic occasion by United States

Marshal David Neagle in 1889, at Lathrop,

Cal. Judge Terry, whom Neagle shot in

performance of his official obligation to pro-

tect Justice Stephen Field of the United

States Supreme Bench, is said to have been
the first man on the Pacific Slope to use the

hair trigger. The opinion of the Circuit

Court in the case contained a judicial

description of the pistol. Justice Field

testified there that he had not carried a pistol

since he crossed the Sierras, in 1862, with

a 31-calibre Colt—an unfamiliar model

—

in his pocket. The pistols used in the duel

between Judge David S. Terry and David
C. Brodrick, fought ten miles from Merced
Lake, Cal., in 1859, are announced
as part of the stock of a curio

bazar in Los Angeles.

One constantly

runs across pis-

tols with

& Wesson to shoot out the lights in a dance

hall in Independence, Col., on a certain

night when it was necessary for him, as

deputy sheriff of El Paso County, to arrest

three notorious bullion thieves who were
there disporting themselves in fancied se-

curity. The lights went out promptly, and
the arrests followed.

From a nephew of General Winfield Scott,

the 32-calibre six-shot revolver, made by the

Massachusetts Arms Company, and carried

by General Scott through the Mexican War,
came into the writer's collection. It was of

the rare Wesson & Leavitt patent, which by
litigation passed shortly afterward to the

Colt Patent Firearms Manufacturing Com-
pany. President Page, of the Stevens' Arms
Company, traces these revolvers back to

1847.

" Stonewall " Jackson used a Dean &
Adams revolver, as did many

of the Confed-

A Wheel-lock Pistol, Like That with Which Charles I.

Used to Kill His Own Mutton.

pedigTces, more or less veracious, in Califor-

nia towns. I saw in the Avindow of a dealer in

San Diego, a few months ago, a flint-lock

horse-pistol made about 1815, which was for

sale for the very moderate sum of $5,

although it had once been " used by General

George Washington." A second-hand, and
I am constrained to say second-rate, dealer

in El Paso, about the same time, had in one
of his show windows a dozen or so assorted

pistols with assorted pedigTees, which no-

body who didn't feel like paymg roundly

for the pistols was under the slightest obli-

gation to believe.

The Sultan of Turkey is a dead shot with
the Smith & Wesson, army model, 38-calibre,

with wooden grip and target sight, which
he uses. Sherman Bell, the crack shot of

Colorado, and personal friend of President

Roosevelt, has at least one pistol with a

pedigree. Bell used his thirty-eight Smith

erate officers, who were compelled to de-

pend upon sidearms captured from the Fed-

erals, or upon British and French models—
the latter quite inferior, as a rule. The Dean
& Adams revolvers were well made, and
shot hard and straight. In their manu-
facttn'e was shown something of the skill of

the earlier English pistol-makers, who made,

for example, the beautiful flint-lock pistols

supposed to have been used by the Duke
of Wellington, which are now in the col-

lection of Dr. Reginald H. Sayre, of New
York.

Of quite similar design and finish, though

considerably smaller, were the small, gold

mounted pistols mai'ked "B. and Coronet,"

sold recently in a Sotheby sale.

The fine arms used by famous Americans
in the ante-revolver days were mainly of

British manufacture. Griffin, of London,

made the silver-mounted flint-lock which



A Pair of Air Pistols, Found at Norfolk During the Civil War.

John Paul Jones knew so well how to use.

The only sea captam of his time who did

not use the cat, Jones used to say:
'

' "Whenever a sailor of mine gets vicious be-

yond my persi;asion or control the cheapest

thing in the long run is to kill him right away."

It is not recorded that he had to use his

Griffin flint-lock in the summary enforce-

ment of discipline.

General Lord Howe's silver inlaid and
handsomely chased double-barrel flint-lock

pistol—one powder pan doing firing duty

for both charges— is in the private collec-

tion of Francis Bannerman of New York.

Whether Lord Howe was in haste or not

when he left the Chew mansion, where he

made his headquarters in Germantown, this

favorite weapon of his was abandoned at

that time. The barrels are eight inches in

length and the gi-ip of English walnut.

Another interesting piece in Mr. Banner-

man's collection, which he intends to open

some day as a free museum, is a single-

barrel percussion pistol made out of gas-

pipe by a southern boy whose father and
big brothers had gone to the front, and left

him unarmed at home.

The rifled flint-lock arms made at Char-

lottesville, N. C, for General Washington
in 1776, or thereabouts, were genuinely

American weapons, modeled on the long

rifles of the frontiersmen, whose accuracy

was deadly at marvelous ranges. The un-

known CharlottesviDe gunsmith finished this

pair of " hand-guns," as he is said to have
described them, with great care. Their bar-

rels were twelve mches long, and history says

they saved General Washington's life at the

battle of Germantown. While we may only

imagine their appearance— that of diminu-

tive rifles probably— it is certain that they

were as unlike as possible to the ornate

pistol General Lord Howe used, probably in

the same engagement.

The First (from above) is an Ante-Bellum Dueling Pistol ; the Second, the Rifled Pistol with Which
Dr Hill Killed Dr. Evans, in a Famous Kentucky Feud.
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1

A pair of silver-mounted horse-pistols,

presented by General Washington to his

adopted son, George Washington Pai'ke

Ciistis, are now the property of General

George Washington Ciistis Lee, the grand-

son of G. W. P. Custis. They are of the

usual flint-lock pattern of that day, and
were given to young Custis on his entry

into the United States Army.
The business and social commerce be-

tween the South and England brought into

the southern states a number of rare foreign-

made pieces, some of which are still to be

found. Mr. H. C. IMartin, of New York, dis-

covered in the back i-oom of a gunsmith in

Norfolk, some years ago, a pair of cham-

bered air pistols which are quite unique.

They seem to be of Austrian manufacture.

The gunsmiths of the

United States had already a

reputation at the time of the

battle of New Orleans,

Avhere their hand
made rifles did

much execu-

tion across

be dangerous with llie old-fasliioned round
ball used in the rifle of that day at a hun-
dred feet.

Some of the early American gunsmiths
and pistol manufacturers turned out special

pieces to order for friends and customers.

The Henrys, who made famous rifles and
small arms in their works near Nazareth,

Pa., were among the most skilful and reli-

able. Rev. Dr. J. Max Hark, the gifted head
of the Moravian Seminary at Bethlehem,

Pa., has a rare single-barrel percussion Der-

ringer, made under the supervision of M.
Granville Henry, for a former principal of

the seminary.

The Messrs. Aparicio, of New York, own
a i3air of Turkish flint-locks inlaid with

gold and bearing in Arabic the date 1127,

Turkish, which would indicate that their

maker lived 190 years ago. On them he in-

This Silver-Mounted English Pistol Belong-ed to a

Scottish Excise Officer in 1750, was Taken to

Canada in i860, was Stolen, and After-

ward Recovered in London.

the cotton-bales.

They made pistols

to order, now and
then; and these

pieces in time acquired individual reputa-

tion. General Jackson deferred his famous

duel with Charles Dickinson until he could

secure from the south a pistol which had
won laurels and could be relied on. Then he

shot Dickinson '"through and through," and
killed him, " across the Kentucky line."

Jackson's may have been one of the choice

weapons made by Mills, of Harrodsburg, in

1790.

There is no maker's name on the single-

barrel flint-lock pocket pistol which Daniel

Boone carried, and which is now the chief

ornament of the collection of Captain J. Lew
Ballard, of Kentucky. Only the lock and
barrel are preserved, the stock having rotted

away in the ruins of the Boone cabin. The
short barrel would indicate English work-

manship rather than the handicraft of Mills,

or of the anonymous artist of Charlottes-

ville. Such a smooth-bore piece would not

scribed :
" Masha Allah, Wondrous Beauty "

—

or " The Work of God ! " The writer has one

of a pair of pistols made to order for Dr.

Guillot, the gi-andson of the inventor of the

guillotine. Near by this piece hang the Der-

ringers which were captured on Captain Dick

Taylor when the Federal troops took Rich-

mond.
The naval pistols which have figured in

important episodes of American history are

not easy to identify. Commodore Perry car-

ried with him on his famous expedition to

Japan a pair of percussion-lock revolvers of

an early American model. Quite a difi:erent

pistol was used by Commodore Tattnal,

U. S. N., hero of the epoch-making incident

at the battle of the Taku, when he, a non-

combatant, went to the rescue of British

gunboats lying helpless in shallow water

under a galling fire from Chinese-Russian

guns, because " blood is thicker than water."

The interesting type of Ames pistol was
the favorite at that time in the United States

Navy.
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The Hated Rogtie of the North—the Wolverine.



PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S MISSISSIPPI

BEAR HUNT
By LINDSAY DENISON*

PHOTOGRAPHS BY THE AUTHOR

IN
THE margin of so much of the chron-

icles of the present national administra-

tion as have to do with Mr. Roosevelt's

recent bear hunt in Mississippi, common
opinion has entered the comment that it was
a failure. And surely it did seem like a

failure when a hunter, who for years, as

private citizen or public officer, had made
his outings eonspictious by the luck and
skill with which he brought down the big-

animals which were his particular pursuit,

went with a special train and a considerable

retinue into a land full of bears, only to re-

turn without having himself dealt out death

to a single half-grown cub— without having

burned a grain of powder. But down in the

Yazoo delta, in Mississippi, the President's

bear hunt will never be remembered as a

failure.

"He got three bear," they will tell you in

Sharkey County. So at the very outset it

is necessary to appreciate fully that the

Mississippi bear hunt proper is a communal
and not an individual sport, and that the

man for whom the hunt is organized is

credited with all the killing done by his

company and the pack. It was something

of a blow to the sense of Southern hospi-

tality—which is no stronger anywhere than

in Sharkey County—to find that the President

had a vigorous desire to kill a bear himself.

It was even more of a blow to find, after

this prejudice of the distinguished guest

had been discovered, and a bear had been

captured at least half-alive to await his

pleasure, that he refused, with something

very like scorn, to put the finishing bullet

into it.

From the moment the President declined to

act as executioner for a bear which was tied to

a tree and was too much exhausted to stand

on its feet, the Mississippi hunters made up
their minds that it was almost beyond possi-

* Mr. Denison was one of three special correspondeiits

to accompany the President's party.

bility to meet the peculiar bent of Mr. Roose-

velt as a sportsman. They regarded the en-

tire expedition as abnormal; and, for that

matter, it was.

Indeed, one of the leading Mississippi

newspapers went so far as to announce, on

the second day of Mr. Roosevelt's presence

in the state, that he and his hosts had "out-

raged all the ethics of bear hunting" by
arbitrary restriction of the membership of

the hunting party. It must be acknowledged
that this dread charge may have been in-

spired by the discovery that this particular

newspaper's reporter was not to be per-

mitted to follow at the President's heels from
dawai to sunset as long as the camp lasted.

But fairness compels the admission that the

accusation had in it the warp and the woof
of truth. The "ethics" of the traditional

Yazoo delta bear hunt could hardly be made
to conform with that privacy and safety

which must hedge about any presidential

diversion. Really, it is very difficult for a

president to play. One is reminded of a

Sunday morning, in the Little Sunflower

camp, when the President rode off into the

woods alone and withoitt a gun, to rejoice

himself with that luxury of solitude which

a president enjoys more rarely than any
citizen of these United States ; he had hardly

crossed the ford into the tangle beyond the

river, when one of his hosts ordered Holt

Collier, the negro guide, to follow and keep

him in sight.

" I sitppose," the President said after-

ward to a friend, " that the dear kind folks

were afraid something would jump out of

the woods and bite me."

The President's first invitation to join a

Mississippi bear hunt came from Governor
Longino, of Mississipi^i. He was informed

that Governor Heard, of Louisiana, and
some twenty or thirty other distinguished

statesmen and planters and business men of

Louisiana, Tennessee, and Mississippi, would
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be of the party. With the most cordial de-

sire to become acquainted with these repre-

sentative southerners, the President could

not bring himself to contemplate their in-

vitation approvingly. It is even reported

that he compared the prospect of the pro-

jected hunt to the leading of a charge of

cavalry on a herd of cattle in the stock-

yards. As has been admitted before, there

wondering how he could go hunting down
there without taking a gi-eat crowd along, to

him came Stuyvesant Fish, president of the

Illinois Central Railroad. Mr. Fish knows
his raih'oad from Chicago to New Orleans,

as well as the farmer's boy knows the path

from the barn to the cow pasture. He knew all

about the bear country. He knew bear hunt-

ers, and he then and there invited the Presi-

^^•*«*'*^*«i|»*^,' ^

Holt Collier, the Famous Negro Scout, Guide, and Bear Hunter.

are some forms of sport against which Mr.

Roosevelt seems to have an unreasoning

prejudice.

But the invitation set him to reading over

again Wade Hampton's chronicles of Missis-

sippi black bear chasing. From them he

gathered that there was still, fairly close at

hand, an opportunity to enlarge his experi-

ence in hunting big game. While he was still

dent to enjoy a bear hunt without political

complications, and without becoming one of

an invading army in the swamps. The
President accepted gladly. Mr. Fish wrote

to Mr. John M. Parker, of New Orleans, a

cotton factor, whom he knew had hunted

in the delta. Mr. Parker wrote to E. C.

Maugum, of Sharkey County, who owns and
manages four cotton plantations on the edge
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of the bear cane brakes. Mr. Mangum wrote

to Holt Collier, the negro guide, former Con-

federate scotit and a marked character

thi'ough all the delta; to Major Geoi-ge

Helm, to Hugh Foote, and to Leroy Percy,

all crack shots and all familar with jungle

hunting, as every planter and Mississippi

gentleman must be. Mr. Fish wrote to Judge

Dickinson, the general solicitor of the rail-

road. Mr. Roosevelt, asked to invite a

guest, sent for John Mcllhenny, a young
man of New Orleans, who had been under

his command in Cuba. It was, of course,

imderstood that the Secretary to the Presi-

dent, Mr. Cortelyou, and the President's

surgeon. Dr. Lung, should accompany him.

It will be seen, therefore, that with the sin-

cerest desii'e in the world to keep down the

membership of the party, there were ah-eady

ten white men in it. What would have been

the number if there had been forty hosts,

most of them men whose political situation

was such that they could not afford to alien-

ate a friend by declining to issue an extra

invitation, would require a census expert to

determine.

Of course, the President cannot stir from
Washington without a following of stenog-

raphers, for his own emergencies, and fed-

eral guards and press reporters. Only

one stenographer went down to Missis-

sippi, and he was left at the railroad to

receive despatches at the telegraph station.

As no anarchists or lunatics inhabit the

Sunflower wildernesses, the federal guards

likewise remained at the railroad. The num-
ber of reporters had been officially cut down
to three, representing the three news agen-

cies, which, between them, supply news to

every newspaper in the world, and these

three were furnished with passes to the

camp, but necessarily made their headquar-

ters at the telegraph station. The absence

of the President in the woods makes it pos-

sible for wicked and malicious persons to

make money in Wall Street by circulating

false information of startling importance

unless rumor is forestalled by the knowledge

that the press associations are as closely in

touch with the President as anybody can be,

and will send out the first news concerning

anything that he does and anything that

may happen to him.

But against all the rest of the world, the

road between Smedes' plantation and the Lit-

tle Sunflower camp was guarded by negroes

armed with repeating rifles. These pickets

were armed not only with guns, b'ut with

"white man's orders," which made the guns
more than empty threats. This was demon-
strated. A young man of Vicksburg con-

temptuously facing the muzzle of one of

these rifles on the outskirts of the camp, re-

marked meaningly that it was a new thing

in Sharkey County for a negro to presume

to raise so much as his little finger against a

white man.
"Dass aU right," stammered black Wal-

lace, trembling with a peril which he knew
right well was not a whit less than that of

the young man in front of him, " hut I done

got mah ordahs fum ivhite follcs^

And the young, man turned in his tracks,

went back to Vicksbnrg, and wrote of "out-

raged ethics."

They told us at first that we would come
to a horrible end, if we attempted to follow

the trail to the camp without a guide. They
told us painful stories of men lost in the

jungle, with nothing but lizards and snails to

eat and bayou water to drink. It was, to be
sure, hardly as plainly a traveled road as

Broadway, butwe were unable to discover any
reason why one wide enough awake to see a
blazed tree a hundred feet ahead should ever

lose himself on it. The road from the Smedes
siding ran for four miles through Smedes
and Kelso plantations, wide stretches of cot-

ton-fields once picked over, but now white

again with the opening of late maturing
bolls. Back of the fields were the gaunt
tracts of "deadened" timber, which defined

the planter's next step into the frontier be-

tween swamp and cultivated land. Along
the road, in the middle of the fields, and
back in the "deadenings," were the white-

washed cabins of the negroes. Now and
then a black woman appeared at a cabin

door. There were no men in sight, either

about the houses or in the fields at work.

They were all over at Smedes, standing along

the siding, regarding the President's special

train with awestruck eyes. Leaving the

plantations, the road wound through four'

miles of open forest, carpeted with a brier

tangle knee high, which made travel any-

where out of the trodden trail almost im-

possible. Here all the^ trunks were much
darker in color for fifteen feet from the

ground than they were above, showing the

effect of the annual flood, which about
Smedes is referred to only as the "Yazoo
backwater." Explaining the marks on the

trees, Jim, the guide, waxed eloquent in de-
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scribing the prowess of a Mr. Hamilton, who
used to hunt bears through these woods in

boats in the backwater season.

Then came Coon Bayou, a four-mile-long

mud gully, where the flood water caught

and lay stagnant through all the summer
and fall, attracting bear and deer and
raccoons. A deer went trotting back into

the bushes as we slid down the slimy in-

chne into the bed of the bayou. A flock of

mallard ducks rose with a roar of wings"

and a flash of white, fifty feet beyond.

Scrambling up the other side, we were in

the real delta swamp. Briers and creepers

were knit together between tree trunks and
saplings, so that it seemed as though a sickle

or a scythe must have been necessary for

one who would leave the trail. There were

banks of brier tangle twenty and thirty feet

high, and from fifty feet to an eighth of a

mile in length, looming up in the forests on

either side. Time and again there were

places where the trail had been cut out with

axes, like a tunnel, through the jungle. In

another mile we were in the camp.

It was a simple enough camp. Four A
tents in a row, on the edge of the slope

down to the river ; a big shelter tent for the

negroes, back in the edge of the clearing;

piles of fodder and bedding for the mules

and horses tethered in a wide semi-circle

between the two 5 in the middle of the open

space a great cypress log, against which the

camp-fire was built, and a bench burdened
with water-pails and tin washbasins; at the

end of the row of white men's tents another

bench, the dining-table, just too high for a

man to eat from in comfort if sitting, and
just too low for one who would eat stand-

ing,^and the cooking shanty; dogs every-

where, followed about by negroes armed
with blacksnake whips, and shouting pro-

tests about the uttermost impossibihty of

teaching any four-footed creature the def-

erence due to the President of the United

States.

The river itself, on the bank of which
stood the camp, is a fast-flowing, mud-banked
stream. The water is quite clear, and, ac-

cording to report, is full of small-mouthed

bass, which it pleases the Sharkey County
citizens to call " trout." The feverish anxiety

of everybodym camp to make a bear face the

President, however, was so intense that no
one had any time for serious attention to fish-

ing. Across the river was a jungle like that

which hedged about the camp on the civili-

zation side, and extending for several miles

over to the main Sunflower River. Into this

jungle Holt CoUier started his dogs.

They were a pack without monotony. Old
Remus, who has been on his last hunt as

often as Patti has made farewell tours, was
a gaunt and clean limbed, if decrepit, beast,

with a foxhound's body and a bloodhound's

head. Then, there were more or less pure-

blooded foxhounds, plain "yaUer dogs" of

the conglomerate and unlimited variety that

hangs about every negro cabin, and one

lone "fice dog." One never sees "fice dogs"

at a dog show, somehow, but the breed is

plainly enough defined in the South, and is

maintained with some purity. It is more
like the Yorkshire terrier in conformation

than any other breed ; the color is usually a

careless mixture of black, gray, and tawny
yellow in varying proportions. There are

invariably long, piratical whiskers hanging

over the lower jaw, and if there was ever a

fice dog of decent temper, his name has

not been embalmed in tradition. That there

was but one flee dog in Holt Collier's pack
was a serious deflciency, because the bear

hunter relies upon the flee to harry the

bear and bite his flanks, and run away to

bite again as soon as the bear has turned

his head. Jocko, Holt's fice, was a valiant

Uttle scoundrel, but not equal to the emer-

gency that confronted him the first time the

pack came up with a bear. He fell, sorely

wounded, in the conflict and was brought

back to camp a helpless invalid. There-

after none of the fights between dogs and
bear were long enough sustained to allow

the hunters time to catch up. Had there been

ten more, or even five more, dogs like Jocko,

there would have been no such opportunity

as there has been for funny editorials.

But that was a gi-eat fight while it lasted

;

that fight with the first bear. The dogs

had found his trafl. early in the morning, and
had chased him four miles down the Little

Simfiower and four miles back. It was a

warm day, and the pace was fast. The bear

was very, very tired. Because the bear was

so far ahead of the dogs, and the President

was not used to cane-brake riding, he was

taken, against his protest that he wanted

to ride with the dogs, to a spot past which

Major Helm and Mr. Foote told him the

bear must surely run. They waited there

aU the morning and late into the afternoon,

while the tooting of the horns of Holt Col-

lier and Mr. Parker, and the yapping and
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baying of the pack died out of hearing.

Now and then they heard it again, but

never apparently approaching them. At last

they came back to kmch. When they had
been gone from the spot two hours or more,

though, the bear did return. It was a sorry

return. He was wearied nearly to death,

and was looking for a water hole. Behind
him, in front of him, all around him, was
the angry and frantic pack. Spurring his

horse almost over him was Holt Collier,

shouting and cursing.

" Gwan, you fool bear!" he yelled, '" Gwan
up a tree. Gwan up a tree, or I'll kick you
up one !

"

Now and then the grim, bearded, black

face would be turned to Mr. Parker, who
was riding close behind, and indignantly

complain

:

" Mr. Parker, sah, can't you please, sah,

come forward an' tell dis yer bear in polite

language dat he'll have some regyard for

our feelin's and dat he is desired to get

up a tree whilst we all goes and gets de

Colonel?"

But the bear lacked all the instincts of

true southern hospitality, and kept straight

on to his water hole. He fairly fell into it

when he found it. The dogs piled on top of

him, Jocko first. There was a flashing con-

fusion of black, hairy fore feet beating them
off— of white teeth snapping here and there

at the squirming mass ; squeals of wrath and
pain from the dogs were lifted in a deafen-

ing chorus. Then the bear rose straight up
on his hind legs and stood waist deep in the

water. In the gTasp of his mighty fore legs

he had a curly yellow cur that was Holt

Collier's especial pet.

" Leggo mah dog, bear !
" howled Holt,

leaping from his saddle, rifle in hand. Bear
and dog fell back into the muddy pool. Holt

could not shoot without the risk of killing

two or more of the pack, as well as the bear.

He clubbed the rifle and leaped into the

battle.

" Leggo mah dog !
" he shouted again, and

swung the stock of his gun through an
arc that landed at the base of the bear's

skull, and twisted the steel frame of the

stock. The bear let go of the dog ; but it was
too late ; the dog was dead. The bear, too,

seemed to lack further interest in the pro-

ceedings; but he was not dead, and Holt

tied a rope about him and dragged him up
the edge of the pool and tied him to a

tree. Five or six disabled dogs, including

Jocko, were helped ashore. Then Holt sent

a negro boy, who had come trailing after,

running to camp to " tell the Colonel we done
got de bear at bay an' are a' waitin' for

him."

The close of the tragedy is now historic.

Every newspaper reader knows how the

President stopped short when he saw what
was expected of him, and between laughter

and indignation requested Mr. Parker to end
the victim's life with a hunting knife. The
President's hosts were very much chagrined.

"Why, sir," said one of them to me after-

ward, •' if I'd had the slightest idea he was
going to feel that way about it, sir, I'd 'a'

had those ropes cut off that bear long before

he came in sight."

After this unhappy experience the Presi-

dent begged in vain to be allowed to ride

with those who were following the hounds.

It wouldn't do, the old hunters told him. It

wasn't the way. If he really wanted to meet
a bear, while the bear was still enjoying

complete energy and fighting capacity, he

must put himself in the hands of one who
could tell by experience which way the bear

was going to run, and so head the beast off.

For four days this plan was tried. THe guide

invariably guessed wrong. There were ter-

rific rides through briers and tangles— rides

which covered the face and hands with

scratches, and almost dragged one from the

saddle at every jump of the horse; there

were nervous waits in the gloom of the

woods, when the bear seemed to be coming
straight to destruction. But every bear

went the other way in the end. One cub, to

be sure, was run down and killed by the

dogs; another was chased nearly ten miles

and killed by Tom McDougall, one of Mr.

Mangum's clerks, when there were but three

dogs left in the pursuing pack, and not

another man within six miles. The others

ran until they were safely away, for there

were no Jockoes to stop them.

But even though he did not bring back a
bearskin punctured with a bullet hole from
his 30-30, and even though he had never a

chance to bring the butt of the gun to his

shoulder, Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Fish, and
those who accompanied them into the swamp,
came out much richer than they went in.

Aside from the complete freedom from offi-

cial cares, and indeed, from a knowledge of

what was going on in the rest of the world

—

that stenographer at Smedes was a most wise

and valuable yoiing man, and what httle
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filtered through him went to Mr. Cortelyou

and not to the President—there remained

the memory of the long talks around the

camp-fire at night, when Collier, sitting

apart, as he felt that a dependent should,

but speaking simply and fearlessly, as be-

came one who knew, despite his color,

he was no less of a man than any of the

officials or planters or lawyers or brokers

about him, told the wonderful story of his

life as a "white man's negro"—how at

white men's bidding he had killed white

men and had gone unscathed; how he had
met Union soldiers in hand-to-hand conflict;

how he fought off a band of vigilantes that

had planned to take his hfe without just

cause. The homely figure of Swint Pope,

cook and justice of the peace, stands out

as he came to the dinner-table wiping his

hands and asking Mr. Fish to excuse him
for a moment while he went to the outposts

and signed some papers which had been

brought out to him from civilization, ex-

plaining: "They's some appeal bonds in

some cases I decided against yo' railroad,

suh." There was the memory of Swint's

cooking, sweet potatoes fau'ly candied with

their own sweetness, and pork gravies and
turkey hashes, whose odors, floating through

the wilderness, were a more certain recall

signal to the hunters than all the horns ever

taken from cows' heads. There was the in-

stru.ctive picture of Holt Collier and of some
of the white men, too, dipping then- horns

into the water hole where the fii'st bear had

died, and drinking their full of a puree of

bear and dog and mud, all held in solution

in water that had been standing for at

least eight months. A northern bred man
would have found such a dose a deadly sure

summons to swamp fever. Then there was
the wonderful privilege of meeting these

gentlemen, typical of the modern South,

with all the courtesy and consideration of

the old days, and all the shrewdness and the

positive progression of the new. It will be

long, indeed, before any of the party forgets

the frank conversations that passed up and
down the line as they rode through the cool

of the early morning, down bridle paths

walled with hanging green, each man balanc-

ing a rifle on his hip, and the dogs ranging

through the briers underfoot.

The President's bear hunt was a great

success, even though it was a very different

success from that which he may have antic-

ipated when he accepted Mr. Fish's invita-

tion. And Mr. Roosevelt was sufiiciently

initiated into the natiire of Yazoo Delta

hunting to declare that, before he is three

years older, he will go back to the Little

Sunflower, and, with Holt Collier as his

only guide, will chase bears until he comes
up with one and kills it, running free before

the dogs. And then, he has declared, he
will invite all his hosts of this last fall's

hunt to come join him and be his guests,

and, to the full bent of their kind hearts,

protect him from dangers and hardships

that he does not want to escape.



LITTLE OUTDOOR STORIES
ILLUSTRATED BY HENRY S. WATSON

THE LIFTING OF THE
CONJER

By JAMES STEPHEN COMPTON

THE waters of the Big Black eddied

and swirled about Gabe's dugout
as he pushed out from shore and

paddled to a big snag which was swaying
to and fro in mid-current like a thing of life.

Holding to a branch with one hand, he ran
the other down into the water as if feeling

for something, caught hold of some lanseen

object, and quickly drew above the rippling

surface a set line.

The smaller,
shorter lines to

which the hooks
were attached
were now drawn
to the surface and
examined.

"Nuthing this

mawnin' foh dem
white folks at de

Springs. No quah-

tehs for this heah
niggah unless he
ketch de feesh,"

grumbled Gabe, as

with pieces of

birds and great

lumps of tenacious

dough mixed with

cotton, he baited

the hooks and dropped them with a splash

in the turbid waters of the river.

"Howdy, Gabe
J
how come you look so bad

this mawniu'?" called a voice officiously

cheerful ; turning in its du-ection, Gabe saw
Mose Johnson, his neighbor and rival fisher-

man. "Didn't you get no feesh? 'Peahs to

me hit were a pow'ful good night for de

feesh to bite. Look a heah. I got all dese on
my line dis mawnin','' he shouted jubilantly,

holding up a very fine string. The sight

of his rival's catch was pepper to Gabe's

eyes.

" Go long. Dat may be so, but you needn't

rub it in," snorted the old man, as he finished

baiting his hooks and pulled dejectedly up
stream to his landing.

As soon as the dugout was safely out of

sight, Mose whistled softly. In answer a

woolly head popped into sight from a nearby

cane brake, and a blackboy ia water-soaked

clothing followed with some hesitancy.

" Come down heah, Jonas, you black ras-

cal, and he'p me tote these up to de Springs.

What youalls laughing at anyhow f" he

queried, as the grinning boy stepped aboard

the skiff. With this the man made a playful

pass at Jonas, who dodged the big black fist

and jumped ashore. The recoil of the jump
loosed the boat,

.

.-
.

and it was drifting

rapidly out into

the current when
Mose seized his

paddle, and with a
half dozen vigor-

ous strokes he re-

turned the boat to

its original posi-

tion.

" Come heah,

now, and tote these

feesh," ordered the

man with some
asperity, as he tied

the rope to the

overhanging
branch of a sweet

gum. The boy,

feeling rather than

seeing the change in the father, obediently

picked up the indicated string, and, without

a murmur, followed him up the hill to the

Springs.

" How is it, Mose, that you are such a

good fisherman? Here's old Gabe that

promised me all the fish I want every morn-
ing, and he's brought me only a half dozen

little things, just excuses for fish. Really I

don't know what we would do without your

fish. The boarders are so fond of them.

How much? A dollar did you say? That's

pretty high, but here's your money;" and
the voluble old lady who ruled the Springs'

kitchen stopped for breath as she dropped
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the shining dollarinto the outstretched black

palm.

''Duuno, missus, jes' why I has all de luck.

I reckon it's 'cause of my superior intellee',"

replied Mose with a bow intended to be very

impressive and dignified, as he turned to go,

" Dat line sho' is conjered," Gabe was tell-

ing his sober-faced wife upon his return from
the river. " I used de bes' of bait, and I'se

got mo' and betteh hooks dan Mose, yit he

ketches all de feesh. He's jes' a gittin' rich

off de folks down to de Springs, but I aitit

caught enough in a whole week to keep de

pot bilin'."

The next morning there was only one little

bullhead on the set-line. Gabe took the line

up and moved it up the river to a quiet

bend shaded by sycamores and cottonwoods.

Here the hooks were carefully baited and
dropped to the bottom. It was best for his

peace of mind that he didn't see the Httle

figure creeping stealthily through the under-

growth and keeping a sharp eye on the dug-

out and its occupant. As Gabe pulled up
stream out of view the figure rose, shook

itself, and remarked:
" Now see if you git any feesh."

A couple of diminutive catfish were all

the old fisherman found on his liue the next

morning; so another change was made, and
again the figure followed creeping along the

river bank through the underbrush. Five

times was the liue taken up and relocated by
the now disheartened Gabe; five times the

little figure followed at a safe distance to

note the new location. A crisis was on at

Gabe's cabin. There was no bacon, no mo-
lasses, and worse, no money with which to

buy either.

" I'll haf to get up mighty eahly iu de maw-
nin'. Look now hke shootin' a squirrel is

'bout de only chance we have ob gettin' some-

thin' to eat," he remarked to his wife when
their scanty supper had been finished.

Before the sun had peeped over the range

of forest crowned hUls east of the Big Black,

Gabe was afoot with musket, powder horn,

and shot pouch. Instinct rather than any
definite reasoning on the subject led him to

take the well-beaten path leading down to

the river. Fhckers were calhng to one an-

other from the tall timber along the river

• bank; warblers and thrushes had already be-

gun to stir among the opening leaves in the-

tree tops where the light was strongest, call-

ing to one another in faint chirps and cheeps

to test their voices before beginning the

grand chorus to the sunrise. The varied life

of a Mississippi forest was rubbing its eyes

open and rousing itself to take up the work
and play of a day in early April.

Suddenly an unusual splash alongside a

sunken log attracted his attention. It was
evidently not a muskrat or a turtle that had
slid off the log into the water. The wary
childi'en of the forest and stream are cau-

tious and make but httle noise. Creeping

through the tangle of cane and rattan he
watched the rmgs made by the object,

widening out and on till they were lost in

the ripples of midstream. Suddenly the

thought struck Gabe, here was something

after his set line. Determination was written

in capitals upon the wrinkled face as the old

man cocked his musket and seated himself

upon a prostrate log to watch. In equally

bold characters fright and terror were writ-

ten upon the features of a shivering black

boy, crouching down behind a friendly, half

stmken log.

A protracted bath so early in the morning
is not always agreeable, even in the balmy
Southland; the boy shivered as if in an ague

fit. Something slimy touched his foot. He
sprang away from it, hugging his log the

closer. The ripples made by this motion

caught Gabe's eye; he looked closely, but

saw nothing more. Again that awful slimy

thing crept up against the boy's bare legs,

and again he shrank closer to the log. He
tried to push the creature away with one

foot and seemed to be succeeding, when the

catfish—for such it was—suddenly turned

and gave him a vigorous prod with one of

its spines. The wild yell that the frightened

boy let loose upon the morning air would

have done credit to a full-blood Sioux on the

war path. Attacked thus from the water, the

boy forgot the danger threatening him from

the land, and exposed himself above the log.

As the smoke cleared away a much scared

black boy crept ashore, whimpering and cry-

ing. He was not hurt, for Gabe's trembling

hands had sent the musket load into the op-

posite bank. As he stepped on dry land the

irate Gabe seized him by the collar and pro-

ceeded to relieve his mind.
" Jonas, yo' mizzable black scoun'rel, I'll

teach yo' to conjer my line! Yo' steal all

my feesh and sell 'em to de lady at de

Springs ! Go out in dar now and bring in to

me every blessed one ob dem feesh. Hustle,

now, or I'll fix yo' hide so it won't hold watah,"

said the old man with stern emphasis,
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" Oh, doau' send ine in tlieuh wlieali dat

ole slimy thing is, I'll— I'll— " sniffled

Jonas.

"Yes, you will. Go right in dar or I'll

blow yo' haid off!" continued Gabe, who,
with sudden appreciation of the fact that a

bluff is sometimes as effective as the real

thing, cocked his empty musket.

Four times the sobbing boy went out and
returned,with a bullhead or mullet; on his

fifth trip he must examine the line which
lay nearest his log shelter. He waded in,

shivered violently, and turned back; but

the angiy eyes behind the musket convinced
him that it would be safer to go ahead.

With fear and trembling he fished out the

big line, ran his hand down it, and gave a
pull. There was an answering pull, but the

line was strong, and soon, in spite of rushes

BRANNIGAN
By CAROLINE BROWN

HE was only a government mule,

though it might be inferred from
his name that he was an Irishman.

His duty was to carry packs from a lonely

supply station in Arizona to an Indian

reservation still more solitary in the moun-
tains. Brannigan was so sensible and comi-

cal that the sergeant in charge of the pack
train gave him a Celtic name. Some of his

traits seemed almost human, and he gi*eatly

preferred the company of the men to that

of his own species. At night, when the

camp was pitched on the lonely sun-scorched

plain, and the men gathered about it to

smoke and tell stories after supper, Bran-

and struggles, the head of an enormous cat-

fish showed above the water.
" Stick yo* hands in his gill and lug him

asho'. Doan' you let him get away! " shouted

Gabe from the bank.

An hour later the voluble landlady of the

Springs was surprised to see a queer couple

march up to her kitchen door. An old negro
carrying a musket and walking very stiff

and straight was driving before him a cowed
youngster, who occasionally staggeredunder
the weight of a great string of fish, con-

spicuous among which was an immense cat-

fish.

"Well, Gabe," said the landlady, "luck

has turned your way again, hasn't it ? "

"Yaas'm," replied the old man, pointing

significantly, first to the musket, then to the

cowering Jonas; "de conjer's done lifted."

nigan would join their circle instead of

grazing with the other mules. Taking his

position behind two of the men, he would
thrust his long nose between their shoulders

and Hsten with seeming interest to aU they

had to say. If they were serious, so was
he; if gay, his loud bray would join their

laughter with evident appreciation of the

fun. As long as the men tarried around the

fire he would remain. When they roUed

themselves in their blankets to sleep, he

would reluctantly join the grazing mules.

The journey to the reservation was made
at stated intervals, and each season brought

its own hardships. There were no roads

across the plains, only narrow trails through,

the coarse grass, sage-brush, and sand, and
if a sand-storm came up, as frequently hap-

pened, these were quickly effaced. The
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ti'ails were particularly difficult through the

mountains, being strewn with fragments of

rough volcanic rock and broken by rugged
gulches. Large pines grew thickly on the

mountains, but on the plains nothing flour-

ished save cactus, sage-brush, and a shrub

bearing a bean called mesquit. With the

beneficence Nature seems often to go out of

her way to show in queer places, she has

given this bean a quahty which is a blessing

beyond price in this arid region. If kept

in the mouth and chewed it will allay the

terrible suffering from thirst that not un-

frequently overtakes one in these vast alkali

stretches.

One morning at daybreak the sergeant,

detailed to convoy the pack train, set off

with a few men and the rations for this

mountain tribe of Indians. The Indians

never get lost, and are employed as guides

by the government, but the young com-
mander concluded to start without one.

The train marched slowly and steadily

northward, following the trail with ease,

and feehng no discomfort from thirst for

the first three or four hours. They had
carried no water supply, relying on the

springs which were to be found at intervals

along the way. The sun grew hot, and
some one discovered he was thirsty, and
began to look for signs of water. In the

desert there is an unwritten law that any one
who finds water must mark the spot by
standing two sticks upright in the ground
some distance apart, with a third across the

top of these two, bound securely in place

with strings, thongs of leather, or strips of

bark, as nails are generally out of the ques-

tion. When stones are available they are

used ; but whether of wood or stone the form
is always the same, and they are known as

"water markers." The incredibly keen eye

of the plainsman finds them at an amazing
distance. But now none were to be seen.

With each hour the thirst of the little

band increased and became more unbear-

able. The desert shimmered with heat as

the sun beat down mercUessly. Mirages

appeared and vanished. The shadow of a
cloud would have been a blessing, but a pale-

blue cloudless sky hung over them. The
alkah dust parched their throats and dried

their lips tiU they spht and bled. It filled

their eyes tiU they were bloodshot and ach-

ing nearly to bursting. To add to their

distress not a mesquit bean had been
found. The misery of the animals was even

greater than that of the men. The solitary

horse which led the train whinnied shrilly,

and the mules brayed piteously while their

tongues lopped out to theu' fullest extent.

AH day long they had been eagerly on the

lookout for water markers, and many a trick

their imagination had played them. It was
nearly sunset; the desert still stretched

blankly around them, and only a dark,

wavering line on the distant horizon indi-

cated the mountains they had hoped to

reach by mid-afternoon. Not tUl then did

the young soldier give up and declare they

had lost the trail. They at once changed
their course, and set out toward the dark, •

line, momently growing dimmer in the twi-

light. They plodded on through such thick

clouds of dust that the lead horse could

hardly be seen, and the men could scarcely

distinguish each others' faces.

Suddenly Brannigan, who was in the mid-

dle of the train, turned sharply to the right

and bolted in a dead run over the gray, bare

desert, now dim and eerie in the twilight.

The horse and other pack mules followed

frantically.

The men could not control them, and
thought they had gone mad from thirst.

They tried to re-form the line, but it was
impossible. The animals dashed away at

the heels of Brannigan and stopped as sud-

denly as they had set out, only about three

hundred yards away! The men followed as

quickly as their jaded mounts could go, to

learn the cause of the strange actions ; for

they had grouped in one spot, and were

pushing and squeahng, kicking and biting

savagely. When they came up the men
found there, in a flat, parched desert, as if

created by a miracle, a sheet of fair, spark-

ling water, with no water markers anywhere

near.

At first the young commander feared it

was only a "wallow" in which water had
collected from rains, and that it would not

be sufficient for them all, for it was about

three feet across and but a few inches deep,

or that it might be unfit for use. But it

proved on tasting to be sweet and pure, and
he commanded the men to fill their canteens

first. While some were engaged at this,

others were fighting off the mules, now
frantic with thirst. To their surprise, after

ah. the canteens were filled, the water was
neither diminished nor roiled, but remained

as clear and plentiful as when they first

found it. When the animals were allowed
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to drink tliey returned again and again to

the water. The company rested by this fair

water in the desert place for a time, and
made water-markers in every direction

;

then it set off, refreshed and hopeful, for

the distant mountains. In the camp among
the foothills that night Brannigan and his

virtues furnished the theme for all the

stories told, and he was voted the hero of

the hour.

A BATTLE WITH GOLDEN
EAGLES

By DOUGLAS W. JOHNSON

DURING the summer of '99 James G.

Hartson, Harry M. Merrick, and
myself, aU of us students in the

Territorial Uni- _
versity of New
Mexico, spent sev-

eral weeks in the

Cerrillos Moun-
tains doing pi-ac-

tical field work
in geology. One
bright morning
Merrick and I sad-

dled our ponies,

intending to skirt

the southern and
western bases of

the range, and if

possible find some
canon cutting

through toward
the northeast,
where we imderstood the turquoise mines of

the American Turquoise Company of New
York were located. Then we would return

to camp along the eastern side of the

mountains.

After our breakfast of bacon and eggs,

Merrick and I galloped away. Just before

reaching the cliffs it occurred to us that if we
could reach the summit we could easily map
in the adjacent country, and so further our

work very materially.

We had hardly dared to hope that the per-

pendicular wall would afford any means
of ascent, but were happily disappointed.

Water washing down the face of the rock
had worn a sort of crevice in one place—

a

very uncertain stairway, to be sure, but

nevertheless worth trying. It was decided

that I sliould go first, so fastening my geo-

logical hammer in my belt I began the slow

and laborious climb. Jagged points of rock

and j)rotruding ledges afforded a foothold,

and where these were lacking a crevice

could usually be found into which I could

thrust the stout handle of my hammer, and
so draw myself up. When 1 at last reached

the top I was sin-prised to find that a deep,

wide crevice separated me from the main
ledge beyond. I found myself on the crest

of a narrow ridge, which extended north

and south as far as I could see, flanked on

one side by the face of the cliff, and on the

other by the sheer wall of the deep crevice.

I had scarcely finished taking in the sit>-

nation when I heard a cry of warning from
Merrick—"Watch out! Lie down!" Al-

most at the same instant there came to my
ears the shrill scream of an eagle from above

me. As I crouched

down on my knees

and took my ham-
mer from my belt,

the bird came
swooping down to

within a hundred
feet above me, and
continued to hover

about, screaming

angrily all the

time. I had no
weapon for de-

fence except the

hammer, and must
confess to a feel-

ing of considera-

ble relief when
Merrick joined

me. Merrick selected a heavy stone with one
sharp, ragged edge as his weapon; for

scarcely had he reached the summit of the

cliff when his hammer shpped from his belt

and tumbled over the side of the precipice

to the rocks below. We were anxious to cap-

ture the bird as a trophy of our adventure.

But in order to do this we must induce him
to come nearer. We hurled stones at him,

but these he easily avoided, and continued

expressing his anger in defiant screams.

While we were planning other methods of

attack, we were treated to another surprise.

From far up among the peaks to the north

came the answering cry of the mother bird.

Then we realized that the screams of our

enemy were not alone angiy challenges, but

calls for help as well.
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As soon as the mother bird joined her

mate the two commenced a series of evolu-

tions which kept us on the alert all the time

in order to avoid a surprise. Wheeling
about above us, first one and then the other

would swoop quickly down at us, then dart

off to one side, and back up above us again.

Crouched on our knees on the narrow ridge,

we would watch our opportunity and strike

at them as they darted by. But we found it

much more difficult to cope with an eagle in

the air than we had anticipated. Unerring in

judgment, quick as a flash in every move-
ment, the birds gave us no opportunity to

get in an effective blow.

The uncomfortable thought now came to

us that we were really trapped, and that in

a most exasperating manner. We could not

retreat, because the moment we attempted

to descend the precipitous waU we knew
the eagles would probably attack us; and
any annoyance while making that perilous

descent would likely result in a fatal fall.

We had either to kill the birds, or else wait

until they would leave us of their own ac-

cord. The latter outlookwas very discourag-

ing, especially as their nest was probably

near at hand. K we could find the nest and
attack it we could no doubt bring matters

to a crisis. With this end in view we started

to crawl along the ridge toward the north.

Only a short advance was necessary to con-

vince us that we were going in the right

dhection, for the eagles renewed then" at-

tacks with more determination than ever.

Progress was slow, the enemy disputing

every ft)ot of the way. We would crawl

along on our hands and knees, keeping our

eyes on the birds. When one of them would
dart toward us we would crouch down and
strike at itwith aU our might.

Merrick was in front, and as we neared a

small ledge-like projection on the outer side

of the ridge, he cried out triumphantly,

"There it is!" I did not have time to see

what "it" was, although I knew he meant
the nest. Merrick's cry was the signal

for battle royal. Had we ever dreamed
what ugly fighters even very small eagles

can be, we would never have risked a con-

flict on such dangerous ground. Both birds

attacked Merrick with a ferocity I never saw
equaled. Darting at his face, they confused

him so that his rapidly repeated blows were
of httle effect.

I knew that if I could but get a good op-

portunity to use my hammer, things would

be different. My chance soon came. Swoop-
ing down on Merrick's shoulder, the mother

bird determinedly withstoodmy companion's

frantic endeavors to dislodge her long

enough to give me time to strike. In des-

peration I put all the strength I could com-

mand into the blow, and the eagle fell help-

lessly over the face of the cliff. Instead of

being frightened away by the death of his

mate, the other eagle continued the battle

with renewed fury. But with only one of the

enemy left to contend with, we soon over-

came him, Merrick bringing him down with

a lucky blow across the neck.

Merrick's shoulder had suffered an ugly

flesh wound, and his heavy sweater and coat

alone saved him from a more serious injury.

The pain was forgotten, however, in the flixsh

of victory. His prize was quite dead, and we
found later that the blow had broken its neck.

We found my victim lodged in the top of

a small cedar near the base of the cliff, and
not yet dead. A blow across the neck ended

her sufferings; and moimting our ponies,

we rode back toward camp.
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SKATING JUST FOR THE
FUN OF IT

By J. V. GILLMAN

ALEARNED professor of psychology

once said lie could describe the

whole trend of a man's past life, if

the man would tell the mental images which
arose when the professor pronounced cer-

tain words of a series. I tried the plan the

American heart— a little closer than swim-

ming.

Then, with the same subjects, I pronounced

the word "skate." Their written descrip-

tion of the resulting visual images i^roved

that the recollections closest the hearts of

five were those of their earliest skating days.

The other answers had a certain interest.

One described a racing scene, at the national

championships, last year. The writer of it

said he had never skated, had weak ankles

" And tandem lines.'

other day— only a Mttle changed. I wanted

to know which was the dearer to the aver-

age heart— skating or swimming. So, after

swearing seven men to tell the truth, I said

"lake." When the answers had been written,

I found that the word had called up in five

minds a sheet of ice ; in two, water. I am
aware that the professor mentioned would
pronounce this experiment valueless, on the

ground that there were an insufficient num-
ber of instances (I think that is the phrase),

but, nevertheless, so far as it goes, it shows
that skating is mighty close to the average

or something, and so had no personal ex-

perience to fall back on. The seventh saw
a rink with men and women, and one woman
in particular, who had blue eyes and—but,

since he confided later that his engagement
is to be announced at Christmas, I cast his

answer out as induced by local and tem-

porary disturbances, and hence irrelevant.

I rather think these experiments will

justify me in saying that our most permanent

recollections of skates and skating are those

very early ones when we were not sure

whether we would keep our feet or land on
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our heads, but finally could glide along with

something that suggested the flying bird.

For my part, these early recollections

cluster about a farming community in the

Middle West. There were a creek and half

a dozen ponds—not the lakelets one finds

in the East, but infinitessimal things, which
ranged from thirty feet to one hundred
yards in diameter. Snow followed closely

on the heels of cold weather, so the few
days of clear ice were precious. The actors

on this scene were farmers' boys—no worse

and no better and no wiser nor lesg Wi.se,

nor in any way different from other farm-

ers' boys the world over. I think they ap-

preciated their skates more fully than boys

who have less trouble getting them. It took

saving, then— the saving of hard-earned

nickels for a long time, and the earning of

money by methods devious and original.

Most of us, at first, had old-style skates with

wooden bodies, a screw at the heel, and two
straps that wound round heel and ankle

until the skater suggested the picture of an
ancient traveler sandaled for his journeyings.

The runners turned up over the toe in front,

and the bigger the curve the prouder was
their possessor, for he imagined himself able

to go over greater obstacles.

It was into this assortment of old-fash-

ioned skates that Frank Wilson came with

a pair of "clubs." We called them "clubs,"

then, though we afterward called them "half

clubs." Heel-plates and toe-straps held them
solidly in place. Frank had earned those

skates. He had plodded along the banks of

the creek morning after morning, trapping

muskrats. He had gone with his father

quail-shooting, on an agreement whereby
he was to carry all the game, and to have
what rabbits were killed. Rabbits brought

five and sometimes even seven cents, at the

store. Then one day Frank set a mink-
trap, baited with a chicken which had been
carried off by cholera. He found in the trap

next day, not a mink, but one of the biggest,

blackest skunks it has ever been my fortune

to see. He tackled it with a long pole, and
thought it was dead; but it wasn't, and
when Frank got home with the skin he was
sent to the barn to bathe and change his

clothes. We used to hold our noses after

that in a superior way when he came round.

But that skin brought a dollar, which, added
to other savings, brought from the city a

pair of skates advertised in the American
Agriculturist. Then came winter and ice, and

the neighborhood throng gathered on SaturT

day at the creek; and while the rest of us

were laboring with our straps, Frank slipped

on his "clubs" and sailed away. Then we
recalled an old line from our copy books,

"He laughs best who laughs last."

The skating of that period was not fast

nor fancy—it was just skating and nothing

else. It was the fun that comes from glid-

ing over the ice, of fast motion, with some-

thing of birdlike balancing. There were

racings on the pond, short, and impromptu

;

but the best days were the Saturdays, when
we could start in the morning and skate

away and away and away. Down the creek,

under the foot logs, over the flood gates, and

around the bends and turns, where the deep

holes lay, and where we had caught bull-

heads and suckers in summer. Sometimes

we found a bit of clear ice, and could lie with

our coats over our heads looking down at

the fishes. At noon there was always a fire

in the woods where we ate lunch, and then

the return and the feast at night, which was
a bigger feast, for the reason that skating

began just after butchering time.

But the best day of all this period came
in the spring. The snow went away, and
went so fast the creek could not carry off

the water. So the creek broadened to a

mighty river, and backed its waters up to

overflow the ponds and the fields around

them. The pond behind the school-house

had grown to cover a whole cornfield. Then
came a cold wave, which sent the mercury

to zero in a night, and next morning the en-

larged pond was a sheet of the glariest ice.

It was not thick— not nearly thick enough to

be safe. It bent and swayed, and sometimes

the water spurted up behind the skater.

But what skating it was! No one whose

skating has been confined to solid ice knows
the joy of gliding over a surface which

bends and waves as you pass. We caught

the spell of it. We knew the intoxication

of adventure. We laid out a path across

the pond and set out, one at a time, to see

who dared be last across. Each crossing

made the next more dangerous; the ice bent

more and more; and more water came out

behind the skater j but the exhilaration

grew and grew till we were drunk with it,

and we went sliding, jumping, slushing,

right through till some one went in. Then
we pulled him out and made a new path. It

mattered not that we sat around the stove

that afternoon on sharp sticks, to dry; nor
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that tho teacher spent half an hour lecturing

on the difference between bravery and rash-

ness, and on the sinfulness of risking life

needlessly. I think we all remember that

noon hour as one of the occasions on which
we really lived.

The old wooden-bodied skates passed.

"Half clubs" with their heel plates grew

But by this time the old crowd on the

creek had gone, too. It had passed on to

another stage. This stage had new elements.

There was no more rivalry over style of

skates; it was taken for granted that each

had good ones. The rivalry was based on

new grounds. There had come to the skat-

ing ponds others than the boy crowd. Rosy-

" Jockeying for position, so to speak, at the sides of these same maids.'

common, and went their way. Then came
"full clubs," with heel plates and no strap at

the toe, but instead a clamp that opened
and closed with a key. Then the heel plate

went away, and in its place came a skate

with clamps at heel and toe, both of which
worked with a lever, and left nothing to be
desired.

cheeked girls were there—what girl is not
rosy of cheek in winter on the ice—specially

in the moonlight ? And moonlight plays a

big part, now, for the scene is the lake near

a college town, and skating is attended with
parties and chaperones and lunches and
that sort of thing. And every night sees

the lake covered. Just a little more sedate
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is the crowd that now comes to the water's

edg'e. And boys may not race to see who
shall first be skating-. It is a race to see

who shall have the privilege of putting on

skates for the rosy-cheeked maids, and

the influential chaperones. And then it is

jockeying for position— so to speak, position

at the sides of these same maids.

Then, two and two, each two clasping a

stick, or each other's mits, they glide and

circle and glide. They race and shout and

sing. Now the wind rises, and sails are

forthcoming, and they race with the wind,

without an effort. The stir of winter is in

the blood, the spell of the moon is on the

merry-makers—indeed, when we come to

recall it all, it really was better, a great deal

better, than those boyhood days on the

creek and the ponds; there were more
wori'ies and more work to duU the recollec-

tion; that is all.

One night's skating stands out above the

rest in my mind. I happened down upon
the north shore of the Lake of the Thousand
Islands, one day in January, and wanted to

cross to the American side. The ice was
not strong enough for driving, but one could

get across on skates if he knew the way,

and was careful. Two boys were going to

Grindstone Island, and they volunteered to

show the route. We picked our way, among
cracks and airholes, to the island. We
crossed, and I Avent on alone. The ice was
solid now, and new, and one unbroken glare.

The sun had set, and the moon, , all white

and cold and arctic in its suggestions, was
rising. And out from the village on the

southern shore came skaters, men and
women, youths and maids, and children.

And they skated as one seldom sees skating

in a promiscuously chosen crowd— skated

with a grace and ease that told of endless

practice. They were perfect skaters, for the

reason that skating is a part of their living.

When winter comes, and they want to go
up or down the river or across to the Can-

adian villages, or to the islands, they must
skate, and skate they do, perfectly. Figures

and speed were combined, and bobs and
chair sleighs came into play. Men labored

behind the latter, as some of us have labored

in summer, when some miss has occupied the

front seat of the tandem; and harnessed

themselves to the former, and went like

sledge dogs down the lake to give some
crowd of youngsters a breath-stealing ride.

We know the Thousand Islands as a sum-

mer resort, and pity those who stay there

the whole year round. Right there a weight

of pity turned to envy in my mind, and I

vowed if I was ever blessed with a winter

vacation I would go again to the Thousand
Islands, and be a part of this gliding, rol-

licking, mid-winter life.

The ingenuity displayed by the young
American— and the rather old American,

too, for that matter— in securing skating

ground has been a credit to his wits. The
smaller cities have had their public ponds;

sometimes in parks, again the work of private

individuals, who flooded some old lot, or

dammed a stream, and charged ten cents

admission. When snow has covered the ice,

men with shovels and brooms have cleared it

away, and the fun has gone on without in-

terruption. And many thousands of tennis

courts have done service in winter as skat-

ing ponds. Some one happened to think

that the level surface of the court could be

thus used to advantage. So a six-inch board

wall was put up all round, and the hose

turned into the court. An inch or so of

water covered the ground, cold weather

came, and the rink was complete.

More attention is given to skating and
rinks in New England and New York than

elsewhere in the United States, with the

result that many skating clubs and public

rinks have the surface of the ice, when cut

by the blades, planed away with big planes

drawn by horses, or sprayed at regular in-

tervals, so a new surface may form.

The spirit of American skating is alike in

city and country. It is pretty much the

same rollicking crowd on each skating place

—pairs and threes and fours and tandem
lines and bobs and chair sleighs. American
skating is skating for a good time rather

than the fancy work, which delights the

European and makes him labor over his

figures until the sport goes out of the thing,

and it becomes hard routine work. In gen-

eral Americans have never taken to figure

skating, as have the skaters of Continental

Europe, though a few of our young men
have become fairly proficient and upheld

local honors against Canadians. Nevertheless

it is a fact that Jackson Haines, who visited

Europe in 1863, practically founded the

present Continental style of figure skating.

Americans have taken to speed skating,

probably for the same reason that they have
to football and baseball and track athletics,

for the reason that what is strenuous and
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full of competition appeals to them. Since

the championships of 1901 the National

Amateur Skating Association of America

and the Canadian Amateur Skating Asso-

ciation have united in holding alternate com-

petitions for the championship of America.

Last year neither Americans nor Canadians

carried off the chief honors. Peter Sinnirud,

an Americanized Swede, won the half-mile

and five and ten mile championships, at

Verona Lake, N. J. Morris Wood, of New
Jersey, was the only man of the American
continent who won. He carried off the

honors at one and three miles. The Cana-

dians won nothing. While Sinnirud was
technically an American, he had learned

his skating in his native coimtry, and we
cannot claim much glory from his per-

formances. This year the speed champion-
ships will be held at Montreal, early this

month, and it remains to be seen whether

we shall not come in for a bigger share of

honors.

HOCKEY—A NATIONAL
WINTER GAME
By CHARLES PATTERSON

TO trace the growth and development

of this sport in Canada does not take

one over a very lengthy period. In

the good old days of our parents, and in even

more remote times, the crude and exciting

game of shinny was the fashion, and every

lake and pond in the country was the scene

of play. Om- forebears cared little for rules,

and so long as a player lived up to the all-

important one, to " shinny on his own side,"

no rule was broken. The same game was
played in the colder countries of Europe in

a very similar form. Could those ancients

appear ata modern hockey match, they would
probably fail to recognize any feature as an
old acquaintance, but certain it is that our

modem game of hockey is the natural scien-

tific development of shinny.

For how many generationsback one might
go and still find shinny the prominent winter

sport it would be difficult to say ; but it is per-

fectly certain that the oldest settlers played

it in their childhood. With the few rules

governing the primitive game and the club-

like utensils used, players were frequently

badly marked. In those days there were no
shin-guards, padded pants, or other protec-

tions for the players, so the risk of injury was

considerable. Beginning as a systematized

game, and with the weather conditions of a

country like Canada, it was natural that the

attention of the athletes should be given to

the task of creating a national winter sport.

Even with such a foundation to work upon,

it was not to be expected that this develop-

ment could take place in a short time, and.

roughly speaking, the actual change of shinny

into hockey was very gradual. Since the ad-

vent of hockey itself many improvements
and changes have from time to time been
made to bring it up to its pi-esent state of

perfection. The evolution from this hap-

hazard game into the modern systematized

play was gradual, and hockey in anything

like its present form was not played in Can-

ada or elsewhere previous to about 1880.

The present game of ice-hockey requires a

field of ice with boundaries for the playing

space not less than one hundred and fifty

feet long by fifty-eight feet wide ; at either

end of the longer space two goal posts are

erected. They are four feet in height and
six feet apart. Two teams of seven play-

ers each defend their respective goals, from
which they attack the goal of their opponents.

The implements consist of hockey-sticks

with long handles and flat, crooked blades,

with which is " dribbled," lifted, or shot, a

disk of vulcanized rubber, one inch thick

and three inches in diameter, called the

"puck." Points are scored, and the results

of the game are determined by passing this

puck between the opponent's goal posts.

The game isplayed in '
' halves " of twenty or

thirty minutes, with an intermission for rest.

The players have special titles and stations

as in football, the seven positions being,

three forward (two "wing" or end players,

and a centre), one rover (placed just behind

the centre), one cover-point (behind the

rover), one point (behind the cover-point

and just in front of the goal-keeper) and
the goal-keeper himself, who stands directly

between the goal posts. In the United States

there is no rover, but that player is moved
up into the line, making four forwards and
three back field men. The rules are simple

and easily understood. The puck may
be pushed along continuously against the

hockey-stick, but not carried or thrown

with the hand; the stick must be kept

below the shoulder, and there are the usual

provisions against foul or unfair tactics.

There is also a penalty for offside play, as in

football. In ice-hockey, offside occurs when,
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after a player touches the puck, any one on

the same side, who at the moment of touch-

ing is nearer the opponent's goal line,

touches the puck himself, or prevents an
opponent from doing so, until the opposing

side has in some manner played it.

The game, in Canada, is played both out

and in doors ; in the United States, chiefly in

manufactured-ice rinks. If proper bounda-

ries are erected it may be played very en-

joyably in the open, in cold weather.

The game naturally found its first friends

in the Province of Quebec, where the.winter

season is dependable; and, governed by some

may be judged from the fact that Toronto
alone contributes fifteen clubs, while the

leading towns of the province are all repre-

sented, and in every village in Canada is an
organization for hockey that plays for several

months of the yeai".

There is no doubt that (Janada has found
a real national wiutei- sport, ranking second

to no other in popularity, and for the very

good I'eason that the game has the merit of

demanding more of speed, skill, and endur-

ance than any other sport of the season.

At about the same time Ontario began
learning the game it secui'ed a footing in

A Practice Game on the Rink of the Champion Montreal Team.

few rules, the game grew in favor in the

French province, though there was no asso-

ciation of hockey clubs Until about 1887,

when the Amateur Hockey Association of

Canada was organized. Working westward
from Montreal, the game soon found warm
welcome in Kingston and other eastern points

of Ontario. In 1890 the representatives of

nine clubs met in Toronto and formed the

Ontario Hockey Association, which is now
among the leading and most prominent ath-

letic organizations of Canada. It controls

all reputable hockey throughout the entire

province, and the popularity of the game

Manitoba, where the weather conditions are

similar to those of Quebec, and very favor-

able for its successful development. There-

fore, naturally, the players of Quebec and
Manitoba siu"pass those of Ontario, if for no
other reason because of their longer winters;

however, by diligent practice and training,

some Ontario clubs have attained a degree

of excellence which comj^ares favorably with

that of the Montreal and Winnipeg clubs.

Hitherto Ontario teams could not claim to

be even equal to their eastern and western

rivals, but they can and do claim to have

done much to popularize the sport in Canada.
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It is only necessary to remark that there are

many times more hockey clubs in Ontario

than in all the rest of Canada together.

As a general rule in Canada, the grades

of hockey are three : i. e., (1) Senior, which

is composed of all players fast enough for

the premier class; (2) intermediate, which

is a series provided for players whose age

does not permit of their being in the junior

class, while then' speed is not sufficient to

warrant their entering the senior series; (3)

junior, the qualification for which is being

under twenty years of age. Participation in

more than one senior match disqualifies a
man for the intermediate series, and a simi-

lar rule applies to the junior class. Compara-
tively few teams enter the senior series, their

ambitions usually being satisfied with the

intermediate grade. Probably in all Canada
there are not twenty really senior teams,

and even in so small a nrunber there is con-

siderable disparity in the quahty of hockey

played. There are, however, many hundreds

of teams in the iatermediate class, this series

being the one best suited for the average

provincial town, where the population is not

sufficient to produce a junior team with the

limited supply of players under twenty years

of age, nor a senior team with the necessary

speed for that class. Each province in Can-

ada has its distinct organization, but the

championship of the various associations rep-

resents only the provincial honor; and in

order to overcome this difficulty Lord Stan-

ley, now the Earl of Derby, in 1893 presented

a trophy, to be known as the " Stanley Cup,"

for competition between the champions of

the different provinces, the winning of which
would carry with it the championship of all

Canada. This title has been earned by Mon-
treal and Winnipeg clubs only. Montreal has

had the honor of holding the championship

for the greater part of the time since 1893,

but the title has twice been taken west to

Winnipeg by the Victorias of that city.

Queen's University of Kingston has tried

twice, unsuccessfully, and the Capitals of

Ottawa once, each to lift the cup. The Wel-
lington Club of Toronto, last year's cham-
pions of Ontario, who fought so hard a
battle with the Winnipeg Victorias for the

cup last season, are probably the speediest

"seven" Ontario has ever produced.

With the growth of hockey from its orig-

inal form into a recognized sport, played un-

der rules enforced by a governing body, the

difficulty of providing against rough and foul

tactics soon appeared. The spectators for-

merly looked for a certain amount of heavy
" body-checking " and roughness, which usu-

ally resulted in accidents and injuries more
or' less serious; however, as the game devel-

oped science, it became apparent that rough-

ness was not a necessary featm-e of play, and
that a good player invariably detracted from
his usefulness by such indulgence. So the

rules were made more stringent, and body-
checking and other such questionable plays

were restricted with a view to discouraging

roughness. The speed and skill of the sport

is marred by rough play, and the referee

alone is to blame if this element becomes
prominent in any contest, because the rules

are clear and stringent. With the modern im-

provements in the way of guards and padded
uniforms, a player runs much less risk of

coming to gi'ief than formerly, yet the great

speed of the game makes it quite impossible

to guard against all accidents. Body-checkmg
probably is responsible for more injuries than

any other element of the play, and should be

watched most carefully by the referee, who
has unusual discretionary powers, and, if

competent, can penalize offenders so promptly

and severely as to eliminate such tactics.

There is only one time when the use of the

body-check is permissible, and that is on the

defense. Appoint" or "cover-point "player

frequently finds the body-check his only

means of stopping a rush on goal and a prob-

able score, but in this case the result is not

usually serious, for the " defense " player is

standing still, or moving very slowly, await-

ing the approach of the opposing "for-

ward," and thus the impact of the two men
is not heavy. On the other hand, when both

opponents are advancing at great speed from
opposite du'ections for the " puck," the use

of the body-check is dangerous, and at the

same time quite unnecessary. A good rule

for the referee to follow is to insist upon the

players confining their efforts to obtaining

possession of the puck, and make them play

the puck c ad not the man. If this rule is

enforced, many injuries will be prevented.

There is seldom occasion for an advantageous
use of the body check by the forwards, as

their play is no^<, .topping rushes, but making
rushes, and it is a notable fact that the best

players in the country are seldom hurt, and
never indulge in rough tactics of any kind.*

* This is especially true of football and of lacrosse—
indeed, of every game where alertness and speed are es-

sential ; the best players are invariably the ones who play
the game — not the man— and play it fairly.— [Editor.
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Probably the most annoying and meanest

kind of play is when a man in pursuit of

another who has the puck ostensibly endeav-

ors to reach the stick of his opponent. 6ut in

reality only succeeds in reaching his feet and

legs, and chops away at these until they are

bruised from the heel to the hip. Another fre-

quent cause of roughness is " interference "

play, which ismuch practised ; butbeing a de-

cidedly "offside" play, is foul, and should be

called down by the referee in every instance.

The manner of play itself has undergone

many changes and improvements, all of

which have tended to make the game faster

skill of this, the fastest and most exciting of

games. The game is so extremely fast, in-

deed, that an instant's delay is easily fatal

to success. The forwards, particularly, must
think quickly and act instantly.

Every outdoor sport in Canada has suf-

fered considerably from the development of

a class of "amateurs" who are willing to

spend the playing season with the club offer-

ing the highest price for their services ; and
as there isno recognized professional lacrosse,

football, or hockey, in Canada, the spurious

amateurs who infest these games do much
to lessen the popularity of amateur sport

A Lively Rally.

and more scientific. One noticeable develop

r

ment is that of combination work, displac-

ing the old-style individual game. Now the

plays are all concerted, and the rush of the

forwards down the ice at lightning speed,

passing the puck from one to another, con-

verging until the opponents' goal is almost

reached, and an attempt to score made, is as

exciting and briUiantas anyplay in any game,
outdoors or indoors. If in this movement
the puck is lost to an opponent, the marvel-

lous rapidity with which the tables are im-

mediately turned, and an onslaught made on

the opposite goal, reveals the science and

Hockey is singularly fortunate in this respect,

for while it has not been free from profes-

sionalism, yet the controlling organizations,

particularly in Ontario, have made it so un-

comfortable for the masquerading amateurs
— " toiu-ist" players, as they are contemptu-

ously styled— that the majority of them have
sought pastures new, and little trouble in

this regard should be found in the future, if

club officials are honest. Cloaked profession-

alism menaces the morals of the offender and
of the game ; in order to cover his tracks and
to escape the violation of the amateur rule,

the accused in many instances will not hesi-
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tiite to porjuvo hiinsolf, and luis fveqiu'jitly

been able to persuade otliers to eorro])orate

Jiis evidence b.y false testimony.

Ice hockey Avas introduced into the United

States in 1804-5, by a number of university

men from Brown, Cornell, Harvard, and Yale,

who, having seen an occasional game, resolved

to become better acquainted with it, and
undertook a trip thi-ough the provinces of

Ontario and Quebec during their Christmas

holidays. They played games with several

Canadian teams and, of course, wei'e easily

beaten, but they acquired much valuable

knowledge and unlimited enthusiasm.

Out of their temporary organization grew
the St. Nicholas Skating Club, of New York.

About the same time the New York Hockey
Club was formed, chiefly from ex-Canadian

players who had come to New York to enter

business. These players were subsequently

taken over into the New York Athletic Club,

and others were found for their places. By
this time the St. Nicholas Rink had been

built, and, with two artificial rinks in New
York and several clubs, hockey was estab-

lished. In Brooklyn two clubs held forth

in the Clermont Avenue artificial ice rink,

and college clubs now began to appear at

Yale, Brown, Columbia, the University of

Pennsylvania, and elsewhere. In Baltimore,

though well to the southward, an artificial ice

rink was early constructed, and for two or

three seasons that city took high rank in the
" infant industry " of ice hockey. The Uni-

versity of Maryland, Baltimore Hockey Club,

and a number of strong teams were here de-

veloped. N^t Philadelphia built a rink at

which teams from the University of Penn-

sylvania, Haverford, Swarthmore, the sev-

eral dental and medical colleges, and the

leading preparatory schools played, and the

strong Quaker City team was formed.

. Next came the development of the game
at Chicago and Pittsburg, and recently the

largest rink in the country was built at the

latter city, its hockey patrons being the col-

leges and schools in western Pennsylvania,

and the notorious Duqnesne and Pittsburg

Athletic clubs. Harvard and Princeton next

took up the game, followed by the University

of Michigan, and then by Cornell, where

earlier attempts had failed.

The organization of the Amateur Hockey
League and the championship schedules in

different sections engendered a degree of

competition which created a demand for Can-

adian players. The result is that in some

clubs the qualification of genuine aniMlcur

standiTig is no longer enforced. In I'ittsbui'g,

the hot-bed of jjrofessionalism in every sport,

there are playing a number of hockey play-

ers who have been suspended by the On-
tario HockeyAssociation for professionalism.

In New York many leading players have

been men brought to that city and inducted

into moi'e or less lucrative commercial po-

sitions in order that they might play npon
local teams. This policy is, however, short-

sighted from any standpoint; it not only dis-

gusts sportsmen with the whole business, but

it also hinders the development of the only

possible adequate base of supply, for the

permanence of the game below the interna-

tional boundary line depends upon the main-

tenance of a home-bred school of recruits,

constantly at practice, and with the possi-

bility of making one of the expert teams as

an incentive. This, provided a man does not

abandon the principle of " sport for sport's

sake," is a natural and laudable ambition.

The great, inherent merit of the game and
the strong favor with which it has been re-

ceived enhances one's sense of indignation

that it should so soon have become infested

with the disguised professional. It is not too

late to rescue the game, but its future de-

pends upon its extension throughout oiu" uni-

versities and academies, and also upon the

very few clubs of the type of the St. Nicho-

las Skating Club.

The conditions inider which the American
game flourishes in cities are quite different

from those in Canada. Throughout the Do-
minion the skating rinks use natural ice,

while in the States artificial ice is the rale.

In the former case the uncertainty of weather

conditions and the consequent effects upon
the duration and quality of the ice make it

difficult to carry out schedules or secure reg-

ular practice; but in the United States the

season is not only longer, as a whole, but both

practice and match games are entirely inde-

pendent of the eccentricities of the weather.

The spectator at the American game, too,

is able to sit throughout an entire match in

comparative comfort, as the use of artificial

ice does not preclude steam heating in other

parts of the building; whereas in Canada

the onlooker often stands throughout an- en-

tire match with the thermometer at zero.

Under these advantageous conditions the

American game is overhauling the Canadian,

and home teams are no longer so completely

outclassed as was true five years ago.



THE STORY OF THE TRAPPER

Vin^BA'TISTE THE TRAPPER

By A. C. LAUT

ILLUSTRATED IN FRONTISPIECE BY PHILIP R. GOODWIN

THE city man who goes bear hunting

in a field where the hunted have

been on the run for a century, gets

a very tame idea of the natural bear in its

natural state, and comes back from the wilds

with a legend of how harmless bears have

become. But grizzled old trappers, coming
down to the frontier towns once a year for

provisions, or hanging round the forts of

the Hudson's Bay Company for the summer,
tell a different tale.

Old hunters may be great spinners of

yarns, but Montagnais, who squats on his

heels round the fur company forts on Peace

River, carries ocular evidence that his story

is true, in the artificial ridge of a deformed
nose.*

And the Kootenay hunter, who was sent

through the forests of Idaho to follow up the

track of a lost brave, brought back proof of

an actual bear ; for he found a dead man
lying across a pUe of logs, with his skull

crushed in like an egg-shell, by something
that had risen swift and silent from a lair

on the other side of the logs. And little

blind Ba'tiste, wizened and old, who spent

the last twenty years of his life weaving
grass mats and carving cm-ious Uttle wooden
animals for the children of the chief factor,

could convince you that the bears he slew

in his young days were very real bears,

altogether different from the clumsy bruins
that gambol with boys and girls through
fairy books.

That is, he could convince you if he
would; for he usually sat weaving and
weaving at the grasses—weaving bitter

thoughts into the woof of his mat, without

* In further confirmation of Montagnais' bear, tlie chief
factor's daughter— who told me the story — was standing
in the fort gate when the Indian came running back with
a grizzly pelt over his shoulder. When he saw her, his
hands went up to conceal the price he had paid for the
pelt.

a word. Round his white helmet, such as

British soldiers wear in hot lands, he always

hung a heavy thick linen thing like the

frill of a sun-bonnet, coming over the face

as well as the neck— "to keep de sun off,"

he would mumble out, if you asked himwhy.
More than that, of the mysterious frill worn
on dark days as well as sunny, he would
never vouch, unless some town-bred man
patronizingly pooh-poohed the dangers of

bear hunting. Then the grass strands would
tremble with excitement, and the little French
hunter's body would quiver, and he would
begin pouring forth a jumble, half habitant,

half Indian, with a mixture of all the oaths

from both languages, pointing and pointing

at his hidden face, and bidding you look

what the bear had done to him—but never

lifting the thick frill.

II.

It was somewhere between the tributary

waters that flow north to the Saskatchewan,

and the rivers that start near the Saskat-

chewan to flow south to the Missouri.

Ba'tiste and the three trappers who were
with him did not know which side of the

boundary they were on. By slow travel,

stopping one day to trap beaver, pausing on
the way to forage for meat, building their

canoes where they needed them, and aban-

doning the boats when they made a long

overland portage, they were three weeks'

north of the American fur post on the banks
of the Missouri.

Nearly all hunters unconsciously become
specialists. One man sees beaver signs,

where another sees only deer. For Ba'tiste,

the page of nature spelled B-e-a-r ! Fif-

teen bear in a winter is a wonderfully good
season's work for any trapper. Ba'tiste's

record for one lucky winter was fifty-four.

After that, he was known as the bear hunter.
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Sneli a reputation affects keen hunters differ-

ently. The Indian grows cautious, almost to

cowardice. Ba'tiste grew rash. He would
follow a wounded grizzly to cover. He would
afterward laugh at the episode as a joke,

if the wounded brute had treed him. ''For

sure, good t'ing dat was not de prairie dat

tam," he would say, flinging down the pelt

of his foe. The other trappers, with Indian

blood in their veins, might laugh ; but they

shook their heads when his back was turned.

Where some summer rain pool had dried

almost to a soft mud hole, the other trap-

pers saw little cleft footmarks that meant
deer, and prints like a baby's fingers that

spelled out the visit of some member of the

weasel family, and broad splay-hoof im-

pressions that had spread under the weight,

as some giant moose had gone shambling
over the quaking mud bottom. But Ba'tiste

looked only at a long, shuffling footmark,

the length of a man's forearm, with padded,

ball-like pressures, as of monster toes. The
French hunter would at once examine which
way that great foot had pointed. Were there

other impressions— dimmer— on the dry

mud? Did the crushed spear-grass tell any
tales of what had passed that mud hole ?

If it did, Ba'tiste would be seen wandering
out on the prairie, carrying his ritle care-

fully, that the sunlight should not glint from
the barrel, zigzagging up a foot-hill, where
perhaps wild plums or shrub-berries hung,

rotten with frost ripeness. Ba'tiste did not

stand full height at the top of the hill. He
dropped face down, took off his hat, or

scarlet " safety " handkerchief, and peered

warily over the crest. If he went on over

into the next valley, the other men would say

he smelt bear. If he came back, they knew
he had been on a cold scent, that had faded

indistinguishably as the grasses thinned,

Ba'tiste's eyes were for lairs of grass

crushed so recently that the spear leaves

were even now rising ; for holes in the black

mold, where great ripping claws had been

tearing up roots ; for hollow logs and rotted

stumps, where a black bear might have

crawled to take his afternoon siesta; for

punky trees which a grizzly might have

torn open to gobble ants' eggs ; for scratch-

ings down the bole of poplar or cottonwood,

where some languid bear had been sharpen-

ing his claws in mid-summer, as a cat will

scratch chair legs; for great pits deep in

the clay banks, where some silly badger or

gopher ran down to the depths of his burrow

in sheer ten-or, only to have old bruin come
ripping and teariiigto the innermost recesses.

Scattered fur told what had happened.

Some soft, oozy, moss-padded lair, deep

in the marsh with the reeds of the brittle

cat-tails lifting, as if a sleeper had just risen,

sets Ba'tiste's pulse hopping, jumping, and
marking time in thrills like the lithe bounds
of a pouncing mountain cat. With tread soft

as the velvet paw of a panther, he steals

through, the cane-brake, parting the reeds

before each pace, brushing aside softly,

silently, what might sound ever so slight an
alarm to the little pricked ears of a shaggy

head, tossing from side to side—jerk—jerk

—from right to left—from left to right

—

always on the listen—on the listen for prey!

"Oh, for sure, that Ba'tiste, he was but a

fool hunter," his comrades afterward said

(it is always so very plain afterward) ; " that

Ba'tiste, he was a fool ! What man else go
step— step—into the marsh after a bear?"
But the truth was that Ba'tiste, the cun-

ning rascal, always succeeded in coming
out of the marsh, out of the bush, out of

the windfall, sound as a top, safe and un-

seratched, with a bear skin over his shoulder,

the head swinging pendant to show what
sort of fellow he had mastered.

And so the shortening autumn days found
the trappers canoeing leisurely upstream
from the northern tributaries of the Missouri,

nearing the long overland trail, that led to

the hunting fields in Canada.

One evening theycame to a place bounded
by high cliff banks, with the flats heavily

wooded by poplar and willow. Ba'tiste had
found signs that were hot. The mold of

an uprooted gopher hole was so fresh that

it had not yet dried. This was not a region

of timber wolves ? What had dug that hole ?

Not the small, skulking coyote, the vagrant

of prairie life ! Oh, no ! the coyote, like

other vagrants, earns his living without

work, by skulking in the wake of the busi-

ness-like badger; and when the badger

goes down the gopher hole, Master Coyote

stands neai'by and gobbles up all the stray

gophers that bolt.* What had dug the hole ?

Ba'tiste thinks that he knows.

He proposes that they beach the canoes

and camp here. Twilight is not a good time

to still-hunt an unseen bear. Twilight is the

*This phase of prairie life must not be set down to

writer's license. It is something that every rider of the
plains can see any time he has patience to rein up and sit

like a statue within field-glass distance of the gopher bur-
rows about nightfall, when the badgers are running.
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time when the bear himself goes still-himt-

ing-. Ba'tiste will go out in the early morning.

Mean time, if he stumbles onwhat looks like a

trail to the watering place, he will set a trap.

III.

One hunter whittles the willow sticks that

are to make the camp fire. Another gathers

moss or boughs for a bed. If fish can be got,

some one has out a line. The kettle hisses

above the fire, and the meat, sizzling at the

end of a forked twig, sends up a flavor that

whets every appetite. Over the upturned

canoes bend a couple of men, gumming
afresh all the splits and seams against to-

morrow's voyage. Then with a flip-flop that

tells of the other side of the flap-jacks being

browned, the cook yodels in crescendo that

" Sup-per !— is— read-ec !

"

Supper over, a trap or two may be set in

likely places. The men may take a plunge

;

for, in spite of their tawny skins, these earth-

colored fellows have closer acquaintance

with water than their appearance would
indicate. The man-smell is as acute to the

beast's nose as the rank fur-animal smell is

to the man's nose ; and the first thing that

an Indian, who has had a long run of ill-

luck, does is to get a native sweating-bath

and make himself clean.

Unless it is raining, the voyageurs do not

erect their tent ; for they will sleep in the

open, feet to the fire, or under the canoes,

close to the great earth, into whose very

fibre their beings seem to be rooted. And
now is the time when the hunters spin their

yarns and exchange notes of all they have
seen in the long, silent day.

There are the stories of bear hunters like

Ba'tiste, sitting on the other side of the fire,

there, who have been caught in their own
bear traps and held till they died of starva-

tion and their bones lay bleaching in the

rusted steel.

That story has such small relish for

Ba'tiste, that he hitches farther away from
the others and lies back flat on the ground
close to the willow under-tangle, with his

head on his hand.

"For sure," says Ba'tiste, contemptuously,
" nobody doesn't need no tree to climb here !

Sucre, cry wolf ! wolf ! and for sure— diable !

— de beeg loup-garou will eat you yet !

"

Down somewhere from those stars over-

head drops a call, silvery as a flute, clear as

a piccolo—some night-bird Hlting like a

mote on the far oceans of air. The trappers

look up with a movement that in other men
would be a nervous start ; for any shrill cry

pierces the silence of the prairie in almost a

stab. Then the men go on with their yarn-

telling, of how the Blackfeet murdered some
traders on this very ground not long ago,

till the gloom, gathering over willow thicket

and encircling cliffs, seems peopled with

those marauding warriors. One man rises,

saying that he is " goin' to turn in," and is

taking a step through the dark to his canoe,

when there is a dull, pouncing thud. For an
instant the trappers think their comrade has

stumbled over his boat. But a heavy groan,

a low, gutteral cry, a shout of "Help I help!

help Ba'tiste!"—and the manwho has risen

plunges into the crashing cane-brake, call-

ing out incoherently forthem to " Help ! help

Ba'tiste!"

In the confusion of cries and darkness, it

was impossible for the other two trappers to

know what hadhappened. Their firstthought

was of the Indians whose crimes they had
been telling. Their second was for their

rifles—and they had both sprung over the

Are, where they saw the third man striking

wildly at something in the dark. A- low,

worrying growl—and they descried the

Frenchman rolling over and over—clutched

by or clutchinga huge, furry form— hitting,

plunging with his knife, struggling, scream-

ing with agony.

"It's Ba'tiste! It's a bear!" shouted the

third man, who was attempting to drive the

brute off by raining blows on its head.

Man and bear were an indistinguishable,

struggling mass. Should they shoot in the

half-dark *? Then the Frenchman uttered the

scream of one in death-throes. " Shoot

!

shoot ! shoot quick! She's striking my face

!

She's striking ray face ."

And before the words had died, sharp

flashes of light cleft the dark— the great

beast rolled over with a coughing growl,

and the trappers raised their comrade from

the ground.

The bear had had him on his back between
her teeth, by the thick chest-piece of his

double-breasted buckskin. Except for his

face, he seemed uninjured ; but down that

face, the great brute had drawn the claws of

her forepaw.

Ba'tiste raised his hands to his face.

'' Mon dieu!''^ he asked thickly, fumbling

with both hands, "what is done to my eyes ?

Is the fire out ? I cannot see !

"

Then the man who, armed only with a
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liuuting'-knife, had fought hko a. demon,
Tainted, because of what liis liaiids felt.

* * « » * « *

Traitors there are among' trappers, as

among all other classes— men like those who
deserted Glass on the Missouri, and Scott on
the Platte.

But Ba'tiste's comrades stayed with him
on the banks of the river that flows into the

Missouri. One cared for the blind man. The
other two foraged for game. When the

wounded hunter could be moved, they put

him in a canoe and hurried down stream to

the fur post before the freezing of the rivers.

At the fur post the doctor did what he

could ; but a doctor cannot restore what has

been torn away. The next spring Ba'tiste

was put on a pack horse, and sent to his

relatives at the Canadian fur post. Here his

sisters made him the curtain to hang round
his helmet, and set him to weaving grass

mats, that the days might not drag so

wearily.'

IV.

Are such onslaughtscommon among bears,

or are they the mad freaks of the bear's

nature ? President Roosevelt tells of two sol-

diers bitten to death in the Southwest ; and
M. I'Abbe Dugast, of St. Boniface, Manitoba,

incidently relates an experience almost simi-

lar to that of Ba'tiste, which occurred in the

Northwest.

Lest Ba'tiste's case seem overdrawn, I

quote the Abbe's words :

" At a little distance, Madame Lajimoniere

and the other women were preparing the

tents for the night, when all at once Bouvier

gave a cry of distress and called to his com-
panions to help him. At the first shout each

hunter seized his gun and prepared to de

fendhitnself against the attack of an enemy;
they hurried to the other side of the ditch to

see what was the matter with Bouvier, and
what he was struggling with. They had no
idea that a wild animal would come near the

fire to attack a man, even under cover of

night ; for fire usually has the effect of

frightening wild beasts. However, almost

before the four huntersknew what had hap-
pened, they saw their unfortunate com-
panion dragged into the woods by a bear,

followed by her two cubs. She held Bouvier

in her claws and struck him savagely in the

face to stun him. As soon as she saw the

four men in pursuit, she redoubled her fury

against her prey, tearing his face with her

claws. M. Lajimoniere, who was an intrepid

hunter, bated her with 1 lie l)utt end of his gun
to make lu^r hit go lu^r liold, as Ik; dartid not

shoot for fear of killing the nian while try-

ing to save him ; but Bouvier, who felthim-

self being choked, crifid with all his strength,

'Shoot ; I would rather be shot than eaten

alive !

' M. Lajimoniere pulled the trigger

as close to the bear as possible, wounding
her mortally. She let go Bouvier, and. be-

fore her strength was exhausted, made a

wild attack upon M. Lajimoniere, who ex-

pected this, and, as his gun had only one

barrel loaded, ran toward the canoe, where
he had a second gun fully charged. He had
hardly seized it before the bear reached the

shore and tried to climb into the canoe, but

fearing no longer to wound his friend, M.
Lajimoniere aimed full at her breast, and
this time she was killed instantly.

" As soon as the bear was no longer to be

feared, Madame Lajimoniere, who had been
trembling with fear during the tumult, went
to raise the unfortunate Bouvier, who was
covered with wounds and nearly dead. The
bear had torn the skin from his face with

her nails from the roots of his hair to the

lower part of his chin. His eyes and nose

were gone— in fact, his features were in-

discernible^—but he was not mortally in-

jured. His wounds were dressed as well as

the circumstances would permit, and thus

crippled he was carried to the Fort of the

Praii'ies, Madame Lajimoniere taking care

of him all through the joui'ney. In time his

wounds were successfully healed, but he

was blind and infirm to the end of his life.

He employed his time during the last years

of his life in making crosses and crucifixes,

blind as he was."

Such is bear hunting, and such is the

nature of the bear. And these things are

not of the past. Wherever long-range re-

peaters have not put the fear of man in

the animal heart the bear is the aggressor.

Even as I write, comes word from a little

frontier fur post, which I visited last fall, of

a seven-year-old boy being waylaid and
kUled by a grizzly only four miles back
from a transcontinental railway. This is the

second death from the unprovoked attacks

of bears within a month in that country—
and that month, the month of August,

1902, when sentimental ladies and gentle-

men, many miles away from danger, were
sagely discussing whether the bear is natu-

rally ferocious or not— whether, in a word,

it is altogether humane to hunt hears.
'



THE BUSINESS OF TRAVEL

THE MODERN EXCURSION AND ITS BEGINNING

By DAY ALLEN WILLEY

AMERICANS of to-day have become
the world's wanderers. The char-

" aeter depicted in Sue's great novel

has its modern counterpart, not onlythrough-

out the United States, but all over the globe,

with baggage marked " From America," and
destination everywhere. The Arabs of the

Sahara were not more migratory than the

thousands who follow the birds with the

change of season between the North and
South. Another human wave flows from
city to sea and mountain with the approach

of summer, and crowds every outgoing

ship bound for the Old World. This national

restlessness has aided in coining such words

as "commuter" and "suburbanite," for the

daily movement in and out of the great

cities of the country is partly the result of

the desire "to go somewhere."

The passing of the multitude to and fro

has created the business of travel and
developed it into a mechanism which is

wonderful in its movements, considering the

comparatively short period of its existence.

It devises ways and means for all classes

and to suit all purses. By it the wealthy

man secures his private car, in which to flee

from the grasp of the frost king to the

shade of palmetto and pine. It provides

the clerk with his haK seat in the common
coach, or conducts the hundred or thousand

in the excursion party through the high-

ways of Europe, or around the world. Yet
it was only as recently as 1841 that 600

people were taken from Leicester to Lough-
borough on the first excursion train on rec-

ord. It is worth while to turn a few pages

of British history, for here originated the

system that has since spread throughout

the New World as well as the Old. Until

the printer. Cook, took his townsfolk to the

Father Matthew meeting at Loughborough
the excursion train was unknown. The talk

it created set people to thinking, and from
this obscure village developed the idea of

modem travel. Up to that time intercourse

between the countries of the Kingdom was

confined principally to visits among one's

relatives, the trips of the commercial agents

and government representatives. The rail-

roads terminated south of the Scotch border-

land; the traveler to the North Country had
his choice of stage coach or steamer from
the end of the track. To the average En-
glishman, both Scotland and Wales were

almost unknown countries. Popular travel

produced a revolution which converted

Highland and Lowland alike into a summer
holiday encampment for the people of the

middle and southern England. It built

hotels on hillside and in valley, and bordered

the seacoast with season resorts. The throng

of pleasure-seekers spread throughout North
Wales as well, and even into Ireland. In

spite of the present attraction of English

tourists to the Continent and the United

States, it is estimated that the yearly "bank
holidays" find 200,000 Londoners alone

transferring their homes temporarily to the

Land of Burns and the Bard of Snowden.
The few miles across the English Channel,

until 1856, had barred all but the nobility and
wealthier British people from visiting the

Continent for pleasure, and the comparative

fewwho ventured through northern or south-

em Europe were considered by the hotel-

keepers as their legitimate prey, and com-
pelled to pay exorbitant prices in city and
hamlet alike

;
perhaps mine host had in mind

traditions of former days when the earl or

duke, with his retinue, rodefrom town to town

demanding the best the inn afforded, and
expecting nothing out of the purse of gold

thrown down in payment. But with the

advent of the tourist agent came a change

which benefited host and guest ahke, for

what was lost in the reduction of charges

was made up in the increased patronage.

The 2,000 British workmen who visited the

Industrial Exposition in Paris in the year

referred to formed the advance guard of an

army which has annually invaded republic,

empire, and kingdom, forming a continual

stream of Anglo-Saxons from the shores of the
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Baltic to the Riviera. Anollier exposition—
that in Paris in 18()7— eaiiscnl ihr tour pro-

moters of the Old World to think of crossing

the Atlantic. A few trips to such resorts as

Niagara and Saratoga had been arranged

by Americans, but the business of travel, as

conducted abroad, was practically unknown.
Less than a thousand people went to the

other side as a result of the reduced steam-

ship rates and other inducements ; but those

who attended the great fair returned to be-

come personal advertisements of the modern
idea. The average American who had gone
abroad previously was possessed of a bank
account which could withstand the heavy in-

roads of the foreign landlords; but few cared

to repeat a journey which was attended with

such discomfort. Thanks to the tourist agent,

the visitors to Paris were relieved of much
of the trouble with which those who had
gone before them were afflicted. The fortu-

nate combination of scenery and history

possessed by the Old World has always been
enticing, and the public was ready to wel-

come any assistance in smoothing the way
to reach it. Consequently it is not strange

that each year, with a few exceptions, since

the sixties has witnessed a steadily increas-

ing exodus to the other side, and the trip to

Europe, once considered the epoch of a life-

time, has become an ordinary event— to be

regarded of as little moment as the journey

between city and city.

The modern system of travel has planned
its every detail with admirable nicety.

Enter one of the offices to be found in the

important cities, and tell the man behind

the desk of your proposed journey. In ex-

change for the check or bank bills, he gives

you a piece of pasteboard which will carry

you by railroad and steamer to every city in

the civilized world, if you so desire. Another
package of pasteboard slips pays for food

and shelter wherever you may desire it, in

the heart of London or on the shore of the

Nile. Just a few signatures with the pen,

a few blows of the dating stamp, perhaps a

telegram, and you leave the office provided

for the tour of a month or a year— to

Europe or around the world, as you choose.

If one wants a special car in which to cross

the continent, over the wires goes a message,

and in an hour it may be linked to a train

on its way to meet the tourist, or bearing

him on his journey, provided with chef and
porter, supplied with food and bedding

—

turned into a traveling home, in which he

can live a week or month, as his purse

allows. At a day's notice a special train can
be provided—a hotel on wheels with its bed-

rooms, library, dining-room, boudoir, and
even barber shop. And in the same office

where the millionaire engages his " special "

the clerk with his month's vacation secures

his bunk or railroad excursion ticket, and
pays for his daily meals and lodging.

The modern agency for our pleasure is

ubiquitous in every sense of the word. It

has developed into an encyclopedia of geog-

raphy and history so complete that any of

its representatives can not only give the

location of a particular point of interest, but

advise the best land and sea routes to be

taken to reach it, and the hour of arrival

and departure of train or steamer. The up-

to-date agency has men, who speak every

modern language, stationed in all the im-

portant foreign communities to answer in-

quiries as well as to sell tickets. At these

offices the stranger can write and mail his

letters, have his mail forwarded to him,

obtain information as to the best hotels, be
directed to the most reliable shops, have his

money and jewelry cared for while in the

city, and perhaps get a glance at the home
newspapers. After a few weeks abroad he

soon comes to look upon these agencies as

links which connect him wdth the far away
home land, and he notes their signs with a

feeling of gratitude— here is something

which is not entirely foreign. In some coun-

tries where the native hotels are not satis-

factory the tourist companyhas built hostel-

riesof its own. Banking departments, where
the American dollar or the English pound
can be exchanged for franc and lire, form
another branch of the business that is

welcomed, as is shown by the report of one

concern which in a year changed haK a

million in American cash for its patrons.

The machinery of travel, too, has smoothed
the path of the modern wanderer in more
than one sense. It has built ways of stone

and steel to enable him to reach some
attraction of nature hitherto almost in-

accessible. The cable ear with its uniformed

conductors ascends the lava-lined sides of

Vesuvius, and you can dine at a restaurant

nearly on the brink of the smoking crater.

The hum of the trolley is heard among the

pahns of Egj^t, in sight of the tombs of the

Pharaohs. The visitor in New England
fans himself in the summer heat at the foot

of Mount Washington, and a half hour
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later buttons his overcoat around his throat

as he alights from the car in the region of

winter on its summit. The " cog-wheel

"

route up Pike's Peak has divested it of

some of its fascination—for danger is often

tempting—but it is far more comfortable to

rise above the clouds seated in a cushioned

chair than plod along the rocky road, the

day's journey required, afoot or ahorse.

Traversing a part of Florida is a railroad

origLnally called the "^ Millionaire Line," be-

cause a millionaire constructed it, and men
of millions reached the American Riviera

by it. Five hundred miles in length, it was
built solely in the interest of the tourist at a

cost of over five millions of dollars. But its

promoter had the satisfaction of knowing
that it revolutionized the mode of reaching

the land beyond the frost hue and ac-

quainted the American people with a region

which before had been almost as unknown
as the wilds of Africa. The company's yearly

earnings prove that its enterprise was not

unprofitable, for it has gradually changed

iato a highway, for the masses as well as

the classes.

A few years ago, one of the railroad com-

panies, which has a belt of steel between

the United States and Canada, made a detoiu*

of thirty miles, and bolted a great arch

across the Niagara, just to allow its pas-

sengers to view the cataract from the car

windows. The directors believed the extra

mUlions spent would repay the company as

an advertisement in getting the tourist.

With the same purpose others have devel-

oped what are expressed in printer's ink as

" scenic routes," taking advantage of canon

and mountain, lake and river, to present

Nature's attractions as an inducement to the

seeker for variety. With the beginning of

each season those remarkable people, the

modern passenger agents— vie with each

other in the production of pamphlets, even

books of generous size, profusely illustrated

in various colors. Ten thousand, perhaps a

hundred thousand, of a single issue may be

scattered over the country in the time-table

racks. The preparation of railroad and
steamboat Hterature has become an im-

portant part of the machinery of the pas-

senger department— principally to secure

the interest of the tourist.

But remarkable as has been the activity

of railroad managers in the promotion of

the tourist movement, the gaze must be

turned seaward to fully appreciate its pres-

ent dimensions. In a single month of spring

or early summer fifty steamships leave New
Fork alone, each carrying from 200 to

2,500 souls. On a Saturday, a procession

of ten great liners may be seen wending
their way through " The Narrows." As the

purser records tickets from "upper deck" to

steerage, he expects to find at least nine-

tenths having toui'ist transportation; for the

Italian fruit vendor, who has saved enough
to visit the old home once more, realizes

the advantages of the system as well as. the

banker who engages his suite of cabins.

The people upon whom thfe shipping com-
panies depend for most of the revenue from
summer business^ however, are the occupants

of the second and third cabins—for it is

what some are pleased to call the "middle
mdlion" who form the main body of this

army of sightseers. Since the Spanish-

American war, it is estimated that fully a

hundred thousand of this class have yearly

gone across the sea. Largely to carry them
have the floating cities been built—ships

that burn 3,000 tons of fuel in a single pas-

sage, are manned by 500 seamen, engineers,

firemen, and waiters, not including the

officers. To build them and equip them the

company may pay $3,000,000 or $4,000,000,

while the incidental repairs during a voyage

.

average a thousand dollars, and the total

expense $50,000. But when the passenger

receipts from one "round trip " may amount
to $80,000 or $90,000, as is frequently the

case, the owners feel well repaid for their

venture.

The tourist agent and the transportation

company have provided all of these facilities

naturally for their own profit, but in so doing
they have been benefactors. The oppor-

tunity for education by travel has been
placed within reach of a multitude of Anglo-

Saxons who could not avail themselves of

it otherwise. The Briton has gained knowl-

edge of America and Americans, and the

American has gained a knowledge of Great

Britain and the Britons which could not be

obtained in a life-time study of history. The
personal contact with not only the people but

the manners and customs of the Old World
has broadened the tourist from this side to

a deeper appreciation of his own land. He
has also acquired a fund of information not

to be found within the book covers, which
is beyond price, for the eye and ear note a

thousand sights and sounds daily, which
combine to make a most valuable history.
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" The only Jirst-ralc work is the work done by the man who does it for the sake of doing it well." -Ruskin.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

We hare received so many requests from Outing readers in every section of the country for advice and iiifuriiui-

tion on the subject of physical self-improvement that, realizing the demand for guidance in self-instruction, we have

decided to open, beginning with the March number, a Physical Culture Department for Men and Women. We have

engaged Professor Edwin Chcckley to conduct this department. Professor Checkley is a master of the science of physi-

cal development and corrective gymnastics, and what he will have to say in the magazine will be of invaluable assistance

to those seeking Improvement of their physique. See announcement in the advertising section of this number.

Where
Odell

Is

Appreciated

A subscriptiou is being made, I

hear, among the market-hunters

of Long Lsland and the spring

duck-shooters of New York with
a view to offering Mr. Piatt's friend, Odell,

a testimonial in grateful appreciation of the

helping hand he hangs out of his Albany

window for the unctuous grasp of the pass-

ing game butcher. For some time these

gentlemen have had in mind such action,

but awaited a tip from the Boss; the latest

evidence of Odell's tender and vigilant so-

licitude, however, when read at the last

monthly meeting of the United Order of

Pot Hunters, moved the large assemblage to

thankful if silent tears, and a resolution to

" make good " at once.

The evidence which thus moved this dis-

tinguished gathering was the expression in

the Governor's recent message of a desire

''to accord to Boards of Supervisors the

right to regulate, iinder a general statute,

the game laws for then- own' particular

locality "

!

A Time One of the most distressing figures

and a in sport is the contestant with j}Ost

Place for
^,jo,.^g„^ tendencies. He is the man
who keeps his mouth shut at the

time when he should speak, and opens it

for a mighty howl when it is too late to

heed. His is the mental warp of the anti-

imperialists who, after the Fihpinos had
been thrust upon us, stood afar off, loudly

proclaiming their own godliness and the

villainy of every one else, instead of bend-

ing to aid in solving the problem put upon
their country.

At the National Horse Show in Madison
Square Garden last November, Mr. Stotes-

bury's mare Ruritania was given fii-st prize

in Class 15 for Roadsters, over Mi", W.

M. V. Hoffman's mare Vida Wilkes, which

received second prize. Three weeks after

the show closed, Mr. Hoffman, in writing,

disputed this award, claiming Ruritania to

be unsound, and that she had been so

declared by the three veterinaries of the

show previous to such award. Mr. Hoffman
voluntarily assured the Directors, however,

that he did not write "in the spirit or in the

light of a protest, as I have never protested

any decision at any horse show and never
intend to do so, and have purposely allowed

the time to lapse when I could have entered

a protest in legal form." In a second letter

he backed his assertion of Ruritania's un-
soundness by a signed statement to that

effect from the veterinary surgeons ; and re-

quested of the Association's Board of Direct-

ors ''rectification of this wrong" done him.

The query will come at once into the

mind of the inteUigent man what Mr. Hoff-

man's letter is, if not a protest, and, if he
had no thought of asking reversal of the de-

cision, why in the name of common sense

did he write at all ?

This is a vexatious instance of what is

frequently happening in various horse shows
over the country: and there is no association

which does not have a rule plainly stating

the method and the time for entering protest

against a decision in the judging ring.

If Mr. Hoffman lost first prize throiTgh

uilfair award of the ribbon to an unsound
horse, the time for writing his letter was
then and there, while yet the Board of

Directors had jurisdiction. By allowing

weeks to elapse and then instituting a news-
paper campaign against the Board, he draws
criticism upon himself rather than upon the

Association. Of course, the Board of Direct-

ors had no other course after the show closed

than, as its secretary, Mr. John G. Hecks-
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cher, very courteously and pointedly put it,

to refer him to the simple rules of the

Association.

But while this is all the Board could do,

so far as Mr. Hoffman is concerned, it can

and it must search deeply into the condi-

tions that permitted the judges— Messrs.

Carll S. Burr, Shelby T. Harbison, and Albert

C. Hall—to award, without immediate dis-

covery, a first prize to a horse which had
been declared unsound by two of the three

veterinary surgeons employed by the Asso-

ciation for the very purpose of passing on
entries before the judges made their awards.

Mr. Hoffman, in his letters to the Associa-

tion, drags the Ring Committee into the

controversy; he does not appear to know
that the Ring Committee's duty stops at

seeing the orders of the judge carried out,

and that, as a whole, or individually, it has

no responsibility whatever in the actual

judging of entries.

The White
Settler

In Alaska
Also Must Eat

One of the most important re-

sults of the spreading sports-

manly spirit is the increased

and intelligent protection of

the wild animals and birds of our country.

Yet occasionally the well-meant effort is

carried so far as to be impractical, and some-

times even injurious to other interests

equally as vital. No one who reads Outing,

even irregularly, wiU question my unfeigned

interest in and support of game protective

measures, yet it seems to me, as a sports-

man and as a student of the times, that with

interest budding in outdoor subjects we can-

not be too careful, in recommending laws for

the protection of wild life, not to add to the

burdens of the local life human. It was
necessary that Alaska have new and strict

game laws, for moose, sheep, deer, caribou,

and others of that section were sorely in

need of protection from residents who
slaughtered them solely for their heads and
hides. At the rate they were being killed,

only a comparatively short time would have

recorded their extinction in this great ter-

ritory. So stringent measures of protection

were advised.

The law is an excellent one for the most
part, but it works an injustice which seems

to me should be rectified, in denying all

white residents the privilege accorded the

Indians of kilUng for personal necessary

food supply. This denial is pai-tieularly

severe on residents of Cook's Inlet and the

Kenai Peninsula, where, after October, all

steamer communication and ways of getting

fresh meat are cut off, and the people forced

to resort to canned goods and fish for the

following six months. Meanwhile the Indians

are permitted to kill bull moose, but may not

sell the meat. It woixld seem as if common
sense demanded the amendment of this law so

that white residents may kill sufficient moose
and sheep for their own actual need, or that

the natives may sell of what they kill to

satisfy the actual want of the white resi-

dents.

There need be no lessening of protection

for the game, while such a provision would
be the means of easing the none too easy

life of the white settlers; incidentally, it

would assist the natives also. Considering

that the Government is seeking to induce

emigration to Alaska, such a provision seems

peculiarly desirable, until beef and mutton
become a purchasable commodity.

Extreme measures of this character made
into law by men who have never felt the

want of meat, and, of their personal knowl-

edge, know nothing of the conditions of

frontier land or life, are little better than

direct invitations to law-breaking. Where
life is as difficult as it is in some of our

northern frontier sections, and especially in

Alaska, all the laws of the prophets cannot

and should not keep meat-starving men from
killing the food within rifle shot. Game laws

must be based on common sense and local

requirements, in order to serve the cause of

protection and preserve the game.

The Virtue of In Colorado, for example, be-
Common Sense ^^-^^^ ^^ ^^^^ misguided law-

making, which has led to dishonesty in the

execution, deer are rapidly disappearing.

It may be set down as the result of expe-

rience that a law which is impracticable, or

which unfairly afflicts the local residents, is

certain to be ignored and to increasingly

harm the game it is designed to protect.

This sounds like an extreme statement, but

the history of game protective movements
proves it to fairly reflect actual experience

and conditions. Colorado has been damned
by unusually inefficient game wardens, but

even zealous officials have found impractical

laws so opposed to natural conditions, and
therefore so impossible to enforce, that gen-

eral indifference has resulted. The chief

causes of the rapid decrease of the deer are

:

(1) the killing off of the bucks; (2) the gen-
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eral slaughter which follows upon the

autumn migration; and (3) the utter in-

efficiency of game wardens. The second con-

dition is due to the third; but the first is born

of original good intent, and presents a curious
anomaly in game law legislation. Ordinarily

sportsmen and all intelligent friends of game
protection are agreed that the killing of the

doe or the female of anygame species is to be

avoided; but it happens in Colorado, where
deer slaughter appears to be unusually un-

restrained, that the law prohibiting the

killhig of does has become literally a men-
ace to mule-deer life. First, because of fear

of discovery, it results in hundreds of does

being left to rot where they were shot in the

autumn slaughter; second, it invites whole-

sale slaughter of the bucks. Last October,

for example, it was estimated that of 2,000

deer killed ninety per cent, were bucks.

Hence the woods are full of barren does.

Now for such alarming disparity between
the sexes there is but one result— eventual

extinction of the species. The most prac-

tical remedy in sight is simply limiting the

number which each hunter may kill, irre-

spective of sex, and employing wardens of

whose honesty and courage no doubt exists.

The situation in Colorado is not only very
serious for the deer, but a most trying one
for those on whom falls the responsibihty

for their protection. It will require a strong

and a fair hand to save the rapidly dis-

appearing species.

Conflicting Perhaps the greatest obstacle in
Game Laws the way of intelligent, reason-

evous ^^Yq game protection is the un-
stable and changeable law with which not

only the states but the counties of the dif-

ferent states are burdened. Here in New
York and in other states, adjacent counties

have conflicting laws on the same kind of

game. In those states where sportsmen

associations are non-existent this leads to

confusion and even to abandonment of effort

for game protection. A striking illustration

of this has come to my knowledge recently

from Newark, Ohio, where a deputy warden
resigned because he found it impossible to

enforce conflicting and impractical laws.

Here is his letter to the chief warden at

Columbus, Ohio, which, on account of its

human interest, I print in full

:

Dear Sir—I herewith tender my resignation

as Deputy State Game Warden to take effect

forthwith for the following reasons, to wit

:

First, it is impossible for me to prevent the

wholesale slaughter of rabbits and fish. Rab-
bits are being killed in this county at the rate

of 100 per day. Fish from Buckeye Lake are

being sold in lots from 25 to 100 lbs. daily.

Only yesterday, the 19th inst., Joe Hunt was
selling black bass caught in Buckeye Lake.

Second, the game and fish laws are so unpoi)-

ular that the people of the county have no re-

spect for them. Even though I had convicting

evidence the laws are so conflicting that it

would be impossible to get a verdict.

Respectfully submitted,

(Signed) Samukl J. White.

National Although the frankness of this dep-
Game uty is something of a novelty, the

N d d*^
situation he reports is a common
one, and were his example followed,

chief wardens would be flooded with resig-

nations. The usual procedure is for the

deputy to hold office and do his worst;

which means not to do his duty. We very

much need in this country a national con-

gress of sportsmen and legislators to provide

us with common sense and universal game
legislation.

And this is another good reason why there

should be created the Federal office of Na-
tional Game Warden, just as there is that of

National Forester.

Strength The prospect of an English la-

Only in crosse team coming over for a
Unity series of matches suggests the ad-

visability of more thorough harmony among
the players of this country. At the present

moment there are two separate associations,

the Inter-Collegiate and the Inter-Univer-

sity. Of the former—and older by fifteen

years— the members are Lehigh, Johns

Hopkins, Stevens Institute, and Swarthmore,

while Harvard , Cornell, Pennsylvania, and
Columbia compose the younger body. The
teams of these two different associations

have no matches with each other, and the

playing rules differ to a small extent.

Was ever a situation more truly disad-

vantageous to the game, already engaged in

a desperate struggle for very life! The pity

of it that any energy should be diverted.

There is no room for two lacrosse associa-

tions in America; there is, sadly enough,

scarcely enough live interest in the game to

support one in prosperity. Then, why two ?

Geographically, there would be a little diffi-

culty in arranging matchesbetween the mem-
bers of the Inter-University and those of the
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Inter-Collegiate associations; bixt that offers

no good reason why, instead of the two at

present, there should not be a single central

body responsible for one set of playing

rules. It is not at all necessary that the

members of the central body play one an-

other. Let the word '-championship" be

eliminated in this game as it is in college

baseball and football. It is an empty title

unless the bearer has really earned it from

the best in all the land. How absurd is a

championship of two or three states, in this

big country

!

Lacrosse needs nourishing. It is one of

the very best of games from every point of

view, and it should have organization on

lines suited to its healthful development.

The Inter-Collegiate Association has done

and is doing excellent work in this respect

and deserves support. Just now effort is

making to organize teams at the preparatory

schools, and, I hear, with some hopes of suc-

cess. Meantime popular interest in the game
increases. Last year, in the match between
Johns Hopkins and the Toronto University

teams, played at Baltimore, over 5,000 spec-

tators attended, which is an iinusually large

number. One almost insurmountable ob-

stacle in the way of lacrosse is the too much
concentrated effort on one or two games

—

football and basebaU. This is a national

shortcoming which must mend in time.

American college sport needs more than

anything else greater diversity of interest

—

more games, fewer undergraduate specta-

tors at the practise, and more of them play-

ing games of one kind or another on their

own account.

Lacrosse is gaining, but gaining so slowly

that it cannot sustain, unharmed, any divi-

sion of interest among its friends. Great

good must result if these two associations

unite to give vigorous life and power to a

central body.

Simplifying:

Golf Playing
Rules

It is no small task that the

United States Golf Associa-

tion has given Messrs. Charles

B, Maedonald, Herbert Windeler, and W. J.

Travis, the Rules Committee: and it is pleas-

ing to feel that thi-ee men more qualified for

the task of unraveling the intricacies of the

present rules could hardly have been found.

Golf wants nothing more than a code of

playing rules so clear that there need be no
disagi-eement in their interpretation. Th#
present rules are A^erbose, vague, and in

several instances not suited to conditions in

this country. Hitherto in revising the Ameri-
can rules there apparently has been a deep-

seated conviction that no departure from the

traditions of St. Andrews, of the Old World,

would be tolerated. And it is, of course,

desirable that differences be as few as pos-

sible, yet it is unreasonable that we should

blindly follow rules which we have learned

to know do not fit the American game. Be-

sides, the spell is broken, for the St. Andrews
rules, so long considered too sacred to be

revised, have been recently overhauled. The
committee's work, it is true, did not meet
with universal favor, though that is not sur-

prising; who would expect an Englishman
to relinquish the rehcs of his ancestors with-

out grumbling, no matter how burdensome
they had become. The suggestions of the

American committee, which are to be re-

ported at the annual meeting of the United

States Golf Association in February, are

awaited with great interest. And surely this

committee wiU not make the mistake of that

other committee a year or so ago, which
faced its task over-awed by St. Andrews
traditions. If any good is to come out of the

revision the present committee must take

hold of its task with thought single to the

interest of the American game and the

needs of the hour. The many rulings on
the question of the amateur should be con-

densed and simplified and set forth unequi-

vocally. Incidentally it seems to me it would
be well to more definitely state the status

in golf of those who are or have been pro-

fessionals in other games ; also to look more
deeply into the golfing di-ummer, who seems

to be again lifting up his voice on the links.

Both are ripe for national legislation.

The golfing atmosphere is much clearer

than -it was a year ago. Speaking generally,

the situation is indeed very satisfactory;

President Robertson and his committee

have held the objectionable features of the

game well in check. There are still some
inconsistencies, but perfection is scarcely

human, and meanwhile the condition is im-

proving day by day.

We want some official encouragement
and action along the line of sectional organ-

ization on geographical lines, with local

championship meetings.

The recent revision of the constitution

was by way of being a conciliatory incident,

which really did not shift the balance of

power, although it afforded the excuse for
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an interesting gathering, and tlie theme for

an evening's entertainment.

Slings It has come to be a habit with a

and certain type of ministers of the
Arrows gospel, to rail against football at

UnsBortlv
*^^® close of every season's play.

Doubtless the congregation wel-

comes any diverting discussion, and I have

no thought of taking arms against the do-

mihe who once a year succeeds in keeping

his audience from napping. So long as

these diatribes find relief in rhetorical

thunder, no harm is done the game, and no

doubt the worthy preacher feels better after

his explosion. Now and, again, however, a

pulpit orator who has read of football acci-

de,nts, and has no personal knowledge of the

game, attains to more ambitious effort. Thus,

no less a clerical personage than Bishop Mor-

rison said recently, in the course of a foot-

ball philippic, delivered with much gusto at

Louisville, that football is " full of murder-

ous spirit," and that it was time for the

legislature to "protect the lives of our

young men " from the number of " fatal ac-

cidents " in the game.

I suppose there are people with as little

knowledge of the game as the good Bishop

who view such statements seriously, and it is

in recognition of such a class that I make this

reference. As a deep and continuous student

of sport for twenty years, and one by no

means in sympathy with its brutal features,

perhaps my statements are to be given equal

credence at least as those of any one else

—the Bishop, for example. Now, the truth

is. fatal accidents in football have bedn

so few that almost none remain in mind.

The few that have occurred were not 'charge-

able to the game so much as to the unfitness

of the unfortunate individual—to his physi-

cal unpreparedness, or extreme youth (for

example, a child of eight last season), or to

some organic trouble speedily developed by
the vigorous physical effort, or to other sim-

ilar cause certainly not to be laid at the door

of the game itself. Never has been a fatal

accident in a match game between teams of

the first or of a good class in either the East

or in the West. At least none has reached my
ears, and I try to keep well informed. Among
trained players, and none other should at-

tempt the game, accidents no more serious

than broken bones are of occasional occur-

rence ; and these in the great majority of

cases are collar-bones. A broken leg is very

rare : indeed, as' I write, I remember only
one, and that twenty-four years ago, in a
game of Association, in which I was a par-

ticipant. Broken arms are not unknown to

the game, but are not of frequent happen-
ing; there was none reported during the

season just closed in any of the Eastern
games of the first and second class.

In actual fact, football, in proportion to

the number playing, records fewer casual-

ties and fewer serious accidents than any
other game having the spice of danger of

which 1 have any knowledge.

Has the worthy Bishop estimated the num-
ber of broken bones and deaths annually

recorded against skating, swimniing, rid-

ing, driving, bicycling, shooting ? Men have
slipped on the lawn-tennis court and broken
a leg; eyes have been put out in the racket

court; even the driven golf ball has its list

of "victims."
" Protect the lives of our young men " by

legislation, exclaims the Bishop in an agony
of ignorance. But where shall we begin and
whither should we be lead by this hysterical

torturing of minds over fancied impending
slaughter. No doubt there would be those

to shrink from the strenuous life of mar-
bles, "one-old-cat," "prisoner's-base," and
"mumble-the-peg "; not to mention rope

skipping, at which little girls, so we read,

frequently jump themselves into Kingdom
Come. If the spirit of these timid and these

dyspeptic people that shriek at football pre-

vailed, the boys of the land would never

know the luscious sweetness of the fruit in

the orchard just across the road.

Did Bishop Morrison, I wonder, never shin

up a neighbor's apple tree ?

There are other games as interesting as

football, but football happens now to be the

most popular, and hence is made the target

for all the slings and arrows of the unsportly.

It is vigorous, to be sure; it demands more
physical effort than any other game, but, if

not abused, it gives larger returns to the

participant. It has an element of danger,

but no game lacking that spice is really

worth while. It is a mental and a physical

stimulant which strengthens not only the

body but demands quick thinking; and it

develops patience and courage, and pro-

motes clean living and temperance. These

are not mere words; they may be verified

by any one who cares to take the trouble to

make a fair investigation at the nearest

school or college.
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As the tendency of civilized life is toward
luxury and physical debility, it is a blessing

that we have vigorous play like football to

oppose degeneration.

Dishonesty There are, however, features of

tlie Real football which richly merit se-
Football

verest criticism, and to which

friends of the game are now
giving thought. The entire subject of college

sport, indeed, should receive, and will very

shortly receive, a frank discussion with

opened eyes and minds agreed upon keep-

ing the sport of undergraduates a play and
not the business it is at present for all con-

cerned.

A great deal is being said just now about

abolishing " mass " plays ; and the Rules Com-
mittee, which is accountable for the present

style of game, appears to have been prodded
into half realization of its responsibility. Let

not the Rules Committee or other one im-

agine mass play to be the cause of anxious

concern with which intelligent and unprej-

udiced men view the football situation. It

is not the roughness of the game which
causes us alarm, but the dishonesty in which

it is steeped. Dishonesty in play, dishonesty

in rules, dishonesty in coaching. Always
dishonesty. The offense is not with the game
itself, but with those who teach it. It is the

spirit in which players are coached and the

spirit in which they consequently play which

furnishes the real cause for objection.

Coached to break the rules, coached to play

foul—to put the opponent out of the play,

by superior skill if may be, by incapacitat-

ing him if need be—what can be expected

of the boys thus drilled. This is not true of

the West among first-class teams, but in the

East we recognize the evil results of it in

some of the most skilled players of the year.

Abolition of mass plays will not bring

new spirit into the game unless those re-

sponsible for the making of the teams instil

it ; or, rather, I should say, unless they leave

the boys untainted to play in the manly, fair

way which is natural to the average Ameri-
can lad. But abridgment of the present

scheme of mass play will abate the pres-

ent premium upon mere weight and brute

strength and produce a more open game in

which skill and team work are of chief con-

sideration. Looking at the question from
the pouat of view of football's future, there

is no doubt that change of the current style

is absolutely demanded, if the game is to

retain its popularity. Hammering a player
of the opposing line into physical helpless-

ness in order to advance the ball through
his position, is not a triumph of skill but of

physical force, and as such does not represent

a desirable development of the game. Be-
sides, the pounding to which men are now
subjected has taken all the fun out of the

game for the players: and there must be
some fun in any sport if it is to hold our in-

terest, whether as spectator or player.

Men
in the

Keep The principle of the mass play need
Seven not be entirely abandoned, for any

concentration of the attacking force,

Line such as, for instance, two interferers

clearing the way for the runner with

the ball, has the elements of the mass play;,

but a more open game than the Rules Com-
mittee now permit us is demanded and will

be had whether the Rules Committee wish

it or not. A game is wanted which will in-

duce kicking, long and double passes and a

style of play where speed "and skill are of

paramount importance, and mere strength

of secondary moment. We want a game in

which a 165-pound man is not considered

too light for tackle. In my judgment, which
the Chairman of the Rules Committee

—

who, of course, ought to know—has declared

unsound, the game may be most simply

opened by the single rule that seven men be

in the line always when the ball is put in

play. For the first experimental year, it

would be unwise to increase the number of

yards from five to ten required to be made in

four downs, as, I see, is suggested; or to rule

that the backs stand ten yards behind the

ball until it is put in play, or to permit the

quarter-back to run with the ball on receiv-

ing it direct from the snap-back. It Avill be

a costly mistake to go to extremes in seeking

to open the game, or to lead to general con-

fusion by wholesale rule revision. Except

for the premium put upon mere brute

strength in the last few years by the mass
style of play, football is right. To give the

open game a chance for life is only needed

now, and this will be done by the simple

process of keeping seven rushers in the line

until the ball has gone into play.

As to control of college sport—it must

continue, as it is now in the leading universi-

ties, by committees jointly composed of fac-

ulty and alumni and undergraduate mem-
bers. No other way has worked success-

Pully, although I am aware other ways have
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been suggested, unthinkingly suggested T

feel, which I shall discuss later when 1 have

moi'e space at my disposal.

Automobile The Automobile Show again this

Influence on year attests the extraordinary
Subiu-ban growth of the industry in Amer-

ica. In the first show of 1900,

twenty-eight American manufacturers ex-

hibited ; last year there were thirty-six ; this

year fifty-six exhibited, of whom a dozen are

new since the show of a year ago. The
exhibition at Madison Square Garden last

month emphasized anew the increasing favor

with which the gasoline cars are being re-

garded, while the steam machines, after over-

coming many obstacles, maintain popularity

for run-about purposes, especially in town.

Certainly, too, it bears a meritorious record

for the various runs in which it has been
tested. Great progress is evidenced, too, in

the electric vehicle, but not yet has appeared

that high-power and low-weight storage cell

which must come to put this carriage on a

par with the others for touring and general

utility purposes. Those of us whose lines are

east in the large cities have observed in the

last year an increased number of large

freight trucks and delivery wagons driven

by electricity, and the show disclosed the

big industry in their making, which has

grown within a year.

An interesting revelation of the show was
the tendency of American manufacturers to

follow European models in the powerful,

expensive ears. There were, in fact, several

American built cars patterned directly after

European models. With the further develop-

ment of the industry and the perfection of

machinery, it will not be very long now
when the American motor car of the highest

power will equal the best of European manu-
facture. In the lighter gasoline vehicles the

American has made proportionately much
greater advances, because of the heavier

demand for this kind of a carriage in our

country. These small cars, in fact, have
shown more improvement than any other

class, and may be said to have attained to

distinct American type.
' Apropos of the influence the automobile

is having in the up-building of roadside

taverns, 1 was much interested in reading a
paragraph the other day in the London Field,

which enlarged upon the influence the auto-

mobile is having in England upon suburban
,population. The Field says that houses a

dozen miles from London, which could not be
rented before the automobile came into gen-
eral use, are now rapidly iilling up at good
prices. Such influence will be sooner felt in

England than in America on account of our
comparatively poor roads, but with present

plans for improvement completed, we shall

find suburban residence simplified by the

automobile, as in England.

Motor I am glad to indorse an effort to
Bo^t interest yacht clubs in motor boat

^^^^ racing. Since the development of

the small power boat, there has been for

several years among owners a desire to

organize for racing, but lack of a central con-

trolling force has discouraged all attempts.

With the many people owning these boats,

it has needed but some one to take the initia-

tive and it is likely that before this appears

in print an organization will have been
effected, under the auspices of the Columbia
Yacht Club. At all events, this seems to

me to be the only possible plan by which

interest may be crystalized. There is a great

deal of sport to be had with these boats.

Hoodlumism It is too bad some effective

in Hockey measures are not taken to check

the hoodlumism constantly on view in the

matches between teams of the American
Hockey League. Infrequently is a game
played about New York which does not dis-

close the foulest kind of foul play, yet on the

majority of occasions the offender escapes

free of penalty, or the penalty is so absurdly

inadequate as to bestir the indignation of

spectators. In a game I witnessed between

the Hockey Club and the New York Ath-

letic Club teams, Newberry, of the Hockey
Club, after a long series of foul plays, event-

ually so seriously injured an opponent he is

not likely to play again this season—yet

Newberry was taken out of the game for

just two minutes! He should have been

suspended for the remainder of the season,

for his work the entire evening was deeply

foul.

The officials of this game were H. S. Hay-

ward, referee, and W. Jennison, umpire,

and if the Hockey League fulfilled its duty

it would censure them for permitting such a

night of hoodlum play.

The same thing is occurring over and over

again. The ruffianism of the players and

the indifference of the League is hurting

hockey around New York beyond repair.
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Paying Before the 1903 racing season
Tribute opens I hope the Jockey Club will
to False

YQ^(]^ a lesson from English ex-

perience and bring the American
apprentice rider into gi'eater prominence.

More races for these boys should be on the

cards, for if the present situation is not

soon relieved I fear we shall in racing see

duplicated the experience of professional

baseball club managers. The homage now
laid at the feet of a few successful jockeys

is intolerable, and menacing to the sport.

Such salaries as those paid two or three

riders are exorbitant and demoralize the

whole jockey crew. Besides, it tends to in-

flated values throughout the entire racing

game. I firmly beheve American racing is

to see the day when the Jockey Club will

find it advantageous— even necessary— to

fix a limit to jockey salaries, else the game
may be turned upside down by setting stand-

ards of fictitious worth. And then the absurd
disproportion between money paid and ser-

vice rendered ! Redfern is credited with four •

stake events ($21,665) in 120 wins out of 534
races ridden in 1902, yet his salary for 1903

is $20,000. Lyne jumps into prominence by
riding the Futurity winner ($45,400), and is

forthwith signed for the coming season at

$25,000 salary, although of 300 races he lost

234. Racing is not to be gauged by commer-
cial standards, to be sure, yet, after all, even
sport must comply with certain well-defined

principles of supply and demand. There is

abundant promising jockey material on the

American tracks which, under encourage-

ment through more apprentice events, will

develop satisfactorily. It would be much to

the future benefit of the sport i£ the jockey

was brought back to his proper place and
pay.

Hope of It will be shameful if the mis-
Racing in

^ chievous, log-rolhng Pennsyl-
Pennsylvania y^nia politicians succeed in

defeating the laudable efforts Messrs. Cas-

satt, Widener, and Clyde are making to

establish racing in Pennsylvania under
Jockey Club control. Honest racing luider

any other system would be impossible. We
all remember the scandalous history of the

sport in both that State and New Jersey

before the Legislature deprived it of its

legal standing. The plans of Mr. Cassatt

and his confreres include a track near

Philadelphia and one at Pittsburg, built

and maintained on the scale of the best.

Canada is to have single Jockey Club
control of its racing, also ; and none too

soon, for a few more meetings like we have
attended at Newport would shortly put the

Canada game beyond the pale.

Too Many I am sorry for the necessity
Separate which appears to have impelled
Organizations ^-^^ organization of the Ama-
teur Skating Association, for though the

National Skating Association has not ful-

filled its destiny, yet it is a body of tradi-

tional associations, and it has kept skating

contests in organized form for a number of

years. The National Association was created

by the late William B. Curtis, always affec-

tionately remembered as " Father Bill," and
during his life he was its active head. Since

his death the Association has done little or

nothing to encourage the sport or to give

the Association real national significance

Indeed, it must be confessed that there

never has been the activity in this organiza-

tion which its potential field required or its

own name suggested. Its conduct has too

much resembled that of a close corpora-

tion, without regard for sectional interests

in progi-amme, or time or place of cham-
pionship races. And so again we have a
division of interest and two organizations

to burden the game and confuse and disgust

its devotees.

Duphcate' organization into rival bodies

is seriously harmful to the sport and a certain

kind of amateur is prone to the disease.

Thus lacrosse is so hampered, and skating:

and now amateur billiards is about to isuffer

similarly to gratify the silly vanity of a group
of individuals. It would be more to the

point if the Amateur Athletic Union, which
is a well-organized body on national lines,

should include skating, as it does swimming
under its jurisdiction.

Correction
The compositor muddled these

scores in the January number, so

as to make them unintelligible, therefore I

am put to the necessity of republishing them.

FINAL SCORES NOV. 16 TO NOV. 30.

See December Outing for All Previous Scores.

Yale 23—Harvard . .

Virginia.. 6—Carlisle .. . 5
Lehigh . . . 6—Lafayette .

Dartmo'h . 12—Brown 6

Illinois . . . 17—Northw'n .

Illinois. . . . 80—Iowa
Nebraska . 12—Northw'n.

—

Michigan . 23—Minnesota 6
Sewanee . . 11—Clemson. . 11

Georgeto'nl2—N.Carolina 5
Kansas . . . 18—Missouri

. . 5
Virginia . . 12—N.Caroli'a 12
Chicago... 11—Wisconsin
Pennsylv. . 12—Cornell . . .11

Columbia . 6—Syracuse
. . 6

West Point 22—Annapolis. 6
Carlisle 17—Georget'n.
Vanderbi't 5—Tennessee.



THE PASSING OF THE SABRE IN WAR-
FARE AND ITS RISE IN THE NEW

SCHOOL OF FENCING

By EDWARD BRECK

'T^HE world is loath to lose a good sport,

* even though it may grow more and

more unlike the grim earnestness of its pro-

totype. Yachting has not suffered because

the modern maritime machine laughs in the

face of old Neptune and his four winds. And
in fencing with the foil the popularity of the

art has not decreased, although the rapier, or

any weapon having no cutting edge, has not

been used in war
for over a century.

The sabre, too, the

cut-and-thrust
sword with all its

variations, is fast

following the small

sword into classic

desuetude. America

leads the evolution

in this as in other

things. Our regular

cavalry and the

"Rough Riders

"

left their swords at

home when they

embarked for Cuba,

and the gradual but

sure and steady
conversion of cav-

alry, in the old,

classic military

sense, into mounted
infantry will soon

render the sabre as

obsolete as the
crossbow. !£ven in

Europe it has been

partly pushed aside

by the lance, and

the carbine and rifle

will soon supersede both. After the first

few months of the Sovith African war the

British officers left their swords at Cape

Town, or on the border, when they went to

the front..

In Italy the sabre is still largely used ag

a dueling weapon by officers of the array,

and in Germany and Austria the old, heavy,

crooked sabre with a truncated point is also

No. I. On Guard in Tierce.

The Famous Viennese Teacher, Hans Harte, and Pupil.

No. 2. Head-cut and Parry.

used to some extent in " affairs of honor "

(save the mark!) in cases where the pisfol

is considered too dangerous in view of the

lesser degree of the insult.

Curiously enough, the sabre is likely to dis-

appear as a weapon of real war at the very

time when military authorities have finally

brought about the introduction of side-arms

of reasonable size and weight; nearly all the

countless varieties

of swords used even

now by modern
armies being too

heavy, badly bal-

anced, and generally

unwieldy. Only the

other day the
Austro - Hungarian
army introduced a

sabre which is sev-

eral ounces lighter

than the weapons of

other armies, and

far better balanced,

so that a man who
is not a Hercules

can really use it ef-

fectively in other
ways than by sheer

wild slashing. Nev-

ertheless, it is prob-

able that no Aus-

t r i a n officer will
ever have a single

opportunity in his
life to use this new
weapon on the field.

Just as the blade

of the small-sword

has gradually be-

come lighter since it abandoned warfare for

fencing, thus, developing into the foil—so the

blade of the fencing sabre has, where sabre

fencing is most at home, in Italy and Aus-

tria, become lighter and slenderer.

The Italians were the first to see the pos-

sibilities of the light cut-and-thrust sabre, and
during the past twenty years they have de-

veloped it into a very beautiful and interest-

'X,
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No. 3. Parry in Prime.

ing art. Their

only serious com-

petitors are the

Austrians, who,

however, are wor-

thy rivals, and

their direct pupils

also. The French

have always had a

fairly good school

of sabre, but it is

surpassed by that

of the Italians.

The French fenc-

ing sabre is much
heavier than the

Italian, which ac-

counts for the best

French masters sel-

dom touching a

sabre, fearing.quite

rightly, that it will spoil the hand for the

foil. This fear naturally does not exist

where the Italian blade is used, which

is, however, as yet little known in France.

In all other European countries a proper

school of sabre is non-existent, which may
also be said of the United States. This is

explicable from the fact that the French

school of foil fencing has always been in

vogue here, and Americans have naturally

taken for granted that their French mas-

ters, with whose foil method they are

rightly satisfied, were just as adept with the

sabre. This does not seem to me, however, to

be quite the case. How can it be, when, as

remarked above, the best French masters fear

to tbueh the sabre, whereas there is not a

single good Italian master who does not pay

exactly as much attention to the sabre as to

the foil, unless, perhaps, he be living in

France? Of late, more interest is being

taken in the sabre by French fencers, and

particularly by the military authorities. The

French have rather neglected the sabre, while

their Italian rivals have developed it to its

present perfection.

The radical difference between the modern

Italian or Austrian sabre method and others

may be summed up in one sentence: The

Italian method is more direct.

By this is meant, that every contact be-

tween edge or point and the opposing object

is brought about with the minimum of effort

and in the shortest direct line consistent with

a proper defense.

Some reader might rightly answer that this

is also the object of the old school; but

if so, it is radically neglected.

The logical following out of the rule inev-

itably does away with one of the chief feat-

ures of all other sabre methods, namely, the

moulinets, or circles made with the blade in

attack which bring the point behind the

fencer's head and thus, of course, leave him
for the moment defenseless. These moulin-

ets, which were supposed to be necessary

with the usual heavy sabre, in order to im-

part the requisite force to a blow, are, of

course, needless when using the modern fenc-

ing weapon, and form one of the radical

weaknesses of the old method. Many of the

best Italian masters use and teach the wide

moulinets, but Hartl has improved on them,

though he uses moulinets as an exercise to

make the muscles supple.

The Austro-Italian method, as taught by

Hans Hartl, of Vienna, who is probably the

greatest master of the sabre in the world, so

far as knowledge of its possibilities is con-

cerned, lays down one simple, general rule,

which prevents movements, either of attack

or parry, becoming too wide. This rule reads

:

" Whenever possible, the forearm and the

blade should form one straight line."

Any one who will take a sabre and make
a circular cut at the right side of an imag-

inary opponent's head, first with the loose

wrist movement, as taught in the old school,

and then with an elbow movement alone, will

comprehend how radical this apparently slight

difference is. With the wrist movement the

point is inevitably drawn back for a much
wider circle, with two fatal results ; first, that

the attacker is open for the instant to a

counter attack on the preparation; and, sec-

ondly, the point traverses a longer distance

to the opponent's head, and, of course, takes

longer in getting there. In other words, the

Austrian method is more logical and

No. 4. Cut and Parry in Quarte,
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Xo. 5. Cut and I'any in Tierce.

stronger both on the attack and the defense,

It must not be supposed, however, that

Havtl teaches that forearm and blade should

always form one straight line. A study of

the accompanying illustrations, from photo-

graphs taken under his direction, will sho^v*

the many exceptions to the rule, as well as

the general scheme

of the method.

Another general

rule is to keep the

point of the sabre as

much as possible

aimed directly to-

ward the opponent.

In cutting attacks

the point is turned at

the moment of con-

tact toward the side

in which the attack-

er has left himself

more open, thus rendering a riposte or an at-

tack on the development less likely to succeed,

and enabling the blade to be drawn back more
quickly to the unguarded side.

In terminology the Austro-Italian school of

sabre differs from the French as little as in

general principle, and the cuts, thrusts, and

parries will be found nearly identical in name,

though not in execution, the last being light-

er, quicker, and more, direct in Italy and Vi-

enna than in Paris, Berlin, London, or New
York.

At the beginning of the assaut the position

of tierce (Plate I) is usually taken, the posi

tion of the arm varying between stiff and
bent. Of course "many variations of this first

position are used by the expert with a view

to draw out his adversary and lead him to

expose himself, but the point of the sabre is

kept almost constantly directed toward the'

opponent.

No. 6. Cut and Parry in Seconde.

In the old school this cut would be executed

by a circle made by the wrist, in the course

of which the point would be brought back

behind the head. In the new school the

point would merely be advanced by straight-

ening the arm and advancing the right foot,

the blade being thus laid in a cutting fashion

onto the opponent's head, the wrist xmcon-

sciously executing a slight whiplike move-

ment. In executing the cut the point is not

withdrawn toward one's body at all, thus

gaining time and lessening the distance.

In Plate 2 it will be seen that the parry is

made with a straight arm and well forward,

the point directed toward the adversary.

This stops the blow before it gets danger-

ously near and keeps the point well advanced

for the riposte. It is also easier to change

if the enemy should feint at the head and

cut or thrust in another line. The old school

parries a head-cut with crooked arm, the

blade being held over

the head and hori-

zontally to the at-

tacker. The great dif-

ference in favor of

the modern method

is at once apparent.

Of course, if the op-

ponent rushes and

one prefers to stand

one's ground, one

may be obliged to re-

tire the arm further

back over the head,

but as a general rule straight-armed parries

are the most advantageous.

The parry of prime (Plate 3), for a cut at

the left side of one's body, is in principle

identical with the French breast parry, but

far less dangerous. The French parry brings

the arm away over opposite the left shoulder,

the point toward the floor, which leaves the

4i0*sm^
In Plate 2 is seen the head-cut and parry. No. 7. Thrust After Feint and Futile Parry in Tierce.
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whole right side defenseless in case of a feint

attack. The prime parry, as used by Hartl,

is a beautiful position from which to riposte.

An attack at the left side in the low lines

is met by the common parry of quarte (Plate

4), which is, of necessity, made with a some-

what bent arm, but with the point as far for-

ward as possible.

An attack on one's right side in the high

lines is met by the simple parry of tierce

(Plate 5), which is also made with as straight

arm as may be, though it is often necessary

to raise the point and bend the" arm some-
Avhat if the enemy rushes.

In the low lines on the right side a cut or

thrust is met either with the low tierce, the

hand being dropped to meet the opposing

blade, or with the parry of seconde (Plate 6),

which is often executed in a small circle with
direction toward the opponent, which throws
off his blade smartly and often opens the

way for a riposte.

The thrust is not, as in the old school, exe-

cuted with the thumb up, but on the side,

so that the sides of the blade will be facing

up and down. This gives a better bend to

the blade and does not throw the hand off so

much to the side. (Plate 7.) This, however,
is of course open to variation, in case a par-

ticular line must be covered.

As mentioned above, in thrusting, and also

in cutting for that matter, the arm at the

moment the blade gets home, should be held

a trifle toward the opposite direction from
the side struck, thus covering the attacker

better, in case of a riposte.

The Viennese school makes a difference be-

tween the guards taken for defense and for

offense, the latter being called " invitation

guards " and being merely the common guards
slightly exaggerated. Thus the invitation

guard of tierce would bring the sabre so far

to the right that the adversary would notice

the (really intentional) opening on the left

side and attack there, only to be met with
some prepared counter.

THE BENCH SHOW TYPE OF SETTERS

By BERNARD WATERS

'TpHE English setter has been purely bred

and esteemed by a privileged class of

mankind from time immemorial. To the

sportsman whose delight afield is wing shoot-

ing, he is an invaluable assistant.

There are those whose superlatives are for

the Irish setter, Gordon setter, or the point-

er, but, put to the vote of the sportsmen of

America, the English setter would be the

choice by an overwhelming majority. As a

breed, he is not a creation of yesterday. His

origin is so far away in the dim past that it

is absolutely unknown, though there is much
vapid conjecture concerning it on the part

of some sporting writers. He is supposed to

have been derived from a " setting spaniel,"

a speculation first advanced in " The Dogs

of the British Islands," by Stonehenge, good

in its day, but long since superseded by

works more voluminous, profound, and au-

thoritative. Stonehenge's authority was
Richard Surflet, who wrote in 1600 6n span-

iels. Modern writers on the English setter,

however, accept Stonehenge's speculation as

an authoritative declaration, and, therefore,

treat the subject as being res adjudicata.

For the better information of the reader, it

may be of interest to quote the few words

of Stonehenge in this connection, as follows:

" There is no doubt that the setter is a
spaniel, brought by a variety of crosses (or

rather, let us say, by careful selection) to the
size and form in which we now find him. He
is the most national of all our shooting dogs,
and certainly has existed for four centuries.

His form probably has improved."

Thus what Surflet wrote in 1600 about

spaniels was Stonehenge's authority in 1867

for the origin of setters.

Even if Stonehenge's data was authorita-

tively established, it would be absurdly in-

adequate to account for the evolution of set-

ters from spaniels. Differing as they do so

radically in size, physique, and method of

pursuit, these differences establish distinct

race characteristics.

However, the English setter has had a

recognized race type and character for ages.

He was and is highly prized by the wealthy

leisure class of English sportsmen for his
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uniformity of type and working ability

afield.

For many generations in England, he was

bred by sportsmen who did not need to read

a standard to know what constituted his

points.

With the advent of bench shows, whose

purpose, so far as competition is concerned,

is a consideration of the dog's physical prop-

erties, a standard became a necessity. These

shows, merely incidental in interest to the

sportsman, opened a field of special activity

to a large number of others, who fancied the

dog for his own sake, or for his commercial

possibilities.

The first important importation of Eng-

lish setters in America was in the '70s of the

last century. It was specially important be-

cause, through a combination of circum-

stances, it excited general public interest, and

many other importations followed. There

was an eager market, and " blue blood," so

called in contradistinction to the native stock,

multiplied with astonishing rapidity.

Bench shows were inaugurated about the

same time that the importations began,

which, with the field trials, offered to the

setters two distinct lines of competition.

After a time, there were those who culti-

vated the English setter exclusively from a

bench show view-point.

Our first English, setter standard in Amer-
ica, for which we are indebted to England,

sets forth, with tolerable precision, what an

English setter should be in the details of his

physical structure and in W general confor-

mation. Within its scope, it served as a

standard to govern bench show competition

in America for many years.

However, a time came when the stand-

ard seemed to work badly. Each year there

were a number of bench shows following

each other consecutively, thus forming a cir-

cuit. Most of the judging in them was done
by two gentlemen who, officiating more or

less alternately, as a rule reversed each

other. As a consequence, there gradually

became recognized two quite distinct types
of English setter; the one, the English set-

ter of standard type according to the ma-
ture knowledge consequent to generations

of experience; the other, the standard made
to fit the personal fancy of a few. It was a

group against a nation.

Something over ten years ago in the United
states, there Avas formed The English Setter

Club which, in its " English Setter Stand-

ard," expressed its dissent from the former

standard as follows:

" The setter formation which seemed to be
the most desirable years ago is no longer
held to represent the best type of the breed,
and characteristics that were then thought
desirable have proven objectionable. The
present ideal compared with the ideal of ten
years ago differs in the addition of such par-
ticulars as have been proved to be desirable,

and the loss of those which trials have dem-
onstrated to be undesirable."

If vague, the foregoing is roundly sonor-

ous in its generalities. It deigns not to

trifle with particulars.

In describing the head, the then new
standard ruled as follows:

"The skull is of peculiar character, not so

heavy as that ,of the pointer, and without the
furrow and marked prominence of the occip-

ital bone. It is narrow, or of medium width,
between the ears, with moderate dome.
* * * The nose should be long and with
width in harmony with the skull, without any
fulness under the eyes."

That description would fit the head of a

greyhound much better than it does the

head of an English setter. The remainder

of the standard in a general way contem-

plated a racier built dog, ignoring the fact

that under the old standard dogs were bred

with ample speed for all working require-

ments, and further ignoring the more im-

portant fact that speed, as applied by a fool-

ish dog, is valueless. Indeed, a fleet dog, if

foolish, may spoil every detail of sport

afield. To be intelligent, a dog must have

brains, and to have brains he must have a

skull of sufficient capacity to hold them.

The imbeciles of the breed would come near-

er to satisfying the head requirements of

that standard than would the sensible dogs

of proper skull formation.

Notwithstanding that this club had a large

and infiuential membership of bench show
and field trial patrons, and a lengthy stand-

ard and a lovely club medal, it soon became

inoperative. About two years ago, it was
reorganized, the scale of points was revised

with the dissenting views accentuated, and

there followed a semblance of activity for a

brief period. However, the faulty teachings,

as set forth in the English Setter Club's

Standard and its use at bench shows, un-

doubtedly had a pernicious effect on the

physique and mentality of large numbers of

English setters, whicn were bred with a view

to satisfy it. This was further augmented
by the system of inbreeding adopted by
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many breeders, or so-called breeders; for the

term breeder, as promiscuously applied in the

United States, is a misnomer, ^'Vhile there

are good breeders of setters, a large per-

centage of the so-called breeders are simply

dog growers. They breed dogs to sell, and

to sell them readily a catchy pedigree is of

the utmost importance. Bench show win-

ners served in a way as sire or dam, for

there are few of them, indeed, which cannot

trace a close relationship to some other win-

ner, field or bench show, and thus, besides

their individual merit, seize upon a plausi-

ble claim to family merit.

But inbreeding affords the most direct and

economical method of multiplying the win-

ners in a pedigree. However, it is ruinous

to the progeny. The disastrous effects are

evident at every field trial of late years.

Dogs of narrow skull, narrow, sharp noses,

yet good according to the requirements of

the English Setter Club; nervous, rattle-

headed, frantic in speed and foolish in bird

work, weighing from twenty-five to thirty-

five pounds, are not uncommon in certain

sections.

The most plausible, though fallacious, rea-

sons are given by dog growers to justify in-

breeding, chief of which are that it intensi-

fies the good qualities of the sire and dam;

or that it fixes some desirable quality which

can be further perpetuated by an outcross,

which, at the same time, counteracts any

bad effects of the inbreeding, etc.

Breeding from a consideration of bench

show record alone is simply guess work. A
dog may appear to be physically perfect, so

far as externals are concerned, and yet he

may be devoid of all will power, all inclina-

tion to energetic effort, all mental capacity

to act intelligently.

A greyhound type is not the proper type

for a setter. The greyhound is bred for a

special purpose, which contemplates only

speed and an agile ability to turn quickly.

The greyhound's working speed is so great

and so exhausting that he can maintain it

but a few minutes at best.

The greyhound breeders desire to breed

out the greyhound's brains as much as pos-

sible consistently with leaving enough to

induce him to chase a hare on opportunity,

and to preserve his nervous system and

physique. The moment that a greyhound

begins to vary from coursing true, that is

when he substitutes strategy for effort as

in " running cunning," a term which denotes

that he will follow fast, but not at his ut-

most speed, while his bracemate drives the

hare to a turn, whereupon he will cut across,

with a great dash take up the running,

while his bracemate in turn loafs behind

waiting for the turn and the consequent op-

portunity to cut across the corner and get

nearer to the bewildered hare, he becomes

worthless for coursing. By this method, the

hare at the turn is running on two sides of

a triangle, with a difficult turn at the angle,

while the loafing dog, his powers well under

control, runs on one side only of the triangle.

That intelligent act disqualifies the grey-

hound from competition. And yet grey-

hound breeders dare not inbreed much lest

they should ruin his stamina, his physique,

and his powers to resist disease.

After all, it is largely a question of supply

and demand. To many sportsmen, or those

who affect to be sportsmen, the pedigree

conies first in importance, the color comes

next, and after a due and serious considera-

tion of coat and feather, the dog may have

a cursory consideration. While a social re-

countal of the excellence and length of a

dog's pedigree, the number of blue ribbons

captured by him at a beauty show, the num-

ber of hundreds paid for him, are consid-

ered by the owner as being the paramount

interest in the ownership of a dog, there

will be breeders in plenty to observe that

standard and supply the demand.

It is a fact beyond question that there are

many good English setters in the United

States at the present time. There are still

many breeders who have held steadfast to

the system sanctioned by experience and

common sense in producing the best.

However, in justification of bench shows

and bench show management, it is but fair

to say that they never made any claim that

bench show competition improved the breed-

ing of setters as field dogs. The individuals

who utilized bench show winnings as stock

in trade to make sales to practical sports-

men are the chief oft'enders.

There is no danger that the English setter

is doomed to general degeneration. While

in breeding great harm will be done for a

time in the future as it has been done in

the past, there are two saving factors which

ever tend toward the good, namely, the

common sense of mankind and the extinc-

tion of the weakling setters from inability

to resist disease and from weak or lost pow-

ers of procreation.



CARING FOR THE BIRD-DOG IN CLOSE SEASON
By EDWYN SANDYS

I
AM sorry to say that far too many own-

ers neglect their dogs as soon as the

active shooting season has ended. By this is

not meant that the animals are abused, or

ill-fed, for in point of fact the fault usually

is in the other direction. The average good-

natured dog-owner practically says to his

favorite :
" Now, old boy, you worked hard

the past season and did mighty well, so you

may loaf all you have a mind to, be free as

air and lazy around until work-time shall

again swing this way. Then hey! for more

jolly sport." Now, this sort of thing may

be meant for kindness, but in reality it is

folly and not at all calculated to benefit the

dog. If, during the idle time, one happens

to visit a small town in a good sporting dis-

trict he is almost certain to see setters and

pointers roaming about according to their

own sweet wills. This is bad.

In such towns, people are well acquainted,

and almost anybody can say who owns such

and such a fine dog. Half the idlers in the

place can call any good dog by name and

make friends with him at will, and that they

do so is a well-known fact. While it is very

seldom that such people intentionally injure

a good dog, yet they are very apt to spoil

him by fooling with him, playing tricks, and

encouraging him to run riot generally. The

average field dog is a good-dispositioned,

high-spirited fellow, fond of attention, and,

if craftily" approached, ready for almost any

frolic. The average idler is more or less of

a chump with whom a well-bred, well-broken

dog cannot associate with advantage. The

man makes advances, which the dog accepts,

and perhaps the two become quite chummy.

Presently the man begins to wonder if the

dog doesn't know a few tricks, so proceeds

to experiment. Possibly the dog offers a

paw when requested, changes paws, and so

on, and the man keeps pestering him in

sheer idleness. Then, maybe, a chip or

something is thrown for the dog to fetch.

Before long the dog discovers that his new
friend is much more easy-going than his

owner, so he retrieves a few times, quits

when he has a mind to, and, when the man
cuflFs or berates him, trots away about his

business. After a few such experiences the

dog becomes careless concerning even his

master's orders, and usually earns a sound

thrashing, which may, or may not, effect a

cure.

The great evil of a dog's liberty lies in the

fact that he is almost certain to get under

the influence of a lot of people who do not

understand either the sporting dog or his

work. The dog, fresh from the hand of a

master who knows the priceless value of

stern, yet wise and kind treatment, for the

first time in his life learns that it is possi-

ble to take liberties with human beings.

Previous to that, he had thoroughly be-

lieved that a man's command must be

promptly obeyed, no matter how much it

conflicted with a dog's inclination. Too

much knowledge along this line—in fact, a

little knowledge—is a dangerous thing. The

man who thoroughly understands dogs

never orders an animal to attempt an impos-

sibility, nor spare's the whip when the ani-

mal tries to shirk or refuse to fulfil a rea-

sonable command.
Another evil which ever besets the path

of the unchecked dog is the female of his

species. The bitch in season frequently

],eads her cavaliers miles and miles from

home, possibly to some remote settlement

or farm, where the value of a tine bird-dog

is understood, and where a chain to securely

hold the same is waiting. Many a star field

performer has changed owners through fol-

lowing this lure, which occasionally is pur-

posely sent in his direction. And even where
no theft is contemplated, the dog may be

mangled, or killed by rivals, or shot by some
farmer who mistakes the wanderer for a

sheep-killer. And should the dog return, or

be returned, in safety, he has learned a bad

lesson. Henceforth, he will require close

watching, else so sure as he again strikes

that trail, so sure will he follow it.

But after all, perhaps the worst compan-

ions a repvitable dog can meet are the tough

dogs of his district. Like the boy who is

beginning to be a trifle irregular in his

hours, your bird-dog finds his new acquain-

tances very pleasant fellows. The freedom of

the masterless prowls, the reckless deviltry

of the uneducated curs, open to him a new
field. You can bet there are sheep in that

new field! To the dog's sporting blood, the

night - hunting irresistibly appeals. It is

svich bully fun the way the other dogs de-

scribe it, and no harm as they say. All they

do is merely to sneak oflF a few miles, then

stampede a .lot of woolly fools and play

with them. So he goes along with the
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toughs, and they play with some sheep. At
first he is all romp. It is glorious. Never

in his life has he enjoyed such sport. The

sheep are so funny. It is merely fun, but

their imitation of deadly fear is so clever

that it fairly carries him away. Once or

, twice he halts from force of habit and cocks

his ears to catch the expected shrilling of

the whistle. Suddenly his tail droops, for it

flashes into his mind how once, long ago, his

master had whipped him and glared at him

with angry eyes because he had attempted

to play with a young ram that came pranc-

ing and offering all sorts of inducements.

He about makes up his mind to slip away

home, but just at this instant one of his

new friends comes tearing along in hot pur-

suit of a fat, panting white thing. Anxious

to properly play his part in the wonderful

new game, he rushes against the sheep and

almost knocks it over. In an instant the

friend has fastened to the helpless throat;

there is a brief struggle and a rich, new

odor fills his quivering nostrils. It is mad-

dening that warm stuff, and in a moment

he is off at top speed. A new feeling takes

possession of him. His Red Gods are call-

ing—and he nmst have one of those white

things by the throat. Mad with excitement

he springs and grips with all his might. He
is strong from hardy work, and his victim

yields like the veriest puppy. In a moment
it dies, and as he stands above it his reason

returns. The hair along his strong spine

quivers and flattens, and he looks nervously

about. Away in a corner are huddled a lot

of white forms, while dotted all over the

great field are others lying still. The air

reeks with blood, and a horror seizes him.

Some distance away are his friends slinking

through the shadows and paying no atten-

tion to him. He will follow them. But

what has come over him ? Where are the

long, graceful stride, jauntily carried stern,

and proudly raised head ? With arched

back, drooping head and stern, he shuffles

wolf-like in the wake of his seducers. When
he overtakes them there is no greeting, no

nose-to-nose exchange of experiences, no

play of tails. In a huddled, panting group

they press steadily on, sticking to the cover

of fences until the town is reached and his

friends slip away to their unknown homes.

He is full of fear and thirsty, and the smell

of the blood upon his coat disgusts him, so

he goes to the river. He drinks deeply, then

swims far out, returns, and rolls long upon

the sand. Finally he shakes himself vigor-

ously and feels better. The smell of blood

has left him. He is clean and he knows it.

Halfway to his kennel he finds tall grass,

and for minutes he rolls and pushes himself

along, first on one side, then the other.

Once in his kennel, he is soon fast asleep,

but in his dreams come the white things,

and he whimpers and twitches curiously as

the maddening chase is renewed. Next
morning he is a trifle nervous, but his mas-
ter's pleasant greeting sets him at ease.

They go for a long walk, and lo! in a field

are some of the white things. At sight of

them he shudders and returns to his mas-
ter's heel. And the master chuckles and

says: " Wise dog—^you remember the lick-

ing I gave you for trying to play with one

of those. Ware sheep, old boy, and you'll

be all right."

There and then he resolves to cut the ac-

quaintance of his cur friends and forever for-

swear fun with sheep. For days it is all

right. He has made one terrible lapse and

he knows it, but, mercifully, there is not the

faintest desire to repeat that hideous enter-

prise. Then comes a cloudy, peculiar night,

and he cannot understand himself. Some
awful impulse is tugging at him, and he

longs to steal away over the lonely fields,

to see the white things and again to smell

that rich, warm odor. But it cannot be.

Never again! Yet he is unable to sleep.

He gets up, turns about, lies down and again

gets up. Every moment he feels worse.

The blood-lust is on him, and rest is impos-

sible. He must move about, so he leaves

the kennel and stands motionless, his keen

nose reading the message borne on the

damp air. Suddenly his ears cock excited-

ly, for his nose has caught the smell of one

of his comrades of that night. In a moment
a soft footfall sounds, and his expected vis-

itor steals into view. Silently they stand

nose to nose until the other has explained;

then like shadows they drift away.
" Wa-al—I'll—be—durned !

" roars a farm-

er, as he bends over the twitching body

—

" If this here beant Doctor Blank's bird-dog.

But the Doc '11 pay for every blamed one of

them sheep, or I'll hev the law on him!

Silas, you put up them thar trespass signs

to-day, an' if you see a bird-dog on this

place, yovi fill him full o' buckshot. Dod
rot 'em! "

The surest safeguard against such un-

pleasant possibilities is proper care of the
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dog. He should be kept in his icennel, or

under his owner's eye, be comfortably

housed and regularly fed, exercised and

groomed. Plenty of sweet water should al-

ways be within his reach. Thus treated, he

will be all riarht and in no danger of devel-

oping bad habits. One of the most common
mistakes in the care of a dog is overfeed-

ing; a second is giving unsuitable food. Raw
meat, such as half-neck, shank, etc., is an

abomination. Dog-biscuits are first-rate; in

fact, there is no better food. A mixture of

old-fashioned corn-meal mush and boiled

beef is good, and it may be varied with stale

bread moistened with soup of the boiled

meat. It is a good plan to have two big

pots, one for the mush and the other for

soup; or the soup can be thickened with

meal. Tlie food can be prepared twice a

week. I believe in thoroughly cleaning the

pot, or pots, whenever emptied. Some neg-

lect this, but a clean pot is much more pleas-

ant to have about, and possibly food from

it is better for the dog. Green tops of beets

and cabbage-leaves, rejected by the cook,

may be coarsely chopped and added to the

pot, and potatoes peeled and boiled till

broken up, will help out. A pot of this

stuff will have no chance to turn sour if the

dog is in proper health. He should be fed

once a day. The proper amount will depend

upon the dog, for, as with children and

horses, the appetite varies. One dog may
keep in good condition upon half the amount
another will require; only observation can

decide the point. He should be allowed as

much as he will take with heartiness, unless

he happens to be a glutton—by the way, not

an uncommon thing. His condition will tell

the story. He should be allowed to round

out smoothly and no more. A big bone,

with a trifle of meat attached, will encour-

age him to keep his teeth in good order.

Nature never intended a dog to be hog-fat.

Like his relative, the wolf, he is a hunter, a

runner, and a stayer, and excessive fat is

deadly foe to all of these. A dog in proper

winter condition should feel smooth and
moderately hard to the hand; his nose
should be cold, his eyes clear and bright, and
his action full of springiness and vivacity.

When released from chain, he should be keen
to run, and he should be allowed to do so,

for the exercise encourages the proper ac-

tion of bowel and bladder.

The amount of exercise hardly can be too
great, so long as it is not carried to the ex-

tent of actual hard work. An hour's run

per day will suffice, but double the time

would be better. A run of reasonable

length with a sleigh is good medicine, while

if a stream allows distance skating the dog

should be taken along. A good skater may
have a barrel of fun with a dog. Many a

time have I raced a scratchy-footed, gusty-

mouthed varlet until I sweated. One grand

fellow loved to pull me by the hour. A
snowshoe sash across his front was all the

harness necessary, and against this he ^ould

run or trot as though my weight upon the

blades was the veriest trifle. A two or

three mile spin in this fashion was a bully

jaunt for both parties, and at its end he

would be only comfortably warmed up. Pull-

ing a man on skates is all right, but I

should not advise working a dog to a sled.

He will take to it readily enough, and pull

like a porous-plaster, but the game is apt to

grow upon him till he begins to coax boj's

to hook him up. That the average boy

knows a cinch when he sees it, and will

cheerfully run the legs off anything that will

stand for it, is one of those grand old truths

which will prevail.

No matter what the form of the daily

exercise may be, the dog will require at

least a few moments' attention upon his re-

turn. If a setter, his entire coat, or the

feather, is apt to be more or less wet. He
should be rubbed dry, and a vigorous brush-

ing may be added with good effect. Of

course, a pointer's coat will not carry much
moisture, yet a thorough rubbing down is

well worth the trifle of trouble. Lastly, the

feet should be carefully examined, and if

there be a broken or split nail, it should be

trimmed to the best advantage. A dog

ready for his kennel should be dry and

clean, especially in foot and feather. Then

he can rest without having to bother over

tugging at burrs or snowballs. Any slight

cut or scratch had best be left to the care

of the dog's tongue. That he will lick it

goes without saying, and for this reason

any dressing or anointing is apt to be

worse than useless. An inexperienced owner

should remember this golden rule: never

put anything upon a dog's coat that you

wouldn't put into his mouth. In a case of a

bad cut, or any serious injury, at once call

in a professional. If the dog is worth own-

ing, he is worth taking care of, and the best

doctor is a sure-enough gi-aduate—not an

amateur experimenter or faddist.



DO FLY-CASTING TOURNAMENTS
BENEFIT ANGLERS?

By WILLIAM T. CHURCH

'T~^ HE unreserved condemnation of the dis-

-* tance event in fly-casting tournaments

by so eminent an authority on matters ang-

ling and piscatorial as Mr. W. C. Harris, is,

in the opinion of some who have taken both

fish and honors with fly tackle, exceedingly

unfortunate. The position taken by him on

this subject in the December Outing is one

to which members of fly-casting clubs can-

not assent, and to which many of them will

desire to except, for, if the event is undesir-

able in tournaments, it is useless in the reg-

ular practise contests of the clubs. If the

facts do not justify its retention from an

angler's standpoint, then all good anglers

should unite for the realization of Mr. Har-

ris's hope that it may be discarded from

future tournaments.

It may be safely stated that one who has

witnessed the casting of the distance events

in the tournaments held during the past ten

years in Chicago, San Francisco, and Grand

Rapids, will substantiate the statement that

the excess of " acrobatic throwing of the

body " and " muscular frensy " exhibited

in this event, over that displayed in others,

is accounted for almost wholly by the dif-

ference in the weight of the tackle hereto-

fore used; the small portion not so ac-

counted for is shown by that class of men
who are inclined to over-exertion in any ef-

fort. They are men who, like the French-

men, cannot talk with their hands tied. The

word " heretofore " is used advisedly, for

this year a marked tendency to the use of

lighter rods in distance casting has been evi-

dent. At the iSan Francisco tournament a

distance event with five-ounce rods was cast,

as well as the regular event with weight of

rod unlimited. The best rod makers have

now on hand orders for long distance rods

ranging in weight from five to eight and

one-half ounces, which will be in the hands

of club members at the opening of the next

season; yet the heavy rods with which the

records have been made are much lighter

than those used in salmon fishing with the

fly. Again, there are long-distance casters

whose work on the platform is a model of

grace. TiCader, line, rod, and man seem to

form one pliant, forceful, and elegant means
of laying the fly farthest possible down the

measuring tape. Mr. Walter D. Mansfield,

president of the San Francisco Fly-Casting

Club, and holder of the distance records with

the five-ounce rod, with a score of 129^ feet,

and the heavy rod, with a score of 134 feet,

is a notable example of the style of distance

caster in whose movements no acrobatic

tendencies are discernible; and he is close-

ly seconded by one of the best casters in

the Chicago Fly-Casting Club, both as to

ease of movement and length of delivery.

Mr. H. C. Golcher's cast of 140 feet on Oc-

tober 11th was made at a club contest, and
would not, therefore, constitute a record.

He is a powerful and effective caster, and no

present record will be safe at an open-to-all

tournament in which he is one of the con-

testants.

The issue is: Does distance casting in con-

tests operate as an aid to the angler, and

does it approach in any measure the condi-

tions of stream fishing ? As to the first

phase of this proposition, the art of the

angler is a composite accomplishment into

which enter many devices, appliances, and

experiences; so the practise contests and

tournaments of the clubs are made up of

several events intended to develop the skill

of the rodster in different directions. The

rules of all the associated clubs of the

American Fly-Caster's Association require,

in addition to the distance event, an accu-

racy event and a dry fly event; while roll

casting, obstacle casting, and light rod dis-

tance casting have received varying degrees

of attention. In the accuracy event, the

casting is at buoys fifty, fifty-five, and sixty

feet from the casting platform. Five casts

are made at each buoy, and a demerit of one

is made for each foot the fiy strikes from

the buoy. This event is condemned by

many anglers, as the rules permit the use

of a heavy leader and unlimited spatting of

the water with the fiy. Yet this vci'y

method has been employed by at least two

successful anglers to tease an unwilling fish

to leave his lair and rise to the disturbing

fly.
' The dry fly, or delicacy and accuracy

event, is the one against which, so far, no

charges have been preferred. It is cast at

buoys stationed thirty-fiv^, forty, and forty-

five feet from the platform. It is scored

both for accuracy and delicacy. If the fly

falls within the twenty-five-inch ring or
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within one foot of the buoy the former is

perfect. Under the rules of the Chicago Fly-

Casting Club, delicacy is judged as follows:

(1) The Hy to fall by its own weight with-

out a spash; (2) on the first east the fly

must float; ,(3) the leader to fall upon the

water with no apparent disturbance of sur-

face; (4) retrieve must be made without

cutting the water by leader or fly. Loose

line on platform or coil of line in hand not

permitted. Scoring begins the first time the

fly strikes the water, and not less than one

nor more than five dry casts must be made
between buoys. The rules of the San Fran-

cisco Fly-Casting Club require that delicacy

in this event shall be scored as follows: (1)

Fly, whicli consists in dropping the fly gent-

ly on the water; (2) line, which consists in

dropping the fly and leader on the water be-

fore the line; (3) retrieve, which consists in

recovering the fly so smoothly as to create

but little disturbance of the water; (4)

style, which consists in the grace and ease of

the contestant on the platform, and includes

his dry fly cast, his back cast, and the man-

ner in which he extends his line. Otherwise,

the rules are the same as in the Chicago

Club, and in both the accuracy per cent, and

delicacy per cent, are added together and di-

vided by two to obtain the caster's score. The

rod is limited to five and three-fourth

ounces.

Surely practise in this event will tend to

develop skilful and accurate casting at

short distances, as well as to familiarize the

tyro with the use' of moderately light tackle.

Greater distances must be covered at times

on nearly all waters, and the angler is ad-

mittedly deficient who cannot cast more

than forty-five feet. This lack is corrected

by the distance practise, or must be made
up by the tyro by unusual exertion when

he is on the stream. If he tries it first in

actual fishing he may acquire unconsciously

bad habits of acrobatic display. In club

practise and tournament work every move-

ment of his tackle and body will- be criti-

cized by experienced casters and anglers. It

is the opinion of many distance casters that

work in this event aids them, not only in

the other events in which they participate,

but in actual fishing as Avell; that while

casts of 125 feet or more are seldom if ever

required on the stream, yet casts approxi-

mating 100 feet are necessary on certain

waters; that an angler Avho has not prac-

tised distance casting cannot make this dis-

tance; that those who have had this prac-

tise are able to lift from the water 90 to

110 feet of line, and when occasion requires

can dry fly 80 or 85 feet; that this event is

a material aid in teaching the angler to have

full control of tackle at all times, for the

longer a line he can cast and control the

more efficient will be his work with a shorter

line.

Observation at the tournaments held in

Chicago and San Francisco shows that all

the successful distance casters are able to

lift 100 feet of line from the water, and

easily replace it. The added distance is

nearly all gained by the shoot of the un-

coiled line on the forward cast, after at

least 100 feet are extended in the usual

manner. The handling of line off the reel

is not without ics uses to the angler; many
a one permits his line to drift on the stream

when striving to shorten his cast, in order

that it may be more quickly lengthened

again. The atmospheric conditions in Chi-

cago compel a distance caster to put his

back cast into the air at an angle of forty-

five degrees, else he cannot hope for a good

forward cast. This alone aids him on the

stream to avoid setting his flys and leader

into low trees and undergrowth, which in

places crowd the banks to the water's edge,

and which, because of their insignificant

height, are frequently overlooked, until the

rod doubles back when the forward cast is

attempted.

A long distance caster, who wears a few

medals taken in other events as well, was

some time since fishing on a Michigan trout

stream with a well-known angler of that

State. On the opposite bank of the stream

too deep to cross, and about one hundred

feet distant, a large trout was jumping. The

bacle cast was clear; but the home fisher-

man disclaimed his ability to reach the

trout. His companion, Mr. F. N. Peet, not

only made the attempt, but with skill and

ease dropped his fiy over the hungry fish,

and landed a fine rainbow of goodly size and

color. That cast made the Michigan angler

a convert to distance practise; and he, too,

now wears trophies of his own winning, and

takes fish at distance he, a few years since,

could not reach.

Although long a member of the Chicago

Fly-Casting Club, I am not a distance caster,

and I may, therefore, be excused for

detailing two of the many incidents which

have made me a lover of this event, and
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which justify the hope that if a certain rod

now building fits all right I will be among

the beginners in the distance work next sea-

son. On the Truckee River, after the close

of the San Francisco Tournament in August

last, were five members of that club, and

four casters from the clubs of the middle

states. Six of the nine were distance cast-

ers, and their work on this stream was as

finei as a lover of angling might wish to see.

On one afternoon, while fishing with Mr.

Harry G. Hascall, of Chicago, the windings

of the swift mountain river brought us to a

reach where from the opposite edge of the

channel rose a perpendicular wall of rock, in

the face of which was a deep recess, where

the water eddied darkly more than one hun-

dred feet from the nearest point we could

approach in our waders; and yet Mr. Has-

call, with a 5 3-4 ounce rod, skilfully reached

that eddy, and took from it four fine trout.

Later, in the same month, I had the good

fortune to find myself in British Columbia,

still fishing, and in company with that ac-

complished angler and sportsman, Mr. John

Waddell, of Grand Rapids, who since cap-

tured the distance event in the Inter-State

Toiirnament of the Grand Rapids and Chi-

cago clubs. Our last stopping place was at

Banff, on the Bow River. Just here the

river is very swift, wide, and clear of ob-

structions. The falls are between two high

walls of rock, which end abruptly about 90

feet below a pool in which the fish lie to feed

on such small life as the white column of

water dashes down to them. The stream

could not be waded, and that pool could only

be reached by easting around the corner of

the wall, and against a current of air evi-

dently created by the falling water. To drop

a cast of flies successfully on that pool was a

feat worthy of applause; and it came from

the delighted spectator when Mr. Waddell

accomplished it. For a mile below these

falls the character of the river is such that

ordinary fishing distance casts are useless,

for the angler's position on the abrupt open

bank is so prominent as to frighten the fish,

if they are there, before his flies touch the

water; but the superb work of that lolig

distance adept on this beautiful stream

seemed an unanswerable argument in favor

of the usefulness of this event, from the ang-

ler's standpoint.

The ultimate aim of the angler's art is to

secure a rise (not necessarily to land a

fish), to tempt the cunning denizens of the

mysterious water world to strike at the

cunningly cast bit of feathers and tinsel and

barb. If this is true, may not the effective-

ness of a given style of casting be best

judged from the trout's point of view, or as

nearly perhaps as we can get to that—from

the judge's boat in a contest. Twice from

this view-point, in 1897 and in 1902, have I

seen the record raised, and many other

times hardly pressed. From this view-point

there is no "catapult" action. The work-

ing out of the line proceeds, landing the lead-

er 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100 or 110 feet nearef

your boat than the caster; then, the pre-

liminaries over, comes a forward cast, when

the belly of the tapered line drops in the

water back at the seventy-five foot mark;

and you watch the taper come bowling over

through the air, speculating, for you have

time before the leader appears, on the prob-

able length of the cast; then following

down from the height of a dozen feet comes

the swell of the nine feet tapered leader, a

dainty red hackle like a tiny parachute sus-

taining its filmy end, until the great roll is

completed, and the fly drops without a

splash under your expectant eyes at a figure

so high above the one hundred mark that you

want to wade ashore to congratulate the

caster. Before your eyes twenty-five or

more feet of line coiled on the platform or in

the caster's hand had been shot through the

guides, but you did not know it. After the

swish of the one hundred foot lift, the only

disturbance you saw was when the heavy

belly of the line dropped in the water, away

back at the seventy-five mark. The action of

the forward half of the line was so quiet that

it seemed drifted there by the wind. Thus ap-

pears a skilful distance cast, seen from the fly

end. No other kind will ever approach the

present records, much less make new ones..

The suggested contests on streams would

be invaluable, and should be indulged in

by those clubs that have quarters adja-

cent to suitable waters.

ISIay not both tyro and expert angler hope

that he to whom anglers owe so much,

he who has made a distance record, perhaps

never to be equaled, in that artistic and

monumental work, " The Fishes of North

America," may revise his opinion on the

subject of so great interest to the anglers

of the central and western states, even

though it may be necessary for him to re-

verse himself on the distance event in fly-

casting tournaments?
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THE WHITE CARNIVAL

By VANCE THOMPSON

WHO first swallowed an oyster I know
not; nor am I especially interested

in that dare-devil who lit the first

pipe of tobacco ; but for many a year now
my thoughts have buzzed round that wild

fellow who took the first sleigh-ride.

He was Hjarulf, I dare say, or some yel-

low-haired Erik—a grim fellow, master of

lordly reindeer and cowering girls. One day
he sat in the sun and scraped the belly out

of a pine log. Then with sinews he bound
to it the rib-bones of a deer. He had invented

the first sleigh. And what a mad dash that

first ride must have been— through the pine

forest and past the fjord and down the slope

to the North Sea.

Fine, first raptures like that are not easily

recaptured. You and I, who spin through

the park in trim and airy cuttei', hunting the

honorable magnum of champagne, can but

faintly appreciate it. First things are always

best—be it the glorious sweat and triumph

of the first gallop, or the mystery of the first

kiss. Well, the good Scots pony, which jolted

the first joy of horsemanship mto you, has

galloped away into the Eivuiheit ; and the

girl who gave you that first kiss has forgot-

ten your name. And what has become of

Hjarulf and his rib-bone sleigh only an aU-

wise Providence can tell.

Still I should like to have been that Norse-

man. Would not you? It is very depressing

to think that everything we do has been done

before us, that we are mere plagiarists of

the dead. Dailv we arise and button our-

selves up: nightly we unbutton ourselves

and go to bed, as our ancestors did before

us; it is very depressing. And we always

know what is coming. Our wise fathers

have told us. We can't be fresh if we would.

We are doomed to second-hand emotions.

Sleighing, however, comes as near to giving

one the sting of a new sensation as anything

else.

Know you the way of a sleigh and a girl ?

Overhead there is a curved winter sky,

made of silver and of stone; it is glacial

in its quiet, but in the deep of it turn the

windmills of the constellated stars; there is

a little wind blowing out of the west—just

wind enough to make a song in the tree-

tops; and the road runs white and straight

ahead of you, rising here and there to mount
the low hills, and then dipping into the

shallow valleys; and the two little blacks

are steady goers, better than three minutes

over any country with that feather's weight

of punt behind them ; and the cold, night air

you drink is like wine, so heady is it; you
are drunk with speed, and you shout to the

windmills overhead: you are insolent with

the sense of mastery that tingles along* the

reins from the sensitive bits : so, being drunk
and insolent, you bend over the girl in the

furs— her eyes swim with light, like those

of a cat, and her lips are cold and fresh as a

new-bitten apple; and you do not speak and
she does not speak, but you kiss her and
shout to the stars. Probably you do not love

the girl. Unquestionably she does not love

Copyrighted, igo3, by The Outing Publishing Company. All rights reserved.
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you. Even so, it is all for the l^est. The girl

who loves you wUi kiss you any time of day
or night. Something rarer should be jomx

good fortune when you drive abroad, speed-

drunk in the silver night, to the drum-beat

of flying hoofs and the hymeneal jangle of

accorded bells. If this has happened once

in a man's life he may go down to his grave

content, saying with a serene and happy air:

"I have lived."

Fate may tumble him about as it will; he

may know the rough-house of ill-fortune; it

does not matter ; he has had and known,
savored and quaffed the best thei-e is in life.

Do you remember the nest day ?

She who had been a fur-wrapped thing, all

eyes and blown hair and kissing lips, met
you at dinner with an air more glacial than

that blown out of the pines. But what does

that matter? The moment was hers and
yours. You will never be what you were be-

fore that ride. She wall never be quite the

same. And so, having robbed each other, you
may go through life joyous and dreamful

—

each one the richer by a memory.
Speed and isolation—night and the stars

and the bells and the rhythmic hoofs—that

is the way of a sleigh and a girl, and that

way madness lies.

I have spun through many a swift mile in

anautomobile along the level roads of France

;

w^e did our kilometre in a minute, and yet

it did not give the speed intoxication that

comes from the flying cutter on the mid-

night snow. In fact, nothing gives it. Not
even the ice-yachtsman knows it, he who
skims across Haversack Bay at his eighty

miles an hour—a fat friend for ballast on the

windward runner-plank.

To the skeleton cutter, to the belled trot-

ters, to the furred girl

—

salid!

I have been writing of that mythical

country " up the Hudson "
: you guessed it

long ago ; and the white, straight road was
the old Albany Post Road, and in one of the

shallow vallej^s the ghosts of Washington
Irving's homely heroes still perk and gibber

to the moon. I am always of the opinion

that this is the best region for sleighing

—

with good nags and a furred girl. But there

are others.

The best city sleighing in the world is to

be had in

—

You were going to say Montreal or Saint

Petersburg, and, I assure you, you would
have been in error.

The prettiest sleighing in the world is to

be seen in New York and Paris. The reason

is plain as a pikestalf. In Saint Petersburg,

for instance, sleighing is as much a daily

need as bread and butter. It is neither a

sport nor a pastime. It is simply a way of

getting about. Ivan sledges to market just

as the Grand Duke sledges to his club. 'Tis

a common thing—as quotidian as a Harlem
cable- car, and surely, as Tom Hood's dis-

gruntled maiden said, " There 's no romance
in that." Up in Montreal sleighing is as

much a part of daily life as warm blankets

or a mustard foot-bath. It is not a sport. It

is not a pastime. He of Manitoba who hooks

up his little Shaginappi ponies for an out-

going on the snow-blinded trail is not look-

ing for pleasure. In other words, where a

means of getting about is an every-day ne-

cessity, it is never elevated to the dignity of

a sport and is, therefore, never furbelowed

as a pleasure should be.

In New York the sleighing season is

short, uncertain, and fugitive. It is like

the carnival. It is looked forward to, and
when it comes the very hours of it are

counted. Into the space of a few weeks all

the excitement, joy, and outdoor riot of a

whole winter must be packed.

And so when the Manitoban mother of

cold snaps does her duty—when the snow
flutters down from the broad wings of the

north wind—when the white carpet is spread

from Fifty-ninth Street to the Harlem, it is

carnival-tide in New York.

Do you know the White Carnival of New
York ?

This year it came upon a Sunday. The
night had been windy and cold. By mid-

night a fine, thin, hard-frozen snow was
falling ; it came down houi* after hour,

drifting a bit, but spreading withal a good,

white blanket over the avenues and parks.

About dawn the flakes became heavier, and
the snow packed well. By flrst-breakfast-

time the streets were well mattressed with

two layers of snow that the sun was rapidly

packing into a perfect frozen roadway; by ten

o'clock there was a road of snow, smooth as

asphalt, that ran out Fifth Avenue, through

the Park, along Seventh Avenue— to the

Speedway, to the Harlem, to the old Post

Road, whither you would. And New York
woke up and took notice. I was abroad

myself at that hour (being on my w^ay to

church), and I saw it wake up and take

notice. It was as though Aladdin had
rubbed his lamp. It was as though some
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spangled princess of fairyland had waved
her wand. Fifth Avenue—that sedate Sun-

day thoroughfare—was a carnival highway.

It was a stream of color and contrast and
character. It was a riot of high-steppers

and slim, gilt sleighs, of tossing plumes and
jangling bells, of furred women and frozen

flunkies.

Now, mark you, society had waited for

this day. Every preparation had been

made. The sleighs stood ready polished

;

the plumes had been combed out in expec-

tation of the day—the silver bells were duly

tuned in fifths ; the coachman and the foot-

boy had shaken the moth-balls out of their

fur capes ; eveiything was ready, and, when
our Manitoban mother of snow gave the

signal, the parade started at once.

In Paris the White Carnival lasts not

nearly so long as it does in New York. For
this very reason, perhaps—because it is con-

densed into a few hurried days—it takes on

even a gayer air, and becomes more car-

nivalesque. Last year we had five daj^s of

it, but even these days were fragmentary

and scattered. Within a few hoiirs the

sun that smiled out of the blue Parisian

sky would kill as fine a snow-road as heart

could desire. So was it that we fought not

for days, but for hours. The rarer the

pleasure the keener it is. (I frankly admit

that platitude reminds me of the answer to

''Why is a mouse when it spins'?" still it

hives a measure of truth.) He who puts ten

or twenty thousand francs into a sleighing

rig has a right to seize the fiying moment
and take his pleasure fiamboyantly. Aiid

your Parisian does. When he goes sleigh-

ing 'tis somewhat as the frog who would

a-wooing go. The sleighing parade that

passes from the Arc de Triomphe along the

Avenue du Bois de Boulogne into the twin-

ing alleys of the Bois is so charmingly sym-

metrical and so theatrically effective that it

might have been stage-managed by David

Belasco himself. Passes then the Dowager's

brougham on runners—coat-of-arms on the

panel, fat, clean-shaven coachman on the

box in blue and silver, fat bays jogging

on in their bells; passes the Diva, from

what opera house I know not—her sleigh

is a white swan, with prettily-crested neck

;

the horse, in his harness of white leather

and silver, is white as the swan: and the

Diva is a white-faced thing in white furs

—

and she passes, questing what Lohengrin

I care not. Family sleighs go by, with red

plumes nodding. Yonder comes a gilt boat,

swarmed over with gilt cupids. Very naked
the plump cupids look in the wintry air.

She who sits in the gilt boat and drives the

fidgity pair of Belgian hackneys- is a New
York girl who has married into one of the

oldest families in France. And the gilt tub

is an heirloom. It was driven over the

snowy roads at Versailles in the days of

Louis Seize. It was brought out again at

Napoleon's winter fetes. Now, new-gilded,

it spins along in the parade of the Third

Republic's fashionable mob.
That is what fashion has decreed in these

hopelessly democratic days yonder in Paris.

It is no longer smart to go abroad in the

latest thing from the swagger coach maker
of the Champs Elysees. Just as old furniture

is the thing and old tapestry; just as the

right kind of girl dances only in the old

family laces and the old family jewels ; so

your real aristocrat goes forth to the White
Carnival in the hereditary sleigh. And
all this lends a rare picturesqueness to the

fugitive hours of Parisian snow-driving.

There is more fantasy in it than one sees in

New York. Folk who had no grandfathers,

or whose grandfathers did not have sleighs,

imitate the antique thing as best they can.

Thus you see many a pretty fancy in sleigh-

making. I remember one that passed last

year in the Bois, the steel-shod runners of

which were bronze, fashioned like the antlers

of a stag, and the body was mere boards,

covered with a trailing deer-skin. And then

(perhaps because France loves her Russian

ally just at present) there were dozens of

Russian rigs—three-a-breast, a trotter in the

middle, checked high, and a galloping nag-

on either side. To this limit, and a bit further,

fantasy runs in Paris when the casual snow
falls and society goes a-carnivaling. 'T would

be pleasant to see New York adopt a trifle

of this pompous levity. We lack theatrical-

ism. We go in for speed but not for show.

The uneasy ghost of Gabe Case still hovers

over the sleighmen of Manhattan. They still

race wilfully for the magnum of champagne,

and beside them, as they go, race the spirits

of W. H. Vanderbilt and Robert Bonner

—

driving the wraith of Maud S. The sleigh-

ingparade in New York shouldbe the bhthest

and richest pageant in the world ; and some

day it will be. And in that promised day we
shall see more variety—gayer sleighs, in the

designing of which the artist has had a word
to say; more tandems, more four-in-hands,
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more three-a-breasts ; in a word, a little more
originality and a great deal more opultaiee.

As it is, the New York sleighing pageant is

second—and not a very good second at

that^—to the fleeting- carnival of Paris.

* * *

Once upon a long time ago I sat in a little

bar-parlor—made red with fire-light and
hospitable with mulled ale— in Yorkshire.

It was at Normanton, I think. A rusty old

man, who sat by the hob, gave me sele of

the evening. So we drank to each other, and
neither of us was the worse for the drink.

Then we talked.

"I've been in America myself," said the

old rusty man; "'tis a sad country."

"Why is it a sad country?"

"Well, 'tis long ago that I was there,'' said

the old man, and he drank of the mulled ale

and was the better for it; "'twas back in the

forties. An' 't was a sad country. There was
no amusement there at all except the tavern-

keeper's bottle, which is a poor thing to live

with day and night, even if there be nothing

else. 'Twas Warwick County I was in-— as

good land as man ever put a spade in—and
a good town thereby; but no amusement.
Only the tavern-keeper's bottle. The cider

was very bad. As for football, fives, skittles,

cricket, fiddling*— they knew no more of

them than the bald-headed Chinamen below

us on the other floor of the world. A mortal

sad country," said the old and rusty man;
he knocked the red dottle out of his pipe

and spat solemnly, as one who should say:
" That 's Avliat I think of your wretched

country."
" There must have been shooting," said I,

"and fishing —

"

"For them as likes it," said the old man.
"And there was skating," said I, "and

sleighing—

"

The rusty old man looked up ; a slow and
reminiscent grin crept over his face; finally

he slapped his knee.

"That was fine sport," he said, "the sleigh-

ing frolics— do they have them yet, lad?

The jingle o' the string o' bells and the girls

in the straw—I '11 not forget it
— 'twas fifteen

miles to the tavern and the supper and the

dance—and then home again. Oh," said the

rusty old man, looking into the fire, "'twas

thought that many love affairs originated in

the sleighing frolics, an' perhaps 'twas true,

but that," he added, "is no amusement."
"It is thought to be," I suggested.

The old man wagged his head; it was a

dubious gesture— as though he were debat-

ing the priority of love and skittles.

The reason that night in Normanton stands

out in my memory is because the rusty chap
of the forties pitched, I believe, upon a note-

worthy truth. Our native American sport—
at least in the northern snow -belt— was that

of the steel-shod punt and the nag with the

"string o' bells" that pulled it. Sleighing

was not only our first real sport, it was as

well our first admittedly respectable pas-

time. Of course there were others. For
instance, there were witch-burnings and
church-goings and the tavern-keeper's bot-

tle, but they were negligible compared to

the sleigh. And the truth that dawned upon
my rusty friend sixty years ago is quite as

true to-day. The countryside would be

dreary indeed— during winter's caesura of

labor— were it not for the " sleighing

frolics."

You know them, do you not?

Let us fare forth together. We need not

go far afield; not further than the woody
State of Wisconsin and what Rome Corners

I know not. There, if you please, one is on
the outer rim of civilization-—certainly if

you decide that the pivot of civilization is

at the corner of Fifty-eighth Street and Fifth

Avenue. Yonder, at Rome Corners, life is still

simple and uncomplicated. Young men do

not shy at the word love ; rosy and romp-
ing girls—who can milk a cow or vault a

six-railed fence—do not hesitate to acknowl-

edge that they are sentimental. Of course

they are far behind the fashion. It was
three generations ago that the sentimental

attitude went out of fashion in the crowded
centers of the world. It was in our grand-

mothers' days that winsome girls found a

durable pleasure in holding hands in the

moonlight, sighed to the ripple of the oars

in the river, wept over tinkling verses,

and, holding their handkerchiefs to their

lips, whispered, "Oh, my heart, my heart!"

In their day this sentimentality was quite

sincere. ,Long ago, however, it was ban-

ished from the cities and accomplished

places of the earth. It lingers only in the

Rome Corners of the world. Eternally

young, forever joyous, it abides in the

lonely outskirts—yonder where the forests

are still virginal, and the moon is wizard-

like and compelling. Therefore is it that

the only girl ripe for a "sleigh-frolic"—

I

thank my Yorkshire friend for the word

—

is the fi'ank, romping lass who can vault
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the five-barred gate to the niilking-yard,

and whose sentimental soul is, withal,

amenable to the mystery of midnig-ht and
the moon. For her there is a little of the

poet in every John of the cross-roads.

Winter up yonder puts an end to almost

every kind of profitable endeavor. Save
for hunting, trading horses, and the like,

there is little to be done. Out of the winter

sports, of eoui'se, there is an exuberance of

satisfaction to be got. The ice-trotting races

are as gallantly adventm-ous as heart could

desire, but the "sleighing frolic" is easily

first. It is like a transmigration into the

appropriate lioles in tlie sti'aw in such vicin-

age as seemed best. Ajid, with shrieks and
laughter, the big sleigh swept out into the

white road, the bells a-jangle, the snow fly-

ing back from the rhythmic hoofs.

Do you remember that famous passage in

which Charles Dickens brought his little

hero, Tom Pinch, up to London ?

What a ride that was, which Dickens de-

scribed in dithyrambic prose— in prose as

spirited, changeful, and breathless as the

ride itself, and almost as long! 'Twas he

who should have written the tale of the

sleighing frolic of the north woods. The

A Canadian " Tub," Affected by New York Fashions.
Photograph l>y Sanger.

forties of the last century. The charm is

in the very primitiveness of it. It is

the idyl of the homespun, the poetry of

hodden-gray, rough and cordial as a barn-

floor dance. The preparations were simple,

and always the same. The box of a farm-

wagon was laid upon two sleds, and bolted

fast; it was tilled in with straw; it was
tented over with historic and partly-bald

buffalo robes. And, when the four farm
nags were hooked up, the girls piled in

—

jolly girls, gowned and muffled in good
woolen clothes, with a suspicion of red

flannel underneath—and the mere men dug

prairie road runs straight and white, now
between straggling fences, now between
lean files of windy trees, over low hills and
into shallow valleys : high overhead the good
moon glows like a magic lantern; and always

the great sleigh goes lurching and swinging,

freighted with armsful of girl, with youth

and youth's delight. T is pleasant enough,

as Burns, who knew the countryside, once

said, to hug one's damsel in the straw, but

add to this the rough, swift motion of a

primitive sleigh, the joy of comradeship,

and the winey winter air, the intoxication

of laughter and song, moon-magic and the
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orchestral woods, and you will have shaped

hfe into its half-hour of most memorable

pleasure. The man who has a memory of

this sort stored away in mind need never

fear to sit alone in the twilight and brood.

Perhaps at the end of the journey he came to

some farmhouse where a wood tire blazed

a welcome to him ; perhaps he came to some
huge ramshackle tavern, hospitable with

the odors of home-cooking- and elementary

drinks ; in any case he danced the roses into

the girls' cheeks that night-—the jolly, tire-

less girls who could dance down a cavalry

regiment. The home-going was quieter;

little by little the songs died out: in the

night the girls' eyes shone like stars, and
their voices were low—

Heigh-ho ! 'T is long ago, 7non ami, since

you and I went frolicking thus. And, though
the moon be still as bright, we go no more
a-roving. We take our pleasures' more se-

dately and with more sophistication. Doubt-

less, the old pleasures and songs and kisses

would prove didl enough now— savorless

as new milk and country cheese— but the

memory of them is worth preserving unto
green old age.

Well, the White Carnival comes and goes,

and each time as it passes it throws a hand-
ful of snow on our heads. I am not sure

that we get all out of it that we should.

There is a great deal more to be done with

the sleigh than has yet been done. There is

much to be learned from Paris and Peters-

burg, and the wise habitant of our sister of

snows can give us more than one lesson.

Here in New York our White Cai-nival is of

so short duration that imagination, vanity,

social competition should combine to make
it far more significant than it is. It should

be pompous, fantastic, extravagant— the

blithe pageant of winter, this fete of swift

horses, plumes and bells, our good, native,

Yankee carnival of snow.

' When New York woke up

Photograph by Arthur Hewitt,

it was as thougrh some spangled princess of £air>'land had waved her wand."



BEAVER WAYS
By FRANK H. RISTEEN

DRAWINGS BY TAPPAN ADNEY

^T is early in April in the heart

of the still New Brunswick
wilderness. From the outer

world of sunshine and open
fields the snow has departed for

the most part and spring's

balmy air is vocal with the rush

and murmur of little hillside

streams, while the big ones in the val-

leys fret and fume to be relieved of

their icy fetters. But how is it here in the

shadowed depths of the virgin woods, where
the syren voices are the last to be heard?
The snow is still five or six feet deep on the

level ; the nights are nearly as cold as in mid-

winter, promptly undoing the feeble efforts

put forth each day by the northward march-
ing sun. The latter has only sent out his

.

skirmishers as yet : soon there will come the

earnest shock of battle when the chill bat-

talions of the frost king will yield the field

sullenly to the ardent attack of his ancient

foe.

Up the sunken snowshoe path that leads

to a homely trapper's shanty two men walk
wearily. They are laden with furs they have
taken that day from a line of traps about
eight miles in length, and are leg-weary

from their long struggle with the cloying

drifts. One of these men is Henry Braith-

waite, the famous woodsman, who has spent

all his days in the forest; the other, a young
amateur sportsman, whose love for the

woods is sufficient to induce him, as a mat-
ter of friendship and recreation, to share

with the professional the toils and trials of

the trapping season. That evening, as the

camp-fire roars cheerily, telling with a thou-

sand fiery tongues its tale of triumph to the

surrounding chill and gloom, the elder man,
in response to his companion's questioning,

discusses freely the subject of beaver ways.

"Beavers are not as numei'ous over the

province generally as they were twenty

years ago, but on my own ground they are

about as plentiful as ever, for the reason

that I have always made it a point to leave

a sufficient number every year on the dif-

ferent streams to keep the stock replenished.

The trapper who finds a beaver family and
never lets up until he has wiped them all

out is pursuing a very short-sighted policy.

A female beaver will bring forth from two
to five kittens each spring, and I have

known them to have six, in one case seven,

in a litter. In this country the kittens are

born the latter part of May or the first of

June. The animals are now more numerous
in Northumberland and Restigouche than

any of the other counties. They would be

numerous in Gloucester, Madawaska, and
Victoria, but are followed up too closely by

the Frenchmen, who never think of giving

them a chance to breed. In the southeru

and western counties very few are now to

be found. The pelts at present are worth

about $2.50 a pound. They vary from half

a pound to two pounds in weight, the aver-

age being about one and a quarter. I gener-

ally bring in from thirty to sixty skins in a

season. Most of these go to the Loudon
market; some of them to Montreal. The
age of the beaver makes very little differ-

ence with regard to the quality of the fui*.
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Three and four year olds are about the best,

as the skins are more pUable. The drop in

Alaska seal has brought down the value of

beaver, because the latter is used to coun-

terfeit the former. After a beaver skin has

been plucked and dyed to resemble seal it

takes an expert to tell the difference.

''A good many stories are told abotit

beavers by people who are not well in-

formed. For instance, it is claimed that

they use their broad, scaly tails as trowels

to plaster their houses or dams. As a matter

of fact, they simply keep lugging up mud
and tramping over it, and that is all the

plastering that is done. Then, again, it is

stated that they only work at night. I have
often seen them working in the daytime,

especially in the spring of the year, when it

freezes too hard at night for them to cut

their wood. I have known them to come
out of their houses at eleven o'clock in the

forenoon, but it is usual for them to appear

at three o'clock and work till dark. The
Indians, and some white men, take advan-

tage of this and lay in wait to shoot them
when they show up. On warm nights in the

early autumn they are not apt to be seen in

the daytime. For shooting a beaver in the

water the shotgun is preferable to the rifle.

Only about half of the animal's head shows
above the surface, and as he is nearly always

under full head of steam, it is hard to stop

him with the rifle. If you miss your beaver

he up-ends and dives like a shot, his bi'oad

tail striking the water like a side of sole

leather. I believe his object in spanking the

water is to put the other beavers on their

guard.

''In some respects the cleverness of the

beaver is overrated. He is certainly a very

good, clean workman in the mason and car-

penter line, but is far easier to trap than a

fox or a fisher. When you are laying for

him with a gun all you have to do is to keep

perfectly still, and he will swim right up to

you, but the slightest whiff of human scent

will send him to the bottom.
" Beaver dams are not always built of

sticks and mud. I have seen four of them built

entirely of stone. At Beaver Brook Lake
there is an old stone dam about forty rods

long. When this dam was first made it

probably was cemented with leaves and
mud; but this soft material washed out

after a while without materially lowering

the dam, and when a new family of beavers

fell heir to it, they had water enough there

without having to raise the dam. The beaver
is a great worker, but he likes to loaf the

same as any one else when he has a chance.

For instance, when he can find an old

lumberman's dam it is a regular windfall

for him. He goes right to work and plugs

up the old gateway, and soon has a splendid

r^:---

" Swimming- down the canal with a tree five times his own weight in tow.



' If he could sret hold of you with his

teeth, he would almost take a legr

off."

fit-out. It makes him fairly grin to

strike such a snap as that. But I have

seen beavers that didn't seem to have "^
good horse sense. They will under-

take to build a dam in a place where it will

be carried away with every freshet, while

within ten rods of it there is a good, safe site.

Sometimes they will pick out very mean
places for food and will nearly starve in the

winter, though there is plenty of good poplar

and birch not a quarter of a mile away.

"Some people who write stories for the

papers say that what are called bank beavers

are lazy old males that have been forced out

of the house by the rest of the family be-

cause they wouldn't work. I wonder what
kind of a spy-glass the man had who saw
this taking place. Perhaps he was a mind-
reader who could figure out what the beavers

were thinking about. Bank beavers are not

always males by any means. I have trapped

female bank beavers with their kittens. The
fact is that when beavers take to the bank
it is because there is so much water there

that they don't need a dam, or because there

is no chance to build a dam. That is why
you find the bank beavers mostly on lakes,

or large rivers, which they are unable to dam.
"A full-grown beaver will weigh from thirty

to forty pounds. I have caught a good many
scaling over forty pounds, and have been told

by very reliable people that sixty pounders

have been taken. I

think the beaver, if he

^^ could only keep out of the

trap, would live to a ripe old

age. His growth is very slow,

yet he sometimes reaches a re-

markable size, with every sign of

" extreme age. I feel safe in saying

that he is liable to live to be twenty-
•r five or thirty years of age. The fur

of the beaver is at its best in the winter

and early spring. The outer and longer

coating is coarse and glossy, almost black in

color ; the under coat is very thick and silky,

nearly black on top and silver-gray under-

neath.

"The beaver is really a sort of automatic

pulp -mill, grinding up almost any kind of

bark that comes his way. I once meas-

ured a white birch tree, twenty-two inches

through, cut down by a beaver. A single

beaver generally, if not always, cuts the tree,

andwhen it comes down the whole family fall

to and have a regular frolic with the bark and
branches. A big beaver will bring down a

fair-sized sapling, say three inches through,

in about two minutes, and a large tree in

about an hour. The favorite food of the

animal is the poplai-, next comes the cherry,

then the balm of Gilead. They are fond of

all kinds of maples, and will eat cedar, hem-
lock, or spruce. In some places they feed

principally on alders. They also eat the

roots of many kinds of water plants. When
food is scarce they will consume the bark of

the largest ti-ees.

" They commence to build their houses and
yard up wood for the winter in September

;

sometimes, however, as early as August, and
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sometimes as late as October. They di-ag in

the wood from all directions to the pond,

and float it up as near as they can to the front

of the lodge. There are usually two doors

to a beaver house, and a favorite place for

them to pile their wood is between these

openings. A large quantity, however, is left

out in the open pond, very little of which is

available for consumption, because when the

shallow pond freezes up the beavers are only

able to reach what is below the ice. The

have cemented the mass the house is well nigh
impregnable. It is perfectly air-tight, and
being steam-heated by the beavers must be
very warm and cosy in the coldest weather.

Old beavers build large houses, work system-

atically, and go in for comfort generally.

"•Each beaver places his bed neatly

against the inner surface of the wall. His
bedding is composed usually of wood fibers

stripped fine, about like an Indian's broom.
In the case of lake beaver, with whom wood
is scarce, blue joint grass is used for bed-

ding. This is taken out frequently and a

K - fresh supply brought in, for

the beaver is a most
cleanly animal, and his

couch is soon fouled

by his muddy occu-

pation. Occasion-

ally a beaver

house is found
with a root or

_^
stump run-

"*\

\
ning up

" They can be captured by making a small break in the dam and setting a

trap where they will come to repair the leak."

size of the house, as well as of the woodpile

stored in the pond, depends on the size of

the family. An average house, which is

cii'cular in shape, will measure about twelve

feet in diameter and stand from three to six

feet above the surface of the water. I have
known them to be as large as sixteen and as

small as six feet in diameter. The walls are

about two feet thick, and, even without the

aid of winter's masonry, are strong enough
to support the weight of a full-grown moose.

After the rains and frosts of earlv winter

thi'ough the center, around which the beds

are ranged.

"The two outlets from the lodge are built

on an incline to the bottom of the pond. I

think the intention is that if an enemy comes

in one door the beavers can make out the

other. The mud with which the roof is

plastered is mostly taken from the bottom

of the pond close to the house, sometimes

leaving quite a ditch there, which is handy, as

giving the beavers room to move about when
the ice gets thick. As the ice freezes down
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to the bottom the beavers extend a trench

from this ditch out farther into the pond to

enable them to reach their food. This trench

is sometimes ten rods in length. They will

often cut a canal about three feet wide from
one lake to another, if the intervening ground
is barren and the surface level. Sometimes
they will excavate an underground canal

between the lakes. If the house is on a lake

and there is a wide strip of barren between
the house and the edge of the woods they

will cut a canal clear up to the edge of the

woods so that they can tioat their stuff down.
To see a beaver swimming down the canal

with a tree five times his own weight in tow
is an amusing sight. He has a good deal the

same look of mingled triumph and responsi-

bility on his face as the man who is lugging

home his Thanksgiving turkey.
" It is very seldom that the house is lo-

cated on or near the dam. Beaver dams
vary a good deal in height, according to the

shape of the bank and the depth of water,

seldom, however, measuring over seven feet.

They are often eight or ten feet wide at

the base, sloping up to a width of from one
to three feet on top, and are usually water-

tight. They are very firmly constructed and
will last for years, as a rule, after the beav-

ers have left them. Where beavers have sel-

dom been disturbed, they can be captured

by making a small break in the dam and
setting a trap for them when they come to

repair the leak. But where they have been
much hunted—and they are mostly all pretty

well posted these days—this plan is a poor
one. The beavers will promenade on top of

the dam and smell around the trap to see

what is the matter, and when you visit the

trap you are liable to find in it nothing but
a bunch of sticks. A beaver colony may use

the same dam for a number of years, espe-

cially when it is at the outlet or inlet of a

lake, but they will usually build a new
house every year. I think they do this on
the ground of cleanliness, on which point

they are very particular,

"As compared with the otter or mink,

the beaver is a very slow swimmer. His

front legs hang by his sides, and he uses

only his webbed hind feet. It is easy to

capture him with a canoe if you can find

him in shoal water. He is a most deter-

mined fighter, but clumsy and easy to

handle. If he can get hold of you with his

teeth he would almost take a leg off—so

you want to watch him sharply. The proper

place to grab him, with safcity to yourself, is

by the tail.

" The only enemy the beaver really has to

fear is man. The bear and the lynx still

hunt him sometimes, but not with much
success. I have known a bear to go down
into four feet of water and haul a beaver

out of a trap. The lynx occasionally catches

a small beaver on the bank, or in a shallow

brook, but a full-grown specimen is too

much for him to handle. The intelligence

of wild animals in some respects is superior

to that of men. They never have a swelled

head; never bite off more than they can

comfortably digest. Each fellow knows what
he is able to tackle and get away with with-

out injuring his health. The bear has too

much sense to tackle the porcupine, and all

hands line up to give the skunk the right

of way.

"As soon as the lakes and streams open
in the spring the old males, and all the two
and three year olds, start off on a regular ex-

cursion and ramble over the brooks and lakes

for miles around, the old females remaining

at home to rear their young. In fact, the

mother beavers remain at home all summer,
while the rest of the tribe range about until

September, when they commence to club to-

gether again. The kittens generally remain
with the mother for two years. When they

are three years old they mate and start off

on their own hook. You can always tell the

newly wedded couple by the small, snug
house they build. They seem to be very de-

voted to each other, but I have noticed one

point about the young she beaver that is

very human. If the trapper comes along,

and her mate is taken, she goes skirmishing

as soon as possible for another husband.

"Near the root of the beaver's tail are

glands which hold a thick, musty substance

called the castoreum, which is used by trap-

pers to scent their bait. When I want to

shoot a beaver I get out my bottle of cas-

toreum and pull the cork. The beaver will

swim right up within range as soon as he

catches the scent. When trapping in the

fall, which I seldom do, I generally daub a

little of the substance on a dry stub or snag

a few yards away from the shore. The trap

is set about three inches under water, where
the beaver climbs up on the bank, a bunch
of poplar being generally used for bait.

When trapping in the winter you cannot

use the castoreum, as the trap must be set

under the ice, where the scent has no effect.
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"Some old trappers, when setting traps

under the ice, cut four stakes, three of green

poplar and the other of some kind of dry-

wood. These are driven down through the

hole in the ice close to the house, solidly

into the bottom, forming a square about a

foot each way. The trap is set and lowered

carefully to the bottom by means of two
hooked sticks, the ring on the chain being

shpped over the dry stake. This is not a

sure plan at all. There is nothing to prevent

the beaver from cutting off the poplars above

the trap and carrying them away. In fact,

if the beaver gets in the trap, he is simply-

playing in hard luck. The best way is to

shove down a small, dry tree with three or

four branches sticking out, on which the

trap can be set, and place the bait above it

in such a fashion that the beaver will have
to step on the trap to reach it. But, if the

water is shoal enough, the safest way is to

place your trap on the bottom. It is, of

course, all important that the beaver should

drown soon after he is caught; otherwise

you are very apt to get nothing but a claw,

especially if he is caught by the forefoot,

which can be twisted off very easUy.
'' The cutting of a hole in the ice and

other disturbances caused by setting the

trap, of course, scare the beavers in the

house, and you are not likely to catch any
for two or three nights. But the beavers can-

not escape, are very hungry for fresh food,

and after they get over their panic will read-

ily walk into the trap.

" The ability of a beaver to remain under
water for a long time is really not so hard
a problem as it looks. When the lake or

pond is frozen over a beaver will come to

the under surface of the ice and expel his

breath so that it forms a wide, flat bubble.

The air coming in contact with the ice and
water is purified, and the beaver breathes

it in again. This operation he can repeat

several times. The otter and muskrat do
the same thing. When the ice is thin and
clear 1 have often seen the muskrat attached

to his bubble, and by pounding on the ice

have driven him away from it, whereupon
he drowns in a very short time.

" It almost takes a burglar-proof safe to

hold a newly captured beaver. I once

caught an old one and two kittens up the

north branch of the Sou'west Miramichi,

put them in a barrel, and brought them
down to Miramichi Lake. That night the

old beaver gnawed a hole through the

barrel and escaped, leaving her kittens

behind. They were so young that I had no
way of feeding them, so released them in

the hope that the mother might find them.

Soon afterward I caught a very large male
beaver. I made a log pen for him of dry

spruce, but the second night he cut a log out

and disappeared. Beavers, when alarmed,

generally make up stream, so I went up the

brook to where a little branch came in, and
thought I would give that a look, and I

hadn't gone more than ten rods before I

came across my old friend sitting up in the

bed of the brook having a lunch on a stick

he had cut. He actually looked as if he

knew he was playing truant when he caught

sight of me out of the side of his eye, I

picked him up by the tail, brought him
back, put him in the pen, supplied him with

plenty of fresh poplar, and he never gave
me any more ti'ouble."



THE CHIVALRY OF VAN BUREN

By HENRY C. ROWLAND

ILLUSTRATED BY MARTIN JUSTICE

TWO bells were
struck on a big

lumber -laden
coasting schooner, and the

soft summer night settled

_- back to sleep again. The
^N^ lights along the shore

winked drowsily, and one

by one flickered out. A
distant locomotive hooted

dismally, but failed to rouse

the somnolence that lay

upon the flat, black, oily

waters of the harbor, and the slack tide,

which for an hour had lain inert, began to

ebb sluggishly through the breakwater.

Mr. Stuyvesant Van Buren, who was sleep-

ing alone on the Cape Cod catboat Nahma,
at anchor off the Long Wharf, turned in his

bunk, sighed protestingly, and settled him-

self for the all too brief slumber which he

dimly felt might be allotted him before

the rest of the party, three in number, who
had gone ashore to a dance, should come off

aboardand unkindly rousehim from aneeded

rest. Mr. Tan Buren had declined their

urgent requests to go with them, for two
reasons; the first being an objection to ac-

cepting an invitation given without the

knowledge of the prospective hostess, and
the second, a disinclination to leave the

yacht entirely unprotected.

Although untroubled by conscience or

digestion, Mr. Van Buren experienced an
annoying difficulty in getting to sleep again.

The absolute stillness that lay upon the

waters was annoying to one accustomed to

be lulled to rest by the crash and rattle of a

busy thoroughfare. It was the first night he

had slept upon the boat, and, although used

to yachting, it usually took the first night

aboard to become acquainted with his bunk.

He sighed peevishly and thought of his com-
fortable bed at the ch^b which he had ex-

changed for a brief life upon the wave;
then he began to wonder whether he would
be able to get to sleep before three bells

were struck on the schooner, and that was
fatal.

The soft ''chunk-a-chunk" of oars, and a

slight splash and gurgle which seemed to be

approaching, rather reconciled him to his

growing wakefulness. It announced the re-

turn of the rest of the party, and Mr. Van
Buren realized that even had unconscious-

ness returned to him, it would have been of

short duration. The sounds came nearer,

and as he had no desire to be regaled just

then by the story of the evening's amuse-

ment, the idea occurred to him to feign

sleep, in the rather forlorn hope that his

peaceful and innocent appearance might

excite consideration. He turned his back to

the cabin and drew the blanket up over

his ears.

The boat slid quietly alongside, and he

heard its three occupants step stealthily

aboard. Some heavy, clanging object was
dropped softly into the cockpit.

"That's the extra anchor that they've

brought off from the clubhouse," thought

the shamming Mr. Van Buren.

The hatch was slid back with a slight jar,

and a light flashed down into the cabin. Mr.

Van Buren emitted an artificial snore. Abso-

lute silence ensued, followed by a whispered

consultation and heavy breathing from the

hatchway.
" Inexplicable kindness of heart—or devil-

ment and ill-timed levity," thought the 'pos-

sum-playing Van Buren.

Some one shuffled through the hatch and

entered the cabin.

Light footfalls approached his bunk, and
the next instant Mr. Van Buren experienced

an indefinable thrill of repulsion that caused

him to throw aside his dissembling and roll

over with an exclamation of protest.

There was a grating, metallic sound, and

his eyes were dazzled by a glare of light,

which gradually resolved itself into a yellow

ball of great brilliance. Without its zone,

all was a swimming murkiness.

Mr. Van Buren roused himself indig-
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nantly, as befitting one whose slumbers had
been triflingly disturbed.

" Oh, go to "

Out from the blur of darkness, close to

the area of intense light, was projected a

long, gleaming cylinder upon which the rays

of the bull's-eye flickered evily. This was

crowded almost against his face, and as his

wondering eyes were focussed upon it, there

came forward into view a thick grimy fist,

one squat, black-nailed finger of which was
crooked upon the trigger.

A hoarse, husky-throated voicewas thrown
into his face from so near that he felt the

breath upon his cheek.

^ Come, rous' out o' dere, birdie—an'

don't ye snap yer bill 'r it'll be de las' peep !

"

The dazed Van Buren was too paralyzed

to at once comply. A heavy paw fell upon
his shoulder and shook it roughly.

*' Break out, matey ! Wot's de matter wit'

ye ! Jar loose and see yer friends !

"

"What do you want ? " demanded Mr. Van
Buren, somewhat shakily, but with some
heat. The handling of his patrician person

had not been without effect.

A thin, nervous falsetto from the dark-

ness of the cabin answered.

"We want ye ter slide dis packet out o'

'ere; dat's wot we want. An' ye '11 be doin'

uv it bloomin' quiet if ye knows wot 's healt'y

for ye—savvy ?
"

" Why don't you sail her out yourselves

then— " The action in the dramawas banish-
ing Mr. Van Buren's fears by awakening his

interest.

" 'Cos we ain't no yachtin'

blokes. Now don't arsk questions— just git

busy wit' yerself !

"

"All right," replied Van Buren, "just

train that gun to one side, wUl you ? " The
idea had suddenly struck him that the rest

of the party might come off at any moment,
and that their arrival would be pretty sure

to lead to possibly fatal casualties.

" I twig," he resumed. " You boys have
done a little job and you want to get out

quick. Your long suit is n't navigation, so

you want me to sail you out. Put up your
gun ; I've no wish to commit suicide." He
swung out of his bunk. \

"Now ye 're talkin'," growled the deep
voice, " but don't ye make no shady move,
and ye need n't make no more noise dan ye
have to."

Shivering slightly from excitement and
the morning chiU, Mr. Van Buren stepped

up through the hatch. The first object to

catch his eye was a slight figure sitting on
the cockpit rail. At its feet lay a dark, un-

couth object, at which Van Buren started,

thinking it to be the body of a man. A low

chuckle came from the slight figure.

" Don't be scairt, mister," said a rather

musically subdued voice. "That's only th'

swag !

"

Two figures emerged from the cabinbehind

Mr. Van Buren. The first was that of a squat,

burly man, very broad and thick, and as the

dim sheen of the riding light fell upon him,

Mr. Van Buren observed that hewas bearded,

and masked with a strip of black which ran

across the upper half of his face. He also ob-

served that he held in his hand a large re-

volver. The other man was short but rather

broad, and moved with the quick alertness of

a terrier. He seemed to understand some-

thing of what was necessary, and without a

word set about casting off the stops of the

sail. Van Buren lent a hand, and in a mo-
ment the shadowy canvas was groping its

way into the darkness overhead with a grow-

ing slap and flutter as it felt the night breeze

that was breathing out of the north.

The creaking of the blocks, and the jar

of the big boom as it tugged fltfuUy at the

traveler, was disturbing to the armed cracks-

man in the stern.

"Don't make so much noise dere," he

growled impatiently.

"Dat's all right, 'e can't 'elp dat," panted

Van Buren's helper, who had a sense of

responsibility as he tugged at the throat-

halliards.

The stamping of feet and the rattle of

oars thrown into a boat came from the land-

ing on the shore.

"Dat's de perlice : hurry up dere," growled

the bearded man.
Mr. Van Buren thought it more probable

that the sounds came from his returning

shipmates, whom he did not care to have

exposed to the marksmanship of his guard.

" Cut that anchor line !
" he whispered.

A knife flashed for an instant, and the

next moment the Nahma was dropping

down with the tide. Van Buren whipped the

haUiard he was holding around a cleat and
slipped aft to the wheel, pushing his guard

somewhat roughly aside as he did so. His

action provoked no protest.

" Say, yer all right, covey," was the^com-
ment. "I fink we'U have ter take ye into

der firm."
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By some perverse sense of reMsoiiiiig', Mr.

Van Bnren was l)e<i'inning' to i'eel a ([neer

elation at their escape. He liuiif^ liiniself

over the coaniiny and spun the wheel in

his hands. Slowly the Nahma responded,

and obediently headed for the breakwater.

As they slipped down past the coaster, the

drowsy watchman liailed them softly so as

not to disturb the sleeping skipper.

" Gettin' an early start, Cap. Goin'' East ?

"

"Yep," replied Van Buren. "Got a big

race on to-day !

"

A gurgle at his side told him that his

humor was not unappreciated.

They stole swiftly through the breakwater

and headed out into the Sound. Van Buren's

spirits rose, and the thrill of ad-

venture caused his pulses to

quicken. He addressed himself to

the little thug who had helped

him get under way.
" Say, pard, sup-

pose you light up that

oil stove in the cabin

and make some coffee

for all hands. You '11

find the gear in the

starboard locker for-

ward. There are some
cigars and Scotch on

the other side."

There was a mo-
ment's silence, then a

musical laugh from
the slight figure sit-

ting by the bag of

plunder.
" Say, he's all right, hey? I alius

fought dese blokes was gun-shy! "

" Not on yer life," replied Van /
Buren's helper, warmly. " Swells -"^

like 'im keeps dere nerve right wid 'em. Hit's

dese bloomin' bounders an' soft-'earted mugs
wot makes trouble for blokes like we." He
turned to Van Buren, " We accep's yer kin'

hinvitation in de same fren'ly sperit in w'ich

you gives it." He hesitated a moment.
" Don't ye want me to git ye some clo'es ?

Dem silk py-jammers ain't much perfection

from de mornin' chill."

The musical laugh at his elbow was re-

peated, and in some way had an irritating

effect upon Mr. Van Buren.

"Thanks," he answered dryly. "I 'm not

cold. One's guests always demand one's

first attention, you know."
The Cockney chuckled and dived down

l)e]()w. Van Buren turned to the Ijearded

man.
" Where do you want to go ? " he asked.
" What's right acrost from here "I

"

u ^g 5j..g ]ieading aVjout for Port Jefferson,

Long Island."

" Dat straight ?
"

"If you don't believe me, get out the

chart and see for yourself."

" How far is de railroad from de shore?''
" A mile or two."

The man pondered a moment. " Keep on
der way yer goin' 'till we tell ye different,"

he ordered at length.

" Steady she is," replied Van Buren,
cheerfully.

The pleasant aroma of coffee

y began to steal up through the

hatch, and a moment later the

Cockney came on deck
and politely offered him
one of his own cigars,

with the facetious

remark that he
could recommend
them as being rather
good. Van Buren
took one, gravely ex-

pressing his thanks

at the same time.

He noticed, however,

that his guests did not

avail themselves of the

proffered whisky. Soon
the first light of the

dawn began to restore

the confusion of perspective about

them, and with it the breeze fresh-

ened. Mr. Van Buren, somewhat
chiUed from his scant attire and
experiencing the peculiar moral

disadvantage of a man but semi-clad, sug-

gested that he retire to the cabin and clothe

himself more decently. A quick look of dis-

trust flashed between his two captors, and
the man with the beard made a gesture of

dissent.

" Bill here '11 fetch yer clo'es up to ye," he

announced. " We got so attached to yer we
can't bear to have ye out o' our sight," he

explained, with a grin.

Mr. Van Buren accepted the situation

with a shrug. Having a patrician sense of

decency he would have much preferred to

make his toilet in the privacy of the cabin,

but understanding the motive which denied

him this privilege, he accepted the situation
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with good grace.

The hght was still

rather dim, which

made it the less

objectionable.

The Cockney
brought him his

clothes as directed,

from the sling over

his bunk, and de-

posited them upon
the thwart. Mr.

Van Buren non-

ehalently slipped

out of the jacket

of his pajamas.

Somewhat to his

surprise the act

seemed to cause

considerable con-

sternation to the Cockney.
" 'Old 'ard, fren'

!

" he exclaimed in a some-

what startled tone. " Wot 're ye up to ?
"

" Hi fought ye was a-going to git dressed—

"

Again the musical laugh rang out from

the stern-sheets, and the boy, as Mr. Van
Buren made him out to be in the growing
light, slipped past him and into the cabin,

where his mirth continued.

" Why, confound it all !
" exclaimed the

surprised Van Buren, " you don't want me
to get dressed over my night-clothes, do

you ?
"

"Oh, dat's all right," said the Cockney,

uneasily; " I fought dat maybe ye was gittin'

ready to go overboard," he added in ex-

planation.

Another laugh issued from the cabin and
was echoed by the bearded rufl&an aft. Mr.

Van Buren proceeded to dress, somewhat
mystified.

Some fleecy clouds in the eastern sky
turned from purple to pink, and a red flash

shot over the face of the waters. Slowly the

sun lifted itself from the sea beyond, and Mr.

Van Buren regarded it with interest, as it

was the first time for many months that he
had witnessed such a phenomenon. Then
suddenly he turned with a greater interest to

his guests, and was rather startled and dis-

appointed to see how the broad daylight

robbed them of the sinister appearance in

which the night had clothed them.

'i'hey on their part, as though realizing this,

turned somewhat abashed from his scrutiny.

There was a slightly embarrassing silence.

*' De kid 's cookin' up some chuck," volun-

teered the Cockney, as one desiring to lighten

a somewhat trying situation.

There was a sound of breaking egg-sheUs

and a gratifying hiss and splutter below, and
presently the "kid" appeared with a dish of

scrambled eggs. Mr. Van Buren stared at

him with admiration at his comeliness, and
was rather surprised at the ill-grace with

which he supported the scrutiny.

"Well, let's feed," remarked the bearded

man, for whose ugliness the daylight had
done but little. " Help yerself, boss !

"

Mr. Van Buren murmured his acknowl-

edgments and proceeded to help himself. A
sudden gust caused him to devote his atten-

tion entirely to the boat.

" Wind 's freshening," he remarked, geni-

ally. " We '11 be off the beach in an hour.

What then f
"

" Why, den," remarked the bearded man,

coolly helping himself with his fingers, " we '11

jus' tie you up wid some o' dese ropes and
bid yer ta-ta."

A hot flash of anger swept through Mr.

Van Buren, but before he could speak the

bearded man addressed the " kid."

" Kid, dis gent has treated us so white dat

I 'd kinder like ter have a soovenir of de sail.

Jus' take charge o' dat watch and anyt'ing

dat he may have loose in his clo'es !

"

Mr. Van Buren drew himself back against

the wheel, but, realizing his helplessness, was
forced to submit to a search which deprived

him of watch, wallet, and seal ring. It was
the loot of this latter trinket, which had come
to him from his father, that suddenly stripped

him of the good nature which up to this time

he had felt; but of this he made no sign.

There was a certain reluctance on the part of

the " kid " to carry out these orders from his

chief, but Mr. Van Buren was too incensed

to observe it. He did

notice, however, that

during the humiliat-

ing process the Cock-

ney avoided his eye,

and this circum-

stance still further

incensed him. A sudden
yaw of the boat, as a
squall struck the big sail

full, sent a quick tug to
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his heart. The boat was
ruuiiing dead before the

wind, and at every puff the ^^-^^

heavy boom was jerked vi-

olently upward, so that it

took constant vigilance to avoid a

jibe. The Long Island shore was
looming close aboard. For a mo-
ment he held the wheel to steady

himself, while his heart hammered
at his ribs until he thought it would
burst.

''Pull up the center-board!" he

said to the Cockney. " It' 11 steady

her; besides, there might be some
rocks hereabouts!"

" Wot ? " exclaimed the unsuspect-

ing thug.
" Pull up that rope that comes up

through the roof of the cabin ! Hurry up !

"

There was no mistaking the excitement of

his tone, and the Cockney, under the im-

pression that for some reason unknown to

him their safety was at stake, leaped nimbly

onto the house and tugged unavailingly at

the rope indicated—as Mr. Van
Buren had suspected that he
would, inasmuch as the board was
already hard up as it should be in

running free.

"HuUy gee! I

can't budge her !

"

gasped the strug-

gling Cockney.

"Jump up and
lend him a hand !

"

said Mr. Van Bu-
ren to the bearded

man.
Therewas a note

of command in his

voice, and the man,
land-lubber as he was, and
under the impression that,

as regarded their naviga-

tion, something vital was at

stake, quickly climbed to

the assistance of his mate,

"kid," rather frightened, for

there was an uglyhiss in the water
alongside, started to follow. Van
Buren put out a restraining hand.

"Stay here; duck your head,"

he added in a low tone. "Now,
boys, pull for all you are worth !

"

They pulled with a will, and
at the same moment Van Buren

crowded the helm hard up. The stiff

following wind caught the sail aback,

and for a moment the great boom
hung poised in the air.

"PviZL'" screamed Van Buren.

Again they hauled with a curse :

then, with a crash, the boom jibed

across. A falling pine tree could have
come with no more crushing force.

It swept the two men from the house

as though they had been flies, and
the next moment they were strug-

gling astern.

Quick as a tiash Van Buren cut the

painter of the towing dingey, as he

had no wish to drown them, much as

they might deserve it.

"Can they swim"?" he asked the

frightened "kid."
" Kin a wharf-rat swim ? " he repHed, pale

but scornfully. "Say," he added, with a

quick suspicion, " what made her do dat ? "

" I made her do it !
" answered Van Buren

sternly, "because those two skunks tried

to— Hold on there !

"

Like a flash the "kid" had whipped a

revolver from his side pocket and aimed it

at his head. InstinctivelyVan Buren ducked,

and at the same moment there was a crash

in his ears and a stinging pain at

the side of his head. The next

instant he and the "kid" were
struggling over

and over in the

cockpit.

The conflict was
of short duration.

Mr. Van Buren,

rolling uppermost,

seized the " kid's "

head in both his

powerful hands
and brought it

with a thud
against one of the

stanchions of the

thwart. The "kid"
relaxed and fell

limply to the deck.

The victor rose

and wiped away
the blood that was
running into his

eyes from an ugly furrow in

his temple. He looked astern

and saw that the other two
men had climbed into the boat
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and were rowing to the Long Island shore,

not two miles away. Then he looked up
and down the Sound and saw but one or

two distant sails. His nest act was to pick

up the " kid's " revolver ijom the cockpit

and shove it into his pocket.

For a moment he was more than half in-

clined to give chase to the fugitives and open

Are at close range—or run them down. But
the lifeless appearance of his little antagonist

rather caused his tirst tierce anger to abate,

especially as he noticed that the boy's head
was lying in a gradually widening pool of

blood, and also that his face, now that the

passion had left it, was that of an angel—
or a child.

He raised the head and bound his hand-

kerchief tightly over the wound, then started

to unbutton the tattered overcoat that was
several sizes too large for the httle figure

that it contained. The coarse woolen shirt

came next, and then —

!

Mr. Van Buren rose suddenly to his feet

with a hot, shamed face, and savagely shook
his fist at the receding boat—for he had
made a discovery.*****
"What are you going to do with me now,''

asked the " kid,"' shamefacedly, as Mr. Van
Buren steered skilfully through the narrow
breakwater at Port Jefferson.

" Fu'st, I am going to ask your pardon for

having treated you so roughly 3 then I am

going to ask you to restore my personal

effects, and after that 1 am going to take

you to a doctor at Port Jefferson and get

your— I might say our— heads dressed.

After that I will give you my blessing and
five dollars and put you on a train."

She turned her head away and looked far

off down the Sound, which was now becom-
ing dotted with specks of flashing white.

When at length she looked at him, her dark

eyes were fiUed with tears, which did not

proceed from the pain caused by her wound.
Suddenly her hand fumbled at her neck.

There was a quick tug, and she held out to

him a little heart-shaped locket of gold.

" Say, mister "—a dark flush spread over

her cheeks — '
' will you take this fer a— a—

keepsake, no!— not that— " she cried, as

Van Buren hesitated.

He took the locket from her hand and
bowed gravely.

" I shall treasure it always !
" he replied.

She looked away again—then full into his

face, her own crimson.
" What are you going to do with—with

—

that f " she asked, pushing the burlap bag
with her foot.

" Oh, that is a bag of plunder that was
dropped by three—raen that I met near the

Long Wharf, who shot at me and then ran

off. It will be back where it came from by
this evening !

" replied the smiling Mr. Van
Buren.



THE OLD SKATING-POND

By E. W. KEMBLE

ILLUSTRATED BY THE AUTHOR

DO you remember the old skating-pond ?

It was back in your boyhood days,

and in all probability was just a mile

or so from the village school. With what
eager delight you hailed the approach of

the clear, cold weather that put the first

film of ice over its surface, and how you got

out your old wooden strap skates, greased

the stiffened leather until it became soft and
pliable, gave the thick, coarse runners

a vigorous rubbing* until there was not

a speck of the summer's rust upon them,

and then hung them up in the wood-
shed—ready for the signal.

The word was generally

brought to the schoolroom door

by a little, tow-headed, red-

cheeked courier, his face aglow,

for he had just come from the

pond and had skated over its

entire length and breadth— so

he ought to know. And when
school was out, what a glorious

shout went up as you scurried

home to get your skates! Then
the snow-covered road was
dotted with little groups of

twos and threes, all plodding

along in the same direction. Of
course, some of the larg'er boys
and girls were there before you
and looked upon you with an
air of disdain as you flung

yourself on the ice and buckled

on your "runners." You wob-
bled a bit at first, but soon you
got into the swing and off you scooted, glid-

ing over every nook and corner of the pond
as though you were on a hurried tour of

inspection, and you never stopped until you
were quite out of breath, or a strap loosened

and caused your skate to turn and spin you
around until you sat on the ice with a vigor-

ous thud.

And do you recall all those who were there ?

First of all, the pretty little girl in the white

knit hood who skated so gracefully. If I re-

member rightly, she was just seventeen— a

mere wisp of a creature— her glossy black

hair hung down her back in a thick braid,

her great brown eyes sparkled as the color

mounted to her cheeks, and how you envied

the larger boys who skated with her. How
you even grew jealous of their attentions

after she had glanced in your direction and
smiled at you. Then there were the two

daughters of the village Croesus,

their handsome furs and gorgeous

raiment making the little girl in

the knit hood look very plain as far

as worldly goods were concerned.

But what does gay plumage
amount to on a skating-pond un-

less you can skate?— and they

could not skate unless some
stixrdy gallant volunteered

to hold them by the arm.

Then, how the boys poked
fun at their escorts; they

were city chaps, you know
—imported for the occa-

sion. They held their heads

very high in the air; their high-

starched collars and tight-fitting

gloves called forth many a jest

from the village lads, who did

not approve of such superfiu-

ity; and when a sturdy urchin

bumped into one of them, and
nearly sent him sprawling, the

air was rent with laughter and
cat-calls.

Of course, the schoolmaster

had to come to see the fun. To be sure he

did not skate, but that did not prevent the

larger girls coaxing him on to the pond

;

and how his long, thin legs shot out as he

took several of them in tow and galloped

over the slippery ice ! And the "ohs" and
"ahs" they called forth as he suddenly

balked, bringing the girls to a sudden stop,

who, to save themselves from falling, clung

to his lean, spare form. And do you remem-
ber the old fellow, the old-timer, who had a
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curious pair of iron skates that

curled up at the toe ? I beheve he
made them
himself. He
was very
lean and
wore a short

thin coat
and a

velous

cap
came
down
his

-'>/Sj

and

mar-
fur

that
far
over

tawny
hair, his nose

was very red and pointed,

and his grizzled beard was
long and curly; he never

spoke to any one, but

whirled about here

there, executing

wonderful fig-

ures and wind-

ing up by revolv-

ing on his toes so rapidly that he

looked for all the world like a

huge corkscrew. How he loved to

gather a crowd about him and
then display his ability, and when
the performance was at its height

a sharp loud snap in the ice sent us

scurrying in many directions.

How fast and furious the fun

developed as the afternoon wore

on. Started by a few of the boys,

with hands placed upon the shoulders of

the lad in front, a long column of skaters

winds in and out, turning and doubling on
itself, growing in length as it speeds down
the pond, the leaders calling to those about

them to "hook on." Now one unfortunate

gets out of the stride and down he goes,

tumbling those behind him in a disconcerted

mass.

Other boys have each cut a slender stick,

trimmed it to the required size and shape,

and with half an apple, which has been
jostled from the hand of an over-fed only

son, scurry this way and that, engaged in a

game of " shinny."

Of all the characters on the village pond,

the one who afforded the most amusement
was the timid young man, who, having neg-

lected in his youth to master the art, now
comes forward at a later day to take his first

lesson on the ice. He comes to the pond
alone, and in a half - hearted way stands

upon the bank casting his eye sheepishly at

those about him and growing very red as

one of the smaller boys skates up to him
and in a mocking tone bawls out, "Hey,
fellers, look at Billy Tubbins, if he ain't got

a pair of skates!" This sally almost dis-

heartens the ambitious youth, and he moves
farther along the bank where the pond is not

so well patronized. His skates are buckled
on awkwardly ; he half stumbles down the

snow-covered bank, and, as he reaches the

ice, his feet shoot out in front of him, and he
sits down in an emphatic manner.

" Good boy, Billy, try it again ! " calls out a
pretty girl, as she glides past him with a

sturdy partner. He scrambles to his feet in

an awkward manner and straightens himself

for another trial, his ankles turn and twist,

his mittened hands wave frantically in the

air, and again he meets the ice with a vigor-

ous whack. Two Samaritans come
to his assistance and, placing a

hand under each arm, lift him to his

feet. He grins foolishly as he

thanks them, and against his pro-

tests they proceed to skate him
around the pond. " One, two,

three," they sing to him as his poor

legs wabble and turn. The rest of

the boys appreciate the fun and
follow after, taking up the refrain

and calling it in mocking tones.

Puffing and quite exhausted he is

finally conducted to the bank, and,

seated on the soft snow, he unstraps

his skates, declaring in whining tones that

he is through with skating forever! The
boys banter him as to his lack of pluck, call

him a " quitter," " 'fraid cat," the larger

girls call out to him to

come and teach them how
to skate. He grows very

red, and his chin trembles

as he tucks his skates un-

der his arm and starts

homeward—a sad and
lonesome mortal.

The western sky is now
aglow with crimson, the

ice reflects the coloring in

a subdued tone, the skaters

dart hither and thither

with renewed energy. One
by one they drop on the

snowy bank and slowly

unstrap their skates. The
girls, of course, need not
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soil their pretty fingers;

there are beaux enough,

and the beckoning of a

^mittened hand will bring

them at one's feet. The
''old-timer," with his

.V hand-made skates, alone remains,

' - wl ^^® ^^^^ occupant of the pond. He

t' ij^^ sways first to one side

• and then to the other as

he executes the " outer edge" ; now
he changes his movements, his arms
are held like the wings of a bird as

he does the " grape vine." One
after the other in rapid succession

he makes the figure eight on
either foot, the double roll

follows, and as a finish he
transforms himself into the

living corkscrew. A few of

the skaters have lingered on
the bank to see the sport. A faint rip-

ple of applause ascends as the per-

former finishes his magic twirl. The
great yellow moon peeps up over the

tree tops, and the pretty little girl in

the white hood looks up at her escort

and says, "Is there anything that com-
pares with skating?"

The moon has the pond all to him-
self for a time, but not long, for suppers

are eaten in i-ecord-breaking time when the

skating is good. The old-timer has been
gone just half an hour, by the watch, when
three village urchins come chasing down the

street, as though skating were not exercise

enough, and again go sliding over the ice,

giving Pawnee yells, calculated to make
every other urchin within hearing distance

bolt his spare-ribs and potatoes.

Yes, here these others come in twos, threes,

half-dozens; and after them come grown-

ups, too busy for skating by daylight. Some
of these forget that they are grown-ups, and

shout as loudly as the smallest. And
here again is the old-timer cutting

figures as ambitiously as ever.

A new spirit now possesses the old

pond. The moonlight has mel-

lowed the hilarity; the

shouting seems far

away, and brings

back weird, almost

fearful echoes. The moon comes close

down—you never saw it so near be-

fore. By and by the gTown-ups be-

gin to take off skates andturn home-
ward. You hnger, though
you are beginning to realize

that skating is harder work
than it was early in the day. Then
the big grown-up, who cuts figures

almost as well as the old-timer,

shouts that its "time for you kids

to be going home." You glide about

for a minute, loosen your straps, and
join the homeward procession.
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^UETTA, the

capital of

Beluchistan,

is a fortified cantonmeBt in a fertile valley,

13,000 feet above sea-level. It is the head-

quarters of a division, and the most im-

portant army post on the road to Kandahar.

The surrounding country is mountainous

and wild, no sign of trees or vegetation

being anywhere apparent, and the traveler

is inclined to wonder what nourishment can

be found for the flocks of goats and fat

tailed sheep that are occasionally met ; but

closer observation reveals a stunted vege-

table growth among the boulders.

I found the friend whom I sought on the

point of starting on a tour of inspection

down the line to Chaman, which is the ter-

minus of the railroad—that is to say, it was
then the terminus; but rails and sleepers

were stored there all ready to push the

railway over the border into Afghanistan,

should occasion require. The Anglo-Indian

official, when possible, combines business

with pleasure, so he suggested that we
should take our guns with us and have a

try for chicoi", which is a species of grouse,

in the hills.

While the servants were putting our

baggage on board the train, I noticed the

cook carried along with his pots and pans

a large bundle of firewood, and this rather

unusual addition to a traveling outfit spoke

most eloquently for the barren nature of

the country to which we were going.

Topographically and geographically, the

conditions of the Afghanistan frontier have
presented some of the most difficult features

with which engineers have been called upon
to contend. Not only is the whole country

a succession of ridges, nullahs (valleys) and
rivers, but the blue-slipper clay, which is

constantly met with, renders the erection of

embankments most hazai'dous; appalling

landslips are of frequent occurrence ; one

section in particular has been rebuilt three

times in as many years ; constructors iron-

ically give to the sub-stations such names
as "Premeditated Slip, No. 7," "Inevitable

Subsidence, No. 3."

A journey of eight hours brought us to

Shelabagh, a station at the southern en-

trance to the Khojak tunnel, which burrows
for two miles through a tooth-shaped ridge.

If ever the Ameer takes it into his head to

give up his pacific relations with Great

Britain, one of the first moves will be to

order a charge of gun-cotton placed under
the shoulder of one of the supporting arches

;

and, to guard the defile against any attempts

of this kind, fortified posts have been erected

at both ends.

Shelabagh is a typical frontier station,

consisting of a dak bungalow, the house
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of the military officer in charge of the rail-

way, and a few native huts. Captain B. has

not a very enviable position; his nearest

European neighbor is sixty miles away, and
the exactions of his post keep him closely

tied to the place. His wife told us that his

sole duty consisted in telegi'aphing head-

quarters every twenty-four hours the mes-

sage, "No snow on line;" but the sub-in-

spector and patrolmen would have a dif-

ferent story to tell on their journey up and
down the track looking out for the next

"unpremeditated slip."

The tribesmen seldom now give any
trouble, and the order for Europeans travel-

ing in these parts to provide themselves

with revolvers is generally disregarded. Yet

one notices that whenever the Sahib takes

his walks abroad he is attended by one or

more servants carrying his shotgun. '
' Always

handy in case one comes across a partridge,"

he lightly remarks. And, after all, a charge

of No. 4 is quite as likely to prove effective

in quieting the fanatical enthusiasm of a

Gazi as a single bullet. A tussle with one of

these gentry is not of infrequent occurrence

on the Edge of the Empire, and the follow-

ing incident will serve to illustrate the depth

of their cunning when under the influence

of religious frenzy.

A few years ago an engineer officer was
taking his morning ride, unattended, on the

outskirts of Quetta, when he was overtaken

by a tall Pathan, mounted on a handsome
Arab, pony. The extravagance of his ap-

pointments and his swaggering carriage

suggested the traveling horse-dealer. His

jacket was of rich brown velvet, embroid-

ered with gold braid; on his head he wore
a golden topie^ surrounded with a turban of

pale-blue silk, and a curved tulwar clattered

at his side. Cantering up, he entered into

conversation upon the apparent merits of

their respective mounts, and presently he

suggested that they should have a trial of

speed.

Nothing loath for a little sport, the sapper

acquiesced, and they started on a race down
the road. For some time they held abreast

without either horse giving way, when pres-

ently the Pathan's seemed to flag, and the

Englishman drew ahead. As he did so the

treacherous Gazi swept out his tulwar^ and,

stooping over the saddle-bow, struck at the

officer's neck. Instinctively the officer put

up his arm and checked the murderous force

of the stroke, but he was knocked off his

horse and rendered unconscious. The Gazi
galloped on, leaving him for dead.

Retribution is swift in India. A few hours

later the would-be assassin was captured,

tried, and sentenced, and that same evening
my friend in the Telegraphs received a chit

(note) from the head jailer of the prison re-

questing the loan of a steel telegraph post

from the store. As I observed before, wood
is scarce in Quetta.

Captain B. had no room for us in his house,

and we put up at the dak bungalow, which
an all-provident government has caused to

be built for the accommodation of weary
travelers. Like most of its kind, it con-

sisted of a single-storied, whitewashed build-

ing, containing a large center room, flanked

by two bedrooms and their satellite bath-

rooms, and having a broad veranda running
all around. Here, for the consideration of

one rupee a day, the European is permitted

to spread his blankets on the corded bed-

frame and to enjoy his anteprandial tub.

Next morning our host proposed a walk
after chicor, and, as I was not in good con-

dition for going very far, we decided not

to take anything to eat with us, but to re-

turn for lunch. We each had a native serv-

ant to carry the birds; besides, there was a

tall Beluchi hunter to act as guide. Chicor-

shooting requires almost as much caution as

deer-stalking. The birds are very wild, and
rise directly they see one's head above the

sky-line ; their color is so perfectly adapted

to their surroundings that, in spite of the

dearth of cover, they are very difficult to

see, and a wounded bird, if not marked
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down very accurately, is nearly certain to

escape.

In attempting to describe the nature of

the country which lay before us, I cannot

do better than quote from the late Mr. G. W.
Stevens' most graphic book, "In India."

" Not a level yard for milesand miles ; nothing

but a welter of naked khaki-colored moun-
tains; ridge entangling ridge, height top-

ping height. You toil up a knee-loosening

face to the summit, and there is another

summit dominating you; up that, and there

is yet another and another. No end, no
direction, no security, nothing but exposure

and sheer toil; not a gi-een thing, not one

open space, nothing but hard, sterile, un-

orientable, fanged impossibility."

To wear hobnails in one's boots would be

as useless as to try to climb a slate roof on
roller-skates ; hemp or felt soles are the

only things that will give any hold on the

ground, and even then one dislodges a small

avalanche of rubble at every step.

Three weeks of shipboard is not the best

possible training for this sort of work, and
toward noon I intimated that I would like

to go home. My companions, being sea-

soned mountaineers, wished to extend their

tramp a little further, and told off two of

the natives to take me back by the shortest

route, carrying with them the birds we had
shot.

These two men were telegraph linesmen

from the Bombay side, as little accustomed

to hill-climbing as

myself, and theyhad
not -disguised their

dissatisfaction at the

long morning's
tramp. Neither of

them understood a

word of English,

and as I knew noth-

ing of Hindustani, I

asked my friend to

explain tothem fully

the direction we
were to take. " You
need not worry
about that," he re-

plied, "they will find

their way back to

the bungalow as

easily as a lost hound."

I at once started off, fol-

lowed at a respectful distance

by the linesmen, to whom I

glanced every now and again to see if I

was going right. After walking several

miles, a large boulder hid them from view,

and I waited for them to come up. They
did not do so, however, and for the moment
I thought they had given me the slip. In-

stead of retracing my steps, I ran to the

top of a bluff, from which I could overlook

the track, and, to my surprise, saw the

stragglers calmly squatting under a rock.

I shouted to them to come on, and they

slowly rose and limped up, rubbing their

stomachs and wagging their heads in a dole-

ful manner, to imply they were feeling very
hungry and tired. I was greatly in need of

a rest and something to eat myself, but we
were not likely to get it any quicker by lag-

ging on the road, so I signed to them that

we must hurry on.

We plodded on for another mile or so,

my companions talking to each other and
looking around in an uncertain way, as if

they were not very sure about the road, and
presently we came to a regular cul-de-sac in

a deep gully. Here the trail ended abruptly,

and the natives threw themselves on the

gi'ound in attitudes of utter despair, signing

to me that they could go no farther.

I was feeling hungry, and in consequence
decidedly out of temper, and, not being able

to address them in their own language, I

relieved myself by berating them in English,

and I am afraid even so far forgot myself

as to kick them. They set up a most dismal

wail, and began to

shout "Ho! Pathan,

ao!"

It flashed upon me
that they had led me
into a trap, and that

they were calling to

some Pathan band-
its to come down
and murder me, and
I threateningly
pointed my gun at

them, but their look

of abject misery was
too unaffected to be

dissembled. S u d -

denly an equally

horrible supposition came
over me : we were lost

!

A hasty inspection discovered

no sign of a trail, except in the

direction from which we had come

;

solid walls of rock shut us in on
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every side; the short winter afternoon

was closing in. It was growing intensely

cold, and a few flakes of snow began to fall.

The oppressive silence of the hills was un-

broken save for the whining lamentations

of my companions, and, as if to intensify

the hopelessness of our position, at our feet

lay the whitened bones of an unfortunate

camel which had strayed into this gulch and
perished.

I fired off both barrels of my gun in the

hope of notifying the rest of the party of

our whereabouts, but no answer came to

the signal, except the mocking echo which
the cliffs threw back upon us. And then, in

the ensuing silence, it seemed as though na-

ture had become forgetfully unconscious of

my very existence. For a few moments a

feeling of the deepest depression took pos-

session of me, for when the body is utterly

exhausted for want of rest and food the

braui does not act normally. A great desire

to lie down and sleep almost conquered me,

but the cold was penetrating, and a night

on those hills would probably be my last.

One thing only was left which I could do,

and that was to keep going as long as my
legs would carry me.

Upon a quick inspiration I raked up the

only Hindustani word I knew, and, pointing

off, 1 said, '' Slielahagli half''—meaning to

ask, "Is Shelabagh in that direction?" But
the linesmen shook their heads. I pointed in

another direction; no, it was not there. I

pointed all around the compass; no, they did

not know where it was. Then I started back
along the track by which we had come, but

they would not stir. Fate was against them

;

they had lost their way, and nothing re-

mained but to lie down and await the out-

come.

Seeing that the attempt to move them was
a useless effort, I again started off alone, this

time in the direction in which we had been
traveling and began the heart-breaking

climb of the face of the cliff. I thought it

just possible that, although the men had lost

their way, their homing instinct might have

been leading them in the right direction.

Twenty minutes' climb brought me to the

knife-edged summit of the ridge. Every step

of the ascent had been accompanied by alter-

nate waves of hope and fear as to what I

should find on the other side, and now be-

neath me lay another gorge, the very coun-

terpart of the one I had climbed out of. In

fact, had I closed my eyes and turned round

three times

I do n ot
think I

shouldhave

known
which was
which.

Before beginning the downward journey

I could not resist the temptation of dislodg-

ing a boulder and sending it bounding down
in the direction of my recreant guides. Half

way down the slope I came upon a bunch of

chicor, but my fingers were so numbed with

the cold that I could not put a cartridge into

my gun; and the birds seemed aware of my
helpless plight, for they did not even trouble

to rise, but jeered at me after the derisive

fashion of an old cock grouse.

On I trudged, stumbling, sliding, and slip-

ping among the boulders, shouting occa-

sionally, and watching all the time for some
sign of a trail. Every new height I scaled,

every new vista that was opened up, seemed
to reiterate the futility of any one ever find-

ing me on those interminable hills.

After a while I must have fallen into a

kind of day-dream, for I have no distinct

reeoUeetion of anything untU I found myself

on a ledge overhanging a valley, hstening to

the tinkle of bells. Presently there came into

view a long string of camels, bearing large

packs on their humps. The joy of that mo-
ment is indescribable. What matter that they

were half a mile below me? What matter

that possibly it was a caravan of bandits or

Gazis? Among them I should escape from

this awful loneliness.

Making my way to the leader as fast as I

could, I pointed in the direction they were

going, and once again put the all-important

question, " Shelabagh hai ? " Joy of joys ! The
camel-driver nodded his head. I needed
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uothing' more ; in fact, had 1 been able, I do

not think I should have troubled to ask him
how far it was. I was on the right road at

last, and I was not going to be called upon
just yet to act the part of sacrificial goat to

an Afridi, or to become a bleached skeleton.

Falling in astern of the rearmost "ship of

the desert" I marched along with renewed
vigor, and had not gone a couple of mUes
before I heard a shout, and, looking up, saw
a tail figure gesticulating on the height. It

proved to be the Beluchi Shikari, who had
been sent out to look for me. His astonish-

ment was great, and when, in pantomime, I

explamed what had become of the linesmen

he did just the same as I had done an hour

before; he took a large rock and cast it in

their direction, accompanying the actionwith

epithets of contempt, which I have since

learned the meaniag of, but refrain from re-

peating.

"When I got back to the bungalow the hard-

hearted old sportsman was for leaving the

coolies to their fate, but afew annas persuaded
him to bring them ia, and two hours later the

resuscitated Hindoos, their cummerbands
well filled out with rice and chupatties, were
relating to a sympathetic and highly credu-

lous audience in the Bazaar their unfortunate

experience : how they were guiding home the

new Sahib, when, in a desolate spot, he sud-

denly became Jiooch and threatened to shoot

them if they attempted to foUow him, and
how they had waited with much fear and
trembling in that place until the Shikari had
come for them.

'' How much had I better give Kareem for

coming to look for me ? " I asked next morn-
ing. "Oh, a rupee is quite enough," my
friend replied. "Then I am to understand
that at present rate of exchange you value

my hfe at one shilling and four pence?"
" No necessity to look upon it in that light,"

he rephed; "it is equal to two days' pay.

Besides, it would never do to spoil the

market— I might get lost myself one day."

TWO DWELLINGS

By EMERY POTTLE

Here in the roar of the street.

In trafiic's dull beat,

Swift to defeat

Dwelleth my mind,

—

Striving and driving with its grim kind.

There hi a far forest's lane,

Green after rain,

Careless of gain

Dwelleth my heart,

—

Seeking the silence the trees impart.



SHOOTING WITH THE KING
AT SANDRINGHAM

By A ONE-TIME GUEST

PHOTOGRAPHS BY JAMES TEMPLE

THE most coveted invitation to mem-
bers of the British aristocracy is

that which bids the recipient to

Sandringham as the guest of King Edward
and Queen Alexandra, The visitors are

usually divided into two distinct sets—

a

Friday to Monday party, and a Monday to

Friday party. In the former there is gen-

erally a bishop, dean, or canon for the Sun-

day service, two or three eminent states-

men, and a sprinkling of musical, literary,

and artistic celebrities. In the other party

there are, principally, some distinguished

visiting foreigner, his suite, and the King's

personal friends, and more particularly

those whom he has invited for the shooting,

One of the King's Guests, Colonel Macalmont, Waiting: for the Flight.
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for it is in the shooting season that Sand-

ringham is most largely used by its owners,

their stay there, as a rule, commencing in

November and terminating in February.

Arriving at Wolferton, where guests for

Sandringham alight, carriages and baggage
wagons are found waiting for the " royal

train," and you are driven rapidly up to the

gates of the King's private estate. Received

by footmen, outer wraps and vestments are

removed, and you are ushered into a spacious

hall, or saloon, where you are received with

all in one extensive panorama, with an unin-

terrupted outlook over the North Sea.

Norfolk has always been noted for its

game preserves, and the King has done
much for the promotion of sport in the

county. His Majesty is the keenest of

sportsmen ; his preserves are his great hobby,

and are among the finest and best stocked

in the kingdom. Facts and figures prove

this ; for the ten years ending in 1888, the

bag ran from 6,831 head to 8,640 per an-

num, and since 1888 the bags have run from

The Kingr's Gunroom at Sandringham.

the distinguished grace and courtesy for

which the royal host and hostess are so

justly celebrated. The drive from Wolfer-

ton has been an inspiring one. Rabbits, in

hundreds, are popping hither and thither;

pheasants are flying over your head ; squir-

rels are scampering up and down the trees,

and there are sounds of many feathery song-

sters in the branches. You catch the distant

murmur of the sea, and you seem to get the

beauty of the Highlands, the grandeur of

the sea, and the very pick of English scenery.

10,000 during that year to 20,000. of which

not less than two-thirds are pheasants. The
King never allows more than ten people to

shoot at one time at Sandringham, and the

game book, an accurate record of all that

is done, shows some remarkable bags. On
the coming of age of the late Duke of Clar-

ence the bag for three days was within 150

head of 6,000. The party consisted of His

Majesty, then Prince of Wales; the late

Duke of Edinburgh, Prince Christian, the

Duke of Cambridge, the late Duke of Clar-
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ence, the Duke of York, the kite Prince Ed-

ward of Saxe-Weimar, the kite Prince of

Leiningen, the kite Count Gleichen, and the

Marquis of Lome, now the Duke of Argyll,

and it is a singular fact that of the party

of ten, five of its members, four of them
younger than His Majesty, have died.

The King is an early riser, and usually

has a half day's work done before his guests

are served with their first cup of tea. The
regular breakfast hour at Sandringham is

9:30. The meal is served on round tables,

set for parties of six or seven. Neither the

King nor any of the royal family take break-

fast downstairs, but are served in their own
rooms.

in the covers by some good-natured jokes.

Seated on his shooting-stool, which is fixed

in the ground by one long leg, and gives

him the appearance of being seated in the

air, he looks the picture of a jovial country

gentleman. About eleven o'clock the shoot-

ing party groups itself in the grounds, and
behind the sportsmen stand some forty beat-

ers, looking picturesque in their blue blouses

and low felt hats trimmed with royal scarlet,

and armed with formidable looking quarter-

staffs. In Wolferton woods, about two miles

from Sandringham House, the main shoot-

ing is done, and the King is never happier

than when he has donned his tweeds, and,

with rifle in hand, is managing the shooting

The King Usually Walks From Cover to Cover, But Sometin Rides His Shootintr Pony.

Shooting at Sandringham usually com-
mences at ten in the morning and ends at

four o'clock, and the King, although he

possesses a shooting pony, rarely uses him,

and almost invariably walks with his guests

for the greater part of the day, though this

season, because of his recent illness, perhaps,

he has ridden more than usual. The as-

sembling hour is fixed the night before, and
the party is at the spot, ready and awaiting

the King's arrival at the appointed time.

There is no formality in reaching the rendez-

vous; some walk, others ride in jaunting

cars or country carts. The King is a genial

host among his sporting guests, and occa-

sionally relieves the tedium of a long "wait

"

affairs. For, being a keen sportsman, he

takes the shooting management mainly into

his own hands, and it would be difficult to

find a better day's sport than is arranged

for upon the Sandringham pheasant estate,

where partridge, woodcock, snipe, and sea-

fowl abound. Though the King shoots regu-

larly over his estates, big shooting days are

quite important affairs, and there are only

a few during the season. There are, gen-

erally, big shoots on the King's and Queen's

birthdays, both of which are at the height

of the shooting season, and during the

Christmas holidays, when the party always

includes four or five expert shots. The day
before a big shoot, notice is sent over the
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estate, and all work is stopped. On the morn-

ing of the day itself all farm, machinery is

at a standstill, as the King will not allow the

birds to be disturbed by any noise, except-

ing what is made by the beaters who drive

them in toward the guns. Soon after day-

light, farmhands with blue and red flags,

wearing smocks and red bands round their

hats, are taken to their places by the keep-

ers, and the head gamekeeper rides over

the ground to see that they are properly

posted. Game carts are sent to the places

ers' luncheon tent with their presence.

Luncheon, which is always hot, and always

of plain and simple dishes, takes place at

one o'clock. There is Irish stew, roast beef

and Yorkshire pudding, or boiled beef and
batter pudding. The Queen and the other

ladies generally walk the remaining hours

of daylight with the guns.

The spot for luncheon varies, according

to the arrangements made for the shooting.

If the rabbit warrens are gone over it is

served in the rooms which the King added

The Prince of Wales Ready for the Birds.

where the firing is likely to be the hottest,

and, when all is ready, the vehicles carrying

the King and his guests arrive. Every one

in the party works with two loaders and
from two to four guns. The sight, when
the birds rise just above the guns, is a re-

markable one, and can only be seen on estates

that are as carefully preserved as is that of

the King. On these big shooting days, in

November and December, the Queen, the

Princess of Wales, the Princesses, and any

otherlady visitors invariably grace the shoot-

to WoLEerton station when he was Prince

of Wales. Occasionally the King and his

party lunch at one of the fai-mhouses on the

estate, notice having previously been sent of

their coming; but the favorite mid-day halt-

ing place is at The Folly, a quaint little

cottage nestling in a small plantation over-

looking the highway. When the weather is

fine, and no building is within easy reach, a

tent is erected, and the lunch sent from the

"house" is laid on the improvised tables.

The "big days" at Sandringham, especially
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when they are for the entertainment of

royalty, are picturesque affairs. Here and

there, throvigh the vari-coloi-ed late foliage,

are a hundred beaters, quaintly costumed

in blue blouses with white lace fronts, and
soft felt hats encircled by red oi' blue bands,

each one showing his number on his chest;

behind the guns come stray villagers, keen

to see the sport, yet, courteously character-

istic of old country life, just as eager not to

be in the way. There, last November, was
the Kaiser, austere and autocratic, yet jolly

The King objects strenuously to having

it said that he delights in the number of

birds he shoots. In fact, he takes l)ut a

small part in the big shoots at Sandring-

ham. He and the Prince of Wales, as keen

a sportsman as his father, always take the

worst places in the shooting line, and if a

guest remai'ks upon the fact the answer is,

generally, that if the guest is getting good

sport, he, the King, is perfectly satisfied.

His Majesty is very strict about the wounded
birds being immediately put out of their

^.i%:*

The Game Is Spread Out in Ruws Near the Luiicl

as a lad out of school, in plain Norfolk

dress himself, but followed by two loaders

and a beater in gold-laced uniform, using

only one hand, but with a deadly certainty

—as he is one of the surest shots in Europe.

There also, a few days later, came the King
of Portugal, always smoking pipe or cigar,

with gun in either hand, or both, for he is

an ambidexterous marksman who never

misses. The Prince of Wales shoots su-

perbly, and is credited with killing nine

brace of woodcock before luncheon, as rare

as it must be a rapid performance.

misery by the keepers, and never likes to

see one of his cherished breed of golden

pheasants among the killed. For the King
himself, a stroll through the coverts, at-

tended by his loader and his old and trusted

keeper, with his favorite retriever at his heels,

is always a greater pleasure than the big-

gest day recorded in the Sandringham game
book.

The King's passion for sport dates from

his childhood, when he accompanied his

father, the Prince Consort, deer-stalking.

Among his other expeditions have been the
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shooting of crocodiles on the Nile and tigers

in India. He has pursued the wild boar

with the Emperor of Germany and the late

Duke of Cobm'g in the immense forests of

Central Europe, and deer, chamois, and
game of all kinds on Baron Hirsch's enor-

mous estates in Hungary. He has had his

share of exciting adventures, too. He was
once completely knocked over by a stag

—

he and his horse—while attending a deer

hunt as the guest of the late Emperor Louis

Napoleon. He was in repeated jeopardy

while on his memorable toiir in India. There

is a magnificent mounted tiger at Sandring-

ham, perhaps the most valued of all his

trophies, which, from an elephant's back,

he shot at Jeypore. During this time the

royal party slew twenty-eight tigers—not to

mention elephants, leopards, and bears

—

most of the "man-eaters" falling to the riile

of the Prince of Wales , as he was thenknown.
His skill with the rifle he acquired stalk-

ing deer with his father in Scotland, when,

at the age of fifteen, he was accounted the

best shot in his family. There are two rooms
at Sandringham to which all the King's guests

are welcome, but which he takes a particular

delight in showing to his sporting friends.

They are the gameroom and his own gun-

room. The former holds six thousand head,

and is the largest in Europe, save that of the

late Baron Hirsch in Hungary, and there

the result of the day's shooting is always laid

out for inspection before it is consigned to

the game larder.

The room presents a wonderful sight at

the end of a shooting party, when it is well

filled with pheasants, partridges, hares, rab-

bits, and wild fowl, which are finally des-

patched to charitable institutions, to em-
ployees on the royal estate, to the different

royal households, to .the rich, and to the poor,

neighbors of the King. No one is forgotten,

but not a single head is allowed to be sold.

The King's gunroom is a large, bright, airy

apartment,wainscoted, andcontaining anum-
ber of cases with glass doors, ranged along

the walls, in which are guns forming one of

the finest private collections in the world.

There is an entrance from the game larder

into what is known as the lower gunroom,
and here the weapons, brought in after the

day's shooting, are cleaned and polished.

The gunroom itself is reached by a flight of

stairs, and here the King keeps his shooting

treasures. After constant use during a sea-

son's shooting he sends them back to his gun-
maker for a thorough examination and over-

hauling. Of course, the case is rare where
any one invited "to shoot" at Sandringham
fails to bring his own guns with him, but ia

such an event in the King's gun-cases some-
thing will be foimd to suit the most fastidi-

ous. The cases contain all the best known
makes of shotguns, and there is also a

specimen of the American repeating shot-

gun, which, however, he does not use much,
as practise is needed to handle it to advan-

tage, and his keepers are always behind him
with the ready-loaded second guns. This

collection of rifles and pistols is a marvel-

ously complete one, comprising American
and various makes of English express rifles,

mostly of 500 and 450 calibers. One of the

most valued pieces is a double-barreled

hammer rifle, a gift from Queen Victoria,

bearing the date December 24, 1867. Close

to it is what will one day become an histori-

cal national possession, a 24-bore muzzle-

loader, which was King Edward's first own
gun, and which has since been used as a

practise weapon for other members of the

King's family as they became old enough to

be permitted to shoot. A present from King
Leopold of Belgium is a double-barrel,

smooth-bore shotgun made at Ghent, which

is a marvel of fancy carving and metal

work. The comb of the stock is an eagle's

head, and on the face of the stock are several

characteristic sporting groups in bas-relief.

The silversmith has made the trigger-guard

to represent a greyhound coursing with its

long, lean body extended, the lock-plates are

constructed to look like silver geese; the

hammers are chased and wrought into the

shape of dogs' heads, and the ramrod is held

in place by silver rings into which have been

worked the figures of a fox and two swans.

The guns which have evidently had the

most use are those that are the least orna-

mented. The shotguns go in sets of three

;

they handle and balance easily, and were

evidently specially made for driving. King
Edward usually selects, for his own use, a

gun with an exceedingly light pull on the

right trigger. He is fond of the pistol

stock, and the left barrel is choked rather

more than is usual.
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THE WINGED SNOWSHOER OF THE
NORTH LAND

By CASPAR WHITNEY

HOW I happened to be setting out

for ptarmigan, eight hundred miles

from the raih'oad, where, nearby,

the birds could be found without forsaking

all the comforts of home, is a matter of

little moment to any one but me. It is

enough, for the pui-pose of this tale, to say

that the immediate impelling force was
hunger; for I had recently come from

Fort Smith, where starvation rules for

nine months of the twelve, and had ex-

hausted the beggarly three days' rations,

which were all I got to carry me a full five

days' joui'ney, running thirty-five miles every

day of the five. It was with great difficulty

I squeezed even so scanty a stock from the

Company store ; and the big heart of "Mc,"

its presiding genius, gave me, I am sure,

out of his own treasured little horde of

sugar, put aside to later hush his crying

children when lack of nourishing food made
them fretful.

And now I had come to the end of the

supply, and we were yet about eighty miles

from my destination, for storms of unusual

severity had slowed our daily average of

travel. There was the frozen whitefish we
carried for dog feed—but I would not per-

mit it to be eaten ; the life of a doa: was

of greater consequence, under the circum-

stances, than that of an Indian. Had it been
a rabbit j^ear, we could have set snares,

and over night replenished our empty larder;

but, worse luck, it was the bad season,

which comes every seven years, when the

rabbits are strangely stricken and die in

great numbers. 'Tis a curious disease, which
smites without warning. Indians say it over-

takes the running rabbit and lays it low as

suddenly and as mysteriously as would a bolt

of lightning. In one of these years it was
that I found myself journeying northward.

All along the Great Slave River I met
starvation among the straggling Indians.

They sat huddled around the tepee-fire,

barely keeping life in their bodies with an

occasional fox, or lynx, or rabbit, or ptar-

migan, that chanced into their traps and
snares— one trapped fox, cringing in its

miserably cold captivity, I had killed the

day before and left for its lucky owner

—

while back from the river one hundred
miles were moose and bear; and caribou,

another hundred miles. Yet there they sat

starving, lacking resolution to secure the

comparative plenty that was to be had for

the seeking. God Almighty modeled these

Indians with strange mental warp ; though
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fin, fur, and feather abound sufficiently to

keep tlie scattered inhabitants of this vast

area well fed, yet always there is feast or

famine among them. In the autumn pre-

ceding my visit, one party of hunters, two

hundred miles from where I stood, had killed

25 moose, 7 woodland caribou, 4 bears, 90

marten, 26 beaver, and 3 otter. In the sum-

mer the lakes teem with whitefish—a pro-

vision which makes the country inhabitable,

for overland travel, because of its swampy
character, is, for the greater part of the year,

all but impossible.

We had tried to get food of the onlv In-

leave the river in the hope of getting ptar-

migan to relieve our pressing needs. I could

see that my proposition was distinctly un-
popular, and I felt sure trouble with the

Indians was coming. Such had been my im-

pression, indeed, even when engaging them,

for both had been very reluctant to undertake

the trip, and neither inspired me with con-

fidence. Each wanted an order to the Com-
pany for a sack of flour to leave with the

"starving" family during his absence, a rifle,

and many other presents, before they would
even discuss the question of daily wage.

Denying those demands, I was obliged to

" A party of eight was preparing to feast upon its last morsel—the hind leg of a lynx."

dians we met, but they were as badly off as

we; worse, for we had plenty of tea and to-

bacco—-the traveler's solace, in this silent

white land. One party of eight we passed,

camped at the river's edge, was preparing

to feast upon its last morsel— the hind leg

of a lynx; another, a tepee, we overtook

emptied itself—men, women, children, and
dogs— to beg food of us, the beggars.

I could not discuss the situation at length

with my Indians, for my vocabulary in their

tongue was limited to about a dozen words

—

signifying hurry, stop, fire, good, yes, no,

meat, fish, tea, smoke, sleep—but with signs

I made them understand that I wished to

furnish them with moccasins, duffel (the

Northland sock), strouds (leggings), babiche

(caribou thongs for snowshoe stringing),

and mittens. Had the men proved willing

travelers and good tempered once we were
on the road I should have enjoyed the in-

voluntary role of Santa Glaus, but from
almost the first fire they had been halting

and grumpy. Besides, they annoyed me by
repeated stops under pretense of disarranged

shoes or sledge, which were really excuses to

boil tea and further reduce our dwindling

rations. An Indian cannot resist the tempta-

tion to eat so long as anything to eat re-

mains. True, we encountered severe weather
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with storms driving: into onr faces practi-

cally all the time, and the thermometer rang-

ing from 40° to -17° below zero.

Checked in their raids iipon our slender

supply, they grew sulky. At each of the two

Indian camps we passed I had much diffi-

culty to get them going again, and at the

last camp had been obliged to defend the

dog fish, of which they were bent on making
a feast for themselves and the other Indians.

The row that resulted was tempestuous while

it lasted: but they did not

get the fish.

It was
^**

only af- -^ .

ter a '*'*.,^-!

demon-
stration

of force

— as it

is put, I

bejieve, in

diplomatic

parlance—
not to men-
tion some
picturesque

American
talk, miintelli-

gible to their ear,

but obviously im-

pressive, that I per-

suaded my Indians to

leave this camp. They
wanted to stop by the

fire, where, even though

food was no more plen-

tiful than with us, was
at least more comfort than facing a

head wind on an empty stomach. I

sympathized with their feelings, but did

not propose to starve either in camp or

out of it if I could help it. So
we renewed our course down the

river, battling a head wind of great

strength and stumbling over hum-
mocky ice, with now and then a gaping

crack, which in the dusk of a snow-driven

wind invited broken legs at every en-

counter. Mean while, as we traveled, I

watched for a clearing of the timber along

the river bank that suggested open country

beyond, and possible ptarmigan. Early in

the afternoon I turned off into what seemed

to be promising land, and before we had
gone inland a mile we came directlyupon as

squalid a cabin as I ever beheld. It had no

" I sent the Indians
to gather fire-

wood."

window; it was cold and dark, and a worn
piece of blanket served as door. In one

corner flamed a tiny fire, and around it

crouched three children, the oldest surely not

over eight ; while on the side wall, laced into

its moss bag, hung a baby. As we entered,

one of the children was tearing the last

meat shreds from a rabbit's leg, that

caught the eye of my Indians and started

an animated dialogue, in which I could dis-

tingiiish frequent use of the word I knew
stood for rabbit or meat. While the parley

was at its height an Indian woman lifted

the door blanket and stood before

us with three rabbits over her

arm. Eager attention was at

once given her by the In-

dians, and I could read

in their actions

and tones a de-

mand for one of

the rabbits she

now held tightly.

They were all

talking and ges-

ticulating in the

center of the little

hut. The children

turned about from
the fire and
stared mutely.

Suddenly an

Indian grabbed

a rabbit; and
then I inter-

fered in

behalf of

the wo-
man— for

thoughwe
were three

hungry men,
here was a woman

with four children, all,

I made sure, in at least

as much need as we were.

My men now flatly refused to continue the

journey, and it was only through threaten-

ing them with my rifle, which I got from the

sledge for the purpose, that they resumed
travel ; in what state of mind may readily be

imagined.

After this experience, I thought best to

cai'ry my rifle, for although I did not really

expect an attempt to do me bodily harm, yet

I thought it wise to be prepared ; and I

knew they were in ugly mood.

Drawing by
Henry S. Watson.
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It was bitter going, even in the more or

less sheltered woods, and we tramped on
slowly, making onr way into country which
seemed to me likely for ptarmigan, until

dusk, when I decided to camp. As was my
custom, I sent the Indians to gather fire-

wood, while I cleared the ground with mj'-

snowshoe and cut pine twigs for bedding.

Once or twice while I worked, it occurred to

me the Indians were taking an unusually

long time, and once or twice I called on
them to hurry. That no response came to

my shouts did not especially impress me,

for I thought perhaps the wind carried

away the sound of my voice, or

that they were too sulky

to reply. So I kept

on working, mak-
ing camp more
elaborate than

ordinarily I

would, in or-

der to keep

busy — and
warm. When,
however, after

completing a

camp fit to shel-

ter even a tender-

foot, and there

were still no signs

of the Indians or a fire, I

became suspicious, and rais-

ing my voice I yelled

lustily; but there was
no response save the

howling wind.

Taking my rifle, I sought

their tracks, and found they

went into the woods for a few
hundred yards, and then bore

directly toward our sledge trail.

This I followed back for about three

miles, until I became convinced that

the Indians had deserted me for Drawing

the woman's cabin, which we had "'^"'y^-

left fully twelve miles in the rear.

The thought of being deserted in a pathless

country, without guide and without food,

was not precisely cheering; but itwas not my
first venture in the wilderness, and I faced

the situation determined to make the best of

it—philosophy which reflected no especial

credit on me for there was nothing else to

be done. I could, of course, have gone back
to the cabin, but that would have,availed me
nothing. The Indians, in their mood, were

worse than helpless ; to retrace my steps was
getting fai'ther from my objective point, and
there was no greater prospect of food be-

hind than lay immediately before me. I re-

turned to the sledge and sought comfort in

a roaring fire and a kettle of tea. I was
afraid to unharness the dogs lest they follow

the example of the Indians, and to lose them
would have turned me back ; so I fed them,

in harness their ration of thawed whitefish.

As I rolled in my blankets for the night,

it was a consoling thought that

the Indian woman and her

children would have dis-

posed of the rabbits

long before my In-

dians reached the

cabin to rob her.

The next day
opened so brightly

as to produce cor-

responding cheer in

me ; and I set forth

on my journey with

comparatively light

heart, in a general

northerly direction,

still keeping to the

more or less open

country in which I had
camped, with the chance

of getting the ptarmi-

gan that seemed now
to be my only hope of

food. I felt I could not be

more than a day's travel

from Great Slave Lake, and
that, if I maintained my
present direction, I

should reach it in due^'f
S V/^liou

by
Watson.

"I pursued my Driving Indian dogs,
way slowly and .,, ^-, ,1 •

laboriously." With all the uoise mci-

dental thereto, are not

likely conditions under

which to stalk birds, especially when the

dogs are as unfriendly and require as

much urgmg as I found to be now the

case. Having turned the sledge on its side,

therefore, to keep the dogs from running

away, I would go ahead for a distance,

looking for ptarmigan, and then return to

the sledge and bring up the dogs to the

end of the trail I had made. Thus. I pur-

sued my way slowly and laboriously, for,

toughened as I was, the trail-breaking was
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severe on ankle and instep muscles. The
snow was much deeper than it had been

on the river, and on narrow tripping shoes

I sunk to my knees, while the snow piled

on the toe of my shoe, making necessary,

as a preliminary to every step, the lifting

of the heavily laden shoe to knock off the

accumulated snow. It is such kind of going

that brings on the terrible mal de raquette,

the most fearsome affliction with which the

lone snowshoer can be overtaken.

Searching every bit of snow which seemed
likely to cover ptarmigan, I was tramping

through a kind of open swale, when, shortly

after noon, a streak of dark, skimming
slowly over the snow, arrested my attention—

-

and as suddenly disappeared. I stopped short

and surveyed the sui'roundings very care-

fully, realizing, of course, that the white bird

on the white snow would not be easy to find;

but, though I scrutinized every inch of snow,

it was minutes before I discovered a black

thing, shining like a bead ; even when I

had made out this black bead to be the eye

of a bird it was some time before I could

outline the bird itself. Then I counted nine

of the beautiful white things with black-

tipped tails, sitting quietly on the snow not

more than thirty feet in front of me. After

I had shot, I realized why, pei'haps, earlier

in the day I had not fomid them, for they

disappeared like a cloud of smoke, and in

the glistening snow, which made seeing dif-

cult under the best conditions, it was, for me,

at least, after seven continuous weeks' travel

in the glare, impossible to follow their flight.

There were remnants only of the single ptar-

migan I shot, for the ball had hit its body,

and a 45-90 is not an ideal gun for bird-

shooting. Yet it provided a mouthful or two
of shattered meat, and put new heart in me.

I saw several other small packs during

the remainder of the afternoon, but was
not again successful, although I shot at

them sitting near and far, and, in despera-

tion, even at them flying. Time and again,

as I caught fleeting glimpses, they so in-

stantly disappeared that I sometimes won-
dered if, after all, it was not a delusion.

They seemed to be suddenly swallowed up by
the snow. And that is practically what did

happen. They do actually fly into the snow
without ahghting, so that no track is left

by which a four-footed enemy can trail

them. When it cares to do so, this winged
snowshoer can run over the lightest snow
without sinking, because of the feathered

feet its Creator has provided. Nature gen-

erously safeguards this bir-d against enemies,

summer as well as winter, for in the former

season its plumage of mottled brown blends

almost completely with its surroundings.

Mean time, I was making slow progress,

and the sun, which all day had shone so

brilliantly, toward the end of the afternoon

went under heavy storm clouds that had
come up suddenly. Believing the lake could

not now be far off, I pushed on harder, and

with darkness falling came out upon its

bank just as the storm broke. I. could see,

practically no distance ahead, but knew 1

had gone almost due west when leaving the

river originally, and that I must now, there-

fore, bear sharply to the northeast. I had
been traveling in storms so continuously

that the present one did not impress me so

much as it should have done ; nor, although

it was severe and looked black and tln-eat-

ening, did I doubt I could reach the other

side of the lake that night. The sensible

plan would have been to camp on the bank
until morning, or untU the weather cleared,

but 1 was so hungry and so jaded in mind
and body that a few more difficulties of

one kind or another seemed immaterial.

Under such conditions, I have found the

desire always to push on and get it over.

Taking my bearings, as well as I could

by my compass (the needle pointing twenty-

five degrees east of the true north), I drove

my dogs down the bank onto the lake,

which I estimated was about seven or eight

miles wide to the point I sought to reach.

For about three miles, I made my way fairly

well, the storm holding with unchanged
severity : but suddenly, and when 1 was well

out into the open, it burst with terrific force

upon us and with a suddenness that swept

me off my feet, and doubled the dogs in

confusion. I thought it merely a flurry, per-

haps, and, straightening the dogs, urged
them on with my whip, but I could scarcely

keep the dogs going or stand on my feet.

How long we groped about blindly I do not

know. It seemed hours, and the storm to

increase every minute. I cut the hand line

from the sledge and tied one end to the fore-

goer and the other to my sash, that, in the

confusion of the shrieking wind and the

blinding snow which swept upon us, we
should not become separated.

I found it impossible to maintain any
course. I could not see my compass without

a light; I did not dare to open my capote in



' It seemed as if we were in the center of a furious crystal maelstrom

.

Drawing- by Henry S. Watson.
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that hurricane; and no light would have
lived, could I have made one. As fast as I

untangled the dogs, they doubled on one

another in frantic search of protection.

I might have made my way back to land,

remembering the direction from which the

storm was coming when we set out on the

lake, but the storm had changed its direc-

tion; indeed, it seemed now to have none
in particular. It came apparently from every
direction; swirling around us on all sides,

wrapping us in its furious whirl, and driving

the fine frozen snow on the sui'face of the

lake with cutting force into our faces. It

seemed as if we were in the very center of a

furious crystal maelstrom; it was absolutely

blinding, suffocating, bewildering; and after

buffeting and struggling for some time I

knew that the only thing to do was to stop,

lest we wander farther away from land-—for

•Great Slave Lake is about three hundred
miles long and of not much smaller area

than Lake Michigan.

So I turned the sledge over and laid

down behind it, while the dogs crowded
beside and on top- of me, and the drifting

snow soon made us one with the landscape.

Here we lay buried until the screech of the

storm had lowered, and my watch read four

o'clock. Then I dug the dogs and sledge out

of the drift, but it was a long time before I

could induce the miserable half-frozen brutes

to face the storm, which had lessened con-

siderably, but was still blowing furiously and
making travel extremely arduous. However,
as I could read my compass I felt sure of my-
self and kept on, the storm abating all the

time. Gradually daylight came to make the

situation a little more hopeful, though it stiU

stormed so that I could not see very far; but

at last, to my great joy, I distinguished a

ragged-looking bank looming darkly on my
left hand.

In half an hour I had given my dogs a well-

earned feed, and was myself inside the tepee

of an Indian hunter eating a caribou rib

before a warming fire.

I never did get another ptarmigan.

Drawing by Henry S. Watson.
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' One trapped fox, cringing in its miserably cold captivity,

I had killed the day before and left for its lucky owner."



FREDERIC REMINGTON, THE MAN
By EDWIN WILDMAN

PHOTOGRAPHS BY THH AUTHOR

FREDERIC REM-
INGTON, .the
artist, who paints

Indians, cowboys, and
bronchos as no one else

ever has, or ever can,

has a personahty quite

as individual as the

product of his brush
and pen.

It was my pleasure

last summer to be his

neighbor, my island be-

ing within megaphone
call of Inglenook, Rem-
ington's summer king-

dom on the St. Law-
rence River.

In the abandon and
independence of a sum-
mer outing personalities

have a way of disport-

ing themselves with a

delightful disregard of

town formalities.

Remington's personality is individual,

wherever he is or whatever he does : yet,

as I saw him from day to day, and shared

his thoughts and observations, I found a

never-ceasing flow of sparkling originality

—not the epigrammatical sentence-making

sort, but the kind that grasps and lays

bare, without mahce, the absurdities of

false notes, and points with blunt directness

to the kernel of things.

His is a personality, too, that makes itself

manifest, and whether in evidence himself,

or a listener, one does not forget that he

is present. He must be doing things, and
whatever occupies his attention absorbs him
completely.

Lethargy and idleness, by some unac-

countable fiction, have become associated

with fleshy men. Remington is big—"tre-

mendous," as he might put it; but he is a

bundle of nervous energy that gives him the

liveliness of a boy of ten.

At his island home he was up and out by
six o'clock, and hard at work in his studio

He is up by six o'clock and hard at work in his studio at eight."

at eight. He works rapidly and permits

nothing to interfere when the brush or pen
is in his hand.

When he " plays," it is with no less con-

centration ; he plays to win, and if the

game is worth attempting it is worth mas-
tering.

Play is as much a part of his work as work
is of his happiness. Remington's play at his

island consisted of taking to the water five

times a day ; a couple of hours at tennis,

"to get up a sweat—for every man should

get up a sweat once a day": and enjoying

and giving " common hospitality,'' which
means a cigar, a nip, and " heap talk."

At Inglenook, Remington has, besides a

roomy cottage, a charming little island. It

includes several acres of rocky, grass-cov-

ered soil, studded with cedar, white birch,

and beech, with a bold front of sun-bleached

rocks facing the three miles of blue looking

toward Canada. In the lee there is a white,

sand-laid bay; then comes a plateau, where

sets the house, and a plain, where the tennis
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coui't lies; there is a strait, separating Ingle

-

nook from its neighbors, and a peninsula

from which the dogs howl when the master

is away—in fact, a geographical kingdom.

Remington loves every inch of his little

kingdom, and all the waters adjacent—even

as far as Chippewa Bay and up the wild and
devious creeks, creeping in from the wooded
shores, where ducks are wont to cross his

path to sudden death.

Remington and his canoe are insepara-

ble. " Best exercise on earth ; feel my arm,"

he says to the skeptical inlander. No row-

boat for him. It is as tame sport as riding a

broken broncho : and as to a sailing boat, he

would "just as soon ride on a street car."

Once he bought" a gasoline launch. After

three trips he tied it up to the dockand hurled

rocks—and other things—at it; so he told

me, and his neighbors confirmed the story.

But Remington could not be expected to

like anything that goes "without the feel of

the brute on his muscles." He is too stren-

uous, too brimming over with vitality to be

a passenger.

Remington wrote a book last summer ; a

story of the life of the plains in '76. He
hung the brush and palette on the wall of

his little studio, and with pen and ink told

the story of the Indians and cowboys, 'whose

From His Studio, Among the Pines, Mr. Remington Can Look Upon the Island Kingdoms
of His Neighbors.





" Coming' Through the Rye." Mr. Remington's Latest and Most Successful Bronze Group.

faces and figures have so often lent themselves

to other men's imaginings. I read several

chapters ; after the first I made up my mind
the world had lost a great humorist in the

finding of a great artist. The humor is hila-

rious, yet rich, and interlaced with fine blue

veins of pathos. Then the story leaps off

across the plain like an Indian chase, and
rounds up the climax with a snap of the

whip, full of life, color, and go.

"Come down here; I want to speak to

you," Remington called, one day, shoving

the nose of his canoe up against my dock.

"I 've coined two words to-day—the sweetest

ones in the English language." I leaned over

the dock, watching the beatific smile that

played upon his boyish featiu-es.

"Bend low. I want to whisper them to

you."

I craned my neck forward as he grasped

my arm and whooped out:

" T-h-e E-n-d!" Then we went on a holi-

day.

In one of our talks last summer we fell

afoul the j^^'os and C07is of the real mission of

the artist.

" Big art is a process of elimination," he

said; "cut down and out—do your hardest

work outside the picture, and let your audi-

ence take away something to think about

—

to imagine. The big heroic, for instance

(mentioning a great life-sized bronze group

shown at the Pan-American Exposition), be-

longs to the Eden Musee—it's all there, too

gross—big creatures, life-sized—yet lifeless

—awful! What you want to do is to just

create the thought.—materialize the spirit of

a thing, and the small bronze—or the im-
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pi'essionist's picture—does that: then your

audience discovers the thing you held back,

and that's skill."

" But yoiu' audience ? " I interrupted.
'' Boys—boys between twelve and seventy

—can't draw a woman—never tried but one,

and washed her out of the picture. Horses,

m^n—men of the Big West—country with-

out a horse is no country for me—can't en-

thuse over the Philip^jines—no horse."

At sunset his favorite diversion was to

paddle out upon the river and watch the

changmg tints of the sky and water.

"Seems as if I must paint them—seems

as if they 'd never be so beautiful again ''

—

he said one perfect August evening, resting

in his canoe on the crimson calm of the

sun's afterglowreflected on the surface of the

water. "But people won'tstand for mj- paint-

ing sunsets," he added, exploding with a

laugh that shook the boat. " Got me pigeon-

holed in their minds, you seej want horses,

cowboys, out West things—won't believe me
if I paint anything else."

One evening, when the gleam of the full

moon drove a path of sparkling silver from
shore to shore, and the stars danced an ac-

companiment on the polished expanse of

blue, Remington came over from Ingle-

nook. He was bent upon a paddle up the

river.

"Come along," he said to a friend watch-

ing the view from my veranda. "This is

no place to enjoy such a picture. You want
to get away from everything ci"STlized to

catch the spirit of this thing—awayfrom the

house and people's gabble. White man spoils

nature by trying to improve on it. The
march of the derby hat round the world is

answerable for more crimes against art than

a hundred wars."

So, down to the dock he went, he and
Caspar Whitney, his friend, for a romantic

communion with natme, where the chatter

of men and women would not destroy the

picture the moon and stars were painting

out on the bosom of the river.

Just after sunrise, a day before he left for

his home in New Rochelle, Remington pad-

dled out in the little haj, back of his island,

and painted a sketch of his boathouse and
the white rocks and green pines that line

the shore.

"First time I've touched the brush this

summer," said he. " Got to take some of the

light and water home with me to look at this

winter. Just live to come up here—can't

beat it anywhere—'cept out on the plains."



THE VOYAGE OF THE AQUIDNECK
AND ITS VARIED ADVENTURES IN

SOUTH AMERICAN WATERS

By CAPTAIN JOSHUA SLOCUM
Author of " Sailing Alone Around the World "

DRAWING BY M. J. BURNS

V.

JULY 23d, 1888, the day the Liherdade

sailed from Rio de Janeiro, was one

of ideal weather. Meeting with light

head winds through the day, we made but

little progress, and finally, when night came
on, anchored twenty miles east of Rio Heads,

near the shore, in a calm. Long, rolling

seas rocked us as they raced by, and dashed

upon the shore with a sound like thunder

while we slept. But a trouble unthought

of before came up in the bos'n's mind
before going to his bunk. " Mamma," cried

he, as our little bark rose and fell on the

heavy waves, tumbling the young sailor

about in the small quarters while he knelt

seriously at his evening devotions, "mamma,
this boat isn't big enough to pray in ! " But
this difficulty was gotten over in time ; our

young sailor learned to watch as well as

pray on the voyage, and, full of faith that

all would be well, laid him down nights and
slept as restful as any Christian on sea or

land.

By daylight of the second day we were

again under way, beating to the eastward

against the old head winds and head sea.

On the following night we kept her at it,

and the next day made Cape Frio, where

we anchored near the entrance to a good
harbor. Time from Rio, two days ; distance,

70 miles.

The wind and tide, being adverse, com-

pelled us to wait outside for a favorable

change. While comfortably anchored at

this place, a huge whale, nosing aboiit,

came up under the canoe and gave her a

great toss, and I need not add that he
gave the crew their greatest scare. What
a strange thing it was to be sure, and to

think of its happening to the Liherdade. We

were taking dinner at the time. The meal,

it is needless to say, was finished without

dessert. The great sea animal— fifty or

sixty feet long—circling around our small

craft, looked terribly big. He was so close

to me twice, as he swam around the canoe,

that I could have touched him with a

paddle. His flukes, stirring the water like

a steamer's propeller, appeared alarmingly

close and powerful. And what an ugly

mouth the monster had! Well, we expected

instant annihilation : the fate of the stout

whale-ship Essex came vividly before me.

The voyage of the Liherdade, I thought, was
about ended, and I looked about for pieces

of bamboo on which to land my wife and
family. Just then, however, to the infinite

relief of all of us, the leviathan moved off

without doing us more harm, having felt

satisfied, perhaps, that we had no Jonah on

board. The canoe lost an anchor through

the incident, and received some small dam-
age to her keel, but no other damage was
done—even this, I believe upon second

thought, was unintentional—done in play-

fulness only! A shark can take a joke, it is

said, and crack one, too, but for broad, rip-

pling humor the whale has no equal.

'• If this be a sample of our adventures in

the beginning," thought I, "we shall have

enough and to spare by the end of the voy-

age."

When our breath came back, and the hair

on our heads settled to a normal level, we
set sail, and dodged about under the lee of

the cape till a cove, with a very enticing

sand beach at the head of it, opened before

us, sotne three miles northwest of the point

where the anchor was lost in the remarkable

adventure with the whale. The "spare
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bower " was imstowed and a new cable bent

;

then we stood in and anchored near a cliff,

over which was a goat path leading in the

direction of a small Ashing village, abont a

mile away. Sheering the boat into the rocky

side of the cove, which was steep, too, one of

the crew leaped out, warp in hand, and made
fast to a boulder above the high water mark

;

then, scrambling over the cliff, we all re-

paii'ed to the village, first improvising a

spare anchor, or kellock, from three sticks

and a stone, which answered the purpose

quite well of mooring the Liberdade secure-

ly seaward.

Judging at once that we were strangers,

the villagers came out to meet us, and made
a stir to entertain us in the most hospitable

manner, after the custom of the country.

With the villagers came a gentleman from
Canada, a Mr. Newldrk, who was engaged,

when the sea was smooth enough to work,

in recovering treasures lost near the cape in

the British ship Thetis, wrecked there in

1830. The treasures, some millions in silver

coins and gold bars from Peru for England,

were dumped in the cove on the west shore

near the end of the cape, which takes the

name of the wrecked ship, and is called

Thetis Cove.

Some of the coins were given us to be

treasured as souvenirs of the pleasant visit.

We found in Mr. Newkirk a versatile, roving

genius. He had been a schoolmaster, captain

of a lake schooner, had practised medicine,

and preached some, I tJiink ; and what else I

do not know. He had tried many things for a

living, but, like the proverbial moving stone,

had not gathered moss ; though why he

should have worried over that I could not

see, for he was having a glorious life.

" Matters," said the Canadian, " were get-

ting worse, till finally to keep my head above

water I went under the sea," and he had
struck it rich, if silver and gold beingbrought
in by the boat-load was any sign. This man
of many adventures still spoke like a young-

ster ; no one had told him that he was grow-

ing old. He talked of going home, as soon

as the balance of the treasure was secured,

" just to see dear old mother," who, by the

way, was seventy-four years old when he left

home, some twenty years before. Since his

last news from home nearly two decades had
passed. He was " the youngest of a family

of eighteen children, all living," he said,

" though," added he, " our family came near

being made one less yesterday by a whale

which I thought would eat my boat, diving-

bell, crew, money, and all." Newkirk spoke

feelingly. " He came toward us with open
mouth ; by a back stroke of the oars, how-
ever, we managed to cheat him out of his

dinner, if that was what he was after, and I

think it was; but here I am," he cried, " all

right !
" and he might have added, " wealthy

after all."

After hearing the diver's story, I related

our own adventure of the same day, proV)-

ably with the same whale, the monster hav-

ing gone in the direction of the diver's boat.

The astonishment of the listeners was great

;

and when they learned of our intended voy-

age to America del Norte they crossed them-
selves and asked God to lend us grace

!

" Is North America near New York f" asked
the village merchant, who owned all the

boats and nets in the place.

" Why ! America is in New York !
" an-

swered the ex-schoolmaster.
" I thought so," said the self-satisfied mer-

chant. And no doubt he thought me very
stupid, or rude, or both, for in spite of

manners I had to smile at the assuring air

of the Canadian.

"Why did you not answer him correctly ?
"

I asked of the ex-schoolmaster.
" I answered him," said Newkirk, " accord-

ing to his folly. Had I corrected his rusty

geography before these simple and impover-
ished fishermen, he woixld not have forgiven

me soon, and as for the rest of the poor souls

here, the knowledge would do them but little

good."

I may mention that in this out-of-the-way

place there were no schools, and, except for

the teaching of a doctor, they were the

most innocent of this world's scheme of any
people I ever met. But they seemed to

know all about heaven, and were, no doubt,

happy.

After a brief, friendly chat, coffee was
passed around, the probability of the Liber-

dude's voyage discussed, and the crew cau-

tioned against the dangers of the balaena,

which were numerous along the coast, and
vicious at that time of the year, having their

young to protect. I realized very often after

putting to sea again the wisdom of a care-

ful watch against this particular danger of

whales on the coast. And we experienced

often at night the startling sensation of

a painful stillness broken by the monsters

bursting the water, with a noise like the roar

of a great sea, uncomfortably near. I re-
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remember one dark and foggy night in

particular; Victor called excitedly, saying

there was something dreadful ahead drawing

rapidly near.

It proved to be a whale, for some reason

I could not guess threshing the sea with his

huge body, and surging about in all direc-

tions, so that it puzzled me to know which

way to steer. I thought at first, from the

rumpus made, that a tight was on, such as

we once witnessed from the deck of the

Aquidneck, not far from this very place.

We wished especially to keep away from
infuriated swordfish, which I feared might
be darting about, and apt to give u.s a bhnd
thrust. Knowing that they sometimes pierce

stout ships through, I began to feel ticklish

about the ribs myself, and the little watch

below, too, got tmeasy and sleepless; for one

of these swords would have reached tlu-ough

and through our little boat, from keel to

deck. Large ships have occasionally been

sent into poi't leaky from the stab of a sword.

I have heard it said that a swordfish once

pierced a whale-ship through the planking

and frame timber and thick ceiling, with his

sword, leaving it there, with the point found

upon unshipping her cargo at New Bedford

stUl further piercing a cask in the hold. I

think this report is slightly exaggerated. The
sword may have entered in between the heav-

ier timbers after passing through a plank.

July 30th, early in the day, we sailed for

the North, securing first a few sea shells to

be cherished, with the Thetis relics, in re-

membrance of a most enjoyable visit to the

shores of Cape Frio.

Having now doubled Cape Frio, a promi-

nent point of the voyage, and having had
the seaworthiness of our httle ship thor-

oughly tested in so many ways, and seeing,

moreover, that we had nothing to fear from
common small fry of the sea, we stood on
with greater confidence than ever, but watch-
ful for any strange events that might happen,
A fresh polar wind hurried us on under

shortened sail toward the softer "trades" of

the tropics, but, veering to the eastward by
midnight, it brought us well in with the land.

Then, "Larboard watch, ahoy! all hands
on deck and turn out reefs," was the cry.

To weather Cape St. Thome we must lug on
all sail. And so we go over the shoals with a
boiling sea and current in our favor. In

twenty-four hours from Cape Frio, our canoe
lowered the Southern Cross three degrees

—

180 mUes.

The wind on the following day was set in

a regular southeast "trade," and our canoe

skipped briskly along over friendly seas that

just leaped along, doffing their crests forever

forward but never back. And the splash-

ing waves, rippling along her cedar planks,

vibrated enchanting music to the ear, while

confidence grew in the bark that was home-
ward bound.

But coming upon coral reefs, of a dark
night, while we listened to the dismal tune

of seas breaking over them with an eternal

roar, how intensely lonesome they were ! No
sign of any hving tiling in sight, except,

perhaps, the phosphorescent streaks of a

hungry shark, which told of bad company
in our wake, and made the gloom of the

place even more dismal.

One night we made shelter under the lee of

the extensive reefs called the Paredes (walls)

without seeing the breakers at all in the

dark, although they were not far off. At
another time, dragging on sail to clear a lee

shore, of a dark and stormy night, our canoe

came suddenly into smooth water, where we
cast anchor and fl^rled sails, lying in a magic
harbor till daylight the next morning, when
we found ourselves among a maze of ugly

reefs with high seas breaking over them, as

far as the eye could reach, on aU sides, ex-

cept at the small entrance we had stumbled

into in the night. The position of this future

harbor is south latitude 16° 48', and west

longitude 39° 30'. We named the place "Port
Liberdade."

The next place sighted was the treacherous

Abrohles, and then came the village of Car-

avellas, back of the Abrohles reef, where I

found that a chicken cost 1,000 reis, a bunch
of bananas 400 reis, but where a dozen limes

cost only twenty reis—one cent. Much whal-

mg gear lay strewn about the place, and on
the beach was the carcass of a whale about

nine days slain. Leaning against a smart-

looking boat was a gray-haired fisherman,

boat and man relics of New Bedford, em-
ployed at this station in their familiar in-

dustry.

The old man was bare-footed and thinly

clad, after the custom in this cUmate. Still

I recognized the fisherman and saUor in the

set and rig of the few duds he had on and
the ample straw hat (donkey's breakfast)

that he wore and doffed in a seaman-like

manner upon our first salute. ''Fililo do Mar
do Nord Americano,'''' said an affable native

close by, pointing at the same time to that
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" son of the sea of North America " by way
of introduction. I tried to find out how he

got stranded in this strange land. He may
have been cast up there by the whale, for

aught I could learn of him.

Choosing a berth well to windward of the

dead whale—the one that landed the old

man of the sea, maybe—we anchored for

the night. Next morning the village was
astir betimes; canoes were being put afloat,

and the rattle of poles, paddles, bait-boxes,

and many more things for the daily trip that

were being hastilyput into each canoe, echoed

back from the tall groves notes of a busy life,

telling us that it was time to weigh anchor

and be sailing. Skimming along near the

beach in the early morning, with sails spread

to a land breeze thatwas laden with fragrance

from the tropic forest, and with the music of

many songsters to cheer, we sailed in great

felicity, dreading no dangers from the sea,

for there were none now to fear.

Proceeding forward through this belt of

moderate winds, fanned by alternating land

and sea breezes, we drew on toward a re-

gion of constant trade winds that reach

sometimes the dignity of a gale. It was no
surprise, therefore, after days of fine weather,

to be met by a wind so strong as to drive us

into the indifferent anchorage of St. Paulo,

thirty miles from Bahia, where we remained
two days for shelter.

Time, three days from Caravellas ; distance

sailed, 270 miles.

A few fishermen lounged about the place,

living, apparently, in wretched poverty;

spending their time between waiting for the

tide to go out when it was in, and waiting

for it to come in when it was out, while their

ill-thatched houses stood grinning in rows,

like emblems of mortality, with ribs exposed.

The Liberdade was threatened at this place

by an attack from a gang of roughs, half-

drunken fellows, who rudely came on board,

jostling about, and jabbering in a dialect

which I happened to understand in part. I

got rid of them by the use of my broken

Portuguese. I did not mistake in the suspi-

cion that they would return and try to come
aboard, which shortly afterward they did,

but I let them know that I was armed.

Early in the next day the Liberdade arrived

at Bahia, a charming port, from which
Robinson Crusoe sailed for Africa to procure

slaves for his own and his friend's planta-

tion, so fiction relates.

Here we refitted, for the encounter with

the whale at Frio had started some of the

fastenings, and an iron shoe was now added
for the benefit of all marine monsters wish-

ing to scratch their backs on our keel.

From Bahia to Pernambuco the course of

the Liberdade lay along that part of the Bra-

zilian coast fanned by constant trade winds.

Victor and I stood watch and watch at

sea, usually four hours each. The most diffi-

cult of our experiences in fine weather was
the intense drowsiness brought on by con-

stantly watching the oscillating compass at

night; even in the daytime this motion

would make one sleepy.

We found it necessary to arrange a code

of signals to communicate between the tiller

and the " man forward." This was accom-
plished by means of a line from one to the

other, which was understood by the numbe •

of pulls it gave; three pulls, for instance,

meant, "Turn out;" one in response was,
" Aye, aye, I am awake, and what is it that

is wanted! " " Eight bells," and so on. But
three quick jerks meant, " Tumble out and
shorten sail."

Victor, it was understood, would tie the

hne to his arm or leg when he turned in, so

that by pulling I would be sure to arouse

him, or bring him somewhat unceremoni-

ously out of his bunk. Once, however, the

messenger failed to work. A boot came out

on my line in answer to my call, so easily,

too, that I suspected a trick. It was evi-

dently a preconceived plan by which to gain

a moment's more sleep—a clear imposition

on the man at the wheel !

We had also a sign in this system of tele-

graphing that told of fiying-fish on board

—

manna of the sea—to be gathered up for the

cuisine whenever they happened to alight or

fall on deck, which was often, and as often

they found a warm welcome.

The watch was never called to make sail.

Victor never had occasion to call me for my
turn at the helm, for never did I sleep so

soundly as to forget my whereabouts, and
whenever I fell into a dose and dreamed at

aU, it would be of my ship and her voyage.

The third day out from Bahia was set fine

weather. The few flying-fishwhichattempted
to rise attracted little attention from sea-

gulls sitting, with folded wings, on the un-

broken deep.

And the Liberdade^ doing her utmost to

get along through the common quiet, made
but little progress on her way. A dainty fish

played in her light wake, till, tempted by an
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evil appetite for flies, it landed in the cock-

pit upon a hook, thence into the pan, where
many a one had gone before. Breakfast

was cleared away at an early hour ; then-

—

day of good things—happened " the meet-

ing of the ships."

On the clear horizon could be seen a ship,

which, to our greatest delight, proved to be
Otir stanch old friend, the Finance^ on her

way out to Brazil, heading nearly for us.

The course of the canoe was changed at

once to cross the steamer's track. She rose

rapidly, showing her lines of unmistakable

beauty, the stars and stripes waving over

all. The great ship soon made out our

little craft, and, by a deep whistle that came
rumbling over the sea, gave the sign that

we were recognized. A few moments later

the engines stopped. Then came the hearty

hail, " Do you want assistance ? " Our an-

swer, " No," brought cheer upon cheer from
the steamer's deck, vf\n\.e\heLiherdacle bowed
and courtesied to her old acquaintance.

Captain Baker, mean while, not forgetting

a sailor's greatest-prized luxury, had ordered

in the slings a barrel of potatoes—new from
home ! Then down they came, in a jiffy,

into the canoe, giving her a settle in the

water of some inches. Other fresh pro-

visions, also books and late papers, were

handed us.

One gentleman passed us a bottle of wine,

on the label of which was written the name
of an old acquaintance, a merchant of Rio.

Moving proudly on, the great ship was soon

out of sight, while the little canoe filled

away on the starboard tack, and sailed on
toward home, perfumed with the inter-

change of a friendly greeting, tinged though
with a palpable lonesomeness. Two days

after, the port of Pernambuco was reached.

Time from Bahia, five days; distance

sailed, 390 miles.

From Pernambuco we experienced a

strong current in our favor, with, some-

times, a confused cross sea that washed the

canoe considerably. But the swift current

sweeping through it all made compensation

for discomforts of motion, and the wind
was always fair, carrying us forward at a

wholesome rate.

Along about half way between St. Roque
to the Amazon, the wind increased to a

gale that knocked up confused waves. The
thing was becoming monotonous and tire-

some, when, for a change, I ran in toward

the land. Suddenly a rise of the canoe,

followed by an unusually long run down
on the slope of a roller, told us of a danger

that we hardly dared think of; then a

mighty comber broke, but, as Providence

willed, it broke short of the canoe. She was
on a shoal, and the sea was breaking from
the bottom ! The second great roller came
on, towering up, up, till there was nothing

to support the mountain of water, and it

fell with sweeping fury while I put the

helm a-lee; there was nothing else to do

but that and say prayers. Before we could

say, "Save us, or we perish," the sea had
broken with terrific force and passed on,

leaving us trembling in His hand, more pal-

pably helpless than ever before. Other great

waves came madly on; how they bellowed

over the shoal ! I could taste the sand, while

they threatened us with destruction.

In this perilous situation, buried at times

in the foaming of the breakers, and at times

tossed like a reed on the crest of a wave, we
struggled with might and main at the helm
and the sheets, easing her up or forcing her
ahead, gaining little by little toward deep
water, till at last she came out of the dan-

ger and shook her feathers hke a bird. Then
we had time to look back over the shoal, but

not tiU then.

This was the greatest danger the Liberdade

had yet encountered. Her elasticity, not her

bulk, saved her from destruction. Her light

and buoyant bamboo guards brought her

upright again and again through the fierce

breakers. We were astonished at the feats

of our brave little craft, and we looked upon
her with renewed admiration. But, some-
what fatigued and worn with anxiety, when
clear of the shoal we hauled to under close

reefs, heading off shore, and all hands lay

down to rest till daylight. Then, squaring

away again, we set what sail the canoe could

carry, scudding before it, for the wind was
still in her favor, though blowing very hard.

Nevertheless, the weather seemed fine and
pleasant ; any weather that one's craft can
live in is pleasant weather, after escaping a

lee shore.

For several days, while sailing near the

line, we saw the constellations of both hemi-

spheres; but heading north, we left those of

the extreme south below the horizon.

A phantom of the stately Aquidneck ap-

peared one night, sweeping by with crown-
ing skysails set tliat fairly brushed the stars.

No apparition could have affected us more
than the sight of this floating beauty, glid-
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ing swiftly and quietly by, from some for-

eign port—she, too, was homeward l)ound!

This incident of the Aquidneck's j^iiost, as

it aj^peared to us, passings at midnight on

the sea, left a pang of lonesomeuess for a

while.

A carrier dove which came next day and

perched upon the mast remained with us

two days, flying away occasionally for a few

hours and then returning; but on the third

day it left for good, when we reached away
from Avis Island, to which maybe it was
bound. We regarded it as the "sweet little

cherub that sits iip aloft, to look out for a

berth for poor Jack."

A moth blown to our boat on the ocean

found shelter and welcome there. The dove

was secretly worshiped.

With utmost confidence in our little craft,

we now carried sail, blow high, blow low,

till at times she reeled along with a bone in

her mouth, quite to the mind of her mariners.

But one day, thinking she might carry more
sail on the mast already bending forward,

and acting upon the thought, we made a

wide mistake, for the mainmast went by the

board, and the foremast tripped over the

bows. The spars, booms, and sails swung
alongside like the broken wings of a bird,

but were grappled and brought aboard

without much loss of time. The broken

mast was then fixed after the manner of

securing a broken limb, and the canoe was
soon bowling along as before. She made
that day a hundred and seventy-five miles,

one of her best performances.

Flying-fish, on the wing, striking the

canoe's sails at night, often fell on deck,

affording us many a toothsome dish. This

happened daily whUe sailing throughout

the trade-wind regions. To be hit by a flying-

fish is no light matter, especially if the blow
be on the face; it may cause a bad bruise

or even a black eye. They never fall aboard
by day. I would estimate the flight of the

flying-fish as not exceeding fifteen feet in

height, or five hundred yards in distance;

often not half so much as that.

Bill-fish dart like an arrow from a bow,

but fortunately for sailors they do not have

the power to rise much aljove the level of

tluf sea, and cannot dart farther than 250

feet or less, ac(!ordiiig to the day for jump-
ing. Of the many swift fish in the sea the

dolphin, perhaps, is the most marvelous. Its

oft-told beauty, too, is indeed remarkable.

We captured a few on the voyage and cooked

their steaks, but found them tough and rank;

notwithstanding some eulogy on dolphin by
other epicures, we threw the mess away.

On the nineteenth day from Pernambuco,
early in the morning, we made Barbadoes

away in the west. First the blue, fertile hills,

then green fields came into view, studded

with many white buildings between sentries

of giant windmills, old and grim. We stood

in to the windward coast, sailing close in

shore so as to take in a view of the whole

dehghtful panorama. Barbadoes is perhaps

the pleasantest island in the Antilles. To sail

along its green fringe of coral sea is simply

charming. By noon the Liherdade rounded
the south point of the island and shot into

Carlysle Bay, completing the run from Per-

nambuco in exactly nineteen days. The dis-

tance, augmented by a circuitous route, was
2,150 miles.

Many old friends and acquaintances came
down to see us at Barbadoes, curious to in-

spect the strange craft; and our old friend,

the Palmer, that we left at Bahia, came in to

refit, having broken a mast "'trying to beat

the Liberdade,'''' so the bo'sn would have it.

Who then shall say that we "anchored

nights," or spent much time hugging the

shore"? The bark Condor was also at Bar-

badoes, in. charge of an old friend accom-

panied by his wife. They had shared the

perils of shipwreck the year before in a

hurricane among the islands.

We concluded to remain over at this port

among old friends till the end of the hurri-

cane season, or near the end, which officially

is October 15th. Our friend, the Finance,

too, came in, remaining but a few hours,

however, when she hurried away with her

mails, homeward bound. Days at Barbadoes

fiew fast, and on the 7th of October the Liber-

dade sailed, giving the hurricanes the benefit

of eight days.

(To be continued.)



LITTLE OUTDOOR STORIES
ILLUSTRATED BY HENRY S. WATSON

FISHING WITHOUT TACKLE

THE streams in the Boston mountains,

in noi'thern Arkansas, are of such

marvelous clearness that the fish

are wild, and ordinary angling is rarely suc-

cessful. The mountaineer looks on fishing

in a practical way. Like the otter and the

fish-hawk, he fishes that he may eat fish.

He is like the otter and the fish-hawk in

another respect; for he can sometimes catch

fish by diving, without rod, spear, or net.

I shall never forget how disgusted Tom
Dixon became, soon after landing in the

Arkansas mountains. Tom was a big, broad-

shouldered fellow and

a fine athlete. He
could swim, row, run,

and shoot well; but

his favorite diversion

was fishing. One
could almost tell by
looking at his kindly,

placid face that he

had the qualities of a

modern Izaak Wal-
ton. He had all the

patience of Walton's

ideal angler, and was
provided, I should

think, with nearly all

the flies and tackle

mentioned in the
" Compleat Angler."

It really seemed to

me that Tom had
more patience than good judgment. He
would stand on a bluff and look at the bass

swimming in the clear water. Then he

would go down and cast with fly, spoon, or

minnow, the first splash sending every bass

to cover. The net result of about a dozen

fishing trips was one bass, some eight inches

long.

Tom used to come round and tell me all

these sad experiences, and complain that the

Arkansas bass must be the lineal descendant

of Walton's Fordidge Trout, which could

never be caught on a hook. I determined

to throw a bomb at him. So I told him

that anglers and fly fishermen were not en-

titled to half the credit that the Arkansas
natives were. Said I, "You try to take

every advantage of a fish. You arm your-

self with all the devices your money can
buy. You are a sneak and a cheat, to begin
with; you don't fight fair. On the other

hand, these Arkansas fellows meet a fish on
equal terms, in his own element, and dis-

card all weapons. It takes nerve, skill, and
knowledge to get fish as they get them;
and why are you any better than they be-

cause you catch fish for sport, and they

for food?"
Before many days

he came again. "Do
you know," he said,

"I believe you are

right about this fish-

ing business, and I am
anxious to see one of

these fellows dive for

a bass. When can

we go?"
Thus it came about

that one June day
Tom and 1 found our-

selves in a canvas-

covered wagon, with

Dram Erton and his

two boys, bound for

the Buffalo Fork of

White River, fifteen

miles away. Erton

could swim like a muskrat, and was the best

hunter and fisherman in that part of the

country. He was about forty years old, of

medium height, and very spare and wiry.

His clothes, face, and hair were all pretty

much the same dead-grass color. Most of his

features were quite ordinary, but one could

not help being struck by his frank, fearless

blue eyes. Sitting or standing, he slouched,

and seemed as listless as a cat under a

kitchen stove ; but when roused to excited

action, he became graceful, quick, and
powerful as a mountain lion.

As the mules toiled along the I'ough
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mountain roads, Evton told us that it was
only occasionally that conditions would ad-

mit of diving for fish to the best advantage.

The water must bo clear and low from
drought; then the lish assembled in the

pools, and the water was not too deep for

the diver to work. Fish, he said, had their

holes and retreats under and among the

rocks and logs, just as rabbits had burrows.

To these they would go whenever they were
badly frightened, and there they would re-

main until they supposed the danger was
over. A fish, when in its hiding place, was
like an ostrich that sticks its head in the

sand—if it could not see it seemed to be-

lieve itself invisible and safe.

After a late breakfast the next morning,

we followed Erton to the spot he had chosen

for the day's fishing. We stood on a bluff

about thirty feet high, which leaned out

over the stream. Just below the bluff the

river made a sharp bend, and from this

bend down it was swift and shallow. A
short distance up stream was another riffle,

where the river seemed almost dry. Be-

tween these two rapids was a beautiful pool

of water, some two hundred feet long and
about fifty feet wide. The deepest part was
right in the elbow, but about the middle

the stream had wrested some territory from

the mountain, and there was a little bay,

about thirty feet across, each way, where

the water was from seven to ten feet deep.

For centuries, perhaps, the forest had stood

on the margin of the stream, and trees had
lived and died, and now their trunks were

lying in the river bed, along with great

rocks, which probably for ages had been

rolling from the mountain into the water.

Whenever the sunhghtfound its way through

the forest to the water, one could see fish

swimming to and fro, the lazy gars ever

coming to the top only to dive again. Erton

cautioned us not to alarm the fish, saying

that everything depended upon making
them panic-stricken with fear as suddenly

as possible, and that conditions would be

just right about one o'clock. He and his

boys piled up large heaps of stones on the

bluff which projected over the water, and
Erton said that he believed the best place

to drive the fish to was the little bay.

Promptly at one o'clock the fun began.

At each end of the pool was one of Erton's

boys with a long hickory stick. With these

they thrashed the surface of the river, while

swimming back and forth, and at times they

struck large stones together under the water.

At the first blow the pool seemed alive with
fish. Where before we saw one, now we
saw a score, and they darted hither and
thither at lightning speed. Some soon be-

gan to disappear under rocks and logs,

though the gars did not seem inclined to

hide. Whenever a bass sought a hiding

place away from the central bay, Erton
plied him with rocks; and it was evident

before long that the little bay would be
thick with fish. In a few moments, the

water was in such commotion we could see

nothing; but still Erton bombarded the

surface with rocks, and the boys continued

to splash as vigorously as ever, moving,
mean while, toward the center. Finally, as

the boys met opposite the little bay they

were told to stop work. They at once swam
in our direction above and below the bay,

while Erton, Tom, and I hurried to its shore.

As soon as the water began to grow quiet,

Erton pointed to a large log which had rocks

piled against it, forming a tunnel open at

both ends.

" Thar," said he, " mebbe twenty fish, but
hit air not likely I can git them, or leastwise

more'n one er two."

Then he showed us a place where large

rocks were piled against each other in such
a way as to form a narrow cavern about
six inches wide, eighteen inches high, and
two feet long, open at one end only.

"I orter," he remarked, "git a dozen er

more fine fish from thet hole."

With a few strong strokes, he swam out

to the little cavern. With the ease and power
of a seal he went to the bottom, and in

thirty seconds was again at the surface,

holding a struggling bass. He gave the fish

to one of the boys and went down again.

The disturbance of the water prevented
us from seeing how the thiag was done, and
it seemed almost as though some scene from
the Arabian Nights was being enacted be-

fore us. Ever and anon we saw the water
cleft by a fish making a successful escape,

but before long Erton had brought up eight

bass from 'the little cavern. Soon he came
up panting and announced that he was "up
a tree."

Said he :
" Thar 's a fish in thet thar hole too

big fer me to hold, withaout I kin slip my
finger in his gills, an' I'm afeared I can't

reach fer enuff ; but I'm agoin' ter try."

With that down he went; and in a few
seconds there was a rumpus, and a big fish.
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churning the water in his flight, made for

the shore, quite near us, and disappeared

under a log. Tom, who had been getting

more and more excited, called upon me to

help him catch the fish.

"Come on," he said; "the water is not

over two feet deep there." Nothing loath I

agi'eed. But instead of two feet, the waterwas
four feet deep, and although the log was only

about six feet long and thirty inches in

diameter, and we examined the side away
from the shore with the greatest care, we
coiild see nothing. At last Tom said:

"WeU, I know that fish is there, and I am
going to find him."

So he took several long breaths, then

stooped and swam along the log, his face

within a few inches of the bottom. Then
he stood up but reported no success. Again
he tried with the same result. A third time,

and he came up joyful.

" I 've found him," he said. " What do you
think? There's a hole in that log close to

where it rests on the bottom, where a branch
was torn out at some tune, and that fish is

in it. I 'm going down again to see just how
it is fixed."

This time Tom stayed under more than

a minute. He then reported that the fish

had its head stuck in a pocket in one end of

the cavity, and his eyes were quite covered.

"I can just see his giUsmove," said Tom,
"and I believe I can work Erton's scheme.

When he opens them I'll slip my fingers in.

Here goes."

With some skepticism, but great interest,

I watched Tom's maneuvers. Soon there

was a commotion, and when Tom came up
he was evidently attached to something;

but as he straightened up he lost his bal-

ance, and in a moment was floundering in

seven feet of water. For an instant I was
alarmed ; then realizing that there was no
danger, I enjoyed the situation fully. For
several minutes, Tom was thrashing around
in such a helpless way that I hardly knew
whether he was trying to hang on or to let

go of the fish. Sometimes his head was out

of the water and often it was not. Finally,

as he came up gasping, and a trifle more
master of the situation. I yelled to him to

come ashore. Soon he arrived in shallow

water, where he pinioned the fish against

the bottom and I helped him carry it ashore.

"By Jove!" said he, holding his head on
one side, while the water ran out of his ear,

"I should be there vet, if it hadn't been for

you. All I thought of was holding on to

the fish, and 1 never noticed where I was
going. I would do it again, though, for a
five-pounder like that."

Soon Erton, who had been catching fish

with regularity, announced that he was
th'ed, and would have to stop, although
there were plenty of fish left. He went down
once more to scare the fish from the tunnel.

His prediction, made at the outset, turned
out to be correct, and for a minute the water
was ahve with fish. One of them was chased

ashore by the boys and captured imder a

stone, but all the rest got away. Erton had
caught thirteen bass and six catfish; and
our total catch, as we afterward found,

tipped the scales at thirty-nine pounds.

"Now Erton," said I, as we were jogging
along homeward, "tell Tom just how the

trick is done."

"Well," replied Erton, "ye've got ter be
right suddint withaout bein' in a hurry. Ye
can't see a fish, unly oncet in a great while

when the light air jest right, an' ef ye cud, hit

wud be the wuss fer ye, cuz he wud see ye an'

pull aout. Unly a fish thet 's waounded er hez
his eyeskiveredwud let ye ketch 'im, ef yecud
see 'im. Whenye put yerhand in a hole, ye 've

got ter be right quick an' gentle. I reckon the

fish thinks anuther fish air a-crowdin' him,

so when ye tech a fish, an' he moves in, yer

want ter foller him with yer hand. Arter a

while ye can git ter know abaout how big a

fish air, an' ef ye can't git yer hand two-

thirds around him, ye can't hold him, with-

aout ye git yer fingers in his gills. Fer a

big fish, sometimes, I hev ter dive three or

four times, an' then often lose 'im, cuz I can't

git a good hold ev him. Sometimes hit air

hard ter slip yer fingers in the gills ev a

fish, and sometimes ye can do hit to oncet.

I hev taken ez many ez fifteen trout (bass)

from one hole under a rock, an' ez many ez

ten from a holler log."

"But," said Tom, "isn't it dangerous to

be working around such big rocks."

"WeU," Erton replied, "hit air some risky,

ev course . but I hev fished thet way more
times then ye air years old, an' hev caught

a-many a trout, an' catfish, perch, an' sucker

too, an' I never wuz hurt bad only oncet. I

disremember jest how long back hit wuz,

but I wuz arter a big trout, an' he kep
crowdin' further under a big rock. I wuz a

follerin' 'im with my arm, till I cud git no
farther, an' I reckon thet thar big rock

must hev settled, fer when I went ter pull
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my arm aout, I found liit were fast, fer sure.

Well, I wu'A abaout out ev bi^eath, and I

knowed sutliin' had ter be done ter oncet, so

I giv a tnrrable pull an' got my arm loose.

But I lost right smart ev hide, an' my arm
wuz thet bad hiu-t 1 cud n't use hit fer more 'n

three months."

John T. Bailey.

JEFF'S REASONING POWERS

IEECENTLY went to the home of Jack
Hilbur for a visit, many years post-

poned. He was a boyhood friend, but our

paths had diverged widely, and I was rather

curious to see what kind of a man he made.

Although it took us a few days to

thoroughly ac-
quainted over again,

I soon recognized

the traits of his

youth, changed and
matured, of course,

but all the more in-

teresting as a study

in human nature,

which was some-

thing of a hobby
with me.

One bent of mind,

especially, had
grown with his

growth. He was
always given to a

sort of philosophiz-

ing, and his shrewd
conclusions used
often to save us

from falling into

traps set for the pre-

cipitous feet which
carry boys into all sorts of mischief. I now
found that this habit had developed a keen
observation of men and things, giving his

later conclusions a lively interest. So far as

I could understand the effect upon myself,

one reason for this seemed to be his invari-

able practise of clinching his arguments with
some fact from his own experience. In

truth, there is no better way to carry con-

viction—which was demonstrated to my
satisfaction by a certain day's occurrence.

It was afternoon, and we were sitting on
the east porch talking in that rambling and
disjointed fashion which is so delightfvxl

between friends, when each knows that he

need not say anything Just for the sake of

keeping tip the conversation. By and l)y a

('arri;i,g(! came in sight, followed })y a large

dog. LnnuMliately Jack's dog, Jeff", a much
smaller animal, sprang from his position

under an apple tree about ten feet from us

and started for the road.

" No, my boy," Jack said in the same ever

voice he had been using with me. Jeff's

tail dropped, and he turned about at once

to retrace his steps.

" You seem to have a pretty fine under-

standing with your dog," I remarked.

"Yes," he replied; "and it isn't me any
more 'n the dog. He knows as much as I do

about some things."

" For instance—" I continued, scenting the

possibility of a deduction or two, for Jack's

reply was given in a

philosophical tone.

"Well, he knew
just as certainly as

I did that it wasn't
the thing for him
to go after that big

dog."

"Then I should

think such a wise

canine would make
a better use of his

knowledge than he

was about to."

Jack smiled.

"Say, Dick, did

you and I make
good use of our

knowledge when we
'

.
were kids, or did we

• risk some things ? "

.
" "Well," I was

obliged to admit,

" I guess that we
did take chances some times."

" Rather. Now a dog 's just like a boy.

He never does as well as he knows, believing

there 's more fun in taking chances. Jeff 's

been tousled by that big fellow several

times, and will let him alone away from

home ; but when he comes snoopin' round

here, Jeff 's willing to take a risk—just hke

you used to with Bat Morey."

I flushed. Bat Morey was a much larger

boy than I had been, and used to give me a

thrashing on occasion ; but I always pitched

in again if he interfered with my plans,

although I was glad to give him a wide

berth as a general thing. The recollection

of those combats still raiikled, and I said

:
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" I don''t know but I would like to try it

now, since my muscles have got toughened."
" Which goes to prove that a man's only

a grown-up boy," Jack laughed. " But
what I was getting at is this : Jeft' and I

have talked it over together until he knows
that it's all foohshness to go out and get

wooled ; but I have to keep my eye out, just

as your father used to with you."
" I don't quite see how he knew you

spoke to him, when we have been talking

right along to each other."

Jack gave a contemptuous grunt.

" You've seen the inside of a college, while

I never have ; but if you are not too high-

headed I can give you points on dogs."

I admitted that there might be some
things in nature that a college man did not

know, and which he would be humbly grate-

ful to learn.

"Well, now, there's all this foolish talk

about a dog's having only instinct to guide

him. The fellows who fix that up start at

the wrong end of the string. They begin

with man 's spiritual nature ; then they con-

nect it with his mind, and so on, descending

the animal scale until, when they have run
down to dog, they make the difference be-

tween man and him so great that the poor

brute is left with nothing but instinct to

come and go on. I '11 allow all right enough
that man 's got something which a dog
has n't ; but the dog's got reason, just as you
and I have. Not so much, of course ; but it 's

reason, 'cause he '11 stop and plan out a thing.

" Then, too, a dog understands conversa-

tion. Of course he doesn't take in what we
call abstract ideas, but he understands talk

when it's about anything he has to do with.

And more, he puts this and that together,

which, I claim, instinct can't do. You just

watch. I have a dog that appears to be
asleep ; but wait a minute.

"There's been a little wind during the

night," Jack continued in precisely the voice

he had been using, " and it has blown some
dust and leaves up here on the porch. If I

had a broom I'd sweep them off."

Jeff at once arose, crossed the path, and
stood in front of us, looking up and wagging
his tail. Jack winked, and continued.

" You will observe, Dick, that the move-
ments of my dog are all from instinct in-

herited through his ancestors, who were

taught during generations to recognize the

words ' sweep ' and ' broom.' Now, if Jeff

will get me the broom down in the horse-

barn I'll sweep this stuff off."

Instantly the dog bounded toward the

barn, which was in plain view from where

we sat. Unfortunately for him the doors

were closed. He looked up at them for a

half second, then flew to the side and dived

into the hole which had been sawed out

for his benefit. In a moment he came walk-

ing out with the broom held crosswise in

his mouth. On reaching the hole he was,

of course, unable to get the broom through.

After tugging for a minute he dropped it

and backed off a foot or so. There he sat

down on his haunches, cocked his head side-

ways, and eyed the few inches of broomstick

which were in sight. Jack drawled satiri-

cally

:

" You see he 's taking time to let his in-

stinct operate. It told him to without his

knowing it. His long line of relations, dead
and gone, are letting their impressions of

horse barns, closed doors, dog holes, and
broomsticks work in some of their fine

points on his apparatus for receiving more
instinct. Don't you ever run off with the

idea that my dog is thinking a way out of

the difficulty. That would be unscientific,

you know. It's a new situation, and we'll

just watch."

At this point Jeff got up slowly and took

hold of the stick, pulling at it up, down, and
toward the corners. Certainly he was try-

ing different methods ; but they were without
avail, and he sat down again. It was only

for a few seconds this time, however ; then

he gave a bound, as if something had struck

him, and disappeared through the hole, tak-

ing the stick from sight also. He appeared
again immediately with the end of the broom-
stick in his mouth and successfully dragged
it through. When outside, he dropped it to

resume his former hold in the middle, and
carried it up the steps to Jack.

I was much impressed, and even Jack was
affected.

•' That 's the best thing I 've ever seen him
do," he said proudly. " Now, honest, Dick,

did that plan have to be reasoned out, or did

instinct do the business?"

I admitted my conversion.

Milford W. Foshay.



MAN-TRAPS AND SPRING-GUNS

By MILLER CHRISTY

MAN-TRAPS first came into use

in England, apparently, dur-

ing the latter half of the

eighteenth century—the period in which
the preservation of game on something

like the present system commenced. That

the law should everhave tolera-

ted their use is explained by
the fact that it was practically

impossible to protect game in

certain localities without some
such mechanical aid. It must
be remembered that, in a

densely populated country like

England, game must receive careful

protection against poachers if it is to

continue to exist at all, and that game
preserves often exist in close proximity

to large centers of population. More-

over, the English are sportsmen by
nature, and the sporting interest is very

large and influential. In the British

Isles more shooting for sport takes

Fiff. II. This place than in any other coun-
TrapWasNear-

^ ^^ equal size in the world,
ly as Tall as a ''

"^ '

Man. and the number of persons

who depend, directly or indirectly, on shoot-

ing for their livelihood is considerable.

These facts, then, explain the former legal-

ity of these barbarous contrivances.

Still, the law was not altogether inhumane.

Although it was legal for a man to set spring-

guns and the like, he was bound to give

adequate notice of his having done so; and,

if he omitted to do this, he was responsible

for injuries sustained by trespassers. Such
notice was generally given by means of

boards put up on the edges of the parks,

orchards, or game coverts in which the

guns were set; but as, in those days, few

were able to read, it was customary also to

give notice by means of the public crier in

the nearest market-town.

The obligation to give reasonable notice

was made clear by several cases tried in

English courts of law early in the last cen-

tury. Thus, in 1814, a vagabond was shot

and slightly injured by the discharge of a

spring-gun when pilfering a garden at

Mitcham, in the county of Surrey. He was
let off: with a caution, though recognized as

an old offender. A few days later, how-

ever, the same man was killed on the spot

by the discharge of another spring-gun,

while robbing an adjacent garden. He had
had adequate notice. Again, a boy who, in

1817, entered a garden at Warwick, merely

to cut a stick, and was injured by a spring-

gun, of the setting of which there was no
notice, recovered from the owner of the gun
£120 as damages. In the winter of 1820,

Squire Wilkes had had nine or ten spring-

guns set in a wood he owned at CrishaU, in

Essex, and had put up several notice boards.

A boy afterward entered the wood to gather

nuts and was injured by the discharge of

one of the guns. He sued Squire Wilkes

for damages, but the case was decided

against him, because he admitted having

seen and understood the notices, and he was
held, therefore, to have had adequate notice.

On the other hand, in March, 1825, a boy,

aged nineteen, entered a garden near Bristol

in pursuit of a straying peacock, and was
badly injured in the leg by the discharge of

a spring-gun. He subsequently recovered

£50 as damages from the owner, who ad-

mitted that he had refrained from putting

up notice boards, because he wished to cap-

ture and identify an imknown depredator,

who had previously robbed the garden.

In effect, therefore, man-traps and spring-

guns might only be set openly and in order

to deter poachers and other trespassers from
entering game coverts and the like; not

secretly and with the deliberate intention of

causing bodily injury to any who might
trespass therein—perhaps almost innocently.

From 1770 to 1825—when man-traps,

spring-guns, and the like were especially in

vogue in Britain— was a grievous time

among the agricultural and operative classes

there, and poaching was very prevalent.

The period was that when artisans destroyed

machinery, because they thought it would

take the bread out of the mouths of them-

selves and their children, and when the

laborer, in many parts of the country, re-
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Fig-. X. When a Poacher I'ouched

Swung Round on a Pivot and Fired
Its Wire This Gun
Directly at Him.

ceived no more than six or seven shillings

a week. In such days these lethal agents

proved, no doubt, very ejffiective as deter-

rents against poachers.

There was, however, one especial disad-

vantage attached to the use of these auto-

matic property protectors; they did not pos-

sess the power to discriminate between a

depredator and the owner of the property

they were intended to protect. If the latter,

walking in his garden or coverts, chanced to

do what was necessary to spring a man-trap,

spring-gun, or other "engine," set, tmknown
to himself, by his servants, the instrument at

once maimed or killed him just as promptly

and impartially as it would have killed a

trespasser and a thief. There are on record

several cases in which these instruments have

actually caused serious injury, and even

death, to the person in whose interest they

had been set, or to his unoffending servants.

Thus, early in the last century, some game-
keepers employed byLord Berkeley, at Cran-

ford, in Middlesex, lost their hves through

spring'ing some guns they themselves had
set. In 1768 a servant maid, newly come to

a situation at Paddington (then a village

near London), unwittingly touched the wire

communicating with a " watch-gun " which
her master had set, unknowu to herself, to

protect his house against bm-glars. She was
kiUed on the spot. Again, in 1818, the gar-

dener of a gentlemen living at Tottenham,
near London, whose gardens had recently

been robbed, was shot by accident while set-

ting two spring-guns, which had been bor-

rowed from a neighbor and were supposed
to be unloaded. He was taken to St. Thomas's
Hospital, where his right arm was ampu-
tated, but he died from loss of blood.

The use of man-traps, spring-guns, and
all such infernal contrivances did not long

survive an attack made upon them by that

very vigorous opponent of brutality in any
shape, the Rev. Sydney Smith, which was
published in the Edinburgh Beview, in July,

1821. Six years later, in May, 1827, an Act
of the British Parliament rendered it illegal

to set man-traps, spring-guns, and " other

engines calculated to destroy human life or

inflict grievous bodily harm," except within

a dwelling, and for the protection thereof,

between sunset and sunrise.

Clearly, therefore, it is still legal for a

British householder to set such contrivances

in his dining-room, or study, during the

hours in which Mr. William Sykes usually

occupies himself professionally. The theory

underlying this is, doubtless, that an English-

man is justified in doing what he likes in

his own house, and that, if an unwelcome
stranger chooses to enter uninvited, he must
take all consequences.

In the State of New York a similar law is

apparently in force. There a jeweler com-
ing to his premises one morning, a few years

ago, found the dead body of a burglar. At
the inquest it was established beyond doubt

that the man's death was due to a shot fired

by a pistol arranged to go off in case of

infraction of the premises, and the court

decided that the jeweler was justified in

protecting his stock by such means.

As regards spring-guns and the like, set

out of doors, the law in America seems to

be much as it was in England before 1827.

That is to say, though the setting of such

contrivances is not illegal in itself, they

constitute a legal "nuisance" unless due

precautions are taken to prevent injury to

trespassers, who, in the absence of such pre-

cautions, may recover damages for injury sus-

tained. Public opinion is, however, stronger

than any law in preventing their general use.

Leaving now the history and former use

of man-traps and spring-guns we may notice

next their nature and construction.

Man-traps, though now scarce, may be seen

occasionally in provincial museums through-

out England. There are examples, for in-

stance, in the Castle Museum at Lewes : in the

Fig. IX. A Very Old Type
of Flintlock Spring-Gun,
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museums atYork

and Colchester,

and in the Me-
clianics' Institu-

tion at New
Swindon. Some-
times, too, a man-
trap is displayed

as a curiosity in

the yard o f a

country hotel or

inn, as at Nor-

wich, where one

is to be seen at

the Maid's

Head, and
at Lymin-

^'ster,in Sus-

sex, where
two are

Fig-. VIII. This Poacher Is Caught in a ,

Humane Man-Trap, Supposed to Hold preserved
Without Injuring. ^t . the Six

Bells. Nor are leading London museums
altogether without man-traps, for there is

one in the Guildhall Museum, while another

—probably one of the finest now existing

—

was recently presented by the writer to the

British Museum.
The mechanism of a man-trap is precisely

the same as that of the common " gin-trap,"

in which rats and other vermin are taken,

except that there are usually two springs in-

stead of one. When the trap is sprung the jaws

close suddenly with a loud crash. Any per-

son unfortunate enough to be caught would
stand but a poor chance of ever being able

to walk again, for the powerful springs im-

part to the jaws sufficient force to make their

sharply pointed teeth meet in a man's leg.

The largest trap now known to exist came
from near Stroud, in Gloucestershire. In

total length it measures six feet

two inches (the height of a very

tall man) and weighs eighty-eight

pounds. Its ghastly jaws are

each nearly nineteen inches in

length, and the pointed teeth,

with which they are set, project

a full inch and a half. Tradition

says that a former owner of this

trap was once caught in it, many
years ago, through forgetfulness

when returning home one night,

and that the injury caused to the

bone of his leg was so extensive

that amputation had to follow.

A more perfect and, in some re-

spects, a finer trap, though nine inches

shorter, is that shown in Fig. I. It has round
arched jaws, each twenty-two inches in

width, and retains on its tongue or table the

spikes, usually missing, which are intended

to prevent the wind from blowing away the

dead leaves, sand, and grass, by means of

which the trap was concealed when set. It

was pvirchased by the writer many years ago

at a small curiosity shop in a remote village

in Essex, and is that already mentioned as

being in the British Museum.
Fig. II. shows a trap of the first-mentioned

type, but smaller. It measures five feet two

inches in length and weighs thirty-nine

pounds. It was procured near Downham
Market, in Suffolk. It is probably unique in

having the teeth riveted on to the under in-

stead of the upper surface of the jaws.

A trap of yet another type, shown in Fig.

III., is the property of a gentleman at Bridge-

water, in Somersetshire. In addition to being

provided with long, sharp teeth, as usual, it

has the inner or gripping edge of the jaws

serrated, as in the modern rat-trap. It is

comparatively small, being only four feet

ten inches in length.

The trap shown in Fig. IV. is one of those

preserved at the Six Bells, Lyminster. It is

unique among man-traps, so far as the

writer knows, in having but a single spring.

Possibly it may have been intended to catch

foxes or dogs only—not men; for it is very

small (only thirty-four inches in length), and

it seems not improbable that a man caught

in such a trap might be able to liberate

himself, a thing he could not possibly do if

caught in a two-springed trap. The great

northern English county of Yorkshire had
several different types of man-traps, which

seem to have been peculiar to itself. There

Figr. XI. A Modern Spring-Gun, Which Fires Blanli Cartridges.
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are two very similar samples in the excellent

museum at York. In these the jaws are

devoid of teeth, and are affixed to a broad,

circular, hoop-hke base, while the springs

are not rigidly fixed to the framework, but

are made to swing. A trap of similar make,

but larger, more slenderly built, and with

jaws both serrated and toothed, belongs to

Sir George Wombwell, Baronet, of New-
burgh Priory.

Mr. Oxley Grabham, the well-known York-
shire naturalist, owns a trap (Fig. V.) which
differs in construction from any other the

gether with the two traps already mentioned,

a couple of curious old screw-keys (Fig. VI.),

which were used, it is said, in the setting of

man-traps. Apparently they held down the

springs while the trap was being set and
placed in position. Some aid of the kind

was very necessary, for the strength of the

springs of a man-trap is such that setting

it is a dangerous task, requiring much care.

Another kind of man-trap altogether is

the "Humane" man-trap (Fig. VII.), which

is devoid of teeth, and intended for the

harmless capture merely of poachers or

Fig, XII. This Poacher Is About to Touch the Spring-Gun's Wire and Be Shot At.

writer has seen. It is fifty-six inches in

length, of slender build, and provided with

atrociously long teeth. Its springs are, as

will be seen, of somewhat unusual form,

but its chief divergence from the ordinary

type lies in the contrivance by which it is

set and sprung. It is provided with a sort

of hoop, which stands up, when the trap is

set, in such a manner that a passer may read-

ily catch his foot in it, thus springing the

trap. This type of trap, though simpler

than the ordinary form, seems hardly so

practically effective.

In the museum at York are preserved, to-

other depredators. It was introduced after

the passage of the Act of 1827 5 for, not

being " an engine calculated to do grievous

bodily harm," its use was not prohibited

thereby. The trap, when set, was sunk in a

hole dug in the ground in the middle of a

pathway, and was covered with dead leaves,

grass, or mold. Any one then stepping on
the central plate sprung the trap, which

seized his leg and held it fast. It was quite

impossible for any one thus caught to lib-

erate himself, for the trap was fitted with a

self-locking arrangement wJiich could only

be opened by means of a special key.
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We may turn next to spring-guns,

which seem to have been in more general

use than man-traps, probably because

they were capable of protecting a larger

area of ground. There were two kinds

of spring-gun—one dangerous, the other

harmless.

First, there was the old and deadly

form, legal up to 1827, and capable (in

the words of the Act of Parliament) of

inflicting "grievous bodily harm
These were usually set a foot or so

above the ground, in game co-

verts, orchards, or gardens,

and were able to kill or maim
any invader, whether in the

shape of man or dog. who
might chance to touch the con-

cealed wire by means of which

they were fired. This wire was
usually smoked by being passed

through the flame of a candle or

lamp, so that it might not glisten in

the sunlight and thus render its

presence obvious. In many cases,

apparently, the spring-gun of a

century ago was merely an or-

dinary fowling-piece

which had be-

come old and
rusted, or had had its muzzle blown off by
accident. Probably even an old pistol

was often made to serve. Never- Fig.

theless, there was also a special

form of gun, made solely for use as

a spring-gun. These spring-guns

proper consist

of a large bell-

mouthed barrel.

probably taken out of an old blunder-

buss, almost entirely enclosed in a large

wooden stock, bound round with strong

iron bands, and fired by means of Fig. iii.

the old flintlock. Below is an iron

spike which, when set in a hole on
the top of a post, serves to support

the gun and allows it to turn as on
a pivot. The spike is also hinged,

so that the muzzle of the gun may
be pointed either up hill or down.

When set, these guns were pro-

vided with three wires, which were
stretched through the wood or

garden at right angles with one

another, each being affixed to one

of the three rings with which the

trigger-bar is provided. If a

Fig. IV. Single-Spring

Man - Trap, Thirty-
Four Inches Long.

poacher came into contact with any one
of these wires, the gun at once swung
round on its spike, until it pointed di-

rectly along the wire in question, when
(the pull on the trigger being in the right

direction) the gun was fired and the un-

fortunate poacher immediately received

a charge of slugs or a bullet in his leg or

body— often with fatal results, as has

been shown.

Very few guns of this type now
exist. Mr. Backhouse and the

writer both own examples.

There is one (Fig. IX.) in

the museum at Colchester

;

one in the Epping Forest

Museum at Chingford,

and two in the possession of

the Rev. J. Whitaker Mait-

land, of Loughton Hall, Es-

sex. The mother of this gentle-

man, who died recently at the age
of ninety, could distinctly remem-
ber the time (previous, of course, to

the year 1827) when these two
guns used to be set regularly,

both in the gardens of the haU
and in the adjoining

churchyard, to

protect newly
made graves from body-snatchers ; and
she used to speak of the relief she felt

Sixty-Five when, on rising in the morning, she

learned that no trespassers had been
killed by them during the night.

Spring-guns of the same general

type as the

above, but more
elaborate, and

known as Clementshaw's patent, were
manufactured in the city of York. Mr.

Backhouse has two examples, one of

Like a Mod- which is shown in Fig. X. It con-

sists of a large flintlock pistol,

which swings round on a pivot, and
is mounted on a flat base. There

are no fewer than five triggers to

which wires are intended to be at-

tached, each one of which, when
pulled, swings the pistol round and
fires it in the desired direction.

When an ordinary gun was used

as a spring-gun, it was usually set

with its butt against the trunk of

a tree, supported by stout forked

stakes stuck upright in the ground.

As, in this case, the gun could not

I. A
Inch Man-Trap from
the British Museum.

em Bear Trap, This
Has Teeth Which Cut
and Hold.

Fig. VI. Screw-Keys
Which Held the Man.
Trap Springs While the

Trap Was Being Set.
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Fig. VII.

swing round, a single wire only was used,

and the gun was pointed either along the

wire or at the spot where it crossed a ride

or footpath. The wire was carried round the

back of the tree before being attached to

the trigger, so that the pull might be in the

right direction to fire the

gun—namely, backward.

There remains for notice

the modern harmless spring-

gun. Guns of this type are

still used commonly by Eng-

lish gamekeepers for the pro-

tection of their pheasants

during the breeding season.

Though true spring-guns,

being fii-ed by means of con-

cealed wires stretched
through the breeding coverts, exactly as were

the old deadly spring-gims, they are alarm

guns merely, and are intended to do no more
than give the keeper warning when tres-

passers enter his woods. They are, of course,

loaded with powder only, for the use of shot

or any other missile would be illegal.

This kind of gun came into use soon after

1827, when the older, deadly form of spring-

gun was rendered illegal. The earliest form

of it is shown, set, in Fig. XI. The actual

gun here represented was shown in London,

in 1851, at the Great International Exhibi-

tion. At the request of Queen Victoria and

the Prince Consort, who were much inter-

ested by the invention, it was loaded and

fired more than once by its inventor, Mr.

Charles Osborne. It is a well-fijiished con-

trivance of brass and steel, and is fired by
a percussion-cap. At the back is a screw, by
means of which the gun may be affixed to a

post or tree-trunk ; and Fig. XII. shows a

poacher in the very act of springing it when
so fixed.

Neither of these resembles, however, the

types of spring-gun— for there are several

—now in com-
mon use.
When, some
twenty years

ago, breech-

loading guns

came into
general use

for sporting

purposes, it

was naturally

found more
convenient to

use alarm-guns which were capable of being

easily and quickly charged by the insertion

of an ordinary cartridge. Such were, there-

fore, speedily introduced. They were of sev-

eral types.

To this day the notice, " Trespassers Be-
ware ! Man-traps and Spring-

guns Set Here," so familiar in

the earlier years of the last cen-

tury, may occasionally be seen

at the edges of woods
and parks in remote

parts of Britain.

But such no-

tices are, like

the instru-

A Humane Man-Trap Which Did Not f "^ mcuts thcm-
Hurt the Poacher. V..^

selves, mere-

Fis. V. The I'oatlier Sprung- Tlus Strang^e Trap by Kicking the Arch.

ly relics of a barbarous past, and are only

intended to convey, by means of a falsehood,

an empty threat. The setting of such

deadly weapons is no longer legal, and those

charged with the protection of game or crops

have now to rely on "engines" which are

incapable of doing bodily harm to tres-

passers. »

Of this nature is a curious contrivance

for the identification of poachers and other

trespassers, recently patented by a game-
keeper in Herefordshire. It consists of a

cup, affixed to the end of a movable arm,

which is held down by means of a catch.

When a trespasser, passing along a path

through a wood, touches a wire communicat-

ing with this catch, it is at once liberated.

Then the arm, actuated by a strong spring,

rises sharply, plentifully bespattering the un-

fortunate trespasser with tar, paint, or other

liquid placed in the cup for that purpose.

Nowadays, therefore, the once dreaded

notice, ''Man-traps and Spring-guns Set

Here," has no more significance than the

equally terrifying notice, "Mesembryanthe-
mums and Scolopendriums Set Here," which

a much-har-

assed horti-

culturist is

said once to

have put up
at the various

entrances to

his grounds;

a warning
which, how-
ever, soon lost

its effective-

ness.



THE MODERN GLADIATOR

WHY THE AMERICAN SUCCEEDS— BRUTE STRENGTH
SUPERSEDED BY SCIENTIFIC CLEVERNESS

By ROBERT EDGREN

THERE was a time when men fonght

in the arena armed only with the

cestus, an implement akin to the

brass knuckles used in modern days by foot-

pads and other unscrupulous gentry. The
rawhide thongs and strips of lead and brass

that covered the hand made the cestus

almost as formidable as the Roman short

sword.

Under the blazing suns of Italy and Greece,

in the great amphitheaters where barbarian

captives fought and died to tickle the fancy

of the populace, boxing, as a sport involv-

ing strength and skill and coui-age, was
born. That the ancients must have de-

veloped a skilful school of

boxing during the period

in which the cestus was
xised is certain, but, un-

fortunately, no rec-

ord either of the

styles of lighting or

of the personal at-

tributes of the

boxers, by which

we can make
comparison be-

tween the long

dead cham-
pions of

Greece and
Italy and
our mod-

ern wielders of the padded gloves, has sur-

vived the passing of the centuries.

The nearest connecting link is the famous

Greek statue, chiseled in time-defying mar-

ble, known as "The Boxer." This affords at

least a study in character.

The Greek boxer, sitting at ease as if

awaiting the beginning of the contest, his

hands encased in the weapons that fulfilled

the same functions as oui* modern boxing-

gloves, shows the difference be-

tween the ancient and
the modern game in

his features. He
has a small head,

with retreating brow
— unintelligent— but

cunning and crafty.

His features bear

marks that are not

due to the erosions

and mutilations of

centuries. Broken
nose and battered

forehead show the

work of the cestus.

Boxing was a savage

game in those days.

The boxer took the

same risk of losing

his life as did the

gladiator who
fought with

the short
sword or

Fitzsimmons.

Fitzsimmons Delivers a Right Hook at Close Quarters.

By permission of the New
York American.
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the net and trident. For years, perhaps, he

trained in the gladiatorial schools. Now
and then he fought minor battles. Finally,

he became great enough to appear in the

amphitheater at some triumphal fete. From
under the dark-vaulted arches he emerged,

coming half-blinded into the blaze of hot

southern sunlight. Around the arena, tread-

ing the trampled and dark-stained sand

upon which former comrades a few minutes

before had fought and bled and died, he

strutted, to the accompaniment of wild

music, the fluttering of pennants, the yells

of the holiday rabble banked brilliant-hued

against the sky. Perhaps then he thought

of the savage mutilation or brutal death that

would soon come to him. Perhaps, hardened
in that rough school, he met the thought

with a laugh and turned to feast his ears

with the plaudits of the crowd.

In the boxing-ring of to-day there is little

to call to mind the day of the cestus. The
time of the broken -nosed, disfigured cham-
pion of the prize-ring has passed.

There are six champions in America, each

at the head of his particular weight class.

Each champion fought his way to the top in

scores of savage contests, by using all the

modern skill of up-to-date masters of ring

craft. Not a man of the six carries a mark
to show that he has ever engaged in a battle

with the padded gloves. There are men who
do, but those are the unsuccessful ones, the

fighters who fight in the old-fashioned way,

opposing skill with strength and brute force.

The modern school of boxing had its be-

ginning a little over two hundred years ago,

in England. On the Continent the art of

self-defense with the fists had died oxit cen-

turies before. In France laws had been made
prohibiting the striking of blows with the

hands, while kicking with the feet, la savate,

was allowed.

In London, in the latter part of the six-

teenth century, roystering noblemen and
men of wealth began the custom of carry-

ing a retinue of bullies, engaged to fight

for their pleasure and to man-handle their

enemies. The gallant of that day who did

not have a bully or two at his beck and call

was out of the fashion.

These fellows were the first prize-fighters.

But in those days prize-fighting was a

strenuous occupation.
'' On the proclamation of James the Sec-

ond's son as King," writes Macaulay, "some
zealots, who had probably swallowed too

many bumpers, dressed themselves in coats

bearing some resemblance to the tabards of

heralds, rode through the streets, halted at

some places, and muttered something that

nobody could understand. It was at first

supposed that they were merely a company
of Prize-Fighters from Hockley in the Hole,

who had taken this way of advertising their

performances with the back sword, sword
and buckler, and the simple falchion."

Hockley in the Hole was the great ren-

dezvous for all kinds of pugilists and cudgel

players. These fellows patrolled the streets

looking for patrons, much as modern fight-

ers haunt the offices of fight promoters in

order to get matches. A few of them be-

came so famous that their names are still

by-words in the side streets of London. The
most notorious, perhaps, was known as

Tiger Roach, the Bully of Bedford. He
was mixed up in a number of bloody forays

and desperate adventures. Although the

law never laid him by the heels, it was a
widely known fact that several of his affairs

had resulted in the death of his opponent.

But this wild time was, properly speak-

ing, before the period of prize-fighting.

The first great boxer in England was Figg.

He fought with his hands, and never in-

dulged in sword play or battles with the

cudgel. From his time all fights were held

under London Prize -Ring Rules. These

allowed wrestling, strangling, and almost

every form of attack, indeed, except la

savate. Figg's record is lost in the mists of

antiquity, but in the fighting clubs of Lon-

don I heard his name mentioned frequently

by men who had heard it spoken by their

fathers, who before them had learned it in

the same manner. Perhaps in two hundred
years the name of John L. Sullivan will live

in the same indefinite way.

Fighting under London Prize-Ring Rules

was with the bare fists, not a great advance

from the days of the cestus. Boxing gloves

relieved the game of much of its brutality.

Still, even fifty years ago, boxing was in a

crude state. The English had learned one

thing; to hit sti'aight and get away. Jem
Mace, the most famous of English heavy-

weights, carried this style to Australia.

There he established a boxing-school in

connection with a dance hall and a so-called

hotel. Many of the men who studied his

methods there became famous. Among
these the most notable are Dan Creedon,

Robert Fitzsimmons, Jim Hall, and Young
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Grilfo. These men are among the most up-

to-date and clever boxers in the world. But

it is only fair to say that Mace furnished

them merely with the rudiments of the

game. Each branched off into a peculiar

style of his own, and each improved greatly

while fighting in America.

English writers claim that the English

style of boxing has traveled around the

The real i-eason lies in this: In America
everything is given up to sharp competi-

tion. In England a man is supposed to

remain always in the same claws. If he is a

clerk, he is expected to remain a clerk for

the rest of his life, and to improve only in

capacity. In America every clerk expects

at some time to be at least a general man-
ager, if not the sole proprietor of the busi-

Champion Jeffries in His Characteristic Crouching Attitude.

world, passing through Australia, and land-

ing finally in the United States. They ex-

plain the fact that every American fighter

of note who has gone to England has easily

outclassed the best of the English boxers,

bj' stating that we have appropriated their

original methods, while in England the

Jem Mace school of boxing has been partly

forgotten.

ness. The ring-fighter in London is per-
fectly content to have a patron who will

arrange all his battles and take charge of
the proceeds, allowing him a weekly pit-

tance of a few pounds. He has absolutely

no ambition to advance beyond the mixed
ale stage; consequently he never originates

any new trick in the boxing line. It is a
well-known axiom that nothing stands still.
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Where there is no advancement, there must
be some retrogi-ession.

The successful American boxer is as much
a business man as if he had a law office in the

Park Row Building. Competition is keen.

There are many thousands of professional

boxers, and if he allows himself to fall be-

hind ever so little in his knowledge of every

strategical point in boxing he loses his posi-

tion in or near the championship class.

Ten years ago saw a complete revolution

in boxing methods in America. Up to that

time the English style of fighting with the

padded gloves had been closely followed.

John L. Sulhvan was the last champion of

the world who gained and held his position

solely through strength, ferocity, and physi-

cal force. It was just about ten years ago
that John L. Sullivan metJames J. Corbett in

New Orleans in a battle for the heavyweight

championship of the world. Throughout the

Northern continent all eyes were turned

toward that small, rope-ringed inclosure;

all ears were turned to hear the thud of the

blow which was to crush the

championship aspirations of the

audacious Oalifornian. In the

East Corbett was little known.
On the Pacific Slope he had
achieved a considerable local rep-

utation by several consecutive

victories over Joe Choynski, Jake
Kilrain, and Dominick McCaf-
frey, and a sixty-one-round draw
with the mighty Peter Jackson.

As for John L. SviUivan, he was
the popular idol. Before the fight

in New Orleans he had been tour-

ing the country, meeting and
knocking out all comers. A little

story illustrates the style of fight-

ing that made him famous.

In the lumber regions of Ore-

gon there was a giant French-

Canadian, champion of all the

camps. He stood six feet eight

inches tall, and after whipping
all the bullies of various camps
he had achieved such a local

reputation for strength and sav-

agery that not a man in that

part of the country dared to meet
him armed with anything less

convincing than a sawed-off shot-

gun. Tlj^ town of Astoria was
included in the route laid out

for one of Sullivan's triumphant

tours. When the news reached

the citizens of that place, a month
in advance, they immediately

fixed up a scheme calculated to

result in the undoing of the

hitherto invincible champion and
the immediate enlargement of

their own bank accounts. It was
a well-known fact that on all of

his travels Sullivan was accom-

,., „ ^ , . . panied by a large number ofBy permission of the New York American. ^ J &
John L Sullivan, the Greatest Fighter of the Old School. SpOrting gentry, who made it
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their business to fleece the local "si)orls"

in any kind of a bettiny proposition that

could be arranged.

The giant lumberman was at once sent

for and put into a coui-se of training well

calculated to improve his natural ability

as a fighter. All of the loose cash in the

lumber camps flowed into Astoria and was
placed in the hands of a committee to be
used for betting purposes.

Sullivan and his followers arrived. Not
anticipating the pleasant surprise that

had been arranged for him, the champion,
his trainers, managers, backers, and camp-
followers had been indulging for weeks
in a flood of champagne.
The eventful night came. The audito-

rium of the opera house, in which Sullivan

was to meet all that chose to face him
after his usual custom, was jammed to

the dooi's. In one of the dressing-rooms

the local giant, trained for the moment,
and eager to serve Sullivan as he had all

his rivals in the lumber camps, waited im-

patiently. Sullivan himself was slow in

coming. During the interval of waiting

all of the money offered by the local com-
mittee had been eagerly covered by the

Sullivan following before they had a sus-

picion of the reception that had been pre-

pared for their man. Everything con-

nected with the giant had been kept a

careful secret.

Finally, Sullivan, clad in his fighting

togs, strutted out before the footlights,

and in the deepest of all bass voices, an-

nounced that he was ready to meet all

comers. Beside him stood the selected

officials.

Suddenly, from the concealment of the

wings, strolled out the huge lumberman.
He overtopped Sullivan by a full head.

Sullivan's followers gave a gasp of surprise

and dismay. The giant stood waiting. The
officials stepped aside. The word was
given, and the fight was on. The big lumber-

man started for Sullivan as if he intendecj to

annihilate him. Sullivan gave vent to a roar

of rage, lowered his head, and moved for-

ward in a bull-like rush. His mighty right

arm swept through the air and his padded
fist crashed on the lumberman's jaw. That
blow would have killed any ordinary man.
The giant's head snapped back as if his neck
were broken. His knees bent and shook be-

neath him. Another terrific swing, another

thud that could be heard out in the street.

By permission of the New York American.

James J. Jeffries, Heavyweight Champion of the World.

and the giant toppled backward, shot head
foremost over the footlights, and landed in

a crumpled heap in the little pit where the

orchestra played. By the superior sudden
use of savage strength, Sullivan hadwhipped
the terror of the whole Noi'thwest in ten

seconds. Incidentally his backers had ac-

cumulated all of the ready coin within a

day's ride of Astoria. Sullivan retired to his

dressing-room, where a case of champagne
awaited him. An hour later a chop-fallen

giant, stooping to keep from bumping his
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head on the top of the doorway and turn-

ing his broad shoulders sideways to get

through, came in to see him.

"Mr. Sulhvan," he said, ''I want to shake

your hand. I don't believe you 're human."
After satisfymg himself that Sullivan was
mere flesh and bone, the lumberman be-

came quite friendly.

"I hope I didn't hurt you," said Sullivan.

"Not at all," said the Frenchman politely.

" The first time you hit me 1 saw a French

cavalryman on horseback, dressed in a red

uniform. The next blow I saw a whole regi-

ment. The next thing I knew I woke up

down in the dressing-room."

This was the Sullivan that was to fight

Corbett in New Orleans. Every day stories

were printed in the papers all over the

country about his savage methods of train-

ing. Tales of the raw steaks that were sup-

plied to his training table filled columns. His

training staff was totally annihilated in every

latest edition. On the morning of the fight

the telegraph wires were kept hot with a

story stating that Sullivan had jumped from
his bed, had rushed into the gymnasium,
exclaiming, "Here's one for Corbett! " and
had burst the heavy pigskin punching-bag

with one vicious swing.

Down in the Coi'bett training camp all

this time things were going very quietly.

The young Califoniian, lithe and slim com-
pared to the burly champion, worked stead-

ily. Just one year before he had boxed a

four-round exhibition with Sullivan in San

Francisco. In that short twelve minutes he

had studied every movement that the cham-

pion made as carefully as any college boy

ever studied the intricacies of a problem in

mathematics. Now, he was planning every

detail of his battle.

Even many admirers of the young Cali-

fornia boxer thought that he was foolish in

agreeing to fight such a man as Sullivan,

but Corbett had calculated closely every

chance, and went into the fight absolutely

confident of winning. The day of the battle

arrived. The two men were in the ring;

the inclosure was packed with an aggrega-

tion of sporting enthusiasts drawn from all

parts of the country. A coterie of Califor-

nians held seats near Corbett's corner; they

had seen their champion tried out in many
a hard-fought contest and they knew of his

wonderful skill. Still the name and reputa-

tion of Sullivan awed even these.

The brazen gong clanged. Out from his

corner on the run came Sullivan. He made
a wild dash at Corbett, swinging both hands,

apparently with the intention of punishing
him for his audacity in the first round. Like
an autumn leaf before the gale, Corbett

swept along before the champion's attack,

side-stepping, feinting, ducking Sullivan's

vicious swings, escaping uninjured from
every diflflcult situation.

The crowd at the ringside did not like it.

It was above them. They did not realize

that this day inaugurated the new American
style of boxing ; that in this battle brute

strength was for the last time to be pitted

against skill and scientific cleverness for a

championship. They jeered and whistled

and yelled. Corbett's constant retreat before

Sullivan's wild rushes seemed to them an
evidence of cowardice.

But, in a few rounds, the spectators began
to suspect that the young Californian was
fighting on a "system."

Sullivan began to tire ; he was breathing

hard, and although he did not change his

aggressive tactics, his movements were be-

coming slower and heavier as the moments
flew by. Corbett remained as fresh and as

fast as ever. A hundred times in those first

few rounds his extended left hand had
stabbed and jabbed the mighty Sullivan, and
still Corbett had escaped without a scratch.

None of these jabs had any very damaging
effect. Coi'bett never did have the knock-

out blow that has been used in the ring on

334 different occasions by Robei't Fitzsini-

mons. Still, the constant tapping and jar-

ring might eventually bring down a man of

iron. Weakened by his own frantic efforts,

panting, staggering around the ring, Sulli-

van became a pitiful object. No one, in all

of his former fights, had used him so despite-

fully. Time and again, as the thought en-

tered his dulled brain that the growing burst

of cheering at the ringside was now intended

for his opponent, he gathered his failing

strength for one more furious onslaught.

It was all in vain. At last Sullivan sank

slowly to his knees. He wore an expres-

sion of dull surprise, like that of the bull in

the Spanish arena when the sword of the

matador had sunk its length between his

shoulders. Sullivan was not knocked out, but

he was a thoroughly beaten man. Ring craft

had proved its superiority to mere muscular

strength and activity. In a day Corbett had
a thousand imitators training for bouts in

various parts of the country.
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Corbett was the greatest exponent of one

style of boxing. He was so skilful in block-

ing blows and in getting away from an

attack that he was very seldom hit in any

contest. At the same time his quickness in

getting away made it impossible for him to

strike a heavy blow. As his blow was land-

ing he was beginning his retreat. Fitzsim-

mons is just as great a boxer, but entirely

different in his methods. He is always ad-

vancing. He prefers to block or avoid a

blow at close quarters rather than retreat

from it.

I had a ringside seat when Fitzsinnnons

tore the championship from Corbett in their

famous battle at Carson, Nev. There was
a great deal of personal bitterness between
the men. Corbett trained at Shaw's Springs.

The fight was on the 17th of March. 1897,

and for a month before that date Corbett

trained as hard as any man ever did for a

conflict in the roped arena. Every day he

Fitzsimmons. By permission ot the New
York American.

Fitzsimmson Employs His Famous Shift and Lands a Left Hook.
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An Incident in the McCoy-Corbett Fight—McCoy Side-Steps to Get Out of a Tight Place.

By permission of tlie New York American.

Resting Between Rounds in the McCoy-Corbett Battle.
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Corbett. By permission of the New York American.

Corbett Blocking With Both Hands Open.

McCoy. Corbett. By permission of the New York American.

McCoy Blocks a Left Swing in His Fight With Corbett.
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tired out all his trainers in boxing bouts

and long runs over the icy roads. He was
nervous and high strung. Although he

affected to despise the pretensions of Fitz-

simmons as a boxer, the way he worked

showed that he realized the danger of going

within reach of the Australian's freckled fists.

Jeffries, the present champion, joined Cor-

bett's training camp on the 1st of March.

Every day he boxed about six rounds with

the champion. Jeffries was a great, lum-

bering giant. His enormous muscles were

ridged and knotted like those of the an-

cient Greek statues of Hercules. His great

strength did him very little good when he

opposed it to Corbett's skill, but his iron

jaw could endure almost any blow without

being affected. Corbett took advantage of

this fact to do most of his hammering on

Jeffries.

I was standing in the dressing-room one

day, trying on the gloves preparatory to going-

out for a turn myself, when J effries came in.

He had just gone through a round with Cor-

bett. He took his jaw between the thumb
and forefinger of one huge hand and moved
it from side to side with a reflective air.

"What's the matter, Jim?" I asked.

Jeffries dropped his hand and turned

around with a slow smile.

" That fellow does n't hit very hard with

one punch," he said, "but he hit me so

awful fast that I did n't know but that my
jaw had cracked between blows."

Fitzsimmons is the most business-like

man when in training that I ever saw. On the

day of his arrival in Carson, a month before

the fight, I marched down the main street

of the town, with a large Nevada delegation,

to see him come in and give him a good
sage-brush welcome.

The train stopped.

Fitzsimmons was the first man off. Stand-

ing up to his knees in a snow-drift, he

pulled off his winter overcoat, threw it to

a friend, called for his Great Dane, Yarum,
and, without deigning a look or word in

answer to the cheers of the crowd, started

off, pell-mell, up the street. It was four

miles out to Cook's Ranch, the place that

had been selected as Fitzsimmons' training

quarters. It was the first day of training,

but Fitzsimmons ran that four miles with

the speed and endurance of a Nevada mus-

tang, through the deep snow-drifts, merely

stopping now and then to help Yarum out

of difficulties.

I went over to see Fitzsimmons work
(and I have seen him hundreds of times

since), and if the man has any nerves, I

have never been able to discover the fact.

He did a great amount of training for his

fight with Corbett, but he did it with the

cheerfulness and irresponsibility of a school-

boy on a vacation. A few days before the

eventful time, Fitzsimmons came to the

conclusion that his condition was satisfac-

tory. He stopped. After that he indulged

in nothing more strenuous than checkers.

Fitzsimmons is always a great checker-

player when living in his training camps,

but the most unwise thing that any unfor-

tunate boxing partner can do is to win a

game from him. While Fitzsimmons was
playing checkers and taking easy jaunts

around the country in a light buggy, Cor-

bett, at his training camp, seven miles away
across the sage-brush covered plain, was
wearing his heart out in ten-mile runs on
the road.

A great bowl-shaped arena had been built

especially for this fight at Carson. It stood

uncovered to the wintry sky. On the morn-
ing of the event the attendants swept the

snow from the platform of the ring ; then

the day came fine and clear. The hour of

noon found both men standing in their

corners ready to begin. There was a slight

delay. Fitzsunmons, in a bright - colored

bath-robe, strolled leisurely up and down
one side of the inclosure. Scowling under

the bright sunlight, he tested the ropes of

the ring, scuffled his shoes on the can-

vas covering of the platform, gazed inquir-

ingly up toward the sun for a moment, and
then walked slowly back to his corner. He
never gave Corbett even a glance. In those

few moments he was planning out the bat-

tle that was to win him the world's cham-
pionship.

In the opposite corner Corbett sat, nerv-

ously watching every move that Fitzsim-

mons made.

Men at the ringside were running swiftly

up and down offering odds on Corbett. A
few men with money to risk on Fitzsimmons

accommodated them quickly and in silence.

Clang! went the bell, its tone clear and
sharp and startling on the wintry air.

Corbett sprang from his corner with a

bound. For a full minute the two men cir-

cled in the middle of the ring, rapidly feint-

ing, each trying to find out just what tactics

the other would use. Around the bowl-like
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arena the crowd huddled down closer on

the rough plank seats. This was to be a

battle of skill and intelliji'ence between two
of the greatest boxers the world had ever

produced.

Still they circled. Suddenly Corbett

swooped down like a hawk, striking swiftly

at Fitzsimmons' head. A grin from Fitz-

simmons was the only effect produced.

Then came six rounds of the fastest fight-

ing I have ever seen in any ring. A thou-

sand times Corbett, with the quickness of

a cat striking at a mouse, jabbed his left

hand into Fitzsimmons' face. Only now and
then did the great middleweight succeed

in countering effectively. Corbett's Califor-

nia friends were rushing frantically around
the ring, jingling handfuls of gold coins,

while his east-

ern backers

waved rolls of

greenbacks,
and both
shouted rau-

cously their

challenges of

wagers. Fitz-

Simmons'
friends sat

silent.

Fitzsimmons

himself . was
staggeri ng.
He did not

seem able
either to avoid

or block Cor-

bett's blows.

From his neck

to his waist

he was flecked

and spotted

and smeared
with the blood

that flowed

from cut and
bruised mouth
and nose.
There was not

a sound at the

ringside. Way
up to the far-

thest tier,

where Indians

and cowboys
sat outlined
black asrainst

the sky, the wet, smacking thudding of Cor-

bett's ceaseless, tormenting jabs could be

heard. The blood-soaked gloves smeared
Fitzsimmons' face, but through that red

patchwork in the hot sunlight his blue eyes

glinted with a steady glare of determination,

as cold as the sheen of Greenland's icebergs.

After one fierce rally Fitzsimmons slipped

down to his knees. The Corbett crowd went
mad. No war whoop of Piute had ever rent

the thin air of that high altitude with more
fierceness than did the shrill yell of triumph

which went up from that arena. Corbett

danced nervously about. Fitzsimmons sat

calmly on one knee until nine seconds had

passed. Then he got up, stood unsteadily

for a moment on the same spot, and, as

Corbett came in pitilessly to the attack, re-

treated in stag-

]

gering, un-

steady lurches.

It was such a

sudden change
from his for-

mer method of

fighting that it

aroused sus-

picion in Cor-

bett's corner.

Many a fighter

had fallen vic-

tim to this

trick of simu-

lated weakness

on the part of

Fitzsimmons.

''Keep away
from him,
Jim ! " cried

Delaney, one

of Corbett's

seconds, "he's

only fooling."

That cry may
or may not

have cost Cor-

bett the cham-
pionship. Per-

haps Fitzsim-

mons really

was on the

point of col-

lapse through

the constant

jari-ing blows

that he had re-

ceived. If you

By permission of the New York American.

Young "Corbett," the Lightweigrht Champion of America, in

Characteristic Fighting Attitude.
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asked him to-day he woidd say that Corbett

never succeeded in hurting- him at all.

The hell raup:. The arc that Fitzsimmons

described in stag-gering to his corner in-

cluded both sides of the square. One min-

ute's rest—his trainers spent it in frantic

wavings of towels, wipings with sponges

soaked in ice-water, and rapidly whispered

words of advice—and the bell rang again.

Like an arrow shot from a cross-bow Fitz-

simmons flashed from his corner and across

the ring. In another second he was driving

Corbett helter skelter before him. He had
intended by that sudden attack to catch

Corbett off his guard and finish the battle

on the instant. But in Corbett he had a

man who was nearly his equal in ring craft.

The plan failed. It was useless now to pre-

tend weakness. Fitzsimmons changed his

plan of battle, and at once took the aggres-

sive. Outside the ring the Fitzsimmons

backers came to their feet with a whoop.

Fitzsimmons' money, that had been hidden

away securely in buckskin bags, sprang into

the sunlight. The odds that had been of-

fered on Corbett suddenly dropped away.

The men who had been vociferating their

desire to wager upon Corbett's success be-

came dumb. The change that came over

Corbett's expression was pitiful to see. The
look of high confidence gave way to ashen

pallor. In his eyes there was a startled stare

of dismay. He had thought the battle all

but over. In his corner he had laughed and
joked with his seconds as his mind pictured

the triumph that seemed to be already

within his grasp. But now all was changed.

The apparently beaten man, like the myth-
ological Anteus, had come up from his fall

stronger than ever. Corbett felt his own
strength failing. His confidence in his own
superiority deserted him, and from that mo-
ment he fought a desperate but a losing

battle.

The end came, as we all know, in the four-

teenth round. Fitzsimmons had been stead-

ily forcing his way in. Corbett had retreated

from his attack, stabbing with a straight

extended left hand to hold him off. Now he

was near the ropes, Fitzsimmons zigzagging

before him to prevent his slipping away to

either side. Corbett's left hand shot out as

it had many a time before. But this time

something happened. The freckled fighter's

head rolled to the left, and the blow glanced

harmlessly over his shoulder. In an instant

Ms right foot had slipped swiftly forward—

the famous Fitzsimmons "shift"—and his

left fist, starting fi-oin somewhere near the

hip, plunged at close range into the pit of

the champion's stomach.

Then I saw something that I do not want
to see again. For an instant Corbett stood

straight, with hands helplessly extended, a
glare of hopeless horror in his eyes. Fitz-

simmons stepped back, laughing. Slowly, as

if struggling against the inevitable, Corbett

bent forward, toppled over upon his hands,

and rolled upon the canvas covering of the

ring. The battle was won. Fitzsimmons, the

middleweight, had taken the world's heavy-

weight championship away from the man
who had beaten Sullivan.

Then came a season of triumph for the

former blacksmith. He toured the country

as other champions had done before him.

But during the next two years, unknown
to him. Fate was preparing for another

change. The giant Jeffries had fallen into

the hands of crafty managers. Tommy Ryan,
by long odds the most clever middleweight
boxer that ever donned gloves, had been en-

gaged to coach him. Many people have said

that Jeffries' victory over Fitzsimmons was
proof that the old style of boxing had come
in again; that strength was greater than

skill. It was not. Jeffries' victory was really

the victory of Tommy Ryan. It was the

reflection of his fighting genius that whipped
Fitzsimmons. Ryan had studied the two
men ; had made an equation like this : Jeff-

ries + X ^ Fitzsimmons. X was the famous
" crouch " that Ryan invented especially for

this fight. The crouch made Jeffries as im-

pregnable as the rock of Gibraltar, for it

safe-guarded him against the terrors of the

Fitzsimmons "shift." At the ringside Tommy
Ryan watched the progress of the battle.

Between the rounds he told Jeffries just

what to do next. In the ring he controlled

every movement as completely as Svengali

controlled the actions of Ti-ilby. Since then

the gigantic champion has become a skilful

boxer. He makes up for a certain lack of

aggressiveness by a quality of patience that

enables him to wait for a sure chance to end
the conflict with a single blow. In this way
he has added to his score another victory

over Fitzsimmons and one over Corbett.

There have been a score of champions
among the smaller boxers, and each suc-

cessive change in the holding of champion-
ships has marked the coming of a man with

greater skill.
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III.—KILLING MY LARGE KADIAK BEAR

By JAMES H. KIDDER
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AS I had been fortunate in shooting

bears upon the island of Kadiak
and the Alaska Peninsula, nothing

remained but for me to obtain a specimen

from one of the outlying islands of the

Kadiak group, to render my trip in every

way a success.

Therefore, I now determined to take my
two natives and hunt from a bidai'ka the

deep bays of the island of Afognak, while

Blake, not yet having obtained a bear from
Kadiak, went back to hunt there. He had
been extremely good to his men, and in

settling with them on his return from the

Alaska Peninsula, had good naturedly paid

the excessive demands they made. The result

was that his kindness was mistaken for

weakness, and just as he was about to leave

his hunters struck for an increase of pay.

He sent them to the right-about, and for-

tunately succeeded in filling their places.

A sportsman going into a new country

owes it to those who follow to resist firmly

exorbitant demands, and at the same time to

be firm and just in all his dealings.

In my former articles I have described

bear hunting in the spring, when we stalked

our game upon the snowy hillsides, and again

on the Alaska Peninsula, where we hunted

across the open on foot, and also in the

bidarka. I will now attempt to describe still

another form of hunting.

Toward the end of June the red salmon

begin to run. These only go up the streams

that have their sources in lakes. After the

red salmon come the humpbacks, and after

the humpbacks the dog salmon. Both of the

latter kinds in great numbers force their way

A Cave in Which Our Natives Lived and in Which We Did Our Cooking.
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up all the streams, and are the favorite food

of the bears, which come down from the

mountains in deep, well-defined trails to

catch these fish in the shallow streams.

When the salmon have begun to run, the

only practical way of hunting these bears is

by watching some likely spot on the bank of

a stream.

Early in July Blake and I parted, intend-

ing to meet again two weeks later. My friend

sailed off in a small schooner, while I left

with my two Aleuts in the bidarka. In

Fedor's place I had engaged a native by the

name of Lofka. We three paddled with a

will, as we were anxious to reach a deep bay
on the north side of the island of Afognak
as soon as possible.

This was all familiar country to me, for I

had spent over a month in this region the

year before, and, as we camped for the night

after finally reaching our hunting grounds,

1 could hardly realize that twelve months
had gone by since I left this beautiful spot.

For the island of Afognak, with its giant

cliffs and deep bays, is to my mind the most
picturesque spot I have ever seen.
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The next morning the wind was unfavor-

able, but in the afternoon it changed round
and we were able to ^dsit one of the salmon

streams. The red salmon had come, but it

would be another week or more before the

humpbacks would begin their run. It was
a bleak day, with the rain driving in our

faces. We forced our way up the banks of a

stream for some miles, following welf-defined

bear trailsthrough the tall grass. Some large

tracks were seen, but we sighted no game.

We returned to camp after ten o'clock that

night, wet to the skin and chilled through.

was rather ticklish work, as the sea was
rough. Early that afternoon we turned into

the narrow straits which lie between the

islands of Afognak and Shuyak. Shuyak
is uninhabited, but some natives have hunt-

ing barabaras there. Formerly this island

contained a great number of silver gray

foxes. A few years ago some white trap-

pers visited it and put out poison. The re-

sult was the extermination of all the foxes

upon the island, for not only the foxes which

ate the poison died, but the others which

ate the poisoned carcasses. The hunters ob-

Our Three Laru;c

The following day was a repetition of this,

only under worse weather conditions, if that

were possible.

I now decided to push on to a large bay
on the northeast side of the island. This is

locally known as Seal Bay, and is supposed

to be without question the best hunting

grounds on Afognak.

Unfortunately, a hea\'ywind detained us in

Paramonoff Bay for some days. The morn-
ing after the storm broke we made a four-

o'clock start. There was a strong favoring

breeze, and we made a sail of one of the

blankets. The bidarka fairly flew, but it

tained but one skin, as the foxes died in

then* holes or in the woods, and were not

found until their pelts were spoiled. This is

a fan- example of the need for Alaskan game
laws and then* rigid enforcement.

At the present time Shuyak is I'ich in bear

and in land otter, and I can imagine no
better place for a national game pieserve.

It has lakes and salmon streams, and would
be an ideal place to stock.

The straits between Shuyak and Afognak
are extremely dangerous, for the great tides

from Cook's Inlet draw through this narrow

passage. My nerve was tested a bit as the
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bidarka swept by the shore, for had it once
got well started we should have been drawn
into the rapids, and then into a long line of

angry breakers beyond. At one point it

seemed as if we were heading right into

these dangerous waters, and then abruptly

turning at a sharp angle we glided around a

point into a shallow bay. Circling this shore,

we successfully passed around the line of

breakers and soon met the long ground
swell of the Pacific, while Seal Bay stretched

for many miles inland on the other side.

As the wind was favorable we stopped only

for a cup of tea and then pushed on to the

very head of the bay. Here, at the mouth of

a salmon stream, we came upon many fresh

bear tracks, and we passed the night watch-

ing. As we had seen nothing by four o'clock

in the morning we cautiously withdrew and,

going some distance dow"_i. the shore, camped
in an old hunting barabara. It had been

rather a long stretch, when one considers

that we had breakfasted a little over twenty-

four hours before and had paddled some
thii'ty miles. It is poor sport this watching a

salmon stream by night; but it is the only

kind of hunting that one can do at this

time of the year.

I slept until seven o'clock that evening,

when the men called me; and after a cup

of tea we started for the salmon stream,

which we followed up beyond where we had
watched the night previous. We were very

careful to wade, so as not to give our scent to

any bears which might approach the stream

from below. There were many tracks and
deep, well-used trails leading in all direc-

tions, while every few yards we came upon
places where the tall grass was trampled

down, showing where bears had been fish-

ing. , These bear trails are quite a feature

of the Alaskan country, and some of them
are two feet wide and over a foot deep,

showing that they have been in constant

use for many years.

That night we heard a bear pass within

ten yards of ns, but could not see it. We
returned to camp next morning at five

o'clock, and I wrote up my journal, for it is

extremely confusing this night work, and
one completely loses track of the days unless

careful.

My men came to me after their mid-day

sleep with very cheerful countenances, and
assured me that there was no doubt but that

I should surely soon meet with success, for

the palm of Nikolai's hand had been itching

and he had dreamed of blood and a big dog
fighting, while Lofka's eyelid trembled. My
hunters told me in all seriousness that these
signs never failed.

Next day we made a start about ten o'clock,

but after a couple of hours paddling, when
we had met a fait- tide to help us on, I lit

my pipe and allowed my men to do all the

work, while I lay back among my rugs half-

dreaming in the charm of my surroundings.

Myriads of gulls flew overhead uttering

their shrill cries, while now and then the

black oyster-catchers with their long red

bills would circle swiftly around the bidarka,

filling the air with their sharp whistles, and
seemingly much annoyed at our intrusion.

Many different kinds of ducks rose before

us, and the ever-present eagles watched us

from the lofty rocks.

Nikolainowpointed out one of his favorite

hunting grounds for seals, and asked if he
might not try for one, so we turned into a
big bay, and he soon had the glasses in use.

He at once sighted several lying on some
rocks, and we had just started in their

direction when Nikolai suddenly stopped
paddling, again seized the glasses, and
looked excitedly across the straits to the

Shuyak shore. Following the direction of

his gaze I saw upon the beach a black

speck which my native at once pronounced
to be a bear. He was nosing around among
some seaweed and turning over the rocks in

search of food. Each one of us now put all

his strength into every stroke in order to

reach the other side before the bear could

wander off. We cautiously landed behind
some big rocks, and quickly removing our

boots my hunter and I were soon on shore

and noiselessly peering through the brush
to the place where we had last seen the

bear; but he had disappeared.

The wind was favorable, and we knew
that he had not been alarmed. It took us

some time to hit off his trail, for he had
wandered in all directions before leaving this

place ; but after it was once found his foot-

prints in the thick moss made tracking easy,

and we moved rapidly on. We had not ex-

pected a long stalk, and our feet were badly

punished by the devil clubs, which were here

most abundant. We could see by the tracks

that the bear had not been alarmed, and
knew that we should soon come up with him.

After a mile or so the spoor led in the direc-

tion of a low marsh where the coast line

makes a big bend inward; so apparently
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we had crossed a long point into a bay
beyond.

I at once felt sure that the bear was near,

having probably come to this beach to feed,

and as Nikolai looked at me and smiled, I

knew he too felt that we were on a warm
trail.

We had just begun to descend toward the

shore, when I thought I heard a slight noise

ahead. Keeping my eyes fixed in that direc-

tion I whispered to Nikolai, who was stand-

ing a few feet in front of me, intently peer-

ing to the right. Suddenly I caught just a

glimpse of a tawny brownish bit of color

tJirough the brush, a short distance ahead.

Quickly raising my rifle, Iliad just a chance

for a snap shot, and the next instant a large

bear made a dash through some thick under-

brush. It was but an indistinct glimpse

which I had had, and before I could throw

another cartridge into the barrel of my rifle,

the bear was out of sight. Keeping myeyes
moving at about the rate of speed I judged

he was going, I fired again through the trees,

and at once a deep and angry growl told me
that my bullet had gone home.

Then we raced ahead, my hunter going to

the left while I entered the thick brush into

which the bear had disappeared. I had gone
but a short distance when I heard Nikolai

shoot three times in rapid succession, and as

quickly as I could force my way I hurried

in his direction. It seemed that as we separ-

ated, Nikolai had at once caught sight of the

bear slowly making away. He immediately

fired, but missed ; at the report of his rifle

the bear turned and came toward him, but

was too badly wounded by my first two shots

to be dangerous. At close range Nikolai

fired two more shots, and it was at this mo-
ment that I joined him. The bear was down,

but trying hard to get upon his feet and
evidently in an angry mood, so I ran up
close and gave him another shot, which
again knocked him over.

Now for the first time I had a good view

of the bear, which proved to be a large

one. As my men declared that this was one

of the biggest they ever had seen, I think

we may safely place it as a fair example of

the Kadiak species. Unfortunately I had no
scales with me, and could not, therefore,

take its weight : but the three of us were

unable to budge either end from the ground,

and after removing the pelt the carcass ap-

peared to be as large as a fair-sized ox. We
had much difficulty in skinning him, for he

fell on his face, and it took some half an
hour even to turn him over ; we were only

able to do this by using his legs as levers. It

required over two hours to remove the pelt.

Then we had "chi" (tea), and shot the bear

all over again many times.

It seemed that at the time when I had first

caught sight of this bear, Nikolai had just

located the one which we had originally

seen and were following ; and it was a great

piece of luck my taking this snap shot, for

the other bear was much smaller.

We took the skin and skull with us, while

I made arrangements with my natives to

return some months later and collect all the

bones, for I at once decided to present the

entire skeleton to the National Museum.
It was six o'clock when we again made a

start. I had a deep sense of satisfaction as I

lay lazily back in the bidarka, with the large

skin at my feet, only occasionally taking the

paddle ; for it had been a hard trip, and I

felt unlike exerting myself. We camped that

night in a hunting barabara which belonged

to Nikolai, and was most picturesquely sit-

uated on a small island.

My natives were extremely fond of bear

meat, and they sat long into the night gor-

ging themselves. Each one would dig into

the kettle with his fork, and bringing out a

big chunk would crowd as much as possible

into his mouth, and holding it there with his

teeth would cut off with his hunting knife

a liberal portion, which he would swaUow
after a munch or two.

I had tried to eat Kadiak bear before, but

it has rather a bitter taste, and this one was
too tough to be appetizing. The meat of the

bears which we had kiUed on the Alaska

Peninsula was excellent, and without this

strong gamey flavor.

The next morning we made an early start,

for to save this large skin I had decided to

push on with all haste to the little settlement

of Afognak, where I had arranged to meet

my friend some days later. It was a beauti-

ful morning, and once more we had a favor-

ing breeze.

Some forty miles across Shellicofl Straits

was the Alaskan shore. The rugged, snow-

clad mountains seemed to be softened when
seen through the hazy blue atmosphere. One
white-capped peak boldly pierced a line of

clouds and stood forth against the pale blue

of the sky beyond; while the great Douglas

Grlacier, ever-present, wound its way down

—

down to the very sea. It was all grandly
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beautiful, and seemed in keeping with the

day.

We paddled steadily, stopping only once

for tea, and at six o'clock that evening

were back at the little fishing hamlet of

Malina Place. Here I was asked to drink

tea with a man who, my hunters told me,

had killed many bears on these islands. I

showed him the skull of my big one, which

he declared was as large as he had ever

seen ; my natives told me that all the Aleuts,

who on our arrival had crowded around th»

bidarka, said the same.

This man also told me that at times there

were no bears on Shuyak, and that again

they were there in great numbers, showing

that they freely swim across the straits from
Afognak, which are, at the narrowest point,

some three miles wide.

While I was having tea in one of the

barabaras I heard much shooting* outside,

which announced the return of a sea-otter

party that had been hunting for two months
at Cape Douglas. It was a beautiful sight,

this fleet of twenty-odd bidarkas, the pad-

dles all rising and falling in perfect time

and changing sides without a break. There

is nothing more graceful than one of these

canoes when handled by expert Aleuts.

These natives had already come forty miles

that day, and were now going to stop only

long enough for tea, and then push on to

the little settlement of Afognak Place, some
twenty-five miles away, where most of them
lived. In one of the canoes I saw a small

chap of thirteen years. He was the chief's

son, and already an expert in hunting and
handling the bidarka. So is the Aleut hunter

trained.

As it had been a warm day I feared that

the large skin might spoil, therefore I con-

cluded to continue to Afognak Place with-

out camping for the night, and so we paddled

on and on. As darkness came the mountains

* The natives welcome the return of the sea-otter

hunters by a brisk discharge of all their guns.

seemed to rise grander and more majestic

from the water on either side of us. At mid-
night we again stopped for tea, and while

we sat by the fire the host of bidarkas of

the sea-otter party silently glided by like

shadows. We joined them, for my men had
much to tell of their four months with the

white hunter, and many questions were asked
on both sides.

Some miles from Afognak the bidarkas

drew up side by side in a long even line,

our bidarka joining in. "Drasti" and
"Chemi"* came to me from all sides, for I

had from time to time met most of the

native hunters of these islands, and they

seemed to regard me as quite one of them.

When all the straggling bidarkas had
caught up and taken their places in the line

the chief gave the word ''Kedar" (Come
on), and we all paddled forward, and just

as the sun was rising above the hills we
reached our journey's end.

Two days later my friend joined me. He
also had been successful and had killed a

good-sized male bear in Little Uganuk Bay
on Kadiak Island.

Our bear hunting was jiow over, and we
had been fortunate in accomplishing the

three most important objects of our trip.

MEASUREMENTS OF MALE BEAR.
Inches.

1. Place.—Shot on island ofShuyak (Kadiak Islands.)

2. Length in straight line from nose to end of ver-

tebrae 96

3. Height in straight line at shoulders between
stakes, and not including hair 51)^

4. Girth of body just back of shoulders 61^^
5. Height of body just back of shoulders from

ground 28%
6. Girth of neck just back of ears 38

7. Girth of head just front of ears 37%
8. Length of head from end of nose to front base of

ears 19%
9. Length of front paw from back of sole to end of

middle claw 14^
10. Length of back paw from back of sole to end of

middle claw 16

11. Width of front paw across sole of foot 8%
12. Width of back paw across sole of foot 7%
In all measurements tape was stretched.

Russian and Aleut for " How do you do ?
"
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Indian Game.

^HAT what to another

man is his work to you

may be sport, and that

what to the other man is farm-

ing to you may
be country life,

hardly goes with--

out saying. So I

will say it, though

it may take a

page or two.

The subur-
banite, by the

way, has come to

his day at last,

for, although he

is not the real

coimtryman, he

moves in that

direction about

once in twenty-four hours; and the real

countryman is to-day the recognized ideal

of life. City life is fast becoming unbear-

able to people with lungs, hearts, and noses

;

the furniture carry-vans are moving west-

ward or northward, or countryward what-

ever the compass, and, once a furniture-

mover gets your goods out of the city, they

are unfit to take back; so, starting with

this potent excuse, the reasons multiply

faster than Belgian hares why you should

remain, and the only wonder is that you
need any reason other than that it is' the

country. But you do, and perhaps it is as

well to find a conclusive one as early as

possible.

The suburbanite and the genuine country

gentleman must alike have an atmosphere

of the outdoors about cottage or palace;

trees and flowers and grass, a gi-ape-vine

and a vegetable patch help, to be sure, and

the cultivation of things that grow where

put is a fascinating pastime. But, in addi-

tion, if not indeed as the original " unit," a

well-kept breeding yard for poultry or pi-

geons, or pet stock of hare or cavy or cat,

will prove a beautifier of any rural home : a

ivell-kept yard.

Now there is fancy poultry breeding and
there is chicken raising. The latter is work.

At the poultry show a countryman said:

"If I wanted to go into poultry and was
satisfied with two or three dollars a day, I

could make a good living out of it." I re-

peat, chicken raising is work.

It is a far cry from ''Peep—peep!'''' to

" Cuk-a-cuTc

!

—a- Woorrrooo-oo !

!

" and every

note on the way up is a cheering one ; yea

even the first peep-peep, for translated it

means that only a smaU outlay is needed at

the start.

Men of moderate fortunes or salary,

physicians, men of letters, educators, who
cannot afford a private game preserve,

horse fan-, or dog show, can afford in time

and money a breed of fancy fowl, a pen of

hares or cavies, or a cat; while the revelers

in those vaster estates cannot

afford to omit these lesser fea-

Buff Leghorn.
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tures from the animated landscapes of their

countryside.

Perliaps no greater incentive, and at the

same time justification, for engaging in this

pastime on some scale, can be found than

in a sweeping glance over the January
exhibition in New York. When you en-

tered Madison Square barn-yard, your first

thought was to commend the management
for providing a full orchestra to drown the

horrid noise such exhibits must make.
Then, "When in time will that big band
quit tuning up and begin to play some-
thing!" Quit? It rested h-om. January tenth

to thirteenth, when it started again to

"tune up" for five days at Boston; rested

again till the nineteenth, and once more
tuned up for six days at Chicago! It never

quits. Off to the right, wyandotte-cellos

squnking away; over at the left, a lot of

Plymouth Rock-violins squeeeeMng-squeak-

squeeeeeeeeking^ with some bantam-oboes wail-

ingjust beyond, alongside the dorking-fiutes

;

back again by the cellos, a couple of orping-

ton-tubas getting cleared out, and brahma-
bassoons way off the key.

Mounting to the second balcony, middle of

either side, you saw ten rows of cages, two
to a row, back to back, raised table height

and running lengthwise of the immense
room; the center aisles down and across,

where big exhibition pens held a cock and
four hens, being much wider; at the eastern

end, gay trade journal booths ; and back of

them pens and cages mostly of geese, ducks,

and turkeys ; all along the

sides, exhibits of poultry

foods and utensils, incu-

bator plants predominat-

Golden Duckwing G^me.

Plymouth Rock.

ing
; just at the entrance, the

stand of special prize gold and
silver cups ; on the first bal-

cony, hare, eavy, and pigeon
stocks. In all, over four thou-

sand fowl and animals, and not

one quiet ! Most all the colors

of the rainbow, and every <

in constant motion, the cocks

quick side-stepping setting

their red combs to

quivering ; the

hens pecking^

and peer-

ing, ruffling their feath-

ers ; while women and
children— in colors, too

— strolled

from cage

to cage.
Edging it

all were
the decor-

ated food-

booths, and the incubators alive with skip-

ping bits of yellow and black, surrounded by
laughing children, with just above, on one

side, the thousand restless pigeons of every

conceivable color, sparkling bantams oppo-

site, sober hares and cavies in between, and
high up over all a canopy of flags and dec-

orations. Later, in two loidely separated

rooms, canaries and cats.

Would it be worth while to have a small

section of that big yard staked off back there,

where your fence is either disfiguring a too

correct lawn, or is being disfigured by a rank
growth of rag-weed ? You would be the envy
of your town, and what more can life yield !

Well, it can yield a blue ribbon or a special

cup, or even a V. H. C.— to the right man.
To compete with some three to five hundred
other breeders, some of them pure fanciers

like yourself, some—and they 're the fellows

you must beat out—in it to breed geese of

golden eggs only ; to enter your best stock

along with three thousand others to be in-

spected by thirty thousand people, and to do

this year after year and all over the country,

is a form of sport that wiU, strangely enough,

make a chicken-hearted man brave, and the

hen-pecked man to rejoice.

One is not obliged to exhibit, of course. That

may be the frenzy of the sport ; the "going
into the city " of country life. Quieter spirits

do not need it, but are content to be mere
spectators at the show ; mentally comparing
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the pretty little amateur

brood at home with these

professionals, gathering

a hint here, a point there,

for future use in "get-

ting that color right

somehow." Such can

view the fluttering rib-

bons without envy, con-

l;lark Almnrra

scious that the long-necked man voices one's

own tranquU conviction when he tells Jim he
" could beat that Indian there by Bowles all

to pieces!" And to such there is less of

meaning in the linen-dustered man's cor-

diality to the " gentleman who is interested

in white rocks, than in the friendly gossip

of old man Corners; -'I gotone from Snyder;

Jim, he got another from Snikes up to Cor-

nell Center ; and Jerry, he got still another

from old man Peters; you know Peters, don't

ye ? well, we monkeyed along a spell, and
finally Snikes went bankrupt, and we got

the hull kit. That 's how we come to "

In fact, that is how many do "come to."

What 's worth doing is—what did you say?

you've heard that before?—excuse me

—

what 's worth doing is this poultry breed-

ing; but, unless it is begun in the right

way, and carried on according to demon-
strated methods, it will be sport still, yes

indeed—to your city friends—but work to

you. "Yes," said another obliging visitor,

"it 's easy if you know the subject; now, a

good Indian cock should carry an even

comb, and not have his legs too close to-

gether nor too far apart," which was true,

but not instructive. One must know the

subject, but not intuitively; that was well

enough for Adam.
To start breeding fancy fowl, do not buy

a few chickens from your friend up on the

hill, even if he has some pretty white hens

and a gamey-looking rooster, and sends you
a dozen first-rate eggs once m a while when
your pears are coming on. Such birds are

not fancy fowl—they are "fancy" free. In

fact, don't buy fowl first. At the very be-

ginning, buy a copy of the "American
Standard of Perfection," and get a fair idea

of qualifications and differences in the vari-

ous breeds ; visit the premises of some good
fanciers, or, better still, one or two poultry

shows, and determine, by patient observa-

tion of the living specimens, the breed you
think you prefer to try your hand at. After

that you must get the carpenter to put what
he knows on the subject into concrete form
in the shape of a draught-proof, foul-proof

poultry house; open the poultry periodical

you have subscribed for at from twenty-five

cents to three dollars per year, according to

your sense; shut your eyes, and place your

finger anywhere on any page, and that is

the incubator you should buy.

With your house, yard, feed, literature,

and life-preserver ready, you are in a posi-

tion to buy a pen of fowl.

Now, while the original cost need not be

large, considerable money can be expended

upon such a plant, and advantageously, too

;

and there are two sources from which to

draw the funds, your bank account and your

breeding plant. How the latter source can be

made to feed itself is one of the interesting

products of this problem in "multiplica-

tion." But how it can be made, perchance,

to feed you is an equally interesting one;

for those swift thinkers, who arrive at re-

sults so soon as their train

of thought has started, "tell

White-Crested Black Polish,
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me" the limit of food products may be

reached despite the increased facilities of

farming and the increased number of sub-

urbanites who raise their own vegetables and
fowl! This is serious, more serious than

was apparent at the beginning of this arti-

cle, and it no longer behooves us to specu-

late as to wdiether we should bi-eed fancy

fowl, and incidentally "scrub" broilers and
"surplus" eggs, but as to whether, for some
reason, Jenkins' fence does n't encroach on
our land by a full six inches all along the

back of the lot where we have decided to

build the hen-house.

At the show one heard constantly that

this strain " are the greatest layers you ever

see!" and that, "for a general utility bird,

sir, these white rocks can't be beat!" In

fact, one heard so much of this unsports-

manlike side of the subject it was pleasant

to listen a while to some city friend of the

out-of-town exhibitor, who had absorbed

considerable information gratis (you know
what kind that is) at the breakfast-table,

exclaim: "Yes, indeed, he is lovely?—just

see, Jennie, what long red hackles he—wat-

tles? Why, I thought you said the wat-

tles were those toes half way up their legs.

Will?" and even to hear that ignorant-

looking fellow proclaim, " Say, I 'm more
interested in dogs."

And, speaking of dogs, the setters are not

all confined to poultry, for there are the

pigeons. And, while indeed they lack in size

and perhaps in versatility, yet in beauty and
novelty they excel ; and all that has been

said or can be about fancy chickens is to be

repeated in a modulated voice about pigeons.

At the show your early delusion as to the

character of the sounds that welcomed you
is once more revived as you look in upon
this smaller exhibition. One might easily

imagine he was looking upon society at the

opera, especially with that tuning up below.

Here strut some pouter-statesmen, in even-

ing clothes, from abroad some of them, if

the crescent-ribboned shirt front means any-

thing; and there some black carrier-cock

business men in plain cut-aways, with a
" what of it !

" sort of air. Beautiful Jacobin-

dames in fashion's uniform, heavy fur wraps
with collars turned up about hatless heads,

and elegant dresses trailing beneath ; some
veritable coquettes among them, too ; and
what a wonderful variety of dresses ! Their

coachmen must certainly come of the same
family, but are obviously poor relations. How

White Wyandotte.

those white African owls escaped the nun-
nery to come here is hard to guess ; but you
sincerely hope they will never come to the

hardened estate of those bold red magpies
over there. Better, certainly, to become the

stately fan-tail mammas, who in white satin

preside with restless attention over their

lovely debutantes, the Chinese owls. That is

a most virtuous dame, that blue magpie in

changeable green bodice, drab and white

train, who so resents your admiring glance

toward the sweet country-lassie turbits in her

charge, which an indignant, prudish hen-car-

rier thinks is meant for her.

The ordinary dove, or barn-yard pigeon,

does not endear himself to the neighbor-

hood ; but a flock of homers is the cynosure

of all eyes. This bird will fly by instinct

straight back to your coop, and it cannot be

taught to fly anywhere else. Perhaps it were

more prudent to say you cannot teach it, for

it is really a matter of your patience against

its instinct. Trained to endurance, the little

fellow will cover from five hundred to one

thousand miles, which seems almost incredi-

ble as you look at his gentle form and beau-

tiful coloring. On the other hand, the car-

rier will do up to one hundred miles over a

route which has to be taught to him.

An element in sport is the instinct of the

hunted animal to detect danger. A herd of

elephants with trumpets aloft, or of deer

standing like statues till the danger is past,

is the hope of every amateur camera. Some
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enterprising phonograph should

have been stationed in the

garden when one of the

pigeons escaped its cage

and flew high in air

across the great space.

It was immediately seen

and feared as a hawk by
every fowl below, and was
greeted on the instant with a loud

outburst of frightened cries from
the entire stock, lasting until the little flier

disappeared. To the city man,now the term

of opprobrium, the cries were easily mistaken

for wild cheering at the captive's escape,

a fallacy sustained by the subsequent cluck-

ing and crowing with which the assemblage

gradually quieted down to its normal din.

Your country spot will take on a look of

genuineness, despite its flagged walks, if you
will select one of the hardiest of the two
dozen strains of fancy pigeons, and rear

your httle flock. Look up authorities fii'st,

of course, and do the thing thoroughly, for,

if you must pay rent and tax to keep electric

lights along the tree-canopied lovers' lane,

by all means own as much of the air free as

these pets can compass in their flights.

To some, the cultivation of fowl may
seem too near the truth that riches take to

themselves wings and fly away: and, if you
have n't sufficient sportuig blood to venture

it, but are bound to do something in the

breeding line—there are hares and cavies.

Why do they call those guinea-pigs cavies?

All sorts of reasons are given, but the most
generally accepted seems to be because of

their habit of squealing in alarm on the

least occasion, hence, "cm^e" present im-

perative of the Latin ''• caveo^''^ to "beware.''

Better than " guinea-pig," at any rate, since

they do not come from Guinea and are not

Abysinian Cavie.

pigs. Wild cavies are much
more like the rodent, their

real genus, but these little

rascals at the show have

been refined up to gen-

uine beauties. The bal-

ance of the rodent section

was taken up by rabbits,

mostly Belgian hares. They
make interesting and valuable pets;

perhaps for starting your boy in

the breeding and care of animals they are

invaluable. You have got to start your boy,

even though you get your own sport in the

form of reminiscences. If the true instinct

is in him, it will show at the feeding time

;

if it is not there, do not try to force it; you
will only breed refined cruelty, not fancy

stock.

The New York city show was the most
satisfactory in aU respects that the New
York Poultry and Pet Stock Association

(Ltd.) has held in its fourteen years of

existence. The competition was keen-—

a

splendid class of visitors attended from al-

most everywhere east of the Mississippi, and
it was apparent that the object for which
this and other associations stand, the pro-

motion and advancement of fancy breeding

for sport's sake, is one of widespread and
strong interest. One sees at the show, new
and better breeds constantly supplanting

old favorites, and the true elements of sport

are present in poultry and pet stock breed-

ing as surely as in killing fish.

A final hint, however : although any profit

which may show itself should be taken

shame-facedly—yet take it!—a true sports-

man must be able to stand either gain or

loss. And you mmj lose. But youn gain in

sport and in the essence of country life will

be inestimable.

English Cavie. Peruvian Cavie.
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" I blurt ungrrateful truths, if such they be,

That no one may need to say them after me."

—

Lowell.

Sportsman Princeton and Pennsylvania have
Meets renewed athletic relations.
Sportsman r^^^^ -g ^j^^ j^^st pleasing line I

have written in a collegiate generation. Ar-
rangements are completed for baseball and
track, and I am confident the second year

will bring also football dates. The happiest

feature of the reconciliation was its accom-
plishment without the blare of trumpets,

which usually accompanies college doings,

and despite a few unsportsmanly alumni of

both sides who sought to prevent peace.

The result is illustrative of the despatch

and common sense with which such mat-

ters may always be adjusted if given over

to individual sportsmen, rather than to

committees that consider their duty un-

fulfilled without harangues and long wrest-

ling for political advantages. Here, in the

case of Princeton and Pennsylvania, two
sportsmen came together, C. C Cuyler and
H. L. Geyelin—and an estrangement of

eight years was settled in as many minutes.

Congratulations to both universities on
having such representatives, and on the good
sense which gave them full authority to act

!

Before dismissing the subject, I must add
that the attitude of both these institutions

during the breach was commendably con-

siderate each of the other. This is an occasion
for saying, too, that Princeton's— the real

Princeton—attitude in other directions dur-

ing this period, has been sportsmanly and
honorable. Princeton men, indeed, may
review the legislative course of its Alma
Mater in recent years with pride and satis-

faction. Which is what comes of having

sportsmen for representatives.

I am now hoping to see a football game
between Harvard and Princeton in another

year. For Pennsylvania to play Harvard

and Princeton on alternate years would be

an ideal arrangement. But there is no like-

lihood of Princeton and Pennsylvania com-

ing together this year—unless Yale should

Additional

CoacMag

persist in forcing an unaceeptably early

date upon Princeton. Yale would do well

to view frankly her present position in

the university athletic wox'ld. Patience has

ceased to be a virtue, not only at Cambridge
but also at Princeton.

Harvard-Tale The basketball young men of

Basketball Harvard and Yale should add
Men Weed another study to their col-

legiate course. Their disre-

gard of the position of the

Amateur Athletic Union was not only viola-

tion of plain sporting custom, but shocking

discourtesy by young gentlemen enjoying

university educational advantages.

The Amateur Athletic Union has no juris-

diction over inter-collegiate sport, and at-

tempts to exercise none. So long as the col-

lege men play among themselves, they may
compete with or against professionals, play

for their board and lodging, or commit any
of the other offenses against the well-estab-

lished canons of amateur sport—and the

Amateur Athletic Union will not interfere.

But when college athletes venture into the

athletic world, they come under the direct

jurisdiction of the Amateur Athletic Union

;

just as they fall under the jurisdiction of the

English Amateur Athletic Association when
they enter games on English soil. There-

fore, to have played a match, as Yale did,

despite the protest of the Amateur Athletic

Union, against a non-coUegiate team, sus-

pended because it had a professional in its

ranks, was not only a surprising offense

for college men, but very properly disquali-

fied them for all athletic purposes outside

their college associations.

Athletes who compete with or against the

disqualified basketball men, disqualify them-

selves for competition in any branch of

sport under A. A. U. rules.

Aside from the right and wrong in the

question, one might expect the colleges
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eager to assist the Amateur Athletic Union

in its laudable efforts to keep amateur sport

free from professionalism. Not to do so is

to unpleasantly reveal the cant of univer-

sity rule-making. Why is no hand at Cam-
bridge or New Haven lifted to set these

young men down on the bench—hard?

The Amateur Athletic Union has been
doing excellent and needed work this winter,

in putting armory games upon a cleaner

footing and in clearing up the confusion

which has beset these indoor meets.

Yacht Yachtsmen have succeeded, I see,

Wrecking in modifying the examinations re-

^ quu'ed of yacht masters and pilots,

so that licenses may be granted

without the recipient having served on a

merchant steamship. That is perfectly right,

and just, and safe too, provided the ex-

amination itself remains unchanged and is

exacted honestly to the letter of the law. It

is not essential that a seaman should have
served on a merchantman to be entitled to

a pilot's or a master's license, but it is neces-

sary that he have the knowledge required

to satisfactorily and safely fulfill the duties

of such oflSce. And in the past men have
secured these licenses one way or another

who were not entitled to them. Stringing

up at the yard arm is too good reward for

that kind of imposter; and he is no worse

than these who indorse him. Licenses have
come too easy in the past, and nothing

should be watched over more jealously.

me In New York last month the Mon-
Helpiag: treal hockey team played the Cres-

'^'^ cent team and was beaten. Of the

fourteen men—seven on each side— that

played in the match, one only was not a

Canadian. '
' International hockey "

!

!

Too The sportsmanly and businesshke
Mucli manner in which Princeton and

,J~" Pennsylvania adjusted their differ-

ences prompts the query why the

same methods cannot be introduced and
perpetuated throughout Eastern colleges.

Such a plan is in operation, and has been
for several years, in the West; wherein the

West is that much in advance of the East.

Every year we are treated to a wrangle
among two or more Eastern colleges over

one thing or another; wrangle over rules,

eligibility and playing, wrangle over dates,

etc. It is all very schoolboyish and need-

less. If colleges would appoint representa-

tives with full authority, as did Princeton

and Pennsylvania, the most perplexing

questions could be settled with neither de-

lay nor unpleasantness. Most of the diffi-

culties arising over questions of eligibihty

are because the I'ules obtaining at the sev-

eral colleges differ materially: and on the

broad question of eligibility there should

be no difference of custom; and there can

be no difference of opinion on the subject

among men honestly concerned with the

health of college sport. The chief obstacle

to unanimity is the man who is not hon-

estly concerned in the health of the sport,

but in securing some advantage for his own
teams.

If only something could be done to check

the everlasting rule-making; for the pres-

sent multiplicity of rules is ever a hindrance

to peaceful athletic relations. The gi'eatest

boon that could befaU inter-collegiate sport

would be the appointment of one man from
every important college, to form a commit-

tee and rewrite a code of simple eligibility

rules, casting the present code into the sea

of oblivion.

Only-

Five
Rules

Necessary

And, truly, how few rules are

needed if the spirit of honest

sport is real and not assumed;

really only five.

1. Must be an amateur under the univer-

sally accepted meaning of the term; i. e.,

(a) must not have received pay directly or

indirectly for engaging in sport as contest-

ant or instructor; or (b) played on teams

for board; or (c) on teams other than those

of his own college where admission fee is

charged of spectators ; or (d) played with or

against professionals; or (e) played under

an assumed name.

2. Must be one academic year in resi-

dence at a college before being eligible to

represent that college.

3. Must continuously equal the class-

room standard requii-ed of all students;

(a) dropped students to be regarded as new
students, i. e., a year's residence required be-

fore being again eligible for athletic teams.

4. Four years' representation permitted;

(a) this period to be considered the limit of

undergraduate athletic life; (b) the four

years to include representation in any

branch of athletics of any institution giving

a B. A. degree.

5. Official athletic representation of any
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institution g'iving a B. A. degree to be re-

stricted to iindergi-aduates.

To men seeking honestly to keep college

sport tree of taint, these five rules suffice.

And, apropos of honest intentioned ad-

visors, would it not be opportune for faculty

committees to turn their attention to a cer-

tain, and, I regret to say, rather a large

number of professors at smaller colleges,

A stumbling block in the way of clean sport

is the lax and unintelligent attitude of this

class of professors who, even more than the

students, are dominated by the mere ambi-

tion to win.

Honesty Again, apropos of honesty of sen-

Will timent, I have been recently much
* entertained by a communication

with which Prof. Conway McMillan, of the

University of Minnesota, has favored the

press. Among other illuminating statements,

the professor claims " our college athletic

rules are the outgrowth of British snobbish-

ness transplanted to American soil and
wholly opposed to the American idea "; and,

after denouncing the cardinal virtue of ama-
teur sport—viz., its freedom from the jingling

shilling—he declares that " I do not see why
Jeffries (the pugilist) should not play on our

football team."
'

With the Western professor's eccentricity

of opinion on the collegiate athletic ques-

tion, I have neither disposition nor space to

grapple ; but I am genuinely happy to note

that even if recent years have failed to re-

lieve his old-time perplexity on the question

of ethics in college sport, at least they have
brought him honesty of expression. There-

fore whatever the sentiment, I commend the

honesty, and congratulate Minnesota Uni-

versity upon its achievement in bringing this

new frankness into the published statements

of its one-time Athletic Committee Chair-

man. Such honesty would have spared the

University much criticism several years ago
when professionals on its football eleven

were affirmed to be amateurs by its then

faculty athletic chairman.

Record Word has reached me from J. E.
Fish Cotter, of Tarpon, Tex., that the sea-

son's record catch of big game fish, thus

far, stands to the credit of Mr. J. R. Wain-
wright, with a 196-pound tarpon; while

J. A. L. WaddeU, of Kansas City, Mo., has

landed a jew fish weighing 450 pounds

—

which, unless I mistake greatly—is a record.

As tlie Nothing so indicates the real temper
Captain of a university toward sport as the
° ^ type of men it choses for coach and

captain of its athletic teams. And
of these two it seems to me that the cap-

tain more truly reflects its real sentiment,

because often the coach may have been
selected by non-resident alumni, whereas
the captain is chosen from the college hearth,

so to say, and is veiy properly accepted by
the outside world as the choice among the

chosen. As the captain, so the team ; if the

leader is a clean-minded, honest-playing

chap, his team will play in the same spirit;

if the leader is a foul player, his muckerism
will as certainly be reflected in the work of

his team. Therefore, the need of greatest

care in the selection of a leader. Nor is it

a matter touching only a given few athletes.

On the contrary, it is of general university

concern, for the captain goes forth not only

as the leader of his particular athletic

band, but also as the representative of his

college.

Too httle thought has been given this

subject by faculties and advisory alumni;

too frequently a captain has been selected

entirely because of his individual playing

skill, which is an essential but only a part

qualification for leadership of any band of

workers. The captain of a college team
must have a clean record and be a desirable

leader off the field of play as well as on it.

This appears to be well understood at the

leading universities where, Yale excepted,

election for the athletic leaders of 1903 is

complete, and has resulted in the selection

of excellent captains; at New Haven, as I

write, it yet remains to elect a football

leader. Yale's choice for leaders of the 1903

track and baseball teams and crews was so

estimable, that the mistake of selecting a

less worthy representative for the football

men will not, I am sure, be made. Such a

mistake, at this time particularly, would be

one of serious import; and to none so serious

as to Yale.

Dakota's I heartily indorse the bill which has
Good been introduced in the State
^^^ Legislature of Dakota, North or

South, I know not which, designed to put a

stop to the playing of football in that state.

" Amateur " sport is so infested with pro-

fessionalism in the section that prohibition

would be well indeed until school masters

and college faculty members attain to the
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frankness of the Minneapolis professor—and
are replaced by others more enlightened.

But there are some faculty members of

the far western section who are working
zealously for the cleanliness of their sport.

I am pleased to see the efforts making among
the western Oregon teachers to establish

simple rules and to have them enforced.

Put Aside The press agent of the Football
tlie Rules Committee is, I observe,
Tom-toms

j^ieeping busy during these days of

preliminary sparring for time. His dili-

gence is commendable, but the method is

trite and unconvincing. It is amusing, for

example, to read the enconiixms of mass play

gathered from Eastern men coaching West-
ern teams—and triumphantly put forth as

expressions of Western opinion ! I hope no
one on the Committee is beguiled into believ-

ing that all this vigorous beating of tom-

toms about the mass plays is fooling under-

graduates or faculties or alumni as to the

real question at issue. The mass play is truly

but an incidental feature in the mam con-

tention. Honesty is what themajority is now
demanding for the game of football; andthey
are going to come very near to having it,

even though the hypocrisy of some college

potentates is laid bare. Sportsmen will not

again remain silent when prominent elevens

are coached to play foul ; or listen to coach-

ers instructing players in the details of a

dirty trick—excuse the fitting word. They
will no longer tolerate the double hand
swings by linesmen in the face of their op-

ponents, or the foul i:se of elbows, or the

contemptible use of knees, taught by the

coach and permitted by the plastic or in-

competent mnpire. They intend that the

rules of the game shall be interpreted literally

and invariably^ and not as the coach dictates

or the leniency of the officiating umpire

permits.

These are incontrovertible facts for the

Rules Committee, collectively and individu-

ally, to ponder upon.

Destroyittg: The Henley Regatta Committee
College has barredfrom its annual regatta

T rt-r
*^ any crew, if, " within four weeks

of the commencement of the re-

gatta, the crew has been coached during any

practise or controlled or directed in training

by any person not considered an amateur

oarsman, sculler, or coxswain."

I am well aware my sentiments are not

the popular ones, but T commend without

reservation the action of this English body.

I have no objection to the professional coach

•per se ; indeed, those who happen now to be

employed at our leading colleges are estim-

able men, worthy of our full respect. Never-

theless, I firmly believe professional coach-

ing to be most undesirable in college sport.

This is less true of rowing than of any other

branch; but in football and in baseball, it is

already positively harmful to the spirit of

play. And at all times and in all games it is a

non-builder and non-respecter of traditions

—the essence of university athletic asso-

ciation.

It is, of course, a perplexing question for

the small colleges, that are practically de-

pendent on outside coaching; but if the

graduate system of coaching is generally

adopted, one college will have no advantage

over another to which it is not entitled.

The Henley Committee in its new rule

overlooked the English amateur scullers, who
habitually employ professional coachers up
to the very hour of their race ; at least no

bar was put on the scullers. Of course the

Committee must extend its rule to the scul-

lers, otherwise its position will be absurdly

inconsistent.

Blessings I read a despatch the other day
"1 from Cambridge which seemed to
Disguise j^g ^Q gj^^g ^j^g most hopeful sign

for the future of American college sport of

anything that has come under my eyes for

a long time—although I am well aware that

it was not written or sent out with that

thought. The despatch was the usual pro-

fessional trainer's wail over " dearth" of ma-
terial, and concluded as follows

:

'' The trouble is," said trainer Graham the

other day, " that too many are trying for other

sports, like basketball, lacrosse, hockey, and

fencing. These games were unheard of a few

years ago, but now they are all attracting lots

of men, and the result is that the track team

has to go begging. The baseball and the crew

men say the same thing. The new sports are

knocking the pins out from under the old ones."

Splendid!—not that the old sports must

go a begging for material, but for the in-

creasing variety of games. If there is one

thing which American college sport needs

more than another it is increased variety of

games. The more different games the more

men will be on the playground, the less in-

tense will be the interest in any one game.
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And anything that will tend to diminish the

intensity of interest now centered upon foot-

ball, for instance, should be welcomed and
encouraged. Hence I say that the reported

dearth of material in other directions is to

be viewed as a blessing-—though I do not

expect the track or baseball men to feel that

way about it, quite yet.

American By all accounts it is going to be a
Bred surprisingly active racing season
Racers -^^^^ ^^^^ West, despite the unin-

telligent criticisms which come habitually

with the first spring shadow of the ground
hog. It is patent to those who have intel-

ligence and exercise it that racing is not

only doing a deal of good for horse breed-

ing, but helping prosper agricultui'e and
the farmers. Any sport that can pay into

the state treasury $170,085.88, as New York
racing did last year, is to be encouraged and
not made a target for the flings of the

bigoted—and the sHghted.

Stake values are being very generally in-

creased, but markedly so in the big Eastern

events, like the Suburban and the Brooklyn

handicaps. These are to have each $10,000

added money, which will make them worth

about $18,000 and $20,000 respectively ; and
we may be sure Western horsemen will

handle with corresponding liberality their

Derby, which looks now as if it would be

the greatest three-year-old event of 1903.

The purse is to be increased, I hear, to

$25,000

!

But the most significant feature of the

coming season is the number of horsemen
who will race the product of their own breed-

ing—the ones prominent being Messrs. Au-
gust Belmont, W. C. Whitney, the Keenes,

the Sanfords, F. R. Hitchcock, James B.

Haggin, John E. Madden, Phil J. Dwyer, R.

H. McPotter, Wyndham Walden, Bud Re-
naud and James Galway. It is gratifying to

know also that, though temporarily retired

from racing, Mr. Clarence Mackay is main-
taining an active interest in breeding and
will undoubtedly be seen again on the track,

perhaps next year, or the year after. Mr.

Thomas Hitchcock, Jr., is also to be rep-

resented by something of his own breeding

in due course. Nothing could more satis-

factorily show upon what substantial and
normal footing the American turf is getting,

when our prominent turfmen are racing a
considerable and increasing proportion of

their own breeding. Apropos of breeding.

it is a genuine pleasure to record that at the

head of the 1902 list of winning stallions

stands Mr. August Belmont's Hastings,

whose son is Mizzeu, perhaps also the

greatest two-year-old of 1902. Second on
the list of stallions is Candlemas, sire of

Irish Lad.

Aceful, by the way, does not appear to be

makmg a very favorable impression on the

other side, where, apparently, from the odds
offered, they do not regard him as a very

formidable candidate for the Derby.

Keep What a pity that so noble a horse as

Him Gold Heels, probably the best horse
Going

^^ training last year, should be dis-

qualified for the big stake events of the

coming season through no fault of his own.

But the Jockey Club is right, and is to be

commended, in refusing entries from the

bookmaker racing-horse-owner ; the shame
is that such a horse should have fallen into

such hands. Perhaps, after all, his career is

weU closed with so brilliant a season as that

of 1902 to his credit ; it is not unlikely he
might not have trained on this season.

The Jockey Club continues doing good
and strong work, and no doubt in due course

will come to a consideration of the jockey

question, concerning which horsemen are not

a little perturbed and about which I have
several times sounded a note of warning.

I am wondering, by the way, what the

Western Jockey Club is going to do with its

problem of the Tui-f Congress. I hope the

Club will stand by its guns and not permit

the shrewd Mr. Ryan to deflect its aggressive

right arm one degree ; in no other way will

success come to the Club in this contention.

And victory it must have and will surely

win, if it maintains a persistent state of

forceful action. No eight-ounce gloves for

Mr. Ryan ; unlimited rounds, and no time be-

tween them. Keep him going.

Proof Trotting associations are still talk-

ofthe ing and writing about reform, I
Fnading observe, but in view of their having

been doing that same for several seasons it

would seem to be ''up to them," in the apt

slang of the day, to give some evidence of

the promised good things before we are ex-

pected to accept their promises.

The amateur outlook is cheerful for racing

and very promising for breeding, with the

prospect of that good sportsman, E. D.

Morgan, establishing a stud.
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Loaded It is little short of remarkable
Balls, the what a hub-bub can be created
Bowling QYQj. a question which has really
Mug-Hunter s

|^^^ ^^^^ simple and clear inter-

pretation. Thuswe now behold

Easternand Western bowlers in the throes of

protracted discussion as to whether or no

loaded balls may be used in championship

match play. I do not remember if fly-casters

in tournament ever maintained that one con-

testant might add an ounce lead weight to

the end of his line, or that Boston fencers

have ever advocated foils six inches longer

than those commonly in use by their New
York opponents—yet such appears to be

about the sense of the present discussion

between these two sets of bowlers.

Of course, loaded balls are not to be per-

mitted; they are not even used on first-class

club alleys. They are the iuvention of the

mug-hunter ; another revelation of the craze

to make big scores. The average ball weighs

about sixteen poimds, and the loaded ball

about twenty-two; to those accustomed to

roll one kind, the other would at first natur-

ally affect their game for the worse; but

the loaded ball is the easier to score with

after practise and is not so heavy that it

may not be handled by a player of aver-

age strength. Nevertheless, the loaded ball

should be abolished from first-class alleys.

It has become common in a certain kind
of club or saloon aUey to not only use loaded

balls, but in addition to hghten the pins and
diminish their base in an attempt to bol-

ster up the scores of bowlers. It is a good
thing to cut aU that kind of thing out of

first-class clubs and play ; and also to insist

on alleys being planed often enough to keep
them perfectly smooth, and fair alike to the

stranger as to those accustomed to their

peculiarities.

Swivel Andnowthemarket-hunterbutcher
Gun is at work with his swivel gun. AU
?I^*^^^" along the Chesapeake Bay country,

and the bayous and inlets along the

coasts of Texas, Mississippi, Ala-

bama, Louisiana, this beswiveled butcher is

training his death-deahng weapon. At one

discharge he scatters a pound of No. 6 shot

among resting duck with such killing effect

that three or four hundred fowl will fre-

quently be the result of a morning's work

—

and on only two or three discharges.

And there is no one to stop the slaughter,

for the South appears to take only a per-

Of the

South

functory interest in game law, besides

lacking game wardens enough to check the

depredations of its own citizens, not to men-
tion the pot-hunters that flock from the

North.

So, too, the quail are being ravaged all

through the South at this season when, of

aU others, they should be left alone, for

now is the period just before mating time.

No quail should be shot anywhere in this

country after February 15th, and yet they

are shot in the South up to the first of April,

when the hens have begun laying.

Speaking of game butchers, a correspond-

ent in Galveston, Tex., sends me the un-

pleasant information that a party, consist-

ing of John W. Gate's, his son, and J. B.

Drake, recently made a visit to Lake Sur-

prise and killed " about four hundred ducks."

None knowing the men would expect any-

thing else from Gates and Drake; but what
amazes me is that the Texas people, without

protest, continue to provide a duck sham-
bles for the United States.

Federal If President Eooseveit will address
Game his attention to the establishment

w ^tpd
^^ ^^® office and the appointment
of a Federal Game Warden, he will

have taken the longest step of any prede-

cessor toward effective and intelligent or-

ganization for national game protection.

More Grist A new State boxing law is in pro-
For the cess of making, and is likely, I am

told, to be presented to the Legis-

lature at Albany before long. It provides for

ten-round bouts and a State Boxing Com-
mission, composed of five experts, who are to

be given full power to license clubs in num-
bers proportionate to the population of the

town; to "sanction all matches, issue hcenses

to boxers, their managers, seconds, and other

attendants; to appoint a corps of officials, ref-

erees, timekeepers, masters of ceremonies,

and a board of State inspectors, who must
attend all contests and make sure that the

boxers are physically fit before entering the

ring."

This sounds feasible and highly virtuous

:

but what a lovely game of "graft" it woiild

furnish for sporting and political New York

!

Particularly as the bill carries the condition

that the State become a beneficiary of every

match through a given per cent, tax on the

gate receipts.

If experience in this State comits for any-
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thing, it is easy to see where such unlimited

power would lead. The Tammany patronage

machine would be a mendicant by com-
parison.

Boxing is not to be trusted in double har-

ness with pohtics ; of the two classes of men
who are mostly concerned in this movement
neither gives confidence of being equal to

the very great responsibility which would
thus be put upon them. If a commission

is desh-ed it would be far wiser to appoint

a single individual ; where several are asso-

ciated with power it is impossible to fix

responsibility, or to secure decisive action

when needed. This bill suggests not so

much the wish to legalize and encourage

honest public boxing as to create a commis-
sion for the friends of those "higher up"—
as the expressive New York nomenclature

has it. On that account it should be defeated

overwhelmingly. Public boxing would never

have been prohibited had the exhibition

promoters conducted themselves and their

show with honesty to spectators and con-

testants. And now it is proposed to give

them a chance of securing even greater

opportunity for unfair speculation.

We want a law permitting pubhc boxing;

there is no sense in legislating against it; it

is obviously less dangerous to the contestants

than half a dozen other games which are per-

mitted without question. By all means let us

legahze pubhc boxing; but not through the

creation of a home for the grafters' guild.

Belled The average hunter of big game
Cow would hesitate, I fancy, before assert-
Moose

jj^g ^Yisit the cows as well as the bulls

of moose wear a bell.

Some time ago my mail brought inquiry

as to whether the cow moose wears a bell—

a

question I could not answer, for while I

have killed my share of moose, only one cow
(which had no bell) has fallen to my rifle,

and of the cows I have seen in the wild

none was so adorned. Nevertheless, I had an

impression that the bell was not necessarily

peculiar to the bull, so I put the question

to a number of sportsmen-naturalist friends

who had studied the moose in life and in

death. The concensus from this investiga-

tion declares the cow quite as apt as the

bull to wear a bell, though the bell of the cow
is more likely to be reduced to a pouch than

the elongated appendage worn by the bull.

By all I can learn, it appears that the

shape of the bell is affected by the animal's

age ; it is the young moose almost invariably

which carries the long bell. With age the

bell shortens and assumes the pouch form.

In Professor Dyche's collection, at the Uni-

versity of Kansas, is a cow moose with a
well-shaped bell which measures twelve and
a half inches from the skin of the throat to

the ends of the bell hairs. In the same col-

lection are two autumn calves, male and
female, and each has a bell, but the bell

of the male is a little longer than that of the

female. The longest bull moose bell which I

have been able to trace through this cor-

respondence, measures fifteen inches from
throat skin to the ends of the hairs of the

bell. The longest cow bell I have heard of is

the one in the collection of Professor Dyche.

Importing: American dog fanciers continue
Bench. governed largely by whim and the
Winners fashion of the moment; effort ap-

parently being chiefly directed to the pur-

chase of ready-made prize-winners rather

than to the making of them in one's own
kennels.

Last season several fanciers made liberal

importations of old English sheep-dogs,which

brought that, to America, strange breed into

sudden and surprising prominence. Whether
this will prove a permanent fancy remains to

be seen; Americans hitherto have shown no
lasting interest in dogs, unless they were
game or good-looking. That's why the rough
St. Bernard scored over the smooth vari-

ety, and the mastiff lost the position of

prominence he previously held. On the other

hand, the game Iiish terrier is backed by
the strongest of all the specialty clubs.

By no stretch of the imagination can the

bobtail sheep-dog be called handsome ; if we
say peculiar or odd, that is as far as we can

go; and many breeds possessing a similar

claim have already, as popular dogs, joined

the list of "has beens."

The Airedale is also in the hands of a few
owners with sufficient means to buy the best

for sale abroad; but this is a dog of merit,

being serviceable in the country, where his

size and courage render him extremely use-

ful as a guard, or in the destruction of vermin
of the lar_ger size.

Licensing If the ordinance to license chauf-
Chauffeurs feurs proposed by Mr. Joseph
B. Thompson, of the L. A. W. Law Com-
mittee, w-re broadened, so as to have State

instead of local significance, it would be
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timelyand a reasonable precaution obviously

for the best interests of the automobile,

in the future of which we all are very much
interested. Such a measure would work no
hardship on the automobilist^ if he under-

stands his machine, as he should, an exam-
ination and a license wiU cost him prac-

.

tically nothing either in time or money. If

he does not understand the machine, it is

eminently right that his incompetence be

disclosed.

Whatever will rid the automobile game of

that class of men who, by their disregard of

others, persist in bringing the motor ear

into disrepute, should be welcomed by every

automobilist. In fact, as time goes on, a
license of this character wiU be found, it

seems to me, to be the only reasonable and
effective measure to preserve peace and
good-will between the automobile men on one
hand and horsemen and pedestrians on the

other. I would regard the intelligent en-

forcement of such a law as a great boon to

both manufacturers and operators of these

machines

And I shall be very much surprised if the

thinking ones among the automobile men
oppose an ordinance calculated to protect

them, above all others, from the inconsiderate

and incompetent among their number.

Lawson's Mr, Thomas W. Lawson has re-

America Cup cently published what in some
History

respects is the best history of

the America's Cup yet printed. However
yachtsmen may have differed at the time of

the last race from Mr. Lawson's conception

of Cup defense proprieties, none will deny
him the credit he deserves for this, his ad-

dition to the yachting literature of America.
Personally, he has written the introduction,

and that part of the book which touches upon
the Indejjendence incident; and it is alto-

gether human his disappointment of that

time should be reflected in Ms writing
;
yet

airing personal grievances in a volume which
pretends to historical significance is likely

to impair its value, particularly if the basic

principle of the argument is at fault.

Mr. Lawson and certain newspaper writers

have sought to persuade themselves and the

people that the America's Cup belongs to

the American nation : which is pretty in sen-

timent, but entirely wrong in fact.

As is well known, this famousCup was won
at Cowes in 1851, from an English fleet, by
the schooner America, and conveyed by her
owners in 1857 to the New York Yacht Club
as trustee. Perhaps it is well to quote from
the Deed of Gift, that the conditions may
be thoroughly comprehended.

It is to be distinctly understood that the Cup
is to he the property of the club and not of the
owner thereof, or owners of the vessel winning
it in a match ; and that the condition of keeping
it open to be sailed for by yacht clubs of all for-

eign countries, upon the terms above laid down,
shall forever attach to it, thus making it a per-

petual challenge cup for friendly competition

between foreign countries.

The New York Yacht Club was only ful-

filling the duty imposed upon it, in insisting

that the defending yacht be under control

of a member of the New York Yacht Club.

Mr. W. M. Thompson is responsible for the

balance of the book; and he has made sev-

eral errors, the most glaring being his state-

ment that America was the first yacht to cross

the Atlantic in either direction. Of course

the first yacht crossed the Atlantic before

the America was built.

Mr. Thompson's attitude toward the New
York Yacht Club is obviously inimical, which

is a pity, for it mars his otherwise good work

;

a bias that will impel a whitewashing of

Dunraven, who so seriously offended Ameri-

can sportsmen, comes very near to being an
affront on its own account.

Barring these personal colorings, the book
is of unquestionable merit. It is a very

handsome volume, elaborately illustrated and
beautifully printed.

The Scientific tests of firearms, with
Personal clu'onographs, machine rests, bar-
Eftuation ometers, and so forth, may yield

results that are not verified in the field.

Every man has his personal equation. Smith
must hold farther ahead of a duck than

Jones, even though both use the same gun
and the same load. One of the best rifle

shots of my acquaintance cants his gun so

far to the left that no one else can shoot

well with it unless he readjusts the front

sight. Another friend has some peculiarity

of vision that obliges him to use one p'^int

more elevation for 209 j-ards than is required

for a normal eye; yet he shoots well,



THE BIG YACHTS OF 1903

By JOHN R. SPEARS

T N A variety of ways the international

* yacht racing and racers of the present

year are to be unique. From year to year,

since the first international yacht race made

the downtown streets of New York look as if

Sunday instead of a business day were pre-

vailing, the yacht reporters have had to note

a growing interest in the races for the Amer-

ica's Cup, but because of certain peculiarities

of the present season the leap forward in

interest is unprecedented.

For instance, the challenger is, for the first

time, of composite design—her model is the

product of William Fife, assisted by George

L. Watson.
" The responsible designer of the boat is

Mr. William Fife. She is his boat. The work

and worry are his; but it is quite true that

Mr. Watson gave some valuable assistance,"

said Sir Thomas Lipton. The challenger is,

therefore, a compromise, and we shall see

whether two heads are better than one in

such art work as the designing of a giant

racer.

In another feature the racers must excite

curiosity. One is to be sheathed with Tobin

bronze over a steel frame, while the other is

steel throughout her underbody. Bronze has

less tensile strength than steel, and the

bronze plates must be made thicker and heav-

ier. The steel hull of the challenger, exclu-

sive of the lead keel, should weigh less than

the bronze-sheathed hull of the defender, and

should, therefore, carry her sail better. On

the other hand, the bronze takes a better

polish and holds the polish well. In fact, the

challenger will sail on a painted bottom. In

any event the difference in the sheathing will

help to show in a minor way which is of

more importance in designing a yacht, sail

area or skin friction.

Then for the first time in the history of the

cup the challenger is to have a running mate

on this side of the water. I think it will be

difficult to exaggerate the importance of this

fact in its bearing on the interest in the com-

ing season. How advantageous it will be to

the challenger should be at once obvious. In

.former years—particularly since Lipton has

been coming^we -haye seen the challenger

scooning around the lightships and parading

up and down the bay below the Narrows,

leaving the swiftest tug of the harbor hope-

lessly astern, and covering short stretches at

the rate of fourteen knots in fifteen minutes

—more or less; but when the races were actu-

ally on, never a challenger but one crossed

the home line . ahead of the defender. The

fact is that without a running mate it is

utterly impossible to tell when a yacht is at

her best trim; but this year the well-tried

and speedy Shamrock II. will be out with

Shamrock III. at every preliminary race, and

Captain Bob Wringe can shift weights until

he knows exactly where the challenger should

lie, to the hair's breadth, for every point of

sailing. This is the important feature of the

preliminary races to Sir Thomas Lipton; to

the American yachtsmen it will be of the

greatest interest as giving oft-recurring short

races, and it will also give them some idea,

however dim, of the prowess of the chal-

lenger.

Mean time, there is to be an unusual and a

notable feature in the preliminary racing of

the American boats. It is not that we are

to have "three competitors for the honor of

defending the cup, for that has happened be-

fore. But this year Constitution will be

tuned up instead of down. It is not believ-

able that the New York Yacht Club selected

ColumUa in 1901 just to please her owner,

even though he has been the most public-

spirited member of the club. When the choice

was made, ColumUa was in perfect condition,

while Constitution, after winning repeatedly

in the first preliminary races, had been al-

lowed to deteriorate after the season was

half over.

Because of the unfortunate handling of

Constitution, many yachtsmen came to think

that ColumUa was really the better boat.

They think so now. Others, among whom her

designer is prominent, are entirely confident

that Constitution is the better, and in the

interest of good sport no better conditions

than those afforded by these beliefs could be

asked for. Constitution will be driven to

cover the mortifying experiences of 1901.

ColumUa, with her unequaled record, will be

driven to preserve her prestige, and to add

to the already high reputation of her master.

And the new defender will be driven by C.

Oliver Iselin and Captain Charles Barr.

The mere thought of the races between

these great flyers stirs the blood as no other

preliminary races have been able to do. The

Newport yachtsmen will give a cup; the
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Larchmont Club will give another; the Sea-

wanhaka a third, and the Atlantic a fourth,

for special races between the giants, while the

Astor Cup and the annual cruise of the New
York Yacht Club will add to the number of

trials, not to mention the formal races for

choice.

Further than that, it appears that the an-

nual cruise will have a new interest in the

presence of the old challenger. Shamrock II.,

and it is not unlikely that she will appear in

other races with the big Yankees. Sir

Thomas Lipton is the best loser that ever

owned a yacht; he has never for a moment
shown signs of pain in the abdomen, but he

believes, as many American yachtsmen be-

lieve, that if well handled in smooth water,

Shamrock II. can beat Columbia. The yachts-

men who would have been glad to see her

and Columbia shift crews and then make a

race are now to be gratified, in a way, for the

two ships are to meet on equal terms as to

crews. In fact, as a test of hulls and sails

the races between Shamrock II. and Colum-

bia this year will be at least quite as inter-

esting as those of 1901. For in 1901 " Wicked

Willy " was so far outclassed by the men on

the Yankee quarter deck that comparison is

ridiculous.

The reports concerning the new challenger

are most encouraging. It appears that Mr.

Fife and Mr. Watson admit that the old

Shamrocks had defects which, though not vis-

ible when on the ways, became manifest when
they got " up against " the Yankee boats.

That the designers are open-minded is most

hopeful. The new boat will be an improve-

ment on both of the older ones. Whether

she is longer over all or broader or both has

not been learned at this writing; but it has

been authoritatively stated that her spread

of canvas is to be the largest ever built in

England, and from that we may infer greater

beam and perhaps greater over all length. It

is reported that she also carries more ballast.

The one defect common to all the challengers,

except, perhaps, Shamrock II., has been an

enormous displacement in proportion to the

sail area. The British designers have never

been able to get rid of the idea that they

must build a " wholesome ship "—something

fit for a coal hulk when her usefulness as

a racer was done. The pernicious effect of

the rules that produced models like the Gal-

atea is still felt by every British designer

with gray hairs in his head, but there is

reason to hope that Fife has at last aban-

donned his prejudices. Sir Thomas has always

been optimistic—one must make wide allow-

ances on all that he says—but he knows more
than he did six years ago, and when he says

now that the new challenger is a decided im-

provement on the old ships one may take

him at his word that far. It is also encour-

aging to note that he says the designer and

the builder both stake their reputations on

the new boat. This year's races are to be

decisive as between the old British designers

combined and Nat Herreshoff.

There is one feature of the sail spread of

the first Shamrock that should be remem-

bered, since Fife is the " responsible designer "

of the new one. For light-air weather the

old boat had a club topsail that was twice as

large as any club topsail ever seen off Sandy

Hook, but she was never able to carry it in a

race. On only one of the days that she met

Columbia did she set that sail, and that was

a day when the race failed for lack of wind.

But while the sail was up her speed brought

the hearts of the patriots up into their

throats.

She was unable to carry the sail chiefly

because her shrouds were not strong enough

—a defect that will not be found in the new
challenger. We may expect to see just such

a monster topsail as that on the challenger

this year, in case of a race where the wind

will just let her cover the course, and it will

give her great advantage unless, indeed, the

Herreshoff sail loft turns otit better topsails

than it has done heretofore.

As to the new defender, we are assured

that her keel is 35 feet long on top, 18 feet

4 inches on the bottom, and 7 feet 7 inches

deep, being 5i feet longer over all than the

leads of Constitution and Columbia. At the

same time, however, it is said to be but 21

inches wide on top,- where the keel of the

older boat was 56 inches. On the whole it

seems likely that the new keel is consider-

ably lighter than the older one. To make
up for this reduction of lead the new boat is

3^ inches wider than the Constitution (which

was 25 feet 2-J inches wide), and there has

been a material lowering of the center of

gravity of the hull by using thinner plating

(6-40 instead of 8-40) and by improved

framing.

Every fourth frame is strengthened by a

web 21 inches deep from beam to beam amid-

ships, and 9 inches at the bow. Each web is

stiffened with a bulb angle, and diagonals ex-

tend from frames to beams. A web keelson
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extends from frame 2G to frame 45. It is

27 inches wide at the center (between frames

35 and 30), and tapers to 12 inches at the

ends.

To add still further to the stability of the

boat when on the wind, the overhangs have

been lengthened. She has 82 frames spaced

20 inches apart, and this, after allowing for

the usual space beyond the frames, should

make her 138 feet 4 inches long, where Co-

lumhla and Constitution are 132, and that

will give her a materially increased water-

line when she heels to the wind.

But the most important change in the

model is in the reduction of the deadrise.

She has 2 feet less than Golunibia. What
with the use of athwartship webs and the

reduction of the deadrise it appears that the

crew of the boat will be unable to stand erect

when down between decks. The real racing

machine is here at last!

We see noAV how far we have come from

the submarine idea that inspired the Galatea

model. We have a hull (exclusive of fin

keel) more than three times, perhaps four

times, as wide as deep. We are now depend-

ing on the form of the ship rather than on

the lead for her ability to carry sail—at least,

we depend less on lead than we have done in

any model since Yiyllant. And that the new

model is to carry on like a racing clipper is

apparent from these facts. Her mast (which

is stepped between frames 35 and 36) is to

be 26 inches in diameter—4^ inches more than

that of Constitution—and is to have ten

lengthwise stiffeners where Constitution's had

eight, and a horizontal flange every 50 inches

where Constitution's had one every 84 inches.

A stronger mast means greater sails, of

course.

Believing that Consititution will be handled

this year as well as Columbia, and that she

will have as good sails, I have no doubt that

the popular favorite will be beaten; but when
Constitution gets alongside the new boat I

am afraid that Captain Rhoades will be sweep-

ing his keel to learn whether there isn't a

drag of some kind fastened there.

HOW TO CUT FIGURES ON THE ICE

By J. F. BACON

T N the primitive age, when skates consisted

of j)ieces of bone bound to the feet with

strips of hide, figure skating could hardly

have reached the dignity of an art; but the

light, strong, and keen-bladed

skates of recent years have
made the possibilities of exe-

cution almost without limit.

Having decided to start in

on the practise of figures the

first essentials are properly
fitted shoes and skates, the

former being as necessary as

the latter. Have a pair of

shoes made to measure, and
keep them for skating only.

In this way they will last many
years, and having once grown
accustomed to them you Avill

be saved the trouble and an-

noyance of breaking in a new
pair every season. They should Outer Edge Forward

be made of strong, yet pliable leather, lac-

ing to within about two inches of the toe,

and reaching one and a half to two inches

above the ankle. The sole should be about

three eighths of an inch thick

and the heel seven eights of

an inch high.

The most popular among
expert figure skaters is an

all-metal clamp skate. The

heel is fastened by means of a

button, which is twisted into a

heel plate set in the shoe, and

the toe is fastened with clamps

screwed up with a key. Some

prefer to screw skate to shoe

with wooden screws, but this

makes it necessary to change

the shoes on the ice, which is

inconvenient unless one skates

in a rink. The blades should

have a rock of about seven feet
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Outer Forward to Inner Back

Three, Just After the Turn.

radius and should

be from one

quarter to five

sixteenths of an

inch thick.

I . shall assume

that the skater

has acquired his

• balance and can

skate straight

ahead. The next

thing to learn is

the " inner edge."

To do this, thrust

as in plain skat-

ing, but instead

of sliding on the

flat of the skate.

turn it over to the inner e

(the edge nearest the other

foot) and gradually twist for-

ward the shoulder correspond-

ing with employed leg. When
skating this edge " on field,"

that is, straightaway, hold

the edge for a short distance

only; but if an eight is to be

cut, continue the curve until

a circle has been made with

each foot.

To skate the " outer edge,"

thrust as in plain skating, and

start on the outer edge of

the skate with the shoulder

Corresponding to the unem-

ployed leg well back, gradually

bringing it forward. This edge

may be skated " on field " and
" in eight " the same as the inner

radius of the curves made on either of

these edges will vary as the inclination of the

body from the perpendicular. When one has

become sufficiently skilful he may make a loop

on either edge by leaning far over, giving a

rapid twist to his shoulder, and setting the

employed edge hard into the ice.

The " cross roll " is only a variation of the

" outer edge," the difference being in the

position of the feet at the beginning of the

stroke. The unemployed foot is swung

across and in front of the employed, and

placed on the ice outside the latter in the

" forward roll," and swung across and back

of it in the " backward roll." Owing to the

position of the feet in this stroke there is

not much chance for thrust, and most of the

power is obtained from the swing of the un-

cross Roll Forward, at Moment
of Placing the Unemployed

Foot on the Ice.

The

employed by leg and shoulders. The curves

made in the " cross roll " have a shorter

radius than those made in the " outer edge."

The " serpentine line " is a continuous one-

foot figure, composed of alternating outside

and inside edges, the body constantly facing

in one direction. Start as in the " outer

edge " forward, with shoulder corresponding

to the unemployed leg rotating forward; when
a sufiicient distance has been traversed, sud-

denly bring forward the unemployed leg

(allowing it to drop back again at once), and

then throw forward the shoulder correspond-

ing to the employed leg, at the same time

turning the skate to the inner edge. After

a curve on this edge equal in length to that

on the outer edge has been made, bring for-

ward the unemployed leg again, twist the

shoulder corresponding to that

leg forward, and change the

skate to the outer edge as at

the start.

When proficiency in the ser-

pentine has been carried to

the highest point, each curve

may be held until a full circle

has been made, and a one-foot

eight will be the result. A
thorough knowledge of the

serpentine line is of great ben-

efit, as it enables the skater

to change the size of any

curve, and is helpful in steady-

ing the balance.

Figure threes are very in-

teresting, and the forward

ones are comparatively easy

after one has mastered the

back-forward and

ward outer and in-

ner edges. There are

four ways of doing

threes; outer for-

ward edge to inner

backward edge; in-

ner forward to outer

back; outer back to

inner forward ; in-

ner back to outer

forward. The pupil

usually learns the

outer forward three

first and then pro-

ceeds by the same
method to learn the

others. Start as in

the outer edge, but
Outer Forward to Inner Back

Three, Just Before the Turn.
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The Two-Foot Whirl, Head Turned in

the Direction of Rotation.

with more

rotation in

pro p o r t i o n

to the rad-

ius of curve,

and when

the shoul-

d e r corre-

sponding to

the unem-

ployed leg

has been
brought so

far forward

as to twist

the body,

s u d d e n ly

turn the
skate to the inner edge,

and you will find your-

self going backward on the

inner, with your body in

its natural position. Al-

though there is a sudden

turn of the foot at the

point, or cusp, of the three

the motion of the upper

part of the body is uniform,

as may be seen by watch-

ing the head or shoulders.

The serpentine line and

figure threes may be com-

bined in such a way as to

make the letter Q. There

are four ways of doing

this: starting on the outer

edge forward or backward,

or starting on the inner

edge forward or backward,

outer forward make a serpentine turn to in-

ner forward, then the three turn to outer

backward, and hold this edge until a circle

has been completed, finishing at the cusp of

the three, making a Q.

There are four reverse Qs. To skate a

forward reverse Q, hold the first edge until

a complete circle has been made; then make
the three turn to the opposite edge back-

ward, and the serpentine change completes

the figure.

The various single and double foot spins

are more striking than anything else which

may be accomplished on skates and are in a

class by themselves. Of these the most ef-

fective, because it admits of the greatest

speed, is the spin on both feet known as the

"two-foot whirl."

Position in Two-Foot Whirl, Immediately

After the Unemployed Foot Has Been
Dropped to the Ice.

Starting on

This is sometimes started with a sculling

motion, both feet being on the ice, but the

best way to attain great speed in the short-

est possible time is as follows: start as for

an outer forward to inner back three, with

the arms extended at right angles to the body

and with extreme rotation of the shoulders

and unemployed leg. Having passed on to

the inner edge backward, the curve is abruptly

shortened and a loop is formed, the object

being to keep the center of gravity as nearly

over a fixed point as possible. The unem-

ployed foot is now dropped on the ice par-

allel to the employed and about fifteen inches

away, and the balance is shifted so that the

weight is equal on both feet.

All this is done in an instant, and we are

spinning at great velocity, the whole body

held rigid. Now, if it

were not for centrifugal

force the speed would at

once begin to slacken

and we would soon stop,

but through the influence

of this force we have a re-

serve power stored up in

the extended arms, and by

gradually pulling them
down (they will not drop

of themselves) the velocity

is kept up until they are

brought close to the sides,

when nothing more can be

done but to " let the cat

die," as the children say.

Thirty revolutions would

be a good performance and

fifty a most excellent one.

In a theoretically

perfect spin both

feet would travel in

a circle over a sin-

gle line, but in ac-

tual practise a se-

ries of ringlets is

made, their closeness

of coil depending

upon the relation

between the velocity

of the revolution and

the speed at which

the center of gravity

travels along the ice.

In no sport is

greater stress laid on

good form than in „ . . . ., t- • u t *i° Position at the Finish of the

figure skating. Two-Foot Whirl.



DOG BREEDING IN AMERICA

By JAMES WATSON

IN MR. GEORGE RAPER'S interesting arti-

cle in Outing for June, 1902, he states very

clearly the main difficulties in the way of the

American breeder of dogs, who, as he says, is

handicapped by distance and cost for breed-

ing stock and fees. Within twelve hours the

English breeder can reach any dog in Eng-

land, and for ten to twenty-five dollars' fee

obtain more than we can get for twenty-five

to fifty dollars in addition to exorbitant ex-

press charges. Still, with even the many

drawbacks, good progress has been made, and

with the exercise of good judgment much

more can be accomplished. What has been

done since the first dog shows in this country

can be best shown by recalling the condition

of afl'airs twenty years ago, when some sort

of a start had been made, and the situation

of to-day. We have, in the annual show held

by the Westminster Kennel Club in New
York, the true index as to the status of dog

breeding in each recurring year. The New
York Dog Show is to dog showing what the

inter-collegiate athletic meeting is to college

sports—the grand annual testing ground and

the object of every one's ambition. The first

of these New York shows was held in 1877,

and was, of course, made up of a very assort-

ed lot of animals, for few had any idea of

show points, and it took several years for our

exhibitors to reach the stage suited for com-

parison with the present day.

Setters of all kinds had, with pointers, pre-

eminence in numbers as well as quality, by

reason of numbers to select from. An impe-

tus had been given to spaniels by the start-

ing of the Spaniel Club, and we were at the

beginning of the Obo importations, which laid

the foundation for a marvelous improvement

in the cocker. Of hounds there were very few,

yet, strange to say, there was at one of the

early shows a remarkable turn-out of grey-

hounds, though mostly of the pet order, and

few had any pretension to condition or per-

fect running lines. Of the non-sporting

breeds, terriers and toys, there is not a great

deal to say. Mastiffs were the popular breed

of the large size, while St. Bernards were few

and by no means good, the roughs being

conspicuously bad. Of Great Danes there

were quite a number, but after one year's

experience of some bad-tempered exhibits no

classes were provided for some years, the out-

cry against Spitz dogs as particularly prone

to rabies being also responsible about that

time for the refusal to accept any Pomeranian

entries. Of terriers there were a fairly cred-

itable number of fox and a good beginning in

bull terriers; in toys, pugs held the lead.

Basing predictions upon the law of aver-

ages it would be natural to have assumed,

say in 1883-5, that in 1903 we would be able

to show a wonderful lot of setters and point-

ers, also of spaniels and fox terriers, and pos-

sibly collies, which then seemed to be taking

hold. Mastiffs should also be leaders in the

large dogs, and pugs in the small division,

while progress in other directions could not

be estimated. Confining remarks to Ameri-

can bred dogs, it must be painfully plain to all

that in setters the decline has been not only

rapid but complete, and we are at the mercy

of any decent-looking imported dog. In

pointers, then below setters in number and

quality, there has been marked improvement

at times, though it is doubtful whether it is

noticeable for the past two years. Spaniels

progressed at a rapid rate for many years,

but seem to have stopped now; while the

classes are large at New York, they are poor

elsewhere, and numbers in the one ease is not

. synonymous with quality all through. Mas-

tiff's and pugs long ago became the victims of

fashion, and their supporters turned atten-

tion to other breeds. Dr. Longest was not

then in this country, and to him alone do we

owe the rare quality of the present day lim-

ited display of mastiffs.

Eox terriers have improved steadily, and

there is no indication that we are likely to

stop in this direction; in collies we have had

a process of ups and downs, but on the

whole have approached a better average

with each succeeding year; in all of the un-

known quantities there has very naturally

been marked improvement, for what we had

of American breeding in those lines in 1885

was meager in the extreme. Particularly is

this the case in St. Bernards and bull terriers,

the progress in those two breeds being con-

sistent and regular. In fact, if asked to name

one breed above all others in which improve-

ment has been most marked, my selection

would be St. Bernards. In support of that,

the question can be asked as to which other

breed, not confined to ourselves as in the case

of Boston terriers, or somewhat neglected

abroad as are cocker spaniels, can we hold
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our own against importations? Where can

six dogs he got to put against out best six,

or six bitches against our six? What cer-

tainty is there tliat any dog abroad can beat

Sir Waldorf, and how many bitches, if any,

can beat Lady Bryn Mawr. In bull terriers,

we are in an equally sound position; indeed,

one of our cleverest judges came back from

England a year ago without a single dog,

although he went over with an unlimited

commission to purchase something good.

It was to be expected, that where we had

done little we should be able to show im-

provement; but it is most important to con-

sider seriously the falling off in those breeds

which should have been maintained at the top

of the tree in the matter of excellence. Why
have we failed so signally in setters that we
are beaten by nearly every importation from

England, and by dogs no better than what

we had from there years ago? In Irish set-

ters it is even worse. In Gordons, what is

there in the entire country fit to compare to

the one kennel Dr. Dixon, of Philadelphia,

formerly showed? It is only fair to admit

that the Irish and Gordon are not very pop-

ular and are fewer in number than formerly;

but that only renders the case of the English

setters all the more conspicuoiis, for they are

to-day the American dog, if there is any one

breed entitled to be considered especially

American. In proof of this claim one need

only turn to the records of the American

Kennel Club, as found in the stud book. At

one time the entire annual volume was all but

made of entries of setters and pointers; and

even now, notwithstanding the large number

of breeds in which interest is taken, of the

5,000 dogs registered in 1901, over 900 were

English setters. Next come collies, over 750,

while pointers are third with over 700.

As has been stated above, the law of aver-

ages should show English setters one of

our leading breeds as to quality. That

such is not the case will be admitted without

cavil by any unprejudiced person, and there

must be some reason for this decadence.

There are several, in fact; perhaps the one

most influential is the failure to recognize

that individuality has more effect on progress

than pedigree, and our breeders are too prone

to study ancestry, and place reliance upon the

appearance of several champions' names in a

pedigree of three generations, to getting a

champion as the actual sire. Such breeders

fail to recognize that for every good dog

there are a hundred or more bad ones; indeed,

in the case of setters, we have got to a stage

where the poor ones may be set at a much

greater figure. All who study the laws of

breeding know that it is the exceptional dog

that has the power to effect improvement in

his progeny, and in certain families this is

conspicuous by comparison with the rest.

English setter breeders have signally failed to

recognize this, and the result is that we see

annually, at New York, a collection of dogs

with almost as many sires as dogs entered,

the exception being two or more of one litter.

The only explanation of this seems to be that

breeders rely on some near home dog with a

pedigree, in place of sending to one whose

pedigree is backed by individual excellence.

Two other reasons can be added, the first

being the misleading enconiums passed upon

dogs by critics with little knowledge of what

an English setter should look like, and the

other is the inexcusably bad judging of this

breed for many years, whereby a type of dog

entirely foreign has been pushed forward as

the correct form. As parties to this leading

astray, dog-show promoters are also guilty,

for in order to obtain entries from owners

of this mixed type of setter, judges were put

forward who favor them and so get entries.

It seems that we are in a fair way to re-

cover much lost ground now, for there are a

number of good puppies by Barton Tory, a

good importation of 1901. Great as his cost

was, this dog has been so extensively used

that he has proved a most profitable invest-

ment to Mr. Vandergrift, and I do not doubt

that Mr. George C. Thomas, Jr., will be able

to say as much for his purchase of Mallwyd

Sirdar. It is by breeding to such a dog that

improvement will be attained.

With regard to Irish setters, we can no

longer point to the annual display at Madi-

son Square Garden with the pleasure felt

when the close-up descendants of Elcho made
the benches such a feature of the show.

There is an indication of a change for the

better at present, and several good class

bitches by Signal are being shown, while in

Canada quite a number have been shown of

late that are reminders of the old days.

Really there is better home material in Irish,

considering the numbers, than in English set-

ters. Gordons have all but dropped out of

existence, and have become very ragged as to

type. The salvation of the breed seems to be

in making use of Duke of Edgeworth, a dog

of quality in every way.

Pointers show up better than any of the
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setter breeds, and here will be found a little

line breeding which is explanatory. This

seems to have been overlooked by the major-

ity, for of the twenty-four dogs in the puppy

and novice classes no two were by one sire.

In this respect pointer men copied the setter

breeders, and these classes were very ordi-

nary. What no one should fail to recognize

in pointers is the phenomenal family of broth-

ers, Sir Walter, Prince's Lad, Mott Kegent,

and Prince's Boy, all by King of Kent out of

Spinett, she by Lad of Bow out of Spina-

way III., by Naso of Kippen out of Spina-

way, by Garnett out of Keswick by Faust;

King of Kent by Graphic, out of Climax by

old Champion Bang. It is no great wonder

that something came from such breeding. Of

the four brothers, the best is Sir Walter,

who was the great circuit winner a few

years ago. His brothers, Prince's Boy
and Mott Regent, were at New York last

year, and while well on in years, yet took a

second and V. H. C. Of their descendants

there were Mott's Banner Boy, by Prince's

Lad; Yvcstlake Spinett, by Sir Walter;

Prince's Lad's Lassie, Lassie R., and Prince's

Alice, all by Prince's Lad, and Westlake Sur-

prise by Sir Walter, all in the limit light-

weights, the three by Lad being out of dif-

ferent dams. Alice was first, the other two

got V. H. C. and H. C, while Surprise was

second. A sister to Surprise named West-

lake Ornament was first in heavyweight limit,

and when it came to the final test in winners

class the reserve went to Prince's Alice.

These are potent facts which should rivet the

attention of pointer breeders, and induce them

to make use of this strain for the purpose

of inter-breeding and establishing the good

qualities of the family.

Field spaniels have made some progress,

and, as personal feelings run high in this

breed, Champion Endcliffe Bishop has not

been made so much use of as his great merits

call for. This dog is an unbeatable in his

class, as Princess Czarina should be in hers,

but we have had some faulty judging in this

breed lately. There are now more good

bitches than we have ever had, and the ben-

efit of such breeding material should ere long

be made manifest in the young entry. We
still hold the strong hand in cockers that we
had in the eighties, but in some respects we
have lost ground. It is very questionable

whether it was wise on the part of the Club

to make the standard fit the small dog of the

present, in place of forcing breeders to main-

tain size, for we do not want toys, and now-

adays we see cockers of fifteen and sixteen

pounds competing and getting prizes, if no

one protests and calls for the weighing of the

little fellows. It cannot be said that this

deterioration in size is due to inbreeding, for

nowadays almost every breeder is relying up-

on what he has in his own kennels to produce

something better. We have quite a number

of good cockers, but there is far more quan-

tity than quality at New York each year. The

dog best represented, as to number of progeny

was Hamilton Jack, but his get were not no-

ticeably successful. The judging was, how-

ever, somewhat misleading, seldom more than

five dogs being noticed, no matter how many
might be in the class. Hence, a good line was

not always obtainable. The dog Smuggler, by

Hamilton Jack, was very good, and his son

Raven Joe was sire of Surrender and Stam-

pede, the former of which won five first

prizes, including winners class, and Stampede

was second in two classes.

In the fashionable particolors that very

good dog Romany Rye proved himself an

excellent sire, as Chief II., Midkiff Otto, Ben

Ora, and Blue Mountain Belle testify. For

particolor breeding, Watnong Philippe has

great claims on account of getting distinct

markings, he, as well as his puppies, being

well broken up in color and not merely with

a little white on the feet or muzzle. Atten-

tion must, however, be directed to the suc-

cess of the Black Duke line. All interested

in spaniels will recall what an excellent dog

Black Duke was; undoubtedly the best spaniel

of his day, and perhaps the best we have

ever had. Bookmaker and Baby Willard,

first and second in novice black dogs, were by

Black Duke, Jr., and Willard, respectively.

Willard was by Premier, son of Black Duke.

Fritz II. beat Bookmaker in limit blacks,

and he is by Black Knight of Woodstock, son

of Black Duke. Hampton Red Lance, first in

limit dogs other than black, is by Red Dia-

mond, whose dam was by Black Duke. In

open dogs, black, Fritz III. won, and was fol-

lowed by Standard, also by Black Knight of

Woodstock. In other than black, open, the

winner was by Red Diamond. In bitch pup-

pies Surrender and Stampede are out of Sur-

prise, by Ono, a grandson of Black Duke. In

novice bitches the winner, Brookside Co-

quette, is by Omo, a son of this same potent

sire, and out of Miss Phyllis II., who was out

of My Joe, who was also by Black Duke.

Brookside Coquette is thus an inbred bitch,
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and is also one of the best of the breed. Sur-

prise, winner in bbick limit, open and winners,

is by Ono. The second in tliis class was

Brookside Coquette, and for third we had

Morette, a daughter of Black Duke, Jr. In

limit, other than black, Hampton Fashion,

winner, is by Omo, son of Black Duke, and

Martica, second, is by Black Duke, Jr. Open

bitches, black, was a repetition of the limit

black class for the first three, and in the

other two open classes, Hampton Fashion and

Surrender won. While in some of these cases,

if taken by themselves, it would look like

stretching conclusions to ascribe preponder-

ance of merit to Black Duke, yet in conjunc-

tion with those of more direct breeding, they

point to the undeniable fact that to produce

winning cockers with any degree of certainty

it is absolutely necessary to get blood of this

remarkable dog. Ono, the Swiss Mountain

Kennel dog, has a show record which puts

him at the head of dogs of the present day.

He is by Black Duke's son Omo, to whom
we also owe Mepals Enid, Rosemary, and Lit-

tle Egypt.

Little commendation can be accorded the

collie breeders. Last year's shows demon-

strated that, as with the setter breeders,

there was no concentration either on individ-

ual dogs or on any particular strain. The

most successful sire was EUwyn Astrologer,

now in this country; but his progeny were

all foreign bred. The best American bred dog

was Brize Yont, by Mr. Morgan's Ormskirk

Galopin, and the latter's son Parkhill Galo-

pin had a good many puppies, only one of

which was of much merit; his best son,

Emerald Eclipse, a former imported winner,

being not for competition. Collie owners

must concentrate upon winning strains, as the

spaniel men have done, in order to efi'ect any

improvement upon what has been accom-

plished. There are plenty of good bitches that

only need to be mated properly.

Nothing home-bred can compare with the

splendid lot of imported bulldogs now being

shown, but the very fact that we now have

such material at command for breeding pur-

poses, leads to the hope that within the next

two years we may turn out something of our

own fit to win from all comers. In bull ter-

riers it is a very diflferent matter; and here

again we find certain lines showing very

prominently, particularly the get of Wood-
cote Wonder, ten of whose progeny were V.

H. C, or better, in the various classes. It ia

very evident that this dog's descendants will

be tlie mainstay of improvement. A very ex-

cellent showing is also made by Edgewood
Dick, who as the sire of Rushford Wonder,

Rushford Penn, Wentworth Brant, and Edge-

wood J. P., ranked second to Woodcote Won-
der as a producer.

Fox terriers are another well-established

breed, and we have plenty of good material

in bitches to cross with the recently imported

dogs, such as Mr. Belmont's Don Cesario, Mr.

Rutherford's Dusky Don II., Rowton Dodger,

and other dogs of excellent and fashionable

breeding. For success in bringing out Ameri-

can bred dogs, Mr. Gooderham has led for

some years now. This Toronto exhibitor, by

his importation of Veracity a few years ago,

did much for fox terriers. In addition to

Norfolk True Blue, who won all through her

classes from puppy to winners, and is one of

the best and most promising of her sex we
have yet had. Veracity also sired Norfolk

Trueson, Norfolk Natty, Norfolk Quickstep,

and Norfolk Clorita, all money winners at

New York, with the exception of Quickstep,

who was V. H. C. in her open class. It is

unfortunate that breeders in the States who
tried Veracity met with such little success,

for his owner has amply proved that he is

one of the greatest sires of any breed . and

impresses quality upon his descendants in a

marked degree. Nothing but the Meersbrook

Bristles blood seems to have any chance of

success in wire-haired fox terriers, Go Bang,

Endcliffe Billy, and Endcliflfe Banker being the

best producing sons. The latter, considering

that he was kept in Michigan for several

years before going to Toronto, both some dis-

tance from the headquarters of the breed,

has been very successful. Mr. Lynn annually

brought good ones by him from the West a

few years ago, such as Half Back and Bank-

er's Pepper, while Bank Note, Financier, and

Fine Morning, are results of his being at his

present Canadian quarters. Given equal op-

portunities with other sons of Meersbrook

Bristles more favorably situated, Endcliffe

Banker would likely have made a name for

himself as the best direct descendant we have

of the great Meersbrook Bristles, who still

looks fresh and young.

Irish terriers are the only other breed of

terriers calling for mention, as Airedales are

too new for anything but first crosses be-

tween imported parents, though with such

dogs as Clonmel Monarch, Clonmel Marvel,

The New King, Clonmel Bed Rock, and

others of good breeding, there is no lack of
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dogs of exceptional merit. Scottish terriers

are in a similar condition. We should stand

better than we do in Irish, considering that

the breed has been fashionable for several

years and the Irish Terrier Club has made so

much effort to encourage American breeding.

The fact remains, however, that since Milton

Droleen we have had no first-class bitch of

home production. Of sires, Masterpiece leads,

though with Benedict to his credit Endcliffe

Muddle has added materially to his claims.

Only one of the large breeds calls for ex-

tended notice Avith regard to American bred

dogs, and that is St. Bernards. We are now
reaping the results of the popularity which

they attained ten years ago, and the large

outlays of money to secure the best possible

dogs from England. Gradually the process of

selection, and the good judgment of breeders

in resorting to first-class dogs as sires, has

given us a splendid lot of brood bitches, capa-

ble of producing dogs better than what we can

now procure abroad at anything but the most

exorbitant sum. Here, as in all other breeds

where improvement can be clearly shown, we
find one strain asserting, itself, and in this

case it is the descendants of the English dog

County Member. Two of his sons were im-

ported, Remnant and Leeds Barry, and be-

fore the latter died from accident he sired

Sir Waldorf, the best dog of the present day.

Mr. Sheubrooks was not an exhibitor at

New York last year, but reference to St.

Bernards would be incomplete without taking

into consideration, in addition to Sir Waldorf,

Sir Redmond by Remnant, Lady Bryn Mawr,
the best bitch we have in roughs, who is by

Remnant, as is also his Lady Redmond, while

Trilby II. is by Leeds Barry. Coming to the

New York exhibit we find that the best four

dog puppies were by Remnant's son Uncle

Remus, as also The Challenger, second in nov-

ice, the winner in that class being a son of

Remnant. The first in all other dog classes

was Mayor of Watford, also by Uncle Remus,

and his litter brother Bay View Baden Pow-

ell was third, while for second we had Mr.

Boldt, Jr.'s, Harbor, a litter brother to Uncle

Remus. In bitch puppies first and second

were by Marse Jeems, still another litter

brother to Uncle Remus. One of these pup-

pies won in novice, while in limit and open

first went to Columbia's Hope, by Uncle

Remus. This was not an exceptional Rem-
nant year, for it has been about the same for

three years now, first of all with his own
descendants and then with the second genera-

tion. It is another case similar to Black

Duke in spaniels and also to what was shown

in bull terriers, fox terriers, and pointers,

only that the pointer breeders did not follow

up the true line, as was done in the other

breeds.

It is not necessary to sum up this review of

what we are doing in the way of breeding

here. The causes of failure and the means

whereby success has been achieved are too

plainly demonstrated for any intelligent jury

to need any siiggestions regarding the verdict,

for there is but one to render, and that is to

keep close to winning blood and consider pedi-

gree only as an addition to individuality,

when there is no preponderance in favor of

any strain.

RELIABLE AUTOMOBILES AT MODERATE
PRICES

•A UTOMOBILE shows have demonstrated

not only their popularity, but also

their feasibility as means toward broadening

the knowledge of the general public regard-

ing the utility of motor vehicles, as well as

furnishing valuable comparisons upon which

to note the development of this infant indus-

try. The show recently held in the New
York Madison Square Garden was the third

of its kind given in that city, and it far ex-

ceeded its predecessors, both in magnitude of

exhibits and in interest.

The machines now being made are lighter,

run easier, vibrate less, possess greater horse

power and speed facilities, besides being

stronger and more reliable for every-day use

and touring purposes than were the motor-

propelled vehicles of three to five years ago.
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These points, with many others, were clear-

ly cxeniplincd in tlu' late Madison Sqnare (Jar-

den Show, and reports from the great shows

in Paris and London indicate that the same

truths prevailed there. Two or three years

ago there was a noticeable tendency among
the more sober-minded portion of the com-

munity to hold off from automobile buying

until the industry was able to prove that it

would give good returns for moderate invest-

ment. While this waiting policy has been

decreasing every year, it may safely be said

that the last vestige disappeared with the

New York Show. Money practically flowed

into the manufacturers' coffers like water,

and many concerns took so many orders that

it will be well into the fall of the year before

the last delivery contracted for in January is

made. It is naturally impossible to get at

close figures in a show of such magnitude and

with so many different interests represented,

but the amount of business that was taken

by automobile manufacturers ran up into the

millions of dollars. One careful authority

stated that the sales at the show made by

private purchasers alone reached $1,250,000,

while the orders taken by manufacturers from

agents and dealers aggregated close to $8,000,-

000. This places the financial success of the

New York Show, in future deliveries, at the

remarkable sum of over $9,000,000. It is

doubtful if the recent Paris exhibit produced

as great a result as this. The like of it has

never before been seen in America, and it

speaks volumes for the established popularity

of the motor vehicle. Cleveland, Boston, De-

troit, Chicago, and San Francisco have all had

automobile shows since the one in New York;

so it is evident that the public in all parts of

the country appreciates such exhibitions.

Every inch of available space in Madison

Square Garden was utilized, and several ap-

plicants who had not engaged room months

in advance found that none was to be had

when they requested it. Only by the sudden

abandonment of space by an American manu-

facturer was one of the most notable

French exhibits able to show one or two of

its enormous machines. The foreign feature

of the show, while interesting, was merely

an incident. The large tonneau cars, which

a few years ago were associated almost en-

tirely with Fi-ench manufacture, were shown

by nearly all the American manufacturers,

and the higher priced ones looked every bit

as serviceable as those of foreign make. The

fad of owning a French vehicle simply because

it is French is also passing away. Massive
tonneau cars by home makers, capable of

accommodating from four to six persons,

were purchased freely by Americans, at

prices ranging from $2,500 to $6,000.

The large number of purchases of high-

priced cars was another striking feature.

This fact proves that manufacturers have

been able to satisfy the most critical stu-

dents of motor vehicles of their ability to

turn out machines of enduring power.

The exhibit of a large number of automo-

biles at prices under $2,000 each was also a

most interesting and instructive element of

the show. It was a remarkable object les-

son on the possibilities of reasonable-priced

machines, and there was a strength and en-

durance about them all that was lacking

three years ago. Four vehicles of different

makes were shown, rated at $500 each. One

of these was a duplicate of the little electric

runabout made for George Gould, Jr., but the

other three were practical automobiles in

every sense of the word. One was a light

runabout weighing 450 pounds, propelled by

gasoline, equipped with a three horse-power

motor, and capable of running from five to

twenty miles an hour. It was furnished with

two forward speeds, both being controlled by

one lever, which was moved forward to oper-

ate the slow-speed clutch, and backward for

the fast-speed clutch. This vehicle sold a

year ago for $600. The next $500 vehicle was

something of a novelty, being a two-seated

buckboard weighing but 350 pounds, possess-

ing a four horse-power motor, and able to

travel from four to thirty miles an hour. Its

hill-climbing facilities were said to be admir-

able, and, indeed, the machine was made with

an eye to vacation use in the country. Suf-

ficient gasoline could be carried for 100 miles

at a stretch. The third vehicle at this low

price was a runabout with the air-cooled

motor attached to the front and not enclosed.

Its horse-power was three and one half.

Two excellent vehicles were shown for $550.

One was a steam car and the other a gaso-

line. The steam vehicle was an improved

type of one that sold for $750 a year ago.

Its equipment has been well tested in the

past, for in 1900 a car of the same make won

the Vanderbilt Cup at Newport in a race open

to all steam vehicles. A two-cylinder steam

automobile, with an automatic fuel regulator

and well-equipped in all parts, was offered for

$600. For $50 more an attractive gasoline

vehicle could be bought, with a curved dash.
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Its motor, as is the case with practically all

the cheaper vehicles, was a single cylinder of

four horse-power, giving a reputed speed of

three to twenty miles an hour.

Three or four serviceable machines were of-

fered for $750. The most popular of the lot

was a gasoline touring car of five and one

half horse-power, with a speed of five to

twenty miles an hour. It carried gasoline

sufficient for 150 miles and made a most

favorable impression upon those critics who
have been somewhat suspicious in the past

regarding the enduring power of cheap ma-
chines. This car is made in Wisconsin, and

it was positively stated that the entire year's

output of 15,000 vehicles has been contracted

for. There is no reason to doubt the asser-

tion, for the most casual pedestrian who
keeps his eyes open as he frequents the

streets and parks of any large city cannot

fail to have noticed the increased number of

light runabout automobiles. Of course, in

buying a machine under $1,000—or, perhaps,

it would be more proper to say $2,000—the

purchaser must use discretion. Such machines

are not meant for rough roads, and the fewer

hills they are forced to climb, notwithstand-

ing their heralded abilities for going up steep

ascents, the better it will be in the long run.

For a few months no appreciable difference

might be noticed, but severe tests constantly

weaken the delicate mechanism of an auto-

mobile. For city and park use, these light,,

moderate-priced machines will furnish an un-

limited amount of comfort and pleasure.

Physicians are finding them particularly ser-

viceable, and the writer knows of one doctor

with a practise that compels him to ride many
miles over city streets every day, who has

used a light steam automobile for three years.

Advancing into the $1,000 realm of automo-

bile possibilities one finds a wider and better

variety for his money than in any previous

year- Some excellent tonneau cars are being

made for $1,250 to $2,000. One exhibit was

shown of an eight horse-power gasoline ton-

neau car for the former figure, and it is even

possible to buy electric runabouts for $850 to

$1,000. For $2,000 to $2,500 magnificent ton-

neau cars can be obtained, practically as good

for ordinary purposes as those commanding

twice and three times as much; only the

more expensive cars possess higher horse-

power and are more luxuriously fitted up.

This tendency of American manufacturers to

build heavier cars was another characteristic

feature of this year's show. " The reason

for it ? " said one manufacturer, " Why,
Americans are becoming more accustomed

to automobiles, and they want larger and
faster machines. Touring, particularly in

the summer, has become a fashion, and with

the large cars a party of four can readily be

taken for long country journeys and any
amount of wear and tear may be endured."

This phase of the industry has been growing

more noticeable within the past year or two,

but for all that it is still true that the char-

acteristic feature in American automobile

manufacture is the ability to make several

varieties of reliable machines at moderate

prices. No other country in the world offers

such satisfactory returns in automobiles for

the money. The French makers have criti-

cised this, saying that we make too many
cheap machines. Nevertheless, there is a

great demand for them, and it is certain that

people will not purchase unless they are rea-

sonably satisfied. For the purpose for which

they are made, no better automobiles in the

world can be found than those made in this

country from $750 to $1,000. Competition has

developed better models and greater reliabil-

ity. In proportion to the population there

are more people in the United States using

the reasonably priced machine than in France.

There, the proportion of large, expensive

machines is greater than here. This fact, in

itself, is significant of the permanency of the

automobile in America, for the strength of

the trade surely lies in a continuance of the

good will among the moderately well-to-do

persons, who buy for comfort and utility.

In the New York Show the total number

of complete vehicles shown was 253. The

predominating popularity of gasoline is illus-

trated by the fact that 168 were propelled by

that means, 51 by electricity, and 34 by steam.

Of this total, 229 were practically pleasure

vehicles, while the remaining 24 included

trucks, delivery wagons, ambulances, and mo-

tor cycles. Only nine of the latter were ex-

hibited. In the business vehicles, electricity

is the favorite method of propulsion, gasoline

being reserved for pleasure cars, owing to its

superior facilities for long distances.
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The Home Life of Borneo Head Hunters. By
William Henry Furness, 3rd. J. P. Lip-

pincott Company,

TV/TR. FURNESS has set a standard with
^ -^ his work which should be cherished in

all publishing houses and held before writers

on travel, adventure, ethnology, etc. This is

the best book of its kind that I have ever

read. Mr. Furness did not attempt a book

until he had lived among the people long

enough to have something to say. He mas-

tered his subject first, and on the ground;

which is in reverse order of the usual pro-

cedure of travel book makers. Then, too, Mr.

Furness writes of the people among whom he

spent a year, of their daily life, not of his

own—so that when we have finished the

absorbingly interesting volume we have read

a story of the natives, and not of the weather,

range of thermometer, and Mr. Furness' daily

menu. We are grateful to the author for

such a book.

American Food and Game Fishes. By David
Starr Jordan and Barton Warren Ever-
mann. Doubleday, Page & Co.

THIS is a popular treatise of the fish of

North America—with a short descrip-

tion of each, cuts of many, and photographs

of some. It is purely a book of reference

—

but one of absolute authority.

The History of the Five Indian Nations. By
Cadwallader Golden, Reprint. New Am-
sterdam Book Company.

THIS publishing house is doing a great

service for cultivated Americans

through its reprints of books concerned with

the early life and history of this country.

The volumes are small and attractively bound

and at popular prices. The one before me is

especially interesting, for Colden was one of

the most discerning minds of that pioneer

period of the New York frontier.

Pictures from Forest and Stream. A series

of pictures of Nature and Sport in Amer-
ica. Forest and Stream Publishing Com-
pany.

THIS is a collection of good, bad, and in-

different drawings and photographs

which, from time to time, have appeared in

the weekly sporting paper of the publishers.

As a lot they seem hardly worthy of perma-

nent form, though one or two of Mr. Run-

gius's drawings are excellent, and the Audu-
bon plates always command a sportsman's

respectful attention.

Twenty-Six Historic Ships. By Frederic Stan-
hope Hill. G. P. Putnam's Sons.

THIS is an exceedingly accurate and en-

tertainingly told story of the famous

warships in the navies of the United States

and of the Confederate States—the Hornet,

Wasp, Enterprise, Old Ironsides, Monitor,

Kearsarge, Alabama, etc. The story of the

adventures of our early navy reads like

romance.

Taylor on Golf. By J. H. Taylor. D. Apple-

ton & Co.

TTTHATEVER this professional champion
vv has to say on golf commands atten-

tion, but he says nothing here which has not

been said over and again. The book is com-

plete, and, of course, authoritative, but re-

peats what has already been done.

The Golfer's Rubaiyat. By H. W. Boynton,
Herbert S. Stone & Co., Chicago.

A RATHER attractive looking little book
^^^ and with about four score of five line

parodies on Omar. It is bright and readable

if one knows golf.

Cap'n Titus. By Clay Emery. Doubleday,
Page & Co.

NO ONE has quite caught the view-point

or set down in black and white the droll

humor of the Cape Cod folks so nearly as Mr.

Emery, who, in this collection of sketches,

gives us some of the most interesting yarns

of the kind we have ever read. The author

knows his people thoroughly and writes of

them entertainingly.

Modern Polo. By Captain E. D. Miller. Im-
ported by Charles Scribner's Sons.

NONE is better qualified than Mr. Miller

to discuss the polo pony, and we have

here a practical book, fully illustrated, which

takes up breeding, training, and playing in

workmanlike fashion. The game itself and

the duties of the players are written upon

instructively, and there is an appendix which

takes one third of the volume and covers the

game, chronology, rules, and names of ponies.

The book concerns itself entirely with the
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English game; the incidental chapter on the

American game is commonplace and incom-

plete.

The Records of Big Game. Third edition. By
Rowland Ward, F.Z.S., London.

npHE third edition of this work, and rather
* more elaborately got out than the

others, having about 217 illustrations. It

touches upon the big game of the world, its

distribution and characteristics; dimensions

and weights; and measurements of horns,

antlers, tusks, and skins.

Among the Wild Fowl. By Herbert K. Job.
Doubleday, Page & Co.

' I ^HIS is a little volume of great interest to
• nature lovers and those concerned with

the photographic study of birds, of which Mr.

Job is a most successful student. His photo-

graphs are remarkable. He takes us into the

intimate life of the bird.

First Hand Bits of Stable Lore. By Francis

M. Ware.

The Private Stable, by James A. Garland.
Little, Brown & Co.

THESE two books cover their respective

subjects more competently and thor-

oughly than any recently published. Mr.

Ware deals with the harness horse, which he

knows as well as any living man, and Mr.

Garland handles the difficult subject of stable

management, equipment, etc., with jiuthority

and instruction.

Notes for Hunting Men. By Captain Cort-

landt Gordon Mackenzie. Longmans,
Green & Co.

THIS is a small, practical hand book on

the selection and care of hunters. It

sounds no new note. Its recommendation is

compactness and detailed direction.

Gross Gountry with Horse and Hound. By
Frank Sherman Peer. Illustrations by J.

Crawford Wood. Charles Scribner's Sons.

'T'HIS is the first book on the subject to

^ have been published in America; and, I

may add, handles its subject more simply,

practically, and entertainingly than any pub-

lished elsewhere, yet to have come under my
eye. Mr. Peer for all practical purposes cov-

ers the hunter and the hound exhaustively

—

touching breeding, training, and care; work

in the field; the game itself. He has much of

interest and value to say of riding, and espe-

cially on riding by grip vs. riding by balance;

he hits hard the unreasoning craze, among
horse owners of superficial knowledge, for

slanting shoulders in hunters. Mr. Peer, in

fact, has written a book to interest every

man or woman who rides. The illustrations

are excellent and instructive.

American Trotting and Pacing Horse. Henry
T. Coates, author and publisher.

'TpHIS is a brief history of the American
-• trotting horse, with some suggestions on

training and track laying. The little volume
contains much hitherto scattered data, in

compact form.

Hints to Golfers. By "Niblick." Published
* by the author for private distribution and

sale.

BOOKS on golf have multiplied almost as

rapidly as golfers, and it seemed as

though the final word on the game had been

said at least a dozen times. Yet here is an-

other, a recent comer, from the pen of a Mass-

achusetts golfer, who hides behind a pen

name. And that 's a pity, for he has more
cause to stand forth revealed than that great

majority who have vexed our patience and
sense of fitness. This is a scientific treatise,

but an interesting one, with many practical

and seemingly valuable suggestions and dia-

grams, and an able discussion of the strokes.

The student of the game will find the book
well worthy his attention, and the beginner

helpful matter to simplify his lessons.

The Automobile—Its Gonstruction and Man-
agement. Translated from Gerard La-
vergne's " Manuel Theoretique et Pratique
de I'Automobile Sur Route," with addi-
tions and new illustrations by Paul N.
Hasluck. David McKay, Philadelphia.

AN EXHAUSTIVE and scientific treatise

on motor cars. For the man who
would know his machine it is complete.

Sport in the High Lands of Kashmir. By
Henry Zouch Darrah. Rowland Ward,
London.

npHERE is a tedious amount of detail con-
* eerning camp impedimenta, quality of

food, climate, etc., but if one has the patience

to skim over it some good sport is enjoyed

with markhor, ibex, Ovis ammon, and yak.

So many of these English books of sport and

travel, with abimdantly interesting material,

are made tiresome by pages upon pages of

detail concerning the author's diet, or feel-

ings, or the weather, etc., etc. It is a pity.



MARCH AS A FISHING MONTH
LONG DISTANCE CASTING—NEW FEEDING GROUNDS

By WILLIAM C. HARRIS

"KTOW and then a balmy day comes in the
'-^ month of March that is the harbinger

of the spring fishing fever among the angling

fraternity. If the individual chances to be

journeying, and crossing a brook, turbulent

though it be from the spring freshets and

transient as may be his glance along its

course as the train speeds aviray, the swift

compass of his eye takes in the eddies, the

rocks, and the tumbling rapids; his imagina-

tion is likely to carry the picture afar, and

in his reverie he creels a brook beauty here

and there on that typical trout water, al-

though many miles of rails leave it far be-

hind him. I question if any trout angler,

properly imbued with the spirit of the craft,

ever saw an open stream of water, even in

midwinter, that did not set his thoughts

adrift to one or more of his previous sum-

mer outings; and as the balmy days grow

apace and the hot days come on, no ordinary

spring fever reaches his anatomy, for he

J earns for and gets, if he can, a five-mile

tramp down stream on his favorite brook,

which braces him against the supineness of

the solstice months.

Many anglers carry their love of fishing far

beyond the seasons that the old disciples set

as the limit of enjoyment with the rod. Not

a few delight in fishing through the ice, or

in braving the storms of an impetuous March

day, when, if a trout be grassed or creeled,

its torpid condition causes it to lie prone in

the hand, inert and lifeless; when taking the

feathers on the surface of the water, it rises

slowly and lazily sucking them in with a

sort of gape, and then, turning tail, goes

down again so leisurely that the merest

tyro, or the slowest striker, cannot fail to

impale the steel in its flesh. It is fortunate

that the majority of anglers, happily for

their individual credit and that of the craft,

delight in their work only during the days

of the blooming of the wild flowers, and the

greening of the foliage of the streams. It is

then that the trout has emerged from his

semi-hibernation, donned his spring garb of

velvet, rose, and gold, with his spirit all

aglow, and, better still for the rodster, his

appetite strengthened by his winter's absti-

nence; you find him, here, there, and every-

where, seeking for the insect life of the early

spring, or breasting the down-pouring current,

as he poises in expectation of surface-

washed food, which he knows full well the

recent rise of the water, slight as it was, will

bring down to him. At such times it is a de-

light to be where those brook beauties are,

even if you fail to creel them.

But so strong is the ardor of pursuit among

many that it is the province of this depart-

ment to point out where fishing can be im-

dulged in, at any and all seasons. First,

as to the states and territories where no

legal restrictions are placed on rod and line

fishing in any month of the year : they are

:

Alabama, Delaware, Arkansas, Nebraska,

Tennessee, Oklahoma, North Carolina, South

Carolina, Oregon, Louisiana, Montana, Texas,

Missouri, Georgia, Illinois, Kentucky, Florida.

In the following-named states and Cana-

dian provinces, fishing with rod and line is

permitted in March as per schedule below:

Ohio—Trout and land-locked salmon, from

March 14.

Iowa—Trout, from March 1 ; pike and black

bass, from March 1 to April 1.

New York—Salmon, from March 1 ; on Long

Island, trout, from March 29.

North Carolina—Trout.

Maine—White perch.

Kansas—Black bass, to March 15.

District of Columbia—Bass of all species.

Vermont—Perch and maskalonge.

West Virginia—Bass, jack salmon, trout.

Virginia—Black bass.

Maryland—In the Potomac River, all fish.

California—Steelhead trout, salmon.

Nova Scotia—Salmon, on fly-rod.

Quebec—Salmon, on fly-rod; lake trout and

landlocked salmon or wannanish.

Northwest Territories—Trout, pike-perch.

Manitoba—Trout, pike-perch.

Prince Edward Island—Trout.

Ontario—Pike-perch, maskalonge, salmon,

and lake trout.

Quebec—Pike-perch, black bass, and maska-

longe.

Angling for fishes of the pike family in

the month of March is legal in all the states,

Canada, and the Northwest territories, in-

cluding British Columbia, with the following

exceptions: In North Dakota, maskalonge

cannot be t-aken until May 1. Maskalonge
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cannot be caught in New York until May 31,

and pike and pickerel until May 1. The laws

of New Jersey prohibit fishing for the two

last named fishes until May 1, and those of

Pennsylvania until June 16 ; Colorado, June 1

;

Wisconsin, May 25, and Connecticut, May 1.

A/TR. WILLIAM T. CHURCH, in the Feb-
-'- ruary issue of Outing, takes exception

to my notes on the value of long-distance

casting at tournaments, and is in error as to

my lack of appreciation of club contests, par-

ticularly in the accuracy and delicacy classes.

In these and the bait-casting contests, the

young angler finds the sources of his best

education at tournaments; and although

Mr. Church presents with force the present

methods of long-distance casting in the

West, illustrating the value of it, in sev-

eral isolated instances where physical im-

pediments prevented reaching a pool where

a rising trout was seen, I am not yet con-

tent to admit that an experience of over

half a century on the small brooks and

large streams, such as the Yellowstone, Spo-

kane, Kern, and Williamson, has shaken

a conviction that from sixty to seventy-five

feet of line cast deftly will reach a pool of

feeding trout, if the angler seeks for and

takes advantage of the best casting point.

Moreover, it is a waste of water and a lack

of knowledge when the fly-caster fails to fish

every inch of the surface that lies between

his rod and a trout or bass a hundred or more

feet away. The most successful fly-fisherman

it has been my fortune to meet and know
well was the late D. W. Cross, once president

of the Oneida Club, of New York. He never

cast, under any conditions of the stream, over

forty feet, and he would wade out to the

armpits ratlier than miss a square foot of

likely feeding water. He fished fine, not far

ofl", and his creel was generally the heaviest

brought in after a day's outing.

In these days of " a mile in forty minutes,"

many anglers of the new school are ap-

parently disposed to get to the uttermost

reach in the physical development of the man-

ual of the art, and lose sight of the fact that

angling is a gentle art, not one of brawn or

muscle; that any one imbued with its pure

spirit is absorbed in the charm of its environ-

ment; as our grand master, Walton, lovingly

puts it:

" I was at that time lifted above earth,

And possessed joys not promised at my
birth."

And this influence passed along with him
down stream, as he put, his somewhat coarse

lures on the lip of an eddy or on the sur-

face of its outer dimples. Now, with old

fogies, as doubtless I have grown to be, any

exhibition or attempt to display strength of

muscle or skill in the outer reach of the

feathers, which, disguise or excuse it as its

advocates may, is simply a muscular effort

after the knack of casting has been acquired,

is at odds with the placid joys of angling.

The comments I made on the mannerisms

of long-distance casters was the result of

twenty years' experience as judge at the vari-

ous tournaments held in New York city, at

Harlem Mere, Madison Square Garden, and at

the World's Fair in Chicago; and during that

long period I failed to see a long distance

contestant who did not make somewhat of a

contortionist of himself, the only exception

being the late Reuben Wood, of Syracuse,

N. Y., one of the most graceful casters I ever

met, despite his unwieldy bulk. He, however,

never reached beyond about eighty feet,

which took first prize in the earlier tourna-

ment of 1881. In this connection it is pleas-

ant to learn through Mr. Church that the

grace of Reuben Wood has been inherited by

those phenomenal casters of the West, Messrs.

W. D. Mansfield and H. C. Golcher, with their

scores, respectively, of 134 and 140 feet, and

that the heavy rods of eleven ounces have

been discarded for lighter ones of five to eight

and a half ounces, in the long distance con-

tests. Notwithstanding this change of tackle

no man can attain such outputs with the rod

without a muscular strain out of joint with

the feathered lures he is casting, and more so

with the delicate beauty of his quarry.

Let me not be misunderstood. I do not

decry casting tournaments or club contests.

As social gatherings their value is undoubted;

as a medium of diffusing knowledge of the art

by the communion between veterans these

meetings are invaluable, and the direct les-

son taught the young angler through the ac-

curacy, delicacy, and bait-casting contests

furthers his advance in practical knowledge

of stream work; yet he must not think that

he is full-fledged, even though expert on the

tank or contesting club water, in the manual

of these deliveries; for when on the stream

he will be apt to find that his education has

just commenced. Before his admission into

the circle of the select, he is expected to be

a jack-of-all-trades, to whom the delicate

manipulation of a hackle from a Christmas
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cock and the forging of a gaft must be A
B C work. A knowledge of fly-tying and

feather dying is deemed by many a necessary

accomplishment of the expert; nay, some

even go so far as to think the angler's edu-

cation neglected when he does not exhibit the

art of a Savarin in cooking the quarry that

his artistic skill has boated or grassed. Wood
lore and stream lore; a knowledge of flies

adapted to the changing conditions of seasons

and streams; the natural history of the flut-

tering ephemera of the pools, their larval,

pupal, and butterfly stages, and the days, if

not specific hours, when the dainty fish decide

to feed upon them, must be on the tongue's

tip or caste is lost. Moreover, but not ex-

haustive of the subject, he is expected to be

able to give an ofl'-hand angling monograph

of every fish that takes a lure, its habits,

habitat, migrations, class, order, family, and

species.

Such is the high mark which the young

angler is expected by many to train his intel-

ligence to reach, but there is a pleasure in

every step he takes, be it within the seclu-

sion of the library, or down the rocky bed-

way of the stream, or along its grass-grown

banks. If I have catalogued somewhat at

large and shown the usual estimate of the

acquirements of the expert, it has not been

with a view of underrating the value of craft

knowledge or discouraging the beginner, to

whom it may be said advisedly that a slight

knowledge of the technique of the art, if re-

inforced by a love of stream work, an observ-

ant eye and a clear and ready judgment, will

in the course of a few years develop a prac-

tical angler.

'OEVERAL communications have been re-

cently received bearing upon the ques-

tion of the scarcity of fish on grounds where

for several previous seasons they were plenty.

T'resh-water as well as salt-water anglers are

apt to be content to follow in the rut of fish-

ing, season after season and day after day, on

the same grounds for their favorite fish, al-

though they know or ought to know that the

action of currents in fresh, and that of alter-

nate tides in salt water, change the physical

character of the feeding places of the fish. In

fresh water these grounds become exhausted

of food from the incessant feeding of preda-

tory fish, and the smaller species, the prey of

the larger, are quickly warned to vacate a

spot when danger is abroad. Again, the ef-

fect of freshets in the deposition of silt and

other deleterious matter are known to

drive black bass and other fish to another

shoal or shore, and change inversely their

feeding habits and hours.

The action of the inshore currents and

diurnal tides is constantly changing the char-

acter of salt-water grounds where fish once

found their food to be most plentiful. It is

by no means uncommon to hear a " bitter

water" angler exclaim:

" Oh! this place is played out; no more

fish here." And he knows whereof he speaks.

Certainly it is " played out." A sandbar,

doubtless, stretches across the once fertile

spot, which was clothed from year to year

with a luxuriant grass growth, in the folds

of which myriads of shrimp and other Crus-

tacea had their breeding and hiding places.

Big fish knew this and foraged there, but now

the grass is gone, and the spot is barren of life.

When a fisherman finds the fish have left

his favorite grounds, or " swims " as the Brit-

isher aptly calls them, he should devote a day

or days to hunting for them. He may be

sure they are feeding somewhere not distant.

Let him^ note carefully the physical condi-

tions, depth, character of bottom, and vegeta-

tion of the old fruitful ground, then find its

counterpart, and he will find fish.

Many salt-water anglers, I think, neglect in-

shore fishing on the first half of the flood.

Where the grass grows along the shores and

where the beach shelves gradually into deep

water, say six to eight feet, within thirty feet

from shore, can be found very often excellent

feeding grounds for large weakflsh and

striped bass.

IN NOVEMBER last the keeper of a Cana-

dian fishing hostelry reported the catch-

ing, by Mr. Allen D. Wilson, of Philadelphia,

from waters adjacent to the hotel, of " four

brook trout, whose weight averaged twenty

pounds." My comment at the time relegated

these fish to the species known as Jake trout,

gray trout, or forked tails, as we have yet

to find a pure brook trout {Salvelinus fon-

tinalis) of the weight of twenty pounds.

Mr- Wilson now writes Outing:
" One day last summer I did take five

brook trout (8. fontinalis) , on a five-ounce

rod, and with flies on No. 8 hooks, which

weighed, on an average, over four pounds. I

judge your report came to you from some

Frenchman, whose intentions were good, but

whose English was mixed, in that he used the

word ' averaging ' when he meant ' totaling.'
"



WHY IS PHYSICAL TRAINING
A NECESSITY?

By EDWIN CHECKLEY

TT^HY should I exercise is the question
' ' asked by the average person when the

necessity for training the body is discussed.

And it has latterly become so mixed up with

isms, apparatus, food forces, elixirs, and weird

mental gymnastics, that it is somewhat diffi-

cult to answer. If the subject be treated

wholly from the muscular side, the risk is in

being accused of muscle worship; while on

the other hand, if the mental side be used as

a base, there is danger of being one of that

well-meaning but impractical class who be-

lieve that by an effort of will the mind can

obliterate all the ill effects of a refractory

liver.

And right here is one good reason why
training of the body is a necessity; for not

until the organs of the bqdy are healthy, and

perform their functions properly, is it possi-

ble for healthy reason to manifest itself.

When this condition exists, curious ideas as

to what effects certain foods have on the

body will die out for want of use, along with

beliefs in the supposed advantage to be

gained over diseases by wearing this or that

article of clothing or pad.

Then the quantity put into the stomach

will be the point watched, rather than the

quality. At the same time there will be cul-

tivated a conscious effort to hold the body

erect, so as to relieve the organs from pres-

sure; then, instead of fearing dyspepsia, the

body will be so held that the organs of diges-

tion can do their work without having to

labor under the disadvantage of being pressed

upon, as is seen in the skimping and slouching

positions of the average dyspeptic.

It is an undoubted fact that to certain bad

habits of posture, gait, and carriage more

than two thirds of the mental and physical

ills of modern man and woman are due. And
the only way to get rid of or prevent unde-

sirable physical mannerisms is by training the

body, and at the same time the mind which

controls it. For it is a well-known fact that,

unless the brain is developed by education, it

will in time degenerate, and the being be-

come morally and mentally weaker.

Not until both mind and body receive equal

training will the power to resist disease be

any stronger than it is to-day, or the ability

to perform the commonest movements the

body has * to njake in the day's duties, as

walking, sitting, standing, and, above all,

breathing, any greater than at present. Only

when the body has been so trained that it

carries itself normally and allows the various

functions, such as circulation, nerve action,

digestion, and so on to proceed without hin-

drance, will the power of resistance to dis-

ease and decay be as strong as it should be.

Then the average person should be able to

keep his normal health and strength long

past the age of fovir score and ten.

The power of mental control over all move-

ments of the body can only be acquired by

long and careful training, with concentration

of the mind upon the muscles and their ac-

tion. When one thus becomes master of his

physical structure, the dangers of becoming

too fat or getting too thin disappear, for

such conditions are due to ignorance of how
to use the body in the ordinary actions of

every-day life. To show how your mind lacks

control of your muscles, sit on the floor, with

the legs straight, or, if too stout, sit on a

chair and put the feet on another; then bend

the body so the hands will rest flat on the

chair the feet are on, and beside the feet;

let the head hang loose, and endeavor to al-

ternately raise and lower each leg in a

straight line, without moving the hands from

the chair. The inability to do the movement
as described does not mean that the person

is weak, but it does prove that he cannot

control certain muscles which are not habit-

ually used, but which he should never have

lost the power to govern.

The principle requisite in physical training

is to cultivate flexibility, for without that

there can be no beneficial result from any

method used.

Important points to be considered are age,

condition, and sex, for although the necessity

for conscious training of the body is as neces-

sary for the weak as for those in normal

health, there are very marked differences be-

tween them that must be considered. In the

course of instruction furnished free to new
subscribers of Outing, each type and condi-

tion will be treated individually, having exer-

cises prescribed for its special needs.
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